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Bliss System of
Bookkeeping

Elaborate Actual Business for large departments.

Folder System for small departments, night classes, etc.

The Bliss System affords an actual office experience.

Bliss System graduates can take and hold responsible

positions.

SCIENTIFIC TOUCH
TYPEWR ITI NG

Something entirely new and original.

The student simply cannot look at the keyboard and fol-

low copy.

Scientific Touch Typewriting secures results.

Every teacher teaching touch typewriting should have

this book which makes touch typewriting a reality.

TEACHERS' EXAMINATION COPY, 40c

The F. H. Bliss Publishing Co.
SAGINAW, MICH.

Publishers and Advertisers will thank you lor mentioning The Businc
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MERIT TELLS
Books Tha.t Sell Themselves

Spenoerlan Shorthand
The one truly natural, easy-to-learn, easy-to-write,

easy-to-read Shorthand. Leading schools and colleges

throughout the country teach

SPENCERIAN SHORTHAND MANUAL, for beginners,
SPENCERIAN DICTATION BOOK, for advanced pupils,

BECAUSE : It can be written more rapidly than any other system,
BECAUSE : It can be mastered more rapidly than any other system,
BECAUSE: It can be read with INFINITELY MORE EASE.

Spencerian Intensive Touch Typewriting

An entirely new and unparalleled course that leads

the pupil through each successive stage of advancement
with such gradual transition that the old proverbial

"stepping stones" of learning are converted into a verit-

able inclined plane of progress.

Spencerian Grammar
A rational, self-teachable text that has revolutionized

the old time methods of teaching this subject. A truly

synthetical text that shows how the English language is

built up of roots, prefixes and suffixes. Written in a

style so clear, so flowing, and so comprehensible that it

cannot fail to charm teacher and pupil alike.

Spencerian Speller
A practical, progressive course in word-use and word-

building. A book of incalculable value to the prospec-

tive stenographer.

SPENCER PUBLISHING COMPANY

t r

L.
707-11 Common St., New Orleans, La.
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Accountancy
THOROUGH CORRESPONDENCE INSTITUTE

The value of a thorough knowledge

of Accounting and Auditing is more and

more being realized by commercial

teachers and bookkeepers. Even the

"summer months" bring us consider-

able business, being over twice that of

last summer and over three times that

of the summer before.

The Bennett Accountancy Institute

'is noted for thoroughness and fair deal-

ing with patrons.

Send for Catalog

R. J. Bennett, C. P. A.

1425 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

J

The Books That Bring Results
Our latest bookkeeping courses are provided
with Loose Leaf Blanks, Cash Register Sys-
tems, Carbon Duplication and other up-to-date
features. We request your particular atten-
tion to the foUowing:

GENERAL BOOKKEEPING COURSES

1. "The New Inductive." (Ed. of 1911.)

The latest thing in combined Theory and Busi-

ness Practice Sets.

2. "Progressive Busi,. ess Accounting." As

entirely new course for office work for beginners.

3. "Standard Accounting." Theory fol-

lowed by Business Practice. Officially adopted

in the Chicago High Schools.

SPECIAL COURSES FOR ADVANCED WORK
"Goodyear's Higher Accounting." Eight

sets in special column bookkeeping.

"Marshall's Corporation and Voucher Ac-
counting." The only work of its class: you
should see it.

"Goodyear's Farm Accounting." Just from
the press. This work is the "hit" of the year.

"Goodyear's Bank Accounting." The only

thorough course in Bank Bookkeeping and
Business Practice.

OUR ENGLISH COURSES

"Marshall's Business English." A nut-

shell course in the essentials of English and
Letter Writing.

"Marshall's Business Speller." Agreatnew-

idea book combining practical word analysis, studies in the

use of words and special business vocabularies.

THE LATEST AND GREATEST ARITHMETIC

Our new work "Inductive Commercial
Arithmetic" is the "long felt want" — a book
that presents REAL business computation as

actually employed in shops and offices. The
delight of every teacher who has examined it.

There is yet time to investigate and adopt—but Don't Delay.

GOODYEAR-MARSHALL PUBLISHING COMPANY, cedar rapids, iowa
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QUR employment department is

in constant touch with firms

and business men who require the

kind of stenographers which the

most successful business schools

develop- brain workers, resulting

from their training on the new
Smith Premier Model 10.

Write for particulars.

The Smith Premier Typewriter Co., Inc.

EXECUTIVE OFFICES, 319 BROADWAY, N. Y.
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Otxir, New Book:
u office training for stenographers

[SK a business man to point out the weak place in the stenographer's

equipment and his answer will almost invariably be

—

,( Lack of

office training-." And no one acquainted with the commercial
school course will question that criticism. It is a condition that is

recognized by all progressive teachers. Our new book is designed

to effectively eliminate this confessed weakness in the stenographic course.

Briefly, this is the plan: The book contains twelve sections, each dealing

with a distinct and vital phase of office work. It contains sections on Writing
Letters; Dictation; Transcribing; Office Routine; Preparing Mail; Enclos-

ures; Remittances, Banking; Filing Systems; Card Indexes; Form and Follow-

up Letters; Transferring Correspondence; Office Appliances; Shipping; Office

Reference Books; Billing—a day's work; Business and Legal Papers; Tele-

grams; the Telephone; Editing Dictation Matter; Printing and Proof Reading;

Rough Draft, etc.

All the various activities of an up-to-date office are woven into twelve in-

teresting, profitable, experience-getting lessons.

The book is planned to be introduced at the beginning of the work in the

advanced shorthand department, one hour a day or two afternoons a week being

devoted to it. OFFICE TRAINING thus becomes an integral part of the

course, not an appendix. It does not lengthen the course—it strengthens it.

Each section is a unit, independent in a measure of the others, making the book
peculiarly adapted to varying school conditions. It can be introduced in any

school.

Mechanically, OFFICE TRAINING is the most beautiful book we have

published. It contains 180 pages and is beautifully printed and illustrated with

half-tones, many of which are in two colors. A separate exercise book of blank

forms accompanies it.

OFFICE TRAINING FOR STENOGRAPHERS marks a new era in

the training of stenographers. It will lift the stenographic course from the

commonplace to the distinctively effective.

SAMPLE COPIES TO TEACHERS, 75c.

THE GREGG PUBLISHING COMPANY
NEW YORK CHICAGO
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PUBLIC SCHOOL SHORTHAND
THE SUCCESS OF ISAAC PITMAN'S SHORTHAND IN THE NEW YORK PUBLIC SCHOOLS

In the New York State Examination held on

the 31st of March, April 1 and 2, 1911, for

Supreme Court Stenographer, Mr. Nathan

Behrin again came out first on-the list with a

standing of '.Hi !>0 per cent. Some of the most

expert writers in the country entered for this

examination which was generally admitted to

be the most severe test ever given by the State

Commission. In 1908 Mr. Behrin was No. 1 on

the list of Court Stenographers for the City

of New York, and in 1910-11 he was again

No. 1 with 100 per cent, for the same position.

Mr. Behrin Is 24 years of age, and a writer ol

the Isaac Pitman Shorthand, having learned the

system from "Course in Isaac Pitman Shorthand"

in the DeWitt Clinton High School, New York City.

Nathan Behrin

"The tOO Per

Cent. Man"
An Isaac Pitman

Writer

" Whatever success I have attained I at

tribute solely to Isaac Pitman Shorthand,
have not always been a follower of Isaac Pit

man Shorthand, for there was a time when
took up the study of Pernin light-line and con
nective vowel shorthand ; but after three

months' faithful study and practice I was con

vinced that, for simplicity, ease of execution, brev

ity and legibility, light-line shorthand could never

compare with the Isaac Pitman Shorthand. My
work has been mainly confined to the report-

ing of the trials of delinquent policemen at

Police Headquarters. These trials are con-
ducted in a very informal manner, oftentimes
degenerating into the hurling of abusive
epithets by the one side and vigorous denials

and assertions by the other. No more severe
test of shorthand could possibly be had and is

indisputable proof of the marvelous legibility

of the Isaac Pitman Shorthand."

—

Aathan
Behrin.

Write for particulars of a free correspondence course for teachers

Isaac Pitman <& Sons, 2w^s^st, New York

A Marvelous Record in Typewriting
At the contest for the New York City Championship in Typewriting, held on April 22nd,

Miss Bessie Friedman, a fifteen-year-old Bronx girl, won both the Amateur and the

Professional Championship of New York City, writing over 100 net words a minute for

fifteen minutes. The remarkable nature of Miss Friedman's achievement will be under-
stood when it is known that she began the study of typewriting less than twenty months
prior to the date of the contest.

"The exercises in 'A Practical Course in Touch Typewriting' are carefully
graded, and so arranged that one makes rapid progress and overcomes diffi-

culties almost without being conscious of them. I believe the methods em-
ployed produce the very best results that can be desired. In my own case I

was able to win two championships, writing in competition over 100 net
words a minute in less than twenty months from the time I first began the
study of typewriting. I heartily recommend 'A Practical Course' to all who
wish to thoroughly master touch typewriting, and are looking for a text-book
which gives the right start."

—

Bessie Friedman.

Miss Friedman learned typewriting from Charles E.Smith's "PRACTICAL COURSE
IN TOUCH TYPEWRITING," a text-book which has set the pace in raising the standard
of typewriting. Authors of other text-books on typewriting have shown THH SINCEREST
FORM OF FLATTERY by endeavoring to imitate A PRACTICAL COURSE in their new
or revised editions.

NOW READY EIGHTH REVISED EDITION. Stiff paper covers, 50c; cloth, 75c. Teachers' examination copy, postpaid, 34c
and 50c respectively. Mention School

Adopted by the New York and Boston High Schools

i Isaac Pitman 4 Sons, £SSL«ft2fr New York
n
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THE BUSINESS EDUCATOR
Entered *t Columbus, O., Post Office as 2nd Class Mai

C. P. Zaner,
E. W. Bloser,

Editor
Business Manager

Published Monthly (except July and August) by
Zaner & Bloser, 118 N. Hieh St., Columbus, O., as
follows : Teachers' Professional Edition, $1 00 a
Year (Foreign Subscriptions 30 cents extra ; Cana-
dian Subscriptions 20 cents extra). Students' Pen-
manship Edition, 75 cents a Year (Foreign Sub-
scriptions 20 cents extra : Canadian Subscriptions
10 cents extra.)

Remittances should be made by Money Order
or Bank Draft, or by currency at sender's risk.

Stamps accepted. If personal checks are sent, add
20 cents for collection fee.

Two Editions. The Teachers' Professional
Edition contains 48 or more pages, twelve pages of

which are devoted to Accounting, Finance, Mathe-
matics, English, Law, Typewriting, Advertising,
Conventious, etc., and Departments specially suited
to the needs of teachers, principals and proprietors

The Students' Penmanship Edition contains 36

pages and is the same as the Professional Edition,

less the twelve pages devoted to commercial sub-
jects. This edition is specially suited to students in

" and Private schools, and con-
aanship, Engrossing, Pen Art,

ot the Professional Edition.

ial. Publi.
tains all of the Pe
and Lesson feature

The Business Educator is devoted to the pro-
gressive and practical interest of Business Educa-
tion and Penmanship. A journal whose mission is

to dignify, popularize, and improve the world's
newest and neediest education. It purposes to in-

spire and instruct both pupil and teacher, and to

further the interests of those engaged in the work,
in private as well as in public institutions of busi-
ness education.

Change of Address. If you change your ad-
dress, be sure to notify us promptly (in advance, if

possible), and be careful to give the old as well as
the new address. We lose many journals each issue
through negligence on the part of subscribers.
Back numbers cannot, as a rule, be supplied.
Postmasters are not allowed to forward journals

unless postage is sent to them for that purpose.

Subscriber*. If we do not acknowledge receipt
of your subscription, kindly consider first copy of
the journal you receive as sufficient evidence that
we received your subscription all right. If you do
not receive your journal by the 10th of each month,
please notify us.

Advertising Rates furnished upon application.
The Business Educator being the highest grade
journal of its class is purchased and read by the
most intelligent and well-to-do amonp those inter-
ested in business education and penmanship in the
United States, Canada, England, and nearly every
country on the globe It circulates, not alone among
business college proprietors, teachers and pupils,
but also among principals of commercial depart-
ments of High Schools, Colleges and Religious
Schools, as well as among office workers, home
students, etc.

Rates to Teachers, Agents, and Clab
Raiser* sent upon application. Write for them
whether you are in a position to send few or many
subscriptions. Sample copies furnished to secure
subscriptions.

$100 CONTEST $100

TEN DIFFERENT CONTESTS

L,

Best business writing: submitted ...
Best page of movement exercises, designs, etc.

Most improvement during ten months .....
Best work received from students in Grammar Grades

Best work received from any foreign country ....
Group picture containing largest number of B. E. Certificate Winners

Best work received from "Home Student" for ten consecutive months

Largest single "club list" sent to publishers of the B. E. during the year

Best group picture received picturing students in a regular penmanship
class together with some blackboard work and "smiling countenance
of teacher" ---------

Best letter of criticism received from any Publisher. Proprietor. Super-

intendent. Supervisor of Writing, Principal or Teacher on series of

lessons with suggestions for improvement -

Total -
S

3E 3E 3E 3E 3E —I
N. B.—Contests begin Sept. 1. 1911, and close June 20, 1912. Only subscribers of The Bus

INESS Educator may enter. No entrance fee required. Simply send in your name, address, and

No. of Contest or Contests you wish to enter and you will be booked accordingly. Enter at any

time, except Contest No. 3 which requires "First Specimen."

(Your Town, State, Date.)

This is a specimen of my very best business writing.

(Sign your name.)

Mail the above, and all work p "rtaining to Contests, to the author and contributor of Contests

Fred Berk?ian, Lincoln, Nebr.

By E. A. Lupfer, Columbus, O., with Zaner & Bloser Co,
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Romance of Business
CHAS. T. CBAGIN,

Prln. Thompson's Business Institute, Holyoke, Mi

3CDC 3C

THE KING OF MONEY LENDERS

The Coming of the Railroad

The horse, a tine thousand pound sorrel geld-

ing with two white stockings and a white nose.

_ through some extraordinary ma-
for a horse, and evidently suffering

great ang jpiril for he attempted an ex-

rersion of the Highland fling on his

legs while he turned his head appeal-

ingly, and great tears of fright rolled down his

cheeks as he looked at his youthful driver

perched on the seat of the grocery wagon hear-

ing the name of Sage & Co. and, in mute horse

language, said to the lad; "Rus. now. for good-
;e what do you think of that?" And, in-

deed, it was a spectacle to bring terror to the

heart and madness to the nerves of any well

regulated country horse in the year 1833 to see

a monster puffing black smoke and fiery sparks
and drawing a line of coaches, without horses

attached, swiftly in his direction.

The place was Albany, quaint old city of

Dutch burgesses, capital of the Empire State

an' I end i if that great engineering enterprise,the

Erie Canal and bead of navigation of the Hud-
son River. A great many people were gathered
there that day. and a great many horses suffered

the same agonies of fear and danced affrighted-

tll the countryside had gathered to wit-
ness the opening of the first railroad in the
I nitcd States from Schenectady to Albany, a

distance of some 30 miles. Wealthy men had
put their money nun the enterprise, and young
Rus Sage, country boy from Oneida county,
working for his brother in a grocery store at

Troy, rive miles further down the river, was
there to see the

ise a great many of my readers never
saw the old fashioned country stage coach. This
railroad from Albany to Schenectady had cars
modelled on the old fashioned statre coach, only
the wheels instead of wood were of iron and not
so large as the old coach wheels. Each car held
six or eight passengers seated as they were in

the stage coach of which you have all seen pic-

tures, and the engine was a little steam con-
traption on a platform hitched to the coaches,
with the engineer standing up back of the boiler
and feeding it with big chunks of wood. It rat-

tled and clattered along over the rails, ten or

fifteen miles an hour, a speed quite terrifying in

those days, and horses and cows and other
dumb animals along the route were scared into
conniption fits at the strange apparation of

ages dashing by with accompani-
ment of smoke and flame and jangling bell and
shrieking whistle. Some contrast to the mag-
nificent, all Pullman. Twentieth Century Limit-
ed, with its i:tr, ton Locomotive, capable of

drawing a solid train of 15 all steel cars at 60
hour on a level grade.

Rus. Sage was along legged, hatchet
ountry boy, clothes made by his mother

and fitting as mother's clothes used to fit. but his

keen blue gray eyes watched with interest the
coming of an invention which was to complete-
ly change the whole face of this nation, for, in

- now covered by a net
work of steel like some gigantic spider's well
extending from the utmost limits of pine clad
Maine to the farthest borders of frozen Alaska
and golden California, was then a nation ex-
tending back not more Ttian two or three hun-
dred mile rid all >ng a few-

great rivers; the Hudson, the ' »l io, the Missis-
ippi. It was the magic of Stephenson's loco

it West and
make this tin- i- Vorld's na-
tions. I railroad then two hun-

dred thirty thousand miles of railroad today
within the limits of of the I'nited States.

Voung Sage was a country boy. He didn't

realize, as he sat there on the seat of his grocery
wagon that day that he w-as to become one of

the money kings of America and that this new-
invention, the iron horse, was to yield him a

great part of his income. The boy had finished

the country school and had come up to Troy to

work with his brother in a grocery store. He
kept the books. I suppose, and cleaned up the
store and, likely enough, he delivered groceries
though they didn't do much delivering in 1S33.
In five years young Sage had a grocery of his

own and became a clear headed, close buying,
ready selling master of the business. He went
out among the small towns about Troy and built

up a wholesale business. During the 20 years
that followed, his life was just the common un-
eventful every day life of a well-to-do whole-
sale grocer in a small country city. He made
money every year, for he had been brought up
in the most economical manner and knew the
value of a dollar. Such honors as come to a citi-

zen who is interested in the affairs of the town,
state and nation came to young Sage, for he was
chosen an alderman in the city of Troy and was
for several years city treasurer, for his excellent
judgment in money matters and came to be rec-

ognized outside the limits of his business. He
had married a young woman graduate of the
Emma Williard Seminary, one of the first fe-

male colleges of the United States, but there
were no children and presently, rather against
his wish, there came a call for Mr. Sage to go to

Congress. He was a young man of thirty eight,

or thereabouts, and his interests were in rail-

roads and in his wholesale grocery business,
rather than in politics. Young Sage had seen
the coming of that giant of old time railroad

men. Commodore Vanderbilt. He had seen him
smash down all opposition under his powerful
blows; he had seen him take the broken down
Harlem railroad, slock worth five cents on a dol-
lar and bring it up to par; and again he had seen
him do the same thing with the Hudson River
Railroad from New York to Albany; and then,
link by link, he had seen this colossus o*f the
railroads knit together the chain of roads that
stretched westward across the state to Buffalo
and on to Chicago. Sage spent much of his

time over the geography of this country. The
Atlas, with its railroad lines and transportation
lines, was his most attractive book, and here and
there he had begun a policy which made him a

very rich man. A policy of buying stock in
small and apparently worthless railroads. He
didn't have much money and he didn't go into
big raihoad operations but then came the call to

Congress and Sage felt that he could not decline
so he went and spent four years at Washington.
It is safe to say that the political life of the Cap-
ital didn't appeal to the quiet, conservative
young man from the country' and two terms
were all he would accept, but at Washington he
had seen still more of the possibilities of this

country.

THE BANKER AND MONEY LENDER
1 don't know how much money the country

grocer brought to New York when he came in

1803, but it could not have been a very large
sum. He bought a seat in the Stock Exchange
which didn't cost 8100.000 as it does now, and
there, as «a conservative broker, he met the
giants of the maddest period of stock gambling
that ever ran riot in that great gambling center
of the world.
Vanderbilt the elder, big blustering .Inn Kisk

and his partner with the hand of steel in velvet
glove, .lav Gould, Daniel Drew that strange
mixture of piety and profanity, ignorance and
crafl and many others at death grips in the mad

scramble for gold. The new member did not go
in for speculation on a large scale, though he
had some dealings with the wizard of Wall St.,

Jay Gould, and the fact that he didn't get
skinned in the operations gave him high stand-
ing as a man of parts among those who from
bitter experience knew the ways of that sinister

genius.

It was as a money lender that Mr. Sage was
best known in the 43 years of his life as a banker
and broker and it was a thorough knowledge of

the Interest Account that enabled him without
bluster or show to accumulate the enormous
fortune he left when at 90 he stopped work long
enough to die. He never took a vacation and
considered it a wicked waste of time and money
to do so and his views of such matters and his

frugal habits gave the ribald reporters much
good copy. When news were scarce an item to

the effect that Uncle Russel had purchased the
grey suit of clothes in MocKlinger's window,
marked down to $9.78, or that he had his last

year's straw hat pressed and it looked almost as

good as new, would appear in the Wall Street

items. They used to say that he and Hetty
Green, who had a little desk room up at the
Bank, had more ready money than any two peo-
ple in America and that either one's idea of a

wild debauch would be to have apiece of pie

extra with the fifteen cent lunch at Childs'.

This of course, was exaggerated, but Mr. Sage
was not given to extravagance and anybody
who wanted a million dollars at a moment's no-
tice could borrow it of him if the interest and
security were right, and interest at any where
from 6 per cent, to 100 per cent, counts up. for.

you know, these speculators when they need
big sums for a few days only, anil money is

scarce, often run the rate up to 100 percent.

The fact that Mr. Sage was known always to

have large sums of ready money on hand
brought about the one startling event of his

rather commonplace life. I must tell it for I

was almost in at the death.

A TRAGEDY OF THE NINETIES

For several years I taught the young idea,

how to shoot, more or less successfully, in the

big, white Military Academy at Peekskill, and I

used to go to New York often of a Saturday
morning to see the sights of the big city.

One morning I came down with the notion

that I would go on Wall street and see the

Stock Exchange. 1 had seen the Chicago Board
of Trade and the Chicago Stock Exchange but

never the big New York gambling house, and
I wanted to see what it looked like. 1 went first

to Broad St., to take a glimpse at the brokers of

"The Curb" who were yelling and shaking

their fists in the usual animated manner of curb

brokers. Queer thing. "The Curb." Right in

the middle of the street, roped around in a long

rectangle, through rain and shine, summer and
winter, shout and yell at each other hundreds of

brokers selling unlisted stocks; stocks that are

not admitted to the Stock Exchange, because

the companies which issue them refuse to ans-

wer all the questions asked by the officers of the

Stock Exchange. Most of the mining stocks

are there and Standard Oil is there and many
other really good stocks.

As I came off the street on to Broadway 1

heard a dull heavy explosion much like you
hear when a dynamite blast is let off in a stone

quarry, and, of a sudden, just a little way ahead
there came a puff of smoke, a crash of glass ami

a great pile of brick and mortar tumbling down
on to the pavement and into the street. There
was an instant rush of hundreds of people

around the building and I among others pressed

forward to see what was the trouble. As we
drew near there was the peculiar acrid smell of

dynamite, or nitro-glycerine, and in a few mo-
ments the newsboys were yelling "Wuxstry,

all about the explosion I"

A glance at the newspaper showed there had

been an attempt to assassinate Russell Sage, the

well known New York banker and broker who
had an office at No. 91 Broadway, on the second

floor of a big building. It was a strange affair.

In spite of the heavy explosion only one man
was killed, the assassin, himself. He was blown
to atoms; nothing left of him except his head

which was almost uninjured and from which a

fair photograph was obtained, but no one knew
the man
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As the story developed, it appeared that a

well dressed, gentlemanly appearing, young
man had presented himself at the office of Rus-
sell Sage, banker, and asked to see Mr. Sage.
He did not hand in his card, which was not at

all necessary, for Mr. Sage, though a many
times millionaire, was not at all difficult of ac-

cess, anybody could see him if they had business
with him. The young man carried in one hand
a Gladstone bag of the ordinary description, and
there was nothing at all unusual in his appear-
ance. Mr. Sage had a private office in the rear

of the banking rooms and just at the moment
the office boy was going in to announce the
visitor, Sage, himself, came out and said :

"What can I do for you?"
"Mr. Sage," said the stranger, "in this bag I

have enough nitro glycerine to blow this build-
ing to atoms. I want you to give me a million
dollars. If you do I shall go out of here quietly,
if you refuse I shall throw this bag on the floor,

and we will all be blown to pieces together."
Just then, Mr. Laidlaw, the bookkeeper, stepped
from an outside hallway into the office. He
went to pass by and Mr. Sage said :

"Why certainly, just excuse me until I get the
money," and thoughtfully grabbed Laidlaw
around the waist and got the bookkeeper in

front of htm. The stranger instantly threw the
bag on the floor. There was a blinding flash, a

deafening explosion, and Laidlaw shattered and
bruised was thrown aside as Mr. Sage staggered
back only slightly injured. Nobody else in the
office was hurt but all that remained of the as-

sassin was his head and a small scrap of trous-

ers with a button attached. The full force of the
explosion had come upon him and he was
simply annihilated.

A GOOD NEWSPAPER DETECTIVE.

The identity of the mysterious dynamiter was
a seven days' wonder There was nothing left

to identify except his head, and at the morgue,
thousands of people visited that ghastly re-

mainder of the man, but no one knew him.
Then a reporter, one of the young fellows with
a nose for news, solved the mystery in the
simplest manner imaginable. There was a

piece of cloth, evidently a fragment of the
man's trousers, and to this fragment was at-

tached a button, just an ordinary metallic but-

ton. On the back of this button was stamped a

name, we will call it: "J. Smiley, Boston" evi-

dently the name of the tailor who had made the
trousers, for it was quite the custom then for

fashionable tailors to have their names stamped
on the metal buttons used on men's trousers.

The newspaper man took the first train for

Boston, got the Boston Directory, turned to the
list of tailors, found J. Smiley over on Tremont
St. He presented himself at the office of J.

Smiley, Fashionable Tailor and said :

"Can you tell for whom you made the pair of
trousers this bit of cloth came from v "

'Yes," said J. Smiley, for those fashionable
tailors buy only one pattern of a kind and
no two pair of trousers are made from the same
piece of cloth. He went to the cutter's book,
found, after considerable search, that the pat-

tern, number 648, corresponding with the bit of

cloth the reporter had, had been made into a

pair of trousers for a young lawyer named Nor-
cross, some time during the past year.
The young lawyer had an office in one of the

big buildings at the foot of Tremont St., and
there the reporter hurried, to find the office

closed. Inquiry of the janitor brought the in-

formation, that Mr. Norcross had been away for

nearly two weeks and that his residence was
with his parents on Melrose Ave. A cab
brought the reporter to Melrose Ave., where he
found an old couple in great anxiety over a

missing son who had left ten days ago for his

office aud had not returned or been heard of

since. The old people were worried and did
not understand why they had not heard from
their son.
The reporter knew mighty well why they

hadn't, for, in a crayon picture hanging on the
wall of the little parlor, he readily recognized
the feature of the ghastly head lying on the

marble slab under the water jet in the New
York morgue.
No one suspected the insanity of this young

man. He was a studious, hard working, young
lawyer. His habits were of the best, but there
was a screw loose somewhere. In his brain he

had hatched up the idea of going to New York
with a Gladstone bag loaded with nitro-

glycerine, walking into Sage's office and mak-
ing him give up a million dollars. Nobody but
a maniac would have dreamed of such a thing
but he did it, and succeeded in killing himself
and pretty nearly killing the bookkeeper.
Laidlaw was a wreck. Although his injuries

were none of them apparently serious, his

nerves were completely shattered and he never
recovered his normal condition. To the sur-

prise of everybody. Mr. Sage didn't consider
that he was under any obligations to Laidlaw
and refused to pay him when he asked settle-

ment for his injuries. A suit was brought by
the bookkeeper and a very interesting trial fol-

lowed. Mr. Joseph Choate an eminent lawyer,
afterwards Ambassador to the Court of St.

James was counsel for Laidlaw and had great
sport with Mr. Sage on the witness stand and
the jury gave Laidlaw 825,000 damages but the
court of appeals set the verdict aside on the
ground that Mr. Choate should never have been
permitted to put such questions as he did to

Sage and Laidlaw had to pay dearly for his

eminent Counsel's wit for he never got the
money.

THE BUSH RAILROAD.

There is no better place in the world to spend
a summer vacation than down the Maine Coast
and in the provinces just beyond the American
border. Take the boat at Boston or New York,
go to Portland then east to Mount Desert
and Bar Harbor past old Orchard Beach
and York Beach and the Isles of Shoals
rising out of the ocean's depths. Finally
you come to Eastport, the farthest point
of American soil, thence take the little boat up
the St. Croix, a dozen miles to Calais. Swift,

deep river, the St. Croix, and in its depths are

splendid fish. You can see great salmon, twen.
ty pounders, leaping high in the air out of the.

water, or could, when I went dawn there one
summer, a good many years ago, I crossed over
to St. Andrews on the New Brunswick side of

the river where I found some lovely people and
spent a pleasant week or two. Then I started to

j_'u nut to the little town of St. George, a dozen
miles or so from St. Andrews. To get there I

took the St George and something-or-other
railroad, decidedly a bush railroad. The train

consisted of one baggage car, a condemned
cattle car from some Western Railroad recon-

structed into a passenger coach, one end of it

for smokers and the other end of it for ladies and
those who didn't smoke. The engine, a cripple

taken from some hospital of diseased locomo-
tives, groaned and coughed and wheezed and
creaked and rattled its way out of the little sta-

tion over two lines of rust, which had once been
rails on some good road. We pounded over the
ties and fish plates at a speed of eight or ten

miles an hour stopping at intervals at some sig-

nal to the engineer. Sometimes the passenger
had a friend who was picking berries by the
roadside or in a neighboring field, and if the

pail was'nt full, the engineer and conductor held

the train until she filled it. Cows pursued by
the train after they got tired of keeping ahead
of it would scuttle off into the bushes on one
side. Finally our engine gave a long sigh, a

despairing cough and stopped short. We
anchored there in the midst of the cow pasture

for three mortal hours until another locomotive
came up from St. Johns or some town below us

and pulled us on out of our misery. It was emi-
nently a one horse road, and making inquiries

as to the ownership of it I found to my surprise

that it belonged to an American by the name of

Sage. It was our old friend, of Wall Street who
so narrowly escaped going to kingdom come by
the nitro glycerine route.

The Hon. Russell Sage had purchased the

slock of this road and owned it. It didn't seem
to me a valuable piece of railroad property, and
if anybody had attempted to give it to me I

should have considered him a bitter enemy of

mine, but that little section of road was a con-
necting link for the Great Canadian Pacific and
Uncle Russell Sage cleaned up a great many
dollars for that collection of junk and iron rust

which constituted the road and its equipments
when he came to sell it, to the Canadian Pacific

when they wanted it to make a short connection.
When he died, Mr. Sage was known to be a rich

man but nobody dreamed that he possessed any

such amount as he really did. It was found that

his fortune in ready cash and valuable securities

footed up over eighty million dollars and he
owned a lot of little one horse railroads such as I

have described scattered all over this country.
Most of these roads were in such a position as to

become connecting links between big trunk
lines. Sage was a keen student of our national
history and knew where growth was coming.
He was quick to recognize an opportunity of

that kind. He had sold many of these little rail-

roads which he bought for almost nothing for

large sums to the great trunk lines which needed
tnem for connecting links. But when Sage
came to die. he did a sensible thing. He had
given away no large sums of money in all his

life. He had been an attendant cf the Fifth
Ave, Presbyterian Church and had contributed
to its support. He owned a modest residence in

a fashionable locality up town. Mrs. Sage had
been a member of many charitable and benevo-
lent associations. A woman of charming per-
sonality, Mrs. Sage. Our Mount Holyoke
College narrowly missed being her Alma
Mater and it's unfortunate for Mount
Holyoke that it did miss it, for about
the first gift Mrs. Sage made after she
came into her fortune was a million dollars to

the Van Ransallaer Female College at Troy,
New York. Mrs. Sage when a young girl started

for Mount Holyoke. She stopped over at Troy,
New York to visit an uncle, was taken ill, re-

mained there a few- days or weeks and finally

entered the Troy Female College.
Well, as I started to say, Mr. Sage did a sen-

sible thing when he died. Instead of leaving
his great fortune to a lot of societies and col-

leges, he left it entirely to this cultured sym-
pathetic Christian woman after providing very
moderately for a lot cf relations who might have
made trouble if they had been left out. Mrs.

Sage was the second wife of the millionaire.

They had no children, nor had he any children

by his first wife and so this fine old lady, eighty
years old now, but in good health, is left with

the gigantic task of disposing of that eighty
million dollars. She has made a beginning in

the Russell Sage Foundation to which she has
given ten million dollars. The object of the

Russell Sage Foundation is to improve the con-

dition of the poor. That's not the easiest thing
in the world to do. She has secured, to work
with her, some very able men who have made
charitable work a study but she don't mean to

make this a charity, realizing that the giving of

money is the worst thing in the world to im-

prove the condition of the poor. You can easily

make a loafer out of any man if you give him
money enough. The Foundation is trying to

make cheap places of residence for the poor in

New York. To begin with, it is building a col-

ony of model tenement houses out on Long
Island near Jamaica which can be reached by a

ten cent fare from New York by the tunnels un-
der the river or the big bridges. A good deal of

money from the Foundation has gone to the

tuberculosis camps all over the country. The
children's play ground is another object which
is receiving assistance from this Foundation.
Mr. Luther Gulick was formerly the head man
of the children's play ground movement and
Mrs. Sage secured him -as one of the workers in

her great undertaking.
One night recently I went to a moving picture

show, which is one of my favorite forms of dis-

sipation when I want to squander five cents.

The film was entitled "The Safe and Sane
Fourth," and on the curtain it said that this film,

was prepared by the Russell Sage Foundation.
It went ahead and showed the old style Fourth
with banging cannon and sizzling fire works, a

boy with his eyes almost burned out and a little

girl with lockjaw. Then it showed a model
Fourth with children on floats and in folk

dances with orators and fireworks at night, and
races and games and all that. It was a very

effective film and it is one of the things that

the Sage Foundation is doing. It is probable

that the whole eighty million dollars of the Sage
fortune will eventually be handled by this asso-
ciation if it linds its efforts to improve the con-
dition of the poor are successful. Mrs. Sage
cannot live much longer and she must depend
upon the men and women she had selected to

conduct her great enterprise. Not a dramatic or
sensational story this but worth reading just to

know how the monster fortune of one lost

century were acquired.
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PENMANSHIP AND LEARNING
OR YOU AND I.

Here goes for a few (if the many things "you
ami 1 " should know in learning to write a plain

rapid style of business writing—the kind that

need not be unlearned after leaving school,

when one gets into an office, for one's own per-

sonal use-tin- knnl that can be mastered in a

short time and of the greatest possible use al-

ways.— in fact, whenever one needs to express
thought by means of characters, and not in a

position to do so by way of the typewriter, in

shorthand, the grapliophone, or any of the other
labor-saving devices and contrivances. And it

may be well to state right here, parenthetically,
that it is the earnest wish of the author of these
contributions that the few thoughts given may
be of help ami inspiration to some along the
penmanship line, and they are therefore written
with that purpose in view, written in the
simplest way and with the hope that "all who
run may read" and understand in the light in

which it is intended.

(JET ON YOUR MARK ! GET SET!! on!!!

A good start means much along all lines of
work (penmanship not an exception)- but look
out not to start too hurriedly; there may be a
break-down if you do, and you know haste al-

ways makes waste. ( >h. yes. that reminds me of
ihe vt,.rv 1 heard some time ago—about a young
- ouple viewing the Niagara Falls, etc. They had
been standing there for quite a while, as
Ihe story goes, looking at the turbulent waters,
the dashing waves, the splendor and amaze-
ment (and other big words like that) of it all,

when the young man, speaking to his com-
panion, said- "What a great waste," meaning.
of course, the waters of Niagara—when they
were startled and somewhat embarrassed to
know that a lady of considerable weight and
stature was standing nearby, and especially to
hear the remark "You people better mind your
own business."

LET'S TALK IT OVER TOGETHER.
Now, let's you and I "talk it over together"

and if others get the wrong impression, not un-
derstand us I mean, maybe we can make up if

we appproach 'em in the right spirit and ex-
plain matters fully. You see, I don't want to
have any hard feelings against any one, or vice

i Probably the one important
thing in learning anything, or something, is not
to sacrifice health. We all want good health;
we all want to be happy. Taking it for granted
that run are interested in improving your own
hand-writing or to help others improve theirs, I

want to emphasize now, by your permission, a
few of the many important things in connection
with this sadly-neglected study—sadly ne-
glected, I mean, in many of the Public Schools
Of our fair land. We all need help, encourage-
ment and inspiration at times, and if you can
find one word or thought given on this or fol-
lowing panes, which wdl help "kindle aflame
the latent spark of ambition." how happy I
shall feel. Avoid practicing in an unhealthful

Sit erect. Heads up !—Shoulders
ire common words in gymnasiums.

Anything that is Rood m one place, as a rule, is

good in another. Use your own judgment in
Iters, ami it you feel that you should

ask anyone for advice, why ask older men and
women—those who are experienced. If you
read books, read the best books. The best is

none too good along any line. Take care of
your health and your health will take care of
you.

ARM MOVEMENT.
That's really the name I like best. You prob-

ably like to call it the Muscular Movement, the

Forearm Movement, the Finger Movement, the

Spencerian Method, the Zaner Method, the

Palmer Method, or some other new-fangled
name. (Something like Breakfast Foods,
you know— most any old name, just so

it's a good seller.) We'll not quarrel

over the name, I know. It's the results

that we are after. Sometimes the little hoy out
in the country gets more geese and ducks with
his old single-barrel muzzle-loader shot gun
than the Sporting Editor of one of our large

City Dailies (you see. 1 don't mention names
now) ever hopes to get with his Latest Im-
proved Remington Automatic. It isn't all in

the method, the name—not by a long shot !

Most of it is. or should be, in you y—o—

u

you ! Does it soak in ?

POSITION.

That's right ! You watch the position care-

fully now for a few months and then you won't
need to think about it any more— it will be a

fixed habit by that time— it will take care of it-

self. If you don't believe me, ask someone who
knows. Now, you sit down here at this table

and "show me how it is done." Well, yes, that
looks pretty good, but why don't you keep the
paper in front of- you when you write? Didn't
think of it! That's one on you ! ! Really, now,
1 think it is more important to know where to

write than how to hold the pen. Don't agree
with me, you say ? What if you don't ! It

would be a queer world to live in if we all

thought the same, lived in the same place, and

would do only enough work to eke out a mere
existence. Glad, and then some, that there are

difference of opinion. Here's a suggestion:
You tell me some of the important things you
try to keep in mind always (that is about po-
sition) when practicing and then when you have
finished I'll begin. Not ready ! Well, then I'll

start out and you can g-o on when I have fin-

ished. All right ! That suits me.
POSITION AT DESK, ETC.

Sit well back in the chair and lean slightly

forward, bending at the hips. Avoid letting the
head drop leftward, and don't "sight" at the
writing. Both eyes should be the same dis-

tance from the line of writing, from 12 to 16
inches. Keep both elbows near the edge of the
desk, or table, and bend at about right angles.
Both feet should be fiat on the floor, un-
crossed, and the left foot forward. In regard
to the writing arm, three things should
touch the paper or desk as you write.
The muscles of the arm a little in front of
the elbow, the side and back of the nails
of the little and ring fingers, and the point of
the pen. Let the holder point toward the shoul-
der, a little below and to the right. That will
make the holder cross the hand somewhere near
the knuckle joint of the first ringer. The end of
the first (index) finger should be right on top of
the wide part of the holder. Then, if in correct
position, the point of the pen will be from 3

j to
one inch from the end of the index finger.

MATERIALS, ETC.
Pens—For business writing, a pen with a

medium point (not too fine and not too coarse) is

best, such as Spencerian Nos. 1 and 2, Zanerian
Ideal, etc.

Ink—Any blue-black ink that flows freely.
Avoid colored inks.

Holders—A cork-tipped holder is excellent.
If not attainable (just when you want it.) get a
wooden or rubber-tipped holder. Avoid small
holders.
Paper—Paper cut S% by 11. with lines from

'H to 1

._> inch apart, is recommended. And as to
quality', the best is none too good.
Blotters- Blotters containing bright colors

are injurious to the eyes.
Pen ll'iuers—Nothing better than a wet

sponge. Soft cotton or woolen cloth is good.
(To be continued.

J
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Contributions in Practical Writing. No. 6
S. E. LESLIE.

Eastman College, Poa&hkee.pste, New York.

Subscribers' writing criticised free. Send specimens to Mr. Leslie at above address, inclosing self-ad-

dressed stamped envelope, and your criticism will reach you long before it could possibly appear in the B. E.

1 1 i i in i ir— II ~ir

No. K4. The exercises in the first line are valuable for developing the forms of the T and F. Note the relation of the cap to the stem of the F.

^zr ^ \=^^=f~~\^^~~\z^~^f~^ ^ fc/ t/ ^/

No. 85. Same instruction as for T

teg

No. 86. It is very hard for most of us as young people to realize that time is valuable. How often do we hear those of mature years wish they had

some of the time they wasted when younger. Let us profit by their mistakes. Now is the best time in the world for you to learn to write. Don't

work with the sole aim of sometime commanding a large salary. You should work with a higher aim than this and in so doing you may incidentally

get better pay than the one who is thinking of pay and nothing else.

No. K7. The exercise in the first liDe will be very good for developing and controlling the movement necessary in forming the P, B, and R. Re-

trace the down stroke in the letters.

No. 88. Be careful with the small loop in the center of the R. It is finished just like the K.

No. 80. The B is finished like the S and G. Let us have some fine work on the word "Business.'

No W". Follow closely the advice given in the three sentences in this copy.



No. '.ma. After placing a letter on every third line as in this copy suppose you try placing them on every fourth line.

No. 91. This is a valuable sentence because it contains all the small letters. Try to keep it on one line.

No. '.'2. It might be interesting for you at this stage of your work to write a page of this sentence and compare with your writing before beginning
practice on this series of lessons.

'^zz^c/-

--^7~'2^?^3>7'Z-^^

No. 03. Page writing is a difficult test and will require all of your skill. Watch the arrangement, spacing, slant, etc. Make light lines. Review
the movement work if your hand does not move easily across the page.

"in i ii ii ir

Business Penmanship Suggestions
S. B. FAHNESTOCK,

McPherson College, McPherson, Kansas.
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Plate 34. Start ieftword. circular arm movement. Last down stroke straight and nearly closed at top. Some of the most valuable lines occur in the
capital A. The oval in a is slanting more than in o. Nicelv round the tops of m. Try to get a correct mental picture of each copy. Get a light, elas-

tic arm movement on this lesson. Stand well with yourself, when you go back on yourself nobody can help you. Do you swear? Do you use tobacco?
Do you drink liquor? Do you carouse around late at night? Do you abuse yourself in any sphere or form? If so turn square around and get your own
self approval, or you will be a failure. Hold fast to your self faith; you are worth nothing without it to yourself or the world. You owe it to yourself

and to the world to keep your nerves in the best possible condition. Limited surrender means limited power. The price of unlimited power is un-
conditional surrender.



Plate 8S Start and finish D like O. Keep your good position. Watch turns and angles. Get u sharp at top and n's nicely rounded at top. No-
li, e Blanl of letter. Work hard on the thiol and fourth lines also. Try and hold yourself down to one capital for an hour and watch the improvement.

as take up too much at one time to do it well, (iet hold of the lesson with a life proposition, with a grip and tenacity of purpose and vigor of

ation that will be worth while. (>et down to the marrow of it, where efficiency and power dwell.

Plate 3t(.

Plate 3d. Practice reversed oval opposite direction of capital O. Keep down lines parallel. Notice how N is developed. Make both capital and
small n rounded at top. Get as much pure arm movement in this lesson as possible. Notice the relative height of two parts of capitol N. Do not
raise pen. See that the arm acts freely at elbow. Keep everlastingly at it and your heart-hunger will be satisfied, your noble longings will be realized.
Make two pages of the last line. Il'ri're on the base line.

Plate 37.

i.aa

Plate 87. Begin first exercise, making down lines same slant and same distance apart. Do not lift pen. This is an excellent exercise for arm
movement control. Notice that the second part is a tritie shorter than the first, also the second shorter than the third. Be quick and use pure arm
movement. Watch spacing between letters and words. Your slant, position, manner of holding the pen should have your attention occasionally.
Your ambitions, yearnings and desires should be greater now and if you keep on doing your best, with the high aspirations you now have, these things
will be brought into ultimate harmony which will give you a great degree of satisfaction.

Plate 38.

? 7 7 9?

gin W same as M or N. The last part of the letter is final t. Make second part of letter same as first part. The linishing stroke
should be two thirds the height of the letter. Do not lift pen in making this letter. In making capital /. add the lower loop to final part of W. Careful

' m pany the free arm movement of all these copies.' Write just the number of letters ami words to the line that are given in the
copy. Never before was the opportunity so good to acquire a good business handwriting than just now. Your natural ability with the superior train-
ing you are receiving ought to place you in a class high above the untrained- This training ought to elevate, refine and ennoble you.
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PUBLIC SCHOOL WRITING
Fifth and Sixth Grades

BY O. L. ROGERS, SUPERVISOR OF PENMAN-
SHIP, FORT WAYNE, IND., PUBLIC

SCHOOLS.

About the same instructions are followed in

Fourth Grade as in Third Grade which was
given in the June number, except the exer-

cises are a trifle more difficult and are practiced
with a little more speed. But a different course
of lessons is presented.
Now a few suggestions in regard to Fifth and

Sixth Grade work. The work of the grades is so
similar that they may be considered in one
article. At this time pupils are better prepared
both physically and mentally to improve their

writing.

A thirty minute lesson is given to pupils in

these grades. The first half of the period is de-
voted to movement drills leading up to the let-

ter, word or sentence of the lesson. It is partial-

ly a waste of time to practice on a movement
exercise which has no bearing on the lesson at

hand. The last half of the writing period is de-
voted to the preparation of a permanent page of

either letter, word, figure or sentence work.
These pages should be the very best the pupils
can do in both form and freedom. Any page
carelessly prepared should be returned to the
pupil to be rewritten.
All the pages should be examined by the

teacher, as often as time will permit each page
should be criticised in red ink and returned to

the pupil in order that he may more readily
correct the mistakes which might otherwise go
unrecognized. The supervisor should also ex-
amine the work of the pupils regularly and at

least twice a term. This can be done in cities

of one hundred thousand or less without over-
burdening the supervisor.
The regular examination of pupils' work by

the teacher and supervisor is very important.
The pupil knows his work is being examined
and he learns by the examination whether his

work is good, medium or unsatisfactory'- It

informs teacher and supervisor of the pupils'

progress, and what practice and instruction will

best supply the needs of the pupil.

That the same care be used in preparing all

daily work as is used in the writing lesson is of

primary importance, in fact it is the only way to

get the best results in the Public Schools since
there is not enough time devoted to writing in

the upper grades according to the daily pro-
gram. But if all daily work is made a writing les-

son the improvement is much more noticeable.
As much time should be devoted to the prac-

tice of a figure as a letter. Are you neglectiDg
the figures r

Pupils in these grades should be able to write
sixty small letters or forty capitals a minute,
some will acquire much greater speed. It is a
good idea to practice speed writing occasion-
ally, working against time adds a stimulus.
However too much speed may lead to reckless-
ness.
Do your pupils keep regular margins ? Do

they write too large ? Do they know the ar-
rangement and parts of an ordinary business
letter ?

n
l grade writing reduced nearly one-half in engraving from Maple Grove Bldg.. Miss
Behn, teacher, Imppie Leppiaho, pupil, B. S. Frost, supervisor, Crystal Falls, Mich.

By Ruth Weaver, pupil, E. C. Hendrix, penman, Baltimore, Md.. Bus. College. Model practice, but the lines were too delicate to engrave without breaking.
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EDITORS PAGE—PENMANSHIP EDITION
A Forum for the Expression of Convictions Relating to Methods of Teaching and the Art of Writing

OUR PLATFORM : FORM AND FREEDOM FROM FIRST TO FINISH
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MR. MARSHALL.
Mr. Carl C. Marshall,

of the Goodvear Mar-
shall Publishing Co..
Cedar Rapids. la., has
been engaged to pre-
pare some special ar-
ticles during the year
on various matters of
interest to commercial
educators. He will also
contribute from one to
two pages of editorial
articles comprising
comments upon pass-
ing matters of interest.
We are sure a large
number of our readers
will be glad that Mr.
Marshall is to be with
us to add thereby to

the general value of our monthly budget of

instruction and inspiration.

PENMANSHIP PROBLEMS AND
THE SUPERVISOR

Number Nine

In the preceding paper we touched
upon the essentials to and of good
writing. Much time is wasted upon
the little unimportant details of exe-

cution, both as concerns mannerisms
and results. The most successful
teacher learns to avoid the things
which cannot be remedied and the
things which will remedy themselves
if we but correct certain general con-
ditions.

In the matter of positio?i, it mat-
ters little whether the feet are close
or far apart. It makes but little dif-

ference whether the hand glides up-
on the nails or tips of the third and
fourth fingers, or whether it glides
alone on the little finger nail or joint.

In form, the particular slant is not
important, except that we should en-
deavor to aid each pupil to find that
one common average of slant which
is best for him. Likewise the height

and width of the letter. Plainness is

the chief essential, not style.

In movement, there are certain es-

sentials which need constant atten-

tion, such as the gliding of the little

finger, and the resting of the elbow
in the fourth grade and up. Just
how much arm movement should be
exacted must be determined by cir-

cumstances, for no two can be trained
to write in precisely the same man-
ner.

It is well to recognize that some
have better control of the upper
arm than others, and that some
have better finger action than others.
Observation and discrimination will

do much to centralize upon the things
which make for efficiency and to
avoid the things which confuse and
hamper.
Technical music is essential to the

musician; technical grammar is es-

sential to the literary person; and
technical penmanship is necessary to
the professional penman, but the3e
are not necessary for people in gen-
eral. If teachers of writing could
fully realize that in public schools we
need to aim to improve the many
rather than perfect the few, better
general results would follow.

A high rate of speed, an accurate
form, or pure arm movement are
each professional qualities and
should not be insisted upon, except
for individuals. Ease in movement,
plainness in form, and freedom in

expression are the things which can
be emphasized without injury to any
one and without consuming unneces-
sary time in learning.
There being no one true way for all,

we need to recognize individual needs
and differences, and plan according-

ly. Efficiency should be the aim and
end of our training, not lifeless, ster-

eotyped penmanship. To teach pu-
pils to look, to think, and to act is the
prime essential to good writing and
goodness in all manual arts.
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MARSHALL'S MENTAL MEAN-
DERINGS.

By Way of

Introduction

Having arranged
with Brother Zaner to

contribute a page or

so of editorial comment to each num-
ber of his journal during the coming
year, it is fitting to make brief

obeisence to the Educator audience,

and offer a few words of explanation
and of greeting.

In the first place, the contributing

editor a/one should be held respon-

sible for the opinions and sentiments
expressed in this department. If,

as is altogether probable, some of

these expressions should not be
fully approved by some of the sub-

scribers, the Educator itself is not
to be blamed for the harrowing fact.

The only editorial writer whose work
is worth reading, is the one who is in

a position to write freely and frankly

just what he thinks, and without be-

ing hampered either by the "policy"
of his paper, or the need of toadying
to the supposed opinions or preju-

dices of the readers. It is therefore

my purpose to have the expressions
in this column not only unfettered,

but above all, sincere, and I fondly
hope that no reader will feel himself
injured, should he find himself un-
able to agree with the contributing
editor, or thereby contract a grouch
against the Educator.
All of which is cordially and frank-

ly submitted, and may we all bear
with one another patiently and ob-
serve the amenities made and pro-
vided.

Carl C. Marshall.

The Tenacity M
.

ost
,

of us ha
,

ve **:

of Error rmnngly applauded
the poet who observes:

"Truth crushed to earth will rise
again,

The eternal years of God are hers.
But Error, wounded, writhes in pain
And dies amid his worshippers."

We wish it were so, but is it? A
fairly impartial observation, through
a good man}' years of this rough-and-
tumble life, leads us to conclude that
Truth, to thrive satisfactorily, re-

quires as much care as a fuschia or a
camellia, whereas, Error is as hard
to root out as crab grass or bull-net-

tles. Of course, Truth does not per-

ish utterly, but that is because so
many devoted souls give their lives

to caring for her, and scratching
away among the weeds of Error,
which are always sapping the soil at

her roots. Error, on the other hand,
has as many lives as a cat, and will

spring up in a dozen new places like

a burdock, although you have dug it

up by the roots and thrown it over
the fence into the public highway.

q Let us justify the
Example rude pessimism of the

previous paragraph by
referring to a persistent, pestiferous
Canada-thistle sort of an error that
has long afflicted the educational
field. We mean that insidiously false
notion that men's mental faculties
are "trained" or "strengthened," or
"undisciplined"by certain prescribed
educational diet. As, for instance,
that the study of mathematics de-
velops the reasoning powers, or the
study of history strengthens memory,
or natural science trains the faculty of
observation, etc. This idea is noth-
ing more than a baseless conceit of
certain educational theorists, and its

utter falsity and absurdity have been
demonstrated many times by thinkers
who are also sane observers. But the
notion goes on taking root in the
craniums of men and working its

mischief in our schools, just the
same as though it had not been time
and again dug up and scattered to
the four winds. Perhaps the persist-
ence of this particular error maybe
explained by the fact that it has in it

some few traces of the truth. It is,

for instance, true that the study of
mathematics helps men to reason
mathematically, or that the study of
jurisprudence helps men to reason
about law, but it is not in the least

true that either of these studies will

help us to reason about things unre-
lated to mathematics or law. No
more will the study of history or
geography train the memory in any
matter except history or geography.
And the study of insects will not
make students observe more closely

as to the stars, the rocks or the

flowers. It will only make them
sharper in observing insects. On the
other hand it is more than probable
that the intense application of a fac-

ulty to one limited field of action

makes that faculty actually weaker in

its application to other and different

fields. These conclusions may be
verified in nearly everybody's per-

sonal experience and observa-

tion. It is, for instance, common
to find people who can remember
faces but not names, or who can re-

member the things they read but not

the things they hear. In fact, our
memories, no matter what our train-

ing or lack of training, are as freak-

ish and uncertain as the wind.
Yet certain well meaning people go

on praising Latin, geometry, or

chemistry, or what not, because these

subjects are valuable in affording

"discipline" to this, that or the other

faculty, and elaborate school and col-

lege curricula are building up on this

fatuous theory. Yes, the education-

al crabgrass is hard to root out.

. The catch-word of

the hour is Conser-
vation. Fundament-Conservation

ally, this word means"keeping things

together." Its antonym is dissipa-
tion, which means a wasteful scatter-
ing of things. The former word has
been made familiar to every ear
through the impassioned pleading of
Mr. Roosevelt and other for a halt in

our shameless waste of our forests,
our coal and other national resources.
But we also need waking up as to the
need for applying this noble new
word to our own intimate personali-
ties. We have heard enough, per-
haps, about personal dissipation,
but most of us have not thought
enough about personal conservation.
A man's interest in the national
wealth,—the Alaskan coal fields, the
mountain forests, the unclaimed wa-
ter power—is vague, and a mere
bagatelle compared to his interest in

the things that make up the wealth of

his own personality. What are these
things? Health; good nature; abil-

ity to work and think; knowledge
that can be applied; personal purity.

They are the things that make us
rich as individuals, but they may be
wasted, scattered, "dissipated," un-
til we are the veriest paupers, as use-
less as an exhausted field or a
worked-out mine. The greatest
wealth in the world is youth. Who
doubts that Rockefeller would sign
away every dollar of his billions if

he could turn back the clock of his
life to twenty? Young men, have
you ever thought how rich you are in
hope, in enthusiasm, in energy, in
will, and friends? But you can scat-
ter every bit of this wealth in ten
years. I came across a pauper of
this kind the other day. He was
hardly thirty, but he was already a
soured, dyspeptic, blase, listless,
hopeless chap, with faith in neither
himself, his fellow man nor his God.
What had broken him? A number of
things all of them common. He had
plunged into life at twenty with an
exhuberant and reckless self-will,and
proceeded to squeeze the juice from
the orange of life, with a complete
indifference to consequences. H e
slugged both his mind and his body
with all sorts of excess. So at thirty,
when he should have been at the
height of his Golden Age, his soil

was barren, his springs were dried
up, and there was not a star or a rain-
bow in his sky. I have known men
past eighty who were younger. You
can keep your youth, young man, if

you will conserve its natural riches.
Be sure of that. Most of our broken
down men have themselves done the
breaking, and in doing it, have snap-
ped their fingers in the face of wis-
dom—assaulting their stomachs and
nerves with alcohol and nicotine and
late hours and rich cookery, or emas-
culating their souls with the ribald
things of the fast life. Young men
and women, keep your lives fresh
and strong with honest work and
wholesome play, clean friends, sim-
ple food, sufficient sleep and a keen
love of the beautiful. Accidents
aside, no man needs to lose his life's

inheritance, and should be ashamed
to die till he has harvested at least
seventy full years of joy.
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I have been asked to prepare a

series of articles running through
the school year of 1911-1912, on book-
keeping and accountancy, selecting

those subjects which will likely be
most helpful to commercial teachers.

Having had experience, both as a
teacher and as a practicing account-
ant, I shall endeavor to touch upon
those subjects which will supplv the

information which I feel is most use-

ful to commercial teachers in the
private and public schools.

It seems best at the very outset to

have a proper understanding of what
is meant by accountancy in distinc-

tion from what is meant by bookkeep-
ing. Accountancy consists of that
body of knowledge which is com-
prised in the rules and the practices
which guide the accountant in the
practice of his profession, while
bookkeepping consists of the record-
ing of routine transactions of a busi-
ness in accordance with the require-
ments of a system which may, or
may not, be based upon the princi-
ples of accountancy.

The best definitions I have seen are
as follows:

"Accountancy is that branch of
practical science which treats of the
methods of classifying and recording
business transactions, and accounts,
so that the facts they exhibit shall be
shown in their proper relations, ex-
pressed in terms that will most fully
provide the information necessary to
the successful and financial adminis-
tration."

"Bookkeeping is the art of classify-
ing and recording business transac-
tions and facts, systematically."

It would seem, therefore, that
there is a sharp distinction to be
made between accountancy and book-
keeping, and this distinction should
be carefully noted as it is necessary
to the accurate understanding of
many of the terms which will be used
in subsequent articles. Many of the
most important propositions of ac-
countancy may be stated without the

figures, but the statement of
proposition in bookkeeping would be
difficult to make without them. Ac-
countancy is, in fact, a science, be-
cause it is subject to well-defined
principles and rules. Bookkeeping
is not, because it is merely the re-
cording of transactions, by hand,
machine, or otherwise, according to
some established system. There are
many other distinctions unnecessary

to mention, which are familiar to the
thoughtful teacher.

Very much of the bookkeeping as
it is now carried on, is not considered
good bookkeeping by the accountant.
There are certain general principles
in the treatment of accounts which
are recognized by all professionals as
being fundamental, and these prin-

ciples show many somewhat radical

departures from the method of keep-
ing accounts as they have been pre-

sented in the ordinary school text.

The difference between good book-
keeping, based upon the correct ac-

counting principles, and poor book-
keeping, such as is found in most
school texts, is that the first gives in-

formation of the kind, and in such
detail, as will make it usable in con-
ducting business to make larger pro-

fits for a later period. The old style

bookkeeping had really one object,

and that was to show the net profit,

or the net loss since the last closing
of the ledger. Just how profits were
derived was not apparent. If there
was an excess of expenses, they were
not comparable with those of similar
previous periods. Accounts were so
conducted that there was no ratio of

comparison established between the
various expenses and incomes of
different periods. In fact, in many
instances there was no strict class-

ification of accounts. Certain items
would go in on one account for one
period, and in another tor a later

period, etc.

In the accounts discussed in this

series of papers, it will be my en-
deavor to point out the difference be-
tween the new and the old practice,

and the reason why the new practice
is preferable to the old practice.

This will apply as well to statement,
reports, analysis sheets, etc., as to

the accounts
My experience has convinced me

that bookkeeping is made very much
harder than is necessary for the stu-

dent because of the inappropriate
use of terms. It is true that account-
ancy in its highest forms presents
some rather fine distinctions, but
they relate particularly to prepara-
ration of statements, classification of
items, etc., which become easy to the
practitioner.

Debit and credit are two terms that
are somewhat recklessly used by
most teachers. As a matter of fact,

there is only one class of accounts to
which these terms apply, namely per-

sonal accounts. Eliminate persona
accounts and the remainder of book-
keeping is simply arithmetic. In
fact, it is applied arithmetic and
nothing more. In the cash book, we
classify receipts on one side, and
payments on the other. We classify
notes receivable together in the notes
receivable books, and likewise notes
payable. We place costs in one col-

umn, and returns in another. In-

deed, the equal footings of the two
sides of the trial balance is a result
arising from placing the receipts and
costs on one side, against payments
and returns on the other, and is

therefore, in no way a fundamental
principle of double-entry bookkeep-
ing as it is so frequently described,
but rather a natural result.

No matter what a business may be,

whether selling or manufacturing,
the very first consideration of the ac-

countant is the proper classification

of accounts, to give the information
that will contribute most largely to

an intelligent administration of the

business, and at the same time will

give the details on those items of in-

formation wanted by the owners.

Before these items of information
can be obtained, it is necessary to

make a thorough study of the re-

quirements of the business in order
to devise a proper classification of

the accounts as well as a system that
will give the accounts a proper ex-

pression.

It is also necessary to know
whether the management contem-
plates employing a competent book-
keeper or whether the person in

charge of the accounts will be of or-

dinary ability, i. e. do the bookkeep-
ing, act as stenographers, etc. If a

competent person is to have charge
of the accounts, a more scientific

classification of accounts can be in-

stalled than would be advisable if

only an ordinary clerk is in charge.
It is useless to install any system of

classification that the person in

charge is not competent to keep.

Assume for example, that an ac-

countant is called into a wholesale
business conducted as a partnership
a short time prior to the closing of

the fiscal period with instructions to

prepare a proper classification of ac-

counts, also to devise and install a

proper accounting system.

Before making a classification of

accounts, or designing a system, the
accountant would ascertain all infor-

mation possible along the following
lines:

Has the firm ample capital to take
all discounts ?

Do they have many returns and al-

lowances on sales ?

Do they accept notes from custom-
ers in settlement of bills ? If so, how
many?

( Continued on page 27.

)
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THE STUDY OF BUSINESS
LAW.

A teacher should have three things
constantly in mind. First, to spread
before his pupils a scientific state-

ment of the subject to be studied.
Second, to explain the science so
that the pupils will be able to grasp
it. Third, to interest them in it so
that they will enjoy their work. The
first of these objects is the main one,
but the teacher's efforts will seldom
be fully successful unless he pursues
also the other two objects.

In the teaching of business law, as
it used to be conducted, not only
were the last two objects lost sight
of, but even the primary object was
often neglected. Indeed, those who
instructed business men in law went
about the matter in a half-hearted
way as if convinced of the futility of
their own endeavors. Law was re-

garded as the property of lawyers
alone. A knowledge of it by a lay-

man was deemed necessarily super-
ficial and even dangerous, as
likely to lead the layman into
depths from which he could never
extricate himself. Some persons
went so far as to regard posses-
sion of such knowledge by any
other than a lawyer a suspicious cir-

cumstance, indicating a too familiar
acquaintance with the sharp prac-
tices whereof in great measure law
is vulgarly supposed to consist.

This article and those which will

follow it are not intended to urge lay-

men to become their own lawyers.
On the contrary, as will be pointed
out hereafter, the more law a layman
knows, the more sure will he be to

realize the advantage of consulting
lawyers in the many complications
arising in modern business life.

Lawyers themselves frequently have
recourse to other lawyers for advice
on knotty problems. The impor-
tance of the legal phases of business
affairs is being more keenly appreci-

ated every day. The man who as-

pires to win success cannot afford to

neglect them.
Prominent educators are alive to the

truth of the facts just stated. They
are introducing business law in

schools where it never was heard of

formerly. And schools which in the
past gave it a slight, perfunctory at-

tention are now beginning to accord
it the careful consideration which it

deserves. The trend of the educa-
tional current in this direction is il-

lustrated by the condition of affairs

at the Wharton School of Finance
and Commerce. This school, which
is one of the departments of the
University of Pennsylvania, has,
since it was started, been a pioneer
in teaching the science of business.
Five years ago business law was an
elective study which occupied those
Wharton School students who saw
fit to take it two hours a week during
a course of thirty weeks. Today the
great majority of the students enter-
ing the Wharton School are required
to take business law as part of their
first year's course. In the class room
they devote three hours a week to it

during this year, and it is necessary
for them to supplement the class
work with considerable private study.
Moreover, there are two additional
courses in advanced business law
which those who have taken the first

year's work may enter.

CONTRACT LAW.

The first year's work in the Whar-
ton School is mainly occupied with
the general principles of contract
law. These are drilled into the stu-

dents with the same painstaking care
as if he were in a law school. What
is worth doing is worth doing well.

If a lesson is not thoroughly taught
it loses much of its practical value.
The criticism that "a little knowl-
edge is a dangerous thing" is proper-
ly levelled at those schools which
teach business law superficially.

The Wharton School students are ob-
liged to look up leading cases in the
original reports, and thus to' familia-
rize themselves with the process of

extracting the decisive facts of a case
and stating the cardinal principles
on which the result turns. There is

this difference, however, between the
work in the Wharton School and that
in a professional law-school; in the
Wharton School the procedural side
of a case, dealing with the technical
manner in which a legal remedy is

administered, is naturally less em-
phasized than in a school which aims
to train future lawyers.

FORMATION OF CONTRACTS.

The Wharton School course on con-
tract law deals, in the first place,

with the making of a legally binding
agreement. This involves the stud}'

of the various essential ingredients
of a contract. It is surprising to find

how many experienced business men,
to say nothing of young scholars, are
quite hazy on this point. What, if

any, witnesses need attest the mak-
ing of a contract? Must contracts
be put in writing and signed by the
parties ? These and many other
simple questions, when put straight
at the ordinary business man, are
likely to bewilder him, even though
he secretely fancies that his practical
experience has given him the key to
most legal mysteries. The elements
requisite in the formation of every
valid contract are five in number.
These are carefully treated, one by
one in the order indicated below.

1. OFFER & ACCEPTANCE.
The first element is the meeting of

the minds of the contracting parties.

The method by which their assent to

a given proposition is reached is al-

most always through one party's
making an offer and the other party's
accepting it. Where the parties are
dealing face to face and quickly come
to an understanding, this process is

easy to grasp. But of course there
are scores of possible complications.
Parties may correspond through the
mails or by telegraph, and perhaps a
letter or telegram will be delayed or
altogether lost. Again, one of the
parties may be slow to reply to the
other, who will perhaps assume that
his correspondent has dropped the
matter. Again, where the parties are
dealing with each other at long
range, an effort may be made to re-

call or cancel a communication which
the sender regrets having forwarded.
How far is it possible to undo what
has thus been done? Again, one of

the parties may die. These and sim-
ilar problems occupy the Wharton
School students for at least a month
after they commence the study of
business law, because it is important
to lay a solid foundation at the out-

set. Afterwards the work can pro-

ceed more quickly,

2. SEAL OR CONSIDERATION.

The second element necessary in

all contracts presents far greater
difficulties than the first. The idea
of the meeting of the minds is log-

ically and inseparably connected
with the general understanding of

what a contract should be apart from
any technical rules of law. Persons
cannot be said to have contracted or

come to an agreement unless their

minds have met upon a common
platform. But when we come to

ponder the legal effect of a seal or of

consideration as helping to make a

contract binding we leave the domain
of natural law and introduce the stu-

dent to positive law. Positive law
depends upon the judgment of man,
rather, than upon the logical neces-

sity of the situation, and is more or

less arbitrary in its enactments.

( Continued on page 27.

)
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In beginning this short series of
articles on typewriting, I want to
speak first of the practicability of

teaching the touch method to the
average or below average student.

The many exhibitions by expert op-
erators of really marvelous typewrit-
ing speed have undoubtedly con-
vinced all teachers of the great value
to the better grade of students of
this method. During the past three
years, however, I have come in con-
tact with a great many private and
public commercial schools in the
states of Massachusetts and New
York, and have been surprised to
find how many of them have not
made a success of touch writing, and
how many principals and teachers
feel that it is not applicable to the
poorer grade of pupils.

To illustrate—only about three
years ago the proprietor of one of the
largest and best commercial schools
in Boston told his pupils, when they
complained that the graduates of a
rival school were writing fifty words
a minute to their thirty-five, that it

was not possible to demand such a
graduating speed, and that those
who said the test was given at that
rate simply did not tell the truth.
An experienced teacher whom I

know took a position a short time
ago in a city of over a hundred thou-
sand inhabitants near Boston. To
her surprise she found the proprietor
of the school decidedly opposed to
touch writing, and unwilling to have
her teach it. He said he had taught
it himself year after year with most
unsatisfactory results. To one
bright student who could master the
method, there were ten who could
not, and many at the end of the year
could write neither by touch nor
sight without striking wrong keys.
This gentleman said he did not be-
lieve the claims made for the new
method. It was his experience that
it could not be taught to the general
mass of students.
Last year several young men came

to me for additional shorthand work
who had finished the commercial
course in a large high school in
Massachusetts. These young men
operated the machine entirely by
sight. The principal of the school
told them if they learned to write by
touch, they would never be able to
operate any machine but the one on
which they had learned, could not
change from one make of machine to

another. He also said that it was
not possible to teach it successfully
in a large school, for only the bright
pupils were able to master it.

Now the belief of these three school
principals that touch writing is not
applicable to the general mass of
students shows just one thing to the
successful teacher of the method;
namely, incompetency in the teacher.
There is absolutely no doubt in the
mind of any person who has really
taken the trouble to look into the
matter carefully that touch writing
can be taught to any student to
whom shorthand can be taught,
and quite as easily as the lat-
ter. Hundreds of schools all over
the country today require for grad-
uation and get without difficulty a
speed of forty to fifty words a minute
on the machine, and the students
meet this requirement more easily
than the shorthand and bookkeep-
ing requirements. It is my experi-
ence that the dull boys and girls de-
light in the new method, and often
make very rapid writers, and not on
one make of machine alone. I re-
cently visited a fine school in New
York City, and found two very large
classes, each member of which was
writing entirely by touch. At the
end of three months or less the stu-
dents of the first class pass a test on
two different makes of machines. In
the advanced class they are taught to
use all the standard machines on the
market. I saw in use in this class
eight different kinds of machines. I

have not visited a school teaching
touch method well where the pupils
were not required to use both single
and double keyboard machines. I

have myself for many years required
for graduation a speed of from forty
to fifty words a minute on both
double and single keyboard ma-
chines.

1 want to say right here that no
other one thing in the shorthand
course is such a boon to the below
average pupil as touch typewriting.
Almost any grammar school student
of fourteen or fifteen can be easily
taught to write shorthand rapidly
and legibly. The great difficulty is
their lack of education, knowledge of
life and common-sense. In other
words, the hard part for both teacher
and pupil is the production of the
accurate transcript.
After months of drill in spelling,

English, punctuation, meanings of

words, etc., we can get ninety per
cent or more of our pupils to the
point where they can actually make a
correct transcript of their notes on
the machine, if they have time enough,
but they do have to ponder and look
up words, and this takes time. Of
course, after a few months' practice
the well educated pupil does not
have to look up a great many words,
or spend an unreasonable amount of
time in the arrangement of sentences,
punctuation, etc., but the dull or
poorly prepared pupil does, and to
him, not only in his final tests in
school, but in his first position,
touch writing comes as the greatest
blessing. The time he loses in tran-
scribing his notes he makes up in do-
ing the rest of his work. In the ave-
rage business office, half or more of
the stenographer's work is on the
machine, directing envelopes, writ-
ing circulars, making out bills. The
touch writer will make up on this
work the time he has lost in arrang-
ing an accurate transcript, and will
do as good a day's work or better
than the sight writer by his side who
can transcribe easily and without
stopping to ponder and look up
words.
Usually the typewriter companies

will not send out a stenographer
without a test. Here, again, as in his
final tests in school, touch typewrit-
ing is the salvation of the average
student. If he has to get out his tran-
script at the rate of twenty-five words
a minute and can copy fifty words
a minute on the machine he has
time to think a little, to read and
arrange carefully, while the sight
operator who can copy only thirty-

five words a minute, or less, and
must transcribe at the rate of twenty-
five words a minute, will have
scarcely a second to spare. In my
own work today, I find my pupils
transcribing in their tests at a rate of
from twenty-five to thirty-five words a
minute, as readily as ten years ago
they transcribed at the rate of from
fifteen to twenty, and this I con-
sider chiefly due to the rapidity
with which they can operate the ma-
chine.
There is, of course, a reason for

the difficulty many teachers are find-

ing in teaching touch typewriting,
and from my own experience and ob-
servation, I feel sure the trouble lies

in the teacher, not in the new method.
In these articles, I do not intend to
say anything about how to attain
high speed or how to prepare for
speed contests, but I hope to make
some suggestions which may help
the young teacher who finds the sub-
ject a hard one to teach.

Mr. Henry K. .Spencer, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Kobert C. Spencer, of Milwaukee, born in 1868,
died Aug. 9th at Fort Townsend. Wash. He was
Chief Kngineer of the United States Revenue
Cutter Service, having graduated from the Uni-
versity at Wisconsin, and Cornell.
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METMODS OF TEACHING

ENGLISH
C. E. BIRCH,

Principal, Haskell Instiruie. Lawrence, Ka
m
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Perhaps the best way to begin this
series is to declare openly the convic-
tions which have led to its prepara-
tion, putting these convictions into
the form of an educational creed:

I believe that the subject of Eng-
lish is the most important one taught
in business schools, barring charac-
ter training. I believe that it is less
effectively taught than any other sub-
ject. I believe our courses in busi-
ness English are superficial and that
they do not place the emphasis on
the right things. I believe the time
placed on this subject is entirely in-

adequate, but that the time given
could be utilized to much greater ad-
vantage.
Let the writer assume the sole re-

sponsibility for the foregoing para-
graph. If you say it is too radical,
that it is negative" merely, that it is

destructive and not constructive,
pointing out faults without proposing
suitable remedies, please follow me
through the next paragraph :

I believe that the building of a vo-
cabulary is the first great essential in

teaching English; that practice in
composition, both oral and written,
comes second, and that the teaching
of technical grammar is the last
thing to be considered. I believe
that our texts frequently begin at the
wrong end of the problem and en-
deavor to teach the most difficult and
advanced phases of the subject first.

You may answer, and very truly,
that the pupil should have acquired
a vocabulary of the most necessary
English words before entering the
business school, but has he? Why
should a stenographer transcribe "an
eventful occasion" as an "evening-
full" occasion? Why say that a lady's
dress "looked like Satan" when the
worst that should have been written
was that it looked like satin? Why
should a stenographer write "invert-
ed" for "enumerated," "eliminate"
for "element" and the hundred other
absurd things which we know are
done in real life as well as in the sa-
cred depths of the school room? Do
not try to say it is due to the short-
hand "system," when you know that
every system has its blunderers. Let
us go farther back and admit that
these blunderers do not know the
English language. They do not know
the meaning of common words. They
cannot use them intelligently in sen-
tences. Why?
The answer is found in the lack of

systematic instruction leading to the
acquisition of a vocabulary. Another
reason is found in the fact that many
of our pupils do very little reading.
Have you ever noticed the difference
in the English of two pupils, one of
whom is a reader and the other one
who is not interested in books and
papers ? You probably have, and you

probably have noticed that the pupil
who reads has much the better com-
mand of the language. It may be
urged that this habit should have
been acquired earlier in life and that
we are not responsible for the defect.
We can, at least, start the pupil in the
right direction by teaching him how to
read and to read to good purpose. We
may not have the time to accomplish
much while the pupil is with us, but
if we have given him the impetus he
can go on remedying his own defi-
ciencies throughout the remainder of
his life. To teach another how to
teach himself— this is the highest
type of teaching.
While the student of bookkeeping

may not have the same occasion to
use' the language constructively, he
should for the purpose of continuing
his education and in order that he
may read and reason intelligently,
have the same careful training in
English that the stenographer must
have.

It is one of the purposes of this se-
ries to demonstrate that a study of
words, their origin, meaning and use,
the careful selection of the right
word, the aquisition of new ideas bv
observation, conversation and read-
ing and the introduction of suitable
exercises for the purpose of teaching
the pupil to construct sentences, par-
agraphs and complete themes are of
vastly more importance than the
teaching of technicalities.

Technical grammar may enable one
to criticise the construction of a sen-
tence, but it will never develop the
ability to write a sentence. The idea,
the word, the sentence, the topic, the
theme, is surely the natural order in
the acquisition of a language. Many
brilliant writers had little technical
training in grammar. Hundreds of
hair-splitting grammarians have but
little ability as writers. Grammar,
pure and simple, is the smallest ele-
ment in the problem of making good
speakers and writers. That it is an
essential, will be admitted without
argument, but that it has been given
the right of way to the detriment of
more important instruction is most
emphatically asserted.
Very, very much of what we term

technical grammar will be uncon-
sciously assimilated by one who
reads and hears good language. In
support of this statement I quote
from a well-known text for students
of German

:

"The rules are introduced after the
Examples; the purpose being to em-
ploy first the lower or sense faculties
of the mind. Theory follows prac-
tice. The laws of the language are
as it were the learner's own deduc-
tions from the examples. The con-
crete, therefore, always precedes here
the abstract."

The statement is often made by
shorthand teachers that pupils learn
more of English by transcribing their
shorthand notes than from the study
of grammar. This is undoubtedly
true and should lead us to form a
very different opinion of prevailing
methods of teaching English.
Let us assume that we are here to

teach an average class in business
English. This class is to complete
the subject in nine months. How
should the time be apportioned? The
following is suggested : Three
months should be devoted to word
study, including a study of synonyms
and antonyms, the choice of words
and their use in sentences. Two
months should be devoted to reading
one or two classics. Two months to
work in composition. Two months
to technical grammar. Intersperse
frequent reviews.

In future numbers suggestive les-
sons will be shown which carry out
the plan above outlined.

THE COMMERCIAL SCHOOLS
CREDIT ASSOCIATION.

Cedar Rapids. Iowa, Aug. 7, 1911.
Editor of "The Business Educator:"
During the recent meeting of the Commercial

Schools Credit Association at Chicago, the
President was directed to supply to each of the
commercial school journals a copy of the follow-
ing address, which the Association had pre-
pared for publication, in order that members of
the business teaching profession might be ad-
vised officially as to the general aims and pur-
poses of our Association.

I do not know that there is anything of special
importance to add to what is set forth in the ad-
dress itself. We believe that the cause of busi-
ness education may be benefitted by a closer co-
operation and unity of interest among both pub-
lishers and school men. We especially wish it

to be known that we are not forming any kind of
an injurious or unfair combination, and that
honestlv conducted and legitimate business
schools have nothing whatever to fear from our
Association, any more than the public has to
fear from similar associations forme'd among
the schools themselves.
We feel sure that "The Business Educa-

tor" will gladly give publicity to this frank
statement of the reasons that have brought about
the formation of our Association.

I may add that the President or the Secretary
will be glad to supply any further information
that may be desired by anyone who is interested
in the general welfare of business education.

Very truly yours.
Carl C. Marshall.

To Commercial Educators:
We believe that you are entitled to an official

and frank statement of the aims of this Associa-
tion.
That the interests of the business school man

and the commercial publisher are reciprocal
rather than antagonistic, should require no argu-
ment. If you are not prosperous, we cannot be

;

and if we do not succeed, we cannot serve you
as we should.

Briefly, it is the purpose of our organization
to bring about a better understanding and im-
proved business relations, not only among our
members but between these and the school men
upon whom we depend for patronage.
When, in December. 1910, we organized un-

der the name of the "Convention Exhibitors'
Association." the immediate object of the or-
ganizers was the matter of co-operation as to
convention exhibits, program advertising, etc.
But the advantages of a broader purpose soon
became evident, and it has been decided that
the scope of our organization should cover the
whole field of our business lelations with com-
mercial school men. and that the name of our
Association shall be changed to that of "The
Commercial Schools Credit Association."
We all know that commercial education has

been heavily handicapped through non-observ-
ance of ordinary business methods on the part
of certain commercial school men. A school
that is notoriously and intolerably slow in pay-
ing its bills, that habitually dishonors its com-
mercial paper, and advertises its lack of credit

(Continued on page 26.)
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ARITHMETIC
J. H. MINI C K ,

l..i«hn;in College, Pou{;hke.epsiR. N. Y.
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TEACHING RAPID DIVISION

It is exceedingly important that
students be thoroughly grounded in

the fundamental operations of arith-

metic before they are taught short
processes. They need sufficient prac-
tice to do the real work of these oper-
ations rapidly. Not until then can
they sue quickly the relations that
may exist between certain numbers
in order to take advantage of short
methods in multiplication and divi-

sion. Hence, it is important that the
student should learn not only to see
quickly the product of such exercises
as were illustrated in our last article,

and be able to do the actual work of
making large multiplications rapidly
and accurately, but he should be able
to see the quotients of two ordinary
numbers equally well, and be able to
perform the real work of short divi-

sion and of long division rapidly and
accurately.
The importance of this should be

impressed upon the minds of the stu-

dents so that if they are deficient
here they may be glad to get such
practice as the teacher may be able

to give them, or be stimulated to do
much drill out of class by making
exercises similar to those which are
presented in this article and practic-

ing upon them.
There is a tendency on the part of

students to want to get ahead regard-
less of how well they do the work. It

takes a wise teacher to hold them to

a subject until they have learned it

well; and upon an exercise until they
are able to do the work quickly and
accurately. If teachers should make
this an invariable rule, down in the
lower grades of school work how
much better results could be obtained
in the higher grades and in business
schools than can be secured now.
There would then be a solid founda-
tion upon which to build. As it is,

many a student finds to his disap-
pointment and sorrow that it is nec-
essary to go over again what should
have been thoroughly learned in the
lower grades of his early school life.

So we find that the average student
even in a business college needs
much practice in learning to read
rapidly and correctly the quotients
in such exercises as the following :

(1) 3)36 2)28 ::i4'.' 2)34 3)51 2)30 4)52 3)45

(2) 1)72 3)81 5)60 2)84 4)72 3)120 2)96 5)75

6)78 4)60 3)180 5)120 2)132 6)96 3)57 4)84

4 2)84 3)72 4)120 7)98 3)150 5J125 4)180 3)156

(5) 3)69 5)65 2)78 4)92 5)120 3)87 7)140 6)72

(6) 2)98 3)39 4)72 5)90 6)156 7)91 8)240 4)180

(7) 6 240 8)320 5)160 9)270 4)240 3)144 7)350 2)68

(81 10)130 12)240 6)360 13)78 11)132 8)160 7)280

(9) 8)320 15)180 9)450 7)105 6)360 4)120 12)360

in 6)480 4)480 12

i

ISO 8 180 8)960 15)480 24)480

Class drill should be given on well
graded exercises similar to the above,
to suit the ability of the class. The
quotients should be named as the
teacher moves the pointer rapidly
from left to right, and back and forth
over each line, again and again, un-
til the class can name the quotients
rapidly. The same plan should be
followed in this drill as has been giv-
en in former exercises, being careful
to see that the students get the quo-
tients as the result of a quick mental
operation and not as an act of the

memory. Such exercises afford splen-
did mental discipline. The eager-
ness on the part of each student to
be the first to name a quotient tends
to impel the mind to unusual activity
and thus the mental powers are in-
vigorated and strengthened.
The students should be required to

copy exercises from the blackboard
and practice upon them, and thus ac-
quire more quickly the ability to
name the quotients rapidly.
Exercises in short division should

be given for practice similar to the
following

:

(1) 9)2079 (5) 11J4455 (9) 12)25248

(2) 9)3096 (6) 11)6853 (10) 12)40944

(3) 9)5085 (7) 11)8316 (11) 12)63924

(4) 9)5553 (8) 11)13024 (12) 12)70940

These exercises should be carefully

copied from the board on paper by
the students in class, and solved.

This affords practice in learning to

copy accurately, thus cultivatinghab-
its of close observation and at the

same time training to do things
quickly.

The teacher should frequently test

the students for speed and accuracy;

and exercises like the ones just giv-

en furnish good opportunities for

tests. Thus, he may want to find out

the shortest time in which a given
number of examples can be copied

and solved correctly by any member
of the class; or he may want to find

out the shortest time in which this can
be done by all of the members of the

class. The latter will often be the

better plan; for it will stimulate even
the dullest student to do his best;

and the slowest needs to be encour-

aged.
The exercises need not be exactly

divisible by the divisors in all cases.
When they are not, the student
should be required to write the quo-
tient as a mixed number; that is, ex-

press what is over as a simple frac-

tion in its lowest terms.

It is a splendid drill for students to

have them solve by short division ex-

ercises in which divisors are even in

the teens. Of course the teacher needs
to be careful in giving such exercises
that he does not make too difficult,

and by so doing discourage the stu-

dents instead of encouraging them.

Let it not be forgotten that in all

of the recitations in rapid calcula-

tion, sufficient purely oral men-
tal exercises should be given to af-

ford rest to the eyes of the students.
Besides, these purely mental exer-

cises give variety; and the students
like the change. Thus, in connec-
tion with practice on the first exer-

cise in this article, after a few min-
utes drill upon the work on the board,
the teacher can vary the exercise by
spending two or three minutes in

asking such questions as these :

What is •'. of 36? J of 45? \ of 63? J of
57? | of 28? J of 40? i of 56? .} of 64? \

of 72? i of 96? i of 120? etc., etc.

Practice and tests may also be
given in long division to develop
skill and accuracy. There is no such
thing as too much practice in the
fundamental operations. The more
practice given here, the more skill

and efficiency will be acquired later

on, in a given time, in other opera-
tions.
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School Advertising
E. D. SNOW,

Maple Clrv Commercial School. Horned. H. V.
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(These articles on advertising by Mr- Snow-
will, we feel sure, mean quite as much if not
more real money value to school proprietors
seeking inexpensive helpful hints on advertising
than any other series of articles ever contribut-
ed. There will be ten articles in all. covering,
booklets, letters, catalogs, newspaper adver-
tisements, placing of graduates in positions, se-

curing valuable names, etc., etc.

Mr. Snow has been writing advertising for

other people in many lines of work off and on
during the past sixteen years. He is, therefore,

no novice in the business.—Editor.]

A well known authority has said
that every man must be a salesman
in order to succeed. That the bet-

ter salesman he is, for whatever he
has to offer, the quicker he can win
the success he desires. Perhaps it is

his own labor that he has to sell, or
the result of his skill as an artist, or
it may be his intellectal attainments,
or it may be merchandise.
The business school has instruction

to sell, and the question confront-
ing every business school proprietor
is, how best to impress upon the
public, that what he has to sell in

that line is the equal, if not the su-
perior, of any other in the market.
Of course, what he actually does for
the pupil, and the thoroughly pre-
pared pupil in a position, are the
best advertisement that he can have.
But to reinforce this, he must put out
a large quantity of printed and type-
written matter, and every proprietor
occasionally asks himself the ques-
tion, "Am I saying the right thing
and saying it in the most forceful
way, so that it will be effective and
produce the best results?"
The series of ten papers that I

have planned will cause you to look
at your advertising from many differ-

ent angles, and you will see a great
many places in your booklet, form
letters or other forms of advertising,
where you can either cut down, ex-
pand or slightly change the wording
so that it will be more of a magnet to

draw ambitious young people to
your school. Sometimes the change
of two or three words in a paragraph
will double the value of the para-
graph, and yet the man who wrote it

is perhaps too close to it to see where
it can be changed, unless he'reads
something or sees something that
temporarily changes his point of
view.

It has been my privilege in the last

few years to go over a large number
of letters sent out by the leading bus-
iness schools of the United States
and, with but few exceptions, the
writers have not taken advantage

of the golden opportunity which
personal letters offer.

A personal letter, properly written
places the reader of it in a better
frame of mind to read, understand
and believe the printed matter which
accompanies the letter. A young
person receives very few typewritten
letters and, unlike the professional
or business man, he wants all the de-
tails, and is willing and anxious to
have you tell more—as much as you
can in a letter. In doing this, you
will doubtless cover some of the ar-

guments used in your booklet, but
that is merely driving them home
more securely so that there will be a
greater chance of turning his mind
in your direction. If I were writing
a business man in regard to my stu-

dents, or on any other proposition
that was of greater benefit to me
than anyone else, I would confine my
letter to one page, and make that as
brief as possible, but when writing to

a possible student, I place no limit

upon the length of the letter and am
perfectly confident that ninety-nine
times out of a hundred every word
will be read. In your letter, talk to a
prospect just as you would talk to

him if he sat before you. Do not
make any extravagant statements,
because they will always act as a
"boomerang" later on, but talk to

him earnestly and at length about
the many advantages to him and
there are a great many of them—of

business education.

There is no other school that offers

so many talking points to the sales-

man. There is no other school that
offers so much for so small an amount.
A technical education means an ex-

penditure of from $2,500 to $3,500, and
from four to six years' hard work,
and at the end of that time the grad-
uate seldom starts in at any higher
wages than the thoroughly prepared
business school graduate. The two
or three follow-up letters that you
may desire to use can be made en-
trancingly interesting without using
an equivocal statement.
Did you ever sit down alone and

live over your boyhood days again?
Did you, from that view point, re-

member the particular features of the
business school literature that spec-

ially interested you and set your
blood to tingling with hope and am-
bition? How you longed for a fuller

explanation of certain parts of it;

those parts that seemed to meet your

particular case, and you longed for
the proprietor to say more along the
same lines so that you could feel
greater thrills of enthusiasm.
The boy "back home" isn't quite

sure of himself. He is waiting for
someone to believe in him and in-

spire him to believe in himself. If

you put that belief in proper form he
will follow your advice and make
good.
The next paper (No. 2) in this series

introduces the first letter to be sent
to a prospect, and in this, and es-
pecially the booklet and follow-up
letters to come later, will be fully il-

lustrated what I mean by giving a
prospect what he wants along these
lines.

Business Law—Continued from page 27

in blank ignorance as to actual pres-
ent day conditions in his own state
or in any other particular state
whose laws may happen to interest
him. Now this practice may be allow-
able in writing for lawyers, because
they have facilities for exploring the
sources of new legal rules. If they
are told what the common law on a
given point is, they can usually, by
dint of study, ascertain how far if at
all, the judges or legislatures have
abrogated the ancient rules. But a
business man, who lacks such facili-
ties, needs definite information as to
the precise state of the law affecting
him.
To trace out the laws of the vari-

ous states on a particular subject is

no easy thing. Take, for instance,
the matter of seals at which we
have just been glancing. Whole
days have been spent in looking up
this one point so that a single para-
graph of the writer's book "Ameri-
can Business Law" might be accur-
ately stated. Indeed, when the
writer first published a work on
"Pennsylvania Business Law" (John
C. Winston Co., Philadelphia, 1903 &
1908) he expressed doubt as to the
possibility of producing a work on
business law which would properly
cover all the states of the Union.
However, when the writer brought
out "American Business Law'' (D.
Appleton & Co., New York, 1909 &
1910) the difficulties in the way were
overcome by the assistance of collab-
orators. Again when the writer
issued his work on "American Cor-
porations" (D. Appleton & Co., New
York, 1910) a number of assistants
were required to map out the thou-
sand and one variations of statutory
law and judicial decisions through-
out the country.
In the succeeding papers on "The

Study of Business Law which will
appear in The Business Educator,
the subject of contract law will be
treated more at length. Moreover, a
number of other subjects, such as
agency, partnerships, corporations
and sales, will be treated from a
practical standpoint.
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DEPARTMENT OF

Commercial Mi£h School Work
RAYMOND O . LAIRD,

tllfth School of Commerce, Boston, Mass.

BUSINESS TRAINING IN THE
HIGH SCHOOL.

Can the High School Train a Boy To
Enter the Business World With a

Good Chance of Success?

This question is very definitely be-

fore the public and the educational
world at the present time. More and
more, business activities are being
reduced to a science and more and
more the efforts of educators are be-

ing directed toward learning this sci-

ence, and teaching it to the rising

generation. A few years ago the

commercial colleges attempted to

train for business life and succeeded
in so far as the clerical side of busi-

ness was concerned. But the present
movement is broader in its scope,

and aims to turn out broad-minded,
thorough-going business men. Men
who, besides a clerical training, have
acquired a definite knowledge of the

laws of trade, of supply and demand,
who know the conditions of inter-

national, as well as national, com-
merce; who understand methods of

organization of advertising; who, in

short, have a definite idea of the
thousand and one things that come
within the range of "business life."

This is the work that is being taken
up in a number of large cities by
High Schools of Commerce. Even
the higher institutions realize the
present trend of education in this re-

spect, as the Wharton School of Ac-
counting and Finance and the
Harvard School of Business Admin-
istration bear ample witness.

It is the purpose of this paper,
however, to deal with the question as
it affects the High Schools only and
more particularly as the answer is

being worked out in the Boston High
School of Commerce. This School
was established with the definite aim
of meeting the needs of the commun-
ity for business training for boys of
High .School age. Its methods of ac-

complishing this end are as follows:
(a) to teach subjects which will be of
value in business; (b) to present
these subjects primarily, though not
solely, from the business point of
view; (cl to have frequent talks to the
boys of the school by successful busi-
ness men who speak with authority
concerning their own fields of activ-
ity; (d) to secure experts to deliver
special series of lectures on such
subjects as advertising, business or-
ganization, and industrial resources;

(e) to conduct observation trips to

factories, stores, shops, banks, ships
and other places where boys observe
the actual operations of business;
and (f) to place boys in positions in

business houses during the summer,
and for part-time work during the
school year, where they may learn
from actual experience.

It would be possible to discuss at

some length the value of each of

these plans and to enlarge on its

value, but it is the purpose of this

paper to emphasize the last. Conse-
quently the reader will be left to

make his own application of the other
points mentioned.
The plan of securing summer em-

ployment for the boys has been fol-

lowed ever since the school was
founded five years ago. Within the

last two years, however, growing
numbers have made it necessary to

organize the work on a more syste-

matic basis. Accordingly the follow-

ing plan has been adopted. 1. The
school secured from the Boston
Chamber of Commerce a list of 500

firms, which, in its opinion would be
willing to employ boys. 2. Letters
explaining the purpose of summer
employment and the value of busi-

ness experience to the boys were sent

to firms mentioned in the list. 3.

Teachers from the school followed
up these letters with personal visits

and, so far as possible, secured
definite promises of employment. 4.

Boys were selected and sent, with a

letter of recommendation to apply
for positions. 5. When the boys re-

turned to the school in the fall they
brought with them cards filled out by
their employers showing the char-

acter of their summer work.
This is a very meagre outline of the

procedure. There are two important
features of the plan which should be
emphasized, First, the letter of rec-
ommendation which the boy takes
with him is based on his work in the
school and on the opinion which the
teachers have formed of him as
shown on "character card." This
covers the following points: con-
duct, scholarship, punctuality, at-

tendance, athletics, leadership, pop-
ularity, co-operation, personal ap-
pearance, health, politeness, honesty,
and reliability. Second, the card
which the boy brings back from the
business house is kept on file and
used with his school record in all

future recommendations which he re-

ceives. These two checks are abso-
lutely essential to the success of the
plan.

The part time work is a supple-
ment of the summer employment.
During the school year many of the
boys are employed afternoons and
Saturdays in business houses. Also
boys are frequently allowed to sub-
stitute a day's work in a business
house for a day at school. The last
plan, however, applies only to those
who stand well at their school work,
and each one is permitted to be out
only a few days during the year.
Thus far the results of this work

are decidedly encouraging. The
ninety boys of the last graduating
class had one or two summers of such
experience, and it showed clearly in
their choice of permanent employ-
ment. Each one had definitely in his
mind the kind of business which he
did not wish to enter, and in many
cases he knew the kind for which he
was best fitted. Most of the boys
had learned that the qualities of a
succeessful business man are every-
where much the same; they learned
that the personal equasion means a
great deal and that, after all, the most
essential quality in business is the
ability to deal with men.
Another indication of the success-

ful results of the plan is the increas-
ing demand for graduates from firms
which have alreadv employed boys
from the school. The opportunities
offered the last graduating class
greatly exceeded the available supply
of boys.
The experience of the Boston High

School of Commerce is too brief to
prove that we have entirely solved
the problem of business training.
But we do firmly believe that satis-
factory training for business can be
given in the High School, and that
one of its most essential features is

actual experience in a business
house during the period of school
work.
By Winthrop Tirrell. Head of the Department

of Economics, High School of Commerce,
Boston. Mass.

The Commercial Schools Credit Asso-
ciation—Continued from page 23.

by being compelled to buy its supplies on a
cash-with-order basis, is not adding to the
public confidence in its ability to train young
people for business efficiency.
Now, it is the leading purpose of our Associa-

tion to establish more satisfactory and efficient
business methods in our dealings with business
schools. It is our object through co-operation,
not only to strengthen the credit of the honest
school man, but to help weed out the fakirs who
at present infest the business school profession
and bring discredit upon it. In this undertak-
ing, we confidently ask the support of honest
and reliable school men.
Especially, we wish it to be clearly understood

that our organization is not a "trust" or "com-
bine" in any sense of these terms. We wish
further to assure you that it has not been formed
to enhance prices, restrict competition or other-
wise conspire against ttie business interests and
rights of our patrons. But we do propose to pro-
tect ourselves against wrong and imposition at

the hands of irresponsible and dishonest school
men, and we believe, that in doing this, we are
rendering a distinct service to the cause of busi-
ness education and advancing, not alone our
own interests, but those of the honest school
man as well.
Our Association, at present, comprises practi-

cally all the leading commercial publishing
companies and business school supply houses.

In order that the spirit and aim or our organi-
zation may be clearly understood, it seemed to
us desirable to issue to our patrons this frank
and full statement of the objects of our organi-
zation. Sincerely yours.

The Commercial Schools Credit Ass'n
Carl C. Marshall, President.

John Alfred White, Secretary.
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Accountancy—Continued from page 20.

Do they issue notes in settlement
of invoices of goods purchased? If

so, how many ?

Ascertain the number of salesmen,
also whether they sell on commission,
or on salary and expenses, cheir num-
ber, and what territory they cover.

Have they convenient railroad fa-

cilities, such as track to their ware-
house, or do they use drays or auto-
mobile trucks to deliver goods to and
from warehouse, and if so, do they
own or hire them?
Ascertain the number of employes

in each department, as well as the
duties and salary of each.
Do they maintain an advertising

department, i, e , send out circulars,

price lists, as well as advertise in

daily papers, or other mediums, and
to what extent ?

Then it is in order to make a care-
ful examination of their order and
billing system, and in fact, get a
clear understanding of the method of
conducting the business.
Assuming that the Accountant has

made a careful study of the con-
ditions and requirements of the busi-
ness, from his notes he will construct
a classification of accounts, together
with instructions to the bookkeeper
in charge, similar to the following:

PETTY CASH.
An excellent system of Petty Cash is to start

the Petty Cashier with an amount which is sup-
posed to be more than sufficient for the pay-
ments for the week or for any other period
adopted. At the end of the period, lie hands
the Cashier a summary of his payments together
with receipts attached thereto, and received a

check for that amount. On the stub of the
check, the summary or a reference to it. is writ-

ten and Ihe check entered in detail in the Cash
Book and posted direct to the debit of the vari-

ous accounts. Under this system, an account
should lie opened for the initial balance under
the heading of "Petty Cash," or "Office Cash."
The chief Cashier should always thoroughly ex-
amine the petty cash statement each time he
draws a check, and when the check has been
cashed, the Petty Cashier should have
the initial amount intact.

The advantage of this system is that all dis-

bursements as shown by the general Cash Book
are made by check. No chance is given a dis-

honest clerk to take small amounts through
petty cash and charge expense, or cover the
theft in anyway. The Petty Cashier must then
have on hand at any time either receipts and
cash, or cash amounting to the initial balance,
Under no circumstances should the Petty

Cashier be allowed to receive money. All
moneys received from any source should be de-
posited in the bank the same day received if

possible.
The Petty Cashier could not be "cash over"

unless he made payments out of his own funds,
but he could be "cash short" in which case he
would have to make it good.
The Petty Cashier should be the only person

to make payments out of this fund, and there-
fore be held strictly accountable. No oppor-
tunity should be given him to sidestep the re-

sponsibility of correctly accounting for the cash
placed in his charge.

INVENTORY OF MERCHANDISE.
This account is charged with the value of

goods on hand which were purchased to be sold
at a profit at the end of the fiscal period, and is

credited with the inventory on hand at the close
of the last preceding fiscal period. Entries are
only made in this account at the end of a fiscal

period.
One of the most difficult questions that an Ac-

countant has to decide is, Has the Inventory
been correctly taken and valued ? The theory

governing the valuation of this Resource (cur-

rent* is that inasmuch as no profit can be re-

alized until the goods are actually sold, it is

not safe to take credit for any profit

thereon until the goods have been sold, and that

it should be carried forward at the exact cost

and no profit thereon brought into the accouDts
of the fiscal period.
On the other hand, it is' often found that the

market value at the close of the fiscal period has
fallen below cost, and while it is impossible to

say until the goods have been sold whether any
loss will be made thereon, at any rate there is a

possibility. It is, therefore, conservative to set

aside a sufficient reserve out of profits which
have been realized on goods already sold to pro-
vide for the accruing loss on goods which re-

main on hand and unsold. Hence the general
rule for the valuation of Inventory on hand,
namely "Cost or Market Value, whichever is

the lower" has been evolved and is adopted by
the most conservative commercial institutions.

It is very important that Inventory should al-

ways be valued at Cost (invoice price plus
freight and a sufficient amount added to care
for placing goods on the shelf, or ready for salei

because it is easily seen that a constantly chang-
ing basis of cost must lead to serious inequal-
ities in the profits shown between one period
and another, but it is not equally obvious to the
merchant that an erroneous basis of valuation
consistently adopted year after year, even if that
basis be a conservative one and really below-
true cost may result in large and unexpected
discrepancies between the profits shown in

different periods. For instance, if the Inven-
tory be valued on a basis exceeding cost and
the trade, the consequence is that the goods on
hand increase rapidly for one or more years.
The profits during those years of increase will
be abnormally inflated, but when the trade
settles down to a comparatively steady turn-
over, there will be a considerable drop in

profits as compared with the preceding year on
the same amount of business done.
On the other hand, if the Inventory

be conservatively valued considerably
below cost, the profits of a year in which
a small Inventory is carried over at the close
of the year in comparison with the begin-
ning will be inflated as compared with a suc-
ceeding year when an opposite condition will
prevail, although the sales and profit thereon
may have been the same in both years, thus
entirely upsetting all the calculations and
estimates of the manager- The essentials there-
fore, for ascertaining correct profits so far as In-
ventory on Hand is concerned, are:
First—An accurate taking of the quantities on

hand;
Second—An accurate ascertainment of the

actual cost of the different articles;
Third—A specific reduction in the prices of

goods of the amount by which the market valu-
ations at the close of the fiscal year fell short of
the cost;
Fourth—A proper provision for all stock which

is old or depreciated, or for any reason likely
to be unsaleable.
The more accurately these different elements

are ascertained, the more accurate will be the
resulting statements of profits and if the special
reserves be made separately, it will be an easy
matter to compare usefully one period with
another.
Finally it should be noted that it is not essen-

tial, in fact it will be infrequently incorrect to
value Inventory on Hand at the end of the fiscal
period upon the same price basis as at the com-
mencement of that period; all that is necessary
or proper is that the basis of valuation should be
the same at the beginning and end of the
period, the actual prices usually varying from
one year to another.

Business Law—Continued from page 21.

SEALS.
This is especially true of seals.

There is no inherent reason why the
writing of the word "seal" after a
contracting party's signature should
affect the obligation which he as-

sumes. But the student is told that
law is largely a matter of convention
and custom. Time out of mind the
courts of England and of the United
States have recognized a seal as

helping to impart validity to an
agreement. In the British Museum
and in many other places where
antiquities are collected, one may
see ancient documents to which are
attached huge pieces of wax in the
shape of tarts or pies. Upon each
such lump of wax is impressed the
coat of arms or other device of the
party executing the document. A
large piece of wax was usually re-

quired to receive the imprint of a
royal or ducal coat of arms which in
many cases shows quarterings and
elaborate embellishments. Upon the
other hand, a small piece of wax
sufficed for the simple seal of a
knight. The signet rings, on which
many persons have their respective
coats of arms or initials, are still

often used in accordance with this
time honored custom. In course
of time when commoners came more
and more to enter into important
transactions, the heraldic features of
the legal seal largely disappeared.
But the idea at the root of the thing
survived. This idea was that a
party's seal peculiarly denoted his
individuality. Since the ordinary
citizen has no special seal altogether
his own, the courts held that he can
legally show his intention to be
bound, just as if an exclusively per-
sonal seal were affixed to a document,
by writing the word "seal" after his
signature. In some states it is per-
missible to use, instead of the word
"seal," the initials "L. S." which
stand for the Latin words "locus
sigilli" meaning "the place of the
seal." In some states one may val-
idly make a rough scroll with the pen
to represent a seal or even indicate
the intention to represent a seal with
a single stroke of the pen. It is far

better, however, to write or print the
word "seal" to the right of the place
where the signature of the party exe-
cuting the document will be affixed,

and to paste over this word "seal" a
paper wafer in imitation of the
ancient wax seal.

Under the statutory law of many
states seals have lost much of their
former value. It is a matter of prac-
tical importance to the student of
business law to know just what states
have retained the old law on this sub-
ject and what states have adopted a
different rule. Business law, as it

was originally taught, was largely a
matter of vague generalities. Little

attempt was made to distinguish ac-

curately the laws of the several
states. Indeed, even at the present
day, most writers content themselves
with stating what was the Common
Law of England on a given subject,
and then, if this law has since been
modified, with merely mentioning
that "some states have departed
from the Common Law." The net
result of all this is to leave the reader

( Continued on page 25.)
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THE GREGG SHORTHAND AS-
SOCIATION CONVENTION

• convention of the Gregg Shorthand

>n was held at the Gregg School, Chi-

cago, J 1 1

i

. it i. and was the most

successful meeting in the history oftheorgani

illment reaching the total of 210.

The officers elected for the ensuing year are:

President, Hubert A. Hagar. Chicago, 111.:

First Vice-President, Charles I. Brown, Brown's

. olli -<'. Peoria, VI.; Second Vice-

President, Almira V. Lovell, Ithaca, N, v..

High School; Secretary. Alice M. Hunter,

hool. Chicago, 111.

The next meeting will be held in conjunction

ommercial Teachers' Federation

in Spokane next summer.
. hers' contest for gold, silver and

edalswere won in the order named as

follows : (ieo. II. y.imfer. Columbus. Ohio,

,

: Ada L, Coddington, Morris,

111., High School; Edna Umstot, Ottawa, Kane.,

University,

A most excellent program was carried out by

many notable shorthand people. Space forbids a

report of the meeting such as it deserves. Those

Interested should secure a copy of the Gregg

Writ ri containing a most excellent report of the

meeting.

THE NEW YORK LAW FOR
CERTIFYING SHORTHAND

REPORTERS

BY DAVID H. O'KEEFE

The reporters of New York State acting

through the New York State Stenographers' As-

Boclation, have for many years endeavored to

secure the passage of a law by which the effi-

cient may be distinguished from the inefficient

among those practicing shorthand reporting

within the state.

The early efforts of the Association weredi-
i I largely to securing a licensing law. This

method of regulating the profession in the state

invariably developed opposition which proved

fatal. Beginning in the year 1000, the Associ-

ation worked for a law identical with the C. P.

A, law of IK'.iti but modified to be applicable to

reporters instead of accountants.

The leading spirit on the Legislative Com-
hich had the matter in hand since is

Earl H Keller, an official reporter in one of the

New York City courts.

Mr. Keller reports that the bill which is below
and is now a law, was introduced into the As-

sembly at Albany on March 8, 1911; passed the

Assembly May 1st: went to the Senate May 2d;

he Senate June 22d: was transmitted to

ernor, June 24th; was signed by the

80th.

The bill as introduced in the Assembly by
Mi Donovan, of the 4th District of Kings

nd went through without the change
of a word, is as follows:

AN ACT

To Amend the General Business Law,
in Relation to Regulating the Pro-

fession of Shorthand Reporters

The People of the State of New Y'ork, repre-
sented in Senate and Assembly, d< i enacl as fol

hapter twenty -five of the laws of

hundred and nine, entitled "An act re-

lating to general business constituting chaptei
nsol dated laws," is hereby

Her article eight
article, to be article eight-a, to

I

ARTICLE 8-A
CERTIFIED SHORTHAND REPORTERS

Section H5. Certified shorthand reporters ;

qualifications-

Be. idem; examination and certification.

87. Exceptions.
88, \ iolations

Section 85. Certified shorthand reporters:

qualifications. Any citizen of the United
States, or person who has duly declared his in-

tention of becoming such citizen, residing or

having a place for the regular transaction of

business in this state, being over the age of

twenty-one years, and of good moral character,

and who shall have received from the regents of

the university a certificate of his qualifications

to practice as a public shorthand reporter as here-

inafter provided, shall be styled and known as a

certified shorthand reporter, and no other per-

son shall assume such title or use the abbrevia-

tion C. S. R., or any other words, letters or fig-

ures to indicate that the person using the same
is such certified shorthand reporter.

Section 80. Idem; examination and certifica-

tion. The regents of the university shall make
rules for the examination of persons applying
for certificates under this article and shall ap-

point a board of three examiners for the pur-

pose, which board shall after the year nineteen
hundred and fourteen be composed of certified

shorthand reporters. The term of office of the
members of such board of examiners shall be
three years, except that of the first board ap-
pointed under this article, one member shall

hold office for one year, one member for two
years, and one member for three years, such
respective terms to be determined by the reg-

ents of the university, who shall also fill any va-

cancies which may occur in such board. The
regents shall charge for examination and certi-

ficate such fee as may be necessary to meet the

actual expenses of such examinations, and they,

shall report annually their receipts and ex-
penses under the provisions of this article to

the state comptroller, and pay the balance of the

receipts over expenditures to the state treasurer.

The regents may revoke any such certificate

for sufficient cause after written notice to the
holder thereof, and a hearing thereon.
Section 87. Exceptions. The regents may,

in their discretion, waive the examination of

any person possessing the qualifications men-
tioned in section eighty-five, who shall have
been for more than three years before the enact-
ment of this article practicing in this state, solely

on his own account, as a public shorthand re-

porter, or who is at the time this article takes ef-

fect a shorthand reporter duly appointed as an
official in any court of this state, and who shall

apply in writing for such certificate within one
year after this article takes effect.

Section 88. Violations. Any violation of the
provisions of this article shall be a misdemeanor.
Section 2. This act shall take effect immedi-

ately.
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Miss Virginia A. Ake, who for two years has

handled the commercial work in the Vieland,
N. J., High School, has been selected for a
similar position in Jenkintown, Pa.

Miss Bertha Sterling, of Iowa City, Iowa, goes
to Ogden City, Utah, to take charge of the com-
mercial work in the High School there.

A. K. Harris, of Newark. N. J , has secured a

position as commercial teacher in the Patterson,
N. J., High School.

Miss Stella Rader. who has been for several
years in Elliott's Business College. Burlington,
Iowa, has accepted a position to teach during
the coming year in Brown's Business College,
Peoria. 111.

Frank A. Keefover goes from the commercial
work in the Santa Ana, Calif.. High School to

Similar work in the Capital Business College,
Salem, ' iregon.

J. M. Reaser will be the new commercial
teacher in the Cortland, N. Y., Business Insti-

tute.

11. Guy Wood, of Greeley, Colorado, goes to

Link's Business College, Boise. Idaho.

Miss Louise Binns, of Kenosha, Wis., will

have charge of the commercial department of
the Washington, Iowa, High School.

( ieorge Dickinson, a graduate of Bay Path In-

stitute, Springfield. Mass.. is the new teacher of

penmanship and commercial branches in the
Rockland, Me., High School.

Herbert S. Hoxsie, of the Englewood, N. J.,

High School, has been engaged to take charge
of the commercial work in the Orange, N. J.,

High School.

Miss Bessie Blaine is a new teacher of short-

hand in Brown's Business College, Kansas City,

Mo.
E. E. Barnhart, of New Manchester, Ind.. has

been employed as teacher of Gregg shorthand
and all-around commercial subjects in the Ke-
wanee, 111., Business College.

S. A. Ringer, of Ada. Ohio, is to be the new
commercial teacher in the Dennison, O., High
School.

Fred C. Ball, for many years head of the com-
mercial work in the Bangor, Me., High School,
goes to a similar position in the Lexington,
Mass., High School.

Burton C. Bacon, last year a teacher in

Everett, Wash., will be a new commercial teach-
er in Heald's Business College, Riverside, Cal.

Ramond W. Carr, of Pennsville, Ohio, has se-

cured a position as commercial teacher ilr the
Cambridge, Ohio, High School.

Tod E. Paulus has been elected to fill the va-
cancy in the commercial department of the Ven-
tura Union High School, Ventura, Calif.

Mr. Grinnell, of Los Angeles, Calif., has been
elected to the position as commercial teacher in

Hollman Business College, Los Angeles.

W. E. Clayton, of the San Francisco Business
College, goes to the San Jose, Calif.. High
School to take charge of the commercial work
in that school.

H. W. French, of Wellsville, N. Y., has been
teaching this summer in the Summer School, of
Davis & Elkins College, Elkins, W. Va.,and has
been elected to a permanent position as com-
mercial teacher in that school.

Miss Nora Chapman, of Des Moines, Iowa,
has been employed to fill the vacancy in the
commercial department of the Watseka, 111..

High School.

Miss Etta Shimmins. of Stevens Point, Wis.,
has obtained the position as teacher of short-
hand in the Oshkosh. Wis.. High School.

S. G. Richards, former superintendent of
schools at Knoxville, Iowa, has been engaged
as commercial teacher in the Capital City Com'l
College, Des Moines, Iowa.

Miss Marion B. Fowler for two years assistant
in the Vermont Business College, Burlington,
Vermont, will be assistant in Kearney High
School, Arlington, N, J., the coming year. Her
place will be assumed by Miss Evelina M.
Stone, of Richmond. Vt. Fred Grupe will have
charge of the commercial department. The
school furnishes both the principal. Irving V.
Cobleigh, and the assistant, Miss Ruth Hender-
son, for the commercial department in the Bur-
lington High School. Mr. C. retains the man-
agement of the V. B. C.

Charles T. Piatt, the well known shorthand
and typewriting expert teacher, and all round
good fellow, is now located with the Newark,
N. J., Business College.

T. E. Musselman, third and youngest son of
D. I.. Musselman, Sr., is now associated with
his brothers, D. L. Jr., and V. G. in the manage-
ment of the Gem City Business College,
Quincy, 111.

Guy R. Newberry, of Ferris Institute, Big
Rapids, Mich., is the new penmanship teacher
in the Highland Park College, Des Moines, la.

E. H, Tullis now has charge of the penmanj
ship in the Carnegie College, Rogers, Ohio.
Mr. Tullis is a versatile penman, and will doubt-
less make a success of the work in that institu-

tion.
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After several years' experimenting with asso-

ciation work, planning, devising, and studying
the interests and conditions, at the same time
the remedy for local contentions among com-
mercial schools, Mr. O. A. Hoffmann, president
of Hoffmann's Metropolitan Business College,
Milwaukee, Wis., believes he has not only
solved this difficult and perplexing problem,
but has perfected a practical plan which will

place the business schools throughout the coun-
try on a better paying business basis.

Any business college proprietor who is in-

terested in increasing his business may do well
to get into communication with Mr. Hoffmann,
who would like to hear from the better class of

business schools and from officers of state or

local associations.

Mr. H. K. Williams, ( joodsprings. Nevada!
formerly of Portland, Oregon, is gradual-
ly developing into the Madarasz style script,

and he writes it about as well as anybody, which
is saying a good deal.

Mr. C. A. Zarker, penman in the Pennsylvania
Business College, Lancaster, Pa., is certainly
doing his share toward keeping up the subscrip-
tion list of The Business Educator We
acknowledge receipt of another list of thirty-five

just received. Mr. Zarker is reaching a high
standard of excellence in his own penmanship,
judging from his letter that accompanied the
list of subscriptions. He knows how to make
his signature especially attractive.

Some especially well carved and decorated
cards have been received from Mr. J. E. Noon
an, Monroe, Nebr.

One of the tinest specimens of ornate pen-
manship written with white ink on blue paper
we have ever received is hereby acknowledged
from the masterful pen of A. VV. Daken, Syra-
cuse, N. Y,

Mr. O. K. Weibley, proprietor of the Carlisle,

Pa., Commercial College, writes that thev have
thirty-five students in their day class at the pres-

ent time, which is a good increase over the en-
rollment last year at the same time. Mr. Weil>-

ley is greatly encouraged with the success he is

achieving in conducting this institution.

Miss Frances Hamilton, of Versailles, Ken-
tucky, is the new shorthand teacher in the Osh-
kosh, Wis., High school.

A. M. Fisher, of Draughon's Business College.
Kaleigh, N. C, has recently been selected for a

position as head of the shorthand department of

the Bagwell Business College, Atlanta, Ga.

William A. Barber, head of the commercial
department of the Brockton, Mass., High
School, will have charge of similar work next
year in the East Orange, N. J., High School.

C. A. Robertson, of the New England Busi-
ness College, Worcester, Mass., has recently ta-

ken a position with the Long Island Business
College, Brooklyn, X. Y., the New England
Business College having been bought by Mr.
C. B. Post, of the Worcester Business Institute.

W. H. Coppedge, of the Salt Lake City Busi-
ness College, goes to Link's Modern Business
College, Boise Idaho.

H. D. Foote, of the Miller School. New York
City, will be a new shorthand teacher in the
Mankato, Minn . Com'l College.

George A. Parker, who has been teaching in a

substitute position in the Tyrone, Pa., High
School, has recently been chosen as commercial
teacher In the Maiden, Mass., Com'l College.

John T. Y'ates, of Bliss Business College,
Newark, O., goes next year to the Winter Hill

Business College, Somerville, Mass., as teacher
of shorthand.

H. G. Kanney, principal of the Berkshire Bus-
iness College, Pittsfield, Mass., has recently

purchased the Stillman Business College, Dan-
bury, Conn., now owned by Mr. H. B. Hastings.

H. D. McClelland, teaching in the Butler
school, New Haven, Conn., will be a new
teacher on the staff of the Packard Commercial
School, New Y'ork City.

G. M. York, of the Ansonia. Conn.. High
School, goes to the High School at Ithaca, N.
Y.. W. F. Baird, who has held this position for
several years, resigning because of his wife's ill-

ness.

Leland P. Symmes, a graduate of the com-
mercial department of the Beverly, Mass.. High
School, will be an assistant commercial teacher
next year in the St. Johnsbury, \'t.. Academy.

Mss Nina Pearl Hudson, last year with the
Morse Business College. Hartford, Conn., is

this year with the LeMaster Business Institute.
Orange, N. J. Mrs. Noble is an exceptionally
fine penman, as well as one of the most versa-
tile commercial teachers in our profession, and
she goes to a good school.

Mr. Frederick Juchhoff, whose excellent arti-

cles on Commercial Law appeared in these col-
umns last year, and who heads the commercial
department of the J. Sterling Morton High
School, Cook County. Illinois, has Deen elected
tothechairof "Agency and Domestic Relations"
in the Illinois College of Law—the largest law
school in the state. He will discharge the du-
ties in the new, while retaining the old position.

On the 30th of June the students and faculty
of the 1 tica, N. Y., Business Institute, held a
picnic at Summitt Parn, a supper, several
games and a good time generally were indulged
in. The graduates are all located and the out-
look continues good forthe school.

W. O. Crosswhite. formerly of Moothart's
Business College, Bonne Terre. Mo., will be in

Cincinnati during the coming year, where he
has engaged to do office work instead of teach-
ing.

Mr. H. A. Roush. a former Zanerian. and re

cently of New York City, has been added to the
hustling teaching force of the LeMaster Busi-

ness Institute, Orange, New Jersey.

Root. Yiergever, of Willard, Kans., now has
charge of the penmanship work in Jackson's
Business College, Chillicothe, Mo. Mr Yier-
gever is developing into a very line penman,
and in due time will see what the top looks like.

One of the incidents at the Commencement
Exercises of the Meadville, Pa. Commercial
College, was a presentation to the business
manager, Mr. L. E. Stacy, of a testimonial sign-

ed by about 500 residents of the city from
judges down the line including names repre-

senting nearly all occupations and professions.

In connection therewith he was also declared to

be the handsomest man in Meadville, to which
of course we heartily say, Yea, Yea.

Mr. Geo. H. Shattuck, Medina.N. Y'., associate

author of the Medial Copy Books published by
Ginn& Co..one of the oldest penmanship authors

living, recently gave to the Public Library of

New York City his entire collection of books on
the Art of Penmanship, being probably one of

two of the most complete collections of its kind
in this country. Mr. Shattuck has thereby
placed the collection where the largest possible

number of people may be benefited by it.

Messrs. E. R. Welch, and L. H. Cotton, who
were formerly owners of Welch's Business Col-
lege. Oil City, Pa., have dissolved partnership,

Mr. Cotton becoming proprietor of the New-
Castle. Pa., Business College, and Mr. Welsh
becoming the proprietor of the school bearing
his name at Oil City.

The Michigan Commercial School of Lansing,
Mich., and the Indiana Business College, Mad-
ison, Irtd., recently consolidated under the

name of The Lansing, Mich., Com'l. Institute,

with A. N. Symmes. Pres.; H. M. Morgan. Vice
Pres.; E. E. Gardner, Sec; Gussie Cole, Treas.

We wish the new institution prosperity and suc-

cess.

The Nebraska School of Business, Lincoln,

Neb. .recently incorporated with a paid up capital

of S10.000, and contracted for new quarters in a

modern fire proof building, now being erected

and which they hope to occupy by December 1,

1911.

Mr. J. F. Caskey, recently with the Haverhill,
Mass., Business College, purchased a half inter-

est in theBellingham. Wash., Business College,
at which place he is now located. Bellingham
has secured the services of A No. 1 commer-
cial teacher and gentleman, and we wish Mr.
Caskey the success his efforts merit in his new
location and position.

Mr. A. S. Weaver, of the San Francisco Busi-

ness College, recently sold his institution to Mr.
H. E. Cox, who was at one time connected with

the Heald Institution. Mr. Weaver is now in

charge of the International Banking corporation

of San Francisco. We count it a distinct loss to

the business college fraternity to thus lose as a

member such a wholesome and progressive

personality as Mr. Weaver. Our best wishes go
with him in his new field of labor, and we hope
he may be as successful in the banking business

as he has been in the business college business.

Furthermore, we hope his influence there may
make for as much good as it has in school work.

Messrs. W. E, Churchman and Russell K Eck-

ert recently opened the Churchman Business

College, at Easton. Pa. We wish them the suc-

cess they deserve.

I. D. Schaeffer. of Carlisle, Pa., has been
elected principal of the Commercial Depart-

ment of the Minersville, Pa., High school.

About July first the building of the Bowling
Green, Ky.. University was consumed by lire

Before the building was entirely consumed, the

school was moving into new quarters, and
missed but few classes. Here is an extract from

a letter received from the business manager,
\V. S. Ashbv, which is thoroughly characteristic

of the institution and of the man: "Of course,

our loss will be pretty heavy: however you can

burn buildings, furniture and fixtures, records,

etc., but you can't burn a school or the spirit of

the institution." That expresses the whole
matter in a nutshell, and discloses at the same
time the reason of the success of the BGBU.

Mr. J. C. Evans, last year with the Metropoli-

tan Business College, Chicago, 111., and this

summer with the Bliss Business College, Co-
lumbus. Ohio, now has charge of the Com-
mercial Department of the Lockport, N. Y..

High school.

Mr. H. P. Greenwall, of Ridgeway, Pa., a re-

cent graduate of the Ohio Wesleyan University,

Delaware, Ohio, is supervising penmanship in

the Lockport, N. Y.. Public Schools.

Mr. F. O. Anderson, of Ottumwa, la., has

charge of the penmanship work in the Wabash
Commercial University, at Terra Haute, Indi-

ana. He is a fine penman as well as a fine

young man. and we wish him success in his new
field of labor.

Mr. L. D. Root, Windsor, Ohio, will have

charge of the penmanship and arithmetic of the

Commercial Department of the Mansfield High
School the coming year. He is a fine young
man and will, we are sure, make good.

Fred Berkman, formerly of the Blair Business

College of Spokane. Wash., and recently of the

Y'. M. C. A. of Portland, Oregon, is now located

witli the Lincoln. Neb.. Business College. We
congratulate both parties to the contract, for Mr.

Berkman is a live wire on penmanship, short-

hand, etc., while the Lincoln Business College
is one of the best institutions of its kind in the

country.

Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Admire, of the Metropoli-

tan & Ohio Business Colleges of Cleveland.

Ohio, recently entertained a large party of their

friends at their farm July 8th. Their farm con-

sists of 160 acres, and is located some thirty or

forty miles out from Cleveland. A most enjoy-
able time was reported by the Cleveland press.

Mr. Admire has been making good in more
than one way. and is to be congratulated upon
his well-earned prosperity.

Mr. Chas. P. Wray. a graduate of the Univer-
sity of Georgia and a teacher of six years' ex-
perience, is a new addition to the faculty of the

Georgia-Alabama Business College, Macon, Ga.

Miss Mary M. Smith, ,of Barkman, Ohio, has

been engaged to teach in the Lansing, Mich-
Business University next year.
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J.A.Blair, of Union Bridge. M.I.. bas ac-

cepted a position 'f M.Therson, Kan.

Graves, now teaching in WaltherCol-
lege. St. Louis Mo, will be a new teacher in

the commercial department of the Calumet,
.Mich., High School.

W. W. Churchman, of the Eastnn, Pa., Busi-
ness College, is leaving the commerical teach-
ing field to go into business in Easton.

Miss Anna Kisenberg, of Shenandoah. Iowa,

has been employed to take charge of the short-

hand department of the York, Neb.. Business

College.

R. (i. Walters, of the Albany. N. Y.. Business
College, has purchased a half interest in Hall's

Business College. Mansfield, Ohio.

W.W.Oliver, a graduate of the commercial
department of the Massachusetts State Normal
School, Salem, Mass., will be an assistant com-
mercial teacher next year in the Newton, Mass.,

Technical High School.

Anna K. Townsend. of Cape May Court
House. N. J., goes to the Newark. N. J., Busi-
ness College to teach shorthand.

Mis- Clara B. Wolfe is the new shorthand
teacher in Angustana College. Canton. S. Dak.

C. D. Dumbauld. of Philadelphia, has ac-
cepted a position in the Easton. Pa-, High
School for next year.

VV. A. < ioodrich is to have charge of the com-
mercial work and to act as solicitor for the Essex
Business School, Newark, N. J.

1'. A. Smith, now teaching in the Creston,
Iowa. High School, will begin work September
1. in Ins new position as commercial teacher in

the Minnesota School of Business, Minneapolis.

James F. O'l lalloran, this year in the Oneida,
N. V., High School, has been appointed super-

eomanship for next year in the Water-
burv. Conn.. Public Schools.

Henry Hedden. of Dunnville. Ontario, has
been engaged by Sherman's Business School.
Ml. Vernon, N- V.. to teach commercial
branches in that school during the coming year.

A. R. Reelhom, of North Manchester. 1ml..

has recently obtained a position with the York
College and Normal School, York,

Neb.

Miss <o-rtiiide M. C.man, of Rochester, Ind..
will take up work August 1 with the Curtiss

College, Minneapolis, Minn.

Leroy Conltas, of Valley City, N. Dak., has
just been elected commercial teacher in the
Lewiston, Idaho. High School for next year.

K. G. Merrill, for several years with Wood's
Commercial School, Washington. D.C.. has re-

cently closed an engagement with the Al-
bany, N v., Business College,

1). W. Ferrler.of Hoboken, N. J., has been se-
lected as manager of a branch school to lie es-
tablished I. v Mi. W E.Canfield, of the Norwich,
Conn., Business < 'oilege.

Mr. VonAmmerman, of Wabash, lud.. has
en to fill the vacancy in the,,

rial department of the Manual Training High
School of Indianapolis.

Guy D. Miller of Richmond, Ind., is new
principal of the commercial department, Short
ridge High > la.nl, Indianapolis, Ind.

Mabel Maginnis, Ol t antOn, Illinois, elected as
commercial teacher, High Scl I, Astoria,
i Iregon.

W. B. Griffin, of sireator Township II S.,

Streator, III., was elected principal of the com-
mercial department, Bo; ol Louis-
ville, Ky.

F. O. Signs was elected as head of the short

-

hand department of the Y.M. C. A., Portland,

(i. K. Pendergraft, of Oklahoma City, is now
with the Joplin Business College, Joplin, Mo.

Clara McNeal, of Iowa City. Iowa, is the new
commercial teacher at the Fergus Falls. Mum,.
High School.

W. C. Ilershey. of Hartford City. Ind., has ac-

cepted a position with the Board of Education,
Hibbing. Minn.

J. M. Sitze of New Albany Business College
will resume work in his old position at the State

Normal School. Cape Girardeau, Mo.

Minnie Glover, of Farmington, Mo., is now
with the Drake College. Orange, N. J.

I.. A. DetriDg, of Wintield, Kansas, is now
with Elliott's Business College. Burlington,
Iowa.

W. H. Coppedge, Salt Lake City. Utah, is now-
head teacher at Links Business College, Boise,
Idaho.

Susie Bilstead. of Ft. Dodge. Iowa, is now
with Links Business College. Boise. Idaho, as
assistant commercial teacher.

Grace McC'lellan of Lincoln, Nebr.. is the new
commercial teacher at the High School, Muni-
sing, Mich.

C. V. Clippinger, of Lockport, N. Y., is the
new commercial teacher in the High School,
Auburn, N. Y., and a good man he is, too.

P. C. Whitely has accepted a position as prin-
cipal of the Commercial Department in the Y.
M. C. A.. Los Angeles, Cal.

F. C. Hemphill, of Wichita, Kansas, has ac-
cepted a position in the Commercial Depart-
ment of the High School, Montrose, Colo.

G. G. Winter, of the University of Valparaiso,
has accepted a position with the High School.
Fort Collins, Colo.

Joseph W. Taylor, of Baton Rouge, La., is

the new commercial teacher at the High School,
Savannah, Ga.

The Alliance, Ohio, Business College
opened September first by W. H. Matthews,
proprietor of the Salem, Ohio. Business School,
during the past fifteen years. The Salem school
has just completed the best year in its history,
and prospects are very favorable for the success
of both schools.

A. <j. Hotchkiss, of Ft. Wayne, Indiana, has
accepted a position in the Laurium, Mich., Com-
mercial School.

Miss Bertha Lee, of the Menominee School
will take charge of the shorthand department of
the Hancock School. Mr. Orville Dickey, of
Marion, Indiana, and Miss Lillian Carbray, of
Hubbell. Michigan, are new instructors at the
Menominee School, the three schools being un-
der the control of A. J. Holden, of Laurium.

Mr. R. B. Kilpatrick is now president of the
Winntield, La., Commercial College, having
succeeded Mr. L. A. Kubanks. Mr. Kilpatrick
reports that they have a daily attendance of 70
students, notwithstanding the fact that the in-

stitution is only six months old. He states that
their prospects for continued success are very
llattering and that the Winnfield Commercial
College is already the largest school in Louisi-
ana outside of New Orleans.

Near the end of the school year. Mr. W. E.
Benscoter, principal of the dcommercial epart-
inent of the North Adams, Mass., High School.
«as pleasantly surprised by being presented
with a gold lined, silver Loving Cup from his
pupils. This, together with a substantial in-

crease in salary, must make life seem worth liv-

ing to Mr. Benscoter.

I I I Moore, of West Chester. Pa., is with the
Sharp Business College, New York City. Mr.
Moore is a young man of pleasing personality,
who writes a good hand and is sure to succeed.

Mr. C. R. Hill, last year with the Drake Col
lege, Newark, N. .1.. is now located in the com-
mercial department of the High School of Ar-
lington. N. J.

.Mr. V. M. Rubert, formerly of Poughkeepsie,
New York, and the past year of St. Paul,
Minnesota, is now located with Lockyear's

College, Evansville, Indiana. Mr.

Rubert is one of our wide-awake commercial
teachers, and is located in one of our best com-
mercial schools, no man in our profession
standing higher in the estimation ,.f his co-
workers than Mr. Lockyear.

Mr. C. E. Hostetler, last year in charge of the
Commercial Department of Winona College.
Winona Lake, Ind.. this year has charge of the
Commercial Department of the Wabash. Ind.,
High School. He will also supervise penman-
ship in the grades. Mr. Hostetler is a good man
in a good srhool.

Mr. K. C. Anderson, last year with the Utira,

N. Y'., Bus. Inst., resigned to lorate in the west,
Mr. H. J. Conkling of the B. & S. School of

Buffalo, N. Y., takes Mr. Anderson's position.

Miss Susie Bilstead, of Fort Dodge, Iowa, is

the assistant rommerrial tearher at Link's Busi-
ness College, Boise, Idaho.

Mr. H. G. Wood, of Greeley. Colo., is assist-

ant teacher at Link's Business College. Boise.
Idaho.

Mr. Frank Myers, of E^bensburg, Pa., goes to

Pennsylvania Stale Normal School, Indiana,
Pa., assistant commercial department.

Mr. A. H. Burke, of Peoria, 111., is with the
St. Louis Commercial College. St. Louis. Mo.

Mr. Philip S. Giltner. of Wert, Ind., goes to

Miles College. Detroit. Mich.

Mr. M. S. Hoover, of Dallas. Texas, is with
the Augusta High School, Augusta, Kans.

Mi. Eldridge Barger is with Brazil Business
University, Brazil, Ind.

Mr. F. C. Edwards. Worthington, Ind., and
Mr. F. ( ). Anderson, ( ittumwa. Iowa, are with
the Wabash Commercial University, Terre
Haute. Ind.

Mr. Kitt, of Oahu School, Honolulu, is with
Heald's Business College, Stockton, Cal.

MissJNell DeBruler. of Brazil. Ind., goes to

the Peoria Business College Peoria, 111.

Mr. A. G. Hotchkiss, of Fort Wayne. Ind..

is with the Laurium Commercial School, Lauri-
um, Mich.

Mr. I. M. Wallace, of Bowling Green, Ky.,
commercial teacher in Marinette. Wis.. High
School.

Mr. J. K. Moyer. of Reading. Pa„ goes to the
High School for Boys, Reading, Pa.

Mr. Christian J. Bannick, of Carbondale. Pa.,

is with the Rome. N. Y., High School.

Karl Fromm, of Cedar Rapids. Iowa, with
Olathe. Kans., High School.

Mr. J. A. Fogt. of Charles City, Iowa, with
High School. Julesburg. Colo.

Mr. Elden E. Barnhart. of North Manchester.
Ind.. with Kewanee Business College. Ke-
wanee, 111.

Mr. L. K. Correll. of Rochester. N. Y'.. goes to

Barnes Business College, St. Louis. Mo.

Miss Ethel Mary Burns, of Cleveland, Ohio,
goes to the Waukegan Business College.
Waukegan, Ill-

Mr. Curtis MrCombs. of Golden, Colo., goes
to the Otero County High School, La Junta.
Colo.

Miss Anna Ames, of Warrensburg, Mo., goes
to the Canton. 111.. High School as shorthand
teacher.

G. G. Hoole, who has been with the Phelps
Commercial School, Bozeman, Mont., pur-
chased a half interest in the Montana Institute

at Miles City. Mont., and is now enthusiastically
at work building up the school, in a thriving
city and country. We wish him the success his

ability, energy and industry deserves. Mr. II.

is well educated outside of merely commercial
subjects, and is a hue fellow, and Miles City is

to be congratulated for having secured him as a

resident.
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SUCCESSLETS
FOB AMBITIOUS YOUNG PEOPLE

E. D. SNOW. Principal.

Maple City Business School, Hornell. N. Y.

DC

'TWO BLADES OF GRASS WHERE
ONLY ONE GREW BEFORE"

That is supposed to be a pretty

hefty stunt and I reckon it is. Any-
way, it draws forth encomiums from
the high and mighty from every walk
of life.

Still, that seems rather tame com-
pared to causing a hundred minds to

grow and develop along business ed-

ucation lines where only one grew
before.

One man is primarily responsible

for the methods which made this pos-

sible, and he has been one of the

main factors in the vast expansion of

business education. Perhaps you
think he has a wonderful gift of fore-

sight, and could see into the future

and know accurately what would be
demanded. Nothing of the kind. He
did not dream about the future,

neither did he waste any time over
the past, bemoaning the fact that he
had not lived then when opportuni-
ties were apparently greater. He
simply lived for the present and tried

to meet the demands for the present,

something that he has been doing
each day since then, and the system
that he originated has been changed
from time to time to meet the ad-

vance in business conditions, and the

result is, that the demand for it has
widened each year. I am not adver-
tising any system of bookkeeping,
but I am speaking with enthusiasm
and with great veneration for the

man who blazed the way for the suc-

cessful business school of today, and

A. H. James, the wide-awake manager of the
Draughon's Practical Business College, Jack-
sonville. Fla., sent us a list of 27 subscriptions.
The school is certainly making fine headway
under Mr. James' initiative.

Mr. E. C. Nelson, Treasurer of Turner County,
Parker, S. D.. renewed his subscription and ac-
companied his remittance with the following
appreciative words: "Every issue of The
Business Educator is a source of inspiration
to me, and a feast for the eyes as well as the
brain. The reproduction of Mr. Madarasz's or-
nate work is certainly tine and affords an un-
limited amount of study regarding gracefulness
and ease; as well as symmetry. The articles by
Mr. Cragin are worth the price of the B. E.
alone. The broad way in which he sketches the
different characters anil individuals hits the
mark with the majority of your readers. Hope
Mr. Cragin will keep up his spicy articles."

thus made it possible for hundreds
of thousands of boys and girls to
help themselves.
His name is L. L. Williams, and he

resides, and has resided for many
years, in Rochester, N. Y. Mr.
Williams graduated from the Bryant
& Stratton Business College of Buffa-
lo in the spring of .'861, and for some
time following that was a member of
the faculty. On July 20, 1866, Mr.
Williams went to Rochester, under a
partnership agreement with Bryant
& Stratton, and assumed control of
the Bryant & Stratton College in

Rochester. In 1875, Mr. F. E. Rogers
was taken into partnership and about
this time the name of the school was
changed to the Rochester Business
University. At this time the only
text-book of importance on the mark-
et was the Bryant & Stratton Count-
ing-house Bookkeeping. It required
a teacher at every point, and without
a great deal of attention from the
teacher, was practically a sealed
book to the pupil. To relieve the
teacher of this drudgery and to make
it possible for the pupil to advance
faster and better, a series of manu-
scripts were prepared instructing the
pupil how to proceed in each instance,
that is, teaching him how to help
himself. Stencils were made with an
Edison electric pen, wielded by Mr.
Rogers, and these stencils were put
into an iron frame, a sheet of paper
beneath, and inked rollers were
passed over it and a page was pro-
duced. With a great deal of labor
and perseverance, he made several
copies of each of the series of manu-

scripts, some of them containing over
thirty pages. Those who have at
hand the Mimeograph, Writerpress,
or some other duplicating machine
can fully realize the amount of labor
required to produce a sufficient num-
ber of copies for a school Pupils
who went out to teach in other com-
mercial schools insisted on having
copies of these manuscripts for their
pupils. Of course that was impos-
sible. The stencils were soon worn
out and the manuscripts, under con-
stant use, were soon worn to shreds.
The demand for these instructions,
however, became so insistent, that
they decided to put them into book
form. As a result, a good-sized vol-
ume, entitled "Complete Bookkeep-
ing," the script written by Mr. A. S.

Osborne, now a famous hand writing
expert, was produced, and of course
considerable extra matter, aside from
that in the manuscript was included.
This was revised, from time to time,
as new editions appeared, until hun-
dreds of thousands of copies have
been published, and the business
world and youth of America are vast-
ly richer.

Nothing that I can say, nothing
that anyone can do, would be a great-
er eulogy, or erect a greater monu-
ment to the memory and life of Mr.
Williams than the successful lives of
those who were equipped by the
methods which he originated.
One of the points that I wanted to

bring out was this: Mr. Williams took
the proposition nearest at hand,
studied it, changed it here and there
to make it easier, which in those days
was considered almost a crime. (The
good old hard way that demanded an
awful struggle was supposed to be
the best way.) He did not despise it

because it was small and apparently
insignificant— for you must remem-
ber that it had not been tried and was
not the inspiring monument that it is

today. Instead of longing to do some
great and thrilling thing, he planted
a tiny seed that grew.
And so may you.

B. E. Certificate winners. New Trier Township H. S., Kenilworth, 111., E. J. (Jibb, instructor.
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Mr. S. A. 1). Hahn, formerly pro-

prietor of the Helena, Montana,
Business College, was struck by
lightning and instantly killed the

early part of August while at work
on his ranch eight miles north of

Townsend, Mont. Mr. Hahn was
born in Galesburg, 111., March 4,

1861. A quarter of a century ago he
went west and became associated
with the Helena Business College,

and was connected with that institu-

tion until a year ago, when he sold it

and purchased the Broadwater Coun-
ty Ranch to which he has been giv-

ing his attention although retaining
his residence in Helena. It was on
the ranch while repairing a fence
that he was stricken by a bolt of

lightning from a passing shower.
He is survived by a wife, three

sons, three daughters and a brother
who lives in Omaha, to whom sym-
pathy is hereby extended.
Mr. Hahn was one of the most

modest, up-right members of our
profession, against whom we never
heard the breath of suspicion, and he
therefore leaves a fair name among
his professional brethern.

A TRIP THROUGH YELLOW-
STONE PARK

By G, G. Hoole, Bozeman, Montana

I Continued)

We are now approaching the Upper Geyser
.< crowning glory of it all. Turquoise

i the Biscuit Basin, a large expanse
with a peculiar formation like little biscuits

st altered all about, come tirst. Next we see the
Gem ami Jewel Geysers, Sapphire Fool and
Mystic Falls. The Morning Glory Pool is the
prettiest Bower in the Park, and the largest and
most famous morning glory in all the world. It

is a large spring shaped and colored
pale blue exactly like a morning glory. It is

one of the best known ami most popular objects
of interest in the whole Park and is exquisitely

beautiful. We next see more geysers and as we
near the river the famous Riverside Geyser.
There is practically no cone at all and the vent
is but a few feet above the water's edge. It

plays every six'hours and throws its mighty jet

of water diagonally across the river for more
than twenty minutes. The Grotto, which comes
next, is well named, its crater being of odd and

ihape. The Castle has a large and im-
posing crater. It plays once a day and always

attention. The Giant is the mightiest
of them all. Eruptions occur about once a
week, but it then makes up for lost time. It

throws a column of water four feet in diameter
straight aloft into the air to a height of two hun-
dred anil fifty feet for upwards of an hour and a
half, and during that time ejects more than a

million gallons of water and that's why its

called the Giant !

Old Faithful is probably the best known of
all the geysers. It never disappoints anyone;
promptly every hour itthrows a graceful col-

umn of water one hundred and fifty feet into the
air for about three or four minutes. We saw it

play at sunrise ami sunset, by daylight and
moonlight and searchlight there being a big

ght on the hotel near hi'. Every
time different, every hour fresh beauties, new
wonders, matchless, irrestlble! It is the most
perfect geyser in its regularity, its grace of dis-
play, its symmetry, ami in everything that per-
tains to ,i gey8er. Within a close radius are

:,-in urkable gej sen and

of which can be seen playing at any time, anil

• each with a fame and a charm all its own.
The Punchbowl Spring is one of the prettiest

formations in the basin. It is a constantly boil-

ing spring, always overflowing the rim of its

bowl and building it up. The coloring of the

run is startlingly beautiful. Sunset Lake has

the weird and beautiful blue flames shimmering
up from the depths, and in the steam rising

from its surface can be 9een all the colors of the

rainbow. Emerald Pool, the guide tells us, is

the most wonderful pool in the world, and,

after gazing into its sparkling depths, no one is

inclined to question his assertion. No true son
of the old sod will fail to thrill over this glorious

pool of purest green. But one son of the
Emerald Isle wanted to tear away the brilliant

orange formation about the edge ! Handker-
chief Pool is a curious little hot spring into

which the guide threw our handkerchiefs. They
were promptly sucked down out of sight, but in

a few minutes reappeared and were brought to

the surface again, and returned to us freshly
laundered.
The Old Faithful Inn—who can describe this

most charming, most unique, most fascinating

hotel ! Built of unhewn logs with the bark left

on, its appearance is well in keeping with its

surroundings. The stairways have steps of

split logs, the banisters and newel posts are of

knotted and gnarled branches. The galleries

are supported by columns and braces of trees

of most natural appearance. The huge
lobby has an enormous stone chimney with four

fireplaces, in which cheerful wood fires are

burning every evening. This inn is absolutely
unique; nowhere else can such a structure be
found. It fronts the entire Upper Geyser Basin
and from its verandas all the- great geysers can
be seen, while close by Old Faithful plays faith-

fully every hour.
Between the Geyser Basin and the Lake we

cross the Continental Divide twice at an eleva-
tion of about 8400 feet. The road winds through
some wild canyons full of rugged and pictures-

que scenery. At the top of a long hill we dis-

covered far below us to the south Shoshone
Lake and beyond in the purple distance the
giant Teton Mountains, many long miles away.
The matchless Yellowstone Lake is one of the

rare treats of the trip. It lies at an elevation of
7741 feet above the level of the sea—higher than
any land east of the Rocky Mountains. Its area
is about 140 square miles; its coast line is very
irregular and more than a hundred miles in

length. In shape the lake somewhat resembles
the human hand. Its clear crystal waters are of

great depth and teem with big, gamey trout.

The lake and the river flowing from it are far

famed as an angler's paradise. Near the west
side of the lake and out a little way from the
shore a large cone, containing a spring of boil-

ing water, rises up several feet above the level
of the lake. At this place an angler may cast his

fly in the lake and without removing his catch
have it cooked in this natural tea-kettle. Large
passenger launches cross the lake in a few hours
and all tourists who wish to make the trip by
boat may do so. And a rare trip it is! The
gleaming, glistening expanse of silvery waters
bordered with dark forests and lofty snow-clad
mountains present a! scene that will long linger
with us.

WISCONSIN MEETING.

DePere, Wis., July 10, 1011.
To The Business Educator :

One of the most satisfactory meetings of the
Wisconsin Commercial Educators' Association
ever held, convened at Mr. C. N. Wilson's
college, Manitowoc, July 7th and 8th. The
attendance consisted chiefly of proprietors.

Formality in discussion was dispensed with.
Seateil round a table the leading lights of busi-

ness schools in this State had heart to heart talks
that were pronounced to be many times worth
the expense incurred in traveling to hear them.
They wanted to get something that they could
bring home and install in a practical way. They
all got it. One brought away with him the idea
of opening exercises, another learned that not
all advertising is good, a third left with the con-
viction that formal graduation and banquets are
desirable, a fourth went home with the determi-

nation of having nothing to do with whatever
has the ring of cheapness. One teacher as-

serted that he derived more benefit from this

meeting than from that of the N. C. T. F.

The old officers were re-elected unanimously.
O. L. Trenary, of Kenowsha, President; M.

R.Cowell, of Wausau, Vice President; W. W.
Dale, of Janesville, Secretary-Treasurer.
John T. Bushey, of Appleton, gave an inter-

esting and practical talk on rates of tuition and
the manner of payment. The concensus of
opinion favored the giving of a nominal dis-
count for payment in advance.
The subject, advertising, was ably treated by E.

F. Quintal, of Green Bay. He does not deem
newspapers a successful medium in certain lo-

calities.

C. N. Wilson, of Manitowoc, gave some valu-
able information regarding shorthand course re-

quirements. He emphasized the fact that
sufficient attention is not paid to English in

business courses.
0. L. Trenary, of Kenosha, created a good

deal of enthusiasm while discussing the prob-
lem of graduation. He favors the conferring of

diplomas in public at an entertainment given
by the students.
E. W. Widmer, of Wausau, gave some excel-

lent suggestions about the cost of supplies. He
is strongly opposed to schools that furnish sta-

tionery to students free of charge.
N. J. Corley, as State representative of the

Teachers' Spokane Club, urged the teachers
present to attend the Federation meeting in

Spokane next summer. The arguments he ad-
duced in recommending the trip are as follows:

1. To go to Spokane in 1912 is to have a de-
lightful vacation. If we don't all need that now
we will probably need it then.

2. To go so far and to see so many interest-

ing places—ranging in point of importance from
Hell Gate to the (jarden of the Gods—is an edu-
cation not to be despised.

3. To see face to face the foremost men of the
country in our profession, anil to hear them
speak, excels in inspiration a hundred books.

4. To muster up courage sufficient to go, anil

to be animated by sentiments of loyalty to gen-
eral interests, of unselfishness, of love for the
cause of commercial education, will result in

effecting greater generosity of character.
5. To attend the N. C. T. F. in Spokane is to

improve our schools, our pupils, ourselves, be-
cause of the valuable ideas we will not fail to

get at the convention.
N. J. CORLEY,

St. Norbert's College, West Depere, Wis.

ASK X. C. SRICKLAND
for Ins Illustrated Booklet on Penholders
ami Peiiholding. It's amusing, instructive
and FREE. Address,

SARANAC LAKE, N. Y.

W/ANTPn- A partner to assistnnitl ICL/. in organizing a live
Business College. Must be a Commercial
Educator, and able to act as President of
school, and invest 81000 or S1200. City
of 00,000 in Middle West. Can clean up
85000 first vear. Address,"8VCCES8"

CARE OF
BUSINESS EDUCATOR, COLUMBUS, O.

PROGRESSIVE LESSONS IN

BUSINESS WRITING
COMPLETE UP-TO-DATE

The teaching of plain penmanship re-
duced to a system—logical, direct, scien-
tific. The copies are ideal in style—round-
ing enough to be plain and simple and
slanting enough to be rapid and graceful.
Used by large commercial schools. Espe-
cially adapted to high school use, A
wonderful result-getting course of lessons.
Sample copy mailed to any address for 25c.

—Address—
C S. ROGERS.

Prin. Y. M. C. A. Aceoutancy School
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.
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ARTISTIC PENMANSHIP

H. L. DARNER, PENMAN, BLAIR BUSINESS COLLEGE, SPOKANE, WN.

Comment Accompanying Illustrations

No one should take up this course in Ornamental Writing who has not previously studied business writing and acquired a good, free, easy arm
motion. All that you have learned regarding position, material, etc , while studying business penmanship will apply to the Ornamental, I want how-
ever, to give you a few pointers regarding material. In my own practice I use nothing but the very best, which consists of the following: Whiting's

white wedding or Zanerian 12-pound paper. Arnold's Japan ink, (Directions for mixing comes with the bottle) Zanerian fine writer pens, and a Za-

nerian expert oblique pen holder, (this holder costs only fifteen cents but is as good as any.)

I shall be glad to criticise the work of any person who will enclose a self-addressed postal card. Of course 1 cannot take the time to give as much
criticism as I could if I were giving a course of instructions by correspondence, but I can probably point out your chief faults.

I have made this first lesson very easy and I shall of course expect some correspondingly good work. I should like to have a hundred young peo-

ple follow this course. You need not try the heading (Minimum Letters) unless you choose, for if you are just beginning the work, you can of course

do very little with it. Remember that in ornamental writing you are not required to do any certain amount, and it is therefore not executed at as high

a rate of speed as is business writing. I care not how long it takes you to do the specimen, all I care about is a fine finished product.

In business writing it is enough to get the "i's" and "u's" sharp at the top and the "m's" and "n's" round, but in ornamental writing we must do
more—we must get all angles of the SAME sharpness and all turns of the SAME rotundity. Another thing you will need to watch is the shades on the

small letters. Notice how the shades taper and how delicate they appear.

It takes a fine touch, which comes with long training, to get small letters shaded exactly right. Now notice the location of the shades. Notice

that I have frequently shaded an "a" or an

'

-o" and at other limes I have left them unshaded, this depending upon where they fall in the word. In

other words. I mean that two letters standing together should not both be shaded. The shading should be sprinkled here and there throughout the

word or page. Every down stroke should not be shaded neither should you write a long stretch without shading any. Get the idea? If not, study the

writing over carefully. Let me hear from you with your best efforts upon this lesson.
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Early in July Mr. J. E. Leamy,
whom many of our readers know, died
at the home of his parents in West
Rutland, Vt. Mr. Leamy was born
June 22, 1880, and graduated from the

Zanerian in 1900. From that time un-

til 1907, he was connected with the

Troy, N. Y., Business College, Bur-

den Business College, Boston, and
the Packard Business College, of New
York City. In 1908 he became con-

nected with the Brooklyn High Com-
mercial School and soon after was
compelled to give up his work be-

cause of ill health. Since then he
spent most of his time in Ashville,

North Carolina, and Canada, trying

to regain his health, and to ward off

the ravages of tuberculosis.

He was a young man of exception-

al ability, who had won a high place

in our profession because of his

ability and gentlemanly qualities.

OPPORTUNITY.

BY THOS. E. COPPER, INC. ACCT., QUINCY, II. A.

When you've done your best time and again,

And fear the Boss does not detect it-

Think not, good sir, promotion all in vain-

'Twill come when you least expect it.

Don't give up the race in vain and say

—

Oh, Opportunity! leave me not just yet;

Get ready to embrace her when on her way-
Wait not, kind friend, to tarry means regret.

Don't stand aside as though defeated

—

Just because you have failed today ;

Let your earnest efforts be repeated—
And the plums will fall your way.

Let The Business Educator help you see-
Law, Writing, Bookkeeping and lots more;

Arithmetic, Selling English worth a "V",
And other helpful things galore.

s i =ir=iE =" =i i=

MADARASZ masterful fresh -from -the pen SPECIMENS

We still have on hand a number of specimens

of various styles of penmanship— business writ-

ing, ornamental writing, free roundhand script,

etc., etc., of the late L. Madarasz, which we are

selling for his widow, Mrs. Clara K. Madarasz.

These represent his best work and you should

avail yourself of the opportunity, before it is too

late, to secure specimens fresh from the pen of

the master.

The prices vary from 25c to $1.00 each, de-

pending upon the amount of writing and size of

specimen. NOW is the time to act.

We have also a few more scrap-books repre-

senting his best work at prices from $20 to $40

each, depending upon the amount of work in each,

the quality of the writing being the same. Invest

in inspiring penmanship today.

We retain no commission for selling these specimens and books; you and Mrs. Madarasz get the full benefit

of the transaction, and YOU get the big end of the bargain. No one else has any of her work for sale.

ZANER m. BLOSER, coi*,nxb«s . ohjo

L.
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This is one of the one hundred and fifteen plates to be found in "The Madarasz Book", announced elsewhere, and is one of the Bnest specimens

from his fearless pen.

Gillotfs Pens
The Most Perfect of Pent

PRINCIPALITY PEN. No. 1

tmmtmmmamm— O C1I.L0TTS

VICTORIA PEN, No. 303

DOUBLE ELASTIC PEN, No. 604 E. F.

GilUtt's Pen* have for seventy-five years stood the
most exacting tests at the hands of Professional and
Business Fanmen. Extensively imitated, bnt never
equalled, Gillatt's Pans still stand in the front rank, as
regards Temper, Elasticity and Durability.

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS

Joseph Gilloit (Ql Son*
ALFRED FIELD <& CO., Sole Agent.

95 Chambers St. NEW YORK

REPRODUCED FROM
PENMANSHIPand
~HG1l$SSEDC0mr

3T
TERRTENG.&
DESIGNERS -ILLVSTRHTORS

ENGRZIVEFS
@lumbus, Ohio
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SPECIMENS
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Mr. Kdw. L. Teeter, of West Hartfonl. Conn..

recently renewed hi- snba ription in a %ery

handsomely written letter, and enclosed a num-
ber of cards written In the ornamental style. Mr.

Teeter states that he is engaged In farming and
practices penmanship as a recreation during:

spare moments, which he states lie finds de-

lightful. Mr. Teeter has acquired a high order

of -kill in both business and ornamental writ-

ing, and undoubtedly could become one of the

very finest if he should give the work the neces-

sary time and attention. No doubt there is

in his choice of recreation ; when one

does farm work the most of the day it is fortu-

nate that his recreation can be taken at the desk
with ttie pen. and if one works at the desk the

greater part of the day. no doubt it is just as

wise to take his recreation doing something like

farm work.

Thirty seven students of the Cambria Business

College. Johnstown. Pa., under the instruction

of K. (i. Jones and A. E. Hughes, have suc-

ceeded In winning BUSINESS Kducator Cer-

tificates this year. These gentlemen are

evidently arousing a great deal of interest in

penmanship.

Some splendidly written cards have been re-

ceived from Mr. O. G. Martz. supervisor of pen-
manship in the Ashtabula. Ohio, public schools.

Some very excellent specimens were also re-

ceived from pupils in the grades, some of which
were up to The Business Educator Certifi-

cate requirement, which speaks well for the

work he is doing.

Some tine, free and easy looking specimens
have been received from E. J. (iibb. New Trier

Township High School. Kenilworth, 111.

Twenty-two of the specimens are up to our
certificate standard. Mr. Gibb is securing ex-
cellent results which he says is due in a large

measure to The Business Educator. We
will add that the real secret is that he is a hustler

and applies the many pointers which The Bus-
iness Educator contains. Mr. Gill has been
re-elected with an increase in salary-

We received a beautifully written letter from
Miss Bessie Brownlee. of the Warren, Ohio,
Business College. Miss Brownlee is certainly
working towards the front in penmanship.
She also enclosed sixteen specimens from
the students of the W. B. C, all of which were
up to the Certificate standard. They were writ-

ten very forceful-like. Mr. C. W. Gay. of Day-
ton, ()., is now tilling the position left vacant by
the death of Prof. St. John, of that institution.

Ira W. Alden. of Brooklyn, N. Y., sent us a
letter written in roundhand which is very good.
He is making rapid improvement in this style
of work and is to be congratulated upon the
splendid lettering he also does.

A dozen packages of specimens of writing
representing the work in all of the grades, is re-

ceived from Miss Madge Hurst, Supervisor of

Writing and Drawing in the public schools of
Chillicothe. Ohio. The specimens reveal a
well-balanced scheme of instruction, in form as
well as in freedom. It is evident that supervis-
ors, principals, teachers and pupils are doing
their part in the evolution and development of
practical writing. At the end of the second
year in slant and movement, following the ver-

tical, we find practically no trace of vertical in

all of the specimens submitted, indicating the
right kind of discipline, drill and training.

Some excellently executed ornamental sig-
natures are hereby acknowledged from Mr. C.
E. Baldwin, penman in the Columbia, Mo.,
Business College. Had some signatures been
executed in black ink they would have graced
columns of The Business Educator.

EXCEPTIONAL

Huntsinger's Business School,
Hartford, Conn., July 12, 1911.

Friends Zaner & Hloser :

I have tested the Zaner Method Penholder
and in my judgment it has a better grip upon the
pen and it produces a correspondingly better
stroke for the same effort of any straight pen-
holder I ever touched.

I congratulate you and I congratulate any
man who has the convenience of introducing
that particular holder in all the work of his
school.

It is exceptional and you deserve great credit.
Yours very sincerely,

E. M. Huntsinger,
President.

FOR ^Al F A set °f Business Penman-run OrlLL ship plates. Up-to-date, fin-
est work, practically new, 96 plates, and the
best product of the profession. Address,
J H. BACHTENKIRCHER. Lafayette, Ind.

ATTBAOTIVE

FOR BUSINESS SCHOOLS
"£•. -w. ]yi:A.E.TiJsr co. boston

F. W. TAMBLYN, 406 Mever Bldy.. Kansas City. Mo.

ANNOUNCEMENT!
A New Erat for BUSINESS COLLEGES Reforms Necessary?

The Development of Business Education is Still in Its Inftvnoy

The manner in which this department of education is conducted requires some changes in

business methods, to which all will agree, in order to place

Business Schools on ©«. Business Basis
N. B. This is a national movement backed by some of the best men in the business.

The undersigned would like to hear from all who think it necessary to secure protection for

deserving schools and to devise plans for eliminating objectionable methods.
Would it not pay the schools of each state to engage the services of a man who thoroughly

understands the situation, to work out a comprehensive plan, adapted to each locality, whereby
each school could increase its business 10 to 25 per cent, and add to its profit $500, $1000
or more per year ?

This is exactly what can be done, and the expense need not exceed the cost of returns

from one pupil out of a dozen or two additional ones received.

The state from which the largest number of letters are received, in proportion to the

number of schools, will be the first to be served.

Further particulars furnished upon request. Address,

O. A.
Prest. Hoffmann's Business College.

HOFFMANN,
MILWAUKEE. WIS.

•jii.iiH.»ii.u.i.i.iujjinjmMiiii.u.iiMu.iiiui..iJiiii.i.ii.iJi..ij.mii.iiitii.nu.m«
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A wonderfully accurate, copper-plate-like specimen of penmanship by Charlton V. Howe, Philadelphia, Pa., copy for engraving

having been kindly loaned to The Business Educator by Mr. G. G. Hoole, Miles City, Mont., for reproduction.
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Contributions Comprising Text and Illustrations on

INSURANCE POLICY WRITING
By I. MADARASZ.

i it ributions were prepared by Mr. Madarasz and purchased by
Tin-: BrsiNKSs Kduiatok about a year before his death, and rep-

resent his most mature thought and unbiased convictions.

DC DC DCDC DC DC

< >ne of the most "sure-of-a-good-position"
lines of penmanship is that of policy writing in

an insurance company. The demand for good
policy writers has for the past twenty or more
year-, been more than the supply, and it is

growing. Here is an opening for the young
man looking for a sure thing. To the young
man who will master a serviceable style of

round-hand, similar to the examples herewith
presented, it will secure him a job at from SIB
to $20 per week, with a two weeks' vacation on
full pay, all holidays, and Saturday afternoons,
hours from 9 to 5. This you see gives you
plenty of time for night study, work on engross-
ing, etc., or teaching penmanship in the public
schools it) the evening classes, thereby aug-
menting earnings from 8300 to S600 per year.

Every year one can reasonably expect an in-

crease of salary from Si to S2 per week, until a

salary of 81.500 from the insurance company is

attained. There is, to be sure, a good chance of

promotion in the meantime, if you should qual-
ify yourself for the managing or assistantships
in one of the many departments of the com-
pany. These places are in a great measure
filled from the employes, and the managers in

power in an insurance company, keep lab on
their employes and are ever able to give you a
rating commensurate with your worth and ca-
pabilities. Think it over, my young friend.
Your P. O. address may be Philadelphia, New
York, Boston, Chicago or San Francisco, or it

may be Podunk, Smith's Corner, Mudhole.
Geeserville. or Cow-trail. Uncle Sam's mail
carrier will put you in touch with your future
employers, even if your address is Rural Free
Delivery Route 68a near Portage, Wash., and if

you hail from one of the latter places, your
chances are a bit rosier than an application from
715 Fifth Ave., New York. Because : the
shrewd business men of this commercial age are
on the still hunt for countrj- boys—country
hoys have the preference, everything else being
equal.

Now for equipping yourself as a policy writer.
If you want to be a rapid and sure worker, mas-
ter the style before you. Don't be misled into
practicing the slow, pen-lifting style of what is

called the engravers' script. I call it the "stilted
script." That style grew of itself, because en-
gravers ;i> a general rule cannot work their en-

graving tool around corners—hence, being so

much easier to lift their tool at the bottom or

top of the small letters, the great majority of en-
gravers so form their letters piece-meal, and
this is tltt- thing that all instructors heretofore
in round-hand have advocated. This is not
writing, it is drawing, and drawing, and I am
talking and talking. (Jet out of the rut. and
take something new in the way of rapid-round-
liand writing; with the emphasis on the writ-

ing. You got that? If not, read from the top
again until you do get it, absorb it, swallow it.

Else these words won't produce the results you
are entitled to. I may be alone in these opin-
ions, but I was alone in some other things in

penmanship more than thirty years ago, and
those other things are standard now.
Materials : Gillott's No. 2 Pen and Zanerian

F i n e; Writer— Arnold's Japan and Arnold's

Writing Fluid, mixed half and half, or the Za-
nerian India Ink with directions as given. Lin-
en ledger, or a good flat paper, ruled to one-
quarter or three sixteenths inches between
lines. A common-sense oblique penholder,
rather broad at base—a parallel ruler 12 to IS
inches—a straight rubber penholder for ruling
pen—a box of steel pens for ruling one-twenty
fourth inch line without pressure.

Work with a sheet of paper under your writing
hand, paper to be held with left hand, this

keeps the paper you're writing on free of finger
marks, and in many cases accidental ink drop-
ping. Roll up sleeves, on right arm to above
elbow, and work in a 75c alpaca or cotton coat
without lining. You need all the freedom pos-
sible to do good work—you can't get it with
cuffs, outside coat and undershirt sleeves in the
way. Strip your arm. Have your paper so
placed on desk that all downward lines are ver-
tical to eye and desk. That gives you the slant,

and slant is a mighty big boy in good
writing.

Press down on your pen at the soonest possi-
ble moment on the downward strokes with an
even pressure, securing the width of shade re-

quired, so there'll be no need of patching up
every other shade. Be particular to get your
width of letters like a, u, g, h, etc., about the
width of space between letters. Good night and
then tomorrow.

L. Madarasz.

This postcard of teachers and pupils was sent us by Miss Florence Palmer, supervisor of writng
in the BoyneCity, Michigan, Public Schools. They were all awarded Certificates for excellence in
arm movement writing, which speaks well for Miss Palmer's enthusiasm and instrucion, and their
industry and perseverance.

^«^^^^^^^^i4ĉt^wvp&Zs

By James E. Todd, Salt Lake City, Utah.
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agents

for 15 cents.
I will give free a pack of

samples and send terras to

th each order.

AGENTS WANTED
di Aiii/ pa one i have the very besit blanbBLANK OAKUO cards no* on the market.
Hand cut. Come in 17 different colors. Sample KM)

postpaid. 15c. 1,000 by express, 75c. Card Circular
for red stamp.

About 25 different
kinds. Many new.

100 postpaid, 25c Less* for more. Ink, Glossy Black
or Very Best White, 15c, per bottle. 1 OMi^ue Pen Hold-
er, 10c. Gillott's No. 1 Pens, 10c. per doz. Leisons in

Card Writing. Circular for stamp.

W. A. BODE. Box 176. FAIR HAVEN. PA.

1 Dozen Cards, - - - 15c.

Set Business Capitals, - - 15c.

2 Sets Business Caps, different, 2.">c.

Specimen Letter, Business Hand, 20c.

Samples for stamps. Agents Wanted.
Send today.

R. E FOLEY
IRONTON, COLORADO.

OPEN FOR ENGAGEMENT
An Experienced Business School Manager

and Teacher, University trained, now em-
ployed, will be open for another engage-
ment after Sept. 1. Is receiving a large salary
now, but will change for a better position.
Only the best positions considered. Teaches
all business school subjects. Address,

BUSINESS SCHOOL TEACHER
Care Business Educator, Columbus, Ohio

YOU

WILL

WANT TO

KNOW

more about my mail course in "Modern Business
Penmanship" for teachers and home students.

Illustrated circular free.
J. A. STRYKER

Penman State Normal and Supervisor Penman
ship City Schools

Address 423 W. 27th SI . KEAR.NCY.NeB

BOOKKEEPING,
STENOGRAPHY,

taught by mail PENMANSHIP,
WRIGHTS' BUSINESS AND
PREPARATORY INSTITUTE

435 FIFTY-FIRST ST., BROOKLYN. N. Y.

STOP! READ! THINK! ACT!
Increase your salary by Home Study. "Do it now."
'Why not work for Tncle Bam!" Salaries JUijO to
HSOO. Positions guaranteed. Civil Service, Penman
ship, Bookkeeping', Shorthand, Typewriting. En-
gineering, Normal, Grammar School, High School,
Agri<'nltur:il, and College Preparatory Courses are
thoroughly taught by mail. Matriculation Fe*?*5<t0.

free to one representative at each poet-office.
Address DEPARTMENT ¥..

CARNEGIE COLLEGE, ROGERS. OHIO

Get your eye on America's largest
Correspondence School of Short-
hand, Typewriting, Bookkeeping,
Telegraphy, Penmanship, etc.

TYLER COMMERCIAL COLLEGE, TYLER, TEXAS

Fill in and receive catalog.

The Pratt Teachers* Agency
70 Fifth Avenue, NEW YORK

Recommends college and normal graduates,
specialists, and other teachers to colleges
and schools.
The agency receives many calls for commer-

cial teachers from public and private schools,
and business colleges.

WM. O. PRATT. MANAGER

WANTED !

An associate in the best business college
proposition on the continent. Must

be teacher of bookkeeping. For
particulars address

** INVESTIGATION "

Care of Business Educator, Columbus. Ohio

nship.U7ANTFFI TEACHERS- PenmW All 1 KsU Bookkeeping, h or I

Touch Typewriting and all commercial
branches. Also managers and principals of
Business Colleges and commercial departments
of high schools and colleges in the South. Write
at once for information and application blank.
No charge for registration.

SOUTHERN TEACHERS' AGENCY,
Box 303, Charleston, S. C.

HALL'S PERFECTED SHORTHAND

In point of simplicity, legibility, and speed, it is

the best light-line,connective-vowel phonography

now published. Examination copy, 75 cents.

WARREN HALL MANSFILD. OHIO

MAY 10, 1911, FINDS US SHORT OF CANDIDATES FOR THE
FOLLOWING POSITIONS:

(1) Manager of a Business College at a salary of $1,000 to $1,500.
(21 College Graduate Principal of Commercial Department of a western university at salary

of $1,000.
(3) Principal of southern business college at salary of $1,000 to $1,200.
(4) Principal Commercial Department of high school at salary of STOO; and others. .

// still available, let us hear from you by next mail.

CENTRAL TEACHERS' AGENCY E. C. ROGERS, m.n.qer COLUMBUS, OHIO

$2,800 FOR TEN MONTHS
One of our members recently secured this salary through OUR efforts. The position

is in one of the leading High Schools in the United States. We still have

many fine openings. Free Registration.

CONTINENTAL TEACHERS' AGENCY (Incorporated) BOWLING GREEN, KENTUCKY

135 A MONTH!
and also led m

He s right 1,1 sele

Oak Park, 111 . High School Principal

wrote : "My correspondence with you

led me to like the way yon handle

a higher averag
our man for con

(135 a month
ire filling choice positions all over the country.

Che SPECIALISTS' EDUCATIONAL BVREAV
Roberta. Grant, Mgr. Lother B. D'Armond, Associate M e

WEBSTER GROVES, ST. LOUIS. MO.

COMMERCIAL. TEACHERS' TRAINING SCHOOL,
ROCHESTER BUSINESS INSTITUTE

10 States and Canada represented in the class just graduated.

Catalogue and teachers' bulletin mailed promptly on request.

ROCHESTER BUSINESS INSTITUTE. ROCHESTER, N. Y)

EMERGENCIES
We have the hair-trigger touch for hurry-up calls, and, at this

critical time for belated schools and teachers, we are within

speaking distance of telephone and telegraph twenty-four

hours every day. Call us.

THE NATIONAL COMMERCIAL TEACHERS' AGENCY
:cialtt by a BEVERLY. MASS.E. E. GAYLORO,

MANAGER

ju.iiwiuimij.^i.iujji»ji>wiiBm.i»ii.»«Mj.iiuuiiJjiiMh^iJ,WBiiwMBeBiMa
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ErsOPOSSING and L
ILLUMINATION
H.W. STRICKLAND.
Policy Pept., Mass.
Mutual Life Ins. Co.,
Mprlnftfleid. Miss.

criticised by Mr.
if return postage
is enclosed.
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Article II.

In this lesson vim will find letters that are

"Lombaidlc" in character and they have been

selected because of their suitableness to illumi-

nation.
The alphabet has been covered in a general

way and is valuable for reference as well as

practice.

Note how the flowers harmonize with the let-

ter in the Y. Finish the flowers in natural col-

ors and level the letters and you will have a

strong i-ttei-t for general engrossing. Scrolls

may also be worked within the letter and these

shaded with two tones of color, then outlined

with black and this method of treatment will

produce a more elaborate design and allow for

greater variety of colors.

FOR SALE!
Well-advertised business college; splendid location;
.-ntalilish.il 7 vis avereue attendance 7.V, growing; lTi

new tveewriter*. S4'ki piano; good furniture, pnnto
graph; low rent; In live western town 12.OU0, with big
population to draw from; no competil

'

'•College'

WHO NEEDS THIS MAN?
Here's a hifch-elass business college man, 30 years

..I :ii.-.' with lu years experience as teacher, solictor
and manager. A man that tan pet the business with
out leaving those had after effects. People who know
Sity he understands advertising a school thorough
ly, not a penmanship artist, but one who can do plain
bunnies- nn<l ornamental writing good enough to
pleawe some of the most critical. There are few
people who meet this man without becoming his

Mend A man til line appearance and one having

illingto pay «lm

for tailor-made clothes ;

need an efficient i

e is worth, better <

AN EARNEST MAN,
C»re of Buiintss Educttor. Cvlumbus, Ohi

To the Editor of The Business Educator:
Dear Sir: Since I finished the article "The

King of Money Lenders," there died in the

New York Hospital for Incurables, a branch of

the Bellevue, William (j. Laidlaw.

William G. Laidlaw was the bookkeeper who
received nearly one hundred wounds when
Norcro&Bi the Boston lunatic, tried to blow up
Kussel Sage in 1891.

Laidlaw was a wreck and never able to do a

day's work after that tragedy. A jury gave him
quite a large sum of money damages but the
case was appealed, Laidlaw's money gave out
and he never got adollar of it. Sage's millions
could keep the casein court indefinitely. The
man was supported for years by his two sisters

but their money finally gave out and, when he
became perfectly helpless, they were obliged to
send him to the City Hospital for Incurables.

A good many indignant editorials have been
written since Laidlaw died. I suppose there are
two sides to the question. Mr. Sage always
claimed that he did not attempt to use Laidlaw
as a shield and that if Laidlaw had not rushed in

Norcross "would never have thrown the bomb.
This may be true, but it would seem as if the
Kussel Sage Foundation, whose object is to im-
prove the condition of the poor, might have
kept the man out of the charity hospital.

Chas. T. Cragin.

e
L. NIADARASZ,

^
The greatest ornate write
ever known, on June 13,

rangeroents with roe to cc
order business under his

nearly four months I succe*

the world has
1883, made ar-
nduct his mail
name and for

ded in execut-
ine specimens, writing letters, cards, capi-
tals, etc., so well that few. if any, of his
patrons ever knew that he was not doing
the work himself.

inlKM3 and although I do nc
Mr. Madarasz's best work, I air

tate his style better than eve
want to become something n
nary penman, now that Mr
passed away, the best you c

oilay than I was
t claim to equal
now able to imi-

r before. If you
ore than an ordi-
. Madarasz has
an do will be to

and take up the
me. You will be sure of a good position if vou
come here for I have many calls for teachers
of penmanship that 1 cannot All, If interested
write me at once for farther information. If

you inclose a stamp I will send a specimen show-
ing my style, also circulars telling all about
Card Carving, the great money making art.

A. W. DAKIN,

SYRACUSE, NEW YORK

7S/S//SZ^
This book contains the rules which govern the formation of accurate writing. It

shows how to prove every letter to be perfect or imperfect. It shows how to write ele-

gantly through a knowleged of the harmony of lines and how imperfect writing is the

result of ignorance of the law of harmony. The study of the harmony of sounds makes
one become a scientific musician. The study of the harmony of lines leads one to the

highest skill in beautiful, perfect writing. Courtney, America's greatest penman, was
trained by me in the study and the use of the harmony of lines which I present in this

book. Send One Dollar and get the book. Keep it or return it within a week and get

your money back.

A. H. HINNAN, LYNN, MASS.
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Certificate winners of the State Normal School, Kearney. Neur.. Mr. J. A. Stryker. pe

THE FIISEST SCRIPT
Prepared for Commercial or Penman-

ship texts. If you want superior
work at a moderate cost, send

copy for estimate to

S. E. LESLIE,
Poughkeepsle, /Yew York

c
mm s&

Uraoluhon* °33>V.IBIS<«.'

Box 1268

WACO,

TEXAS

The

Book

Announced in the April, May and June issues of The Business

Educator, is now in the hands of the printers, and is expected

some time in November. It takes time to do a thing right and there-

fore we want you to be as patient as the publishers are persevering

/rfdud/'dS/ ' n tne ' r erl0r ts t0 make it a perfect product. Remember you will

^h^^^^mmmhmb^mb have it a long time to enjoy. Eighty pages, 8/4x11}^ inches will

be the size — twenty pages of text and sixty pages of script illustra-

tions, such only as Madarasz produced when at his best, covering a

period of thirty-three years, comprising card writing, letter writing,

page and poetry writing, lessons in ornamental penmanship and

policy writing, examples of flourishing, page composition and design, business writing, etc.

THE PRICES: Paper binding, $1.00; Cloth, $2.00: Half Morocco, deluxe edition. $3.00:

Full Morocco, deluxe Memorial edition, $5.00.

IN ADVANCE OF PUBLICATION PRICE. Those remitting in advance of publica-

tion, to meet in part the large expense involved are entitled to the following greatly reduced

rates: Paper, 80c; Cloth, $1.50; Half Morocco, deluxe edition, $2.50; Full Morocco, deluxe

Memorial edition, limited, $4.

A royalty in proportion to the price of each book sold goes to

Mrs. Madarasz. Published as a "Dowry" for his widow
and as a Memorial to his skill and memory.

Zaner & Bloser Company, Columbus, Ohio
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THE ART OF ILLUMINAT-

ING.

By D. W. HOFF, Lawrence, Mass.

The art of Illuminating books and manuscripts

is very old. It was Hrsl practiced in a crude

form by the ancient Egyptians They used first

the leaves of the papyrus which they glued to-

gether with the muddy waters of the Nile, anil

later crude parchments, made from the skins of

sheep and calves. For a time only red and
I. lack inks were used, but during the early part

of the third century texts wen- written in gold

on purple vellums by the "writers in gold" as

the (ireek engrossers Of the day were called.

The (.reeks transplanted the art of engrossing
to Rome, probably early in the second
century; Later it almost fell Into disuse on the

continent. During; the lifth to the eighth cen-

tury a style of illuminating was established In

Ireland "absolutely distinct from that of all

parts of the world" which attained a perfection

that was almost marvelous. Indeed it is to the

Irish school more than to all others that we are

indebted for the superb examples of this art now
preserved and treasured in the great museums nf

Europe. H or it was the Irish missionaries who.
during the seventh century introduced their

national style of art into England where it was
taught to their converts. The peculiar Celtic

style of ornament soon spread throughout Eng-
land. Germany, Switzerland and Italy, resulting

in a grand revival of a fast waning art. The full-

ness of medieval illumination in England and
France was attained by the middle of the
thirteenth century with a dominating French in-

fluence. With many monks the illuminating of

sacred writings was a life work. One missal at

Kouen occupied the time of one monk for 30
years. During the fourteenth century two
Italian monks became so famed because of their

skill that after death their right hands were pre-
served as sacred relics by their proud fellow
monks.
The three great styles of illuminating were

the (ireek or golden, the Romanesque or pictor-

ial, and the Hiberno-Saxon or intricate. Very
large initial capitals, often a foot high, orna-
mented with most intricate designs was a dis-

tinctive character of the Irish school. These
were generally accompanied with marginal
rows of dots. The Acanthus leaf was never rep-
resented. As motifs they employed

1 -Intricate interfacings of narrow ribbon like
ornament.

2—Intertwining spirals—very elaborate.

3—Grotesque animals and birds highly dis-

torted, and intertwined forming parts of initial

letters, borders, &c.
4— Diagonal lines, Chinese like patterns ar

ranged within compartments, forming large ini-

tials, borders. So.
< hie of the most noted examples is the "Rook

of Kells" in Trinity College, Dublin, which
belongs to the Itlh century.
Not until the middle of the 15th century was

printing from movable type invented. The
first book thus printed is what is known as the

"(iuttenberg Bible." for which Henry E. Hunt-
ington, of I,os Angeles, recently paid S5(l,000.

Color Treatment for the Kane Vote
of Thanks.

1. A pale ecru wash (Van Dyke Brown) over
whole surface, to a point % inch outside the
border.

2' Body text, outlines of panels, initial let-

ters, ornaments, foliage, and traceries, with
"Higgin's Waterproof Ink"— if wash is to be put
on afterwards.

3. —Bonier, foliage, green—a mixture of

Indian Yellow, Antwerp Blue, and Burnt Si-

enna—with high lights "put on," with Chinese
White. Traccrjr, black, with burnished gold
berries, and red leaflets -a mixture of Crimson
Lake and Vermillion. Parallel Bars, bur-
nished gold.
4—Border initial, deep Antwerp Bl je, with

interlacing parts "left out"—white. The back-
grounds for this and for the first T, C, M, and
H, are of unburnished gold outlined with black
ink. This will give more life to the border. If

interested in details examine plate with a good
reading glass. Any further information cheer-
fully given where stamp for reply accompanies
request.

T,. Cnderscoritig, Antwerp blue.
6. Illuminated letters. John P. Kane,

the second Resolved- except R—the first T, L,
and H. and A in Anil, are in unburnished gold.
The first Resolved—except the R, and Alder,
men are pale blue with dots and bauds of gold.
Others are of gold and green, olive, reds, etc.

7.—Fillers, after Honor, further. Clerk, etc.,
black with tiny red and blue berries.

8.—The vinelike arrangement of the foliage
in the border is characteristic of the style so
common in illuminated manuscripts of the 11th
to the 13th centuries. The delicate black
tracery with which it is interspersed belongs to
the 15th century.
Remarks—A better effect will result if the

wash is not extended under the border. Then
the high lights could be left out. Also by al-
ternating red and blue leaflets in the tracery.

Lyman Dudley Smith, who for
many years has been supervisor of
writing in the southern school dis-

trict of Hartford Conn., passed from
this life July 10th at Bucksport, Me.
He had not been well for sometime,
and had gone to his brother's camp
to recuperate, but passed away quite
unexpectedly.
Mr. Smith was an author of a num-

ber of copy books, was well educated
and highly esteemed by those who
knew him well. He was a master of
a number of languages, an artist of
considerable merit, and a penman
and teacher of rare skill.

BLANK CARDS BY NAIL
100-3 ply Special Wedding 25c. 100 colored, as-
sorted, 25c. 100 Scroll Cards, assorted, 30c. 100
New Comic Cards, (12 styles), 30c. My New Man-
ual iB now ready and it will be sent to Card
Writers, with an order for any of the above cards.
The book is a gem, in the art of money making
by writing cards, Address all letters,

W. M oBE E
19 Snyder Street ALLEGHENY. PA.

ners of the Bloomburg, Pa., State Normal School, A. B. Black,

e~-
z:\

^\JK could use pages in describing the good features of our "20th CENTURY BOOKKEEPING."
However, it is not what we say about the work but what you know about it that will decide it's

adoption. The tart that it is being used in more than 12,000 schools and that we sold 80,000 sets during
tht: past school vcar is evidence of merit.

Investigate before selecting the text to be used with your next class.

SOUTH-WESTERN PUBLISHING CO.
222 MAIN STREET CINCINNATI OHIO
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rasing by I). W. Huff. Lawrence, Mass. The color t

ccumpanying illuminating article on preceding page
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DESIGNING

ENGROSSING
By

F.. L. BROWN.
Rockland. Me.

Semi self-addressed
postal for criticism,
ind stamps for return

ol specimens.

zzini DC

Broad Pen Letters.

Herewith is shown a very practical broad pen

letter. This letter Im> a character all its own.

but the form can be varied to suit the taste of

the engrosser.

Uule lines about one-half inch apart and use a

No. a% broad pen for the lettering. Add the

finishing touches with the common pen. The
decorated initial is simple in design and pleas-

ing in effect. Pencil carefully before inking.

A line baby boy came to join Mr. and Mrs. L.

L. Hartley, of the Y. M.C. A.. Portland. Ore.,

on July In, 1911. Our best wishes to the new
comer and his forebears.

306 Minor m

We have been particularly fortunate in secur
ing the services of Mr. B. P. Leister, Certified
Public Accountant and Auditor of Canton,
( )hio, whose portrait appears above, to contribute
a series of articles on Accountancy to the col-

umns of the Professional edition of The Busi-
ness Educator.
Mr. Leister is a Maryland product, gaining h

first education in the public schools, after whicl
he taught school, later on taking a course ir

bookkeeping and shorthand in Eaton & Bur
nett Business College of Baltimore. Later 01

he took a teacher's course in Sadler's Business
College of the same city, after which he taught
in a New Jersey school, and then also in the
Meredith Business College of Zanesville. It
was at this time that a Buckeye girl captured
him. and it was at this time that he pursued a
course in Accountancy by correspondence,
since which time he has been following the
work of a professional Accountant, and his euc-
cess has been such as to recommend him for the
work he is going to do for our readers.
He was the first to pass the (Ohio examination

for the degree of C. P. A., receiving a mark of
08 per cent. More need not be said concerning
him and his work, as his contributions will speak
for themselves, month after month.

By the Editor,

THE SECRET of Rapid Mental Addition

AVOID (he inaccuracy and brain-numb.
J drudgery of HAPHAZARD addition.

Footing columns is then a PLEASURE.
Anyone can quickly familiarize the 165 pos-

sible combinations of figures; these and their
sums recognised, you foot any column rapidly
as you read a line of words. My method is so
simple to learn, you wonder why you never
thought of it before. Speed bewilders your
friends. Book of complete instructions and
drill tables, post paid. 50c. Return if dissatisfied,
'money back without a word. What more can

you ask! Trial lesson and conclusive proofs FREE.

C. H. Nich.Uon. R. 294. 144 E. 34th St., N. Y.

A TRIBUTE TO L. MADARASZ

BY M. M. DESMOND

Bright as fancy's web entrancing
Is the picture of his art.

Every line of beauty glancing
Like a sunbeam of the heart;

Every mystic curve and tracing
Breathes the master-hand at work,

( ienius in its glory gracing
Where the lights and shallows lurk.

How the scroll work, richly turning,
Prisons fancies that delight.

With their mellow mystic shining,
Like the empressot the night.

In a drift of dreamy musing.
Bearing heart and soul along,

Joyous inspiration fusing
Into bursts of silver song.

Thrilling soft, and low and tender,
Soaring boldly grandly high,

Till ambition's royal splendor
Flashes o'er the mental sky.

Till a thousand dreams of glory,
Like the billows of the sea,

i irandly surge thro' many stories
Of success and talent free.

Until fame, the marble beauty,
Bare her bosom to the glow

< >f a true heart's royal duty
Where the founts of knowledge How,

Gather wreaths of rainbow flowers,
Fragrant, dewy, blushing red

Culled from Eden's blooming bowers.
Immortelles to crown his head.

And upon life's page in glory
May he write as fair, as when

He lined the Lincoln story
With histrustv, flashing pen.

Now the rose of life has faded ,

May he worthy be above
Of the h ather that has aided
All his wishes with His love.

Pontiac, 111., April 12, 1011.

UNEXCELLED SCRAP B0°*^mm^^ SPECIMENS

1 Dozen Cards 25c Ornamental Capitals 50c
Ornamental Letter 50c Business Capitals--- 25c
Business Letter 25c 6 Reputation Cards-- 25c

Roundhand Letter. fl.OO Roundhand Poem 50c

495 W Fourth Ave.. COLUMBUS. OHIO.

BCDEereKicJi^u^N'opQ^
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The 1911 edition of the Rand McNally
Official Indexed Map and Shippers' Guide for

all States and Territories containing the new
census, Price 25 cents, is now on the market.
For 35 years these guides have done faithful

duty, having been improved and kept up-to-

date, and the book before us is a credit to those
which proceeded it, and to its progressive

publishers.

"The Prophet and the Ass" is the title of a

Philistine-like journal, published by the Lock-
wood's Publishing Company, Kalamazoo,
Mich., G. H. Lockwood, editor, price SI.00 a
year. It is socialistic, optimistic, and suggest-
ive in character, with a good deal of humor,
some little satire and a good deal of sense. Mr.
Lockwood reveals a larger calibre and a wider
horizon of human affairs than one discovered
from reading The Student's Art Magazine of

which he is also editor and publisher. We wish
him continued success in his old publication,
and in his new.

A Practical Course in Touch Typewriting by
Chas. E. Smith, nine revised editions, price 50
cents, published by Isaac Pittman & Sons, New
York City, flexibly bound, is before us and im-
presses us as being practical and pedagogical as

well as convenient and durable.

Pitman's Commercial French Grammar by F.

W. M. Draper, B. A., B. es L. In this book
French grammar is taught on normal lines, with
the addition that all grammatical points are il-

lustrated by sentences in commercial French.
The exercises are written with a view to enab-
ling the student to read and write business let-

rers in French, and to understand without diffi-

culty commercial and financial articles in

French books and newspapers. It is thought

that the method here adopted will help him to

acquire rapidly a large French commercial vo-

cabulary and phrase-list. Accidence and Syn-
tax have been, as far as possible, blended, so
that the student may at once make use of the

grammatical forms he has learnt. The book
concludes with a number of extracts for coin

mercial reading. Cloth, gilt, $1.00. Isaac Pitt-

man & Co., New York City, N. Y.

CHOOSING A VOCATION.

FRANK PARSONS, PH. D,

This ideal book seeks to reduce the choos-
ing a vocation from chance to a relative cer-

tainty by a careful study of

1. Personal Data/ „-,„„,.
2. Self Analysis )

oa paper'

3. Person's Own Choice and Decision.
4. Counselor's Analysis.
5. Outlook on the Vocational Field.

6. Induction and Advice.
7. General Helpfulness in Fitting into the

Chosen Vocation.
The methods employed, indicated by above

and explained in full, have proven by actual

test to be workable and to be in great demand.
Misfits are so many on every side that the need
of real aid is apparent. The book seeks to indi-

cate two lines of investigation
1. Personal.
2. Industrial.

No one can doubt the value of a line of work
in harmony with one's tastes or the terrible mis-

fortune of being sentenced to life long labor at

distasteful work To do ones best requires that

a person can put enthusiasm and real interest

into his work. Efficiency and success are large-

ly dependent on adaptation. In choosing a vo-

cation one must have

1. A clear understanding of himself, his apti-

tudes, abilities, interests, ambitions, resources,

limitations, and their causes;

2. A knowledge of the requirements and con-
ditions of success, advantages and disadvan-

tages, compensations, opportunities and pros-
pects;

3. True reasoning on the relation of these
facts.

On the industrial side the conditions of
efficiency and success are explained at length.
These included the fundamentals and Bug-
gestions about definite occupations.
By the use of statistics, the demand for labor,
death rate in any given occupation, best and
lowest wages, etc., are learned.
The author finds the applicants chiefly boys

and girls of high school age. To such persons
the advice of a trained counselor is beyond es
timate. [The average parent is not fitted to
advise his children.) The teacher then must
broaden his work until his advice is really worth
while. The book shows how the author has
treated certain cases and the results. One of the
most promising openings for a broad, educated
big hearted man would be to tit himself as a
counselor. His influence would be almost un-
limited. The early death of the author is to be
deeply regretted. That he would have made
his work more valuable and general cannot be
doubted. His work and book are a valuable
testimonial to his ability and character. He
shows how to overcome ignorance by knowl-
edge and how to make the life work of young
people a constant source of pleasure, inspira-
tion, happiness and growth. I do not know any
one book more valuable, more suggestive or
useful. 1 shall be glad to own and read and re-
read. Then I cannot but act.

STEELE WERE.

NEW RAPID SHORTHAND
Simplest, most legible, and rapid of all Short-
hands. No shading, no position, connective
vowels and few word signs. Quickly ltarned
read like print and capable of the highest
speed. Complete system, 200 pages, ele-
gantly bound in cloth. SI. 50. Awarded
World's Fair Medal and Diploma. Money
refunded if not all that is claimed.

J. G. MORGAN. 1426 W. Madison St., Chicago, III.

WE CURE MENTAL INDIGESTION
Confucius said: "Learning without thought is labor lost; thought without learning is perilous."

The distinction here made between learning and thought is virtually the same that modern
writers make between knowledge and wisdom. Knowledge systematized, arranged, classified, and

practically applied becomes wisdom. In other words, knowledge must be digested before its

dynamic power can be utilized. Practical text-books arrange, classify, systematize, and present

in logical order the basic principles comprised in the subjects treated. Hence, the student's mind
partakes of the mental repast with an ever increasing appetite for more wisdom.

The labor spent in making the texts perfect from a pedagogical standpoint is just so much labor saved by the tired

teacher, and it is saved over and over again as many times as there are students in the class. The most wholesome food

may be spoiled in the cooking. Will you continue to use text-books that are "dry" and uninteresting, or will you adopt

books which increase enthusiasm and make the student more eager for each succeeding lesson?

Liberal terms to interested teachers for examination of the following :

Typewriting Instructor

Plain English

Exercises in English

Practical Shorthand
Commercial Law
New Practical Arithmetic

Practical Spelling

New Practical Spelling

New Practical Letter Writing
(Revised and Enlarged

Lessons in Letter Writing
Spelling and Letter Writing

Arithmetic Aids (Very popular)

Progressive Bookkeeping
Mercantile Practical Bookkeeping
Complete Practical Bookkeeping
20th Century Business Practice
Everybody's Dictionary

Pocket Size)

Illustrated Catalogue Free. We Pay the Freight.

The Practical Text Book Company
Euclid Avenue and Eighteenth Street, Cleveland, Ohio

V
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Mrs. H. Jones
ounces the marriage of her daughter

\'erna Gertrude
to

Mr. Virgil K. Madray
Wednesday, June twenty-eighth

nineteen hundred and eleven at her home on
Dresser street

Cheboygan, Michigan

At Home
after September tirst

805 Copper St,

Butte, Montana

Reverend and Mrs Daniel W. Hoy!
request the honour of your presence

at the marriage of their daughter
Ella Christine

to

Mr. Delbert Lyman Judd
on Thursday evening. June the twenty-ninth

nineteen hundred and eleven
at six-thirty o'clock

Adams Square, Baptist Church
Worcester, Massachusetts

SEND me 25c for 1 doz. beautifully

hand-,
I ha

Kte
ot

date Joker Cards. Send luc in stamps for Agents'
Outfit and three cards assorted colors, any names
you wish. Specimen hunters, please enclose 10c

in stamps when writing for specimen. This will

insure my best work and careful attention to

your order Address

H. A. DON, Lock Box 982. LAURIUM. MICH.

FINE PENMANSHIP
Superior courses in Business and Orna-
mental Penmanship. All copies are
pen written. Enclose 2c stamp for
specimen of my writing and circular.

H. B. LEHMAN
Central High School ST. LOUIS. MO.

(S2r% _^Ay/i>v^
America to receive instruction in penmanship
by mail is in the Courtney's School of Penman-
ship. A rapid, tireless, business hand taught in
a short time at a small cost. Illustrated Journal
free

- FRANCIS B COURTNEY. Cedar Rapids, la.

' iRiea

RESeLUTIONS &t
Engrossed -Pm

-AND lNJCPOKTRATPi

The poetry of motion by H. B, Lehman, Central High School, St. Louis, Mo.

ESTERBROOK'S PENS
" Buy to write with. — Hard to arw up."
CORRECT DESIGN UNIFORM TEMPER DURABILITY

150 STYLES

A 1 PROFESSIONAL TEXT WRITERS 453 BUSINESS AND COLLEGE
Fine pointed and elas- Made in S widths and with With tine and extra fine

tic for card writing long point to both left points. Elastic and
and right smooth writing

CSTERBROOK STEEL PEN MFG. CO.
26 JOHN ST., N. Y. CITT CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY

^^///S.€>?M*Zdi

For all Kinds of Schools
Send for new illustrated CATAL<><, of

stock diplomas. It will interest you.

Special Diplomas

prepared and lithographed to order.
Sketches and estimates on request. FULL
SIZED SAMPLES of stock diplomas
mailed free. Our new

Illuminated Diploma

is a winner. Printed in three colors
and gold. Send for sample. Have you seen
our new designs? Ask for our new plan.

HOWARD & BROWN,
Engrossers,

ROCKLAND, - - MAINE

FNIHRnQQInin Resolutions. Diplomas. CerCllUnUOOIIlU i,i ir oi P c Mpmnriale andtificates. Memorials and
^ss^issssssssssssss^™ Pen Work of every de-
scription, executed in a thoroughly artistic
manner at reasonable rates. Parties desiring
work of this class are invited to write for
estimates. Complete Course in Business
Writing, S7.50. I will send you several
pages of marvelous skill and artistic work
for SI. Box 661.

E. H. MC GHEE. TRENTON, N. J.

..ETERNAL II

' ENGROSSING INK

WRITE EVERLASTINGLY BLACK
The Eternal Ink is for gen-
eral writing in plain or fountain
pens (2 oz. bottle by mail 30c.)
The Engrossing Ink is for
special writing, engrossing, etc.

(2 oz. bottle by mail 80c.)

Theae inks write black from the pen
point and etar black forever

|
proof to

age, air, ,u nwhlne, chemlcala and ru

Vvo

CHAS. M. HIGGINS & CO., MFIS
,

271 Ninth St. Broolvn, N. Y.

^llrliWiUt.mWM^
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A NEW LINE OF STUDY
=*== SHOW CARD LETTERING AND DESIGNING^=^=

Today there is a constant demand for professional Penmen and Commercial Teachers in all

parts of the United States and Canada to teach Show Card Lettering and Designing in Business

Colleges and High Schools. During the past year, many of the leading educational institutions

have added this line of study in class-room work and are meeting with wonderful success.

Show Card Lettering and Designing comes among the branches of the Advertiser's art, and

is recognized as a distinct field for either men or women. The demand is practically unlimited

and few professions offer so large a field for profitable employment. Rapid and ornamental let-

tering is today a recognized business necessity and a valuable accomplishment for all Penmen
and Commercial Teachers to possess. We carry a complete line of Show Card Lettering

Supplies — Marking Pens — Shading Pens— Soennecken Pens — Inks — Brushes — Material for

ornamentation (Flock, Bronze, Metallic, Diamond Dust. Pearls) — Instruction Books in Show
Card Lettering and Designing for the Beginner, Teacher and Artist.

No. 5, Marking Pen

Marking Pens make a solid plain mark full

strength of color of ink nsed. These pens are made
in different widths from 1-32 to 7-8 inch wide.

We manufac-
ture over 50

different sizes

and styles of

Lettering Pens

36 shades of

Automatic Ink

(20c per bottle

—large size.) No. 8 Shading Pen

—

% Inch.
Shading: Pens make a Mark of Two Shades, at

a siDgle stroke of the Pen, from one color of ink.

The Automatic Pen is a strong and perfect device for rapid and clean-cut Lettering and De-

signing for Show Cards, Tickets, etc. The use of these Pens — different sizes 1-32 to 7-8 inch

wide—enables the learner to acquire a substantial and easy method of forming all styles of rapid

Lettering. Any person writing an ordinary hand can use the pens successfully in rapid and

ornamental Lettering with very little practice.

PRICES OF AUTOMATIC SHADING, MARKING AND PLAIN PENS.

No. 00 1-32 in. wide 20c each
•' 1-16 " " 20c "

" 1 1-8 " " --.20c
"

" 2 8-16 " " 20c "

3 1-4 in.

4 3-8 "

5 1-2 "

3-4 "

8 7-8 "

vide 20c each
" 20c "

- 20c "

" 25c "

" 25c "

A GOOD SERVICEABLE OUTFIT FOR THE BEGINNER
Marking Pens Nos. 1 and 3, Shading Pens Nos. 1. 4 and 5 Price, prepaid, 81.00
We will include one bottle of Automatic Ink (Black). 3 Alphabets and practical instruments etc., with above pens.

MODERN SHOW CARD LETTERING, DESIGNS, ETC.
A practical and graded TEXT BOOK for the Teacher in class room work, and the

Home Student

Sixth edition, new and revised, thirty-two additional pages to that of
former editions. A practical treatise on up-to-date Pen and BRUSH
lettering, giving instruction in many styles of lettering, position, move-
ment, shading, spacing, designing, and arrangement, with illustrations of
large and small letter of each alphabet, together with a full analysis and
diagram for making neat ami prominent figures off -hand for price tickets,
etc. Over FOUR HUNDRED illustrations of finished Show Cards and
Price Tickets are given in MARKING PEN LETTERING, AUTO-
MATIC SHADING PEN LETTERING, SOENNECKEN PEN LET-
TERING, and UP-TO-DATE BRUSH LETTERING. This book
contains only solid, practical, common sense instruction and in addition
it contains TWO THOUSAND advertising phrases for Card Signs,
Posters, etc. Size, (5x9 inches. 144 pages. PRICE. S1.00 Each.

Our claim is RELIABILITY and we GUARANTEE OUR GOODS
TO BE FIRST CLASS IN EVERY RESPECT. Our factory is equip-
ped with modern machinery, which is operated by skilled mechanics —
all goods are inspected before leaving the factory. Our NEW COM-
PLETE CATALOG of Automatic Pens, Automatic Inks and Supplies
is free— write for it— it will pay you. (Special discount to Schools and
Colleges using goods in wholesale quantities.)

LI THE NEWION AUTOMATIC SHADING PEN CO.,

' " " UDDI 31

DEPT. A, P0NT1AC, MICH., U. S. A.
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AN ADVERTISEMENT IS NO PLACE
to attempt to tell all about a certain line of goods, even if it is to tell a story of efficiency. While

Rowe's Bookkeeping and Accountancy is given the leading place in our publicity campaigns this

year, Rowe's Commercial and Industrial Bookkeeping and Business Bookkeeping and Practice,

the lamous Budget Systems that are today enjoying the unprecedented record of annually increas-

ing their sales, are still the preference of many teachers whose location and enviroment make it

unnecessary to change to the later text at this time. Write and we will tell you more.

Of something over two hundred adoptions for Bookkeeping and Accountancy of which we

have had information up to this time, over one-half are from large and influential schools that never

used our bookkeeping publications previously.

Try Richardson's Commercial Law and Rowe's Drills in Writing Contracts in Your

Commercial Law Classes this Year

They are the live text-books that commercial students can understand and that qualifies them

to act intelligently as business men after they leave school. Richardson's Law is not a technical legal

production for the use of lawyers,— it is a plain statement of the law for the use of commercial

school students, and it
" gets there " and does its work thoroughly and effectively.

We are the purveyors of efficient commercial texts for efficient commercial teachers.

//j-E/ /-/.yyiy/j^OU/Zy&O SADLER
F
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C0MPANY BALTIMORE, M D.
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MODERN TYPEWRITING
A New Model Manual for New Model Machines

Fingering Isn't All there is to typewriting, and a series of practice exercises isn't all

there is to a good manual of typewriting. There are a thousand

and one details of operation and style which a typist should know, and without which she is decided-

ly deficient. The course should be a connected series of progressive lessons.

Modern Typewriting gets the student into general practice more quickly than has

heretofore been considered possible in a thorough course, by a

development all its own. It gives a more thorough and carefully devised general practice matter

than any other. It is a mine of information on important practical details. Its budget system is

carefully devised to include practice in everything needful.

" Single Keyboard " Editions a. Farce Do not be misled by those who would

have you teach all single keyboard

machines from the same book. It can't be done satisfactorily. Modern Typewriting is published

in special editions for the Remington, Underwood, Smith Premier and Oliver.

Modern Typewriting is not a mere collection of miscellaneous material for practice,

but a course of study and systematized practice in all phases of typewriting work. You
will make no mistake to order it at once for your fall classes.

623 S. W»ba»h Ave. J • A. LTUINj '&, CUPIl AIN I 1133 Broadway

t—ii " " " " " •" " ii—ii—
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ANOTHER TRIUMPH FOR THE
Isaac Pitman Shorthand

At the Speed Contest held at Buffalo, N. Y., August 29 and 80, 1911, under the auspices
of the National Shorthand Reporters' Association both awards were won by writers of Isaac
Pitman Shorthand as follows :

ADAMS TROPHY
AVERAGE OF ACCURACY

First—Miss Nellie M. Wood ( Isaac Pitman) 99.5%
Second—Mr. Nathan Behrin (Isaac Pitman I 99.3%

SHORTHAND WRITERS' CUP
First—Mr. Nathan Behrin (Isaac Pitman) 96.8%
Second—Mr. W. B. Bottome (Pitmanic) 95.5%

It is worthy of note that this was Mr. Behrin's first appearance in a speed contest.
Many of his competitors—22 in all—were veterans and former champions of such contests.

The above results establish the unquestionable superiority of the Isaac Pitman System

Write for particulars of a Free Correspondence Course for Teachers
and a copy of " What They Say"

ISAAC PITMAN ®. SONS, 2WeS . r„rty.««, st., NEW YORK
ir- DCZK ICDDL 3DCZDC inni
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MERIT TELLS
Books Tha.t Sell Themselves

Spcncerian Shorthand
The one truly natural, easy-to-learn, easy-to-write,

easy-to-read Shorthand. Leading schools and colleges

throughout the country teach

SPENCERIAN SHORTHAND MANUAL, for beginners,
SPENCERIAN DICTATION BOOK, for advanced pupils.

BECAUSE: It can be written more rapidly than any other system,
BECAUSE: It can be mastered more tapidly than any other system,
BECAUSE: It can be read with INFINITELY MORE EASE.

Spencerian Intensive Touch Typewriting

An entirely new and unparalleled course that leads

the pupil through each successive stage of advancement
with such gradual transition that the old proverbial
"stepping stones" of learnirjg are converted into a verit-

able inclined plane of progress.

Spcncerian Grammar
A rational, self-teachable text that has revolutionized

the old time methods of teaching this subject. A truly

synthetical text that shows how the English language is

built up of roots, prefixes and suffixes. Written in a
style so clear, so flowing, and so comprehensible that it

cannot fail to charm teacher and pupil alike.

Spencerian Speller
A practical, progressive course in word-use and word-

building. A book of incalculable value to the prospec-
tive stenographer.

SPENCER PUBLISHING COMPANY
707-11 Common St., New Orleans, La.

l^ r

L.

Accountancy
THOIOUSII tOBBESPOHDEStE INSTITUTE

The value of a thorough knowledge
of Accounting and Auditing is more and
more being realized by commercial
teachers and bookkeepers. Even the

summer months" bring us consider-

able business, being over twice that of

last summer and over three times that

of the summer before.

The Bennett Accountancy Institute

is noted for thoroughness and fair deal-

ing with patrons.

Send for Catalog

R. J. nmrxett, C. P. A.

1425 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

I^

J
FINEST PENMANSHIP SVPPLIES OBTAINABLE.

PENS AND HOLDERS
Zanenan Fine Writer Pen—The best

and finest fine writing pen made—best
for engrossing, card writing and all fine
script work. Gross $1.00 lA gross 25c
1 dozen - 12c

Zanerian Ideal Pen—One of the best
pens made for general penwork—busi-
pess or ornamental. One of the best
pens for beginners in penmanship
Gross 75c. % gross 25c. 1 dozen 10c

Zanerian Medial Pen—A high-grade
medium, extra smooth pen for business
writing. None better, lust right for
students and accountants. Gross 75c
% gross - - 25c

Zanerian Business Pen—A smooth,
durable, common sense business pen.
For unshaded business writing it has
never been excelled, if equaled. Gross
75c. % gross 25c. 1 dozen 10c.

Cillott's Principality No. 1 Pen—

A

fine writing pen. Gross $1.00, M gross
25c, 1 dozen 12c

Gillotfs Double Elastic E. F. No.
604 Pen—A medium fine writing pen.
Gross 75c, % gross 25c, 1 dozen 10c

Cillott's Magnum Quill E. F. No.
601 Pen—A business pen. Gross $1.00
Ya gross 25c, 1 dozen - 12c

Gillotfs No. S03 E. F. Pen—Used
largely for drawing purposes. Gross
$1.00, % gross 25c, 1 dozen 12c

Gillotfs Lithographic Pen No. 290
—One of the finest pointed drawing
pens made. 6 pens 25c, 3 pens 15c

Gillotfs Crow Quill Pen No. 659—
Very fine points. 6 pens 25c, 3 pens 15c

Soennecken Lettering Pen — For
making German Text, Old English, and
all broad pen letters. Set of 12—num-
bers 1, \M. 2 2H, 3, 3K. 4, 5, and 6
single pointed and 10, 20, and 30 double
pointed 25c

Double Holder for Soennecken Pens
—Holds two pens at one time 10c.

Zanerian Oblique Penholder—Hand-
made, rosewood, nearly 12 inches long,
a beautiful and perfect holder. 1 holder

- 50c

Fine Art Oblique Holder— Inlaid
and fancy, hand-made, rosewood, and
by far the most beautiful holder made.
Nearly 12 inches long. 1 bolder sent in
a small wooden box .. $1.00

Zanerian Expert Oblique Holder
Very carefully made and adjusted. 7*

2
inches long. We can furnish this holder
in both black and natural wood finish.
One holder, 15c; three. 30c; six. 50c;
one dozen, 90c; two dozen, $1.60: Vt
gross, $2.30; )4 gross, $4.25; 1 gross.

Excelsior Oblique Holder—The best
_jw priced oblique holder made. Many
hundreds of gross have been sold. One
holder, 10c; six, 35c; one dozen, tSOc

% gross, $1,35: Vi gross, $2.60: and 1

gross, $5.00.

Zaner Method Straight Holder.—
Keeps fingers in right position—1 hol-
der, 10c ; 6 holders, 40c. ; 1 dozen, 65c.

CARDS, INK, PAPER, ETC.
Blank Cards—White bristol with

finest surface for fine penmanship.
100 by mail postpaid - $ .28

500 by express 75
1000 by express 1.35

Black Cards—Best made for white ink.

100 by mail postpaid $ .28

500 by express -'- -75

1000 by express 1.35

White Cardboard—Wedding Bristol
for fine pen work. Sheets are 22x28.
6 sheets by express $ .60

12 sheets by express 1.00

2 sheets by mail postpaid 50

White Cardboard—With hard finish,

much like ledger paper. Sheets are
2054x23 inches.
6 sheets by express $ .40

12 sheets by express -- 70
3 sheets by mail postpaid 50

Black Cardboard— Finest for white
ink. Sheets are 22x28 inches.
6 sheets by express $ .50

12 sheets by express 75
2 sheets by mail, postpaid 50

Wedding Paper— Finest for penman-
ship or drawing. Sheets are 21x33.
6 sheets by express .-.._- $.50
12 sheets by express 70
3 sheets by mail, postpaid --- .50

Zanerian India Ink—A fine drawing
ink and best for preparing script and
drawing for photo-engraving.
1 bottle by mail, postpaid $ .30

1 dozen bottles by express 2.00

White Ink—Very fine.

1 bottle by mail, postpaid $ .25

Arnold's Japan Ink—Nearly K pint
bottle by mail postpaid $ .40
1 pint by express 45
1 quart by express 75

Writing Papers—All our writing
papers are 8x1014 inches in size and
contain 960 sheets to the ream. Ruling
is faint and can be furnished wide (

lA
inch) or narrow (H inch).
Extra fine 14 lb. white wove—

1 ream by express - -$3.15

}f !'.
' - 160

n '

.95
50 sheets by mail postpaid 55
Extra fine 12 lb. white wove—

1 ream by express $2.70

% '' - ' 45

100 sheets by mail postpaid .65
Extra fine 101b. white

1 ream by express $2.15
X " 1.20

.70
100 sheets by mail postpaid
Extra fine 12 lb. Azure (blue)

1 ream by express $2.20
*4 " 120

.70
100 sheets by mail postpaid 65
Extra fine IVA lb. Wedding stock—

1 ream by express $4.50
X 2.50
Yi.

' " --- 1.40
50 sheets by mail postpaid
Medium Grade Practice Paper

1 ream by express $1.70
a
% " " .55
100 sheets by mail postpaid .65
Send 5 cents in stamps for a sample

sheet of each of the six grades.

All goods go by mail postpaid, except those mentioned to go by express, on which purchaser pays carriage charges. Of course the cheapest way to secure
the heavy goods is to order fair sized quantities and have them go by freight.

We handle the best and can save you money. Cash must accompany all orders. Prices are too low to keep accounts.
Remit by money order, or stamps for small amounts.

Address, ZANER <& BLOSER, COLVMBVS, OHIO.
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Touch Typewriting Made Easy

NEW AND ORIGINAL METHOD

Are you entirely satisiieil with the results obtained in

yimr Typewriting Department?

Why not make your department a genuine touch

department
"

Scientific Touch Typewriting

will do this for you.

BLISS SYSTEM OF BOOKKEEPING
All transactions are performed with actual business

offices, where the student gets an actual training and
experience. Business men today demand the finished

and experienced accountant. The BLISS SYSTEM
affords the office experience.

The Folder System is designed especially for small

classes, night schools, etc.

NATIONAL DICTATION BOOK
with Shorthand Notes

I lo not place your order for Dictation Books until you
have examined the National.

The F. H. Bliss Publishing Co.,

SAGINAW, MICHIGAN.

V •
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IF YOU ARE WANTING

The Best Test
to aid you in securing the best re-

sults with the minimum effort and

time of the pupil and teacher in

BUSINESS WRITING
you need to look into The Zaner

Method Complete Compendium or

Complete Student's Manual.

Samples and terms to school principals and

proprietors free.

single: copy, 250.

Zaner 8* Bloser Co.
COLUMBUS. OHIO

L. J
:^

Mr. Proprietor, Principal, Teacher;

Are you fully aware of the amount of effort and brains it takes to get together each month,
year iu and year out, such a periodical as the BUSINESS EDUCATOR ? For it takes a tremend-
ous amount of effort on the part of the publishers and many a thought-throb on the part of the con-

tributors to make the paper possible.

Jlist Take Time t0 ' 00 '< tms "umber through— it is neither better nor poorer than our
^""~mm^~

—

——--—— average—and see if it does not contain more vital, practical, pro-

gressive material lor teacher and pupil than can be found elsewhere at any price within the same
space, and so convenient to get to from time to time.

The Business Educator ' s an epitome of skill, enthusiasm, inspiration, instruction and
~"~~^-~—^~~~—-- professional progress which will do any pupil and teacher good
to come in contact with each month.

May We Not '"' favored with your support and co-operation in the form of subscriptions,—,^——^-^ contributions or advertising ? For it takes all three to make the Business
Educator possible.

Fraternally and faithfully yours,

ZANER <& BLOSER, Publishers, COLUMBUS, OHIO

J
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237 WORDS PER MINUTE on jury charge, exceeding the previous
world's record by ten words per minute

—

only one word per minute below the present world's record.

CICI L PITD PITMT APPHRAPY on solid non-legal matter at 170 words
JJ'O KLjIX V/LHI rttlURrttl,

per minute — a world's record. The
official report of the speed committee says of this record:

In looking over the records of the past we find that the previous accuracy record was that of Miss

Tarr, made in Washington in a contest held by the Eastern Commercial Teachers' Association in 1910,

when she wrote at the rate of 140 words per minute with an accuracy record of 99.4 percent, perfect.

This record on straight matter is now broken by Mr. Swem who, on the 170 test, made but three errors,

giving him 99.6% of accuracy.

These are the remarkable records of Mr. Charles L. Swem, an eighteen-year-old boy,

made in the Championship Shorthand Contests of the National Shorthand Reporters' Asso-

ciation held at Buffalo, August 29-30. Mr. Swem is a writer of

GREGG SHORTHAND
who began the study of shorthand less than three years before the contest took place.

These splendid records were made in competition
with such writers as Miss Nellie Wood, of Boston, three

times World's Champion : Mr. Williard B. Bottome,
World's Champion of 1909, and Mr. Clyde Marshall,
Champion of 1910. In one of the Championship tests

—

240 words per minute on jury charge—Mr. Swem defeated

all of the other contestants but one, Mr. Marshall, and
was only one word per minute below him.

In the contest for the Adams Trophy, Mr. Swem won
third place, falling only three-tenths of one per cent.

below the winner, with an accuracy record of 99.2%
perfect.

When it is understood that Mr. Swem began the study
of shorthand less than three years before the contests took
place, and has had no experience as a court reporter, the

remarkable nature of his records is readily appreciated.
All of his competitors were experienced court reporters,

the taking of jury charges and court testimony being a

part of their daily work. In the Adams Trophy Contest
for Accuracy, Mr. Swem's work on the solid non-court

matter at 150 and 170 words per minute was superior to that of all the other contestants, not-

withstanding his limited experience as compared with theirs. On these tests Swem made but

seven errors, Behrin, 8, Wood 9, Bottome 27, Carson 24, Marshall 32.

There were but three writers of Gregg Shorthand in the contests, all of whom were

awarded speed certificates, under the seal of the National Shorthand Reporters' Association,

for more than two hundred words per minute.

These contests sweep away the last argument against Gregg Shorthand. Its speed was

demonstrated : its accuracy was demonstrated, and, most important of all, its simplicity was

demonstrated, for it was shown decisively that the results obtained with Gregg Shorthand can

be reached in a much shorter time than with any of the other systems.

Write for circular giving full particulars of the contests.

CHARLES L SWEM
Who established a world's record fo

acy—99. t> per cent, perfect.

THE GREGG PUBLISHING COMPANY
NEW YORK CHICAGO

31 IE31 IE 3DDC
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J± MARVELOUS RECORD
At the contest for the New York City Championship in Typewriting, held on April 22nd,

Miss Bessie Friedman, a fifteen-year-old Bronx girl, won both the Amateur and the

Professional Championship of New York City, writing over 100 net words a minute for

fifteen minutes. The remarkable nature of Miss Friedman's achievement will be under-

stood when it is known that she began the study of typeicriting less than twenty mouths

prior to the date of the contest.

"The exercises in 'A Practical Course in Touch Typewriting' are carefully
graded, and so arranged that one makes rapid progress and overcomes diffi-

culties almost without being conscious of them. I believe the methods em-
ployed produce the very best results that can be desired. In my own case I

was able to win two championships, writing in competition over 100 net
words a minute in less than twenty months from the time 1 first began the
study of typewriting. 1 heartily recommend 'A Practical Course' to all who
wish to thoroughly master touch typewriting, and are looking for a text-book
which gives the right start."

—

Bessie Friedman.

Miss Friedman learned typewriting from Charles E.Smith's " PRACTICAL COURSE
IN TOUCH TYPEWRITING," a text-book which has set the pace in raising the standard
of typewriting. Authors of other text-books on typewriting have shown THE SINCE REST
FORM OF FLATTERY by endeavoring to imitate A PRACTICAL COURSE in their new
or revised editions.

N READY EIGHTH REVISED EDITION. Stiff paper covers, 50c; cloth. 75c. Teachers' examination copy, postpaid, 34c
and 50c respectively. Mention School

Adopted by the New York and Boston High Schools

Isaac Pitman <& Sons, ^L*™!*?New York

PITMAN'S PROGRESSIVE DICTATOR
THE LATEST AND BEST

CORRECTLY ENGRAVED OUTLINES
" Pitman's Progressive Dictator' is greatly superior to any

dictation book now on the high school list, and after exam-
ination of the principal books of this kind on the market, I

can Bay it enjoys the same distinction with regard to them.
The letters are sensible, coherent and practical; the careless-
ness and superfluity of punctuation so marked in other works
i- eliminated, and another very important matter is, that the
shorthand outlines are In strict accordance with the Isaac
Pitman system."- Edward J. McXamarv. High School,

"Kindly rush the supply of Progressive Dictators ' recent-

ly ordered, as we are making a change in the books used for

speed practice. We find the 'Progressive Dictator' admir-
able for this work."— diaries E. Smith, Remington
Business College, Toronto.

I.i, X V.

We have at last in 'Pitman's Progressive Dictator' the
best dictation book printed in any system of shorthand-one
thai lightens the work of the teacher and makes the student's
journey to a remunerative position sure and remarkably easy.
This work needs no praise ; it must be seen to be fully appre-
iated. The shorthand vocabulary at the beginning ot each

letter solves the homework problem for schools. The pro-
gressive arrangement of the letters will compel efficient
>><• taking.

1

E. ff. Cra ver, High School of Com-
merce, New York.

" I did not use this book very tony before I saw that yoll
had placed in i ly hands by far the best dictation book that
has come to my notice. The spacing ot the letters for various
rates of dietatio n, the variety of the correspondence pre-
sen ed, and the correct shorthand vocabulary at the top of
each page are fe tttreB of surpassing merit. Another feature
of your hook. vhich I regard as more important, perhaps,

hree already mentioned, is the general cor-
rectnessof the letters grammatically and rhetorically. Much
time is saved by the use of this book, for it is not necessary
for the teacher to correct letters while dictating '*- Frank
/•;. Delhi, Itiifli School, Flashing, X, V.

220 paires cloth, fill, 85c. Teachers* Fxamination Copy, 57c. pastpaid. Mention School.

Special Edition, Without Shorthand, 75c. Teachers' Copy, 50c.

Isaac Pitman ® Sons, Publishers
2 West 45th Street, (One door from Fifth Avenue) NEW YORK
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THE BUSINESS EDUCATOR
Entered at Columbus, O., Poet Office as 2nd Claet H atter

C. P. Zaner, Editor
E. W. Bloser, - - Business Manager

Published Monthly (except July and August) by
Zaner & Bloser, 118 N. High St., Columbus, O., as
follows: Teachers' Professional Edition, $1.00 a
Year (Foreicn Subscriptions 30 cents extra ; Cana-
dian Subscriptions 20 cents extra). Students' Pen-
manship Edition, 75 cents a Year (Foreign Sub-
scriptions 20 cents extra : Canadian Subscriptions
10 cents extra)

Remittances should be made by Money Order
or Bank Draft, or by currency at sender's risk.

Stamps accepted. If personal checks are sent, add
20 cents for collection fee.

Two Editions. The Teachers' Professional
Edition contains 48 or more pages, twelve pages of
which are devoted to Accounting. Finance, Mathe-
matics, English, Law, Typewriting, Advertising,
Conventious, etc., and Departments specially suited

to the needs of teachers, principals and proprietors
The Students' Penmanship Edition contains 36

pages and is the same as the Professional Edition,
less the twelve pages devoted to commercial sub-
jects. This edition is specially suited to students in

Commercial, Public and Private schools, and con-
tains all of the Penmanship, Engrossing. Pen Art,

and Lesson features of the Professional Edition.

The Business Educator is devoted to the pro-
gressive and practical interest of Business Educa-
tion and Penmanship A journal whose mission is

to dignify, popularize, and improve the world's
newest and neediest education. It purposes to in-

spire and instruct both pupil and teacher, and to
further the interests of those engaged in the work,
in private as well as in public institutions of busi-
ness education.

Change of Address. If you change your ad-
dress, be sure to notify us promptly (in advance, if

possible), and be careful to give the old as well as
the new address. We lose many journals each issue
through negligence on the part of subscribers.
Back numbers cannot, as a rule, be supplied.
Postmasters are not allowed to forward journals

unless postage is sent to them for that purpose.

Subscribers. If we do not acknowledge receipt
of your subscription, kindly consider first copy of
the journal you receive as sufficient evidence that
we received your subscription all right. If you do
not receive your journal by the 10th of each month,
please notify us.

Advertising Rates furnished upon application.
The Business Educator being the highest grade
journal of its class is purchased and read by the
most intelligent and well-to-do among those inter-
ested in business education and penmanship in the
United Mates, Canada, England, and nearly every
country on the globe It circulates, not alone among
business college proprietors, teachers and pupils,
but also among principals of commercial depart-
ments of High Schools, Colleges and Religious
Schools, as well as among office workers, home
students, etc.

Rates to Teachers, Agents, and Club
Raisers sent upon application. Write for them
whether you are in a position to send few or many
subscriptions. Sample copies furnished to secure
subscriptions.

SNOW ON SCHOOL ADVER-
TISING.

If ever <t contributor got down to real helpful
suggestions E. D. Snow is doing so in his pa-
pers on School Advertising. They are all in our
hands, and we pronounce them practical. How
any school man can fail to get some helpful sug-
gestions from them we cannot imagine unless
he be an idiot or an egotist. Anyhow that's the
way it looks to us. We are pleased and we be-
lieve you will be too.

ORIGINALITY
Mr. Berkman, we honestly believe, is intro-

ducing more original material into his lessons

than anyone else has done for a decade, if not
for a generation And the best part about it is

that the new material isn't at all freakish, but

refreshingly interesting and stimulating. More-
over, it is practical, and the kind to incline ODe
to wonder "What next?"
(rive your pupils a chance to roll in a genuine

cioverrield of penmanship abloom with whole-
some thoughts and skillful acts. Come on with
your clubs!

MR. ROGERS
The articles on "Public School Writing" by

Mr. O. L. Rogers, supervisor of writing in the
public schools of Ft. Wayne, Ind., have been
exceptionally sound in theory and practical in

results. ( )ur thanks are hereby extended to him
with the hope that he may be with us from time
to time as his modest progressive spirit may
move.

BERKMAN'S $100.00 PRIZES
Are worth looking into and striving for. They
are interest-arousing and ambition-stirring and
therefore what you and your pupils are needing.
Berkman is surely a "live wire" and deserves
your co-operation. Make writing hum this year
as never before.

POCKET MONEY SUGGESTIONS
Hoff's articles on Practical Kngrossing, etc.,

are going to be full to overflowing with such
suggestions whereby you can easily add from

S5.00 to 825.00 a month to your income by
putting into purposeful and practical use your
spare moments. Follow him in his journey
from month tolmonth.

Darner's Contributions in Ornamental Penmanship •

are exceptionally high grade ami inspiring; just the kind to stir ambition;and lead to excellence.

_ iM
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Romance of Business
CHAS. T. CBAOIN,

Prln. Thompson's Business Institute, Molyoke, Mass.

HCDC DC

THE IRONMASTER.

The rain was falling softly on Scottish moot
and bills of purple heather and the rain of tears

was falling too from the blue eyes of a woman
whose comely lace had "capacity." written on

every line which hard work had graven there.

"My heart Is sair to think of leaving the cot-

tage and the hillside, the moor and the kirk ami

the old Abbey ruins It is not as if we were

young and you had no silver in your hair and 1

no wrinkles on my face but we must e'en doit

for the laddies' sake."

"Ay lass we must do it. though it greets me
sair. and we will miss the smell of the heather

and the wimple of the brook, and the mist of

the mountains of old Scotland but it's go we
must for the power looms have come and I

couldn't get orders today at "the linen market
and it will be waur in days to come than it is to-

day. Ion and I could live on what silver we
have laid by but what chance would the two

lads, Andy and Tom have if we did nothing for

them?" And so it came to pass at a family

council of a middle aged man and woman, a tow-

headed, freckled faced lad of ten and a younger
one that the family decided to give up the old

hemic at Dunfermline, ancient city of Scotland,

where, in the ruins of the ivy mantled Abbey.
lie buried Malcom and his queen and seven
other kings and five queens and Robert Bruce.

most gallant of Scottish kings wrapped in his

winding sheet of cloth of gold. It was a long

journey and the two lads had plenty of time to

get their sea legs for there were no ocean grey-

hounds in 1S4S. On the contrary it took six

weeks for the fast sailing ship Wiscasset to

cross the stormy Atlantic. It was at Pittsburg,

then a thriving town at the junction of the Alle-

ghaoey and Mcnongahera Rivers, that the fam-

ily found a home in the new land. They did

not realize that the fifty miles circumference of

which that city was the center, was the richest

fifty miles in the whole world under the green
bosom of the earth, was hidden coal, iron, oil

and gas which were to make it, within the next
century, a tremendous center of industrial

wealth.

The First Position.

Father I've got a job was the eager cry of

young Andy as he burst into the kitchen of the

humble cottage which made their home. His
father had found employment in a cotton factory

where his knowledge of damask weaving, no
doubt, proved of value to him, and now the lad,

bursting with importance, was proud that he too
was a wage earner at the princelv salary of SI.20
a week. A bobbin boy working from early

candle light till late candle light, for there were
no labor unions then to say that men and women
should not be worked like machines, twelve or

fourteen hours a day amid the whirl of spindles
and the clang and clatter and crash of looms.
That was the boy's tirst experience in the field

of labor in which he was to become the greatest
master the world has yet known. He had a year
of it and then, tempted by higher wages, he took
.in upward step and began to be, himself, a

master of machinery, for lie was to run the
engine and tend the boiler of a little factory.

The wages were higher, 81.50 a week this time,
hut the work was more disagreeable and the
youngster often awoke in the middle ofthe
night dreaming the boiler had exploded and
blown the mill to Bin
Then the father died and the hoy was left the

bead of the family. Mind >•< .it, this Scottish lad
had seen his last day of school at ten. but he had
a mother, keen of brain and clear of mind, and
he was by no means ignorant. And now at

the age of fourteen he made his third change
and entered a world of light, sparkling before

his keen and active eyes.
He was a telegraph messenger and before him

was spread the news of the day. It was a

wondrous change from the dusty cotton mill and
the gloomy hoiler house, and the boy's mind
grew by leaps and bounds in the more favorable

atmosphere, and besides, too, the salary was lib-

eral, S3 a week this time, and he could see
visions of opulence before him.

The Turning Point of Life.

One day Tom Scott came into the office of the

telegraph company, early in the morning, Mr.

Tom Scott was Supt. of the Eastern Division of

the Penn. Railroad and to anybody who knows
anything of the railroad history of this country I

need not say that flies did not choose Mr. Tom
Scott as a roosting place. It was early that

morning and the other operators had not ar-

rived but Mr. Tom Scott saw a pale faced little

boy at the table taking down notes with a pen-
cil and not lookiDg at the tape on which were
printed the dots and dashes of the Morse alpha-

bet. It was the first time Mr. Scott had ever seen
anything of that kind and he asked the boy:
"What are vou doing son?"
"I am taking a message from the boy out at

the other end of the line", was the answer.
' But you are not looking at the tape. How

can you take a message if you don't see the

printing?"
"Oh, I am taking it by sound sir," said the lad.

So he was. The sharp ears of young Andy had
learned to catch the click-click-clickity-click of

the machine so that he knew those letters by
sound just as well as by sight. All operators do
it now. but it was then almost unknown. 1 sup-

pose it attracted the attention of the big railroad

man. for in a little while, young Andy was his

private operator drawing $l\ a week. Not so

bad for a boy ot fifteen, in 1853, when a dollar

went a good deal further than it does now. But
Mr. Tom Scott was to find out still more
astonishing things about this Scotch lad with

the tow colored hair. One day there was a big

smash-up on the Central, which was then a one
track road, with any quantity of turn outs, by
means of which trains passed one another.

Freight trains were held back all along the line.

Waiting f.r the express train which had the

right of way. Mr. Scott had not arrived and the

whole road was held up. The office boy
grasped the situation in an instant and wired

the conductor of The Express that he was going
to give the freight trains three hours and forty

minutes of his time. He then wired to the con-
ductor of each freight train and started the

whole of them. He signed the telegram, Thos.
A. Scott, Supt.
Said Mr. Scott. "I came down there an hour or

two later and found that little white headed
Scotch cuss running the whole Penn. Railroad."

It was true too. Young Andy never lacked self

confidence and that is a big thing in a young
fellow if he has got the stuff to back up his self-

confidence.
Peace and War.

At The Hague, in Holland, towers aloft a

beautiful and stately building which cost more
than a million dollars. It was a gift of "the

Laird of Skibo" to the Peace Tribunal which
meets there, annually, to settle differences

which once led to war. Early in the present

year the same "Laird of Skibo" gave $10,000.-

000.00 to a Society for Promotion of Universal
Peace. But the "Laird of Skibo," whose story I

am telling you in rather disjointed style, has

smelt gunpowder and saw blood and heard the
roar of cannon and the rattle of drums and
bugles blowing the charge; has seen mangled
corpses trampled under he of of horses and has

himself felt the blood flowing down his own
face, though it was only a loosened telegraph

wire that freed the crimson flood.

For after a few years with Tom Scott, there

came the great Civil War and Scott was called to

Washington as Assistant Secretary of War and
gave the entire handling of trains for the trans-

portation of troops to young Andy. Splendidly
did he rise to the occasion, the rebels had ripped
up the railroad tracks through much of Penn-
sylvania, Maryland and Virginia; and the
young Scotchman, only twenty-four years old,

had full scope for his self-confidence in getting
those roads in shape to transport soldiers to the

scene of battle and to supply the provisions, am-
munition and everything else that was needed.
He was the third man wounded in the great

Civil War. A broken telegraph wire suddenly
let loose, flew up and cut a severe gash in his

cheek. He was in three battles and was one of

the last to leave the field at Bull Run. He had
no liking for the butchery of war, and no doubt
the scenes of blood and suffering he encountered
did much to make him the advocate of universal
peace he now is.

The Question of Luck.

Some people say that there is no such thing as

luck, that it is a matter of ability and push
whether a man gets through or fails.

I am not much of a believer in going out and
sitting on a corner waiting for good luck to
come along and boost you into fame or fortune,
but luck certainly did come in the way of this

young Scotchman. One day Mr. Tom Scott
came into the office and said: "Andy. I know
where you can buy ten 6hares of Adams Express
Company stock for 860 a share and it is going
to be worth a great deal more money than that.

You ought to buy it and become a business man.
I will lend you 8100 if you can raise the other
$500." It seemed a fabulous sum for the boy
who was only sixteen or there-abouts.
He went home and told his mother about it

and that best of friends and shrewdest of advis-
ers said : "We must do it. We will mortgage
the house." She took the steamer the next
morning. Went to Ohio, where an Uncle was
living, and got him to advance the money on a
mortgage and young Andy became one of the
ground owners of that great corporation, "The
Adams Express Co." When the civil war was
over he came home to Pittsburg again and in
the tram approaching the city, he met a long
jointed stranger from the East. Some way or
other they got to talking and Andy explained
that he was a railroad man. "Well." said the
man, "if you be I have got something here that
ought to interest you" and out of his carpet bag
he fished a rude model of a sleeping car. The
value of the invention impressed young Andy
at once. He carried the matter to Scott and was
one of the first stock holders in the Woodruff
Sleeping Car Company which was afterwards
absorbed by the great Pullman Car Company of
Pullman. Illinois. But the end of luck was not
over. He got in almost at the beginning of the
mineral oil boom which made so many fortunes
and which made one man the richest in the
world. With some friends young Andy sub-
scribed towards the purchase of the Storey
Farm on Oil Crf ek which was bought for the
sum of forty thousand dollars.

The well was afterwards put on the stock
market at five million dollars and in a single
year it paid a cash dividend of one million dol-
lars. A pretty fair return for a forty thousand
dollar investment. Andy was twenty- years old
and was superintendent of the Pittsburg Di-
vision of the Penn. Railroad which was just be-
ginning to make some experiments with iron
bridges. All the bridges of this country were of
wood and sparks from locomotives and ottier

causes were burning up scores of them every
year. The railroads were growing tremendous-
ly, and something better was demanded.

The Age of Steel

Iron bridges were a success from the word go.
There was no more destruction of bridges from
flying sparks and Andrew Carnegie at once be-
gan what had been the dream of his life, to be
an employer of labor. You see thus far, he has
been something of rolling stone, but, unlike the
proverbial rolling stone, he had gathered a con-
siderable quantity of moss, for every venture
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made by the shrewd Scotchman had been a

financial success, but now he gave up his posi-
tion as railroad superintendent and organized
the Key-Stone Bridge Company and became a
builder of bridges or rather a maker of iron from
which these bridges were built.

Attracted by news from England he went, in

1808 for the first time, to his old home in Scot-
land and in England he saw the Bessemer pro-
cess of making steel. It took but one glance to
send him as fast as steam would carry him back
to America to begin the organization of the
most gigantic enterprise in the world.

The Steel King

His railroad experience had already shown
him the value of steel rails and the Bessemer
process made steel cheap enough.
And now his self confidence came in active

play. He organized on a gigantic scale. There
was no small business about the Steel King.
He determined to be the master of the steel
business and he saw, as no other man could see,
the possibilities of that business.
The finest machinery in the world was pur-

chased for his steel works at Homestead and
across the river. Great iron mines were pur-
chased in Michigan seven hundred miles away,
and a fleet of boats were built to transport the
ore across the Great Lakes. Coal mines were
purchased in Pennsylvania to furnish coal for

the monstrous furnaces which were to melt the
ore and produce millions of tons of rails, armor
plate and builders' steel. A line of railroad sev-
eral hundred miles long was built to transport
the ore from the lakeside to the steel works at

Homestead and other points adjacent. Of
course, it took enormous capital to carry out
such transactions but he was fairly smothered
with orders for steel far in advance of produc-
tion, and his boldness enabled him ro get all the
capital necessary for these gigantic operations.

Andrew Carnegie & Co.

1 have told you the story of Astor, "The Real
Estate Millionaire," of Vanderbilt, the "Rail-
road King," of Gould and Sage, but Carnegie
was a far greater man than any of these, greater
in this: he recognized the fact that, in spite of

his own superb ability, he was not big enough
to transact alone the gigantic undertaking he
had planned so ably, and he began the welding
together of the greatest partnership the world
has ever seen: That of Andrew Carnegie & Co.
When this partnership was completed it com-
prised more than thirty men, whom he had se-

lected from the youth of Pittsburg and vicinity.

Young fellows out of the business colleges and
workshops, the telegraph offices, the manufac-
turies. Wherever he found a man that had su-

preme ability in any particular line, he got that

man and as soon as he showed that he could stand
the test, and it was no light test, he made him a

member of the firm. There was Charles Schwab,
who could sell 11)0,000 tons of steel to the Rus-
sian government at a single sale and who now,
president of The Bethlehem Steel Co., has
brought to this country the 822,000,000 con-
tract for the two biggest battleships in the world
for the Argentine Republic. There was young
Cory, a boy from Duff's Business College, who
could handle men so well that he became al-

most Carnegie's left hand, as Schwab was his

right hand. There was Krick. master of trans-

portation, and iron ruler of men. Everyone had
his appointed work to do and everyone did it.

They were young, enthusiastic, worked at the
highest pitch of energy and the results were
stupendous. The Edgar Thompson steel works
alone covered seventy-five acres of land and at

Homestead more than five thousand men were
employed. When Andrew Carnegie & Co.
were running full force they employed forty-

five thousand men and furnished the living for

two hundred and twenty-five thousand people.
The pay at first was large, the profits were
enormous. Every Monday there was a meeting
of all the members of the partnership who were
at home. They met around a great table and
discussed the week's business, what had been
done, what was to be done, what each man
thought should be done in improving the ser-

vice to get out more work and to make more
money, and while "Andy" was the head of the

firm they didn't hesitate to pitch into him right

and left if they didn't agree with his policy.

The Coming of the Big Trust

It is only a few years since big fusts began to
be organized in this country and of course so
tremendous a business as iron and steel was one
of the first to attract the attention of the trust

promoters.
J. P. Morgan, banker of Wall Street and one

of the greatest financiers of the world, was ap-
proached with a proposition that he finance a

steel trust which should combine many of the
great steel manufacturers of America and set the
price of steel for the world. In the way of this

combination there was the firm of Andrew Car-
negie & Co. by far the most powerful of all of

the steel makers and Morgan said that unless
Carnegie could be induced to come into Tthe
combination he did not care to go ahead with it.

At a dinner in New York Charles Schwab
brought the two men together and the result

was an offer to Andrew Carnegie of 8250.000,-
000 in five per cent, bonds of the United States

Steel Trust for his interest in Andrew Carnegie
& Co. The offer was too tempting to be re-

fused. Carnegie was a little over sixty years
old. He accepted the proposition. The great
firm was broken up, each one of the young men
retiring with an independent fortune, and An-
drew Carnegie began his present gift giving.

The Giver of Gifts

Mr. Carnegie did not marry until late in life.

His mother had been his best girl for so long
that he was not attracted by anybody else until

after her death, then he married and has now
one child, a girl in her teens. Mrs. Carnegie,
by the way, is some twenty years younger than
her husband.

Retiritig from business at sixty-four or there-
abouts with a fortune, in gilt edge securities, of

from two hundred fifty million to four hundred
million dollars, Mr. Carnegie began a series of

gifts so stupendous that it would take more
space than the editor allows me for this article

to tell them. He had announced before his re-

tirement in his "Doctrine of Wealth," that, "the
man who leaves wealth at death erects a monu-
ment to his own folly": "that a man who dies
leaving behind him millions of wealth which
was free to him to administer will pass away un-
wept, unhonored and unsung." "The public
verdict will be that a man who dies, thus rich,

dies disgraced."
But it was a serious problem what to do with

this enormous fortune. When a small boy in

Pittsburg he had derived great enjoyment from
the use of the books of a gentleman named Rob-
ertson, in common with other wide-awake boys.
Mr. Robertson had helpetl him make selections

from his library of some four hundred volumes,
so naturally. Carnegie began founding free

libraries. The City of-New York has sixty-three
of these Carnegie branches and the United
States has more than five hundred of them.
Probably twenty million dollars has been given
to libraries alone. Ten million dollars went to

the Scotch University. Ten million dollars

more to the Carnegie University at Washing-
ton. As much more to the Technical School at

Pittsburg. One of the first gifts made was four
million dollars to pension old workers of the
Carnegie Steel Company. Princeton College
got a lake which cost a million. I suppose in all

Mr. Carnegie has given away nearly two hun-
dred million dollars since his retirement from
business. There is a hero fund for those who
have lost health or life in saving life. Medals
and cash gifts go together, 'there is a fund for

the pensioning of college professors who have
retired on account of age or disability. Ten
million dollars went to the Peace Society but I

shall not attempt anything like a list of these
many donations which have only used up the
income of his great fortune.

These gifts are carefully guarded and are not
thrown about loosely for he has expressed the
opinion that for every 81000 given to charity

8950 of it does more harm than good. In re-

ligion Carnegie is an Agnostic, at least he is not
much of a believer in established churches and
very little, if any. money has gone to religious

objects.

An Estimate

What is the lesson to be learned from the life

of this modern Croesus who is giving away li-

braries, universities and lakes and pensions with

a hand almost as lavish as that of the Almighty.
I cannot say that I altogether like this profuse
giving of gifts. It looks as if we were getting
to be a nation of beggars and must rely on a few
people who have had the luck or the genius to
gobble all creation to give us back some small
part of the plunder. I don't want anybody to
give me anything. I want a chance to work at
wages that will enable me to save enough to
bury me when I come to be planted. Between
Rockerfeller and Carnegie it has come to be a
sort of race to see which shall give away the
most. Men can go to one of these gift colleges
now for nothing. And if one succeeds in finding
somebody to rescue from drowning or being
run over by an ice wagon, he can get a Carnegie
hero's medal and a pension, if he happens to
get himself smashed up in the operation. It

ought not to be possible for any man to so "hog
the game," to use a poetical expression, as to be
able to accumulate such a sum of money as this
man has. Our Chinese wall of tariff which en-
ables trusts to be formed and also enables these
trusts to make prices what they please and
wages what they please is all that ever made it

possible for our "Andy," the "Laird of Skibo" to
sit down and give away 835,000 a day without
cutting into his principal a dollar's worth. I

would like to see it possible for a man to go into
business with brains, honesty and energy and
make a good sized fortune without squeezing
labor to death and without making an artificial

price by limiting production.

Mr. Carnegie is" by no means a bad man. In
business he was a fighter from the word go and
he had little mercy for anybody who was weak-
er than himself, but that is business. He had a
clear head and a far seeing mind and he had
that splendid self confidence which made him
take chances that other men would never have
dared to venture. His personal life has been
clean. There is nothing but good to be said of
him in relation to father, mother, wife and child.
He has a good share of personal vanity which
can be forgiven. At a meeting of the Gridiron
Club last winter a Counterfeit Carnegie got up
anil complained that the architects of his librar-
ies put in so many windows there was not room
to carve his name often enough.

Mr. Carnegie is only a little over seventy
years old. On his grand estate of thirty thou-
sand acres, among the hills of Scotland, and in
his splendid New York residence, he has prob-
ably a good many years ahead of him. What
will eventually be done with his tremendous
fortune is something of a problem. It is not at
all likely that he will leave the bulk of it to his
wife and the one child which comprise hisfam-
ilp. Mr. Peter Finley Dunn in his funny paper
makes Mr. Dooley say to Mr. McKenna, "Has
Andrew Carnegie given you a libry yet?" "No,"
says McKenna. "Ye'll not escaped" says Mr.
Dooley. 1 am inclined to think that it will come
to that. Each of us will have a library given us
by Carnegie. If we can't read, perhaps, instead
of a library, he will give us a university. If we
don't want either of them we can take a lake,

that will come handy. At any rate we will get a

medal and a pension for that is the only way I

can see how that immense fortune can be dis-

posed ot.

This is an ideal story for

a young commercial student.

It is instructive, interesting1

and enthusing. Surely no one

can sit idly by and see others

pass him in his studies, after

reading such a story of self-

help and self-mastery.

—Editor.
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Penman. Lincoln, Ne.br., Business College.
sent to Mr. Berkman with 2c-stamp will be criticised by hi:
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GO IT!

Ami that means "git there" as fast as you can.
What's the use of entering a race of any kind
without trying your level best to win ? If you
go at it in a half- hearted sort o' way, you won't
even get the booby prize, You must "keep
tnovin'." Like the verse published some years
ago in the Boston Post:

'Hain't no time tew stop an' rest
In this life below;

Feller who gets there must keep
Alius on th' go.

Hain't no time tew stop an' rest
Fer, sure es yew dew.

Sum chap thet won't stop will git
Clean ahead of yew.

Hain't no time tew stop an' rest
Kf yew want tew win:

Got tew hustle right along.
Lively es yew kin.

If you don't believe it. you just watch and see
(for your own personal satisfaction) who conies
out ahead. It isn't always the boy or girl who
has had every possible advantage for self-im-
provement—whether it be along the line of
schooling, work or play—that makes the best
record— that comes out first in the home stretch.
Xo, sir. ree! I have known of several instances,
and you have too. where it was just the reverse-
when it seemed that the contestant didn't have
scarcely any chance at all of winning, and won
lirst place ! Do you see the point— or feel it ?

But, what I want to get at is this: If you have
made up your mind land that is the most im-
portant thing) to enter a contest of any kind—
and it doesn't make much difference if it is the
8100 Contest given elsewhere in the B. E., the
contest for self-improvement, the desire to ex-
cel in any line, or something else—"stay with
it" or "git out!"

Play Fair.

Taking it for granted that you have entered
the race with the sole purpose of winning, or
with the thought that if you don't win the fact
that you expect to do your best will strengthen
you and to such an extent that "next time"
opportunity knocks at your door you will
he ready to seize it, let me caution you not to
get too excited, nervous—lose your head, as
some say— but keep cool, keep your mind cen-
tered on what you are doing, and above all, play
fair. It may be pretty nice, at times, to hear
complimentary remarks about one's own work,
one's achievement, what has been accomplished,
etc.. but "let's you and 1" always remember that
the sweetest of all rewards is "Duty well done "

Play fair.

What's Next?
Penmanship, of course—and what's moreim-

portant than that about the time of applying for
a desirable office position where plain business
writing means much. Many men and women
have bettereil their station in life (just looking
at it from a financial standpoint) by receiving
from 810 to 880 a month "more salary" as a re-
sult of having improved their own hand-writing.
Should you apply for a position in some large
Bunk, Wholesale House or Insurance Office,
the chances are they'll ask immediately for a let-
ter of application- a specimen of vour writing.
By that time, perhaps, you will realize the value
of plain business writing more than ever before.
ami you will say (speaking to yourself, of
course) I'd give most anything if I could write
like Mr. or Miss so-and-so. Kemember: Vour
writing always speaks for or against you—the
same as influence-like canned goods-it keeps.

Anxious To Improve.
You are, are you ? Well, that's what the Big

Book says, too, "Blessed are they that hunger
and thirst after righteousness for they shall In-

filled," or something like that. But we are talk

ing now about Penmanship and especially
Learning— and I am mighty glad for you if you
feel "anxious to improve." Your practice then
will be a pleasure—there won't be any work
about it—no drudgery— it will all seem like play.
My! hut this is a good world we are living in.

if we only see things in the right way. So you
are really anxious to improve, and even ask to

be shown how. All I can do is to offer a few
suggestions. When a person goes swimming,
it may be rather chilley to stand near the water's
edge, and go inch by inch (shivers down my
back now,) instead of going in head first. Here
goes!

First: Pick out the copy you wish to practice.
Second: Write the copy as good as you pos-

sibly can.
Third: Have some one criticise your very

best work.

That is all practically in a nut shell— and the
more critical you are in picking out the copies,
the re-writing of same, and in having your best
work criticised, the nearer you are to the desired
goal and the farther along on the road of im-
provement.

Keep a-goin'!

If you strike a thorn or rose,
Keep a-goin'!

If it hails or if it snows,
Keep a-goin'

!

'Tain't no use to sit an' whine
When the tish ain't on your line

;

Bait your hook an' keep on tryin'
Keep a-goin'!

When the weather kills your crop,
Keep a-goin'!

When you tumble from the top,
Keep a-goin'!

'Spose you're out o' every dime?
Gettin' broke ain't any crime;
Tell the world you're feelin' prime!

Keep a-goin'

!

When it looks like all is up,
Keep a-goin'

!

Drain the sweetness from the clip,
Keep a-goin'!

See the wild birds on the wing

!

Hear the bells that sweetly ring !

When you feel like singin'— sing!
Keep a-goin!

!

The verses should be credited to the Atlanta
Constitution. The thought expressed to "you
and I."

$100 CONTEST $100

TEN DIFFERENT CONTESTS
1. Best business writing submitted - $10 00
2. Best page of movement exercises,

designs, etc. - - - 10 00
3. Most improvement during ten months in 00
4. Best work received from students in

Grammar Grades - - 10 00
5. Best work received from any foreign

country - - - - 10 00
6. Group picture containing largest No.

of B. E. Certificate Winners - 10 00
7. Best work received from "Home Stu-

dent" for ten consecutive months - 10 00
3. Largest single "club list" sent to pub-

lishers of the B. E. during the year 10 00
0, Best group picture received picturing

students in a regular penmanship
class together with some blackboard
work and "smiling countenance of
teacher" - - - - 10 00

10. Best letter of criticism received from
any Publisher, Proprietor. Superin-
tendent. Supervisor of Writing,
Principal or Teacher on series of
lessons with suggestions for im-
provement ...

Total

10 00

SI on no
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Contributions in Practical Writing. No. 7
S. E. LESLIE,

Eastman College, Poaghkeepsie, New York.

Subscribers' writing criticised free. Send specimens to Mr. Leslie at above address, inclosing self-ad-

dressed stamped envelope, and your criticism will reach you long before it could possibly appear in the B. K.

nDC DC DDE DC DC DCdC

6) <D <D &
jO J3 JD

No. 94. In this copy a variety of movement exercises are given baseil on a few of the capitals. These are excellent for developing control.

Make them rapidly.

L.sU

No- 95. The full capital letter alphabet has been given and now you may practice the letters as given in this copy. Make them at the rate of

set and a half per minute. Observe uniform spacing and try to keep them all the same height.

(^ tf G £ & & & C

*i» "
ftj "^ft "ft Q-

<nY

2/ 7/ 7{ 7- y 7r

/ ^,3 ^ -^r 6 7 r^ O
No. 96. In this copy the capitals are reviewed in groups of three each.

^ as Os
ny

B7. Some of you may prefer BOme other styles of capitals than the ones already given and for this reason I give in the following copies a va-

riety of standard styles. Unless you are a fairly good writer I would advise you to practice one style until mastered.



-/ A /S- A -& J^ &
No. 98. The word practice should be given special attention. Criticise your work on every line.

No. 99. There has been no attempt to give all the various styles of capitals, but those only that are in common use.

"'J? J/ J,-. W & ^^^^ J J
V-^LS U(y^l^<^^^l^n^€Z^'

No. 100. By this time you have undoubtedly formed habits of practice that will to a great extent determine your improvement. Be sure you have
acquired habits of neatness, care and unceasing criticism of your work.

No. 101. You have undoubtedly acquired habits of observation that makes it unnecessary to give detailed instruction on these copies. Before

you begin practicing a copy look it over carefully. B sure you have a corfeet picture of a letter in your mind before attempting to make it on paper.

"?ny 7riy 7/iy ?i, fc ?p cy a O (? (? (?

Xo. 102. The style of stem for the M and N given here is a favorite and if you tind the small check mark easier than the loop would advise you to

use the former.

-P -f> -&>

No. 103. Always write the same number of letters and words on line as in copy.

7f /T 7P

No. 104. You may tind in your eagerness to make the letters well you unconsciously sit in a poor position. Until the good habits are all formed
you need to constantly watch position, movement, etc,

~<S7 <J <J 'it. It,. 7l> I" 7/ 7/ U 20- U.

No, 105. Try to write the word "L'niontown" without lifting the pen.
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No 106. Don't feel because yon don't improve as rapidly as some one else that you wont learn to write. Some of the finest penmen arc those

vho worked hardest for it.

~j^ -j^ j? J^^-fe/ ^
No. 107. After finishing this copy review the complete set of capitals making them very rapidly-

2.

//Z^L^ri^e(\^u>t?-^c^^y^v-t-u-ri^-

No. 107a. Write these sentences at the rate of twenty words per minute. One of the things that a teacher criticises constantly is carelessness

Kindly arrange the work you send for criticism very carefully.

/fy /jpffy 0% ty ty <%

By Marie Paul, pupil in Klliott Commercial School, Wheeling, W. Va., W. L. Cochran, teacher of penmanship

Business Penmanship Suggestions by S. B. Fahnestock, McPherson, Kans.

Plate 89. Form the loop and make the down line a slight compound curve. Last part of letter not quite as high as first part. Roll the arm and
1 von get the right movement. On the exercise see that it is gradually reduced and get U nicely rounded at top and at base line.

Now I expe 1 the best work from you that you have done. I can see a marked improvement in your writing. I am mighty glad to see your ad-

vancement in form, uniformity, slant, spacing and freedom of movement.
Plate 10. First part of Y same as V or U. Line in loop nearly straight and on main slant. Have line in loop to cross on blue line. The down

stroke in capitol ' J should lie brought pretty well to the left and finish with a compound curve. Move the hand along easily on the fleshy part of little

finger. Keep loop horizontal in Q. Use pull-and-push movement in capital Y. Use uniform arm movement and watch spacing and slant. Write

each word « Itboul lifting die pen.

Learn to use the toolsof life skillfully. It is a disgrace for a man with a liberal education to botch his work. Keep your eye on the model—the
perfect ideal.

Plate 11. Begin like V or Y and finish like A. Keep down strokes parallel. Second part retraced a little. The last part is a trifle shorterthan the

first part. Study carefully the last stroke. Use arm movement but keep it under control. Write the word "Union" five times to a line. Make two

pages. Do your best. Nicely round the top of n's. Drill freely on exercises. You now have learned much. Remember knowledge is power when it

. an be made available and practical. < Inly what you can use of your education will benefit you or your friends. Then see to it that you avail your-

' it down so it is not only a benefit but a pleasure.

Plate 12 You in. iv now practice the signature given in first and fourth lines of this plate, using a free, easy arm movement. Watch the spacing

[letters, (jet the capitals the same size. Do not crowd them loo much, nor have them too far apart.

II ir \ is a union of the first pari of W somewhat modi lied and a large figure 6. Have the two strokes just touch at half the height of the letter. Do
ike the first and too large, Do your best on this work. Now is when your work should begin to tell,
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EDITORS PAGE—PENMANSHIP EDITION
A Forum For the. Expression of

OUR PLATFORM

:

dc nc

Convictions Relating to Methods of Teaching and the Art of Writing

FORM AND FREEDOM FROM FIRST TO FINISH

ir -» iiDC DDC DC

PENMANSHIP RROBLEMS AND
THE SUPERVISOR

Number Seven

Much has been written in these col-

umns and elsewhere concerning the

essentials to and of good teaching and
good writing, but there is one rarely

ever mentioned even by implication.

And yet that one thing lies at the
very root of good teaching as well as

of good writing. No, it isn't "posi-
tion," fundamental though that be.

Oh! no, it isn't "movement," import-
ant as that is also. Nor is it "form,"
even though without it we cannot
have writing. "Pray, then, what may
it be, so that we may all profit there-
by and therein improve our teaching
and writing?"
You know as well as I, but like my-

self you do not always comprehend
that the regular teacher may not so
understand, and thereby fail to do
our duty by not emphasizing that
particular thing which she lacks and
most needs.
Someone has said that "Order is

heaven's first law." Well maybe it

is, but I don't know nor do you, at
least let us hope not, especially if it

be of the prim and quiet sort But
there must be something akin to or-

der if we wishto accomplish much
during or after the writing period.
That all important something

which transcends position, move-
ment and form, for without it these
cannot be obtained, is nothing more
or less than that very familiar word,
but not so familiar condition, DIS-
CIPLINE. Yes, discipline. Without
it you can neither train others nor
yourself.

Show nie a disciplinarian and as a
rule I will show you a good teacher.

For a disciplinarian does not merely
keep order; he trains and achieves.
And writing takes more real training
to develop than any other art in our
schools.
Young teachers are, as a rule,

weakest in discipline. Discipline is

a combination of experience, enthusi-
asm, tactfulness and specific knowl-
edge. It comes by nature, training
and experience and cannot be gotten
in a day. It comes by commanding,
not by demanding; by showing rath-

er than by merely telling how; by
leading rather than by driving.

The teacher who can discipline a
class can get them to accomplish al-

most anything. She interests and
then inspires. Mental or manual
training follows, and in writing it

means both. Discipline in its larger
meaning implies order plus training,
and that is the sense in which we use
it. In this larger meaning it means
there must be attention followed by
systematic activity, and that is the
essence of good penmanship instruc-
tion.

No one should have this quality of
discipline in a larger measure than
the supervisor. By it an indifferent,

slipshod, even noisy class can be
whipped into line in a moment's time.
And the supervisor of writing who
can do this is a potent factor for good
in any school system.

To train a class to listen, to look,
to act systematically and persistent-
ly, is a valuable accomplishment.
And that is what the teacher of writ-
ing must do if he would succeed.
And the class thus trained in writing
is two-thirds trained for any other
manual task.

PARTIAL CONTENTS

Of the Professional Edition of

the Business Educator for

Oct., 1911.

Accountancy, B. P. Leister. C. P. A.,
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Arithmetic, J. H. Minick, Kastman Col-

lege, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Business Law, John J. Sullivan, A. M.,

LL. B.. Philadelphia, Pa.

English, C. E. Birch, Prin., Haskell In-

stitute, Lawrence, Kans.

Typewriting, Miss Madeline Kinnan,

Albany, N. Y.

High School, Raymond <i. Laird, High

School of Commerce, Boston.

School Advertising, E. D. Snow, Prop

Maple City Commercial School, Hornell,

N. Y.

Editorials, Carl C. Marshall. ( ioodyear-

Matshall Pub. Co.. Cedar Rapids, [A.

Association Announcements.

News Items. Catalog Notices, Etc.

Special Articles & News Items, Etc.

DOO/BJL£ JjZ/VlMZA&f,

By the Editor when prompted by ipulse to write an editorial on "Promptness". The above is

as he could make it without special training.

i brief as he could think of and
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CO-OPERATION AND CON-
SOLIDATION.

Deplore it we may, regret it if we
are built that way, but nevertheless

the facts point to co-operation as bet-

ter than contention and to consolida-

tion rather than disintegration in

commercial school policy and con-

duct.

"If you know of a good opening for

a good man and a few thousand dol-

lars, let me know. I am ready to

quit as manager in this small place

where there is a competitor and a

commercial department in the High
School." Thus wrote one of our

readers recently.

And so it is. Too many small
places of from ten to twenty thou-

sand inhabitants have two would-be
full-fledged but halt-starved private

commercial schools, where one could
flourish and prosper and improve the

community and accommodate all who
wish commercial training.

Then, too, all too frequently a

couple of reasonably strong and cap-

able young men will form a partner-

ship and go to a small city or large

town and open a school, to find after

a year or two that the place will sup-

port one proprietor and one teacher

but not two proprietors.

Fewer private schools, more eco-

nomically managed, is the need of

the hour, not more. More commercial
departments in High Schools, prac-

tically handled, are needed and are

sure to come. And it's better to be in

one of them as principal at a thou-

sand dollars a year, working nine

and a half months with no night

work, and a minimum of worry, than

to be starving and struggling with a

one-horse school trying to win in a

community too small to support

something bigger or better.

Once in a thousand times some
young man will start a school in some
obscure place and build up a prosper-

ous institution, such as Olson, of Par-

sons, Kans., but nine hundred and
ninety-nine fail to do so. If you'll

stop and consider well before start-

ing, seeking sane advice, you'll not

be one of the nine ninety-nine.

"Competition is the life of trade"

sounds well, but too frequently now-
a-days it is the death of trade. Co-

operation is a good deal better,

safer and pleasanter.

=^
Marshall's

Mental

Meanderings

yj

~. „ . .. The commercialThe Specialty . , , ,. .. : .

-, _r , teacher who limits his
' ° n ug own education to the

commercial branches, makes costly
and grievous mistake. No one can
teach bookkeeping, or arithmetic, or
shorthand, adequately who knows
nothing but bookkeeping, arithmetic
or shorthand. The teacher who
would be effective will find that he
needs i?itelligence, more than he
needs mere expertness. One might
have at his finger ends all the ins

and outs of bookkeeping, and still be
hardly less ignorant than a young
Kiowa. A man might handle a pen
with the facility and elegance of a

Spencer or a Gaskill, and yet know
next to nothing of books, or history,

or art, or science, or of any other

broad field of human interest. But
such men have no business to aspire

to the mental leadersnip that should

go with every kind of a teaching po-

sition. It is a favorable sign that

each year there is a lessened demand
for the teacher who knows nothing
beyond some narrow specialty.

Moral : Do not short-order your ed-

ucation.

An eastern school
Chess vs.

journa i reports that a
Loganthms prominent New york

lawyer has arranged for his two
daughters, who are in college, to

take a course in chess instead of the

usual conventional grind of the high-

er mathematics. We are not inclined

to question the wisdom of this man's
action. We believe these girls will

find in the royal game of chess some-
thing quite as useful and a whole lot

more interesting, than what they will

get out of the various ramifications

of algebra and trigonometry. If there

is any field of human thought that is

dryer or duller than the formulated
abstractions of mathematics, we do
not know what it is. Furthermore,
the ordinary round of mathematics
that the average girl gets at college,

is about as useful to her as the study

of the coventional figures on an an-

cient Assyrian tomb. Chess, on the

other hand, is not only good brain

massage, but it has in it all the in-

teresting elements of a fight— a sort

of mental boxing-match, in which the

winning weapons are reason, quick

praception, imagination and cool self

control. Depend upon it, these girls

will not suffer, through the switch

from Euclid to Morphy.

~,. „ .. In a letter to one of hisThe Hobby friemls Charles Dlckens

that Hurts exclaims with mock
pathos, "O, God! what

hobbies I ride." But, be it noted, the great
novelist rode his hobbies, and did not let them
ride him. All the world loves a tractable hobby,
and most of us are lucky enough to have one,
sometimes several. But a hobby should be kept
bridle-wise and bidable. It should never be
allowed to take the bits in its teeth and cavort
and prance when it ought to be ambling smooth-
ly along with all four of its hoofs within easy
reach of the ground. When a hobby goes to

caracoling it becomes a nuisance, and mayhap a

menace, not alone to its owner but to every-
body in his neighborhood. When such a hobby
is allowed to prance into a man's business or

profession, it may smash reputations, and break
banks -and hearts. Such a hobby may become
an obsession, which in non-technical parlance
may be described as a hobby that takes on the
state of an in-growing toe-nail.

Recently, in one of our larger cities, a local

architect became dominated by the hobby of

concrete construction. He had visions of sky-
scrapers, bridges, monuments, canals, railroads,

and what not, all made of Portland cement. If

he went on a vacation, this man didn't see the

scenery. If he enthused, over the hills it was
because he noted the possible proximity of

sand, gravel and lime. At night when others

marveled upon the serene beauty of the stars, he
was wondering whether the Asteroids would
make good crusher material for an improved
Milky Way. If he went to the park he would
turn awav from a Damrosch concert to listen to

the slushy rasp of a rotary mixer on a new road-

way.

Well, it was given to this man one day to

plan the construction of a big factory building.

It was to be of reinforced concrete. "But," said

the hobby-ridden one, "why reinforced? Why
not try the concrete alone? It is cheaper and
better." The easy-going owner was not hard to

persuade, and the architect had his way. One
morning three months later, the residents of the

neighborhood were startled by a grinding roar

and, gazing from their windows, saw a great

cloud of white dust where the walls of the new
factory had loomed the night before. Adjoin-

ing the factory was a frail tenement, upon which
the collapsed wall had toppled. In the horrible

debris, the firemen found the mangled bodies of

a mother and her five children. The father had
already gone to his work, Net results: bank-

ruptcy and ruin for the owner, years of hopeless

misery for the poor bereft workman, and a load

upon the soul of the architect that should send

him to a padded cell. The overmastering hob-

by is a peril. Beware of it.

The teacher who, to

use an apt characteriza-

tisn by President Taft, is

"so narrow that he can

look through a key hole with both eyes at once,"

usually sets great store by difinitions, and he

smiles delightedly when the glib student rattles

them off correctly. And yet it is but seldom
that a set of definitions helps the learner to form

a correct concept of the things defined. On the

other hand, one may know all about a thing and

still be quite unable to formulate a correct defi-

nition of it. Once, by way of experiment, I

asked an eminent accountant— a C. P. A. man
whose name is known all over this country—to
give his definition of an account. He made one
or two self-evident failures, then exclaimed,

"O, rat3! If I had to do that, 1 would take a day
off and go to a library." Did his failure lower
my estimate of him professionally? Hardly.

The broad teacher cares less for the verbal wrap-
per, than for the idea inside. If your pupil has

the idea, never mind the words.

( Continued on page 27. )

The Definition

Fetish
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ACCOUNTANCY
P. B. LEISTER, C. P. A.,
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ARTICLE II

In the preceding paper, bookkeep-
ing and accountancy, classification

of accounts, steps to be taken pre-

liminary to the organization of ac-

counts for business, petty cash, and
merchandise inventories were briefly

discussed. In this paper, the prin-

ciples underlying the merchandise
accounts, and a discussion of the ac-

counts included in the Trading State-

ment and contributing to the gross
trading profit or the gross trading
loss for the period will be considered.

It should be remembered that a
well established principle of account-
ancy is, that one account shall

show but one final result and no
more. It is for this reason that un-
der the principles of modern account-
ancy a separate account should be
kept for all elements of cost that are
to be shown separately in the Trad-
ing Statement, or in lieu of a separ-
ate account where similar items may
be grouped into a single account,they
may be re-classified on an analysis
sheet made up monthly or for the fis-

cal period.

MERCHANDISE ACCOUNT

This account is described because
it is so frequently presented in works
on bookkeeping and in my practice,
I have found it very often kept. It is

debited with Inventory on hand at

beginning of period, and with cost of
merchandise purchased for trading
purposes, with cost of freight inward,
and sometimes, with freight outward,
with all returns, allowances, dis-
counts on sales, and is credited with
sales, with cost of goods purchased
and subsequently returned by the
business, purchase discounts, all

kinds of correcting entries, and In-
ventory on hand at end of period. In
fact, I have found it to be a regular
dumping place for shady transac-
tions, being charged with and credit-
ed for accounts to make the ledger
balance, and in some instances, I

have known cash shortages charged
to this account to cover them.
The balance of this account is ab-

solutely meaningless provided any of
the goods purchased are on hand
The totals of the debits and credits
are equally meaningless from a sta-
tistical viewpoint. Some of the deb-
its deal with cost prices, others with
selling prices, and the credits are a
confusion of cost and selling prices.

In order to find the purchases and
sales it becomes necessary to make a
detailed analysis of the account, and
if an account has to be analysed in

order to ascertain its compound parts

it is considered by the professional
accountant to be a very badly kept
account.
When this account is closed, the

balance shows an asset in the inven-

tory brought down, Ihus making it

both a profit and loss, and a balance
sheet account. This is very unscien-
tific, and shows the crude methods of

years past, yet many text books still

teach such antiquated and scientific

methods, thereby violating an estab-

lished rule in accountancy that,every
account kept in the general ledger
must show, at least at the end of a

fiscal period, a balance that repre-

sents something definite.

No competent accountant would
keep a merchandise account. In-

stead, he would keep an Inventory
account (already described), Purchase
account, and Sales account.

PURCHASES ACCOUNT

This account is charged with the

value of all goods purchased which
are intended to be re-sold. It should
not include the value of any ordinary
purchases which are to be used for

other purposes, such as addition to

plant, furniture or supplies intended
to be consumed by the business, and
unless subsidiary accounts are kept,
it is debited with every expense that
specifically adds to, or increases the
cost of purchases such as freight and
drayage inward, duties, storage,
commissions, expenses of buying
goods, boxing, packing and shipping
materials, clerk's and ware house-
men's wages, etc.

It is credited with the cost of goods
purchased and subsequently return-
ed, for allowances made on account of
damaged goods, rebates, etc.,and with
the cost of goods purchased and on
hand (inventory), at the end of fiscal

period. The balance of this account
at any time, other than at the end of
a fiscal period, represents the cost
of purchases from the beginning of
the current period, lit is not an asset
because part of the goods are sold),
and after the Inventory is credited,
the balance represents the cost of
goods sold.
Great care must be taken to see

that the invoices have not been over-
looked, the goods for which have
been included in the Inventory at the

closing, as this would inflate the
profit in the trading account, and
understate liabilities in the balance
sheet.

SALES ACCOUNT
This account is credited at the end

of the month with the gross sales for

that month. It is debited with the
selling price of merchandise sold
customers and subsequently return-

ed, as well as for all rebates and al-

lowances made, and for everything
that decreases the proceeds from the

sales. The balance of this account
shows the net sales from the begin-
ning of the current fiscal period,

which is the first item on the credit

side of the trading statement.
Returned goods which apply to

goods sold during a prior period,

should not be charged within the

current fiscal period, because this

would decrease the sales by reason of

including in the returns the selling

price of goods not included in these

gross sales.

In addition to the principal trading
accounts (inventory, Purchases and
Sales), other accounts are kept
which directly increase or diminish
the gross trading profit, known as

subsidiary trading accounts. These
accounts are kept for the purpose of

classifying under separate heads the

various items affecting the purchase
and sales accounts which would oth-

erwise be entered directly into these

accounts.

WAREHOUSE SUPPLIES

The object of this account is to

show the cost of shipping materials
of every description used in prepar-

ing the goods for the market up to

the time they are ready for delivery.

This account is debited for the. cost

of all such materials and is credited

at cost for the value of any materials
charged this account and used for oth-

er purposes, as well as value of mate-
rials on hand at close of current fiscal

period. The balance represents cost

of material used in boxing, packing,
etc., and is added to .the cost of pur-
chases in the trading statement.

WAREHOUSE LABOR
This account is kept to show the

labor cost of boxing, packing, open-
ing crates, and such other work as is

required in getting goods ready for

the market. It is debited with cost

of all labor used in boxing packing,
assorting, etc. This account always
shows a debit balance, which in-

creases the cost of the goods pur-
chased in the trading statement.

TRADING STATEMENT
This is a statement prepared to

show what is known as gross trading
profit as opposed to net profit, or the
gross trading loss as opposed to the
net loss; and the object of ascertain-
ing the amount of the gross trading
profit or the gross trading loss, is to

(Continued on page 22 .)
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THE STUDY OF BUSINESS
LAW.

Article Two.

In last month's issue of "The
Btsiness Educator" we discussed,
from a pedagogical standpoint, cer-

tain matters of contract law. In par-

ticular, regard was paid to the forma-
tion of contracts and the imparting to

the students of knowledge concern-
ing Offer and Acceptance. The next
subject to be taken up under the law
of contract is Consideration. The
principles included under this head-
ing are usually quite difficult for the
beginner to comprehend. When he
leaves the domain- of Offer and Ac-
ceptance, and enters upon that of

Seal or Consideration, he finds his

natural sense of justice more often
and more entirely conflicting with the

legal rules governing the questions.

This is due to no error in the law it-

self, but rather to the fact that the in-

experienced student fails to appreci-
ate the situation confronting judges
who are to administer a fixed system
of justice. "The known certainty of

the law" makes for the people's lib-

erty and security even though it oc-

casionally leaves an honest but igno-

rant litigant in the lurch. But here
instances of seeming injustices more
frequently present themselves in

which parties, both of whom in-

tended to be bound by their contract,

have been relieved of liability by a

technicality.

One of the most important duties

of the teacher of business law is to

form in his pupils the habit of view-

ing the facts of suppositious cases,

which the latter is called upon to

answer, from the standpoint of

the legal rule and not from
what might appear to be justice in

the particular case. Judging from
the reasons given by a large number
of students to support their answers
in written examinations held by the
writer, the first, and very often the

only, question which the student asks
himself in thinking over a case is

"what do you think would be right

between these parties." The student
should be taught that he is to apply
the law to the case and not show how
subtle he can be in dividing right

from wrong. His learning in the law
is vain if, when he is called upon to

use it, he immediately banishes it

from his mind and«proceeds to form-
ulate new rules according to his own
measure of wisdom and knowledge to

apply to the particular case in hand.
The proper method of reasoning out
these cases can be cultivated in the
beginners by discussing with them
cases taken from the reports which
illustrate the points in the lesson.
Let the teacher go over these cases
with his pupils, slowly at first, giv-

ing them examples of how they
should be reasoned and decided.
By the use of actual cases the sub-

ject of consideration can be more
easily impressed on the minds of the

students than many other branches
of the law. Under few other heads
will the teacher find more illustra-

tions of the application of a principle

which catch the eye of the mind and
impress themselves so strongly on
the memory. It is a matter of com-
mon observation that one remembers
principles associated in striking and
unexpected ways, or when involved
with strange facts, almost without
effort. A judicious selection by the

teacher from the abundance of ma-
terial available will be found of great

assistance in making the student's

knowledge of law a thing both pleas-

antly acquired and permanently re

tained.

An actual instance of the use of

this method of teaching which came
to the writer's knowledge illustrates

this point very well. The class was
one in Universal History. The
teacher had before taken particular

pains to impress on his students the

date of Charlemagne's coronation

Emperor of the West, and was sur-

prised and annoyed to find that none
in his class remembered the date.

Going to the blackboard he asked
them to give him some personal char-

acteristic of Charlemagne. They
seemed a little bewildered at first but

finally one man said that Charle-

magne had long yellow hair. Yes,

said the teacher, he had long, yellow

hair, and with those words he made a

small circle on the blackboard.
Again he asked for a characteristic,

and was told that Charlemagne was
a patron of learning and generally

took his meals in company with

scholars in order that he might dis-

cuss with them some point in liter-

ature or philosophy. Yes, said the

teacher,Charlemagne was a patron of

learning, and beneath the first circle

he made another of the same size.

The third request for a characteristic
brought several answers from the
class. The teacher repeated one of

them and made a circle twice as large
as either of the first two just to the
right of the two small ones. Again
the professor wanted to know some-
thing about the great king personal-
ly, repeated one of the correct
answers and made a fourth circle the
same size as the third one and just to

the right of it. Now, said the
teacher, when was Charlemagne
crowned ? 800 A. D., repeated the

class. In a subsequent examination
the question as to the date of Charle-
magne's coronation was inserted and
not a man failed to answer it correct-

ly-

The professor of business law,
especially in treating the subject of

consideration, has far more oppor-
tunity to impress the principles he
teaches on the minds of his pupils by
this method of association of abstract

principles with something striking
and unexpected than has the teacher
of history. Of course, every state-

ment of law cannot be taught in this

way. The time usually allotted to

the subject would not permit it. But
there come up in every class some
points on which the men seem to

have trouble and the writer has found
this method most efficacious in clear-

ing up the difficulties.

The subject of consideration may
be taken up under four heads. First,

it is essential in every contract not
under seal. Second, it need not

equal in value the promise, but it

must have some legal value. Third,
it must be legal. Fourth, it must
not be something given or done in

the past; it must be present or future.

1. Consideration is essential in

every contract not under seal.

The doctrine of consideration is one of com-
paratively recent growth in the law. In fact so

great an authority as Lord Mansfield held that it

was only one of the means whereby the con-

tracting parties signified their intention to be

bound by their contract. This statement of the

law was emphatically repudiated in a subse-

quent English case decided by the House of

Lords. It was then settled that "the law—sup-
plies no means nor affords any remedy to com-
pel the performance of an agreement made
without sufficient consideration." Since that

time the law in England and in this country has

been that consideration is the test of the

actionability of an agreement not under seal.

There must be a qui pro </Heorthe promisor

is not bound in law by his promise. To this

universal rule two exceptions may be noted.

The first was recognized as a legal obligation

before the doctrine of consideration was ac-

cepted. It is that a promise to do a gratuitous

service requires the use of ordinary care and
skill when, although not until, the performance

of the promise is undertaken. The second ex-

ception was imported into the law from the law-

merchant. Under it. parties to negotiable in-

struments, such as promissory notes, are some-
times held bound by their promise although

made without consideration.

2. The consideration need not

equal in value the promise, but it

must have some legal value.

(
Continued on page 25.)
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\\ h> Touch Typewriting is Not Al-

ways Well Taught in the

Public Schools

Sll "r seven years ago one of our largest

kind cities opened its first Commer-
cial High School. A large appropriation was

made to cairy on the work, and the school

hoard expressed their determination to make it

the finest of its kind in the state. They were

particularly desirious of obtaining the co-opera-

tion and interest of business men, and with this

end in view, formed an Advisory Board made

up of the most prominent men in the city.

These gentlemen took an active interest in

the school from the beginning, making sugges-

tions asto the courses of study, lecturing, each

in his special line • before the students and

promising help to the graduates. The value of

such assistance was of course invaluable.

At the end of the second year, the Advisory

Board wrote a letter which got into the news-

papers, to the School Committee. This letter

said in substance that the Advisory Board felt

,1 Committee had made a mistake in

choosing their teachers of shorthand, typewrit-

ing and bookkeeping from among the teachers

who were teaching these subjects in the high

schools of that or other cities. It was the expe-

rience of the Ad\ isory Board that the graduates

from the commercial courses in the different

high schools were not well taught in shorthand

and typewriting, especially, not proficient

enough to fill the average office position ac-

ceptably; that the teachers of these subjects in

the high schools were college men or women,
but not proficient shorthand writers; that the

policy of the school board in requiring commer-
cial teachers in the new Commercial High
School to be graduates from a college, but not

requiring them to be experts in the subject they

were to teach, was a mistake; that every teacher

engaged to teach shorthand should have had

years of actual experience in business and in

practical reporting. The Advisory Board urged
the committee to secure experts at the sacrifice

of a college training, if necessary, as that train-

ing would not make up for the lack of practical

business experience.

The School Committee replied indignantly

that the shorthand and typewriting work done
in the high schools was excellent, the graduates

fully competent to fill difficult office positions,

and that the advantages of college training en-
abled the teachers even with a theoretical

knowledge only of the subjects to teach them
i-essfiilly than one could who had

practical experience, but no college training.

This reply shows very clearly, to my mind,
why high schools, as a rule, have not taught
shorthand well in the past and are not teaching
typwriting today as well as it should be taught.

A few years ago the shorthand course in the
high school was a farce. Every' year twenty or

thirty pupils came to our school in Massachu-
inish after taking a two years' course in

some high school. This two years' work did
not equal three months, of our work. Thestu-

| had to turn back to the begin-
ning. Their notes Merc illegible, positions un-
certain, shading indefinite as to reading the

notes taken, that was entirely out of the ques-

tion.

These unfortunates had been taught by
teachers who were usually college graduates but

whose knowledge of shorthand was not equal to

that of a student who had spent three months in

a good commercial school. In order to obtain a

position to teach shorthand in the High Schools

of Mass , these teachers had passed a rigid

examination in French. German, rhetoric, his-

tory, English, physics, algebra, geometry, etc.

In other words, a rigid examination in every

subject but the one to be taught, shorthand.

The examination in this, one would think, most
important subject, was so ridiculously easy that

four or five weeks' study would enable a person

of average ability to pass it. I know personally

two teachers in Massachusetts and one in New
York who were given one month's leave of ab-

sence, took up the study of shorthand and type-

writing for the first time, and passed the High
School examination at the end of the month.

I have had teachers in High Schools in Mass-
achusetts come to me week after week to help
them prepare the lessons just ahead of their

classes. All of these teachers were college men
or women finely qualified to teach any subject

in the High School curriculum, except the
ones they were employed to teach, short-

hand and typewriting.

The other day I had access to the papers of an
examination given to applicants to teach sten-

ography in the day High Schools of one of the

largest cities in the country. There were six

questions in English, each sub-divided under a.

b, c, d, making twenty different questions. The
examination in History of Education was equal-

ly thorough No examination at all in type-
writing was given, and only tiro easy questions

in shorthand.
Now why such a ligid test in the things the

teacher is not to teach, and practically no test in

the things she is to teach? I do not mean to

say, whv not an easier examination in general

subjects, but rather, why not an equally high
standard in shorthand and typewriting?
Why should the public schools not require

their shorthand and typewriting teachers to be
as proficient in shorthand and typewriting as

their German or French teacher is in German or

French ? Tbe teacher in German or French in

the High School is always a well-educated per-

son, usually having been graduated from a col-

lege or university, but in addition to this, she
has specialized in French or German, is more
proficient than in any other subject. This gives

the ideal teacher—a fine general education, and
special training in the specific subject to be
taught.
Some school superintendents are realizing

this. They need to realize also that a college

education with the ability to write fifteen or

twenty words by sight a minute will not make
a successful teacher of touch typewriting.

New School of Industrial Education.

The Wentworth Institute, Boston, founded by
the late Arioch Wentworth and endowed by him
with over three and one-half million dollars, re-

cently opened its doors with an enrollment of

about six hundred pupils.

Its purpose is "Furnishing education in Me-
chanical Art." The one-year day courses are as

follows

:

Building Trades: Carpentry, Electric Wiring,
Plumbing.
Manufacturing Trades: Mechanic Work, Pat-

tern Work, Foundry Work.
Evening courses and Part-time day courses

are also provided.
Two-year courses are also provided designed

to develop the necessary ability to become fore-

men, managers, etc.. of manufacturing establish

ments.
The principal is A. L. Williston, for twelve

years at the head of Pratt Institute department
of School of Science and Technology.
The aim is to give young men practical in-

struction so they may enter industrial life ad-

vantageously and not as mere apprentices— as

advantageously as a lawyer or doctor begins
practice.

The Newton Automatic Shading Pen Co., of

Pontiac, Mich., are offering special inducements
to Schools and Colleges to introduce Show Card
Lettering and Designing as a regular course

of instruction. Note their full page advertise-

ment in the September issue of this magazine.

Accountancy—Continued from page 20

determine whether or not the trading

end of the business has been proper-

ly managed as distinguished from
the selling and recording end of the

business. Another object is to make
comparison with previous periods of

trade, generally by contrasting the

percentage of the gross trading prof-

it of the periods. In many instances

there is a general understanding that

a particular business should earn a

recognized gross trading profit; it

enables the proprietor to ascertain

if his business has earned that aver-

age return. These percentages are

very valuable to the accountant in de-

tecting inflated inventories.

This statement when properly pre-

pared, shows the total cost of pur-

chases together with all additional

costs making up the cost of goods
sold on the left hand side, against

the gross sales less all items dimin-

ishing the proceeds from sales (net

sales) on the right hand side, the re-

sulting balance representing the

gross trading profit, or gross trading

loss, for the current fiscal period.

Trading Statement

Purchases (turnover)
Less returns and

allowances

Warehouse Supplies
Warehouse Labor

S3.800.00

200.00

200.00
300 00

83,600.00

500.00

Gross sales
Less returns and

allowances
Less Sales discounts

Net Sales

200.00
75.00

Sti.000.00

375.00

5,725.00

ti ist ,,f goods sold
i ,ross Trading Profit

s 28.38)

4. 100.00

1,825.00

5.725.00 5,725.00
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Three hundred years ago the num-
ber of English-speaking people was
something like six millions. More
than half of this number were whol-
ly unable to read and write. Today,
there are probably from twenty to

thirty times as many using the Eng-
lish language, eighty per cent of

whom read and write it readily. This
wonderful record should give the

student an added respect for his lan-

guage. It should arouse his desire

to learn more about its growth. Here
would be a good point to prescribe
a little course of reading in English
History. If he can be led to discover

for himself how the original Teutonic
Saxon was combined with the Nor-
man (which was of Latin origin) and
how English has been enriched and
developed by levying tribute on
many languages, then, and not until

then, will he begin to have a just ap-

preciation of why Jacob Grimm, the

great philologist, spoke of English as

having a "power of expression such
as never stood at the command of

any mortal man."
Having aroused an interest and a

pride in this wonderful, beautiful

language of ours, let us inculcate a

desire to know words intimately.

The financier must have money and
property as his capital; the lawyer
must have hundreds of legal princi-

ples and decisions at his command;
the minister must know his bible and
human nature; the carpenter must
have keen, efficient tools. What these

things are to the financier, the law-
yer, the minister the carpenter, words
are to the stenographer or the writer.

They are his capital his stock in

trade.

The opinion has already been ad-

vanced that the acquisition of a vo-

cabulary should occupy a very prom-
inent place in any scheme of teach-

ing language. It will not do to let

this be supplied by chance. Definite

instruction must be given and cor-

rect habits of thought and investiga-

tion be developed. Writers are far

from agreed as to what the average
person's vocabulary is. It has been
asserted that an unintelligent labor-

er uses not more than five or six
hundred words. The author of

"Everyday English" tells of a child

who used over eight hundred words
on his second birthday. The words
were set down and counted by some
one interested in the investigation of

language. This author further as-

serts that the average child of twelve
years uses about six or seven thou-
sand words. The word "uses" is

italicised, as it is hardly believable
that a child of twelve actually knows
the meaning of so many words.
What does it mean to know a word?

A hard question to answer complete-
ly and satisfactorily, but at least it

means this : To be able to under-
stand its meaning when correctly
used in a sentence; to be able to use
the word appropriately in oral or
written composition; to be able to

spell it correctly. To this we might
add that one should know the origin
of the word, its common synonyms
and antonyms, its diacritical mark-
ings, its syllabication, its derivatives

and its several shades of meaning,
and still the field would not be ex-

hausted.
When unusual words are encounter-

ed, the dictionary should be the"first

aid to the injured." Once the habit
of consulting the dictionary is firmly

established, the student is on the
high road to a knowledge of English.
If a dictionary is not immediately
available, a memorandum should be
made to keep the troublesome word
or words in mind, not forgetting to

note the context or connection in

which used.
Having made these somewhat ram-

bling and disconnected suggestions
let us attempt to outline a scheme for

systematically developing the vocab-
ulary. It may not be the best scheme,
but it will be a start. It is suggested
that sheets of paper should be ruled
to correspond with the number of

columns given for the different exer-

cises and that the teacher dictate the
first column, leaving the remainder
to be worked up as a class exercise.

While but one illustration is given
under each exercise, it is understood
that the teacher will supply material
of a similar nature.

Word Study—No. 1

Word Meaning Used in Sentences

Fled Ran away; flew The robber fled from the bank
His life had fled

Word Synonym Antonym Used in Sentences

Assist Help Deter Assist me to lift the burden
There is no help in sight
Do not deter me from going

No. 3

Word Homonym Used in Sentences

Read Reed 1 will read to you
The reed is broken

No. 4

Word Syllabication Meaning and Use

Recommend Recommend To put in a favorable light
The school will recommend
John as a bookeeper

Sentences to be Recast

The overripe apple was thrown aira_>-

With synonyms subtituted

The spoiled fruit was cast aside

Other exercises, with comments on their use, will be given in the next

article of the series.
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SHORT METHODS.

In the general arithmetic class as

well as in the special class for rapid

calculation, the students should be

encouraged to figure rapidly and ac-

curately. I am considering the me-

chanical part of the work, not the

thought process. The student needs

time to think on a difficult problem-
difficult to him—and the more he

thinks and reasons about it the bet-

ter thinker he becomes; and, if under

the instruction of a careful teacher,

he will by close and persistent think-

ing become a strong, clear, and log-

ical reasoner. But when a certain

kind of operation is determined upon
as the course to pursue, then it

should be performed quickly, and
with the least amount of figuring pos-

sible. Here is where the importance
comes in, of knowing short methods
for securing certain desired results.

It is also important to know to

what particular problem a short pro-

cess Cor short cut) may be used; for

not all problems or examples admit

of short processes. Hence, it is

necessary to be able to tell almost in-

stantly when an example can be
solved by a short process. To illus-

trate, suppose I wish to find the re-

sult of 3'j times 174. If a class of

students were asked to solve it, prob-

ably nine out of ten would do the

actual work of multiplying 174 by 3\.

But the student who sees at once that
.')'. is

| of 10, will annex a cipher to

174, divide by 3, and obtain the result

in half the time that it takes the

others to get it.

By just such a test the students of

a class may be led to see the impor-
tance of knowing what whole and
mixed numbers are aliquot parts of

10. The teacher should then place
upon the blackboard the following
table and require the students to
copy it:

II)

ALIQUOT l'ARTS OF 10.

5 I U=i

It will be necessary for the teacher

to explain that by an aliqiiot pari of a

number is meant the whole or mixed
number which will exactly divide it.

Exercises should then be given in

which numbers are to be multiplied

by the mixed number which are ali-

quots of 10. While the table contains
all the aliquots of 10 to illustrate the
definition fully, only practice in the
mixed numbers need be given. The
students should then be required to

commit the table for the next lesson,

and further practice should be given
to fix the table and use the method.
A fine mental drill may be given by

placing exercises like the following
upon the board and as the teacher
points to each example the class
should quickly name the result:

i) 3.1 12xl§= 14X1?=?
12X3i= ' 18X1}= 21X1 ?=?
21x3j= 30X11= 35X1?=?
8x2;,= 16XH= 27xli=?
12X2.1= 24XU= 36xli=?

]
J \

The teacher should also intersperse
such examples as will produce a
mixed number for a result. It will

lead the student to see that the
method of aliquot parts may be used
to advantage for any integral mul-
tiplicand.

In the same manner the teacher
may lead up to multiplying by the
aliquot parts of 100. He should ask
the students to multiply any number,
as 254 by some mixed number, that is

an aliquot part of 100, as I65. Prob-
ably a large number in the class after

having had the drills on multiplying
by aliquots of 10, may solve this ex-

ercise at once by the method of ali-

quots, while others will have to be
led to see that 16| is J of 100, and that

by annexing two ciphers to the mul-
tiplicand and dividing by 6, we will

get the correct result. Two or three
examples of this kind will lead the
students to see that they can save
time by knowing the aliquot parts of
100. The teacher should then place
upon the board at least the more com-
mon aliquot parts of 100, and require

the students to copy and commit
them. The following, at least,

should be learned:

(2)

COMMON ALIQUOT PARTS OF 100.

50 =i 16f=i 10 = ,'„

33!,=!, 14?=; 8^=,'2

25 =', 12.1= J 6ji ,',

20 =i lli=i 61= ,',-,

Exercises should be prepared and
written upon the board or dictated to

the class for practice in using the ali-

quot method of getting the results.

The students should be tested for

speed and accuracy in this work.

Competition creates greater interest

and stimulates the student to do his

best.

The following common fractional

parts of 100 should also be given to

the students to be copied and
learned:

(3)

COMMON FRACTIONAL PARTS OF 100.

90 ='„ 70 =,7
,,

40 ='|

87J= I 66|= 1 37£= 1

80 =| 62A=g 30 =ft
75 = 5 60 = 3

A minute or two spent at the begin-

ning of each recitation in the rapid

calculation class, asking for the

fractional parts of 100 will enable

the students to learn the tables very

quickly. The teacher should give

the numbers promiscuously and rap-

idly, and require prompt and correct

answers.
Exercises like the following should

then be placed upon the board for the

students to copy quickly and solve:

16X87i=? 12X75=? 48x62}=?
24X87£=? 80x75 =? 48-37.]=?

32x87J=? 18X651=? 75X66;;=?

40X87£=? 33X66^= ? 96x87i=?

The teacher can, of course, extend

these exercises, and make them very

interesting by testing for speed. Af-

ter the students have had practice

upon exercises under each table, an
exercise should be prepared embrac-
ing miscellaneous examples under
the three tables and practice should

be given on the examples in this ex-

ercise until the students can solve

them quickly and accurately.

It should also be explained to the

class that by the same pinciple we
may shorten the work in multiplying

any number bv aliquot parts of 1000.

Thus to multiply 48 by 250, since 250

is ', of 1000, we annex three ciphers to

48 and divide by 4; to multiply 48

by 333J, annex three ciphers to

48 and divide by 3 for the result, etc.

If time permits at least one exercise
consisting of numbers to be multi-

plied by aliquot parts of 1000, should
be given for practice.

(To be continued.)
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Trusting that you may decide to
register here, and that I may hear
from you at an early date, I am,

Very truly yours,

The next paper will take up the
making of a booklet.

NO. 2.

The first letter sent to a prospect-

ive pupil should be a vigorous, busi-

nesslike statement of the excellence

of your institution and the unceas-
ing, efficient manner in which the in-

terests of a pupil are looked after

from the time he enters until he is

qualified and placed in a good posi-

tion. In doing this, you will refer to

certain paragraphs in your booklet
or catalogue, that emphasize these
points. This letter should make a

direct appeal to the best judgment of

the reader, while the follow-up letters

should play upon the emotions,
through the imagination and am-
bition, and should reach the climax of

enthusiasm over the results that busi-

ness education has done for others,

and can surely do for the reader.

Some schools enclose a registra-

tion blank with the first letter, but I

doubt if this has any effect in causing
the prospect to register. However, I

am appending a form used by some
schools.

The keynote in all letters and liter-

ature should be the efficiency of your
school in thoroughly qualifying each
pupil. In business it is called "qual-
ity." Once get the idea firmly estab-
lished in the mind of a prospect, that
your school is "highest quality."
then the matter of cost and time will

hold a secondary consideration in his

mind.
Below I give a suggestive outline

of the first letter. It may start in at

least three different ways:
1. "In reply to your letter, I am"
2. "I am informed that you are in-

terested in a Business Education and
1 am"

3. "Thinking that you might be
interested in a business Education, I

am enclosing a booklet giving full in-

formation in regard to Courses, tu-

ition rates, etc. The letters in the
back part of the booklet will show
you what some of the former pupils
of this school are doing and what
they think of our methods and the
efficient way in which we look after

the interests of each pupil.

Naturally, a person who contem-
plates taking a Shorthand or Busi-
ness Course wants to choose the
school that will give him the very
best training. You will take the
Course but once, so that it is of the
Utmost importance that you be

horoughly prepared when you entert
the business world. I have been
training young people for office po-
sitions for twenty years, and I know
that if a pupil is thoroughly qualified
to do good work that he is not long
out of a position, and so all our efforts
are concentrated upon qualifying
each one who enters this school.
The up-to-date Business School

offers greater opportunities for quick
and permanent results, with rapid
promotion just ahead, than any other
institution of learning. Of course
the majority of Business School
graduates elect to follow a business
career, but many eminent lawyers,
judges, statesmen and others promi-
nent in political or professional life

have found that a business education
was the potent means by which they
lifted themselves to their present
plane.

I do not guarantee positions—no
honest school can do that—but natur-
ally it is for the interest of a school
to place every qualified pupil, be-
cause a successful pupil is the best
advertisement that any school can
have, and in this connection I would
say that every effort is made to se-

cure as good a position as possible
for each graduate. The only guar-
antee that a school can conscientious-
ly give—and the one that this school
does give and live up to— is to make
every endeavor to thoroughly qualify
you so that when you are placed in a
position you can hold it.

The demand for qualified stenog-
raphers and bookkeepers has been
unusually good during the past two
years, and there is every indication

this demand will rapidly increase dur-

ing the next few months, and the per-

son who is thoroughly prepared to

take advantage of these opportunities
will put himself in the way of a suc-

cessful rise in the business world.
If you decide to enter this school I

promise to give you a complete
Shorthand and Business training

(See booklet for list of subjects i, the
tuition not to cost over $100, and if

you complete the course in less than
ten months, it will not cost you $100.

This sum is payable $10.00 monthly,
in advance, until fully paid.

I wish to assure you, Mr. - —

,

that if you enter this school your in-

terests will be most carefully looked
after, aud everything possible will be
done to qualify you and place you in

a position. You can enter at any
time.

Business Law—Continued from page 21

This means that as long as there is really
some benefit to the promisor or some detriment
to the promises, however small, the courts will
not inquire into the value of the consideration
to the promisor. To do so would be to substi
tute a contract made by the court for the one
made by the parties. The latter are the best
judges of the terms upon which they wish to
base a contractual obligation, and if they pro-
vide for some consideration, the law will en-
force the performance of the duties which they
thus voluntarily assume.
An important change in the common law has

been brought about in most of the states either
by the courts or by statute whereby a stranger to
the contract may now sue to compel its perform-
ance if it was made for his especial benefit.
Formerly, if A and B, by a contract legally
binding in all respects, agreed that B should pay
a sum of money to C, then under the rules cif

the common law only A and not C could prop-
erly sue B for the latter's failure to make the
agreed payment. This was for the reason that
C was not a party to the contract and because
the consideration for B's promise did not move
from C but from A. Now nearly all the states
allow C to sue in his own name.
How far is doing what a man is already legal-

ly bound to do in consideration for a promise ?

The cases seem to agree that where the dutv is

one imposed bv law, as that of a constable to
execute a warrant of arrest which has been
placed in his hands, it cannot form the consid-
eration for a contract. But where the duty is

one imposed by an existing contract, as in cases
involving the promise of an additional sum by
one contracting party to the other who refuses
to carry out his part of the contract, the courts
disagree. It is not the purpose of this short
sketch to examine the conflicting decisions on
this branch of the law. Much legal acumen and
ability have been expended by text book writers
in trying to reconcile the different views of the
courts. The teacher here linds endless material
for discussion as well as many examples of
forced and strained legal construction to ex-
plain. In the writer's "American Business
Law" (D. Appleton & Co.. New York, 1910,)
the chapter dealing with Seal or Consideration
boils down a number of the rules governing the
subject.

3. Consideration must be legal.

( )d1v a mention of this rule is necessary at this

time and a discussion of it may be reserved un-
til the topic of the legality of the object of con-
tracts is taken up.

4. Consideration must not be
something given or done in the past,

it must be present or future.
In other words, benefits received in the past

for which no return was at that time expected,
cannot be consideration for a subsequent prom-
ise. The promptings of gratitude cannot be
the basis of a contract.

The great majority of states recognize the rule

that motive or moral obligation cannot take the
place of consideration. The doctrine of moral
obligation would remove all need of consider-
ation in a contract since "the mere fact of

giving a promise creates a moral obligation to

perform it." Pennsylvania is one of the states

where a few cases may be found in which a

strong moral obligation has been held sufficient

consideration to support a contract. The
doctrine of moral obligation is however a

dangerous one and the tendency is rather to re-

strict than to extend it. See Sullivan's Pennsyl-
vania Business Law, John C. Winston Co.,
Philadelphia, Pa., 1911.
A very important exception to this rule gov-

erning consideration is that when a debt has be-
come barred or uncollectible through the opera-

(Co?Uinued on page 27.)
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Does the grocery clerk who mea
sures out the coffee know where it

comes from or how it is roasted

what makes it good or bad ?

Does the dry goods clerk measur
ing goods know where it is manufac
tured, how many times it is handled
before it comes into his hands, prob
ably not.

Do these clerks §tudy their custo

mers and try to suit and please them
taking an interest in whether a hat is

becoming all the way round, or only

becoming to the face and looking ri-

diculous from side and back view.

Do they take as much interest in

the customer who comes in to match
and buy an eighth of a yard of one
dollar silk as they do in one who
comes in to buy ten dollars' worth.

I am afraid not, and yet the one
who does this, who takes the same
friendly, intense interest in all is the

one who wins out in the end.

The teacher should know her stu-

dents, where they come from, what
their aims and ambitions are; what
their necessity is; what kind of work
they want to do; what their peculiar-

ities are.

The boy who smokes and chews
and loafs around, the girl who talks

slang and chews gum and sits around
in the rocking chair class needs a

teacher who can "get next" to them
and show them that they are on the

wrong road.

I know such a teacher. When the

students come into the school, which
is a private one of good standing,
this class of boys and girls look at

her and think now we will have all

kinds of a good time. She can't

keep order here.

The teacher is little and slender
and frail but has a will like iron.

She reads the pupil before he has
been in school half a day. She makes
friends with him immediately. If he
takes advantage of her habitual good
humor, she opens her eyes in won-
derment and amaze, and says, "I
beg your pardon but I guess you
made a bad slip that time. You for-

got where you were. Don't let it

happen again."
If a student chews gum she says,

"No well bred person ever chews
gum in polite society and I consider
myself in that class." No more gum
chewing.
The nervous pupils are given a

great deal of attention. Their ner-
vous state is never recognized. They
are called upon to recite more often
than the other students until they
overcome their timidity.
This teacher teaches concentration

of mind in a marvelous way. She
concentrates her mind on the mind
Because she studies her subjects.

of the student and it is almost imper-
ative for him to think and recite cor-

rectly.

If a student says, "Oh, I can't do
that work, I have tried and tried so

many times and failed," she will say,

"Very well, just lay that aside for

the present and take up something
else, and whatever you do don't wor-
ry about it for a moment."
You say, "That would not do at all

for some students, they would take
advantage of her and never do any-
thing."
Oh, no, they would not. She is so

honest and perfectly frank with them
that before they know it even the
laggards are working hard and try-

ing to please her.

If an untidy student creeps into

the flock, she reads them an article

on neatness for their practice work in

Shorthand. If that does not serve
the purpose she speaks to them per-

sonally, telling them that it is a part
of their discipline.

If she has a case of unruly temper
to deal with or a matter of business
to come before the faculty she usual-

ly goes to her own private office and
instead of taking an easy chair and
thinking it out in comfort, she closes
the door and leans upon it side ways,
and leans hard. If she has a diffi-

culty to take to headquarters she al-

so has the remedy all thought out,

and it is always approved and
adopted.

If there is any disturbance or talk-

ing anywhere on her floor, she never
"bawls them out" as the boys say.

She taps the bell, and that is enough.
She often says in her talks before the
Assembly "A mere suggestion from
me is enough. You know what you
are here for." At her "suggestion"
every head is bowed and every stu-

dent resumes his work with renewed
interest.
When one gets discouraged, and

there is often danger of inoculating a
whole class, she says with a smile,
"Now is the time to begin all over
again, and redouble your efforts."

If she has a student who is habitu-
ally tardy in the morning, and asks
for a standing excuse to come in late,

she enters with interest into the dis-
cussion of why that is necessary. In
one case the student said, "Well, you
see if I miss my twenty minutes past
eight car I can't get one for another
twenty minutes and that makes me
late."
This wily teacher lays her hand

confidentially on the arm of the de-
linquent and says, "Wouldn't it be
better to take the twenty minutes of
car, and have a little time to spare ?"

The student never argues the point
but sees her good reasoning and fol-

lows the suggestion.
Why does this woman have this

rare power of inspiring every student
with whom she comes in contact ?

She concentrates on these points and
brings out the best that is in them
and makes for herself and for them a
marvelous success.
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Messrs. S. O. Smith and A. P. Meub, penmen

in Huntsinger's Business College, Hartford.
Conn., are turning out some exceptionally tine

penmanship as shown by specimens that come
our way from time to time. There is probably
no other business college in the country em-
ploying two finer penmen.

Mrs. Christy Chisolm, Big Rapids. Mich., a

student of the Ferris Institute, as well as of the
Zanerian, has charge of the commercial work in

the high school, and of the penmanship in the
grades in the public schools of Wooster, Ohio.
A fine young lady she is and in a tine city.

Miss Lillie Cole, of Benton. Pa., and a recent

pupil in the Zanerian, is teaching penmanship
in the Churchman Business College, of Easton,
Pa. She is a fine penman and a tine young
lady, and will prove a valuable addition to that

school.

O. W. Thomas, of Bridgewater, Va., has ac-

cepted a position as commercial teacher in the

Catlettsburg, Ky., High School.

Miss Jessica Palmer, of Deposit, N. Y., will be
the new commercial teacher next year in the

Saugerties, N. Y., High School.

F. B. Adams, of Arkansas City, Kan., has been
selected for the business department in the Par-

sons, Kan., Business College.

E.I. Fish, of Beverly, N. J., is a new com-
mercial teacher in Wood's Business School. New
York City.

L. E. Eichelberger, of York, Pa., will have
charge of the commercial work next year in

Thibodeau's Business College. Fall River,

Mass.

Laurence W. Wilbur, of North Raynham,
Mass., goes to Middletown, Conn., to take

charge of the commercial work in the High
School there.

John Gentner, of Pocatello, Idaho, is the new
commercial teacher in Henager's Business Col-

lege, Salt Lake City, Utah.

W. A. Arnold, for a number of years in the

State Normal School of Woodbine. Iowa, has

given up teaching for the present, and is work-
ing in the office of the Flexotype Company,
Burlington, N. J.

(ieorge H. Glasheen, of Warwick, R. I. has

been elected to take charge of the commercial
department to be organized in the Taunton,
Mass., High School.

Miss Sylvia Seagrave, of Uxbridge, Mass., has

been engaged as commercial teacher in the

Maltby School of Shorthand, Stoughton, Mass.

Miss Mildred B. Allen, of Bradford, Ma?s., has

secured a position in the Deering High School,

Portland, Maine.

Miss Fern Frayer, for two years with Eliza-

beth College, Charlotte, N. C, goes to the Col-

lege of Commerce, Kenosha, Wis., to become
principal of the shorthand department.

H. H. Hunt, of Rockford, 111., has just closed

a contract to teach in Brown's Business College,

Davenport. Iowa, next year.

Miss Mabel Peabody, last year in the South-

boro, Mass., High School, will handle the com-
mercial work next year in the Turners Falls,

Mass.. High School.

Miss Mary S. Harris, of Schenectady, N. Y..

has accepted a position as teacher in the Berk-

shire Business College, Pittstield. Mass.

Miss Elizabeth Sanzenbacher, of Athens.!).,

has recently been elected as teacher in the com
mercial department of the Fremont. C)., High
School.

F. F. Carter, of the Stamford, Conn., High
School, goes to the High School of Commerce.
Columbus, O., next year.

Alice F. Lunt, of West Newberry, Mass., has

been engaged to teach next year in the Bridge-

port, Conn., Business College.
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Miss Dora Pederson, of Somerville. Mass.,

goes next year to teach commercial branches in

the Skowhegan, Me., High School.

C. E. Dwight, of Wallace. Iilaho. will be the

new supervisor of penmanship in the Keokuk,
Iowa, schools.

T. W. DeHaven, of Blandinsville, 111., will

have charge of the commercial work in the

Manistee, Mich.. High School during the com-
ing year.

L. H. Hausam, of Hutchinson, Kan., goes to

Nickerson, Kan., College.

J. E. Morris, of King's Business College.

Kaleigh. N.C., will be a new commercial teacher

next year in Goldey College, Wilmington, Del.

Lee F. Correll. of Sherman's Business School,

Mt. Vernon, N. Y., has accepted a position as

commercial teacher in the Bank's Business Col-

lege, Philadelphia, Pa.

Arthur Henderson, of the Albany, N. Y., Bus-
iness College, is a new teacher in the Eastman-
Gaines School, New York City, for the coming
year.

Miss Elizabeth Criswell, of Iron Mountain,
Mich., has recently accepted a position as com-
mercial teacher in the Shelton, Wash., High
School.

J. F. Gardner, of Troy, O., has been engaged
for the commercial department of the Sheyboy-
gan. Mich., High School.

R. M. Segar, of Springfield, Mo., has been
chosen to till the vacancy in the commercial de-

partment of the Modern School of Business.

Denver, Col.

Miss Jennie Pederson. a graduate of the State

Normal School, Salem. Mass.. will have charge

of the commercial department of the Madison,
Me., High School.

SPECIMENS

Cyrus W. Field, of the Detroit, Mich., Com-
mercial School, recently favored us with some
very creditable off-hand ornamental penman
ship in a form of the capital alphabet joined, or-

nate style, with but three or four pen liftings.

Mr. Field reports the school in good condition,

and incidently remarks that "It would not seem
like living, if your magazine with its load of in-

spiration, did not put in its monthly visits."

Mr. Field is also a musician of more than aver-

age ability, and is manager of The Detroit

Trio, comprising Cyrus W. Field, Raymond
Steele. Miss Ruby L. Pagels.

(;. E. Van Buskirk, Newark, New Jersey, is

doing some excellent engrossing, as shown by a

photographic print recently received. He is

following closely Mr. Brown's work and sug-

gestion's.

Marshall's Mental Meanderings

—

Continued from page 19.

. It is beginning to be
An Annex to tne unaerstood by the more

Declaration thoughtful of those who
have to do with the gov-

ernment of youth, that this government, like

that for adults, is best administered when it de-

rives its just powers from the consent .of the

governed. No spirited human being will bow-

meekly to a rule which he has no share in auth-

orizing. This is merely a manifestation of the

democratic spirit, which is an essential element

of human nature. It is the spirit that has light-

ed the fires of every political and religious revo-

lution in the history world. Children feel it the

same as adults, notwithstanding that they have
to yield, though reluctantly, to the autocracies

about them. In the George Republic, and oth-

er similar successful experiments, it is being
shown that even the most lawlessly inclined

boys may be controlled through self-govern-

ment. In many of our colleges ami universities

the honor system which is really a form of stu-

dent-government, has long been in successful

operation. In one of our successful business

schools, students guilty of misconduct are fined

by a committee of students elected for the pur-

pose. The plan seems to work satisfactorily.

This extension of constitutional rights to the

young folks, is at least interesting. We com-
mend it to the attention of the teachers who
have more or less trouble with the autocratic

system. Maybe the youngsters would have

more respect for the rules "made and provided"

if they are allowed to do some of the making
and providing.

The earnest man and
Let the Cam- w ,,man wn0 are working

paign be Sane for better wrltins: in tni*

country should beware of

the tide of hyper-enthusiasm which is always so

likely to sweep the specialist off his feet. Let
the public once get the idea that penmanship
reform is a fad, and it will turn its back upon it.

It is especially desirable that the work of edu-
cating the public should proceed upon broad
and liberal lines. There should be no one-man
leadership and darning gonfalons bearing the

trade mark of somebody's "System." There is

already too much ofthatsort ofthing in com-
mercial education generally. As a matter of

fact, there is no chance for anything in the way
(,f spectacular discovery in the methods of teach-

ing penmanship. The great teachers have not

varied much in these for a generation. Some
have been irclined to emphasize the artistic,

and some the practical side of penmanship, but

neither in methods nor results have the masters

greatly differed. In some quarters the cause of

improved writing has already been injured by
the over-zealousness of certain of the enthus-

iasts. The people are not yet ready to accept an
amendment to the General Catechism which
will make it declare that penmaoship is the

Chief End of Man.
It is no news that busi-

A Real Jolt for ness education has been

the Faker injured by the doings of

the business college fa-

ker. Time and again, honest school men at

their conventions, have discussed methods for

the extirpation of these gentry, but thus far.

nothing that has been devised has proved ef-

fective, and the faker continues to flourish

smilingly. For the bombardment of denuncia-
tion that was leveled at him through conven-
tion resolutions he cared about as much as a

land tortoise would care for the missiles of a

school boy's pop gun. When publicly exposed
through the local press, he would raise the cry

of "persecution" and artfully turn the exposure
into good advertising. It really seemed thai the

school faker was impervious. But it has been
left for the associated publishers and typewriter

men through their organization, the "Commer-
cial Schools' Credit Association" to give him a

whack whose sting will likely be felt beneath
even his indurated hide. One of the faker's

best "grafts" has been his success in getting

credit for school books, typewriters and other

supplies. Hitherto he has usually been able to

do this by the easy process of printed letter-

heads, and a few bragging circulars, also, by
"playing one book man againsi the other" as he
puts it. The goods once obtained, the faker en-

joyed a pleasant revenue from their sale, and
let the publisher whistle for his money when
pay day arrived. But the publishers, through

their confidential credit reports will soon change
all this, and incidentally provide a screen for

separating the chaff from the wheat, which can-

not but be beneficial to the honest school men
as well as to the publishers. In the meantime,
neither the faker nor his natural enemies need
worry. The fellow who would rather get one
crooked dollar than two straight ones, and who
will tell lies on credit when he might just as

well tell the truth for cash, usually, in the long

run, as the popular phrase has it, "gets what is

coming to him," and the Commercial Schools'

Credit Association has merely hastened slightly

the day of reckoning. The law of the "Survival

of the Fittest" will prevail.

,
The brilliant editor ofA Cobbler the ..World .s Work", in

Leaves his Last his September issue
makes momentary diver-

sion from the consideration of matters of Na-
tional importance, to poke fun at the Board of
Education of Boston on account of some para-
graphs in its last report, concerning the unsatis-
factory condition of penmanship teaching in

that city. The gist of Editor Payne's fun-ma-
king seems to be that penmanship is so small a
matter, as to be beneath the notice of such a
wise and dignified body of men as the Boston
Board is supposed to be.

We quote:
"Think of the School Committee of Boston

writing all this dull stuff about so simple a mat-
ter! If the subject were not within the domain
of "Education," where plain things have a way
of becoming difficult and complex, a person of
common sense might be tempted to say:
"(Jive the 'kids' copy-books of any sort and

make 'em practice—practice long and careful-
ly." That method surely has been successful
for a very long time in very many lands and
languages."

Now it is entirely true that there are other hu-
man interests of more importance than penman
ship, and it may be that some of the chiro-
graphic enthusiasts, magnify the subject be-
yond its just prospective. On the other hand, it

is equally one-sided to look at the matter of
writing from the big end of the spy glass. It

should not be overlooked that 'Ritin' is one leg
of the immemorial educational tripod. From
the census taker's view point it is one of the two
legs. If a man cannot read and write he is

put d. wn with the "Illiterates." Writing, is

therefore, of sufficient importance to be worthy
the serious attention of any board of education,
however dignified. It may be remarked also
that if the progressive World's Work editor
knew half as much about the common method
of teaching writing in our public schools, as he
knows about the tariff, he would not lambaste
the Boston Board for their earnestness in the
matter of reforming those methods.
Furthermore, the recipe which the editor pro-

poses, in such a cock-sure way, is an entirely-

discredited remedy. For several generations
the "kids" have been required to "practice,

practice long and carefully" with the "copy-
books," year in and year out, but we still rind
ninety-nine out of every hundred of them leav-
ing school with a hand-writing not much" more
legible than the trail made by a mouse after a

dip in an ink well.

We hope that other boards of education may
wake up to the importance of doing something
to improve the writing of our people, and we al-

so hope that great editors who make a specialty
of being "progressive," will reserve their sar-

casm for worthier uses, and for subjects on
which they are informed.

Business Law—Continued from page 25

tion of a technical rule of law, as, for example,
the statute of limitations, a subsequent promise
to pay the debt will be enforced although the
consideration for the subsequent promise is the
past debt which the debtor could not have been
compelled to pay. Thus if, after a man has
taken the icy plunge through bankruptcy and
has been relieved of all legal liability to pay his

contractual debts, (by a discharge) he chooses to
make a new promise to pay one of the barred
claims, the law will enforce payment. For
example, in the case of Hubbard v. Farrel, 87
Ind, 215, it appeared that Farrell the plaintiff

below, had been forced to pay some of Hub-
bard's promissory notes. His claim against
Hubbard for reimbursement had been barred by
the latter's discharge in bankruptcy. About a

year later Jonas P. Brinkley went into Hub-
bard's store and entered into a conversation with
him. Soon the talk drifted to the former bank-
rupt's affairs. Among other 'things Hubbard
said to Brinkley, "I have got mv mill back.
Some people are not as smart as they thought
they were. But there are two men on my paper
and one of them is Lewis Farrell. I want you
o go and tell Lewis Farrell that I intend to payt
him." On being informed of Hubbard's state-
ments F'arrell sued and the court allowed him to
recover, saying that in this case the old debt.
barred by the discharge in bankruptcy, was a
sufficient consideration to support a new prom-
ise to pay it.
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Arthur W. Ross, of Cushing Acadei

burnbam, Mass., goes lo Revere. Mass., High
School,

Floyd E. Onetb. of Kewanoa, Ind., goes to

the Bay City, Mich., Business College.

Miss Mildred Wetmore, of the Drang
High School, has taken a position as commer-

, r in tlie ( iardner, Mass., High School

for the coming year.

R. G. Catron, of Newman. 111., has u

the position as principal of the commercial de-

partment ol the Denison, Iowa. Normal School

and Business College.

Mr. Heal will be a nev.- commercial teacher in

S Dak., High School.

Miss Mabel Kise, of Newark, N. J., will be on
n National Business Col-

lege, Newark, during the coming year.

Miss M. Gertrude Willey, of Keokuk. Iowa,

goes to the Bradford. Pa., Business College.

C. A. Braniger, of Kimbolton, Ohio, has been
chosen as commercial teacher in the New York
Commercial School. New York City.

A. II. Leavell, who has lieen taking post-

graduate work at the Bowling Green, Ky.. Busi-

ivereity, has taken a position with the
ilege. Johnstown, Pa.

C. E. Berry, last year at Cbarleroi, Pa., has

ted to the position as commercial
teacher in the Tyrone, Pa., High School.

Miss \delaide E. Loverre will be acommer-
cial teacher in the Fulton, N. Y., High School.

Miss Florence E. Thresher, of Assonet, Mass..

has taken a position in the West Dennis, Mass..
commercial teacher.

William C. Cope, of Salem, Ohio, has been
tant commercial teacher in The

Merrill College. Stamford. Conn.

C. P. Gartbn, of Portsmouth. O., goes to E. E.
Admire. Cleveland, <- ).

MiV Nellie M. Klaar, of Vermillion, Ohio.has
accepted a position with the College of Corn-
men e, Kenosha, Wis.

A. C. Palmer, last year with the Waynesboro,
Pa.. High School, will be a new teacher in the
New York Military Academy, Cornwall-on-
1 ludsoti. N. Y.

C. C. Staehling, of the State Normal School,
Warrensburg, Mo., has been selected for a posi-
tion as commercial teacher in the South Division
High School. Milwaukee. Wis.

V A. McGhee, of Purdin, Mo .returns to Con-
cordia, Kaiis.. as penmanship teacher.

of Belleville. 111., goes to Salt

City Bn I
' Hutchinson, Kans.

I -.. II Fisher ol Plymouth, Ind., goes to
Whiting, Ind., High School.

II ij.icm er. of Leaton, Mich., goes to Bliss-

illege, Saginaw' Mich

J. K. M. Berry, of Detroit, Mich, goes to
South High School. Youngsrown, O.

il 1 letroit, Mich., goes to Wil-
Business O illege, Milwaukee, Wis.

i i S Barrow, of Chillicothe, Mo., goes to
n Business College. Live Oak. Fla.

C. R.Tharp, of St. Louis. Mo„ goestoCen-
tralia High School. Centralia, 111.

B. A Bernlick, of Berrington, 111., goes to
IcKi ort, Pa.

II. \. Sbepard, of Hastings, Neln
High School. Ely, Minn.

E. Karl Hayes, of Brazil, Ind., goes to Davis

W.W.Davis, of Bridgewater, Iowa, goes to
Ii wa,

R. I . Madray, of Big Rapids, Micb., goes to

High School, Beatrice, Nebr.

Annie Miller, of Cleyeland. Ohio, goes to

High School, Painesville, O.

II. G. Scbell, of Detroit, Mich., goes to High
School. Oshkosh, Wis.

W. ILirris Redmond, of Lennon, Mich., goes
to High School, St. Joseph. Mo.

L. O. Cummins, of Cassellon. N. Dak., goes
to West High School Minneapolis. Minn.

Emma Zigler, of Sterling. 111. goes to Peoria

College. Peoria. Ill

A. P. Meuh. last year with the MacCormac
school of Chicago, is now located in Huntsing-
er's Business College. Hartford, Conn. M r.

Meub is a hustling young penman and corr mer-
cial teacher, and the Huntsinger school is one
of the best in the country.

K. V, McC'ollough, A. B., has been re-elected

Principal of the Commercial Department of

Tarkio. Mo. Two new teachers have been se-

cured for the coming year: Miss Margaret M.
Carson, of Washington. la., assistant and teach-

er of Gregg Shorthand. Miss Astrid Margaret
Paulson, of Chicago, teacher of Pitman Short-
hand and Typewriting.

John E. Baker, formerly of the Brown chain
of schools, and Mr. George Walton, recently

with the Banks Business College, have joined
the faculty of the MacCormac Schools, Chicago,
for the coming year. Mr. Baker is taking
charge of the commercial department and Mr.
Walton assisting in the stenographic work.

A.E. Blackstone, of Athens. Ohio, has ac-

cepted a position as commercial teacher in the
Portsmouth, Ohio. High School.

J. J. Klinglesmith. of Mt. Angel, Oregon.
College, goes to the Westerleigh Collegiate In-

stitute, New Brighten, L. I.

Miss Mary Parker, of the University of Michi-
gan, has been appointed to the position as com-
mercial teacher in the Decatur, 111., High
School.

Miss Madeline Kinnan. of the Rogers & Al-

len's School. Fall River. Mass., will have charge
of the typewriting department of the Albany,
N. Y., Business College.

John R. Dykstra, of Patterson, N. J., who has
been tilling a substitute position in the Bangor,
Maine, High School during the past year, will

be continued as head of the department for the
coming year.

Charles S. Donnelly, principal of the Norwich,
Conn.. Commercial School has secured a po-
- it ion with Pierce School, of Philadelphia.

A. ( ;. Berry, of Hartford. Conn., will be a new
commercial teacher in the Norwich, Conn.,
Business College.

B. I. Van Gilder, of the Rider-Moore & Stewart
School, Trenton, N. J., will return to his former
position in the West Virginia Business College,
Clarksburg, W. Va.

Louis J. Kayser, a former High School prin-

cipal, has accepted a position as commercial
teacher in the Rider-Moore & Stewart School,
Trenton, N.J.

D. Frank Watson, Webster. N. Y.. has been
chosen for a position in The Temple University,
Philadelphia.

S. K. 1- illingham. Springfield, Mo., will teach
in the Springfield Business College during the
coming year.

Mrs. Hester Hood has been chosen to fill the
vacancy in the commercial department of the
Flemington, N. J , High School.

Miss Lenora L. Carr, of Wooster. Ohio, goes
to the Luther High School and College, Racine,
Wis.

Mr. Rennick, of New Mexico, has been em-
ployed as commercial teacher in the Hastings,
Neb., High School for the coming year.

K. W. Clement, head of the commercial de-
partment of the East Providence, R. I., High
School, has been selected to fill a similar posi-
tion in i he Palmer, Mass., High School.

George C. Hutchison will have charge of the
commercial department of the Omaha. Neb.,
Commercial and Business College.

S. C. Bedinger, assistant teacher in the com-
merced department of the Oklahoma Agri-
cultural and Mechanical College, Stillwater,

Okla., has been promoted to the position of act-

ing principal of the commercial department.

J. I. Jones, will be a new teacher on the staff

of Barnes Business College, St. Louis, Mo.

Miss Anna R. Raguse, of Shelburne Falls,

Mass , has been elected as commercial teacher,
in the South Kingston High School, Wakefield.
R. I.

Miss Hazel L. Cannon, of Battle Creek, Mich.,
will teach in the High School, at Shoshone,
Idaho, during the coming year.

Miss Belle Bishop, of Athens, Ohio, has ac-

cepted a position as teacher of shorthand and
English in the Richmond, Ind.. High School-

Stanley O. Smith, for two years with the
Grand Rapids, Mich., Business Institute, is

teaching in Huntsinger's Business College,
Hartford, Conn.

C. V. Crumley, of Corpus Christi, Texas, has
just closed a contract to teach in the Acme Busi-
ness College, of Seattle, Wash.

C. C. Martin, of Chillicothe, Mo., is to be a

new commercial teacher in Brown's Business
College, Kansas City, Mo.

R. S. Deener. of Brazil, Ind., has just

been taken by the Metropolitan Business
College, of Chicago, 111.

D. C. Beighey. of Akron, Ohio, goes to the

the Norfolk. Neb., Business College.

M.A.Conner, of the Medford, Mass.. High
School, has engaged with the Winter Hill Busi-
ness College, Somerville, Mass., for the coming
year.

Kldridge Barger, will be a new commercial
teacher in the Brazil, Ind., Business University.

Miss Myra B. Lutz, of Columbia, Pa., has ac-

cepted a position with the Wilkes-Barre, Pa.,

Business College.

Miss Frances E. Hamilton, during the past

year shorthand teacher in the Oshkosh, Wis.,
High School, goes to the Powell County High
School, Deer Lodge, Mont., to take charge of

commercial work.

A. R. Martin, of Quincy, 111., will be a new
teacher on the staff of The Magnus School,
Providence, R. I.

Miss Donna Luce, of Allston, Mass., has been
chosen for commercial work in the Norton
Mass., High School.

A. M. Stonehouse, for a number of years with
the Bobbs-Merrill Publishing Co., of Indianapo-
lis, has accepted a position to teach in Drake
Business College, Newark, N. J., next year.

W. A. Stevens, of Bliss College. Columbus,
has recently accepted a position with the Deaf
and Dumb Institution of the State of Ohio.

Miss N. Grace Cornish, of Minneapolis. Minn.,
has been employed as teacher of shorthand in

the Mountain City Business College, Chatta-
nooga, Tenn.

V. P. Mercer, of Prairie City, Iowa, has been
engaged as principal of the commercial depart-
ment of Troy Conference Academy, Poultney,
Vt.

Mr. Goodman, of Canton, Ohio, will be a new
teacher on the staff of the Elliott Commercial
School, Wheeling, W. Va.

M. D. Gmeiner, of New Brunswick. N. J.,

goes to the Wilkes-Barre. Pa., Business College,
next year to take charge of the commercial
work.

A. W. Cooper, of the Mankato. Minn., Com-
mercial College, will teach in the Waterloo,
Iowa, College of Commerce.

M is- Alice F;. FYaser, of East Boston, has been
selected for the commercial work in the Orange,
Mass., High School,

Miss Marion V. Ney, of Iron Mountain, Mich.,
has secured the appointment as commercial
teacher in the St. Johns, Mich., High School for

the coining year.
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W. O. Weaver, of Antioch College, Yellow

Springs, Ohio, has been elected to a position as
commercial teacher in Saint John's School,
Manlius, N. Y.

J. C. Springrnan, for several years in charge
of the commercial work in Grand Prairie Semi-
nary, Onarga, 111., has accepted a position as
principal of the commercial department in the
High School at Sheboygan, Wis.

B. J. Houlihan, of Norwich, Conn., will have
charge of the Norwich Commercial School dur-
ing the coming year.

F. A. Meacham, of Calumet, Iowa, goes to
commercial work in Cook Academy, Montour
Falls, N. Y.

G. N. Ault, of Youngstown, Ohio, has secured
a position in the Hall Business College, Youngs,
town, O.

The Hughes and Woodward High Schools of

Cincinnati, I. R. Garbutte, principal, each have
four technical courses. Manual training. Music,
Domestic Science, and Commercial, besides the
usual High School subjects. An up-lo-the-
minute feature of the commercial course is the
applied art in penmanship, comprising business
writing, single line, shaded and brush lettering
as applied to parcel marking, showcanl writing,
etc. J. K. Condon has charge of the work in the
Hughes and J. A. Snyder has the work under his

direction in the Woodward.

G, T. Wiswell. last year with Bank's Busi-
ness College, is this year located with the Phila-
delphia, Pa., Business College. He gets a good
increase in salary and an opportunity to use
Rowe's new Bookkeeping and Accountancy.

Mr. Arthur G. Skeeles, last year in Columbus,
now heads the Commercial Department of the
Elwood City, Pa., High School and supervises
penmanship in the grades. Mr. Skeels is an ex-
ceptionally well qualified man and we hereby
congratulate Elwood City upon his employ-
ment.

Mr. L. C. Kline, formerly of Ohio, but the
past year of Stockton. Calif., is now president of

the Stockton, Com'l College. He reports a fine
new equipment, occupying the entire third floor
of a new building, with the outlook for a large
attendance the coming year.

Mr. P. E. Curry, formerly of the Bowling
Green. Ky., Business University, has taken the
place formerly occupied by Mr. G. \Y. Collins
in the Heald's School, at Oakland, Calif.

F. S. Kitson. of Menominee, Mich., is the
new commercial teacher in the High School
m^\ supervisor of writing in the grammar schools
of Deliance, O.

W. H. Moore, of Mclnoe Falls, Vt., was
elected to the position as supervisor of writing
in the Menominee, Mich., public schools.

N. A. Campbell has purchased the Hausam
School of Penmanship, Hutchison, Kans., from
the Salt City Business College of that place.

Mr. Campbell assumed charge of the institution

September 1st.

V. M. Rubert, principal of the commercial
department of Lockyear's Business College,
Evansville, Ind., writes that the school is housed
in a new, spacious building of its own, equipped
up to the tomorrow, with plenty of sunlight and
fresh air, and located where there is practically

no noise. Pretty close to the ideal ! It looks as

though brother Lockyear is trying to bring about
a union of business with beauty.

E. J. Gibb, last year principal of

the commercial department of the New
Trier Township High School, Cook County,
Illinois, is now one of the commercial
teachers in the Central High School of
Detroit. Good for Mr. Gibb and better still for

Detroit.

John I. Rice, last year with the Lexing-
ton, Neb., Business College now heads the
Commercial Department of the Chillicothe, Mo.,
Business College. This mean a good man in a
good school.

Miss Laura Cole, last year in Buchannon, W.
Va., is now supervisor of writing in the Du-
quesne, Pa., Public Schools. She is a tine
young lady and we feel sure will succeed.

The School Board at Rutherford, X. J., has se-
lected Harold P. Seaman, a teacher in the
Rutherford grammar schools, as commercial
teacher in the high school during the coming
year.

E. R. Helman, of the Michigan City, Ind.,
High School, will be a new commercial teacher
in the LaPorte, Ind., High School.

Miss Rhoda Silliman, of Carmi, 111., has ar-

ranged to teach next year in the Springfield,
111., Business College.

L. C. Rusmisel, for ten yeats principal of the
Department of Commerce of the St. Joseph,
Mo., Central High School, has severed his con-
nection with that school and goes to Omaha.
Neb., in September to take charge of the De-
partment of Business Training in the Omaha
High School.

A. M. Lloyd, of the Kensington Young Men's
Christian Association, Philadelphia, has been
engaged by Banks Business College, Phila-
delphia.

P. N. Heiges. of Philadelphia, will be the new
commercial teacher in the Haddonfield, N. J..

High School.

C. H. Bowser, York, Pa., has been engaged as
commercial teacher in Drake College, Plain-
Held. N.J.

A. S. Gill, of Temple University, Phila-
delphia, goes to Cherokee, Iowa, as commercial
teacher in the high school there.

Roy V. Coffey, commercial teacher in the
West High School, Des Moines. Iowa, has been
elected to the position of instructor in shorthand
and typewriting in the Iowa State Teachers'
College, Cedar Kails, Iowa.

The White Plains, N. Y\. High School will

have two new teachers in its commercial depart-
ment during the coming year: Frederick R.
Beygrau, Brooklyn, X. Y., who will have charge
of the work, and Cummins P. Kberhart, Mama-
roneck, X. Y.. who will be an assistant teacher.

Miss Myrtle I. Xelson, of Grand Forks, N.
Dak., goes to the New Rockford, N. Dak., High
School.

H. C. Brown, of York, Xeb., has been selected
as commercial teacher in the Estherville, Iowa.
Commercial College.

Miss Ethel A. Belden, of Flemington. X. J.,

has accepted a position in Princeton. X J.

E. O. Folson, of the Worcester. Mass., Busi-
ness Institute, has been elected to till the va-

cancy in the commercial department of the
Utica, N. Y„ High School.

G.W.Collins, of Heald's Business College,
Oakland, Calif., will be a new commercial
teacher next year in the Commercial High
School, of Santa Ana, Calif.

L. L. Tucker, of the commercial department
ofMt. Union College, Alliance, Ohio, has ac-

cepted a position as head of the commercial
work in the Tharp University School, Louis-
ville, Ky.

Raymond Soule, of New Britain, Conn., has
been chosen as commercial teacher in Benton's
Business School, New Bedford, Mass.

Conrad Morris, of Swayzee, Ind.. will be a

new commercial teacher in the Rochester, N.
Y. Business Institute.

J. M. Lantz. of Norristown. Pa., has been se-

lected for the position as commercial teacher in

the South Bethlehem, Pa., Business College.

W. K. Crouthamel. with the Rider-Moore &
Stewart School of Trenton. X. J., goes to the

Worcester, Mass., Business Institute as head of

the commercial department.

James R. Mahoney, this year with the Eastern

University Preparatory School of Claremore,
Okla., goes with his present president to a po-

sition in the Southeastern State Xormal School,

Durant, Okla.

Miss Dora H. Thayer, of the Plainville, Mass.,

High School, has accepted a position in the

Pittsfield High School for next year.

Miss Lida E. McKee, of Piqua, Ohio, will be a

new teacher on the staff of the Latrobe. Pa.,

Commercial College.

J. E. Nichols, of Pittsburg. Pa., has been
chosen for the position as commercial teacher in
the Elmira, N. Y., High School for next year.

The Portland, Oregon, Y. M. C. A. has a new
commercial teacher in Fred C. Signa, this year
teaching in the Olathe, Kan., High School.

E. E. Baker, principal of the commercial de-
partment of the Southwestern College, Win-
Geld, Kan., is to be the new commercial teacher
in Grand Prairie Seminary, Onarga. 111.

H. R. Bartenslager, of the South Bethlehem,
Pa, Business College, has been engaged to
teach in Goldy College, Wilmington, Del.
Miss Zella Franks, of Clyde, Ohio, has re-

cently accepted a position with the Douglas
Business College, McKeesport, Penn.
The vacancy in the commercial department of

the Bellows Falls, Vt., High School has been
tilled by the election of Miss Mildred Rice, of
Lyndonville, Vt.

Lloyd Bridge, of Joplin, Mo., has been se-
lected as commercial teacher in the Conners-
ville, Ind., High School for the coming year.
Miss Ona Williamson goes to the Hamilton,

Ohio. Business College.
Miss Bessie Davidson, a graduate of the Ober

lin, Ohio, Business College, has been chosen as
teacher of the commercial branches and pen-
manship in the Butler. Pa., High School.
Otis Spencer, Winamac, Ind., has been en-

gaged as commercial teacher for the coming
year in the Spencerian Business College, Mil-
waukee. Wis.
Miss Dorothy A. Helme. of Oneonta. N. Y.

goes to Ansonia, Conn., to take charge of the
commercial work in the High School.
The Saratoga Springs, X. Y., High School will

have two new commercial teachers during the
coming year: Miss Cracia Haight, of Elmira,
X. Y.. and Miss Harriet C. Ayers, of Corning'
X Y.

Miss Grace Burt, of the Saugerties, X. Y.,
High School, will be a new commercial teacher
next year in the Poughkeepsie, X. Y.. High
School.

Roy fenks, a graduate of Simpson College
School of Business, Indianola, Iowa, will have
charge of the commercial work in the Creston'
Iowa, High School during the coming year.

Miss Marie C. Brannon. of Pottsville. Pa., has
been elected as teacher in the commercial de-
partment of the Conemaugh, Pa.. High School..

Miss Emma Berry will be the new assistant
commercial teacher next year in the Lexington,
Mass., High School.

Hastings Hawkes, of the Lexington, Mass.,
High School, goes to the Brockton, Mass., High
School to take charge of the commercial depart-
ment.
Miss (ieorgia Phillip, for several years secre-

tary to the principal of the Yonkers, X. Y., High
School, has been chosen to till the position as
commercial teacher in the Yonkers High
School.

SHORTHAND RECORDS.

Atthe great session of the National Shorthand
Reporters' Association, held at Buffalo, N. Y.,

Aug. 28 to Sept. 2, the following officers were
elected: Charles F. Roberts, New Haven,
Conn., president: Mrs. Elizabeth C. Rogers,
Paris, Ky., vice-president; Louis E. Schrader,
Wheeling. W. Ya.. secretary; Charles W. Reit-

ler, Denver, Col., treasurer. Executive commit-
tee: O. L. Detweiler. Philadelphia; Charles H.
Requa, Brooklyn; W. A. Seiler. Kansas City.

In the shorthand speed contests, the net ac-

curacy ratings, for which the awards were made,
were as follows : For the Adams Trophy : Miss
Nellie M. Wood, 99.5; Nathan Behrin, 119.3;

Charles Lee Swem, 99.2; H. E. Anstie, 99; W.
B. Bottome, 98.9; J. D. Carson, 98.3; C.
Marshall, 98.1; Mr. Falkner. 97.2—Miss Wood
thereby becoming the permanent holder of the
Adams Trophy.
But two persons qualified for the shorthand

writer cup, which carries with it the title of
"Champion Shorthand Writer of the World;
Miss Wood is also the possessor of the Eagan
International Cup given by the E. C. T. A.
Mr. Behrin and Miss Wood are both Isaac Pit-

man writers.
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CATALOGS

CIRCULARS
1]

The Piatt Commercial College, St. Joseph,

lea a neatly folded purple-covered cred-

itable prospectus.

The Tampa, Fla., Business College issues an

expensive catalogue prloted m two colors on
high grade paper, profusely illustrated with

many of its panes decorated by skillful speci-

mens of penmanship ftom the pen of its teacher

of penmanship. Mr. I. A. Prnwinsky.

The Lewisron, Idaho, Business College pub-

lishes.! catalog somewhat out of the ordinary,

containing illustrations, etc., which indicates a

good school.

The Twelfth annual catalog of the Elizabeth-

town, Pa., College is before us, and in it we
note that the commercial department, Jacob C.

Herr, principal, is offering a three years" com-
mercial course, including higher accounting,

will! shorter courses for those who prefer. This

Indicates that this institution proposes to keep

abreast with the present times.

The Mount Sterling, Ky., Collegiate Institute

publishes a creditable catalog in which we
note a good deal of space is given to the Com-
mercial Department, indicating that it is quite

up-to-date in all of its departments. Mr. W. II.

Haddock, Principal of the Commercial Depart-

ment, is a fine man.

New Trier Echoes is the title of an excellent

periodical published by the pupils of the New-

Trier High School. Kenilworth, 111.

The Haverhill. Mass., Business College, Mr,

W. T. Mcintosh, principal, greets its patrons

with a modest catalog representing a good
school.

The LeMaster Business Institute. Orange, N.

J., recently issued a neatly gotten-up, deckle-

edged white-covered catalog bespeaking a

school of quality. < In the first title page we
note the following: "The School that Refunds
Tuition."

TbeRi d, published by and in the interest

,,l the Bryanl & Stratton Business College,

•Providence, Rhode Island, contains a very clear

and interesting article to Students of writing

from the venerable pen of its principal, Mr. T.

B, stowell. He is one of the oldest members of

our profession, but also one of the youngest.

The Monroe. Wis.. Institute publishes a

splendid, well-illustrated circular entitled "Op-
portunity," the script of which is from the skill-

ful pen of its Secretary. 11. A. Keneau. Mr. E.

L. St. John, its president, deserves credit for

having built up such a splendid institution.

The following advertising literature has been
received : Englewood Business College. Chi-
cago; Trinity College, Round Hock, Texas;
American Book Company; Brandon-Stevens
Institute, New Brighton. N.Y.J The Spencer
Publishing Company, New Orleans, La.; The
Phonographic Institute Company, Cincinnati.
Ohio; The Shorthand Training School, India-

napolis. Ind.i (Jtlca, N. Y., School of Com-
merce! Troy, N. Y., Business College: Mead-
ville, l'a.. Commercial College; Kaskell Insti-

tute, Lawrence, Kans.; Lyons & ©o., Chicago.
111.; Sherwin Cody, Chicago, 111.; Brown's Bus
mess College, St. Louis, Mo.; Wilkes-Barre,
Pa,. Business College; Remington Typewriter
Company. .New York; Parrish Business College,
Paragould Ark.; LeMaster Institute, Orange,
N. J.; Kvanston. Ill . Business College; The
Dyke ,\c Stillwell Private Business School,
Cleveland, o.: New Albany, Ind., Business
College; Journal of Commerce Publishing Co.,
Philadelphia. Pa.; The Rhode Island Commer-
cial School. Providence, R. !.; St. Vanantlua1

School, Orange. N. J.; Kli/abethlown. Pa.,

College; Canton-Actual Business College,
Canton, Ohio; Bowling Green, Ky.. Business

1 ily.

The Barnes Commercial School, Denver,
Colo., issues an excellent catalog of forty-eight

pages nicely covered with embossed, illumi-

nated title.

One of the best catalogsjrecently received, is

from the Berlin Ontario. Business College. It

is well printed and contains a touch of individ-
uality not seen in all catalogs.

One of the largest as well as one of the most
expensive catalogs received this season came
from the Mountain State Business College,
Parkersburg, W. Va. It contains ninety-six
pages of rich, creamy, buff paper, with scores of
portraits of successful pupils, together with large
half tone views of large well-tilled school
rooms.

The Capitol Business College, Salem, Oregon,
W. I. Staley. Principal, publishes a very modest
catalog containing good paper and straight for-

ward information relating to that institution of

quality.

The Kansas Wesleyan Business College, Sa-
lina, Kans., publishes a good school paper en-
titled "New Era."

Mr. J. A. Stryker, penman of the Neb. State
Normal and supervisor of penmanship in the
city schools, Kearney, Neb., issues a splendid
little circular announcing his course in business
writing by mail which looks to us as being a
good thing, as we know him to be a good fel-

low.

The Huntsinger's Business School, Hartford,
Conn., is represented before us by a small but
high grade catalog covered in light brown and
printed on a cream buff paper of good quality.
The envelope was addressed in a hand writing
rarely equaled.

The Georgia Normal College Bulletin. Doug-
las, Ga., keeps getting larger and. if it were pos-
sible, better as shown by the advertising liter-

ature received from time to time anil by the an-
nual catalog before us. The proprietors, Messrs.
Little ^ Kuhl, are both Buckeye boys, and de-
serve much praise for the splendid institution
they have built up in the southland.

Advertising literature has been received from
the following: The Heald's Business College,
San Francisco, Calif.; Grays Harbor Business
College. Aberdeen. Wash.; The Ferris Insti-

tute. Big Kapias, Mich.; The Dyke and Stil-

well Private Business School, Cleveland, Ohio;
Spencerian Commercial School, Louisville, Ky.;
Sayers Business College. Kittanning, Pa.;
Davis- Wagner Business College, Norfolk. Va.;
Glenwood la.. Business College; Twin City
Commercial School, Menominee, Mich.; Car-
lisle, Pa.. Commercial College; Brandon
Stevens Institute, New Brighton, Staten Island,

N. Y.

The Normal Bulletin published by the Cen-
tral State Normal School. Lock Haven, Pa., re-

cently contained a prospective article on pen-
manship by Mr. Edgar B. Ray, who has charge
of the penmanship and commercial work of that

institution.

"The Lawlessness of the Age, From the Home
to the White House," was the title of the ad-
dress given by Col. Geo. Soule at the Fifty-fifth

Anniversary of Soule's College, New Orleans.
It was full of wholesome, old and new-time crit-

icism and advice, such only as he can give.

"Business Training" is the title of the cata-
logue issued by anil in the interest of the
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., Business College, Victor Lee
Dodson, principal. The booklet is attractively

printed and illustrated. He is giving Wilkes-
Barre the kind of a school that model city of

Pennsylvania deserves.

The Easton, Pa., School of Business, A. L.
Jones, principal, recently issued a high grade
catalogue printed in different tones of brown
making it an attractive piece of advertising.

"As Others See Us" is the title of the most
valuable little booklet issued in recent yearscon-
taining expressions of opinion from the fore-

most men of the day on the value of business
training. It is published by the National Pri-

vate Commercial School Managers' Association,
A.F. Gates. Sec'y., Waterloo, la.

Benton's Business School, New Bedford,
Mass., issues a modest little booklet with a good
ring to it.

Jackson University of Business, Chillicothe,
Mo., publishes an attractively covered catalogue.

The Maple City Business School, Hornell. N.
Y.. E. D. Snow, proprietor, publishes a modest
little gray covered booklet which goes straight

to the mark in the delivery of its message to

prospective patrons.

The Parsons, Kansas. Business College, is-

sues a neat little 58-page booklet in the interest

of that flourishing institution.

The Haverhill, Mass., Business College, W.
P. Mcintosh, Principal, issues a Year Book well
printed in black and red, and covered in brown
and red, indicating a good as well as a profitable

school.

The 1911-12 Year Book of the Gem City Bus-
iness College, Quincy, 111., like its many pre-

decessors, is elaborately and profusely illustrat-

ed, and artistically printed. It is one of the few
old schools which still continue to draw its pat-

ronage from many states and countries. The
illustrations are very artistic and enthuse.

One of the most original individual and at-

tractive school papers is at hand from the Mich-
igan Business and Normal School, Battle Creek.
Mich.

Congressman Victor Murdock, of Kansas, was
the principal speaker at the graduating exercises
of McCann's Business College, Reading, Pa.,

Thursday, July 27th.

The Keaser Office Training School, New Or-
leans, La., is a new institution, and is represent-

ed by a small white booklet of good quality.

Toland's Business University, Mason City,

la., issues a profusely illustrated, prosperous-
looking catalog printed in two colors with gilt

title.

The Port Huron, Mich., Business University,

W. C. Wollaston, proprietor, issues a tasty cata-

logue covered in green and printed on olive

green paper of pleasing hue and tone.

The Vermont Business College, Burlington.

Yt., Irving V. Cobleigh, principal, publishes a

small catalog but of good quality.

Literature has been received from the follow-

ing: Cambria Business College, Johnstown. Pa.;

Lawrence, Kans., Business College; Lincoln,

Neb., School of Business: School of Commerce,
Marion, Ohio; Wooster, O., Summer School;
Troy. \. Y., Business College; Carnegie Col-
lege, Rogers, Ohio; Ellis Publishing Company.
Battle Creek, Mich ; Columbia College, Hagers-
town, Mil.; Y.; J. A. Lyons ^ Co.. Chicago
and New York: The Globe Business College,
St. Paul, Minn.; The Oberlin. Ohio. Business
College.

A. H. Hinman, Lynn, Mass., recently favored
us with a most elaborately illustrated-with-the-

pen circular. It contains a great deal of Mr.
Hinman's work, as well as specimens of pen-
manship from other penmen.

The Lincoln, Neb., Business College publish-
es a snappy little paper entitled "The Business
Messenger."

The Niagara Business Institute, Niagara Falls.

N. Y'., issues a nicely printed cream colored pa-

per, illustiating and describing the work of that

institution.

Mohler's Business Colleges of Keokuk, la.,

and Kewanee, 111., publish a nicely covered cat-

alog, indicating prosperity and progress in these
institutions.

"The Open Door" is the title of a prospectus
issued in the interests of the Southern Wiscon-
sin Business Colleges, of Janesville anil Beloit,

W. W. Dale, Manager. The cover is lavender,

and the inside paper is buff color printed with
orange and black ink. It fairly represen ts pro
gress and prosperity in school work.

The Union Commercial College, Charlotte,

town and Summerside, Prince Edward Island.

Canada, issues a very nicely printed folder-pros-

pectus, evidencing progress and prosperity.
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PENMANSHIP PROBLEMS AND

THE SUPERVISOR

Number Eight.

Men of purpose and singleness of
aim make good specialists. They
avoid scattering their energies, and
they thereby achieve more than men
of larger gauge who do not conserve
their forces. This is as important of
teachers of writing as of any other
subject or art.

The successful supervisor concen-
trates his forces upon a few fun-
damentals, and touches the many
other things now and then incident-
ally. You will do well therefore to
take an inventory of the things that
must receive constant attention and
pressure, and then plan a campaign
of execution.

What are these essentials ? None
of us are too old or experienced or
expert to occasionally refresh and re-

enforce our memories and convic-
tions.

First, and foremost comes position,
with health, which concerns body and
arms, and efficiency, which concerns
hands, pen and paper. It is well to
know the things which are common
to all and those which are peculiar to
each, to know what to be emphatic
about and what to touch with a soft
pedal.

Second, comes form with turns and
angles, retraces and loops, ovals and
straight lines, which concerns legibil-

ity; and height and slant, which con-
cern sightliness and speed.

For form may be a universal con-
dition suited to humanity in general,
or it may be a technical quality suited
only to professional penmen. And
the teacher of penmanship, business
or technical, needs to know the differ-

ence between the two.

Third, comes movement with propor-
tion of fore and upper arm action, and
rate of speed consistent with age and
profession. To know the essentials

of movement and the amount of
training necessary to master it, re-

quires experience and careful obser-
vation. It cannot be gotten in a day,
nor will any two get it in the same
time or in the precise manner.
To sift the important from the un-

important is a matter of careful
analysis and discriminating compari-
son. It involves both generality and
detail which means a mastery of the
whole and a familiarity with every
part. It means ability to view a
given subject from a distance as well
as at close range.

The scientist views his subject from
every conceivable angle and tests it

from every viewpoint. So does the
progressive and practical teacher and
supervisor. Special teachers are apt
to view their work from an alto-
gether too close range. They fail to
step back frequently enough to view
the mass or mess of detail from a dis-
tance. For it is distance alone which
will confirm or condemn the per-
spective.

Teachers, like artists, need now
and then to drop their tools and re-
treat to an advantageous distance
and view the results as a whole, en-
mass, to discover its strong and weak
points; its atmosphere and purpose;
its sentiment and facts.

The essentials need attention, em-
phasis and concentration day in and
day out. To add the pressure when
and where necessary, one must have
the things clear in mind. [Editor.]

By the Editor.

PUBLIC SCHOOL WRITING.

Seventh and Eighth Grades.

BY O. L. ROGERS, SUPERVISOR OF PENMAN-
SHIP, FORT WAYNE, IND.. PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Time—Is an important consideration in the
above grades and determines in a degree the
quality of results in writing. Because the pro-
gram is crowded there is a clamor for time for
each subject, and they are all important. But. in
our schools at the present time there are only
two thirty minute periods a week devoted to the
practice of writing. Is this enough time ? No.
Can good results be secured with this limited
practice ? Yes if the training in each preceding
grade has been well done and, provided the
teacher in seventh and eighth grades require
neat written work in all subjects.

Quality—The quality of the written work of
boys and girls from thirteen to fifteen years of
age, who have been correctly taught from the
First Grade up, should be equal to that of the
average graduate of a Commercial School. That
is, a simple style of business writing possessing
legibility, speed and ease. This is a high
standard but I believe it is none too high.
Quantity—This brings in the element of

speed. How many small letters should seventh
and eighth grade pupils be able to write on an
average per minute ? About eighty. How
many capitals ? About sixty. How many
figures ? About one hundred. How many
words of average length ? About twenty.
How long to write a page ? About seven
minutes.

Size-of writing should be gradually reduced
in size from the First Grade. In the eighth
grade capitals should be about a quarter of an
inch high and small or non loop letters one
twelfth of an inch high. Pupils very often write
too large in these grades. The smaller the
writing the greater the speed. And small writ-

ing is especially adapted to bookkeeping and
record work.

Variety—As I see it, only one style of pen
work should ever be attempted in the grades,
and that is a simple style of business writing
that pupils will always use. To attempt to give
them ornamental work of any kind is to hinder
progress and waste time.

It is possible, I believe, for pupils to have a
fixed writing haDit by the time they have fin-

ished the grades. The problem in the Public
Schools is for the teacher to be prepared to
teach as good a qua'ity of writing as pupils in
these grades are able and glad to learn.

High art in writtng by James D. Todd, Salt Lake City, Utah.
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STYLE IN WRITING.

When books were written or en-

grossed by hand before the printing
press was invented, legibility and
beauty were the essentials.

Following that period, writing be-

came the vehicle of expression rather

than of record and it therefore be-

came more active or speedy and less

precise and beautiful.

In 1850, when Spencer and Dunton
came upon the scene, legibility,

beauty and facility or rapidity were
considered essentials in penmanship.
Today the world is moving faster

than then, at least so far as concerns
human conditions, and as a conse-
quence the pen of the average person
needs to move more speedily; hence
the need of more speed and less

beauty in writing.
Plainness, rapidity, ease, neatness

are modern needs in writing. Ac-
curacy and beauty are no longer es-

sentials, because they take too much
time, effort and thought to produce.
In view of these modern require-

ments, script letter forms have grad-
ually become more simple in style

and more rapid in execution, until at

the present time we have few remain-
ing curlycues and flourishes in up-to-

date systems of writing.
True, some still teach long loops

and intricate capitals, but they are
becoming fewer each year. Those
styles of letters which best lend
themselves to facility in writing and
reading are best and should be
taught.
Of course there will be an honest

difference of opinion as to the styles

of some letters, as there will be to

the slant and proportion, but these
need not stand in the way of practical
progress.
Impulsive, extravagant people will

unconsciously lengthen their loops
beyond necessity, while matter-of-
fact, parsimonious persons will

cramp their writing into quarters un-
necessarily small.

The editor and bill clerk who are
not hampered in space will continue
to write large and wrecklessly, while
the accountant and recorder will re-

strict their writing to the limitations
of their spaces.
Likewise some will use the fingers

more than others, even though all

were taught by the same method.
But these varying conditions and

temperaments need form no excuse
or argument tor poor writing. Legi-
bility and facility are modern needs,
and no one can afford to ignore them or
neglect their development. [Editor.]

inspiration and
Information

THOS. E. CUPPER,
(INC. ACCT.)

WAYS THAT WIN.

Young friends, sit down for a few moments
after the cares of the day and come with me in

my thoughts. I shall endeavor to poiDt out to

you the Ways that Win—ways that mean so
much to you who desire lasting happiness and
success and make life worth while—ways that

when you are on the verge of handing over your
CKOWX of HONOR to your successor
whether that he to a younger business associate,
your boy or your girl, will help you look back
with a feeling of pleasure and satisfaction over
the years that span your usefulness, and see the
reflection of a life well spent.

In the first place it is not so much WHAT
you decide to follow as it is HOW you follow it.

but whether you choose to cast your lot in busi-
ness, trade or profession, you should strive hard
to win a place at the head of that class through
honesty and integrity, for unless you obtain a
standing somewhere near that place, there is

very great probability that you will never be ex-
actly satisfied with yourself and your achieve-
ments.

Then, too, let it be a part of your business
and a good part of it at that to always appear
CHEERFUL and Prosperous even in the face
of apparent defeat do not harbor discourage-
ment and discontent for that will, little by little,

eat away all happiness anil make the accom-
panying pangs just that much harder to endure
— it will slowly but surely wring out the best
that is within you—your ambition—your useful-
ness and act as an unsurmountable barrier be-

tween you and the object of your ambition.
Discouragement and discontent are seeds of

premature old age—disability—and are happi-
ness and success destroyers.
Attending strictly to business during business

hours, keeping promises and meeting appoint-
ments promptly, are all indications of the really

good business man or woman. Still, with all

of the above qualities there is something
else of importance that you must do and that is—
Learn How to Meet People—be a mixer among
men and women and make friends, it will not
only prove to be a dividend payer, looking at it

in a selfish and narrow light, but it will cut off a

kind of isolated feeling and be an everlasting
source of pleasure—a BLUES expeller—and
tune you up to the ways of the world.
In conclusion I will say, Make yourself a Na-

poleon of circumstances by cultivating PER-
SONALITY—the kind that attracts. Magnetic
influence not only holds its own with a grasp of

steel, but it constantly gains— it widens of its

own accord into a mighty gulf with the HALL
of POWER as an outlet until the winning is

complete. Those who WIN are good examples
to follow, for it is through such men and women
that life is constantly kept pure and sweet, and
the tields honored and green.

Sjvc^t

in A. M. Wonnell, Penman, Kerri l!it; Rapid . Mi
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ARTISTIC PENMANSHIP

H. L. DARNER, PENMAN, BLAIR BUSINESS COLLEGE, SPOKANE, WN.

Comment Accompanying Illustrations

I regret that I was so pressed for time that I did not get to do this lesson over. There are several things about it that I know I could excel if I had

the opportunity of trying it over again. I trust however that what I have done may be an inspiration to some of the beginners.

What I wish you to learn from this lesson is how to re-touch the "t's", "d's", and "p's". Some penmen make these letters without retouching and

still make them square. I follow this method in small work where I am using thin, pale ink but I do not believe this method can be used successfully

by anyone where large, heavy shades are wanted and where one has to use heavy, black ink that will engrave well. I do not know that I need to ex-

plain how these shades are made because the line of large letters at the beginning of the lesson will tell you how I re-touch them. In making the first

down stroke of the "t" and "d" you will need to watch the slant, also try to connect with your first up stroke.

For November you may look for upper loops. The lower loops will no doubt be taken up in December.

I wish you would notice the shade on the small letters. Strive not for fairly good work, or for good work, or to equal the copy, but for

PERFECTION.
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Designing
D. W. HOFF,

Lawrence, Mass.
Send return postal or

Article One.

BROAD-FACE SIGNATURE CUTS.

The makers of the sewing machine and bi-

cycle of yesterday are the makers of the type-

writer and automobile of today. Tomorrow
they will build the aircraft. The bicycle racer

;md auto pilot of yesterday are the bird men of

today. Each has simply put his knowledge and
skill to new uses. Just so may the student of

penmanship adapt his skill to the Kindred sub-

jects uf commercial lettering. A careful study of

the accompanying groups of letters in outline

will show how easy will be the transition.

A "signature cut" is composed of script or

semi-script forms. Some are autograph sig-

natures, or idealized signatures, reproduced
photographically, but as a rule they simply rep-

resent the fancy of the letterer or his client.

The better types are based upon the Roman
script as are most standard systems of penman-
ship, and are subject to the same rules as to for-

mation, proportion, analysis, and classification,

as they. The three "roups of letters in outline,

with stall rulings clearly show this.

For example the same form of loop fits the 1,

b, h, k and f, and when inverted, the j. g, and y.

The n. m, h, and p end alike, except when p
ends like s. The beginnings of o, a, d, g and q
are identical as are those of e and c, while b, o,

v, and w have a common form of ending. Note
the relation of the circle to the last twelve
named letters.

While spurs, modified loops, and differences

in slant affect the appearance of some of these
outline letters, they all belong to the same class.

While different styles of spurs in the same sig-

nature cut are not permissible, modified and
standard loops of the same type may be used
interchangeably.
To demonstrate how easy it is to draft the

small letters, draw top, head, base, and bottom
guidelines % of an inch apart, upright guide
hues ', of an inch, and those designating con-
necting points ',s of an inch from head and base
lines. Use a one cent piece in drafting
the rounded letters. Outline the letters

with pencil, stump in with a Soennecken
pen, and retouch with a fine pointed
pen. Next try your own name, or that
of some business firm. With this diagram to

guide him any bright boy of sixteen can easily
do it. I will be interested to see how j-ou suc-
ceed. Better just send a tracing of your work
than to risk crushing it in the mail.
Mention will be made each month in "The

Bubiness Educator," of the best specimens
submitted.

IN THE MAKING
The successful editor of today was the dis-

criminating knight of the paste-pot and shears,
of yesterday. The true artist, the gifted writer,
and the world famed musician, each began with
a faithful study of the best works of others.

This is just what the student of commercial let-

tering and designing must do to succeed.
Begin by collecting, studying and classifying

every choice bit of lettering, or design you can
lay hold of. Labels on goods sold in packages
magazines, and newspapers are the most fruit-

ful sources. First trace these just to familiarize
yourself with their characteristics. Then make
something similar in style but different in com
position. Finally work out something all your
own. This is exactly what the writer did. The
"Clarke's" was his first commission and "The
Woodman" hissecond.
Broad-face ami medium-face types are best

for newspaper use, and light-face for office sta-
tionary. The "Clarkes" and ''Hugo Bed" are

rather too broad-face and narrow spaced to

"read-as-you-run." "Clarkes,' was designed
for a druggist's label. Note how the relative

widths of strokes and spaces, the relative widths
and heights of letters, and the character of

tnrn joinings affect legibility—just as in pen-
manship.

"DOES IT PAY?"

You, .res you, can add from S75 to 8200 a

year to your income, by devoting your spare
hours and vacations to commercial lettering, de-
signing and engrossing. One man earned in

this way just 82,222.50 in less than ten years
after he first took it up, as his order book shows,
without in the least interfering with either his

day or evening school duties, or health. What
he has done.rou may do.

"WHAT TO CHARGE?"

The "Greers" and "Hugo Bed" each brought
84.00, the "Palmer's," Clarke's" and "Caswell"
each 85.00 and "The Woodman" 86.00 just for

the drawings.

Caution—Avoid using the Greek and the
Roman r, or different types of letters, or em-
bellishments, in the same piece of work.

Make each piece as different as possible from
all others. This will supply your strongest talk-

ing point with prospective clients.

B., M. You will get more than 81.00 out of it

next time. Congratulations on ad,

H., I. 1. Whatman's Hot pressed Drawing
paper. Better still, vellum. 2. Outline for

gold letters, border strips, backgrounds, etc.,

with Soennecken pen No. 4 or No. 5 and Indian
Ink. 3. Underscores with bow pen—any color

that harmonizes.

Hoff s Replies to Sept. Inquiries.

H., C. 1. Best "brick gold." 2. Bronze
"gold," "Gold Ink," or "Pan Gold" "never
again." 3. Gold for Kane cost about 81.50.

4. Draw direct and reverse units of Acanthus
leaf scroll on thin tough paper. Transfer to

border, repeating process.

B., N. J. 1. "Gold," see reply to H.I. 2.

Yes I have tracings of units on K. border. 3.

By omitting two units on sides, top, and bottom
it reduces to 18x24, outside. Upright straight

part of border of the " Bannon" and foliage arms
could be easily lengthened to tit a 16x24. Don't
hesitate at first to adapt.

TWO NEW TECHNICAL SCHOOLS

Teachers College, Columbia University, has

recently created two technical schools, of In-

dustrial Arts and of Household Arts, involving
an investment of nearly a million dollars, de-

voted to vocational education. The prime pur-
pose of these schools is the training of men and
women as teachers of industrial, commercial and
household arts; but as technical schools they
are training both men and women in various

other skilled callings. Young women may ob
tain diplomas and certificates in such new fields

as household management, house or interioi

decoration, home and institutional cookery
costume design, dressmaking, millinery, dietet

ics, laundry management, lunch-room manage
ment. nursery management, school and visiting

nursing, sanitary inspection, and clerical work
In the School of Industrial Arts courses are of

fered in cabinet-making, pattern-making, wood
carving, forge, foundry, art metal work, draft

ing and design, industrial mathematics, cera

mics, art photography, book-binding, library

economy, textiles, plant management, business
organization, accounting, stenography and
typewriting.

It is significant of the trend in education
which would add to the present schooling in

fundamental branches a distinct training for

some useful calling for every boy and girl, that

at this great metropolitan university these

schools are training teachers of practical sub-

jects who will aid in the new crusade for a uni-

versal vocational education.

sWfSW £%££L£
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By K. A. Lupfer, assistant instructor in the Zanerian and all-around hustler in the office of the Business Educator.
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Some marvelously accurate writing by A. D. Taylor. The engraviug does not show the delicacy and freedom of rhe original copy.

YOUR LAST CHANCE
This is your last chance to secure a copy of the fatuous MADARASZ

•^jC__—^ BOOK at reduced prices. After November 1, 1911, the regular prices will be

/f charged. All who wish to secure a copy or copies of this book at the

" In Advance of Publication Price " must get their orders in the publisher's

hands by or before November 1, 1911.

REMEMBER, this is the only book authorized by Mrs. Madarasz,

and the one in which she has a royalty interest as well as the satisfaction of having Mr. Madarasz's work presented in a

form creditable to his wonderful ability. NOW is the time to order. Eighty pages, 8i x 11J inches will be the size

—

twenty pages of text and sixty pages of script illustrations, such only as Madarasz produced when at his best, covering
a period of thirty-three years, comprising card writing, letter writing, page and poetry writing, lessons in ornamental
penmanship and policy writing, examples of nourishing, page composition and design, business writing, etc.

THE PRICES: Paper binding, $1.00; Cloth, $2.00; Half Morocco, deluxe edition. $3.00;

Full Morocco, deluxe Memorial edition, $5.00.

IN ADVANCE OF PUBLICATION PRICE. Those remitting in advance of publica-

tion, to meet in part the large expense involved are entitled to the following greatly reduced

rates: Paper, 80c; Cloth, $1.50; Half Morocco, deluxe edition, $2.50; Full Morocco, deluxe

Memorial edition, limited, $4.

A royalty in proportion to the price of each book sold goes to

Mrs. Madarasz. Published as a "Dowry" for his widow
and as a Memorial to his skill and memory.

Zaner & Bloser Company, Columbus, Ohio
Authorized Publishers of the Madarasz Book
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Contrtbotlons Comprising Text and Illustration* on

INSURANCE POLICY WRITING
By L. MADAR.ASZ.

These contributions were prepared by Mr. Madarasz ami purchased by
The Business Educator about a year before his death, and rep-

resent his most mature thought and unbiased convictions.
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ANALYSIS-SMALL LETTERS

Plate One A
a Begin '

4 space below baseline with right

curve up line, lifting pen when about ^ space

from top base line—cover with down shade

half way, using linger movement; second up-

line muscular movement, finishing stroke again

V, from lop base line—then even straight shaded
rer movement, to base, and be sure to

anticipate the initial stroke on next letter, so as

to know whether it is a single or compound
curve line, and to guage the proper height, as

on s and r.

il Kollow same rule on this as on a, making
second downstroke twice the length, or what-
ever scale you adopt. Be sure that you make
id. d'sand t 's the same height throughout the

page you are writing; there is only one style of

d used in this style of work—of oourse, if it is a

final letter, some liberties can be taken with the

last down stroke in forming a graceful flourish-

ed ending, as you can on any other small letter,

especially when it occupies the last letter on the

line.

H The first three strokes are exactly similar

to.a. Now rigtit here 1 want you to save your-
self from the embarrassment of making your
tirst failure—don't attempt making the old
Standard loop finish, it is too difficult—swing
this last stroke with muscular movement, with
or without a loop, if with a loop, finish as in

copy anywhere below base line; never try to

finish crossing the last down stroke on base
line and using the up-stroke as the beginning
or joining line of the next letter. Re-read this

paragraph and get it fixed on your mind, as it

will apply to all small letter bottom loops.

'I Again the first three strokes as in a. The
lastdown stroke made with finger movement,
and as you make turn to right, glide into muscu-
lar movement, lifting your pen while in motion
as near to base line as possible, now cover your
finishing line with a '

4 shaded line very small
height, about 1-6 the height of small i.

c Begin as in a—don't curve your shaded
tineas long as in a, because you must put the
eyeofdot nearer to the main down line. Make
the down line finger movement and up-stroke
muscularly—always anticipating next letter.

See how the eye is formed, something like re-

versed 6. Fill in out line without lifting pen by
a rotary movement.

i- Sameasc. Form your loop by starting in

your down stroke and making your loop one
halfway. Not tort broad, nor too narrow; 3^> or
'.width of shade, and be sure that the loop is

closed at the top and bottom.
t> Same beginning as in c, forming a true

oval with the climax of shade in center of letter

and ioining carefully at the top. Now attach
your finishing or connective line in the center
on the inside of top stroke, lay it on the line,

not thru it—the size of the half-moon must be

large enough to be seen, and not so large or

thick as to hold the attention. See examples
thru out the work.

i and u Just like the first stroke in a, with
the finishing stroke of same letter in i, and re-

peated in ii. Notice the two styles of dots on j.

One is a little or-aionthe main slant, and the
other a wedge, three sided figure on main slant,

a little longer than oval. Place this dot a full

space above letter and on the same line of di-

rection—not to either side.

w Same formation as u. Narrow your turn
at bottom of final down stroke and carry your
up-line practically parallel with second-down
line, and finish gracefully with the wedge
shaped figure that is used on i and j. Your
connecting stroke begins at bottom of wedge.

t Is same height and formation as final part

of </. You can throw your compound curve bar
thru the letter or over the top, but if a straight

line is used it must be horizontal and thru it at

about ', below the top. In the latter case, the
ink should be dry before making the crossing.

j Is exactly like the finishing part of if. With
or without a loop. Muscular movement always
on this letter or principle.
r There are two ways to make this shoul-

dered letter. In both cases make your intro-

ductory line %, h or J o higher than upper base
line. In the square shouldered letter like the
one preceding z there are four operations and in

the one given next month, two opera-
tions. Notice that in the first example that the
second line is a curve thrown at right angles
from introductory line; finish like i and place
your ball or period on highest point, making it a

full shade. In the second style, the letter is

made in one movement; the last corner is

rounded and not so acutely angled. Finish
with ball.

z Again we have two styles. One a com-
plete movement letter with a small oval turn at

base line and a full free-swinging loop finish.

Keep your two shades on same slant line. The
second example on next line formed like

first two strokes of n, and a loop attached,
muscularly.

.s Same length introductory stroke as in r.

Lift your pen while in motion, then start your
down line from the height you want your letter,

forming a very sharp needle-like line, and spiral

your down line to base line, beginning to shade
at top base, leave it open at bottom, then throw
your finishing line along side from base line.

Make a neat trend curve stroke. What I mean
by this is. if the two lines joined, they would
come from a common curve and not be tangential.
Study, well this letter. It is the most difficult let-

ter in penmanship. Then place your half-moon
or half-oval finish on first line at the exact posi-
tion it would appear had you carried your shaded
line around and stopped on that spot. Don't
put it through the line, over the line, but on the
left hand side of the line.

d and m. Begin with a graceful right curve
muscular movement, and get into a straight line
from upper base, and be careful not to go be-
yond the base line, it is better to slop above a

wee bit, it is always easier and safer to add to
than take from a shaded stroke in writing. Lift
your pen in forming neat connection and throw
the line along its trend, don't try to start from in

the shaded stroke. Look carefully at the nar-
row spacing between two n's or n and in the
distance between the downward strokes is the
same as the distance between the strokes form-
ing an n. This is the third hard point you must
master, the spacing between the n and m
principle. You must make the compound join-
ing stroke equidistant between the two shaded
strokes. Get that ! If not re-read.
r Make your turns equally wide top and bot-

tom and carry your second upstroke parallel
to first down one and finish same as ir.
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FOH BUSINESS SCHOOLS

f. -w. :M.A.:R,TT-rsr co. boston

THE FINEST SCRIPT
Prepared for Commercial or Penman-

ship texts. If you want superior
work at a moderate cost, send

copy for estimate to

S. E. LESLIE,
Poughkeepsie, Hew York

UMrme
^Diplomihllmf AILTOR.DDjlliJ

H

wS&4 home durinp spare time. Write for my
free book, -How to B<ram*' a Good Pen-
man." it contains specimens and tells
how others mastered penmanship by my
method Your name will be elegantly
written on a card if you enclose stamp.

Ccg^i^
F. W. TAMBLYN. 406 Meyer Bldcj., Kansas City. Mo.

PROGRESSIVE LESSONS IN

BUSINESS WRITING
COMPLETE UP-TO-DATE

The teaching of plain penmanship re
duced to a system—logical, direct, scien
tific. The copies are ideal in style—round
ing enough to be plain and simple anr
slanting enough to be rapid and graceful
Used by large commercial schools. Espe
cially adapted to high school use, A
wonderful result-getting course of lessons
Sample copy mafled to any address for 25c

—Address—
C. S. ROGERS.

Prin. Y. M. C. A. Accoufancy School
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

fr
z

\Y R could use Pases in describing the good features of our "20th CENTURY BOOKKEEPING."
However, it is not what we say about the work but what you know about it that will decide it's

adoption. The fact that it is being used in more than 1,200 schools and that we sold 80,000 sets during
the past school year is evidence of merit.

Investigate before selecting the text to be used with your next class.

^

^=
222 MAIN STREET

SOUTH-WESTERN PUBLISHING CO.
CINCINNATI, OHIO
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One (if the large number of plates to be found in "The Madarasz Book" now in press.

reproduced from
PENMANSHIPand
L*HGR£SSEDCO|Wj

\3fH
Terry Eng.<2
DESIGNERS - ILLVSTRHTORS

ENGR?WERS
I

(plumbum Ohio

Gillott's Pens
The Most Perfect of Pens

PRINCIPALITY PEN. No. 1

• O OII.LOTT'S
M.U.KTIM.CII1I

mmk

VICTORIA PEN, No. 303

DOUBLE ELASTIC PEN, No. 604 E. F

Gillott's Pens have for seventy-five yeara stood the
most exacting testa at the hands of Professional and
Business Pinmen, Extensively imitated, but never
equalled, Gillott's Pens still stand in the front rank, as
regards Temper, Elasticity and Durability.

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS

Joseph Oiilott OJL Sons
ALFRED FIELD Q CO.. Sole Agents

93 Chambers St. NEW YORK
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A TRIP THROUGH YELLOW-

STONE PARK

By G. G. Hoole, Miles City, Montana

On our way to the Canyon we crosseil Alum
Creek, after driving through, so our guide in-

formed us. a freighter found that his horses had

shrunk to Shetland ponies and his load of tele-

phone poles to toothpicks

!

The Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone is one

of the greatest natural wonders in all the world!

Graven deep two thousand feet into the earth

by the action of the waters of the river through

countless eons of time, its rocky sides are chisel-

ed into castle towers and cathedral spires, which

present a panorama, the like of which the world

can no where else offer. The Grand Canyons

of the Colorado and the Yosemite Valley are in-

deed deeper and wider, but this canyon is

unique in that Nature has here painted and

holds in strange manner on its cliffs and walls

all the colors of the kaleidoscope. No bright

rainbow or gorgeous sunset can equal the color-

ing of the sides and pinnacles of this gigantic

gorge. All about us are the most delicate and

indefinite hues and shades of brown, cream, vio-

let, gray, olive, mauve and lavender mingled

with brighter reds and greens. Brilliant, daz-

zling, awe-inspirlDg is this picture, which, when
once beheld, no lapse of years can erase from

the tablets of memory ! The combination of col-

ors, merging and mingling their tints and

shades, and blending again and again in confu-

sion and profusion are different from every

viewpoint, and even change as the sun moves
across the heavens. No words can describe ad-

equately nor brush paint faithfully this be-

wildering splendor! The greatest artists have

stated that the constantly shifting hues and tints

baffle any human power to portray correctly.

In the upper part of this canyon the river

plunges over two mighty falls, both of remark-

able beauty. The Lower or Great Falls are 360

feet high and have no equal on earth for

grandeur.
There are several famous points on the brink

from which magnificent views of the Canyon
may be had. Artist's Point is the only one on

the south side and is the one from which Moran
painted his world-famous canvas now in the Na-
tional Capitol at Washington. The view from
this point is superb. Inspiration Point is the

most visited and the most popular and from
there the most comprehensive scope of view is

obtained. From the dark forest-bordered brink

the sides of the mighty chasm descend almost

perpendicularly and at only one place is there a

trail leading to the silver thread of a river fifteen

hundred feet below! Agile and venturesome
climbers sometime take the perilous trip and
the view from the bottom is indeed sublime. At
some points of the canyon where the walls are

very close together, stars are visible at mid-dsy,
so much of the sun-light being cut of from
reaching the bottom. Many eagles make this

their home and their nests abound on the tall

pinnacles and crags.

There is a trail and a stairway of five hundred
steps leading down from the brink to the top of

the Lower Falls. Gazing down the canyon the
view is magnificent! In the distance we see
Point Lookout. The Red Rock, Artist's Points
and Inspiration Point far away. At our feet the

canyon walls narrow till they are barely seventy-
four feet apart and here the turbulent river, with
a deafening roar, reverberating far anil near,

plunges over this awful precipice, down, down,
3U0feet! What a tumult of spray and roaring
waters! In the dancing mists at the foot of the
falls we see scores of tangled rainbows fading
away in the dizzy depths of the abyss! The
platform projects over the brink of the falls and
some have a mad desire to climb over the para-
pet and llmii themselves over the falls. We
gaze and gaze, fascinated, and no words can ex-
press our feelings.

To tourists the wild animals in the Park are
universally objects of great interest. Deer, an-
telope, elk, bear, beaver, eagles and occasional-
ly buffalo and Rocky Mountain sheep are seen
bv everyone. Black bears in great numbers and
brown bears and cinnamon bears and grizzlies
frequent the hotel feeding places and always di-
vide interest with the other objects of wonder.

When the guard isn't looking the tourists feed
the cubs sugar and candv, which they greatly
relish and ask for more. The black bears are
fond of climbing and are often found high up in

the trees. No firearms are allowed in the Park,
consequently all animals are fearless and tame.
Nearly all the park lies at an elevation in ex-

cess of 7000 feet, so even in midsummer it is

often chilly at night. Snowstorms are not un-
common even in July and August. However,
the summer days are usually quite warm and
often very hot, but the nights are sure to be com-
fortable. The Park season is very short, June
16th to September 15th, and the winters very
long and severe with deep snows.

Without stop-overs the trip requires five and
one-half days. Tourists may, however, stay
over at any of the camps or hotels as long as
they desire at an extra daily charge. The Trans-
portation Company maintains a chain of hotels
including Old Faithful Inn and several camp-
ing companies maintain tourist routes. The
Wylie Way is a chain of permanent camps and
is a most delightful way to take the trip. The
outdoor life and the strange and wonderful
things to be seen make an outing of unusual in-
terest and pleasure, The price of the tour with
the hotel company is fifty dollars for the five

and one-half days, and forty dollars with the
Wylie Camping Company.
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POSITIONS FOR PENMEN
and teachers of other commercial subjects.
If you do not have a position, line up with
us for an emergency or a January vacancy.
Our method is different; our service effec-
tive. Write for FREE proposition.

THE INSTRUCTORS' AGENCY
MARION, INDIANA

I am the "Lone Star" Card Specialist. Have th« most
complete Mail Course In U. S. and for the least money.
Let me prove it. Your name artistically written on 15
Cards for25o. Send 10c for sample S doz . and Agent's

SEND me 25c for 1 doz. beautifully
hand-written visitine cards.
I have a fine line of up-to-
Send 10c in stamps for Agents'
rds assorted colors, any names
en hunters, please enclose 10c
iting for specimen. This will
ork and careful attention to
ess

Box 982. LAURIUM. MICH.

date
Outfit
you w
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oker Cards,
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ish. Specirr
mps when w
my best v
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DON, Lock

America to receive instruction in penmanship
by mail is in the Courtney's School of Penman-
ship. A rapid, tireless, business hand taught in
a short time at a small cost. Illustrated Journal
free. FRANCIS B. COURTNEY, Cedar Rapids, la.

STOP! READ! THINK! ACT!
Inrrease your salary by Home Study. "Do it now."
•Why not work for Uncle Sam?" Salaries Itiuu to
•IHtiO. Positions guaranteed. Civil Service. Penma
ship, Bookkeeping, Shorthand. Typewriting, En
gineerlllg, Normal, Grammar School, High School
Akih ultural. and College Preparatory Courses &vt
thoroughly taught by mail. Matriculation Per 15 00,
Tuition free to one representative at each pott-orHce

DEPARTMENT E.

CARNEGIE COLLEGE, ROGERS, OHIO

J. A. OLSON
SCRIPT SPECIALIST

409 Cheetnut St.. Philadelphia. Pa.

Photo engraved Checks and Letter
Heads having the appearance of
Steel engraving and Lithography
and at a much lower cost. Zinc
and Copper Plates.

SCRAP BOOK SPECIMENS :

Script Letters, each - $1.00

Script Alphabets, each - 1.00

TRIAL DOZEN CARDS 10c.

J. D. BYERS,

en to ,;o-ii pel son at this pri
e in penmanship at minimi
ant's Sample Cards for -

CHANUTE, KANS.

The Pratt Teachers' Agency
70 Fifth Avenue, NEW YORK

Recommends college and normal graduates,
specialists, and other teachers to colleges
and schools.
The agency receives many calls for commer-

cial teachers from public and private schools,
and business colleges.

WM, O. PRATT, MANAGER

BOOKKEEPING,
STENOGRAPHY,

taught by mail PENMANSHIP,
WRIGHTS' BUSINESS AND
PREPARATORY INSTITUTE

435 FIFTY-FIRST ST., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

llFANTFIl TEACHERS- Penmanship.W AW 1 K*U Bookkeeping ,h orthand
Touch Typewriting and all commercial

branches. Also managers and principals of
Business Colleges and commercial departments
of high schools and colleges in the South. Write
at once for information and application blank.
No charge for registration.

SOUTHERN TEACHERS' AGENCY.
Bok 303, Charleston, S. C.

CARDS NEATLY WRITTEN.

sorted, :20c. In assorted samples for a dime. ENGROSS-
ING AND ILLUMINATING of every description. School

and College Di-
plomas and Cer

cully tilled out.
2211 N.CamacSt.
PHILADELPHIA,

CENTRAL TEACHERS' AGENCY
We are still receiving calls for commercial and shorthand teachers for

emergency vacancies. If you are available, write us at once with full

particulars as to training, experience, kind of position and salary
desired.

E. C. ROGERS. Man.oe. 20 EAST GAY STREET, COLUMBUS, OHIO

$2,800 FOR TEW MONTHS
One of our members recently secured this salary through OUR efforts. The position

is in one of the leading High Schools in the United States. We still have

many fine openings. Free Registration.

CONTINENTAL TEACHERS' AGENCY (Incorporated) BOWLING GREEN, KENTUCKY

NEW YORK MILITARY ACADEMY ikes tw o of our nlen, m-
uding the head of the
wrote "Both (>f theseat the principal

,-e also had three Eastern bureaus on the

__J candidates." We are filling good posi-

We Get Results, and no progressive teacher can afford

s, and
Commercial Departmen
men were your candidat
job, it speaks well for j

tions all over the countr
to overlook us.

Vhe SPECIALISTS' EDVCATIONAL BVREA V
Roberta. Grant, Mgr., Luther B. D'Armond, Associate Mgr

WEBSTER GROVES. ST. LOUIS. MO.

f

COMMERCIAL TEACHER.S' TRAINING SCHOOL
ROCHESTER BVSINESS INSTITUTE

16 States and Canada represented in the class just graduated.

Catalogue and teachers' bulletin mailed promptly on request.

ROCHESTER BUSINESS INSTITUTE. ROCHESTER, N. Y

NO MAN EVER. GOT $2500
Or more through this Agency, but hundreds have obtained positions, with our help,

at from $1000 to $1S00, and some up to $2000. Among the many desirable positions we
filled in August (This is written August 26) is the South Division High School. Milwau-
kee, $1700; and our candidate goes to Highland Park College, Lies Moines, to take

charge of penmanship. We have had a finer list of teachers and positions this year

than ever before, and we earnestly thank the loyal friends among schools and teachers

whose co-operation and helpful suggestions to their friends have made our success

possible. We hope you are all beginning a new school year of usefulness and happi-

ness; and we wish you the joy of service.

E I

THE NATIONAL COMMERCIAL TEACHERS' AGENCY
IALTY BY A PROSPECT HILL.
;cial,st BEVERLY. MASS.E. E. GAYLORD,

MANAGER
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ENGROSSING and |_

ILLUMINATION
tl.VV. STRICKLAND.
Policy Dept., Mass.
Mutual Life Ins. Co.,

J>|ipln*>"ifld. Mass.

Specimens criticised by Mr.
Strickland if return postaee

in full is enclosed.

Article 12

This lesson covers in a general way brush

shading as applied to ( )ld English. The begin-

ner should use a No. 4 brush for the shading

and the Old English may be layed out with a

No. 2 lettering pen.

In the words "Brush Shading" the 45 degree

slant of ends of shades are indicated by dotted

lines. The student should watch these points

as they are the places at which a .beginner

would be most likely to run over.

A method of decoration is shown in the last

line this being applied after the water-proof

ink is dry. Always use water-proof ink on letter-

ing that is to be shaded.

The first copy may be considered a resolution

heading and by treating it with gold and colors

a very pleasing effect may be accomplished.

Not all papers take brush shading well. I

have found bristol-board, bond and linen

ledger papers best. Also Whatman's hot pressed
papers.

After mixing the shade which may be Payne's
Gray with a little Lampblack added, wipe out

most of the colors in the brush so shades will be

sharp and not run. Use the side of the brush,

holding it much the same as a pen while writing.

The shade may be applied to the right hand
side of all vertical strokes or parts of letters first,

then the lower shade applied working from left

to right.

By using a few colors you will be surprised

and pleased with the effects that are thus ob-
tained.

.
Mr. R. D. Powell, from 1904 to 1910

a member of the faculty of the Mead-
ville, Pa., Commercial College, and
since that time a student of oste-

opathy in Kirksville, Mo., died Sept.

9, 1911.

Mr. L. E. Stacy, of the Meadville

School says of him:

Mr. Powell was a man of sterling

qualities in every respect. He was
honored and respected by all with

whom he came in contact and was an

especially successful teacher. He
was an active worker in the Metho-

dist Episcopal church and held many
offices and positions of honor in that

organization. As a man, friend and

companion I cannot say too much in

his behalf. Knowing him intimately,

as I did, I feel that the world has lost

a good man and that the profession
to which he expected to devote his

life will find few who will excel him
in the qualities which go to make the
successful practitioner. Mr. Powell
leaves a widow who will have the
sympathy of the entire profession.

L. E. Stacy.

By J. V . Bowers, Wenatchee, Wii.

YOU OUR COURSE BEFORE TAKING
A POSITIVE AND ABSOLUTE PROOF OF THE HIOHEST DISTINCTION ATTAIN-

ABLE IN ANY SCHOOL OF PENMANSHIP, IS THE DEGREE, M. PEN.
The skillful copies, scientific instructions and the high standard maintained for gradua-

tion have been the means of placing The Hausam School above all others, as it is the only
school thus far empowered by law to confer the Master's Degree, M. Pen. upon its graduates.
Tested by the standard of results to its students, The Hausam School stands without a peer.

DISTINCTIVE HAUSAM FEATURES g£Sf%JSS£&^1&I-~
To all who wish to improve their penmanship, we will give FREE a beautiful PEN ART

BOOK, containing more than 70 tint- specimens of pen-work. ADDRESS.

THE HAUSAM SCHOOL, Box 255 B, HUTCHINSON, KANSAS
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Business Educator Certificate winners, Haverhill, Mass., Business College, W. P. Mcintosh, principal.

By the Editor.

Specimens from the pen of Madarasz which appear in "The Madarasz Book". They are the embodiment of gracefulness, accuracy and skill.
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BLANK CARDS BY NAIL

100-3 ply Special Wedding 25c. 100 colored, as-

sorted, 25c. 100 Scroll Cards, assorted, 30c. 109

New Comic Cards, 1 12 styles), 30c. My New Man-
ual is now ready and it will be sent to Card
Writers, with an order for any of the above cards.

The book is a gem, in the art of money making
by writing cards. Address all letters.

W. M c B E E
19 Snyder Street ALLEGHENY. PA.

YOU

WILL

WANT TO

KNOW

dentsPenmanship" for
Illustrated circular free.

J. A. STRYKER
Penman State Normal and Supervisor Penman

ship City Schools.
Address 423 W 27th St. KEAR.NtY.NCB

(T

L MADARASZ
=^

J

The creates! ornate writer the world has
evei known, on June 13. 1883, made ar-

rangements with me to conduct his mail
order business under his name and for
nearly four months I succeeded in execut-
ing specimens, writing letters, cards, capi-
tals etc . so well that few, if any, of his
patrons ever knew that he was not doing
the work himself.

I hiii. Ii better renins
in 1883 .Hid although I <lo

' 'Mat work. I

tter than t

something

claim to e.jiiul

before. It you
re Mian anordi-

that Mr. Madarasz lias

A. W. DAKIN.

SYRACUSE, NEW YORK

^ -J

THRIFTY FARMERS

"There are farmers who are wondrous yy,
Who always take their ee,

But open keep their ears and ii,

All wrinkles new to cc.

Whole fields they grow of beans and pp,
And potash, phosphate uu,

And when their teams plow haws for gg,
These errors they xqq.

They little buy but much they raise,

They settle as they go;

Since much they sell and naught dkk,
They therefore little o."

A little fun now anil then creates much interest and enthusiasm in classes. It is interesting to
watch many little "wrinkled brows" trying to make it out.

J. H. Bachtenkircher.
Supr. Pen.. Lafayette, Ind.

(Wholesale and Retail.) Over 50 ditt'er-
«, SPECIAL aurt BOKPER pens for all piacti

ily and rapidly do

°~ 1 '
" /'•-••••? r~^^rr

B I. E Auto
n<an'l Inks
the produel

Ijle features .U the OK II UNA 1, "J. W STOKES'' pens and tl
' manufactured by us. Our factory is equippi d \\ ilh Moli

hy SKILI.E! 1 M I.OH ANK'S. All p;oods are inspected before leaving the factory.
THE NEWTON AUTOMATIC SHADING PEN CO. DEPT. I

REL1 ,

malic f

— M ^ "f o\ er l

' ' ; — YEARS' experimei

and combine the c

"EAUST pens, both of which a
UNtJIAt'HlNEUY, which is opera!
iEW COMPLETE CATALOG FREE.
PONTIAC. MICH.. U. S. A.

^sm?4wmm wm<z^
This book contains the rules which govern the formation of accurate writing. It

shows how to prove every letter to be perfect or imperfect. It shows how to write ele-

gantly through a knowleged of the harmony of lines and how imperfect writing is the

result of ignorance of the law of harmony. The study of the harmony of sounds makes
one become a scientific musician. The study of the harmony of lines leads one to the

highest skill in beautiful, perfect writing. Courtney, America's greatest penman, was
trained by me in the study and the use of the harmony of lines which I present in this

book. Send One Dollar and get the book. Keep it or return it within a week and get

your money back.

A. H. HINMAN, LYNN, MASS.

/*£

Last and lirst specimen of C. \V. Hurkett. pupil in the Morse Bttainesa College, Hartford, Conn.
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AMERICA,,

PORTLAND. OREJULY 21.1910.
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DESIGNING L

and
ENGROSSING

By
V.. L. BROWN,
Rockland, Me.

Send self-addressed
postal fur criticism,
and stamps for return

of specimens.

f-

LETTER HEADING

Hirst make a careful pencil drawing of the de-

sign giving special attention to size and pro-

portions of the different parts. The dolphin,

dory and fisherman are used effectively in a

decorative way. The form and color value will

require critical attention. Observe carefully the

lines used to attain the different effects of light

and shade. Keep the lettering simple. Use
India ink and cardboard of good surface and
weight. Outline scroll work with a heavy line,

and finish with a fine pen.

This well-balanced ornate signature fell from

the pen of Mr. A. E. Lupfer, Columbus, Ohio,

assistant instructor in the Zanerian.

KIMBALL'S COMMERCIAL ARITHMETIC

Prepared for Use in Normal, Commercial, and High

Schools, and for the Higher Grades of the

Common Schools

By Gustavus S. Kimball

Of the Yale Business College; Author of " Business English,"

"Word Book," " Business Speller," etc.

^

Crown 8vo. 418 Pages. With numerous Illustrations

$1.00 net. By Mail, $1.15

EXAMINATION COPIES SENT ON REQUEST

New York
2. 4 & 6 W. 4oth St
27-29 W.23dS? G, P,

London
24 Bedford St.

Strand.

% -J
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Engrossing and commercial script by F. W. Martin, Boston, Mass,
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One of the best specimens of ornate penman-

ship received for some lime at this office is from
the pen of J. J. Bailey, Toronto, Ont. He
writes a hand of much more than average grace
and accuracy.

Some very neat cards have been received from
Geo. H. Folk, Junction City, O., which show
that Mr. Folk is swinging a very artistic

pen. He possesses a good amount of skill and
could become one of the finest if he were to give
penmanship the necessary attention.

We recently examined specimens of both
class practice and daily work of the sixth and
seventh grade pupils of Miss Louise R. Munn,
Cleveland, O., and were pleasantly surprised at

theii uniform excellence, both in form and free-

dom. They indicate without question that Miss
Munn secures results in writing as well as in

other branches.

Some exceptionally beautiful penmanship is

at hand from the Blair Business College, Spo-
kane, Wash., H. L. Darner, penman.

Some very neat and well written ornamental
cards have been received from Mr- Wm. H.
Dowling, of Jacksonville, Fla. Mr. Dowling is

a young man nineteen years of age and possess-
es more than ordinary talent along the penman-
ship lines.

B
DC ncziDczic

aCLUB CHAT
IL I
A nice list of subscriptions has been received

from E. C. Queen, Johnstown, \V. \'a. Mr. Q.
writes a very good business hand.

Frank Stinebower, Principal of the Commer-
cial Department of the Coldwater Public

Schools, Coldwater, Mich., sent us a club of

twenty subscriptions. Penmanship in the Cold-
water Schools is receiving the attention it de-

serves.

J. H. Bachtenkircher, supervisor of writing in

Lafayette, Ind„ and we are safe in saying, over

a large portion of Indiana, recently favored us

with a good list of subscriptions. He has been
teaching in a large number of institutes, and his

services are already engaged for next year in

the different places in which he worked this

year. Good for Bachtenkircher, and better still

for the writing in Indiana.

Victor Lee Dodson, principal of the Wilkes-
Barre, Pa., Business College, sees to it that

every student in the commercial department of

his institution is on the subscription list for The
Business Educator. Mr. Dodson has made
liberal use of the B. E. for a number of years

past, and judging from the results secured he
feels justified in having each student become a

subscriber. The penmanship instructors in that

institution this year are Mr. M. D. Gmeiner and
Miss Emily M. Kaloria, Especially good re-

sults in the penmanship work are anticipated in

this school during the coming year, as the work
heretofore has been of a very high standard, and
we feel confident we shall not be disappointed
in this particular.

Prof. C. H. Melchoir, proprietor of TRI-
STATE BUSINESS COLLEGE, Toledo,
Ohio, favored us the latter part of August, with a

subscription list numbering twenty-seven with
promises of a good clubbing later on. He urges
very strongly the use of The Business Edu-
cator, because, he considers it a text book.
He reports a fine attendance with a jplendid
out-look for the year.

We acknowledge receipt of a good list of sub-
scriptions from the Littleford School, Cincin-
nati, Ohio. Mr. C. O. Miller and A. B. Crouse,

of that institution report that they have enjoyed
a good year and that prospects for fall are very
good.

A list of seventeen subscriptions, three for the
Professional Edition, came in August from Mr.
H. M. Towell, penman in the Central Normal
College, Danville, Ind. He reports a very suc-
cessful year's work, with the outlook very prom-
ising for the winter. Mr. Towell also does a

good deal of engrossing, in which lie is unite

proficient. He is to be congratulated for the
interest he is arousing in penmanship and the
results he is securing.

/Wrt>

Mr. Albert Stevens
ounces the marriage of his daughter

Edna Belle
to

Mr. Everton John Gibb
Saturday, September sixteenth
nineteen hundred and eleven
Whitmore Lake. Michigan

At Home
after November first

175 Westminster Avenue
Detroit, Michigan

The Best.

Ishpeming, Mich.
9-5-11.

Dear Prof. Zaner :—Find enclosed one dollar

for the best "Business EducEtor" in America,

the "B. E." Sincerely,

T. A. Hopper.

A QUESTION OF EFFICIENCY
Why is it that an aviator cannot use a steam engine to drive his aeroplane ? Be-

cause a steam engine is too heavy in proportion to its power. Until engines of internal

combustion were perfected, in connection with automobiles, aviation by aeroplanes

was impossible.

Modern text-books are like modern engines—they start a train of thought within

the student's mind which sends him soaring to success. Such books, like such engines,

have the HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.
The importance of using only the most efficient educational appliances is shown

by the fact that

The Reputation of a School Depends Upon the Efficiency

of Its Graduates.

Are you using the latest and best books ? Our books are efficient. They embrace
the subjects of spelling, letter-writing, English, shorthand, typewriting, commercial law,

arithmetic, bookkeeping, and business practice. Our pocket dictionary is the best

yet published.

We Pay the Freight.

The Practical Text
Euclid Avenue and Eighteenth Street,

Illustrated Catalogue Free.

Book Company
Cleveland, Ohio

Ecmga—HmamMmmmmm '•«



"Every little movement has a meaning of its own" by H. B. Lehman, Central High School, St. Loui:

one dozen
'

for 15 cents.
I will give free a
samples and send

AGENTS WANTED
BLANK CARDS cartJ^now on the market.

Hand cut. Come in 17 different colors. Sample 100

postpaid. 15c. 1,000 by express, 75c. Card Circular

for red stamp.

. Ink, Glossy Black
15c"per bottle. 1 Oblique Pen Hold-

Gillott's No. 1 Pens, 10c. per doz. Leisons in

Card Writing. Circular for stamp.

W. A. BODE. Box 176. FAIR HAVEN. PA.

. ETERNBLINK

EH5PSW1I
WRITE EVERLASTINGLY BLACK

The Eternal Ink is for gen-
eral writing in plain or fountain
pens (2 oz. bottle by mail 30c.)

The Engrossing Ink is for

special writing, engrossing, etc.

(2 oz. bottle by mail 80c.)

TheBetnks write black from the pen
point and stay black forever; proof to
age, air, sunshine, chemicals and Are

If your dealer does not supply
these inks, send to

CHAS. M. HIGGIHS & CO., Mfis

,

271 HinthSt. Buoolyk, N. Y.

Resolutions Ert

.Engrossed -Pbi

-AND lN\PORTRAItt

ESTERBROOKS PENS
"Bmt to write with,

CORRECT DESIGN
Hard to u op."

UNIFORM TEMPER DURABILITY

ISO STYLES

A 1 PROFESSIONAL TEXT WRITERS 453 BUSINESS AND COLLEGE
Pine pointed and elae Made in 8 widths and with With fine and extra fine

tic for card writing Ions point to both left points. Elastic and
and right smooth writing

ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN MFG. CO.
26 JOHN ST., N. Y. CITY CAMDEN. NEW JERSEY

For all Kinds of Schools

Send for new illustrated CATALOG of

stock diplomas. It will interest yon.

Special Diplomas

prepared and lithographed to order.

Sketches and estimates on request. FULL
SIZED SAMPLES of stock diplomas

mailed free. Our new

Illuminated Diploma

is a winner. Printed in three colors

and gold. Send for sample. Have you seen

our new designs? Ask for our- new plan.

HOWARD & BROWN,
Engrossers,

ROCKLAND, - - MAINE

FINE PENMANSHIP
Superior courses in Business and Orna-
mental Penmanship. All copies are

pen written. Enclose 2c stamp for

specimen of my writing and circular.

H. B. LEHMAN
Central High School ST. LOUIS, NO

UNEXCELLED SCRAP B00K

^^^^^^^ SPECIMENS

1 Dozen Cards 25c rnamental Capitals 50c

Ornamental Letter-. 50c Business Capitals .. 25c

Business Letter 25c 6 Reputation Cards.. 25c

Roundhand Letter- -$1.00 Roundhand Poem. ...50c

495 W. Fourth Ave.. COLUMBUS, OHIO.
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ZA]STERIA]Sr FEUS
Pens of the Zanerian brand are the highest grade that can be secured in this country, being made from the very best material
by the most skillful pen makers in the world. They should, therefore, not be confounded with the numerous cheap and in-

ferior pens on the market. When the Zanerian pen is purchased itcan be depended upon as being the best of the kind that
can be produced. These pens are the most economical to buy, because they last longer and do better work than pens of lower
grades. Special prices in quantities.

ZANERIAN FINE WRITER PEN
The Zanerian Fine Writer is the best

Hoe writing pen made — the pen that
makes the finest light iine and the
boldest shade. The two specimens
on this page are presented to show
two styles of writing which are best
executed with a Zanerian Fine
Writer. For card writing, round-
hand, or engrossing script, for
artistic page writing, or for execut-
ing any of the shaded, ornamental
styles of writing, this pen has never
yet been equaled. No other pen
lias ever been so generally praised
by professional penmen. While this pen is made by the leading pen makers of the world, it is better
pens, because in manufacturing they bestow upon it more care than they give to any of their o
which were written and signed by the manufacturers:

'' Usually we give neither more or less attention to special imprint pens than we do our own, but we are quite willii

in favor of the Zanerian Fine Writer. We will give extra special care to them—more than we bestow upon our own."
This is why the Zanerian Fine Writer is without an equal for fine penmanship. One gross, 81.00; 01

one dozen, 12 cents.

ig to make an exceptio

e-fourth gross, 25 ce

The Zan-
erian Ideal
Pen is not
as fine
pointed

1 as
xible as the Zanerian Fine Writ-

er, and not quite as coarse as the
Zanerian Medial Pen, but it comes
as near doing the work of both as
any one pen can. See above speci-
men of shaded and unshaded writ-
ing. We especially recommend
this pen to beginners in penman-
ship. It ought not be sold for less
than $1.03 per gross. One gross, 7f>

cents; one-fourth gross, 25 cents;
one dozen, 10 cents.

i^?Z<^?Z^J?2*?^^^ z^u^-

\z

ig a finer line.
For executing medium fine, un-
shaded business writing it is cer-
tainly unexcelled, if equaled. One
gross, 75 cents; one-fourth gross, 25
cents; one dozen, 10 cents.

^cJ

-rz^A^^^ny, -&V2/

The Zinerian B
a business pen and certainlv'one of
the best, if not the best, on the mar-
ket. For smoothness and durability,
and for executing unshaded busi-
ness writing, it has never been ex-
celled, if equaled. It is a trifle
coarser than the Zanerian Medial
Pen In many banks, business
houses, etc., this pen is used to the exclusi
cuted with the pen. One gross, 75 cents ; o

^c^cc<^>c-

jLc
c^rz^/^u'.^y^rZ*-&&^C*4/-

ADDRESS ALL, ORDERS TO

ZANER <®L BLOSER COMPANY, Columbus, O.

J
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BOOKKEEPING AND ACCOUNTANCY

31 ir II II IC 31 IE

31—
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The Lyons Accounting Series
Practically every business

school of any prominence in

this country uses at least one

text of this series. Use the

full course. Your students

will learn not only bookkeep-

ing, but business as it is done.

AT A GLANCE

No. I V

Modern Corporation
Accounting

A progressive, uniform ser-

ies, each part of which is a

leader. All are characterized

by thoroughness, faithfulness

to busiuess life, clearness of

explanation, and carefully

detailed instructions for pro-

cedure.

No. Ill

Mercantile Accounting

Wholesale Accounting

No. I

New Complete
Accountant

Lyons' Bookkeeping
Parts I and II

Modern Accountant,
(Revised)

h on a different plan. Let iR oar! fmm thf» hnrtr»m tin Note <nat wc of,er >'ou a choice from three beiiinnin*.' texts, each on a different plai

J K.eaa irom me DOtlOm Up. sup|,,y your ,exts on bookkeepins and other commercial subjects. Write to

CHICAGO
623 S. W.bash Ave. J. A. LYONS <& COMPANY NEW YORK

1133 Broadway

The third oi tlie famous Budget Systems of Bookkeeping, has already far out-stripped its prede-

cessors in the number ot introductions and the volume of sales.

The Big, Inf luential Schools are pu ",ng l in the schools that fix the

==^====^===^=^^^^== standards of commercial training, for their £

states,— such schools in one section, for instance, as the Northwestern and Blair's in Spokane,

Wash., the Behnke-Walker and the Holmes in Portland. Ore., and the Polytechnic and Heald's at

Oakland, Cal. But why multiply ?

EVERY WELL INFORMED SCHOOL MAN KNOWS
" Bookkeeping and Accountancy " is far ahead of anything else in the bookkeeping line, just as all

our other texts are and always have been superior and incomparable.

If we maintain our present gait, 83 1
.' per cent, will about represent our increase over any

former year's sales. " Nough sed."

//£^y /-f/yn//c£)U/Z/So SADLER
F

ROWe"cOMPANY BALTIMORE, MD.

I3CZ3I IC
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A

Memorial

to the

Memory

of

I.. Madarasz

A
Volume

of

Inspiration

to the

Amhitious

THE MADARASZ BOOK
Is now a reality and is destined to kindle anew the fires

of ambition in all who love the fine art of writing superbly

well. It is truly a book of inspiration, revealing a ver-

satility and mastery quite uncommon.

Eighty pages, 8| x 1H inches, plate paper, carefully

bound.

THE WONDERFUL MADARASZ TOUCH
AND SKILL-

have been skillfully reproduced by engraver and printer,

so that the result is a volume of pages sparkling with

gracefulness, harmony, strength, boldness, and delicacy

never before produced.

Published in four editions as follows : Paper, $1 00;

Cloth, $2.00; Half Morocco, deluxe edition, $3.00; Full

Morocco, deluxe, Memorial Edition, limited, $5.00.

ZANER & BLOSER COMPANY
PUBLISHERS COLUMBUS, OHIO

^
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Kimball's Commercial
ARITHMETIC

Prepared for Use in Normal, Commercial

and High Schools, and for the Higher

Grades of the Common Schools

By GUSTAVUS S. KIMBALL
Of the Yale Business College : Author of

"Business English," " Word Book,"
" Business Speller," etc.

Crown 8vo. 418 Pages

With Numerous Illustrations

$1 00 Net. By Mail, $1.15

EXAMINATION COPIES SENT ON REQUEST

Q. P. PUTNAM & SONS
NEW YORK

2, 4 and 6 W. 45th Street. 27-29 W. 23d Street.

LONDON
24 Bedford Street Strand

r n
Spencerian Text -Books

Books Thait Sell Themselves

Spencerian Shorthand
The one truly natural, easy-to-learn, easy-to-write,

easy-to-read Shorthand. Leading schools and colleges

throughout the country teach

SPENCERIAN SHORTHAND MANUAL, for beginners.
SPENCERIAN DICTATION BOOK, for advanced pupils,

BECAUSE: It can be written more rapidly than any other system,
BECAUSE : It can be mastered more rapidly than any other system.
BECAUSE: It can be read with INFINITELY MORE EASE.

Spencerian Intensive Touch Typewriting

An entirely new and unparalleled course that leads
the pupil through each successive stage of advancement
with such gradual transition that the old proverbial
"stepping stones" of learning are converted into a verit-

able inclined plane of progress.

Speneerlan Grammar
A rational, self-teachable text that has revolutionized

the old time methods of teaching this subject. A truly

synthetical text that shows how the English language is

built up of roots, prefixes and suffixes. Written in a
style so clear, so flowing, and so comprehensible that it

cannot fail to charm teacher and pupil alike.

Spencerian Speller
A practical, progressive course in word-use and word-

building. A book of incalculable value to the prospec-
tive stenographer.

SPENCER PUBLISHING COMPANY
707-11 Common St., New Orleans, La.

IH—
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A Revised Edition ISow Ready

Modern Illustrative Bookkeeping
Introductory Course—Advanced Course—Complete Course. Each Compris-

ing Textbook and Outfit ( vouchers, forms and blanks)

PRICES ON INQVIRV

For years this has been the standard system

of bookkeeping. No other course is in such

wide and successful use. It has now been

revised and enlarged to cover the changes that

have taken place in business practice and

records since its first publication:

No change has been made in the teaching

plan or in the original transactions in the

introductory Course, but this part of the work

has been materially strengthened by the addi-

tion of numerous exercises and drills in elemen-

tary bookkeeping.

In the Advanced Course the special lines of

business covered are treated according to the

most approved accounting methods in current

use.

What system of bookkeeping are you going to use?

Why not try Modern Illustrative ?

AMERICAN BOOK COMPANY
NEW YORK CINCINNATI CHICAGO

IJII.IIHJj;».l.l.l.LiiJJltUia[UIIIU.I,l!liUJ.Ili.ll,,IJiUI.I.,l,IAJ,IJ.llUl.lltl J|.llllI.U.IJ
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Touch Typewriting Made Easy

NEW AND ORIGINAL METHOD

Are von entirely satisfied with the results obtained in

your Typewriting Department''

Why not make your department a genuine touch
department ?

Scientific Touch Typewriting

will do this (or you.

BLISS SYSTEM OF BOOKKEEPING
All transactions are performed with actual business

offices, where the student gets an actual training and
experience. Business men today demand the finished

and experienced accountant. The BLISS SYSTEM
affords the office experience.

The Folder System is designed especially for small

classes, night schools, etc.

NATIONAL DICTATION BOOK
with Shorthand Notes

l>o not place your order for Dictation Books until you
have examined the National.

The F. H. Bliss Publishing Co.,

SAGINAW, MICHIGAN.

Accountancy
Thorough Correspondence Instruction

The Bennett Accountancy Institute

is recognized as the leader in higher
commercial instruction

-SUBJECTS TAUQHT-

Accounting and Auditing, Factory Cost

Accounting, Corporation Accounting
and Finance, Business Law, Ad-

vanced Bookkeeping, and
Accounting Systems

These courses prepare lor high grade
office and factory accounting positions,

for expert accounting practice, and for

C. P. A. examinations in any State.

Reasonable rates. Satisfaction assured
to all patrons.

Send for New Catalogue of Courses.

R. J. Bennett, C. P. A.
1425 Arch Street. Philadelphia. Pa.

BLACKBOARD WRITING
BY C. P. ZANER

Is the title of a timely manual for teachers on the art of blackboard

writing, showing and telling how to write practically and effectively

for teaching purposes. Many ideas are here given to the public for the first time.

The book is five by seven inches, contains thirty-two pages, and thirty blackboard illustrations,

showing good and poor positions, good and poor writing, right and wrong methods, etc., etc.

It is a book all teachers ot practical writing need.

Chapters and illustrations on Ornamental

and Roundhand Writing, Fourishing, and Letter-

ing are also given.

PRICE, POSTPAID, 30 CENTS

ZANER & BLOSER COMPANY
PUBLISHERS

COLUMBUS, OHIO

2

One of the thirty illustrations in the book, showing good and poor

blackboard writing.
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MR. C. L. SVVE.M MISS S. L. TARR

The World's Records
for Accuracy in Shorthand

at High Speed
THE WORLD'S RECORDS

for accuracy on solid matter at high

speed are held by writers of Gregg

Shorthand.

In the Shorthand Speed Con-

tests of the National Shorthand

Reporters' Association at Buffalo,

August, 1911, Mr. Charles L. Swem,

a boy of eighteen, established a new

world's record on solid matter at 170

words per minute—99.6% perfect.

Mr. Swem's record was made in com-

petition with the most expert writers

of the world—the world's champions

for 1909 and 1910, the permanent winner of the Eagan Trophy and three times world's

champion, all court reporters of from six to twenty years' experience.

In the Fifth International Shorthand Speed Contest at Washington. 1910. MissS. L. Tarr,

a girl of seventeen, won third place and established a world's record for accuracy on dilii-

cult solid matter—99.1% perfect. First and second places were won by writers of Gregg

Shorthand.

In the Championship contest at Buffalo. Mr. Swem exceeded the previous world's record

on jury charge by ten words per minute, writing 237 words net per minute for five minutes.

Both Mr. Swem and Miss Tarr, who have had but three years' experience, are writers of

GREGG SHORTHAND
These are the records of a young man and a young woman of the age of those in your

school. We ask you, as a practical schoolman, to consider the significance of that fact. Such

records made by experienced, seasoned reporters—remarkable as they would be—would not

appeal to those whom you wish to reach as being at all remarkable. They would be looked

upon as a matter of course. But the records of Mr. Swem. Miss Tan-, and Miss Werning

are dramatic in effect, arouse a strong human interest. They possess an advertising value that

the wise schoolman is taking advantage of. These are factors that are of importance to you,

independent of the demonstrated superiority of Gregg Shorthand.

THE GREGG PUBLISHING COMPANY
NEW YORK CHICAGO

9 BBBinffl8«aaamBBnaimnMnBBPmni
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ANOTHER GREAT TRIUMPH FOR THE

Isaac Pitman Shorthand
D

D

D

At the International Speed Contest, Buffalo, N. V., August 29-30, under the auspices of

the National Shorthand Reporters' Association both awards were won by writers of Isaac

Pitman Shorthand.

ADAMS TKOPHY
AVERAGE OF ACCURACY

Fiksi—Miss Nellie M. Wood (Isaac Pitman) 99.59!

Second—Mr. Nathan Behrin (Isaac Pitman ) 99.3%

SHORTHAND WRITERS' CUP
First—Mr. Nathan Behrin (Isaac Pitman) 96.8%
Second—Mr. W. B. Bottome (Pitmanici 95.5%

IB

M i

\^ ^~~

Miss Hellie M. Wood and Adams Trophy

Mr Hathan Behrin and Shorthand Writers' Cnp

It is worthy of note that this was Mr. Behrin's first appearance in a speed contest.

Many of his competitors—22 in all—were veterans and former champions of such contests.

The above results establish the unquestionable superiority of the Isaac Pitman System

Write for particulars of a Free Correspondence Course for Teachers

and a copy of ' Which System"

ISAAC PITMAN ® SONS, 2 west Forty-fifth st.. NEW YORK
Publishers of the following works adopted by the New York Board of Education :

"Course in Isaac Pitman Shorthand," $1.50 "Practical Course in Touch Typewriting," $7Sc

DC 3CUC 3E=UDC DDCZDC dcue
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THE BUSINESS EDUCATOR
Entered at Columbus, O., Poet Office as 2nd Class M atter

C. P. Zaner,
E. W. Bloser,

Editor
Business Manager

Published Monthly (except July and August) by
Zaner & Bloser, UK N High St.. Columbus. O., as
follows : Teachers' Professional Edition, $1 00 a
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Lincoln Business College

Lincoln, Neb., Oct. 7. 1011.
Messrs. Zaner & Bloser.

Columbus, Ohio.
Friends :— I am particularly pleased to receive

so many high-grade specimens at this time of
the year and to know that the work in the B. E.

is attracting the attention of wide-awake ambi-
tious young people—and many old ones, too.

judging from the rone of letters received at this

end of the line—in all parts of the U.S. as well
as foreign lands. It clearly shows the wide cir-

culation of the B. E. and the good that it can do
and is doing.
Many letters are received with much delight—

and they come from every direction which
makes it all the more interesting. Contest No.
1, so far, seems to be in the lead.

Most of the specimens received were written

in the following states: N. Y., Pa.. Wis.. Kans..
111., Mass. and Ohio: In Contest No. 2, from
Minn.. Pa., Wn.. Mass., N. Y., N. J., Ala. and
Nebr.: Contest No. 3, from N. Y.. Minn.. Ohio,
N. Dak., Pa„ 111., Ore., Wn., Md.. N. J., Mass.,

Ala.. Ind.. Conn.. Tenn., Wis. and Colo.; Con-
test No. 7, from N. Y„ Ore., Ohio, Pa., 111.. Pto.

Rico. Wis., Ariz., Md.. N. J., Mass., Ala., la.

and Mo. The other contests are not as popular

at this season of the year—but "you never can
tell" how the pendulum may swing before the

end of the year.
Yours.

Fred Berkman,

"On the Job"

Dear Friends:—Folks, it's a mighty tine jour-

nal you are putting out this year. I don't see

how you do it for the money. The fellow who
doesn't get and use every number is not "on the

job,'' no matter how many other journals may
come to his school.

With best wishes for the success of the "B. E."

and kindest personal regards for the men be-

hind it, I am, Yonr friend,

A. M. Toi.er.
McCann's Business College, Reading, Pa.

Keep On.

"If the day looks kinder gloomy
An' your chances kinder slim,

If the situation's very puzzlin'

An' the prospects awful grim,

An' perplexities keep pressin'

'Till your hope is nearly gone-
Just bristle up and grit your teeth.

An' keep on keeping on."

The above sent by Mr. Berkman gives the

secret as to how to secure one or more of the

810.00 prizes he is giving and the B. E. Certifi-

cate. "Keeping on" enabled Columbus to dis-

cover America.

Progressive

The students of the Twin City Commercial
School, Menominee, Mich., acting upon a sug-
gestion made by their progressive principal,

Mr. E. P. Bower, have organized a Business
Educator Club, the object being to raise the

standard of penmanship in that institution to a

high degree of excellence and win The Busi-
ness Educator Certificate. Miss Anna Gar-

bell has been elected secretary, who will look

after the correspondence, secure subscriptions,

etc. They aim to have every pupil become a

subscriber to The Business Educator. By
following this plan we are confident good re-

sults will be secured. In fact, we predict that in

time there will not be a poor writer in the insti-

tution.

A fine idea, friend Bower, and judging from a

letter received from Miss Garbell, the pupils in-

tend to make a success of it.

Leister's Articles on Accountancy.

We have on hand all of the papers comprising
the series of contributions of accountancy by
Leister. Their titles are as follows:

No. 4 The Balance Sheet,
No. 5 Analysis Sheets and Closing Entries,

No. 6 Cost Accounts,
No. 7 Costs,
No. 8 Cost Method of Cost Accounts,
No. 9 Distribution of Overhead Expenses.
No. 10 Errors in accounts.

These papers have been treated in the most
terse and concrete manner, so that even the
youngest members of the commercial teaching
profession can profit thereby, and the oldest de-

rive benefit therefrom. The commercial teacher
who does not get more than the value of a year's

subscription from Mr. Leister's articles alone, is

ahead of the times or behind, with probabilities

in favor of the latter. At any rate your editor

has found them to be mighty good material

from his non-technical standpoint.

A Veritable Gold Mine

St. Joseph, Mo., Oct. 3. 19J.1.

Editor Business Educator :

Inclosed I am sending a draft for one dollar to

renew my subscription to The Business Edu-
cator which subscription I wish to begin with

the first number for this year.

Probably my appreciation of The Business
Education is too insignificant a fact to notice,

but I want to tell you that I think it a veritable

gold mine to commercial teachers.

Sincerely yours,

W. Harris Redmond
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Romance of Business
CttAS. T. CRAOIN,

Prln. Thompson's Business Institute, Holyoke, Mass.

3CDC DC DC

THE RICHEST MAN IN THE
WORLD

THE PATENT MEDICINE KAKER
The nighl was dark and the Hare of an old

iron basket tilled with pitch pine

km it- lit up luridly the faces of the hundred or

two Of factory operatives and idlers who always

gather around any kind of a show, especially a

free Show It was a vacant lot in a New Eng-
land factory town. There was a rude platform

raised above the crowd and on the platform

were three or four Indians or half breeds in

Kiiu.lv Mexican blankets, war bonnets, neck-

laces of bears claws, and all the showy trappings

of the savage. ( )ne of them had just executed a

medicine man's dance, of the Indians, to the

monotonous pounding of a tom-tom and now,
in the foreground, a picturesque figure strode to

the front. His hair was long and hung down
over his shoulders. He wore a Mexican som-
brero and a buckskin coat, gaudily ornamented
with Indian bead work, and deerskin trousers

and Indian moccasins covered his nether limbs.

A red silk shirt completed his apparel and from

a belt around his waist hung the long hunting

knife and revolver of the plainsman, or hunter,

of tbc West.

"Ladies and Gents" said this picturesque in-

dividual as he expectorated freely of tobacco

juice, hitched up his deerskin breeches, which
were sagging a little, and held aloft a large

bottle tilled with a black greasy looking fluid,

"Yes, Ladies and Gents! This is the far famed
Seneca oil of the Indians. There is a legend

that, once upon a time, the Great Spirit of the

Indian- himself led the famous medicine man
cil the Senecas up into the mountains, the wild

mountains of Western Pennsylvania, and there

showed him the famous spring from which this

oil has flowed for centuries. He gave it to the

medicine man and told him to give it to his red
children, and the Indians have used it, Ladies
and (ients, for centuries. If an Injun gets

clawed all to pieces by a grizzly bar he just rubs

on some of this Seneca Oil and the wounds heal

up like magic.

"If he gits rheumatism, as a Injun does, not

wearing anything to speak of in all kinds of

weather, he rubs hisself with this yere oil and he

is just as good as new. If he has been bitten by
a rattlesnake he takes a dose of Seneca Oil inter-

u.illv and rubs some of it on outlernally and it

cures him. Ladies and Gents you can u&e this

ml for any kind of ache 01 pain. It is good for

falling hair, removes dandruff, it cures chil-

blains and consumption. If you have cholera
morbus or cramps, liver complaint, chills and fe-

ver, take a dose of it internal, a tablespoon full

three times a day will cure almost everything,
and the price is only SI.00 a bottle, small bot-

Walk up Ladies and ( ients, get it now
before it is too late. This is the last night we

;ear in this village and no one knows
when the supply of the famous Seneca Oil will

be exhausted."
That is the way our well known kerosene first

made its appearance to the American public,

M !!i. in- hi bottles of "Seneca Oil" and "Kier's
Rock Oil" and the "American Medicinal Oil"
were sold by medicine fakers all over the Unit-
ed Stales and Europe. It was simply crude pe-

lt flowed from some few springs
along i hi Creek in Western Pennsylvania and

be irtesian salt wells of Pennsyl-
vania an. I Kentucky.

THE STORY OK PETROLEUM
Petroleum is nothing new. Kock oil, they

called it: and 1 suppose old Daniel Boone when
he went ovei the mountains of Virginia ami set-

tled on the dark and bloody ground of Ken-
tucky ,^ran across the ill-smelling, greasy fluid,

and cursed it for spoiling the drinking water in

the springs, and killing the fish in the brooks. I

suppose the Indian medicine men used it as a

part of their outfit for caring such diseases as

the untutored savages had, rheumatism being
the principal one.

The oil was especially plentiful in North
Western Pa. It came out of the springs to

such an extent that some of the streams were
fairlv greasy with it, and no fish could live in

them.
"Oil Creek" was the name of a stream in

Western Pa., and "Old Greasy" was the
name given to the Kanawa River. There came
to be quite a belief in it, as a medicine. These
streams were regularly skimmed to get the oil

which was put up in bottles, extensively adver-
tised and sold by such fakers as I have described.
It was called a cure for most every thing under
the sun and could be taken internally, although,
it was used mostly as a liniment

This was about the middle of the nineteenth
century. A man by the name of Kier, was at

that time selling it extensively under the name
of "Kier's Rock Oil,'

1 and it was Kier who first

began to suspect that this oil bad other value
than its use as a liniment or medicine. There
are extensive salt deposits in that part of the

country, and they drill down until they strike

the salt. In drilling these artesian wells, they
struck springs which of course, gave them salt

water, and these springs frequently gave, mixed
with water, the greasy, blackish, ill-smelling

rock oil or petroleum. They used to take this

mixt 're and run the water into great tanks and
of course, the oil being lighter than the water,

would rise to the top, and they skimmed it off,

and it was from this, that the great quantity of

medicine was obtained.
Kier had already found the lumbermen and

grist mill men of Pennsylvania using this oil as a

lubricant for their machinery. It was very much
cheaper than lard oil, or whale oil, for it cost

nothing practically, but it was not nearly- so

good, for the grit in the rock oil would wear out
machinery much faster than the lard oil or

whale oil.

Finally Mr. Kier sent a sample to Professor

Silliman.of Yale College, for analysis, to see
whether it could be used like lard oil and whale
oil for lighting purposes. Professor Silliman
sent back a report stating that it could be easily

distilled into an illuminant, better than anything
he had yet discovered; that it had valuable by-

products; parafine, vaseline and other salable

articles.

Kier at once built a still, holding about five

barrels, and refined some of the oil, which he
sold for 62'i cents a gallon, wholesale, but it was
not until 1854 that any attempt was made to

find the oil by drilling, and to get it out of the

great chambers in the ground, in which Nature
had stored it.

It was already shown that oil was plentiful,

and could be made suitable for lighting purposes,

but then a question arose, was there enough of

it to make it profitable to attempt it?

The oil workers all said that these deposits

were small, containing only a few hundred bar-

rels at the most. They did not for a moment
dream of the inexhaustible supply to be found
almost anywhere, under the surface of a great

many states.

BOOM TIMES IN THE OIL COUNTRY

Not since the days of 184!), when at Suter's

Mill in California, a man repairing a dam dis-

covered gold, was there such an excitement in

this country, as followed the discovery of oil bv
boring artesian wells in 1850 or thereabouts.

All the rag-tag, the bob-tail of the world, rushed

into California in '4n. The exodus to Pennsyl-
vania was not so great; but it brought a choice
collection of adventurers, of not quite so des-
perate a character as the gold seekers of Califor-

nia. It was in the wild mountainous region of

Western Pennsylvania, about twenty miles
from the Monongahela River that they first

struck oil in paying quantities, and began to

discover gushers, or oil wells, which sent out a

hundred barrels a day or more of the ill-smelling

fluid.

Up to this time, mind you, the best illuminant
of this country was whale oil, which was little

better than a tallow or a wax candle. I remem-
ber my mother had two or three of those whale
oil lamps, which had each two little wicks about
as big around as a lead pencil. The lamp pro-
duced a light nearly as brilliant as that of a com-
mon lucifer match. If the lamp chimney hap-
pened to be a little dirty you had to light a tal-

low candle in order to see the lamp light. There
was no brilliant light in those days. "No Great
White Way" for the New Yorkers, and when
this petroleum began to be distilled by a very
simple process and produced the clear, beauti-

ful, soft, yellowish-white light, such as comes
from a student's lamp, there was an immediate
and tremendous demand for the oil at from 75c
to SI a gallon.

When it was found that there was any quantity
of oil lying under the rocky surface of the coun-
try around Oil Creek, you can imagine what
followed: an immediate rush of fortune hunters
to the oil fields. Speculators bought thousands
of acres of land. Those scrubby looking, worth-
less farms which were too poor to be given
away, were sold for thousands of dollars and
there came the wildest kind of speculation in oil

lots, Wells were going down everywhere. The
sound of the drill never ceased day or night.

And there were reams crawling around there

through the mountains, teams with wheels
wrapped in heavy felt covering, so that there

should be no jar to the contents of the wagons.

For these wagons contained that dangerous
compound, nitro-glycerine. It was the custom
when a well had been drilled down for hundreds
of feet sometimes to try and reach the inner
chamber by sending down a charge of nitro-

glycerine. They loaded a tin canister with it

and dropped the canister down the casing of the

artesian wells. It was not a safe business this,

for the least jar of the wagons that carried the

glycerine was enough to explode it, and the

driver, the team and wagon, the cans, the road

and everything else round about there was oc-

casionally blown to smithereens. But the oil

wells kept going down and the oil kept coming
up, and the crowd came rushing in, and the

dance halls multiplied, and the saloons were on
every corner, and there was the sound of revelry

by night from painted women and drunken
men through all the oil country.

There was no fear now about lack of supply.

The only question was to get it to the market.

Oil Creek, where the Storey farm was located,

was in the wildest kind of a rock-ribbed moun-
tainous region and to get this oil to navigable

livers it must be carried by boat or by team
through the rocky wildnerness. There came an

army of teamsters who "got rich quick"; they

held up the oil producers and sometimes
charged as high a S4 a barrel for carrying this oil

the 15 or 20 miles it had to travel before it

reached the steamboat. Everybody went into

the oil business. Of those who went into the

business, probably one in five succeeded,

for it was not long until the price of oil, which
had been 75c to SI a gallon, was cut to the van-

ishing point.

"Coal Oil Johnny" was his name,
From Oil Creek in Pennsylvania he came,
He was nearly always tight,

For he boozed it day and night,
Oh, he surely was a sight,

"Coal Oil Johnny was his name,"

This is a classic verse which was sung nightly

in the concert halls of 1860. "Coal Oil J< hnny"
was a young man who made a fortune in oil and
blew it in, in the "Lobster Palaces" and "Swell
Bar Rooms" of Broadway. There were hun-
dreds like him, yes thousands, for these great

gushers poured out oil in an endless flood from

the rocky hills of Pennsylvania, West Virginia,

Ohio anil Kentucky. Two thousand, three

thousand, even four thousand barrels a day was
not unusual from some of these great wells,
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which sent a mights' torrent high in the air from
the great under ground chambers of the earth
where the fluid had lain concealed for centuries.
In January 1860, petroleum was worth 820 a
barrel ; at the wells a year later you could buy it

10c a barrel, so bountiful was the supply and so
inadequate the means of taking care of it. (ireat

reservoirs were built, but they were far from be-
ing sufficient to hold the endless stream poured
out from these oil wells.

THE COMING OF THE MAN
And then there came the man as there al-

ways comes the man in this country where birth

and breeding have little to do with success. He
was ^-Business College boy. He came in

from a country place near Cleveland, He was a

handsome fellow, this boy of 16. though the
pictures of him now wouldn't indicate that fact.

His father was a sort of peddler, horse doctor
and trader combined and the boy had taken a

few months' course at the business college in

Cleveland and wa9 now looking for a job.

Cleveland, by the way, was the center of the oil

business at this time. It was the nearest large
city to Oil Creek and the oil fields of Western
Pa. and Ohio and the lake steamers offered
easy means of transportation. Oil in great
quantities came to Cleveland to be refined.

The wind was blowing the white caps into
dancing foam on Lake Erie as the boy plodded
from store to store asking for a job only to be
turned away with "No Help Wanted." From
place to place, he had traveled, all over the city

until he was foot sore and heart sore for it

seemed as if there was no place left for him. He
had turned away from the doors of a commission
house down on the wharfs and almost resolved
to go home and work on the farm again when
the door was opened and a man said, "Hi. you
boy, come back here." He returned and the
mansaid: Come back here after dinner and we
will give you a job checking up some stuff that
is coming in on a boat up shore. He came back,
eagerly, and became the boy bookkeeper of a

commission house. This was the coming: of
a man. He was a fine bookkeeper, this boy,
Johnny. They gave him 850 for his first four

months' work, and, in a dear little book which he
has written and which ought to be in every
Sunday School library, he says- "1 paid my
board and washing out of this 850 and gave some
small sums to charity and saved a little money."
Johnny didn't stand around on the corners and
smoke cigarettes. He didn't read dime novels

nights but he went to church every Sunday, and
had a Sunday School class and was one of the

"goodest" kind of good boys. I don't suppose
he ever said a cuss word, even when he stubbed
his toe, or stepped on a tack in the night when
he got up in his bare feet, to put his overcoat on
the scantily covered bed, I suppose it was a

scantily covered bed, for he only paid a dollar a

week for board and lodging. But then, things
were cheap in Cleveland in 1800. He was the
best kind of a bookkeeper. He made no mis-
takes. His trial balance always balanced to a

cent. Much different from some of my boys.
and girls, too, for that matter. He knew just

what everything cost and he knew what it ought
to cost, and the firm raised his pay to 825 a

month which was pretty big money for a boy of

sixteen.

At seventeen he was treasurer of Mission Church
connected with the First Baptist Church, of

Cleveland and he began raising money to pay
off church debts at that time. He has raised and
given a great many million dollars for that pur-

pose since that time but his first achievement
was 82000. And, he says: "We felt a great

deal of satisfaction when we were able to say
that our church was free of debt." About that

time young John encountered an Englishman
by the name of Clark Clark was about 30 years
old and in the school of "Hardknocks" he had
accumulated a lot of experience and some little

money. Young Johnny had saved a few hun-
dred dollars too and in 1858. after two years of

experience as bookkeeper, he hung out his

shingle as a produce commission dealer in the
city of Cleveland with Clark as a partner. There
was nothing slow about John and his partner.

They did 8450,000 worth of business the first

year, 81500 a day. which was "going some" for

a couple of youngsters, one of them only a boy,
with practically no capital. But John was an ac-

complished borrower. He was about the

smoothest proposition even in the oily, greasy
city of Cleveland and "he smote the rock of
credit and abundant streams gushed forth." He
could borrow money of anybody who had
money. For he had a way about him that just

made them loosen up whether they wanted to or
not. He was low-voiced and soft-footed and
humble and he knew how to reach the weak
point of every man with whom he had business
and when it came down to business, there were
no fiies on young John. He could drive a bar-
gain to the very finest point and get the last

cent there was in the proposition and when he
got that cent you can just bet that if anybody
got it away from him they had to rise early in

the morning, long before day-light. They
made money, John and his partner. Then the
w-ar came. Clark was an Englishman anil I

don't suppose he felt impelled to die for his
adopted country and John was in no hurry about
dying either. He didn't rush to arms at the first

call of the war drum but just kept right on doing
business at the old stand, buying cheap and sell-

ing at a profit all the time, and then, at the cru-
cial moment, there came a man.by the name of
Andrews, who asked them, Clark and his part-
ner, to back him in starting an oil refinery, and
they put in 8-1000.
This Andrews was a genius. He invented

new methods of refining oil and got a good
deal more out of it than others had
been able to do. And the result was a much
larger profit from their operations. It wasn't
long before John made up his mind that there
was a good deal more money in oil then there
was in produce and he sold out his interest in

"Clark and Rockefeller" and went into the oil

business entirely. Then they took in William,
a brother of our John, and started another re-

finery, and they took in H. M. Flagler, who
opened a New York office for selling oil.

But our John was the head of the whole
business and finally, five years after he became a

partner iD the refining business, he combined all

his companies into one and called it the "Stan-
dard Oil Company. " That name is pretty well
known now, the wide world over. The capital
of the new concern was a million dollars. John
D. was the buyer and the master mind of the
combination, though they were all men of
marked ability, but this boy, John, had a mind
so far superior to that of the average busi-
ness man that there was no comparison. He had
a mastery of details and the faculty of planning
far ahead and seeing into the distant future su-

perior to even that of Carnegie, whose story I

told you last month. A million dollars was a
large sum of money at the time this company
was formed. No other oil company began to
have that amount of capital. And the new force
soon made itself felt, for, at its head, was the
keenest, most far searching brain in America of
the world. Nothing escaped the eagle vision of
the boy bookkeeper, of Cleveland. Stopping
waste was his strong point. The Standard Oil
Company made its own barrels from wood from
its own forests. It did away with all the waste or
manufacturing. Oil from the wells was brought
to the refineries in the most economical manner-
Pipe lines, when possible, took the place of the
railroads and it wasn't long before a pipe line
was carrying crude oil from Oil Creek, Pennsyl-
vania, to the sea coast, where it was refined and
sent in tank steamers which ploughed the "sex-
en seas" of the world.
In Central Africa, out in the jungles,

where the native wears a smile, only
in all kinds of weather, you find the huts are
covered with tin to keep out the rain and
moisture and this tin comes from the cans of the
Standard Oil Company. It is the same in

British India and in Japan and China. The
Standard Oil Company furnishes tin roofs for all

savage creation. Mr. Rockefeller did most of

the buying at first and one by one. competitors
began to go down. The price of oil was brought
down to a point below which they could make it

and then the Standard Oil Company began its

policy of gobbling up one after another of its

competitors. At first these rivals in business
laid their failure to meet the prices of the Oil

Company, to Mr. Rockefeller's skill in buying.
But others could buy oil just as cheaply as he,

and it was soon found that his active mind had
found another scource of profit, and he was
working the railroads for rebates, that is, the
price of carrying a barrel of oil from Cleveland

to New York say, was 81.50. The trunk lines
controlled by Vanderbilt, Gould, and others
charged this price. But. Mr. Rockefeller, said,
"Here, Gentlemen, if you want to carry this oil

for us, you will have to give us a good deal bet
ferrates than you give other people. If you
don't give us it, we will simply build pipe lines
and you won't get the trade at all, neither ours
nor that of our rivals." And the railroads seeing
the force of his proposition. like Davy Crockett,
Coon, said, "Don't shoot John, we'll come
down."
The Standard Oil Company has increased its

capital stock from one million dollars to
one hundred million dollars, but that
large amount does not begin to show the real
value of its property. For a 8100 share of oil

stock is worth 8650 to-day and its dividends are
large, even at this high price. Mr. Rockefeller,
long since retired from the active management
of the great monopoly. For the Standard Oil
Company is almost a monopoly. True, there
are other oil companies but they are mostly en-
gaged in making lubricants and turning out oil

for fuel, only the real business of making burning
oil is almost entirely in the hands of this great
company. 1 have not the least doubt that Mr.
Rockefeller, up in his mansion among the Po-
cantico Hills, or at Cleveland, or at Atlanta, or
New York still gets daily reports of the business
and directs through his son its far reaching
affairs. He owns a large portion of stock and is

now without doubt the richest man in the world.
His wealth is estimated at half a billion and
some even think it a billion, a sum far too great
for any man to control.

AN ESTIMATE.
One cannot be the richest man in the world

without getting plenty of enemies and some
friends. Mr. John D. Rockefeller has an abun-
dant supply of enemies but, outside of his
family and business associates, his stock of
friends is not over numerous. He has not in-
vited friendship. Until the past few years it

was as difficult to get an interview with him as
it was with the Czar of Russia. He was sur-
rounded by a body guard that made it quite out
of the question for an ordinary mortal to get
within gun shot. It was difficult, very difficult
indeed, to serve a summons upon Mr. Rocke-
feller when his presence was required in court at

some of the numerous investigations that have
been aimed at the great Standard Oil Company.
Novelists have witten stories about him in

which he appeared as a bloodsucker, draining the
life current from every legitimate business. He
has been pictured as a man with a heart of ice,

as cold and cruel as fate itself.

Playwrights have written dramas about him.
"The Lion and the Mouse" which ran for sev-
eral years and is still running was an attempt to
picture John D. But, of late years, it was seen
that the United States government was not go-
ing to allow the Standard Oil Company to con-
trol the courts as they undoubtedly did in the
early history of their combination; there has
come a change. A smart press agent was se-
cured and Mr. Rockefeller now appears as a
kindly old gentleman, ready to welcome news-
paper men with open arms. He plays golf with
the boys and gives them good cigars and tells

them nice little stories about his boyhood and
how he accumulated, by economy and watchful-
ness, the modest fortune which he admits be-
longs to him.
Ministers have preached at Mr. Rockefeller

and one of them refused to take his monev for
his church because he said that money was
tainted. Even the girls at Wellesley have hail

a whack at him. For only last spring they went
to the faculty and demanded that they give back
the money that John D. had put into a chapel,
or something of that kind for Wellesley. The
faculty didn't do it, because the faculty are old-
er and have more sense than the girls, who are
young and impulsive and don't know how-
hard it is to get money. If they did, they
wouldn't be so anxious to give it back.
Our Mt. Holyoke girls are perfectly satisfied

to keep their chapel, which Mr. Rockefeller gave
them. Now the friends of the Oil King can't
help admiring him. they point with pride to the
wondrous things he has done. Think of it, 825,-
000,000 alone to one college. The University
of Chicago. 830,000,000 at one gift to the So-

( Continued on page 17.

)
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MORE COMING!

You bet! There's more coming ! Didn't you
ever see a great big Hock of black crows coming
—and there seemed to be no let-up— they just
kept coming. Goodness, gracious, but that was
a big rlock, wasn't it? Now what has that to do
with penmanship or learning? Nothing at all

!

Just said that to attract your attention- to see if

"you and I" would agree. We'll not make
much headway, against wind, perhaps, and up-
stream, unless we both do our part— pull to-
gether. It's the easiest thing in the world to
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drift down with the stream—to go with the crowd,
in other words. So you are easily .discouraged.
are you? That's a good sign. Discourage-
ment reveals desire which is the motive of suc-
cess. Isn't that worth smoking?—as the old say-
ing goes. Sure! Stay with it, no matter how
discouraged you get. The more discouraged
you are, the longer and harder you work at any-
thing that is really "worth while"— and then

finally win out—conquer—the happier you will
feel, the sweeter will be the reward. Another
illustration: The harder the ax to grind the
longer it will stay sharpened after it is once well
ground.

Making Fun.

That recalls to mind (and it happened only a

few years ago) an incident about a young man

-•^^^g^^y
who seemed to get considerable pleasure in

'•making fun" of others, and about the time
when they made their first appearance before an
audience (Literary Society, by the way,) the
tables were turned, however. The young man,
himself, was chosen as one of the principal
speakers in a debate. He got up and addressed
the chair, turned around and— well, that's as far

as he got. He couldn't say another word—he
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was completely stage struck—the cure was in-
stantaneous. Moral: All there! If you can't
-ceil well, "ask papa." Fun is all right in its

place. In fact, "there's nothing like it!" Hut
when anyone tries to make fun at the expense
of BOBieone else, there's something wrong
so/»eir/jere, somehow somepiace, chang-
ing the subject somewhat.

Don't worry about the future.

The present is all thou hast.
The future will soon be present,
The present will soon be past.

Anil now while "you and 1', are here, alone,
let's pick out two principle points about each of
the capital letters. Say! You take it in short-
hand as 1 dictate now, and then you can re-

/^yt^^i^-i^L^t^C^- ^yZa^&isiSj'stsrL&s.

write it later—when I am repairing the Motor,
for instance.
A— Start stroke leftward and a trifle up-hill.

Finish with stroke pointing downward, a trifle

to the right, curving it gracefully,

B—Make down-stroke straight, straight as a

poker! Keep right side of letter in line with the

left.
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C—Smaller loop should be In line with the
larger loop ami extend half-way down. Leave
plenty of room between first loop and upper
left-hand corner of letter.

D — Let the "toe" part of letter point up-and-
down. Finish similar to capital O.
E—Make top part of letter as round as 10, bot-

tom like 5. The wee-little loop should point
diagonally across main slant of letter.

F—Curve every stroke. Keep rocking, swing-
ing, (that is, while you are making it) as if you
were in a hammock.
G—Notice that the down -stroke crosses the up-

stroke about half the height of letter. Second
down-stroke is parallel with the first up-stroke.
H—Make first half of letter exactly the same

as beginning of K, M and N. Lines are paral-

lel in bottom half of letter.

I— Start on line of writing; don't cheat. All

lines (in letter) should cross at the same place.

J—Another letter that starts on the line of

writing. Top part of letter is longer and wider
than the bottom.
K—First part of letter is made exactly like H.

Second part swing around first part "just above
the middle."

(Continued on page t6,}
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Contributions in Practical Writing. No. 8
S. E. LESLIE.

Eastman College, Poaghkeepsie, New York.

Subscribers' writing criticised free. Send specimens to Mr. Leslie at above address, inclosing self -ad-

dressed stamped envelope, and your criticism will reach you long before it could possibly appear in the B. E.
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Plate 10K. Ledger Headings should be written larger than ordinary writing;. Write the capitals one full space high and the small letter* one half

space high. Use a coarse pen and form the letters as well as possible.

-

I'lates Ion and L10. In these verses the writing should be smaller than usual. Arrange the lines neatly and do'your very best.
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Plate 111. Signature writing is difficult and very important. One should adopt a certain way of writing his name and always use the same combi-
nation of capitals unless he be a skilled penman. Signatures should always be absolutely legible. Much time is lost in business offices deciphering il-

legible signatures. The combination of capitals in this copy should be practiced until you can take any three capitals and join them easily.

Business Penmanship Suggestions by S. B. Fahnestock, McPherson College, McPherson, Kans.

Plate 43.

Plate 43. These exercises are the foundation for several lessons. You should practice this principle well, (jive it much attention. Watch the
slant. This is one of the difiicult lessons. Third line contains stem with dot. Fourth line the stem part is finished with a broad turn at base line and
brought up suddenly and finished with a curved line.

Master this principle. It will pay you. Try to see your mistakes, if you wish to improve rapidly. Criticize your work.

Plate 44.

c=y
Plate 44. Here we have another plate fur review. Make this your best work. You cannot imagine how well 1 am pleased with your work so far.

I wish to thank you for the interest you have shown me so far in this course of lessons. I know you are proud of your advancement. Put all the force

from now on into these lessons that you can. Work up to boiling heat. Wonderful things are accomplished when the enthusiasm lias been properly
generated. You should frequently review the lessons and study the copies. You have material for much practice and improvement. In fact enough
now to become one of the tinest business writers.

Plate 45,

Plate 45. Make the stem part of T and F three-fourths height of letter and one-fourth for the cap. The cap should begin same as first oval in M
and finish with a slight compound curve. Make the first part of F without lifting the pen. I'se a forceful arm movement in all this work. Develop
strength. Work the lines into smooth strokes by increasing your movement. Each copy should be worked over and over in order that the greatest

improvement may be made. I appreciate your faithful work and commend you on your rapid advancement. I have in my possession some splendid

work from my hard working boys and girls.
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Plate 4o. Commence I. with a small ilut and continue same as D ami finish a little below the blue line. Have a good position. Study this plate
carefully. I Ibserve the spacing. The secret of rapid improvement -watch vour faults and endeavor to correct them the same as vou should do in your
manner of living Work hard on the exercise until it is mastered. Make turn at base line and bring up one-third height of loop on the left. I hope to
sec some good work sent me from this plate. 1 have great faith in your ability to completely master it.

Plate 47. Curve the first Stroke in S. Have the lines to cross about one- half height of letter. For free movement the second line will give your
arm excellent drill. Be sure and get it on the regular slant. The (i should have the loop part about two thirds height of the letter. Ise the hook fin-

Make capitals quickly. I'ut force to your work. Have little finger to glide t > the right. Strive to excel in all your work.

^ ^ -^ ^?

Plate 48. See how near you can imitate the first line in this plate. It is a fine developer for arm movement. Make oval at left of stem in capital P
wide and the finishing oval narrow. The last part being down one half the height of the letter. Compare your work with the copy frequently. See
that you get nice, even, fine lines. Down stroke as light as up stroke. Do you know that your last sent me excels anything yet you have pro-
duced? It pleases me much.

Berkman Continued from page 13.

I. Swing 'em all 'round' and avoid kinks and
strokes. Keep loop on line online-

parallel !

M Count -Kound. straight, down, curve. A
good letter is higher than w ide.

N Say -One, fine, N. Finish with a circular
swing as in M. A and I'.

O—Make letter in proportion of two-to-three,
as wide as high. Curve both sides equally.
P—This works good by saying : Fine, swing !

Let the last stroke iwn and-up stroke
near the middle, and finish with a circular swing
pointing upward-

ij Nothing more or less than the figure 2 en-
larged. The bottom part of letter finishes the
same as L,

R Top part of letter is made like P; finish

like K. Make the loop, in middle a little to the
right of down-and-up stroke.

S— Down-stroke crosses up-stroke half the
height of letter. See that the down-stroke, the
compound curve, is made in line with the per-
pendicular.

T—Made almost the same as F—fish-hook part
omitted. Avoid letting the letter cover too
much territory.

U—Start like V and finish like A. Avoid get-
ting the middle part too wide,

V—Make lirst part of letter much wider
than the second. The finish stroke should end
about -', the height of letter.

W — Make second part of letter a trirle higher
than the first, (iet three equal parts in letter.

X A letter that is seldom used—but when
needed it is needed as badly as any other. Both
down strokes should have the same degree of
curve.
Y—The part that is made above line of writing

is the same as U ; below line, like z. It's longer
above line than below.
/—Top part made the same as Q and X.

Keep small loop on line and pointing up-and-

Diil you get it all?
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By Harry A. Smith, Whipple, O,

Cragin—Continued from page 9.

rietyforthe Improvement of Education. The
income of this money goes to hundreds of poor
schools through the South and West. Churches
by the hundreds all over the country that have
been helped to pay their debts by this man. Al-
most every college in America has had some
building erected in part by Mr. Rockefeller anil

they point to that wonderful hospital for re-
search into the cause of obscure disease and
show what has been done there.
And now they say: The man who is pointed

out as the incarnation of evil and greed and
cruelty wishes to leave the immense fortune he
has gathered to a foundation which shall have
for its objectTHE IMPROVEMENT OF THE
CONDITION OF THE PEOPLE OE ALL
THE WORLD. Can a bad man do such things
as these? Is it possible for a man to be a very
good man and a very bad man too? lam in-

clined to think eo. Some of you, perhaps, have
read that strange book of Robert Louis Steven-
sons "Doctor Jekyll and Mr. Hyde." Two spir-

its in one body. Doctor Jekyll kindly, genial
physician, doing good, relieving pain. Mr.
Hyde a monster of cruelty. Well we all of us
have a double nature. At our best we arcquite
decent persons. At our worst we are pretty
tough customers. The oil king started out in

life with a genius for money making. The busi-
ness brought him in contact with much of mis-
management and he made up his mind to do
away with it and control the business. He de-
cided that it was good policy to give to the
Lord. That charity covereth a multitude of sins
and it had to in the case of The Standard Oil
Co. which was entirely lawless in its actions.
It killed competition by every known means.
Mr. Rockefeller, in his dear little book, gives

the impression that he never really cared for

money and that he long since ceased to have

anything to do with active business, giving his

time to planting rose bushes and playing golf.

The facts don't agree with this state of affairs

and it is safe to say that when he draws his last

breath ami goes to—where he belongs— Rocke-
feller will cease to be interested in business. His
conscience is clear. You know it's an easy mat-
ter to get conscience to sanction any kind of ac-
tion. In his family he is a model of gentleness.
So is a Roval Bengal Tiger. In business he was
as remorseless as fate and had no mercy to weak-
lings. But that's business. He only did what
many who curse him would do if they had the
ability.
A product of the Business College. Students

of today may well imitate his accuracy, thor-
oughness, industry and temperance, but I'd like

him better if he were not so much given to re-

ligious talk. I could stand it to be robbed well
enough but I'd hate to have the robber want to

stop and pray for me.
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Number Ten

As I stepped into the school yard 1

saw several hundred pupils playing

in a number of groups, all having a

healthful happy time. There seemed
to be perfect spontaniety, but there

was discipline beneath the surface

administered mainly by monitors

elected by the pupils themselves.

With the principal I entered the

building and watched the pupils

march in four abreast to music. In a

couple of minutes I was introduced
to Miss , who taught the writ-

ing in the fifth, sixth, seventh and
eighth grades. She seemed happy
in her work and said cheerily with-

out being quizzed that she enjoyed
the writing periods very much, and I

believed her.

In a minute she was directing the
pupils and they went noiselessly to

work on the oval exercise, nine out
of ten in a healthful and efficient po-
sition, each interested in his own
work and yet all following a low-
toned, well-timed rhythmical count
by the teacher. This was repeated
in spirit but modified in detail in all

of the rooms taught by this teacher.

On the blackboards I found so'me-
times a dozen names and sometimes
two or more dozen names which I

learned meant those pupils used arm

movement and maintained good po-

sitions in all written work.
In the next room we received a

hearty handshake from the teacher

and found the pupils doing good
work for that grade which was the

fifth. The papers were turned too

far around, however, which had a

tendency to throw the holders out-

ward from the elbows rather than to-

ward the shoulder.

The next teacher was a little ner-

vous and wanted me to give the les-

son which I gladly did, telling the
pupils they had good lessons when I

was not there, because I did not need
to say anything about position before
starting the practice.

In another room I had to "line up"
the pupils two or three times before
all were in position, due to the fact

that the teacher did not fully appre-
ciate the importance of having el-

bows and hands correctly placed.

In a couple of rooms a few "wig-
glers" (pupils who used their fingers)

were found, and encouraged to per-

severe in mastering the arm move-
ment, which they all seemed deter-

mined to do under the influence of

the inspector of "pothooks and hang-
ers."

From the eighth grade down to the
beginner?, all were struggling suc-

cessfully with position, movement
and form, and winning better pen-
manship and greater self control.

The secret of the school's success
was the tactful, capable, resourceful,
experienced, conscientious, perse-
vering principal, who made it a point
daily to teach a number of classes
each day in different rooms, "to get
close to the pupils" she said, but
what better, more salient plan is

there to get close to the teacher and
in a way to stimulate her to doing her
level best?

The afternoon proved as short as
it was pleasant.
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Number Three.

"He's been expelled from school;

he's headstrong and behind in his

studies; we want you to see what you
can do with him" were the vigorous
coldblooded words as they fell pell-

mell from a large, fairly-well edu-
cated, well-to-do mother as she ap-

peared before the private school pro-

prietor and unbosomed her indigna-

tion and disgust concerning her son
whom she wanted trained, taught
and disciplined.

The son, about seventeen, sat sil-

ent as a sphinx with down-cast eyes

and indifferent air while the conver-

sation proceeded.

"He doesn't look bad, I think we
will get along well" were the opti-

mistic words of the teacher, who was
an interested fourth party. And the

boy actually raised his eyes for the

first time and his countenance looked
less sullen and indifferent.

A sour-faced German who taught
mathematics and English in the

school soon reported unfavorably
about the boy. The teacher of pen-

manship reported that the boy was
working splendidly, as did also the
good natured, jolly teacher of ac-

counts. The boy awoke as soon as

he saw he was not being forced and
became a model student, and later

on a dignified, successful man.
The glad hand, the smile, the word

of encouragement, the suggestion,
saved the boy.
And thus the world seemed less

mysterious and humanity less strange
than I feared.

Number Four.

I was beardless and young and in-

experienced but fairly skillful and
hopeful and ambitious. But here was
a letter from a college or university
graduate, considerably older than
myself, who said he was coming for

instruction i n penmanship; h e

wanted to improve his writing and
look up in methods.

I received him with misgivings,
fearing he would be too critical and

exacting for one of my limitations,
but lo and behold, he was the most
appreciative of my students. I

learned my second important lesson:
educated people appreciate anything
you do if it is your very best.

My first great lesson was when I

went away from home the first time-
so far away that I knew I would see
no one I ever saw before. Surely I

would be among strangers. But to
my surprise, even though I was in
another .state, I found friends. I

learned early that humanity is much
the same the world over, and that
friends are wherever you deserve
them.
And, too, for the first time I found

I had an opportunity to choose my
friendships. They were not thrust
upon me by the mere fact of being
born neighbors, nor by relatoinship,
but by that true kinship best ex-
pressed by fellowship or friendship.

OPPORTUNITY AND RESPON-
SIBILITY

It is a great opportunity that a
school has in perpetuating itself by
treating its pupils so squarely and in-

structing them so thoroughly that

they ever after speak glowingly and
respectfully of it.

But, unfortunately, too few of the

many schools in our profession look

that far ahead. As a consequence
they do not have that substantial

prestige which alone comes from
work well performed.

And likewise it is a grave responsi-

bility that the school shoulders when
it not only accepts but persuades
people to enter its doors to spend
hard earned money for that which,

more than anything else, will in-

fluence their future.

For if the instruction is not first-

class, the pupils' whole life will be
modified accordingly. The invest-

ment on the part of the pupil, wheth-
er by himself or his parent, is mo-
mentous because it is so far reaching.

Unlike a suit of clothes, which lasts

only as long as you wear it, an edu-

cation is neither so easily put on or

so quickly put off, and therefore it

carries with it opportunities and ob-

ligations not wrapped up in bundles
of merchandise
The private school man who is far

sighted enough to forsee and fully

appreciate his opportunities and re-

sponsibilities in the treatment and
instruction given his pupils need not
fear the Commercial High School
in its various forms.
Such a school man has hundreds

and thousands of live advertisements
always speaking enthusiastically, en-

couragingly, and kindly of him. Are
you making the most of your oppor-
tunities and responsibilities in this
regard?

Z^
Marshall's

Mental

Meanderings

= J)

Not the Shadow A college de-
but the Substance gree in itself

amounts to nothing. It is a mere
distinctive gew-gaw, which satisfies
the same passion for adornment,
which, in the savage, is satisfied by a
necklace of sharks teeth, or a crest of
red feathers. But the thing which a
college degree stands for, amounts to
a great deal. It means power, men-
tal and spiritual; personal mastery
of body and^mind; breadth of view;
Christian kindness, in short, all that
a young man, during four years, can
get of what four thousand years of
civilization has done for our race. If

a man goes to college, merely for the
distinction, and with no passionate
desire for what the distinction im-
plies, he would better spend his time
raising pigs or cabbages.

A Word It has been wise-
to the Possessed ly noted that a man
should know all of something, and
something of all things. The further
away we get from the Stone Age, the
more important becomes the special-
ist, but it would be a dull old world
that was made up of people who are
specialists, and nothing else. Wil-
liam de Morgan in his latest book,
"It Never Can Happen Again," has
pointed some delicious satire, at the
one-idea folks. The man who knows
nothing but his specialty, will, for
himself, miss most of the joy of hu-
man fellowship, and when he insists,
as he usually does, on talking that
specialty in season and out of season,
to everybody he meets, he becomes a
bore and a nuisance. I know a pen-
manship enthusiast, for instance,
who seems to think that man was
created chiefly in order to become
proficient in "muscular movement."
This man is incapable of talking to

you for five minutes, even at break-
fast, without throwing open the
switch and running the conversation-
al train out on the main line where he
claims the exclusive right of way.
Now this man at heart is a splendid
fellow, and a fine teacher of penman-
ship, and has done, and is doing
much for the cause of good writing
in his city, but his mistake is in ma-
king writing the sumum bonum of hu-
man existence. I know another young
man who is similarly obsessed by
shorthand. When you are with him,
you can no more get out of talking
shorthand than you can keep from
getting wet when you jump into a

( Continued on page 2S.)
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PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT

Having taken care of the accounts

that are necessary to ascertain the

gross trading profit, and which, ex-

cept under extraordinary commercial
depression, will be the first entry ap-

pearing on the credit side, the next

step is to prepare a Profit and Loss

Statement.

This is a statement designed to

show the profit available for the own-
er, or for distribution among the

owners of the concern whether an in-

dividual, a firm, or a corporation.

The method of preparing this state-

ment, where it is accompanied by a

trading statement, is to extract from

the trial balance those items not rep-

resenting assets or liabilities, and
those not already taken out and in-

cluded in the trading statement.

These are then carried item by item

from the trial balance, or under
groups, directly to the debit or cred-

it side of the profit and loss state-

ment.
For the purpose of explaining thor-

oughly the method of preparation of

the profit and loss statement, it is

advisable to refer briefly to the ac-

counts which usually make up this

statement.

SELLING EXPENSES

These expenses consist of all ex-

penses incidental to selling goods.
Separate accounts may be kept with
any or all of the different selling ex-

penses, or they may be entered under
one account entitled "Selling" or
"Distribution Expenses", and then
by the use of an analysis sheet, they
may be classified to whatever extent
desired.

The account is debited for all sales-

men's salaries, commissions, travel-

ing expenses, supplies, samples and
sample cases, premiums used to

stimulate sale of goods, delivery ex-

pense, branch office expenses, freight

and express outward, storage in out-
side warehouses, advertising, mer-
cantile references, wrappers' wages,
salary of credit man, etc.

It should be credited for the sale of
any item of material previously
charged this account. The balance
of the account represents the cost of
making sales for the current period.
These expenses are placed first in

preparing the profit and loss state-

ment, ranking against the gross

trading profit, the difference being
net trading profit.

ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES

In addition to selling expenses, the

expenses of conducting or adminis-

tering the business, comes next.

These expenses, like selling expen-

ses, may be kept in one account en-

titled "Administrative Expenses",
and may be classified to any extent

desired by using an analysis sheet.

This account is debited with salar-

ies of officers, managers and office

help, traveling expenses of general

officers when on business not per-

taining to sellingof goods, Directors'

fees, legal services, telephone and
telegraph charges, office supplies,

stationery, postage, etc.

The account is credited with the

sale of any supplies, etc., previously

charged, the balance representing

the cost of administering the affairs

of the business.

GENERAL EXPENSES

Following selling and administra-

tive expenses, are a class of expenses

not chargeable to selling or man-
agement, known as general expenses.

These expenses may be kept under
the head of "General Expenses", and
classified to any extent desired on an

analysis sheet, or separate accounts

may be kept with any or all of the

items contained therein.

The account is charged with the

cost of such expenses as coal or gas

for fuel, gas or electricity for light,

light, rent, insurance, taxes, ianitor

services, water, miscellaneous re-

pairs, etc. It is credited with the

sale of any article subsequently sold,

which had been previously charged
to the account, the balance showing
expenses other than selling or ad-

ministrative.

It is not correct to charge insur-

ance premiums when paid or vouch-
ered, to this account; instead they
should be charged to an account un-

der the title of "Insurance Premi-
ums Paid in Advance",or"Unexpired
Insurance." Then the amount of the

premiums expired should be credited

each month to this account, and deb-
ited to "General Expenses", or "In-

surance Expense", when a separate
account is kept. The same method
should be followed for taxes.

It is very important that the book-
keeper should hold open the books
for several days after the close of the

month in order to get in all bills for

expenses, such as coal, light, gas,

telephone, telegrams, etc., so as to

get these expenses included in the

trial balance for the month in which
these expenses were incurred. A
trial balance which does not include
all invoices for goods received dur-

ing the month, as well as all expen-
ses incurred during the month, is

useless for any other purpose than to

merely prove the ledger in balance.

The items on the debit side of the
profit and loss statement having been
briefly explained, the items belong-
ing to the credit side are now in or-

der. These items are few in number
and mainly consist of such items as

purchase discounts, rent of power or

part of warehouse or building, ac-

counts collected previously charged
off as uncollectible, sales of by-pro-

ducts, etc. The balance of the profit

and loss statement will now repre-

sent the "Net Profit" of the current

fiscal period.

FORM OF PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT

Selling; Expenses:

Credit Man's Salary SI 200 00
Salesmen's Salaries 2000 00

Trav. Exp. 1800 00
Sample cases and Samp. 200 00
Advertising loo oo

Administrative Expenses

Salaries of officers
of clerks

Traveling Expenses
Legal Services
Postage and Supplies

2000 uo
1000 00
200 on
100 00
50 00

Kent
I-iglit

Heat
Insurance]
Repairs

General Expenses

100 00
5 00
10 00
60 00
8 00

< iross Trading Profit
Purchase Discounts
Kent of Warehouse
Sales of old papers, etc

$12000 00
400 00
100 00
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ARTICLE III.

In the articles on the Study of Bus-
iness Law appearing in last month's
issue of The Business Educator, the
consideration of contracts was treat-

ed. We saw that consideration is

one of the elements which raise

agreements to the dignity of con-

tracts so that the judicial power of

the state may take notice of and en-

force them. We learned that consid-

eration must consist of a present or

future advantages to the promisor or

detriment to the promisee; that it

must be something more than mere
gratitude for favors rendered in the

past; and that it must be something
more than that which a party is al-

ready bound to perform, either by
law or by his prior contract.

CAPACITY OF PARTIES

This month the subject to be pre-

sented is the manner of teaching the

third subdivision of contract law,

Capacity of Parties. Perhaps in no
other branch of the law have such
fundamental changes taken place in

comparatively recent years. The an-

cient lawyer was concerned about the

effect of outlawry and felony upon a

man's capacity to enter into a bind-

ing contract. The privileges of the

nobility as affecting their agreements
were also of some importance in the

days of older England.
But in one respect the lawyer of

Lord Mansfield's day had a vast ad-

vantage over his modern brother. He
reduced the perplexities of the law of

married women's contracts to the

general rule that they were all void.

However, women many years ago re-

sented being classified as an incap-

able, along with infants and lunatics,

and have^taken a much more import-
ant place in the eye of the law. This
illustrates the need to a teacher of

keeping up-to-date. One who in-

structs others in a subject so likely

to undergo material changes as the

law governing modern business must
be continually a student as well as a

teacher. Besides, there are few
branches of business law which will

not bear a large amount of analytical

and constructive thought. All

around us we see evidences of rapid
improvement. In the realm of me-
chanics, of commerce and of politics,

the eager search for newer and better

things has produced marvelous
changes. The old stage coach has
given place to the Twentieth Century

Limited, the two hundred horse-pow-
er automobile, the dirgible airship.

The trust has emerged as a commer-
cial force of gigantic power. An
awakened public conscience ceases to

wink at, or take as a matter of course,
corruption in high places. This great
advance is due in large measure to

the fact that, through the spreading
abroad of higher education, many
more people have the opportunity
and ability to add impetus to the
world's progress in civilization. The
number of people who have five tal-

ents instead of two or one is con-

stantly on the increase. The science

of law, always conservative and slow
to change, following after the muta-
tions in the other affairs of life and
fitting itself to them, has been alter-

ed more, perhaps, in the last forty

years than in the preceding two cen-

turies. Not only must a teacher of

business law know of these changes
in order to impart proper instruc-

tion, but, in comnon with every
other human being, the responsibil-

ity rests on him to labor to improve
the knowledge committed to him in

order that he may pass it on to his

fellows better and richer for his hav-

ing been temporarily the steward of it.

Another reason why a teacher

should be also a student is that he

may not fall into a rut. There is al-

ways danger that his thoughts will

run in an ever deepening groove from
which they will not turn without dif-

ficulty. It is possible for one to as-

sert a lie so often that one comes
firmly to believe it to be true. So
with an instructor, he may teach er-

roneously a hastily digested lesson

during so many years that doubts
which might at first have been pres-

ent in his mind are forgotten and the

oft repeated inaccuracies become to

him certainty. It was once conclu-

sively demonstrated to an aged pro-

fessor in one of the eastern col-

leges that a certain principle which
he taught was incorrect. The old

man admitted that he was wrong.
Yet the very next day his lecture

showed traces of the old belief. Un-
consciously his thoughts went off in

the old direction. A teacher must
constantly test his knowledge by
comparing it with new ideas and by
using it to answer new questions.

The law regarding the contracts of

married women is today almost en-

tirely statutory. One after another,

the restrictions upon a wife's con-

tractual capacity have been removed

until now but few remain. Most leg-

islatures have thought it the part of
wisdom to prevent designing men,
especially designing husbands, from
taking advantage of woman's natur-
ally sympathetic nature and her inex-

perience in the world of business, by
providing that a married woman can-
not become a surety or a guarantor
or an accommodation indorser. Neith-
er may she convey her real estate
without the joinder of her husband.
In most states, such a deed is abso-
lutely void. This provision is made
not so much for the protection of the
wife but rather to secure to the hus-
band his curtesy in his wife's real es-

tate.

Except in states where the law has
been codified, a very careful study
of the Married Women's Property
Acts is nceessary if a teacher expects
to have a thorough knowledge of the
law on the subject. The matter has
been tinkered with by so many dif-

ferent sets of legislators that it is of-

ten difficult to systamatize the law.

Another class of persons whose ca-

pacity to contract might be question-
ed is that composed of aliens. As a

general rule, the foreigner has the
same right to contract that a citizen

enjoys. Some states limit the for-

mer's right to hold real property. An
alien enemy, a citizen of a state with
which this country is at war, cannot
usually enforce his contractual rights.

Thus in the recent trouble between
France and Germany over Morocco,
Paris bankers refused to extend the

credit of German manufacturers, be-

cause in case of war they would prob-
ably be unable to collect their debts.

Contracts of minors often cause
considerable trouble to business men.
Some merchants get it into their

heads that if a youth has the out-

ward appearances of being twenty-
one, he is absolutely liable for the

price of the articles purchased. The
minor can seldom be held on a con-

tract which he has properly disaffirm-

ed, unless it be for necessaries, and
in the latter case, the merchant can
only recover what he proves to be the

reasonable value of the goods. In-

deed, a minor's contracts for neces-

saries come more properly under the

head of quasi-contract. It is not the

contract which is enforced, because
the minor is not obliged to pay the

agreed price for the necessaries un-

less the merchant shows that it was
the reasonable value of the goods.

So an unexecuted contract for neces-

saries cannot be enforced by an ad-

ult against a minor. The policy of

the law, in order that he may be able

to obtain food and clothing, attaches

the obligation to pay a reasonable

sum for them but only when the mi-

nor has received the necessaries. The
operation of the law on a minor's

contracts will be found set out more

( Continued on page 22.)
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Before taking up the subject of

methods, I should like to show, if I

can, why many business schools have
failed to obtain good results in touch
typewriting. It seems to me, there

are two serious causes of failure.

First, the employment of incompe-
tent or inexperienced teachers. All

commercial school proprietors ap-

preciate the necessity of employing
experienced teachers of shorthand, if

they are to get good results in short-

hand; many, however, do not seem
to realize that they must have equal-

ly competent teachers of typewriting,

if they are to get good results in

typewriting. What private school
principal would think of placing at

the head of his shorthand depart-
ment one of his own students who
had just finished her six or seven
months' course in shorthand? Yet I

have in mind a New York school,
having four unusually good teachers
of shorthand, besides a court report-

er who gives an hour a day to the
graduating class, whose typewriting
class of two hundred was taught last
year by a young woman of twenty
who had herself just finished the
course. THE head of this school
said he could not understand why he
did not have better success with
touch typewriting. Another promi-
nent school, having a large number
of really fine shorthand teachers, any
one of whom is fully competent to be
at the head of the whole department,
has only two young teachers for a
typewriting class of four hundred.
One of the teachers has just finished
her own course in the typewriting.
The principal of the school would
not have employed either of these
young ladies in his shorthand de-
partment except as assistant to an
experienced teacher, yet he, too.
wonders why his typewriting depart-
ment is not a success. A young, in-
experienced teacher, although her-
self a good operator, cannot teach
one hundred and fifty or two hundred
students touch typewriting any more
than a young, untrained shorthand
teacher can handle a very large
shorthand class. A large business
school that expects to make a success
of touch typewriting should first of
all secure the services of an exper-
ienced, efficient teacher.
Second, lack of machines, and con-

sequently too short a practice period.
In business schools a few years ago
much more emphasis was laid upon
shorthand than upon typewriting.
Scarcely any instruction was given in
the actual operation of the machine.
Many schools did not have a teacher
in the typewriting room at all. Con-
ditions havechanged. Businessmen

expect stenographers able to handle
considerable correspondence, and
turn off quantities of machine work.
Commercial schools are finding it

necessary to make typewriting as im-
portant a feature of the work as
shorthand. In New York City and
Boston many of the best schools are
giving more time to typewriting than
to shorthand. They have been forced
to do so by the demand for good op-
erators. The secretary of a large
shorthand writers' association,
whose own particular hobby is

shorthand, told me that, whereas he
had formerly recommended oeople,
asking him what school to "attend,
to go to a certain school in New
York City where especially fine
shorthand work is done, he now feels
obliged to send such persons to a
school turning out the best touch
writers. Commercial schools that
have made a success of touch type-
writing have invariably found it

necessary to lengthen the practice
period. It can not be learned in the
time formerly given to sight writing.
A few schools, whose principals have
realized the importance of employ-
ing experienced teachers, are still

trying to get good results under the
old time schedule. They forget the
problem has two parts. A good
teacher can do wonderful things', but
the student and his ability, have to
be taken into consideration. He
must have time to assimilate what he
is taught. It is impossible to get
both accuracy and speed in a short
time. The student must have prac-
tice—plenty of it. If the teacher, try-
ing to obtain speed in an incredibly
short time, drives the student, he
will either begin looking at the key-
board or striking wrong keys.
How much time should be given

each dav to typewriter practice ? Mr.
F. R. Beygrau, of Columbia Univer-
sity, New York City, says, "Not less
than two hours and a half a day for
the first three months of a six or
seven months' course, and an hour a
day for purely machine practice after
transcript has begun." Mr. Charles
E. Smith, certainly one of the most
remarkable teachers of touch type-
writing in the world says, "I think it

would not be possible for a class, to
attain a speed of fifty words a minute
in six months with' less than two
hours' practice a day on the machine.
Even then most students would find
it necessary to put in an extra hour a
day out ot school hours." The Win-
ter Hill School, Somerville, Mass.,
which has one of the best typewriting
departments in the country, requires
each student to practice three hours
a day on the machine up to the time
of beginning to transcribe from his
shorthand notes, and from that point
on, one hour a day is given to ma-

chine practice, and about three to
transcript work. When I had charge
of the shorthand department of
Comer's Commercial School, Boston,
the work was arranged so that each
student had two hours a day on the
machine up to the time of beginning
trancript work, and from that time
to the end of the course, three hours
a day included machine practice and
transcribing from notes.

If a school cannot, from lack of
time, machines, or room, give a rea-
sonable amount of practice to each
student, it seems to me it would be
better not to attempt to teach touch
typewriting, but to use the old sight
method.

NEWS NOTE
There is nothing more satisfactory than

achievement of success; because it means that
there is quality given in return for expenditure.
The Le Masters Business Institute, Orange, N.
J., has grown so rapidly that, last month, it

changed its place of residence to larger quarters.
Today, it ranks in equipment and noor-space
equal to many of the New York schools. Mr.
Le Masters' untiring effort linked with a consid-
eration of the pupils' welfare has made the In-
stitute one of the first commercial schools in

high-grade work.

Business Law—Continued from page 21

at length in the writer's American
Business Law (D Appleton & Co.,

New York, 1909.)

The contracts of lunatics, drunken
persons and drug victims are very
seldom met with in practical experi-
ence, probably because the large ma-
jority of such unfortunates have
nothing wherewith to contract. The
old doctrine that the mind is insep-
arable and that if a man is insane on
one point he is a lunatic, has been
long since exploded. If a man is

merely a monomaniac, in order to

avoid his contract it must be shown
that his monomania rendered him
unfit to make that particular contract.
For instance, in an Iowa case, the
grantor of some real estate was shown
to be an old woman who believed in

fairies, who thought she could see
them and who wished to keep on the
right side of them, frequently setting
a table for them, but the court very
properly said this did not incapaci-
tate her from entering into a valid
contract to convey lands to her
daughter.
Last but not least, we come to the

contractual capacity of corporations.
The corporation has power' to make
only those contracts which are in

line with the purpose for which it is

chartered. All other contracts are
ultra vires. The courts are very lib-

eral in construing the powers of a
company. The presumption is gen-
erally in favor of the corporation's
power to contract. For the law of

ultra vires contracts and other points
on corporations, the reader is refer-

ted to the writer's book on American
Corporations (D. Appleton & Co.,

New York, 1910.
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Before going further into the word

studies begun in the last issue, I

wish to speak of two incidents men-
tioned by Mr. Sherwin Cody, in a cir-

cular letter received from him, which
are very gratifying to me. They re-

inforce what has been said before,
that technical training is far less im-
portant than proper environment and
a keen observation.
As these two paragraphs are taken

from a circular letter, I believe Mr.
Cody will pardon my quoting them:
"S. C. Williams of the Rochester

Business Institute told me he had a
remarkable boy letter writer, and
tried to find out how he had learned
to write such good letters. He did
not come from an educated family,
nor had he paid any attention to the
subject consciously. It was found,
however, that he had been wrapping
up parcels with only a low partition
between him and the president of a
big company who was known as an
exceptionally good letter writer, and
overhearing that man dictate day af-

ter day had made this boy an un-
usual letter writer himself.
"I myself know a Swedish girl,

coming from a family where English
was not spoken, who a few years ago
couldn't put a three line letter to-

gether correctly, and who therefore
was employed for mere typewriter
copying; but it was suddenly discov-
ered about a year ago that she had
unconsciously become an almost ex-
traordinary letter writer, with a really
remarkable knowledge of fine points
of grammar, punctuation, and choice
of words solely through copying."
These twelve classes of exercises

by no means exhaust the field and an
ingenious teacher will find many
others of equal or greater value.
We must admit these are exception-

al cases, but they can be duplicated
in the experience of nearly every one
who reads this article. We cannot
escape the conviction that reading
and environment produce good
writers and speakers of English to a
remarkable degree. However, it is

our business to patch up the de-
ficiencies of the average boy or girl
who has not had exceptional advan-
tages of this kind, hence let us return
to our lessons:
In all sentence writing the pupil

should be taught to use discrimina-
tion in the selection of words. They
should be made to convey the exact
shade of meaning intended. I have
always admired the boy in J. M.
Barrie's book, Sentimental Tommy,
who would not turn in his essay in
competition for a prize because he
had not been able to think of an ad-
jective exactly conveying his mean-
ing in a certain sentence. In exer-
cise six there is room for consider-
able variation in the reconstructed

sentences, as different persons will
have a sligh;ly different conception
of the circumstances of the fall.
Similarly in number seven, the words
selected may differ according to the
conception the pupil may have of the
earthquake and the events following
it. In this connection discuss the
different shades of meaning and the
appropriateness of the following ex-
pressions:

the terrible disaster
the awful carnival of Maine
Nature's terrific convulsion
the Titanic upheaval

Think of other expressions which
might be used to describe some of
the events at the time of the great
earthquake. Under what circum-
stances, if any, would the use of
these expressions be justified?

In number eight, the pupil may
easily be led to see that the beauty of
a selection, and perhaps much of its

meaning, may be destroyed by the
substitution of other words, showing
how much depends upon the ability

to discriminate nicely in the use of

words. Another method of using
such an exercise would be to give the
quotation in this form, asking pupils
to find more suitable words than
those italicised:

You say they all have gone away,
That famous people and brave;

After compiling a list of all the syno-
nyms for the words in question, lead

the pupils to appreciate the reasons
for the selection or rejection of the

different words suggested.

Word Study—No. 6.

Poor Wonl Selection Sentence Improved

His feet becoming entangled, tbat eoor-
mous man gravitated to the base of the em-
inence.

No. 7

Sentence to be Completed

The earthquake at San Fran-
cisco was followed by
tire

Material for Selection

a-an
disastrous
awful
dangerous
fierce

Completed Sentence

The earthquake at San Fran-
cisco was followed by a dis-

astrous fire

No. 8

Abbreviated Sentence Sentence Expanded

He good man
I not know
They go quick

He is a good man
I do not know
They go quickly, or
They will go at once

No. 9

Subject and Predicate Same with Subject Modifiers

House burned The large red house burned

No. 10

Sentence without Predicate Modifiers Same with Predicate Modifiers

The large red house burned The large red house burned early yesterday
morning

No . 11

Sentence Word Possible Substitutes

Ye say they all have passed away.
That noble race and brave

:

Ye
passeil
noble
race

You
gone
famous
people

No. 12

Root Word Derivatives Used in Sentence

Cheerful The Lord loves a cheerful giver.

Cheerfully The widow's mite was given cheerfully.
He was a great cheerer of humanity.
They sat by a cheerless fireside.

They sang with much cheerfulness.
The dawn opened the day cheerlessly.

Cheerlessness The cheerlessness of the surroundings
Cheerly ) was oppressive.
Cheerily ) "Good morning, ' he said cheerily. (Or
Cheeringly) i // i-orly. ch eeringly)
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SHORT METHODS IN MULTIPLI-
CATION.

{Continued)

The method shown in our last

article of multiplying by whole or

mixed numbers which are aliquot

parts of 100, may also be used to ad-

vantage in certain cases when the

multiplicand is a mixed number.

Take for example the following:

1. Multiply 172J by 121.

We annex 50 (100 times I, or i of

100) to 172, making 17,250 and divide

by 8 for the result, 2,156}.

Sufficient examples of a similar na-

ture should be given for practice to

enable the students to fix the method
firmly in the mind so that when a like

example appears for solution the

method will suggest itself to the

mind. Examples which follow will

afford good practice:

162^ 121 180JX33J

143JX12J= 2451 33i=
216JX25 = 315ixl2i=
187V/25 = 467|> 25 =
224$ I6j 284J 16j=
235 J,-

Hi 373i>.33;(=
2. Multiply 132f by 16J.

This is a good example to show the

students the advantage of the shorter

method. It should be placed on the

board and the class be required to

find the product. After results have
been obtained, for if the class is of

medium size not all will get the cor-

rect result at first, the teacher should
then go to the board and solve the

example as here shown.
6)13,266jj It may be necessary to

2,211.', explain that by annexing
(id;-; to obtain the same result as if we
really multiplied 132s by 100. Similar

examples should be given for prac-

tice.

3. Multiply 1764 by33J.
3)17,625 Here we annex 25

I 1 of
5.87-". 100; to 176 and divide by 3

to obtain the result. Other examples
in which the multiplicands contain

j

should be given for practice until the

students can solve them without
hesitation. Later, miscellaneous ex-

amples covering the cases illustrated

may be given to test the class. A
complete mastery of the aliquot and
other fractional parts of 100, will en-

able the student to solve such ex-

amples quickly.

To multiply any number by 11.

Multiply 25,614 by 11.

25,614.11=281,754. We write the

units figure 4, and then in succession

toward the left the sums of 4 and 1, 1

and 6, 6 and 5, 5 and 2 with 1 carried,

and finally the left hand figure 2.

To multiply by any of the "teens."

Multiply 32,546 by 13.

32546 13 Multiply the multiplicand

97638 by the units figure, 3, of

423098 the multiplier, placing the

first figure of the partial product un-

der the multiplicand, but one place

to the right of its units figure, and
add the partial product to the mul-
tiplicand for the required result.

To multiply by any number of tiro dig-

its whose units figuie is 1.

Multiply 52,314 by 61.

52314 61 Multiply the multipli-

313884 cand by the tens figure,

3191154 6, of the multiplier,

placing the first figure of the partial

product under the tens figure of the

multiplicand, and add for the entire

product.

The same method may be used in

multiplying by such numbers as 201,

401, 3001, etc., but care must be taken

in multiplying by hundreds, thou-

sands, etc., to place the first figure of

the partial product respectively un-

der the hundreds or thousands figure

of the multiplicand.

Other short processes in multiplication

for special classes of examples.

Some of the processes which follow

may be considered by a number of

our readers as being more interest-

ing than practical. To many they

will doubtless prove so; yet it has

seemed to the writer that in this pre-

sentation of short methods in mul-
tiplication, a glance at least should
be given to special processes for ex-

amples answering to certain con-

ditions. They may have little prac-

tical value, (for the reason that even
when an example answers to the

conditions for a short processi, it

may not be recognized as such, or if

so, the process may be forgotten.

But to the writer, in his early teach-

ing experience, such a presentation
of short processes would have proved
highly interesting, to say the least;

and so he presents a few special

methods for the wide-awake young
teachers' benefit.

To multiply when the sum of the units

figures is leu, and the left hand fig-

ures are the same.
1. Multiply 96 by 94.

96 Take the product of the
94 units, 24, for the first two fig-

9024 ures of the product. Then
increase the tens figure of the mul-
tiplicand by one (9+1), or 10, and
multiply by the tens figure, 9, of the
multiplier and write their product, 90,

for the last two figures of the pro-
duct.
When the product of the units fig-

ures is not as much as ten, the tens
place must be filled with a cipher.

Thus, 89X81=7209.
2. Multiply 197 by 193.

197 Take 3 7, or 21, for the first

193 two figures of the product,

38021 and 19x(19+l.) or 19x20,=380
for the last three figures of the pro-

duct.

To multiply when the units figures arc

the same, and the sum of the tens fig-

ures is ten.

Multiply 68 by 48.

68 Take the product of the
48 units, which is 64, for the

3264 first two figures of the pro-

duct. Then take the product of the
tens, 24, and increase it by the num-
ber expressed by the units figure, 8,

making 32, and write this sum for the
last two figures of the product.
To multiply any two numbers when the

units figures are the same.
1. Multiply 76 by 46.

76 Multiply the units by the
4li units, the sum of the tens

3496 by the units, and finally the

tens by the tens, carrying where
necessary. In the example, 6x6=36.
Write 6, and add the 3 to 6^(4+7,) or
li 11, or 66, making 69. Write 9, and
add the 6 to 4 7, making 34, which is

written as the last two figures of the
product.

2. Multiply 154 by 34.

154 Following the same method
34 of operation as in Example

5236 1, 4-4=16. Write 6, and
carry the 1 to 4,-:(3+15,) or 4X18, mak-
ing 73. Write 3, and carry the 7 to

3 15, making 52, which we write for

the last two figures of the product.

To multiply any two numbers whose
left hand figures are the same.
1. Multiply 76 by 73.

76 Multiply the units by the
73 units, the sum of the units

5548 by the tens, and finally the

tens by the tens, carrying where
necessary.

2. Multiply 127 by 124.

127 (By the same process as in

124 Ex. I),wetake4 7=28; write

15748 8 and carry the 2 to 12 '• (4+7),
making 134; write 4 and carry the 13

to 12.- 12, making 157, which we write
at the left to complete the product,

( To be Continued)
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School Advertising
E. D. SNdW,

MaoleCitv Commercial School. Mori, ell. M. V.

Next in value to the personal letter,

which fully represents the progres-

sive spirit and helpful influence of

your institution, comes the first book-
let which you place in the hands of a

possible student. The booklet can
be made a very powerful business
getter. It should really be a con-
densed edition of the catalogue—

a

statement of the educational re-

sources of your school and an inspir-

ing array of the possibilities for

young people.
Before talking about the contents,

however, I would like to say a word
or two about the appearance of the
booklet. It is false economy to use
cheap letter paper, cheap envelopes
or cheap book paper when soliciting
students. You will find that the cost
per thousand for first-class stock, of
a good standard weight, will be but
a trifle more than for inferior ma-
terial. For my own school I publish
a 32-page booklet, with an extra good
cover, size of booklet 3Ax7 inches, and
I think I shall increase the size this
year to 3Jx8 inches. This gives
plenty of space in which to say some-
thing of vital interest to the ones in-

terested, or to arouse the interest of
those who do not fully understand
the opportunities which a business
school offers. In a book of this size
you can forcefully describe the
courses and the subjects, refer to the
business men of your city, put in a
half dozen short articles of inspira-
tion, and still have fifteen or sixteen
pages on which to place up-to-date
statements of your former pupils.
Finely printed catalogues cost con-

siderable money and no school can
afford to sow them broadcast, that is,

mail them to every name that you
may have on your list or be able to
secure. The majority of business
school men put out a four, eight or
twelve-page booklet, which does not
begin to explain the value of their
school. Perhaps I can give you a
better idea of how I value the book-
let, if I tell you how I have used it in
my own school. Hornell has a popu-
lation of about fifteen thousand, with
the usual small towns near by and a
good farming population tributary.
About once in three or four years I

get out ten thousand copies of the
booklet, and deliver one to each fam-
ily in this city and to each family in

the small towns wii-hin a distance of
fifteen or twenty miles of here, and
the remainder I mail to my list of
names. In other years I print about
three thousand booklets and mail
them exclusively. Perhaps you will
think that a general distribution like
the above will cause a great deal of
waste, because in a large number of
homes no children will be found.
There is where you make a mistake.
In a large percentage of homes where
there are no children they are deeply
interested in the children of other
homes, and if you can convince them
that your school is all that it should
be you have the strongest kind of a
canvasser, at the mere cost of a book-
let. The cost of ten thousand book-
lets will run from $100 to $125. Three
thousand would cost you proportion-
ately more per thousand, because of
course the typesetting and "make-
up" is just the same for a few as for
a large quantity. If you make your
booklet good enough and interesting
enough it will be preserved almost as
carefully as will a catalogue, and a
thousand first-class catalogues will

cost from one hundred dollars up, for
printing, not to mention the cost of
cuts.

We will assume that you are going
to print this on a medium weight,
calendered-coated paper or on a fine

grade of egg-shell. The calendered
paper would be preferable if you use
cuts and have a good printer. I

would suggest old style Roman 10-

point type, leaded, for the first part
of the booklet, with 12-point black
face type for headings, and 8-point
type solid fortestimonials, with head-
ings for the same in 8 or 10-point,
black face.

Now, for the contents: On page
one, just underneath the cover, the
name of your school, the address,
and your picture. If there is any one
business where personality counts, it

is a school, and a picture on your
printed matter helps to impress that
personality. Do not be modest, but
put the picture in. If you are good-
looking, those who admire your pic-

ture will influence the others, and if

you are homely, a large number will

know that you are good and smart
and will "root" for you. You see you
are bound to win, no matter what
kind of a face you put in, provided,
of course, you can "deliver the
goods." The second page should be
left blank so that the picture will

show up well. On the third page you

ought to put in the names of ten or a
dozen prominent business men in
your section, to whom you can refer;
for instance, you could head it "Ref-
erences," and then say, "By permis-
sion, I am pleased to refer you to the
following well known people. If you
write them, kindly enclose stamp for
reply." Then let the names follow,
with a designation of what business
each one pursues. Page four, and
four or five pages following that,
should be given up to short articles
which will be fully described in the
next paper. The next six or seven
pages should be given up to the des-
cription of the various subjects com-
prising your courses, and you should
write about them just as entertain-
ingly as you do in your catalogue.
Tell how you handle your bookkeep-
ing, arithmetic, penmanship, short-
hand and typewriting; talk about the
value of commercial law, commercial
geography, business English and let-

ter writing. A half page will do to
show up the rates of tuition and sta-
tionery; about a page for "General
Information," covering discipline,
lost time, individual instruction,
hours of school, probable time it will
take to complete the couse, board
and room, when students may enter,
vacations, positions, etc. The re-
mainder of the booklet should be
filled up with testimonials from
former students. The only cuts that
I use in my booklet, aside from the
half-tone of myself, are for headings
of subjects in the different courses,
and these are of the engrossed pen-
manship style. I have used no cata-
logue for two years, and my business
has increased right along, and I

know of other schools that have fol-

lowed the same plan with success.
Of course you may be in a part of the
country where you feel that it is ab-
solutely essential for you to use a
catalogue; if so, I will show you in a
later paper, how to make a stock
affair of it, get up a fine edition and
yet cut the cost.

In view of the fact that you ought
to have your names at an early date,
I will mention the principle ways in

which names may be secured—per-
haps you have used some of these,
possibly all of them. Some of the
best names may be secured from
your pupils in school. Don't hand
them a paper and ask them to write
down names, but call them up indi-

vidually and explain to them that you
would like to send literature to any-
one in their neighborhood who is

talking about taking a course, or who
might be interested in something
of that kind. Then write your
graduates who live in your city

or in your school territory, en-

close a postal card, and ask them to

jot down the name and address of

anyone who might be interested in a

( Continued on page 29.

)
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THE PLACE OF ADVERTISING IN

THE COMMERCIAL SCHOOL
COURSE

By Mr. L. B. Elliott

DELIVERED BEFORE THE SUMMER S( HOOl
STUDENTS OF THE ROCHESTER, N. V.

BUSINESS INSTITUTE.

The commercial school is intended to fit

young men and women for useful business life.

it is intended to give them an insight into the

various phases of business which will, when
they enter business life, confront them as

realities.

It is intended, not only to prepare its students

to hold some special position under an employ-
er, such as bookkeeper or stenographer, but it is

intended to give instruction to some extent in

all of the various phases of business activity, for

not all of its students will become employees,
and the employee of today becomes the pro-

prietor of tomorrow.

Kor these reasons I firmly believe that the sub-

ject of advertising has a place in the regular

course of every commercial school, because ad-

vertising today is employed in some degree by
every business, however large or small, and the

business man or woman cannot claim to have a

business education unless a knowledge of ad-

vertising is included.

So important a factor has advertising become
in the business world that the higher institutions

of learning are recognizing the necessity of

considering it, and are turning the searchlights

of inquiry and scientific investigation upon it.

Many of them have even gone so far as to for-

mulate a course of instruction in advertising,

which has been included in the regular curricu-

lum, and to appoint special instructors to have
charge of this work. In addition to these insti-

tutions that have advanced so far as to provide
a special course in advertising, are many other
colleges and universities in which the professor

of psychology devotes a considerable amount of

time to special instruction in the foundation
principles of advertising.

If. therefore, our colleges and universities

have added this subject to their course of instruc-
tion, and are seriously working to accumulate
classified information that can be placed before
the student in a practical form, how much more
logical is it to assume that advertising has a

place in the course of the commercial school?

Looking at the matter from a practical stand-
point, we may assume that the commercial col-

lege provides instruction in those subjects for

which there is a demand tor instruction.

That the demand for instruction in advertising
exists i- amply demonstrated by the enormous
number of persons who are now paying for

courses of instruction by mail.

I feel that I am making a conservative state-

ment, that the demand now exists to a sufficient

degree in every community in which a com-
mercial school is located, to make it not only de-
sirable but profitable to offer a course in adver-
tising.

As to what course of instruction should beat
the present time in a commercial school, the
clientele of the school must largely determine.

I would place strongly before you the fact

that the mail order courses of instruction are
claimed to be of such a character as to tit those
graduating from them for the position oi i-l ei

anager or advertising writer.

I feel perfectly safe in recommending to you.
who may lie considering the offering of such a

course, the entire elimination of such an idea
from your prospectus.

The course m advertising m a commercial
school should aim to give a general idea of
what the purpose of advertising is and the
general principles involved in the appli-
cation of advertising to business. The object
of this course should be to simply prepare
the student to take up the subject of advertising
in actual business intelb.

The student should not be lead to believe
that because lie receil es a primary course in ad
vertising in a commercial college, that he is

then an advertising manager or a competent
copy writer, any more than he should be led to
believe that he has become a lawyer after he has
taken a course in commercial law in the same
institution

The great need for a course in advertising in a
commercial school is due to the fact that adver-
tising is a complex subject. It deals with many
principles not commonly understood by the av-'
erage person, ami its technique is entirely novel
to the uninitiated.

Both the principles and technique of advertis-
ing are sufficiently simple and intelligible so
that they can he placed before the student in a
reasonable length of time and in an intelligent
manner up to a certain point, and the informa-
tion thus gained will be valuable to the student,
whatever position he or she may occupy in bus-
iness.

The shipping clerk who has learned in a com-
mercial school something about advertising will
handle the advertising matter passing through
his hands with more interest and more intelli-

gence. The billing clerk, the bookkeeper who
enters the charges and audits the bills for adver-
tising matter will do their work to better advan-
tage. The stenographer who handles the cor-
respondence in regard to advertising will be
able to produce more accurate letters, to handle
enclosures with greater facility, and may possi-
bly lie of actual assistance in the preparation of
advertising matter if this knowledge has been
obtained systematically and In the proper way.
The man who depends on the commercial
school for the business education that is to guide
him in the conduct of his own business, particu-
larly if it be a small business, will be able to
spend the money that it is necessary for him to
spend, with better judgment, will realize the
necessity for intelligently prepared copy, will
have a better sense of what is going to be ef-

fective in the printedjnatter he uses, whether it

be a simple letterhead, a catalog or a newspaper
or magazine advertisement.

f could multiply the examples of the useful-
ness of advertising knowledge in common every
day business indefinitely. It may be sufficient
to say that advertising in some form pervades
every department of every business, so far as its

office force is concerned and to send a student
out into the business world without any knowl-
edge whatever so far as your instruction is con-
cerned of so broad a subject, would seem to me
to be as faulty practice as to omit instruction re-

garding negotiable papers, commercial law, ad-
vanced English or bank accounting.
The foregoing does not assume that no com-

mercial school should attempt a more complete
course of advertising instruction than I have
outlined. I have simply tried to show, what in

my estimation, constitutes the immediate de-
mand for instruction in every commercial
school.

Commercial schools having an advanced cli-

entele, students who are willing and able to
spend the time and money for advanced instruc-
tions and who desire to become specialists in

some branch of advertising, can, I believe, well
afford to introduce a more comprehensive plan,
and while elementary instruction should be in-

cluded, and available to every student, ad-
vanced work should command a special fee, and
be given the attention that a special subject de-
mands, just as you now give attention to the
subject of stenography or book-keeping and
when your student has finished he should be
a capable advertising man in so far as diadactic
instruction can make him one.
Having given you my views as to the desir-

ability of a course of instruction in advertising
in every commercial school. I will call to your
minds a few of the things that constitute adver-
tising. Do not permit yourselves to think of
advertising as simply an array of printed an-
nouncements in magazines, newspapers or
other periodicals. This is only the surface
manifestation, and perhaps the least important
part, if any part of a whole can he said to he
least important.
Advertising begins at the beginning of mer-

chandising. Just as soon as there is a product
to sell, advertising begins, and whether that
article is to be sold by direct personal solicita-

tion, by correspondence, through the mails or
bv public announcements in the press, there
must be thoughtout Nome plan of publicity.

some logical and practical method of making
the ultimate consumer acquainted with the
merits and usefulness to him of the commodity
in question, whether that commodity be mer-
chandise so called, or simply service.

The lawyer and physician will tell you that
they do not advertise, and yet they do daily and
hourly. They spend time in devising means
whereby the results of their work may be
brought to the attention of those who might in
turn require a similar service, and from such
classes of business men as these on up to the
largest manufacturing concern distributing its

product to all parts of the world, the constant
aim and study of these responsible for the busi-
ness is directed toward devising effective
methods for distributing the product and mak-
ing it and its value known to those who are act-
ually to consume it.

The mind staggers at the magnitude of the
figures when one tries to put on paper the value
of all that is charged to advertising account even
in the United States. It would not be over-
stating to say that 95 per cent of all printed mat-
ter produced by the hundreds of thousands of
printing establishments in the United States, is

advertising of some sort.

The annual pay-roll for those directly em-
ployed in the production of advertising matter
runs into the hundreds of millions, while we
have to go into the next period of figures and
speak of billions to enumerate the amount paid
out annually for space in the magazines, news-
papers trade papers and other periodical forms
of advertising, not to mention the cost of adver-
tising in books, on bill-boards, painted signs in
street cars, even on baloons, air-sbips and in
sub-ways and tunnels.

Even when a man is retired from all social in-
tercourse, within the limits of a prison cell, he is

still not beyond the influence of aovertising, for
even there his cake of soap may have imprinted
into it an advertisement, anil as he strains his
eyes to catch the last rays of the setting sun
through the grated bars of his prison cell, these
same fingering rays may illuminate a bill board.
Can you point out any other phase of business
for which you educate your students that is so
all pervading and universal ? If you can I will
gladly withdraw my plea for the introduction of
advertising as a permanent part of your school
tuition, but I feel perfectly confident that it

never will be withdrawn.

Putnam Building, 3, I ami 6 \Y. 15th St.,

New York Cily. new home of the growing
business of Isaac Pitman & Sons.
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THE BUSINESS COLLEGE SITUA-
TION.

By O. A. Hoffman, Milwaukee, Wis.

To remedy the evils and troubles in
the business college field today
would require the combined wisdom
and experience of many men and it is

hoped that others will also con-
tribute their share and best thoughts
upon the subject.
The evolution of the business col-

leges during the past decade, neces-
sitating, as it has done, so many
radical and important changes, add-
ing to the cost of equipment and the
introduction of new courses, has
forced home to the minds of busi-
ness college proprietors the fact that
their rates of tuition are inadequate
and insufficient to meet the growing
expenses of the business. It seems,
that large as well as small school^
require a rate of $120 annually or $1!0
cash, to meet all running expenses
and to leave a fair margin for profit.
Business college patrons are drawn

principally from the ranks of people
of moderateor limited means, and
the enterprising solicitor, in his
eagerness to secure a commission
and obtain a student, often loses
sight of the financial interests of the
school he represents, and as a conse-
quence, quite frequently sells short
courses at rates which often mean a
loss to the proprietor. If a solicitor
sells a six months' course for $50, can
any business college proprietor figure
out that he makes a profit on such a
proposition after paying a commis-
sion or salary to the solicitor ?

And the arguments in favor of
short and single courses are not al-
together unattractive, and appeal
strongly to parents who are desirous
of having a son or daughter enter
some business office, and in that way
contribute to the maintenance of the
family. And in a multitude of cases
their anticipations meet with realiza-
tion. I know of no more profitable
investment that a parent can make.
If an Eighth Grade girl, after attend-
ing a business college for a few
months, finds herself able to earn six
dollars a week, it becomes an invest-
ment that will yield the first year
many times the amount of the origi-
nal investment.
But in how many instances has this

business been obtained at rates
which if it does not actually repre-
sent a loss to the proprietor is en-
tirely inadequate to pay the interest
on his investment, of providing the
necessary means of maintaining his
equipment, the payment of rents, sal-
aries, and other expenses incidental
to the management of his business.
And the evil does not stop here.

Not only does the business college
proprietor suffer as a consequence of
such unwise methods; but the labor
market is flooded with an army of
young and half-trained stenog-
raphers and bookkeepers, who are in-
juriously competing with intelligent
and competent help, thereby drag-
ging down the standard of wages,
and making it difficult for merit to
find its proper reward.
These evils, if they cannot be en-

tirely obviated, can at least, be re-

duced to a minimum by selling
scholarships on a yearly basis and
by lengthening and strengthening
the courses in each department. The
adoption of such apian would reduce
perceptibly many of the conditions
which we at present deplore, and, as
a result, the business college propri-
etor would be more prosperous, the
business community would be better
served, the quality cf graduates
would be improved, and, consequent-
ly would be able to command higher
salaries, because of their superior
training. A school that makes it a
business of selling six months'
courses is required to find twice as
many situations as one that makes a
specialty of selling yearly courses
only.

If single courses are insisted upon,
then let them be sold at rates com-
mensurate with the cost of producing
them, and for terms sufficiently long
enough to qualify the student to do
reasonably satisfactory work. The
minimum "rate of a graduating course
in either business or shorthand de-
partment ought not to be less than
$75 covering a period of eight to ten
months.

(Continued.)

NOW FOR MISSOURI

MISSOURI VALLEY COMMERCIAL
TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION,
KANSAS CITY, MO., DEC.
FIRST AND SECOND.

Announcement and Program.

The Missouri Valley Commercial
Association will hold its Fifth An-
nual Meeting in the rooms of Huff's
School of Expert Business Training,
921 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo., on
December first and second.
A great deal of time has been given

to the preparation of the program,
which appears in this issue and some
of the best men in the profession will
take an active part on this occasion
Many of the business and profession-
al men of Kansas City have already
expressed their intention to attend
this meeting.
Hotel Baltimore is to be Associa-

tion Headquarters. Rates are quot-
ed also at Hotel Kupper and Hotel
Densmore. Each of these Hotels is

within four block of the place of
meeting.
Instead of the usual long drawn-

out banquet that is held at some ho-
tel where there is absolutely no se-
crecy, a seven o'clock Thanksgiving
Dinner will be served by the ladies of
the new Grand Avenue M. E. church.
The parlors of this elegant newbuild-
ing will be turned over to the Associ-
ation. This, after all, is the most en-
joyable time of the entire session.
Come get acquainted—good music—
good stories—good time in general.
This dinner is to be complimentary
to the members of the Association.
Our good friend, C. T. Smith, will be
in charge which insures a most en-
joyable time.
We consider ourselves very fortu-

nate indeed in securing special mu-
sic. The Orchestra and Glee Clubs
of both Manual Training and Central

High Schools have offered their ser-
vices on this occasion.
Kansas City is known to be one of

the best convention cities in our
country. We have elegant railroad
facilities, so that our friends coming
from any direction may arrive in
time, if they come directly to the
meeting, to hear the first number on
the program which will be at 9:30
o'clock.
We are told by some of our exhibit-

ors that they expect to have on exhi-
bition new labor saving devices, the
like of which has never been shown
at any similar gathering. We will al-

so have with us some of the fastest
typewriter operators in the world.
You cannot afford to miss any of
these features of the meeting.
A very handsome program is being

printed and will be out about Oct.
25th. A copy will be sent to anyone
on request. Address F. J. Kirker,
Central High School, Kansas City,
Mo.
At 8:15 o'clock on Thursday even-

ing November 30th, in the rooms of
Huff's School of Expert Business
Training a reception will be given to
our friends both in and out of the
city. Music will be furnished by the
Orchestra from Manual Training
High School.

Program
FRIDAY MORNING 9:30 O'CLOCK

Manual Training High School
Music-Glee Club.
Enrolling Members.
Report of Officers and Committees.
Address of Welcome Frank P.Walsh, Kansas

City Attorney.
Response— Raymond P. Kelly, New York

City.
Remarks—K. J. Kirker, Central High School.

Kansas City.
Business Education, Its Future—Morton Mac-

Cormac, Chicago. President National Commer-
cial Teachers' Association.

Efficiency: The principles of the new doc-
trine of "Scientific Business Management" as
applied to the teaching of Shorthand and Type-
writing—John R. Gregg. New York City. Pres-
ident Gregg Pub. Co.

FRIDAY AFTERNOON 1:311 O'CLOCK
M usic—Quartet.
The First Three .Months in Bookkeeping—C.

C. Carter, High School. Joplin. Mo.
Confidence - F. N. Weaver, Public Account-

ant. Kansas City, Mo.
Spelling Contest Conducted by E. M. Bainter,

Principal Central High School.
The South- Western Publishing Co.. Cincin-

nati, Ohio, has offered a Webster's New Inter-
national Dictionary as a prize to the teacher in
attendance who is the best speller.
The Ideal Teacher-Thos. .1. Cafjn, Minneap-

olis, Minnesota.

FRIDAY AFTERNOON 7 :00 O'CLOCK
Thanksgiving dinner—At the new Grand Ave-

nue Methodist Episcopal Church. Corner Ninth
and Grand. This is the social side of our con-
vention L,et no one miss it. Come get ac-
quainted—Good stories -Good music - Good
time generally. C. T. Smith, Toastmaster.

SATURDAY MORNING. 11:00 O'CLOCK
Central High School

Music—Olee Club.
Some Practical Suggestions on the Teaching

of Commercial English and Correspondence-
Hubert A. Hagar. Gregg Publishing Co.. Chi-
cago, 111.

Commercial ( ieography— R u p e rt Peters,
Manual Training High School.
How to Give the Typewriting Student "the

most for His Money"— Jessie Davidson, Kansas
City; W. D. M. Simmons. New Y'orkCity; C.
V. Oden. New York City.
The Ideal Student—Thomas J. Caton. Minn,

eapolis. Minnesota.
SATURDAY AFTERNOON, 1 :30 O'CLOCK

Central High School. Kansas City
Music -Quartet.
Election of Officers.
Selection of Next Place of Meeting.
The Teaching of Shorthand John R. Gregg.

New York City.
A Twenty-five Minute Talk on Practical Pen-

manship—F. W. Tamblyn. Kansas City. Mo.
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Marshall's Mental Meanderings—Con-

tinued from page 19.

river. We are moved to ask these
enthusiasts for their own sake, as
well as for others, to take their noses
from the narrow trail once in a while,
stop their baying, and see if there are
not some other good things in this

lovely and interesting world that are
really worth while. Eat your worm,
my specialistic friend but do not let

it eat you.

Raise More than passing
the Standard attention should be

given to the wise words of warning
penned by Mr. Ferris in the Business
Journal of August. This keen and
thoughtful school man points out
that the private business schools of
this country must do better in sever-
al respects, than some are doing, or
fall by the wayside. When Mr. Fer-
ris pleads for something better in the
way of school-room decoration than
"pictures ot millionaires and locomo-
tives, flourished lions, birds, etc.,"
he is not up in the pink clouds of
idealism, he is merely talking good
business common sense. The same
is true, when he urges that the school
advertising should be "as dignified
as that of the best banks." The
world has gone ahead much too far
for a business school to try to get
along with the methods that were
found sufficient a half century ago,
when the country was emerging from
the log cabin stage, and when the
public was less intelligent, and
therefore less critical and exacting.
There are a lot of business schools in
this country, that need the applica-
tion of some of Mr. Ferris' timely
suggestions, much more than they
need additional flash advertising and
a larger force of solicitors. It is the
quality of its graduates that gives a
business school standing in the com-
munity, and this quality can be high,
only when the ideals and aims of the
school are high.

Is There a If not, there ought
Speed Microbe? to be. Pretty near-

ly every other ill that our poor flesh
is heir to has its specially appointed
guardian microbe, so why not this
one? Surely the prevalent passion for
mere speed must be some kind of a
disease or mania. Astronomers tell
us that besides the thousand miles
an hour we are making through the
rotation of our Earth, and a further
eighteen miles a second that we score
ingoing round the sun once a year,
we clip it along, I forget how many
thousands of miles a second, in jour-
neying with our whole Solar System
through illimitable space. This
ought to be enough speed for any
normal person, without supplement-
ing those terrifying velocities,
through such puny contrivances as
Twentieth Century trains, automo-
biles, motor boats, aeroplanes and

Then there are the special

speed manias, of shorthand, type-
writing and penmanship, and others
too numerous to mention. The other
day I read of a man who had "broken
the matrimony speed record" by get-
ting married at 7:30 a. m., getting a
divorce at 3:15 p. m. and marrying
another lady at 8:25 p. m. all on the
same day. Yes, there is surely a
speed microbe, but will it keep in one
place long enough for the scientists
to lasso it? Let us hope so.

Why Not The weakest point in

Finance business education is its

tendency to exalt the mere outward
form—t h e mechanics of business

—

rather than its inner soul, or motive
force. A great deal of attention is

given to the business transactions,
and the methods of carrying them
out, and recording them, but very
little to those principles of finance
without which there would be no
transactions. Thousands of business
concerns go to the wall every year in

this country, not because their pro-
moters do not know how to do busi-
ness, but because they are not good
judges of business, in other words,
are not financiers. There is a popu-
lar notion that financial ability is a
sort of gift, like the ability to paint a
picture or write a poem, but we for

one, doubt this. It is plain ignor-
ance, and lack of right thinking that
makes people do foolish things finan-

cially, but this ignorance is not cor-
rected by merely learning how to
make out checks, and invoices, or to
journalize, post and make statements.
Some of our shrewdest business men
know little about bookkeeping, while
many fine accountants go broke
when they enter into business for
themselves. In fact, the two things
are as wide apart as the poles.
Would it not be well if some of our
business schools would teach the
principles of finance as well as book-
keeping? Maybe some do, but we
do not recall a school catalog that
mentions the fact.

Let us Use I do not refer to
Our Liberties the Trusts, nor yet,

to the Referendum of the Recall.
The present outcry is directed
against the tyranny of the English
verb. Sometimes folks are afraid to
say what they mean for fear of
wounding the feelings of some snip-
pish little verb that demands to be
written in the singular when it is

really only entitled to the plural or
vice versa. Here is a case in point.
A writer in a school paper, wanted to
write that the boys of a certain school
were generally tractable and law-
abiding. Being under grammatical
duress, he put it this way: "None of
the boys is really unruly." Maybe
he meant that, but I suspect not.
Evidently he had in mind the whole
aggregation of boys—clearly a plural
idea—but being aware of the edict of
some thus-saith-the-Lord grammat-

ical authority, that the word "none"
should always be considered singu-
lar, he felt constrained to write "none
of the boys is," etc. Now it is well
that all of us should know our rights
in this and other similar matters.
Richard Grant White, who was our
Patrick Henry in the matter of gram-
matical tyranny, long ago declared
our independence in this particular,
by his pronouncement: "The Eng-
lish verb does not agree with its sub-
ject in person and number." As a
matter of fact the number forms of
our verbs are "governed," not by the
number forms of their subjects, but
by the general meaning. Thus we
may, indeed, should write, "Bread
and milk is wholesome." "Five dol-
lars was paid for the book," "The
family are separated," etc. We may
also say, "None of us are dis-
couraged" and express our meaning
much better than by saying, "None
of us is discouraged." Some would-
be grammatical Autocrat has solemn-
ly asserted, "the words., pair, couple,
brace, etc., must be followed by a
singular verb unless preceded by
some plural numeral adjective, such
as several, some, five, etc." Yet who
would think of writing, "A pair of
twins, was playing in the door yard?"
The present writer feels that he is an
authority on this particular matter,
for he married one member of a pair
of twins. To be sure, the girls were
so much alike that he has never been
entirely settled in his mind as to
which one of them he got, but he is

sure that there were two of them, and
that they had to be considered as
such.
The fact of the matter is, that this

"rule" about the agreement of verbs
and subjects, depends as Jack Burns-
by would say, "on the application 'on
it.'' The thing to do is to choose
the verb that expresses what one has
in his own mind, and the only person
who is qualified to decide about this,
is the speaker himself. Thus, Kip-
ling wrote, "The shouting and the
tumult dies" because he was thinking
of the "shouting and the tumult" as
one thing. So we may say "the tall-

est couple ivas placed at the head of
the procession," or "the couple were
very affectionate."
Therefore, fear not, O, brethren,

but write what you mean, and fret
not your souls about the ukases of
the grammar sharps.

A Word of There have nev-
Good Cheer er been wanting

prophets of gloom, who were sadly
convinced that business schools, and
business education generally, were
hovering on the brink of what the
lamented Mr. Mantalini called "the
demnition bowwows." "Business
schools are each year falling off in
their attendance." "The public is

growing tired of business education."
"The High Schools will soon kill off

the business colleges;" these are
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some of the Jeremiads that we have

heard in the past, and the lamenta-

tions still goon. Nevertheless, there

has been no time when the reliable

and properly managed commercial
schools were more prosperous than

they are right now in this year of

grace 1911. The writer is in business

and personal touch with the great

majority of the private commercial
school men of the United States and
Canada, and he thinks he has docu-

mentary evidence to back up his as-

sertion. Practically every school we
have heard from this year reports

better business than ever before,

with the exception of a few weaklings

who have gone to the wall through

their own unworthiness or misman-
agement. The commercial High
Schools also report increased attend-

ance as do also the commercial de-

partments of the colleges and
academies. This condition certainly

does not indicate that the public is

growing apathetic regarding busi-

ness education. So long as business

schools continue to increase the

earning power of their students, to a

degree, unattained by any other class

of schools, there will be no falling off

in their popularity. The public does
grow tired of anything that adds to

its bank account.

School Advertising—Continued from
page 25.

business education. If you want the

list of High School pupils in the

small places near you, just write the

Principal and ask him if he will

kindly have some one of his pupils

copy a list of his High School stu-

dents, by classes. After you get this

written and signed, enclose a one
dollar bill, without making any men-
tion of it, and your list of names will

be forthcoming at once.
If you have some small premium

that you offer for names, in addition
to making that offer in letters that

you send out, I would advise that

you put a small ad in the country
weeklies; for instance, I offer to

write a half dozen or a dozen cards,

for names. I do not ask them for

very many names, for a dozen cards,

because they are not liable to be so
valuable. These of course cover the
best methods for getting names, ex-

cept where you have the time and can
go out and ask the people in the
neighborhood to give you the names
and addresses of boys and girls who
might be eligible to attend.

A good mailing list, properly class-

ified, is worth a lot of money. I keep
my list of names on a special card,

put out by the Vetter Desk Works,
Rochester, N. Y.
No. 4 will give examples of special

articles for booklets.
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Wm. F. Jewell. ptesideDt Detroit. Mich.. Bus-
iness University, died Oct. 15. from injuries
sustained by being hit by a motor truck Oct.
13. Mr. Jewell was seventy-four years old and
is survived by a widow, daughter and two sons.

Dear -Mr. Zaner:— I am enclosing clipping that

1 think will be of interest to The Business
Educator.
Mr. Jewell was struck by a motor truck as he

was waiting to take a car to go down to the Bus-

iness University a few days ago. His skull was
fractured and one of his legs broken. He was
taken to Grace Hospital unconscious and linger-

ed until Sunday when he died.

As you know, he is one of the old men in

commercial school work and has seen I think
about fifty years of continuous service in this

city. He was a fine old gentleman, was highly
respected by everybody who knew him, and
has has made the Business University not only
a successful educational institution, but success-

ful financially as well.

I think it is well for us to note the passing of

such a man from our ranks.

Very truly yours,
J. C. Walker.

Detroit, Mich., Oct. 17, 1911.
Burrough Adding Machine Co.

Right you are, friend Walker, Mr.
Jewell was an able commercial edu-

cator, and a true gentleman—just
what his name implies. Our calling

is better by his having lived and la-

bored in it. He loved the work and
pursued it for something more than
mere money; he was a commercial
educator but not of the mercinary
type. We deplore his untimely death,

and extend sympathy to the family.

"The Fisher Boys of Boston"

A correspondent recently remarked in the

course of his letters: "I wish there were more
men in our calling like the Fisher Brothers-
men who feel in honor bound to give to stu-

dents the very best in the line of instruction and
equipment in return for the money which, in

many cases, come from parents who make sacri-

fices in order that their boys and girls may oc-

cupy pleasanter places in life than they have
been permitted to occupy.
"It is a rare pleasure to come in contact with

men in whose eyes a dollar is not so large that it

eclipses everything of worth there is in life.

"Something less than a decade ago they start-

ed in business for themselves and now they
have as fine schools as you'll find anywhere.
"This but strengthens the conviction that

straightforward, honest dealing, even though it

may cost more in the start, is bound to succeed
in the long run."
Messrs. E. H.andC.M. Fisher deserve the suc-

cess they have achieved, and your editor con-

cluded the above extracts were too good, be-

cause true, to bury in the letter file or smother
with wreathes of roses when they are dead, so

he has passed them on to encourage others to

do as well as "The Fisher Boys of Boston."

D. O. Stabily. a recent graduate of the Long
Island Business College, Brooklyn. N. Y., has
just taken charge of the commercial work in the
Kissick School of Commerce. Brooklyn.

Duff's College. Pittsburg, has opened a
branch in Beaver. Pa., and C. <i. Miller, former-
Iv with the home school, at Pittsburg, is in

charge.

Miss M.Alice Innes is the new commercial
teacher, in the new Wellsville, N. Y., High
School. Mr. Harry F'rench having resigned.

Miss Ethel Keith take* the position as super-
visor of penmanship in the Shawnee, ( Jklahoma,
Public Schools.

W. F. Baird, last year with the I'tica Free
Academy— the High School for that city—has
just accepted a position with the Fifth Avenue
High School, Pittsburg, at $2100.

L. O. Cummins, last year at Casselton, X.
Dakota, in charge of the High School commer-
cial work, recently resigned to accept an attrac-
tive offer to teach in the West High School.
Minneapolis.

Edith L. Abbott, for several years in charge of
the commercial work of the Holliston, Mass..
High School, will this yearteach in theOuircy.
Mass., High School.

The Waterford, Pa.. High School has engaged
Miss Dorothy Ditty for the commercial work in
the High School.

The commercial subjects in the Perry, Iowa.
High School, will be taught this year hv W. \V.
I>.t\ 'is, of Bridgewater, Iowa.

La Porte. lnd„ hired E. R. Helman. of
Michigan City, Ind.. to have charge of com-
mercial subjects this year, but Richmond. Ind..
having lost duy D. Miller, to the Shortridge
High School, Indianapolis, offered Mr. Helman
so pleasing a position that La Porte released
him gracefully, and engaged R. Arlo Walker,
of Vincennes, Ind.

Live Oak, Florida, gets O. S. Barrow, recently
a student at the Chillicothe, Mo., Business Col-
lege.

Highland Park College, Des Moines, recently
lost Lester Tjossem, their penman, to thc
Holmes Business College, Portland. Oregon,
and Guy R. Newberry, a recent graduate of the
Ferris School, Big Rapids, Mich., succeeds Mr.
Tjossem. This responsible place has been held
by some of our foremost penmen, among them
Mr. L. M. Kelchner.

A. H. Leavell, of Bowling Green, Ky.. is in

charge of the commercial work of the Cambria
Business College, Johnstown. Pa.

Miss Lida Hanna has charge of the new com
mercial department of the Holtville Calif.. High
School.

The Boys' High School, Louisville. Ky., has
engaged Mr. Baer, of Petosky. Mich., as an as-

sistant commercial teacher.

E. ¥. Timberman. the well-known penman
and commercial teacher, of Spokane, recently
began work with Wilson's Business College,
Bellingham, Wash.
Burlington. Iowa, has for the commercial de-

partment of the High School. Mr. George F.
Knipprath.

Miss Edna K. Schuppener, Stitzer, Wis., are
cent pupil in the Zanerian is now supervisor of

writing in the Springfield, Ohio, public schools.
She has charge also of the penmanship in the
high school. She succeeds Miss Minnie E.
Kreigbaum. who resigned during the summer
after an especially successful period of 15 years'
faithful and efficient service. John Hngel. a mer-
chant of that city, won her heart and persuaded
her to give up teaching and enter a life partner-
ship with him. Our congratulations and best
wishes are hereby extended.

S. H. Isenberg, proprietor of Rowe College.
Johnstown. Pa., reports a good school, both as

concern quality and size. The Rowe College
has a reputation for efficiency that is in a large
measure responsible for its attendance.

Mr. L. L. Hudson, for nearly
twenty years principal of the com-
mercial department of the Ohio Wes-
leyan University, Delaware, O., died
the fore part of October, after a brief

illness. Mr. Hudson was a fine man
who dignified the profession, and we
regret his untimely death.
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C. V*. Crumley is now at the head of the short-

band and typewriting departments of the Acme
Business College. Seattle. Wash. Mr. Crumley
impresses lis a- being a wide-awake commercial
school man.

Miss [da M. Baldwin, formerly of Polytech-

nic high BChool, Los Angeles, Cal.. has been
placed in charge of the penmanship, commer-
cial spelling and business correspondence in the

Manual Arts high school of Los Angeles. Miss
Baldwin, like her sister Jeannette. who has

charge of the work in the Polytechnic is a dyna-
mo of initiative, loyalty and efficiency.

I.. M. Hiestand. Secy, of the Northwestern
Business College, Chicago. 111., Sept. 14, 1911,
took upon himself a wife in the person of Miss
Emily Ratschinsky. Our congratulations and
best wishes are hereby extended. .1. F. Fish,

his partner, reports the best fall opening they
have ever had, which of course their thousands
of friends will be glad to learn. Mrs. Fish's fa-

ther, Mr. Bayer, who made his home with Mr.
and Mrs. Fish, died of pneumonia September
11, after a very short illness, at the age of 82.

He was active mentally and physically until the

last taking interest in everything and every-
body.

\V. C. Wallace, formerly with Drake College,
Newark, N. J., recently aceepted a position in

the high school. New Rochelle, N. Y., where he
has charge of the commercial branches. Mr.
Wallace writes a very practical business hand.

( i. A. Bohlinger, last year with the Chicago,
111., Business College, now has charge of the
penmanship and bookkeeping in the New Trier
Township High School, Kenilwortb, 111., rilling

the position held last year by E. J.Gibb. W. A.
Leonard is director of the department and is giv-
ing to that institution a commercial course that

is truly worth while.

From the Cleveland Leader of September
'-•nth. we note that Supt. Klson states that in-

struction is to be given to high school boys
and girls by the regular teachers under the su-
pervision of the new supervisor of writing, C.
A. Barnett. of Oberlin, Ohio, who succeeds A.
C. Clark, who held the position for many years.
This is moving in the right direction, for high
school hoys and girls are just at the right age to
put the finishing touches on a good handwrit-
ing.

Mr. W. 1-. Hostetler, of the Commercial De-
partment of the South Bend, Ind., High School,
reports that they have broken ground for a new-
high school building to be completed by Sep
tember 1913 at a cost of 8350,000. Mr. Hostet-
ler is a supporter of The BUSINESS Educator
and as a consequence his pupils write well.

W. II Moore, of Mclndoe Falls, Vt., and a re-

cent pupil in the Zanerian, is now supervising
penmanship in the public schools at Menom-
inee, Mich.

A..E Smith, last year with the Wilkes- Barre,
I'a., Business College, is now teaching penman-
ship in the high school of that city and super-
vising writing in the grades. Mr. Smith is well
qualified for this work and we feel sure his influ-
ence will soon be felt by teachers and pupils, for
he is both enthusiastic anil practical.

Mr. IK. Helman recently resigned his po-
sition in La Porte and accepted the principal-
ship of the commercial department in the high
school of R ichmond, Ind.

Mr. J.F. Caskey. proprietor of the Belling-
liiim Wash., Business College, reports a very
successful opening of the school then Vli

iluable experience and
we predict therefore a good school in every
sense of the word.

Mr. W. w. Collins, of Pennsboro, W. Va.,
handles pe anship and commercial arithmetic
In the Mansfield, Ohio, high school. Mr. Col-
lins is a tine young man and is filling a very de-
sirable position.

L, C. Lanning. some years ago with the Met
ropolitan Business College, of Cleveland, Ohio.
is again with that institution, which speaks well
for all concerned. Mr. Lanning is a pro
gressive, practical, hustling school man. and
will see to it that the Metropolitan continues to
grow larger and better.

Mi I >. L. Judd, of Springfield, Mass., is now
teaching penmanship and other commercial
subjects in the Bridgeport. Conn . High School.

Chas. T. Piatt, known by thousands in our
profession as a genial fellow, is now teaching in

the Newark. N. J., Business College.

C. L. Michael, principal of the commercial de-
partment of the Phoenix, Ariz., Union High
School reports a very large attendance in all de-
partments of the school, especially in the com-
mercial department. His assistant last year, Wal-
do B. Christy, now has charge of the commercial
department of the Tempe Union High School,
and Miss Jessie F. Blake has been elected as-

sistant to Mr. Michael.

Mr. J. L. Nayward, principal of the commer-
cial department of the High School, Everett,
Mass., swings a pen of unusual strength and
grace for one who has his hands so full with so
many other things. His ornamental penman-
ship reveals a touch that is quite remarkable.
He reports everything moving smoothly. Ik-

is also supervising penmanship in the grades,
which is a good thing for the teachers and
pupils of that city, and excellent results may be
expected in due course of time.

< jeo. Young, of Eugene, Oregon, ami recent-
ly of the Zanerian. is now engrossing policies
in the State Life Insurance Co. of Indianapolis,
Ind. Mr. Young is a very fine engrosser. He
has the happy faculty of saying little and doing
much and doing it well.

J. W. Jacobs, of Leech's Actual Business Col-
lege, (ireensburg, Pa., clubbed the B E. in the
latter part of September. This well-known in-

stitution has supported the B. E. for many years.

W. \V. Weaver. Homeworth, Ohio, is now on
the teaching staff of the Salem, Ohio, Business
College.

Mr. F. M. Schuck, of Kansas City, Mo., is now
in charge of the Bookkeeping Department of
Brown's Business College, Danville. 111. Mr.
Schuck is a hustler, and we have every reason to
believe he will fill the position he is occupying.

Mr. Fred M. Bacon, supervisor of penmanship
in the Grand Junction, Colo., Public Schools,
reports that their schools received the blue rib-

bon and a 850 purse for the best educational ex-
hibit at the Colorado State Fair. The penman-
ship work was conspicuous for its quantity and
quality, which speaks well for Mr. Bacon, who
is certainly a wideawake, progressive and prac-
tical teacher of writi ng

.

F. L. Groom, secretary of Board of Edu-
cation of Hastings, Neb., is also principal
of the commercial department, and super-
vises penmanship in the grades as well.
All buildings are supplied with a copy
of The Business Educator, and this year
they received first prize in penmanship at the
State fair. Harry L. Renick. formerly of Ab-
beysville. La., is assisting Mr. Groom in the
commercial work.

Indiana News Items.

The Southern Business College. Washington.
Indiana, has been consolidated with the Wash-
ington Business College, of the same city, and
the former owners, Miss May and Candace
Pugh. are retained as teachers of the school.

Mr. A. V. Martin, who recently graduated
from the Richmond Business College, has ac-
cepted for the ensuing year, the position of
principal of the New Castle, Ind., Business Col-
lege

Mr. J. G. McFarland, a graduate of the com-
mercial department, of the Marion Business
College, has accepted the position of princi-
pal of the Yincennes, Ind., Business College.

A large number of teachers, principals, and
managers of the Business Colleges in the state

of Indiana, gathered at the Central Business

College, Indianapolis, on Saturday, September
16, and perfected an organization, known as
the Indiana Business College Association, for
the benefit of all teachers in the business
college profession in the state. The following
officers were elected: Mr. L. B. Campbell, of
Richmond, president: Mr. Chas. E. Batchelor.
Of Lafayette, vice-president: and Miss Pearl
Knott, of Anderson, secretary and treasurer.

"How To Increase Your Salary," was the in-

teresting subject of a lecture, given by H.Les-
lie Broadbridge, at the Central Business College,
Indianapolis, on Friday evening, September 15.

About three-hundred students and teachers of
Business Colleges of the state were present. Mr.
Broadbridge is engaged by various mercantile
and manufacturing concerns to map out plans for
the improvement and promotion of business
methods.
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The Bingham School, Mebane, N. C, is rep-
resented by an excellent catalogue of 112 pages
beautifully printed, illustrated and bound. It is

a military type of school for boys and is con-
ducted by Preston Lewis Gray. We have
looked forward with pleasure each year to the
improvement of this institution until today it is

recognized throughout the south as one of its

leading educational institutions,

Maiden, Mass.. Commercial School, Walter
Leroy Smith, principal, recently issued a most
excellent catalogue. It is finely printed and its

illustrations indicate a modernly equipped
school.

Brazil, Ind., University, C. B. Munson, prin-

cipal, publishes a neat little journal from time to

time profusely illustrated with portraits of suc-
cessful students, etc.

< iranite City Business College. Llano, Texas,
E. M. Barler, proprietor, issues a catalogue of
good quality which rings true. We wish that all

advertising literature that comes to our desk
contained the high ideals shown back of this

school.

The Southern Exponent of Business Educa.
tion, issued by Bowling Green, Ky. Business
I'niversity, reaches our desk from time to time
well laden with optomistic good things relative

to a commercial education. The number before
us contains thousands of faces of pupils, and
many beautiful specimens of penmanship from
the pen of W. C. Browntield, penman.

The Lincoln. Neb , Business College issues a

good quality catalogue printed on white paper
and covered with white, with embossed title

printed in blue, giving it a nice appearance.
This is one of the many schools thai is lining

good conscientious work, thereby raising the
standard in our profession.

The Ellsworth School, of Commerce, Iowa
Falls, la., being a department of Ellsworth Col-
lege, is forging to the front as an institution in

the Iowa educational field. C. K. Chamberlin,
principal, is developing a course of instruction

right up-to-date. The catalogue is covered in

purple with embossed title in gold.

A neat little booklet bespeaking a successful
school is at hand from the School of Commerce,
Harrisburg, Pa., entitled "Evidence."

Advertising literature, school circulars, etc.,

'has been received from the following: Canton,
Ohio, Actual Business College; The Patrick
Commercial School, York, Pa.; lla/leton. Pa.,

Business College; Wilson's Modem Business
College, Seattle, Wash.; Dougherty's Business
College, Topeka, Kans.; The Lawyers Co-op-
erative publishing Co., Rochester, N. V.: Lock-
year's Business College, Evansville, Ind,;

Philadelphia, Pa., Business College; Bryant &
Stratton, Business College, Louisville, Ky.; H.
C. Crane. Alton, 111.; Central Business College,
Roanoke. Va.
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MODEL AND ACTUAL WRITING.

The main function of writing is to
express and record thought. To do
this it needs to be facile in execution
and legible after it has been written.
Writing is a substitute for speech,
being more permanent than oral
speech but less speedy and more irk-

some in execution.
There are of necessity different

qualities in writing of the same kind,
as there are different qualities or de-
grees of excellence in English or any
other speech. The common average,
everyday English as spoken is plain
but rather ungrammatical. It is not
a good kind for imitation, even
though it answers the purpose of
communicating thought.
Likewise there are some qualities

of penmanship which are very good
in expressing and recording ideas,
but very poor as models for imita-
tion, being too faulty in detail.

Naturally, that writing intended for
imitation needs to be more formal,
more accurate and less individual
than that intended merely for convey-
ing thought.
The teacher's hand should be more

impersonal and universal than the
hand intended for individual usage.
The teacher's hand needs to be as

faultless as he can produce and as
free from peculiarities as possible,
for he has no moral right to insist
that his pupils copy his individuality
nor have they a legal right to imitate
it.
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The model hand, however, should
epitomize the good qualities of indi-
vidual writing, and omit the individ-
uality and peculiarities and imper-
fections of such writing.
The model hand should be of the

same kind as that which it is desired
to develop, but as a model it needs to

be better in quality than is necessary
or desirable for individual use.
The Spencerian passed as a stan-

dard or model because it was too
fancy. The vertical passed by be-
cause it was not the kind. It was not
the accuracy of either of these styles
which caused them to be discarded,
but rather their style and imperfect
methods of presentation.

The "Actual Business Writing"
example given herewith will general-
ly be recognized as good for business
purposes because it is legible and
rapid, but it will also be observed
that each letter, while legible, is too
faulty to serve as an ideal for imita-
tion.

The "Model Business Writing" ex-
ample presented conveys better ideas
of letter formation, and at the same
time it is typical of freedom and
rapidity. Of course it is too formal
in quality for unconscious execution,
just the same that the "Actual"
specimen is too inaccurate for con-
scious imitation.
The "Model" and "Actual" hands

need to be the same in kind but
different in quality. Slipshod writ-
ing for copies is as impractical as ac-
curate, effort consuming script for
expression of thought.
The right kind of writing cannot be

too good in quality for imitation and
inspiration, and the right kind of
writing cannot be too good in legibil-

ity and rapidity for individual expres-
sion and record. There is no danger
of making copies too good but there
is danger of giving the wrong kind or
style for a copy. No individual liv-

ing or dead ever wrote well enough
to put his individual writing up as a
model for others to imitate.

The eyes of some penmen or would-
be penmen seems to be bigger than
their power of discrimination and as
a result there is too much egotism
and too little sense in many copies
given to pupils for imitation. [Editor]

RADICALISM AND REACTION

Every cause has an effect. Ex-
tremes beget extremes. The history
of human effort in political, religious,
social and educational affairs is one
of radicalism and reaction, followed,
of course, by a compromise and com-
mon sense course of action which
terminated in real substantial pro-
gress.

Vertical writing dug its own grave
by unreasonable assumptions and
promises. It would be a live issue
today were it not for the fact that it

was over capitalized by exaggeration.
The vertical issue as a protest
against excessive slant and fancy,
fine-line forms was a wholesome re-
form, but as an end and panacea for
all the ills of poor writing, including
poor teaching, it was a preposterous
presumption and as such it lead to
its own hasty undoing.
The Michaeltonian theory of rapid

writing for all from six to sixty years
of age, advocated enthusiastically
and unblushingly two decades before
the advent of the vertical, and which
also contained the germs of reform
against unreasonable slowness and
slipshod teaching, reacted and died.
The promotion of movement as

preached and practiced in many
places at the present time as a cure
all for poor writing is already por-
tending trouble and danger. And
this is due to unreasonable claims to
secure recognition on the one hand
and arbitrary demands to secure re-
sults on the other hand.
To sacrifice form to movement and

speed is as unwise and onesided as
to sacrifice ease of movement to form.
Both form and movement are essen-
tial; neither should be sacrificed.
The speed idea was a good one,

but speed as a mania was unwhole-
some and died. The movement idea
is good, but as a magnified essential
both in the pedagogy and practice of
writing, it is sure to reap the inevit-
able reward.

It behooves us, one and all, to
preach and practice with skill and
enthusiasm the things which make
for permanency in penmanship pro-
gress. [Editor].

C^^C^-^-z>'2^S^Zi-^^ ^t^C^y~C^C^^l^ ^£try~ ^L^Cc4~^lL£s2^C<4 /2-^^&-&zL£^c^''

By Fred S. Heath. Concord. N. II.
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Inspiration and
Information

THOS. E. C.CPPEK,
I ISC. ACCT. >

<,>ulncy, FU.

THE NORTH POLE OF THEIR
DREAMS

Young Friends:— If an employer
could catch your eyes for a few sec-

onds-learn how the fragments of

time at your disposal are utilized,

and how the disposition made of your
nickels and dimes, he could, in all

probability, recite numerous cases

that would parallel yours, and which
would easily enable you to fortell

YOUR FUTURE.
The chances are that you have not

thought of it exactly in this light,

but there is a North Pole to any busi-

ness, and it may not be amiss to ven-

ture the statement here and now, that

the percentage of successes in all

walks of life would be materially

greater, were it not for IMPATI-
ENCE—INATTENTION to DE-
TAILS and SCATTERED ENERGY.
The coveted pole is in reach of aver-

age men and women of modern times
whose general make-up consists of

the right kind of ambition, and pro-

vided they are willing to labor in all

earnestness, at a slight temporary
sacrifice if necessary, in order to

reach it.

The first thing to do is to carefully

map out the route you decide to trav-

el according to desire, then strike

out FIRMLY with a determination of

making definite advance—of covering
in a thorough, systematic manner, a

certain distance each day. Once hav-

ing determined upon a promising
course, stick to it—come what may—
don't, as the "frog in the well," gain
ground at the rate of two feet in the

morning and lose it at the rate of

three feet in the evening.

You should guard against the fatal

error of losing self-confidence 'mid
the turmoil which may be battling in

your mind, else the chances are great-

ly in favor of your moving round and
round in the deceptive circle which
leads NOWHERE, and unconsciously
fall into that class who mechanically
perform their part and are satisfied

to "Let well enough alone", and thus
come out in the end - A LOSER.

If you are in error—frankly admit
it— set about to discover some rem-
edy. We are all subject to mistake

sometimes—but the men and women
who are marked successes today, are
those who, having discovered their

mistakes, lose no time in railroading
in the opposite direction.

Surely, if a Cook can reach the
North Pole of his ambition—a Book-
keeper, Stenographer, or average
men and women in other callings
may also reach the North Pole of

their dreams.

^/^'^fM/kr^^^

Mr. Raymond W. Carr
Miss Lucile Davis

Married
Saturday, September 23, '11

McConnelsville, O.

At home
After September 25th.

Cambridge, O.

Believes in Taking His Own Medicine.

The latter part of September we received fifty-

one subscriptions from Fred Berkman, penman,
and W. A. Robbins, secretary of the LiDcoln.

Neb.. Business College, with intimation that we
could expect about ten times that many more
before the year is endeo, which also indicates

that Mr. Berkman is a man not afraid to take his

own medicine.

"The pen is mightier than the word" is proven by the sharpness of the former and the bluntness oi die hitter .it least in the imagination of the

Editor who executed both with a "steel" instrument while in a peaceful, near-artistic mood. The above explanation was thought necessary at this

time else the reader of war news of Southern Europe might mistake them for a harem plume and an Italian stiletto crossing swords like in tne tray.
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ARTISTIC PENMANSHIP
H. L. DARNER, PENMAN, BLAIR BUSINESS COLLEGE, SPOKANE, WASH.

Comment Accompanying Illustrations

The two headings presented are not given as copies but to show what can be done in the way of catalogue headings and newspaper ad-
vertising cuts with ornamental penmanship. Notice that I have given you three different sizes of loons to chose from. I do not like an extremely
short loop nor an extremely long one. The size given in the second line is about the kind I like. Give especial attention to the drawings in which I

have shown as best I could the relative shapes and sizes of the second parts of the "b," "h" and "k". I want you to notice that the "b" and the "k" are
only one-half as wide as the "h". This large loop is probably not a model because there is too much curve in the down stroke, but notice that the
down stroke of the loop is not perfectly straight.

Now I want to make a little general criticism. I have received some good work from several, but I want you to practice longer on this work
before sending it to me. Too much of the work was gotten out too nastily. Remember that it takes time to do this kind of work. Mr. S. O. Smith,
Hartford, Conn., sent me some elegant penmanship. I am looking for him to make fine progress during the coming year. There is not room though
for much improvement because he is already one of our professional penmen.
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6
Commercial \

Designing
D. W. rlOFF,

Lawrence, Mass.
Send return postal or

postage for criticisms to

Mr. HotT.

DC 3C

Article Two.

UNDERSCORING SIGNATURE
CUTS.

Through scientific breeding the dangerous

horns are fast disappearing from our herds of

cattle. Mixers of pollen and grafters of buds

have produced the seedless apple, the frost proof

and the seedless orange, the wilt proof cabbage,

and the rust proof wheat. They have added

rich fragrance to flowers that were oderless,

eliminated the spines from that pest of the des-

ert theiiiant Cactus, and transformed it into a

delicious edible. When creating the new, these

men of science study to retain the best qualities

of the old while discarding its objectionable

ones. Just so if you would create new and at-

tractive forms of commercial lettering you must

rill your mind with ideas, gained through the

study of the finest types to be found. \ ou must

then mix the pollen of these types, grafting the

good, pruning the bad-adapting, creating. I

have said this, in substance before. I probably

shall again as it is important that it should "sink

in."

Underscoring.

A well chosen underscore adds much to the

appearance of a signature cut. It imparts a dis-

tinctive air that challenges instant attention and

interest, whereas one of the hackneyed sort, or

one lacking character and "snap" detracts. The

first named sort may redeem a cut in spite of

rather indifferent lettering, while the best of let-

tering will not survive some of the latter class.

In this respect it is somewhat like "the dress and

man."
Make a careful analytical study of underscores,

and overscores. wherever met. You will find

that their relative widths and lengths, compared

with the space occupied by the letters, have

quite as much to do with the general appearance

of the whole as do their shapes.

The strong, simple character of those seen in

forms 3 and 12. and also in the "Truell." "Day,"

and "Perley's" cuts, are quite in keeping with

the conservative air of the lettering. Korms 14,

In and lii call for more ornate style of lettering,

especially 15 and 16. which are similar in char-

acter to the (ierman style of ornament so much
used on sterling wares, etc.

The little cross strokes in form 10 were sug-

gested by those employed by John Hancock
and liii- contemporaries, to give contrast, and tie

together, as it were, the maze of flourished on-

derscorings in their autographs. Similar ones
might lie added to forms 14 and 15 when used
in connection with the idealized autograph type
of signature cut.

Korms 4 to 9 inclusive are designed for use

with the simplest rf letters, and where you wish
the cut to occupy as little vertical space as pos-

sible. Their width should not exceed 'i the

height of the bodv of the signature, unless they
;ire to serve as a background for letters, in which
case their width depends upon the prominence
you wisli to give to such letters, tie careful,

however, not to go to the extreme that will tend
to dwarf the signature portion of the cut.

With the exception of a few forms, such as 1,

11, and in. these may be used either in the di-

rect or reverse position, either detached or

joined to any letter that best lends itself to the
purpose. Kither to the initial capital, the final

letter, or to any letter between. This is finely
illustrated in the "Truell," "Day" and "Per-
ley's" cuts, where forms 3 and 12 are used,
also the Woodman cut shown last month.
One is simply the reverse of the other. Form 3
could have been user) in the reverse position for

the "Truell" by attaching it to n and lengthen-
ing the loop, or in the direct position for the
"Day" by attaching it to the first y.

Replies to queries that are of general interest.

G. E. V. B., N. J. How to get business?
"Building a Clientage" is a subject about which
much might be written, which our limited space
forbids. However, I will offer one suggestion.
My samples are my best silent solicitors. I in-

sist upon four perfect proofs from every sig-

nature cut I design. These I mount in classi-

fied groups on 7x10 inch pieces of heavy, dark
gray book-cover stock, backed with tissue paper
to prevent soiling the proofs—using fish glue
sparingly. As a prospective client looks these
over he gets an idea as to what he wants. The
rest is easy. Next you submit a sketch for ap-
proval and suggestions, in some cases, before
inking it in.

With a 50c reducing lense he can view your
drawing and see just how it will look when re-

duced to the size desired. The lense is very
helpful. It is a double concave glass, about
two inches in diameter.

E.Crane'
'Was STMrossetT
Resolutions °SZTVMJf.HM-ll,
p.plorrjifillittc/' ALTOH.ntLIL.

M
I am the 'Lone Star ' Card Specialist. Have th« most
complete Hail Course in U.S. and for the least money.
Let me prove it. Your name artistically written on l"i

Cards for25c. Send 10c for sample % doz . and Agent's

outfit.
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By W. C. Brownfield, Bowling Green. Ky., Business University, who states the capitals were executed in thirty seconds

Pittsburg, Pa., Sept. 30, 1911.

Editors Business Educator,
Columbus, Ohio.

Dear Sirs:—Upon return after several months'
absence from the city, I rind The Business
Educator is missing from my list of periodi-

cals. No copies of June, and September, and,

at this writing, October numbers have been re-

ceived. I write to inquire "Why are these

things thusly?" If the missing numbers can-

not be supplied, I beg of you not to neglect me
in the hereafter.

Another mattei. Messrs. Editors, while tor-

menting you; There was an old publication en-
titled Knap & Kightmeyer's Penmen's Paradise,
which had real artistic merit. One set of large
capitals, occupying several pages particularly
ensnared me. In the many evolutions made in

forming these fantastic letters there were blend-
ed in human faces and griffen heads of wonder-
ful expression and of ingenious design. When
in the full vigor of chirographic ardor, and when
the wine of youth flawed freely, this book was
an inspiration to me. I have utilized many of

these heads for corner pieces and for tailpieces
quite effectively in decorative work. At times
I have enlarged certain heads for our show
cases at the college entrance, which proved to

be attractive pen squibs.

For the benefit of the profession it was my in-

tention to present the copy I had to The Busi-
ness Educator on condition that the pages

(at least the most attractive ones) would be re-

produced from time to lime in its columns, until

the work had been gone over; but alas, before
my purpose had been carried out a tire con-
sumed these, and many other art treasures.

Knowing that two copies of every book copy-
righted must be deposited with the Register of

Copyrights of the Library of Congress at Wash-
ington, I made an ineffectual effort to get hold
of this work when in that city. Unfortunately,
this book antedated the present Copyright Law.
It bears the imprint of 1857. or thereabouts, and
was published in New York City. The authori-
ties at Washington thought it might be found in

some of the archives at Albany.
Now, here's the moral of this rigmarole: I sug-

gest that you advertise in your Want Column
for the loan of this publication, if you cannot
buy it. until hard metal plates are made of these
unique productions, in order to place them lie-

fore the subscribers of The Business Educa-
tor.

If this suggestion strikes you favorably, per-
haps through your Advertising Columns you
may reach heirs of some old time penman who
possess a copy.

Cordially thine.

William H. Duff.

I
Now, gentle, philanthropic reader, it is "up to

you" to loan or sell the book in question, or at

least give us a chance to see whether we think
it worth while engraving and printing.—Z. & B.|

America to receive instruction in penmanship
by mail is in the Courtney's School of Penman-
ship. A rapid, tireless, business hand taught in
short time at a small cost. Illustrated Journal

free FRANCIS B. COURTNEY, Cedar Rapids. I

STOP! READ! THINK! ACT!
In. reast- your salary by Home Study. "Do it now "

"Why not work lor I'ncle Sainf" Salaries *t;u<> to
81K00. Position* guarantee.!. Civil Service, Penman
hip. Bookkeeping, Shorthand, Ty pewriting
gineering, Nor

thoroughly
Fint ion free tn one represent

Address DEPAKTMKNT K

School, High School,
il College Preparatory Courses are
ht by mail. Matriculation Fee »r> mi.

h pott-office.

CARNEGIE COLLEGE, ROGERS. OHIO

CARDS NEATLY WRITTEN.
1 use best blank Whiting cards. Ornamental 20c per

dozen. Engravers' Script 25c. Comic, Bird and Scroll as-
sorted. ^Uc. In assorted samples foi a dime. ENGROSS
ING ANO ILLUMINATING of every description. School

plomas and Cer
Ulicates artisti-
cally tilled out.
221 1 N. Carnac St.

PHILADELPHIA.JCfeL
PA.

Pen drawing and engrossing by A. W. Kimpson, Amarillo, Tex.
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S. A. RINGER. B. C. S.

The above is a likeness of the new commercial
teacher of the Dennison, O., high school who
made his bow to Dennison at the beginning of

the present school year.

Mr. Ringer is the eldest son of a family of six

children and was born near McArthur, Vinton
county, < >hio, but his parents moved to Frank-
fort. Ohio, when he was six years of age and
there he spent his early life attending the pub-

lic schools of that vicinity and began teaching at

the age of IS. After one year's experience he
matriculated in the National Normal University

at Lebanon, Ohio, the school founded by the

great and renowned Alfred Holbrook, the
founder of independent normalism. Here he
fitted himself for the teaching profession which
seemed to be the one for him.
I'pon completing the work he remained in

Warren county where he taught successfully for
a number of years in the Massie township
schools in the vicinity of historic Fort Ancient
in the valley of the Liille Miami. He made
Waynesville his headquarters, calling it home,
for he says, "Here I began to see the light of
day as a teacher and here my environment was
such that 1 became more in earnest than ever to
climb higher." Next we find him a student in
the Ohio Northern University College of Com-
merce at Ada. Ohio, where he continued his ef-
fort to advance in the practical subjects of the
commercial world.
He graduated from the Ohio Northern Uni-

versity in June, 1911, with a degree of Bachelor
of Commercial Science, and then did post grad-
uate work during the summer term. He is now
pursuing a home study course in Bank Ac-
counting and Highen Accounting while doing
his regular work.

This is not "Joy Rider." He endangers others and himself. But the Joy Writer takes delight
in writing well, knowing it pleases and delights without harm or danger to anyone. The editor felt
ioyful and the above result is an expression of that feeling,

He pursued his penmanship work under Prof.
E. E. Long, of O. N. U., a graduate of the Za-
nerian.
He was married to Miss Francis E. Mitsch. of

Upper Sandusky, also a graduate of Ohio North-
ern, Aug. 27, 1911.
He is meeting with splendid success in Den-

nison antl with his previous experience and
motto of "Onward and Upward" we predict for
him a bright and successful future in the com-
mercial world.

Worth $100.

Gray's Harbor Business College,
Aberdeen, Wash., Sept. 18, '11.

Zaner & Bloser, Columbus, O.
Gentlemen: — I don't see how 1 can afford to

hesitate in sending you a dollar for a year's
subscription to The Business Educator.
For the past seven years, 1 have been in the
habit of tearing from each number such articles

as were most interesting to me. These I have
bound into a volume that is of inestimable
value. One of our local accountants has on sev-
eral occasions borrowed the volume containing
articles on accounting taken from The Busi-
ness Educator. He considers the book the
best thing he has ever seen, and you can be-
lieve it is, when I consider that it is worth $100
of any mail's money who is interested at all in

these lines.

Yours very truly,

C. S. Jackson.

D CLUB
3CDOUDI

CHAT

An appreciated list of subscriptions is hereby
acknowledged from Mr. C. A. Townsend, of the
Idaho Industrial Institute, Weiser, Idaho, indi-

cating interest and enthusiasm in the practical
art of writing.

A list of twenty-four subscriptions is at hand
from MissC. P. Fawcett, of Fort Fairfield. Me.
Certain it is that the young men and young
women under her instructions are being in-

spired or they would not part so readily with
the necessary subscription price.

The School of Commerce, Harrisburg, Pa., is

in a very flourishing condition, if we may judge
from the lists of subscriptions we are receiving
from that institution. One list just at hand
numbers forty-one, and Mr. D. L. M. Raker,
principal of the institution, and sender of the
list, stated that the only reason he did not send
more was that his sheet of paper would hold no
more names and he therefore quit. That looks
good to us for more soon again.

F. M. Davis, teacher of penmanship in the
Colleges of Commerce, Racine Wis., seDt The
Business Educator a club of subscriptions
from that enterprising school.

• - /'/ 'G&^l^^gZl^

By E. A. Lupfer, Columbus, Ohi< ith Zaner & Bloser Cn
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J. J. Theobald of the Actual Business Col-

lege, Akron, Ohio, sent us a list of seventeen
subscriptions. Mr. Theobald reports a very
good attendance which indicates that they are

having a very successful school year.

T. F. Wright, of the St. Catharines, Ont..
Business College, favored us with a list of twen-
ty subscriptions the latter part of September.
We wish to state that this list is highly appreci-
ated, reciprocity or no reciprocity with our
neighbor country on the north so far as politics

are concerned, but co-operation knows no
boundaries for individuals.

F. E. Oneth, of the Bay City, Mich.. Business
College, is doing faithful service in the way of

penmanship, evidence of which recently arrived

in form of a good size list of subscriptions.

W. F. Hostetler, principal of the commercial
department of the South Bend, Ind., High
School, late in September sent us ten subscrip-
tions to the Professional Edition of The Busi-
ness Educator and thirty-one to the Stu-

dents' Edition. This certainly speaks well for

the progressive policy and spirit of that High
School.

C. P. C. Kinker, principal of Rinker's Com'l
College, Martinsburg, W. Ya.. is a fine penman
and believes in The Business Educator.
We acknowledge receipt of a list of twenty-nine
subscriptions from his institution and Mr.
Rinker states more are to be sent later.

Since A. M. Wonnell. the well known pen-
man and teacher, returned to the Ferris Insti-

tute, Big Rapids, Mich., a few months ago, he
has sent us forty-three subscriptions. This is

certainly a good record for the short time he has
been there, and indicates that much interest is

being taken in penmanship in the Ferris Insti-

tute. Mr. Wonnell's letters and lists are always
models of practical business writing.

Each year we receive many subscriptions from
the Grand Trunk Business College Edmonton,
Alberta, Canada. J. C. McTavish, principal,

which indicates a lively interest in penmanship
in that institution. The first list for this season
recently came to hand and numbers thirty-

seven.

P. E. Curry, of Heald's Business College,
Oakland, Calif., is keeping up the record of that
institution in the way of securing subscriptions
for The Business Educator. We received a
good list from him with prospects of receiv-
ing another one in a few weeks.

Howard J. Conkling, principal, commercial
department, Utica, N. Y., Business Institute,
writes a very practical business hand. A letter

and good list of subscriptions received from him
are especially worthy of meDtion as regards the
penmanship.

Victor Lee Dodson, of the Wilkes- Barre, Pa.,

Business College favored us with a list of thirty-

four subscriptions the latter part of September,
which indicates a large number of new pupils
already inoculated with the penmanship mi-
crobe. Of course many more will follow. We
recently had a letter from that enterprising
school man. Mr. McCann, of Mahonoy City and
Reading, Pa., in which he speaks in high terms
of the work being done by the Wilkes-Barre
School.

WANTED-A young man who is enerietic
and ambitious, to assist the manager of a first-

class businees college. Address in own hand
writing. GOOD MANAGER, care of

Business Educator, Columbua, Ohio

FOR SALE
Aii established commercial school. Under the
present management for eight years. Expenses
comparatively low. Excellent location in a good
Ohio town. Property will invoice at about $1500
exclusive of open accounts. $1600 will purchase
property including $700 to $800 in business con-
tracted for this year. Other opportunities in
another line open to the owner hence, the desire
to sell at once to reliable party or parties If you
are interested in a safe investment that will make
a hustler money, address A. B. C. care of

Business Educator, Columbus, Ohio.

THE FIHEST SCRIPT
Prepared for Commercial or Penman-

ship texts. If you want superior
work at a moderate cost, send

copy for estimate to

S. E. LESLIE,
Poughkeepsle, Hew York

BLANK CARDS BY NAIL
100-3 ply Special Wedding 25c. 100 colored, as-
sorted, 25c. 100 Scroll Cards, assorted, 30c. 108
New Comic Cards, (12 styles), 30c. My New Man-
ual is now ready and it will be sent to Card
Writers, with an order for any of the above cards.
The book is a gem, in the art of money making
by writing cards. Address all letters.

lrV • M o B E E
19 Snyder Street ALLEGHENY. PA

NORTHEASTERN
TEACHERS' AGENCY

NEWMARKET, N. H.

Registration Free. G. L. SMITH, Sec. and Treas.

LEARN to CARVED- 1"?-
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ etc., on calling^^^^^^^^^~^^^^^^^—~ cards by mail.
It is a fascinating, money-making, home
employment and is easily learned at small
expense. A beautiful sample of the work
10c Information free. Here is your opportunity
/or coining money.

A. W. DAKIN, Knife Artist, Syracuse. N. Y.

WORTH $50 A LESSON
•Mr. HaAfter receiving only two lessons, one student (name on application J.

i

I wouldn't take $100 for my course if I couldn't get it again."
You can become a fine penman at home bv the Hausam Way. We absolutely guarantee

it. Only part of spare time required. L. H. Hausam teaches the most successful course and
has made more successful writers than any other penmon in America. Write for Free Book
containing 70 fine specimens and tells how others mastered penmanship.

The Hausam Diploma Course is the only course in the world that leads to the new degree,
M. Pen., the penman's highest credentals. Investigate it. Address,

THE HAUSAM SCHOOL, Box 255 B, HUTCHINSON, KANSAS

nmi
i str:or give you thu posi-

tion BECAUSE V0UR WRITING IS
TOO POOR BUT I ADVISE YOU TO
TAKE"THC BUSINESS EDUCATOR"
AND 8Y DILIGENT PRACTICE
YOU WILL SOON IMPROVE.

Business man—"Thank goodness, I'm rid of 'em both.'

By C. A. Nelson, pupil, C. E. Lowder, teacher. Metropolitan Business

College. Minneapolis, Minn.
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Contributions Comprising Text and Illustration* on

INSURANCE POLICY WRITING
By L MADARASZ.

These contributions were prepared by Mr. Madarasz and purchased by
THE BisineSs Eni'i'ATOB about a year before his death, and rep-

resent his most mature thought and unbiased convictions.

DC DC DC DC

Continued From October.

p Throw your introductory and down stroke

without lifting, muscular movement, and finish

as in a—carry the first stroke not quite two
spaces and your bottom finished from 56 to -'4

space below base line, if you make it longer, it

looks awkard, as always straight shaded lines

are. Commence your shade at about top base

line, gradually increasing until you arrive at

bottom with a full shade. This letter can also

be made with a finish like j below base line.

t This style of t is also a very practical style,

obviating the necessity of throwing the bar or

cross line formed exactly like p full two spaces
in height. If in center of word you cross thru

the letter % space above base line, beginning
with the o dot on the left hand side of up-stroke.
A final t can be finished with an upward line or

a full sweep fiat oval.

/ Throw your free up line to nearly top base
line. Lift pen and begin loop a little to right on
top base and commence your shading at about

-
1 height of letter which can be 2% or 3 spaces

in height, and reaching a full shade at upper
base line, carrying it to bottom without stop.
I make this letter entirely with the muscular
movement, as I do all loops, slacking the speed
as I get to the base line, so as not to fall short or
go over it.

b Same loop as 1 and the same finish as v
from the upper base line.

A- Same loop as 1, but stopping squarely on
base line. Begin second stroke '

2 space above
base line and finish in a downward dot shade,
and then complete the letter with the final n
strokes. The second stvle of K is made without
loop, and starts like the t without the bar—finish
with a bracket stroke, making loop above the
upper base line and crossing or touching the
first down line.

h Same loop as first k, finishing like n.
Second style without loop, a shorter first stroke,
beginning with a curve down line, as if you had
formed a loop. This is a very practical style,

and when it is the only loop letter in a word, is

preferable, it is softer in appearance and is

fully as strong as if made with a loop.

Final r. This letter at the end of the letters

ssr is formed from the first stroke of 11 then a
light hair line beginning halfway from base 11

and finishing with the dot or oval tapering into
a graceful finishing curve line or complete hori-
zontal oval like final (.

y No copy of this letter is given sepatately.
See copy in the jumbled letters. It is formed
from final 3 strokes of h, and finished like j and
S.

f Start like 1 and finish like a capital stem cut
short, not more than one space below base line.

In the first style you pull third stroke down into
shade. Notice the cute triangle formed. In the
second style second /"in fluffy, a finish as on t

is used.

x Begin like y. Only be sure to not slant

your shaded down lines as much, straighten it

up a bit. Finish by the two hair lines ending
with the ovals. The bottom one you make
downward, the upper one upward. Whew! I'm

tired, and so are you. But get at it. Eat it for a

month—2 hours per day. Good night !

Ransinneriaii
I Journal and one of my favorite pens,

C. W. RANSOM,
Bldg., Kansas City, Bo.

's^t^eJJ^ea^i^?
Plate line B, Policy Writing—L. Madarasz.
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ASK T. C. STRICKLAND

for his Illustrated Booklet on Penholders
and Penholding. It's amusing, instructive
and FREE. Address,

SARANAC LAKE, N. Y.

The Business Ed

BUYER
Wants a well-established business col-

lege in north central states. Send full

particulars.

Address " CASH," care of

Business Educator, Columbus, Ohio

POSITIONS NOW OPEN
At this writing we have a large number of
choice positions for commercial teachers.
These positions are in BusinesB Colleges and
High Schools. October and November finds
us busy filling commercial positions. If
you need a position, write us. Our effective
methods will surprise you. Address.

THE INSTRUCTORS' AGENCY
MARION, INDIANA

YOU

WILL

WANT TO

KNOW

re about my mail course in "Mode
nmanship" for teachers ar
Illustrated circular free.

J. A. STRYKER
:iman State Normal and Superviso

ship City Schools.
Address 423 W. 27th St , REAR N 1 1 , NEB.

PROGRESSIVE LESSONS IN

BUSINESS WRITING
COMPLETE UP-TO-DATE

Thi teaching of plain penmanship re
duced to a system— logical, direct, scien
tine. The copies are ideal in style—round
ing enough to be plain and simple and
slanting enough to be rapid and graceful
Used by large commercial schools. Espe
cially adapted to high school use, A
wonderful result-getting course of lessons
Sample copy mafled to any address for 25c

—Address—
C. S. ROGERS.

Prin. Y. M. C. A. Accout&ncy School
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL

IF YOU WANT
a position or a teacher, or

if you want to buy or sell

a school, advertise in The

Business Educator, or

patronize those who do.

TRIAL DOZEN CARDS 10c.
or stamps. One dozen to each person at this

: an excellent course in penmanship at min
Circular free, Agents Sample Cards for

J. D. BYERS, CHANUTE. KANS.

The Pratt Teachers* Agency
70 Fifth Avenue, NEW YORK

Recommends college and normal graduates,
specialists, and other teachers to colleges
and schools.
The agency receives many calls for commer-

cial teachers from public and private schools,
and business colleges.

WM, O. PRATT, MANAGER

\YANTED
TEACHERS — Penmanst

eping, h or t h a
Touch Typewriting and all com mere

branches. Also managers and principals
Business Colleges and commercial departme
of high schools and colleges in the South. Wi
at once for information and application bla
No charge for registration.

SOUTHERN TEACHERS' AGENCY,
Box 303, Charleston, S.

ATTRACTIVE

BUSINESS SCHOOL FOR SALE in Western
Pennsylvania town of 10,000. Fully equipped in
up-to-date manner, good reputation, and no com-
petition. Two railroads and trolley line con-
nected with all the surrounding country. An ex-
cellent chance for someone. Exceptional price
to early buyer. Reason for selling, interest else-
where. Address,

"Quick SaJe" care of Business Educator,

Columbus. Ohio.

Get your eye on America's largest
Correspondence School of Short-
hand, Typewriting, Bookkeeping,
Telegraphy, Penmanship, etc.

TYLER COMMERCIAL COLLEGE, TYLER, TEXAS

CENTRAL TEACHERS' AGENCY
We are still receiving calls for commercial and shorthand teachers for

emergency vacancies. If you are available, write us at once with full

particulars as to training, experience, kind of position and salary
desired.

E. C. ROGERS. Ma 20 EAST GAY STREET, COLUMBUS. OHIO

$2,800 FOR TEN MONTHS
One of our members recently secured this salary through OUR efforts. The position

is in one of the leading High Schools in the United States. We still have

many fine openings. Free Registration.

CONTINENTAL TEACHERS' AGENCY (Incorporated) BOWLING GREEN, KENTUCKY

I
From Business College to High School £• A- Bohiinger, of the

° Chicago Business Col-
lege, wanted high school work. We placed him with the Township High School,

Kenilworth, 111., (a suburb of Chicago) at $1200 to start. The principal writes :

We like Mr. Bohiinger very much." Keep an up-to-date record of your train-

ing in our office and let us aid you. We are filling choice positions all over the
country. Plan for the future now. Write us.

C/.e SPECIALISTS' EDVCATIONAL BVRGAV
Robert A. Grant, Mgr.,

WEBSTER GROVES. ST. LOUIS. MO.

| <COMMERCIAL T E A C H E R S ' TRAINING SCHOOL
I ROCHESTER BUSINESS INSTITUTE
I We prepare and place a large class of commercial teachers every year. We give
I advanced instruction in the commercial texts all through the year and have spec

ial summer school sessons in Julv for [methods. Send postal card for prospectus
and bulletin.

! ROCHESTER BUSINESS INSTITUTE, ROCHESTER, N. Y

A

IN SEPTEMBER, $33,000

f~\ur calls for September aggregated f>33,0C0 in salary, sixteen^ of them running from $1000 to $1800. Among the many

positions filled were high schools in Omaha, Neb.; Manchester,

N, H.; Brockton and Fitchburg, Mass., and Waterbury, Conn.

Let us help you. Our motto is, "No position, no pay."

THE NATIONAL COMMERCIAL TEACHERS' AGENCY
E. E. GAYLORD,

MANAGER

PR.OSPECT HILL.

BEVERLY. MASS.

j'lii^NJiiirt.i^ninn.iimiiiiii'r'ii'HiiiJiH i^ii.i-iM-igBBaa
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ENGROSSING and L
ILLUMINATION

tl. W.STRICKLAND.
Policy Depr., Mass.
Mutual Life Ins. Co.,
Springfield, Mass.

Specimens criticised by Mr.
Strickland if return postage

in full is enclosed.

When going to press we failed to find Mr.

Strickland's comment on the illustration at the

bottom of the page, so run it without.—Dditor.

r—"
i i—ini—

i

t

SPECIMENS
DCZIDC

J. J. Theobald, of the Actual Business Col-

lege, Canton, Ohio, sent us some very well

written ornamental cards. He writes a very

accurate and graceful business hand, and the

students of this institution are surely receiving

the best in the way of penmanship instruction

We received some well written cards, orna-

mental style, from Mr. C. H. Bowser, Plainfield,

N.J. Mr. Bowser is able to swing the orna-

mental pen with considerable grace and accur-

acy.

Mr. A. W. Kimpson, Amarillo, Texas, whose
advertisement appears elsewhere, and whose
lessons in lettering appeared in this journal a

couple of years ago, is working right up to the

front as a penman and engrosser. He is doing
real good all -round work, and we have found
him to be a reliable fellow. It therefore gives
us pleasure to commend him and his work.

K. S. Lawyer, of the Coast Publishing Co.,
Los Angeles, Calif., is doing some good script

work for advertising purposes as shown by the

samples before us which print well and show
well on the page. Mr. Lawyer is a fine penman
and possesses sufficient initiative and brains to

make the pen talk in dollars as well as in sense.

Enthusiastic.

Last year 1 found that the students who were
subscribers of The Business Educator made
great progress, were enthusiastic, and enjoyed
practicing, while those who were not subscrib-

ers were rather indifferent at times.

If a student has a spark of pride in his hand-
writing, Berkman's Lessons ought to kindle a

tiaming desire for greater improvement.
Very truly yours,

M. E. Keller, Prin.

Waynesboro, Pa., Business College.
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This poem is by a celebrated French poet, dedicated to the Prime Minister of Canada, Sir Wilfrid
Laurier. The Shields represent the provinces of Canada, and the warship is the Niobe, the first ship
of the Canadian navy. The engrossiug was done by Mr. D. Beauchamp of Montreal, Canada. Mr.
Beauchamp is especcially skillful and effective in color and illumination, neither of which shows up
in the specimen reproduced. He is also an expert in effective card writing and miniature lettering.

awrenceMann
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By A. M. Wonnell, penman, Ferris Institute, Bie Rapids, Mich.
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// // // //

By K. W. Martin, engrosser. Boston, Mass.

By Fred S. Heath, Concord, N. H.
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A list of thirty-one subscriptions is hereby
gratefully acknowledged from the McCann'a
Business College, Heading, Pa Mr. McCann is

giving to Eastern Pennsylvania two first class
Business Colleges, the other being located at
Mahanoy City. He is one ot the genial, gentle,
conscientious, capable, thorough man in our
profession whose friends are legion.

A. (i. Berry, of the Norwich. Conn.. Business
College, sent us a club of thirty-three subscrip-
tions. This good club indicates that that insti-

tution is meeting with much success, and that
the pupils are receiving the right amount of in-

struction in penmanship.

We received a nice list of subscriptions from
Goldey College. Wilmington. Del. Thisschool
has been sending subscriptions to us for some
time. Many certificates find their way to this
thriving institution.

Clyde B. Jenkins, of the Charles School,
Brooklyn, N. Y.. sent us a club of eleven sub-
scriptions for the Professional edition. The
pupils of this up-to-date school appreciate the
articles on commercial education, as well as the
helpful work in penmanship The Business
Educator contains.

C. J. Bannick, commercial teacher in the
Rome, N. Y., High School, has favored us with
two list of subscriptions amounting to seventy-
nine. Very good!

We acknowledge receipt of a nice club of sub-
scriptions from the Canton, Ohio. Actual Busi-
ness College. J. E. Bowman, penman.

C. O. Miller, of the busy Littleford School.
Cincinnati. Ohio, again sends us a good club of
subscriptions.

Isaiah Davies. principal of the bookkeeping
department of the Draughon Practical Business
College. Ft. Scott, Kansas, sent us a good list of
subscriptions. He states that he has a very nice
class in penmanship, and promises to send
more subscriptions. We are receiving many
subscriptions from the Draughon chain of
schools.

AGENTS WANTED
BLANK CARDS ia,!S

¥
'Jw

e X^'
Hand cut. Co
postpaid. I5c.
for red stamp.

COMIC JOKER CARDS gffl W2E!
UK) postpaid, 25c Less, for more. Ink, (ilossy Black
or Wry Best White, 1.V, per bottle. 1 oblique Pen Hold-
er, 10c. Gillott's No. 1 Fens, 10c. per doz. Le«sons in
Card Writing. Circular for stamp .

W. A. BODE. Box 176. FAIR HAVEN. PA.

i make a good penman of „ . .

- durintr spar.- tune. Write for ray
II. .n t„ Krcumr « Good Pttl-

speciniens and tells
nutered penmanship by my

method four name will be elegantly
1 if you enclose stamp.

F. W. TAMBLYN, 406 Meyer Bldy.. Kansas City. Mo.

GOLD and SILVER
I
NK. THE
BEST IN

THE WORLD

You cannot Imagine what beautiful cards
and other pen work you can produce by
using my Cold, Silver, Black and colored
inks. A full supply sent postpaid for $1.25.

Circulars and beautiful Penmanship Jour-
nal free. A. W. DAKIN. Syracuse. N. Y.

Our friend, C. H. Nelchior, proprietor, of

the Tri-State Business College, Toledo, Ohio,
again remembers us with a nice list of subscrip-

tions.

( i W. Zimmerman, teacher in the Allentown,
Pa.. High School, sent us a club from among his

pupils. Mr. Zimmerman writes a good busi-

ness hand as shown by his signature.

Early in September we received a splendid list

of subscriptions from Mr. J. Edwards Waite,
principal of the Hazleton, Pa., Business Col-
lege. The size of the list would indicate a fine

attendance in that school and the kind of enthu.
siam necessary to achieve success in writing.

A list of forty -five subscriptions early in Sep-
tember came from E. E. Spanabel, teacher of
penmanship and arithmetic in the Wheeling,
W. Va.. High School. Mr. Spanabel is an en-
thusiastic teacher of penmanship, else he could
not secure so many volunteer subscriptions at
one time. He received a substantial increase in
salary this year and as a consequence he is

happy in his work. Moreover, his own pen-
manship is improving right along.

One of the early arrivals of clubs for The
Bu-iness Educator came the fore part of
September from McCann's Business College,
Mahanoy City, Pa. From the number of sub-
scriptions received we should judge that his
school opened with a larger number than usual.
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REPRESENTATIVE PENMEN OF PHILADELPHIA.
T. P. McMenamin. J. E. Shearer, F. P. Taylor, W. C. Kostwick. J, A. Olson,

W. II. Patten, S.D.Holt, J. E. Soule, H. W. Flickinger, R.S.Collins. C.Y.Howe.
Photo taken at the beautiful home of hospitable, generous, handsome Mr. Holt. Why not some

big hearted penman in each of the other cities invite the "Knights of the Quill" and send us the
photor Who will be the first?

RELIABLE Auto
matie Pen* and Inks.
They are the product
,,f over THIRTY
YEARS1 experiment
inu along this line.

and corahine the de
ns and the '-FAUST" pens, both of which are
th MODERN MAi 1UNF.KY, v.hieh is operated

CILLED MECHANICS. All goods "are inspected before leaving the fnetorv. NEW ci >M I'LETE CATAI.oi; FREE.
THE NEWTON AUTOMATIC SHADING PEN CO . DEPT. F. PONTIAC. MICH.. U. S. A.

vamtz^
This book contains the rules which govern the formation of accurate writing. It

shows how to prove every letter to be perfect or imperfect. It shows how to write ele-

gantly through a knowleged of the harmony of lines and how imperfect writing is the

result of ignorance of the law of harmony. The study of the harmony of sounds makes
one become a scientific musician. The study of the harmony of lines leads one to the

highest skill in beautiful, perfect writing. Courtney, America's greatest penman, was
trained by me in the study and the use of the harmony of lines which I present in this

book. Send One Dollar and get the book. Keep it or return it within a week and get

your money back.

A. H. HINNAN, - • LYNN, MASS.
Bell ship and iny pe

ottering you a specimen of my orni

25c brings a dozen cards. Set of

fresh from my pen and brush, $1.00

Testimonals, Records, etc.,

beautifully engrossed at

reasonable prices. Diplo-

mas filled Lessons by
mail in ornate writing and
lettering. Copies fresh

from my pen.

igrossing worth a little consideration, I am taking the liberty of

e writing for 25c. 25c more gets a bird flourish, while another

mate capitals, 35c. Ornate letter, 40c. Specimen of engrossing

All of the above for $2.20. Resolutions, Memorials, Certificates,

rj'iiiii.H^iiii.i'iiTiifi^riiiii.Miiii^Ji-ii.tiiiii-iiiiiit^iii^^hiiti^i'iiii-ini
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COSTELLO AND ILLUMINATION.

Zaner & Bloser,
Columbus, Ohio,

Gentlemen: Am mailing you under separate

cover, photograph of completed Hon. Wm.
Connell resolutions the outline in ink of which

was run in your paper, April, 1911. The back-

ground of the initial letters are in gold and
ought to be put in first before any color is laid on

.

The gold may be inserted in either of two
ways: (Jold leaf or brick gold which is brushed
on evenly with a brush similar to laying on
color, h or the beginner the latter method is the

easiest. A small brick of gold costs in the

neighborhood of 81.50. A little gum arabic dis-

solved in the water will insure its sticking to the

material on which the work is done, either a

smooth or satin finished bristol board. (Reyn-
olds preferred) parchment or vellum. After lay-

ing on the gold and when same is dry it is

necessary to cover it with a piece of glazed

paper and rub over same very briskly with a

burnishing tool. This presses the small particles

of gold ink into a Hat even surface, which may
be left in that shape with a dull finish or bur-

nished by the use of the same tool after remov-
ing the paper covering.

The supple effects in some of the background
is made with an agate point made for that pur-

pose. They may be put in very carefully as to

location of the dots or they may be of the hit or

miss variety. The capital letters in line "Board
of Directors" and "Third National Bank" are in

gold. The small letters in the latter line are in

two shades of purple putting on the lighter

shade first.

The small letter of the line Hon. Win. Con-
nell are in two shades of green, the capitals W.
& C in two shades of red using a mixture of Ver-

million and Chinese White.
The Large "T" at the top in three shades of

red and the H beneath it in two shades of red.

The remaining two large initials in two
shades of green obtained by mixing Emerald
green and Chinese white- The mixing of Chi-
nese white with any other color which in itself

may be transparent gives a solid opaque color.

If these heavy colors are put on first, where they
are used in connection with gold background it

is utterly impossible to properly burnish the
gold.

The large initials might be alternated in red
and green if the engrosser sees fit and probably
might look better that way. The ornament in

this particular job is put in in transparent washes
of light purple, greens, blues and reds of two
shades of each color, and a reproduction can
give no idea of what pretty effects may be pro-
duced in color. Let the student use his own
judgment as to the arrangement of the colors

mentioned. For some future issue I shall send
you another illuminated specimen where orna-
ment as well as initials are made in solid opaque
colors.

The shading of the different display lines in

the Hon. William Connell resolutions are put
on in light washes of alternate green and purple.
The green is Hookes and a little lampblack and
the purple a combination cf Crimson lake and
Persian blue.

The little circles scattered throughout the
work are filled with burnished gold. The white
dots in the initial letters are Chinese White.
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I am very busy just now, and if my few hints

are not well connected I feel that you will be

well able to present them properly, and I sin-

cerely trust they may be of some little value to

somebody in the profession.

One thing is absolutely certain, that illumi-

nating is the most fascinating of the various

styles used in the engrossing business.

Very Respectfully Submitted,
P. W. COSTELLO.

Scranton, Pa.

fr
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ENCOURAGEMENT During 1910-11 we sold over Eighty Thousand sets of "20th Century Book
'%

five Percent, increase. This includes orders from hundreds of new customers and all of our former

customers. We certainly thank our friends for this encouragement. Let us "Show you" that there is

reason for this wonderful success.

222 main street SOUTH-WESTERN PUBLISHING CO. Cincinnati, ohio jj
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Rockland, Me.
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of specimens.
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Rapid Lettering for Show Cards, etc.

We present ttie student this month another
practical style of lettering, very useful for win-
dow signs and in fact a practical letter for any
purpose where a plain letter is desired The
letter can be executed with either pen or brush
but for small cards a broad pen is best.

Make the letters about twice as large as they
appear in the cut anil do not aim for a copper
plate effect. The artistic quality in these letters

is roughness, and any attempt to finish in de-
tail with a common pen will spoil the effect.

I'se a number 3 or 3V2 on the larger letters and
a No. 5 for the smaller. The heavy part of the
large letters required more than one stroke, but
the lettering beginning with word "Designs"
was made by the single stroke method. A pen-
t il outline for this style of lettering is not neces-
sary but we would recommend beginners and
those not familiar with the style to pencil each
letter with care as this is the best way to obtain
a thorough knowledge of its form and character.
The initial "A" shows how the letter can be
effectively treated in a decorative way.

Ry C. S. Bedinger. penman, Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College,

Stillwater, Okla.

By A. M. Woniiell, penman, Kerns Institute, Big Kapids, Mich.
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"Jewelers Show Card Instructor," by W. A.

Thompson, price. $1.00. 144 pages. lixH inches, is

the title and size of a most practical book on
the subject named in the title. It gives definite

and complete instructions to the beginner, as

well as a large variety of exercises, alphabets
and show cards. As models for the beginner
and as suggestions for the professional, it is a

good thing, not alone for the jeweler, but for al-

most all retail business. We are glad to recom-
mend it to all interested in show cartl lettering.

"Kimball's Commercial Arithmetic" by (*us-

tavus S. Kimball, published by (j. Putnam's
Sons, New York and London, price SI.00 net.

cloth bound. 418 pages, is the title of what ap-
pears to be an excellent book on the subject
named. The following titles of the various
chapters indicate the scope of the work:
Fundamental Process: Fractions;

Denominate Numbers; Ratio and Pro-
portion; Percentage and Its Applica-
tion; Equations and Cash Balances:
Banks and Banking; Stocks and Bonds;
Insurance; Miscellaneous: and Appen-
dix.
Each chapter is divided into sub-divisions

such as the following, which come under the
heading of Fundamental Processes.
Introduction; Notation and Numeration; Ad-

dition; Subtraction; Multiplication; Division:
Value of Signs; United States Money; Proper-
ties of Numbers and Cancellation.
Special emphasis is made upon Fundamental

Processes. Howeyer, the other chapters of the
book seerr to be treated in an equally complete
and practical manner. Teachers of Arithmetic
will do well to investigate the merits of this
publication.

"Laird & Lee's Webster's New Standard
American Dictionary, Encyclopedic Edition"
by Laird & Lee, Publishers, Chicago, 111., con-
tains 1249 pages. 2.000 illustrations. 23 full-page

plates, nine of which are in colors, size 7Kx9}£
inches. It is issued in two editions one bound
in three-quarter leather, marbled edges, patent

thumb indexed, packed in corrugated board

wrapper, $3.00. The other edition is bound
in full flexible wine-colored straight grain

cowhide, polished maroon edges, patent

thumb index (in a box. i 84.0O. It has been
the aim of the editors and publishers to

proi luce a distinctly modern American diction-

ary, eliminating obsolete words and tilling the

space with words descriptive of the latesl inven-

tions and discoveries. Geographical and Mytho-
logical names are given with other words,

thus doing away with supplements. A key to

the markings is given at the foot of each page.

The text is printed in large clear type. This
work completes the publisher's series of live

Webster's Dictionaries suited to the various

needs of schools from the elementary through to

the university. We predict for it a large sale be-

cause it appears to be a book of genuine merit.

Weight, nine pounds; date. September i>,

lull; place, Salem, Oregon; name, Arthur
(irayson; parents. Mr. and Mrs. Mervin Arthur

Albin; condition, mother and babe doing well;

duty, father doing that all right in more ways
than one.

Herbert Ames Keneau. Jr
11 pounds

Sept. 18. 1911.
d Mrs. H. A. Kene;c
Monroe, Wis.

M

On September 10, lull, a bit of the "Divine,"

came from the inexhaustible Infantine to the

home of Mr. and Mrs. Ion E. Dwyer, Provi-

dence, R. I., in the form of an eight and one

fourth pound boy, whom they have named
Earle Hamlin. Our congratulations and best

wishes are hereby extended to all concerned.

PENMEN'S CONVENTION, NEW
YORK CITY, DEC. 2, 1911.

On the first Saturday following

next Thanksgiving Day, the penmen
of New York City and vicinity will as-

semble in convention at the Drake

Business School, Tribune Building,

Park Row.
This meeting follows one held last

year at which it was unanimously

voted that another should be called

and a committee was appointed to

formulate a program.
The committee is at work and

promises a veritable feast of penman-

istic pabulum.
All persons interested in penman-

ship are invited to attend this meet-

ing and participate in its delibera-

tions.

J. Albert Kirby, Brooklyn, N. Y.;

Harry Houston, New Haven, Conn.;

Miss Florence Smith, Orange, N. J.

Committee.

LETTERS ARE THE SOUL OF TRADE
" Letters are the life of love and the soul of trade. As keys open chests, so letters open breasts. Friend-

ship is the great chain of human society, and intercourse of letters is one of the chief links of that chain."

All this is very true, but what most interests the teacher of business methods is this :
" Letters are the

soul of trade." We do a large proportion of business today by correspondence.

Probably the most important thing a young man or a young woman just entering business life should

know, following penmanship, spelling, and a knowledge of English, is how to write a good business letter.

Our text-book, NEW PRACTICAL LETTER WRIT INO, teaches how to write good letters of all kinds.

It also gives a training in the use of correct English. The book has just been revised and considerably enlarged.

The new book contains many unique and interesting features. A model form is given under each heading, but

it has been our aim to make a text-book that should tell others how to write letters rather than to present a

compilation of ready made letters to be copied.

Designed for use with this text-book, we publish a series of TWENTY-FIVE GRADED LESSONS IN

LETTER WRITING, which were prepared on a novel plan to make the work systematic and easy for both

teacher and pupil. These Lessons cover a very complete course in letter writing.

We shall be glad to hear from all principals and teachers interested in this important subject.

Do not forget that we also publish books on the subjects of spelling, English, arithmetic, shorthand,

typewriting, commercial law, bookkeeping, and business practice.—and the best pocket dictionary.

We Pay the Freight. Catalogue Free.

The Practical Text Book Company
Euclid Avenue and Eighteenth Street, Cleveland, Ohio
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FLOURISHING AND LETTERING
SUGGESTIONS—This specimen will test your skill in offhand work. First make a few pencil lines indicating size of lettering and some of the

principal strokes. Select a pen with a fair degree of elasticity and ink which flows freely. Study the arrangement and shading of the strokes with care.

I'se a quick, whole arm movement on all the flourished strokes. The lettering was executed with a number one broad pen, and retouched with a line

The strokes must be full of grace and boldness for the best effect. E. L. Brown.

CTclrpliiinr Ulnl 4452

, * ETERNAL INK

' ENGROSSING INK

WRITE EVERLASTINGLY BLACK
The Eternal Ink is for gen-
eral writing in plain or fountain
pens (2 oz. bottle by mail 30c.)
The Engrossing Ink is for
special writing, engrossing, etc.

(2 oz. bottle by mail 80c.)

These Inka write black from the pen
point and etay black forever; proof to
*ire, air, Buniihlne, chemicals and fire.

If your dealer does not supply
these inka, tend to

CHAS. M. HIGGINS & CO., MFil

,

271 Ninth St. Bkoolvi, N. Y.

ESTERBROOKS PENS
" B«jj to write with,

CORRECT DESIGN
— Hard to aa» op."

UNIFORM TEMPER DURABILITY

ISO STYLES

A 1 PROFESSIONAL i'bit wkitkks 463 Business and college
Made in 3 widths and with With fine and extra fine

long point to both left point*. Elastic and
and right smooth writing

CSTERBROOR STEEL PEN MFC. CO.
26 JOHN ST., N. T. CITY CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY

HIGH GRADE

Diplomas^
certipicates,

.S$Ci>-y

rTE5«UJT10NS En

~wi InkPdrtraho

unsurpassed in point of design and gen
eral effect.

NEW BOOKLET NOW IN PRESS
contains a selections of made-to-order
diplomas. If you are looking for a
diploma to suit your special purposes,
we can offer you some attractive induce-
ments. Anyhow, send for the Booklet.

Our regular catalogue will be ready
to mail early in January and as usual
will be replete with artistic diplomas in

great variety for all kinds of schools.
Sample diplomas and catalogs free.

HOWARD & BROWN,
Makers of Fine Diplomas

ROCKLAND, - - MAINE

PINE PENMANSHIP
Superior courses in Business and Orna-
mental Penmanship. All copies are

pen written. Enclose 2c stamp for

specimen of my writing and circular.

H. B. LEHMAN
Central Hiah Sch.ol ST. LOUIS. NO

When yon want cards, get the best. I write
cards that will please you. If you will give me
one order, you will desire to order again, because
my cards are neat and beautiful.

Try one of my scrap book specimens, from 25c
business, ornamental or roundhand.

495 W. Fourth Ave.. COLUMBUS, OHIO.
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Gillotis Pens
The Most Perfect of Pens

,1 P RINCIPALITY^

IPALITY PEN. No. 1

iUEJPU'PI'j.
"• O 01u—MMBBME

BSEBMMK
[I.LOTTS 1

BBMHIISW

VICTORIA PEN, No. 303

DOUBLE ELASTIC PEN, No. 604 E. F

GilUlIi Pent have for seventy-five years stood the
moat exacting teste at the hands of Professional and
Business Penmen. Extensively imitated, but never
equalled, Gillolt'i Pans atill stand in the front rank, an
regards Temper, Elasticity and Durability.

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS

Joseph Gillott <& Sons
ALFRED FIELD <& CO.. Sole Agents

93 Chambers St. NEW YORK

REPRODUCED FROM
PENMANSHIPand
a^HGRgSSEDCW^J

^3fHl

Terry Eihg.C^
DESIGNERS - ILLVSTRZ1TORS

ENQR7WERS
(olumbus, Qmo

ZANERIAN WRITING PAPERS
In writing papers we are able to give the greatest possible value for

the money. In fact, we know of no other firm in the United Slates that
sells equal grades of paper at fieures as low as we quote. All of our
papers are put up in half-ream packages of 240 sheets each-two pack-
ages to the ream—for convenience in handling. Of course, the cheapest
way to purchase paper is to make up a fair-sized order and have it sent
by freight. Wherever you buy your paper, do not buy the grades that
are too cheap to be good. It is not economy to buy such papers, since

they discourage good penmanship.

A sample sheet of each of the six grades mentioned below will be
mailed for 5 cents in stamps.

Remit cash with all orders. We pay postage on the Btnall quantities

mentioned to go by mail, and purchaser pays carriage charges on lar^ei'

quantities which go by express or freight.

lr papers can be supplied unruled, if desired, at same
aled papers.

MEDIUM GRADE PRACTICE PAPER is a white wove paper, weigh
ing 6 lb. to the ream of 480 sheets. Sheets are 8 x lO'i inches, ruling faint

and wide ('- inch) on both sides. Narrow ruling (% inch) can also be
furnished if desired.

This is a good paper for general penmanship practice work, corres-
pondence use, etc., and is really one of the best bargains in writing
papers we have ever been able to offer.

100 sheet by mail postpaid 65c
1 package of 240 sheets I

1
., ream) by express or freight. 57c

2 to 10 packages -
" " 50c a package

llto20 " " " 46c
21ormore'- ' !" 42c

EXTRA FINE 5 LB. PAPER weighs 5 lb. to the ream of 480 sheets,

and is exactly the same in stock, size and finish as the 6 lb. mentioned
hereafter, but weighs one lb. less to the ream. It is suited for fine pen-
manship, correspondence, etc. There is no better white wove 5 lb paper
made. Wide or narrow ruling can be furnished, same as the other weights.

100 sheets by mail postpaid - 60c

1 package of 240 sheets ('., ream) by express or freight 70c
2 to 10 packages " " 60c a package
llto20 " " " 55c

21ormore" " " 53c

EXTRA FINE ft LB. PAPER weighs 6 lbs. to the ream of 480 sheets,
and is exactly the same in stock, size and finish as the 7 lb. mentioned,
but one lb. per ream lighter in weight. It can be furnished in faint wide
ruling ('., inch) or narrow ruling (% inch). Especially suited for orna-
mental penmanship, letter heads, etc.

100 sheets by mail postpaid --- 65c
1 package of 240 sheets ('..ream) by express or freight 80c
2 to 10 packages " " 70c a package
llto20 " " " 66c
21ormore" " " 63c

EXTRA FINE 7 LB. PAPER weights 7 lb. to the ream of 480 sheets,

and is one of the finest white wove papers made. The ruling is faint ami
wide (> 2 inch) on both sides. Sheets are 8x10'.. inches. Narrow ruling
(
:,

s inch) can also be furnished. Especially suited for ornamental pen.
manship, fine letter heads, etc.

50 sheets by mail postpaid 56c
1 package of 210 sheets I

1
., raam) by express or freight. 85c

2 to 10 packages " " 75c a package
llto20 •• -..-

" " 70c
'21 or more "

" " 68c

EXTRA FINE 8', LB. PAPER is a white wove wedding stock,

weighing 8% lb. to the ream of 480 sheets, and for fine penmanship use is

as fine as a pen ever touched. It is especially suited to preparing script

for photo-engrading and for fine, ornamental writing, penmanship
specimen work, etc. Sheets areSxlO1 . inches, and ruling is faint and
wide ("'

H inch) on both sides.

50 sheets by mail postpaid - 70

1 package of 240 sheets ('„ ream) by express or freight $1.40

2 to 5 packages or more " " $1 25 a package

EXTRA FINE AZURE (BLUE) PAPER is an azure wove paper,

weighing 6 lb. to the ream of 480 sheet. Sheets are 8 x lO'o inches, and
ruling is faint and wide on both sides. It is a delight to use this beauti-

ful paper Persons who have weak eyes find this paper best to use. Wre

can furnish envelopes that exactly match this paper in quality and color

100 sheets by mail postpaid 65c

1 package of 240 sheets ('.. ream I by express or freight 70c

2 to 10 packages -.
" " 60c a package

lltoSO " 55c

21 or more " 53c

Address, ZANER (&. BLOSER COMPANY, Columbus, Ohio
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BOOKKEEPING AND ACCOUNTANCY
Tht- third ol the lamous Budgit Systems ol Bookkeeping, lias already far out-stripped its prede-

cessors in the number ol introductions and the volume of sales.

The Big, Influential Schools are putting il in~the sch00ls that fix the

^^=^^==^^=^=^=^=^^== standards of commercial training, for their

states, such schools in one section, for instance, as the Northwestern and Blair's in Spokane,

Wash., the Behnke-Walker and the Holmes in Portland. Ore., and the Polytechnic and Heald's at

Oakland, Cal. But why multiply ?

EVERY WELL INFORMED SCHOOL MAN KNOWS
Bookkeeping and Accountancy " is far ahead of anything else in the bookkeeping line, just as all

our other texts are and always have been superior and incomparable.

II we maintain our present gait, B3/3 per cent, will about represent our increase over any

former year's sales. ' Nough sed."

Tfc-Fs /-f.>ruT3>cvzy&c
FORMERY

SADLERROWE COMPANY BALTIMORE, MD.

31 " ir 31 IC ICZIC 31

3CZ3C 31 IC 3CZ3C

Modern Accountant Revised
A text on the so-called " theory " plan which really teaches theory

IN BRINGING OUT THIS NEW BOOK, the publishers have a definite purpose in view—
—

there is a particular niche for the book to fill.

Modern Accountant, Revised stands alone in its clear and definite development of the theory

of accounting.

The book is for beginners, and is on the non-voucher plan. It begins with the account, but

introduces journalizing after the third lesson, and from that point teaches journalizing and account

study side by side. This plan makes the development quicker and gives the student a broader

comprehension of the principles involved in both journal and ledger. Throughout the book the

development is rapid and the instruction in principles thorough. The student is not taught the

trial balance as a process only, but he is taught the underlying principle.

MODERN ACCOUNTANT, REVISED does not run to seed on quantity of practice matter, but
—

gives sufficient material to impress upon the student the

principles learned and to afford ample discipline throughout the beginning period which the book

covers. It teaches the latest approved methods in such matters as taking the trial balance by

differences, explanations in the ledger, form of statements, and so forth. It gives more than any

other text and omits nothing of value that can be found in anv text.

Let us hear from vou-about this new book.

CHICAGO
623 S. Wabash Ave.

3CDC 31

J. A. LYONS (& COMPANY
][

NEW YORK
1133 Broadway

3C I]C 31 IC
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TEACHERS' PROFESSIONAL EDITION. $1.00 A YEAR
DECEMBER. 1911
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Almost Classical.

Allow me to congratulate you upon
the publication of the Madarasz Book.

I feel sure it will be received by pen-

men with pleasure akin to that we were
wont to feel upon receiving a specimen
fresh from his matchless pen. Was
the artist hand in any other field of en-

deavor ever trained to such skill? So
strong, so sure, so delicate; like the

tracery of frost work on the window
pane. The biography too will be eager-

ly read by bo many anxious to know
more of his fine personality, and there

also are so many of his original com-
positions almost classical from a literary-

standpoint, affording a tine sidelight on

his own character and philosophy.

I bespeak for the publication a hearty

reception from penmen everywhere.
Yours very truly,

J. P. Ketchum,
Madison, Wis.

For Christmas.

This is to acknowledge receipt of the

Madarasz Book. It is one of the best

books on penmanship that I ever saw
;

worth double the price. Anticipate

ordering a few more for my friends as

gifts for Christmas. Thanking you
for same, I remain,

Yours for success,

S. J. Wiek/.ok.
:-;Mh St. and Center Ave., Chicago, III.

Ten Times the Price.

The Madarasz Book is worth ten

times the price 1 paid for it. It is

wonderful penmanship by a master
hand, skilfully reproduced : a great

credit to your firm.

T. L. Christianson,
Lemt-ke Annex, Indianapolis, Ind.

What a Few Are Saying

about

The Madarasz Book
The book no professional or asspiring penman

can afford to be without

Something to Inspire.

" The Madarasz Book '' is received

and I must say it is one of the hand-
somest things in the line of penman-
ship I have ever seen. It is hard to

estimate the value of such a work to a

young person who is interested in the

subject and wants something to inspire

him to practice. Certainly if such a

collection of beautiful gems wouldn't

wake up latent energy and induce one
to practice hard and long I don't know
what would.
To older persons, who have gotten be-

yond the craze to become highly skilled

in calligraphy, it is a beautiful thing to

simply look at and admire, therefore I

consider it something we all ought^to

have.
Everyone who has an eye for grace

and beauty should Becure a copy of this

elegant collection of penwork.
Yours fraternally,

W. E. Dennis,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Materly.

A masterly collection by a masterly

penman, and published by masterly
hands, is The Madarasz Book. Every
lover of the beautiful ought to have one.

E. H. McGhee,
Trenton, N. J.

Lost in Admiration.

I have been gazing at the Madarasz
Book alniost£the entire day, and am
lost in admiration, and wonder how
anyone could have executed such ex-
quisite script. He left a dowry to his

wife that will endure as long as the
human eye can see, and the mind per-
ceive the beautiful.

•T. G. Christ,
Lock Haven, Pa.

Inspiration.

Enough inspiration in the Madarasz
Book to last a thousand years.

Yours for success,

G. K. Van Buskibk,
750 Broad St., Newark. N. J.

A Worthy Memorial.

"The Madarasz Book " has reached
my desk. It is a model of taste and
completeness, a most worthy memorial
of a royal leader in our profession.

It is perfectly astonishing to me to

note the fidelity to the original repre-

sented by the delicate engraving and
printing in this book.

When I was Mr. Madarasz' pupil,

many years ago, he hurt his foot while
diving in a Y. M. C. A. swimming
pool, and in consequence was out of

the class for some time. I was asked
to leave school and take a teaching
position while he was still liors de com-
bat, and he invited me to go to his desk
and help myself to copies to take with
me. I have those copies yet, and the

work on pages twenty-one, twenty-two
and twenty-three of this book are excel-

lent reproductions of the general style of

Mr. Madarasz' work at that time—1892.

I shall prize this book among my
most precious possessions, not only as

a souvenir of the artistic mastery of

script by Mr. Madarasz, but also as

a beautiful and delicate tribute to him
from his brother penman who are re-

sponsible for the publication, and with-
out whose sympathtic, loyal effort the

work could hardly have come from the

press in its present form. 1 am sure
the entire profession is under obliga-

tions to you.
Sincerely yours,

E. E Gaylobd,
Beverly, Mass.

Make Yourself or Friends a CHRISTMAS PRESENT that will be Appreciated.

The Price; paper binding, $1.00: cloth. $2.00: half Morocco, de luxe edition, $3.00: full

Morocco, deluxe Memorial edition, $5.00: postpaid. Eighty pages, 8/4 x 11/4

inches, enameled paper, 120 engravings.

ZANER & BLOSER COMPANY
PUBLISHERS COLUMBUS, OhIO

DCZIC DC
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Kimball's Commercial
ARITHMETIC

Prepared for Use in Normal, Commercial

and High Schools, and for the Higher

Grades of the Common Schools

By GUSTAVUS S KIMBALL
Of the Yale Business College : Author of

"Business English," " Word Book,"
" Business Speller," etc.

Crown 8vo. 418 Pages

With Numerous Illustrations

$1 00 Net. By Mail, $1.13

EXAMINATION COPIES SENT ON REQUEST

G. P. PUTNAM & SONS
NEW YORK

2, 4 and 6 W. 45th Street. 27-29 W. 23d Street.

LONDON
24 Bedford Street. Strand

L.

rG

L

Spencerian Text -Books
Books That Sell Themselves

Spenoerian Shorthand
The one truly natural, easy-to-learn, easy-to-write,

easy-to-read Shorthand. Leading schools and colleges

throughout the country teach

SPENCERIAN SHORTHAND MANUAL, for beginners.
SPENCERIAN DICTATION BOOK, for advanced pupils,

BECAUSE : It can be written more rapidly than any other system,
BECAUSE : II can be mastered more rapidly than any other system.
BECAUSE: It can be read with INFINITELY MORE EASE.

Spencerian Intensive Touch Typewriting

An entirely new and unparalleled course that leads

the pupil through each successive stage of advancement
with such gradual transition that the old proverbial

"stepping stones" of learning are converted into a verit-

able inclined plane of progress.

Spenoerian Grammar
A rational, self-teachable text that has revolutionized

the old time methods of teaching this subject. A truly

synthetical text that shows how the English language is

built up of roots, prefixes and suffixes. Written in a

style so clear, so flowing, and so comprehensible that it

cannot fail to charm teacher and pupil alike.

Spenoerian Speller
A practical, progressive course in word-use and word-

building. A book of incalculable value to the prospec-

tive stenographer.

SPENCER PUBLISHING COMPANY
707-11 Common St., New Orleans, La.

,.,

J
A Revised Edition Now Ready

Modern Illustrative Bookkeeping
Introductory Course—Advanced Course—Complete Course. Each Compris-

ing Textbook and Outfit (vouchers, forms and blanks)

PRICES ON INQUIRY

For years this has been the standard system

of bookkeeping. No other course is in such

wide and successful use. It has now been

revised and enlarged to cover the changes that

have taken place in business practice and

records since its first publication.

No change has been made in the teaching

plan or in the original transactions in the

introductory Course, but this part of the work

has been materially strengthened by the addi-

tion of numerous exercises and drills in elemen-

tary bookkeeping.

In the Advanced Course the special lines of

business covered are treated according to the

most approved accounting methods in current

use.

What system of bookkeeping are you going to use

Why not try Modern Illustrative?

AMERICAN BOOK COMPANY
NEW YORK CINCINNATI CHICAGO
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Touch Typewriting Made Easy

NEW AND ORIGINAL METHOD

Are you entirely satisfied with the results obtained in

your Typewriting Department'.'

Why nut make your department a genuine touch
department ?

Scientific Touch Typewriting

will do this for you.

BLISS SYSTEM OF BOOKKEEPING
All transactions are performed with actual business

offices, where the student gets an actual training and
experience. Business men today demand the finished

and experienced accountant. The BLISS SYSTEM
affords the office experience.

The Folder System is designed especially for small
classes, night schools, etc.

NATIONAL DICTATION BOOK
with Shorthand Notes

I )o not place your order for Dictation Books until you
have examined the National.

The F. H. Bliss Publishing Co.,

SAGINAW, MICHIGAN.

Accountancy
Thorough Correspondence Instruction

The Bennett Accountancy Institute
is recognized as the leader in higher

commercial instruction

SUBJECTS TAUGHT
Accounting and Auditing, Factory Cost

Accounting, Corporation Accounting
and Finance, Business Law, Ad-

vanced Bookkeeping, and
Accounting Systems

These courses prepare for high grade
office and factory accounting positions,
for expert accounting practice, and for

C. P. A. examinations in any State.
Reasonable rates. Satisfaction assured
to all patrons.

Send for New Catalogue of Courses.

R. J. Bennett, C. P. A.
1425 Arch Street. Philadelphia, Pa.

r MERIT WINS
Among the schools which have recently recognized

the superiority of BARNES' Brief or Practical Course,
as evidenced by adoptions, are:

Norfolk, Va., High School.
SpringBeld, Mo., High School
San Francisco Business College.
Rock Island. Ill . High School.
Hinnian's lius. College, Lynn, Mass.
Spokane (Wash.) ' ollege.*
Rochester (lnd.) Business College.
Tharp University School, Louisville. Kv.
Lynn, Mass.. High School.
Stockton (Cal.t Commercial College.
State Normal, Florence, Ala.
Comer's Commercial School, Boston. Mass.
Kenton, Ohio, High School.
Port Jervis, N. Y., High School.
Danville, Va., High School.
Rochester (N. Y.) Business Institute.

"We like your text book. I have examined many, but most
of them seem to present so much of the subject at once that
the pupils have a hard time to clearly understand any of it. I

like to teach it as you do—a few consonants, vowels, and
brief signs at a time, with each step thoroughly leaned."

MAUD M. GILLHAM, High School, Alton, 111

SPECIAL OFFER—A paper-bound copy will be sent free
of charge to any shorthand teacher who desires to know more
about this exceptional text-book. State whether the Benn
Pitman or the Graham edition is desired.

BARNES' TYPEWRITING INSTRUCTORS leach ex-
pert touch typewriting—accurate and speedy. In-
structors in $1.50, $1.00 and 50c editions, adapted to

various machines, including late models. Special ex-
amination rates to teachers.

"From the very beginning to the end of the Instructor you
have covered each step thoroughly and in such a manner that
it makes the work interesting and easy to learn. I am highly

L. L. HAMMOND. Altoona. Pa.,

THE ARTHUR J. BARNES PUB. CO.
220J Locust St. ST. LOUIS, MO jj
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IF YOU ARE WANTING

The Best Test
to aid you in securing the best re-

sults with the minimum effort and

time of the pupil and teacher in

BUSINESS WRITING
vou need to look into The Zaner
Method Complete Compendium or

Complete Student's Manual.

Samples and terms to school principals and

proprietors tree.

SINGLE COPY, 25©.

Zaner 8* Bloser Co.
COLUMBUS. OHIO
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] "Rational"
Wins

D

every event in the

WORLD'S

CHAMPIONSHIP

TYPEWRITING

CONTESTS,
H. 0. BLAISDELL 1011

World's Champion Typist 17 11

WORLD'S CHAMPIONSHIP
was won for the second time by Mr. H. O.

Blaisdell, with a net speed of 112 words per

minute, defeating the former champion, Miss

Rose L. Fritz and others. His accuracy was

greater than that of any other contestant

—

99.8% perfect. Mr. Blaisdell is a graduate of

Gregg School, Chicago, and is an exponent of

"Rational Typewriting."

AMATEUR CHAMPIONSHIP
was won by Mr. Gus R. Trefzger, the National

Business Show Champion, with a net speed of

98 words per minute. Mr. Trefzger is a grad-

uate of Gregg School, and is an exponent of

"Rational Typewriting." His accuracy was

more than 99% perfect.

SCHOOL CHAMPIONSHIP

was won by Mr. William F. Oswald, with a net

speed ,of 77 words per minute. His accuracy

was more than 99% perfect. Mr. Oswald, who

is but 16 years of age, began the study of

"Rational Typewriting" at the Taylor School,

Philadelphia, September, 1910.

The
System Expert

of a Big

Filing Concern

Says:
The book as a whole is a classic and is

bound to attract a lot of favorable attention,

and more than warrant its publication. It is a

distinct addition to business college literature.

I think it is easily the best thing of its kind 1

ever saw."

OFFICE TRAINING FOR

STENOGRAPHERS

contains twelve lessons, each dealing with a

distinct and vital phase of office work that every

stenographer must now have—Filing, Letter

Writing, Business Ethics, Office Appliances,

Shipping, Billing, Mailing, Remittances, and a

host of other things that spell stenographic

efficiency. It is so planned that it becomes an

integral part of the work in the advanced short-

hand department. It adds interest and relieves

the monotony of routine dictation and transcrib-

ing. It brings the business atmosphere into the

schools. "Office Training" does not lengthen

the shorthand course but strengthens it.

Send for sample pages today. Sample

copies to teachers or schoolmen, 75c.

\ THE GREGG PUBLISHING COMPANY
CHICAGONEW YORK
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THE BUSINESS EDUCATOR
Entered at Columbus, O., Post Office as 2nd Class Matter

C. P. Zanek.
E. W. Bloser,

Editor
Business Manager

Published Monthly (except July and August) by
Zaner & Bloser, 118 N. High St., Columbus, O , as
follows : Teachers' Professional Edition, $1 00 a
Year (Foreign Subscriptions 30 cents extra : Cana-
dian Subscriptions 20 cents extra). Students' Pen-
manship Edition, 75 cents a Year (Foreign Sub-
scriptions 20 cents extra : Canadian Subscriptions
10 cents extra.)

Remittances should be made by Money Order
or Bank Draft, or by currency at sender's risk.

Stamps accepted. If personal checks are sent, add
20 cents for collection fee.

Two Editions. The Teachers' Professional
Edition contains 48 or more pages, twelve pages of

which are devoted to Accounting, Finance, Mathe-
matics, English, Law, Typewriting, Advertising,
Conventious, etc., and Departments specially suited

to the needs of teachers, principals and proprietors

The Students' Penmanship Edition contains 36

pages and is the same as the Professional Edition,

less the twelve pages devoted to commercial sub-

jects. This edition is specially suited to students in

Commercial, Public and Private schools, and con-

tains all of the Penmanship, Engrossing, Pen Art,

and Lesson features of the Professional Edition.

Tbe Business Educator is devoted to the pro-
gressive and practical interest of Business Educa-
tion and Penmanship A journal whose mission is

to dignify, popularize, and improve the world's
newest and neediest education. It purposes to in-

spire and instruct both pupil and teacher, and to

further the interests of those engaged in the work,
in private as well as in public institutions of busi-

ness education.

PENMANSHIP AND COMMERCIAL

The past summer has revealed a

new demand of surprising propor-
tions. Many small cities of from five

to ten thousand inhabitants, hardly
large enough to afford a commercial
teacher and supervisor of writing,

have combined the two departments
by employing a commercial teacher

to teach commercial subjects in the

forenoon and to teach and supervise
writing in the afternoon.
This is a most excellent move.

The commercial students can take
English, etc., in the afternoon of the

other teachers, while the teachers

and pupils in the grades get the

benefits coming in contact with
specially trained people.

Thus it is that more of the smaller

cities are now securing the advan-
tages which only the larger ones
heretofore enjoyed. Of course not
many commercial teachers know how
to handle the children in the primary
grades most advantageously, but

they soon learn. And many of them
are devoting their summer vacations

to this phase of the question, thus
fitting themselves to give as good in-

struction in the lower grades as in

the higher.
Penmanship is surely coming unto

its own.

BUSINESS IS GOOD

Reports from commercial schools

the country over indicate that the at-

tendance this fall has been quite up
to the high water mark.
This we are glad to learn and re-

port. It means that commercial ed-

ucation is in increasing demand and
that the private commercial school is

prospering.
The greatest gain, however, seems

to be in the attendance in the com-
mercial high schools and commercial
departments of high schools, which
indicates a most healthy public senti-

ment and appreciation of commercial
education. And this also means in-

creased interest and attendance in

the better class of privately owned
and conducted commercial schools.

Change of Address. If you change y
dress, be sure to notify us promptly (in adv
possible), and be careful to give the old as well as
the new address. We lose many journals each issue
through negligence on the part of subscribers.
Back numbers cannot, as a rule, be supplied.
Postmasters are not allowed to forward journals

unless postage is sent to them for that purpose.

Subscribers. If we do not acknowledge receipt
of your subscription, kindly consider first copy of
the journal you receive as sufficient evidence that
we received your subscription all right. If you do
not receive your journal by the 10th of each month,
please notify us.

Advertising Rates furnished upon application.

The Business Educator being the highest grade
journal of its class is purchased and read by the
most intelligent and well-to-do among those inter-

ested in business education and penmanship in the
United States, Canada, England, and nearly every
country on the globe It circulates, not alone among
business college proprietors, teachers and pupils,
but also among principals of commercial depart-
ments of High Schools, Colleges and Religious
Schools, as well as among office workers, home
students, etc.

Rates to Teachers, Agents, and Club
Raisers sent upon application. Write for them
whether you are in a position to send few or many
subscriptions. Sample copies furnished to secure
subscriptions.
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THE WIZARD.

It was in the main office of the
Western Union Telegraph Company
at Memphis, Tennessee. There was
a big convention on in St. Louis and
it was almost time for the Associated
Press dispatches to begin to come in.

McCallum, the head lightning jerker

of the Western Union, was on a pro-

tracted spree and the man at St.

Louis, was the swiftest thrower of

lightning in the West and delighced
to shove associated press matter over
the wires at a rate that kept the
Memphis boys, even McCallum, when
he was sober, telling him to slow up,
every little while.

A queer looking specimen of hu-

manity poked his head in at the open
door of the office. He was a beard-
less, big headed, pale faced youth
and he wore an old linen duster over
a hickory shirt. A pair of Kentucky
jean trousers, entirely too short, and
a shocking bad pair of shoes wholly
guiltless of shine and gaping at the
side completed his costume, except
an old cloth cap on the head, which
he took off showing a shock of brown
hair that looked as if comb and brush
had not made its acquaintance for

many, many moons.
Where's the boss? said the

stranger, looking around the office at

the dozen or more operators lounging
about the machines waiting for the
Associated Press to come or taking
an occasional message. A cub op-
erator jerked his thumb in the direc-

tion of the chief and the new-
comer slouched over in his direc-
tion and said: "Want any opera-
tors ?" The chief looked at him with
a queer expression and said: Yes,
we can use a good one, take that chair
over there, and he pointed to the va-
cant seat of the absent McCallum, the
star operator. The stranger threw
an old fashioned glazed cloth carpet
bag into the corner and slumped
down in the seat of the absent Mc-
Callum. Everybody was on the
broad grin, for they knew what the
lightning slinger from St. Louis
would do to this rube, who was evi-

dently in from some country railroad
office. Then they let on the juice, or
in other words, began to send the As-
sociated Press reports which tell the
news of all the world as fast as the
most rapid operators can send it. St.

Louis began to fire the report of the
big convention at forty words a min-

ute. The rube began to write it

down, or at any rate began going
through the motions. He didn't let

on that anything worried him, if it

did. Faster and faster came the
clickety-click of the machine. The
wires fairly sizzled the way St. Louis
was jumping it in, but the rube
crossed one leg over the other gently,
took a fresh chew of gum and kept
on writing it down. Swifter and
swifter it came and everybody
else in the office stopped taking
to see what the rube was do-
ing. The boss crossed over to see
what kind of a hash he was taking
and there it was as plain as print in
beautiful little Roman type, every i

was dotted and every t was crossed
and finally with a terrific burst of
speed, the St. Louis man stopped and
rapped out: "Who is on the wire?''
and then the rube rapped back:
"Why don't you get a move
on you and send that stuff

along, this ain't no primer class."
This story is doubtless slightly exag-
gerated, but it is pretty nearly what
happened when Thomas A. Edison,
"The Wizard of Menlo Park," and
greatest inventor of the world,
made his first appearance as a tele-

graph operator in the big office of the
Western Union at Memphis, Tennes-
see. Edison could take forty-five

words a minute, which was faster
then any man in America could send,
with the utmost ease. He had de-

veloped a small, perfectly legible
style of writing which he used in tak-
ing and he could send as fast as the
fastest and he always dressed in

about the style I have described.
His hair never would comb, his

mother couldn't make it. He cared
nothing whatever about his personal
appearance and was a slouch to look
at, but a great telegrapher.

Boyhood Days.

"The boy's addled," said the teach-
er of the grammar school at Benton
Harbor to the superintendent, and I

can't do anything with him. His wits
seem to be wool gathering most of

the time, though, he is smart enough
when he wakes up, which is seldom.
The report of the master soon spread
throughout the little town and the
result was that in a few days, the
master had a call from a small wo-
man, with flashing blue eyes and
tightly compressed lips, who deliv-

ered a short address on matters and
things in general which fairly took

away his breath. The peroration was
something like this, and left the
master without a word to say: "You
say Sir, that my son is addled, not a
nice thing for anybody to say about
another, for some of the greatest
men in the world have been thought
crazy by fools who couldn't under-
stand them. My son may be odd, it

is true, but he is far from being
addled and he knows more now then
you do or ever will. You are not fit

to teach my son for you don't under-
stand him and I shall take him home
out of your school and teach him my-
self." And she did. The only in-

struction the great inventor ever re-

ceived from that time on, came from
the little woman with the flashing
eyes and the broad brow and the com-
pressed lips, which could smile
brightly enough when she was in the
mood. For the Edisons, father and
mother, had a quiet sense of humor
which the son still exhibits, on occa-
sion. He didn't have for any length
of time the benefit of this most excel-
lent instructress. And the greatest
genius of modern times can't even to

this day, speak of his mother so
deeply is his heart moved by the
emotions her memory recalls.

The Candy Butcher.

The first we hear of him in a busi-
ness was his getting a position, at

eleven, as a candy butcher on a rail-

way train, running from Benton
Harbor to Detroit. He peddled pea-
nuts, newspapers and magazines and
everything else that candy butchers
inflict upon the traveling public.
And he soon built np a rattling good
business, for in addition to his

duties, as peddler he published a
newspaper. It was about as big as
two sheets of your note book. He
bought of a hotel keeper, in Detroit,
an old printing press which the hotel

keeper had taken for a debt, of some-
body, and with this he got out "The
Herald." It was published once a
week at the moderate price of 8c a
month. But, single copies were 3c

and he succeeded in building up a

circulation of about 800 copies. He
printed the paper in the baggage car
between trains and at odd moments,
and all the telegraph operators along
the line used to give him tips of news
and happenings so that it was really

quite readable. But it came to an un-
timely end, for, in addition to his

newspaper, he was tinkering with all

sorts of electrical experiments and he
ahd a shelf full of bottles of chemi-
cals. One day a jerk of the brakes on
the train knocked a bottle of phos-
pherous off the shelf and set the car

on fire and for a few moments there

was a red hot time of it, until the con-
ductor with a few pails of water suc-

ceeded in putting the fire out. The
conductor was a fiery Scotchman
by the name of Ferguson and when
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they reached the next station, he took
the printing press and type and the
bottles and threw them out of the car
window and that finished the publica-
tion of the railway news. And a box
on the ear made the editor deaf for

life. Young Al, for so his mother
called him, and another fellow soon
started a monthly which was called

"Paul Pry." It was rather a saucy
publication and one day a gentleman
who had been held up to ridicule in

its columns, threw the editor into the
canal and very nearly drowned him,
after that he gave up the publication
of newspapers, and became a tele-

graph operator on the Grand Trunk,
Line. That is where the boy learned
to jerk lightning. But he never held
a job long for he worked all day tink-
ering on experiments in a little work-
shop that he had rigged up at home
and when he came on duty at night,
he couldn't keep awake. He fixed

up an old rip bang of an
alarm clock that would wake up
half the town and then he set it so
that it would go off at the time the
next train was due and went to sleep.

Of course, if anybody called him up
they didn't get him. Finally the
manager of the Telegraph depart-
ment told him that he would fire him
if he didn't stop this going to sleep
nights and he arranged it so that
young Edison should call him up
every half hour. That was easy,
young Al. went to work and invented
a little machine which he hitched on
to the electric current and attached it

to the clock. Every half hour when
the clock came around to the right
place that little machine would send
the chief operator the signal, while
Al. went on peacefully sleeping until
the coming of the train This worked
well for a long time, but one night the
manager happened to come into the
station on a tour of inspection and
through the window he glanced and
saw the operator slumbering calmly
and then, to his amazement, he saw a
couple of metal fingers reach out of a
little box and send, clickety-click over
the wires, the half hour message call-

ing him and informing him that
young Al. was on duty. He threw the
box out of the window and threw Edi-
son out of a job and so it went
on for years. The boy, a tramp
operator, could get a job most
anywhere, for nobody could send
lightning swifter than he could take
it in that beautiful legible hand
of his, which was read as easily
as print, and when it came to sending,
it took a lively man at the other end

to take as fast as he could rush the
message over the wires.

It was after several years of tramp-
ing, working nights, most of the
time, and tinkering with invention
davs, that the rube blew into the
main office at Memphis as told in the
beginning of this article. But he
didn't stay long at Memphis. He
had a friend in Boston, by the name
of Adams, and he wrote to Adams to
see if he couldn't get him a job.
Adams was also a telegrapher. He
spoke to the manager there, showing
him Edison't application. The cur-
ious hand writing immediately at-

tracted the manager's attention and
he inquired if the operator took mes-
sages from the line and put them
down in that shape. Adams replied:
Yes, and there's no one can stick him.
Whereupon the manager told him to
write to his friend and tell him to
come and he would see what could be
done. It took just five minutes for
the manager to size the young man
up and give him a position. He was
as poorly dressed, as clownish in ap-
pearance and as odd in his actions as
ever but it didn't take the bright
young men of the office long to dis-
cover that there were no flies on the
rube from Memphis. The young tele.

graph operator soon became well
known in Boston as a scientist for his
experiments used up every moment of
available time and every cent of avail-
able money. Electricity was so fas-
cinating that he could not let the
study alone. And then he left Bos-
ton and came to New York. He was
anxious to get out of the telegraph
business for there was not much
money in it; $125 a month was the
salary of a first-class operator. What
Edison wanted was a laboratory of
his own, where he could experiment
all the time on inventions that he had
in mind to improve telegraphy.

In New York.

As he walked down Broadway he
came to Wall Street, the narrow
street of gold and stocks and bonds.
In search of a job he went into the
office of the "Law Gold Indicator" as
it was called. This was a machine
which ticked off the price of gold on a
narrow piece of paper tape. Gold
was sold everywhere in those days for

it was worth more than paper money.
There were some five or six hundred
of these tickers in broker's offices all

over New York and Brooklyn, and
they did the work fairly well but
every little while they broke down
and then there was the dickens to

pay, and messengers would rush from

every broker's office to the office of
the company. There was a break-
down that morning when Edison
called and mechanics were eagerly
trying to fix the machine so it would
work, but without success. Mr. Law,
to whom Edison had applied for a
job, said: "Perhaps you can fix this,
if you know so much about electric-
ity." The young man said, "Perhaps
so," and quietly adjusted a little piece
of wire that had got tangled among
the wheels of the ticker, but which
nobody had noticed and set the thing
going in about a minute as merrily as
ever. The result was an offer of $300
a month to act as Superintendent of
the system and keep the machines in
shape. This gave him a good deal
moie money to experiment with and
he at once opened a laboratory,
bought a lot of chemicals, set up some
batteries and spent every moment he
could spare on his experiments, but
the "Gold Ticker" kept breaking
down and he saw that it was a pretty
poor thing and decided that he would
build one that would be good for some-
thing. He hired a good mechanic by
the name of Callahan and between
them they turned out in a few months
a much improved machine the pres-
ent Stock Ticker. They took this ma-
chine to the president of the com-
pany, Gen. Leffert and showed it to
him. The General said, "We will buy
it if we can agree on a price for it.

What do you want for it?" Edison
started to say $5,000 but, luckily he
hesitated. General Leffert, said:
"We will give you $40,000 for it." The
boy, for he was only twenty-one or
thereabouts, opened his mouth in

amazement. The General thought he
was going to ask more, so he said,
"That is really all I want to pay for
it." Edison wisely accepted and took
a check for $40,000 and parted with his
rights in the machine. He had never
seen any such sum of money as $40, -000.

He started for the bank at once and
presented his check. The bank
people didn't know him from Adam
and naturally refused to pay so large
a check without he was identified.

He thought he had been swindled and
turned gloomily away but on his way-
out of the bank he met a friend who
knew him well and laughed at his ac-

count of his difficulties. He took
him back and he went out with a big
bundle of money which he didn't
know what to do with. He lugged it

around for several days but finally

took the advice of friends and put it

in a bank.

(Continued in January.)
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COME ON

Come in the evening.
Or come in the morning.

Come when you're looked for

Or come without warning.

Just so you'll bring along some of your very

best work. That keeps me going—to see good
work occasionally. If you simply can't come,

then "Call Me L: p Some Rainy Afternoon" -

but don't think for a moment that you're going

to have a hi-ole-time. over the 'phone, a talking,

and laughing, an' jabbering, an'—wasting both

your time and mine. No, sir, I'll "hang up."

Why not (that is, should some "spare mo-
ments" happen around your way) try your hand
at getting out a page or two of movement exer-

cises, designs, calisthenics, and the like—most
anything, just so it will contain movement ex-

ercises and drills—such as direct, indirect, re-

traced, and push-and-pull movements. It's al-

ways best, you know, to practice on drills that

bring into use the same set of muscles that one
ordinarily uses in regular writing. What!
Don't know what to make? Why, some most
excellent designs, by former students and class-

mates, have been made picturing flowers, birds,

trees, animals, stars, vehicles (all kinds, but

automobiles in particular,) air-ships, etc., etc.

Really, it's surprising to hear others tell their

experience about preparing work of this nature.

Here are a few that come to mind just now:
Earl was asked how he made the large circle

on the page. "Oh, I used the wash bowl in my
room, and a pencil." Mae confessed that she
spoiled a very pretty design because she had to

work on the Dining-room table—and some-
body (don't know who) upset a Ketchup bottle.

Someone made a beautiful design picturing a

Rooster (using different colors of ink) a-stand-

ing in a pair of big shoes. The laughable part

of it was that he actually appeared as if he was
yelling for all he was worth "Whose shoes^"
Now it's your turn.

Just fine!

And always with a pleasant smile, these were
the words used by a little girl, in the "wild and
woolly west," in answer to such questions as

these: How are you today ? How is the little

sick girl ? How's your Mama ? They seem to

be just as applicable in your case. By the way,
you thought you couldn't do anything along
that line. I knew you could— if you would only
try. If you keep on at that rate it won't be long
until you're a second Zaner, or an Edison, or a
Burbank, or a Michael Angelo, or (?)—or "a"
-quitter'. Oh, yes, almost forgot the ladies.

Never too late to mend, however, so please in-

sert these few names also, and throw away the
eraser: Ella Wheeler Wilcox, Ella Flagg
Young, Mary Baker Eddy—and,—other big
names like that. What I wanted to say was this:

These big fellows (there it goes again !—change
it to "men and women." > These big men ami
women (got it right this time) will all die off
within the next century or two, and why not
you slip in and fill their shoes—one or two at
least. In the meantime, however would sug-
gest that you keep up your regular practice in

penmanship as it matters but little what line of
work you choose to follow in the years to come,
the ability to write well will be of inestimable
value to you, and may be just the "key" you
need to < >oen doors of success from time to time
as the years roll by.

Kind Words.

Drop a pebble in the water.
Just a splash and it is gone.

But there's half a hundred ripples

Flowing on, and on, and on.

Drop a pebble in the water.

In a minute you forget.

But there's little waves a-Howing,
And there's ripples circling yet,

The following words by Henry Van Dyke
seem very appropriate at this season of the year,

and always for that matter, entitled

:

How To Keep Christmas.

"There is a better thing that the observance of

Christmas Day—and that is keeping Christmas.

Are you willing to forget what you have done
for other people and to remember what other
people have done for you ?

Are you willing to stoop down and consider
the needs and the desires of little children; to

remember the weakness and loneliness of
people who are growing old ; to stop asking how
much your friends love you and ask yourself
whether you love them enough: to try to un-
derstand what those who live in the same house
with you really want, without waiting for them
to tell you: to trim your lamp so that it will give

more light and less smoke, and to carry it in
front so that your shadow will fall behind you;
to make a grave for your ugly thoughts and a
garden for your kind feelings with the gate
open—are you willing to do these things even
for a day? Then you can keep Christmas.
Are you willing to believe that love is the

strongest thing in the world—stronger than hate,
stronger than evil, stronger than death—and that
the blessed Life which began in Bethlehem
nineteen hundred years ago is the image and
brightness of the Eternal Love? Then you can
keep Christmas.
And if you keep it for a day, why not always?
But you can never keep it alone."

Here's One "To The Knockers'

If you're going to be a knocker,
Why not join the Knocker's Club?

Get a badge, put on a "button,"
Be a spokelet in the hub.

Get a hammer, do your knocking.
Do your knocking like a man

!

Don't be sneaking, use your hammer,
Hit a rap where'er you can!

Knock your neighbor, knock his business:
Knock your friend and knock him well

Knock his future, knock his present.
Try to knock him down to (Missouri !)

Be a cheap skate, be a piker.

Be a striker by the clock,
But forget not that your mission
In this life was just to KNOCK!

An' "go to it"—to your heart's content. Come
'round again some day (and don't forget the

gloves) when yon'e feeling "fine and dandy"
and we'll have a friendly bout for a few minutes.
( iood bye

!
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Contributions in Practical Writing. No. 9
S. E. LESLIE,

Eastman College, Poughkeepsie, Mew York.

Subscribers' writing criticised free. Send specimens to Mr. Leslie at above address, inclosing self-ad-

dressed stamped envelope, and your criticism will reach you long before it could possibly appear in the B. E.

Copies 112. 113. 114. 115. In practicing these forms you should not only work to improve your writing, but become familiar with the forms so

that yon rould draw up a form without referring to a copy.
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Business Penmanhip Suggestions
S. B. FAHNESTOCK,

McPherson College, McPherson, Kansas.

Plate 41). Write each word without lifting the pen. Watch slant and spacing. See that the arm moves from the elbow. Watch turns and angles.
Kree movement and graceful forms are what you should covet. Curve last part of H slightly at top. Curve the first upward stroke well in capital H.
Study how the finishing of H is made. Penholders should point well toward the right shoulder.

The loop in K should be made one half the height of the letter. First of K same as first of H. The last is composed of two compound curves
joined to the first part by small loop. Be sure you get that even, steady, decided arm motion.

PLATE 50.

e2- <SL

Plate 50. Acquire equal ease in making this exercise with direct and reverse strokes. Make it with a light continuous arm action to a count, one
two, one two, followed by a rapid practice on Capital Q. Begin Q like W and bring the down stroke pretty well toward the left and finish with a

slight compound curve which may extend a little below the base line. Small loop on base line parallel with ruled line. Begin large and gradually di-

minish to the figure 2. We wish to emphasize arm movement so that freedom is well established. Give more attention to the drills in exercises anil

watch that you get no finger action. Good form and accurate spacing should receive your best attention. Watch your position.



Plate 61.

t/ t/ fc^

Plate 51. Curve upward stroke in capital 1 but little. Kinisl) the letter with stem ami hook. Keep top narrow. In the hook finish, check
the motion suddenly, before making the finishing stroke.

The .I should be preceded by a thorough drill on the reversed oval making it rather narrow. Begin the first stroke on the base line. Make the
top a trirle larger than the bottom. Down stroke straight. You will have to give this plate an unusual amount of practice and care, if you would mas-
ter it. The last exercise is a rather pleasiDg one. I am glad to hear that you are not discouraged but greatly encouraged. Stick to it. Now is the time
to win.

Plate 52.

'^^>^2>Z^</ ~^2^a^y^L^€7~<- o-y-zzL^-f

Plate 52. The B is the same as P except the finishing part has a little loop and the last is finished with the hook. Try to increase your movement
while you are working for form at the same time. I am watching your progress with much pleasure. The K is same as T and B except it is finished
with a compound curve which is brought a trifle below the blue line. Strive for neatness in all your work; your improvement will come bv and by if

you are faithful. In the third line see that all down lines are parallel. It takes hard work. (But it is a pleasure to be a tine writer.) The result is
worth many times the effort; I wish to see the best work you have sent me this time.

Ptate 53.

I late 53. Keep that healthy position, regular habits; use no tea, coffee, or tobacco and keep your nerves in the very best of trim. Remember the
first requisite to success in any line of business is to be a first class animal, so that the mind, spirit and soul has a fit temple to dwell in. Then you will
lie able to accomplish the duties that come to you. If you will work as hatd on this course of lessons as I have you will be able to write as well, if not
better than lean. Kix up the course of lessons now in vour very best style in a little book form with your name and address. Inclose us a two-cent
stamp, and all who are eligible, upon receipt of 50c, will receive a certificate. Add five cents for tube and mailing. This has been a pleasure to me,
and 1 hope you have appreciated the work; also the kindness upon the part of the publishers to give it to you in such a good and tasty manner. We
appreciate the kindness, the honor shown us by the editors of this paper, by giving such valuable space in their most excellent publication. It surely
is the finest paper of the kind published. To the boys and girls of America; I hope I have given you sunshine of encouragement-it is the soil of
opportunity. Try your hand at a set of capitals like the set below.

^(y^^^(jj^~%f^-^
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By Florence I Woodrow, pupil. Coral. Dept., Tarentuni. Pa., High School, A. E. Cole, principal.
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FIRST GRADE WRITING

BY I.EXNA M. KOVK'K, SUPERVISOR OF \\ Kl I

tNG, MUSKEGON, MICH.. PrBLIC SHOOLS.

When the pupils enter the first grade tht->

knownothing about writing. Many a pupil at

that time does not know his right hand from his

left. That is the first tiling to teach him.
Start pupils at the blackboard. Do not attempt

too much at once. Be definite in your directions.

Position at the blackboard bears the same rela-

tion to blackboard writing as the position at

desks hears to writing on paper, therefore teach
the pupils the correct position at the hoard before
attempting anything further. The pupil should
stand arm's length from the board, placing left

hand, holding eraser, behind him, chalk in right

hand held so that end not used is in the palm of
the hand. Move right arm from shoulder allow-

ing chalk to skate lightly over the surface of the
hoard. The object of this exercise is to get a free

easy movement and a light touch. Pupil should
not write above eye level.

Erasing should lie done with the left hand rub
bing eraser downward, allowing the dust to go
toward the floor.

The next step is the teaching of the large di-

rect oval. In this exercise the pupils are work-
ing for form as well as freedom. Count eight
for each oval endeavoring to have pupils keep
with the count. Now, let pupils make a row of

ovals on a base line. This is more difficult as

they must be uniform in size. You will find

that fifteen minutes a day for two weeks is not
too long a time in which to accomplish the
above.
When pupils can make good ovals with a free

movement, teach the slanting straight line,

slanting toward the left, (the direction of slant is

important! and the right curve after which give
"i" and "t" as exercises, pupils analyzing the
letters. Next combine the two in the word "it,"

then give "u" and "w" as exercises. Having the
pupils write the letter or word in the air or trac-

ing the teacher's copy is a great help in securing
good form.

The pupils have had so far only letters based
on the direct oval. The next step is to give the
indirect oval the left curve, and the letters "n"
and "m" as exercises, and the word "in." This
wonl contains a stroke which the pupils do not
know, namely the double curve which connects
"i" and "n," but they know the right curve at the
end of "i" and the left curve at the beginning of

"n" so it will not be difficult to get them to tell

you that these curves joined form a "double"
curve.

Continue the work at the blackboard for rive

or six weeks before beginning on paper, then
give the same work on paper that pupils have
had at the board.

I find this a good exercise to get class into cor
rect position. Pupils sit back in seats, feet flat on
the floor under the desk, hips back and up.
Place hands on the hips and swing forward
bending at the hips, place both arms on the desk
to the elbow. Give this drill until class can
obey the signals. Then have pupils roll the
right arm on the desk and while arm is in this

position the teacher places the pencil or pen
holder in the hand of each pupil, the pupil con
tinuing the motion of rolling the arm on the
desk with pencil or pen bolder in the hand.
The next step is to give the pupils paper and

have them roll arm as before, the pencil skating
lightly over the surface of the paper. (In our
schools we use the pen and ink in the first grade,
so before we give the above exercise, we teach
the pupils how to put the pen into the holder,
and have them take just enough ink to reach the
hole in the pen. then have pupils roll arm freely

allowing pen to glide over the surface of the pa
per. I In this exercise there should be no thought
of form, simply work for a free easy movement
and a light touch.
The next exercise is the large direct oval.

Next teach pupils to begin at the top and the left

side of the paper and finish one row of ovals be-

fore beginning another. As the pupils should
not be given too much to think about in one les-

son, say nothing about spaces, but endeavor to
have the pupils make fhe ovals large. When the
above directions can be followed, teach spaces—
the distance between two lines equals tine space
—and have pupils make the direct oval three
spaces high. When the three space oval is made
well the two space oval should lie taught. (The
paper we use has the lines three-eighths of an
inch apart. Making the ovals on paper should
be continued through the fourth month of

school, after which fake up the letters and simple
words in the order given at the blackboard.
All this time the pupils are having the ad-

vanced work on the blackboard two days of

each week. Giving this work on the black
board before attempting the same on the paper
makes it easier for the child to secure good form
of letter on the paper and in this way both form
and movement can be secured in the first grade

TRAINING VS. S 1 RAINING

There is a vast difference be-

tween training and straining.

Th e strong,

trains for results, sometimes years
in advance. The weak, inefficient

teachers strain for immediate results

—show results—caring little for the
future.

In teaching writing one must train

for the future, sometimes sacrificing

present results in order to strength-

en the foundation for future results.

To strain too early for form will
result in wrong positions and wrong
methods, both of which necessitate
doing over sometime, which, in this
strenuous life, becomes more and
triors harmful and unpedagogical.
To train for the right position and

the right movement from the begin-
ning will mean some sacrifice in form
but in the long run better form and
a faster handwriting will result.

The copy-book or form method
strained for early results and as a
consequence never achieved any-
thing in the way of practical writing.

Of course some have "taken the
bridle off altogether" and are run-
ning wild on movement, producing
scribbling under the guise of rapid-
ity.

On the other hand, many are pro-
gressing practically by keeping be-

tween these extremes of no method
on the one hand and no system
on the other hand.
Let there be more and more genu-

ine training and less straining, and
all will be well. [Editor.]

efficient teacher

A pack of specimens was sent to us from the
Allentown, Pa., High School, by G. W. Zim-
merman, teacher of penmanship. They are

the most practical and business-like speci-

mens that we have received for some time
from High School pupils. Nearly all were up
to our standard for The Business Eiu'Cator
Certificate

By s p Leslie. Pmighkeepsie. \ Y Eastman Oilleae
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ing and the art of writing
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NUMBER ELEVEN

All school room visits and inspec-

tions are not what one would wish
them to be. Each building, like each
city, has its own peculiar problems.
The pupils, the teachers and the
principal are each and all determin-
ing factors. As a rule, however, if

the principal is a firm believer in

good writing, the teachers catch the
spirit and pass it on to the pupils.

The principal passed me on to

the teachers who had the details in

hand, or who were supposed to have
them in hand, and I found the eighth
grade in the midst of a written spell-

ing and grammar exercise combined.
The pupils soon revealed the fact

that they were in the habit of sitting

much as they pleased and holding
their pens likewise. As a conse-
quence they were not a howling suc-

cess in matters pertaining to pen
manship.
The importance—the necessity of a

good position in all written work was
emphasized, with the additional in-

struction that what they needed most
was the application of the movement
they had been practicing during the
writing periods to all written work.
No teacher has any business teach-
ing one thing during the lesson and
allowing something quite the oppo-
site at other times, it matters little

whether it be arthmetic, grammar, or
penmanship.
A fifth grade was then visited

where it was soon seen that the pa-

pers were not turned correctly, where
the holders pointed rightward(wrong-
ward) rather than over the shoulder,
and where hands were reposing awk-
wardly but contentedly upon the
sides.

Practically nothing was accomplish-
ed in the way of practice because it

took nearly the whole fifteen-minute
period to get the position straighten-

ed out and the undivided attention
of the class. We left with all hands
but one in the air, resolved to have
the position correct by the next visit

so that the lesson period could be de-

voted to writing and not to position.

The next room was a third grade
and, with the exception of the angle
of the caper, we found the arms near-

ly all moving. Only two or three

were wiggling their fingers. We left

it with all arms moving and every-

body happy and hopeful'.

The next class was another fifth

grade, and it, too, was accomplish-
ing but little because hands were
sliding and resting unblushingly on
the sides. The teacher was shown
how to walk along the front of the

room and glance diagonally down
across the aisles to discover the di-

rection of the holders and the posi-

tions of the hands.

At the same time I kept time tor

the exercise by repeating rhythmical-
ly " H ind-off-the side—handoff-the-
side— Holder-over-the shoulder hold-

er-over-the-shoulder—easy-easy-easy-
easy— Light-light-light - One-two-
three-four-five - six-seven - eight-nine-

ten—one- two-three-four - five-six-sev-

en - eight - nine-ten—Holders-holders-
holders-holders— Glide - glide - glide-

stop."

The teacher caught the spirit and
whispered as I departed "You helped
me in the things I needed, and I

know now how to do so much better.
I thank you, come again." And
when we do call again we know that
teacher will have made noticeable

gains in her teaching both in presen-
tation and results.
"Good afternoon; you're winning;

I hope to come again this year;
thanks for your co-operation and
faithful effort."

PENMEN, ATTENTION!

The Executive Committee is ready
to receive hints and suggestions rel-

ative to a program for next meeting.
Do it noiv and all together. Address,
Fred Berkman, Lincoln, Neb., chair-
man; Miss Charlotte Ziegelbaur, New
Albany, Ind.; V. E. Madray, Butte,
Mont.

J, H. Bachtenkirchek, Pres.
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Marshall's

Mental

Meanderings

J
Try the Until the Millen-

Kindness Cure ium is ushered in,

most of the affairs of the world are

likely to to carried on under the spur

of business rivalry. Which of us has

not his competitors? And which of

us has not found himself inclined to

get sore at the fellow who is playing
the game from the opposite side of

the board? Bitterness toward the

chap who is after the persimmons
that we want, is not confined to any
calling or condition of life, so far as

1 have observed. You will find it all

the way from the bootblack to the

bishop. For some reason the natur-

al hatred of the competitor, is espec-

ially manifest among the commercial
school men. There are plenty of

towns where no two of the several

business school proprietors will

speak when they meet. When a con-
vention of commercial teachers is

held in the rooms of a business
school, it frequently happens that the

proprietor of the rival school, will

not attend the meetings. I remem-
ber one meeting of our Federation
where the man from the "other
school" exhibited himself at the ho-

tel lobby, appareled in shiniest
broadcloth, topped off with a silk

hat, to make his social superiority

certain, and put in the whole time in

"knocking" his hated competitor,
who was entertainingthe convention.
1 was once in a town where the lead-

ing business schools were carrying
on a three-cornered mud-slinging
contest, through the advertising col-

umns of the local press. I happened
to ask the cashier of a local bank, as

to the standing and character of

these business school men. "Don't
know much about 'em" he answered,
"but if one-tenth part of what they
say about each other in the newspa-
pers is true, they all ought to be in

jail.'' Now, is it necessary to fight

with your competitor? Is there any
real fun in it? Does it pay? Wouldn't
it be a lot better to consider your ri-

val as one of the conditions of the

game and treat him as though he
were really human with a soul to

save? Granted that he is actually a

villian, while you yourself are per-

fection personified, but is this open
attitude on your part likely to make
him better? Wouldn't he be less

likely to do you dirt, if you were to

meet him with a frank smile and say,

"Hello! Bill, old man, how's busi-

ness?" Try it.

A Word to We refer particular-

the ly to the drill-mas-

Drillmaster ter whose hobby is

arithmetic, and more especially still,

to the arithmetical drillmaster, who
is obsessed by Addition. These folks

are convinced, and unfortunately act

on their conviction, first, that the

ability to add up columns of figures

is not only the cornerstone, but the

whole foundation, and most of the

superstructure of a business educa-

tion, and, second, that nobody can be
trusted to do the necessary adding
required in an office job unless he

gives most of his time to it for, as

the popular song goes, "months, and
months and months." Now the truth

is that the time that is spent in put-

ting a wire edge on a student in the

matter of addition, is in most cases

wasted, and for these entirely obvi-

ous reasons: T Not many students

go at once into positions where they

have much adding to do. (2) They
won't keep the wire edge unless they

keep up their practice which they

rarely do, and :3i if they have once
learned lion- to add, they will quickly

get into form in the matter of rapid-

ity and accuracy, when they take a

position where adding is required.

Here is a leaf from my own experi-

ence in this matter : Many years ago,

I found it desirable to increase my
income as a teacher, by putting in

my spare evenings keeping a set of

books for a small firm. I had taught

both arithmetic and bookkeeping for

several years, and had not the least

doubt of my ability to do the figuring

required in keeping these books.

But, when I came to make up the

long itemized statements, I found to

my dismay that I couldn't add with

any certainty. Sometimes I had to

add the columns three or four times,

and then I wasn't sure that I was
right. This was very humiliating, as

well as discouraging, but I kept peg-

ging away, and lo ! in a week or two
I was delighted to find that I could

add just about as well as anybody.
Well, I gave up this job after a while,

and had no occasion to do any add-

ing for the next five or six years.

Then, it was given to me to prepare a

key to a bookkeeping course, when,

alas! I found I had again lost the

power to add. This time, however, 1

wasn't discouraged, but went ahead,

and in a few days, could add as well

as ever. I have since learned that

bookkeepers, if they stop work a

while, always get "stjjje," as they

call it, and always have to work a

week or so before they strike their

gait again.
As a matter of fact, no sensible

businees manager expects a boy
fresh from school to be expert in add-

ing. If he has been trained in right

processes, and knows how to think

with numbers, the mere skill which
comes with practice may be allowed
to take care of itself,

The Waste of Have you noticed
Wood Pulp the output of an av-

erage news stand? It is a thing for

tears and pity rather than jibes and
sneers. Observe, the "Red Book,"
the "Blue Book," the "Green Book,"
and for ought we know, the "Purple
Book," the "Yellow Book," and so

through the whole gaudy gamut.
There ought to be in the lot, a "Black
Book," as a delicate tribute to Satan,
and a badge of mourning over the

corpse of Public Taste. And the in-

sides of these things are ranker than
their outsides—a monotonous succes-

sion of stupid sex stories, reeking
with a false sentamentalism that is

more immoral than frank indecency;
hair-raising accounts of alleged "Big
Game Adventurers" by a tribe of na-

ture fakirs, who never saw any big
game outside the Zoo. That is about
all, if we may except the usual array
of suggestive pictures of "Footlight
Favorites." It is a fathomless mys-
tery, as to who produces all this stuff

and what for. We can imagine it be-

ing talked into a dictograph by liter-

ary down-and-outs, at so much a

pound for the manuscript, delivered

to the linotype operator. It is hard
to believe that anybody actually

reads it, yet it must satisfy the liter-

ary appetites of a lot of people; oth-

erwise there would not be a pile of it

the size of a hay-rack on nearly every
corner. On very rare occasions one
of these literary hacks gets almost
near enough to an idea to put salt on
its tail, but at the critical moment
the quarry always flits away. Maybe,
however, it is the absence of ideas

that makes the stuff popular. There
is a prevalent type of mind that shuns
all thought excitants. Let us hope
that, to these, the news stand "mag"
is a real boon.

Remember Commercial teachers

Spokane and school men who
have the professional spirit, should

keep in mind, the big occasion at

Spokane, Wash., for July of next

year. This magnificent union meet-

ing will be the first really national

assemblage of commercial educators.

The western meeting place was cho-

sen for the double purpose of giving

the commercial teachers of the East

and the Middle West a chance to see

the great things that have been done
for civilization in what was a quarter

of a century ago, the "Great Ameri-

can Desert," and to afford the enthu-

siastic commercial school men of the

Pacific Slope a chance to attend a

national meeting of their profession-

brethren without having to cross the

continent. Both of these purposes

are worthy ones, and the commercial
school men of our whole big country

should rise to the occasion, and join

hands to make this meeting the great-

est event in the history of commercial
education. We all owe our attend-

i Continued on page ?$,)
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THE BALANCE SHEET.

Having transferred into the Profit

& Loss Statement all those items in
the Trial Balance which appertain
either to profit or loss, whether that
statement has been divided into one
or two sections, there should then re-

main in the Trial Balance only the
items that represent assets, liabili-

ties, and capital.

A Balance Sheet is a concise state-
ment compiled from the books of a
concern kept by double entry, show-
ing on one side all the assets ar-
ranged in the order of their priority
for realization so as to enable the firm
or company to judge of its ability to
meet all possible demands, and on
the other side all the liabilities of the
concern at a particular moment of
time arranged in the order of priority
of the claims, or of the powers the
creditors have of enforcing their
claims.
The balance sheet of a business is

prepared for the purpose of showing
the financial condition of the concern
at a particular moment of time, and
should be so classified and arranged
as to give the clearest and fullest
idea of the financial condition of the
business.
The necessity of a balance sheet

being "full and fair" is evident when
the uses for which it is prepared are
considered. A firm prepares a bal-
ance sheet first of all for its own sat-
isfaction in order to see its financial
position at a given date. The pro-
prietor may be desirous of obtaining
a partner, and a balance sheet would
be required at the date of the taking
in of a new partner. This balance
sheet must state the assets at their
real value as a going concern, allow-
ances being made for depreciated
property, and it must also contain all
the liabilities at the date the partner-
ship is formed. It should show the
capital of the old partner, and if it

showed the assets in excess of their
value, or if the liabilities were under-
rated, the new partner would have
grounds for action.
A balance sheet is often used when

a firm or company is negotiating a
loan, and in this case, it is usecTby
the bank or other lender for his in-
formation, and everything depends
upon the care and honesty with which
it has been prepared.
When a firm is being converted into

a corporation, a balance sheet is
made up, but it is very seldom used
as a basis of valuation; valuations
are generally made in such cases by
an appraisement, and it is at these
values that the assets are taken over.

In a balance sheet, evervthing de-
pends upon the character of the vari-

ous assets and liabilities. Thus, if

the liabilities are such that the owner
of the business may be called upon
to pay them within short notice then
the assets must be of such a nature
as to be realizable at the same time;
otherwise, while the business may be
thoroughly solvent and may have a
surplus of assets over liabilities, the
owner may be forced into bankruptcy
through not being able to meet some
liability which, at the time, maybe
legally enforced against him.
The balance sheet should not con-

ceal any weakness in the financial
condition of the concern, but should
give the fullest information to the
owners and general public, consist-
ent of course, with the general con-
duct of the business.

ARRANGEMENT OF BALANCE SHEET

Much skill may be displayed in the
arrangement of the balance sheet so
as to give the fullest information in

such a form as will be most readily
understood, and most available for
the i urpose for which it is to be used.

The assets should be placed in the
order of their availability for realiza-
tion. Cash on hand and in the bank
would come first, because they are
available for payment of liabilities at
any time. Investments which can be
converted into cash on short notice
should then follow. Inventory of
merchandise on hand would then fol-

low, the goods being on hand for im-
mediate realization. Notes Receiv-
able would then come next, because
there is a definite due date, and in
the sense that no further proof of the
debt is required than the note.

Amounts due by customers come
next, being not so available as notes,
because if the debt is disputed, va-
rious formalities would have to be
gone through, such as proving the
person actually got value for the
debt before the money could be re-
covered. Amounts due by customers
should be classified as to "good"and
"doubtful," and any reserve for bad
debts and discounts should be de-
ducted from the total due by custo-
mers, and the net amount extended
as an asset. Then other assets of a
real nature would follow, such as un-
expired insurance, deferred charges
to profit and loss, plant, and other
capital expenditure values.

LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL

The liabilities should be placed in
the order of their priority for liquida-
tion. Bank overdraft would come
first, notes payable second, accrued
interest on notes payable third, and
accounts payable fourth. The sun-
dry accrued but unpaid charges
would come next. Loan capital,
whether in the form of ordinary
loans, or personal security or mort-
gage indebtedness, should then be
detailed. The proprietors' invest-
ment, capital stock, reserve, and un-
divided profit, would be the last item
on the liability side of the balance
sheet. Mortgages on buildings and
real estate are very often deducted
from the value of such property, and
the net amount extended as an asset,
but it is preferable to show the prop-
erty at its full value among the as-
sets, the mortgage appearing among
the liabilities, using a cross reference
for same.

If the assets exceed the liabilities
and capital, the difference shows a
surplus. If the liabilities exceed the
assets, the difference shows a defici-
ency which is the measure of the in-
solvency of the concern. The main
distinction between a Profit and Loss
Statement and a Balance Sheet is
that the former shows the progress
of the business during a period,while
the latter shows its position at a par-
ticular time.

Form of Balance Sheet

Cash (> hand $100 00
Cash in bank (First Nat'l) 500 00 000 00

Investments iGovt. bonds)
Inv't'rv saleable goods (cost)
Notes Receivable
Accrued interest on notes

2.000 oo
3.000 00

•500 00
10 00 510 00

Accounts receivable •

Due in 30 das. 1,000 00
Due in 00 das. 500 00
Past due 100 00
Doubtful 200 00 1,800 00

Less Reserve 200 00 1,600 00

Total current assets
Unexpired insurance
Supplies on hand
Kurniture. fixtures 800 00
Delivery Eq'pm't 500 00
Real Estate 5,000 00
Building (Mort-
gage contra. 1 lo.OtlO no

7,710 00
200 00
50 00

15,700 00
Less d'pr'c'tion. on bldg. 200 00 15.500 oo

Total as>et* 23.400 no

LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL

Bank Overdraft (State Bank' 8 t>00 00
Notes payable $1,500 00
Accrued Interest 30 00 1,530 oo

Ace. Int. on mortgage 50 00
Accounts payable 2,000 00
Accrued Rent 100 00

Total current liabilities 4,280 00
Mortgage on building (contra) 8,000 00
Total liabilities 10,280 00

Capital 10.00 00
Surplus 3,180 00 13,180 00

Total Liabilities, Capit'l and S'rpl's 23.400 00
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ARTICLE IV.

This month we consider, from a
pedagogical viewpoint, two most in-

teresting parts or the Formation of
Contracts, namely the subdivisions,
Reality of Consent and Legality of
Object. As the doings of an adven-
turer make more interesting reading
than the annals of a plain business
man, so it is with our subjects of this
month as compared; with Offer and
Acceptance and with Seal and Con-
sideration, heretofore treated. Our
new subjects hold up to view the fol-

lies and misfortunes of human nature
more often than those first consider-
ed. We may continue the comparison
by saying also that, as the plain bus-
iness man is of more solid worth
than the ordinary hero of a novel, so
the topics of Offer and Acceptance
and of Seal and Consideration out-
weigh in importance our present top-
ics because the principles embraced
under the latter heads are not so fre-

quently invoked to set aside a con-
tract. The vast majority of defective
contracts fail to bind their parties be-
cause they have not been properly
formed. Agreements which have
been brought about by fraud or dur-
ess, or which are immoral or contrary
to the laws of the state, are the ex-
ception rather than the rule. Never-
theless, Reality of Consent and Le-
gality of Object both have a neces-
sary place in shaping the symmetri-
cal contract.

It is of the essence of the obligation
of a contract that the minds of the
contracting parties meet on the same
point. If the parties should make a
contract to sell goods which, un-
known to both sides, had already
ceased to exist, their contract could
be repudiated on the grounds of mis-
take. If the fraud or the material
misrepresentation of one party de-
ceived or misled the other into ma-
king a contract detrimental to the
latter, the innocent party might well
complain if the law should force him
to perform that which he promised
under such circumstances. In these
cases a court looks behind what on
the face of the contract appears to be
a perfectly good consent to determine
if this consent is real. If it is not
real, the court refuses to lend aid in

enforcing the agreement.
The average student approaches

the subject of Mistake, under Reality
of Consent, with a preconceived no-

tion as to what mistakes will avoid a
contract; and he is often surprised to
learn of the limited scope of the topic.
In a Wisconsin case, a man found a
small stone and sold it to another for
one dollar. Both were ignorant of its

value but the buyer later discovered
it to be a rough diamond worth seven
hundred dollars. The seller said to
himself that there was a vital mis-
take in this contract and looked to
the court to afford him a remedy.
Not so, said the court. The mistake
"must be one which affects the exist-
ence or identity of the thing sold.
Any mistake as to its value or qual-
ity or other collaterial attributes is

not sufficient if the thing delivered is

existent and is the identical thing in

kind which was sold." The same de-
cision is given in cases where a build-
er seeks to have set aside on grounds
of mistake an agreement to build
a house at a certain price because he
made a mistake in calculating the
cost and both parties contracted in

ignorance of the mistake. Or where
a freight agent through mistake
quotes a lower rate than the tariff

book allows and the shipper sends
his goods under this rate. If mistake
as to the value or quality of a contract
were ground for setting it aside, the
validity of every sale of things on
which the buyer afterwards makes a
substantial profit would be in jeop-
ardy.

It is different, however, when the
mistake prevents mutual consent to
the apparent contract. Thus where
a person signs a deed which he be-
lieves to be only a duplicate lease or
where he signs an agreement when
he thinks he is writing his name sim-
ply as an autograph or to show how
it is spelled, the minds of the parties
have never met and the agreements
are not only voidable and unenforce-
able but absolutely void.

Misrepresentation, fraud, duress
and undue influence as affecting the
consent to a contract may be dismiss-
ed with less attention than mistake
because they are generally better un-
derstood. If a mistatement is made
wilfully it becomes fraud. Innocent
misrepresentation of such moment as
to avoid a contract occurs chiefly in

uberrimae fidei contracts, such as
contracts of insurance or of guaranty
and contracts for the subscription to

stock in new corporations, when the
utmost good faith is required be-
tween the parties. For the effect of
fraud on a contract, the writer begs

to refer the reader to "American Bus-
iness Law" (D. Appleton & Co., New
York) as the limits of this article do
not permit of more than a cursory
mention of the matter.

Yet, because we so hastily take
leave of misrepresentation and fraud
in this article, it is not to be supposed
that these subjects can be dismissed
by the teacher of business law with
little study. They require a large
amount of study and, what may seem
strange, the more so because they are
familiar to every teacher. Some one
once asked Dr. Matthew Arnold why
he spent so much time in studying
parts of his courses which he had
been teaching for years and which he
knew perhaps as well as any man ever
knew. "Because I want my boys to
drink of fresh waters, not of a stag-
nant pool," replied the great educa-
tor. A speaker can scarcely expect
to interest others if he has not him-
self some enthusiasm about what he
is saying. When a teacher trusts to
his memory or to his outlines in lec-
turing each year on old familiar top-
ics, his talks are likely to seem very
dry to the student, because they must
of necessity be quite general. He
cannot have a vivid recollection of all

the illustrations and comparisons
which are so necessary in capturing
and holding the attention of the pu-
pils. It is the filling into the general
outline of the small details and inter-
esting anecdotes of cases, which the
student could not guess from the gen-
eral heads of topic, that surprises and
delights the class into an attentive
hearing and impresses the principles
of the lesson on their minds. I think
it is Macauley, who, in his Essay on
Milton, when treating of the unpopu-
larity of some of Milton's sublimest
poetry, says "The masses demand
images." Perhaps he would have
come nearer the truth had he said
"All men are most easily reached
through images." Our Lord when
on earth used images or pictures
drawn by fancy in giving His teach-
ings to the world when He taught the
people in parables. The particular
attention to detail in the study of the
lesson by the instructor often makes
the difference between the success
ful and the unsuccessful teacher.

And now let us look for a moment
at the fifth element in every contract,
Legality of Object. As to this the
teacher should consult very carefully
the statutes and decisions of his own
state. The definition of illegal

wagers, the effect on a contract of
having its inception on Sunday, the
doctrines of champerty and mainte-
nance, differ in nearly every state.

For instance a wager was not illegal

at common law and the courts of

some states say that unless wagers
are prohibited by statute they are le-

gal, while in the New England States

{Continued on page 29.

)
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The first point to be considered by

the teacher of touch typewriting is

position of the hands. The correct

position is just over, not resting on,

the middle row of keys Personally,

however, I think it is a mistake, and
makes the work unnecessarily hard,

to teach this position until a student

can write at least forty words a min-

ute. It is exceedingly difficult, al-

most impossible, for a person unac-

customed to the keyboard, not having
that instinctive sense of location

which comes from months of prac-

to hold the hands half an inch above
a row of small keys, and, without

looking at the hands, strike the right

keys not on that row alone, but also

on the rows above and below it.

Only a very bright student will be

able to perform this feat without

weeks of disheartening and unneces-

sary effort. In New York City some-
time ago, I had an opportunity to

watch the progress of a class very

much above the average in ability.

They were taught from the beginning
to hold the hands over, not on, the

keys. At the end of seven weeks
none of them were writing letters,

and with the exception of two, the

entire class were struggling in a per-

fect nightmare of wrong keys, and
were thoroughly discouraged. .lust

the reverse should have been the

case. For every such unfortunate

condition there is a cause, and to

my mind what this particular class

needed was the safe anchoring of

the little fingers. It is true that no
real speed can be attained with the
little fingers fastened to the keys, but
I plan each advancing step with a

view to freeing them as soon as the
student has gained absolute control
of the keyboard. Indeed, if taught
with this end constantly in mind,
he will be apt to drop these helpful
crutches himself when the right time
comes.
Allowing, then the little finger to

rest at first on a and semi-colon, the
rest of the fingers should be just

over, not on, the keys. The position
of the fingers, arm, and wrist is ex-

actly ihe same as that of a good pi

anist. As in piano playing, the keys
should be struck with the very tips

of the fingers. Tell the student to

bring the thumbs close together, and
be sure to strike on the nails of the

first fingers. It is hard to get this

position in the beginning, especially
so for boys, whose hands are not so
flexible as those of a girl. The little

fingers will fly up in spite of all

efforts, the first Angers straighten
out or fly up at every stroke
of the other fingers and of
the space bar, or if held rigid-

ly down, two or three fingers will

strike at the same time. Here is

where individual instruction, to-

gether with a great deal of patience
and determination on the part of the
teacher, is necessary. I go from
student to student twice a day,
taking hold of the hand, bend-
.ing down the refractory first and little

fingers, illustrating, urging, and ex-

plaining. To an inexperienced teach-
er it seems impossible to get all the
stiff, awkward, clumsy, or weak
fingers to strike the keys correctly
without flying up or straightening
out; but it is surprising to see what
can be done in a week, or at most
two, by a teacher who knows exactly
what she wants, is determined to get
it, and is not afraid to work hard.
At the end of two weeks of vigorous
effort and insistence on the part of
the teacher, out of a hundred stu-

dents there should not be more than
two or three who are not using the
fingers correctly and maintaining
the right position. The wrists should
not be allowed to drop down, the
hands to turn sideways, or the stub-
born first fingers to straighten out.
I think I say a hundred times a day,
"Hold the wrists up; strike on your
nails." One should not really strike
right on your nails, but on the very
tips of the fingers, but the mere at-

tempt to strike on the nails brings
the hands up in exactly the right
position.

Although the little fingers rest at

first on a and semicolon, these keys
should not be regarded as guide keys
and the hands swung from key to

key and row to row upon them.
Asdf and lkj are the position row of
keys. All other keys are found in re-

lation to this row, not in relation to

the little fingers. The first finger of

the right hand is trained to go in-

stantly from its position over j to y,

u, h, b and n; i and m are learned in

relation to k, comma and o from 1,

etc.

As this position row is the most im-
portant one, there cannot be too

much drill upon it. Besides, the stu-

dent should not be allowed to attempt

the upper or lower rows until a good
position of the hands is won. I give

about twenty-five words on the posi-

tion row, three lines of each word be-

ing written. These words are select-

ed carefully with a view to emphasiz-

ing the position keys ; that is, no
words containing g or h are given at

first, and when they are introduced,

the first fingers are taught to reach

over for them and return instantly to

position. The fingers are never al-

lowed to spread or remain when idle

on any keys except the position row.

In writing y, u, i, and r, t, e, the

fingers employed should reach out

after these keys, the other fingers re-

maining on the position row. When
the middle row is mastered, words
are used bringing in keys on the up-

per row in combination with the mid-
dle row in order that the fingers may
go from row to row. Words con-
taining letters found only on the up-

per row like "were" or "you" should
not be given at first, for the student
would be apt to simply lift the whole
hand up on the upper row, whereas
he should be taught to go up and
down from row to row, still keeping
the fingers not in use on the position

row. After using the first and sec-

ond fingers in combination with the

upper and middle rows in this way,
words taking in p, o, q, and w, are

introduced. By this time it is safe to

take the little fingers from their sup-
ports long enough to write q and p
and let w and o be written easily. In

the same way the little fingers are not

anchored in using the lower row, ex-

cept perhaps at first on reaching b, n,

and v. A great deal of drill should
be given on the lower row. For the

left hand—on the lower row only—

I

prefer the fingering now used by
many rapid writers; that is, the first

finger taking v and c, the second x,

and the third z, the little finger of the

left hand not being used at all. Be-

fore beginning the use of the shift

keys, the student should be drilled

thoroughly on words taking in every
key, still keeping the fingers not in

use on the position row. This does not

mean that a student should be taught,

for example, in writing "bought" to

go from b back to position; then to

o, and back to position; then to u,

and back to position, etc. The fin-

gers should, of course, go direct from
key to key, from b to ou.
To reiterate— if a teacher finds it

difficult to obtain accuracy, let her

teach a careful position of the hands,
keep the fingers from spreading over

the keyboard, and at first, but only at

first, have the little fingers rest on
the keys. When a student can write

page after page easily and accurately

at the rate of forty words a minute,
do not fail to free the little fingers,

and have the entire hand held just

above the position row.
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What To Read.

It has been asserted in a previous
article that reading has more to do
with the acquisition of correct

language habits than any amount of

syntax and prosody. To listen to a

good lecture is worth much and to be
able to meet and converse frequently
with intelligent persons who use ex-

cellent English is one of the very
best means of acquiring a command
of words and ideas. But the best
means the average student has of

meeting the master minds of English
literature is through the medium of

the printed page. Written English
has the advantage of having been
carefully scrutinized and revised be-
fore being entrusted to the printer.

On the other hand it may become
somewhat stilted and unnatural dur-
ing this process, but our best writers

are those who best reflect actual con-
ditions.

Given a pupil who reads, reads un-
derstanding^7

,
plenty of well-written,

instructive literature, the teaching of

English becomes an easy and a de-

lightful task. Next to the pupil who
reads understanding^', I would
choose one who reads, for the under-
standing may be developed by read-
ing. As to the one who reads noth-
ing but sentimental or bloodthirsty
trash, I am undecided. What do you
think, brother or sister teacher? Is

there hope for the one who spends
many hours engrossed in "love"
stories or those bordering so closely

on the tiptop weekly style that the
only distinction is the more respect-
able cover found on the outside ? It

seems to me that more than half of

the recent books which are making
big sales are merely "dime" novels
masquerading under the guise of re-

spectability. While our public li-

braries (ot the Carnegie-conscience-
salve variety) dish these out to our
boys and girls so liberally, can we
hope to interest them in the books
that do educate ?

The other day I picked up half a

dozen books of recent popular fiction

and in about five minutes I had made
this choice collection of paragraphs,
selected almost at random from three
of them:
"No wonder I love you—there never

was anybody so brave and so true as

you. But you must help me. I must
see you and talk to you—once in a
while, anyhow." That "once in

a while" is the most commendable
thing about this, from the standpoint
of the reader. The farther apart the
"whiles" the better.

Try this: "Am I—mad?" he
gasped. "You care for me—you are
willing to go—because you love me?"
I can see where a medical student
might get some good theoretical
practice in trying to decide what
ailed this fellew, whether the symp-
toms were those of hay fever, cholera
morbus or whether he was just what
Bill Nye used to call a—phool, but it's

enough to make anybody else "mad."
This one might add a little to one's

vocabulary: "He hesitated, then
swore violently and bounced out of
the room. He had made her suffer,

but she was almost repaid for every-
thing by that moment of cruel tri-

umph. She exulted in it and never
forgot it." It is to be hoped that the
rest of us can "forget it."

Then we have with us that type of

"hero" who invariably lights a ciga-
rette or pours a glass of "booze" on
every other page. lam thankful for

that slang word booze, as I am not
familiar enough with the fancy drink
names to use them discriminatingly
<as a popular fiction writer musti and
booze covers such a multitude of sins.
Seriously, must our writers of fiction

league themselves with the powers
that make for evil and endeavor to

recruit more victims for intemper-
ance by the downward influence such
books are bound to exert on the lives

of the young and impressionable ?

As teachers, it is our privilege to lead
our pupils into an appreciation of a

higher type of literature.

The advertising of the present day
is attractive. We like to read the ad-
vertisements in the monthly maga-
zines almost as well as the other de-

partments. One of the leading lines

advertised is clothing for young men.
An inspection of this advertising
would lead one to conclude that the
tobacco industry was equally inter-
ested with the clothing manufactur-
ers in putting out these announce-
ments. Why is a cigarette or a pipe
made a part of the "head-to-foot"
outfit of a young man ? You have
seen these advertisements: Did you
ever notice them? Why is it? Perhaps
you smoke: Some of my best friends
do. But do we want smoking made
a part of our course of study?
Wouldn't you prefer that students
should at least wait until school days
are over?
Now, some one is going to say,

"What has all this to do with

English?" Perphaps I have left my
subject a little in the background,
but if you look closely you will find
it. All these things affect the work
of the teacher. Let us help our
young people to see the foolishness
of some of the "literature" of the
present day. It has a vital bearing
on the subject.

The newspapers, the powerful daily
press, with descriptions of lynchings,
suicides, divorces, murders, robber-
ies, embezzlements, and other events
of like entertainingcharacter, furnish
much material not calculated to
further the cause of education. It is

our business to teach pupils to sift

the kernel of value from the mass of
chaff. A class in current events
should be maintained in everv school,
even though it may not meet more
than twice a month.
We can make the newspaper serve

us in other ways. Being prepared
hastily, errors are more apt to creep
into a daily paper than into other
publications. While the small coun-
try newspaper is more likely to
offend, the great metropolitan daily
commits its share of blunders. Stu-
dents will take much interest in
searching these out and correcting
them. Let me give you a few selec-
tions from an old scrap book of mine:
"He was overcome by smoke in the

upper story." Perhaps it served him
right. It depends.
"The man was fatally wounded.

He may die." Toobad--(The Eng-
lish, i

He was blown about thirty feet.

He left a family." Undoubtedly.
"He was wounded in the fracas."
"He was shot twice in the saloon."
"He fell upon his being shot."
It was a temptation to run these

three together, thus:
"He was wounded in the fracas,

being shot twice in the saloon, and
fell immediately upon his being
shot." That would have made a har-
rowing tale, indeed. Still, perhaps
this one was in a worse plight:
"He was shot in the suburbs by

night."
What shall we read ? That which

is interesting. Do not condemn all

stories. Read anything that will in-

struct and inspire to do good. There
is a wealth of material to draw from,
but discrimination must be taught.
If a boy likes adventure, there are
books of this type which will instruct
as well as amuse. If a girl will read
nothing but a love story, there are
those which will teach nobility of
character and at the same time effec-

tive English. Every taste can be ac-
commodated without going to the ref-

use heap. Try to make the reading
progressive. The taste for reading
should improve and the intellect be
gradually developed to enjoy better
things.

I have had pupils come into my dic-

tation classes who confessed that
they had never read a book outside
of those studied in the public school.
Many others seem to think that if a
stenographer is able to take down
every word uttered bj' a dictator the
height of perfection is reached. It is

a problem to interest such pupils in

C Continued on page 25.)
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ARITHMETIC
.1. H. M I NICK

I ..i^l 111. in College, Pou&bkeepste, N. V.
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SHORT METHODS IN MULTIPLI-
CATION

{Continued)

To multiply when the units and tens

digits of the multiplicand are the

same, and the sum of the two digits of

the multiplier is leu.

Multiply 88 by 64.

ss Take the product of the

64 units for the first two fig-

5H32 ures of the product. Then
increase the tens figure of the multi-

plier byl, and take the product of

the tens figures, as changed, for the

product.

To multiply any number of two digits

by any other number of two digits.

Multiply 62 by 34.

62 Multiply the units by the

34 units for the first figure of

2108 the product; the tens by
the units and the units by the tens

and add for the second figure; and
the tens by the tens for the remaining

figure or figures, carrying where
necessary. Thus, in the example,

4X2=8, (4-6)+(3 2)=30; write for

the second figure of the product; then

(3x6)+3 (carriedi=21 which is writ-

ten for the last two figures of the

product.

To multiply two numbers of two fig-

ures, in each of which the unit figure

is 5.

Multiply 85 by 45.

s.S Write 25, the product of

45 the units, for the first two
3825 right-hand figures of the

product. Then take the product of

the tens figures (4 • 8,) to which add
half their sum (j of 44 8, J making 32

+6, or 38, as the two left-hand figures,

which completes the product, 3825.

When the sum of the tens figures is

an odd number, write 75 for the two
right-hand figures of the product;
and to the product of the tens add
half of their sum less 1, for the two
left-hand figures.

To multiply by using the complements
of the numbers.
The Complement of a number is the

difference between the number and
the unit of the next higher order.
Thus, the complement of 7 is 3; of 68

is 32; of 984 is 16.

Multiply 9>; by 93.

96 4 The complement of 96
93—7 is 4, and of 93 is 7. The

8928 product of the comple-

ments is 28 which gives the two right-

hand figures of the product. For the
remaining two figures of the product,
subtract either complement from the

other number (7 from 96 or 4 from 93,)

and place the result (89) at the left of

28 to complete the product.
When the product of the comple-

ments is less than 10, place a cipher
in the tens place in the product.
To multiply "when both numbers are a

little over 100 or 1000.

Multiply 112 by 107.

112 Take the product of the
107 excess of 100 in each num-

11984 ber (7 > 12) for the first

two right-hand figures of the product,
and for the remaining figures of the
product, add the excess of either

number over 100 to the other number
(7+112 or 12+107.)

To multiply by a number a little less or
a little more than 100, 1000, etc.

1. Multiply 236 by 98.

23600 Ninety-eight times 236 is

472 100 times the number less

23128 2 times the number.
Hence, we annex two ciphers to 236

and from the result subtract 2 times
236.

2. Multiply 372 by 104.

37200 Annexing two ciphers to

1488 372 multiplies it by 100, to

38688 which result we add 4

times 372, for the entire result.

To multiply by first making conven-
ient changes in the multiplicand and
the multiplier.

Multiply 125 by 24.

125 24= Multiplying the
1000- 3=3000 multiplicand and

or 500- 6=3000 dividing the mul-
tiplier by the same number will not
change the product. Hence, take
mentally the product of 8 times 125

and J of 24, which equal 1000x3, or
3000. Or it equals 125x4X6=500x6=
3000.

To multiply when one part of the mul-
tiplier is a factor of another part.
1. Multiply 3251 by 426.

3251 The units, 6, is a factor
426 of 42 which may be re-

19506 garded as tens. We first

136542 multiply by 6, and then
1384926 since 42 tens are 7 times

as many tens as there are units, we
may take the product obtained in
multiplying by 6, and multiply it by
7; and then take the sum of the par-
tial products.

2. Multiply 4325 by 618.

4325 The hundreds, 6, is a
618 factor of 18 which may be

25950 regarded as units. We
77850 first multiply by the hun-

2672850 dreds, placing the first

figure of the product under hundreds.
18 units are 3 times as many units as
there are tens; hence, the product ob-
tained in multiplying by 6, is multi-
plied by 3, and the first figure is writ-

ten in the units place. The sum of
partial products is the required re-

sult.

If the student is careful to exercise
his ingenuity, as he should, he will

often be able to see relations in num-
bers which will enable him to perform
certain operations quickly by the use
of short cuts.

Short Methods in Division.

To divide by the aliquot parts of 10,

100 or 1000.

1. Divide 174 by 3^.

17.4 Since 3} is J of 10, it will

3 be contained in 174 three

52.2 times as often as 10.

Hence, we move the decimal point
one place to the left in 174, which di-

vides the number by 10, and multiply
the result by 3.

2. Divide 1840 by 25.

18.40 Since 25 is j of 100, move
4 the decimal point twe

"73.60" places to the left in 1840,

and multiply the result by 4.

3. Divide 927854 by 166H

.

927.854 Since 166H is ,'. of 1000, it

6_ will be contained in 927854

5567.124 six times as often as 1000.

Hence, we move the decimal point
three places to the left in 927844 which
divides the number by 1000, and mul-
tiply the result by 6.

Division is the reverse of multipli-

cation; hence the methods here
shown in division, will hold for the
entire table of aliquot parts of 10, 100,

1000, etc. Suitable exercises should
be prepared by the teacher to give the
students sufficient practice to enable
them to become skillful in applying
the proper method of operation in

solving the examples, and to do the
work quickly.

Oral drills should be kept up for

purely mental calculation. Examples
like the following will afford excel-

lent mental drill:

1. 40 : 3J= 5, 80 : 3J= 9. 200 : 33i=
2. 60 h3J= 6. 20 : lf= 10. 500 : 33J=
3.20:1',- 7. 60:1',=-- 11.300^-25 =
4. 30^2J= 8. 70 : 1J= 12.700:25 =
These and other similar examples

may be placed upon the board, and
the class be required to name the

quotients, or the examples may be
dictated to the class to be taken down
on paper, solved mentally, and the

correct result to be written after each
example. After a little practice, the
students may be tested on similar ex-

amples for speed. Frequent exer-

cises of this nature will always prove
interesting and helpful to the real

student.
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NUMBER FOUR

In the last paper, No. 3, I gave an
outline "make-up" for the booklet.

In this number I am submitting short
articles suggestive of what should be
placed in the front part of the book-
let. It is doubtful if any one of these
articles as written will fully meet
your requirements; that is, your
ideas what should be said, but they
will at least suggest to you some-
thing that will hold the prospect's at-

tention and vitalize his ambitions.
Of course I understand that some

schools put out different kinds of

booklets -one perhaps filled with tes-

timonials, another with brief infor-

mation in regard to the school, and
possibly another with portraits of

some cf the more successful grad-
uates. Each one of them has a cer-

tain value, but not one of them has
the selling value that a booklet of

this kind has, where your testimoni-
als, information in regard to your
courses, and articles of inspiration
are all brought under one cover.

I HK VALUE EDUCATION
It illy necessary to say very much in re

yard to the value of a special business training-
It is generally conceded today that a person
should have a prelimary training for whatever he
intends to make his life work. If lie is going to

he a physician, he attends a medical school; if a

lawyer, a law school; if a minister, a theological
school, and a person who wishes to rise rapidly
in business should attend a business school,
w here he will he given a working knowledge of
the most important details that he will have to

arte .1 to

No honest principal of a business school pre-
tends to make a finished businessman or busi-
nesswoman of the pupils placed in his charge,
any more than a medical school claims to turn
out experienced physicians. The young person
who has heeu trained to figure accurately and
rapidly, to spell well, to put his thoughts into
good English, and to take a letter and enter a

transcripti if it that a business man would he
willing to have go forth from his office, posses-
ses the ability to take even- upward step in busi-
ness life, and there are no limits to the advance-
mentthat each one may make, except the limit
that he places around himself. In the early days
of business schools, in their crude form, they
were not so well thought of by business men.
'today, there is not a good school in the country
hut that has more demands upon it for assistants,
during the year, than it can supply.

CHANCES fur SUCCESS

You can succeed. You can make your loftiest
ideals come true. You cannot accomplish this by
iust merely wishing—wishing that you were
someone else, or that some good fairy would
come along and do your work for you and wake
you up when it is completed.
Hard work alone will not place you at the to],

of your chosen profession or vocation. A person
might saw and hammer for years and not build a
presentable house; he must have a plan; must
know iust what he is going to do and how t,.

make every stroke count. And so must you
plan out your work if you do not wish to waste
your effort. And remember this, a person is not
only the ••architect" of his own fortunes, hut he is

the builder as well.

there is an awful lot of dri\el doled out to as-
piring people. They are told that those who
wish to achieve eminence in the line that they
have chosen must lie horn that way. Just as if

the Supreme Being were limited in any way.
Just as if He cannot How into and make real the
loftiest thoughts of which man is capable of con
ceiving.

I tell you that if you believe in your true self
and plan out and work for great things instead of

indulging in mere wishes, you will surely accom-
plish your desires.
• I want to show you how to plan; to map out a

.campaign of training for yourself that will he su
premely pleasant and profitable.

Every normal, healthy person has an ambition
to he something more than he now is. He wants
to forge to the front in some particular line, bul
he doesn't know how to go about developing his
latent resources, and he hesitates about askuiy
any Of his friends for advice for fear they may
laugh at him, or consider him weak-minded for

harboring such high and seemingly tinnbtain
able ambition
Everyone is quick to acknowledge a success,

hut how few are willing to encourage you to step
out and beyond your present circumscribed life,

anil fewer still are there who are competent to
show you how to lift yourself to a higher plane of
life and enjoyment.
Main good people attempt to encourage oth-

ers but generally .lose by saving that if you have
•genius" you can succeed, and if you do not
possess "genius" you might as well not try.
This brand of encouragement always acts as a

wet blanket around one's cherished ambitions.
because one always wonders if he possesses the
latent ability that will enable him to make real all

of the beautiful things he has dreamed of or de-

Let me tell you that the Supreme Life that

preme Life thai flows through your being, and
there is no limit to your developmet except
those limits placed bj yourself.

Possibly you may feel that you are poor and
that your surroundings are not conducive to

the highest development. ( )r it may he that you
lack education or feel that physically you are not
large enough to reach your goal. And, like the
majority of young people, you may at times
doubt your mental capacity for work.
Let me tell you that if you you really desire to

better your condition; to know more so thai you
will earn and enjoy more, and there is no seem
ing obstacle between you and the coveted posi-
tion in life that .you cannot surmount, provided
that you carefully plan out your work and keep
"Everlastingly at it." REMEMBER, EVERT
DEEP-SEATED DESIRE IS ROOTED IS THE ABIL
ITT TO MAKE IT REAL
No matter where you may be. whether it is

miles from a postotlice or in the heart of a great
city: in a poor family or in a house of wealth, if

you have an intense desire for something, you
can realize it if you know how to proceed.
Some people long for happiness; others want

wealth: some seek power and others wish for
honors: some want to become artists, musicians,
or writers. Everyone has an ambition to do
something—to become something better. .Mil

lions fail to reach the coveted goal because thej
do not know how to plan; to recognize oppor-
tunities; to bring all their resources to bear up-
on the subject.

I know that I can help you and show you how
to develop yourself and to win that which you
desire. Conceit, you say. Not at all. I have

helped thousands of young people: planned for
them and taught them to plan for themselves and
get the most out of life. I know what I can do.
iust the same as you will know what you can do
when you are shown how to use the powers that
have been placed in your possession.

I shall be glad to have you write, telephone or
call on me no matter whether yon want in take
anything with this school or not. I would rather
assist young people to develop into good and
useful citizens than do anything else I know of.

OPPORTUNITY FOR ADVANCEMENT
The question is frequently asked, "What are

the opportunities today for young men and
young women who are equipped to do steno.
graphic or first-class clerical work?" Frequently
people make the assertion there are thousands of
stenographers, bookkeepers and office help .mi
of work. This statement is not accurate. A
qualified stenographer or office assistant is not
long out of remunerative employment, and tin-
salary that he will receive and the position that
he will advance to. are almost wholly dependent
upon the individual's love of the work and appli-
cation to the details of the business.
There are a great many who take up the study

of shorthad because they think it would be a nice
thing to he a stenographer and sit in an office
lint who have no real love for the work. They
are continually watching the clock and take in.
interest whateverin the development of the bus
iness. It is this class that make up the number 0(
so-called stenographers and office assistants who
are out of employment.

CAN I SUCCEED?

This is the question that confronts everyom

—

young and old—when he contemplates a move in
a new direction. To answer "Yes" or "No"
without qualifying the answer would not In-

right. If a person loves a particular line of work,
he loves it so that he is anxious to get to it early
in the morning and stay with it the principal
part of his waking 1 is. If he looks upon it as a
pleasure and recreation, he will surely succeed
The person who sincerely loves his w :nrk is con-
stantly studying the details of it and planning
new ways for producing results. To engage in
business simply because someone else has made
money in it. is to court failure. Sometimes we
are told that in order to succeed, we must have
genius for the business in hand. 1 would say
that love for the business is sufficient, because
that means "Keeping everlastingly at it." intelli-
gently, and that always spells "success."'
No. 5 will give an outline of the first follow-up

letter.

English—Continued from page 23.

language work, to make them see
that they need to know the laws of
construction andcriticism. Oneway
to reach such pupils is to dictate
a speech on the good roads move-
ment; the minister may touch upon
almost any topic known to man; the
merchant may talk on some phase
of good citizenship. The only way
to be fortified is to know words.
Further than this the stenographer
or the bookkeeper may become the
dictator. How much a business de-
pends upon the ability of its letter

writers is another subject.

Dear Mr. Zaner:
I notice a couple of errors in my November

contribution, one of which I am responsible for.
and the other probably due to a slip in "making
up."
What is given as the fifth paragraph is out of

place and should have changed places with the
one which is printed as the sixth.
The words "These twelve" etc., should have

followed the paragraph ending "let us return to
our lessons:"
In the last paragraph, 1 refer to "number

eight" when I should have said number eleven.
These two corrections are almost necessary in

order to get the real sense of the comments
made. Sincerely,

EC. Birch.
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New England High School Commer-

cial Teachers' Association

The above Association met in

Ninth Annual Convention, October
21st, in Simmons College, Boston.
President Frederick H. Read, Prov-

idence, R. I., departed from the

beaten track and had all the speak-

ers save one from the business world.

In an attractive folder headed, "Dyna-
mite, Look Out," he advertised the

above fact, also that one speaker had
built up a business of $2,000,000 a

month and employed 800 stenogra-
phers.
President Lefavour, of Simmons

College, extended a courteous and
cordial invitation. Mr. A. J. Mere-
dith, director of the Commercial De-
partment, State Normal School, Sa-

lem, Mass., follows with a scholary
paper on the "Professional and Tech-
nical Training of Teachers." He
argued for the broadest foundation
with the widest possible professional
training. The motto of commercial
teachers must be self improvement
since the demands of the future are

bound to grow heavier.

The Superintendent of one of Bos-
ton's largest department stores, Mr.
Walter A. Hawkins, of the Jordan
Marsh Co., gave as requisites of

"Bread and Butter Education," (1)

plain handwriting, (2) ability to ex-

press ourselves clearly and concisely,

(3) spelling, (4) common arithmetic,

indluding the fundamentals, exten-

sion, discount and percentage, (5)

honesty, accuracy, persistance, cour-
tesy and love of hard work plus av-

erage ability. His firm maintains a

Salesmanship class four hours a week
f3:30-5:30 p. m.) and pays clerks while
attending. Prizes are given in cash
by the firm to employees making us-

able suggestions. His address arous-
ed keen interest and as in the case of

the other business men, received a
rising vote of thanks.
In a similar strain, A. W. Holmes,

Superintendent of the Baird-North
Co., (manufacturing jewelers), Provi-
dence, discussed "What a Business
Man Expects of his Bookkeeper and
Stenographer." He proved a verit-
able "live wire." He emphasized
above all else, (1) health, (2) then ac-
curacy with figures, (3) ability to
spell, (4) penmanship, (5) nimblemind-
edness, (6) concentration, (7) man
building, (8) positive personality,
force, will power, endurance. The
three things necessary are, (a) how to
apply for a position, (b) how to keep a
position, (c) ready for the place high-
er up. ( )pportunity knocks over and
over.
After an appetizing lunch served

by the students of the Household De-
partment, the Convention enjoyed a
rare treat in a philosophical discus-
sion on "Some Connotations of
Teaching for Business" by Professor
W. M. Cole, of the Harvard School of
Business Administration. His full

paper is well worth printing. He

dwelt on (1) training of the thinking
powers, (2) cultivation of the imagina-
tion, (3) the ground work of funda-
mental facts. Teach principles, not
definitions, not forms, not rules. The
function of the teacher is not to
teach but to help the pupil see for
himself.
He was followed by Frank P.

Speare, Educational Director of the
Boston Y. M. C. A. and Dean of the
School of Commerce and Finance. He
used many apt illustrations and as-
serted that the new tendencies were
to establish a higher school of
science, business management, cost
keeping, leaks, depreciation, etc.

He emphasized the "factor of safety"
in business, which requires expert
accountants to find.

George Hopkins, advertising mana-
ger of the Loose-Wiles Biscuit Co.,
read a paper on "What Education for
Business Means." He employed cap-
tains of industry. A business man is

as high socially as a banker or a
broker. His points were, (a) real writ-
ing (not vertical) (b) executive ability,

(c) honesty in use of time, (d) hard
work, (e) talk to the point and readily.
The last speaker was the manager

of The Columbian National Life In-
surance Co., Boston, Franklin Ganse,
who emphasized the "Sales Element
in all Commercial Work." His wide
personal experience with Marshall
Field, Selfridge, etc., made his talk a
telling and vigorous one. In satisfy-
ing a customer three points are, a)

square dealing, lb) prompt dealing,
(c) neatness.
The new officers are, President, A.

J. Meredith, Salem; First Vice Presi-
dent, Mr. Cain, Cambridge, Mass.;
Second Vice President, John B. Hay-
ward, Everett; Secretary, W. O. Hol-
den, Pawtucket, R. I.; Treasurer, J.

C. Moody, New Britain, Conn.
Thirty new members were elected.

The next meeting will be in 1912 in

Salem, Mass. President Read re-

ceived a well deserved vote of thanks.
F. E. Lakey.

Suggested Program for the Annual
Meeting of the Commercial Teach-

ers' Association of Indiana, In-

dianapolis, Indiana, Dec.
26, 27 and 28, 1911.

TUESDAY EVENING
P. M. Complimentary Luncheon

inU-rs .mil invited guests of tin- assor

trtesy ..f the Bobbs-Merrill Publish!

iwed by address of Welcome—State
Mil

f—

V

Mi III!!

TlMStN ?

Followed i.\ Rec eption in tin- Picture Gallery of

the Bobbs-Merrill Publishing Co., containing
some 300 or more originals of the illustrations

of the Bobbs-Merrill Publications.

WEDNESDAY MORNING
s:nn A. M. Meeting of officers and Executive
Committee. Enrollment of Members for ( )hio

Valley Association.
'.1:0(1 A. M. In Whal Kxreilt is the lilisiuess

College Responsible for the Moral Welfare of

ItsStudents? Mr. Davison, Hardy School, In-

dianapolis;
Discussion—Opened by Mr. Lockyear, Evans

ville.

Is a Grammar School Graduate Certified to M.S..

Ready to Enter Business College?—The Busi-

ness College View.
should In- l.e Expected to he Ready? Ought the

tirades to Furnish Sufficient Education for the

Average Business Man or Woman of Todaj

The Public School View—City Supt. Mirick.
Indianapolis.

I Hscussion, General.
What a Business .Man Expects of a Stenographer
Some Indianapolis Business Man.

Bookkeeping, Auditing, Investigating, < >r the
Staircase and a View into the Room at the Top
—W. A. Dehority, State Hoard of Accountants.

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

1:30 P.M. Shorthand an. I Typewritirrg—The
Ideal and How to Obtain It.

I Hscussion, General.
Rapid Calculation and Other Commercial Fea-
tures of Arithmetic—R. J. Nelson. Nelson's
Business College. Cincinnati.

Discussion.
What Ought to he Accomplished in a Business
Course?

WEDNESDA Y E VEN I N I

.

8:00 P. M. Commercial Geography— Lecture
with Practical Hints for School Men. Illustrated

with Magic Lantern-Prof. S. I). VonBenthuy-
sen, Dean Dept. of Commerce. Dak. Weslevan
ITniversity.

THURSDAY MORNINfi

0:00 A. M. Penmanship,
What Every Business College Ought to Ac-
complish.
WhatCan he Done Without an Expert Teacher.

lal In Business Colleges
i hi In Public Schools

C. P. Zaner.
10:00 A. M. Business Session. Reports of

Committees and Election of Officers.

Adjournment.

THE PRIVATE SCHOOL MANA-
GERS' ASSOCIATION MEETS
AT CHICAGO, ILL., DEC.

14-15-16, 1911.

This will be the most important
meeting ever held by our Association.
Three whole days for full and free

discussion of the managers' end of

our business.
The field Secretary will make his

first Annual Report. This new fea-

ture of our Association has created
an enthusiastic interest among our
members, who will be eager to get

this year's summary. This report of

the experimental year of our Field

Secretary will show the possibilities

of such an effort and determine if

this service is to be continued.
Your ambition for your school can-

not be realized by working alone.

Come to Chicago, work with other

men of our profession, and you will

accomplish your desired end more
easily.

The work of our Association must
mean something to every Private

Commercial School man in the coun-
try.

Will you assist and be assisted by
a three days' visit to Chicago; Dec.
14th, 15th and 16th?

The meeting will put you in fine

fettle for meeting your prospective
students for the New Year.
La Salle Hotel will be headquarters.
Drop me a card that you will be at

this Chicago meeting.
P. S. Spangler,

Secretary-Treasurer.

Postscript :

A managers' Meeting exclusivelA,

December 14th, 15th and 16th.
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THE BUSINESS COLLEGE SIT-
UATION.

BY O. A. HOFFMANN, PRES. HOFFMANN,
METROPOLITAN BUS. COLLEGE, MIL-

WAT'KEE, WIS.

The writer knows of no other line

of business where it would be almost
an impossibility for competitors to

get together and meet at one place,

for the purpose of conducting meet-

ings harmoniously, and where the

outcome would show a perceptible

improvement in conditions.

Again, for a business college man
to do another one a good turn finan-

cially or otherwise, would be consid-
ered an extraordinary thing. Yet,
the writer knows of no business of

any kind, where there is such
an imperative necessity to get to-

gether as in the business college
field. In the larger cities, like New
York and Chicago, this feeling
towards one another is not so
strained as it is in cities like Louis-
ville, Cleveland, Minneapolis, Cincin-
nati, Indianapolis, St. Paul and simi-
lar cities. Suspicion, hatred, jeal-

ousy, selfishness; these qualities are
so deeply rooted in the minds of many
business college proprietors as
to make it impossible for co-operation
for the betterment and improvement
of the profession. This is not only
noticed by business men generally
but especially by text-book publish-
ers, typewriter men and others who
come in contact with the business
college fraternity. The various state

and national associations are no
doubt doing considerable good but
do not remedy the conditions.

The writings of such men like W.
N. Ferris and Carl C. Marshall, are
worth while considering and their
warnings ought to be heeded. Yet,
the abuses and illegitimate practices
go on year in and year out, and the
faker, the dead-beat, the schemer,
continues to sail along smoothly and
manage somehow or another to flour-

ish in spite of any efforts made by
others to improve conditions. It is a
very serious problem and can be
remedied by proper co-operation.
Here again there is another difficulty.

The majority of business college
men, although they ought to have the
ability to write or dictate a letter as
it is their line of business, yet, many
of them lack the common courtesy to
answer a business letter, even when
furnished a stamped addressed en-
velope to do so. This can only be
accounted for from the fact that
there are many in the profession,
who do not possess good business
principles and clean methods of do-
ing business, and those that do not
answer letters, evidently do not want
to be disturbed in their manner of
doing business. However, it is en-

couraging to know that the better
class of business college men are
waking up to the situation and de-
manding some reforms and from
present indications it appears that
the coming year will see organized a

national league of business educators
who will secure better protection for

good schools and adopt a platform or

code of ethics, which, if carried into
effect, will eliminate many of the
abuses and illegitimate practices re-

ferred to.

( Continued.

)

A LIVELY MEETING OF THE
COMMERCIAL TEACHERS

OF THE BADGER
STATE.

It may not be known to many readers of The
Educator that Wisconsin is the only State in

the I'nion in which a regular department or

sub-organization of commercial teachers is car-

ried on in connection with the State Association

of public school teachers. This department is

known as the "Commercial Conference." We
believe there have been three meetings of this

body. The last one was held on the 9th, 10th

and 11th of November at Milwaukee. The
Wisconsin Teachers' Association always meets

at Milwaukee.
The Commercial Conference on this occasion

had an attendance of ninety teachers. Mr.F. Stan-

ley Powles. of the West Division High School,

Milwaukee, was the President this year, and the

Secretary was Mr. J. W. Martindill of the Mad-
ison High School.

The Educator representative had the plea-

sure of being present at the Conference and of

sampling the brand of commercial education

that is wakening up things in the Badger State.

The program of this Conference had the merit

of not being too long, and of making up in

quality what it lacked in quantity. It consisted

of four numbers. Three of these were impor-

tant and ever-timely topics of commercial edu-

cation presented by Wisconsin teachers, and

the fourth an inspiring and characteristic ad-

dress on "Commercial Education" by the inim-

itable Mr. Ferris, of Big Wapids, Mich.

"High School Stenography" was the title of a

most interesting and intelligent paper by Miss

Susan Drew, of the East Division High School.

Milwaukee. Miss Drew believes in emphasiz-

ing the practical side of shorthand. She admits

its cultural value, but would put the practical

motive first in the content of the subject. She
held that students should begin transcribing

their shorthand notes early in the course, and

does not obiect to allowing them to correct their

errors by means of erasures She urged that

students should be made familiar with the

different makes of typewriters, but would allow

her advanced students to choose the machine

they want to use. She further urged the great

importance of English, of history,and language-

study for shorthand students, holding that these

are much more important than mathematics.

Miss Drew's bright and thoughtful paper was
intelligently discussed bv a Miss Brown, whose
teaching location the reporter failed t') learn.

Further interesting discussion followed, several

members of the Conference participating.

Mr. Claude D. Stout, of the Stoughton Wiscon-
sin High School gave a very interesting and

helpful presentation of his method of teaching

Commercial Law. He encourages his pupils to

bring legal documents into the class, and to

delve into the history of business law as much
as possible. Prof. S. W. Oilman, of the State

University, discussed Mr. Stout's paper in a

very entertaining way. In the course of his

talk he paid his respects to the sleepy or lazy-

teacher who cannot hear a recitation without
keeping his eyes glued on the text book.
Mr. A. J. LeGrand, of the South Division

High School, gave a highly practical talk on the
subject of "How To Secure Results in Book-
keeping." In the course of his remarks he sug-
gested a number of matters not directly related
to his subject. He urged strongly that the
physical welfare of students should be looked
after more than they frequently are, that there
should be good lighting and ventilation, clean
rooms and practical desks. Mr. LeGrand urges
the importance of getting bookkeeping students
to think for themselves, rather than to blindly
follow forms and processes. Mr. LeGrand's
paper was discussed entertainingly by Mr.
Langmas of the Kenosha High School.
The program concluded with Mr. Ferris'

splendid address. Anyone who has ever heard
the "Michigan Cyclone" knows how entirely
impossible it is to report him adequately.
Suffice it to say that his address was packed
with brilliant and forceful. epigrams, uplifting
ideas and passionate pleading for genuineness
and honesty in both teaching and business. He
came near getting into politics by saying a good
word for free trade and reciprocity, urging that
trading among men and nations is the very
Evangel of civilization. In short, Brother Fer-
ris carried his audience by storm as he usually
does.

In the business meeting that followed Presi
dent Powles and Secretary Martindill were re-
elected and Miss Grace L. King, of Wausau was
elected Vice-president. Some important com-
mittee reports were received and adopted.
Among these was the report of a com-
mittee appointed to investigate the feasibility
of adopting a standard or uniform set of capital
letters in penmanship work. This committee
presented the following conclusions which ap-
peared to be received without dissent.

(1) We do not believe it is advisable to con-
fine the teaching of capital letters to any partic-
ular style or set.

(2) There is no especial demand that the let-

ters now in general use are nol satisfactory, leg-
ible, or easily written.

(3) We believe that we as teachers should
encourage individuality in writing, especially
in the High School.

(4) If a set of letters were selected, the letters

would [not differ material from the ones advo-
cated and used by the authors of the leading
systems of writing.

15) If a set of letters were selected, it would
be necessary lo make some provision to furnish
grade teachers and pupils with copies of same.

(6) We believe that the criticism, if there be
any, on the letters now in general use, is not be-
cause of style, but poor execution of form.
Another committee consisting of F. D.Cross,

Watertown, J. W. Martindill, Madison, and J. W.
Emig, Green Bay, made the following report as

to methods of penmanship teaching in Wiscon-
sin.

"From outlines and specimens of High School
work received, we conclude that for the most
part our commercial teachers are using modern
methods of teaching writing. That is to say.
they are teaching the formation of letters
through the application of the muscular or arm
movement, going from the simple forms based
upon the direct oval and following a logical de-
velopment to more complex forms. The Com-
mercial teachers seem to be enthusiastic in the
belief that Ihe main purpose in teaching writing
is to give the pupils the ability to write neatly
and legibly with ease and speed.
Grade work, however, does not seem as satis-

factory, and thus our students upon reaching the
Commercial Department have but little founda-
tion. In many cases their style of writing has
been changed so often that their penmanship is

( Continued on page 29. )
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Marshall's Mental Meanderings—Con-

tinued from page 19.

ance at this meeting as the fulfill-

ment of a duty to our profession, al-

so, we, ourselves, need the uplift and
renewed enthusiasm that come from
such a meeting; incidentally, we
shall have a glorious good time.
Make your plans noic, to be on hand
and thus be able, during all the com-
ing years, to recall with pleasure and
satisfaction that you attended the
great Federated Meeting at Spokane
in 1912.

Legibility You may talk all you
First please about movement,

rapidity, ease, fluency, etc., but af-

ter all is said and done, illegibility

continues to be the weakest link in

the penmanship chain. It is surpris-

ing the number of folks there are who
cannot write, even their own names,
so they can be read. Almost every
day I get letters, most of them from
school men, too, that, if my princi-

ples were not "foundered on a rock"
as Josiah Allen's wife used to say,

would cause me to break out in unre-
strained profanity. Some of these
letters contain enough heavily shad-
ed flourishes, and other superflous
curlycues, to indicate that the writ-

ers aspire to be known as penmen
with a capital P. But in the writing
itself, the u's, n's, e's, and i's are as

alike as peas in a pod, while the t's,

l's and h's would seem to have been so
interbred that their mongrel progeny
show no distinctive ancestral traits.

There is plenty of "movement", and
"freedom" and "delicacy of touch"
and, probably "speed" also, but con-
sidered as writing that is intended to

be read, the stuff is nothing short of

damnable. What a joy it is to turn from
this scrawly, hair line, swiftly writ-

ten stuff, to a letter that is penned by
some blessed uninstructed soul, in

the good old-fashioned way, and that
can be read like print, even if it isn't

pretty. Give us first of all writing
that can be read; after this, add as
much high art as you please.

Is it the Tool If a runner does a
or the hundred yards in six

Workman? seconds flat, should
the honor go to the athlete, or to the
man who made his spiked shoes?
Does the holder of the tennis cham-
pionship confer a superior glory on
the firm that manufactures his

raquet? We are moved to these quer-
ies by reading some of the advertise-
ments of shorthand authors who
seemed inclined to deck their own
brows with the speed-contest laurels,

that belong to the writers themselves.
There are a dozen or so of these mar-
velously skilled top-notchers, who
write different systems of shorthand,
and who owe their success, not to

any particular system, but to their
own persistent efforts, added to their
native ability in this line of endeav-
or. But as an aftermath to every

shorthand speed contest, the pushful
publisher of the shorthand that hap-
pens to be used by the winner, im-
mediately spreads himself in full-

page ads in the magazines, to claim
that the "results of the contest un-
questionably prove the superiority of

Bragg & Blowhard's System." Of
course it proves nothing of the sort,

for the simple reason, that in at least

four successive contests, the top hon-
ors have gone to writers of different

systems. The whole thing is self-ev-

ident bosh, and equally silly is the
mercenary attempt to use the laurels

of the champion typist as decorations
for the particular make of machine
they'operate.
There are no doubt plenty of fools

in this poor old world, but we opine
that these advertisers rather over-es-

timate the proportion.

The Views of a If any of you are
Sound Educator not following Mr.

Birch's articles on English you are
missing a good thing. They are fair-

ly packed with nuggets of shining
common sense. One paragraph es-

pecially pleases the present writer so
well that he asks permission to repro-
duce it here.
"It is one of the purposes of this se-

ries to demonstrate that a study of
words, their origin, meaning and use,
the careful selection of the right
word, the acquisition of new ideas by
observation, conversation and read-
ing and the introduction of suitable
exercises for the purpose of teaching
the pupil to construct sentences, par-
agraphs and complete themes are of
vastly more importance than the
teaching of technicalities. Techni-
cal grammar may enable one to criti-

cise the construction of a sentence,
but it will never develop the ability
to write a sentence."
When teachers learn, if they ever

do, that vocabulary building is the
bone and muscle of language-teach-
ing, our schools will turn out a crop
of young folks who can really read
and write their mother tongue intel-

ligently.

That observant English philoso-

pher, Mr. Herbert George Wells, has
remarked, "the modern schoolmaster
teaches grammar, because he does
not ftnow how to teach language."
That is a good observation for some
of our schoolmasters to ponder and
Mr. Birch's article should help them
in the process.

To Encourage If the American
Thrift people—especially

the younger element—need the culti-

vation of any one virtue more than
another just at this time, it is Thrift.

The average young worker in our
shops and offices is a spendthrift. If,

on the arrival of Monday morning he
has anything left over from last

week's salary, he feels that he is not
quite living up to his opportunities.

He will even mortgage his pay for

months ahead in order to own a mo-
torcycle, or a diamond scarf pin, or

other distinctive gewgaw. Our
schools could, if they would, do a lot

to correct this unfortunate state of
mind and pocket among our young
folks. Some of them are already do-
ing it. The method consists in es-
tablishing early relations between
the boys and girls and the savings
banks. Several years ago, our friend,
Mr. Durand Springer, of Ann Arbor,
organized a school savings bank in

the high school, in which the stu-
dents kept the books, collected the
money and deposited it daily with the
city banks. We believe the system
worked splendidly, and no doubt, in-

culcated the habit of saving, in very
many of the Ann Arbor young
folks. The coming of the new
Government postal savings banks,
should offer a most valuable oppor-
tunity to the schools, to encourage
the opening of bank accounts among
the children. In a western city of
30000, it was recently found that the
school children spent $150 a day in

moving picture shows alone. Prob-
ably twice as much more went for

candy and chewing-gum. One half of

this waste, diverted to the savings
bank, would make the deposits of the
children in this little city aggregate
$67,500 annually. If the schools would
connect up with the savings banks,
we should have fewer paupers and
suicides in the next generation.

AN OHIO VALLEY COMMERCIAL
TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION.

The Commercial Teachers' Associ-
ation of Indiana, has arranged, in

the absence of any meeting of the
National Federation this winter, to

hold its annual meeting the 26th, 27th,

and 28th of December at Indianapolis
in connection with the annual meet-
ing of the Indiana State Teachers'
Association. The meeting will open
with a banquet and reception on
Tuesday evening to the Indiana As-
sociation and their guests, and the In-

diana Association is extending an in-

vitation to every commercial teacher
and school manager in the States of

Illinois, Indiana, Ohio and Kentucky
to meet with them at the time and
join in the organization of an OHIO
VALLEY COMMERCIAL TEACH-
ERS' ASSOCIATION to unite the
separate state organizations in a

larger gathering that will meet an-

nually at a time that will not inter-

fere with the meeting of the National
Federation and will be to this section

of the country what the Missouri Val-

ley, Central and Eastern Associa-
tions are to their respective sections.

Speakers of state and national rep-

utation will be on the program and
an enthusiastic gathering is expected.
Indianapolis is a central point at

which to start the movement for a

larger association and every teacher

in all the adjoining states is urged to

be in attendance.
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VERMONT STATE TEACH-

ERS' CONVENTION.

At the Vermont State Teachers'
Convention held at Montpelier, Octo-
ber 19-21, 1307 delegates registered.

Arrangements for the Commercial
Section had been made by Irving V.

Cobleigh of the Burlington High
School. The main feature was a dis-

cussion of the question of standard
for graduation in Typewriting.
Some schools seemed to have no
definite standard: in those having a

minimum the following were given:
(li writing 60 words of familiar mat-
ter from dictation in one minute; (21

writing 450 words of familiar matter
from dictation in ten minutes; (3)

writing 75 letters in a day: 14) type-

writing speed to be one-third the
stenographic speed. No vote was
taken, but the last suggestion seemed
popular.
The exhibition of commercial para-

phernalia was quite interesting.

The various typewriters, duplicating
and adding machines receiving in-

spection, not alone from the teach-
ers, but from the business men of

Montpelier.
The Remington people were repre-

sented by six delegates; one of them,
Richard V. Schliebner, a sixteen
year old lad who commenced type-
writing oneyear ago, wrote 212 words
of familiar matter in one minute', as
well as performing various other
typewriting stunts.
The Vermont Business College

(Burlington) furnished free steno-
graphic service to the convention.

Irving V. Cohi.eigh.

A Lively Meeting, Etc — Continued
from page 27.

almost spoiled. The correction of bail habits al

ready formed, delay the acquisition of good
writing and in some cases prevents it alto-

gether. Finger movement is largely practiced
in the grades, whether the writing be slant or
vertical. We attribute this largely, to the fact
that Normals and Training Schools pay little or
no attention to Muscular Movement Writing.
The teacher who has had no training in this sub-
ject, is not to be blamed for falling back upon
the hopeless copy book method.
We are glad to note that a large number of pa-

rochial schools and a few city schools are giving
a great deal of attention to penmanship in the
grades, and are getting splendid results.
We recommend that this Association goon

record as favoring, from the First Grade up, the
Muscular Movement style of writing, and that
Normal Schools should train teachers to teach
this style of writing."

The Underwood Typewriting Company pre-
presented a communication offering a prize to
be competed for in a typewriting speed contest.
The matter was referred to a committee with
power to act

It is to be hoped that the commercial public
school teachers of other states will emulate the
enterprise of the brethren in Wisconsin and that
all our state associations will soon provide for
departments of commercial education.

0= CATALOGS
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S. E. Leslie, the skillful penman and teacher
of Eastman College, Poughkeepsie. N. Y., was
recently made principal of the bookkeeping de-
partment of that institution. We congratulate
Mr. Leslie on his promotion.

'"The Heald,'* is the title of an excellent jour-

nal in the interest of the Healds' Colleges, lo-

cated in nearly a dozen cities of the Pacific

Coast and nearby states. A recent issue con-
tained a large number ef excellent specimens of

penmanship by a large number of penmen em-
ployed in these schools. We probably never re-

ceived a similar journal with so many splendid
specimens of penmanship from so many differ-

ent penmen. We should judge it is a good
drawing card for the Healds' Schools.

(Our genial friend and co-worker, Mr. L. E.

Stacey. of the Meadville, Pa., Commercial Col-
lege, recently broke into politics and was
elected one of the Auditors in Meadville and
county. This means that he is not only a good
school man. but a good man generally, for that

is the kind of people they are beginning to put
into office.

The best program announcing a teachers' con -

vention we have had the pleasure of receiving
recently came to hand representing the Mis-
souri Valley Commercial Teachers' Association,
containing the program of the convention to be
held December 1st and 2nd. It is a credit to the

officers, the association, and our profession.

Advertising literature has been received from
the following: Dyke & Stillwell Business
School, Cleveland. 0.;C!eary College, Ypsi-
lanti, Mich.; Englewood Business College,
Chicago. 111.; Liwreoce, Kans., Business Col-
lege: Pratt's Business School. New York City:
and Barnes Commercial School. Denver Colo :

Jackson Business College, Vancouver, Wash.;
Elizabethtown, Pa.. Coilege; Drake College,
East Orange. N. J.; Hazleton, Pa., Busi-
ness College: Wood's Com'l School. Washing-
ton, D. C. ; Carnegie College, Rogers, Ohio.
Salem, Mass., Commercial School. Geo. P.

Lord, prin., is represented before us by a most
excellent catalog, containing large clear type
with initials and side headings in red, with
numerous half tone illustrations of schoolroom
scenes interspersed between the text, the form,
er being printed on coated paper, and the latter
upon deckle edged linen -like paper. We recently
had the pleasure of visiting the school and found
it most excellent in appointment and largely at-
tended, by a class of young men and young wo-
men considerably above the average found in
commercial schools. The school looked quite
as well in reality as on paper, which is not often
the case.

The Louisville. Ky., Herald, October 17. con-
tained a full page advertisement of the Bryant
& Stratton Business College, made up of por-
traits of about three dozen prominent, success
ful business men of Louisville, who secured
their business education in the school. The ad-
vertisement is especially effective and appeal-
ing.

Mr. C. A. LeMaster, of Orange, N. J., recently
opened a new school in Newark to be conducted
on the same high plan as his Orange School.
We wish him success in his new location.

One of the highest grade catalogs for the sea-
son is at hand from Becker's Business College,
Worcester, Mass. It is covered in brown with
gold title and printed in brown on high grade
dull finished buff paper. The text seems to be
just as fine as the paper and the school one
would conclude, is just as good as the catalog.

The Rochester, N. Y., Business Institute's
prosepctus for 1911-12 is of good quality and
bespeaks a vigorous, high grade policy through-
out. The Commercial Teachers' Training
course which it offers is certainly a step in ad-
vance for the cause of commercial education,
for unless more private commercial schools be-
gin to add courses of this sort, the universities
will soon have a monoply on the training of
commercial teachers.

The Year Book of Wilson's Modern Business
College, Seattle, Wash., is quite good and
somewhat out of the common run of school ad-
vertising in that a large portion of it has been
written by students and from their point of
making it, thetefore an appealing piece of ad-
vertising to place in the hands of prospective
pupils. It is well illustrated and contains a
number of designs from the skillful pen of L.
M. Kelchner.

The Bulletin of the College of Commerce, of

the Ohio Northern University, Ada, Ohio, indi-
cates a progressive course of instruction in prac
tical work.

PROGRAM
Of the 8th annual meeting of the New-

England Association of Penmanship Supervis-
ors to be held in Burdett College, Boston, on
Jan. 13 next. The meeting is open to all who
are interested in the teaching of writing. In ad-
dition to the regular program there will be a
talk by either Mills or Healey.

MORNINci SESSION
10:30 Address of welcome—Mr. F. H. Bur-

dett of Burdett College.
10:40 Response—Pres. A. B. Wraught, Pitts-

field, Mass.
10:45 Round Table.
i A) Left Handed Penmanship, Miss Margaret

B. Toole, Worcester, Mass; Mr. E. H. Fisher,
Somerville, Mass.
Discussion.
i B)—Large Writing in the Primary Grades.

Miss Eva L. Miller, Springfield. Mass.
Discussion.

AFTERNOON SESSION
12:30 Luncheon.
1 :45 Blackboard demonstration by Mr. L.

F'aretra, Burdett College.
2:00 Business Meeting; Election of officers.
2:15 Address-Mr. David Snedden, Ph. D.

Mass. Board of Education.
3:00 High School PeDmanship Mr. R. G.

Laird. High School of Commerce, Boston.
Mass.
3::jo ijuestion Box— Mr. Harry Houston,

New Haven, Conn.
Every one is requested to prepare at least one

question.
Badges will be worn by the members during

the meeting.
Luncheon will be served bv the Messrs. Bur-

dett to members of the Association.

Business Law—Continued from page 21

the descendants of old Puritans have
taken a different view of the matter
and hold all wagers illegal whether
forbidden by statute or not.
Agreements in restraint of trade at

present offer perhaps the most impor-
tant questions under this head. The
law in some of the western states as
to what is a reasonable restraint of
trade is quite different from that in

some of the eastern states. The
teacher will remember that this kind
of contract requires a valuable con-
sideration. A nominal consideration
or a seal will not ordinarily suffice to
bind the parties even in tnose states
where a seal still retains its binding
force in most other kinds of con-
tracts.
Looming up in threatening aspect

on the horizon of the future are the
questions between capital and labor.
The legality of strike and boycott
agreements in their different forms
demand attention on one hand while
on the other hand agreements to stifle

competition or to form "reasonable"
and "unreasonable" trusts with
enormous accumulations of capital
must be considered. The student of
the present will be the statesman of
the future on whom will descend the
task of preventing a conflict between
these two forces each so necessary to
the existence and prosperity of the
other. May it be that these great
men of the future shall remember
with gratitute the faithfulness and
diligence of their teachers in the sub-
ject which they will doubtless make
use of often, Business Law.

Mr. Morton MacCormac, president of the Na-
tional Commercial Teachers' Federation, at-
tended the National Shorthand Reporters' Asso-
ciation recently held in Buffalo and invited
them to meet with the Federation in Spokane,
July 15-10, 1012. It is not yet known whether
they will accept the invitation or not, but it is

hoped for the best interests of all concerned
that they will. President MacCormac has well
said "They can be of great help to us and we to
them, not only in adding to the attendance of
each body, but to the helpfulness of each. He
reports the fall enrollment of the MacCormac
School beyond his expectation.
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The name of The Shelby Business College.
Sbelhyville, Jl 1

., has been changed to Sparks
Business College. The Institute takes its name
from H. D. Sparks, who is president and
proprietor. From a newspaper article we learn

that the institution is in a very prosperous con-
dition.

M.A. Adams, of Marietta. O.. Commercial
College reports a twenty-five per cent larger at-

tendance than ever before. He expects to
move into a new building about the first of the
year, at which time he will occupy a floor space
upwards of 10.000 square feet. We wish him
continued and increased prosperity.

Miss Alice Whobrey, of the Bowling Green,
Ky., Business University, is a new shorthand
teacher in the Elliott Commercial School.
Wheeling. W. Va.

Mr. S. C. Diver, of Ohio, has recently been
elected to an excellent position in Banks Busi-
ness College, in Philadelphia.

Miss Inez Jones, Seymour, Ind., was recently
elected to a position in the Wisconsin Business
College, Kond du Lac.

Henry Merritt. of the Bowling Green, Ky..
Business I'niversity, was recently elected to a

position in the Magnolia Business College.
Magnolia, Ark.

Miss Hazel Stimson, Detroit. Mich., recently
accepted a position with the Pensacola Short-
hand and Commercial College. Pensacola, Fla.

Ely, Minn., has a new commercial teacher for

the High School in the person of C. L. Mergen-
thaler.

W. M. Bayliss. of Bridgeport, a practical

shorthand man. has been engaged for the short-
hand department of the Gutchess College there.

B. W. Pureed is a new commercial teacher in

the American Business College, Pueblo, Colo.

The Williams Business College. Milwaukee,
has engaged Miss Jennie E. Fulton, of Detroit,
to teach shorthand and typewriting.

P. M. Leavenworth takes charge of the new
commercial department in the Poplar Bluff,

Mo.. High School.

Hackettstown. X. J. has chosen George Har-
ris for the commercial work in the High School.

Miss Luella Kogelsanger. of NewPaltz. X. Y.,

follows Miss Pauline A. Judge, as shorthand
teacher in the Holyoke. Mass.. Business Insti-

tute.

Mi~- Mabel F. Parsons, who last year had
charge of the commercial work in the James-
town, N. V.. High School, is now with the
Manchester. X. 11., High School

The Commercial Department of the Sioux
City, Iowa, High School has been removed to a
down-town business building, and H. H. Len-
hart is the new teacher in charge. Miss Harriet
Mason is a new teacher in the bookkeeping de-
partment. S. P. Konnei has charge of the pen-
manship, and K. K. Huffman, the typewriting
while Miss Melle P. Bodwell continues in

charge of the shorthand.

Eva L. Rates is a new teacher in Proctor
Academy, Andover, N. H.

St. Joseph. Mo., has lost two of her best com-
mercial teachers, L. C. Rusmisel, head of the
department in the High School for many years
and known throughout the country as one of the
real leaders: also L, K. Gifford, a very able
man, who goes into business in St. Joseph. W.
Harris Redmond, of I.ennon, Mich., last year
with the Canton, 111., High School, is a new
teacher at St. Joseph.

The Iri State Business College, Cumberland.
Mil. has engaged Miss Deborah Blossom as
commercial teacher.

Miss Cora Schmalle, of Cedar Rapids, Iowa, is

a new teacher of penmanship and commercial
subjects in the Central Iowa Business College,
Marshalltown, Iowa.

Mrs. .Nellie West Caster, last year with the
Alma, Neb , Junior Xormal School, now has
charge of the work, of the York, Neb., College.

W. F. Paulus is the commercial teacher this

year in the Ventura. Calif., Union High School.

The Klyria, Ohio, Business College has en-
gaged George H. Walks, who was with Lock
year's Business College. Evansviie, Ind.. last

year.

Mrs. Gertrude Hall is teaching the commer-
cial branches in the Barberton. Ohio, High
School this year.

Cushing Academy, Ashburnham. Mass., has
engaged A. B. Sill, last year with Wesleyan
Academy, Wilbraham Mass. He follows A. W.
Ross, who is in charge of the commercial de-
partment of the Revere, Mass., High School.

T. W. Ovens, Pottsville, Pa., has added Miss
Mary Warth, Huntington. W. Va., to his teach-
ing staff.

Miss Elsie A. Peterson, Pocono Manor, Pa..

is the new commercial teacher in the Gloucester
City. N. J., High School.

G. W. Adams, of Newport News, Va., goes to
the Southern Shorthand and Business Univer-
sity. Elizabeth City, N. C.

Miss Lucy S. Seaman. Parish, N. Y., is the
teacher of commercial branches in the Deposit,
N. Y. High School.

Joseph K. Moyer, a former graduate of the
Boys' High School, Reading, Pa., has been en-
gaged as an assistant teacher in that school.

J. J. Klinglesmith now has charge of the com-
mercial department of Sherman's Business
School. Mount Vernon, X. Y.

Canton. 111., has chosen Miss Anna Ames, a
recent graduate of the Wairensburg, Mo., State
Xormal School, as commercial teacher.

Miss Immogene Warren, of Marshalltown,
Iowa, now has charge of the shorthand work in

the Bellingham. Wash.. Business College, re-

cently purchased by J. F. Caskey. of Haverhill.
Mass.

L. M. Goodwin, of Auburn, Xeb., is a recent
addition to the staff of the Oklahoma Agricul-
tural College, Stillwater, Oklahoma.

J. C. Carnes, of Indianola, Iowa, is a new
commercial teacher in the West High School,
Des Moines.

W.J. Clark, last year with the College of
Commerce, Kenosha, Wis., is now with the
Crookston, Minn., High School, in charge of
commercial work.

J. E. Magee, Washington. Kan., follows C. C.
Staehling as commercial teacher in the War-
rensburg. Mo. State Normal School, Mr. Staeh-
ling going to the South Division High School.
Milwaukee.

I. L. Smith, formerly of Sayre. Pa. is now with
the Georgia- Alabama Business College. Macon.
Ga.

R. A. Coverdale, last year with the Oklahoma
Agricultural College, is now at the head of the
new commercial department of the Pomona,
Calif.. High School.

J. A. Knotts, recently of the University Pre-
paratory School, Tonkawa, Okla., is now as-
sociated with L. C. Rusmisel, in the Omaha
High School teaching commercial subjects.

Miss Ethel M. Sober, Ann Arbor. Mich., is a
new shorthand teacher in the Waterbury.
Conn.. High School.

J. W. Spransy, of Washington. D. C, is in
charge of the new commercial department in
the Durham, X. C. High School.

Wm. F. Bennyhoff, formerly with the Pack-
ard Commercial School, Xew York City, and
now with the Government Service on the
Isthmian Canal, has bought the Bradford, Pa.,

Business College, placing Mr. H. F. Robey, the
commercial teacher, in charge.

Mr. W. C. Wollaston, of the Port Huron,
Mich.. Business I'niversity writes that theirat-
tendance is larger at this season of the vear
than ever before. Mr. R. E. Hart is as-

sistant Commercial Instructor in this institu-
tion. Mr. Hart was formerly a public school
teacher and prepared for commercial work al the
Cleary Business College, at Ypsilanti, Mich.
Mr, Wollaston reports he is doing splendidly as

a commercial teacher and predicts a bright fu-
ture for him.

Miss Ellen Kinsel, a regular grade teacher in
the Altoona, Pa., public school, has recently
been placed in charge of the penmanship in all

of the schools. For some time past she has been
giving special attention to writing, and feel sure
that her enthusiam and skillful teaching will
soon permeate the teaching force of that com-
mercial center of Central Pa. Good work in
writing is being done in that city and better still

is sure to follow.
Supt. H. H. Bash is certainly proving to be

progressive in the superintendency of the Al-
toona schools.

W. R. Hill, formerly of Bliss Business Col-
lege, Xorth Adams, Mass., is now connected
with the Berkshire Business College, Piltsfield,
Mass.

W. L. Cochran, recently with the Elliott
School, Wheeling, W. Va., is now teaching in

the Coleman National Business College, New-
ark, N.J. He writes us that the school is larger
than usual. This school he states is the largest
in New Jersey, and is a prosperous and up-to-
date institution. Mr. Kugler has recently taken
the position as manager of this school. Mr.
Cochran states that he is a hustler.

C L. Padgett, of the Southern Commercial
School, Charleston, S. C, reports that he is

meeting with splendid success in conducting
his chain of schools in the south. He opened a

school in Greenwood. S. C, in August and one
in Johnson. City, Tenn,, in September. Both
places he states are hustling little towns and the
schools are doing well. He also recently
opened a school in Chattanooga. Tenn.. having
purchased the Boswell Business College of that

city. Hereafter Chattanooga will be headquar-
ters for his schools.

Luther B. D'Armond. for sometime past con-
nected with the Specialists' Educational Bureau.
St. Louis. Mo., is now connected with The Fisk
Teachers' Agency, Chicago. 111. He has noth-
ing but good words to speak of Mr. Grant and
the business he conducts. He is also looking
forward with pleasurable anticipation to the
work he has to do in Chicago.

Mr. Wm. King Cook, assistant supervisor of
penmanship of the South District public schools,
of Hartford, Conn., has been promoted to the
position of supervisor of the District succeeding
the late Lyman Dudley Smith.

Frank F. Ulrich. who for several years has
been a commercial teacher in the Akron, Ohio.
High School, is this year at the head of the
commercial department of the Muskegon Mich.,
High School.

W. W. Weaver, of Homeworth, Ohio, is a new
commercial teacher in the Salem, Ohio. Busi-
ness College.

A new shorthand teacher in the Central High
School, Detroit, Michigan, is Mr. E. J. Gibb, of
the University of Wisconsin. He follows Mr.
Erwin Campbell who has held the position for

some time.

L. C. Howland, who for twelve years was at

the head of the commercial department of Cahu
College. Honolulu, has been re-elected this
vear to succeed C. W. Kitt, who is now with the
Heald Business College. Stockton. Calif.

The Schenectady, N. Y., Business School has
selected as head of the commercial department
this year Miss Frances Hair,

Miss Grace A. McGrath. who for several years
has lauoht commercial branches in the George-
town, Mass., High School, is this year with the
Palmer, Mass., High School.

Miss Pauline A. Judge is a new teacher in the
Berkshire Business College, Pittsrield, Mass.
Last year she was with the Holyoke, Mass.,
Business Institute.

An assistant recently added to the Phoenix.
Ariz.. Union High School is Miss Jessie Blake.

Mrs. Hattie D. Lufkin. who last year taught
commercial subjects in the Warner, X. H. High
School, is this year doing similar work in the
Eastport. Maine. High School.

Miss Grace M. Cassiday is teaching her sec-
ond year in the Mansfield, Mass., High School,
bandling commercial branches and supervising
penmanship.
Miss C. M. Mathews, of Berwick, Maine, is a

new teacher in the Drake Business College,
New York City.

Erastus Adams, of Kansas City, Mo., is teach
ing in the commercial department of the Tri
State Business College. Keokuk, Iowa.
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SOME PRIMARY PRINCIPLES OF
PSYCHOLOGY AND PEDAGOGY
RELATING TO PENMANSHIP.

We come into the world little more
than a bundle of vitality, comprising
pent-up screams and helplessness,

plus untold possibilities.

Involuntary thought keeps the

heart thumping, the lungs pumping,
the stomach gnawing, and the secre-

tions going until— until we grow
more, know more, do more and die.

Hunger from within, heat or cold

from without, the pain from a pin,

the sight of light, the sound that is

loud, or the taste that is disagreeable,
each in turn arouses sensation, and
thought ensues.

Thought is first defensive, then cu-

rious, then spontaneous and active.

We see, we wonder, we blunder. We
feel, we think we kick. We hear, we
ponder, we tremble with emotion.

We begin to reflect. We become half

conscious. We learn to repeat noises

and acts, we become interesting to

our parents, annoying to our neigh-

bors, and—eventually both of these

and more to ourselves.

Consciousness, reasoning, reflec-

tion, and all the other mental pro-

cesses ensue until in due time we
learn to sit up, to talk, to walk, to do
simple things and to act somewhat
conventionally through imitation, ob-

servation and the flat hand.
Each new act, or art, or need, or

desire, arouses and requires volun-

tary or conscious thought. But in

time our talking, our walking and
our daily, duties require but semi-

conscious thought. Eventually they
become habitual and thereby largely

automatic and unconscious.
Sensation, thought and volition fol-

low each other as inevitably as night

follows day. The art of learning to

write involves these three processes

as perfectly as the arts of music,
painting or oratory; and it must con-

form to the same basic principles, or

fail.

In learning to write, the eye ob-

serves and the intellect consciously

directs the hand to perform that

which the mind perceives. Through
repetition and clearer visioning, the

hand or arm eventually learns to pro-

duce the characters with little or no
conscious direction.

This automatic production is the

end of all good writing for practical

purposes, and when once acquired is

difficult and bothersome to change.
Hence the aversion to change from
one style of writing to another, or

from the left to the right hand, or

vice versa. This change sometimes
becomes inevitable through poor
methods, or lack of method, or poor
style of writing.

Thus when vertical writing failed

to meet the demands of the day, a

change seemed best, even though for

a time it worked a hardship upon pu-

pil and teacher. And again, and
which is more frequently the case,

when a child acquires a wrong meth-
od of writing in the primary grades,

it is necessary to change the method
in the grammar grades or later, even

though for a time it means confusion,

uncertainty and hindrance.

"Reform," as I said many years

ago to a young man who had stepped

aside from the path of rectitude, "is

a good thing, but it is a poor policy

to allow one's self to become the nec-

essary user of it," and so while these

changes in slant and style and meth-

od are best, under the circumstances,

it remains eternally true that right

formation in the start is better than

reformation later on.

And on the principle that "It is

never too late to mend." I am con-

stantly on the lookout for something
better, so that those who follow in

the wake of my influence may devote

their time to formation rather than
reformation. And this is possible

only where a right beginning is made,
and where one step follows another
logically until the act or art is com-
pleted.

To that end is it necessary to start

children aright by training them to

think and act in the direction they
will find it necessary to go in life.

Not that we can expect the same
quality of thought and the same ef-

ficiency in act, but rather that we can
expect, and should exact, the same
kind of thought and act. For if they
are right in kind, by normal effort

they become right in degree or qual-

ity, and right in habit, and they
thereby economize by never requir-

ing the thing to be re-acquired or re-

formed.

And the way to accomplish this is

through clear visioning of the forms
to be acquired, and through definite

thinking as to how they shall be
performed. If the art is to be per-

formed by the act of the arm instead
of the fingers, then must the child be
given forms proportionate in size

with his arm so that voluntary
thought can act through the arm and
thereby train it in the way in which
we want it to go when older and
stronger.

For the mind, operating through a

given channel of nerve ganglia and
muscle fiber, builds up a series of

sub-stations of semi-conscious in-

telligence which eventually performs
the act and art in the manner at first

directed by conscious effort. These
motor impulses terminate into habit.

And habit, we are learning more and
more each year, is the master of the

weaker of us and the servant of the

most masterful of us.

Right habits in form and execution

in writing help people to achieve the

most intellectually and physically,

whereas wrong habits hinder. Hence
the need of right methods in youth in

order that right performance in man-
hood may follow. It is therefore a

question of right thought and right

action in the learning, in order that

right quality and results may ensue.

Large writing and arm movement
for children is the solution for plain,

facile writing for adults.

, '/ssy///<
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Inspiration and
Information

THOS. E. COPPER,
1INC. ACCT.t

THE AMOUNT OF WORK YOU DO
WON'T PLACE YOU IN THE

LIMELIGHT.

Beginning the word luck with a well denned
pea planted in the right kind of soil is a compo-
nent part of any successful career, and will be
found a valuable requisite in elbowing your way
through the throng. When, eventually, you
rind yourself in the whirlpool of business,
PLUCK will greatly aid you to swim the sea of

life, and assure you of a much better landing
than could possibly be made without it.

Whatever your plans may be, don't get the

idea that the amount of work you do is

going to place you in the limelight—for,
while it may be a necessary adjunct, still it re-

quires something else. A human dynamo could
hardly be expected to loom conspicuously upon
the public horizon, or make & home-run to

success without properly applying those God-
given faculties which have an opportunity to

expand anywhere at anytime, if they have not
been impaired or dwarfed through ihe channels
of vice and dissipation or timidity and fear.

Though you may not have been endowed with

the size and strength of a HERCL'LES— it is not
impossible for you to develop intoaGIBRAL-
TER of mental power.
Summing it all up then, if you possess mental

power and pluck sufficient to push ahead, you
become an almost invincible quantity, giving
you ability to push seeming impossibilities

aside, and the obstacles which at tirst appeared
unsurmountable will disappear like mist before
a rain.

The day you can lay before your em-
ployer a logical, practical working plan
to reduce cost of production or maintain-
ance—to increase output or promote sales with-
out incurring too great additional outlay of

working capital, or systematization which
will lessen labor, cut down expense—that very
day will you be singled out for promotion, and
it will do more for your advancement than years
of hard toiling in a mechanical way—because to

say the least, it would mean more business at

the same per cent of gain, resulting in a greater

amount of business profit for the firm. In other
words, the results would be there in dollars and
cents, and that is exactly what every employer
wants.
Of course, you will readily understand that the

main object any employer has, is to derive a

profit from the services of his employes, without
which, from a reasonable point of view on his

part, it would be useless to conduct the business

;

this being the true situation, it then becomes
apparent at once that those who step into the
limelight at princely incomes are those whose
services, in some way or other, have ma-
terially added to the storehouse of profit

and prosperity of a concern or community.
You young ladies and young men have the

same GOOD chance right now as those who
have preceded you, provided you have a fair

supply of Pluck and Mental Power and this is

just what it will require to place you in the
LIMELIGHT.

school for, sale:.
Established 7 yrs; widely advertised; low

rent: cost operation SHOO per year: income
$5000; inventory S2700; attendance 75; no
competition; towns 10,000; rich western ter-
ritory; reason for selling, owner interested in
papers -other investments. Price $2500 cash.
Don't answer unless you have the price and
mean Businets. Address,

"College" care Business Educator, Columbus,

O

MRS L. MADARASZ. 3-U3 E. 67th St., New York
City, N. Y., desires the address of Mr. W. W.
Smith, who witnessed the signing of certain
papers by Mr. Madarasz. Anyone who can favor
as above will greatly oblige.

NOTICE
The jovement recently started to

place business schools upon a better busi-
ness basis is now becoming a national one.
{See Announcement September No., Page
36). It is intended to form a League, secure
protection for the better class of schools,
and efforts will be made to eliminate abuses,
objectionable methods, etc. It is desired to
have an Advisory Board, consisting of two
good business college men in every state in
the Union to work in harmony with the
executive committee. It is also desired to
have the names of such representative
schools so that when printed and classified
in a booklet, it will add the proper dignity
and influence.

WANTED
Applications from business schools desiring
a standing in the directory. No charge for
classification State rates, length of courses,
when organized, value of equipment, num-
ber of pupils enrolled annually, number of
teachers, number of typewriters, number
of clerks employed, solicitors, etc.

Address,

O A. HOFFMANN
Pres. Hoffmann's College

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

FOR SALE
Business College in Southern California.

Exceptional opportunity. New Equip-
ment. ?3,000 Cash. 83,500 Terms.
Address

Box G,
Care Business Educator. Columbus, Ohio.
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Ornamental Penmanship as applied to commercial school catalog advertising, by H. L. Darner, penman, Blair Business College, Spokane, Wn.
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ARTISTIC PENMANSHIP

H. L. DARNER, PENMAN, BLAIR BUSINESS COLLEGE, SPOKANE, WASH

Comment Accompanying Illustrations

This is a really difficult lesson, one of the most difficult you have had and probably more difficult than any yet to come.
Notice that I have given you three different ways to form the loops below the line. Each style has its admirers. I like the plain loop or the curved

finish.

I have received only a few of what I would call really fine specimens from persons who are working from my former lessons. I have received much
good writing, but in many cases the writer was handicapped by using poor paper and poorer ink.

Read instructions for the first lesson carefully, and do not think that you can do fine work with poor materials, you are only wasting your time. The
finest writer in the United States cannot execute a fine specimen of penmanship with undiluted India Ink. or upon soft, cheap paper.

Send your work to me after you have worked out nearly all of the errors you can see yourself. If there is something wrong with a certain letter and
you cannot tell exactly what it is, be free to send it to me and I will try to help you with it.

Try for smoothness of line and good ending strokes. All retouching should he done very carefully or the shades will appear ragged and rough,
See how closely yon can come to -equalling the copy.
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Commercial \

Designing
D. W. HOFF,

Lawrence, Mass.
Send return postal or

postage for criticisms t<

Mr. Hoff

.

Article Three

A BRIEF SUMMARY
The aim of the present series of articles on

commercial lettering and designing is to pre-

sent the various phases of the subject in the

form of a systematic course of instruction, just

as progressive teachers treat the subject of busi

ness penmanship. The chief difference is this,

that in the field of lettering and designing the

greatest possible variety of forms is desirable, so

long as they are of the right sort, while in busi-

ness penmanship the aim is to reduce the letters

to the fewest and simplest forms consistent with

legibility and speed.
In Article One. cut 7 presents groups of small

letters in outline, with staff rulings to show pro-

portion, spacing, slant, etc., while cuts 1 to 6,and
the first three of Article Two. show a few of the

scores of styles of broadface signature cuts, with

underscores.
Article Two is devoted chiefly to various

types of underscorings. The cuts shown in the

present article deals with both underscores and
over-scores, and incidentally introduce some
rather novel styles of lettering.

Article Four will show attractive signature

cuts with neither under-scores nor over-
scores, and composed of still other styles

of letters. Signature cuts with very
heavy underscorings upon which, in
printed forms, appear the business announce-
ment-such as the "Caswell." Article One-
will illustrate Article Five. Other articles will

treat of trade marks, monograms, trade and his-

torical symbols embodied in illustrative adver-

tising cuts, those composed of Gothic, Koman,
or Medial letters, some of which show double
contrast effects, and finally designs for book
covers, programs, etc.

POINTS TO NOTE IN CUTS 1 TO 6

Styles of script lettering are so numerous aDd
varied that any attempt to present a complete
list of them is simply out of the question. To
show a few radically different types that will

serve to arouse the reader's interest to the point

of action, is all that is hoped for.

The striking features of the "Fletcher" are its

slant, angularity and width of stroke at the low-

erturn. The "Hugo Beil" was an extreme ex
ample of the last named feature. "The Howard"
is in the semi-script class, based upon the Old
English text. Joining the letters together gives

them the air of script. If preferred these letters

may be made either in the vertical or right ob-

lique position. To draft such as these rule start

lines as in group 1, cut 7, Article 1.

"Ladies' Tailors" has rather a conservative

air. If you wish to copy this, for the practice,

tirst draw your base line just 11 inches long.

Next place a silver dime IH inches from the left

hand end. and draw the circle for the first a,

This fixes the height of the headline. Leave
3-K of an inch between headline and over-score,

and % between base-line and under-score. Use
the dime in outlining a, d. e, s and o. Width of

down strokes 8-16 of an inch, narrow part of

connecting strokes 1-16. over-scores and under
scores 3-16 scant, spaces between a and d, and i

and e 3-16, between 1 and o 1-8, between d
i. a and i, and i and 1, *4. If o were to follow a

ori, the space should be 3-16 wide. But as 1

does not project to the right at head line as do a

and i, it must be a little nearer to equalize the

spacing. The paramount importance of good
spacing was indelibly stamped upon my mind
years ago by something I read in "Zaner'a
Alphabets, '

' a book y,»u should own. Notice
how L, T and s look at the points of contact
with the score lines. The same form is given to

the dot of the i. and the apostrophe, as the ini-

tial stroke of a and the terminal stroke of the

lirsts. This is intentional. It is "featuring" a

detail, just as the straight underscores and over-
scores are made to harmonize in both this and
the "Howard" cut. The same character is also

given to the top of L and bottom of T.

The"Ryder's" might easily'pass foran idealized

autograph, although it chances to be only a

"pipe dream." The aim was to produce a

strong, graceful, unconventional type for use on
packages, labels, etc., by a manufacturing drug-
gist. A similar impulse gave birth to the
"Borron." This was a $5.00 commission from a

city in New York, resulting from the appearance
of the October article. Apropos of what do I

mention this? It will answer in part many in-

quiries as to how to get order, viz: by letting

people see your work. You make the o's in

"Borron" exact duplicates by tracing, if neces-

sary. Also the first parts of r and n. The draw-
ing is 8 3-4 inches long, the "orron" 3-4 inches

high, and the small letter strokes 3-16 and 1-16

inches wide respectively.

The eliptical panne! in ' Fletcher" is 10 by
3 inches. The short letters are 3-4 of an inch

high, the lowerturns measured vertically 5-16,

and the thinnest parts of connecting strokes

1-16. Make turn joinings as uniform as possi-

ble.

The extended cross of the t in "Steigler" and
Fletcher." and the upper portion of "d" in

"Ryder's" serve as over-scores.

Cut 7 presents a few simple and some eccen-

tric forms, simply as suggestions to assist the

ambitious designer. Forms 9. 13 and 15 are not

so practical as the plainer ones. The widths of

strokes in this as in the other drawings are:

Down strokes 3-16. and connecting strokes 1-16

of an inch. This applies to the loop letters.

The white letters were outlined with a No. 4$4
Soennecken Pen. The broad-face u was out-

lined with pencil, then stippled with a No. 5 S.

P. For the brain work tinting of the i, with the

attached dot a No. 5 S. P. was used.

Most of the loops shown in cut 7 may be

tipped to left or right if preferred—see form 1—
or inverted for j, g, or y.

B., Washington. "How wide to make the

the thinnest strokes?"
1. If a cut two inches wide is to be made and

your drawing is ten inches wide, the thinnest

part of any stroke must be at least 1-16 of an
inch wide. A little wider is better. Remember
the lines in the cut will be only 1-5 as thick as

those in the drawing. It is simply a matter of

proportion. The greater the reduction the

wider must be the strokes in the drawing. This
will answer the same question by others.

In reply to numerous inquiries as to how to

get orders. I would suggest the following

method as a starter:

Select a real "leading merchant"—a good ad-

vertiser. Make a drawing for bis signature cut

and present it to him, on condition that he
agrees to have cuts made from it and to use
them. If he is a druggist, grocer, clothier, or

tailor, the others in his line will soon "follow
suit." It is easier to work them in groups.

One good talking point is this: That it costs
a client no more to have a distinctive, attractive

cut to head his advertisement—one you can't
get away from, when you take up a news-
paper than to have the printer see his name in

the commonplace product of the type foundry'
that doesn't catch and hold the eye as does a
distinctive trade mark type of cut. Also that the
cuts will pay for themselves many times over,
because they do compel attention.

See also "Keplies to queries" Article Two.
J. Use Zaner's India Ink, or Higgin's Wa-

terproof inks for drawings that are to be photo
engraved. Ordinary inks are not black enough
for reproduction.
How to draft "The Howard Co." Use a paper

3% by 12 inches. Draw head and base lines for

the short letters one inch apart. Leave % inch
between these and the score lines. Place T
square at proper angle and make the upright
guide lines 3-16 of an inch apart—37 in all, the
first 2% inches from the left end measured at

head line. This provides for equal widths of

strokes and spaces. If you have no T square
use a ruler. An easy way to measure these
spaces is to place the paper obliquely across a

sheet of ruled foolscap, with right end 3% inch-
es from the edge and left end at the edge. Then
place ruler even with blue lines and draw the
upright guide lines. They will be 3

8 of an inch
apart. Next shift the paper so as to bring these
lines at the middle of the spaces. Now repeat
the process and your upright lines will be ex-
actly 3-16 of an inch apart. You are now ready
to outline the letters, and it will be very easy
with the upright lines to guide you. Make the
under scores and over-scores a little narrower
than the strokes of the letters. Then, owing to
the widened ends they will appear the same
width. Be careful to make the spuis at the base
0, w. a, r and d alike, also the tops of the o. a,

and Hrst part of d. The c or g would take the
same form as these, if used. If you wish to use
1, b, h, k, or f use a form similar to the last half of
the H. The same inverted would serve for j, g,
and v. Take your que for last part of v and b
from the w. If you "strike a snag" write me.
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I am the "Lone Star" Card Specialist. Have the most
uoiiiDlete Hail Course in U. S. and for the (east money.

Your nam*' artistically written on 15
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Box 1268

WACO,
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CONTRIBUTION NO. 3, IN PLAIN, PROFESSIONAL PENMANSHIP

Those who wish to secure greater control of movement will rind this short series of three contributions in plain, professional penmanship of much
value. The first contribution appeared in our March, 1910, number, and consisted of a set of capitals. The second appeared in the number for June
1910, and consisted of words. Those who have mastered the two former contributions are ready for the third and last in this course, consisting of page,
work. Page work requires the ability to not only execute good capitals and write words nicely, but it also requires the ability to arrange words in

sentences and paragraphs so as to form an effective page. Page or body writing is the highest test of one's skill in writing. Arrangement means much
in page work, for no matter how fine the penmanship may be, if the page is poorly arranged it is not effective. There are many persons who can ex-

ecute quite well the capital letters, words, and possibly a few sentences, but there are very, very few good page writers today. Become a fine page
writer and. as a rule, many other things will take care of themselves.

Before long we intend beginning another short course in either shaded, abbreviated writing or the regular ornamental style. These short courses

are intended as supplementary to the regular courses presented in The Business Educator. We hope many persons will find these brief courses

of much help in the art of mastering penmanship.

TWENTY-NINTH YEAR OVER 34,000 POSITIONS FILLED
We announce the employment of Mr. Luther B. D'Armond as Manager of our Commer-

cial Department. His long experience as a Commercial Teacher and as an Agency
Manager will make his services valuable both to employers and Teachers,

THE FISK'S TEACHERS AGENCY,
834 Steger Building CHICAGO, ILL.
Other Offices: Boston. New York, Denver, Washington. Berkeley. Los Angeles, Portland.

FAR QM T A school that is clearingrun o us.
82i500 per year above

living expenses, A splendid territory and
the only school. The profits of two years
will more than pay the price of school. Not
many opportunities in the school business
like this. Please do not reply unless really
interested. Address H. 0. HUNT, care
Busiuess Educator, Columbus, Ohio.
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Contributions Comprising Text and Illustrations on

INSURANCE POLICY WRITING
By L MADARASZ.

These contributions were prepared by Mr. Madarasz and purchased by
The Business Educator about a year before his death, and rep-

resent his most mature thought and unbiased convictions.

DC DC

INSTRUCTIONS PLATE 2

The first four lines in this lesson are written

without anv touching up whatever, and show
uist what quality of work and line can be done
at one stroke without doctoring. When you
want to get out a quantity of work in the short-

est time possible, this is the style you should
master. Strive for short, chunky capitals, watch
your spacing and be sure to hyphenate words
like twenty-rive, seventy-five, etc., when writ-

ten before dollars, hundreds, thousands, etc.

The meaning, for instance, of twenty-five hun-
dred, 2500, is entirely different from twenty
five-hundred, the latter is 10,000. The words,

hundred and thousand are standard words in

every policy, and it is important that you get
them pat. When you are not rushed you can

put on the smoothing strokes on the i and n
principally by squaring ihe ends. Onesnch
stroke can be saved by starting several letters

like it in Twenty and ti in Hundred by making
it from a curving start. Ascertain whether every
word is capitalized. Some offices use that form
as Twenty-five Hundred would be written with

three capitals instead of two, the latter is the

standard way. Practice your ruling and see

that you get a strong straight line parallel to the

base line. Use a pen that makes the desired

width in one operation and without spreading
the points. Two hours' work at least per day-
more, if you have time.

DC dcddizdc
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Under date of October _'lst a list of forty -five

subscriptions was received from Verner L.

Hughes, principal of the Commercial High
School, Santa Ana. Calif. In the the same
mail and under same date a list of eighty-two
was received from Mr. (j. W. Collins of the
commercial department of that institution. Such
a co-incidence does not occur every day, and
we congratulate these two gentlemen on their

activity in penmanship work. We anticipate
much in the way of results in that institution.

J. W. Wesrervelt, of the Forest City Business
College, London, (int.. Can., usually sends
The Business Educator some big lists of

subscriptions. This season his first list, which
was recently received, numbered ninety-two
subscriptions. Our Canadian friends are doing
a great deal towards increasingthe circulation of

The Business Educator.

Mr.C. A. Zarker. of the Pennsylvania Busi
ness and Shorthand College. Lancaster. Pa., has
sent us seventy-nine subscriptions thus far this

'his is a good record.

The Business Educator finds its way to
all parts of this country and many countries
across the ocean. We have received a list of
eighteen subscriptions from K. E. Jones, Logan,
1

T tah. There is a reason why the subscription list

of The Business Educator is gradually in-

creasing.

J. P. Simon, of New Era Business College,
Superior, Wis., shows his appreciation of The
Business Educator by sending a club of
twenty-eight subscriptions. Mr. Simon writes a
very good hand judging from the neat and at-

tactive way in which he writes his signature.

A list of thirty-two subscriptions came early in

October from Mr. Don E. Wiseman, principal
of the commercial department of the Mountain
State Business College, Parkersburg, W. Va.
He reports a rousing school, with double the
new students entering in September this year
than that of last, bespeaking a record breaker
year in that institution.

A list of a dozen subscriptions is at hand from
the hustling supervisor and commercial teach-
er of theTarentum public and high schools. A.
E. Cole, who is securing some excellent results,

utilizing, as he does.THE Business Educator,
to keep interest going from month to month.

Nora McNamara, of Newberry, Mich., who fa-

vored the journal with a good many subscrip-
tions last year, is again sending subscriptions
our way, and seems to be creating much interest

in the subject in the public schools.

A list of fourteen subscriptions is at hand from
J. S. Kellogg, registrar in the Elmira, N. Y.,

Business Institute. This bespeaks practical en-
terprise on his part and on the part of the school.

A. B. Black, penman in the Bloomsburg, Pa..

State Normal School, is again clubbing us this

year as usual. A recent list of twenty-two sub-
scriptions have been received. Mr. Black spent
the summer in Europe and no doubt added to

his already large collection of books a number
of rare old volumes. He is quite an authority on
old manuscripts and books, as well as a hustler

from the word go in teaching penmanship.

A list of fifty-one subscriptions has recently been
received from D. L. M. Raker, of the School of

Commerce, Harrisburg, Pa. Mr. Raker is a fine

fellow, a fine penman and a fine teacher

>£M^M.
America to receive instruction in penmanship
by mail is in the Courtney's School of Penman-
ship. A rapid, tireless, business hand taught in
a short time at a small cost. Illustrated Journal
free - FRANCIS B. COURTNEY. Cedar Rapids, la.

H. F. Robey, penman in the Bradford. Pa.,
Business College, recently favored us with a
list of subscriptions indicating interest in and
loyalty to both his pupils and our journal.

Few people keep sending names to us more
regularly month in and month out, the vear
around, than O. C. Domey, C. P. A., president
of the American Commercial School, Allen-
town, Pa. A recent list of thirteen subscriptions
iudicates that he is neither superstitious nor sus-
picious. Mr. Dorney conducts one of the high
grade schools of America, and is doing his full

share to elevate our profession.

A nice list of subscriptions has been received
from M. M. Lindsay, of Kinyon's Com'l and
Shorthand School. New Bedford, Mass. Ptt6l

script says, "More Coming."

A very neatly written letter with S5.50 en-
closed for subscriptions came from S. E. Ruley,
of Creager's Business School, Louisville, Ky.

C. A. Callan. a former student of G. C. Kreig-
baum, of the Cleary Business College. Ypsilan-
ti, Mich., is now teaching in the Brainerd, Minn.,
high school. Mr. Callan is making a liberal use
of The Business Educator in his penman-
ship classes. A list of twenty-four subscriptions
has recently been received from him.

Subscriptions keep coming in from time to

time from that high grade penman, A. M. Won-
nell, of the Ferris Institute, Big Rapids, Mich.
Mr.;Wonnell is a teacher from the word go and a

penman among the finest.

Thirty-five subscriptions came early in Oc-
tober from the MillerSchool of Business, Cin-
cinnati, O., C. H. Longenecker, penman. Mr.
Longenecker is one of those commercial teach-
ers who says little but does much.

The Davis Shorthand and Business School of

Erie. Pa., favored us with a list of seventeen
subscriptions. W. A. Rowe, who recently was
added to the teaching force of this institution,

was instrumental in securing this club. We
hope he and the school will meet with the suc-

cess which they deserve.

Many of the progressive business schools of

Canada are using the B. E. in their penmanship
classes. The modern Business School of New
Westminster, B. C, under the direction of A. L.

Bock, clubbed the B. E. rather hard last month.

E. A. Latulipe, O. M. I., Prefect of Studies,

Commercial Department, University of Ottawa,
Ont., Canada, has been a good patron of THE
Business Educator for some years past. His
last club, recently received, numbersthirty-nine.
This means that much interest is being taken m
the commercial department of the University of

Ottawa.

W. J. Slifer, of Spaulding's College. Kansas
City, Mo., favored The Business Educator
with a list of sixty subscriptions as his first club.

He states that other clubs will follow. Surely
this is doing well.

BLANK CARDS BY NAIL
100-3 plj Special Wedding 25e. 100 colored, as-

sorted, 26c. 100 Scroll Cards, assorted, 80c. 108

New Comic Cards, (12 styles), 30c. My New Man-
ual is now ready and it will be sent to Card
Writers, with an order forany of the above cardB.
The book is a gem, in the art of money making
by writing cards, Address all letters,

W . M oB B

E

19 Snyder Street ALLEGHENY. PA

Offhand signatures by K A Lupte an College. Columbus. O
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H. J. Kunis. of Portland, Ore., when renewing

his subscription enclosed some of the most
beautifullv written cards we have seen for some
time. Mr. Enn is writes a very fine ornamental
style, but is especially skillful in executing
what is known as the ladies' hand.

We recently had the pleasure of visiting Mr. O
B. Thomas.So Vienna. O.. and inspecting the

writing and drawing in the schools in Madison
township. O.. under his supervision. He is

certainly securing results in both writing and
drawing. We find the work generally good
in other classes under the superintendency of

Mr. C. M. Kissell. Mr. Thomas also has charge
of the work in Harmony Township, where the

work is also progressing nicely.

Mr. C. G. Davis, of the School of Commerce.
Marion, O., has been elected to the principal

ship of the commercial department of the high
school of that place. Mr. Davis is an exception-

ally capable man and a true gentleman! as well,

who will be a distinct credit to his position. We
heartily congratulate the Board of Education for

having secured his services.

S. C. Diver resigned his position as commer-
cial teacher in the Marion, O., high school to ac-

cept a position in Banks Business College, Phil-

adelphia, Pa.

E. G. Miller, the hustling, progressive super-

visor of penmanship in the Omaha. Neb., public
schools, has been employed to teach writing in

the night schools. This provides him with ad-

ditional compensation and the schools with
the best possible instruction. Omaha is es-

pecially fortunate in having a supervisor sec

ond to no other.

Some very fine ornamental specimens have
been received from J. D. Christ, Lock Haven,
Pa. Mr. Christ is a very tine penman and is

steadily increasing his skill. He has acquired
his skill for the pleasure of it and not the money
which is in it for him.

A magnificently written letter in the orna-
mental style, renewing his subscription to The
Business Educator, recently came from the
well known penman, R. W. Ballentine, Albany.
N. Y. Mr. Ballentine has made considerable
improvement in his writing since we last saw a

specimen of his work.

Fred Cornett, of Custer College, Broken Bow

.

Nebr., and whose advertisement appears else-

where in our columns, sent us a number of writ-

ten cards, ornamental style. Mr. Cornett has
been making rapid progress in his penmanship
of late, and if he keeps on we believe that some
day he will be ranked among the very finest

penmen.

THE ACCOUNTANT'S HAND

Each calling or profession has its

own environment, and each therefore

differs somewhat from the rest. This
is as true of bookkeeping and ac-

countancy as of any other, and as a

consequence the writing for such
purposes must necessarily differ

from the writing of other callings.

Modern accounts are marvels of

conciseness and compactness; space
is a most valuable item in these days
of high rents, high buildings and
high standards.
The accountant's hand must meet

these concentrated conditions by
being plain and compact. Rapid-
ity is not so important as plainness

and conciseness.
Frequently a name is written but

once but referred to and read hun-
dreds of times thereafter. Underthese
circumstances rapid reading rather
than rapid writing is the necessity.

And yet how few teachers of writ-

ing for accountancy purposes recog-
nize these unalterable facts. Too
many still preach movement at the
expense of plainness, and encourage
scrawliness instead of compactness.
Of all people,the accountant's hand

needs to be simple and plain. Simple,
small capitals, short plain loops, un-
mistakable n's and u's, o's and a's,

r's and s's, are the vital elements of

writing for accountancy.
Business schools still teach capi-

tals that are too large and complicat-
ed, loop letters that are too long, and
minimum letters that are too uncer-
tain for best service in accounting.
To teach pupils to fit writing to the

space prescribed is the thing our teach-
ers of writing need to develop and
our teachers of bookkeeping to in-

sist upon.
The Business Educator believes

in simple plain writing for whatever
service it may perform.
The telegrapher and bill clerk need

more room than the accountant be-
cause their work is more rapid, less
permanent, and read but once or
twice and then pigeonholed forever.
Penmen need to be more adaptable

in their adeptness; by so being they
will be truly adept.

rc
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Tli irty subscriptions are hereby acknowledged
from the Brigham Young University, Provo,
Utah. W. L. Wanlass, teacher. Mr. Wanlass is

a very good business writer, if we may judge
from the business-like way in which he signed
his signature.

Hamilton Business College, the thriving

school of Hamilton, Ohio, favored us with a

good club of subscriptions. This school is one
of our loyal supporters.

No one is doing more in the South to en-
courage good penmanship than A. A. Kuhl, of

the Ga. Normal College. Douglas. Ga. Mr.
Kuhl handles a number of other branches be-
sides penmanship, but there are few, if any, that

excel him in handling this branch. His
skill in handling the pen is also equal to

his ability in teaching penmanship. Of course,

he is one of our heaviest clubbers, and we now
acknowledge receipt of a list of fifty-one sub-

scriptions.

E. D Widner, proprieter of the Wausau, Wis.,
Business College, favored The Business Edu-
cator with a list of fifty-three subscriptions in

< )ctober. This institution has been a good
patron of our journal tor a number of years past.

A list of one hundred and fifty subscriptions is

at hand from the B. E.. (Business Educator
and Business Education) booster. G. E. Spohn,
president of the Capitol City Commerclai Col-
lege. Madison, Wis. He is surely giving to

that section of the country a fine school and is

doing his part to popularize and to make more
practical commercial education.

Each year penmanship is given more nearly

the attention it deserves in the public schools.

Schools that have in recent years given consid-
erable attention to this branch are now giving it

still more attention. Other schools are seeing
the need of good writing and are introducing
good writing texts and magazines. L. K.
Wright, principal Gering, Nebr., public schools,

sent us a list of twenty-four subscriptions, which
shows that the teachers in the Gering schools,

see the value of good penmanship and are doing
what they can to create interest and secure re-

sults.

Penmanship is receiving its full share of atten-
tion in the Mansfield, Ohio, High School. We
acknowledge receipt of a good list of subscrip-
tions from A.N. Carmine and Wm. Bauer, of

that institution.

One of our old stand-bys. G. E. Gustafson. In-
ter-Stale Commercial College, Reading. Pa.,
again favored us with a list of subscriptions.
Mr. Gustafson's pupil's each year win a great
many certificates. We hope they will keep up
the good record this year.

The Haverhill, Mass.. Business College is evi-

dently in a very flourishing condition it we may
judge from the number of subscriptions we re-

ceive from that institution through the efforts of
Ernest N.Seavey.
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Be an expert accountant, a rapid calculator.

Get Wold'sSelf-Teachine Lessons in Quick Figur
ing, Bookkeeping- Wold's 75 Rules for locating
errors. Also Wold's Trial Balance System- Price
$1 .00. Easy, speedy and accurate.

LEWIS M. WOLD, Cedar Rapids. Iowa.

I TEACH PENMANSHIP B"Y MAIL.

Do you wan
thorough course
time at a small
specimen of my writing and my
,'OhLadner Ave., Buffalo, N. T.

to be a line penman! By my simple,
ou can learn to write well during spare

today and receive free, a

BVYER
Wants a well-established business col-

lege in north central states. Send full

particulars.

Address " CASH," care of

Business Educator, Columbus, Ohio

$2100.00 to $2500.00
For An Expe.t Penman, one who can de-
liver the goods,—"a live wire." Does this
look like business? We want a man "who
can hold it down. We have many good
positions now open for Shorthand* Book-
keeping, Telegraphy, and Penmanship
Teachers Write us your qualifications, ex-
perience, etc. Do it now,
THE INSTRUCTORS' AGENCY

MARION, INDIANA

YOU

WILL

WANT TO

KNOW

more about m
Penmanship"

lllustratec

J
Penman Stat

Addr*ss 423

y mail course in "Modern Business
for teachers and home students,
circular free.
. A. STRYKER
Normal and Supervisor Penman-
ship City Schools.

W. 27th St. KEARNEY. NEB.

PROGRESSIVE LESSONS IN

BUSINESS WRITING
COMPLETE UP-TO-DATE

The teaching of plain penmanship re-
duced to a system—logical, direct, scien-
tific. The copies are ideal in style—round-
ing enough to be plain and simple and
slanting enough to be rapid and graceful.
Used by large commercial schools. Espe
cially adapted to high school use, A
wonderful result-getting course of lessons.
Sample copy mailed to any address for 25c.

—Address—
C. S. ROGERS.

Prin. Y. N. C. A. Accoutancy School
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

STOP! READ! THINK! ACT!
Increase your salary by Home Study. "Do it now."
'•Why not work tor Uncle Sam'" Salaries tr.u(> to
H800. Positions guaranteed. Civil SeVviue. Penman
ship. Bookkeeping, Shorthand, Typewriting, Kn-
gingering, Normal, Grammar School. High School.
Agricultural, ami College Preparatory Courses are
thoroughly taught by mail. Matriculation Kee$.Y(Ki.
Tuition free to one representative at each po>t-office.

ROGERS, OHIO

DEPARTMENT E.

CARNEGIE COLLEGE,

LEARN to CARVE |i-%
F1S;

etc., on calling^""""""™~ cards by mail.
It is a fascinating, money-making, home
employment and is easily learned at small
expense. A beautiful sample of the work
10c. Information free. Here is your opportunity
for coining money.

A. W. DAMN, Knife Artist, Syracuse. N. Y.

WANTED
Young or middle-aged man to teach shorthand,
bookkeeping and penmanship. Address.

B. H. SPENCER,
Patterson, N. J.

ATTRACTIVE

The Pratt Teachers' Agency
70 Fifth Avenue, NEW YORK

Recommends college and normal graduates,
specialists, and other teachers to colleges
and schools.
The agency receives many calls for commer-

cial teachers from public and private schools,
and business colleges.

WM. O. PRATT. MANAGER

NORTHEASTERN
TEACHERS' AGENCY

NEWMARKET, N. H.

Registration Free. G. L. SMITH, Sec. and Treas.

WANTED TEACHERS— Penmanship,
Bookkeeping, h or t hand

Touch Type'
branches. Also managers and principals of
Business Colleges and commercial departments
of high schools and colleges in the South. Write
at once for information and application blank.
No charge for registration.

SOUTHERN TEACHERS' AGENCY.
Hamilton Bank Bldg. Chattanooga. Tenn.

Get your eye on America's largest
Correspondence School of Short-
hand, Typewriting, Bookkeeping,
Telegraphy, Penmanship, etc.

TYLER COMMERCIAL COLLECE. TYLER, TEXAS

Fill in and receive catalog.
State course wanted.

Name .- -

Address.

CENTRAL TEACHERS' AGENCY
We are still receiving calls for commercial and shorthand teachers for
emergency vacancies. If you are available, write us at once with full

particulars as to training, experience, kind of position and salary
desired.

E. C. ROGERS, m.n.oe. 20 EAST GAY STREET, COLUMBUS, OHIO

M.ny of the Bcst Schools in the Vntted States
get their teachers through this Bureau. We always have openings for

first-class teachers. We have some excellent places now. Free Registration.

CONTINENTAL TEACHERS' AGENCY (Incorporated) BOWLING GREEN, KENTUCKY

DOUBIFS HIS'SAIARY Three years ago we placed L. O. Cummins inUVUDLLJ nn 3HLHIV1 a position ttt $60 a month. That was only a
starter, and quick promotion followed. This year we placed him with the West
High School of Minneapolis at SliO a month. It paid Mr. Cummins to keep in
touch with us, and it will pay you. Plan for the future now. We want to hear from all

commercial teachers, including those now registered, who wish to make a change
soon or next year. Write to the Bureau that gets results.

Vhe SPECIALISTS' EDVCATIONAL BVREA V
Robert A. Grant, Mgr.,

WEBSTER GROVES. ST. LOUIS. MO.

|
COMMERCIAL ,TE A C H E R. S ' TRAINING SCHOOL,

I ROCHESTER BUSINESS INSTITUTE
We prepare and place a large class of commercial teacheos every year. We give

I advanced instruction in the commercial texts all through the year and have spec-
I ial summer school sessons in July for imethods. Send postal card for prospectus
I and bulletin.

! ROCHESTER BUSINESS INSTITUTE, ROCHESTER. N. Y.

UNPRECEDENTED EMERGENCY DEMAND

Among the scores of emergency calls that have come to us since school

opened in September are these high schools : Des Moines; Bloomfield, N. J

Atlantic City, N J.; East Orange, N. J.; Pittsfield, Mass.; Columbia, Miss

Roanoke, Va.; Holyoke, Mass.; Manchester, N. H.; Waterbury, Conn
Omaha; Wichita, Kan.; Fitchburg, Mass v ; St. Joseph, Mo.—besides many
private commercial Schools and some colleges. Our candidates were chosen

for the best of these. "No position, no pay" is our motto.

THE NATIONAL COMMERCIAL TEACHERS' AGENCY
:ialty by a PROSPECT HILL,
.cAusT BEVERLY. MASS.

E. GAVLORD.
MANAGER

J' l'llfllW§lllimWU,llli.H.ll^Mf ffiMiflM
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Article 14.

A knowledge of color harmony is necessary in

treating the higher forms of engrossing and il-

lumination so herewith is given a general list.

In addition to this it would be well to send for

a color chart and learn the combinations neces-
sary to produce certain colors. These charts

may be obtained from the large art material

houses.
Harmon v of Colors.

Scarlet with Blue or Green; Gold or Yel-
low with Blue or Violet; J'iolet with Light
Green or Yellow: Blue with Yellow or Red:
Carmine with Green or Orange: Brown with
Blue or Red; Wine with Yellow or Green;
Rose with Light Blue or Yellow; Orange
with Violet or Blue; Blue Gray with Buff or
Pink; Olive Green with Red or Orange;
Flesh with Blue or Dark Green; Dark Green
with Crimson or Orange; Light Green with
Rose or Violet; Light Brown with Blue or
Green.
The primary colors are red. blue and yellow

and by combinations a great variety of colors
are produced.
A shade is any color reduced in luminosity by

the addition of black.

A tint is any color dilu'ed with white. Com-
plete color harmony necessitates the presence
in some degree of all the primaries, either
pure or mixed.
For a resolution name such as presented here

with the colors used on the initial letters were
Hookers Green No. 2 and Brown Madder with
backgrounds of Mauve and Prussian Blue.
The small letters were outlined in pencil then

rilled with Gold and trimmed with Mauve. A
tint made from Burnt Sienna was used as the
background of these letters.

The relief scrolls on the initials were shaded
with Payne Gray after the application of shaded
tints of Gray and Mauve. By using a bodkin or
sharp point the Gold may be decorated with
curved lines as in copy. Gold was used as a
background to the inside scrolls of initials.

ill

for 15 cents.
I will give free a pack of
samples and send terms to

agents with each order.

AGENTS WANTED
I 1111/ PADnC I have the very bent blankBLANK lAhUO cards no»< on the market.

Hand cut. Come in 17 different colore. Sample 100
postpaid. I5c. 1,000 by express, 75c. Card Circular
for red stamp.

COMIC JOKER CARDS SX. WSS,\
100 postpaid 25c Less for more. Ink, UlosBy Black
or Very Best White, 15c, per bottle. 1 Oblique Pen Hold-
er, 10c. Glllott's No. 1 Pens, 10c. per doz Lessons in
Card Writing. Circular for stamp

W. A. BODE. Box 17*. FAIR HAVEN. PA.

Hi* ahmie all:

ta thin? tftutt

self be true;

auft it must
follatu,w iht

uifllitthetmy,

thnu must nut

then befabe
to any man.

A very simple and yet effective specimen of engrossing by I. Harper Grimes,
Duff's College, Pittsburg. It is worth imitating.

mmt%£
This book contains the rules which govern the formation of accurate writing. It

shows how to prove every letter to be perfect or imperfect. It shows how to write ele-

gantly through a knowlege of the harmony of lines and how imperfect writing is the
result of ignorance of the law of harmony. The study of the harmony of sounds makes
one become a scientific musician. The study of the harmony of lines leads one to the

highest skill in beautiful, perfect writing. Courtney, America's greatest penman, was
trained by me in the study and the use of the harmony of lines which I present in this

book. Send One Dollar and get the book. Keep it or return it within a week and get

your money back.

A. H. HINNAN, LYNN, MASS.
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Here are some off-hand signatures by Mr. S. O. Smith, penman. Hunt-
singer's Business College, Hartford, Conn., which you may be able to
excell, but if so, you will have to "show its.

" My E. S. Jackson, Jacksonville, Fla.
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For a good many years we have been receiv-

ing subscriptions from the Indian School. Has-

kell Institute, Lawrence, Kans. Mr. E. W. Keene
is principal of the business department of that

institution at the present time, and is sending in

lists of subscriptions. Kach year a prize is giv-

en at their annual Class Day for the best work in

penmanship. The Indian pupils take much in-

terest in writing and as a whole are little, if any,

behind their white brothers in this work. Mr.

Keene is to be congratulated on the good work
he is doing in the way of encouraging good
penmanship among Ihe pupils of Haskell Insti-

tute.

E. H. Goit, principal of the Niagara Falls, N.

Y., Business Institute, is again favoring us with

some good lists of subscriptions, one list just re-

ceived numbering thirty-four names.

A good list of subscriptions is hereby ac-

knowledged from M. S. Judy, penmanship
teacher in the North Manchester, Ind., Business

College and Public Schools. Mr. Judy is a live

wire when it comes to penmanship and com-
mercial education, and has a happy faculty of

instructing and enthusing at the same time.

A splendid list of subscriptions is hereby ac-

knowledged from E. C. Hendrix, penman in

the Baltimore. Md., Business College, which is

bigger than ever before. President Norman is

surely giving to Baltimore a commercial institu-

tion of which she may well feel proud.

A very good list of subscriptions is acknowl-
edged from Leland P. Symmes. of St. Johns
bury Academy, St. Johnsbury. Vt. The stu-

dents in the commercial department of this in-

stitution are very much interested in penman-
ship, and hope to be able to carry off many Bus
iness Educator Certificates this year.

A gentleman who is doing much to further

the cause of good penmanship is J. A. Stryker,

penman in the State Normal, Kearney, Nebr.
Mr. Stryker is making quite a reputation for

himself as a penman and teacher, and is a very
busy man. Notwithstanding the demands on
his time, he still finds time to club The Busi-
ness Educator. In, fact, he is one of the
heaviest clubbers. We acknowledge receipt of

a good list which he recently sent.

Messrs. A. N. Carmine and Wm. Bauer, of the
Commercial Department. High School, Mans-
field, Ohio, are two enthusiastic supporters of

The Business Educator. These gentle
men are favoring us with lists of subscriptions
from time to time that indicate a large attend-
ance in the commercial department of that in-

stitution. Both are good penmen and we feel

confident that the penmanship work in that in-

stitution is receiving the very best of attention.

Mr. and Mrs. George H. Rogers
announce the marriage of their daughter

Daisy Edith
to

Mr. Edward Obed Folsom
on Saturday, October the twenty-eighth
one thousand nine hundred and eleven

Westboro, Massachusetts

I N K. THE
BEST IN

THE WORLD

Vo. cannot imagine what beautiful cards
and other pen work you can produce by
using my Gold, Silver, Black and colored
inks. A full supply sent postpaid for $1.25.

Circulars and beautiful Penmanship Jour
nal free. A. W. DAMN. Syracuse. N. Y.

Why Not Got the Best
We receive the besl call from Colleges and

Hich Schools for good Commercial and Short-
hand Teachers at gocd salaries. We also have
a number of persons wishing to buy and sell
Business Colleges. Lei us help you

INTERSTATE TEACHERS' AGENCY
PENDLETON, OREGON

Write for my that Wll .

cha
attended i

PRESTON, THE SKILLFUL VETERAN
Although I hav

considered by good judges'to be equal, if i

that «»f the younger boys. 1 shall he glad
that my long used hand has lost nonu of iis cunning, and
-pon receipt of 25 cents I will semi you a srmp ',.,ok^m

how others mastered penmanship by my
method. Your name will be elegantly
written on a card if you enclose stamp.

-IRIAN. 406 Merer Bldg., Kansas City. Mo.

hat "I still" liv
what the Veteran can do. Orders promptly
id a good return for your money. Address,

I. S. PRESTON,
Lundys Lane, Pa.

The Father of Flourishes

AVTOMATIC SIGN PENS. (Wholesale and Retail.) Over 50 differ-
and Styles in M AH Kl.Nt i, SHADING, PLAIN. SPECIAL and Boh HER pens for all practi-

ly and rapidly done with our
RE LI A BLE Auto-
matic Pen « and Inks.
They are the product
of over THIRTY
YEARS' experiment-
ing along this line,
and combine the de-

aturesof the ORIGINAL "J. W. STOKES'' pens and the "FAUST" pens, both of which are
ufactured by ua. Our factory is equipped with MnpEKN MACHINERY, which is operated

SKILLED MECHANICS. All goods are inspected before leaving the factory. NEW ^'^ iM PLETE CATA LOG FREE.
THE NEWTON AUTOMATIC SHADING PEN CO.. DEPT. F, PONTIAC. MICH.. U. S. A.

WORTH $50 A LESSON
Hausam,After receiving only two lessons, one student (name on application), writi

I wouldn't take $lu0 for my course if I couldn't get it again."
You can become a fine penman at home by the Hausam Way. We absolutely guarantee

it. Only part of spare time required. L. H. Hausam teaches the most successful course and
has made more successful writers than any other penmon in America. Write for Free Book
containing 70 fine specimens and tells how others mastered penmanship.

The Hausam Diploma Course is the only course in the world that leads to the new degree,
M. Pen., the penman's highest credentals. Investigate it. Address,

THE HAUSAM SCHOOL, Box 255 B, HUTCHINSON, KANSAS

aorials, Certificates

Believing my penmanship and engrossing worth a little consideration, I am taking the liberty o

offeringyouaspecimenofmyornatewritingfor2.se. 25c more gets a bird flourish, while another

25c brings a dozen cards. Set of ornate capitals, 35c. Ornate letter, 40c. Specimen of engrossing

fresh from my pen and brush. $1.00. All of the above for $3.20. Resolutions

Testimonals, Records, etc.,

beautifully engrossed at

reasonable prices. Diplo-

mas filled. Lessons by
mail in ornate writ ing and
lettering. Copies fresh

from my pen. AMARILLO, TEXAS

AN EXPERIENCED
Business College Man desires a new loca-

tion. Will consider good propositions as

Partner, Manager, Advertising Expert, etc.

If you have a good opportunity and are

reliable, write. Address, PACIFIC, care

Business Educator,
Columbus, Ohio.

FOR SALE
Thirty- four feet hardwood Office Furniture
in four feet sections. Standard height,
ready to put together with screws. Light
natural wood color, suitable for banking,
retail or wholesale offices. Will sell all or
part. If you need any first-class offices for
your school room address W. C. W., care

Business Educator,
Columbus, Ohio.

THE CELEBRATED MADARASZ KOREAN INK

Korean is the name of that superb quality of
stick ink—the kind that is pitchy black on shades
and produces those wonderful hairlines, soft and
mellow. It is made in Korea, and is tar superior
to Chinese or India Ink for ornate writing pur-
poses.

Madarasz had a limited stock ot this ink on
hand at the time of his death, and this has been
placed in our hands to sell, prices are $1.25, $2.00.

$3.00 and $4.00 a stick. Enough in one large stick
to last a lifetime. Those interested should order
without delay.

THE BUSINESS JOURNAL
Tribune Bldg. New York City.

Learn to Use the Automatic Shading Pen.
A special ionise prepared tor beginners fresh from the

pen, Blessons, Price, $1.00.
A large specimen llxHH inches showing the effects of

the different size pens ami color of inks 25c. Lessons in

Business Writing. Send 10c for specimens of Auto and
Business Penmanship. T. H- MIL], EH, Automatic Shad
ing Pen Aitist, Charleston. Mo, Lock Box 7.

^Z^

c <^^£Ji
By J. H. Bachrenkircher, Supervisor of Writing, Lafayetle, Inrl., Public Schools
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Two pages of a rapidly executed, effective album by P. W. Costello,
Scranton, Pa. Just the kind of work our youujr engrossing aspirants
need to copy.

rma

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Gablowsky
announce the marriage of their daughter

Olga Marie

Mr. Albert P. Meub
Tuesday morning, October the tenth

nineteen hundred and eleven
Lutheran church
Seymour, Wis.

At home
November fifteenth

121 Bond street

Hatrford, Connecticut
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W. KANSOM,

TEACHER AND OFFICE MAN of six years'
experience desires position January 1st, prefer
ably in East, South or Southwest. Can teach all

commercial subjects, including Benn Pitman
Shorthand and Touch Typewriting. Good pen-
man—a Zanerian. Prefers not to have regular
night work.

Address W..
Care Business Educator,

Columbus, Ohio.

HIGH GRADE PENMANSHIP

Price list of the excellent work of Fred

Cornett, Custer College, Broken Bow, Nebr.

Sample dozen cards, - 15c

1 Set Business Capitals 25c

1 Set Ornamental Capitals 50e

Order today. Agents wanted to take orders.

A Bia Bargain if taken at once. The

Ishpeming Business

College, Ishpeming, Mich. No competi-

tion. Cit • of 15,000 population. with an

adjoining city three ri liles distanc , with a

populatio n of 10,000. It is worth investi-

gating.

e- =\

ANNOUNCEMENT
We wish to announce two new books:

—

Peters' Business Speller and HausanVs
Pedagogical Penmanship.

Both of these books are along entirely new lines and should have a careful investiga-

tion by every up-to-date commercial teacher.

Every teacher knows P. B. S. Peters of the Manual Training High School in Kansas

City and L. H. Hausam the penman—neither would write a book that was not the BEST.

222 Main St. SOUTH-WESTERN PUBLISHING COMPANY Cincinnati, Ohio

WMsmmmsmmmmmBmsBmammm m
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ENGROSSING
By

E. L. BROWH,
Rockland. Me.

Send self-addressed
postal for criticism,
[ml stamps for return

of specimens.

IDC 3C

A. specimen of coarse pen work showing an

effective combination of solid black and line

tints. While this design was executed through-

out with a coarse pen it has all the softness of a

wash drawing when viewed from a distance or

reduced in engraving.

First make a rough sketch of all the principle

parts of design, giving special attention to the

character and proportions of the lettering.

Carefully suggest the icy effect. Constantly

aim for simplicity, that is, avoid overloading

your designs. Remember your work will be a

failure if the effect is lost. Use a medium tine

pen on background of initial "C" and also for

the tint on remaining letters of word "Christ-

mas." A number 3 1-2 broad pen was used for

the solid color and cross-hatched lines around

words "To all." A No. 2 lettering pen was used

for the engrossing text.

Be very careful not to lose the effect as you
proceed with the work, as details count for little

if the pleasing effect of color values is sacrificed

Pen work is more difficult than wash draw-

ing but its mastery means more dollars and
much pleasure.

(Illustration on page 7)

High grade script by James T. Todd, Salt Lake City, Utah.

From Knapp and Kightmyer's Penman's Paradise, published in 1S52, book kindly loaned by W. H. Lothrop, Boston, Mass. This style is now
much in vogue among engrossers and illustrators.
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It is quite refreshing to run across a book for

review which contains so much original high
grade work of the sign writer's art as the Coast
Manual of Lettering and Designs," published
by the Coast Manual Publishing Co., Los
Angeles, Calif., 519 Germain Bldg., price S5.00.
It is beautifully printed and bound, 9x12 inches
in size, and in colors. The book comprises a
color scheme with directions, which, by the
way, is a most excellent thing, for there is too
much hit and miss, mostly miss, combination of
colors by would-be artists. The book contains a
large variety of modern alphabets as well as
high grade signs produced mainly with a brush,

and a few with the pen. If you are looking for
something cheap, look elsewhere. If you are
looking for something high grade, look into the
book above mentioned.

"Peters' Business Speller" by P. B. S. Peters,
published by the Southwestern Publishing Co.,
Cincinnati, Ohio, is the title of the latest book
received on the subject implied in the title. It

is designed for use in business colleges, normal
schools, high schools, and the upper grades of
the common schools. Words have first been se-
lected with a view of giving those in ordinary
use, and second those words intended to im-
prove ones vocabulary. Six hundred troublesome
monosyllables are also given, followed by other
lists of important words. The words are first

given in script, written by E. A. Dietrich, there-
by recognizing the fact that we spell largely by
visualizing. The script forms are followed by
the same word in print, divided in syllables and
and accented, thus enabling the learner to ac-

quire the correct pronunciation. This in turn is

A CHRISTMAS PRESENT
POR YOUR STUDENTwS

—the most valuable you could
possibly give them at the same
cost

—

Our

Everybody's

Dictionary

It is an epitome of indi-

spensable information about
words, a guide to correct
spelling, pronunciation, syl-

labication, capitalization, and
meaning. It is vest-pocket
size; indexed; leather-bound;
weighs two ounces; contains
33,000 words, 21 pages of
useful information, 12 pageB
of maps in colors. It is the
best pocket dictionary on the
market. With the name of

your school stamped on the
cover in gold (free of cost) it

becomes a permanent and
distinctive representative of
your school. Give one to

each student for a Christmas
present and put it on your
book list. We have furnished
from 100 to 1000 a year to

each of a large number of the
most prominent American
business schools, and 7000
books were recently ordered
by a single business house.
The annual sales have in-

creased more than 120% in
the past two years.
Write at once for full in-

formation and a copy of our
catalogue describing this and
our commercial text-books.

THE PRACTICAL TEXT BOOK COMPANY
Euclid and E. 18th Street CLEVELAND. OHIO

followed bv a brief definition All in all the
book appeals to us as being a most timely con-
tribution to the literature on spelling.

"The Pedagogical Writing Course" by L. H.
Hausam, published by the Southwestern Pub-
lishing Co., Cincinnati, O., is the title of a one
hundred page 3x9!4 inches book on penmanship
comprising copies and instructions in practical
writing. Mr. Hausam is one of the strongest
men in our profession on the pedagogy of pen-
manship, as well as a fine penman. The work
psesented is simple and very accurate. The
preliminary exercises have been engraved by
the half tone process from Mr. Ha^aum's own
writing. Special emphasis has been placed tp-
on the ability to write across the page without
raising the pen. thereby developing an excep-
free lateral movement.
On October 1H, the Board of Education. To-

ledo, opened an evening night school in the
Central High School Building, giving instruc
tion in commercial and manual branches. Mr.
F. E. H. Jaeger, principal of the commercial
day department, has charge of the bookkeeping
and penmanship, and Miss Alma Lok has charge
of the shorthand. They have an enrollment of
over two hundred, which is certainly a splendid
beginning. The school is open six nights in a
week, which is surely an innovation in night
school work. The next thing we learn will be
that they are keeping it open seven nights a
week hoping thereby to catch on Sunday night
the ones who do not go to Sunday School dur-
ing the day. Mr. Jaeger is giving to the people
of Toledo the best in the commercial teaching
line.

Elsewhere in this issue will be found an adver-
tisement by the Business Journal of the Cele-
brated Korean Ink which Madarasz used in all of
his best work. Concerning it he once wrote:
"It is that kind of India ink which gives a perfect-
ly black shade, and the finest hairline possible.
I haven't many cakes left, but I've got all there it

in this country ; if I want more I have to import
them, as my dealer says. 'It is too good an ink
for the average user of India ink. and the price
is a bit steep.' For me the best is none too
good. One discerning fellow penman ordered
three cakes more after he tried the first. He
wrote, 'It is happiness to write with it.'

"

IN OLD NEW ENGLAND

Your editor on the 27th of October
had the pleasure of speaking to two
large bodies of Connecticut teachers,
one at New Haven and the other at

Hartford. He then noted exception-
al enthusiasm, even ahead of that
through the middle west. The sec-
tions devoted to penmanship seemed
to be patronized as well as any of the
others, and better than some of the
others.

He also had the pleasure of visiting
and inspecting writing in various oth-
er cities, such as Altoona, Pa., Camd-
en and Passaic, New Jersey; New Ha-
ven and Bridgport, Conn.: Norwood,
Winchester, South Framington, Bev-
erly, and Everett, Mass.; in which
places he found the interest and pro-
gress quite manifest. In the Salem,
Mass., Normal he observed Mr. C. E.
Doner directing the work, and it is a
pleasure to say that he is doing the
work more pedagogically and practi-
cally than it is being done in any oth-
er normal in this country. This is

saying a good deal, but the results
observed warrant the belief and ex-
pression.
All in all the East is hustling and

has little to learn from the Central
West in that strenuous quality.

Jn^rTT«Tf#.t!HJJUUlt.Jllli.M.I'liJ (ilMI.II..IJ.III.I.II.|.JiJ.IJ.<l»UillJ.llUlJ,IJ^
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A very graceful, ha nonions flourish by H. B. Lehman, St. Louis, Mo. Students of flourishing will do

well to study it.

nrsoiuiiona .

fllrmonula \

,i ETERNAL INK

ENGROSSING INK

WRITE EVERLASTINGLY BLACK
The Eternal Ink is for gen-
eral writing in plain or fountain
pens (2 oz. bottle by mail 30c.)
The Engrossing Ink is for
special writing, engrossing, etc.

(2 oz. bottle by mail 30c.)

These inkB write black from the pen
point and stay black forever; proof to
aire, air, saaiihlne, chemicals and Are

CHAS. M. HICCIHS & CO., Mfis
,

271 Ninth St. Broolym, M. V

ESTERBROOK'S PENS
" Raay to write with,

CORRECT DESIGN
Hard to in up."

UNIFORM TEMPER DTJRARILITY

150 STYLES

A 1 PROFESSIONAL TEXT WRITERS 453 Business and College
Pine pointed end elae Made in 8 widths and with With fine and extra fine

tic for card writing long point to both left pointa. Elastic and
and right smooth writing

CSTERBROOK STEEL PEN MFG. CO.
26 JOHN ST.. N. Y. CITT CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY

HIGH GRADE

ENGROSSING PRINTS. I have had en-

graved six of

my most elaborately engrossed Resolutions

and Memorials, prints of which (6x9
inches) I am pleased to offer postpaid for

P. W. COSTELLO. Scranton, P«l.

I e xitm iii< 1 tii.- prints referred to above and considri
each one of thini worth the price asked for the six tc

anyone Interested In Engroaalng of a truly high grade
One art na

r.. the atu've advertisement.-

Diplomas^
CERTlflCATES,

unsurpassed in point of design and gen-
eral effect.

NEW BOOKLET NOW IN PRESS
contains a selections of made-to-order
diplomas. If you are looking for a
diploma to suit your special purposes,
we can offer you some attractive induce-
ments. Anyhow, send for the Booklet.

Our regular catalogue will he ready
to mail early in January and as usual
will be replete with artistic diplomas in

great variety for all kinds of schools.
Sample diplomas and catalogs free.

HOWARD & BROWN,
Makers of Fine Diplomas

ROCKLAND, - - MAINE

riNE PENMANSHIP
Superior courses in Business and Orna-
mental Penmanship. All copies are
pen written. Enclose 2c stamp for

specimen of my writing and circular.

H. B. LEHMAN
Central High School ST. LOUIS. MO.

When you want cards, get the best. I write
cards that will please you. If you will give me
one order, you will desire to order again, because
my cards are neat and beautiful.

Try one of my scrap book specimens, from 25c
up. in business, ornamental or roundhand.

497 W. Fourth Ave.. COLUMBUS. OHIO.

Fnr Qalo "" lf ">t«r*st i

rui oaie you over »KXX
(100 per mi.nth. Don't answer unless you have been :

success and can give reteren.es fur prool .,f same. Other
l,i I -Hie--, demands attention..! present owner, II } neau
business address, M. O. M.. care Business Educator
Columbus, Ohio.

*j i i.iffliuisujjAUj]imi«mi^^
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Gillotfs Pens
The Most Perfect of Pent

PRINCIPALITY PEN. No. 1

HBM
iiiLon's J

VICTORIA PEN, No. 303

DOUBLE ELASTIC PEN, No. 604 E. F

Gillott'* Peas have for seventy-five yeara stood the
moat exacting tests at the hands of Professional and
Business Penmen. Extensively imitated, bnt never
equalled, Gillott's Pans still stand in the front rank, aa
regards Temper, Elasticity and Durability.

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS

Joseph Gillott (SL Sons
ALFRED FIELD <& CO., Sole Agent.

93 Chambers St NEW YORK

reproduced from
PENNANSHIPamd
L*RGR^SSEDCOPJIEfy

TerrtEng.0
DESIGNERS -ILLVSTRHTORS

ENGRHVERS
(gLUMBUs, Qhio

ZANERIAN WRITING PAPERS
In writing papers we are able to give the greatest possible value for

the money. In fact, we know of no other firm in the United States that
sells equal grades of paper at fieures as low as we quote. All of our
papers are put up in half-ream packages of 240 sheets each—two pack-
ages to the ream— for convenience in handling. Of course, the cheapest
way to purchase paper is to make up a fair-sized order and have it sent
by freight. Wherever you buy your paper, do not buy the grades that
are too cheap to be good. It is not economy to buy such papers, since
tbey discourage good penmanship

the i grade ,ed belo ill be

Remit cash with all orders. We pay postage on the small quantities

mentioned to go by mail, and purchaser pays carriage charges on larger

ntities which go by express or freight

Nearly all of our papers can be supplii
ices quoted on ruled papers.

lruled, if desired, at same

MEDIUM GRADE PRACTICE PAPER is a white wove paper, weigh-
ing 6 lb. to the ream of 480 sheets. Sheets are 81 10' 2 inches, ruling faint
and wide ('^ inch) on both sides. Narrow ruling (% inch) can also be
furnished if desired.

This is a good paper for general penmanship practice work, corres-
pondence use, etc, and is really one of the best bargains in writing
papers we have ever been able to offer.

100 sheet by mail postpaid 65c
1 package of 240 sheets C1 ., ream) by express or freight 57c
2 to 10 packages " " 50c a package
11 to 20 " " ' 46c
21 ormore" '• ! 42c

EXTRA FINE 5 LB. PAPER weighs 5 lb. to the ream of 480 sheets,
and is exactly the same in stock, size and finish as the 6 lb. mentioned
hereafter, but weighs one lb. less to the ream. It is suited for fine pen-
manship, correspondence, etc. There is no better white wove 5 lb. paper
made. Wide or narrow ruling can be furnished, same as the other weights.

100 sheets by mail postpaid...
1 package of 240 sheets l

1
^ ream) by express *

2 to 10 packages
Ilto20 " _

21ormore"

60c

EXTRA FINE 6 LB. PAPER weighs 6 lbs. to the ream of 480 sheets,
and is exactly the same in stock, size and finish as the 7 lb mentioned,
but one lb. per ream lighter in weight. It can be furnished in faint wide

*

ruling (
]

2 inch) or narrow ruling {% inch). Especially suited for orna-
mental penmanship, letter heads, etc.

100 sheets by mail postpaid 65c
1 package of 240 sheets {

l
2 ream) by express or freight 80c

2 to 10 packages " 70c a package
11 to 20 " '" "

- -65c
21 or more- " " 63c

the ream of 480 sheets.
The ruling is faint and

inches. Narrow ruling
;d for ornamental pen

EXTRA FINE 7 LB. PAPER weights 7 lb t

and is one of the finest white wove papers made
wide (K inch) on both sides. Sheets are 8 x IO 1 -

(
:J

8 inch) can also be furnished. Especially suii

manship, fine letter heads, etc.

50 sheets by mail postpaid .
55c

1 package of 240 sheets (V, ream) by express or freight. 85c

2 to 10 packages " " "5c a package
llto20 ,l

-

" " 70c

21 ormore" --
" " 68c

EXTRA FINE 854 LB. PAPER is a white wove wedding stock,

weighing 8% lb. to the ream of 480 sheets, and for fine penmanship use is

as fine as a pen ever touched. It is especially suited to preparing script

for photo-engrading and for fine, ornamental writing, penmanship
specimen work, etc. Sheets are 8 x 10 1

,. inches, and ruling is faint and
wide (

r,

s inch) on both sides.

50 sheets by mail postpaid
1 package of 240 sheets {% ream' by
2 to 5 packages or more

express or freight

-

70

package

EXTRA FINE AZURE BLUE PAPER is an azure wove paper,
weighing 6 lb to the ream of 480 sheet. Sheets are 8 x lO 1

^ inches, and
ruling is faint and wide on both sides. It is a delight to use this beauti-

ful paper Persons who have weak eyes find this paper best to use. We
can furnish envelopes that exactly match this paper in quality and color.

100 sheets by mail postpaid - ..65c

1 package of 240 sheets (

l
.. ream' by express or freight 70c

2 to 10 packages., ...
" "

- 60c a package
llto20 " - -

" 55c

21 ormore " --
" " 53c

Address, ZANER <& BLOSER COMPANY. Columbus, Ohio
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The Consciousness of Having the Best

Is worth a great deal to the teacher and to the school that asks tor patronage from the public. This

conviction is quick to extend to those he wishes to interest. That is the secret of salesmanship and

vi i\ -.choolman has something to sell.

The school that uses the substantial texts of reputation published by this com-

pany, has in that fact alone, a tremendous advantage in the tight for business because not only do

teai hers know they are the best, but their reputation has extended among the people in almost

every nook and corner in the land.

What teacher who understands the principles of pedagogy and their application in

teaching, can sit down and compare Bookkeeping and Accountancy, or Commercial and Industrial

Bookkeeping, or New Essentials of Business Arithmetic, or Richardson's Commercial Law, or New
Rapid Shorthand, or Smith's Typewriting Lessons, or Booth's Dictator, with any other texts of the

same subjects in print, and not recognize their superiority ? We challenge the attention of the

most critical to this statement.

Our unbounded faith in our production becomes your conviction. Your convic-

tion becomes your student's conviction. His conviction leads to his success. His success leads to

vour success and vour profit. Your success leads to our success. Thus, the circle of our common
interests is completed. We publish the best books to help the best teachers. Can we help you?

//l^y /-/ J^l/JTX>Ol/Yy&O SADLER ROWE COMPANY DA L I IM K E/ , M D.
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Wholesale Accounting
FOLLOWS THE BEGINNING TEXT

Alter devoting three or four months to the study of fundamentals, put your students at once on

Wholesale Accounting and from this time on their work in bookkeeping will be fascinating to

them whether it was very interesting at first or not. Wholesale Accounting appeals to the inter-

est by its life-like presentation of business. Every proposition comes up to the bookkeeper just

as it would in business. The business papers used are exact reproductions of the forms used in

veritable Houses, as turnished us by the managers of leading concerns. The customs and practices

of business are faithfully set forth. The course is thorough. The accounting features are typical

of the business presented and their theory clearly brought out. Many of these are new to the

student and some appear in Wholesale Accounting for the first time in any course. Among the

strong features are : The loose leaf order system, (involving the use of an order binder instead of a

sales book): the showing of costs, sales, and profits, by departments: the subdivision of the Mer-

chandise account into its analytical elements.

WHOLESALE ACCOUNTING is in use in hundreds of the most thorough schools of the

countrv and in almost every case is regarded as the strongest part' of the course. The number ol

schools teaching it is increasing greatly every year. This year we should like to include your

school. If you ever give this masterful work a trial you will never give it up. Write at once for

further information and descriptive matter.

?2?s%t
Gfh ., J. A. LYONS <& COMPANY "•£,££
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Touch Typewriting Made Easy

NEW AND ORIGINAL METHOD

Are you entirely satisfied with the results obtained in

your Typewriting Department'.'

Why not make your department a genuine touch
department ?

Scientific Touch Typewriting

will do this for vou.

BLISS SYSTEM OF BOOKKEEPING
All trausaclious are performed with actual business

offices, where the student gets an actual training and
experience. Business men today demand the finished

and experienced accountant. The BLISS SYSTEM
affords the office experience.

The Folder System is designed especially for small

s, night schools, etc.

NATIONAL DICTATION BOOK

with Shorthand Notes

Do not place your order for Dictation Books until you
have examined the National.

The F. H. Bliss Publishing Co.,

SAGINAW, MICHIGAN.

Accountancy
Thorough Correspondence Instruction

The Bennett Accountancy Institute

is recognized as the leader in higher
commercial instruction

-SUBJECTS TAUOHT-

Accounting and Auditing, Factory Cost
Accounting, Corporation Accounting
and Finance, Business, Law, Ad-

vanced Bookkeeping, and
Accounting Systems

These courses prepare for high grade
office and factory accounting positions,

for expert accounting practice, and for

C. P. A. examinations in any State.

Reasonable rates. Satisfaction assured

to all patrons.

Send for New Catalogue of Courses.

R. J. Bennett, C. P. A.
1425 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

The Madarasz Memorial Scholarship in the Zanerian College

When Mr. L. Madarasz, the master

penman of his time, if not for all time,

realized that he could not live long,

following a siege of fever contracted

two years previous, he advised his wife,

Clara K. Madarasz, to place her affairs

in the hands of Zaner & I.loser for set-

tlement, believing that she would be

dealt with honestly and honorably.

During the last two years of his life

he did a tremendous amount of writing

and upon his death there was quite a

collection of specimens to be disposed

of for the benefit of Mrs. Madarasz.

These were placed in our hands to be

sold.

But Mrs. Madarasz idolized her hus-

band quite as much as he loved her

(for if ever two people truly hived one

another, they surely did), and instead of accepting the money

derived from the sale of the specimens, she insisted that the

principal be placed in trust, the inter-

est of which should be used to purchase

each year a three months' scholarship

in the Zanerian College, the same to

be known as " The Madarasz Scholar-

ship," and to be given to some deserv-

ing person selected jointly by Mrs.

Madarasz and Zaner and Bloser.

Whenever the Zanerian College

shall cease to be in existence, then the

principal and unused jinteiest is to go

lor all time to St. Mary's College, San

Antouia, Texas, in which institution

he was educated when a boy, while his

parents were in Hungary working for

fhe freedom of their native land.

Thus it is that the Zanerian has

been signally honored, and thus it is

that some deserving pupil eacli year

will be honored by the donation of a

Madarasz Scholarship, given by Mrs.

Madarasz as a memorial to her husband, L. Madarasz.

ZANERIAN COLLEGE, Columbus. Ohio

IJ'HIrVWIIf.ll.lWllfWimiilM
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IF YOU ARE WANTING

The Best Test
to aid you in securing the best re-

sults with the minimum effort and

time of the pupil and teacher in

BUSINESS WRITING
you need to look into The Zaner
Method Complete Compendium or

Complete Student's Manual.

Samples and 'terms to school principals and

proprietors free.

SINGLE COPY, 25c.

Zaner 8* Bloser Co.
COLUMBUS. OHIO

L. SJ

r °T

'Z^C^Z^yt^^^^

/^
TEACHERS' AGENCY

449 S. 2nd St. Louisville, Kentucky

Our specialty is furnishing public

and private schools with competent

| teachers of the commercial branches,

shorthand, penmanship, etc. AVe in-

vite correspondence from schools in

need of first-class teachers, and from
9 , .

T teachers who desire connection with

good schools.

NO REGISTRATION FEE

L. J
s

Ready in January

Expert Type-writing
A Complete Course in Touch Typewriting

By Rose L. Fritz, winner of thirteen consecutive Championship Typewriting Contests, and Edward
H. Eldridge, Ph. D., Head of Department of Secretarial Studies, Simmons College, Boston,
Author of 'Shorthand Dictation Exercises."

The aim of this comprehensive course is to

give the student the two prime essentials of a
good typewriter operator,—accuracy and speed,
—but accuracy has never been sacrificed to

speed. The work has been developed constant-
ly and progressively, each lesson being planned
to teach some definite thing.

The book consists of forty lessons, divided
into two parts: Part I, the elementary course,

and Part II, the advance course. Part I, con-

sisting ot thirty-two lessons, is complete in it-

self, and may be used in night school or other

short courses, where the time spent in type-

writing is not sufficient to complete the entire

text. It is intended to make the student a

thorough touch writer, and enable him, with

moderate speed to enter upon the duties of an

operator in a business office. Part II deals

more fully with present day business methods,
and furnishes a great amount ot material for

the acquiring of speed.

See this Book before Re-ordering or Selecting

AMERICAN BOOK COMPANY
NEW YORK CINCINNATI CHICAGO
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Talks by

Miss Remington:
Why did I learn to typewrite on the Remington? Well, for

very much the same reasons that I learned, as a child, to talk in

English. It was the natural thing to do.

And the natural thing is also the most useful. English is more

useful to me than any other language because this is an English

speaking country. For the same reason, proficiency on the Reming-

ton is more useful to me than proficiency on any other typewriter,

because this is a Remington using country.

It is the same the world over. Students everywhere, who learn

on the Remington, invariably find the best and readiest market for

their skill.,

Remington Typewriter Company
(Incorporated)

New^York and Everywhere

- ~:----s: \ :: .

-'—
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Gregg Shorthand in the Buffalo Contest

What the ResultsMean to the Schoolman
THE RESULTS of the contests at Buffalo

substantiate every claim made for Gregg

Shorthand. We have constantly maintained

that the three great essentials of a good shorthand

system are

—

simplicity, legibility, and speed. In

an open contest in competition with the swiftest

writers in the world—before a committee of judges

composed of writers of geometrical shorthand—and

in a national convention of shorthand reporters, a

boy of eighteen has demonstrated the 'superiority of

Gregg Shorthand in these three great essentials.

Its SIMPLICITY was proved—compare Mr.

Swem's short experience with that of the other con-

testants.

Its LEGIBILITY was proved—99.6 per cent,

perfect on solid, difficult matter, at a high speed—

a

world's record ; 98.75 per cent, perfect on 240-words-

per-minute jury charge.

Its SPEED was proved—237 words per minute

—

ten words per minute faster than the previous world's

record. Speed certificates for more than two hundred

words per minute were granted to every Gregg

writer in the contest.

These facts will inspire every student of Gregg

Shorthand with confidence, and a still greater enthus-

iasm for the system. They furnish concrete evidence

of its superiority. These are influences that are of

the very greatest importance to the schoolman, to

the teacher, and to the student himself.

In view of the splendid records of Gregg Short-

hand in these contests—to say nothing of the Wash-

ington Contest in which Gregg writers won fir-;t,

second and third places— isn't it time, in fairness to

your students, to relieve them of the complexities,

perplexities and eccentricities " of the old-time

geometrical, disjoined-vowel and position-writing

systems by adopting the system of results—GREGG?
If you have hesitated until now about adopting

it, you need hesitate no longer. The efficiency ot

Gregg Shorthand has been proved. And it has

proved in such a decisive way that no one can suc-

cessfully question the evidence of its merit.

Send for Booklet B. E.

The leading reporters of the country accepted

the verdict of the Speed Committee at Buffalo as con-

clusive recognition of merit. Among these were the

greatest shorthand writers of the present day. They
knew that a young writer who could go through those

gruelling tests and come out with the splendid

records that young Swem made, must have at his

command a shorthand system of the highest merit.

The\' knew because many of them were in the con-

tests themselves!

They realized, too, that the real victory in the

contests went to Gregg Shorthand. It was not re-

markable that seasoned reporters of the experience

of those in the contests could do so well : but that a

mere bo\—inexperienced in court work—could

defeat them at their own game, was an achievement

that won honors not only for the boy himself, but

also for the system he wrote.

It is needless to point out to practical schoolmen

the great interest Mr. Swem's achievements will

arouse, the strong appeal they will make to young

people of his age—the age of those in attendance

at your school—and their advertising value, to saying

nothing of the stimulus they will give to greater effort.

Gregg Shorthand has done everything that you

can possibly ask of a shorthand system. From the

teaching side, there is no comparison between it and

other systems. Its simplicity makes it exceedingly

easy to teach and to learn ; its invariable, light-line

characters and joined vowels make it easy to write

and to read : and its demonstrated speed and accur-

acy make it available for any uses to which a short-

hand system can be put. More efficient stenographers

can be developed in a given time with Gregg Short-

hand than with any other system. The standing of

your school in the community rests upon the quality

of your product, That is an economic law you can't

dodge- Gregg Shorthand means efficiency.

You need only to give Gregg Shorthand a trial

in your own school to prove its superiority. More

than 1,800 other schools have proved it to their satis-

faction- Every day that you hesitate about adopting

Gregg Shorthand you lose a big opportunity.

12—About the Contests.

THE GREGG PUBLISHING COMPANY
NEW YOR K CHICAGO
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J The Prize Winners in the Seven International L

CL„irthand Speed Contes 4f?oho 15

J Time
wm AND

Place

April 14. 1906

J at

^ Baltimore

Contestants SYSTEM

Average
Gross

Matter Speed Per
Read Minute for

Five
Minutes

t'KRCENT-

Errors ag
f
e

Accuracy

Net Speed
per

Minute
Under
the

Rules

PosI - Awards t
TIONS awards —

Sidney H. 1 i-odfrey

of

London, Eng.

Isaac

Pitman
Newspaper 167 16 98.1 150 1

Miner
Medal ^

Eagan ~
Cup"1 Mar. 30, 1907

Nellie M. Wood
of Boston, Mass.

Isaac

Pitman
Judge's Charge 225 45 96 163 1

at

Boston Sidney H. Godfrey
of London, Eng.

Isaac

Pitman
Newspaper 165 31 96.25 123 4

1

Miner
Medal

Eagan i-
CupApril 18, 1908

Nellie M. Wood
of Boston

Isaac

Pitman
Testimony 260 21 98.4 253

- Philadelphia C. H. Marshall
of Chicago

Pit-

manic
Testimony 260 54 95.8 242 3 Miner —

Medal

April 10, 1909

J at

T Providence

Nellie M. Wood
of Boston

Isaac

Pitman

Judge's Charge
Testimony

240
277

65
65

94.6
95.3

227 1

264

Eagan
Cup

Permanenllv l_
and World's |-

Speed Record

Aug. 24, 1909
at

Lake George

Willard B. Bottome
of New York

Pit-

manic
Speech

Testimony
207
280

12

78

98.8
94 3

205
262

1

1

Shorthand I
-

Writer Cup 1—
and Title I™
"Champion
Shorthand
Writer L.

of the World" r"

Shorthand
Writer Cup
and Title
•Champion
Shorthand
Writer J;

of the World"

Aug. 23, 1910
-. at

J Denver

Clyde H. Marshall
of Brooklyn

Pit-

manic

Speech
Judge's Charge

Testimony

200
240
280

39
85
62

96.11
92.91
95.58

192.6
222.8
268

Au-. 28, 1911

at

Buffalo

Nellie M. Wood
of Boston

Nathan Behrin
of New York

Isaac

Pitman

Isaac

Pitman

Sermon
Speech

Judge's Charge
Testimony

Speech
Judge's Charge

Testimony

150
170
190

21

200
240
280

4

5

18

40
60

99.47
99 41

99.79
99 33

98.2
96 . 66
95.71

149.2
169
189.6
208.6

196.4
232
268

1

1

Adam's *™
Accuracy
Trophy'

Permanently

Shorthand
Writer Cup
and Title
"Champion _
Shorthand
Writer

of the World'' L

Copies of this Table with particulars of a free correspondence course

J for teachers will be sent on application by L

\ ISAAC PITMAN <5c SONS \

2 West 45th Street NEW YORK
;f Publishers of "Course in Isaac Pitman Shorthand " SI 50; "A Practical Course in Touch J;

Typewriting," 75c. Adopted hy the High School of New York and other leading cities

— I" 'I I' H 'I I" 'I I' I' 'I 'I 'I
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THE BUSINESS EDUCATOR
Entered at Columbua, O., Post Office as 2nd Clast Matter

C. P. Zane
E. W. Blo

Editor
Business Manager

Published Monthly (except July and August) by
Zaneb & Bloser. 118 N. High St., Columbus. O , as
follows : Teachers' Professional Edition, $1 00 a
Year (Foreign Subscriptions 30 cents extra ; Cana-
dian Subscriptions 20 cents extra). Students' Pen-
manship Edition, 75 cents a Year (Foreign Sub-
scriptions 20 cents extra : Canadian Subscriptions
10 cents extra.)

Remittances should be made by Money Order
or Bank Draft, or by currency at sender's risk.
Stamps accepted. If personal checks are sent, add
20 cents for collection fee.

Two Editions. The Teachers' Professional
Edition contains 48 or more pages, twelve pages of
which are devoted to Accounting, Finance, Mathe-
matics, English, Law, Typewriting, Advertising,
Conventious, etc., and Departments specially suited
to the needs of teachers, principals and proprietors
The Students' Penmanship Edition contains 36

pages and is the same as the Professional Edition,
less the twelve pages devoted to commercial sub-
jects. This edition is specially suited to students in
Commercial, Public and Private schools, and con-
tains all of the Penmanship, Engrossing, Pen Art,
and Lesson features of the Professional Edition.

The Business Educator is devoted to the pro-
gressive and practical interest of Business Educa-
tion and Penmanship A journal whose mission is

to dignify, popularise, and improve the world's
newest and neediest education. It purposes to in-

spire and instruct both pupil and teacher, and to
further the interests of those engaged in the work,
in private as well as in public institutions of busi-
ness education.

Change of Address. If you change your ad-
dress, be sure to notify us promptly (in advance, if

possible), and be careful to give the old as well as
the new address. We lose many journals each issue
through negligence on the part of subscribers.
Back numbers cannot, as a rule, be supplied.
Postmasters are not allowed to forward journals

unless postage is sent to them for that purpose.

Subscribers. If we do not acknowledge receipt
of your subscription, kindly consider first copy of
the journal you receive as sufficient evidence that
we received your subscription all right. If you do
not receive your journal by the 10th of each month,
please notify us.

Advertising Rates furnished upon application.
The Business Educator being the highest grade
journal of its class is purchased and read by the
most intelligent and well-to-do amonp those inter-
ested in business education and penmanship in the
United States, Canada, England, and nearly every
country on the globe It circulates, not alone among
business college proprietors, teachers and pupils,
but also among principals of commercial depart-
ments of High Schools, Colleges and Religious
Schools, as well as among office workers, home
students, etc.

Rates to Teacbers, Agents, and Clab
Raisers sent upon application. Write for them
whether you are in a position to send few or many
subscriptions. Sample copies furnished to secure
subscriptions.

By W. D. Sears, Drake College, Jersey City

APPRECIATION

New York, Dec. 4, '11.

346 E. 67th St.
Messrs. Zaner & Bloser,

Columbus. Ohio.
Gentlemen—Your letter enclosing check for

my royalty on the "Madarasz Book" received
today. It is gratifying to learn of the good
reports and orders coming in. I believe and

hope everyone who sees the book will want one.
so there will be need of a second edition.

Accept my most sincere thanks and apprecia-
tion of the good work you have done. I think
the book is beautiful and should be of use to all

penmen.
Again thanking you and the friends of L,

Madarasz,

1 am. very sincerely yours,

Clara K. Madarasz.

YOU CANNOT BE A

^-t?C£~4Z/Ld-

^^eZ^^i-i^g^z-z^-^^>-z-^-2i--z/ ^-2ez-=^-<

By K. A. Lupfer, penman in the office of the B. K and assistant instructor in the Zanerian.
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Romance of Business
CM AS. T. C BAG IN,

Prln. Thompson's Business Institute, Holyoke, Mass.

THE WIZARD.

i Continued from Nov. B. £.)

Then he opened a shop over in

Newark, gave up his position as man-
ager of the gold ticker and went to

making his own machines. But he
was all the time working on teleg-

raphy and trying to get General Nor-
vin Green, manager of the Western
Union Telegraph Company to listen

to him and consider his inventions.

But Green thought he was just a big,

uncouth, clumsy, boy and would
spare him no time. One day he went
in, for he was a sticker and didn't

give up. He found the General
greatly excited, they couldn't get Al-

bany and a lot of important matter
was on the way. Turning to Edison
he said, "If you know so much about
electricity, perhaps you can tell us
where this break is and help us fix

it." "General, " said Edison, "If I

find that break for you in two or three

hours, will you give my inventions

an honest investigation?" "You bet

I will," said the General. If you will

get us out of this fix in two days I

will tackle your inventions. Edison
at once went to the main office of the

Western Union, called up the chief

operator at Pittsburg told him to call

the chief operator at Albany and to

have him call up every station down
the line from Albany as far as he
could go. In about an hour he got

back word from Albany that they
could get the stations down the line

within two miles from Poughkeepsie
when they got no answer. Edison
went over to General Green and said,

"If you will take a train and go to

Poughkeepsie, then go about two
miles further and you will find there

is a break in the wire. You can fix it

in half an hour." That was the be-

ginning of Edison's experience with
the Western Union Telegraph Com-
pany. His first invention was the
Duplex Telegraph, which sent two
messages in opposite directions, over
the same wire at the same time
doubling the efficiency of the wire.

In a short time he improved that so
he could send four messages, two go-

ing in different directions, at the
same time over the same wire. You
see that quadrupled the efficiency of

the whole telegraph and saved mil-

lions of dollars in the cost of wire
alone. This is the system in use
now, four messages going over the
same wire at the same time.

The Inventor.

Scarcely twenty-one years of age,
the youth was now a real inventor
with money enough to experiment to

his heart's content. And then began
a bewildering series of inventions
which have changed the whole face
of the world.

The Telephona.

In 1876, Professor Andrew Graham
Bell, of Salem, Mass., got a patent
for transmitting sounds over an elec-

tric wire and began giving exhibi-
tions of his invention, but it was just

a confusion, a regular blab, blab,

blab of words of which you could oc-

casionally catch one. The young in-

ventor, Edison, then twenty-four
years old, invented the transmitter
which gathered the sounds and which
now make it possible to talk clearly

and plainly over two thousand miles
of wire. He sold his invention to the
Western Union Telegraph Company
and they combined with The Bell

Telephone Company. Mr. Bell, by
the way, had serious trouble to get

anybody to invest in his enterprise.

He offered it one time to sell a tenth
interest for $100 with no takers.

That tenth interest now, would be
worth two million dollars.

The Electric Light.

Then followed the greatest inven-
tion of all. The incandescent elec-

tric light followed a series of experi-

ments extending over many years in

which the strange genius from the

West, worked day and night with a
brilliant staff of inventors around
him. The result of this invention is

our present system of lighting. One
who remembers "The Light of Other
Days," alone can rpalize the import-
ance of this invention, yet Edison
never made much money out of it. It

was a constant series of battles

against pirates who had infringed
upon his patents which used up all

he made out of it and before these
fights were settled in the "wizard's"
favor the patents had expired. In

the forty years since Edison, at

twenty-one went to Newark, he has
taken more than fourteen hundred
patents from the United States Pat-

ent Office.

The Phonograph.

Perhaps the most wonderful of all

these, is the phonograph, that re-

markable instrument which enables

us to record and preserve for future

ages the sound notes of the great

singer. The eloquent words of the
orator, the prattle of the child or the
voice of the aged, or of the dear
friend whom death will soon remove.
It is difficult to realize the import-
ance of this invention, crude at first

but now well nigh perfected.

It is needless to say that Mr. Edi-
son is a tireless worker. His average
hours of labor were twenty a day in

the height of his working days, and
he says he makes eighteen or nine
teen hours a day now. He could go
without sleep, and sometimes did,

for three or four days in a stretch,

catching only an occasional cat-nap
in a chair. Scores, hundreds of in-

ventions, or ideas for inventions
were constantly working in his pow-
erful and magnificent brain, and it

took all the time there was and more
to develop them. He found a staff of

men, who like himself cared little

about hours or meals. He never car-

ried a watch and there was not a

clock in the laboratory. Once he
found a fellow who could go as long
without sleep as he could and he
made him superintendent of the shop,
which was run day and night, and
gave him $60 a week instead of the

$20 he had been getting; but in a

week or two the man went on a tre-

mendous drunk and came back and
asked to go on his old job, and since
then Edison has been his own boss.

A list of his inventions would alone
fill all the space the gentle editor al-

lows me for this article. Perhaps the
most popular of these is the wonder-
ful kinetescope, or moving picture,

which everybody knows, and which
brings the whole world right to your
doors at five cents a look. Millions
of dollars and years of time were
spent on a magnetic ore-separater,

which would take iron ore of low
grade from sand or mine tailings. It

was a perfect success but just at the
time it began to work, there came
great discoveries of ore fields on the
Michigan Peninsula. It made iron so

cheap that it didn't pay to separate
this low grade stuff, and the inven-
tion was thrown aside as indifferently

as a smoked out cigar butt. The
trolley car has completely changed
the whole face of nature, and sent
millions of happy children and hard-
working housekeepers out of crowd-
ed city flats into pleasant country
and suburban homes.
For more than ten years, ever since

automobiles and trolleys began to be
a success, Mr. Edison's principal ef-

fort has been the invention of a stor-

age battery, which will hold enough
electricity to run the trolley car or

the automobile a hundred miles with-

out having over-head or under-ground
wires. You can make a storage bat-

tery but the trouble is it is so heavy
and must be renewed so often that it

is not practical. Again and again we
have heard that Edison's storage
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battery was now ready, and that over

head wires and the stench of gaso-
line would be things of the past, but
the difficulties have not yet been ov-

ercome, although the Edison Storage
Battery is in a measure successful,

and is already being used for many
purposes. The tireless patience and
the genius of this man and the won-
derful staff of workers of whom he is

the general-in-chief make it quite

probable that in a few years the tan-

gled maize of wires that cross every
city will disappear, and that the
Standard Oil Company will lose a big
lot of gasoline trade which now goes
to automobiles.

Of course, 1 don't mean that Thom-
as A. Edison is the sole inventor of

everthing pertaining to electric light-

ing, the talking machines, the mov-
ing pictures, the trolley car and
many other inventions with which his

name is connected, but he is the one
great genius who overshadows hun-
dreds of other inventors working
along the same line.

An Estimate.

Why have I chosen Edison for this

Romance of Business Series, you may
inquire? He is not a very rich man
in spite of all his multitude of inven-
tions. For it is a mistake to think
that a successful inventor is sure to

get rich. He will be obliged to spend
most of his money and a large part of

his time in fighting patent pirates.

He is not the product of the busi-
ness college and, indeed, his business
methods are not models to be follow-

ed. For a long time his system of

bookkeeping was to hang all the bills

that came in on a hook. When there
was any money, pay them and take
them off. If the creditor was in a
hurry for his pay, go out and borrow
the money on a note and when the
note came due, let it go to protest and
borrow some more on another note.

He has probably improved in later

life.

I have chosen him for this series

because I believe he has done more
for the good of the world than all the
rest I have written about. More than
all the kings that ever wore a crown
or waded through slaughter to a

throne. No one man has done so
much to improve this bright beauti-
ful, sad, distressing world that we
live in. He has thrown light into

dark places and light drives away
vice and misery and crime. He has
given employment to hundreds of

thousands of well paid workers the
wide world over,and he is just a plain
unpretentious, modest, boyish Amer-
ican, whom prosperity has not puffed
up. He lives a happy and, for him,
normal life, with his beautiful wife
and fine family of children. He has
received the highest honors from
Kings, presidents and scientists, but
the common men of Menlo Park and

Orange call him Tom Edison and say
he is just a common plain every day
man, with a kind word or a dollar for

anybody that wants it. I suppose a

thousand volumes could be rilled

with stories about Edison, most of

them lies. For the space writer for

the newspaper wben he needs money
for a meal ticket, makes up an anec-
dote of how Edison forgot to go to

his own wedding or writes a thrilling

account of a new invention, to ex-

tract unlimited power out of dill

pickles, and sells it for so much a

column. In no article that I have
written have I so felt the lack of

space as in telling you of this won-
derful man, for he is wonderful and
you will make no mistake if you cul-

tivate his chief qualities, which are

untiring industry and wonderful pa-

tience. Those two things will

win success every time. I am much
inclined to agree with a famous
English writer and enthusiastic ad-

mirer of the great inventor who says:

If the world paid Edison all it owes
him, the world would be bankrupt.
He is only 64 years old of a long lived

race. A tireless worker still and long
may he continue to make the world
his debtor.

PROGRESS IN WRITING

It is gratifying to note at the pres-

ent time that all penmanship periodi-

cals are advocating that for which
The Business Educator alone stood
sponsor ten years ago, viz: simpler
script forms for commercial, profes-

sional and social usage.

We then contended and still con-
tend that to increase legibility and
speed and lessen effort script forms
need to be simplified by the shorten-
ing of loops, omission of unneces-
sary initial and final strokes, and re-

duction of size and simplifying of

capitals.

We are not cencerned so much
about just exactly how simple the

forms should be, for that will take
care of itself at the hands of individ-

uals, but we are concerned about
better writing for present day condi-

tions.

And there are other things which
need attention as well as form, such
as methods of teaching pupils of all

ages in conjunction with other sub-
jects, etc.

But the signs are favorable for bet-

ter universal writing, and we are do-

ing what we can to hasten the day of

more expeditious and more readable
writing.
However, be it said to the credit of

all concerned, that no one person is

responsible for all of this progress,
nor for a considerable of it, but rath-

er that a host of progressive teachers
of writing, living and dead, have
done the silent effective work which
is making for a better dav in writing.

COUNTING

A good deal of irrational teaching
is manifested by the way teachers
count for students learning to write.

The pedagogical reason for counting
is to get a given rate of speed and a
given amount of work out of a class
in a given time. The practical rea-
son for counting is to train pupils in
the habit of writing at a given rate of
speed. The pedagogical and practi-
cal teacher keeps in view the immedi-
ate needs of his class, both as con-
cerns their age and their require-
ments, and he also keeps in mind
their ultimate need in the commer-
cial, professional and social worlds.

It is unpedagogical to count as
rapidly for children as it is for adults,
and it is equally impractical to
count as slowly for adults as for
children.
Then, too, counting is a prelimi-

nary rather than a finishing phase of
writing. It is worth more to the be-
ginner than to anyone else and, there-
fore, there should be more counting
in the lower grades than in the upper
grades in our public schools, except,
of course, where many are taught for
the first time in the upper grades.
Likewise, there should be more count-
ing the first month of a six-months'
course in a business college than dur-
ing the last three months. This is

because counting is the most ele-

mentary phase of instruction and,
therefore, as soon as a class has been
schooled to write at a given rate of
speed, other things should be given,
such as information concerning the
various phases of movement, the va-
rious modifications of form, etc. For
pupils should first be shown and told,

and later in their work they should
be criticised. This is, tell them how
to do it and a little later tell them
how not to do it.

Counting should never be keyed to
the most nervous pupil or to the most
sluggish, but it should be gauged to
awaken the sluggish or dull pupil
and quiet the nervous and fidgity pu-
pil. One should strike at the common
average, rather than the exceptional.
The rate of speed should conform

to the requirements of the work the
pupils are expected to perform. Thus
the bill clerk and the telegraph oper-
ator needs to learn to write more rap-
idly than the accountant or unprofes-
sional man.
The counting for the children in

the first and second years should not
be more than one-half as fast as the
pupils in the upper grammar grades,
and high school, which would mean
that the first and second grade pu-
pils should make ovals at the rate of
about one hundred per minute, while
the others should make them at the
rate of two-hundred per minnte.
Some teachers seem to think that

the more emphasis they place on the
count the better the work, but too
much emphasis has a tendency to
cause pupils to contract muscles.
The well-balanced teacher is the

one who avoids extremes and keeps
in mind the common average in age,
and the common average of require-
ments. [Editor]
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PRACTICAL
WRITING

FRED BERKMAN.
Penman, Lincoln,
Nebr.. Business

College

Specimens sent to

Mr. Berkman with
2c-stamp will be
criticised by him

^
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HAPPY NEW YEAR

There! That's the time I beat you. May this

truly be a "happy" year for you—a year filled

with sunshine, gladnpss, and good will through-

out May the sad days be only few and far

apart, Ibe blue days only occasionally, and the

really bad and indifferent days only what you

deserve. S.ty, if you haven't already decided

'ii some particular motto or resolution for the

jreai can't "you and I"get together on this one:

"I.earn more! Earn more! Be more!"

Business Educator Certificate.

Put that at the head of the list of "Things I

Want To Win This Year By Hard Work And
Study." What's it worth did you say? Well!

That's a great question. What's good health

worth: What are we living for? What's an ed"
ucation good for. anyway? Why do we have

schools, and churches, and poor-houses, an'

penitentiaries, an' asylums, and all such things?

What's the use? Eh? There are many things

in this big world of ours that money can't buy

—

and they are really classified with the very best,

too. The only way to win a B. E. Certificate is

to bring your writing up (if you haven't already

done so) to the CERTIFICATE STAN-
DARD of excellence. That doesn't mean tip-

top, high-grade professional writing. It simply

means plain business writing, written at the rate

of from 16 to 20 words a minute—written, and
not drawn, in such a way so as to combine form
and moremen(and make the writing perfectly

legible.

As an illustration: Take a large Commercial
School for instance with an enrollment of 500
students. My guess would be that 60 out of 500
would be able to bring their writing up to Cer-

tificate Standard during the year. That would
be one in ten -10 per cent. Wouldn't you like

to belong to the upper ten class? Of course,

nat 'rally, some schools would do even better

than that, and then there are others who
wouldn't or couldn't or can't.

The Publishers of the li. E. have set a very

high standard for "you and I" to reach, and
that's why a R. E. Certificate means so much—
and that's why I am so tremendtioslv in earn -

estthat YOU win one this year. Will you do
it- Thank you!

Co After It.

The man who simply sits and waits
Fur good to ciime along.

Ain't worth the breath that one would take
To tell him he is wrong.

Fur good ain't rlowin' 'round this world
Fur every fool to sup

:

You've got to put your see-ers on
An' go and hunt it up.—Selected.

Weare hearing unusually good things in re

tie articles on commercial designing in

imris by Mr. 1). W. Hotl. The stu-

dents of engrossing, either beginner, amateur.
it professional, will find in them a great deal of

value, for Mr. Hoff is seeing how helpful rather
than how beautiful he can make the illustrations.

Furthermore, Mr. HolT isateacher by training,
education and experience, and is, therefore, able
to eet down to the pupils' level.

By (ieo. Hytrek, pupil, Lincoln, Nebr., Business College. Fred Berkman. Pen.
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Are you making the most of your opportunities? If so, you are hustling "to beat the band"

to measure up to Berkman's ideals, suggestions, instructions, and copies. [Editor.]



MR. S. E. LESLIE'S TENTH CONTRIBUTION IN PRACTICAL WRITING.
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By M. E. Dudley, pupil, Lincoln, Nebr., business College, Fred Berkman, penman.

A list of subscriptions and some tine speci-

mens have been received from J. C. McTavish,
Grand Trunk Business College, Edmonton.
Alta. These specimens are the best arranged
and the neatest we have received for some time.
They show that Mr. McTavish is giving very
good instruction, and that the pupils are follow-
ing the instruction very closely. We expect
many of them to win Business Educator Cer-
tificates before long.

A club of seventy-six subscriptions has been re-
ceived from Huntsinger's Business School,
Hartford, Conn , and for this good list our
thanks are due Mr. E. M. Huntsinger, president
of that inslitution and Messrs. S. U. Smith and
A. P. Mueb, instructors. In sending the list Mr.
Huntsinger writes as follows: "It is our purpose
to make The Business Educator a real aid
to the toachers and more than ordinarily helpful
to the pupils." Surelv the penmanship work is

well taken care of in the Huntsinger School.

Miss Laura Bolyard, a teacher in the High
School of Applrton, Wis., has favored The
Business Educator with a list of seventeen
subscriptions. Miss Bolyard was formerly a pu-
piUof Mr. A.M. Wonnell. of the Ferris Institute,
Big Rapids, Mich., and her handwriting is

strongly marked with the characteristics of her
instructor. Her writing is forceful, easy in

execution and legible as could be desired,

A good list of subscriptions has been received
from P. C. Whitely, of the Y. M. C. A., Los
Angeles, Calif. Much interest is being taken in
penmanship by the students of that institution.

Geo. W. Hendrix, of the Wheeler Business
College, Birmingham, Ala., recently sent us a
good list of subscriptions. Mr. Hendrix is a
very lively teacher if we may judge by the cor-
respondence and specimens we have received
from him.

An excellent list of subscriptions is hereby ac-

knowledged from the Lebanon, Pa.. Business
College, A. G. Bauer, proprietor. We receive a
good list of subscriptions each year from this

well koown institution.

This is a specimen of a first year pupil and is typical of the work being done by many others under the supervision of Miss Daisy Hummell, supervis-

or of waiting in the Bloomsburg, Pa . public schools The form and movement are splendidly combined, revealing the fact that Miss Hummel is teach-

ing form with freedom and neglecting neither of the two important essentials for successful writing. Thousands of teachers and ten thousands of pu-
pils are now doing likewise. This large free plain writing is both pedagogical and practical, which cannot be said of small writing for first and second
grade pupils. Specimens submitted from the various grades reveal uniform progress from the first to the eighth grades.
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Some excellent business writing by the hustling teacher of penmanship in the Rloomslmrg, Pa.. State Normal School.
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By K. A. McPherson, prin. Jefferson School. Parkersbnrg, W. V'a. It is needless to say that the penmanship in Prof. McPherson's building
ranks high.
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A number of requests have been received for specimens of Mr. Zaner's business writing and the above is given as a specimen
ship specially adapted toaccountancy and compact record writing.
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if H. I.. Darner, penman. Blair Business College, Spokane. Wn..

by Don Barton, a pupil

McKmuey. pup
V K McClelland

nomas Count) Hi

u her Colby, Ham
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Penmanship Edition
A forum for the expression of convic-
tions relating to methods of teach-

in* and the art of writing

OfR platform: FORM AND FREE-
DOM FROM FIRST TO FINISH

DC3DCDC

THE NORMAL vs. THE NATURAL.

On the general principle that the

children's precepts are vague and
their efforts general, large writing is

more normal to childhood than small

writing.
Apparently it is more natural for

children to use their fingers in writ-

ing, but this is due to the fact that

small writing forces them to do so,

because they cannot control their

larger muscles well enough to pro-

duce small forms.
It is an educational crime to re-

quire small writing of children or to

train them to produce small writing
under the third or fourth year in

school.
To require children to draie small

script forms through imitative pro-

cesses forces premature focusing of

eyes, abnormal gripping, and su-

presses breathing, thus injuring

eyes, nerves and health.

To train children to write small
script forms through strenuous
movement drills forces abnormal
mental and physical concentration,

thereby developing nervousness and
spasmodic action—the two things
which are menacing American
health. Those who strive for tech-

nical accuracy in form by drawing
processes see jbut one phase of

the question, and those who, on the

other hand, strive for a high rate of

speed also see but one phase of the

writing question, and both are alike

onesided'and unpedagogical.
Those teachers who ignore either

of the two fundamentals of writing,

legibility and freedom, are onesided
and uneducational.
The movement and speed ex-

tremists are as far wrong as the form
and vertical theorists were, and will

in due time reap their reward.
But unfortunately in the meantime

the children will be the sufferers by
overtraining, and by neglecting other

things, for the so-called good results

in writing so much heralded by pro-

moters, are the results of a special

effort upon the part of both teachers

and pupils.

In the meantime we are happy to

say many teachers, both special and
general, are teaching form and
freedom and are thus training rather
than straining for results. These are
ushering in a better day in writing
than the world has ever known.

LAW.

If any of our subscribers to the
Professional edition have not been
reading the articles on Business Law
we would recommend that they
do so, especially those who have
that subject to teach. It seems
to us these articles are excep-
tionally valuable to commercial
teachers in that they contain a

great deal of real method in the
presentation of that subject. For
the method of teaching commercial
law to pupils who expect to become
lawyers is considerably different from
that which is best for those who are

qualifying for a business career.

There is much, therefore, of real

value in these articles for commercial
teachers and we wish to emphasize
their value at this time in order that

all may appreciate them, for Mr. John
J. Sullivan, the author, is especially

well qualified by experience as a

lawyer and teacher to handle the sub-

ject in a pedagogical and practical

manner.

ARITHMETIC

The series of articles on Arithmetic

by J. H. Minick, of Eastman College,

Poughkeepsie, N. Y., has been quite

interesting and helpful if we may
judge from what we have heard and
the interest manifested. Mr. Min-
ick seems to be both pedagogical and
practical, which cannot be said of all

who contribute articles on arith-

metic and on other subjects to

magazines similar to The Business
Educator. Our readers, we are sure

will, be glad to learn that begin-

ning with January he will start a

new series of articles on the same
subject, which we feel sure will be
quite as interesting, helpful and pro-

gressing as those during the past
year.

No one hits the proverbial nail

more squarely on the head from time
to time than Mr. Thos. E. Cupper in

his talks to young people under the

general title of "Inspiration and In-

formation" in these columns. His
messages are always encouraging
and stimulating, as well as sobering
and sensible. We sincerely hope he
may continue the talks indefinitely,

and on behalf of the young commer-
cial hopeful and mean-to-be-success-
ful people of America we extend our
grateful thanks to Mr. Cupper, with
the wish that he may be just as suc-

cessful and happy as he is unselfish-

ly trying to help others to be.

WRITING.

Mr. S. E. Leslie's contributions come
to an end in this number. When we
say we hope to have him with us

again, we mean it, and we want him
again because we consider his work
among the world's finest. We wish
the "woods" were full of his kind.

PARTIAL CONTENTS

Of the Professional Edition of

the Business Educator for

Jan., 1912

Accountancy. B. P. Leister. C. P. A..

Canton, Ohio.

Arithmetic. J. H. Minick. Eastman Col-

lege, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Business Law, John 1. Sullivan, A. N„
LL. B.. Philadelphia, Pa.

English, C. E. Birch, Prin,, Haskell In-

stitute, Lawrence, Kans.

Typewriting. Miss Madeline Kinnan.

Albany, N. Y.

School Promotion, O. A. Hoffman,
Milwaukee, Wis.

School Advertising, E. D. Snow, Prop

Maple City Commercial School, Hornell,

N. Y.

Marshall's Mental Meanderings,
Carl C. Marshall, Goodyear - Marshall

Pub. Co., Cedar Rapids, IA.

Report of Mo. Valley Commercial
Teachers' Association Convention

Association Announcements.

News Items. Catalog Notices, Etc.

Special Articles & News Items, Etc.
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Marshall's

Mental

Meanderings
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WHAT'S IN We suppose it does not
A NAME? make any great difference

what you call a thing so lone as folks know
what you are talking about. Yet it always has
seemed to me that the name "Muscular Move-
ment," as applied to a correct wntine method,
leaves a good ileal to he desired In the first

place, nobody can write anything anywhere at

anv place or in any way without moving some
of his muscles. Last year I saw an ingenious
and self-helpful chap in a side-show, who has
no arms, and who turned a lot of honest nickels
his way by writing visiting cards by means of
the muscular movement of his toes— or maybe it

was those of his calf There is another similar
freak who writes and draws, holding the pen in

his teeth, and making use of the '"muscular
movement" of his neck
Writing masters ever since the days of Spencer

have taught that good writing is most effective-
ly produced by using in the right way, the asso-
ciated muscles of the hand, arm and shoulder
Now, such terms as "linger movement," "fore
arm movement" or "free arm movement,"
might be appropriately used to describe as
many different forms of writing action, but the
term "muscular movement" is weak as a desig-
nation, for the obvious reason that it does not
designate. It suggests that popular song with
the refrain

"Nothing to eat but food.
Nothing to breathe but air."

THE SOLITUD- It is a sad and mis-
INOUS KNOCKER chievous form of ego
ttsm wh ch leads a man to detach himself from
his fellows and look on with a critical or cynical
spirit, while his worthier brethren are unitedly
trying to keep the Car of Progress from getting
stuck in the mud Diogenenes with his lantern
hunting for an nonest man, or sitting solitary in

his tub and looking scornfullly'at his fellowman.
maybe a picturesque figure, but it is lucky for
the race that his kind is rare. Team work is the
only thing that really counts in this world.

DOES IT The foregoing slipper may be
FIT YOU ? found to fit anyone of the follow-
ing four classes of otherwise worthy school men,
present company, of course, being always ex-
cepted: Q) The man who "never fools away
his time in attending these teachers' conven-
tions." (2) The man who "never has anything
to do with his competitor; doesn't know he is

on earth, in fact." (3i The man who takes no
professional journal, and, says he "doesn't need
anybody to tell him how to run his business."
(4i The man who "has been for twenty-five
years the President and Proprietor of the lead-
ing business college of Punkville," and who In

all thai time has never been ten miles from his

town boundaries, or set foot in any school but
his own. This quartet might be enlarged to in-

clude some other specimens, but these are
enough to illustrate the type.

LET THEM GIVE In one of Bro. Cragin's
IT BACK inimitable excursions into

the arena of every-day philosophy he gives us
some interesting comments on the matter of

tainted money and supplies the interesting in

formation that the supersensitive Wellesley girls

balked at Worshiping in a chapel that had been
built with the kerosene flavored coin of John D.
Rockefeller. We have often noticed that people
who are long on sentiment are apt to be corre-
spondingly short on sense. Admit, for the sake of
argumenl, that the dollars of Rockefeller and
Carnegie have been unfairly won, but, even so,
what earthly reason does this supply for any-
body's objecting to these dollars doing good
work? Why should we refuse to these trust
magnates the privilege and duty of restitution

*

The process of giving back these ill-gotten mil-
linns to the actual members of the Public from

whom they were filched, is rather too complicat-
ed a problem to be seriously consideied even if

the billionairs were minded to doit. The next
best thing is to let them give it back in the indi-
rect way that they have chosen. For one, I

would rather that John D. and little Andy, had
never been given the chance to take a billion
dollars apiece from the pockets of the American
people, but now that the mischief has been done,
where is the sense in being finicky about allow-
ing them to give some of it back in the way of
such good things as colleges, libraries, churches,
etc? We may take a chance on the moral con-
tagion of such gifts. As the pious old darky ob-
served in a somewhat similar case. "De Lord
sent it eben ef de debil did brung it."

TO RECALL THE If the educational spe-
PERSPECTIVE cialistdoesn't watch out he

gets as narrow as the man referred to recently by
President Taft. who was so thin visioned that he
could look through a keyhole with both eyes at
once. There are teachers of the classics who are
fully persuaded that no man is decently educat -

ed who cannot read .Virgil and Homer in the
original. There are science teachers who will
not concede that anybody can lay claim to an
education unless he is familiar with the internal
anatomy of a clam. Business teachers and oth-
er vocational specialists are likely to get to the
place where they think thata man has all the ed-
ucation be needs, when he can go out into the
world and earn a good salary. How badly these
people need lifting out of their narrow little

ruts! If they would only assimilate that great
definition of Education by Herbert Spencer,
which, divested of extra verbiage, means that
education is the process of developing
desiralde human powers —the powers by
which men know right, think right, feel
right and act right. This is a pretty large or-
der, and no teacher or school will deliver all of
it. Any raw material of knowledge or training
is good which helps to turn out this grist, be it

bookkeeping or Greek. The subject itself is of
so much less importance than the spirit of the
learner and his teacher. Don't get swallowed
up in your specialty my pedagogic brother. Re-
member that you can bring a cherry pit so close
to your eye that it will seem larger than the rest
of the Universe

JOHN D'S According to a late pronounce
RECIPE ment by the benevolent Mr. Rocke

feller, the secret of life success consists in "stick-
ing to one thing" and playing golf between
times. Doubtless the sunny-souled old gentle-
man would include in the diversions the occa-
sional reduction to pulp of a recalcitrant com-
petitor, and the persuasive extraction of a profit-

able rebate from a reluctant railroad. There is

little doubt that Mr Rockefeller has followed
his own rule, of "sticking to one thing," but
there will continue to be argument as to whether
he might not have picked out something else
that would have been better for him to stick to.

Incidentally, it may be observed that certain
things continue to stick to Mr. Rockefeller.

THE MEDICINE The paragraph inourOc-
IS "TAKING" tober issue entitled "A Real

Jolt for the Faker" appears to have made a

number of people sit up and take notice. Be-
sides several A 1 school men who have sent on
their appreciations, I notice that the article has
been copied entire, with complimentary com-
ments by that lively periodical. "The Gregg
Writer " Also, I have heard from one or two of
the other sort. One wail from somewhere down
in Oklahoma, comes from a man who seems to
fear that it is the aim of the Commercial Schools'
Credit Association to push to the wall the mere-
ly unfortunate school man who Is unable to

meet his bills because of crop failures, an out-
break of smallpox, or other back sets. It hardly
needs saying that this brother is needlessly
alarmed. Nobody wants to hurt anyone who is

really straight, and willing to do the fair thing.
It is the chap who runs up book bills when he
knows he cannot meet them, and then refuses to
answer letters and sneaks to another publisher
for still more cretlit, that the Credit Association
is after. Already there are signs that this brand
of school scalawag is being made most awfully
uncomfortable by the publishers' organization.
The more of these fellows who are smoked out.

the better it will be for respectable business
schools

ITS BROADER In William Bayard Hale's
USES delightful biography of Gov-

ernor Woodrow Wilson, which has been run-
ning in "The World's Work." attention is called
to the fact that when young Wilson entered
Princeton, one of the first serious tasks he set
himself was to become proficient in short
hand. This he did because he was intelligently
aware, that this art would be of the highest val-
ue to him, in taking notes of lectures, making
briefs of his readings, etc. Both at Princeton
and at the University of Virginia, where he sub-
sequently obtained his law degree. Wilson won
top honors as a really accurate and effective de-
bater and not his least formidable weapon was
this proficiency in shorthand, which enabled
him to confute his opponents by coming back
at them with actual verbal quotations, of such
parts of their speeches as showed wobbly logic
oi defective argument. It has seemed to me that
these higher values of shorthand to the student
and man of affairs, are not so effectively pre-
sented by the shorthand schools as they might
be. The Mercurial chirographic art has many
highly valuable applications, other than its use
in preparing business letters or reporting the
records- of law suits,

THE HERO IS If you have an idea that the
SLILL WITH age of heroes is past, read the

US biograghy of Dr. Wiley in
the World's Work for November. The big.
genial Pure Food Champion has not done any-
thing that would loom up in oil like Sir Thomas
l.eighton's Perseus and Andromeda, but he
has been driving his lance through the scab-
hides of the dragons just the same—and mighty
mean, slimy, voracious, venomous dragons they
are, too. these food poisoners that the sturdy
Doctor has been putting out of business.
Here's hoping the "Big Chief" may stay on the
job till the last food adulterator gels the lance
through his gizzard.

A JOYOUS Recently in my meanderings. I

BOOK came across a book of such exquis-
ite sweetness and charm, that I cannot but cry
aloud the choice find. This book is happily
called 'Adventures in Contentment" and the
author is David Grayson. It is a book to put oil

into all the squeaking joints of one's life. It lies
handy on our center table, and all of us dip into
it daily. We call it the "Book of David," and it

is so inspiring that it is hard to believe it is not
inspired. I do not know anything about the
success of this book—the kind of success
whose initial letter is a s. Very likely it has not
won a place among the "best sellers." These,
of course, are invariably novels, usually of the
-ort in which everybody either gets killed or
gets married in the last chapter. The Book of
David is not a novel, although it introduces in-
teresting folks, and nobody is killed, or gets
married, or even falls in love. However, you
must sample it for yourself, and then you will
know.

SOMETHING THEY I want to suggest in

ALL NEED this paragraph an idea
that is not new. although it gets all too little at-

tention in most schools an idea that I think can
be made to yield more positive values than an-
other one thing that engages any student's at-

tention. I mean the march of current events, as
reflected in the daily newspapers and maga-
zines No one -especially a youth who is on
the point of becoming a citizen—can afford to
remain out of intelligent touch with the move-
ments and happenings of his age. After all, it

is more important to be intelligent than it is to

get any amount of cut-and-dried book training.
In e\ ery school there should beat least one or
two hours in the week when all hands turn aside
from the books, to study what is actually going
on in the world. Just a word as to how it may
be done. Begin by setting apart an hour called
"The r/orum" the "Round Table" or something
of the sort. Elect each week, a bright student
who will be "Leader" for that week. It will be
the duty of the Leader to scan the daily papers
for paragraphs bearing on important-world hap-
penings. When the Round Table assembles,
these paragraphs will be distributed by the
Leader among the students and each will be
read to the assemblage as called for. Questions
and general comments will be in order as each
news item is read. Matters calling for further

( Continued on page 2$.)
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An Enthusiastic Meeting and a Fine Program

By Carl C. Marshall

Ûnusual importance attached to

this year's meeting of the Missouri

Valley Commercial Teachers' Asso-

ciation, Dec. 1-2, through the fact

that the National Federation was not

to hold its usual mid-winter conven-

tion. As the convention-hungry

would have no opportunity to indulge

their appetite until the "grand free-

for-all" at Spokane next July, it was
but natural to expect a heavy attend-

ance at the Kansas City meeting.

That this expectation was not fully

realized is now clearly evident, but

the explanations of the fact, which
have been put forth by the theorizers

are as various as they are unsatisfac-

tory. Certain pessimists see in it

signs that conventions are beginning

to pall on the popular taste; still oth-

er pessimists laid it to the hard times

or to a weakening of the professional

spirit among the teachers.

It does not seem to me that there is

call for Jeremiads of any kind over

the fact that the attendance at Kan-
sas City was a little below the usual

mark. This has happened at other

meetings before this one, and may
happen again, and there is nothing
in the circumstance that should

cause anyone to see blue. The mere
matter of attendance is not, by any
means, the most important thing

about a convention. The spirit of

the members and their enthusiasm,
the worth-whileness of what is said

J
or done, the bright things of sense
and truth which the members may
take back home with them—these are

all of vastly greater import than the

mere matter of whether the registra-

tion is a few names above or below
the normal.
Most of us are unreasoningly dis-

posed to estimate some things in this

world by mere size or quantity, in-

stead of by quality. We are likely to

conclude, off-hand, that a big conven-
tion is necessarily a successful one,
although we know better than to

adopt this standard in judging men,
or books, or even pumpkins.
Judged by size, the Kansas City

convention was not important, there

being, all told, but 126 names on its

muster roll. But after it is all over—
with the pulse of my enthusiasm back
to normal, and the ring of the ap-

plause out of my ears, and the spark-
ling champagney spirit no longer
tingling my mental palate, I write it

down judically and in cool blood,
that this convention was one of the
most entirely delightful teachers'
meetings that I have ever attended.
The Huff This was scheduled for
School 8:30,Thanksgiving evening,
Reception and promptly on the hour,
Miss Huff and a bevy of some two
dozen of her students were on hand
to do the honors, as the guests ar-

rived. The handsome reception hall
was profusely and tastefully decor-
ated with southern smilax and chrys-

anthemums, and a committee of pret
ty girls dispensed delicious grape
punch to all comers, throughout the
evening. Everything was delightful-
ly informal, and for an hour or more
folks chatted and laughed and got ac-

quainted in the warm western fash-

ion. Miss Huff's girls and boys wore
gay colored arm bands with the word
"HUFF" printed in big letters to

distinguish them from the mere
teachers. Of course, some one had
the hardihood to observe that it was
unusual to see so many pretty girls

"in a Huff." President Kirker with
his six-foot three of courtliness and
good looks, and the urbane Mr. Hoot-
man, Chairman of the Executive
Committee, aided Miss Huff and lent

an official touch to the occasion.
Scott Miner, the ebon-locked Adonis
of the book men, hovered ever near
the punch bowl, and bet his sesterces
on the dainty maids. The ambula-
tory Baker, of Cincinnati, with an
eye to the main chance, kept near the
school ma'ams and beamed like a
well-fed monk(the pious kind I mean,
not the sort that grinds the organ.)
Lloyd Goodyear's graceful figure,

forensic dome, and innocent smile,

also added a picturesque touch to

the scene, but Lloyd is too shy a bird
to trust himself too much with the la-

dies. The cynosure of all eyes, was
John R. Gregg, who was celebrating

his first appearance in Kansas City.

I overheard one of Miss Huff's buds
remark, "Say! don't that snuff color-

ed suit and red hair match to the
queen's taste? He's just too cute for

anything." Boyles, of Omaha, look-

ing like a trust magnate, after divi-

dends had been declared, accompan-
ied by the charming Mrs. B. was on
hand, both of them genial as a Ne-
braska October morning.
Cherubic Raymond Kelly, the cho-

sen knight of Miss Remington, Plage,

the Kansas City Underwood man,
and Simmons, of the Smith-Premier
commingled in brotherly spirit.

CH \s K. Smith, Pres. 1H12
K ansae City Mo

I. Kirker. Pres. 1911

Kansas City, Mo
I D, Long, V.-Pres. 1911

Emporia, Kans.
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For two or three hours the good
time ran on with no signs of exhaus-
tion, in either the company, the jokes
or the punch bowl. Finally Presi-
dent Kirker called out Brother Gregg,
and got him to tell in modest and hu-
morous fashion how he came to take
up shorthand. It seems that John
was the dull boy in a family of schol-
istic prize-winners, and ardently em-
braced shorthand in a desperate ef-

fort to prove that he was not entirely
beyond the possibility of distinction.
John R. thoroughly delighted the
company with his little excursion in-

to reminiscence, and left with his
auditors several good things to think
about.

Kirker's next victim was the pres-
ent scribe, who was compelled to tell

a story or suffer the consequences,
and then the Kansas City inquisitor
nailed Plage, and made him perform,
to the joy of all.

THE WORK OF FRIDAY

The Prelim- The program opened
inaries with some delicious

music by a band of trained girl sing-
ers from the Kansas City Manual
Training High School. 1 did not get
the name of the gentleman who train-

ed these girls to sing but I will ven-
ture an unprofessional opinion that
he is onto his job.

The music was followed by an elo-

quent invocation by Dr. Ohnstead, of
the Grand Avenue M. E. Church.
The Association was then welcom-

ed'to Kansas City in a stirring ad-
dress by Frank A. Faxon, Vice-Presi-
dent of the School Board. Mr. Fax-
on is a type of the rugged, old time
pioneer business man, who has not
allowed himself to get moss-grown.
He had some mighty good things to

sav for commercial education, and he
said them in a way to make every-
body listen. He handled without
gloves, what hecalled "sloppy work"
in business teaching and told some
good stories about his experiences
with stenographers who only half
know their business. Then shifting
to the especial purpose of his ad-
dress, in felicitous terms he threw
open the gates of Kansas City to her
guests of the occasion, and made all

of us feel as welcome as he said we
were.

Raymond P. Kelly, responded 1 o Mr.
Faxon, and of course, acquitted him-
self happily. When it comes to hand-
ling the bouquets that go with conven-
tion amenities, Raymond is the bright
particular boy for the job, because he
exudes joyousness from every pore of
his peachy skin. He is good to look
upon, too, if you want to know, and I

agree with the admiringschool ma'am
who exclaimed, "O, me, O, my! if his

hair was only curly, with just a shade
more of it, how he would make up for

Cupid!" If Raymond was anybody
else, I should be afraid to report such

things about him for fear of turning
his head.
President Kirker made an uncon-

scious bid for popularity by "cutting
out" the time honored, "President's
Address." I have no idea where he
found the precedent for chis depart-
ure, but I am sure his brief business-
like "Remarks" were a welcome sub-
stitute for the usual forty-page deliv-
erance, which most convention presi-
pents feel it their duty to inflict on
their fellow sufferers. His off-hand
talk indicated no midnight forays up-
on the dictionary, or any attempt to

nourish his audience with puddingy
platitudes, saturated with a sauce of
superhuman wisdom. Neither did he
take us on a long-winded excursion
around the educational field, after
the manner of the loquacious autocrat
of a rubberneck wagon. On the oth-
er hand Kirker was as direct and
business like as a street car conduct-
or, telling us just what we needed to
know and no more. Here's hoping
the path he has blazed in the way of
presidential pronouncement may be
followed by others.

MacCormac of I have a sneaking
Chicago suspicion that Presi-

dent Kirker side-stepped the presi-
dential address in favor of Morton
MacCormac. Maybe Kirker thought
that Morton needed the practice and
therefore gave him the chance. Any-
way, the Chicago man's address on
"Business Education— Its Future,"
would have worked in very well as a
presidential pronouncement, as in

fact it was, for "Mac" was the one
called and chosen last winter to pre-

side at the great meeting at Spokane
next July. Limitation of space
makes it inexpedient for me to at-

tempt anything in the way of even a

topical summary of Mr. MacCormac's
paper. He planted himself squarely
on the side of honesty and effective-

ness in business education, rapped
the knuckles of some common abuses
pretty sharply, and adorned the sky
of the future with enough rainbows
to prevent anybody's feeling too pes-
simistic as to the general outlook.

To some of us, his eulogium of use-
ful education as the supreme human
interest, seemed rather overtimed
with the rosy coloring of the enthusi-
ast. There was something of super-
optimism in the prediction that busi-
ness schools would in time cease to

turn out mere bookkeepers and sten-

ographers, but would send out young
men "to take the places of our retir-

ing business men." It seemed a lit-

tle hard on the other learned profes-
sions, when he exclaimed "some
Rockefeller or Carnegie may yet see
the need of training boys to do ?ieces-

.rarywork instead of being theologians,
lawyers and physicians." Maybe we
could get along without the preach-
ers, the doctors and the lawyers, but
somehow I could hardly want to see

them all go at once. Possibly, how-
ever, Brother MacCormac did not
mean just that. In fact, he closed
with the observation, that the work of
our schools "should be enlarged to
include non-vocational courses," I in-
fer from this that he is not totally
blind to the spiritual side of educa-
tion.

Gregg on Friday morning's pro-
Efficiency gram closed with a most

interesting and illuminating talk by
John K. Gregg, on the application of
the new doctrine of "Scientific Man-
agement" as applied to school room
work. After relating in a most en-
tertaining way some of the experi-
ments of Taylor and others in dou-
bling the efficiency of the workmen
emDloyed in the Bessemer Steel
Works, Mr. Gregg proceeded to show
that a similar increase in efficiency is

possible by improving the methods
employed in our school rooms. The
distinguished shorthand author did
not content himself with mere gener-
alities in presenting this idea, but
gave many interesting specific in-

stances where the students could be
trained to.greater efficiency. Heshow-
ed by means of a Goodyear loose-leaf
note book, how time can be saved in
turning pages, etc., and gave a hu-
morous illustration of the "false mo-
tions" that help to waste the time of
a nervous or improperly trained
stenographer. Mr. Gregg's talk could
not fail to be wonderfully helpful to
the teacher who wants to improve her
student output. In fact, he broke
ground in a big tract of practically
unexplored territory.

FRIDAY AFTERNOON

A Strong Talk After some de-
on Bookkeeping lightful music by
the High School Glee Club, Mr. C. C.
Carter, of the Joplin, Mo., High
School, handled the long standing
problem of bookkeeping for begin-
ners. Mr. Carter's talk had the all

too rare quality of being positive,
definite and full of well grounded
conviction, without being narrow or
opinionated. Moreover, his remarks
were seasoned throughout with win-
ning common sense. He led off by
saying that the values of well taught
bookkeeping are cultural, moral and
practical. It is cultural because it

develops thought; it is moral because
it cultivates the sense of equity and
truth; it is practical because a knowl-
edge of it can be marketed. Mr. Car-
ter believes that bookkeeping should
be studied in connection with the
principles and practice of commer-
cial law. He pointed out that most
bookkeeping entries are the records
of contracts, either executive or ex-

ecutory, of which they often supply
the sole evidence. He also argued
that the students should use the
requisite papers and vouchers that

go with the bookkeeping records, and
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He said that the foundation principle

of bookkeeping is "telling the truth,

the whole truth, and nothing but the

truth." The weakness of much book-
keeping instruction, Mr. Carter
thinks, is in failing to give the stu-

dent enough practice in openings and
closings. There is too much mere
routine without much thinking in it.

The method of starting the student,

or the form of books used, are of less

import than the study and manipula-
tion of the accounts themselves.

A Son of his At the conclusion of

Father Mr. Carter's talk, some-
one called for Mr. Virgil Musselman,
of the Gem City Business College,

and son of the famous pioneer of

business education, D. L. Mussel-

man. The young man quickly show-
ed that he was very much more than
a mere ornamental appendage to an
honored family tree. He began his

talk with charming grace, and at once
won his way to everybody's heart.

Although a trifle apart from the sub-

ject in hand, Mr. Musselman gave an
interesting account of the way book-
keeping is taught at the Ouincy
school, dwelling especially on the of-

fice training department. He'easily
avoided any appearance of "tooting
his own horn," however, and bright-

ened his talk with one or two capital

stories.

Bright Talk A rich and rare treat

from an was the address of F. N.
Expert Weaver, a Kansas City

public accountant, on the theme :

"Confidence." The particular brand
of confidence discussed by the speak-
er, was that which the public ought
to have in the business school. With
inimitable wit and vigor, he proceed-

ed to show why a certain class of

business schools lack this confidence
of the business public. Especially
he paid his respects to the type of

business school man who turns out
raw six-month students as "compe-
tent accountants," even decorating
them, in some instances, with the de-

gree-label, "Master of Accounts."
He said he himself was a phenome-
non of that sort having been at the age
of seventeen, a"Master of Accounts."
For several minutes Mr. Weaver
evoked shouts of laughter through
the delicious fun he poked at this sort

of thing.

The speaker made the significant

point that comparatively few busi-
ness college students make their liv-

ing at bookkeeping. The bulk of

them get into other channels of busi-

ness, and he urged the need of teach-
ing business as well as bookkeeping
to these boys. He drew a sharp dis-

tinction between mere bookkeeping
and accounting, The main work of
the latter, he said, consists in find-

ing the sources of profits and losses.

Nearly all business failures are
caused by lack of this information.

He classified modern accountants
under three heads. (1) Auditors, or

testers of accounting accuracy, (2)

Systemizers, or those who point out
better ways of doing things. (3) Bus-
iness doctors, whose work it is to

find out what is wrong with an un-
successful business. Mr. Weaver in-

sisted that a higher grade of knowl
edge was necessary among commer-
cial students, and he assured the as-

sembled school men they were on the

wrong track, whenever they cater to

a low grade of scholarship. There
was not one dull moment while this

man of hard sense and keen humor
was talking, and it is to be hoped
that the makers of future convention
programs will keep an eye on him.

C. T. Smith The spelling contest

—he Spells conducted by Principal

Down the Bainter of the Central
School High School was a wel-

come interlude of fun. The "cap-
tains" were C. T. Smith, of Kansas
City Business College, and C. C. Car-

ter, of the Joplin, Mo., High School.

The line-up included about half of

those present, many declining to

serve when drafted for the fray. The
battle of letters was fierce from the

start, and the slaughter of the heroes
was swift and appalling. Two of

Bro. Smith's warriors went down at

once with an attack of "asthma," and
the Carter forces were stunned when
their redoubtable leader succumbed
to "dyspepsia," and his main re-

liance, the stalwart Rusmisel, was
laid low by "protege." This loss was
as nothing, however, to the carnage
wrought among the Smith warriors
by "collodion." This insidious word
put seven of them out of business at

one fell swoop, probably because of

the ether in it. "Appendicitis" laid

out several of the Carterites before
they could be operated on, and that

deadly French explosive "recherche"
blew up several more of them. By
this time White, the St. Louis spell-

ing reformer, Talmadge, of Kansas
City, and Captain Smith were all that

remained of the Smith forces. For a
while these three parried every deadly
thrust, but at last the St. Louis man's
armor was pierced. The word, if I

remember rightly, was "neuralgia."
White essayed this word by the or-

thodox method, but it was evident he
had received a mortal wound, "n-u-e"
—he began— "hold on—n-e-u"—then,
seeing the case was hopeless he in-

voked the gods of reform spelling,

shouted "p-n-e-u-r-a-h-1-g-i-e" and ex-

pired. After that, it was soon all

over. Bainter dug up new amunition
in the form of some partially angli-

cized French, which proved fearfully
destructive, and in less time than it

takes to write it, all the lesser war-
riors had bitten the dust and the
field was vacant save for the waving
gonfalon of Captain Smith's Socra-
tic whiskers, and his uncrowned
philosophic thought dome which

gleamed in triumph like the white
plume of Henry at Navarre.
The spoils of the fray consisted of

a Webster's Unabridged Dictionary,

contributed for the occasion by J. W.
Baker of the Southwestern Publish-
ing Company. But the question
naturally arises, why give Smith a

dictionary ? What earthly use is it to

a man who can spell every word in

either the English or the French
tongue both forward and backward ?

There would have been something
appropriate in rewarding him with a

safety razor or a wig—but a diction-

ary! It is simply another case of,

"them as has gits."

A Forensic Thos. J. Caton, an ora
Treat torical school man from

Minneapolis, concluded the day's
program with an oration on the well-

worn theme, "The Ideal Teacher "

Mr. Caton has a remarkable flow of

language and other characteristics of

the old-time orator. He held the at-

tention of his audience throughout,
and his address was heartily re-

ceived.
The Thanksgiving This was served

Banquet in the refectory of

the Grand Avenue M. E. Church
by the ladies of the congregation.
The menu consisted of roast turkey,

and the usual "fixens," and was a

distinct culinary success. Chas. T.
Smith of the Kansas City Business
College, was the clever and enter-

taining toastmaster. There was a

grateful absence of the usual set

speeches on prescribed topics. The
talk was started by Lobaugh of Ginn
& Co., who told a good string of

stories, and he was followed in a

similar stunt by Scott Miner of the
American Book Co. Mrs. Marcella
Lang of the Joplin Business College,

made a decided "hit" with the witti-

est speech of the evening. G. W.
Hootman, of the H. M. Rowe Co., re-

cited some very clever original po-

ems, which were enthusiastically re-

ceived. T. J. Caton was called on,

and recited Longfellow's "Psalm of

Life" commenting on the lines as he
went along.
Charming vocal solos were ren-

dered by a Mrs. Calhoun, also by a

Kansas City gentleman whose name
I failed to get.

The banquet was attended by
about one hundred and forty guests,
and it was complimentary to mem-
beis of the Association.

THE WORK OF SATURDAY

A Bright Talk After some inspiring
on English songs by the Centra!

High School Boys' Glee Club of
twenty voices, the convention was
treated to an exceptionally meaty
and interesting talk by Hubert A.
Hager, of the Gregg School, Chica-
go.

Mr. Hager dealt mainly with the
matter of business letter-writing.

He said that the first and indispen-
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sable requisite, for writing a good
business letter, is to know the busi-

ness concerning which the letter

was to be written. The next essen-
tial was to have a good vocabulary
and a third, was to know the neces-
sary things of grammar. Mr. Hager
believes that a successful teacher
of English should be able to

speak and write well himself. He
should also be able to give a
reason, for all matters of language.
He should also read the profes-
sional journals, and keep up with
the times generally. The speaker
called attention to the fact, that in

many business schools, there are
high school and college graduates,
who know more about English than
the teachers who are employed to in-

struct them. He urged teachers to

take and read business and trade
journals, also, to visit business
offices, and get "pointers" as to how
business correspondence is handled.
He had found business men uniform-
ly willing to help teachers who ap-
proached them with this purpose in
view. Students should be taught
to read market reports and finan-

cial news understandingly and
this material should be used in
class. Pupils get more good out of
what they do in the English than from
what they merely learn. "They
must," said Mr. Hager, "learn to

write by writing.'" The foregoing
were but a few of the many good
points brought out by this bright
Chicago teacher.

MacCormac President MacCormac
Explains of the Federation was

again introduced to correct some
false impressions that had been dis-

seminated as to the purpose of his
visit to Kansas City. He wished to
make it clear that he was not here to
ask the Missouri Valley Association
to hold its next year's meeting at

Spokane. He felt on the other hand,
that, as no meeting of the Federation
was likely to be scheduled for the
winter of 1912, it was highly desirable
for the Western educators to hold
their Thanksgiving meeting as usual.
After making this point clear, Mr.
MacCormac eloquently urged all

teachers to combine to make the Spo-
kane meeting "the greatest assem-
blage of business teachers ever seen
on this planet." His appeal was
enthusiastically applauded.

A Note of Next on the program was
Sadness an address on "Commer-

cial Geography" by the well-known
expert on this subject, Mr. Hubert
Peters of the Manual Training High
School, Kansas City. A wave of
sympathetic sadness swept over the
convention when President Kirker
announced that Mr. Peters' mother
had died suddenly the night before.
It was suggested that appropriate
action be taken by the Association,
and, on motion, Mr. G. W. Hootman

was selected to draft a suitable letter
of condolence. Subsequently this
letter was read and approved by a
rising vote.

It had been intended that Mr.
Peters' paper would be illustrated by
the stereoptican but in his absence
this feature was omitted and the pa-
per was read by Mr. L. C. Rusmisel.
The paper dealt generally with prac-
tical methods of teaching commercial
geography. It was pointed out that
the subject was comparatively a new
one in the educational curriculum,
having been originated by the Ger-
mans only about a quarter of a cen-
tury ago. There was and still is a
notable lack of good texts on the sub-
ject. These are largely statistical,

and for the most part, insufferably
dull. The successful teacher must
originate his methods of teaching
rather than base them on the ar-

rangement of the books. There were
two general methods of procedure.
(1) The general study of all the pro-
ducts of the several different coun-
tries. (2) The study of one product
at a time, tracing the facts of its pro-
duction in the different countries.
Mr. Peters favors the "one product at

a time method." It is not practical
to study all products, but selections
should be made from the more im-
portant classes. He urged much at-

-tention to the facts and history of

transportation, and the movements
of commerce as indicated by the
growth of cities, railway and steam-
ship lines. He urged the importance of

collections and the employment of

stereoptican and laboratory methods.
Rarely has it been my privilege to
listen to a paper so replete with good
ideas, and it was keenly regretted by
all that it could not have been pre-
sented in person by its talented
author.

Jessie Davidson I suppose it was a
on Type- mere happen-so that
writing but one number of

this fine program was presented by a
woman. But within a minute after
Miss Davidson, of the Huff School,
began talking on "How to Give the
Student of Typewriting the worth of

His Money," we were all truly glad
that she had been the one called and
chosen. The truth is, her paper so
sparkled with good points, and was
so compact of sane and sensible sug-
gestion, that I found it fairly im-
possible to get it down adequately in

the form of synopsis. In everj' sen-
tence that she uttered, Miss David-
son, showed herself the careful,

thoughtful, and well-balanced, but
intensely enthusiastic teacher. She
particularly urged the importance of

system in teaching typewriting, and
the doing of the work right, from the
very beginning. She uttered a broad
and significant truth when she said:

"We have heard much about conser-
vation in material things, but not near-

ly enough about the need of avoiding
waste in mental things." She said
the average student should give at
least two months to mastering the
key-board, and the learning of right
fingering, before he should do a line
of transcribing. The only way to
give a student the full value of his
time and money is to teach him right.
She closed with the trenchant obser-
vation that the surest way to give the
business man the value of the money
he pays his stenographer, is to give
the stenographer the value of his
money when he goes to the business
school.
"Amen" From a W. D. M. Simmons,

Typewriter of the School De-
Man partment of the

Smith- Premier Typewriter Company,
clinched the points made by Miss
Davidson, in a happy and highly in-

teresting and instructive talk. We
have all known Simmons as a char-
ter member of the Independent Order
of Good Fellows, but his logical talk
proved that he draws a lot of water
mentally, and that his hold is well
stored with good grey matter.
He began by making the point, that

to turn out a good typewriting opera-
tor, you must have a student with
the ability to receive instruction.
Next, you must have a teacher,
with the ability to teach. Too
often the typewriting teacher is the
cheapest and weakest in the school,
whereas, her work is really the most
important, when it comes to a stu-
dent's holding his own in an office

position. To the business employer,
the typewriting is vastly more impor-
tant than the shorthand. The time
is at hand when the typewriting
teacher in every successful school
must be a specialist.

Good typewriting, said Mr. Sim-
mons, requires three things: (1)

Knowledge, (2) Power, (3) Skill, and
he enlarged on this thought most en-
tertainingly. Incidently he sharply
criticised the arrangement of the let-

ters on the standard key-board, and
expressed the opinion that this mat-
ter did not receive the attention it de-
served when the first typewriters
were constructed. He suggested
some changes that might be advan-
tageously made yet, but conceded
that any general rearrangement of
the key-board would now be very-

hard to bring about. Mr. Simmons
illustrated his points with some cork-
ing good stories, which evoked
hearty applause.

The Ideal This was the theme of
Student another highly oratorical

effort by Mr. Caton. He interpreted
liberally the breadth of his subject,
and ranged pretty well over the
whole field of human effort from re-
form spelling to phrenology. He
left us with the general conviction
that the Ideal Student is a rata avis,
and that we shall all have to climb
the ladder a long way up in order
to breathe in his atmosphere.
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The Election The Saturday at-

of Officers ternoon session was
opened by another musical treat

by the High School Glee Club.
Then came the selection of a new
crew to man the Association ship.

There had not been the least prelim-
inary log-rolling so far as I could
learn, neither had any slate been
fixed up. Mr. Tamblyn nominated
Mr. Chas. T. Smith, of the Kansas
City Business College, for President,
and the nomination seemed so satis-

factory that it was promptly made
unanimous. Bro. Smith accepted
neatly, and it is a sure thing that

he will prove a popular and success-
ful administrator of the M. V. C. T.
A. affairs.

With similar spontaniety, Mr. M.
B. Wallace, Director of the Commer-
cial Department of the St. Joseph
High School was then made Vice
President, and |Miss Eva J. Sullivan,

of the Central High School, of Kan-
sas City, was continued in her office

of Secretary-Treasurer. It was all

over, and with no more politics in it

than in the organization of a board of

church trustees. This was strange
too, when you come to think how
close we were to the Kansas line.

A Pretty Fight If the selection of

For a Meet- officers was a tame af-

ing Place fair, the question of

choosing the location of the next
meeting, developed enough excite-

ment to make up for it. Four candi-

dates were in the field and it took
three ballots to settle the matter.

Mr. Carter, of Joplin, led off with a
rattling speech in favor of the lead

mine town, in the course of which he
emitted some satirical "veiled allu-

sions" to the financial and other
more or less questionable efforts that

had been put forth by Omaha, where
"the hog industry had long flour-

ished." It was clear at once from
the applause that Carter had scored,
and that Omaha would have to

hustle some if she got the persim-
mon. But she had the hustler all

right in the person of L. C. Rusmis-
el formerly of the St. Joseph High
School, but lately transplanted to the
Nebraska town. When "Rus" un-
limbered his guns, and they began to

boom for Omaha, it was plain that
the fight was on. He double-shotted
his artillery with invitations from
the Commercial Club, from the Ak-
sarbens and the Mayor, told about a
beautiful loving cup that would be
contributed as a prize for a typewrit-
ing contest, and in fact made it clear

that the one thing Omaha had been
yearning for, for lo, these many
years, was to get this convention. It

looked good, and when "Rus" sat
down the applause showed that Jop-
lin was not the only seed in the
water-melon.
Then came E. M. Piatt of Piatt's

Commercial College, St. Joseph,

with a no less enthusiastic invitation
from his town. He was unkind-
enough to call attention to the fact
that when Rusmisel prepared a Map
of the Missouri Valley for the Associ-
otion letterhead, he had regarded
Omaha as outside the jurisdiction
and had not even put the town on his
map. Piatt said that he was not pre-
pared to offer a loving cup, "but
then," he added, "we have a lot of
other loving things in St. Joseph."

President-elect Smith then put in a
plea for his town, Kansas City, and
made some telling points in favor of
settling the Joplin-Omaha-St. Joe
fuss by coming again to "the only
really great city in the Missouri Val-
ley."

There being no further nomina-
tions, and the oratory being ex-
hausted, the balloting proceeded.
Joplin and Omaha tied with 27 votes
each, with St. Joseph 10 and Kansas
City 7. This eliminated Kansas City,
and in the next ballot Joplin and
Omaha got 31 each with St Joseph 13.

This put St. Joseph out of it and in
the final ballot Omaha won by three
votes. Carter, seconded by Piatt,

moved to make it unanimous, and
everybody, especially Rusmisel, was
happy.
Maybe the fun of this scrimmage

paid for the trouble, but certain se-

date persons maintain that this mat-
ter of choosing a meeting-place for
our conventions would be better left

to the Executive Committee, instead
of being fought out on the floor of
the Convention. It looks that way to
me.

Two Good Clos- The program did
ing Talks not end with the

work of the business meeting, but
the final hour was devoted to a help-
ful talk on teaching shorthand by
John R. Gregg, and a most interest-
ing presentation of teaching methods
in Penmanship by F. W. Tamblyn, of
Kansas City. Both talks were inter-
esting, practical and to the point,
but no synopsis of them that I could
give here would adequately present
them to Educator readers. I hope
that both addresses may be put in
form for publication in the profes-
sional journals, as they should prove
interesting and valuable to teachers
of these subjects.
And now I lay down my pen, feel-

ing more than ever the conviction ex-
pressed on a previous page, that this
meeting of Western business educa-
tors was one of the richest in
thought, enthusiasm and practical
suggestions, that it has been given to
me to enjoy.

The arrangments tor handling the
exhibits were admirable and the
music, papers, talks and lectures
were of a high order.
Miss Nettie M. Huff, in whose

school the sessions were held, de-
serves special praise for the manner in
which she entertained the convention.
President F. J. Kirker accomplish-

ed herculean tasks in carrying out
the plans of the executive committee.
I ought to add that some of his local
helpers deserve equal credit.
The ladies of the Grand Avuene

Temple furnished a most acceptable
banquet supper and also a fine tur-
key dinner the following day—the
last for only twenty-five cents per.
The prominent feature of the con-

vention was the lectures by Pro-
fessor Thomas J. Caton, of Min-
nesota.
Mr. Caton is an orator of .rare abil-

ity. He pitched his treatment of the
themes on a high plane. His fine
presence together with his eloquent,
forceful and instructive presentation
of his subject won the admiration of
all. At the close, the convention
unanimously and by rising vote ex-

pressed its appreciation of the good
he had brought to the meeting.
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Convention Notes by G. W. Hootman

The Missouri Valley Commercial
Teachers' Association held in Kan-
sas City, December 12, was an unqual-
ified success.

C. P. Moore, Cairo, 111., is the new commercial
teacher in the Preparatory Branch of West Vir-
ginia University, Keyser. \V. \'a.

G. U. Eastman, of Philadelphia, recently ac-
cepted a position with the Douglas Business
College. Unionrown, Penn.

L. E. C. Aniidon has charge of the commercial
work in St. John's Military Academy, Delafield,
Wis., this year.

W. H. Pattern, formerly a commercial teacher
in Merrill Business College. Stamford. Conn.,
is now taking a law course in Cumberland Uni-
versity, Lebanon. Tenn.
E. J. Goddard, of Spencer. Mass., is a new

commercial teacher in Banks Business College.
Philadelphia.

Herbert Peterson, Essex. Iowa, is a new assist-
ant commercial teacher in the Salt Lake City
High School.

Beverly Deuel, last year in charge of the com
mercial work of the LaPorte, Ind., High School,
has recently been appointed as commercial in-
structor in the West High School, Des Moines.
Miss Ada Brouhard. instructor in shorthand

and typewring in the Creston, Iowa. High
School, has been elected to take charge of the
commercial department of the Powell County
High School. Deer Lodge. Mont., following
Miss Frances E. Hamilton, whose resignation
takes effee-t at the Christmas Holidays.

.1. YV. Macon has accepted a position with C. L.
Padgett, of the Southern Commercial Schools.
Rome. Ga.

Miss Inez J uies, Seymour, Ind., has accepted
a position with A. C. Sine, of the Mountain
State Business College. Parkersburg, \V. Va.

E. C. Stotts, Quaker City, Ohio, has been em-
ployed by the Virginia Commercial and Short
hand College, Lynchburg, Va.

C. J. Styer, Lima, Ohio, recent I \ ol tlu Cen
tral Business College, Roanoke. Va., has been
employed by C. L. Padgett, of the Southern
Commercial Schools, Winston-Salem. N. C.

Chas. M. Thomas, Paducah. Ky.. a former stu
dent of the Bowling Green, Kv.. Business Uni-
versity, has been employed by the Xeillv Busi
ness College at Opelousas, La.

.Miss Nettie London, of the Bowling Green,
Ky., Business University, has secured a position
with W. H. Farmer, Mgr. of the new South Bus-
iness College. Beaumont. Tex.
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THE BUSINESS COLLEGE SIT-
UATION.

BY O. A. HOFFMAN, MILWAUKEE, WIS.

In the business college profession, as in other
professions, there are many who fail to make a

signal success, and the changes through which
we are passing clearly indicate that this num-
ber will be considerably augmented in the fu-

ture,
The private business colleges have no longer

a monopoly of business education. The re-

markable demand for this form of education has
forced home to the minds of our public school
men the importance of introducing commercial
branches into the high schools, and as a result

the majority of the high schools in the United
States have added commercial courses to the
curriculum. As a consequence, the private bus
iness school proprietor is not only obliged to

meet competition from those of his own class

but has to meet conditions which often repre
sent reduced patronage and dwindling receipts
from other sources. Now there oughtto be no an
tagonism between private business schools and
high schools. So long as tax payers are compla
cent and satisfied with being taxed to provide
courses which are only sought for by a small
part of the community, so long must the private
business schoolman acknowledge the wisdom
of it. It may sometime dawn upon the minds
of the people that they ought not to be taxed to

supply education which benefits only the few.
The problem, then, facing the private school

man, is: Hnwcan I expect to succeed against
an institution possessing so many advantages,
with higher salaried teachers, with an elaborate
epuipment, and with two year courses? He
cannot hope to win on the grounds of efficiency,

because efficiency ought certainly to be at
tained bv schools possessing such advantages
Vet, the marvel is, that in spite of all the in

rluences which the high schools have uncon
sciously exerted t<> push the private business
schools out of existence, in spite of the fact that
they have appropriated the best ideas and
methods of commercial instruction from these
schools, yet, notwithstanding all this, we still

see the established and reputable business
schools doing a thriving business and holding
fast the confidence of the people.

And if the business college ot the future is to
maintain its present position, it must be pro-
gressive and alert, ready to appropriate and
adopt new ideas, to increase the efficiency of its

teaching force, to introduce new courses em-
bracing Salesmanship, Advertising, Commer-
cial Geography, etc. It is not enough to rest
upon past achievements. None but the best
can hope to succeed. The time has gone by
when any adventurer, destitute of principle,
character or capital, may by flaring advertise-
ments, offering cheap and lightning courses, be-
guile the unwary and unsuspecting. Such a
one may have a brief and meteoric existence,
but will soon, in the nature of things, pass into
deserved oblivion.
Let the business college proprietor introduce

business methods inlo his business; let him call

in the aid, if need be, of men possessing busi-
ness tact and experience; let him aim to win
and maintain public confidence by promptly
and faithfully discharging his financial obliga-
tions; let his advertising be a true representa-
tion or presentation of what he has to of-
fer, and of what he is prepared to give; let

him be prepared to make a temporary sacrifice
rather than imperil his good name and reputa-
tion by taking an unfair advantage of the inno-
cent and the credulous; in other words let him
be what his profession would have him be, a
man of principle, probity and honor.
To such a man, imbued with such a vision of

his calling, there is no occasion for doubt or dis
couragement. These new conditions may re-
sult in weeding out the worthless and the weak

;

but to those who can interpret the signs of the
times, and are wise enough to profit by them,
they will only prove incentives to greater activ-
ity and efficiency.

(To be continued)

Marshall's Mental Meanderings—Con-
tinued from page 19.

facts or information may be referred to individ-
uals, who will investigate and report at the next
meeting. The Leader may precede the work of
he Round Table, by a brief statement of things
of importance that have taken place since the
last meeting. The teacher may preside as a
sort of Moderator, but he should not undertake
the function of an oracle. The aim of the whole
thing is to get the boys and girls interested in
what is going on in the world and get them to
read with a purpose in view. Suppose, for in-
stance, that something may come up about
reciprocity. Who knows what it means? A
vote shows that a good proportion of the stu-

dents have no information whatever on the sub
jecl. Well, the Leader appoints young Mr.
Jones to report on the matter at the next meet-
ing. Other matters such as the China situation.
the investigation of the Steel Trust, or the Presi-
dential primary, may be similarly treated. In
the school reading room (and ererj school
ought to have a reading room) there should be
at least one daily paper, and such periodicals as
the Literary Digest, the Outlook, the Technical
World, and the World's Work. The school will
find that fifteen or twenty dollars a year put into
such journals will yield more returns than the
same sum spent in display newspaper ads or
electric signs, important as these may be, This
is only a crude sketch of what any school might
do in this matter of making the boys and girls

more intelligent. The subject will grow as you
study it. Of course the mossback will sneer at

it as a "fad." This is the mossback's way and
we shall have to bear with him. but suppose
you think it out yourself.

PRAYING BACKED Many years ago the
BY GOOD Rocky Mountain locusts,
JUDGMENT descended upon the

State of Missouri, and it looked as though they
would devour utterly every green thing in the
state. At that time the present Senator Stone
was Governor, and along early in June he ap-
pointed a general day of fasting and prayer for
the removal of the pests. Three days after this
day of prayer, the young grasshoppers took to
themselves wings and departed for regions un-
known, and Missouri was saved. Shortly after-
ward it transpired that the Governor hadbeen in
consultation with the state entomologist and
that the professor had told him the date on
which the locusts would probably leave. There
was great hilarity among the skeptics, on ac-
count of the Governor's ordering prayers on a
"sure thing," but it never seemed to me that
there was anything wrong in that day of prayer.
Isn't it wiser to pray for things thatare likely to
happen than for those that are not ? This
question of good judgment in the matter of
prayer, is recalled by a current report that Billy
Sunday recently prayed strenuously that the sa-
loons of a certain town would be closed up, but
that he had risked this petition only after he had
been assured by the Mayor privately that this
would be done. Well, why not? Wasn't it

perfectly right to ask the Lord to confirm the
Mayor's good works ? Not being long on the
ology 1 may be wide of the mark in this matter,
but I can't helpfeeling that Mr. Sunday showed
both faith and good sense in praying for some-
thing that was likely to be granted.

Jhrom experience the writer knows that the poor penmanship on the envelope of a letter of application consigns it to the waste basket unread. Care
in the use of the proper space and position are equally important. Hence this cut was devised. The plan is to require several addresses, illustrating
the different elements met in sending letters, to be addressed on paper the size of a business envelope and printed on both sides by the above cut.
Then similar work should be required on blank paper. As many commercial pupils attempt the work at an early age, especially in high schools, this
mechanical aid serves to fix the position of the address exactly. 1 he line in the lower corner for the street and number is not in accordance with the
rule of the U. S. Government but is in harmony with the necessities of the case. A TEACHER'
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THE STUDY OF BUSINESS LAW.

Nearly all the writers on contract law follow

the arrangement laid rlown by Anson and speak

of only five elements as necessary to form a

valid contract. It is true that all contracts

must have these five elements and
that most contracts containing them are com-
plete. But there are other contracts in which
something more is necessary in order to bring

them within the definition of an agreement
"enforceable at law." I refer to contracts re-

quired by statute to be written. I have found it

of great use in teaching this subject, especially

to men who are not lawyers and who conse-

quently do not grasp so clearly the distinction

between the remedial law and the substantive

law, to add as a sixth element necessary in some
contracts Special Formality. This topic I now
wish briefly to consider.

This addition to Anson's time honored di-

vision of the subject may be justified by the fact

that the sixth element is necessary in order to

bring some agreements within the definition of

a contract, that is "an agreement enforcibleat
law." It is no answer to say the element of

Special Formality ought not to be separately

numbered because the necessity for a writing

may be waived; for so may fraud or misrepre

sentalion also be waived, and yet nobody doubts

that reality of consent is necessary in a contract

The parent statute of those in this country re-

quiring a writing in the case of certain contracts

is the English Statute for the Prevention of

Frauds and Perjuries, usually abbreviated into

the "statute of Frauds." enacted by Parliament

in 1676. Even at the present day the two most
important sections, the fourth and the seven-

teenth, of this ancient act are in force in Eng-
land and for more than two hundred years have
exercised a profound influence on the commer-
cial life of the world. Nearly every state in the

Tnion has a similar statute, some being merely
re-enactments of the English law, some making
practically the same provisions with slight but

troublesome variations in phraseology.

The fourth section of the act reads as follows:

"No action shall be brought whereby to charge
any executor or administrator upon any special

promise, to answer damages out of his own
estate: or whereby to charge the defendant up-

on any special promise to answer for the debt,

default or miscarriage of another person; or to

charge any person upon any agreement made
upon consideration of marriage; or upon any
contract or sale of lands, tenements or heredita

nientsor any interest in or concerning them:
or upon any agreement that is not to be per-

formed within the space of one year from the

making thereof: unless the agreement upon
which such action shall be brought or some
memorandum or note thereof shall be in writing

and signed by the party to be charged therewith

or some other person thereunto by him lawfully

authorized."
It will be noticed that there are five classes of

contracts here required to be written; <1) con-
tract- to charge an executor or an administrator

personally for a debt due by his decedent, a sort

of suretyship agreement; (2) all other suretyship

and guaranty contracts : (3) agreements made in

consideration of marriage; (4) sales of land or of

an interest in or concerning land; and (5) con-

tracts not to be performed within one year.

The first two of these special classes of contracts

will be treated in a subsequent article under the

head of Suretyship and Guaranty.
In this country where there is no titled nobil

ity. contracts made on consideration of marriage

are rarely met with, and many of the states have
omitted this clause of the act. Of course, these

are not agreements to marry but agreements to

pay money or settle property on another in con
sideration of the other's engagement to marry
the promisor or some third person. Thus if

John should promise to pay Mary 810,000 if

Mary will marry William, even though Mary
should carry out her part of this interesting and
mercenary bargain, yet she could not force John
to pay her the money unless her agreement with

him was written.

Practically all the states have something on
their statute books requiring sales of land or of

interests in land to be written on something
more reliable than memory. In the olden
times the method of conveying estates of free-

hold in real property was for the grantor to go
with the grantee to the land itself and there in

the presence of friends and neighbors to hand
him a iwig or a clod of earth to signify as nearly

as possible an actual delivery of the land. This
was called livery of seisin and was well suited to

an age when if a man could write he was pre-

sumed to be a clergyman. Later the recording

acts gave to a deed duly recorded the force of a

grant with livery of seisin. The statute of frauds

did not apply to the deed, which naturally must
always be in writing, but only to the agreement
to sell the land or an interest in the land. What
is an interest in or concerning land within the

meaning of the act has lead to a multitude of

conflicting decisions in the different states and
the teacher should diligently consult those of

his own state.

The last class of the contracts above listed may
be here dismissed with only the note that in or-

der to bring a case within the statute if must ap-

pear impossible to_ fulfill the contract within a

year. Thus an agreement to pay a man a sum of

money every month for life need not be in writ-

ing because the man may possibly die in a year.

And even though suit were brought on such an
agreement several years after an oral promise to

keep it has been made, yet it would be enforce-

able. There must be something in the contract

at its inception to make it impossible of fulfill-

ment within the year in order to bring it within

the statute. Of course, the fact that an agree-

ment is written does not do away with the nec-

essity for a consideration.
Apart from the contracts just mentioned, near-

ly every state requires a writing in some other

miscellaneous contracts, as for instance the con-

tracts of certain public corporations. So also

many of the states still retain in force the 17th

section of the English Statute of Frauds, com-
monly known as the Sales of Goods Act. This
required a written memorandum to be made of

sales of personality in value more than net

pounds (or $50 in the United States) unless

something is paid to bind the bargain, or unless

part of the goods are received and accepted by
the buyer. The value of the goods lias been
changed in a number of the states so that now it

ranges from any amount in Florida and Iowa to

82,500 in Ohio. A table showing the amounts
over which a writing is necessary is given on
page 71 of American Business Law tD. Apple-
ton <Sc Co., New York City, 1910). In certain

states, notably Pennsylvania, this section of the

English statute has never been followed at all,

and no writing is needed to make binding any
sale of goods.
From the numerous references in this article

to the differences in the law among the various

states, the necessity of consulting particularly

the statutes and decisions of his own state may
be seen by the teacher. If the course in Busi-

ness Law is to be any more than a mere general
discussion of what the law has been, if it is to be
of practical use to the student when he takes his

place in the business world, the teacher must
conscientiously aim to give him the law exactly

as it is. At the same time, of course, the reason

and sometime the history of the principles

taught must be explained, but when lime is lim-

ited the aim should be to make the course as

practical as possible. Teachers should treat

points of law covered by statutes very particu-

larly and exactly. In large schools where pu-
pils from many states are gathered together,

each pupil should be required to pay particular

attention to his own state and made actually to

read its statutes and decisions. Also in the

written examinations general questions on
points on which the law varies should be avoid-

ed or the pupil required to name bis state and
answer the questions accordingly. Nearly
every teacher has confronted this difficulty and
has breathed the prayer, God speed the day
when the law concerning business shall be uni-

form throughout the country. Let us, teachers

and students, work to bring about the answer to

this prayer.
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E. S. Jackson, the engrosser, of Jacksonville,

Fla., writes us under date of Nov. 10 as follows:

"I wish to express my appreciation of the No-
vember number of The Business Educator.
The many articles, particularly those on the sub-

jects of penmanship and engrossing with cuts

accompanied, are extremely interesting and in-

structing. You will have to work hartl to beat

the November number."

Florence Palmer, supervisor of writing in the

Boyne City. Mich., public schools, is securing

excellent results in writing at the hands other
teachers and pupils. She says the teachers are

enthusiastic and are working in the right direc-

tion

A letter from H. B. Cole, commercial teacher

in the Girls' High School of Boston, Mass.,

states that they have nearly 2100 girls in attend-

ance, 1400 of whom are taking the commercial
course. This would indicate that the Boston
Girl has an eve to business rather than to matri-

mony, and we presume the instruction they are

receiving as to how to couduct business will be

of special value to them when they go to look-

ing for husbands.

We recently received a business communica-
tion from Warren, Ohio, signed as follows:

"Bessie Brownlee St. John," (Mrs. Everett St.

John.) This reveals the fact that our former
pupil. Miss Bessie Brownlee, who has for some-
time been teaching in the Bryant & Stratton

Business College, Warren, Ohio, has captured

the heart of Mr. E. St. John, proprietor, and as a

consequence they have gone into partnership

for life and are spending their honeymoon con-

ducting the school together. We hereby ex-

tend congratulations to all concerned, which in-

cludes the student body of that well-known
school. F'or any body of students are fortunate

for having at their head such people as Mr. and
Mrs. St. John.

Miss Emily Kaloria recently resigned her po-

sition in the commercial department of the

Wilkes-Barre, Pa., Business College for private

life. She has been succeeded by Mr. John R.

Phillips a former graduate of that institution.

Mr. Victor Lee Dodson, principal, states that

Mr Phillips is of course a student of Zanerian
penmanship, which we are pleased to learn.

November 23, 1911, Goldey College, Wil-
mington, Del., graduated a class of 131. Thou-
sands of people attended the exercises which
were presided over and addressed by prominent
men indicating that Goldey College is a live

up-to-date institution.

Arthur A. Milton, who has charge of the Busi-

ness Department of Trinity College, Round
Rock, Tex., was recently awarded a diploma by
the Lincoln-Jefferson University of Hammond.
Ind., conferring upon him the degree of Bache-
lor of Laws. Mr. Milton has been pursuing a

law course during the past three years and has

satisfactorily completed it. 11 is to be hoped
that he will decide to remain in the commercial
teaching profession.
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ANALYSIS SHEETS. (T

Analysis sheets have been referred to in the
preceding papers. "Analysis Sheet" is a gen-
eral term applied to any working paper used
for the purpose of analyzing or separating the
various items appearing in an account. They
have no set form or arrangement, but may be
designed and ruled for whatever purpose de-
sired. An analysis sheet may be of any size,

and contain as many columns as required for
whatever purpose intended.
Take for example the "Selling Expense" ac-

count of a concern keeping one account in the
general ledger to which all selling expenses are
charged, and assume that there were three
debits to the account, two from the Cash Book
for S50.00 and 810.00, the other from the
voucher or account payable register for 8547.18,
and also assume that the bookkeeper had the
vouchers ready for the accountant to make an
analysis, the following form illnstrates method
of first ascertaining the component parls of the

account.

ANALYSIS OF SELLING EXPENSES ACCT. -CO.

Total Merc.
Ref.

Trad;
'
Sale ." 'Salesman's

FW« m3", S Salar*Papers sup Is

Salesman's
Trav. Ex.

Stable
Supplies

Repairs
Delivery
Equip.

Driver's
Salary

Freight
Out

50 00 50 00 5 00 100 00
3 20 125 00

75 00

78 46
37 16
12 45

12 00
2 00
3 50

4 60
11 20

lrT8cT

60 00 12 61

607 19 50 00 50 00 8 20 300 00 128 07 17 50 60 00 12 61

An account analyzed in the above manner
proves the footings in the ledger, also "Selling
Expense" column in the voucher or accounts
payable register.

Following is a form of analysis sheet which
will fulfill the requirements of any condition
where there is a single ledger account that con-

trols all of a similar class of expenses, as: ad-
ministrative, selling, general, etc., also showing
the analysis of several months expenses
(Items marked "X" would agree with balance

of "Selling Expense" as shown by the trial bal •

ance of these dates.

1

^

DEPARTMENT OF

ACCOUNTANCY

P. B. LEISTER, C. P. A.

CANTON, OHIO

SELLING EXPENSES JAN. TO ^ J
Month of Total 2 Month of Total 3 Total 4 months
Jan. 1911 Feb. '11 Mar. '11 mos. end'g Month of ending Apr. 30.

Feb. 28 Mar.31 '11 April. '11 1911

Mercantile references 50 00 10 00 60 00 12 00 72 00 5 00 77 00
Adv. in trade papers 15 00 5 00 20 00 10 On 30 00 25 00 55 00
Salesmen's supplies 8 20 4 00 12 20 5 00 17 20 2 50 19 70
Salesman's salary 300 00 300 00 600 00 300 00 900 00 300 00 1,200 OU
Salesman's Trav. Ex. 128 07 134 60 262 67 129 52 392 19 134 56 526 75
Stable Supplies 17 50 12 75 30 25 8 40 38 65 11 25 in mi

Repairs Del. Equip. 15 80 6 20 22 00 3 20 25 20 1 40
Driver's Salary 60 00 60 00 120 00 60 00 180 00 60 00
Freight out 12 61 17 10 29 71 8 46 38 17 17 25 .".:-) 12

Total 607 18 549 65 1156 83 536 58 1,693-41 556 96 2,250 37

profit and loss accounts may be opened in the
ledger. This method is obsolete and not ap-
proved by professional accountants. Second,
bv making a single journal entry. It is not con-
sidered proper technical form to make numer-
ous entries for ckslng the books at the end of a

fiscal period. Many entries are confusing, and
really show nothing more than the using of

space in the journal. The closing entry like all

other entries should contain proper explana-
tions. Following is a trading and profit and
loss statement in report form, and for which a

journal entry is shown to close the accounts in

the ledger contained therein, Separate ac

counts have been kept in the ledger with all

the accounts named in the statement.

The advantage of carrying such an analysis
sheet is that it makes it unnecessary to carry a

large number of accounts in the ledger, and the
detail for the controlling expense account can
be seen at a glance by referring to the analysis
sheets; it also affords a ready comparison of the
different expenses making up the total as shown
by the trial balance, also where appropriations
or estimates are made for the^different expenses,
the sheet will show the amount of the ap-
propriation used, as well as how near the origi-

nal estimate c mpares with the actual expense
incurred. When making the profit and loss

statement as much detail as desired may be
taken from these sheets. These sheets are
usually kept in binders, and at the end of the
current fiscal period bound in book form.

CLOSING THE LEDGER.

When the trading and profit and loss state-
ment has been completed, the step next in or-
der, is to close all the accounts in the ledger
containing the items or balances shown in the
statement, and to transfer the net profit or net
less to the proper side of the profit and loss ac-
count in the general ledger.
The object of closing the ledger is not to find

the profit or loss for the current fiscal period as
taught by a number of texts on bookkeeping, but

First, to indicate the close of a fiscal period, and
Second, to eliminate them as open accounts in

the ledger preparatory to their receiving the en-
tries of a new business period which is the prin-
cipal reason for closing any account in the
ledger.
There are two methods of closing the ledger.
First by transferring the balances as shown by

the various trading and profit and loss accounts,
to the "Trading" or the "Profit and Loss" ac-
counts after the old method of closing the ledg-
er. When this method is followed, trading and

Trading and Profit and Loss Statement

THE JONES TRADING COMPANY. YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31. 1911.

Gross Sales
Less Returns
Less Sales Discounts

Net sales
Purchases
Warehouse Supplies
Warehouse labor

Cost of goods sold

Gross trading profit
Add purchase discounts

Total income

Sellling expenses
Administrative expenses
General expenses
Bad debts
Repairs to building

Net Profit

Journal entry to close

Sales
Purchase discounts

Return sales
Sales discounts
Purchases
Warehouse supplies
Warehouse labor
Selling expenses
Administrative Kxp.
General expenses
Bad debts
Repairs to building
Profit and Loss

(Balances transferred

>

8200 00
300 00

83,500 0(1

500 00

1,200 00
100 00
1 50 00

3,000 00

1,450

1,550 00
200 00

1,750 00

500 00
300 00
150 00
30 00
70 00 1,050 00

700 00

3,500 (10

200 no
200 00
300 00

1 ,200 00
100 Oil

150 00
500 0O
300 00
150 00
30 00
70 00

700 00
3,700 00

When the entry above is posted, it will close all accounts in the ledger relating to the trading

and profit and loss statement and transfer the net profit for year (8700 00) to the profit and loss ac
count to await its distribution by the directors
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ARITHMETIC
I. H. MI NICK,

Eastman College, Pou$hkeepste, N. V.

DC

INTRODUCTION TO FRACTIONS.

With sincere wishes that the pub-
lishers and all of the readers of The
Business Educator may have a
happy and prosperous New Year, the
writer begins his second series of ar-

ticles on arithmetic.
In this series of articles the aim

shall be to write upon the more im-
portant subjects of arithmetic for
business, and to present the best
methods known to the writer of
teaching these subjects. These
methods may not always be the
shortest, but as far as the writer
knows, they will be the best and
most rational. Processes, however
short, unless clearly understood by
the student are rarely long retained.
For this reason the students in a
commercial school should, as far as
possible, learn the "why" as well as
the "how" in a given process.
Those who followed closely the

series of articles on arithmetic in the
teachers' edition of The Business
Educator during the past year, will
remember that much stress was
placed on the importance of becom-
ing accurate and quick in the funda-
mental operations; and methods
were given by which the student
could soon acquire the ability to per-
form these fundamental operations
quicklv and accurately. But it will
also be remembered that emphasis
was also laid on the importance of
practice and effort without which
little skill in any worthy accomplish-
ment can be acquired.
Short methods were also given in

multiplication and division, which if

practiced by the learner would en-
able him to see relations in terms
which ordinarily would remain un-
seen by him. Practice in these and
other exercises that were suggested
from time to time, should enable any
ambitious student to solve quickly
and accurately not only the funda-
mental operations, but also know
how to take advantage of such exist-
ing relations as admit of short pro-
cesses in multiplication and division.

If division has been well taught, the
class will already be familiar with
fractional expressions and have a
fairly clear notion of a fractional
value before fractions are taken up
as a distinct subject. They will have
learned that division may be indi-
cated in different ways. For ex-
ample they will know that any one of
the following forms indicate that 6

is to be divided by 2: 6^2; 2)6!

$. They will have learned that when
anything is divided into two equal
parts, each part is called one-half;
when into three equal parts, one-third;
into fo?/r equal parts, one-fourth, etc.
They will know how these values are
expressed, and will be able to read
fractional expressions like the follow-
ing:

i. f . I. ,
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In oral work in division, the pupils
will have had drill in such exercises
as the following:
What is h of 6? 10? 12? 16? 20? 24?
What is .', of 9 ? 15 ? 24 ? 30 ? 18 ? 36 ?

What is j of 8 ? 12 ? 20 ? 28 ? 36 ? 44?
What is !, of 10 ? 15 ? 25 ? 35 ? 45 ? 55 ?

What is .'.of 3? 5? 7? 9? 13? 17?
What is'

:
of 4? 5? 8? 11? 16? 19?

What is J of 5 ? 7 ? 9 ? 13 ? 15 ? 21 ?

By well chosen questions on the
part of the teacher, his pupils may
be led to see relations and meanings
of terms in division that will help
greatly in preparing the way for
making fractions comparatively easy
to the pupils. It is surprising to find
what a hazy knowledge of fractions
many pupils have—even pupils whom
we would expect to be proficient in
the subject. The fault may partly
be found in the teaching of fractions,
for to know a subject is one thing;
to teach it that others may quickly
learn it, is quite another thing.
The pupils should be led to see

clearly the relation of the terms in
division; that the value of the quo-
tient depends upon the dividend and
the divisor. They should be led to
see that if either the dividend or the
divisor is changed, the quotient will
be changed; and that if both are
changed, the quotient may or may
not be changed. Take for example
the 32:8= 4, which may also be
written 8)32, or 32=4. If we multiply

4 8
the dividend by 2, we have 64 ;-8=8,
which multiplies the quotient by 2.

(If we divide the divisor by 2)
we have 32 : 4=8, which also multi-
plies the quotient by 2.

If we divide the dividend by 2. we
have 36 : 8=2, which divides the quo-
tient by 2. If we multiply the di-
visor by 2, we have 32 : 16=2, which
also divides the quotient by 2.

If we multiply both dividend and
divisor by 2, we have 64 : 16=4, which
does not change the quotient. If we
divide both dividend and divisor by
2, we have 16 . 4=4, which also does
not change the quotient.
These facts may be shown to be

true of any expression in division.
Hence, the pupils are led to see the
truth of the following principles:

1. Multiplying the dividend or di-
viding the divisor bv anv number,

multiplies the quotient by that num-
ber.

2. Dividing the dividend or multi-
plying the divisor by any number, di-
vides the quotient by that number.

3. Multiplying or dividing both
dividend and divisor by the same
number, does not change the quo-
tient.

Now, taking the fractional form of
the example given above, 3

„
2 =4, and

multiplying the dividend or dividing
the divisor bv 2 (Prin. 1,) we
have, Y > 2 = 'g =8; or J

8
«=

2
=34-'=8.

Applying Prin. 2, we have, 3
S
2

--.
2=

1

e
e=2; or 3

8
2x 2=!i=2. Applying

Prin. 3, we have, 3
a
2 X?=fi= 4; or 3

„
2 -

:

But in learning the relation of the
terms in division, the pupil has
also learned the relation of the
terms in a fraction, as shown above,
since in a fraction the numerator cor-
responds to the dividend and the de-
nominator to the divisor. Hence, the
pupil has already learned that

—

1. Multiplying the numerator or di-

viding the denominator of a fraction
by any number multiplies the value
of the fraction by that number.

2. Dividing the numerator or mul-
tiplying the denominator of a frac-
tion by any number, divides the value
of the fraction by that number.

3. Multiplying or dividing both
numerator and denominator of a
fraction by the same number does
not change the value of the fraction.

The home office of this, one of the oldest pub-
lishing houses in the world, was established by
Isaac Pitman, at Bath, England, in 1837, and
the New York branch in 1890, the latter being
under the management of Clarence A. Pitman.
The firm has occupied three premises in this

city since 1890— first at No. 3 East 14th. street,

then in the Decker Building, No. 33 Union
Square, and afterward in the Bank of Metropo-
lis Building, No. 31 Vnion Square, During
the last eight years the increasing popularity of

the Isaac Pitman system of shorthand has been
so marked that now it was lately found neces-
sary to seek larger quarters, at No 2 to G West
45th street, the new Fifth avenue retail section
of the city. It is interesting to note that during
the last fifty years Isaac Pitman A Sons have
published upward of one hundred and fifty

works in shorthand characters, ranging from the
complete Bible to popular fiction of the day.
The system supports two weekly and eight
monthly publications.
In 1894 Isaac Pitman, the founder of the

house, was knighted by Queen Victoria for his

valuable services toward the cause of shorthand.
—New York Tribune.
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"The Mountaineer," a high school paper pub-
lished by the pupils of the high school of Butte.
Montana, for November, contained an excellent
article on commercial education by V. E. Mad-
ray, principal of the commercial department. It

also contains a bright and witty little poem of

four verses complimentary to the commercial
teachers, indicating that the commercial work in

the Butte High School is popular, well attended
and thorough.

Dougherty's Business College, Topeka, Kan-
sas, issues one of the best booklets advertising
that institution received at this office. It is quite

up-to-date, artistic and efficient, both as con-
cerns text and illustrations.
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TYPEWRITING
MISS MADELINE KINNAN,

ALBANY, NEW YORK.
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Touch typewriting should not only mean
writing without looking at the hands, but writing

without striking wrong keys. From morning to

night from the beginning of the course to the

very end, the one supreme object of the teacher

should be to keep the pupil from striking wrong
keys. He should never be allowed to fall into

this evil and discouraging habit, a habit which
is much easier to prevent than to cure. We be-

gin the work of prevention with the first If sson

by having the pupils thoroughly memorize the

position row of keys. Teachers frequently give

pupils a chart of the key-boaid and tell them to

write the words by looking at it. The theory is

that by the time the list of words is written the
key-board will be memorized. This is a mis-
take. After weeks of such practice, if the pupils
are tested, it will be found that they do not
know the key-board at all. The first cause of

inaccuracy, and one which is absolutely certain

to bring forth an abundant crop of wrong keys,
is imperfect memorization of the key-board.
Have the pupils memorize the key-board

without striking the keys, simply placing the
fingers in the correct position on the keys and
thinking the key under each ringer. This
method will be found helpful, first, because the
memorization is much more quickly, easily, and
perfectly accomplished if the pupil has but one
mental effort to make. He can give his un-
divided attention to memorizing, not distracted

by his first attempts to strike the keys, to keep
the hand in position, to space, or
by his interest in making the machine
print. Second, many teachers have to start

a class of forty or fifty in a forty-minute
period. Beyond a few general explanations it

is impossible to start them by the class method.
The work must be individual. When a large
class are seated at the machines they can all be
started to memorizing at once bv pointing out
on a chart on the wall the position of the keys
and the fingering. I tell them nothing else.

While the main body of the class is memoriz-
ing, I take section after section of about ten stu-

dents and explain the carriage, carriage release
key, line spacer, putting in the paper, paper re-

lease key, and space bar. At the end of the first

period every pupil has memorized the row of
keys beginning with a, put in the paper,
straightened it, moved the carriage up and
down, and spaced correctly, but has not struck a
key. At the beginning of the second lesson,
the position of the hands is explained to the
class as a whole, and they are told to spend a
little more time memorizing, while section after

section of pupils is shown how to strike the
keys. It is important that the keys should be
struck in the right way and the hands held in the
correct position from the beginning. I do not
give words at first, but call out different letters,

cautioning the pupils not to strike until they are
sure they have the right key. I then go from
pupil to pupil, drilling each one individually in
this way until he can strike any key on the po-
sition row as surely as an old operator can strike

it, can hold the hands fairly well while doing so.

and strike with approximately the right touch.
The pupils are now ready to start words and can
give their whole attention to this new step.
The one point 1 make here is that they make a
little pause after striking each key, long enough
to be sure they have found the next one and are
ready to strike it correctly. Impress continually
upon them that they must never strike a key un-
til they know positively that they have it. If

told to write slowly, they are sure to hold the
keys down too long. The keys should be
struck quickly and let up instantly, yet the
pupil must write slowly, very, very slowly,
therefore the slowness should be between keys.

For the first week it seems to me unwise to
emphasize rhythm in writing. What we want
first, last, and always is accuracy. Almost every
one has a strong sense of rhythm, and if at the
very beginning a certain regular rate of writing
is established, a student will strike a wrong key
rather than break this settled rhythm hy stop-
ping long enough to think where the right key
is. A young woman who had taken a few les-
sons in typewriting told me not long ago with

pride how her teacher had insisted on her "get-
ting rhythm." I asked her to write for me, anil

she did get rhythm—and both hands full of
wrong keys. A piano teacher in giving a lesson
to a beginner, ruthlessly sacrifices the "time" to
the more important requisite for the moment,
the striking of the right notes. When the piano
pupil has learned to strike the right notes, then
the teacher begins to count or beat the time
more emphatically, and makes him keep the
correct time. I have often broken up the wrong
key habit for a student bv breaking up his.
rhythm, by insisting he must not write straight
along but stop long enough to find the right
key. I do not mean for a moment that a pupil
is to be allowed to go on writing jerkily. By
the middle or end of the second week he will be
familiar enough with the machine, the keys,
and the position of the hands to write regularly
and evonlv at a very slow rate, and the careful
teacher will see to it that the rate is slow enough
to still give him ample time to find the right
keys without breaking the rhythm.

METHODS OF TEACHING

ENGLISH
C. E. BIBCtl,

Principal, Haskell Institute, Lawrence, Kans

3C

A young man with whom I am very intimate-
ly acquainted has given me some incidents from
his school life which are of value in the consid-
eration of the subject of reading as a means to
the acquisition of a good command of language.
At the age of twelve he was obliged to give

up his studies in the public school which he had
been attending. For nearly three years he was
out of school, at least in the ordinarily accepted
sense. That he was in school in another sense
is evident, for when he returned to his regular
studies he was, within a few weeks, able to join
the grade he would have reached in the usual
course of events had he remained in school dur-
ing the interval. Never before had school work
been so attractive to him. Points which had
formerly been difficult of comprehension
readily cleared up; problems in arithmetic
which had been a bug-bear were now mastered
with astonishing ease; his work in composition
received praise for its excellence.

It seems that he had found in the public li-

brary a fairly good substitute for the public
school and there many of his spare hours had
been spent. His taste ran mostly to books of
adventure, but of the class affording some geo-
graphical or historical information, such as

"Lost on Labrador," "Around the World in

Eightv Days," "Days and Nights on the Battle
Field," "Along the Amazon," etc. No doubt
some of the books he read were not very good
models of English, not all of them being so well
selected. I am not quite sure, however, but the
reading of even a poor book is better than the
reading of no book, as the reader might possib-
ly be led to develop a better taste, unless the
taste for trash were too firmly established.

It is not the intention here to advocate that all

boys and girls be taken out of school and sent to

the public library for three years, but there is

food for reflection in the experience above nar-
rated, 'this boy's work was entirely undirected
and a somewhat desultory character, yet he
kept his mental faculties in excellent condition
by this course of reading and unconsciously ac-

quired a great deal of information and learned
the use of a great many new words. It is a fact

that we learn the meanings of words by their

context more often than we do by the use of the
dictionary, although the dictionary habit should
be cultivated for the more exact information to

be derived thereby.
The old statement that from the Bible, a good

dictionary, and a good newspaper an excellent
literary education may be obtained is not a joke.
It has probably never been tested, but it is en-
tirely practicable. A noted university presirlent

has more recently stated that the equivalent of a
college education maybe obtained bv a syste-
matic course of reading for a few years. This
should inspire every teacher. In turn we should
inspire our students, who could carry from our
recitation rooms no greater benefit than the be-
ginnings of such a course of self-development.
Every one of our pupils who has not already

done so should begin. NOW, today, to plan for
a library. Begin with the commercial school
text books. In some schools pupils are per-
mitted to rent texts and in others to sell them to
the school after the course is "finished." What
an absurdity-or a crime! If it is necessary to
help pupils to economize, why not sell the
books to them at cost and encourage them to
make these the nucleus of a professional library"'"How can the business hnglish teacher make
any practical use of reading in the recitation
roomf is a question I am sure a great many
are asking. Require each member of the class
to read at least one or two books during the
course, these books selected from a list which
you furnish. Require each one to write a
synopsis of five hundred or a thousand words
about each book read. That is one thing. Se-
cure as many model letters which have actually
seen service as possible. Read one of these to
your class two or three times. Now have each
pupil write as good a letter on the same subject
if possible. Instead of all written work, permit
different members of the class to stand and dic-
tate letters to fit given conditions. This should
not be done until model letters of a similar kind
have been studied and analyzed. Try to de-
velop some orginality and discourage too close
imitation. The teacher who will do this much
will find other ideas and methods suggesting
themselves.
Study might be called intensive reading. It

involves greater attention, greater will power
and more concentration, usually, than ordinary
reading. Many of our pupils do not know how-
to study. Thev try, but their efforts are scatter-
ed and frequently wasted. It is our duty to
teach pupils /von- to study as well as to tell them
what to study. I he following suggestions
may be of some service in impressing upon pu-
pils a good method of approaching a difficult
lesson, s y a case in commercial law :

1. Read once for a general view of the subject
matter.

2. Read more carefully, noting what words or
expressions are not clearly understood. Look
these up in a dictionary or other reference book.

3. Get the author's viewpoint.
4. From your own experience add other

points that seem to have a bearing on the mat-
ter.

6. Consult other authorities.
6. Argue any doubtful points, giving reasons

to sustain other possible positions.
7. Form your own ideas and convictions from

the evidence you have obtained.
8. Endeavor to fix all the leading principles

governing the case in your mind.
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Below I give an outline for the first

follow-up letter. The first part of

this letter is from the standpoint of

the pupil at home, and the second

part makes him a part of your school.

If you can get him to picture himself

as a part of your institution, the

chances are that you will register

him at an early date.

I have been thinking, since I wrote you some
time ago. that possibly some of the doubts that

troubled me when I was a young man, and rilled

with ambition to better my condition, may have

been assailing you. Very few young people

fully appreciate their ability to do things—to be-

come what their ideal pictures. They fear fail-

ure and consequent humiliation before their

friends. I used to think over my list of friends

who had taken the step out into business life and

made a success of it. and then forget, in my de-

pression that thev had to statt from my level.

Of course I did not know then, what I after

ward learned, that an up-to-date Business

School has its "Learning-by-doing" system so

arranged that no matter how advanced or how-

backward one may be in his studies, he is taken

by easy stages, and assisted individually at every

step, through a broad course of training that, be-

fore it seems possible, fully qualities him to step

out and make a place for himself in the business

world.

It was the rirst move that I dreaded ; after that

it was easy, for I learned that our brightest men
and women were not born that way and did not
reach their goal in a day. They progressed to

their very desirable positions by doing just one
thing at a time and keeping at it until they
could do that one thing well. Nothing difficult

about that, and how different from my youthful
imaginings.

The Business School offers, at a comparative-
ly small expense, a quicker, surer realization of

one's cherished ambitions than any other form
of education. A good stenographer may not
only earn a good salary and place himself in po-
sition for rapid promotion in business but. if he
prefers, he can make use of his skill to pay his

way through college: to take a medical course:
a musical training; in fact, he possesses a key
that will unlock every door to his ambition.

As you progress in your course in this school
you find that it is entirely different from
anything you have taken before. Instead of

learning things to recite, you ar actually doing:
tilings, and you acquire the most of your
training without any conscious effort. Some
times a person tells me that his memory isn't

good, but if you listen to that same person after

he has attended a picnic or a party, while he
talks f >r an hour or two describing the incidents

and repeating the things said, you will realize

that his memory is perfect; that the only reason
why he does not remember otherthings is be-

cause they are not made as interesting for him
as the picnic. You will understand now how it

is possible to remember this fascinating work by
merely do ng it.

There is no doubt about your being able to

qualify, and the question is, when would you
like to start? May I not hear from you?

U NEWS NOTES
U AND NOTICES

M. II. Cox, is a new commercial teacher with

the Pensacola, Fla.. Commercial School.

Miss Dorothy Hancock, of the Bowling Green,

Ky.. Business University, is the commercial

teacher for the Lenoir City, Tenn., High
School.

C. H. Holmes, of the Bowling (ireen, Ky.,

Business University, has charge of the New-
bern, N. C. branch of the Southern -Shorthand

and Business University. Norfolk, Va.

J. A. Kerguson, Orange Bark, Fla., is a new
Commercial Teacher in the Mobile, Ala., High
School.

Harry A. Wood has a position with the Rhode
Island. Commercial School, Providence.

W.D.Curtis is a new commercial teacher in

the Hluffton, Ind., Business College.

R. L. Montgomery and wife, who have been
teaching the Commercial Branches in the Pres-

tonsburg, Ky., Institute have charge of the

Parish College. Jonesboro. Ark.

Paul T. Gunn is now connected with the

Woodbine, la., Normal College.

.Mrs. Gertrude Hall. Jackson. Tenn., has ac-

cepted the Commercial work in the Barberton,

()., High a 1 1.

E. D. Carpenter, of the Bowling Green. Ky..

Business University, has a nice place in the

Memphis, Tenn., High School teaching the

Cnmmerrbl work.

A. D. Marksbury, of Mellott, Ind., is now
principal of the commercial department. West-
field College, VVestfield, 111.

C. R Neher, of Tiosa, Ind., goes to the Iowa
State Normal School, Bloomheld, Iowa.

Christy Chrisholm, of Big Rapids. Mich, has

accepted a position as head of the commercial
department in the High School, and supervisor

of penmanship at Wooster, Ohio.

J. C. Carnes, of Indianola. Iowa, has accepted
a position as commercial teacher in the West
High School, Des Moines, la.

.1. E. Magee. of Bloomheld, N. J., accepted a

position as commercial teacher in the State Nor-
mal School, Warrensburg, Mo.

G. A. Bohlinger. of Chicago Business College,

with the New Trier Township High School.
Kenilworth, 111.

E. L. Grady, of Milford. Ind., is now with the

High School, Nutley. N. J.

L. E. Terry, of Wichita, Kansas, goes to the

Nebraska School of Business, Lincoln, Neb.

Ralph Peterman, of Cyrstal Mich , goes to

Story's College of Commerce, Portage, Wis.

Mary Houston, of Seymour. Ind., goes to

Miles College, Detroit, Mich.

Miss Frances H. North, of Albion, Mich., is

now with the High School, Butte, Mont.

G. W. Beckler. of the Chillicothe Normal
School, is with the Southern Commercial School,

Charleston, W. Ya.

T. M. Tevis, of Kansas City, Mo., goes to Jop
lin Business College, Joplin. Mo.

O. B. Filer, of Cripple Creek, Colo., goes to

Acme Business College, Seattle, Wash.

Miss M. B. McKown is a new commercial
teacher in the Patchogne, L. I.. High School.

Erwin S. Light, a graduate of the Zanerian
School, Columbus, Ohio, is a new assistant

teacher of penmanship in the South Hartford,
Conn., public schools.

Miss Ella Gilmore is teaching shorthand this

year in the Montana Institute. Miles City, Mon-
tana, of w-hich G. G. Hoole is the principal.

C. P. Garten is a new commercial teacher in

the Ashland, Ky., High School. Last year he
was at Portsmouth, Ohio.

C. Edward Presbo has charge of the commer-
cial School, Wheeling. W. Ya.

J. W. Mclntyre is a new assistant in the
Wichita, Kan.. High School.

Miss Lilly Cole, of Central, Pa., is a teacher of

penmanship and commercial branches in the
new Churchman Business College, Easton, Pa.

E S. Stover has just been elected head of the
commercial department of the Bloomheld, N. J.

High School. Last year he was in charge of

similar work at McKeesport, Pa.

Mrs. Lillie Ford, of the Bowling Green. Ky.,
Business University, is teaching Shorthand in

the Grand Rapids, Mich., Business Institute.

B. F. Towery, Evansville, Ind., has accepted
a place with the Y. M. C. A. at Cincinnati, O.

Miss Stella Conover. last year with Liberty
College, Glasgow, Ky.. has charge of the Com -

mercial Branches in the Dickson. Tenn., Col-

lege.

S. S. Safford, of the Bowling Green, Ky., Bus-

iness University, has charge of the Knox
County Central High School. Fountain City.

Tenn.

M. N. Crain, of the Bowling Green, Ky.. Bus-
iness University, has charge of the commercial
work in the Knoxville, Tenn.. High School.

S. B. Johnson, of the Metropolitan Business
College, Chicago, 111., has accepted a place with

the Billings, Mont., Business College.

Mr. Clyde M. < Iverbey, of the Bowling Green.
Ky.. Business University, has charge of the

Commercial work in the Harrisonburg, Va.,

High School.

Miss Effie M. Home. Pensacola. Ha., has ac-

cepted a place with Kings Business College,

Raleigh, N. C.

H. L. Kenick. Mountainair, N. M., has accept

ed the Commercial Department of the Hastings.

Neb., High School.

E. F. Goodman, of the Canton-Actual Busi-

ness College, Canton, O., is with W. B. Elliott,

Wheeling. W. Va.

Miss Jessie E. Fulton, has accepted the Short-

hand work in the Williams Business College.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Miss N. Grace Cornish has accepted a place

with the Mountain City Business College.

Chattanooga, Tenn.

P. E. Leavenworth, of Luther, Okla.. goes to

the High School, Poplar Bluff, Mo.

N.J. Thompson, of Kansas City, goes to

Potts Business College, Pasadena, Cal.

J. A. Knotts, recently with the Tonkawa.
Okla.. State University, is now one of the teach-

ers in the commercial department of the Omaha,
Neb., High School, Mr. S. C. Rusmisel, princi-

pal.

The New York Military Academy at Com
wall-on-Hudson, N. Y.. has instituted a new-
Practical Course which is proving to be very
popular with the cadets. English and Spanish
each two years: algebra and geometry with
mensuration purely from the practical stand-

point: astronomy, geology, physics and chem-
istry; a complete stenography, typewriting and
office practice course; and an unusually-

strong quota of mechanical drawing and shop
work make up the course. The shop is

equipped with the most modern machines in-

cluding lathes, drill press, band and cross saws,
pipe cutting machine and sander. in fact has
the best equipped shop in eastern U. S E. K.

Cortright formerly supervising principal of the
Cornwall-on-Hndson public schools, is in

charge of the course; D. K. Hiett, formerly of

Kane. Pennsylvania, and Pittsburg, is in

charge of the shop while A. C Palmer, of War-
fnrdsburg. Pa., has the commercial work in,

charge.
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THE OLD TIME WRITING

MASTER

BY VV. E. DENNIS, 357 FULTON STREET.
BROOKLYN.

The traveling writing master with his pen-
manship menagerie of birds, stags, etc., is a

thing of the past. To be sure, there are yet a

few who follow this line of work and are quite

successful, but the real old time writing master,

going from town to town, appears to have be-

longed more to the stage-coach period when op-
portunities for education were not so plentiful.

In those days he seemed almost indispensable.

Copy books and publications for acquiring the
useful art of writing were scarce; consequently
the writing master in most places was warmly
welcomed.
Of course this specialist in education was ex-

pected to be highly skilled in everything per-
taining to the calligraphic art, able to impart the
secret of grace and dexterity in wielding the
pen, and to transmit his wonderful skill to all

kinds of pupils—young and old, left-handed and
right-handed, clumsy-risted and light-fingered
-all in the short space of about twelve lessons.
But no matter how skillful the traveling writ

rng master might have been, this alone would
not insure success. He could hang up the most
wonderful specimens of penmanship and wait
for pupils. Unless he possessed that very nee
essary adjunct, known in modern business as

"hustle," he was likely to starve ere success
and prosperity smiled upon him.

It was the man who woke up a community by
his own personality and enterprise, rather than
by his grand show of penwork, who did tilings.
Not always the most skillful penman were the
most successful organizers of classes.

P. R. SPENCER, SR., was one of the old
timers who combined great skill with rare teach
ing ability, and there are even to this day, peo-
ple, well along in years, who speak in the high-
est terms of his wonderful results in teaching.
P rom all accounts he must have been a very mag-
netic man, one of great influence, who got out
of a pupil all there was in him, by tact, persua-
sion and encouragement. No one can deny
that Spencer was a most useful man in the pio-
neer country where he did much of his teaching,
and he left the community better for his having
lived in it.

A. R. DUNTON, a contemporary of Spencer,
was another great success as an organizer of

writing classes; and his achievements, accord-
ing to hearsay, were so remarkable as to deserve
special recognition. Knowing him personally
for several years, and living for a while in his
native place, (Camden, Maine,) the writer be-
came quite familiar with his peculiar methods
and still more peculiar character.
Dunton used to claim that he could organize a

school on a barren desert, so effective were his

ways of doing things; and no doubt there was
good foundation for this mild assertion. So
many stories were told of his conquests when in-

vading strange lands and capturing disciples for

scientific drilling in the art of chirography that
it is safe to put him down as an enterprising
hustler and an organizer of the first water.
Dunton was a hail-fellow-well-met,of a strong,

decided personality; and when once turned
loose in a place he stirred things up and got
people excited. He could write, he could wres-
tle, be could perform sleight-of-hand tricks; and
he could do many other things to open the eyes
of the sleepy natives, who, in a small town, were
not used to excitemeut. As the stories used to

go, he would, upon entering a new place for the
purpose of organizing a class, offer free tuition
to anyone who could throw him. This, of

course, made things just a little bit interesting,

when sandwiched in with the gentle art of teach-
ing writing. Dunton was an average sized man,
trim in build and a trifle quicker than ordinary
lightning. He used to brag some—just as a nat-
ural relief to his surplus energy and unbounded
enthusiasm. Often he would remark that he
could throw any man as easily as he could throw
an orange, and so many used to corroborate this
statement that we simply had to believe it.

At one time, according to tradition, when or-

ganizing a school somewhere in Maine, he made
this startling announcement "Free tnjtionto

anyone who can throwme" Some of the
husky natives put their heads together and did
some thinking, which resulted in a big six-footer
being brought forth tosee whether he should learn
to write the Duntonian style by paying cash, or
by simply dropping the writing master on the
floor. He was a lumberman, big and strong,
they said, and thought nothing of shouldering
a twenty-foot log and marching off with it

whistling merrily at the same time. Dunton.
being rather light, would just be a little play-
thing tn toss up in the air and catch in one hand
as he came down. They agreed to wrestle just

once, then shake hands and proceed with the
lessons in penmanship. Accordingly they metat
he village tavern, where a number had gathered to
seethe fun, and at the word "Ready !" each was to
get busy. At the proper moment the time -keeper
gave the word; but before he had quite finished
up on the last syllable, Dunton, with a flash like

movement, caught his man in a mysterious way
and slammed him on the floor, to the great as-

tonishment of the spectators and his giant an-
tagonist.

After this little episode, Dunton had no trouble
in getting pupils, and his thrown man was one
of the most punctual and devoted attendants.
While this way of Dunton's was effectual in

getting pupils for a writing class, it could not, of

course.be practiced by all who aspired to suc-
cess as organizers; but it serves to illustrate just

the same that it was necessary for the traveling
teacher to do something besides sitting down
and waiting for things to turn up.
Another great success as an organizer of writ-

ing classes and worthy of special notice is I.S.
PRESTON, one of our more modern examples,
seventy-five years old and very much alive mi

this present writing.

W. E. Dennis

Preston has probably organized more and big-

ger writing classes than anv man living. Like
Dunton, he, too, could scrape up a class on a

desert; and when he met opposition it acted on-
ly as a stimulus to his indomitable energy. That
he succeeds where others fail has been attested

by scores.

Upon being asked once the secret of his suc-

cess, he replied laconically: "Cheek Why
I've got such cheek, you know," passing one
hand reverently to his physiogomy. "that a kick

from a mule right in the face wouldn't dazzle me
a bit;" and no doubt such a catastrophe would
be more embarassing to the mule than to Pres
ton. On one occasion when the writer happen
ed to be in a certain school where our friend

Preston was teaching, the faculty got together

to talk over a matter of contributing towards a

present for one of the officials in the Board of

Education. Each had his little say, and Preston,

who was soon to be heard from, carelessly re

marked that whoever started such a move prob-

ably "had an axe to grind." This didn't set

well on one in particular who was much interest-

ed in the subject. He accordingly arose and in

vitriolic language, intended to eat right into

Preston's vitals, severely rebuked him for ma-
king such an "uncalled for remark." With a

politeness that would have done credit to Lord
Chesterfield. Preston got up. hpweri and gra

ciously said: "I accept your apology." But the
other fellow looked as though something had
stung him. Such a fine brand of cheek, com-
bined with hustle and perseverance, cannot fail

to win, and Preston is generally a winner.
When he lands in a town, he doesn't wait for

pupils to come to him. He wakes things up and
lets people know that Preston is around. He
can sling chalk to beat the band, and he doesn't
need a blackboard either; the sidewalk is good
enough for him; and when he tips off the po-
liceman to allow him full swing, he makes
things hum. Letters, birds, beasts, scrolls and
fancy signatures entwine around him with such
rapidity that people crowd about, gaze, wonder
and admire; then, as a grand finale, he some-
times kicks his hat in the air, catches it on his
head and offers to bet fifty dollars that he can
lick anybody who can beat him with chalk on
the sidewalk.

After the sidewalks have been gorgeously
decorated in Prestonian style, people begin
to wake up on the subject of penmanship.
Everybody wants to learn to write and Preston
finds himself stampeded with pupils.

In the face of opposition Preston comes up
smiling instead of running away. Once he
made his appearance in a New England town
for the purpose of forming a class. A writing
teacher was already there, working industriously
to gather in all the stray pupils, and seemed to
have Ihings pretty much his own way. Presfon
thought there was room for two, so he o m-
menced operations— first on the sidewalk, be-
cause it was handy; then he got next to the
Board of Education to demonstrate that only
one man living could teach writing, and that
one was Preston. Soon all the children had
the penmanship mania and were begging
their parents to let them attend Preston's writ-
ing class. He finally had the town at his dis-

posal and so many pupils he couldn't count
them without getting rattled. At this incoming
wave of prosperity he happened one day to meet
his rival in the field who was becoming some-
what alarmed at the turn of events. They sort of
locked horns and Preston said: "I want you to
understand that lam thegreaiest organizer of
writing classes you ever heard of, and besides
that, I van lick any penman in this
country <" Keelingthat he was about to have
heart failure, the other writing teacher left town
for a more healthful locality.

When organizing classes, Preston sometimes
takes extreme measures to get into the good
graces of the Board of Education : but he gets
there. On a certain occasion he tried to have
an interview with some of the officials, but at

every turn the doors were barred against him.
He did finally reach the ear of one of the
officials but was received with a very icy hand.
"I cannot give you any attention, sir," said this

member of the Board with cold dignity, "my
time at this very moment is worth ten dollars
an hour." Whereupon Preston immediately
fished out a ten dollar bill and said: "All right,

here's ten dollars for one hour." Then having
conquered the enemy. Preston continued:
"You see, I'm the greatest blower - er—I mean
— I am the greatest teacher of writing in this

country." And he put up such a nice little

game of talk that his path was made clear and
every obstacle removed that blocked his way.
Preston always boasted that he made barrels

of money,—but he didn't always carry it in a

barrel. The writer met him once in Providence,
just as he had closed his writing classes. He
was carrying a peck basket through the street as

though it contained nothing more valuable than
a few potatoes. After a few words about the
weather and a reminder that he was the greatest

success since the creation of the world, he raised

the cover of the basket and to the writer's

amazement it was nearly full of silver coins.

"Just a littlelchicken feed." he said, "collected
from some of my pupils," and he went on his

way rejoicing.

Many other incidents could perhaps be re-

lated to show that the traveling writing teacher,
in order to be successful, had to be able to do
something besides write like copper plate and
instruct classes according to the science of psy-
chology and pedagogy. So those who have
made a marked success in this line of work
should, after all. be considered of some impor-
tance in the world
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"SUCCESS."

Success comes in "cans," failures in "can'ts."

Success consists in not so much what you do,

but in the way you do it. A man who fails to

get a large share of this world's goods is termed

a failure by most persons. On the other hand,
the man who acquires much gold, it matters not

how he gets it, is termed a successful man. The
foundation upon which the successful building

rests, is not a matter of money. If it were it

would be like unto the house built upon the sand.

The true, lasting foundation of real success is

made of the rocks of character, fastened together

securely by the mortar of enterprise, for in do-

ing so, he learns even more than to walk all day

like the sultan of old in the "Garden of Spice."

Every young man starting in life, is advised

to get into business that pays. Make money and
make it fast! As an illustration of success, he is

referred to "Smith," successful as a financier

terms it. How did Smith reap the gold? That
does not matter how Smith crowned his lofty

ideal. He got there, didn't he?

This is one of the many dangerous illustra-

tions given to young men of success. It would
have been much better for these young men not

to have known the value and power of money,
than to start out with the greed for gold predom-

inant.

Most young men who have passed the one-

score mark are not capable of judging what vo-

cation they are best fitted for. Consequently,

they seek advice of their friends. The family

physician says, "my boy, don't study medicine;

it does not pay to accommodate other persons

by rolling pills forty years for merely a living."

The lawyer says, "you cannot afford to spend
your life in preaching criminals into heaven."

The merchant says, "don't waste your career

wrapping packages and posing as a target for

sharp tongues to center upon." Lastly, the

the tiller of the soil is consulted, and his advice

is as follows: "Young man if you have decided
to farm, I pity you." "The millstone around
your neck now weighs four tons "

They all join in a chorus of advice for the un-
decided young man. Get into something that

pays! Business is King; take the shortest road

to success. If the young man listens to such
stuff, and decides to take the world within a few
years with all her pleasures, he will take the

shortest road not to success, but to failure.

The first essential element of success is char-

acter. No man has any right to anticipate great

things until he has blotted from his character

the spots of dishonesty, uncleanliness and self-

ishness. No man can hope for success until he
has put out of his life "I can and others can't."

With one exception, no man has ever been born

whose equal or superior has not been born soon-

er or later. Young man. ask advice of yourself.

Study life's pathways and choose for yourself

work, that which holds the most pleasure for

you; that to which you are best adapt- d. Take
the second element of success, "Enterprise"
with you and deal with men as men. Live in

such a way towards your fellowmen, that when
you have completed the course, it may be said

of you, he wrought good amongst his people."

H. F. Kobey, Prin.

Bradford, Pa„ Business C. liege.

PENMANSHIP PROBLEMS AND
THE SUPERVISOR.

Number Twelve.

Following in the wake of the verti-

cal, the hands of pupils are found ly-

ing limp and prostrate on one side,

endeavoring to wriggle sidewise and
backward across the page. Where
some pressure has been brought to

bear by the teacher upon them for

better writing, children are found
grasping the pen vice-like in their en-

deavors to hold, propel and guide the

pen.

Much precious time and effort are

being worse than wasted by allowing

pupils to continue in their primitive

positions, thus blocking the way from
day to day to better writing.

Until pupils can be taught to sit

correctly, place the arms comfortab-
ly, hold the pen efficiently and nat-

urally, and turn the paper at the
right angle and maintain these con-
ditions, good writing, free writing,

practical writing, arm movement
writing is out of the question.

For it is not only the securing of

the position during the writing per-

iod that counts, but the keeping of

the position whenever the pupil at-

tempts written work in other
studies.

Vertical advocates and vertical

writing did more harm in this partic-

ular than in all others combined.
Had the hand been kept off of the

side, and the pen holder toward the

ihoulder, more free practical vertical

writing would have resulted and
more free slant writing as well.

But teachers have become lax on
the subject of position during
the vertical regime, and it will

take time and emphasis and per-

severance to impress them with
the importance of insisting upon
a good, healthful and efficient po-

sition at all times.

Arm movement can be acquired
only imperfectly with the hand slid-

ing on the side, and never mastered
with it in that position. Therefore

the first and best thing to do is to get

the hand off the side and the pen held

at the correct angle which is about
forty-five degrees.

With the writing machinery—the
arm, hand, pen, and paper correctly

adjusted, freedom comes almost
naturally and with one third the
effort possible otherwise. The first

battle for freedom in writing is po-

sition, then freedom and then form.

rhe.l ..rrhand. fairly rapid business capitals by \ !> Tay)<
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ARTISTIC PENMANSHIP
H. L. DARNER, PENMAN, BLAIR BUSINESS COLLEGE, SPOKANE, WASH.

COMMENTS ACCOMPANYING ILLUSTRATION
You will find the work for this month a great deal more angular and slanting than any you have had thus far. In fact it is just a trifle too slanting

to suit me. probably next month you may look for something a little less slanting than this and a little more slanting than that you have had previousto this. I trust that you will derive some benefit from the sentiment expressed in this specimen. I wish I could impress upon you more forcefullythe importance of right ivmg. A young man who drinks booze and smokes cigarettes simply cannot learn to write as well as if he had no bad habitsPenmanship is a matter of control. If you cannot control your appetite you cannot expect to control your band and your mind.
I want to thank all who are following this course for their kind words of appreciation.

You or I.

,, ,
11-12—11.

•jentlemen

:

Enclosed please find SI.00 for The
Business Educator. You can count me a
regular subscriber, until either you or I "go
broke." H. L. Knight,

Jacksonville, Fla.

ATTBACTIVE

FOR BUSINESS SCHOOL8
. "W. M-A.K,TIJsr CO. BOSTON

Learn to Use the Automatic Shading Pen.
A special course prepared for beginners fresh from the

pen, 6 lessons, Price, $1 00.
A large specimen 11x8^, inches showing the effects of

the different size pens ami color of inks 25c. Lessons in
Business Writing. Send IHc !ur specimens of Auto and
Business Penmanship. T. H. MILLER. Automatic Shad
ing Pen Artist, Charleston, Mo., Lock Box 7.

By J. M, Moose, Janesville, Wis.. Southern Wis. Business College
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SIGNATURE CUTS.
Article Four.

The present group of cuts is chosen chiefly to

demonstrate two things : First, that a signature-
cut may be made attractive without either under,
score or overscore; and Second, that by reducing
the proportionate heights of loop letters to

others a cut may be made to occupy the mini-
mum vertical space without in the least sacrific-

ing either legibility or beauty. This is another
good talking point. For when you consider
that a merchant pays £25.00 an inch for a single
column space, in some of our metropolitan
papers, you will readily understand what it

means, to him, to have a cut occupy from one
and a half to three times the necessary space.
In fact, simply pointing this out has resulted in

many a merchant commissioning the writer to
redraft his design, and he has found it profitable
to throw away his old cuts and to order a com-
plete line of new ones. The last example of this

was when the manager of our leading depart-
ment slore. last week, had his signature cut de-
sign re-drawn. This will appear in the February
issue.

"Hyman Bros." is a fictitious name. The de-
sign is simply one of those things one must
'get out of his system' before his mind will give
him any peace, it is one of the all-in-one-
piece type, sometimes cut from metal for a win-
dow sign, or in the case of an individual's name,
for his automobile, or traveling bag. The name
plate of the "Buick" Car is a good example of
this type. The tying together of the letters at

base, the peculiar beginnings of "n" and "m,"
and the finish of "y" give to it its distinctive
character.
The finish of "H" at base of the first part, and

that of the "s" correspond, as do the beginning
stroke of "B" and the final stroke of "H."
These give a symmetrical air to the whole. A
little wider spaces between "B" and "r" and be-
tween "o" and "s" would improve it somewhat.
Although quite legible this design mav be
classed as rather eccentric. Rule for drafting
the "Hyman Bros." Draw 42 upright guide
lines. These upright lines measure both the
widths of strokes and of spaces. The "H" and
"m" each occupy 5 spaces, the "b" 4, and each
of the others three. Leave two spaces between
"H"and"y," and "B" and "r.\ In all other
cases leave one space.
The "ure," "ood" and "tore" in the "Pure

Food" cut, are laid out according to a similar
system as the "Hyman Bros." although at first

glance it is not so apparent.
In "Ellis" the spaces between the "l's" and

that between the "1" and "1" are equal to half
the width of the strokes. See also the widths of
the spaces between the parts of "a" in "Harris"
and of "h." "e," and "y" in "Cherry."

It is not so easy to lay down rules for the
"Rossler," although in a general way the lay out
of the small letters conform to the same system
as that used for the "Pure Food," and
"Cherry & Webb" cuts. The original drawing
is 15 inches long. The "o," "e," and
"r" are 7B of an inch high, and the
capitals 1 and % inches. Begin by writing
"M," "A," and "R" free-hand, with pencil.
Then widen the strokes to the left. Another
plan is to hold two pencils togetherto write them.
This nearly "does the trick," automatical-
ly fixing the widths of the down strokes. Take
two pencils now, and see how easy it is to do it.

A little retouching will perfect it. First try the
"M" and "A." The "R" works out better by
the first method.
The "Cherry & Webb" is compact without

seeming at all crowded. The "C" and "Wand
terminal stroke of "b," give to it an air of action

and freedom, while with all it is as legible as

though it were severely plain and stiff. Be-
cause the right side of the "b" is open nearly to

the base, and the "h" is closed at the head line,

the former may be bent a little more at the top,

and also be a little thinner, with good effect.

The spurs at the base of "h" and "r" and at the
bottom of "y", add stability to these letters.

Note that both "r's" are of the Greek type.

The "e's" also should have been alike.

Although not so eccentric, perhaps, as the
"Hyman Bros.," the "Pure Food" cut has a

style all its own. Its slant has as much to do
with this as any one feature. Note h'iw the

stems of "P". "F" and "S" harmonize. Also the
similarity of loops in "P" and "F." Also of

those in "d" and "D."
Informer articles the student has been coun-

ciled and urged to collect as studies, the finest

types of signature cuts to be found. Also the
value of adaptation has been emphasized. Both
of these points are exemplified by two cuts of

the present series, the "Zanerian"' and the
"Ellis & .Harris." Years ago the writer received
an occasional communication from "Ye Editor"
of the "Penman-Artist," on a "Zanerian Art
College" letter head, that was too beautiful for

the waste-basket, even before his magic, mas-
terful pen had added to its attractiveness. The
white letters of this design ran across a very ar-

tistic violet panel with a gold sun-burst at the
middle. Later, when the writer took up the
signature cut side-line, he recalled the design.

The "Ellis & Harris" cut is the result. The
crude reproduction of a portion only of this cut

is here shown, simply by way of illustration.

A glance at the "Z," "a" and "g" in the Zaner-

ian cut will show where he drew his inspiration

for the cap of "T," beginning of "&", and the
final strokes of "e," "s", "&," "H," "r," and"C."
Had he copied (he style of the small letters also

it would have been plagerism, pure and simple.

As it was it was simply just such legitimate
adaptation, as is urged upon you.

While the "Bourget" has an underscore it re-

minds one of the boy's reply to the query,
"What is your father's business?" he replied,
"Well, he is a preacher, but you'd hardly notice
it on him." It is an underscore, but lying as it

does against the ground, which absorbs most of
its upper outline, it serves rather as an extended
portion of the white part of the design, balanc-
ing the lower protruding parts of "L", "J" and
"B", and breaking the monotony of extended
portions of letters only.

One feature dominates this group of cuts, In
all but two of them portions of the longer letters
protrude beyond the ground, or panel. The
heavy outlining strokes of these give a pleasing
contrast to the whole—a snappy air in fact. Be
careful to make these lines sufficiently strong.
Also of equal widths. The drawings for the
"Kossler" and "Bourget" cuts are fifteen and
fourteen inches respectively. The outlines in

"Bourget" are the width of the No. 3 Soenneck-
enpen; those in "Rossler" of the No. 2. The
border lines in the "Ellis & Harris," "Pure
Food" and "Zanerian" cuts, give added life to
their panels. As the letters do not protrude so
much as in others this is necessary.

The purpose of this detailed discussion is to
lead the reader to see what it is that gives "class"
to a design, and the writer hopes it will not fail

of its purpose.

WANTED
To purchase for cash a Business
School, perferably in a section
with opportunity for develop-
ment. Address, giving full in-

formation, A. H. care

BUSINESS EDUCATOR,
Columbus, Ohio
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Contributions Comprising Text and Illustrations on

INSURANCE POLICY WRITING
By L. MADAR.ASZ.

These contributions were prepared by Mr. Madarasz and purchased by
The Business Educator about a year before his death, and rep-

resent his most mature thought and unbiased convictions.

LEARN SHORT-

^**
<. £ ^-o HAND BY MAIL

Churchill's Simplis Svs-.

lem taught in your own home. You should learn
Simplified Shorthand and be prepared forthe better,
higher-salaried position which is rightfully
yours. Make your spare moments yield an in-
come. Detailed information Free.

CHURCHILL'S BUSINESS INSTITUTE,
73 Powers Thea;re Building Grand Rapids. Mich

Plate 3

This anil a companion plate has all of the cap-

itals. Quite a number of the capitals are a little

different from the set given separately either in

form or beginnings and endings. The thing to

do is to confine your practice to the simpler

forms until you can make them with certainty

and ease. You want to acquire grace and har-

mony. Get the habit of picturing in your mind

just what the finished work will be. Balance

your writing. Remember in your practice work

to spell out first and last name; the central names

are usually initials, example: David O.Q. New,
never D. O. Q. New. The hair lines on the

plate are somewhat stronger than the compan-

ion plate, which effect, of course, is gotten by

using an old or coarse pointed pen. Place

your dots on /and; on the extension of stroke

and not to either side. The capitals can be shad-

ed a bit stronger than the lower case letters.

Watch your small e particularly, it is a difficult

letter to form; that loop will be bothersome at

first. Extend your r and s. Make them good
and prominent -have them ''stick out." Place

your small letters close to capitals. When
you place your dot after an initial, make a peri

odand not a comma. A period then shows an
abbreviation, a comma, your ignorance.
Review your previous lesson.

Appreciation

"I want to express my appreciation of the ex-
cellent articles that you have secured for B. K.
readers this year. All are so excellent that it is

difficult to pick out any particular one for praise.
When I read Leister's first article on Account-
ancy I said to myself, 'There's something new
and out of the ordinary cut and dried style.'
And when I read the contributions on typewrit-
ing, arithmetic, law, and, in fact, all of them, I

echoed the same sentiment. I don't see how
any up to date teacher can possibly be without
the B. E." G. G. Hoole.
Montana Institute. Miles City, Mont.

^w^mwmmm
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It can be done. .

follow my instruction;
hip is a mark of c
lent these days ;

"' duality
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For free specimens and particu-
lars telling how others mastered peniiMnship
addressTHEHAVSAN SCHOOL,
Box 225 B. Hutchinson, Kansas

Born, Nov. 15, 1911. Weight, 9Vi pounds.
Name, Glen Hall Spanabel. Parents, Mr. and
Mrs. E E. Spanabel. Place, Wheeling, W. Va.
Condition, all doing well.

WANTED
Every progressive business college man. who
wants to improve his business, as well as others,
should send for the "Code of Ethics" adopted
by leading business schools forming the

NATIONAL LEAGUE OF BUSINESS EDUCATORS
This movement has taken a hold most won-

derfully—about twenty-five new schools are join-
ing every week. Members are enrolled from
nearly every state in the union. For particulars
address

O. A. HOFFMANN,
Pres Hoffmann's Metropolitan Business College,

Milwaukee, Wis
ifeg^See Nov , Dec. and coming issues of the Bus-
iness Educator.

WANTED
Will sell a live Penna. School, or a
part interest to a good Manager.
Address "K" care Business Educator.

t ir 31 IE
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What About Second Term Bookkeeping?
Here Are Four Good Answers:

1. Marshall's Corporation and
Voucher Accounting

:

Includes: (a) Specialized accounting for a

factory, (b) A practical illustration of the

Voucher System. <c) The everydav work

of a Corporation Secretary.

List Price of Text, 60c.

2. Goodyear's higher Accounting ;

Seven special sets each illustrative of a dif-

ferent phase of special column bookkeeping.

Price $1.00.

3. Goodyear's Bank Accounting :

A thorough treatise on the bookkeeping and

business practice of a modern bank.

Price 60c.

4. Goodyear's Farm Accounting :

A late work applying accounting to an up-

to-date iarm. Just the thing for advanced

students who know something about farm-,

ing. Price of text and outfit, $1.00.

Either of the foregoing by mail on receipt of price, which will be refunded in case of adoption.

You should investigate these new books.

GOODYEAR-MARSHALL PUBLISHING CO.
CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA

1ZZ2L 31 IE 31 31 IE 31 ir-ii
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One of the eighty paffes'foimr] in the "The Madarasz" Book
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SPECIMENS D

1 JC uanc I
Some specially skillful specimens both orna

mental and business are at hand from our good
friend, J. A. Stryker. penman in the State Nor-

mal School of Kearney, Nebr. The specimens
are the result of the enthusiasm generated by
receiving the Madarasz B:>ok.

.1. G. Christ, Lock Haven, Pa., is making pro-

gress in his penmanship by working from the

Madarasz Book as shown by frequent specimens
received from him. His pen cuts a good many
graceful capers, and no one, we should judge, is

more in love with the art than Mr. Christ.

Mr. K. H. McGhee, Trenton, N. J., continues

to swing a graceful pen as evidenced by some
cards written in an ornamental hand recently

received from him.

We recently received some excellent speci-

mens of writing representing all of the grades

from Miss Maude Wherry Supervisor of writing

in the public schools at Elyria, Ohio. Miss

Wherry is securing exceptionally uniform work
in all of the grades in both form and movement.

IP'-jnfll Location in growing westernOOTUUL.
city . perfect climate; wellestab-

FOR SALE I'shed; good reputation; partic-
ularly desirable for all-round

man; will make him money; first-class equip-
ment; owner engaging in other business; price
$700; equipment alone worth $450; terms on part
if necessary. Address.

•OPPORTUNITY WEST"
Care of Business Educator.

THE CELEBRATED MADARASZ KOREAN INK

Korean is the name of that superb quality of
stick ink—the kind that is pitchy black on shades
and produces those wonderful hairlines, soft and
mellow. It is made in Korea, and is far superior
to Chinese or India Ink for ornate writing pur-
poses.

Madarasz had a limited stock of this ink on
hand at the time of his death, and this has been
placed in our hands to sell. Prices are $1.25, $2.00.

$3.00 and $4 00 a stick. Enough in one large stick
to last a lifetime. Those interested should order
without delay.

THE BUSINESS JOURNAL
Tribune Bldg. New York City

Good business writing by Mr. T. Courtney, penman and commercial teacher.

Academy of Idaho.

a (ifhni) i] i ]kim n o p i] rstn vwxq z
From Knapp and Rightmyer's Penmen's Paradise, published. 1852, book kindly loaned by W. H. Lathrop. Boston, Mass

the November H K
Plate one appeared in
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WHY NOT OET THE BEST ?

i the best calls fur good Commando! and Short-
hand Teachers at good salaries. Wc also have a number
of persons wishing to buy and pell Business Colleges.
Let us help you.

The Inter-State Teachers' Agency, Pendleton. Oregon

FOR. SALE
More than 2300 addresses of Business
Training Schools in the U. S. The only
"99% complete" list of its kind for sale

at any price.

MOR 1 ON E. DAWSON
1235 Norwood Street Chic&fo, III.

The Pratt Teachers' Agency
70 Fifth Avenue, NEW YORK

Recommends college and normal graduates,
specialists, and other teachers to colleges
and schools.
The agency receives many calls for commer-

cial teachers from public and private schools,
and business colleges.

WM. O. PRATT. MANAGER

LEARN to CARVESraTsp
ii-^^^^^^^^^ etc., on calling^^^^"^^^^"""^^^^^^^^ cards by mail.
It Is a fascinating, monev-making. home
employment and ia easily learned at small
expense. A beautiful sample of the work
10c. Information free. Here is your opportunity
for coining money.

A. W. DAKIN. Knife Artist, Syracuse. N. Y.

SCHOOL rOR SALE.
Established 7 yrs; widely advertised; low

rent: cost operation $1100 per year; income
85000; inventory 82700; attendance 75; no
competition; towns 10,000: rich western ter-
ritory; reason for selling, owner interested in
papers -other investments. Price S2500 cash.
Don't answer unle99 you have the price and
mean Business. Address,

"College" care Business Educator,Columbui.O

$2100.00 to $2500.00
For An Expel Penman, one who can de-
liver the goods,—"a live wire." Does this
look like business? We want a man "who
can hold it down. We have many good
positions now open for Shorthand, Book-
keeping, Telegraphy, and Penmanship
Teachers Write us your qualifications, ex-
perience, etc. Do it now,
THE INSTRUCTORS' AGENCY

MARION, INDIANA

UfANTFfl TEACHERS -Penmanship.WHI1II/V Bookkeeping, S o r t h a n d
Touch Typewriting and all commercial

branches. Also managers and principals of
Business Colleges and commercial departments
of high schools and colleges in the South. Write
at once for information and application blank.
No charge for registration.

SOUTHERN TEACHERS' AGENCY.
Hamilton Bank Bldg. Chattanooga, Tenn.

PROGRESSIVE LESSONS IN

BUSINESS WRITING
OMPLETE UP -TO-DATE

The teaching of plain penmanship re-
duced to a system— logical, direct, scien-
tific. The copies are ideal in style—round-
ing enough to be plain and simple and
slanting enough to be rapid and graceful.
Used by large commercial schools. Espe-
cially adapted to high school use, A
wonderful result-getting course of lessons.
Sample copy mailed to any address for 25c.

—Address—
C. S. ROGERS.

Prin. Y. N. C. A. Accoutancy School
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

Teachers Wanted
We now have on our list positions paying from $75 to $100 per month.

Application blanks sent on request. Registration free.

NORTHEASTERN TEACHERS1 AGENCY
Newmarket, N. H. G. L. SMITH, Secy-Treas.

20th YEAR OVER 34,000 POSITIONS FILLED
THE FISK TEACHERS' AGENCY, Sui.e 814-823 sieger Bldg., CHICAGO
The
Logical

Place

to

Register

BECAUSE

the Oldest

It is the Largest
It is Centrally Located
It has more Direct Calls

and it has Filled More
Positions than any
other Agency.

Commercial Teachers Always in Demand
Other O.'fices
ington, Denve
Portland.

-Boston, Ne
•. Berkeley,

Sfork, Wash-
* Angeles and

LUTHER B D'ARMOND
Manager Commercial Department

•From the University to the Grades"
THE CLARK TEACHERS' AGENCY

has filled positions of all sorts in educational work literally from the college presi-
dency to the grades. Twenty-five years' experience. Write to see what we can do
for you,— it will not cost anything to do that.

B. F. CLARK
Peyton Block, Spokane. Wash. Steinway Hah, Chicago Lincoln. Nebr., 1st Nat. Bank Bldg.

-WE WANT FIFTY YOUNG MEN-
who can write well, for medium priced business college positions, where there is a chance

for promotion. Write us to-day.
CENTRAL TEACHERS' AGENCY. E. C. Roger.. Mgr., COLUMBVS. OHIO

"w?!** Best Schools in. the United States
get their teachers through this Bureau. We always have openings for
first-class teachers. We have some excellent places now. Free Registration.

CONTINENTAL TEACHERS' AGENCY (Incorporated) BOWLING GREEN, KENTUCKY

A TOP-NOTCHER !
For commercial teachers! Here is the proof : Barnes_ of St. Louis, Speneerian. of Louisville, Duffs of Pitts-

burg, Healds, of California. South Division High of Milwaukee, West High of
Minneapolis, Warnnsburg (Mo.) State Normal, Indiana (Pa. I State Normal-and
scores of other good schools have selected our candidates. These schools employ
top-notchers" only. Protect your interests. Get our free registration blank for

1912 positions.

JShm SPECIALISTS' EDUCATIONAL BVREAV
Robert A. Grant, Mgr., WEBSTER GROVES. ST, LOUIS, MO.

COMMERCIAL TEACHERS* TRAINING SCHOOLROCHESTER BUSINESS INSTITUTE
We prepare and place a large class of commercial teachers every year. We give

advanced instruction in the commercial texts all through the year and have spec-
ial summer school sessons in July for methods. Send postal card for prospectus

-ROCHESTER BUSINESS INSTITUTE, ROCHESTER, N. Y. j

n

DELIVERING TME GOODS TO HIGH SCHOOLS

Mass [2], i'erth Am hoy, N

filled in 1911. these high schools surest k'-o^m pineal range and
io, [3]; At-hlantJ. Ky . ; Huunhton, Mnli , Amonia, Conn [21
range, N. J.; Calumet. Mich.; Waterlmrv, ('<>nn. |2j : Brockton

t'..iik,'lik>'p|.-ie. N V.; ' lu-lsf'i. Ma?s . M aids t er, Mieh.
. Midd letown Conn

Ogden, Utah: Deer Lodge Mont ; South Division, Milwaukee. Eivriaj Rome.N. V
Ohio; Pomona, Calif., Manchester, N. H ; Omaha Neb , Holyoke, Mass.; Bloomfleld
High, Des Moines, Iowa Salaries fnmi tHOto* HO a month And this li-t omits manv remuneral
positions in places not widely known. Last year in February we were Hooded with ealN for fall

•St

> busy to wa
ask twice what they ar
who does not pay his te
pose to help squarely a
once. You will come ag

nprepared.orthose whoa
worth; and he has neithei time nor stationery t

hers promptly as agp-ed. This Agency i

>d faith ask for help. Try Us

THE NATIONAL COMMERCIAL TEACHERS' AGENCY
E. E. CAYLORD,

MANAGER
SPECIALIST

PROSPECT HILL.

BEVERLY. MASS.
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ENGROSSING and
ILLUMINATION

tl. W. STRICKLAND.
Policy Pepr., Mass.
Mutual Life Ins. Co.,
Springfield. Mass.

imenscriticisedbyMr.
kland if return postage

full is enclosed.

Article 15.

Make right half of scroll first by drawing in

lead pencil then trace on tracing paper and by
covering the back of the tracing paper with lead

pencil markings same may be transferred to left

side or if may be in some cases transferred with-

out pencil markings by laying pencil outline

face down and going over back with a smooth
hard instrument using considerable pressure.

The name was colored with three colors. Try
your hand at combining colors so to produce

harmony. In the original the initial was
Mauve, panel Gray, background King's Yellow

and triangles around initial Gold. Ivy motif

was colored with Brown and Green.
H. W. Strickland.

'v

t/_ / \ ^A;,.
1

......

Bv D. C. Sapp, student and assistant of A. A. Kuhl, Georgia Normal School, Douglas, Ga.

iwa

Edward T. Reese
Margaret Jones

Married
Wednesday, the twenty-ninth of November
one thousand nine hundred and eleven

Venedocia, Ohio

At Home
After December twentieth

1901 8th Avenue
Beaver Falls. Pa.

f
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By F W. Martin, Boston, Ma

Be an expert accountant, a rapid calculator.
Get Wold's Self-Teaching Lessons in Quick Figur-
ing, Bookkeeping Wold's 75 Rules for locating
errors. Also Wold's Trial Balance System. Pre-
paid $1.00. Easy, speedy and accurate.

LEWIS M. WOLD, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

GENTLEMEN
Let me write your name on one
dozen cards for 20c. Discount for

more. Coin or money order.

JOHN W. PEARSON
l223-2°th Avenue Moline, III.

-^Penmen's Supplies---

5003ply Wed. Cards, 75c. 500 Colored, 70c
100-12ply Cards for knife Carving 35c.
100 Hot Air Cards, 25c. 100 Bird Cards 25c
12 Pen Flourished Post Cards, assorted, 15c.
Penmen's Souvenir & Card Writing l36p) 35c.
1 lb. Special ruled paper for Script Writing, 45c.
1 Hand turned oblique penholder, prof style 35c.
One 2 oz. bottle Card Writer's Favorite Ink, 25c.
The above Articles Sent Prepaid by Mail.

46 page Manual for Card Writers 2c
W. McBee. 19 Snyder St.. N. S. Pittsburgh, Pa.
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An appreciated list of subscriptions has been
received from \V. W. Weaver, penman and
commercial teacher in the Salem, Oeio, Busi-

nees College, W. H. Matthews, proprietor. The
Salem School is doing good work, and from
what we hear from time to time it is in a pros-

perous condition.

A good list of subscriptions has been received
from the Haverhill, Mass., Business College,
Karnest N. Seavey, penmanship teacher. For a
good many years this school has been one of the
faithful supporters of The Business Educa-
tor. Each year we grant a great many certifi-

cates to the students of this institution. We be-
lieve that Mr. Seavey will keep up the good
record.

An excellent list of subscriptions is hereby ac-

knowledged from Miss Effie Colby, supervisor
of writing in the Beverly, Mass , Public Schools.
Miss Colby is a progressive teacher of writing
and is securing excellent results. More than
one-half of the subscriptions received were for
the Professional edition, revealing the fact that
her pupils and teachers are interested in more
than mere writing.

K. G. Catron, of Denison, la., Normal and
Business College, is doing his part in the way of
getting pupils to subscribe for The Business
Educator. He recently favored us with a

good list.

A list of subscriptions has been received
from H . M. Schuck, Brown's Business College,
Danville. 111. Mr. Schuck is a very good teacher
of penmanship and is arousing much interest in
the subject. We hope to be able to grant many
Business Educator Certiticates to his pupils
during the coming year.

The Business Educator is used quite lib-
erally in the penmanship classes of the Santa
Barbara, Calif., Business College, in which Mr.
E. H. Hoover is principal and Mr. A. (i. Arm-
strong penman A list of twenty subscriptions
came from that institution during November.

We recently received a list of eighty subscrip-
tions from the Bliss Business College of this
city. Single subscriptions keep dropping in
from time to time from this institution, which
contains a day attendance on an average of four-
hundred. The Bliss College, is therefore one
of the largest schools in Ohio, as well as one of
the largest in the country: it's now in the "four-
hundred" class sure.

Oberlin, Ohio, has been known for many
years as an educational center including com-
mercial education and penmanship. The Ober-
lin Business College has the reputation of giv-
ing a very thorough commercial course, and
this institution won much of its reputation a
good many years ago through the fine penmen
it turned out. Of course, The Business Edu-
cator is used liberally in the penmanship
work. We acknowledge receipt of a handsome
list of subscriptions from Mr. G. L. Close, of
that institution.

Again our thanks are due Mr. M. H. Koss, of
the L. D. S. Business College, Salt Lake City,
Utah, for a good club of subscriptions. This
time the list numbered seventy-six, which
would indicate a large attendance in that insti-
tution.

Since school opened September 5th. the Lau-
num, Mich.. Commercial School has sent The
Business Educator forty-six subscriptions.
Mr. A. G. Hotchkiss, of that institution has
favored us with these subscriptions. As he
states, "Surely the Laurium Commercial School
is doing its part to help keep up the standard of
The Business Educator and Penmanship."
H.E. Moore, penman in the Drake School.

Jersey City, N. J., recently favored us with a
good list ot subscriptions. This reveals the fact
that he is creating the right kind of interest and
enthusiasm in writing. Mr. Moore writes a
good hand and is a live-wire in teaching pen-
manship.

A splendid list of subscriptions has* been re-
ceived from Mr. Don E. Wiseman, principal of
the commercial department and penmanship in
the Mountain State Business College, Parkers-
burg, W. Va. Mr. Wiseman is a big man in a
big school and is doing all he can to make it just
as good as it is large.
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By E. H. McGhee, Trenton, N. J

OF INESTIMABLE VALUE.

Beverly, Mass., 12-5-11.

Friends: Your Manual on "Black-
board Writing" has been received,

and I am reading it with a great deal

of interest. You have certainly con-
tributed something that will be
of inestimable value to teachers and
pupils, particularly teachers in the
public schools,

Sincerely,

C. E. Doner.

PRESTON, THE SKILLFUL VETERAH
Although I have seen 75 years my pen nourishing is stiil

• •onsidereil by noud .imlge* to l«' t.pinl, if not superior, to
that of the younger boys I shall beglad to demonstrate
that my lonV "-< J hunt' lias lust none of its eunning, and
upon receipt of 25 cents I will send you a srrap 'iookgelii

that will convince you that "I still live." Now is jour
chance to see what the Veteran can do. Orders promptly
attended to and a good return for your money. Address.

I. S. PRESTON.
I.undysLnne. Pa.

STOP! READ! THINK! ACT!
• salary by Home Study. "Do i

He Sam!
• I&H). Positiuiis KiiHianU-ed Civil Servk-e, IVniniui-
sship. Bookkeeping, Shorthand, Typewriting. Kn
k'lii.'Hing, Normal, Grammar Schoi.il, High School,

1, and College Preparatory Courses mv

I'KIWKTMENT E,

CARNEGIE COLLEGE, ROGERS, OHIO

>me a Good Pen-
imens and tells

mahtered'penmanship by my

F W. TAMBLYN, 406 Meyer Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
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Fur several years Mr. J. A. Buell, of [the Min-
neapolis, Minn., Business College, has been
one of our heaviest clubbers. He has already
begun sending in subscriptions and intends to

beat last year, which was a banner year.

At this writing, October 8th., seventy-one
subscriptions have already been received from
C. H. Melchior, Proprietor of Melchiors' Tri-

State Business College, Toledo, Ohio. Surely
this is a good record for this season of the year
and indicates not only that Mr. Melchior has a

large attendance but that penmanship is receiv-

ing the attention it deserves in his institution.

A list of twenty-two subscriptions is hereby
acknowledged from Ashton E. Smith, commer-
cial teacher and supervisor of writing in the
VVilkes-Barre, Pa., high and public schools.

Mr. Smith is surely creating the kind of interest

which is bound to lead to good penmanship in

that beautiful city and country.

A list of seventy-five subscriptions is at hand
from the enterprising practical and progressive
principal of the commercial department of the
Blinn Memorial College, Brenham, Texas, Mr.
G. VV. Kopp, and the secretary of faculty, teach-
er of penmanship, natural science, etc., D. H.
Fischer. The college is certainly fortunate to

have on its faculty men of such practical and
progressive inclinations.

Almost every club raiser who has sent us sub-
scriptions recently stated that more are to follow.
Mr. C. O. Smith of the Elliott Com'l School,
Wheeling. W. Va., sent a club of five for the
professional and ten for the students' edition,
and states that another club will soon follow.

A list of seventy-five subscriptions to The
Business Educator is hereby acknowledged
from J. Fred Williams. Boise, Idaho. Mr. Wil-
liams is a man of far more than ordinary ability

in penmanship and commercial subjects. Any-
one capable of arousing interest enough in the
city the size of Boise to send in such a subscrip-
tion list will be properly termed a live wire and
of a kind that does not go off or burn out.

A good list of subscriptions is hereby ac-
knowledged from M. S. Judy, penmanship
teacher in the North Manchester Ind. Business
College. Mr. Judy is a live wire when it comes
to penmanship and commercial education, and
has a happy faculty of instructing and enthusing
al the same time.

name on one dozen
'

for 15 cents.
I will give free a
samples and send

AGENTS WANTED
BLANK CARDS Urno^ ZT,

o postpaid, 25c- Lest, for more. Ink. Gloss; Bla
Very Be.st White. 15c, per bottle. 1 Ohlique l*en Ho

, Inc. anion's No. I Pens. Hie. per doz Leisons
ird Writing. Circular for stamp.

W. A. BODE. Box 176. FAIR HAVEN. PA

YOl

WILL

WANT TO

KNOW

more about my mail course in "Modern Business
Penmanship" for teachers and home students.

Illustrated circular free.

J. A. STRYRER
Penman State Normal and Supervisor Penn

ship City Schools.
Addr.ss 423 W 27th St . KEAKNtY. NEB.

Canada is certainly helping to increase the

circulation of The Business Educator.
About the first of November we received a good
list of subscriptions from J. C. McTavish, of the

Grand Trunk Business College, Edmonton,
Alia., Canada.

Samuel W. Thomas, a friend and supporter of

The Business Educator, who is now teach-

ing penmanship in Summer's College of Com-
merce, East St. Louis, 111., is a veteran in pen-

manship work, having taught in public schools,

commercial colleges, etc.. for over forty years.

He is now sixty-six years of age, and is still in

love with the work, if we may judge from the

writing he sent us. He served three years in

the Civil War where he was wounded and had

his right arm broken. Besides teaching pen-

manship, he writes cards, tills diplomas, exe-

cutes pen drawings, etc.

A complete course in Rapid Business Writ-
ing consisting of twenty carefully graded lessons
covering all the small and capital letters and the
figures for$6.00. Alllessonsare fresh from the pen
copies. Circulars on course sent upon request.
Also 1 dozen cards written in ornate style for 25c.

1 set business capitals for 20c. 1 set ornamental
capitals for 25c. Scrap book specimen for 25c.
Invitations, etc., written. Estimates will be fur-
nished on request. Address,

CHAS. C GUYETT,
208 Ladner Avenue, Buffalo, 5. T.

I am the "Lone Star" Card Specialist. Have the mosl
complete Mail Course in V . S. and fur the least money
Let me prove it. Your name artistically written on K
Card;* for2fie. Send lOefor sample K> doz . and Agent':

Box 1268

WACO,

TEXAS

Believing my penmanship and engrossing worth a little consideration, I am taking the liberty of

offering you a specimen of my ornate writing for 25c. 25c more gets a bird nourish, while another

25c brings a dozen cards. Set of ornate capitals, 35c. Ornate letter, 40c. Specimen of engrossing

fresh from my pen and brush, $1.00. All of the above for $2.20. Resolutions, Memorials, Certificates,

Testimonals, Records, etc.,

beautifully engrossed at

reasonable prices. Diplo-

mas filled. Lessons by
mail in ornate writing and
lettering. Copies fresh

from my pen. AMARILLO. TEXAS

THE NEWTON AUTOMATIC SHADING PEN CO., DEPT

and rapidly dime without-
RELIABLE Auto-
matic Pen. and Inks.
They are the product
of over THIRTY
YEARS' experiment-
ing along this line,

and combine the de-
" pens, both of which are

N MACHINERY, which H operated
l;\V COMPLETE CATALOG FREE.
PONTIAC. MICH.. U. S. A.

(5
~~^/m?/>mmm zam€&
This book contains the rules which govern the formation of accurate writing. It

shows how to prove every letter to be perfect or imperfect. It shows how to write ele-

gantly through a knowlege of the harmony of lines and how imperfect writing is the

result of ignorance of the law of harmony. The study of the harmony of sounds makes

one become a scientific musician. The study of the harmony of lines leads one to the

highest skill in beautiful, perfect writing. Courtney, America's greatest penman, was

trained by me in the study and the use of the harmony of lines which I present in this

book. Send One Dollar and get the book. Keep it or return it within a week and get

your money back.

A. H. HINNAN, LYNN, MASS.

By H. P. Behrensmeyer, Penman, Gem City, Business College, Uuincy, 111.
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By Don E. Wiseman, penman, Mountain State Business

College. Parkersbnrg, W. \'a.

e

Specimen of high grade practical pen art by P. W. Costello,

ScrantOD, Pa.

(T ANNOUNCEMENT
We wish to announce two now books:

—

Peters' Business Speller and Hausam's
Pedagogical Penmanship.

Both of these books are along entirely new lines and should have a careful investiga-

tion by ever} up-to-date commercial teacher.

Every teacher knows P. B. S. Peters of the Manual Training High School in Kansas

City and L- H. Hausam the penman—neither would write a book that was not the best.

222 Main St. SOUTH-WESTERN PUBLISHING COMPANY Cincinnati, Ohio

=^
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DESIGNING
and

ENGROSSING
By

E. L. BROWN,
Rockland, Me.

Send self-addressed
postal for criticism,
;tnd stamps for return

of specimens.

—ini II—

First layoff the decorative word "The" giving

the different parts careful attention. The deco-

ration is a conventional form of the grape vine

and its leaves. After making a careful pencil

drawing, finish in India ink using a fairly coarse

pen in treating the color values. In stippling

the background make the dots large and near to-

gether at the bottom, and small and openly
spaced nearer the top.

The lettering is a modification of the engross-

ing text and is snappy and graceful. Use a No.
3 broad pen, and slope letters uniformly. Fin-

ish letters with a tine pointed pen.

203 (3roabu>cuj,

9lUssrs. Saner S^ 93foscr,

Lofutnluis, Cf>(no.

ifentfcmcn :— <Tjust a fine to fct yoxx £noa>

tnat d kav<z vecctveo no ijusincss Jducator

for OCovomfer.

% Mmcs oVKotlmson WKiiis ??.^airo.

The "Handwriting" on a postal by Mr. Baird. who, as many of our readers knr
world's finest roundhand or engrossing script penmen.

CCrane
*e&r&* iDMrefipGir
^solution* "iifv.mRaum,
p.plom» RHiaf MrfhllN.nnjIk

i

1

GOLD and SILVER
I N K, THE
BEST IN

THE WORLD

You cannot imagine what beautiful cards
and other pen work you can produce by
using my Gold, Silver, Black and colored

inks. A full supply sent postpaid for $1.25.

Circulars atid beautiful Penmanship Jour-

nal free. A. W. DAKIN. Syracuse. N. Y.

America to receive instruction in penmanship
by mail is in the Courtney's School of Penman-
ship. A rapid, tireless, business hand taught in

a short time at a small cost. Illustrated Journal
free. FRANCIS B. COURTNEY, Cedar Rapids, la.

m%
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Dlhcm offrueforfihrdemay oe compared

ldf£e casf/eSm/fonctrocA, wfiick Mies:
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It is with sincere regret we announce the
death of Mr. H. D. Buck, proprietor of the
Scranton, Pa., Business College. November
25th. after an illness of upwards of a year.

He was born in Hughesville, Lycoming coun-
ty, Pa., January 6, 1862. He went to Scranton
as a teacher in Wood's Business College.
Later on he, in connection with A. K.Whit
more, founded the Scranton Business College.
In 19(14 he secured Mr. Whitmore's interest,
since which time he has conducted it alone, and
in an unusually successful manner.
He is survived by his wife and two daughters,

also by his mother, two brothers and one sister.

We are pleased to announce that the school will
be carried on as heretofore under the direction
of Mrs. Buck, who has been in actual charge of
the school during her husband's illness.

We extend to her'sincere sympathy, and wish
for her the success which has characterized the
institution in the past.

In the death of Mr. Buck the profession lost a
a most worthy member, and the city of Scranton
an influential citizen.
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Pitman's Commercial Spanish Grammar, by

C, A. Toledano. Cloth, gdt. Price, S1.00.
This book contains in its exercises and conver-
sations an abundant commercial phraseology,
and at the same time a thorough treatise on
Spanish Grammar. Those rules and illustra-

tions which would be too cumbersome in the
body of the book are given in appendixes
which the student will find of extreme use for

reference. A synopsis of Spanish conjugations
compiled on an original plan, will be found of

great aid in mastering the Spanish irregular

verbs. It is both a practical commercial gram-
mar and a complete grammar of the Castilinn

language, written by a competent master as well
as a commercial man of long experience. Isaac-

Pitman & Sons, 2 West 45th Street, New York.

"The Phonographic Observer" is the title of a
new shorthand magazine published by Isaac

Pitman & Sons. New York City, N. Y., 2 \V.

45th St It is written in Pitmanic shorthand, no
type having been used except for headings and
titles. It is therefore of special value to Isaac

Pitman readers and should be hailed with de-
light by the readers of that system.

"The Stenographer," Philadelphia, Pa., a

magazine devoted to the interest of shorthand
and typewriting, reaches our desk from time to

time and is always filled with excellent informa-

tion, being an independent shorthand magazine
without special affiliations with any particular

system of shorthand or typewriting. We should
judge that teachers of shorthand would find this

a splendid magazine to take regularly.

"Italian Business Letters" by A. Valgimigli,
published by Isaac Pitman & Sons, New York
City, Price 25c, is the title of a splendid little

hand book on correspondence written in Italian

Language, with copious notes in English, ex-
planatory abbreviations, etc., on the wide mar-
gins opposite the Italian text. To any student
of shorthand and the Italian language the book
is most timely.

The Spencerian Magazine published by The
Spencer Publishing Co., New Orleans, La.,
reaches our desk from time to time well laden
with original thoughts on penmanseip and
many other phases of modern education. Judg-
ing from appearances and contents we have rea-

sons to believe the magazine is a pronounced
success. Price five cents per copy.

Advertising literature has been received from
the following: King's Business College,
Kaleigh, N. C; Humboldt College, Des Moines,
la.: E. H. Mciihee, Trenton, N. J.: Dunkle's
Business School. Boonville, Mo.: Northwestern
Business College, Chicago, 111., and the Dyke &
Stilwell Private Business School, Cleveland, O.

"Office Training for Stenographers," by Hu-
bert P. So Relle, published by the (iregg Pub-
lishing Co.. Chicago, 111., comprises a "Text
Book" bound in boards, 8x11, 170 pages, and
"Exercises," 8 l ..xl2, bound in card covers, com-
prising a great variety of blank business forms
on perforated sheets to be torn out and complet-
ed by pupils. The price of the Text Book in-

cluding the Exercise Book is 82 00, samples to

school men are but 75c. The Text Book and
blanks undoubtedly supply an urgent need for

a course to give the finishing touches to the

stenographer's training. If is intended for in-

troduction at the beginning of the student's

work in advanced shorthand, and to finish with

the work for office training in the department of

typewriting. It is ir accordance with the ad-

vanced ideas of office training, in bookkeeping
and accountancy, and is therefore a pioneer

work in shorthand and typewriting. We pre-

dict for this new publication a large sale.

God Be Thanked for Books
—Charming

Kingsley said, "Except a living man, there is nothing more wonderful than a book."

To sustain this proposition a school-book should be the practical embodiment of the living

teacher. " Books are embalmed minds." " The books that help you most are those that make
you think most." " Books are the sole instrument ot perpetuatine, thought." ' A good book is

the precious life-blood of a master.''

Hundreds of quotations like these are exemplified in our practical text-books for practical

schools. Our New Practical Letter Writing, just revised and greatly enlarged, contains the latest

practical "features" presented in an interest-compelling manner. Our Arithmetic Aids are

fascinating, yet extremely practical. Our New Practical Typewriting lures the student on to still

higher achievement. Even our Commercial Law has not a "dry" page in it. All of our books

are written with such charm and clearness, and contain such a spirit of realism that they are studied

with pleasure and never-failing profit. Our books are used in hundreds of the largest schools.

Why ? Only because of their merit.

You should examine our books. You don't know what you have missed until you see them for

yourself. Study them critically, remembering that school books are the most valuable or the least,

according as their methods are effective in imparting practical instruction in a practical manner.

Catalogue Free We Pay the Freight

The Practical Text Book Company
Euclid Avenue and Eighteenth Street Cleveland, Ohio
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liy H. L. Darner, penman, Blair Business College, Spokane, Wn.

,
. ETERNAL INK

i EM6BSSSIR6 INK

WRITE EVERLASTINGLY BLACK
The Kternal Ink is for gen-
eral writing in plain or fountain

special writing, engrossing, etc.

(2 oz. bottle by mail 30c)
These inks write black from the pen
point and stay black forever

;
proof to

tKe, air, sunshine, chemicals and fire

If your dealer does not supply
these inks, send to

CHAS. M HIGGINS & CO , Mfbs ,

271 HihthSt. Broolyk, N. Y.

CSTERBROOK'S PENS
" Easy to write with,

CORRECT DESIGN
Hard to na* up."

UNIFORM TEMPER DURABILITY

150 STYLES

A 1 PROFESSIONAL
Fine pointed and elas-

tic for card v. riting

Text Writers
Made in 3 widths and wi

lone point to both left
and right

453 Business and College
With fine and extra fine
points. Elastic and

smooth writing

ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN MFG. CO.
26 JOHN ST.. N. Y. CITY CAMDEN NEW JERSEY

HIGH GRADE

Diplomas^
certipicates,—«3*Erf— I

Resolutions Em
Engrossed -Ren

-MB Ink Portrajb

Unsurpassed in point of design and
general effect. Our newest CATALOG
will be issued early in January, ard
will be replete with artistic diplomas in

great variety, including many new
designs.

You will be pleased with our new
Business College diploma. It's a good

SAMPLE DIPLOMA AND XATALOG FREE

HOWARD & BROWN,
ROCKLAND, MAINE

FINE PENMANSHIP
Superior courses in Business and Orna-
mental Penmanship. All copies are
pen written. Enclose 2c stamp for

specimen of my writing and circular.

II. B. LEHMAN
Central High School ST LOUIS. MO

When you want cards, get the best. I write
cards that will please you. If you will give me
one order, you will desire to orderagain, because
my cards are neat and beautiful.

Try one of my scrap book specimens, from 25c
up, in business, ornamental or roundhand.

497 W. Fourth Ave.. COLUMBUS. OHIO
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Gillott's Pens
The Most Perfect of Pens

PRINCIPALITY PEN. No. 1

^— O GlILOTT'S
" ,

MnnHi'iili>i
T 't^ r ir"

:
'

m

VICTORIA PEN, No. 303

DOUBLE ELASTIC PEN, No. 604 E. F

Gilloii'a Pens have for seventy-five years stood the
most exacting tests at the hands of Professional and
Business Penmen. Extensively imitated, but never
equalled, Gillott's Pens still stand in the front rank, as
regards Temper, Elasticity and Durability.

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS

Joseph Cillott (Si Sons
ALFRED FIELD <& CO.. Sole Agents

93 Chambers St. NEW YORK

reproduced from
PENMXNSHIPand

\5fH
TerrtEng.<2
DESIGNERS -ILLVSTRHTORS

ENGRfTVERS
(olumbus. Qhio

ZANERIAN WRITING PAPERS
In writing papers we are able to give the greatest possible value for

the money. In fact, we know of no other firm in the United States that
sells equal grades of paper at figures as low as we quote. All of our
papers are put up in half-ream packages of 240 sheets each—two pack-
ages to the ream— for convenience in handling. Of course, the cheapest
way to purchase paper is to make up a fair-sized order and have it sent
by freight. Wherever you buy your paper, do not buy the grades that
are too cheap to be good. It is not economy to buy such papers, since
they discourage good penmanship.

A sample sheet of each of the i

mailed for 5 cents in stamps.
grades mentioned belo ill Ik-

Remit c ash with all orders. We pay postage on the small quantities

mentioned to go by mail, and purchaser pays carriage charges on larger

quantities ivhich go by express or freight.

i be supplied unruled, if desired, at sameNearly all of our pa]
prices quoted on ruled p

MEDIUM GRADE PRACTICE PAPER is a white wove paper, weigh
ing 6 lb. to the ream of 480 sheets. Sheets are 8 x lO 1 * inches, ruling faint
and wide {

1
.2 inch) on both sides. Narrow ruling {% inch) can also be

furnished if desired.

This is a good paper for general penmanship practice work, corres-
pondence use, etc., and is really one of the best bargains in writing
papers we have ever been able to offer.

100 sheet by mail postpaid 65c
1 package of 240 sheets i

l
.2 ream) by express or freight 57c

2 to 10 packages ...
" " 50c a package

aore "
.42c

EXTRA FINE 5 LB. PAPER weighs 5 lb. to the ream of 480 sheets,
d is exactly the same in stock, size and finish as the 6 lb. mentioned
reafter, but weighs one lb. less to the ream. It is suited for fine pen-

ship, correspondence, etc. There is no better white wove 5 lb. paper
Wide or narrow ruling can be furnished, same as the other weights.aad

100 sheets by mail postpaid 60c
1 package of 240 sheets i

1
.. ream) by express or freight 70c

2 to 10 packages _-_ .
" " 60c

11 to 20 " " " 55c
21ormore"' " " 53c

EXTRA FINE A LB. PAPER weighs 6 lbs. to the ream of 480 sheets,
and is exactly the same in stock, size and finish as the 7 lb mentioned,
but one lb. per ream lighter in weight. It can be furnished in faint wide
ruling i

1
._, inch) or narrow ruling {% inch). Especially suited for orna-

mental penmanship, letter heads, etc.

100 sheets by mail postpaid 65c
1 package of 240 sheets {% ream) by express or freight 80c
2 to 10 packages " " 70c a package

EXTRA FINE 7 LB. PAPER weights 7 lb. to the ream of 480 sheets,
and is one of the finest white wove papers made. The ruling is faint and
wide [% inch) on both sides. Sheets are 8 x I0 1 - inches. Narrow ruling
('« inch) can also be furnished. Especially suited for ornamental pen-
manship, fine letter heads, etc.

50 sheets by mail postpaid 55c
1 package of 210 sheets i

1
., ream) by express or freight 85c

2 to 10 packages ...
•' " 75c a package

11 to20 li " "
70c

21 or more " " "
68c

EXTRA FINE 8\ t LB PAPER is a white wove wedding stock,
weighing 8% lb. to the ream of 480 sheets, and for fine penmanship use is

as fine as a pen ever touched. It is especially suited to preparing script
for photo-engrading and for fine, ornamental writing, penmanship
specimen work, etc. Sheets are 8 x 10 1

.j inches, and ruling is faint and
wide (

r'
e inch) on both sides.

50 sheets by mail postpaid - 70

1 package of 240 sheets i
l

.2 ream) by express or freight.
2 to 5 packages or more "

.

EXTRA FINE AZURE BLUE) PAPER is an azure wove paper,
weighing 6 lb to the ream of 480 sheet. Sheets are S x lO 1 ^ inches, and
ruling is faint and wide on both sides. It is a delight to use this beauti-
ful paper Persons who have weak eyes find this paper best to use. We
can furnish envelopes that exactly match this paper in quality and color.

100 sheets by mail postpaid 65c
1 package of 240 sheets (\, reami by express or freight 70c
2 to 10 packages.-. .'. " "

60c a package
11 to 20 " '• 55c
21 or more " " 53c

Address, ZANER <3L BLOSER COMPANY, Columbus, Ohio
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IN THEIR DESPERATE EFFORTS TO HEAD OFF
The tremendeous success and many adoptions of

" Rowe's Bookkeeping and Accountancy"
Misleading and unfair statements are being made by representatives of other pub-

lishers. Almost every mail brings us reports of them.

IF YOU HAVE HEARD OF THEM AND WANT TO LEARN THE TRUTH.

let US send you a list of schools using it. The truth is worth having by any teacher

who wants to give his students instructions from the best books.

" Rowe's Drills in Writing Contracts"

provide a fine drill in the most important part of training in commercial law ; and

no other text has it.

Preliminary Drills for beginning students in bookkeeping are found in "A theory

Set for Beginners" (No. 91) and "Preliminary Drills'' (No. 119) on our price list.

Have you seen them ?

//j-fy /-/ ^T^iy/X^OUSZS&O SADLER ROWE COMPANY dA L I IM Kl!/, MD.

Icue 31 ir inziL

Advanced Texts for the Bookkeeping Department
Isn't it a satisfaction to you to know that whenever you want a text on any commercial subject, J. A
Lyons & Company have a thorough text to offer ? Here are some suggestions for the bookkeeping

department, mid-winter term.

Wholesale Accounting

Whatever beginning text you have used, fol-

low it with this individual business practice set.

When this is completed let us make some further

suggestions.
J. A. LYONS & COMPANY

Lyons' Commercial Law

No better law book for commercial students

was ever written. It teaches the things they

should know in language they can understand.

J. A. LYONS & COMPANY

Birch's Rapid Calculation

If your students have not yet had this course,

don't delay another day. Through a scientific

course of training, it makes rapid and accurate

figuring a habit. It is eminently practical, and

fascinating.
J. A. LYONS & COMPANY

Read's Lessons in Salesmanship

For the first time the subject is given a treat-

ment which makes it available for business schools

and departments. Start a class in salesmanship,

day or night school, and use this text.

J. A. LYONS & COMPANY

Remember also that we offer a good text on any subject taught in the shorthand department,

including Manual of Munson Shorthand, Modern Typewriting, Dictation Studies and Stenographer's

Business Practice.

?£%1ZZ*,. J. A. LYONS ® COMPANY "?£.££
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Methods of Teaching English, C. E.
Birch.

Addition of Fractions, by J. H. Minick.

Business Bringer No. 6, E. D. Snow.

And many other valuable contributions

no one should miss.

Inifcc^^ v 3sg
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Touch Typewriting Made Easy

NEW AND ORIGINAL METHOD

Are you entirely satisfied with the results obtained in

your Typewriting Department?

Why not make your department a genuine touch
department ?

Scientific Touch Typewriting

will do this for you.

BLISS SYSTEM OF BOOKKEEPING
All transactions are performed with actual business

offices, where the student gets an actual training and
experience. Business men today demand the finished

and experienced accountant. The BLISS SYSTEM
affords the office experience.

The Folder System is designed especially for small

classes, night schools, etc.

NATIONAL DICTATION BOOK
with Shorthand Notes

I )o not place your order for Dictation Books until you
have examined the National.

The F. H. Bliss Publishing Co.,

SAGINAW, MICHIGAN.

N t

Accountancy
Thorough Correspondence Instruction

The Bennett Accountancy Institute

is recognized as the leader in higher
commercial instruction

SUBJECTS TAUGHT

Accounting and Auditing, Factory Cost
Accounting, Corporation Accounting
and Finance, Business Law, Ad-

vanced Bookkeeping, and
Accounting Systems

These courses .prepare for high grade
office and factory accounting positions,

for expert accounting practice, and for

C. P. A. examinations in any State.

Reasonable tates. Satisfaction assured
to all patrons.

'Send for^New Catalogue of Courses.

R. J. Bennett, C. P. A.
1425 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

The Madarasz Memorial Scholarship in the Zanerian College

When Mr. L. Madarasz, the master

penman of his time, if not for all time,

realized that he could not live long,

following a siege of fever contracted

two years previous, he advised his wife,

Clara K. Madarasz, to place her affairs

in the hands of Zaner & Bloser lor set-

tlement, believing that she would be

dealt with honestly and honorably.

During the last two years of his life

he did a tremendous amount of writing

and upon his death there was quite a

collection of specimens to be disposed

of lor the benefit of Mrs. Madarasz.

These were placed in our hands to be

sold.

But Mrs. Madarasz idolized her hus-

band quite as much as he loved her

(for if ever two people truly loved one

another, they surely did), and instead of accepting the money

derived from the sale of the specimens, she insisted that the

principal be placed in trust, the inter-

est of which should be used to purchase

each year a three months' scholarship

in the Zanerian College, the same to

be known as " The Madarasz Scholar-

ship," and to be given to some deserv-

ing person selected jointly by Mrs.

Madarasz and Zaner and Bloser.

Whenever the Zanerian College

shall cease to be in existence, then the

principal and unused interest is to go

lor all time to St. Mary's College, San

Antonia, Texas, in which institution

he was educated when a boy, while his

parents were in Hungary working for

the freedom of their native land.

Thus it is that the Zanerian has

been signally honored, and thus it is

that some deserving pupil each year

will be honored by the donation/)!' a

Madarasz Scholarship, given by Mrs.

Madarasz as a memorial to her husband, L. Madarasz.

ZANERIAN COLLEGE, Columbus. Ohio
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IF YOU ARE WANTING

The Best Test
to aid you in securing the best re-

sults with the minimum effort and

time of the pupil and teacher in

BUSINESS WRITING
you need to look into The Zaner
Method Complete Compendium or

Complete Student's Manual.

Samples and terms to school principals and

proprietors free.

single: copy, 250.

Zaner 8* Bloser Co.
COLUMBUS. OHIO

L.

Gillotfs Pens
The Most Perfect of Pens

PRINCIPALITY PEN. No. 1

H

- O B1I.L0TTS

VICTORIA PEN, No. 303

DOUBLE ELASTIC PEN, No. 604 E. F

Gilloii't Pen* have for seventy-five yeare stood the
most exacting tests at the hands of Professional and
Business Penmen. Extensively imitated, bnt never
equalled, Gillott'i Pens still stand in the front rank, as
regards Temper, Elasticity and Durability.

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS

Joseph Qillott <£L Sons
ALFRED FIELD <& CO.. Sole Agents

93 Chambers St NEW YORK

«J
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SPOKANE IS STILL ON THE MAP

You have not heard very much of late concerning the National

Commercial Teachers' Federation Convention which meets there

next summer, but it is merely the "lull before the storm."

Lots of people, however, are thinking a good deal about it and

they will act in due course of time, for we hear of a great many
commercial pedagogues who are planning a pilgrimage to the

golden west.

If it isn't the best meeting of the kind ever held we will miss

our guess. And if it doesn't prove to be the pleasantest, most

interesting, most enjoyable, and most profitable trip commercial

teachers have ever taken we agree to print a " retraction " in big

type

PLAN TO BE AT SPOKANE
D

nunc 31—IE 31 3C 3E t IE
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Remington Typewriter Company
(Incorporated)

New York and Everywhere
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Office Training for Stenographers
BY RUPERT P. SoRELLE

O OTHER BOOK that we have published has met with a more enthusiatic reception than
has Office Training for Stenographers.N

Just such a book was urgently needed to complete the training of stenographers,
to equip them for the exacting demands of present-day business. It gives the finishing

touches ; acquaints the student with office routine, business forms, papers, business practices,

etc., and does it in so interesting a way as to arouse the student's enthusiasm from the first les-

son. Besides this, it gives him the technical skill in execution, necessary to make his handling
of the problems commercially valuable.

Office Training covers twelve distinct phases of office work—all intimately connected with
shorthand and typewriting. The course is planned to begin in the advanced department and
to be finished simultaneously with the shorthand and typewriting, giving one day a week to the
subject. It is a part of the shorthand course, and not an appendix. It makes distinctly for

higher efficiency, both from an execution point of view, and from the viewpoint of knowing.
Out of the enthusiastic letters that are coming in daily, we quote from a few. You will be

just as enthusiastic when you have seen Office Training.

WHAT THEY SAY
"

I have gone through the book carefull}—some

of it two or three times— and I can say frankly that

it is one of the best text-books on any subject I have

ever seen. I always try to find weaknesses in any new
textbook, and when asked for criticism I endeavor to

give at least one adverse thought. I have gone over

your book very carefully and am free to confess that

I am unable to find fault with a single sentence. "-

G. A. Balcomb. Spencerian Commercial School. Cleve-

land, Ohio.

I certainly think it marks a distinct forward

step in the work of training competent steno-

graphers."

—

D.D. Mueller, Principal, Mueller School.

Cincinnati. Ohio.

"
I shall start an office training class of seventy-

five in January."—H. L. Jacobs, Principal. Rhode

Island Commercial School. Providence. R. I.

I think all of us commercial teachers owe you a

vote of thanks for publishing such an excellent

course for our benefit."

—

Louis M. Crandall, Colum-

bia Academy, New London. N. H.

Mr. SoRelle's book is so comprehensive, so

conservative, so lucid, so practical, that the business

man everywhere will endorse his effort in the highest

terms."

—

Elwood Ingersoll. Northwestern Business

Gollege. Spokane, Wash.

ft is one of the best books of its kind that my
imagination could picture. I don't try to compare

it with any other book on the market because it is

incomparable. 1 think every school should use it

in the office preparation."

—

Frances Effinger-Ray-

mond. Principal. Seattle Business College. Seattle.

Wash.

Deserves the highest praise.

Van Sant School. Omaha.

-lone C. Duffy.

"
I have personally conducted three classes dur-

ing the past two months in this subject. The letters

turned in by my students have been improved one

hundred per cent."

—

B. C. Meeker. Elmira Business

Institute. Elmira. N. Y.

The "Office Training" Manual contains 184 pages ; it is beautifully printed and illustrated

in two colors. The Exercise Book contains 96 pages of forms of instructions for the student.

The books must be seen to be thoroughly appreciated. Send for booklet B. E. 9—which gives

some of the sample pages of the book.

Just the right time MOW to introduce " Office Training "

THE GREGG PUBLISHING COMPANY
NEW YORK CHICAGO
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GLOB?: AND COMMERCIAL ADVERTISER.

NEW YORK. FRIDAY. DECEMBER 8, 1911.
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EXAMINATIONS SET FOR
NIGHT SCHOOL TEACHERS

From Jan. - to 1 inclusive the Board
of Education will bold examinations for

night school teachers for next winter,

according to the following schedule:

ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS.
The followtqg examinations will he

held at the Biard of Education, Park
avenue a-ua Fifty-nin,th street, Man-
hattan, promptly at the time stated:
Jan. :i, .2 P. M., bookkeepiug imen and

women I.—Scope of examination: prin-
^ciples and praetice of single and double
entry bookkeeping:, commercial arith-
metic, business practice, and common
business forms.
Jan. 2, 2 P ,\i.. embroidery (women).

I

—Scope of examination: designing, jlhis.
trative drawing, choice of materials,
practical embroidery.
Jan. 2. 2 P. M., millinery (women)—

Scope of examination: Illustrative
drawing and drafting of patterns, de-
signing, textillc • manufactures, .practi-
cal millinery.
Jan. 2; 2 P. M., sewing and dress-

making (women)—Scope of examina-
tion: Illustrative drawing and draft-
ing of patterns, textile manufactures,
practical sewing and dressmaking. •

Jan. 4 2 P. M., stenography (men
and women)—Isaac Pitman system
only)—Scone or examination: Princi-
ples and practice of stenography, Eng-
lish grammar and composition, com-
mon business forms.
The following will be hold at De

Witt Clinton High School, Tenth ave-
nue and- Fifty-ninth street, Manhattan:
Jan. 5, 9 A. M., common branches 1

(men)—Scope of examination: Common
elementary school branches, methods

|

j

of teaching.

;

Jan. 5, > P. M.. English to foreigners I

(mem. viz.. to Armenians. Bohemians.!
;
French; Germans, Greeks. Italians i

;,Swedcs, or Yiddish >—Scope of examina-

1

tion: Principles of education and itieth I

i oda of teaching.

EVENING HIGH SCHOOLS.

j (

The following will be held i„ room
|

422, Board of Education; Park avenue
and Fifty-ninth street. Manhattan
.

Jan. :;. » A. BI.-A.cuirectnral draw-
'

tug luicni. Scope of • examination, prin-
ciples and practice of architectural

Jan. 3. 2 r SI.—Bookkeeping (menand women) Scope of examination
Principles i practice of single audi
double entry bookkeeping, commercial
arithmetic, business practice, and com-mon business terms
Jan. 3 9 A. M.—Coooking' (women). I

Scope of examination, chemistry of I

:
roods and of cooking cV.rac] >gy iuj :

[hygiene, food values, physics of heat."

J

I

principles and prai tice ol cooking.
.Inn. 2. ti V M.—Costume design]

(men and women). Scope of exami-
nation, practical designing of costumes.

I
Jan. :!, '.) A. M—Laboratory assist- ..

anf (men). Scope of examination, lab-
j

j
oratory equip'pient and management, I

use of apparatus, pinnies and cheui- :

istry.

Jan. 4, 2 P. M.. Spanish (men and I

women).—Scope of examination: Gram-]
mar, translation, history of the litera-

ture.
Jan. 4. 2 P. M„ Stenography and]

typewriting (men and Womcii)—Scope

I

of examination: Principles and practice
ol stenography (Isaac Pitman system

|

ciiiiyi , typewriting! English grammar
and composition, common business
forms.
Applications for licenses as assistant!

or as junior assistant teacher of the fol-

lowing trades io the evening high I

schools may be made on any Tuesday '

afternoon between 2 and 5, at]
room 422, Hoard of Education, prior
to March 1, 1912: HlacUsmnhing (men-l
only), industrial design (men and woo
men) leather craft (men and women'.
plumbing (men linl.v). printing (men
only), and trade drafting (women only).

Particulars of eligibility will be ex-
plained to-morrow.

Isaac Pitman & Sons have pleasure in announcing that

PITMAN'S PROGRESSIVE DICTATOR
has been adopted by the New York Board of Education for use in

the Day and Evening High Schools and Day and Evening Elemen-
tary Schools in all Boroughs. Teachers should note that the
Contract Number is 6252c. on the supply list.

220 PAGES, CLOTH, GILT LETTERING, PKICE 85c. SAMPLE PAGES FREE

Teachers should write for particulars of a Free Correspondence Course in Shorthand and copy
of "Which System."

ISAAC PITMAN <Sc SONS
2 West 45th Street

D

NEW YORK
Publishers of " Course in Isaac Pitman Shorthand " $1.50, and "A Practical Course in Touch
Typewriting," 75c. Adopted by the New York High Schools and also used in the Extension
Teaching at Columbia University. D
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THE OSLER LIMIT IS THE

FOR THE

WILL YOUN^BIDE BY OR RISE ABOVE IT ?

The Osier limit is not a myth but a terrible reality. Being a reality, you can control it.

You can push on; you can add new impulses: you can initiate improvements; you

can enthuse and improve, if you will. Or you can let down; you can sit idle and let

others pass: you can take it easy and let the other fellow shoulder the responsibility; aud you

can then see him reap the reiran/. Be a Molycoddle if you choose, but you can choose to

be a master if you have ambition and grit.

A gem bv the late C. C. Canan
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THE INDIA RUBBER-MAN

"Mother, can't we stay home from school to-

day?" "Look, how it's raining !"

"Indeed you can't." "Get into your rubber-

boots Jennie, the new ones yourfather bought
you for your birthday present, and you Jack get

yours and you'll rind the small fireman's coats

and tiats in the closet. Hustle into them and I'll

run along with you down as far as the corner,

where I want to mail a letter." And the mother
envelopes herself in a gossamer and she and the

two youngsters romp out into the pelting rain as

dry as toast.

"Great thing. India-rubber."

"Look!" Notice that man high up on the tele-

graph pole working with pincers and pliers

amid the net work of wires. Rather dangerous
working with bare hands, for some of those

wires are charged with a thousand yolts of light-

ning.
"Heavens! look! the man lias slipped!" He

throws out his hand, he catches one of the wires,

there is a blinding Hash, a sizzling, sickening

blue flame and the horrible smell of burning

Mesh, and a crowd of people in a moment gather

around the pole watching the tragedy. Up
there high ill the air is the man, clutching

the deadly wires and unable to release him-
self from it.

"For ( rod sake Jim give me the rubber gloves,

quick! and in a moment the line-man isgoingup
the telegraph pole, his hands encased in India-

rubber gloves that will not conduct electricity and
reaching the corpse among the wires the man re-

leases him and brings him down to earth.

"< ireat thing. India-rubber."

Lightning won't go through it. you can handle

the deadliest wires if your hands are in the rub-

ber gloves.
A transport ship bearing the L\ S. A. signal

anchored in old Havana harbor and on her deck
are a number of marine monsters with gigantic

heads from which great rubber pipes stretchout

for many feet. They are all wearing tremendous
metal boots that weigh fifty pounds apiece and
great goggle eyes of glass stare from the giant

heads. Metal coats surround them, with joints

Of rubber. Now the donkey engine puffs and
by.one these men are lifted over the side

to go down into the dark and slimy waters, and
search in the mass of twisted steel and wood and
bones. Rones of sailors who have lain there ever
since that dreadful night in 18>i« when some-
body down in the warehouses of Havana harbor

pressed a button and the whole city saw the north-

ern sky lit by a lurid glare anil heard the dull

boom of the explosion that sent four hundred
sailorsto theirgrave. These are the divers go-
ing down to the wreck of the Maine. Note how
carefully they watch the rubber pipes from the

float to see if they have air ami to see that they
can move rapidly about.

"Great tiling. India-rubber." The divers by its

use can explore tin- most dangerous of wrecks in

safety. We could not very well get along with-

out it.

THE COMING OF RUBBER
Ami it i- notsovery old an invention. India-

rubber, or rather vulcanized rubber. India-rub-

ber itself is as old as the hills, but it wasn't con-
sidered good for anything until fifty or sixty

years ago. They used to bring it from South
America in bulk for ballast and it wasn't worth
more than four or five cents a pound, the best of

it. Its only use being to erase pencil marks.
Engineers, artists and architects used it and
they were the only people who did, until they
began to import boots from South America.
Rubber boots, funny looking boots they were.
Anybody who went on the street wearing them

now. would make you laugh, and be arrested

for obstructing the sidewalks.
The way they made them : they molded

a clay leg and foot, then dipped the mod-
el into the sap just as it came from the rub-

ber trees. Then they took that clay affair with
its rubber coating and smoked it over a slow fire,

then they gave it another coat, and they kept on
doing that until they got it thick enough for a
boot, and then they broke the clay inside and
you had a rubber- boot.

Vou can imagine what kind of looking things
they were and bow gracefully they fitted. They
cost about five dollarsa pair and people who had
to work in water a lot of the time began to buy
them, so there was quite a demand for these In-
dia-rubber boots from South America and a reg-

ular trade was the result.

It was in 1830. that E. M. Chaffee conceived
the idea of melting gum rubber, mixing it with
spirits of turpentine and lamp black to give it

color, and spreading it on cloth. Chaffee was
engaged in the patent leather business in Boston
and that's where begot the idea. He produced
a nice looking piece of rubber cloth and it was a

decided improvement over anything thus far in

use. Well Mr. Chaffee succeeded in interesting

monied men and. with $30,000 capital, built a

factory over in Roxbury.and they went to ma-
king shoes and rubber boots, which sold like

"hot cakes;" sold faster than they could turn

them out from the factory, and the result was
more than a million dollars was invested in rub-

ber factories, mostly at Roxbury, Mass.
But there came disaster. These shoes looked

all right when they went away from the factory.

They were somewhat heavier than they make
rubbers now and contained a great deal more of

real India-rubber. In cold weather they became
as hard as rocks, and if you put them under the
stove you had to watch them mighty close or
they melted and when summer time came then
there was more disaster. Indeed they not only
melted but they smelled worse than the ancient
city of Cologne in Germany and you remember
what the poet Coleridge said of Cologne.

•In K<
And murderous tlaus. and paving stones.
And rags, and hags and hideous wenches.
I counted four and seventy stenches.
And several stinks all well defined."

Well these rubbers when hot weather came
smelled worse than Cologne, which you must
admit was "going some," if what the poet said
was true. At any rate it ruined the Roxbury
people. Men who had been crazy to buy rubber
Stock were just as crazy to sell it or give it away
or get rid of it in any manner.

THE COMING OF THE MAN
And then, there came the man. He was a

ruined hardware merchant from Philadelphia.
A man without a dollar, but of ingenious mind.
He came to New York and saw a life preserver
that the Roxbury Company had put on the mar-
ket. He at once noticed where he could make a

decided improvement on that life preserver and
he went in to see the manager of the company
and tried to get him interested. The manager
was greatly impressed with the man's ingenuity
and he took him into his confidence and told him
the critical condition of the company. That they
were on the verge of ruin because they couldn't
make the rubber stay hard. He begged of the
I'hiladelphian not to waste any time on any oth-

er invention, but to go to work and see if he
couldn't invent some process that would make
India-rubber "stay put." Ami so began the long
series of experiments, under most discouraging
circumstances, which brought this man in the
end to the accomplishment of a great invention.
An invention which has been of untold value in

the arts and sciences but which never brought
the inventor anything but want, poverty, distress

and financial ruin.

A MAN OF ONE IDEA

This man was an enthusiast. Once he saw the
possibilities of the invention he was trying to

bring about, he gave himself to its development
with all the enthusiasm of an anient nature. He
felt that he was called upon by the Almighty to

adapt one of his great creations to the use of all

mankind and he gave his life to the cause with
utter disregard to his own comforts and little re-

gard to the mere money making.
It is of this type of man that the world's great

heroes, fanatics and cranks are made, and this

man from Philadelphia was all three— hero, fa-

natic and crank.
Nobody ever began work under more dis-

couraging circumstances, for as I told you. he
was a bankrupt merchant, and on his return to
Philadelphia, was promptly arrested for debt
and locked up in jail, for they imprisoned for
debt in 1834. He began his first experiment
with a pound of rubber melted in an iron pot in

the jail at Philadelphia. After he got out of jail

be used to buy a few pounds at a time, melt it in

an iron kettle on his wife's stove, mix it with oth-

er things and mold out the rubber implements he
made from the mixture.
Besides being absolutely penniless, the man

was in feeble health and for the next six years he
spent a good share of his time in jail or getting
out of jail, for he was constantly being arrested
for debt.

APPARENT SUCCESS

At first it seemed as if everything was going
finely, and that he had the right mixture. He
produced some shoes which were so handsome
that a man loaned him a few hundred dollars and
he made various embossed designs which made
them look very attractive, but he remembered
what happened to the Roxbury shoes, and he
didn't put these on the market until it came sum-
mertime, and then, the first down right hot spell
saw his beautiful rubbers dissolved into a stink-
ing paste, just as was the case at Roxbury. He
thought it must be something in the lamp-black
or the turpentine. His friend refused to furnish
more capital, but he finally got hold of a barrel or
so of sap, just as it came from the rubber tree.

One morning Mike, an Irish helper came tear-

ing in with. "Be gorra sir, Iv'e discovered it

!

Look at me pants!" Mike had accidently drop-
ped a pair of overalls into a barrel of sap, and it

really looked as if he had blundered into the
discovery, for they were hard and firm though
flexible. Mike put them on and sat down by the
tire for a smoke. When he went to get up they
had to cut the trousers off him before he could do
it, for alas it had melted.

HEART BREAKING WORK
Then followed a series of disastrous experi-

ences. The man moved to New York where a

friend gave him a room for a labralory and a

druggist trusted him for materials to be used in

his experiments. He had a family and one by
by one the articles of furniture and dress and
even his watch and chain and the trinkets of jew-
elry that his wife wore went to the pawn broker
to supply food for himself and his family.

He boiled gum-rubber and magnesia together
in quick lime and water and he thought he had
the secret for it produced a beautiful white rub-

ber and he got a patent on the process and be-

gan to sell it, but in a little while the quick lime
ate the India-rubber and the stuff crumbled like

cheese.
An accident gave him his first gleam of light.

The man was an artist. He liked beautiful

things, and he was constantly trying designs on
the rubber he produced, gilding some of them.
He made a botch of a piece of gilding and at-

tempted to clean off the gilt with nitric acid. He
found that this acid hardened the rubber. He
went ahead with the idea that this strong water
was the right thing to use. It hardened the rub-

ber better than anything yet and stood the heat

better and he got a patent on the process. He
went to Washington and showed it to President
Jackson, ami "Did Hickory" himself wrote a let-

ter commending the new invention, and the in-

ventor went home sure of success but again came
disaster. President Jackson's quarrel with the

banks brought on a panic and all kinds of busi-

ness including his was ruined. They had built

extensive works on Stater) Island and now the

money was gone. His financial backers failed

and he found himself in abject poverty. One
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riling the inventor woke up and foundabso-

lutely not a cent in the house nor a bite ot any-
thing to eat. He went out on the street in des-
pair to pawn some little articles that were left

and he met a man to whom he owed a good deal

of money. He expected the man would use

hard words but instead he said: "Well. Mr.
Goodyear," for it is the story of Chas. < j hear
I am telling, "what can I do for you today?" And
Goodyear borrowed $15 more and fed the family.

He managed to scrape together a hundred dol-

lars and he and his wife went down to Stater

Island and they made a few articles that they
could sell, enough to keep the family from star-

vation. He could not get any more capital, every
hody was fairly sick of the name of rubber and
finally he went hack to Boston. Here he met a

man by the name of Hayward. He was one of

Roxbury crowd who was making some articles

of rubber. He mixed a little sulphur in with the

gum and allowed it to remain in the sunlight

until it hardened. It produced better results

than anything yet, for it seemed to be proof

against heat and cold, Goodyear bought his

patent for a trifling sum. The man himself was
ignorant and there was one serious fault, the

sulphur made the articles manufactured smell

badly, but Goodyear made some improvements.
He got a little money and was again on the high

tide of success, but this brought him the worst

ruin of all.

A RUINOUS DISASTER

He got a contract for 150 mail sacks from the

United States Government and he mixed his

combination of sulphur and rubber and made the

mail sacks. It was a big thing.this government con-

tract; and he told everybody about it and as fast as

the mail sacks were finished he hung them around

the factory where every one could see them. They
were beautiful mail sacks, too, far ahead of any-

thing that had yet been produced in the way of

rubber. They hung there for several weeks, and
then to his horror he discovered they were melt-

ing on the inside and soon they dropped from
their handles. The process would harden a thin

sheet of rubber. You could make a piano cover

or a carriage cover, or a pair of light shoes and it

would stay "put." On anything heavier than that

the acid seemed to eat up the gum and it softened

and came apart. It was again ruin and it seemed
utter and complete and his friends and even his

wife begged him for heaven's sake to give up the

useless struggle and go into some business

where he could earn a living. He knew the

hardware business and could make good money
at it, and here his family, were fairly starving and
he almost begging to get money to go on with

his experiment. A man describing him at that

time said to another who wanted to know how he
should recognize Goodyear. "If you see a man
with a rubber hat and a rubber coat and rubber

shoes with a rubber pocketbook and not a cent in

it, that is he." He had begun to wear articles of

rubber partly to prove them and partly to advertise.

But Goodyear could not give up. The same ad-

vise was given you know to Fulton and to Morse
and to Watts and to several other great inventors

who struggled for years along the rugged path

to success. He couldn't give up. he had to go
on.

It is something of a question what a man ought
to do in such a case as this. Here was this man,
Goodyear, not a man of strong physique but in-

clined to be delicate, with a wife and a family of

children depending upon him for support and
the wife and the children actually suffering

from hunger and cold a good share of the time.

The man himself was the laughing stock of the

whole community who regarded him as a vision-

ary crank who would rather let his family starve

than stop riding his hobby and goto work at

something that would pay him a decent salary.

What do you think about it? There are two
sides to the question. Columbus with his mu-
tinous crew around him might, very reasonably
have put back for they had sailed for months
and there was no sign of land but I suppose
"Old Chris" couldn't. He wasn't built that

way. No great inventor of small means has
failed to meet this kind of suffering and the re-

ward is often nothing when he makes the goal.

LIGHT AT LAST

And now, just by accident, Goodyear discover-

ed the great secret he was after How to treat

rubbersothat it would not stiffen with the cold
or melt with the heat.

He was standing before a red hot stove with a
handful of his mixture of gum-rubber, sulphur
and acid. Waving Ins baud as he argued in fa-

vor of some point, he dropped a piece of the
mixture on the red hot stove. To his astonish-
ment itdidn't meltbut.mstead.it charred. He
picked it up and next the charred part he found a
small piece that was still elastic. He had dis-

covered the principle. Rubber mixed in the
right proportion with sulphur would not melt
in the heat but instead would char and at a cer-
tain heat just before melting point it would be-
come elastic, more so than the pure gum itself

and this elastic would not harden with the cold
nor melt with the heat. He had discovered the
secret and his heart knew no turning back from
that time on.
Hut don't think his trials were over, by no

means, they had just begun. Mind you every-
body was so sick of hearing him talk about rub-
ber that they fairly took to the woods when they
saw him coming and as for getting any money
he couldn't. He and the family were actually
living on charity. The neighbors would send
mm a barrel of flour, or a quarter of lamb, or a
piece of pork, or a basket of potatoes and the
fanners used to let his children gather sticks to
heat the piles of sand in which he now baked his
mixtures. It is lucky that Goodyear lived among
so neighborly a people as those of Massachu-
setts, at that time. He would have starved to
death anywhere else. But the New England
people, though a little cold and not inclined to
gush, never let anybody starve to death if they
know it. You can starve to death all right in
New York City or Chicago, but you can't do it

in New England. In the big cities they are not
inquisitive. If you tell them you are starving
they will take care of you quickly enough but if

you don't you can die and nobody will bother
about it, but in New England everybody kDows
everybody else's business and makes it a point
to attend to it even if he has to neglect his own
to do it, and so everybody knew that the Good-
year children and the mother didn't have
enough to eat while the father was experiment-
ing and they helped them out,even if they found
fault with Goodyear as they certainly did and
regarded him as a crank and who would never
accomplish anything as they certainly did.
Success was apparently in sight. He had the

process which would produce rubber with any
required degree of hardness, from the most
elastic bands to the hardest of gutta-percha, but
it was an uncertain process and required expen-
sive machinery. It would be impossible to
overestimate the suffering that this strange
man went through before he finally succeeded
in getting moneyed men to take hold of his ad-
venture. Mind you it was back in the 40's
when money was scarce.

THE LAST STRUGGLE

Goodyear knew he must get to New York, he
started and walked ten miles to Boston, where
he hoped to borrow money enough to pay his
fare to New York. In Boston he was arrested
and thrown in jail for debt, and when he got out
ha received word from home that his youngest
child, who was in perfect health when he left

was dying. He hurried home to find the child
dead and not a cent with which to bury it or to
feed the five remaining members of the family.
A friend to whom he appealed sent him $7 in a
letter saying: "I do this only for the sake of
vour innocent family." A neighbor sent in a
barrel of flour and on foot they followed the
child to the grave.
He even sold the school books of the children

to raise money with which to get to New York.
Two moneyed men saw the value of his inven-
tions.but it was years yet before it was a success.
His brother-in-law, a manufacturer, also came
in, and they spent more than $50,000 before
they could manufacture with certainty. You
know perhaps how difficult it is to bake a loaf of
bread and have it just right, but bread baking
has been going on for 2000 years and more. It

is much more difficult to bake a batch of rubber.
But success came, only it came too late for

Goodyear. His health was broken by the priva
tions he had undergone. He could make al-
most anything with his rubber. He published
a book made entirely of rubber, leaves, cover,
everything of the finest rubber

He went to England and made a great success
with his exhibit, and in Paris where he was ar-
rested again for debt and received the cross of
the legion and honor for his inventions, and then
he came back home to die, bankrupt, harassed
by creditors to the last minute of his life, twenty
or thirty thousand dollars in debt when the sod
fell on his coffin lid at sixty. He died of ner-
vous prostration, for he couldn't stop inventing.
Somebody told him that twenty people were
drowned every hour, and he went to work on
the life preserver, to save those twenty people.
His wife said, "Charles you must sleep."
"Sleep!" said he, "how can I sleep when twenty
people are being drowned every hour for want
of my life preserver!"
He made no money to speak of out of his

splendid inventions, for pirates of every des-
cription swarmed upon it and robbed him of it.

Some of them were so big,that he had no money
to fight them, others were so small that they had
no money to pay damages if he did fight them:
and so poor Goodyear died a wreck without
money enough to bury him, if his debts had
been paid. And he left a sad faced woman and
a boy to carry on the struggle.
The patents had nearly expired. It took ten

years to perfect the patent anyway. Finally
Goodyear's wife and boy attempted to get a re-
newal of the patent.

I You know Congress
has the power to grant a renewal of
the patent) when it is shown that for some
good ana sufficient reason the man who
owns the patent never made anything out of it.

Congress doesn't very often grant these renew-
als, and the moment that Mrs. Goodyear and
her son appeared at Washington a cry went up
that a powerful lobby proposed to get a renewal
of a patent which had made millions and the
bill was defeated and the Goodyears got noth-
ing.

I do not think of any invention which has
done more for the human race to add to its com-
fort, convenience and luxury than this process
invented by this man. I could not name from
memory a tenth part of the different objectsthal
India-rubber serv es,coming from an unimportant
article, selling, when it could be sold, for four or
five cents a pound. It is now worth $1.60 a
pound, and the recent struggle between Ger-
many and France over African territory, was
principally to get hold of the rul.lier belt.
There's lots of rubber in the world. It grows in
a belt of land, say five hundred miles north and
five hundred miles south of the equator. The
trees are numerous and they live agood many
years. The native goes around and with his
ax chops a little place in the bark, and below it

sticks up a cup made of clay. This clay cup
catches the juice from the rubber tree, and he
goes around and gathers the sap every few
hours.
Millions of money are invested in the busi-

ness and millions of money have been made in
the rubber business. It is rather sad, though,
that the man who gave all that was bright and
attractive, not only of his own life but of the
lives of his wife and children to the inventions,
could not at least have had a few hours of com-
fort out of it, but that is the way of the world.

THE MORAL OF IT ALL
Why have 1 chosen this sad story for the clos-

ing number of my Romance of Business series?
Surely there is not much of romance in the sor-
did story. No brilliant Edison, with a brain
seething with inventive genius, was Goodyear.
Just a man of one idea. I could have found a
hundred more attractive subjects, but it seems to
me that this man the inventor of a great world
wide necessity illustrates as does no other, the
fact that it is not necessary to reach fame and
fortune in order to achieve success. You have
all heard the saying. 'The world owes us a liv-
ing, and a man must live." The world owes us
nothing and it is not necessary that a man
must live. Humanity owes much to it failures,
men who have fallen by the way-side and to
these belong Chas. Goodyear. "He Died for
Humanity" should be carved upon his tomb-
stone, for not alone to him who in triumph
mounts the rampart and plants the flag in the
sunlight of victory mid the blast of ringing
bugles and the roll of thundering drums—not to
him alone does glory offer the laurel wreath of
fame, but to the brother who with broken sword
has fallen on the blood stained way that leads to
triumph.
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•<\ Cheer Up!

The worst is yet to come—may be! Think o
all the jolly fun and times yon used to havt
a-playin' "tag," and "hide and seek," an
"blind man's burl." "two old cat." "pump
pump-pull-'way," "last couple out" "go ti

Jerusalem" and hundreds (almost) of othe
games. The chances are that Rockefeller ant

Carnegie, with all their millions, are not an
happier than "you and I." Do you think they
are? If you never enjoyed playing games,

ji "you lost half your life." You know, all work^ and no play makes Jack a dull boy. Someone

has wisely saul thai the "school days" are the
happiest days of one's life. By the way, almosl
forgot about Penmanship and Learning.
Turning over a new leaf-

Habit.
"Sow a thought you reap an action; sow an

action you reap a habit; sow a habit you reap a

character." Don't know who is the author of

that quotation, do you? Anyway, it's a good
one— and true, tot*. Speaking about Penman-
ship and Learning, it seems to me, the first im-
portant thing is to THINK (read the quotation
again, please.) Think well and you write well.

^^^^^^^z^-^^^^^-^^^
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Oh, no, one thought won't make it—takes al-

most millions of 'em, at times, it seems to form
good actions ami habits. Careless writing is

worse than no writing at all, as far as improve-
ment is concerned. Writing is nothing more or
less than a habit -whether it be good or bad.
How often we hear people say ; "It just seems
natural for some people to write well. I'd give
most anything if I was a beautiful writer like

such-and-such a person. How long would it

take me to learn to write that way?—etc." Oh,
sugar! (The strongest words in my vocabulary,
of an exclamatory nature, this morning.) What
a thin, weak back- bone some people have any-
way Some wdl worry, no doubt, if they have
a few trials occasionally; and then the lawyer
worries if he hasn't any. Natural talent, did you
say? Not a bit of it! It's hard work, study,
practice, carefulness—it's following Nature's
laws, that's all.

Quit It !

A wise saying has been going the rounds on
postal cards for a few years, something like this:

"If drinking interferes with your business-quit
your business." Speaking plainly: If cotfee

interferes, quit it! If it's staying up late at

nights, quit it! If it's cigarette smoking,
quit it! If it's over-eating, quit it! If you
really don't want to improve, quit it! If

it's something else, quit it! If you don't be-

lieve the quotation, quit it ! Say, let's quit

!

Alone With My Conscience.
I sat alone with my conscience
In a place where time had ceased,

And we talked of my former living
In the land where the years increased,

And I felt I should have to answer
The question it put to me,

And to face the answer and.questions
Through all eternity

The ghosts of forgotten actii

Came floating before my sight,

And things that I thought were dead thins
Were alive with a terrible might.

And the vision of all my past life

Was an awful thing to face
Alone with my conscience sitting
In that solemnly-silent place.

And I thought of a far-away warning.
Of a sorrow that was to be mine.

In a land that then was the future.

But now is the present time.
And I thought of my former thinking
Of the judgment day to be:

But sitting alone wtih my conscience
Seemed judgment enough for me.

And I wondered if there was a future
To this land beyond the grave;

But no one gave me an answer.
And no one came to save.

Then I felt that the future was present.
And the present would never go by
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For it was but the thought of my past life

Crowing into eternity.

Then I woke from my timely dreaming,
And the vision passed away,

And I knew that the far-off seeming
Was a warning of yesterday;

And I pray that I may not forget it,

in this land beyond the grave,

That I may not cry in the future
And no one come to save.

And so I have learned a lesson

Which 1 ought to have known before.
\nd which, though I learned it dreaming

I hope to forget no more.
So I sit alone with my conscience

In the place where the years increase,

And I try to remember the future,

In the land where time will cease.

Anil I know of the future Judgment
How dreadful so'er it be.

That to sit alone with my conscience
Will be judgment enough for me.

Am in
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GOOD BUSINESS WRITING

Good business writing is that which is easily

and rapidly written and easily and rapidly read.

Looking at penmanship from the standpoint of

the reader it would seem as though it made little

difference how it was executed if it were only
easily read, but if we look at it from the stand-
point of the writer it soon becomes clear that

good penmanship must be easily written.

Writing may be executed very slowly and still

be called good penmanship by some who are

not acquainted with the business world. The
writing of the average young man or young
woman from the public school should not be
called penmanship, but drawing. I have seen
work from some of these pupils executed in the
vertical style that was beautiful, but I know that

to execute such a specimen took a great deal of

time and effort.

A business man wants assistants who can do
not only beautiful writing, but rapid writing at

the same time. He also wants semeone who
can write hour after hour without becoming
tired. The object of this series of lessons is to

teach young men and young women to become
good business writers. Nearly every letter is

preceded by an exercise which accustoms one
to the peculiar motion used in that letter. The
work is carefully graded from the most simple
exercise to the difficult sentence writing. Near-
ly all of the copies were written freely and eas-
ily, about as I want you to write them. They
are made to represent good business writing as

far as is consistent with copies for teaching, and
I believe that young persons who follow the
copies and instructions carefully cannot fail to

win a good hand.

POSITION

I wish I could impress upon you more forcibly

the importance of a good position at the table,

because upon your position depends your
health. I remember well when I went from a

farm into a business office and partly lost my
health, some of my friends immediately said

that I would never be able to do "inside work"
but now, after ten years of it, I find that I am
straighter (physically), stronger and healthier

than when I left the farm. This is due to a good
position at the desk, proper exercise and diet,

and a love for my work.
In writing, the chair should be pushed back

until the front legs are about three or four inch-

es from the edge of the table. Sit well back in

the chair with the chest and chin up. You will

now find that you are too far from the table to
do good work. Now, in place of bending for

ward until you can see well, I want you to lean
forward, bending the body at the hips. The left

elbow should rest on the table, the right elbow
should extend about one and one-half inches off
the edge of the table, the two forearms being
about at right angles to each other. The left

hand should hold the paper and keep it from
slipping on the table. The wrist of the right
hand should be nearly flat, possibly turned a
little to the right, the weight of the arm resting
on the large muscle just below the elbow.

I have no rule for pen holding, only that the
two points of the pen must go on the paper with
equal pressure and that the pen must form an
angle of 45 degrees with the paper. To meet
these conditions the pen put in some hands
would cross the front of the knuckle of the first

finger, while in others it would drop back to the
second joint of the thumb. The "heel" of the
hand must not touch the table or paper. The
weight of the hand should rest on the little

finger between the nail and the first joint.

The position of the paper on the desk governs
the slant. The lower left hand corner and the
upper right hand corner and the center of the
body should be in line, that is, if you are using
the regulation size of paper. 8'nxl 1 inches.

It is impossible for me to tell you the height
of the desk and chair you should use. I am five
feet ten inches and like a chair 17 inches high
and a desk 31. If you are taller there should be
more difference in height of the desk and chair;
if shorter, less.

MOVEMENT
This is a subject over which there has been a

good deal of hair pulling long before I knew
what the word penmanship meant. It is uni-
versally agreed that for good writing one must
use the arm movement (by some called muscu-
lar movement.) I shall refer to this movement
as "Arm Movement." If you have studied
muscular movement writing you will under-
stand that the two terms mean exactly the same.
This movement comes from the elbow and

shoulder and it is surprising to know that in arm
movement writing nearly every muscle of the
right side of the body between the short ribs
and shoulder come into play. Arm movement
is produced by letting the arm rest upon the
large muscle just below the elbow and pushing
it in and out of the sleeve, swinging it from
right to left, parallel to the line of writing. The
fingers, which we use as grappling instruments,
should be used to hold the pen and not to pro-
pel it, although there are some letters and parts
of letters where I do not consider it a crime
to use finger movement, namelv in the figures,

and in t and d and the finishing part of ir, v
and 6. but in all movement exercises the arm
movement should be adhered to scrupulously.

Remember this, in starting to learn to write,
that unless you begin with the proper motion
you cannot hope to ever learn to write well.
Some think they can acquire the motion a little

later on. The time to acquire it is when you
start. That is the easiest time.

MATERIALS

Who ever heard of a master workman using
poortools? Who ever knew of a fine penman's
using poor paper, pens and ink? He does not
use them because he knows he cannot do good
work with them. If it is impossible for a line
penman to do good work with poor materials,
how much more impossible it is for a student
and beginner to do good work with them.
The paper should be of a good quality and a

hard, smooth finish, without enamel. For prac-
tice it is. of course, not necessary to use heavy.

fine, expensive paper. Good paper cannot be
judged by what it costs. The ruling should be
three-eighths of an inch apart and quite fine.
The lines should not be too fine, of course, and
not too pale, as it is injurious to the eyes to
practice upon such paper. Never use soiled pa
per, or paper that has been crushed or wrinkled-
Do not fold a sheet of paper and then try to
practice upon it.

There are dozens of good brands of ink on the
market, but 1 have seen some very poor ink upon
the pupils' desks. Use some kind of writing
fluid, or if your eyesight is not good use Hig-
gins' Eternal Ink. Do not leave the ink-well
stand open. This is what makes poor ink. as the
dust settles in the bottom and then comes out
on the pen. This causes the line to look rough
and ragged. Ink gets old and stale, the same
as water or milk.

There are many pen points sold which are
supposed to be good for business writing. Some
of these, though, are poor. Some dealers are in

the habit of buying a very cheap pen and sell-
ing it for the price that a good pen should sell
for, thereby realizing a big profit. The pen is

the most delicate instrument or fool that allof
us are supposed to know how to handle. You
all know how particular a carpenter is with his
chisel. Compare a chisel with a pen from the
standpoint of delicacy or durability. Remem-
ber, pens are not to be used as crowbars or shov-
els. Do not use an old worn out pen ; a new one
costs less than a cent and you cannot afford to
lose the benefits of a writing period for a penny.
Good brands of pens are Blair No. 1 and Blair
No. 2, Gillott'8 604 and 601, Spencerian No 1,
Zanerian Business Pen and Zanerian Ideal Pen.
Try all of these and find the pen that suits you
best and then stick to It. They are all high
grade and not cheap articles manufactured for
the sake of giving the dealer a big profit.

HOW TO PRACTICE

Most persons, upon beginning, make the let-
ters too slowly and when told to make the let-
ters faster, make them too fast. One should not
make the letters so slowly that the lines become
weak and jagged; neither should he make the
letters so rapidly that the motion becomes un-
controllable and jerky. The proper speed is

fast enough to keep the kinks out of the lines,
and slow enough so that the motion is easy.
Before undertaking to make a letter you

should have a good form in mind—a perfect
mental picture. Find out how large you wish to
make the form and where you want to locate it.

then make it with a free arm movement. After
you have made the form don't try to make an-
other until you have criticised this one. Find
out, if you can, what is wrong with it, and then
try not to make the same mistake on the next
one. We often hear pupils say that they know
the form of the letter, but they are unable to di-
rect the hand in the proper channel to make it

well. Jerome K. Jerome says: "If you wish to
make a young lady believe that you think she is

good looking, it is not enough to tell her that
she has a fairly good mouth and chin, and that
her nose does pretty well for a turned up one,
but you must tell her that her eyes are beautiful,
her nose and chin are perfect and her lips are
delicious." Let this apply to your penmanship.
For instance, you are making a capital O too
long and too narrow. Now just exaggerate a
little bit, and ask that hand and arm of yours to
make the O too broad for a few times. Always
ask the hand to do a little bit more than you
really want it to do and you will find yourself

improving. I have been trying to learn how to
practice for ten years, and I find yet that I

never pick up a pen unless I learn something
about "how to practice."

This exercise is made by pushing the arm in and out of the sleeve. Be sure that the down strokes come towardjthe center of the body. Two
spaces high.
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Tins is the jam; as the o le above except that it is only one space high. See how even you can get the exercise at the top and bottom.

m

Yon will find this one-half space exercise difficult, You will have to use a very light touch to keep it from looking blotted.

This exercise is called the direct retraced oval. The little arrow will tell you in which direction it should be made. Retrace eight times. Notice

that the oval is two thirds as wide as it is long.

This oval is the same as the one above except that the pen is not lifted. See how smooth and even you can get the lines. Don't shade the down

strokes.

Retrace this oval six times. Watch your position and hold the pen loosely.

Notice where this exercise ends. Notice the size of the small finishing oval at the top.

This should lie interesting work. See how perfectly you can do it. The figure inside the oval indicates the number of times it is to be retraced.

This is our first letter. Put fourteen on a line and see if you can get them all alike.

-r\ 7>~X
, -7 T^ 7T1 /" ' /

This is the size all capitals should be made—not quite a full space high.

q_ y era-aa cr cra a o o o-
A combination of the retraced direct oval and retraced straight line exercise. Watch arrangement of your page. Keep margins straight
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This exercise is the same as the one above except it is in a little different form. Try to make it one-half a page long without lifting the pen

This exercise is a little different from the two above. Notice that it is finished below the base line.

Close A at the top and end a little below the base line. Keep it narrow. Do not shade.

U- <% c- ' cr a tf # a #
This is the second time you have had this exercise and you should now do some line work upon it.

Start the ordinary oval one space high and diminish the size until you reach the center.

This oval is the same as the one you have worked upon except the ending stroke. Try to get that the same as the copy.

V
Notice that the C starts downward to the left and not stiaisrht down. Do not shade

i__ is Cs ds & & Cs.-a,

Business writing by K. K. Courtney. Cedar Rapids, la.. Business College.
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By \Y. H. Carr, Bucyrus, O,, who is steadily crawling towards the top.

7
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By O. G. Martz, Supervisor of Writing, Ashtabula, O.

By A. C. Cole, Tarentum, Pa.
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V, W. Martin. Boston. Mass.
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The above specimen is typical of the kind of second grade writing being turned out in Grand Junction, Colo., under the supervision of Mr. Fred
Bacon. Form and movement are both taught from the beginning and. as can be plainly seen, both are secured.

The above is typical of the seventh grade work being done in the (Jrand Junction. Colo., schools underthe supervision of Fred M. Paeon. All

the work is exceptionally free and light in touch. The ink is too fine for successful reproduction. Therefore the above does not do the original

justice.

'

&d

:
-

This represents the writing done by students six years of age in the Main St School, Columbus. Ohio, Miss Fritsche, teacher.
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EXPERTITIS

The spread of "expertitis" ine very department
of human knowledge and skill has long called

for a remedy. It is a more dangerous disease

probably than "generalizingitis." The vticims of

the latter are so many-sided in their generaliz-

ing that they hold one another steadily in

check. Bui "expertitis" has such eccentric

tendencies. Going now with a rush this way,
now with a rush that, and with little or no op-
position at any lime, it runs its course in any of

its directions before the experts discover their

mistake. Of course, no one from the outside

can help; first, because most persons think of

expertitis as a fetish for worship rather than as a

disease to avoid; and second, because victims

of expertitis regard all suggestions from the

outside as obtrusive ignorance.— L. F. Post in

"The Fra"'

There is much truth in this brief

criticism of the expert or specialist.

The tendency of specialism is nar-

rowness, and narrowness is nine-

tenths ignorance. "Know every-

thing of something and something of

everything" is a good safe rule for

specialists.

Penmen are disposed to underesti-

mate their work and to underesti-

mate the work of others. This as

true of teachers of other special sub-
jects such as music and drawing. It

is well, therefore, to recognize the
narrowing tendency of thinking and
doing one thing and to counteract it

by cultivating breadth of view
through change of thought, associa-
tion and environment. Be somebody
not merely something.

This lesson contains much of practical help to

voung pen workers. The drawing and lettering

are both strong and effective, and worthy of

close imitation.

After making a careful pencil drawing of roses

and scroll, you may roughly pencil the lettering

to find about the space it will occupy. Letters

should be about three-eights of an inch high

and lines live eights of an inch apart'

Study color values critically before inking.

Use a fairly coarse pen and avoid weak, indis-

tinct lines as they will invariably come out rag-

ged or heavy in engraving. The arrangement
and thickness of the lines are of vital import-

ance in obtaining the desired effect. Work very

slowly at first. Avoid a set, studied appearance.

The lettering may be written with a No. 5

Soennecken pen. Aim for regularity in size,

slope and spacing. We have no name for the

style of lettering but it will pass as a readable,

graceful letter, and a style easy to learn, with

many practical uses.

THE SAFE AND SANE
WAY.

Much easier to lower than to raise

standards. So easy to sacrifice one
thing for another. But it is not so

easy to regain a thing when once
'gone. Indeed a thing once sacrificed

is rarely ever regained.

It is so easy to say "let us get the

movement and the form will come
later." It may, but more frequently

it doesn't.

It was so of the copy-book and ver-

tical propaganda: "let us get the

form first, and then movement."
But movement rarely ever followed

except at the price of heroic effort.

A child who scribbles for two or

three years with a fitful movement
becomes so accustomed to slipshod-

ness that he is perfectly satisfied

with the mediocre, if he attains it,

because it is better than that which
he has been accustomed.

Better and safer by far to never sac-

rifice either of the two essentials of

good writing, legibility and freedom,
since both can be secured together.

For form and freedom are consis-

tent and possible, and practicable,

whereas form and speed or accuracy
and freedom are not.

Indeed form with freedom is peda-

gogical and practicable and therefore

proper. For in the teaching a thing

needs to be pedagogical, as in the

learning it needs to be practical.

Large writing on the part of chil-

dren make form with freedom pos-

sible and practicable. Moderate
speed and well-graded exercise make
form with movement possible on the

part of adults.

Strong people are not arbitrary.

The best educated are tolerant, the

narrowest are the arbitrary. To
dominate is not to teach. To inspire

thought and action is teaching; to

force action is not the true normal
method.

Command rather than demand.
Inspire rather than discourage.

It is sometimes necessary to back
up in order to go ahead but to back
too far is to lose in the end. It is

sometimes necessary to emphasize
form or movement, but to abandon
either one, for any considerable time

is disastrous. The safe thing is to

keep both in sight and as nearly in

hand at all times as possible.

An offhand signature by ihe Kditnr reproduced the same size of the writing.
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Devoted to the best interests of busi-
ness education and dfdicated to the
expression of conscientious opinions
upon topics related thereto. Your
thoughts are cordially invited.
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A TRIP TO THE PACIFIC

Combining business and pleasure we started
Dec. 9 to the Pacific coast spending Sunday, the
10th, with Mr. and Mrs. J. K. Fish, of the North-
western Business College, Chicago, 111., which
institution we found in a flourishing condition.
At Ogrten, Utah, we found Mr. G. C. Hobson

supervising the penmanship of the schools in a
most progressive and successful manner and at

the same time acting as principal of one of the
ward schools. We met personally for the first

time Supt. J. M. Mills, whom we had known by
correspondence for many years. We also found
the well known Brigham Young Academy in a
flourishing condition. In the High School we
were glad to see our former pupil, Mr. G. F.
Roach, and to discover an institution very much
alive to the present day educational needs.
At Salt Lake City we visited the Henager and

Davis business colleges, in the latter of which
we found our former pupil. Mr M. D. Zimmer-
man. In the Latter Day Saints Business College
we renewed the friendship of our pupil of many
years ago, Mr. M. H. Ross, who, by the way, is

not only a gentleman of the first class, but one
of America's finest penmen and foremost teach-
ers of penmanship. We also met many whom we
had known by correspondence, and also our for-

mer pupil, Jno. Todd, brother of James D., with
whose skill our readers are familiar. The L. D.
S. College is giving a most excellent commer-
cial course. The Utah Hotel is one of the finest

in the country with rates more reasonable than
in the east. We found State Supt. of Public In-

struction, Mr. Nelson, and City Supt. Christen-
sen, quite as large and liberal and progressive as
their reputations.

In crossing the desert between Salt Lake City
and San Barnardino. we were surprised at the
richness of the coloring of the surrounding
mountains, This region possesses a beauty pe-
culiar to itself and as rich in coloring as human
eye can perceive anil mind behold.

I.os Angeles is a wonderful city in the intelli-

gence and enterprise of its citizens and in the
quality and extent of its buildings and parks.

Her schools are exceptionally efficient and pro-
gressive. The Polytechnic high school. W. A.
Dunn, prin., has a national reputation which it

well deserves, and the Manual Arts high school.

Dr. A. E. Wilson, prin.. is developing along
similar lines. The penmanhip of these schools
has become noted because of the splendid in-
struction of the Baldwin sisters. Jeanette and
Ida. Mr. R. E. Wiaft, also a Zanerian. besides
teaching penmanship in the Manual Arts high,
is rendering efficient service to the schools by
training the grammar teachers each evening
after school hours. His work is arousing excep-
tional enthusiasm on the part of the teachers.
Miss Jeannette Baldwin is training the primary
teachers after school hours. With arm move-
ment being practiced from the first to the eighth
grades, it is only a question of time until the
writing of the grades will be as famous as that of
the high schools mentioned.
The commercial departments of the high

schools are thorough and modern and largely
attended. The heads of the commercial de-
partments. Messrs. C. F. Weber, of the Polly,
and F. J. Armstrong, of the Manual Arts, man-
age the Cafeterias, purchasing all the supplies.
Mr. Weber's end alone amounting to S25.0OO.OO
a year. They therefore do business as well as

teach it. Mr. W. H. Wagner, author of the sys-

tem of shorthand used in the schools, is also en-
gaged in teaching it. E. A. Wright. B. F. Ad-
er, Irvine Hague. E. E. Hitchcock, H.E.Kile,
Chas. Benson, Mrs. Mae larvell. the Misses Isa-
bel Swerdfeger, Myrtle A. Baldwin. Edith R.
Kurtz, Julia L. Wagner, and others are engaged
exclusively in teaching the commercial sub-
jects. Supt. J- H. Francis. Deputy Supt.. J. B.
Monlux. Asst. Supt., M.C. Bettinger, Melville
Dozierand Grant Karr. are school engineers of
the first class. Isaacs, Los Angeles, Holman's.
and Brow nsberger's are the leading private bus-
iness colleges of the city. Starke and Lawyer
lE. S.) do the bulk of the engrossing business,
and good fellows they are, too. Our old-time,
all-time friend, O. T. Johnston, is giving an un-
usually strong commercial and accountancy
course, in the Y. M. C. A.
In Santa Ana we found new friends and old,

all enthusiastic and progressive, and in Long
Beach as well. In the former we found a full
fledged commercial high ochool principaled bv
V. L. Hughes, who also trains the teachers of
the grades, and clubs the B. E. between times.
In San Francisco, Col. C. H. Murphy, who

bears his title well, occupies a fine large Com-
mercial High School building, used exclusively
for the commercial course. C. S. (Common
Sense and Christian Science! Rogers is doing
splendid work at the head of the commercial
department of the Y. M.C. A.
Heald's and the San Francisco Business Col-

leges are the leading privately owned commer-
cial schools of the city.

In Oakland we found two especially good
schools, Heald's and the Polytechnic, both well
filled with a good class of pupils.
In the Polytechnic High School of Oakland

we found a fine commercial high school largely
attended and efficiently manned and womaned.
Prin. Shively is surely "onto his job" all right.
B. F. Allison, of whom we had known many
years, at the head of the bookkeeping depart-
ment, is training the teachers of the grades into
ways of good writing during the afternoons. He
is a progressive.
At Berkeley. Paul L. Evans heads the com-

mercial department with an able corps of teach-
ers. We found Mr. H. E. Longenecker a staunch,
old-time friend and enthusiast of good writing.

(Continued)
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THE MISCHIEF A small coterie of educa-

OF IT tional highbrows, scattered
here and there about the country, have been for
the past few years shouting strenuously for
spelling reform With the evident view of aid-
ing.their propagandum. and making the reform
appear reasonable and desirable, they have
taken the general attitude of belittling the edu-
cational importance of standard spelling, some
of them going to the length of inciting a gener-
al insurrection against the dictionary. Now,
the present Meanderer is something of a reform-
er himself, and comes bv it honestly, as his
father was a militant abolishionist. and Wash-
ingtonian temperance advocate back in the 40's.

His natural impulse is to throw up his hat for ev-
ery reform that comes along, and it has taken
years of discipline and some hard thumps of ex-
perience to get himself where he can keep this
impulse within bounds. This is why I find my-
self so keenly sympathizing with these well
meaning folk who have mixed themselves up
in this hopeless spelling reform fight, and there-
by preparing beds of humiliation both for them-
selves and their proselytes.
But this consideration was not in my mind

when I started this paragraph. The harm 1

wanted to point out is that which results from
teaching a boy or girl with a living to make.
that spelling is really an unimportant matter.
Here is a case in point that preaches a whole

sermon in itself. A young woman of my ac-

quaintance, a graduate of a Western high
school, found it necessary to prepare for self-
support by becoming a stenographer. She
spent the usual time in learning shorthand and
typewriting, and acquired more than an average
proficiency in both. Then she set out in quest
of a good job. Her high school diploma gave
her a certain prestige, and prospective employ-
ers welcomed the chance to engage a really
"educated" stenographer. But. alas! it turned
out that this otherwise intelligent girl could
not he depended on to spell the common-
est English words! She had made four bad
breaks in the very first page of the test given
her by the Remington Agency. They had po-
sitions for her at from SI 5 to S20 per week,
which she could easily have held, if she had
only been able to spell. So it came about that
the girl had to take a ten -dollar job. In her
high school she had had big doses of the con-
ventional upper atmosphere "English." She
could write acceptable reviews of Ivanhoe and
Miles Standish, and had prepared no end of
"themes" on Chaucer, Spencer, Addison and
the rest. But in this high-souled work, the fact
that she spelled which with at. or separate
with two p's and an e. in the middle syllable,
was considered a negligible matter. Her teach-
er was not after such small game as that, neither
did the English course descend to such trifling
concerns, as spelling or punctuation, or capitaliz-
ing, or the matter of writing a business letter in
good form. That would have been a base com-
mercializing of the high ideals of "culchah," as
administered by the average Ph D. However,
the fact that this girl had not learned to spell, is

now costing her some three hundred dollars a
year. We particularly commend her case to
those soaring educators, who profess to see no
educational importance in English spelling.
Maybe it will do them good to think it over.

THE HAS-BEEN AND There are two
THE GOING- kinds of people who

TO-DO are really out-of-
joint with their time. The one is the chap who
has done so many great things in the past, that
he does not feel called upon to do anything
now. The other does nothing now because of
the great things he is going to do in the future.
Neither class has the slightest presen t value as
a social asset. They are as useless as a motor
with the fuse burned out. The only thing that
really counts is what you are doing now. This
is the only earnest of what you have done in the
past. (Of course I except defunct folk, in or out
of the cemetery.) It is also the only reliable
prophesy of what you will do in the future.
The present is really the only time there is. or
was, or will be. The moral of this paradox is, to
do your work now. As Goethe so nobly puts
it, "Work hard, and trust God and thytask;the
end will be just."

THE UNWISE The Census Bureau has
GIVER made no effort, so far as I

can learn, to enumerate the tramps that infest
this happy-go-lucky land. But. anyone who
has watched freight trains go in and out of junc-
tion points will easily agree that there are a
plenty. Now. there are just two things that
make the wandering hobo possible: first, the
absence of severe laws against ride-stealing on
trains; second, the habit indulged by the ave-
rage American householder of handing out food
to every worthless Weary Willie who may ap-
ply. The tramp evil would disappear in a day.
if the honest element of society had the wise
courage to shut off the tramp's sustenance and
means of long distance locomotion. In ninety-
nine cases, in a hundred, every meal ordime
that is handed out to a tramp, and every ride he
is permitted to steal, does just that much to con-
firm his tramphood, and drives another nail into
the coffin of his self-respect. But it is so easy to
indulge this propensity to give! What thrills

of self-commendation we feel, when we invite
Sauntering Sam into the kitchen to till his idle
carcass with the remains of breakfast, or jauntily
hand him a dime or a quarter when he whines
for it at the street corner ! What a generous big-
hearted fellow we are! Of course it is more
blessed to give than to receive, but the giving
that curses is not blessed: it is a mere dissipa-
tion of selfish benevolence, a pious fraud that
fools the giver and corrupts the receiver.

(Concluded on page SO.)
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COST ACCOUNTS.

Cost accounts are systematic rec-

ords of all transactions which pertain
to manufacturing and which have for

their purpose the ascertaining of the
actual manufacturing cost of a given
article or product, and are distinct

from accounts dealing with purely
commercial, trading or financial

affairs.

When cost accounts are installed
in connection with a particular con-
cern, they are generally referred to as
a cost system. It should be under-
stood that cost accounting is not a
system. It should be understood
that cost accounting is not a system
of bookkeeping, but a system of cost
records the object being to ascertain
the actual cost of material, labor,
and expenses entering into and mak-
ing up the finished product.

It must be also remembered that
no system of cost accounts can claim
to be of general application. What
may exactly serve one kind of busi-
ness, may be entirely unsuited to
another.

Systematic costing is quite mod-
ern, and a really scientific cost sys-
tem is rare. Very few large manu-
facturers, if any, will admit they are
entirely satisfied with their method
of costing. The value and impor-
tance of accurate cost finding cannot
be overestimated. Some important
advantages are:

1st, in throwing light on the past,
in localizing profits and losses, and
ascertaining what work pays, and
what does not; 2nd, to ascertain
the exact cost of material enter-
ing into each manufactured article,
and to have all material purchased
and consumed correctly accounted
for; 3d, to compare costs of succes-
sive orders for similar work or
classes of work; 4th, to know at any
given time, the location and con-
dition of each article in process of
manufacture; 5th, to know the rela-
tive cost of production of new ma-
chines over old, as well as cost per
hour of operating each machine,
either separately, or in groups; 6th,
to know the actual cost of "Over-
head" expenses of the factory or
shop, and of depreciation, which
must be distributed over the product;
7th, as an undoubted moral check.
Those responsible for the profitable
working of a business cannot but feel

the effects of a prompt and syste-
matic record of their doings. Cost
records are an analysis of results as
compared with a profit and loss ac-
count which is a grouping of results.
Many profit and loss accounts, if

not supported by cost accounts, are
merely the result of a homogeneous
mass of figures, and the result is un-
reliable, so much so, that in certain
business it is merely an unreconciled
difference in the books.
Cost records separate the product

into its component parts. In some
systems, the analysis shows the cost
of each operation and each process,
not only the cost of the completed
product, but also the cost of the
different parts making up the com-
pleted product.
The efficiency of a cost system

depends almost entirely upon
the grade of office assistants
and bookkeepers back of it and
how the system is planned, in-
stalled, and carried out. In plan-
ning a cost system, care should be
taken to provide for the practical re-
quirements rather than the theoreti-
cal requirements of the case, and to
avoid a system that will be expensive
to install and operate.

It must be admitted there are diffi-

culties in the way of really accurate
cost finding, but these difficulties
arise more in devising a system that
will work satisfactorily, than in car-
rying out a system once it is adapted
to the circumstances. Most failures
have arisen from the introduction of
cumbersome and expensive systems
such as are advocated by certain
theorists and supply houses.
In every factory, it is very essential

that the different processes of manu-
facture should be uniformly named.
"Prime cost" is the amount the mer-
chant expends in obtaining a com-
plete article in the form in which it is

to be sold, while it is the amount a
manufacturer expends (a) in buying
raw material, and (b: in labor to con-
vert the raw material into sale-
able product not including over-
head expenses. Price cost plus
manufacturing expenses equals
"Factory cost." Factory cost plus
selling and administrative expenses
equals "Cost to make and sell."
Cost to make and sell plus "profit"
equals "selling price." The differ-
ence between prime cost and factory
cost is therefore the amount of man-
ufacturing expenses, while the differ-

ence between the cost to make and

sell and selling price is the manfac-
turer's net profit, and the difference
between factory cost and selling
price is the manufacturer's gross
profit.

The cost of a product consists of
three distinct elements, viz: (1) di-
rect material, (2) direct labor, (3) ex-
penses necessary to manufacture the
article and to keep up the factory
and establishment. An order must
be distinguished from a job; an order
may be given by a customer or by the
manager for work required, while a
job is a single operation, or the mak-
ing of one piece, or of several pieces
exactly alike.

The advantages of cost accounts,
and the difficulties attending its in-
troduction being given, some impor-
tant points necessary in all systems
may be stated as follows: 1st, a
careful study and survey of the fac-
tory and its organization, and all of
the circumstances surrounding it are
necessary; 2nd, determining what
costs must be recorded in detail and
what in total, discriminating between
necessary and unnecessary work is
important; 3d, provision for ascer-
taining the cost of each job, either in
detail or in total must be determined;
4th, the records must be made at
once, and be correct and reliable;
5th, promptness for gathering data
for completed work, and the records
filed in a place of easy access is
necessary; 6th, Reducing all rec-
ords and instructions to writing
is imperative; 7th, a necessary
amount of forms to record the
data is required; 8th, a place for ev-
erything, and everything in its place
is absolutely essential in correct cost
finding; 9th, workmen must not be
required to do clerical work, an im-
portant rule; 10th, the system so de-
vised as to permit of being controlled
by controlling accounts in the gen-
eral ledger.

There are five main records in every
full scheme of cost accounts, viz:
Record of orders, labor consumption,
materials, expenses, and summaries,
as follows: (a) Order Book—Every
order whether for a customer or for
stock is recorded in an order book,
and receives a distinct order number.
Separate sub-orders with separate
numbers are given where costs of
parts of an article is required. Work
to be done in the factory on capital
account and on expense account is

ordered under special numbers; (b)
Labor is condensed from records on
time tickets or sheets, analyzed and
charged to the respective jobs; (c)
Materials used are similarly dealt
with, the information being gathered
from invoices and store records; (d)
Expenses—being broadly all other
expenditures, except direct labor and
material consumption, which are dis-
tributed over prime cost to ascertain

(Concluded on page ' ?,
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THE STUDY OF BUSINESS LAW.

Hitherto our discussions on the
Study of Business Law have been
concerned with the proper way to
study, from a pedagogical stand-
point, the formation of a binding con-
tract. In the vast majority of cases,
when a contract is once well formed,
the parties perform it without ques-
tion. Let us now suppose, however,
that one of the parties breaks a valid
contract and the other party wants
justice. If it becomes necessary for
him to prove the contract in court,
how shall he do it ? We have seen
that most simple contracts do not
need to be in writing, so it follows
that if an unwritten contract is brok-
en, the injured party may prove the
making of the contract by giving ver-
bal testimony as to what was said
and done by him and the other fellow
when they made their bargain. He
may prove the unwritten agreement
by the testimony of third parties who
were present when the bargain was
made or by his own testimony. But
if the other party who has broken
the contract is dead or insane,
the injured party cannot testify
himself. In order to put both parties
on an equality and to protect deced-
ents' estates, most courts refuse to
permit one to testify when the other
has died or become insane. In this
case, the unwritten contract can be
proved only by the testimony of third
persons.

Assume now that the contract has
been put in writing and signed by the
parties. In this case, the writing it-

self ought to be produced in court.
Since the parties have chosen to
embody their agreement in writing,
neither will be allowed to give verbal
testimony as to what the agreement
was, for it is very much clearer to

produce the document itself. In

case, however, the document has
been lost or destroyed, verbal testi-

mony may usually be given as to its

contents. It is not necessary that a
written contract which has been
signed by the parties shall bear the
signature of third persons as wit-

nesses. If, however, the parties
have got others to subscribe the con-
tract as witnesses, at least one of
these subscribing witnesses should
be brought to court to prove the
document. But if all of the
subscribing witnesses have died
or become insane or have left

the jurisdiction of the court, so that
they cannot be subpoened, then the
contract can be authenticated by
having other witnesses identify the
signatures of the subscribing wit-
nesses or of the parties themselves.
We now come to the important

question as to how far book entries
are admissible in suits on contracts.
If a witness knows all about the
transaction from his personal exper-
ience of it, he can use any entries
which he has made as a means of re-

freshing his memory. But it often
happens that proof must be made of
matters which no available witness
can testify to of his own knowledge,
even when his memory is refreshed
by an inspection of book entries. To
what extent are the books themselves
admissible to prove what the}' set

forth? The general rule with regard
to written and printed documents is

that they are admissible only as
against persons who have made
them, and not in their favor. If you
enter in your cash book or ledger or
on the stub of your check book chat
you have paid a certain party some
money on a given date, that entry,
being in your own favor, is not of it-

self evidence that you have made this

payment. Otherwise it would be
easy to manufacture evidence.
Books of original entry are, how-

ever, admissible to prove the sale and
delivery of goods and the perform-
ance of work. This exception to the
general rule arises from the necessity
of the case. In the ordinary mercan-
tile establishment a number of differ-

ent persons figure in the sale
and delivery of a quantity of
goods. There is, first, the salesman,
who takes the order. Then there
may be several clerks who get
the various goods from the shelves.
Then after these goods are as-

sembled, the packer may do them
up in a bundle or wooden case and
perhaps several draymen and rail-

road companies will handle the
goods before they are finally deliv-

ered to the buyer. After months and
perhaps years have elapsed from the
sale and delivery, when the matter
comes up before a court, it is usually
out of the question to expect that
proof can be made by means of the
testimony of those who will be able
to speak from actual knowledge and
memory of the facts. Accordingly,
the salesbook, being the first perma-
nent record of the transaction, may
be given in evidence. It should be

noted that the clerk, who makes the
entries in the sales book has prob-
ably never seen the buyer of the
goods, or the goods themselves,
and the entries are made be-
fore the goods are delivered. Still
the system in most business
establishments is accurate enough
to make it probable that when
such entries are made, the rest
of the transaction goes through as a
matter of course. The book entries,
therefore, when sworn to by the
clerk, who made them, are proof of
the transaction. If the clerk himself
cannot be produced, testimony as to
his handwriting and the nature of his
position may be given instead. It

must not be supposed that the proof
thus made is conclusive on the al-
leged purchaser of the goods. He is
free to show that he never agreed to
take the goods, and refused to accept
them, or that he ordered them but
that they never arrived, or that they
were not of the agreed quality, or
that he has paid for them, or in gen-
eral, he may make any other
sufficient defence. The jury will
then be called on to say whether they
believe the book entries, as corrobo-
rated by whatever other evidence the
plaintiff may offer, or else believe the
defendant's story.
Book entries should be itemized

and not contain general lumping
charges. Ledger entries are not ad-
missible on this ground. Of course,
the fact that what is really a sales
book is called a ledger, does not pre-
vent it from being offered in evi-
dence, if it really contains itemized
original entries.
But it should not be inferred from

the foregoing that accounts may be
used to prove any kind of money debt,
even for work done or for goods sold
and delivered. As was previously
mentioned, the courts admit books of
original entry as evidence from ne-
cessity only; because without them
meritorious claims would have to be
thrown out of court for lack of proof.
Therefore, when there is better evi-
dence procurable of the plaintiff's
claim, book entries are now always
admitted. Thus in one case it was
held that a school master's books of
original entry were not admissible,
as he must have had many witnesses
at command, and the evidence of his
books was not necessary. The work
must have been done or the goods
sold in the course of the plaintiff's
business, if his books are to be used
to prove the claim. In a Pennsyl-
vania case such evidence was rejected
to show the sale of a horse, because
this sale was not in the way of the
parties' usual business.
The length of time allowed to

elapse before a sale of goods is en-
tered in plaintiff's books is also of
importance. If this has been so long
that the court or whoever else made

( Continued on page 25.)
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I have found it best to give consid-

erable practice on words before start-

ing sentences or letters, about twen-

ty-five or thirty on the position row

only, twenty-five taking in both po-

sition and upper rows, and the same
number taking in all three rows.

These words are the easiest I can
find. Then follow fully one hundred,
in budgets of twenty-five, each word
of two or more syllables, and each
taking in all three rows. Three lines

of each word are written. The shift

keys are introduced on the last bud-
get of twenty-five, each word begin-

ning with a capital letter. Students
practice depressing the shift keys
and lifting the hand back to position

before trying to write capitals until

they can do so surely and correctly

without looking at the hands. They
also practice using the line spacer
andbacktoposition, and puttingboth
hands in the lap and back to position,

until they can do it with their eyes
shut. A little drill of this kind saves
endless worry and fret to both teach-

er and students, and effectually pre-

vents the students looking at their

hands in order to see if they are on
the right keys. They should never un-
der any circumstances be allowed to

feel around on the keys. It must be
a straight, clean lift from shift key
to position, from line spacer to

position, from the lap to position-
no fumbling. I rarely have a student
say that he got his hand on the
wrong keys.
Capitals on the double keyboard

machines are introduced at the same
time as on the single keyboard ma-
chines, but of course involve consid-
erably more practice. Here again I

use the straight lift of the hand, and
as a preliminary drill the students
strike a, then lift the entire hand
so that the first finger is over
R and strike Q. Do not allow the

hand to crawl up or go up side

ways with the first finger trying to

hold on to the position row. A clean,

perfectly straight lift of the hand is

much easier and more certain. The
students write a-half line from a to

Q; a half line from s to W; d to E; f

to R; f (not g) to T. The right hand
is practiced in the same way, and
then the second row of capitals—a to

A;stoS;dtoD; f to F; f to G' the
third row a to Z; s to X; d to C; f to

V; f to B, etc. Half a line of each
lift is written, and this exercise is re-

peated at the top of every page writ-

ten for about a month. This is not
so bad as it sounds, for it only takes
a few minutes to do it, and means the
mastery of the double keyboard. In
the beginning I allow students to

look at the capitals in writing words
beginning with a capital letter on the
double keyboard machines, but as
this lifting exercise is kept up day
after day, they soon write without a
glance at the upper rows. I may say
here that our students learn to write

by touch on the double keyboard ma-
chines quite as readily as on the
single, and keep even pace in their

work with the single keyboard writ-

ers. Of course, one machine should
be learned thoroughly before attempt-
ing a different keyboard. I think a
speed of fifty words a minute on one
kind should be attained before
changing to another. The change is

not at all a difficult one. If the hard
places are made easy by a wise teach-
er, it can be made in two or three
weeks' time without great loss of

speed. I have one young lady now
who wrote fifty words a minute on a
double keyboard machine, changed
to the single, and in one week passed
a ten minute forty word test on the
new machine.

I begin letters with a set of ten, all

simple, none containing more than
one hundred and fifty words, and
while each begins with an address,
the figure row is not taken in. Five
perfect copies of each letter are

made. The students do not attempt
the figure row until this budget is

finished, for well established habits
are one of the secrets of success in

touch writing, and until they have
perfect control of the three rows, a

fourth should not be added. In

learning the figure row, students
strike a and lifting the whole hand
strike 2; s to 3; d to 4; f to 5; f to 6;

the right hand in the same manner;
then a to "; s to =; d to $; f to %; f to

— ; etc. This also is a clean lift, un-
less perhaps on the first fingers,

which can easily stretch to 5, 6, 7, 8.

Twenty sentences taking in every
sign and figure are given, each sen-

tence being written twenty times un-
der a shield that completely covers
the keyboard. This is a very impor-
tant part of the work, for a good op-

erator must be as absolutely sure of

the figure row as he is of the rest of the

keyboard. Many teachers neglect to

give extra drill on this row, and as a

result the student, not being sure,

will glance at the keyboard, and if

he forms the habit of looking for one
key, he will certainly look for others.

I have no difficulty in keeping stu-

dents from looking at their hands,
and seldom have to caution one in

this respect. If carefully taught from
the first, it will rarely occur to them
that there are two ways of writing,

by sight and by touch. Students al-

most invariably enjoy touch type-

writing and are eager to learn it.

They will go through a great deal of

hard work to get it, and when they
are so willing to do their part, it is a
pity to have them fail as so many
do, through the incompetency or

carelessness of the teacher or the ig-

norance of the management in not
providing the right conditions.
There are certain places, however,

where students are very apt to look
at the hands unless the teacher rea-

lizes the danger and guards against
it. First, in making a new line; sec-

ond, beginning words taking in the

lower and upper row; third, on be-

ginning use of shift keys; fourth, on
beginning use of figure row. They
will also look at their hands if the
keyboard is not perfectly memorized,
if the practice matter is too difficult,

or if they are writing faster than they
are really able to write.

We have a good many shields in the

school room. I have never found it

best to use them all the time, be-

cause, as I have said, the students
are as eager to learn to write by
touch as I am to have them. In rapid
writing, the shields are in the stu-

dent's way, and in the slow work they
are in my way. I want to watch the
hands and as I pass from student to

student have not time to take the

shields off. They do, however, prac-

tice part of the time under them, and
for occasional use I could not get

along without them. I always put
them on at the danger points just

mentioned. As I go from student to

student I carry a piece of paper in my
hand which I hold over the hands.
If this confuses a student and he can-

not write exactly as well with his

hands covered, the shield is put on
until he can.

Accountancy—Continued from page 20.

the total cost of each product; (c)

Summaries. All the different costs

should be summarized for longer or

shorter periods, so that they may be
compared with prior information of

the same character, also that the
profit or loss may be reconciled with
the results as shown by the financial

books. Thus labor charged in cost

journal should be easily reconciled

with payroll expenditure; the ma-
terial account will detect either a

shortage or average when compared
with the actual inventory of stock,

thus opening a line of profitable in-

quiry which would otherwise not be
brought to notice.
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Composition writing is frequently
regarded by pupils as a disagreeable
task. As long as they look at it in

this light little good will result.

Before a pupil can write an effective

composition, and by effective is meant
one that will develop his ability to

write, he must know something of

his subject and be interested in it.

Composition may be taught in more
than one way. Every recitation af-

fords work in composition. Our
work in composition should include

oral composition as well as written.

It has been suggested before that pu-

pils be given an opportunity to dic-

tate letters. This is an excellent

form of composition. Debating is

another very effective drill in compo-
sition.;

If an original composition is to be
written, that is, a composition which
is to be coviposed and not compiled,

one must first of all have ideas

—

something to say. After that it be-

comes a question of how best to ex-

press these ideas, in what words to

clothe them and in what order to

place them. Certain suggestions and
rules may be offered which will be of

assistance, but there is danger of

making the writing too formal, stiff

and mechanical if set rules are fol-

lowed. If a writing is natural and
logical in its arrangement, the sen-

tences well formed and the words
well chosen what more need be
asked ?

Benjamin Franklin, in his autobi-

ography, tells of the method he used
to acquire skill in writing English.
Without becoming a slavish imitator

he learned to dress his own ideas in

more graceful and effective forms.
Such a course of reading and writing
will do much to improve the style of

any writer, but it should never be
carried to the extent of aping anoth-
er's work.

It is amusing to note that when a

successful book is written a host of

imitations appear. For instance,

what a lot of imitations of Sherlock
Holmes are being turned loose on
the public, some writers even going
so far as to introduce a spurious Dr.
Watson. Such stories have a flat

taste and do not ring true, because
they are imitations.

What is true of fiction is true of

correspondence. We may learn lots

by studying model letters, but a
crude statement straight from the
shoulder is better than a polished

phrase borrowed from some other
man's correspondence. Adapt, if you
will, what others have done, but do
not adopt.

While on this subject let me say
that if you wish a class of young per-
sons to become good letter writers
do not permit them to practice poor
letters in the dictation class. To be
obliged to write a bad letter ten,
twenty or a hundred times, even in a
shorthand speed class, is not the best
thing for the pupil's English. On
the contrary, well-selected matter in

the dictation class is one of the very
best ways of inoculating a pupil's
system with the germs of good Eng-
lish.

A recent number of the Saturday
Evening Post contained a story from
which I wish to make a quotation. I

dare say the author of the story would
be surprised to have it made the text

for a lesson on English, but it is

worth a dozen treatises on composi-
tion which I might name. The "G.
G." mentioned in the story is a
young fellow who is ambitious to

earn money by writing. I suspect
that the author drew these comments
from his own early experience, how-
ever.

"G. G. was very patient; and there
were times when the putting togeth-
er of words was fascinating, like the
putting together of those picture
puzzles which were such a fad the
other day. And such reading as he
did was all in one book—the diction-
ary. For hours, guided by his nice
ear for sound, he applied himself to
learning the derivatives and exact
meaning of new words or he looked
up old ones and found that they were
new.
As for his actual compositions, he

had only the ambition to make them
as workmanlike as he could. He
made little landscapes; he drew little

interiors. He tried to get people up
and down stairs in the fewest words
that could make the picture. And
when he thought that he had scored
a little success he would count the
number of words he had used and de-
termine to achieve the same effect
with the use of only half that num-
ber."
After G. G. had written a story that

he considered a fine production he
sent it to a publisher. He received
this answer:
"There's nothing wrong with your

story except youth. If you say so
we'll print it. We like it. But, per-
sonally, and believing that I have
your best interests at heart, I advise
you to wait, to throw this story into

your scrap basket, and to study and
to labor until your mind and your
talents are mature. For the rest, I

think you are going to do some fine

things."
The young author took the editor's

advice and destroyed his precious ef-

fort which had cost so much time
and labor. Was it so much effort

wasted? Every teacher knows that a
young man going through such an
experience will develop wonderfully.
It is practically the experience we try
to give our pupils. We lead them to
turn to their best efforts ; only to

transfer them later to the waste
basket. But that does not end the
matter. No, strength for future and
better efforts has been stored up.
And some day we hope our pupils will

turn out successful productions, as
the G. G. of this story afterwards did.
We have plenty of books on the

market which tell better than can be
told here how to construct an outline
or prepare a theme, and for this rea-
son this series of talks is confined to
such additional suggestions as seem
to be profitable.

In this particular number it is

hoped that we may agree that com-
position must be varied; it must be
interesting; there must be a great
deal of it. In the next issue we shall
be more concrete and again discuss
actual ways and means.

Law—Continued from page 25.

ate account books, formed when the
young business man has generally
more time to spend on writing ac-

counts than he has business to write
about, will bear fruit in after years
in an accurate business system and
readiness to meet emergencies that
will carry him into court well pre-
pared to vindicate his rights.

In the writer's American Busi-
ness Law (D. Appleton & Co.,

1909, New York City) will be found
two valuable chapters on The
Proof and The Interpretation of

Contracts. It is well carefully to

instruct the business law student as
to this branch of the law of contracts.
In making a contract, (as in doing
any other act or forming any other
plans for the future) the man who
can see in his mind at the time of
making it the whole course of that
contract from its beginning to its

final discharge, is the man who will

be well fortified when emergencies
arise. He is the man when the other
party to the contract says, "Oh, why
bother to put this little agreement in

writing? I'm in a hurry," will po-
litely and pleasantly yet firmly insist

on taking a few minutes to write out
the contract and sign it. This is one
of the elements which the teacher of
business law uses in helping to build
up in young men the ability to live a
successful life. It is necessary in
making a compact whole and a prac-
tical living thing of the student's
knowledge of the subject of contracts.
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Eastman College, Poujthkeepsie, N. Y.
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ADDITION OF FRACTIONS.

Pupils have little difficulty in find-

ing the sum of fractions having a
common denominator. They grasp
the idea almost at once that as 4

cents and 2 cents are 6 cents, so '
7 and

; are ','. They are led to see very
quickly that sevenths names the
parts as really as cents names the ob-

jects, and that the numbers indicat-

ing the how many in sevenths are to

be added just as the numbers indicat-

ing the how many in cents are to be
added.
To add fractions when the denomi-

nators are dissimilar is at first diffi-

cult to the pupil, unless the teacher
by skillful questioning, or a fitting

explanation clears up the difficult

point. Suppose, for example, we
wish to teach the pupils to add i and
J. The first thing is to lead them to

see that only similar fractions can be
added. This may be done in a very
simple manner by asking the class
how many boys in a class of four
boys and five girls. Of course the
answer will be four boys. The ques-
tion may be repeated to emphasize
the answer- four boys. Then ask
how many pupils in a class of four
boys and five girls. They will an-
swer nine pupils. Now, if ques-
tioned, the class will tell you why
they could add in answer to the sec-

ond question and not in the first be-

cause the word "pupils" was used
which included the girls as well as

the boys. So in adding i and J, we
must give them a name which in-

cludes both halves and thirds before
we can add them. The least number
that will exactly contain 2 and 3 is 6.

So we will get these fractions to

sixths without changing their values.
By what must we multiply 2 to get 6 ?

"Three." Then we must multiply
both terms of J by 3 to get sixths
(Prin. 3 of fractions, January Ar-
ticle.) Thus J <!=§. What must we
multiply 3 by to get 6? "Two."
Then we must multiply both terms of

J by 2 to get sixths ("Prin. 3.) Thus,
So i=

i!
and J=|; and |+f=

In the same manner by question-
ing, find the sum of '; and]. Then
have the pupils find the sum of each
of the following:

hH i-H '.+'. H-i
H4 Hi Hi i h

The following method of reducing
fractions to a common denomina-
tor may be employed: How many

sixths in one ? "Six-sixths." In J?
"Three-sixths." In \ ? "Two-
sixths." That is right. Then we
have J+J=§+§={|'. We got these
fractions to a common name—a com-
mon denominator—and so we can
add them.

If the pupils understand how to re-

duce fractions whose numerators are
1, to a common denominator, they
will readily see how to get the frac-
tions to a common denominator when
their numerators are more than 1.

Thus, to add ii and J; since J= r
4
2, 'i

which is twice as great as J, equals 2

times ^ or f
8
2 ; and since }= f

3
8 , |

which is three times as great as J,

equals 3 times & or f%. Therefore, 5

+f=A+A or H=1A.
After the pupil sees clearly the rea-

son that 5=,",, |=A, etc., then he
may be told that after finding the
common denominator of two or more
fractions, we may get each fraction
to the common denominator by di-
viding the denominator of the frac-
tion into the common denominator
and multiply the quotient by its num-
erator for the numerator of the frac-
tion. Thus, £=&, for 12-^3=4, and 2
V4=8; hence ,".;.

The teacher may use any one of the
given methods to advantage, or he
may explain each of the methods if

the pupils are of sufficient age to ap-
preciate the methods. The class
should have sufficient practice to en-
able them to reduce fractions to a
common denominator quickly.

_
If the number of dissimilar frac-

tion to be added is sufficient to make
it difficult to find by inspection their
least common denominator, then the
teacher has reached the point at
which the class will see the impor-
tance of learning how to find the
least common multiple of two or
more numbers.

In adding mixed numbers, or mixed
numbers and fractions, they should
be arranged in a vertical column, and
the fractions reduced to a common
denominator and added first, and
then the whole numbers.
As soon as the pupils have mas-

tered the principles involved in ad-
dition of fractions and can add frac-
tions and mixed numbers accurately
and speedily, they are ready to take
advantage of short processes in addi-
tion of fractions.

To add two fractions when the nume r
ator of each is 1.

In adding I and J, we found \=\,
i=|; and that |+|=g. Here we see

that the numerators of ;'
;
and j are

the same as the denominators of \

and A, and that the denominators of
j! and I are the same as the product
of the denominators of J and J.

Hence, we need only add the denomi-
nators for the numerator, and multi-
ply the denominators for the denomi-
nator of their sum. Examples: Hi
= 72 . Applying the method 3+4=7,
and 3x4=12. Hence the sum is

,

7
„.

i+K=M=|. The sums should always
be expressed in their simplest form.
The teacher should require the

pupils to name the sums in such exer-
cises as the following:

Hi= H h= Hi = Hh=
H-i= *+.',= 2+7 = 3

l+ 1
J
5=

H-i= \+k= i+&= i+4 =
i-hrr= 4+A= J+A= H-A"
1+4 = h+\= h+h= 4+1*5=
Hl = H-*= H-ft= H-A=
H-t= 1+4 = H-A= 4+,',=
The exercise may be varied by plac-

ing the examples upon the board, and
have the pupils carefully copy them.
The teacher may then test the class
for speed in writing correctly the
sums of all the examples.
When the pupils have learned how

to make the additions by the process
shown above, in a manner satisfacto-
ry to the teacher and he should be
satisfied with nothing short of neat-
ness and accuracy in all mathemati-
cal work—he may then teach the
class.

To add two fraciiofis when the numer-
ator of each is 2, 3, etc.

The pupil should proceed the same
as directed with those whose numer-
ators are 1, but he should double the
sum of the denominators when the
numerator of each is 2, and take
three times the sum of the denomi-
nators for the numerator of the sum,
when the numerator of each fraction
is 3, etc.

5+5=3? H-A'=H
(3+7)X2=20 (5+ll)X3=48

3x7=21 5X11=55
The pupils should have drill in simi-
lar examples until the results can be
quickly obtained. This applies
equally well to the next process.

To add two fractions the sum of whose
numerators is 3 or more.
Multiply the numerator of each

fraction by the denominator of the
other fraction, ana add these pro-
ducts for the numerator, and multi-
ply the denominators for the denomi-
nator of their sum.

J+'=fJ- *+*=!!
1X5+2X3=11 2x9+4x7=46

3X5=15 7X9=63
2_|_r> 29— I 8
3 17 2 I

— J S1

2x7+5X3=29
3X7=21

Care should be taken to see that
the results are always in their sim-
plest form; that is an improper frac-

tion reduced to a whole or mixed
number with the fraction in its low-
est terms.
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DEPARTMENT OF

School Advertising
E. D. SNOW,

MaoIeCitv Commercial School, Mornell. H. Y.

3CHC DC

BUSINESS BRINGER NO. VI.

In this paper I shall talk to you
about the catalogue, although the
tendency is toward the omission of
that form of advertisement. A great
many business school men feel that
the cost of printing and postage, for
a first-class catalogue, can be used
to better advantage in other forms of
advertising. If you feel that you
must use a catalogue, here is the
way you can manage it and make
your catalogue cost you considerably
less than heretofore, and at the same
time put out a better book. In order
to do this, it will be necessary to
make your catalogue a stock affair,

that is, omit all dates, all testimo-
nials, and everything else that is

changeable from year to year, and
reserve them for your booklet which
you publish annually. With the
changeable matter left out, you are
now ready to publish an edition that
will last you five years or more, and
the cost of a five year edition will not
be so great as publishing a new cata-
logue each year for two years.
What has been said about the pa-

per, cover and typographical appear-
ance of the booklet holds true for the
catalogue. The grade should be the
best obtainable. The stock you put
into the catalogue should be some-
what heavier than that used in the
booklet.

A. 6x8or 7x10 inch, 64-page catalogue
will give you abundant opportunity to
tell and picture your story in detail.
I find that a number insist on first-

class, heavy, coated calendared pa-
per, and then try to economize on the
cover. The difference in price on a
light weight, cheap cover and a good,
substantial, high grade cover is so
small per thousand copies as not to
be considered. One extra student
will pay the difference in cost for five
years, between a cheap edition, and
the very best a good printer can pro-
duce. So far as color is concerned,
that is something for each one to de-
cide. I prefer white paper and black
ink, with a medium light cover, and
the right kind of ink that will con-
trast with that color.
Do not attempt to tell your story on

the cover. The name of your school
is enough for the outside. Through-
out a catalogue of this kind you will
probably have a number of half
tones. If you want first-class work,
have the engraving done by a first-
class engraver; there is not a printer

on earth who can do high grade work
with half tones that have been made
for six or eight cents a square inch.
If you want the very best results from
your half tones, have them "re-
touched."
For the text I should use a 10 or 12-

point type with about 24 or 30-point
condensed headings—caps.
In the catalogue I should put in, at

various points, articles of inspiration
similar to those suggested for the
booklet.
When you come to the courses yon

should describe each individual sub-
ject at length, telling how the work is

handled, what it consists of, and the
way it fits into the course. The prop-
er description for the various sub-
jects, if done as suggested, will take
from 20 to 30 pages of the catalogue.
Then, of course, you will want two or
three pages of "General Informa-
tion" in regard to your school, etc.
You could profitably devote a few
pages to the principal industries and
points of interest in your city. You
should have the names of leading
business men, to whom you may re-
fer, or written endorsements of your
school, by these business men. In
short, it should be an encyclopedia
of information in regard to the ad-
vantages of a business education and
the efficiency of your school in giving
that kind of a training.
Of course, you will have your pic-

ture in the front part of the catalogue,
but in view of the fact that it is a
stock affair, you will not put in the
pictures of other members of the
faculty.

If you do not decide to make a cat-
alogue along these lines, but prefer
to publish it annually, you will doubt-
less want to put in some of the best
endorsements of your graduates, and
in this connection I would like to
say that you ought to revise these
testimonials and keep them up to
date. If a pupil changes his posi-
tion, you ought to make that change
in your catalogue, else his friends,
when they read your literature, will
decide that you are not up to date,
and that is a bad impression to have
get started in regard to your school.

Finally, now that you have printed
a first-class catalogue, encased in an
artistic cover, make it uniform by
sending it out in a good grade envel-
ope. A first-class, fifty dollar suit
which is surmounted by a ninety-
nine-cent "lid" is about as consist-
ent as a first-class catalogue in a
third-rate envelope.

Law—Continued from page 21.

the entries, thinks the transaction
has become hazy in the mind of the
plaintiff the books may not be used.
The cases conflict on the question
as to what lapse of time will bar the
use of the books as evidence. In a
Maine case the original entries were
admitted when four weeks elapsed
between the sale of the goods and the
posting of the entries. But in a
Pennsylvania case an interval of six
days was held too long. The circum-
stances of each particular case must
be taken into account. Sometimes
memoranda are first made upon a
slate or paper and afterwards tran-
scribed into the regular account
books. Where this is done on the
same day or within two or three
days, as a common business practice,
the books are generally admitted in
evidence.
Business men very often lose law

suits because they have not the prop-
er evidence with which to convince
the court of the justice of their claim.
There was a time when the plaintiff
in an action brought as many of his
neighbors as possible to swear that
they believed him when he stated his
claim and the defendant brought as
many as he could of his friends to
swear that they believed the defend-
ant when he denied the debt. The
man whose friends were most
numerous and influential and who
swore the loudest usually got
judgment. Such times have long
since passed, though some men
seem to think the spirit of the old
Saxon procedure should still re-
main. The courts do not nowadays
mete out justice merely according to
the relative honesty of plaintiff and
defendant. We have all met men
who have had a just claim and ex-
pected judgment in their favor sim-
ply for the reason that thev were
right, whether they brought evi-
dence to vindicate their right
or not. Then they entered into
a tirade against the law in general
and a certain court in particular be-
cause when, without books of origi-
nal entry, without any other witness,
without even a clear recollection of
the items of their claim themselves,
they came into court and asked an
impartial judge to accept their
general idea that they had a just
cause of action in the place of legal
evidence, their claim was thrown but
of court.
The teacher in business law who

impresses on the future business
men under his care the necessity of
carefully keeping their books of ac-
count according to the rules briefly
mentioned in this article, will save for
his pupils many a dollar in their af-
ter lives. The subject under discus-
sion is one of the most practical
parts of business law. It is wise to
instill in the minds of the young men
the advantage of keeping a memoran-
dum of all their business affairs.
The habit of keeping full and accur-

(Conrhtded o?i page ?3. )
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THE REPORT OF THE ANNUAL

CONVENTION

Of the National Private Commercial
School Managers' Association,

Held at Chicago, 111., Dec.
14, 15, 16, 1911.

The Convention was made up wholly of com-
mercial managers or proprietors, and thus de-
voted itself entirely to the executive side of
commercial school work.
The representation of membership was well

distributed over the country, there being mem-
bers in attendance as far east as Hartford, Conn.

;

west as Denver, Colo. ; and south as Texas.
This strictly Managers' meeting brought out a

larger attendance than there has been at the
Managers' Meeting as a section of the National
Organization.

At nine o'clock prompt Thursday morning,
President B. F. Williams called the Association
to order. Many of the members having arrived
in the city the day before, the enrollments were
practically all made previous to the meeting, so
that the regular business of the session was
taken up. The first roll call showed an attend-
ance of about one hundred members. The us-
ual welcome and responses, as accorded Con-
ventions were omitted and the Association got
right down to its own work.
President Williams' Address showed most

thoughtful preparation and clear reasoning on
the benefits that must come from a united effort

on behalf of the private schools. His many rec-

ommendations were enthusiastically received.
These did not deal in generalities, but got
down to the "brass tacks" level of doing things.
The Secretary -Treasurer's report showed the

Association to be in good condition financially.

The next number on the program, "What we
ought to Accomplish at This Meeting," was
by H. B. Boyles, Omaha, Nebraska, in which he
emphatically outlined the ethical standard to
which this Association ought to commit itself

in advertising and also advanced the idea that
this meeting should go on record as advocating
Advertising and Salesmanship as parts of our
courses. The discussion of Mr. Boyle's able pa-
per by Messrs. Cadwell, Holm and Gates,
brought out many more helpful points for con-
sideration at this meeting.
Ottis L. Trenary. of Racine, Wis., gave a very

strong and helpful address on "How this Asso-
ciation may provide for the Closer Affiliation of
its Members, and for More Tangible Results."
He made the keynote of his paper a more stable
confidence in the rank and file of our profes-
sion. His paper brought to the floor for discus-
sion and argument other well known men of our
profession, namely, W.B.Elliott, J. J. Krider,
G. W. Brown. J. R. Gregg, Morton MacCormac
and I'ncle Robt. Spencer.
The Convention was invited to take lunch

with the Chicago Association of Commerce and
let it be said to the credit of our profession that
they acquitted themselves nicely in their after-

dinner talks. Two o'clock again found the Con-
vention lislening to a very forceful address by
G. W. Brown on "A Code of Ethics for the
School that Employs Solicitors." Mr. Fish and
Mr. liyrne led the discussion of Mr. Brown's
address.
The next speaker was not associated directly

with the Private School, but he brought to
our Convention one of the best and most help-
ful efforts—"Suggestions forthe Improvement of
School Advertising," by Frederick Ward, of
Frederick Ward's Advertising Copy Service,
Chicago. Although Mr. Ward is in the advertis-
ing business, he did not hesitate to give to our
Association the benefit of his experience and
training so as to assist us in increasing our busi-
ness. R. H. Peck, of St. Louis, Mo., discussed
Mr. Ward's paper. These two addresses will
surely be of much assistance to school mana-
gers in the preparation of advertising copy.
The next speaker, W. H. Gilbert, of Marshall-

town, Iowa, ably handled the subject, "How We
May Educate the General Public to the Accept-
ance of Nine Months as the Average Time for

the Completion of the Commnrcial Course,
Rather than six Months." The discussion of this

address by L. E. Stacy, O. L. Trenary and J. D.
Brunner, indicated that the speakers were large-
ly of the same mind upon the lengthening of
our course.

The next number of the program, Mr. D. D.
Mueller, Cincinnati, Ohio, being absent, Mr.
John K. Gregg gave his characteristic talk on
"The Psychology of the Higher Tuition Rate."
President Williams had announced in advance

that the Chicago Meeting was going to be a
working Convention and he kept his word by
not only filling every day with Convention
matters, but taking the evenings as well. At
eight o'clock of the first evening the President
again called the Convention to order and the en-
tire evening was devoted to the report of the
work of the Field Secretary. Almon F. Gates,
Waterloo, Iowa. The members had become so
well acquainted with the work of the Field Sec-
retary through his monthly report during the
year that they were anxious to hear the sum-
mary of his work and as a result the evening
meeting was well attended. The report showed
that through cooperative buying for the schools
desiring to take advantage of his special pur-
chasing arrangement that a great saving had
been brought to them. The report drew a
heated discussion for the retention as well as
the discontinuance of a Field Secretary, but the
benefits so largely outweighed the objections in
the minds of the majority in attendance that it

could almost be assumed in advance that the
Committee on Recommendations would ask that
the Field Secretaryship be retained.
The program for Friday morning started off al

nine O'clock sharp with M. H. Lockyear, of
Evansville, Ind., handling, "What Changes in
the Orthodox Commercial Course are Demand-
ed bv Modern Business Conditions?" Those
following our Conventions know that Mr.
Lockyeari always has something to say, and in
keeping with all previous efforts.his paper at the
Chicago Meeting was well above par. The dis-
cussion of his paper was led by M. B. Byron, of
Cincinnati, O., E. C. Barnes, Denver, Colo., W.
A. Warriner, Des Moines, Iowa, and H. J
Holm. Chicago, 111.

W. N. Watson, in a high-class, broad gauge
manner brought from the subject, "What this
Association can do to Assist the Member Who
has to Meet I'ndesirable Competition," a plan
for accrediting the standard schools, thus en-
abling the public to rightfully judge the good
schools. H. E. V. Porter, of Jamestown, N. Y.,
led the discussion of Mr. Watson's paper, which
was afterwards taken up in general by the mem-
bers.

The next subject, "The Employment and the
Management of the Faculty," was practically a
a new one before our Conventions and was han-
dled with a high degree of practical application
to the school proper by W. B. Elliott. After
this paper had been fully discussed by Enos
Spencer, of Louisville, Ky., and others, the
managers realized the importance of this phase
of their business. The discussion undoubtedly
will have the effect to make this branch of
school work less troublesome.
The Friday forenoon session was closed by an

address by the enthusiastic president of the Na-
tional Commercial Teachers' Federation, Mor-
ton MacCormac, on "What this Association
Ought to do Before the Spokane Meeting." If

there were any who were luke warm on the
Spokane meeting Mac brought them to a boil-
ing point for the July meeting.
The afternoon session opened with the sub-

ject. "Salesmanship in the Commercial School,"
by H. E. Reed. Mr. Reed was not only at
home with his subject but was master of the
subject as well. He answered a rapid fire of ques-
tions regarding the installation of a course in
Salesmanship in the schools.
"Business Efficiency" was the subject of a

most excellent discussion by J. S. Knox.
The remaining portion of the afternoon ses-

sion as provided by the program was to call up
for discussion any of the following topics that
the members should desire to hear discussed.

(a) How many kinds typewriters should be
used in the schools ?

(b) Price concessions that are fair both to the
manufacturer of office appliances and to the
school.

(c) What should be the attitude of members
of this Association toward other members with
whom they come into competition?

(d) To what extent is it desirable to limi
membership in this Association?

(el Should the endorsement of this Associa-
tion be used by the members for advertising
purposes?

(f) How may favorable general publicity for
commercial education be best secured ?

(g) Are the commercial high schools a men
ace or a benefit to the private school?
These discussions elicited from the leading

men of our work some of their strongest and
most applicable expressions as regards the work
of our Association. In taking up the general
business of the Association the election resulted
in the retention of the present officials until the
July meeting at Spokane.
At eight o'clock Friday evening the sessions

were continued at an informal dinner where H.
D. Sparks. Miss E. M. Johnston, H.E. V.Porter,
A. E. Stossmeister, E. M. Ross, E. M. Hunt-
singer, G. W. Brown and John R. Gregg, told
"The one thing that encreased the attendance
at their schools most." The toastmaster of the
occasion was the clever and congenial Morton
MacCormac.
The Saturday session was called to order

promptly at nine o'clock by President Williams
and the Advertising Problem was discussed
from the following standpoints, without even
an interruption for luncheon as the luncheon
was a part of the regular meeting

:

(a) The Mailing List, J. J. Krider.
(b) The Follow-up System, W. H. Gilbert.
(c) The Circular Letter, M. H. Lockyear.
(d) The Catalogue, D. C. Rugg.
(e) Copy, E. F. Goit.
At 2:30 the Convention adjourned with the

common opinion that it was the hardest work-
ing Convention we have ever had and that
more real good had been done than in any Con-
vention previously held by this Association.
The printed report of the Convention we be-
lieve will justify this opinion in the minds of
those who could not be with us.
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In renewing his subscription to The Busi-

ness Educator, L. C. McCann, proprietor of
the McCann's Business Colleges, Reading, Pa.,
and Mahanoy City, Pa., wrote us as follows:
"No indeed, 1 am not one of the "Touchy"
kind when it comes to paying my bills to
The Business Educator. I am always
glad to pay for such Practical Literature, and
I consider the Subscription price very small,
compared to the worth we receive from its use
in our Schools. Long live The BUSINESS
Educator !" I enclose my check for $2.00
in payment of two years' subscription."

It is our custom to stop all subscriptions when
they expire, and Mr. McCann's letter was in re-

sponse to our letter notifying him that his sub-
scription had expired, and with which a bill was
included for a year's subscription in advance.
Mr. McCann is known as one of the most pro-
gressive business college men in this country,
and it is indeed encouraging to us to know that
The Business Educator merits the hearty
support of such persons.

January last, 1912, found the Berkshire Busi-
ness College. Pittsfield, Mass., occupying new
quarters especially suited to the needs of the
school. Increased patronage and a desire to
give pupils the best necessitated this change.
We wish the school continued and increased
prosperity.

M. S. Judy, teacher of penmanship in Man-
chester College. North Manchester, Ind., and
also in the high school of that place, is arousing
a great deal of interest in penmanship. The
work his students are doing shows that they are
doing faithful practice and are receiving the
very best of instruction.

L. D. Root, supervisor of writing at Oberlin,
Ohio, is securing excellent results from the first
to the eighth grade. He is securing some sur-
prising results on the part of the little folks in
their first effort to master arm movement. From
the specimens we received it is plainly evident
that Mr. Root believes in movement as well as
in form, and as a consequence he is getting
both.
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Report of the

COMMERCIAL TEACHERS' ASSO-
CIATION OF INDIANA

Dec. 26, 27, 28, 1911

Tho not largely attended, the meeting at In-

dianapolis was one of unusual interest and en-
thusiasm. Several who were to appear on the

program failed to attend, but the extra time thus
afforded gave opportunity for the warm and in-

teresting discussions which so marked the con-
vention.
In the absence of the president. S. H. East, the

Vice President, Miss Gertrude Hunnicutt, pre-

sided, and introduced as the first speaker W. J.

Thisselle, of Indianapolis, who spoke on "To
What Extent is the Business College Responsible
for the Moral Welfare of its Students!" "It is

generally conceded" said Mr. Thisselle. "that

parents are responsible for the welfare of their

children, but there comes a time when that re-

sponsibility is delegated in large measure to oth-
ers—the teacher and the school proprietor become
equally responsible. No matter how good its

general influences may be. if the child's teacher
is of low moral character all those better in-
fluences are lost. Our teachers are our nation
makers—a true teacher must be trained to elevate.

Proper care should be given to the selection of

teachers whose lives are ideal—teachers sincere
and conscientious. The businesscollege should
hold itself responsible to the fullest extent for

the moral welfare of its students." An interest-

ing discussion followed.

The setting on fire of the convention came in

the discussions which followed A. H. Sproul's

talk on "Is the Grammar School Graduate Certi-

fied for High School, ready for Business Col-
lege? Should he be Ready?" Prof. Sproul said

the question as he saw it was not, "Is he ready?
but Can the Business College get him? Has
he the price? Can he be induced to come? not
'Is he fitted to come?' " The speaker said "No,
he is not as well fitted as he should be, he lacks

in spelling, he cannot, as a rule, use good En-
glish." Mr. Sproul then gave a semi-psycholog-
ical view of our public school course from sever-

al different standpoints, the vocational—that of

health conservation—the civic standpoint, that of

social intercourse, parentage, morality and re-

ligion and leisure occupation. "Unless." said

he, "we give proper regard to each and every
one of these points we fail absolutely. We
could modify our courses of study to the great
advantage of the business college, but in so do-

ing we would fail in our duty toward our stu-

dents. Sixty per cent, of our pupils fail to finish

the 8th grade. We must so train them that when
they drop out at any point along the line, they
shall find those things which they shall

find most essential and useful in their fu-

ture life. Here-to-fore a wide gap has existed
between school and vocation—the business col-

lege for a long time filled that gap, now it is so
arranged that vocational training is brought in

gradually and our school work is decreased ac-

cordingly, leaving no abrupt change between
school and work. A question in my mind is this:

Does the business college turn out a correspond-
ingly better product in the case of the high
school graduate than it does in the case of the

grade graduate?"
The Hon. Chas. A.' Bookwalter. of Indianapo-

lis, spoke on "What a Business Man Expects in a

Stenographer." "Your finished product is our
raw material," said he, "and a large percentage
of so-called stenographers turned out might
be justly characterized as very raw material.

Not three in one hundred are entitled to the title

of Stenographer. Not entirely your fault - large-

ly the fault of our graded schools, perhaps. I

would not fly in the face of fact and attack our
public schools, but I lock horns at the very out-

set with their curriculum. The great trouble lies

in the fact that the boy is brought up to believe

that he is to be a future president whether he
digs for it or not, consequently the boy will not
dig. First, the stenographer must have and
use horse-sense. Second, she should have
proper vocabulary training. Third, the ability to

spell correctly. Fourth, the desire and ability to

grow and develop. The business man's ability

is not measured by his brain power, but it is

limited by the ability and efficiency of his
stenographer at his elbow. We know we are
judged by our correspondence, but we can't help
ourselves," said Mr. Bookwalter. "The six-

dollar stenographer is not ours by choice, but by
necessity—she isn't worth any more than six dol
lars and even at that price she is the most expen-
sive piece of furniture we have in the office."

After speaking of the vitality and life of the sten-
ographer, the speaker again emphasized the
neei\ of "horse-sense and the ability to spell

horse."

Wednesday afternoon F. W. Mosher, of Oma-
ha, opened the session with a forceful setting
forth of "The Ideal and How to Attain it." "The
ideal student of stenography must be ambitious.
a hard worker, clean and keen of thought, loyal,

and must be possessed of the ability to go after

things and get them." .Mr. Mosher's talk car

ried with it an element of sincerity which con
vinced those present, that not only was he very
able to picture the ideal, but just as able t"

delirerthe ideal goods in his ( )maha school.

A lively discussion followed, in which many
took part. These points were given by different

speakers : "Line up the forces of the students,

engender enthusiasm and cultivate those quali-

ties which the business man desires." "Awaken
in the student a proper realization of the fact that

he must tit himself thoroughly now. that ulti-

mately he may find himself able to rill efficiently

those positions of responsibility and trust which
inevitably come to him." Young people who
wish to learn how to spend money attend the
colleges and universities, those who wish to

learn how to earn and sa ire money attend the
business college.

A very good talk on "What Ought to be Ac
complished in a Business Course." bv G. W.
Brown, of Peoria. 111., came next. "We should,"
said he "not strive so zealously for a large school,

that we fail to give proper attention to quality
and high standards. The business college course
of the future must be more compact-comprehen-
sive than in the past. What we have done in

twelve months heretofore, must be done in six

months. The business college should accom-
plish all that is possible under existing circum-
stances. It must make money for the owner— it

must provide a thorough training for the student,
and aid them in rinding satisfactory employment
as far as possible. "Our hardest proposition."
said .Mr. Brown, "is the student who fails to stick

long enough to finish the course. We should
impress upon the public the advisability of hir

ing only those who carry the college creden-
tials."

Mr. Hewitt Hanson Howland. editor-in-chief.

of the Publication Dept., Bobhs Merrill Co., de-
lighted the convention on Wednesday evening
with his masterly presentation of "The Story of a

Manuscript." Full of beautiful rhetorical figures

and rich and forceful in thought, bis "round
table reading held us in a pleasant, fast-fleeting

spell. The fact that the writer of this review be-
came so engrossed in following the mind of the
speaker in his delightful picturings of fact and
fancy as to entirely forget to take notes, is suffi-

cient proof of the value of the paper, and of the
reality of the afore-mentioned spell. We would
be pleased, however, were we aide, now, to re-

produce the entire paper for the enjomeiil of the
B. E. readers.

Then the banquet! W. A. Dehority. Chief
Examiner, State Board of Accountants, had pre-

pared a feast for the teachers of book-keeping
and course after course of fresh, rich, up-to-date
information along very practical lines in audit-

ing and investigating were served a la Dehor-
ity. While our faith in the Integrity of many of

our minor state officials was somewhat weakened,
at the same time our faith in the ability of Mr.
Dehority to do the work of his office was the

much more strengthened. "Auditors." said he.

"are born auditors, you can't manufacture them."
"Then how are we to rind I hem?" asked Mr. G.
W. Brown. "We can't," replied the speaker,

"the auditor must find himself." The conven-
tion extended Mr. Dehority a rising vote of

appreciation at the close of his instructive ad-

dress.

Then the business meeting. Two committees
had been appointed the evening before—the one

to report on the possibility and advisability of
organizing an Ohio River Valley Commercial
Teachers' Association, the other to report upon
thr plausibility of affiliation with the Indiana
State Teachers' Association. In the absence of
the chairman. Mr. Van Antwerp reported for the
first committee, unfavorably, but the convention
discharged the committee ami disregarding irs
report, requested the Chairman. Miss Hunni-
cutt, to appoint a committee of five for the pur-
pose of promoting and organizing if possible
the proposed Ohio Valley Commercial Teach-
ers' Association. The chair appointed Mr. M.
H. Lockyear, Pres.. of Evansville, Ind.; Mr.
Enos Spencer, of Louisville, Ky.; Mr. C. P.
Zaner. of Columbus, < Ihio; Mr. H. B. Henkel. of
Springfield. 111., and Mr. W. B. Elliott, of
Wheeling, W. Va. The time and place of
meeting to be decided by this committee, and
the program arranged. The Thanksgiving week
was thought to be the most suitable time, and
( Kvensboro. Ky., the most suitable place.

As chairman of the seeond committee Mr. V.
M . R ubert reported as follows

:

"We recommend that this organization con-
tinue its present identity until the organization
of the proposed O. V. C. T. Association then to
merge its membership with the newly formed
organization.

We also recommend that the members of this
association apply for membership in the Ind.
State Teachers' Association and recommend the
following named persons as officers of the Com-
mercial Section : President, A. E. Sproul, In-
dianapolis, High School; vice-president, C. C.
Cring, Indianapolis Business College ; secretary-
treasurer, I. E. Grisso, Huntington, Ind., High
School; member executive committee, V. M.
Kubert, Evansville, Ind. Business College.

The report was favorably received and the
officers named, declared elected. This will
afford the Indiana commercial teachers the ex-
cellent privileges of the State association, and,
provided the Ohio Valley Commercial Teach-
ers' Association meets at Thanksgiving time, it

will also afford the many commercial teachers
in High Schools the privileges of both conven-
tions. As it has been the High School commer-
cial teachers have not been able to attend any of
our meetings except they neglect their own.
They can't do the latter, they do not wish to do
the first.

We hope that both the Thanksgiving meeting
and the Christmas meeting will be largely and
enthusiastically attended.

West Lafayette, Ohio. College is using The
Business Educator quite extensively in its

commercial department. We have just received
a list of sixteen subscriptions from E. J. Larrick,
of that institution, all for the Professional Edi-
tion. This means that their students are reading
and studying along the lines of commercial sub-
jects, as well as practicing penmanship.

The Jacob's Business College, Dayton, Ohio,
is doing its part in the way of giving first-class

instruction in penmanship. During the month
of October they sent us forty-two subscriptions.

This institution turns out many fine writers,

and also many good bookkeepers.

We have just glanced over Mr. Berkman's
script material for March anil want to say thai

it is exceptionally fine, probably a little bit finer

in every particular than that which he has thus far

given, which, as you know, means a good deal.

There is a freshness and out-of-the-rut feature in

this contribution of his that marks a new epoch
in penmanship contributions. We surely appre-
ciate this unusual effort of Mr. Berkman, and
have every reason to believe that thousands of

young people in future years will have reason to

be thankful to him for thus inspiring them to

write better, as well as to live better lives.

Lawrence, Mass., 11-30-11

Messrs. Zaner & Bloser,
Friends:

"Blackboard Writing" came and is like

all things Zanerian—"right to the point without

"fuss or feathers."

Sincerely
D. W. HOFF.
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I ii .hi earnest desire to obtain a broad yet ac-

curate Interpretation of "Commercial Educa-
tion," and various views of what a High School

commercial course should include, I sent out

letters of inquiry to a number of prominent ed-

ucators.

From the numerous courteous replies which I

ived, 1 have selected the following as

representative: Or. Ira Remsen, president of

Johns Hopkins University; Dr. James R.Day,
president ol Syracuse University; Prof. Edw. D.

rones, University of Mich., Commercial Dept.:

Supt II. P. Lewis, Worcester, Mass.: Supt. A.

B. Poland, Newark. N. J.: Supt. Wm. A. Gree

son, Grand Rapids, Michigan: Supt. Henry
Snyder. Jersey City, N. J.; Mr. M. E. Weaf-
er, Head Commercial Dept.. Buffalo, N. Y.

My first question was: "What Does Commer-
ication Mean?" Pres. Day writes:

"Commercial Education is an education in com-
mercial affairs, interests, etc.. to fit one for a

sphere in some one of the great commercial ac-

tivities."

Supt. Lewis states that "Commercial Educa-

tion in such a school (high) would mean more to

me than the course usually given in commercial

colleges. It should aim rather to equip a man
for business than to make him a bookkeeper or a

stenographer;" Supt. Greeson says Commercial
Education should mean "a preparation for com-
mercial life; Supt. Poland is a dissenter. His
statement is: "By Commercial Education, I

mean that kind of training which fits one to

keep accounts and conduct business." He how-
ever acknowledges other and broader aims.

We come to the second question which was

:

"Would von advise a course built up of only the

strictly commercial subjects such as bookkeep-
ing, stenography, commercial arithmetic and
law. etc., or would you give cultural subjects

also?"
There were no letters recommending a course

of strictly commercial subjects.

President Remsen writes. "My mind is clear

on one point and that is that I should not advise

a course built up on only the strictly commer-
cial subjects."
President Day, Supt's Lewis, Poland, Gree-

son and Snyder agree with Pres. Remsen.
Prof. Jones is of this opinion: "In answer to

the second question, permit me to say that in

my opinion a commercial course in a High
School ought to be as long, as difficult, and with

as high standards of excellence as any other

course in the school. I do not think that the

subjects which you mention would occupy all of

two years' time; therefore I would give two
years of cultural work and continue some of the

cultural studies into the third and fourth years."

Having in mind the state Commercial course

prescribed by the Regents of N. Y. State, Mr.
Weafer says. "We strongly advise using or

adopting the whole course outlined by the Re-
gents, of course this cannot be done all at

can be accomplished gradually as the

interest and numbers grow."
My last question was: "Do you advise a two

year commercial course?"
Supt. Snyder says "no" and Prof. Jones, Supt.

Lewis and Mr. Weafer agree with him.

The affirmatives are: Pres. Day, Supt. Pol-

and, though qualified.

Pres. I 'ay add*. "I believe there should be cul-

tural subjects also, most emphatically, so that

students who are inclined to do so can go to col-

lege."
Supt. Poland says in addition, "a longer

course is desirable if students can be urged to

take it."

Supt. (ireeson has adopted a fo. ur',year course
Supt. Lewis agrees that the pupil who enters

the High School needs much more mental train-

ing and especially training in English, than can

i ie g r en in such a course."
From the extracts quoted above onecansee

that commercial Education has been a topic of

considerable thought. Much diversity of opin-

ion is manifest in these views of educators. 1

might also call attention to a new book on this

subject, by Dr. Stanley Hall, which is compre-
hensive and sincere. It is published by Scrib-

ners.

A glance at the curricle of most High Schools
offering commercial course shows that the aim

is to give a broad knowledge; to enlarge the

student's horizon; to enable him to grasp a situ-

ation and see it from many view points taking
in its weak and strong points and concentrating
his endeavors on the items of weakness with a

sense of conscious creative power. This is a

fine condition and leads one to be optimistic.

Many questions arise however when one stops

to think of the end of High School commercial
teaching and the prospect open for commercial
graduates of High Schools.

Only recently I talked with a Principal of a

High School, where the commercial department
numbered aboutone hundred this yearand he said

that a considerable falling off of students had fol-

lowed the adoption of the Regents' four year com-
mercial course. He also admitted that a large per-

centage of pupils enrolled in commercial
courses in his school, in previous years took a

last chance at school work having failed in many
other subjects. They were the riff raff of his

school. This briDgs to light the impression of

many pupils, that Commercial courses are easy.

Is it true that commercial courses require so

much less mental effort than other courses in

the high school or is this an erroneous impres-
sion held bv students? Is the class of pupils
taking the commercial work usually of a less ad-

vanced stage of mentality than those in other

courses in same school ? Are they incapable of

the severe mental stress of reasoning and mem-
ory required by other courses?

It would seem that the real home need of

others to aid in bearing the pecuniary burdens
of the household, the modern pragmatical ten-

dency, the desire to have some practical line as

a resource in case of dependency should account
for a certain percentage of the pupils in the

Commercial courses of the high school. The
absence of tuition fees is also another item to be
considered and the local clerical openings also

tend to influence commercial students.

The four year Regents course combines the

cultural and the commercial. Ample drill is

given to reasoning in Algebra. Geometry, com-
mercial law and commercial arithmetic, while
stenography, history and English develop
memory, and Biology and Physical Geography
instill scientific acumen. It does not seem that

this Commercial Course requires less mental
effort than other courses.

Preliminary certificates are required of all stu-

dents entering High School irrespective of

courses to be followed in High School. The
foundation then is the same for the beginner as

is the commercial course.

I believe that concentration ought to be sug-

gested and insisted upon in all commercial sub-

jects as they are the essence of a commercial
course and because knowledge of them is abso-

lutely necessary to clerical work or higher edu-
cation along commercial lines.

Is it not lamentable that the usual commercial
course acts as a barrier to higher education?

The commercial courses of the higher institu-

tions as Harvard School of Business require an
A.B. for entrance, with perhaps, a few excep-
tions. What is there open in higher training for

the usual graduate of a commercial course in a

public High School today? Can anyone hoping
for a college education and commercial training

assure himself that a commercial course is the
one to select or must he take a college prepara-

tory and then spend extra years in obtaining
commercial work.

As the time limit of High School students is

short the higher training suffers for commercial
students. Those students who are of a practical

turn of mind will select the vocational and com-
mercial courses, to their own detriment in

higher training. So it seems that the

function of the modern public school com-
mercial course is limited, though if it fits stu-

dents to take up modern commercial problems,
both clerical and administrative with intelligent

co-operation, knowledge and concentration to

efficient and economical operation it is an im-
portant factor in modern life and education.

Let us aim to train, boys and girls to find a

larger world than the commercial sphere! To
place in their hands the keys to the world's in-

tellectual power houses of literature, history,

philosophy; to develop a specialist who can ap-

preciate more than his own line.

John R. Frttts. B. A.

If NEWS NOTES
AND NOTICES

DC ncziaczic

Miss Josephine Weingart, a graduate of the
Kichmond Business College, Richmond, Indi-
ana, has been engaged for the year as principal
of the shorthand department of the Muncie
Business College, Muncie, Indiana, and Mr. Er-
nest Borton, a graduate of the same school, is

principal of the business department of the An-
derson Business College, Anderson, Indiana.

-Mr. E. A. Guise, who is a graduate oftheLo-
gansport Business College, is the principal of

the Kokomo Business College, Kokomo. Indi-
ana.

Mr. J. J. Frailing, who has been engaged with
the Kokomo Business College as assistant to the
manager, is a graduate of the Marion Business
College, Marion, Indiana.

Miss Fern Fearey who had charge of the
shorthand department of the Crawfordsville
Business College, has engaged in a similar ca-

pacity with the Central Business College of In-

dianapolis, Indiana.

The executive committee of the Com-
mercial Teachers' Association of Indiana,
has arranged for a programme in connec-
tion with the Indiana State Teachers' Associa-
tion, which meets during Holiday week of this

year, at Indianapolis, Indiana.

Herman C. Joy, recently took charge of the
commercial work of the Jefferson. Iowa. High
School.

Charles G. Peabody is a new commercial
teacher in Barnes' Business College, St. Louis.

Miss Addie Tourongeau recently a teacher in

the Laurium, Mich., Business College, is now
engaged in Houghton. Mich.

Miss Alice E. Fraser resigned her position in

the Orange, Mass., High School, and accepted
a similar position as head of the commercial
work in the Franklin, Mass., High School.

MissSigneH. Pearson, of Lynn, Mass., is a

recent addition to the office force of the Nation -

al Park Seminary, Forest Glen, Md.

E. M. Carmody is the new commercial teacher
in the Spencer Business School. Kingston, N.
Y.

J. Wibur McAlone. Point Pleasant, Pa., has
just taken charge of the commercial work in the
Vicksburg, Miss., High School.

Miss Sigurlang Gudmonson is a new com-
mercial teacher in Willmar, Minn., Seminary.

G. H. Ringle, of Hillsdale. Mich . recently
took charge of the Peterson Business College.
Scottdale, Pa.

Marion Noonan has charge of the commercial
work in the Milton, Pa., High School this year.

John Moose, of Janesville, Wis., is a new
commercial teacher in the Steubenville, Ohio,
Business College.

Mr. R. D. Lasley. Blue Lick, Mo., has ac-

cepted a position with Chas. L. Padgitt, Pres.

Southern Commercial School and Audit Co.,
Chattanooga, Tenii.

G. W. Adams, Elizabeth City, N. C, is now
with the New South College, Beaumont, Texas,
F. A. Farmer, Pres.

William Billings, Passiac, N. J. is the new
commercial teacher in the Clarksville, Tenn.,
High School.

Eldridge Barger. of the Bowling Green, Ky.,
Business LTniversity, is now teaching the com
mercial branches in the Kentucky Normal Col-

lege, Louisa. Ky.

Geo. C. Hutchison, formerly with E. A. Zart-

man, of the Omaha Commercial College, is now
with the Mankato Commercial School. Messrs.

Brandrup and Nottleton,

E. L. Milligan. West Point, Miss., is anew
commercial teacher in the High School, at Mo-
bile. Ala.
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THE PACKARD COMMERCIAL
SCHOOL

Established by S. S. Packard in 1858, was first

located in two small rooms in the Cooper Union
Building. In 1863, it was transferred to the
Mortimer Block on Broadway and Twenty-sec-
ond Street; and in 1870 it removed to the
Methodist Building: on Broadway and Eleventh
Street, where it occupied an entire lioor. Here
the school remained for seventeen years until it

outgrew its accommodations and secured the

building formerly occupied by the College of

Physicians and Surgeons, at Twenty third

Street and Fourth Avenue, occupying the entire

structure, above the ground Moor, for nearly a

quarter of a century. In 1911, the school enter-

ed its tinely-appointed building at Lexington
Avenue and Thirty-fifth Street,

THE NEW PACKARD BUILDING

The permanent home of the Packard School is

a fulfillment of the desire of the late Mrs. S. S.

Packard, as expressed in her will, and has made
possible through her financial assistance. Dig-
nified in appearance and monumental in char-

acter, its exterior is consistent with the age anil

dignity of the institution which it houses; while
its classical colonnade anil architectural enrich-
ments make it a distinct ornament among the
stately structures of old Murray Hill.

Of the five lofty stories of which the building
consists, the first forms a massive Romanesque
arcade: the second third and fourth stories are

enclosed with a Corinthian colonnade; while an
additional story, above the entablature, makes
fifth The interior of the building is character

ized by a simple and refined elegance. Two
electric passenger elevators are installed; and
wide marble stairs iead from the two main en-
trances through spacious corridors into the nu-
merous departments and class-rooms. I )n the

first tloor are the offices of the school—the re

ception room, the private office, the secretary's

office and the library, together with the Business
Practice Department, and the stationery and
supply rooms. On the three floors above are
the various class-rooms, each provided with me-
tallic lockers for students* use.

Safety has been most carefully considered.
The building is absolutely fire-proof; and con-
tains all modern improvements. Filtered drink-

.

ing water is supplied; hot and cold water are

found in the lavatories conveniently situated on
every floor; a broad exterior fire-escape is lo-

cated at the rear: in fact every requisite for the
safety, health and comfort of ils students has
been provided.

The question of light, always an important one
in school construction, has been most satisfac-

torily settled in the new Packard Building.
Standing on high ground, at the intersection of

two wide streets, the school admits a flood of

daylight through the large and numerous win-
dows with which it is supplied.

Heat and ventilation have been the subject of

special care. Ample heat is supplied by the

use of direct radiators in each room: equable
temperature is secured by a system of automatic

temperature-regulation ; while plentiful fresh

air is provided by means of a forced system of

ventilation A motor-driven fan forces air into

all rooms of the building at the rate of 30 cubic

feet per minute for each occupant, the air being

first warmed, filtered and humified; while other

fans driven by electric motors remove the vi-

tiated air. The occupantsof the building thus
breathe a pure atmosphere, free from dust and
not too dry for comfort and health As a furth-
er means of cleansing the atmosphere a vacuum
cleansing system is installed which removes
rather than stirs up the dust. A complete sys-
tem of interior telephones, automatic program
signals, and electric clocks, controlled by one
master clock, provides rapid inter-communica-
tion and uniform time throughout the building.
The affairs of the Packard School are now ad-

ministered by a Board of Directors, of -which
Byron Horton, Principal, associated with the
school since 1874, is the President, and James
Rea, Vice Principal, connected with the school
since 1893, is the Secretary and Treasurer. The
other members of the Board are James G. Can-
non, President of the Fourth National Bank, a
Packard graduate of 1875: Ralph L. Shainwald,
President of the Standard Point Company, a
Packard graduate of lNtj-i. and William (7 lias-
ton. Assistant Cashier of the Fifth Avenue
Bank

Ninth Annual Convention of the

BUSINESS EDUCATORS' ASSO-
CIATION OF CALIFORNIA.

HELD AT SANTA ROSA. DECEMBER 27,28 AND
29, 1011.

Officers

H. C. Ingram. Oakland. President: I. N. Al-
len, Oakland, Vice President; F\ O. Gardiner.
San Francisco, Financial Secretary ; T. B.
Bridges, Oakland, Treasurer; J. S. Sweet, Santa
Rosa. Recording Secretary.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

H. C. Ingram. ( lakland: II. E. Cox, SanFran-
cisco; Z. P. Smith, Berkelev; J. S. Sweet. Santa
Rosa; F. O. Gardiner. San Francisco; T. B.
Bridges. Oakland; J. N. Allen, Oakland.

Program

President's Address. Mr. II C. Ingram. Supt.
Polytechnic College of Engineering, Oakland.
Address, "The Young Man in Business.'' Mr.

F. A. Brush. Cashier Santa Rosa National Bank.
"The Bookkeeping Course in the Business

Collegeof the Future." Mr. Ira N. Allen, Poly-
technic Business College, Oakland.
Discussion: General.
"The Business College, Yesterday. Today and

Tomorrow." J. S Sweet. Principal, Santa Rosa
Business College.
Discussion : Mr. T. B. Bridges. Heald's Busi-

ness College, Oakland.
•'One of the Lost Arts." Mr. J. S. Sweet, Presi-

dent, Santa Rosa Business College.
Discussion :

"The Commercial Department in the High
School," Mr. Fred L. Wharff, Prin.. San Ramon
Valley Union High School. Danville.
"Shorthand," Mr. Robt. A. Gallagher, Princi-

pal Gallagher-Marsh Business College. San
Francisco.
"Business Education as a Factor in Character

Building," Mr. E. E. Washburne, Principal
Commercial Department Fremont High School.
Oakland.
Discussion: Mr. J. S. Sweet, President Santa

Rosa Business College; Mr W. W. Kennedy,
Heald's Business College, Oakland.
"Rapid Calculation." Mr. D. M. Bryant.

Sweet's Business College, Santa Rosa.
Discussion: Mr. I. N. Allen. Polytechnic Bus-

iness College. Oakland.
• The Business College as a Factor in the Bus-

iness World," Mr. W. W. Colley, Manager
Hurrough's Adding Machine Co., SanFrancisco.
Discussion: General.
Thursday evening. Banquet at the Occidental

Hotel, 7:30 o'clock.

"Qualifications of the Commercial Teacher."
Dr. H. M. Rowe. President H. M. Rowe. Pub-
lishing Company, Baltimore, Mil. Paper sub-

mitted.
"Penmanship," Mr. C. S. Rogers. Commer-

cial Department Y M. C \. SanFrancisco
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Discussion : Mr. F. O. Gardiner. Heald's Busi-

ness College, San Francisco: Mr. R. W. Deck-
er. Heald's Business College, Oakland.
"Commercial Arthmetic," Mr. L. W. Peart,

Manager Heald's Business College, Stockton.
Election of officers for the ensuing year re-

sulted as follows : President, T. B. Bridges;
Secretary, F. O. Gardiner : Treasurer, H. C. In-

gram.
The spirit of the meeting evidenced the fact

that the private institution well managed is both
progressive and prosperous, and that it will con-
tinue to do affective service in the field in

which they have been the pioneers.
The next placeof meeting is in Heald's Busi-

ness College of Oakland, and the time next
June or July.

CALIFORNIA COMMERCIAL
TEACHERS' ASSOCIATIONS.

The Commercial High School Teach-
ers of Southern California

Held a meeting in connection with the southern
section of the state teachers' association, Los
Angeles, Dec. 21, 1911. at which time the fol-

lowing program was presented:
A. E. Wright, presiding; "First Half Year in

Bookkeeping," F. C. Webber, Polytechnic H.
S., Los Angeles; "The Commercial Course.
What and When," Louis E. Plummer; "Pen-
manship," C. P. Zaner.

A permanent organization was affected and
the next time and place of meeting to be in con-
nection with the general meeting. There was a

good attendance and splendid interest was
manifested.

The Commercial High School Teach-
ers of Northern California

Held two meetings in connection with the
northern section of the state teachers' associa-

tion. Stockton, Dec. 20 and ;28, at which times
the following program was presented.

COMMERCIAL SECTION
P. M. Fisher, chairman, Oakland: T. L.

Brecheen. vice-chairman, Oakland; A. B. Way,
Secretary, Petaluma.

TUESDAY, 3 p. m.
"Bookkeeping and Commercial Arithmetic,"

J. F. Dale, Sacramento; "The Introduction of a

Commercially Prepared Student to the Com-
mercial World," W. E. Clayton, San Jose; "The
Advantages of Organization AmoDg Teachers
of Commercial Branches in the High Schools of
California." F. J. Connell, Livermore; Type-
writing Demonstration, students from San Jose,
Fremont (Oakland,) Livermore.

THURSDAY. 9:30 a. m.
Stockton High School. Study-Hall Topics.
"What Is the Chief Aim Desired in Establish-

ing Commercial Courses in the High School ?"

Paul 1.. Kvans, head of commercial department,
High school, Berkeley; Discussion: "Can the
Commercial Courses Be Made Uniform in This
State and to What Extent?" R. R. Stuart, head
of commercial department. High School. San
Jose; Discussion; "The Time Element in

Shorthand," Mrs. L. L. Harford, Manual Train-
ing ami Commercial High .School, Oakland;
A Practical Demonstration of How To Teach
Typewriting; T. L. Brecheen, Fremont High
School, Oakland; "The Stereopticon as an Ad-
junct to Class Instruction," C. W. Childs, Man-
ual Training High School, Oakland; Election of

officers.

The papers ami discussions were of a high or-

der and revealed that the commercial high
school teachers of California are not only pro-
gressive but aggressive as well.

REMINGTON FACTORY EN-
LARGED.

Here's another enlargement reported for the
Remington factory in Illion, N. Y.

It will have six stories, each floor of which will

measure 180x50 feet. The addition is to join
the main building in the shape of a wing which
will extend south from East Clark street to the
Erie Canal.
During the year 1911 the factory additions,

completed and planned, mean nearly 100,000
square feet of floor space added to the plant

Marshall's Mental Meanderings—Con-
tinued from page 19

PUT HIM TO For the past few weeks,
WORK AT HOME one corner of the world-
stage has been conspicuously occupied by a
young American named Schuster. It appears
that a dozen years ago Schuster was a humble
youth in Washington, without social or political
prestige, or other distinction than the ability to
write shorthand acceptably, to think accurately
and to keep his mouth shut. He helped certain
government officials to solve some administra-
tive problems rather too large for them, and it

became noised around the Capitol and the White
House that Schuster had the gift of brains. He
was then given some other brain-testing work to
do in Cuba and the Philippines, which he did
acceptably. Later, on the recommendation of
President Taft, this young man was chosen by
the government of Persia to head a commission
whose job was to straighten out the tangled fi-

nances of that country. Schuster took his job se-
riously-and, picking as his assistants, a half
dozen other young Americans, of his own
stripe, soon got the tottering fiscal system of
Persia on rock-bottom. In less than two years,
he changed a deficit of SI,BOO 000, into a surplus
of $500,000, and in other ways put the business
affairs of the sun-worshipers on Easy Street. It

was not such a hard job. All it took was a busi-
ness education, backed by courage, honesty and
ordinary horse sense. But Schuster's job was
too well done, to please the Russian Czar, and
the British Government, who have their own
designs regarding Persia, which designs do not
contemplate the financial independence of that
unhappy land. You can always accomplish be-
nevolent assimilation better when the assimilee
is broke. The result was that the Russian Bear
with the approval of John Bull gave Persia a
peremptory order to fire Schuster, on pain of
being gobbled up without grace. Incidentally,
the Czar's Christian Cossack's were ordered to
emphasize the polite diplomatic request, by
slaughtering a few hundred Persian men, wo-
men and children at Tabriz. Needless to say,
Schuster was given his pay-check and passports.
This little international incident is chiefly im-
portant as showing what might happen if other
governments were to put their financial affairs
in the hands of trained young business men, in-
stead of trusting them to the politicians. If we
had a few Schusters holding our own cabinet
portfolios, perhaps it would not take a billion a
year to keep this government going. I hope
that President Taft will find a job for Schuster at
home, but I very much fear that the job won't
be big enough for him.

SOME COMPENSA- That was the reading
TIONS OF of my thermometer this

TWENTY BELOW morning, and the twen-
ty mile wind from the Dakotas gave it the ef-

fect of yet another twenty. But with ear tabs
and muffler adjusted. I plunge joyously iDto the
mile walk to my office. There is a street-car
track a block away, and the car lumbers along
every ten minutes or so, packed with strap
hangers, and reeking with a steamy atmosphere
charged with every variety of human effluvia
from catarrh to garlic. Bitter as it is, I prefer the
.pure germless ozone from the white prairies.

What a glorious tingle it puts into ones nerves!
And when I come into my office putting and
glowing from that mile hike, what fine fettle I

am in for the day's work. Is it any wonder that
nearly all the great doings of civilization have
been accompl ished north of the fortieth parallel ?

The Southland may conduce to beauty-dreams
and languerous poetry, but it takes the keen
breath of winter to urge men to work and great
deeds. But zero weather has its mission of
tenderness, too. It generates the soul-warmth
of Christmas, and through its bitterness to the
suffering poor, opens our hearts, and pocket-
books to the calls of pity. "Winter." says
Shakespeare, "tames man, woman and beast",
and. no doubt, all are the better for the taming.
So here's to Old Boreas, and may I always live
in reach of his rejuvenating touch.

WILL THEY' A young lady of my ac-
PLEASE quaintance, during the past

DEFINE IT? yeat has learned to write with
ease and legibility She acquired this accom-
plishment through the training given her by
a teacher who knew her business, and who re-

quired her pupil to observe the requisite con-
ditions and to practice under prescribed direc-
tions. The result was to change a crabbed, il-

legible hand into one that showed in every let-

ter, not only accuracy of form,but beauty and fa-

cility as well. Now comes another teacher in the
same school,who sharply criticises this result.and
laments that the new fangled writing method
has taken all the character out of the girl's

writing. A contemporary recently referred to a
similar objection to correct writing, from some
city official who also cries aloud for "character"
and objects that the pupils "all write alike."
Now what do these people mean by this mys-

terious term, "character," as applied to hand-
writing? Is it really anything more than the va-
rious types of bad writing, that untrained
young folks drift into, when left to their own
devices? I get letters every week from people
whose writing has so much "character" in it

that it cannot be read. Being myself a victim
of this lack of instruction in youth, my own
crooked chirography shows enough of "charac-
ter" to try the patience of the poor typist or
printer who is called on to transcribe it, but I

never thought of priding myself on this fact.

Even more inane than this chatter about "char-
acter" is the objection to good writing on the
ground that "it all looks alike." Why shouldn't
it, provided it is legible and is written with ease
and rapidity? As I remarked in a previous ar-

ticle, the essential thing about writing is that it

be easily read, and, after that, that it is easily
and rapidly written. My congratulations
go out to the fortunate ones, who have mastered
this valuable accomplishment, whether or not
their writing has "character." Also, I wish there
were more writing that "all looks alike" provid-
ed it is good writing.
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Marvin C. Gilbert, a fine penman and first-

class teacher of penmanship, is teaching a

special evening class in Chester, Iowa. He
opened this class on special request and is un-
doubtedly securing good results.

Mr. C. H. Blaisdell, the skillful penman and
teacher of Providence, R. I., in renewing his

subscription to The Business Educator
writes as follows: "I enclose you my check for

SI.00, for many dallars' worth of inspiration to

be received in ten monthly installments by per-

using the most inspiring educational journal
published."

The Fourth Annual Reunion and dinner of

the Rochester Business Institute, Rochester. N.
Y., held Nov. 18, 1911, was a big success. Five
hundred persons were present. There were
many good speeches and plenty of good things
to eat. Over twenty-five thousand students
have gone out from that institution.

The Trenton, N. J. Evening Times of Decem-
ber 30, 1911, contains nearly a whole page
write-up of the Rider-Moore & Stewart School
of that city. The institution is now ten years
old under the management and ownership of

Messrs. Frank R. Moore, president, and John E.

Gill, vice-president-treasurer, and whose photo-
graphs appeared in the write-up. A number of

testimonials are given from business men and
former students, all of whom speak in the high-
est terms of praise for the institution.

We learn from the North Adams, Mass., Her-
ald of Monday, January 1st, that Sherman Mc-
Veigh, the well-known commercial college
man, at the head of the Bliss Business College,
of that city, has been elected to the city council
of North Adams for a term of three years.

Mrs. Amelia Buck, widow of the late H. D.
Buck, has sold the Scranton, Pa., Business Col-
lege to Mr. J. H. Seeley. This institution is a

large and prosperous one, having been built up
by Mr. Buck and his associates by many years

of close attention to the work in conducting the

institution.
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BLACKBOARD WRITING

No. One, Its Importance.

The blackboard is the bulletin
board of the schoolroom. It multi-
plies expression and thereby enables
the teacher to reach many at the
same time.

It does for sight what the mega-
phone does for hearing; it magnifies
and thereby makes it possible to im-
press those who must be reached
through emphasis.
But the blackboard has not been

fully appreciated as a class-room tool
between teacher and pupil, and as a
consequence few teachers use it skill-

fully and effectively.
The old-time itinerant teacher of

writing made full use of it for adver-
tising and self-laudation, but that is

not its best use.
Its true function is to show many at

the same time, the things they most
need and the things they cannot get
so well in any other way.
In drawing and in writing it has

a double value in that it enables the
teacher to show and tell the what and

how, or the teacher who illustrates
and describes is the one who reaches
the greatest number in the least time.
And economy of time and efficiency
in performance are two modern
school room requirements.
And no other tool can be so effec-

tively used by the teacher to mini-
mize time and maximize results as the
blackboard. Hence the importance
of cultivating its use and mastering
its technic. Its technic is more
easily mastered than either pencil
or pen, and should therefore be cul-
tivated by the teacher.
The blackboard should not be

washed because that makes it rough
in surface and light in color. Eras-
ers should, however, be kept clean
and occasionally the board should
be wiped with a dry cloth.

The crayon used should be as free
of dust as practicable to make a
clear, white line. Materials in black-
board writing count quite as much as
anything else, hence the need of the
best rather than the cheapest, and
hence the need of the best care of ma-
terials.

Illustrating; blackboard writing. This cut was made from a photograph taken direct from
blackboard work and appears in "Blackboard Writing," a thirty-two page book recently issued by
Zaner & Bloser Company.
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MR. DARNER'S SCRIPT CON-
TRIBUTIONS

We are especially fortunate to have Mr. Dar-
ner with us again. He is one of America's very
finest penmen as well as one of her most suc-
cessful teachers of practical writing. Indeed, as
an all-round penman he is second to no other,
for he is an adept in business writing, ornament-
al penmanship, roundhand or engrossing
script, and engrossing. Moreover he is a teach-
er of balance and a man of sterling character.
Now let us make the most of our opportunities

by making the best use of his contributions by
bringing bis work to the attention of young
people anxious to improve their penmanship,

Replies To Hoff's Queries.

Mo.—The jewels are always set in gold. If

not in a gold letter, if suspended by a gold
chain, or ring, or if attached to letter, panel, or
border, it must have a broad gold band, or frame
setting, fully equal to at least l-10th. of its diam-
eter. Pearls are better without gold settings.
Thev give a very pretty effect when arranged
bead fashion along the edges of a large capital let-

ter, lying snuggly against each other, or against
the outer edges of its panne], or back-ground.
Where the strokes of the letters are of even
width the pearls should be. Where strokes
widen, as in O. D. or D, they should be gradu-
ated in size, the larger ones, of course at the
widest part and gradually diminishing as the
thin portions are reached. But this must be in
exact proportion, else symmetry is destroyed.
Pearls may also be used to fill narrow spaces be-
tween the parts of a letter, instead of tracery.

No attempt is made to imitate any of the cut
stones. Only the smooth forms—round, or elip-
tical.

To make these you first outline both edges of
the setting with strong ink lines then apply the
gold, between. Next outline with brush, and
color a triangular spot near the upper left-hand
side of the circular or eliptical opening, to be
occupied by the stone. Use blue, red, green, or
violet accordingly as you wish to make a sap-
phire, carbuncle, emerald, or amethyst. Then

put a strong brilliant wash of color overthe en-
tire circle, except the high light, the edges of
which must be kept sharp ami straight. Imme-
diately add a spot of Payne's gray at the lower
and right sides of the high light, blending the
edges of it with the color. Finally wash out a
crescent shape half light near to, but not quite
at the lower righthand edge of the stone.

Caution: Work over the surface as little as
possible.

You can get the exact effect of this if vou will
hold a carbuncle up in a strong light near a win-
dow or artificial light. The spot where the di-
rect light strikes the stone will represent your
high light. When the light passes through
to the opposite side will be seen the rich
half light. A gold fish or druggist's colored
liquid globe would give the same effect on a
larger scale.

Mich.—Of course student's work is eligible for
criticisms, as well as that of the instructor's.

Tex.—The story of the gold is too long to tell

here. Will write you how to apply it— where to
buy—what to use.

111.— I use a "Bank Note Bullett Patch" tor all

tracings. It is the best thing I have found. Yes,
I keep tracings of every good thing I do, so
ideas may not escape me. Yes, I have duplicat-
ed one of my border designs three times, anoth-
er three and another four times, but thev went to
different cities, of course—It wouldn't do to du-

plicate them in the same city —It saves time, of
course. No, I only trace enough detail of a
large piece to preserve the design or motif.

Cal.—No "put on" high lights equal the "left
out" spot of pure white paper.
The bulk of the questions received from en-

grossers I answer by letter. Only such as might
be of general interest are answered here. These
inquiries have come from widely separated
states—Washington, New York, N. L.Fla., Mo.,
and 111., and from Canadian cities. Some in-
close photographs, or half tones of their work,
and some of it is tine. Others seem to need a
more definite idea as to the "grammar of orna-
ment" to raise theirs to the "class S" group. All
this is most gratifying to me personally, and the
benefit of a mutual exchange of ideas has proved
profitable, to me, at least. Floods of signature
cuts have also come in, giving me both pleasurp
and work. The best specimens so far received
came from Mr. H. S. Van Duyn, N. Y. City. A
close second comes from a business college in-
structor on the Pacific coast, whose permission
I haven't had time to get to mention his name
here—who has taken up this by-product line.

NoTE-Don't limit your designs to those for
the press. Designs for marking linens, for em-
broideries, initials, monograms or name plates
for hand bags, belts, fobs, door plates, automo-
biles, carriage and a score of other purposes are
in constant demand—that is those of the "totally
different" sort,
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THOS. E. CUPPER.
(INC. ACCT.)

(Juincy, Fla.

A YOUNC MAN'S BEST
ASSETS.

Somewhere there is a call awaiting
each and every one of us—a place
waiting to he filled, and somewhere
some one is getting ready to respond
to just such call—preparing to be
tried out when the opportunity is laid

before him. That man will create an
atmosphere all his own which will be
the center of attraction for a definite

period of time, and if the TOP is

reached, it must be reached through
MERIT, and merit ONLY.
The intervening years between

commencement and achievement are
most trying, ever calling loudly for

stick-a-bility. Concentration of pur-
pose and Perseverance of a clear and
active brain is the price the WIN-
NING HAND must pay, and is the
distinguishing feature between the
man who is lost among the vast army
who toil life away at the bottom at

mere existence pay, and the man BE-
YOND the crowd-THE WINNER—
who occupies a commanding position
at a large salary.

Everywhere there is a great and
growing demand for HIGH PRICE
men—men who can fully demonstrate
their capability of "Making good" in

BIG POSITIONS. But the supply of

this class is SHORT—the Big Jobs
must remain unfilled until the man
made of the right kind of stuff comes
along and satisfies those around him

that he has cultivated the habit of
growing TOO BIG for the place he
occupies, and the NATURAL result
which follows is simply PROMO-
TION.
Business as it is today is a greater

game than at any time in the world's
history. The man who can see his
moves clearly—who is prepared to
grasp the situation and can play a
winning hand, be it in the fields of
Manufacturing, Transportation or
Commerce, is the man the world is

constantly looking for, and for whom
there is a REWARD.

In these days of rapid business ex-

pansion, the chances for young men
who have the proper RING in their
make-up are not lacking, and no one
truly knows the possibilities that are
in store until an honest effort has
been made. Character and Training
are absolutely essential to reach the
goal-stake of your ambition which is

universally called SUCCESS,
but without DETERMINATION,
life's dream will never materialize;
therefore, CONCENTRATION of
purpose and PERSEVERANCE oc-

cupies a place in the fore-front of a
YOUNG MAN'S BEST ASSETS.

PENMANSHIP PROBLEM
AND THE SUPERVISOR.

Number Thirteen

TWO VISITS

I entered a first grade room early
in September and found position of

pupils perfect.

The teacher said "Turn the papers"
and all were instantly turned or
slanted at the right angle, and placed
in the center of the desk.
She then stepped to the board and

showed by chalk and told by word in

faultless manner what to do and how
to do it, and in such a concise and

simple manner that even the dullest
could comprehend.

In less time than it takes to tell it,

all arms were moving rhythmically
with the counting, first in the air
pointing toward the copy on the
board, and then on paper.
A model lesson it was by a modest,

concientious, capable teacher. "But,"
she said, "they are inclined to use
the fingers as soon as we go to writ-
ing by ourselves." And thus it was
that there were other lessons yet to
learn, but that some very important
ones had been acquired.

I said, "Is it not true that you are
contrasting what this class is now
doing in the beginning with what
your otherclass was doing in June ?"

And she saw the point and smilingly
replied, "I guess you are right."
And so it is that the most conscien-

tious, capable teacher will at times
forget the perspective of events and
feel discouraged, thinking that they
are not doing as well as they should.
A visit to a next door teacher and

class found all outoi position instead
of in, due to the teacher attempting
too much indii'idually and not enough
collectively.

She would get one in position and
then another, and then by the time
three or four were "inline" the first

and second were twisting and wig-
gling out of line, so that the room
was made up of forty, figiting units,
instead of forty, co-operative, atten-
tive units, as in the first room visited.
The one was a teacher-general; the

other a teacher-corporal. The one
was equal to the situation; the other
was confused by it The one concen-
trated her forces; the other scattered
them. The one was a drill master;
the other a plodder.

Mr. I. S. Preston, the well-known penman of
Lundy's Lane. Pa., whose advertisements ap-
pear in the December and January numbers of
The Business Educator, has passed his
seventy-fifth year. A specimen of bird flourish-
ing just received from Mr. Preston is one of the
tinest we have ever seen from his pen. lie
offers to send such specimens for but 25c. All
who are col lectins' specimens for scrap I k pur-
poses Bhould not fail to secure one of his flour-
ishes now.
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ARTISTIC PENMANSHIP
H. L. DARNER, PENMAN, BLAIR BUSINESS COLLEGE, SPOKANE, WASH.

No comment to accompany the above illustration having been received from Mr. Darner, it may be he considers none necessary.
It is a fine lesson in penmanship, and it contains another lessan of even more importance for many young men. Let all master the penmanship

and let those who should do so master themselves so as to be ready for the important position which surely is open for all who are competent and de-
serving.—Editor.

Offhand signatures by E. A. Lupfer, instructor in the Zanerian College. Keep an eye on this young man . His work entitles him to rank with the
very finest in the profession.
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Commercial \

Designing
D. W. HOFF,

Lawrence, Mass.
Send return postal or

postage for criticisms to
Mr. Hoff.

ILLUMINATING.

The Salisbury Vote of Thanks.

Article Two.
Size—Measured from its outer edges the

boarder is 17%x23}4 inches.

Design. -While no portion of the border is

copied from any the writer has seen, yet. in the

selection of motifs, and by the manner of their

arrangement, he has given to it a distinct XVth.

century air. The spiral arrangement of the

fine line portions, interspersed with berries and

tiny leaflets, accentuates its character. Similar

arrangements of slender vine like forms, bear-

ing tiny ivy leaves, usually in gold, were very

popular in France. England and the Nether-

lands during the XVth century. These "lace

like" designs were known as the "Ivy pattern."

Sometimes two or more other forms of leaves,

and sometimes small blossoms were inter-

spersed in the same border and attached to the

same stems.
The edgings of the grounds for the border

initial, for two of those in the heading, and for

the bold foliage of the border, belong to another

style of ornament, much in vogue during the

Xlllth, XlVth and XVth centuries. Both

these grounds, and the letters in "CHARLES
A.SALISBURY" were outlined with a No. 4

Soennecken Pen.
While wholly unlike any of them yet the

dragon feature of the "Salisbury" border was

suggested by those grotesque forms, half bird,

half lizard, so common t<> the Celtic MSS. of the

Xllth and Xlllth centuries. Frequently the

tails of these creatures would terminate in stem

or leaf forms the former sometimes merging in-

to an intricate series of interlaced spirals, and

extending for some distance along the border.

For the most part however, these stems were al-

most barren of foliage. In the present design

the conditions are reversed. The arrangement

being simple, and the leaf instead of the stem

forms predominating.
It must be borne in mind that by the time of

the XVth century, many schools had sprung up,

each with its favorite style of ornament. Hence
the border here shown represents but one of

many types commonly seen during that period.

Some were composed purely of geometric fig-

ures, or, conventionalized foliage in symmetri-

cal arrangement, over colored, or unburnished

gold grounds. In some, the edges were quite

straight. In others notched like those of

the holly leaf, and barren of the vine-like

sort of ornament here shown. Others consisted

of irregularly arranged foliage of a very bold

sort, between ruled edges, and over a white

ground. Alternating portions of this foliage

would be of bright opaque, red and blue. Some-
times gold, red, and blue were alternately used.

A third type of border was a simple rect-

angular frame of dull, or unburnished gold, with

perfectly straight edges, upon which were ar-

ranged flowering plants, thickly peopled with

insects, birds, beetles, and worms, and all true to

life, both as to form and color. Borders of this

class appeared later, during the XVIth century

especially, in which shadows from such

objects were painted on the gold grounds.

Borders of this nature are to me the least

attractive of any, although here and there

the subdued colors, and the attractive arrange-

ment of the ornament were redeeming features.

This is especially true of those in which a con-

ventional, or semi-conventional arrangement
predominated.

Still a fourth type consisted of nanow parallel

bars of gold, edging the border, between which

were graceful arrangements of trailing, conven-

tional, vine like forms. In some cases these

gold bars were placed near the middle of the

border, with the vine stems intertwining them,

and extending outside their edges. In the

midst of this border, instead of the gold, ground

are irregular patches of bright red, green, and

pale blue, dotted with Chinese white. The
stems were sometimes entirely white and some-
times buff on one edge and white on the other.

Extending the entire length of this border, both

inside and out, and following every detail of its

outline, was a pale blue band l-16th of an inch

wide. This too was closely studded with small

dots of Chinese White. The effect of this com-
bination of soft colors and gold was simply
charming. Some of the borders of this type ex-

tended down the left margin of the page, while

others partly, or entirely across the top and bot

torn. The "Brannon design, which appeared in

the June number of the "Business Epuca
TOR" is an example of the latter type.

Frame like borders were also much used.

These entirely enclosed the text except as one
or more initials, usually but one, were let into

the lefl side of the border as is the "R" in the

first "Resolved" herewith shown. Usually its

edges were entirely straight, but in some
instances the inner edge of the top stretch

was arched. Each of the four sides of some
were of a different width, while in others

the widths of the left side and bottom, right side

and top. or left side and bottom portions would
correspond. Each monistery had its scriptorium,

the artists of which—like all true artists—in time,
developed a style largely their own. There ap-
peared to be no set rule as to the relative widths
of the sides of these borders.
When drafting a set of resolutions similar to

the "Salisbury" it is best first to complete the
body text then to fit your border to it. Remem-
ber to outline all capital letters, ornaments, and
grounds with ink.

Color Scheme.
Washes.—The large surface wash, also that

forming a ground for the border foliage and
dragon, are of a delicate tint of Van Dyke
Brown.
Border.—The border foliage and dragon are

green— a mixture of Antwerp Blue, Indian Yel-
low, and Burnt Sienna. The high-lights are so

much white paper "left out." The hair-line

tracery is with "Higgins' Waterproof Ink." It

is embellished with detached berries of burn-
ished gold, attached groups of berries in alter-

nating colors of blue and red, and also with al-

ternating blue and red leaflets. The same col-

ors are used for berries as for leaflets—Antwerp
Blue and Crimson Lake with Vermilion.
Use an ordinary fine pointed pen for the

tracery and for outlining berries, leaflets,

dragon and foliage.

The border initial is in Antwerp Blue.

The head-lights throughout this desigtz

are of clear white paper, not "applied"—
Chinese White.
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The ground of the border initial, and the nar-

row band extending above and below it, are of

unburnished gold.
The leaflet tip of the dragon's tongue is a

brilliant red.

Heading.—The "A" and "B" are in tones of

Antwerp Blue; the "V"—Crimson Lake; the
"T" in Thanks—an apple green; the "T" in

"The" and "A" in "Aldermen" -Crimson Lake;
the "C" in "City"— Unburnished gold, beaded
with pearls, on a ground of blended tones
of Crimson Lake; the "L" in "Lawrence"—
Burnished gold with blue tracery; the "M" in

"Mass"—Unburnished gold on a ground of Ant-
werp Blue.

Body.—The ESOLVED in the first "Re-
solved"—Green—a mixture of Antwerp Blue,
Indian Yellow and Burnt Sienna.

The underscorings are of a rather positive fc; ne
of Antwerp Blue.
The ground back of the hair-line tracery in the

border is white. This gives it much more snap,
or life, than would be possible on a tinted
ground, such as was used in the "Kane," which
appeared in the September issue.

Applying the surface wash—For the
best results for the large surface wash a wet blot-

ter is necessary. Be careful not to make the
drawing too large for the largest blotter, as color
will settle in a hard line at the joining of two.
First do everything that is to be done in ink,

using the waterproof ink. Then remove all

pencil lines with artists' gum. Next saturate

two sheets of blotting paper with water, and lay

them flat on an oil-cloth covered board. Let
them be a little larger than the drawing. Now
dip the resolution into the bath tub, until it is

quite wet, then lay it on the wet blotters.

Place a soft towel over the drawing then rub it

firmly from the center outward with one hand
while holding it with the other, until it is quite
flat and dry, then stretch large rubber bands
along the four edges to keep it in place. Apply
your washes at once, both the ground for the
body text and for the fold border foliage, using
the same wash for both—a faint tint of \ an Dyke
Brown. A single color is better for a wash than
a "made" color, or mixture, as it insures greater
uniformity of tint.

Let your paper dry on the board before at-

tempting to color the foliage, small grounds,
initial letters, etc. Last of all apply your gold.

Skillful and graceful penmanship by T. Courtney, Academy of Idaho, Pocatello, Idaho.
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Outline all foliage, stems, berries, initial let-
ters and grounds for initials, and for the border
foliage with ink. Make the stems in the border
tracery, and the outlines for the gold berries
rather stronger than those of the foliage. The
lines of the border tracery must be ;strong, but
not thick.
Much care is'needed to so manipulateithe tiny

leaflets as to cover the surface evenly. This
refers to the slender leaflets distributed along
the stems, not to those at the ends of stems.
Work up to the pencil lines that mark the outer
and inner edges of the border with extreme
care.
The above detailed descriptions and direc-

tions will serve to answer a number of inquiries
received from engrossers, during the past three
months.
Up to the time of sending this to "Ye Editor,"

Jan. 1. the best work received in signatuie cuts
have come from Mr. Van Duyn. of New York
City. Since the appearance of the "Kane" vote
of thanks, also, more than a score of photo-
graphs and half tones from specimens of high
class engrossing have been received from
Charleton V. Howe, of Philadelphia. H. G. Bur-
ner, Pittsburg, E. S. Jackson, Jacksonville. Fla.,
D. Beauchamp. Montreal, Can., A. W. Kimp-
son, Amerillo, Texas, G. K. YanBuskirk. New-
ark, X. J. , K. Van Reed, and others, from the
study of which I have derived not only pleasure
but profit as well. The best j art of it however is
the good letters that come with these.
Answers to queries

:

1 —With black tracery.
2—On a ground of unburnished gold.
Concluded on a preceding page

We have just received a beautifullv written
announcement of Stanley Gordon Smith's birth,
on December, 20. 191L He is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. S. O. Smith, of Hartford. Conn. We
extend our congratulations. The writing shows
that the happy father is becoming one oi the
finest penmen in the country.
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Some very artistic and dashy work has been
received from E. H. McGhee. penman in the
Rider-Moore & Stewart Business College, Tren-
ton, N. J. Mr. McGhee is certainly going up
the ladder, and will some day see the top.

Holiday greetings have been received from
the Latter Day Saints' University, written in a
very attractive style. It was executed by M H.
Ross. In the corner there appears in water color
a very nice bunch of holly. We received
eighty-one subscriptions from this school dur-
ing September. This surely is good work.
G. G. Hoole of the Montana Institute, Miles

City, Mont., sent his holiday greetings in very
attractive penmanship. Although Mr. Hoole is

a busy man. he finds time to do considerable
practice and study on penmanship lines and is

steadily advancing.
One of the nicest Christmas Greetings we

have received is from S. E. Leslie. Poughkeep-
sie, N. Y., who is not only one of the foremost
in business writing but is also very tine in en-
grossing. We wish that all might have the
pleasure of examining the work and seeing the
color effect.

A very accurate, breezy specimen containing
Christmas greetings has been received from W.
C. Brownfield, Bowling Green. Ky., Business
College. Mr. Brownfield is certainly doing
good work which ranks with the very best.

By A. W. Kimpson. Amarilla. Tex

Wins a Piano Worth Three Hundred
And Thirty-three Dollars.

Mr. P. E. Holley, the pen expert of Water-
bury. Conn., recently carried off the prize

offered by the Yeager Piano Co., of that city.
The feat was to see how many times the words.
"The Yeager Piano," could be written on a
piece of cardboard 3x4 inches. Many of the
contestants wrote the words fifteen hundred
times while one wrote the words only thirty-six
times. Mr. Holley succeeded in writing the
words sixteen hundred and thirteen times, so
that they were easily read and all letters neatly
formed. People at the piano store stated that
the work was the best of its kind that they had
ever seen.
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Contributions Comprising Text and Illustrations on

INSURANCE POLICY WRITING
By L MADAR.ASZ.

These contributions were prepared by Mr. Madarasz and purchased by
The Business Kducatok about a year before his death, and rep-

resent his most mature thought and unbiased convictions.

PLATE 4.

Instrutions.

The hair-lines on this plate are a trirle liner

than on preceding lesson. When you've time
always spread yourself on the name. That is

the one thing you must make attractive, and.

withal, readable. Just put a little more thought
and skill into it. The name is the roast beef on
the policy, the other things are the sauces. But

!

Be sure you get the sauces right. Don't spoil

the policy by slouchy. and indifferent execu-
tion in the smaller details. When you have two
bottom loops following each other as the two g's

in Gregg, throw them differently and skip the
odious comparison of trying to make two
things of the same kind alike. Skip the hard
places. Leave such attempts of skill to penmen
like Zaner, Courtney, Dennis, etc. Palmer and
I can't do them. Palmer has lived too well, and
I'm too old. Re-read all former instructions
and mix in preceding plate with this for a
change.

WANTED
To purchase for cash a Business
School, perferably in a section
with opportunity for develop-
ment. Address, giving full in-

formation, A. H. care

BUSINESS EDUCATOR,
Columbus, Ohio

where there are apportunities fori
Address
E, D. CRIN

Carnegie College Home Study

Courses Taught by Mail

Bigh School D estic Solence

Typewriting Drawing
Shorthand English
Bookkeeping Languag
lou branches fr . m which 1

Work endorsed by pv

only 8.V00 per

we "do it now?" For 'Special Tuition Scholarship"
apply at once to

CARHEGIE COLLEGE, Ho. 17 D St.. ROGRES,

hook, "'//o»' in Rrinmr a Good Pen-
i." It contains ^pt'ciinens and tells

how others mastered penmanship by my

F W. TAMBLVN. 406 Meyer Bldq
.
Kansas City. Mo.

" DIAMONDS IN THE ROUGH M

We have secured fine positions for many
inexperienced commercial teachers and
penmen—and they made good.
We have attractive salaries to offer exper-

ienced instructors. If you want a position
or a promotion, write us about your train-
ing and experience. Free literature.

THE INSTRUCTORS' AGENCY
MARION, INDIANA

EARLES' BOOKKEEPING REFERENCE
is used by Teachers, Bookkeepers and Students
for reference or study, class or individual use.
A clear explanation of everything in accounting.
It fills a long felt want. Order a copy today.

FULL CLOTH, PREPAID, $1 .00

Special price in quantities

W. H EARLES, LANSING. MICH.

LEARN to CARVE ivs-.Wxp.
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ etc., on calling^^^^""^^^^^^^^^^^^™ cards by mail.
It is a fascinating, money-making, home
employment and is easily learned at small
expense. A beautiful sample of the work
10c. Information free. Here is your opportunity
for coining money.

A. W. DAKIN. Knife Artist, Syracuse. N. If.

E. W. STRICKLER, President L. D. ANDERSON, Manager
IT WILL PAY YOU TO ENROLL WITH

THE WILLIAM PENN COMMERCIAL TEACHERS' AGENCY
The Agency That's Different LANCASTER, I»A. Enrollment Free

WE HAVE PLACED MANY OTHERS LET US PLACE YOU

By W. D. Sears. Drake College. Jersey City. N. J
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REPORT OF NEW ENGLAND AS-
SOCIATION OF PENMANSHIP

SUPERVISORS.

New England enthusiasm is never
lessened by her proverbially change-
able weather. This was manifested
by probably the largest meeting in

the history of the New England As-
sociation, held Saturday, January 13,

at Burdett College, Boston. With
the thermometer registering way be-

low zero and Boreas making himself
felt the members soon forgot the

outer cold in the warm greeting ex-

tended by the Messrs. Burdett.

As Mr. Wraught, the president of

the association was unable to be
present at the opening of the conven-
tion, Miss Toole, of Worcester, the

vice-president, presided at the begin-

ning of the morning session.

Mr. Burdett gave a most cordial

greeting to the association to which
the vice-president responded most
happily.
This was followed by a Round

Table discussion in two parts.

The first part was upon Left Handed
Penmanship by Miss Margaret Toole,

of Worcester, andMr. E. H. Fisher, of

Somerville. In discussing this topic

Miss Toole considered it from two
points of view, viz:—the pedagogical,
the supervisors and lastly her own
view. Speaking upon the pedagogi-
cal side, Miss Toole quoted from
such authorities as Drs. Burnham,
Baldwin and Gould. These psychol-
ogists claiming that if a person
naturally left-handed should be made
to write with his right hand serious

consequences, like paralysis, or
stammering might result. The
teacher of writing, however, sees an-

other side. He sees the cramped po-

sition and poor light in which the pu-
pil works. Then, too, he feels that

often left-handedness is more the re-

sult of training, than congenital.

Mr. Fisher in speaking upon the
same subject said that children can
be trained to write with either hand.
There are some cases, however,
where it would be folly to change. A
left-handed person is more or less

handi-capped when he applies for a
business position. Nine-tenths of

the leading teachers are changing
the left-handed pupils whenever they
can.
Following this came an interesting

discussion. Mr. Doner raised the
question as to whether left-handed
pupils could be taught to write with
the left hand equally as well as the
right-handed pupils and if they gen-
erally receiye as much attention on
the part of the teachers. Mr. Hunt-
singer was of the opinion that they
could be taught to write with equal
skill.

The second part of the Round
Table discussion was upon "Large
Writing in Primary Grades." Miss

Miller, of Springfield, being absent,
Mr. Houston, of New Haven, read a
paper upon the subject. He said in

part: It is not natural to force small
movements. Kindergarten materials
have gradually been made larger, the
print in children's books is coarser,

and drawing has seen the same
change. We started with the adult
view and have worked back to the

child's. General principles of edu-
cation have not been so generally ap-

plied to writing as to other subjects.

Children can be taught to write small
forms. It is not, however, what can
be taught, but what is 6m/ to teach.

Mr. R. E. Rowe, of Portland, con-
tinued the discussion. As conditions
in different cities require the pen-
manship teacher to accomplish a cer-

tain amount of work, Mr. Rowe be-

lieved it to be a waste of time to

write large in the lower grades.

Next on the program was an in-

spiring blackboard demonstration of

penmanship by Messrs. L. Faretra
and A. H. Hinman. Following a

bountiful lunch, served to the mem-
bers of the association by the Messrs.
Burdett, came the business meeting
with various reports and the election

of the following officers: President,

R. E. Rowe, Portland, Me; Vice-Pres-

ident, Miss Effie E. Colby, Beverly,

Mass. ; Secretary-treasurer, A. R.

Merrill, Saco, Me; executive Com-
mittee, A. K. Cook, Hartford, Mass;
and Miss Anna Bemis, of Brockton,
Mass.

Dr. David Snedden, Com. of Mass.
Board of Education, gave an address
on "Some Problems of Correlation in

Connection with the Teaching of

Penmanship." He said the ability

to use the tool is only a means to an
end. Penmanship is not an end in

itself. Specialists ask too high a
standard as to form, but too low
a standard as to rate or speed. The
use of penmanship is more impor-
tant than the learning. Supposing
at the end of the third year a pupil

can write with legibility, his success

or failure in writing will be deter-

mined more by what he does in his

other written work, than by what the

penmanship teacher can do for him.
The activities in penmanship may be
divided into the unconscious, or au-

tomatic, and the somewhat conscious.

It would be well if writing could be
automatic. The best teachers keep
before their pupils simple things,

one object at a time. Uniform exer-

cises should be given in the lower
grades. In the upper grades not iso-

lated penmanship, but one hundred
aspects of penmanship should be
taught. Here the drill work should
become a deliberate pursuit of such
mistakes as each pupil makes, rather

than uniform class drills.

R. G. Laird, of the Boston High
School of Commerce, next spoke on
High School Penmanship. There

are two general classes of penman-
ship students in the High School,
those who wish penmanship for

general purposes, and those who
wish it for Commercial work.
The first may be given relatively un-

limited space; the second must have
readable writing but fitted to the
space required. The penmanship
teacher must then get writing that is

concise, readable, and fitted to space.

The writing needed for bookkeeping
must be plain and compact, capable
of rapid reading rather than of rapid
writing. Pupils should be given a

start in the position required to

write in large books.
The session closed with a question

box conducted by Harry Houston, of

New Haven. At this time the dis-

cussion again turned to left-handed
writing. Mr. Healy in his letter sug-

gested the uniting of the New Eng-
land Association with the New York
teachers. The association was in

favor of uniting forces, but left it

with the Execution Committee to de-

cide on the place and time of the next
meeting.

Effie E. Colby,
Supr. of Writing, Beverly, Mass.

SPECIMENS
We recently had the pleasure of examining

eight budgets of practice work from as many
different rooms and grades from the public

schools of Grand Junction, Colo., Fred M. Ba-

con, supervisor of writing. From the first grade

to the eighth they are writing with unusual free-

dom, and with a most excellent quality of line,

indicating that still better results may be ex-
pected at a later date. Mr. Bacon is one of the

level heads of our profession when it comes to

teaching writing. He believes in form as well

as in freedom and therefore secures good re-

sults at the hands of the average pupil. He is

one of the men we will hear more of from time
to time in the future than in the past.

A bird flourish and specimen of ornamental
writing are at hand from H. C. Russell, of Kin-
yon's Commercial School, Pawtucket, R. I.

Mr. Russell is able to swing the pen with more
than usual skill.

A BLIND REMINGTON STEN-
OGRAPHER.

In Kansas City there is a young man who, al-

though deaf and blind, has attained to such a

degree of efficiency in the use of the Reming-
ton Model 10 typewriter that his work is highly
commendable.
He is Master Walcott Coombs not yet out of

his teens. Young Coombs is very skillful in the

use of the^typewriter and has recently been giv-

ing exhibitions in and near his home.city, show-
ing what the blind and deaf can accomplish id

the stenographic field. Master Coombs is an
adept also in the art of shorthand.

It is noteworthy in this connection that Master
Coombs is considered by those who know him
to be possessed of attainments far above those

of the average youth of his age.

FOR SALE A well advertised Penna,
"^^"——— School with good reputation,

located in city of 10,000, smaller towns near

by. Cash price to quick buyer $N50. Equip-

ment, including eight new, visible typewrit-

ers, is worth this price. Address,

QUICK SALE,
Care of Business Educator,

Columbus, Ohio.
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EXPERT CARD WRITING

BY THE

WORLD'S CHAMPION
JAY TRUITT

225 Pa. Ave.. N. W . WASHINGTON, D. C.

A 12 Plain, Artistic Names on white or
colored cards 25c

B 12 Different Combinations, your name in
graceful, dasby style. World's Best. A
display of the Art, on white, blue or black
cards, Wedding plate or high enamel
finish . . -_- 50c

C 12 Comic or Bird Scroll cards in colors.
World's Finest 75c

D 12 "Elite," exclusive style for the "400"—
Official Society, New Angular hand, guar-
anteed finest in America. No equal, un-
excelled $1.00

E Special: Ask for prices on Greetings, Anni-
versary, Announcements and Invitations.
Card or letter paper, in gold, silver, or
colored inks. etc. Also Resolutions, Me-
morials, Certificates, Diplomas, etc.

Extra; For Card Writers, Teachers, and Stud-
ents, homes, schools and offices to frame.

F Set Ornamental Capitals, very finest on
card board, 11x14 _ $1.00

G Plain Set, black ink, on paper 50c

H Large Beautiful Flourished Birds in gold,
silver or colors on finest cards, 11x14 in $1.00

I Fancy Set Capitals, black ink : $50c

J Large facinating, flourished deer in gold,
silver or colors, 22x28 $5.00

K Small deer, black ink, 11x14 $2.00

L Beautiful Flourished Horse, in gold, sil-
ver, or colored inks, 11x14 $3.00

M Horse in black ink $1.00

N "The Penman's Dream" consists of a
Large Deer, Horse and Bird Flourish in
colors. All on one card, 22x28. Some-
thinggreat, "talk of Washington." Fancy
Border, ready for framing ._ $10.00

Large "Prize Winner" 6 feet high, deer, in
colors, with all styles of Flourished Birds,
Scrolls, etc. "The World's Master Piece."
The greatest ever! price _ $1000.00

Special Offer: To advertise my work quickly all
over the world, I will give free as a premium,
plate copy of "Prize Winner" (price $1.00)12x18
in. to every customer who will send me an order
from this ad. within 10 days. Don't wait! Pick
out your choice of cards or flourishes and mail
order with cash or "money order" to above ad-
dress. Orders filled promptly as received. Agents
wanted. Samples 2fic-

Remember: I teach Business and Ornamental
Penmanship by mail on easy terms. Write for
information at once.
NOTE: Am a graduate of Wesco, The World's

greatest all around penman and teacher (1896).
Since have made $10,000 writing cards, etc. Am
complimented and patronized by Government
Officials and the "Upper Ten" Society in Wash-
ington, Philadelphia and New York. Work De-
partment Stores mostly. Formerly Business Col-
lege Teacher and owner, was also a Public School
Teacher.

Office: Whole Store of Pen Work now on ex-
hibition at above address.
All Penmen are invited to send us choice

specimens of pen work for "The American Pen-
man's Art Hall."— (To Advertise.)

The Pratt Teachers* Agency
70 Fifth Avenue. NEW YORK

Recommends college and normal graduates,
specialists, and other teachers to colleges
and schools.
The agency receives many calls for commer-

cial teachers from public and private schools,
and business colleges.

WM. O. PRATT. MANAGER

THE GIBB TEACHERS' AGENCY
175 Westminster Avenue, DETROIT, MICH.

TEACHERS! Do you realize that School Men do
not have time to look you up from among the
masses, point you out and give you a position?
They turn to their Agency when in need of help;
if your name is not on OUR nominating list
early, it ia sure to be your loss. We make a spec-
ialty of commercial teachers.

-WE WANT FIFTY YOUNG MEN-
who can write well, for medium priced business college positions, where there is a chance

for promotion. Write us to-day.
CENTRAL TEACHERS' AGENCY. E. C. Rogers. Mgr., COLUMBVS. OHIO

Wanted Teachers
and, typewriting, penm
?ss and public schools.
Registration free.

inahip, and other commercial branches
Positions now open for competent ap-

NORTHEASTERN TEACHERS1 AGENCY
G. L. SMITH, Sec'y-Treas.Newmarket, N. H.

29th YEAR OVER 34,000 POSITIONS FILLED

BE SURE ISrwi?L
U
S^SI§Ig?lD REGISTER RIGHT NOW

Schools, colleges and universities are now reporting their needs
for next year and well equipped candidates are always in demand.

OUR ABILITY TO PLACE COMMERCIAL TEACHERS IS WELL KNOWN
A CARD WILL BRIHG YOU FULL IHFORMATIOH

THE FISK TEACHERS' AGENCY. Suite 834 Steger Bldg., CHICAGO
Other Offices:— Boston. New York, Washington, LUTHER B. D'ARMOND,
Denver, Berkeley. Los Angeles and Portland. Manager Commercial Department

"From the University to the Grades*'

THE CLARK TEACHERS' AGENCY
has filled positions of all sorts in educational work literally from the college presi-
dency to the grades. Twenty-five years' experience. Write to see what we can do
for you,— it will not cost anything to do that.

B. F. CLARK
Peyton Block. Spokane. Wash. Steinway Hall, Chicago Lincoln, Nebr.. 1st Nat. Bank Bldg.

M^"y of ,he Best Schools in the Vnited States
get their teachers through this Bureau. We always have openings for

first-class teachers. We have some excellent places now. Free Registration.

CONTINENTAL TEACHERS' AGENCY (Incorporated) BOWLING GREEN, KENTUCKY

RARNFQ BUSINESS COLLEGE, of St.un II II UO by placing our candidate
Louis, started the New Year

by placing our candidate at the head of their Business
Department. A great business school wants a fine penman aud com-
mercial teacher now at $1200 to $1500. A big high school wants a col-
lege graduate in February. Scores of good openings coming for
September. Tell us what you want, and let us assist you.

THE SPECIALISTS' EDUCATIONAL BUREAU
ROBERT A. GRANT. Mgr WEBSTER GROVES. ST. LOUIS, M0.

P05ITKM
I FOR GOOD '*J

COMMERCIAL
TEACHERS

specKltY'

COMMERCIAL TEACHERS* TRAINING SCHOOL
ROCHESTER BUSINESS INSTITUTE
We prepare and place a large class of commercial teachecs every year. We give

advanced instruction in the commercial texts all through the year and have spec-
ial summer school sessons in July for imethods. Send postal card for prospectus
and bulletin.

ROCHESTER BUSINESS INSTITUTE. ROCHESTER, N. Y.

' DELIVERING THE GOODS TO COMMERCIAL SCHOOLS. ^
Here are some typical leading private commercial schools among the many we supplied

with teachers during 1911: Troy, N. Y. Bus. Coll.; Mankato, Minn , Coml. Coll.: Long Island
Bus. Coll , Brooklyn; Link's Modern Bus. Coll., Boise, Idaho; The Packard Coml. School. New
York City; Minnesota School of Business, Minneapolis; King's Bus. Coll., Raleigh, N C:
Goldey College, Wilmington, Del.; Barnes Bus. Coll., St. Louis; Albany, N. Y., Bus. Coll.:
Holmes Bus Coll., Portland, Oregon: Drake Bus. Coll., Newark, N. J.: Coleman National
Bus- Coll.. Newark, N. J.; Schissler College of Business, Norristown, Pa.; Banks Bus. Coll.,
Philadelphia; College of Commerce, Waterloo, Iowa; American Business College, Pueblo,
Colo.; Acme Business College, Seattle

Bu vol In t and the splendid bus had to let scores of
more teachers,

! to rill positi ns
iginatoju of the

very agency. Enroll

THE NATIONAL COMMERCIAL TEACHERS' AGENCY
E. E. CAYLORD,

MANAGER

PR.OSPECT HILL,

BEVERLY. MASS.

ijii.iui,uii.i,i.i.i.iijjjiiuitNjiiiu,i.imu.iHi.n,.iJiiii.i.ii,iJ,j,iJ,iiui.mi Ji.iiiif.ii.M
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The initial letter many be adapted to Resolu-

tion or Motto work and by extending panel suit

same to any size work desired.

The shades have been only sparsely indicated

but they will readily suggest themselves when
ready to apply colors.

You will be surprised to see how readily this

kind of work may be adapted to mottoes and

there is a growing demand for hand work for

which very good prices are paid.

I have had several commissions for these mot-

toes this year and the -charge has been from S3

to $10 and the work is fascinating and also al-

lows for originality and variations of designs.

MODERN
ILLUSTRATIVE
BOOKKEEPING
VAN TUYL'S
COMPLETE
BUSINESS

ARITHMETIC
FRITZ-ELDRIDGE
EXPERT TOUCH
TYPEWRITING

AMERICAN BOOK COMPANY
New York Cincinnati Chicago

CONNECT WITH THE DUPLEX SYSTEM

A number of calls for Bookkeeping, Short-

hand, and Penmanship Teachers.

Private Secretaries, Public Accountants,
Bookkeepers, Stenographers find

ready employment.

DUPLEX EDUCATIONAL BUREAU
Box B ELIZABETHTOWN, FA.

Be an expert accountant, a rapid calculator.

Get Wold's Self-Teachine Lessons in Quick Figur-
ing, Bookkeeping Wold's 75 Rules for locating
errors. Also Wold's Trial Balance System. Pre-

paid $100. Easy, speedy and accurate.
LEWIS M. WOLD, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

LINK'S TEACHERS' AGENCY
A. T. LINK. Manager BOISE. IDAHO

Good Commercial Teachers Wanted in the Great Northwest for the coming year.
Register Now and let us aid you. Many of the Best Positions are Filled Early.

Wr
rite us Today for Registration Blank.

REGISTRATION FREE NO POSITION. NO PAY

^r

By G. E. Spohn, Capital City Commercial College, Madison, Wis.
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The above engrossing is from the pen and brush, brain aDd hand of Mr. P. W. Costello, Scranton, Pa. It was made upon gray
board 22x38 in grays and blacks, the high lights being put on last with Chinese White. It is a splendid example of engrossing and
many of our student subscribers, as well as professional, will derive information and inspiration from it.

In Mr. Costello's advertisement, appearing elsewhere in our columns, he offers to send six prints of his most elaborately en-
grossed Resolutions and Memorials, 6x9 inches, for but 25c postpaid. To aDyone interested in engrossing of a truly high grade and
fine art nature they are certainly worth many times the price asked. Mr. Costello is too modest to "blow his own horn" as he
should, and we are, therefore, taking the liberty of doing a little well-deserved "blowing" for him.
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Mr. C. A.Zarker. of the Pennsylvania Busi-

ness College. Lancaster, Pa., has sent us since
September more than one hundred subscrip-
tions to The Business Educator. In his

last letter with a club of twenty-two subscrip-

tions he writes as follows: "I am going to

climb nearer the top this year. Your paper is

great ami deserves the support of every pen-
manship teacher. It has always been a great in-

piration to me."

W. H. Howland, manager of Heald's Business
College. Chico. Calif., is a good supporter of

The Business Educator. We now have be-

fore us a list of twenty-three subscriptions which
he recently sent. Mr. Howland is not only se-

curing the best results in penmanship, but in

the other branches as well. The list of subscrip-
tions he sent us is about as neat a piece of

typewriting as we have seen for a long while.

F. S. Kitson, supervisor of penmanship in the
public schools of Defiance, Ohio, did a hand-
some thing by subscribing for The Business
Educator one year as a Christmas present for

each of his twenty-six teachers. He states that

he believes this is a fine way of securing co-op-
eration, and would like to see more supervisors
favor their teachers in the' same way. We think
this is a very good plan.

FOR QAI E CorrespoDdence Course in Farm
Bookkeeping. The only practical

mil i-ijinpp liehsivt- duuble i-ntrv -> *tem Cour>e on
the Continent. Compiled exclusively for farmers,
using farm business data, by a practical account-
ant with -I years' experience on a Western Canada
farm Course and system praised by users. Will
sell for cash with royalty, or on terms to suit pur-
chaser. An exceptional opportunity. Apply to

F. E. Werry's School of Farm Accounting,

BRANDON, MANITOBA.

I will

arte dozen \

for 15 cents.
I will give free a pack of

pies and send terms to

AGENTS WANTED
the market.

ne in 17 different colors. Sample 100
1,000 by express, 75c. Card Circular

for red stamp.

100 postpaid, 25c Less for more. Ink, Glossy Black
or Very Beat White. 15c, per bottle. 1 Oblique Pen Hold-
er, 10c. Glllott's No. 1 Pens, 10c. per doz. Lessons In

Card Writing. Circular for stamp.

W. A. BODE. Box 176. FAIR HAVEN. PA.

'4 It can be done. I guarantee it if yo u

How my instructions. Good penman
P ship is a mark of culture and refane

^ ment these days as well as a marli

J of individuality and is the surest
^F means of incr easine your earningA power.

For free specimens and particu-
lars tellinp how others mastered penmanship,THEHAVSAM SCHOOL,
Box 225 B. Hutchinson, Kansas

YOU

WILL

WANT TO

KNOW
.-,1m.,

: my i

Penmanship" for teach
Illustrated circular free.

J. A. STRYKER
Penman State Normal and Supervisor Penman

ship City Schools
Addr.ss 423 W. 27th St . KEAR.NIY, NEB

LEARN TO WRITE
ing the Armograpli. It fits an

lost in learning. Price 35c

J. A EUBAUKS, GREENFIELD, OHIO

I TEACH AUTOMATIC SHADING
Pen Lettering. 12 lessons fresh from the pen,
$2.00. A beautiful large specimen will he sent
you far 25 cents.

T. H MILLER Box 7, CHARLESTON, M0.

YES THE PRICE IS CHEAP but some say the work is fine. 24 lessons"^^"""""^'^^^~^^^~ in business writing $5. 00. 21 in ornamental

writing $5.00. 10 in engrossing script |4 50. 10 in lettering $5. 00. Copies fresh

from my pen. red ink criticisms $17.50 pays for the whole and a hand made certifi-

cate, if taken before March 1, 1912. Specimens of business writing, ornamental,

script and lettering for $1.00. , Will let $1.00 apply on lessons if taken.

A. W. KIMPSON, AMARILLO, TEX4S

Teachers' Agency

449 S. 2nd Street

LOUISVILLE. KENTUCKY

Our specialty is furnishing public and private schools with competent teachers of the
commercial branches, shorthand, penmanship, etc. We invite correspondence from
schools in need of first-class teachers, and from teachers who desire connection with
good schools. No Registration Fee.

AVTOMATIC SIGN PENS. (Wholesale and Retail.) Over 50 differ-
nit Sizes and sums m MARKING. SHADING, I'l.AIN , SPECIAL and BORDER pens for all practi-
cal Show Card Work, Lettering, Etc. Accurate Ltttering is easily and rapiiilv done with our

RELIABLE Auto-
matic Pens and Inks.
They are the product
of over THIRTY
YEARS' experiment-
ing along this line.

Si— J ), ' I _i I

—"**

itures of the ORIGINAL "J. W STOKES" pens and the
jfactured by us. Our factory i> equipped with MOUEI

by SKILLED MECHANICS. All goods 'are inspected before leaving the factory. NEW COMPLETE CATALOG FREE
THE NEWTON AUTOMATIC SHADING PEN CO.. OEPT. F. PONTIAC. MICH.. U. S. A

nil combine the de-
both of which are

HINERY, which is operated

mm&£
This book contains the rules which govern the formation of accurate writing. It

shows how to prove every letter to be perfect or imperfect. It shows how to write ele-

gantly through a knowlege of the harmony of lines and how imperfect writing is the

result of ignorance of the law of harmony. The study of the harmony of sounds makes
one become a scientific musician. The study of the harmony of lines leads one to the

highest skill in beautiful, perfect writing. Courtney, America's greatest penman, was
trained by me in the study and the use of the harmony of lines which I present in this

book. Send One Dollar and get the book. Keep it or return it within a week and get

your money back.

A. H. HINNAN, LYNN, MASS.

By H. P. Behrensmeyer, Penman. Gem City Business College. Quincy, 111.
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On December 9, 1911, the Connecticut Juill Club was organized at the Huntsinger School, Hartford, Conn. Mr. E. M. Huntsinger was elected

president, and Mr. W. K. Cook, Secretary-Treasurer. The above is a photograph of the charter members. The organization was formed for the ex-

press purpose of mut'ial improvement along the lines of developing skill in penmanship, better results in teaching penmanship, and for social enjoy-

ment. We think the idea a splendid one, and we believe this organization will do much in the way of advancing the cause of not only practical pen-

manship, but fine penmanship as well. We hope to learn of many more such clubs being organized.

The names and addresses of those appearing in the photograph are as follows

:

First Row -Seated

Leftto right: Frederick A. Curtis, 5 Florence St., Hartford: W.K.Cook, 33 Preston St., Hartford ; E. M. Huntsinger, 30 Asylum St., Hartford:

Maub Nottingham Monnier, 64 Webster St., Hartford: Stanley O.Smith, 30 Asylum St., Hartford.

Standing.

Left to right: Irwin S. Light, 58 Capitol Ave., Hartford; Christian F. Gubitz, Aetna Life Ins. Co., Hartford; Frederick C. Tomlinson, Aetna Life

Ins. Co., Hartford; Ralph A. Wheeler, Aetna Life Ins. Co., Hartford; A. P. Meub, 30 Asylum St., Hartford.

S///Y///ym&y/r/v/rs/ sy //////',/m

F. W. Martin. Boston, Mass.

fr' ^
** 2QtK CENTURY BOOKKEEPING "

We want every commercial teacher to be thoroughly familiar with

our " 20th Century Bookkeeping." If you are not send for an

outfit at once. Special proposition for supplies to be used as a

class room test.

222 Main St. SOUTH-WESTERN PUBLISHING COMPANY Cincinnati, Ohio

m Jii.iiwi»i>i.i.Bj.LijjjiLiJMi.uuiuu.i!>ijjiiuiiimuiimiiiinyini.ii»i.iiniJ,iiia,mM m
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and
ENGROSSING

By
E. L. BROWN.
Rockland. Me.

Send self-addressed
postal for criticism,
and stamps for return

of specimens.

ini 3C

This month we have a pen and ink drawing
which is strong in color values and will prove a

good study. Pencil the wild roses and lettering

very carefully, following with the pen work.

Give the arrangement of lines careful attention.

Vary the length and thickness of lines to pro-

duce high lights and shadows.
In the lettering be sure the spacing is equal.

Strive for a good general effect rather than too

much careful detail work.
You will have to do a great deal of study to

produce a good copy.

THE CELEBRATED MADARASZ KOREAH INK.

Korean is the name of that superb quality of

stick ink— the kind that is pitchy black on shades
and produces those wonderful hair lines, soft and
mellow. It is made in Korea, and is far superior
to Chinese or India Ink for ornate writing pur-
poses.

Madarasz had a limited stOTk of this ink on
hand at the time of his death, and this has been
placed in our hands to sell, prices are $1.25, $3.00.

$3.00aod$4 OOastiek. Enough in one large stick

to last a lifetime. Those interested should order
without delay.

THE BUSINESS JOURNAL
Tribune Bldg. New York City.

^Penmen's Supplies^-

500-3ply Wed. Cards, 75c. 500 Colored. 70c.

100 12ply Cards for knife Carving, 35c
100 Hot Air Cards, 25c. 100 Bird Cards 25c.
12 Pen Flourished Post Cards, assorted 15c
Penmen's Souvenir cc Card Writing i36p) 35c
1 lb. Special ruled paper for Script Writing, 45c
1 Hand turned oblique penholder, prof style 35c
One 2 oz. bottle Card Writer's Favorite Ink. 25c.

The above Articles Sent Prepaid by Mail.

46 page Manual for Card Writers 2c
W. McBee. 19 Snyder St.. N. S. Pittsburgh, Pa.

GENTLEMEN
Let me write your name on one

dozen cards for 20c. Discount for

more. Coin or money order.

JOHN W. PEARSON
l223-2°th Avenue Moline, III.

America to receive instruction in penmanship
by mail is in the Courtney's School of Penman-
ship. A rapid, tireless, business hand taught in

a short time at a small cost. Illustrated Journal

free - FRANCIS B. COURTNEY. Cedar Rapids, la.

PROGRESSIVE LESSONS IN

BUSINESS WRITING
COMPLETE UP-TO-DATE

The teaching of plain penmanship re-

duced to a system—logical, direct, scien-

tific. The copies are ideal in style—round-
ing enough to be plain and simple and
slanting enough to be rapid and graceful.

Used by large commercial schools. Espe
cially adapted to high school use, A
wonderful result-getting course of lessons.

Sample copy mailed to any address for 25c.

—Address—

C. S. ROGERS.
Prin. Y. M. C. A. Accoufancy School

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

\yANTED
TEACHERS— Penmanship,
Bookkeeping, h or t hand

Touch Typewriting and all commercial
branches. Also managers and principals of

Business Colleges and commercial departments
of high schools and colleges in the South. Write
at once for information and application blank.

No charge for registration.

SOUTHERN TEACHERS' AGENCY.
Hamilton Bank Bldg. Chattanooga. Tenn.

rOR SALE
More than 2S00 addresses of Business

Training Schools in the U. S. The only
"99% complete" list of its kind for sale

at any price.

MORTON C. DAWSON
1235 Norwood Street Chicago. III.

I am the "Lone Star" Card Specialist. Have the most
fomolete Mail Course in U.S. and for thr least money.

prove it. Your name artistically w :"

GOLD and SILVER
I N K. THE
BEST IN

THE WORLD

You canrjot imagine what beautiful cards
and other pen work you can produce by
using my Gold, Silver, Black and colored

inks. A full supply sent postpaid for $1.25.

Circulars and beautiful Penmanship Jour-

nal free. A. W. DAKIN. Syracuse. N .Y.

LETTERS THAT PULL

How would you like to secure a

series of letters, written espec-

ially for you, that exactly fit your

school and describe your up-to-

date methods in such an alluring

way that you would register a

larger percentage of your pros-

pects? Write me.

E. D. SNOW, H0RNELL, N. Y.

A complete course in Rapid Business Writ-
ing consisting of twenty carefully graded lessons

covering all the small and capital letters and the

figures for$ti.00. All lessonsare fresh from the pen
copies. Circulars on course sent upon request.

Also 1 dozen cards written in ornate style for 25c.

1 set business capitals for 20c. 1 set ornamental
capitals for 25c. Scrap book specimen for 25c.

Invitations, etc., written. Kstimates will be fur-

nished on request. Address,
CHaS. C GUTETT,

208 Ladner Avenue, Buffalo, B. T.

WHY NOT OET THE BEST?
We receive the best calls forgood Commercial and Short-
hand Teachers at good salaries. We also have a number
of persons wishing to buy and sell Business Colleges.
Let us help yon.

The Inter-Stale Teachers' Agency, Pendleton. Oregon
tjh,
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Calendars of more lhan ordinary attractiveness

have been received from the Jamestown, N. Y..

Business College, and from Judson P. Wilson,
Wilson's Modern Business, Seattle, Wash.

A very attractive catalog has been received

from the Actual Business Colleges. Akron and
Canton, Ohio. It reveals the fact that these in-

stitutions are offering to the public a very thor-

ough course of instruction.

"The Virginia-Pilot" recently came to our of-

fice. It contained quite a good write-up of the

Davis-Wagner Business College, Norfolk, Va.

It states that that institution is one of the largest

and best equipped in the South. Every section

of Virginia and Eastern Carolina is represented

on its roll. This school is certainly doing
much to further business education in the South.

Advertising literature has been received from
the following : Instructors' Agency, Marion,
Ind.: Indiana Business College, Marion, lnd.;

Central Business College, Indianapolis, Ind

A very neat little calendar has been received
from the Wilkes- Barre, Pa., Business College,
also an invitation to attend the penmanship ex-
hibit held in their institution during Dec. 27,

23 and 29.

A very attractive folder has been received
from the Wheeler Business College, Birming-
ham, Ala.

"The Review," published bv the Lawrence,
Kans., Business College, states that this institu-

tion entered upon the year, 1912, under the
most favorable auspices. They now occupy
twelve thousand square feet of floor space. They
can accommodate over five hundred students at

one time. They have recently enlarged their

school room and have added a great deal in the

way of equipment.

Thj Kansas City, Mo.. Business College, un-
der the management of C. T. Smith, principal

and proprietor, is in a very flourishing condi-
tion. They have recently moved into larger

quarters, designed and prepared according to

their own plans. A catalog which we recently
received gives a very favorable impression of

that institution.

The Bellingham Business College, Belling,

ham, Wash., on December 31st. 1911, ran an ad-

vertisement in the Sunday American-Reveille,
published in that city, occupying two complete
pages. It is not often that one sees in a news-
paper the advertisement of a commercial school
occupying two pages. Mr. J. K. Caskey, "presi-

dent of the institution, is showing much pro-

gressiveness in his management. The adver-

tisement contains a number of photographs
showing the building, interior views, and con-
tains specimens of penmanship and shorthand.
Such an advertisement ought to be a good one
to send to prospective students. Mr. Caskey's
ability with the pen comes in good in preparing
such an advertisement, for his specimens of

practical and ornamental penmanship add great-

ly to the attractiveness of it.

0=
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One of the most vigorous Business Educa-
tor clubbers is Mr. C. H. Melchior, of Melchi-
ors' Tri-State Business College. Toledo, O.
We find he has already sent us one hundred and
nine subscriptions since September. We should
judge the Melchior Bros, are conducting a pro-

gressive, up-to-date institution. The school
occupies 18.000 square feet of floor space, has
elevator service, and is heated by steam.

Another good list of subscriptions received
from the public schools, is one sent by S. S.

Safford. Knox Co. High School. Fountain City,

Tenn.
N. L. Richmond, proprietor of the Kankakee,

111.. Business College, is a strong and enthusi-
astic teacher of practical business writing. He
is also a good clubber of The Business Edu-
cator. A list of twenty-one subscriptions was
received from him about January first. Evi-
dently that number of his students intend
starting the new year just right as far as having
the best in the way of penmanship instruction is

concerned.
We acknowledge receipt of a good list of

subscriptions from E. E. Strawn, principal and
commercial teacher in Buna Vista College,
Storm Lake, Iowa. Evidently Mr. Strawn is

seeing to it that much interest is maintained on
the subject of penmanship in that institution.

He states that all his subscribers intend to en-
deavor to win our Business Educator Cer-
tificate.

The pupils of the Hughes High School, Nor-
wood, Ohio, are making liberal use of The
Business Educator in their penmanship
work. J. K. Condon, of that institution, has a

great deal of faith in The Business Educa-
tor as a result producer in penmanship work,

if we may judge from the number of subscrip-

tions we receive from him.

It is stated that a man's character can be told by
his face and we know that you can judge a man's
ability as a penman by his signature. If, there-

fore, we may judge Mr. F. H. Ward, of Wi-
nona, Minn., Business College, by his sig-

nature, which was attached to a list of thirty-

seven new subscribers, he is an up-to-date, prac-

tical penman and teacher,

1.. M. Lewis, manager of the Wenatchee,
Wash., Business College, in renewing his sub-

scription to The Business Educator writes

as follows: "You will find enclosed money
order for one dollar to The Business Educa-
tor another year. The writer would rather go
without his dinner and evening paper than to

miss The Business Educator."

Shorthand Contest
THERE WAS recently held at the Central High School, Cleveland, Ohio, under the auspices of

the Northeastern Ohio Teachers' Association, a Shorthand Speed Contest, open to the

students and graduates of all schools in Northern Ohio. There were two tests—for students

then in attendance, and graduates who had been out of school not to exceed five years. The con-

testants were from the Spencerian Commercial School and High School of Commerce, of Cleve-

land, Oberlin Business College, and other schools. The first prize in both contests was won by

Spencerian students, who learned their shorthand from the textbook, entitled Practical Shorthand,

published by The Practical Text Book Company. The first prize in the student contest was won

by William Tomko, a boy only eighteen years old, who wrote 127^3 words a minute. The first

prize in the amatuer contest was won by N. H. Balcomb, whose net speed was 127! 3 words a minute-

Another proof that it pays to use a good text-book, based on a standard system.

Besides Practical Shorthand, the text-book referred to above, The Practical Text Book Com-

pany published widely-used text-books on the subjects of typewriting, letter writing, spelling,

arithmetic, English, bookkeeping and commercial law, also a system of business practice and a

vest-pocket dictionary. If you are not acquainted with these books, write at once for illustrated

catalogue, to the publishers.

The Practical Text
Euclid Avenue and Eighteenth Street

Book Company
Cleveland, Ohio
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I. S. Preston, Lundy's Lane, Pa.

I2US fanul St
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^ ENGROSSING INK

WRITE EVERLASTINGLY BLACK
The Eternal Ink is for gen-
eral writing in plain or fountain
pens (3 oz. bottle by mail 30c.)
The Engrossing Ink is for
special writing, engrossing, etc.
(3 oz. bottle by mail 80c.)
These inks write black from the pen
point and ftaj black forever; proof to
age, air, «u nshi ne

, chemicals and fire

If your dealer does not supply
tfiete inka. send to

CHAS. M. HICCINS & CO., MFII

,

271 Ninth St. Biooltk, K. Y.

CSTERBROOK'S PENS
" Buy to write with,

CORRECT DESIGN
Hard to ob« up."

UNIFORM TEMPER DURABILITY

ISO STYLES

A 1 PROFESSIONAL TBXT WRITERS 453 BUSINESS AND COLLEGE
Fine pointed and elae Made in S widths and with With fine and extra fine

tic for card writing long point to both left points. Elastic and
and right smooth writing

ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN MFC CO.
26 JOHN ST.. N. Y. CITY CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY

HIGH GRADE

DIPLOMAS^
CERTIFICATES.

-3JK5+

—

When you want cards, get the best. I write
cards that will please you. If you will give me
one order, you will desire to orderagaln, because
my cards are neat and beautiful. Price 26c. doz.

Try one of my scrap book specimens, from 25c
up. in business, ornamental or roundhand.

497 W. Fourth Ave.. COLUMBUS, OHIO.

Unsurpassed in point of design and
genera] effect. Our newest CATALOG
will be issued early in January, and
will be replete with artistic diplomas in

great variety, including many new
designs.

You will be pleased with our new
Business College diploma. It's a good
"wun."

SAMPLE DIPLOMA AND CATALOG FREE

HOWARD & BROWN,
ROCKLAND, MAINE

'ears* WTMv^ssGf
Resolutions '°33fW.lIlMlWPi,
.Diploma nifaf AUTOR.DlLn..

WAKITPn A position, as teacher of Bookkeep-
ffnil I L.U ing Arithmentic, Penmanship,
etc., in either private or High School; or as
manager of private school, 10 years experience
as teacher, 2 years a9 bookkeeper, good education
including 3 years in law school. First-class

references.
Address X, Y, Z,

Care of Business Educator,
Columbus, Ohio.

ENGROSSING PRINTS. I h«™ had en-

graved six of

my most elaborately engrossed Resolutions

and Memorials, prints of which (6x9
inches) I am pleased to offer postpaid for

26 cents.

P. W. COSTELLO. Scranlon, Pa..

i.'uitiiHriiiiJ.rm.jm.iiiiiy^w^^
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ZANERIAN WRITING PAPERS
In writing papers we are able to give the greatest possible value for

the money. In fact, we know of no other firm in the United States that
sells equal grades of paper at figures as low as we quote. All of our
papers are put up in half-ream packages of 240 sheets each—two pack-
ages to the ream— for convenience in handling. Of course, the cheapest
way to purchase paper is to make up a fair-sized order and have it sent

by freight. Wherever you buy your paper, do not buy the grades that
are too cheap to be good. It is not economy to buy such papers, since
they discourage good penmanship.

A sample sheet of each of the six grades mentioned below
mailed for 5 cents in stamps.

ill be

Remit cash with all orders. We pay postage on the small q uantities

entioned to go by mail, and purchaser pays carriage charges on larger

[amities which go by express or freight.

Nearly all of our papers can be supplied unruled, if desired, at same
prices quoted on ruled papers.

MEDIUM GRADE PRACTICE PAPER is a white wove paper, weigh-
ing 6 lb. to the ream of 480 sheets. Sheets are 8xl0' 2 inches, ruling faint

and wide (* 2 inch) on both sides. Narrow ruling {% inch) can also be
furnished if desired.

This is a good paper for general penmanship practice work, corres-

pondence use, etc., and is really one of the best bargains in writing
papers we have ever been able to offer.

100 sheet by mail postpaid ,
65c

1 package "of 240 sheets (% ream) by express or freight 57c

2 to 10 packages " " 50c a package
11 to 20 " " ,v 46c

21 ormore" ' 5' 42c

EXTRA FINE 5 LB. PAPER weighs 5 lb. to the ream of 480 sheets,

and is exactly the same in stock, size and finish as the 6 lb. mentioned
hereafter, but weighs one lb. less to the ream. It is suited for fine pen-
manship, correspondence, etc. There is no better white wove 5 lb. paper
made. Wide or narrow ruling can be furnished, same as the other weights.

100 sheets bv mail postpaid 60c
1 package of 240 sheets ('.. ream) by express or freight 70c
2 to 10 packages „ " " 60c a package
11 to 20 " " " 65c

21ormore" " '* 53c

EXTRA FINE 6 LB. PAPER weighs 6 lbs. to the ream of 460 sheets,
and is exactly the same in stock, size and finish as the 7 lb. mentioned,
but one lb. per ream lighter in weight. It can be furnished in faint wide
ruling (

]
2 inch) or narrow ruling (flinch). Especially suited for orna-

mental penmanship, letter heads, etc.

100 sheets by mail postpaid 65c
1 package of 240 sheets (Vo ream) by express or freight 80c
2 to 10 packages " "

70c a package
11 to 20 '* -.

" fc ' 66c
21 ormore '*

" " 63c "

EXTRA FINE 7 LB. PAPER weights 7 lb. to the ream of 480 sheets,
and is one of the finest white wove papers made. The ruling is faint and
wide (*

2 inch) on both sides. Sheets are 8 x lO 1
^ inches. Narrow ruling

{% inch) can also be furnished. Especially suited for ornamental pen.
manship, fine letter heads, etc.

50 sheets by mail postpaid 55c
1 package of 210 sheets (\.. ream) by express or freight 85c
2 to 10 packages " " 75c a package
llto20 " -

" "
70c

21 or more "
" " 68c

EXTRA FINE 8% LB. PAPER is a white wove wedding stock,
weighing 8% lb. to the ream of 480 sheets, and for fine penmanship use is

as fine as a pen ever touched. It is especially suited to preparing script
for photo-engrading and for fine, ornamental writing, penmanship
specimen work, etc. Sheets are 8 x 10 1

.. inches, and ruling is faint and
wide (£6 inch) on both sides.

60 sheets by mail postpaid - 70

1 package of 240 sheets (V? ream) by express or freight— $1.40

2 to 5 packages or more..

1

" " $1 25 a package

EXTRA FINE AZURE (BLUE) PAPER is an azure wove paper,
weighing 6 lb to the ream of 480 sheet. Sheets are 8 x lO'o inches, and
ruling is faint and wide on both sides. It is a delight to use this beauti-
ful paper Persons who have weak eyes find this paper best to use. We
can furnish envelopes that exactly match this paper in quality and color.

100 sheets by mail postpaid - 65c
1 package of 240 sheets {% ream) by express or freight- 70c
2 to 10 packages " " 60c a package
llto20 " " 55c
21 or more "

" 53c

Address, ZANER <SL BLOSER COMPANY, Columbus, Ohio
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ACCOUNTANCY
is in the TITLE of many bookkeeping texts. It is in THE CONTENTS of only one—

"Rowe's Bookkeeping and Accountancy"
which has created more interest than any text on the subject for the last fifteen years. Hundreds

of schools have adopted it. Other hundreds will adopt for the coming school year. Now is the

time to begin to investigate.

The Manufacturing Set,

illustrating a complete cost system, is ready. There is simply no comparison between this set and

any other set that has ever been published. It is the first and only set that illustrates a complete

system of cost accounts interlocked with controlling accounts in the general ledger. Your students

should have it. The demand for bookkeepers who understand and can keep cost accounts is away

beyond the supply.

" Bookkeeping and Accountancy " is not difficult. It is easier for the student and easier for

the teacher than any of the older methods. You have my personal guarantee of this, which I can

back up with the testimony of any number of teachers—testimony over their own signatures—H.

M. Roue.

tTtfs /-f.>ns./Tdouszy&o.
FORMERLY

SADLERROWE COMPANY BALTIMORE, MD.
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For the SHortHand Department

Modern Typewriting

This book marks the greatest advance ever

made in shorthand instruction since touch type-

writing was brought out. For the first time you

have a manual that presents a real course of study

from start to finish and that covers all the import-

ant little points as well as the big ones. It gives

a better mastery of the keyboard in less time than

others, and devotes more attention to all 'round

training and general practice.

Dictation Studies

This text is to be placed in the hands of the

student after he has completed the manual. It

places the acquirement of speed on a scientific

basis. It gives the student the right kind of help

at the time when he needs it most—and in many
courses doesn't get it.

Stenographer's Business Practice

This course offers a training in office work
that every student should have before being sent

out into the business world as a stenographer. Let

us tell you about it.

We publish a full line of commercial texts, for both the bookkeeping and shorthand departments.

The Lyons' Accounting Series and Manual of Munson Shorthand are familiar, or should be, to all

teachers. For a text on any commercial subject, address

S££Sw J A. LYONS ® COMPANY "EJ£E
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Touch Typewriting Made Easy

NEW AND ORIGINAL METHOD

Are you entirely satisfied with the results obtained in

your Typewriting Department ?

Win Dot make your department a genuine touch

department ?

Scientific Touch Type-writing

will do this for you.

BLISS SYSTEM OF BOOKKEEPING
AH transactions are performed with actual business

offices, where the student gets an actual training and
experience. Business men today demand the finished

and experienced accountant. The BLISS SYSTEM
affords the office experience.

The Folder System is designed especially for small

classes, night schools, etc.

NATIONAL DICTATION BOOK

with Shorthand Notes

Do not place your order for Dictation Books until you
have examined the National.

The F. H. Bliss Publishing Co.,

SAGINAW, MICHIGAN.

Accountancy
Thorough Correspondence Instruction

The Bennett Accountancy Institute

is recognized as the leader in higher
commercial instruction

SUBJECTS TAUGHT

Accounting and Auditing, Factory Cost

Accounting, Corporation Accounting
and Finance, Business Law, Ad-

vanced Bookkeeping, and
Accounting Systems

These courses prepare for high grade

office and factory accounting positions,

for expert accounting practice, and for

C. P. A. examinations in any State.

Reasonable rates. Satisfaction assured

to all patrons.

Send forlNew Catalogue of Courses.

R. J. Bennett, C. P. A.
1425 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

J

THE MADARASZ BOOK
The Madarasz Book, published as a "dowry" for Mrs. Madarasz, and as a memorial to his memory and skill, is

more than meeting the expectations of those who purchased copies of it. And you, too, would be delighted with it,

containing as it does 120 plates of marvelous skill by the hand of L. Madarasz. Here are a few of the many expres-

sions from those who have received the book :

I am Delighted with the Madarasz Book.
J. A. Best Augusta, Ga.

The Madarasz Book surpasses my expecta-
tions which were high, indeed. It surely con-
tains a tine collection of his magnificent work.
\\ I., never I have seen any of the woik from the

pen ol Madarasz a great desire has come over
me to get a pen and go to work, and work, and
work until I might be able to write his beautiful

style with some degree of skill. Looking over
the book, the same feeling comes over me. I

cannot pav the book a higher compliment It

inspires me, F. S. Hhath, Concord. N. H-

The Madarsz Books have been received. You
have had splendid success in the engraving and
printing I did not hope to see his superb work
so well reproduced.

Frank B. Davis. Boston, Mass.

The Madarasz Book was received some days
ago It is a magnificent work. You have made
it a 'i thy memorial of his genius.

Edw. L. Teeter, West Hartford, Conn

The Madarasz Book received, and am highly

pleased with it. It is the finest thing I ever saw
of its kind. He certainly possessed a degree of

skill belonging to himself alone.
T. A. Miller, Charleston, Mo.

The Madarasz Book was received a few days
ago, and 1 must say that I am well pleased with
it. 1 would not think of selling it for $K>00 if I

could not purchase another. It surely is a great
book to inspire anyone who is interestfd in

beautiful penmanship. I think that it is worth a

great deal in the way of inspiring one to prac-
tice the Ornamental Style of Penmanship I as-

sure you that 1 regret very much the demise of

Mr. Madarasz. His work in Penmanship jour-

nals was appreciated by many teachers of Pen-
manship, on account of his superior skill

po

The Madarasz Book needs no praise from me
s I have always considered Mr. Madarasz the
est and most original ornate penman in the
rorld. How could it be possible to do better?
onfession is good for the soul, and I wish, in

aying tribute to the late L. Madarasz. that the
^remost penmen of the world would express
nemselves likewise. In my opinion his olthand
apitals were models for the whole world, and
specially for those who really know the fine

rnate writing. I will miss him very
W. W. Bennett. Milwaukee, Wis.

pen the los ould
if I had not purchased the book.

M. A. Adams, Marietta. Ohio.
Pres. Marietta Com'l College.

Madarasz Book received. In my judgment it

is the finest publication of actual hand written
work in print. Every page is a work of art.

There isn't a poor thing or anything like com-
monplace work in it

H. E. Perrin. Sunnyside, Wash

The Madarasz Book came to hand and words
cannot express my admiration of it. It is cer-

tainly the greatest tribute ever gotten out for a
man of genius.

Don A. Greeman, Spokane, Wash.

The Mada ralasz Book came
expected, to my great del

am unable to adequately express my apprec
tion of this work,
again take up my pel

my oblique holder ft

amination of this ma
fingers itch to emula
man. Long may his work continue to inspi

others. The profession owes you gentlemen
great and lasting obligation-

M. A. Albin. Lincoln, Oregon

While I have not touche
nontbs, perusal and e;

ificent volume makes m
Madarasz. the great pen

The Madarasz Book
,nd a joy forever.

J B. Mack. Mc

; truly a thing of beauty

>se Jaw, Sask.. Can.,
Western Bus. College.

IT IS PUBLISHED IN FOUR HANDSOME EDITIONS :

Paper, $1.00; Cloth, $2.00; Half Morocco, deluxe edition, $3.00; Full Morocco, deluxe Memorial edition, $5.00.

A royalty on each book sold goes to Mts. Madarasz, the amount being proportionate to the price of the book.

ZANER <& BLOSER COMPANY, PUBLISHERS, COLUMBUS, OHIO
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When in need of a Signature, Script

Heading, Letter Head, or Advertising

Script of a superior nature, let us serve

you. Diplomas Lettered, and Reso-

lutions Engrossed promptly and well.

ZANER & BLOSER
PENMANSHIP SPECIALISTS

COLUMBUS, OHIO

Gillott's Pens
The Most Perfect of Pens

PRINCIPALITY PEN. No. 1

VICTORIA PEN, No. 303

DOUBLE ELASTIC PEN, No. 604 E. F.

GilUtt'a Pen* have for seventy-five years stood the
most exacting tests at the hands of Professional and
Business Ptnmen. Extensively imitated, bnt never
equalled, Gillott's Pans still stand in the front rank, as
regards Temper, Elasticity and Durability.

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS

Joseph Otllott (SL Son*
ALFRED FIELD <& CO., Sole Agents

93 Chambers St. NEW YORK

F~"~~
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You have not heard

very much of late

concerning the Na-
tional Commercial

Teachers' Federa-

tion Convention
which meets there

next summer, but it.

is merely the "lull

before the storm."

Lots of people, however, are thinking a good deal about it and they will act in

due course of time, for we hear of a great many commercial pedagogues who are

planning a pilgrimage to the golden west.

If it isn't the best meeting of the kind ever held we will miss our guess.

And if it doesn't prove to be the pleasantest, most interesting, most eujoyable,

and most profitable trip commercial teachers have ever taken we agree to print a

"retraction " in big type.

nc 1U3L3CZJC DC DC DC DC It.
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Talks by

Miss Remington:

Do You Know That

Three-Quarters of a Million
Remington Typewriters are in use today — more than

any other make, and more than many others combined?
There are many reasons why it pays best to learn

the Remington, but this reason — the Three-Quarters of

a Million reason — includes all the others.

The Remington is the typewriter in widest use,

therefore the principal demand is always for Remington
operators.

Remington Typewriter Company
(Incorporated)

New York and Everywhere

rj
|
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The World's Records
for Accuracy in Shorthand

at High Speed

THE World's Records for accur-

acy on solid matter at high

speed are held by writers of

Gregg Shorthand.

In the Shorthand Speed Contests

of the National Shorthand Reporters'

Association at Buffalo, August, 1911,

Mr. Charles L. Swem, a boy of eigh-

teen, established a new world's rec-

ord on solid matter at 170 words per

minute—99.6% perfect. Mr. Swem's
record was made in competition with

the most expert writers of the world

—the world's champions for 1909 and

mr. c. l. swem 1910, the permanent winner of the miss s. l. tarr

Eagan Trophy and three times world's champion, all court reporters of from six to twenty years' experience.

In the Fifth International Shorthand Speed Contest at Washington, 1910, Miss S. L. Tarr, a girl of

seventeen, won third place and established a world's record for accuracy on difficult solid matter

—

9!>.4"<.

perfect. First and second places were won by writers of Gregg Shorthand.

In the Championship contest at Buffalo, Mr. Swem exceeded the previous world's record on jury

charge by ten words per minute, writing 237 words net per minute for five minutes.

Both Mr. Swem and Miss Tarr, who have had but three years' experience, are writers of

Gregg Shorthand
These are the records of a young man and a young woman of the age of those in your

school. We ask you, as a practical schoolman, to consider the significance of that fact.

Such records made by experienced, seasoned reporters—remarkable as they would be—would

not appeal to those whom you wish to reach as being at all remarkable. They would be

looked upou as a matter of course. But the records of Mr. Swem, Miss Tarr, and Miss

Werning are dramatic in effect, arouse a strong human interest. They possess an adver-

tising value that the wise schoolman is taking advantage of. These are factors that are

of importance to you, independent of the demonstrated superiority of Gregg Shorthand.

ASK FOR BOOKLET B. E. 12.

The Gregg Publishing Company
New York Chicago
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THE PRIZE WINNERS IN THE SEVEN INTERNA-
TIONAL SHORTHAND SPEED CONTESTS

Time and
Place

Contestants System Matter Read.

o «J

Vg 3 u

167

E
o

w

16

o

C £

98.1

O.TT

Pi
i- =<*
** c

"

150

c

;

1

Awards

April 14th, 1906,
at Baltimore

Sidney H. Godfrey,
of London, Eng. Isaac Pitman Newspaper Miner Medal

Mar. 30th, 1907,
at Boston

Nellie M. Wood, of
Boston. .Mass.

Sidney H. Godfrey,
of London, Eng.'

Isaac Pitman

Isaac Pitman

Judge's Charge

Newspaper

225

165

45

31

90

96.25

163

123

1

4

Eagan Cup

Miner Medal

April 18th, L908,
at Philadelphia

Nellie M.Wood, of
Boston, Mass.

C. H. Marshall, of
Chicago, 111.

Isaac Pitman
Pitmanic

Testimony
Testimony

260
260

21
54

98.4
95.8

253
242

1
3

Eagan Cup
Miner Medal

April 10th, 1909,
at Providence

Nellie M. Wood, of
Boston, Mass. Isaac Pitman Judge's Charge

Testimony
240
277

65
65

94.6
95.3

227
264 1

Eagan Cup permanently and
World's Speed Record

Aug. 24th. 1909,
at Lake George

Willard B. Bottome,
of New York Pitmanic Speech

Testimony
207
280

12
78

98.8
94.3

205
262 1

Shorthand Writer Cup and
Title " Champion Shorthand
Writer of the World"

Aug. 23rd. 1910,
at Denver

Clyde H. Marshall,
of Brooklyn Pitmanic

Speech
Judge's Charge
Testimony

200
240
280

39
s:,

96.11
92.91
95.58

192.6
222.8
268

1
Shorthand Writer Cup and
Title "Champion Shorthand
Writer of the World"

Aug. 28th, 1911,
at Buffalo

,Nellie M. Wood.
/ of Boston

1 Nathan Behrin. of
New ^ ork

Isaac Pitman

Isaac Pitman

Sermon
Speech

Judge's Charge
Testimony

Speech
Judge's Charge
Testimony

150
170
190
210

200
240
280

4
5
2
7

18
40
60

99.47
99.41
99.79
99.33

98.2
90.H0
95.71

149.2
169
189.6
208.6

196.4
232
268

1

1

Adam's Accuracy Trophv per-
manently

Shorthand Writer Cup and
Title " Champion Shorthand
Writer of the World "

Typewriting
Results That Count
Over 100 Net Words a Minute in less than 20 Months

In September, 1909, Miss Bessie Friedman, who was then but fourteen years of age, began the study of typewriting

from A PRACTICAL COURSE IN TOUCH TYPEWRITING. On October 25. 1910, she took part in the

World's Novice Championship held at Madison Square Garden and succeeded in writing at the rate of 81 net words a min-

ute for 15 minutes thus beating the best previous World's Novice Record by 8 net words a minute. Then, on April 22, 1911,

just to show that she possesses THE KIND OF SPEED THAT GETS RESULTS, Miss Friedman won the Type-
writing Championship of New York Citv. writing OVER 100 NET WORDS A MINUTE for 15 minutes. MISS
FRIEDMAN IS THE ONLY AMATEUR TYPIST WITH A COMPETITION RECORD OF OVER 100

NET WORDS A MINUTE Read her opinion of A Practical Course in Touch Typewriting.

" The exercises in 'A Practical Course in Touch Typewriting' are carefully graded, and so arranged that one makes
rapid progress and overcomes difficulties almost without being conscious of them. I believe the methods employed
produce the very best results that can be desired. In my own case I was able to win two championships, writing in

competition over 100 net words a minute in less than twenty months from the time I first began the study of Type-
writing. I heartly recommend 'A Practical Course ' to all who wish to thoroughly master touch typewriting, and
are looking for a text-book which gives the right start."—Bessie Friedman.

THE REASON
A PRACTICAL COURSE IN TOUCH TYPEWRITING produces winners is because it is the most constructive

system in typewriting ever devised. It follows the line of least resistance, so that the student becomes a skillful operator

with a minimum amount of effort. IT TRAINS ALL THE FINGERS ALL THE TIME. The fingers are trained

first on those keys over which they are naturally held when in their normal position. IT IS SCIENTIFICALLY AND
PEDAGOGICALLY CORRECT.

NOW READY
Tenth Edition Entirely Reset, Revised and Improved and Printed from New Plates.

Stiff Paper Covers, 50c. : Cloth, 75c. Teachers' examination copy, postpaid, 34c. and 50c. respectively. Mention schools.

Adopted by the New York and Boston High Schools.

ISAAC PITMAN ® SONS, 2 West 45th SU NEW YORK
86?"Send for Particulars of a Free Correspondence Course in Isaac Pitman Shorthand for Teachers
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THE BUSINESS EDUCATOR
Entered »t Columbus, . , Post Office as 2nd Class 11 atter

E. W. Blose*,
Editor

Business Manager

Published Monthly (except July and August) by
Zaner & Bloser. 118 N. High St., Columbus, O , as
follows : Teachers' Professional Edition, $100 i
Year (Foreign Subscriptions 30 cents extra : Cana-
dian Subscriptions 20 cents extra). Students' Pen-
manship Edition, 75 cents a Year (Foreign Sub-
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ATTENTION
To all Contestants of the

$100 CONTEST $100
Contest No. 1. It iscoming along fine. \V.

H. Moore, Mogadore, Ohio, seems to be in the
lead just now—with many Professional Penmen
and Fine Writers giving him a "merry chase."

Contest No. 2. Many excellent pages receiv-

ed. REMEMBER: The best work received be-

fore June 20 wins the SIO bill. Will you?
Contest No. 3. It is too late now to enter in

this contest. At least 200 are in the race for

"this particular bill."

Contest No. 4. Wake up! You Supervisors
of Writing are slow. Hurry

!

Contest No. 5. Porto Rico looms up as a

probable winner—but just wait until the last

round, June 20, and may be Hawaii will come in

first.

Contest No. 6. Ah, don't let it scare you.
Some photographers have good machines now-
adays. Send in the affirmative or the negative.

Contest No. 7. This is the most popular con-
test so far. When sending in work, please sav
if it is to be entered in one or more of the con-
tests or to be criticised and returned.

Contest No. 8. Say! You big club raiser
you. Wish you'd tell how you manage to

catch so many fish at one time. They say that

confession is good for the soul. Better fess up.

Contest No. 9. Try it! (Think of Bryan

«

And what's better advertising than good photo-

graphs nowdays. Mr. Schoolman : Are you
thinking about your next year's catalog ?

Contest No. 10. Hit 'em hard. Letters of this

nature are welcomed from all sections of the

country—and not the "thank you— 1 congratulate

you kind."
Fred Berkman. Lincoln, Neb.,
Author and Contributor of Contests.

A Generous Tribute from a Discrim-
inating Critic.

Allentown, Pa., Nov 21st, 1911.
Messrs. Zaner & Bloser Co.

Columbus, Ohio.

Oentlemen—Simply a word to acknowledge
receipt of "The Madarasz Book" which, from

the view point of the artist, editor and printer

makes it easily the finest addition to penman-
ship literature that has been issued during the

past decade. In fact I doubt if anything in the

way of script, that is par excellence, all the way
through, pertaining to representing almost ex-

clusively the work of but one penman, has ever

been produced to equal this, and it is needless

to say, therefore, that no penman's library will,

or can be, complete without this book.

I prize it very highly, not only because of the

rare skill of the artist but also because of the

other good qualities of the man. The editors and

publishers, however, also deserve to be con-

gratulated for the attractive manner in which

this work was gotten up, the splendid tribute

paid the arlist, and the simple form in which the

history of Madarasz is presented by them, as

well as for the great amount of general informa-

tion it contains and which is usually interesting

a"d inspiring. For these reasons 1 take pleas-

ure in giving this volume one of the most prom-

inent places in my library.

With my best personal wishes for an unprece-

dented sale of this book, which it richly de-

serves, I am,
Very sincerely yours,

The American Commercial School.

Per O. C. Dorney, C. P. A. Pres.
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country on the globe It circulates, not alone among
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Schools, as well as among office workers, home
students, etc.

Rates to Teachers, Agents, and Club
Raiser* sent upon application. Write for them
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THE EASTERN COMMERCIAL TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION

Albany, N. Y., April 4, 5, 6, 1912,

Promises to be up to the average of its many very excellent

predecessors, which means that it will be more than worth

your while to attend. The program as outlined in the Pro-

fessional Edition of The Business Educator is an excellent

one, and will more than repay attendance. Then there is the

"Social Side" which is always worth more than the program,

so you are sure to congratulate yoursely that you attended,

or regret it if you do not go.

"Meet me at Albany"
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THE STORY OF A BRICK

Silas Skinner had just sold his farm. It was a

good farm and Skinner had made considerable

money during his sixty years of life. He had
sold everything under heavens that anybody
would buy, and lived on what the poor neigh-

bors would not steal. Whenever he got a cent

he sat on it and didn't let it get away from him.

He worked himself and his wife and his children

and his horses from early in the morning until

late at night, and everybody that lives on that

plan can get rich.

Skinner had received nine thousand dollars in

cash for the farm and had deposited it in a bank
at Springfield, and two days before the opening
of this "Story of a Brick" he held an auction and
had taken in about fifteen hundred dollars

more, which he had also taken over to Spring-
field, for Silas Skinner was too wise a man to

take any chances of robbers by keeping that

money in his own house.

There may be meaner men than a right down
mean New England Yankee but it is hard to

find them. A Scotch-Irishman is pretty close

but he is hospitable enough. A Jew in a trade

will skin vou alive, if he gets a chance, but the

Jew is lavish when he comes to entertain vou,

but a real New England Yankee of the Silas

Skinner type would get up in the middle of the

night and chase a mosquito all over a ten acre

swamp to get his hide and tallow.

There are few of his type, for the ordinary

New England Yankee is a shrewd but lovable

type of humanity.
Silas Skinner had decided to move to Spring-

field where he expected to go into business,

lending money. He had found a partner, a

"loan shark" with an established trade wno told

him there was big money in it, and there is.

For a man who borrows on chattel mortgage,
pays anywhere from five to twenty per cent, a

month according to how badly he needs the

money. It's a nice, safe business, too, much
safer than highway robbery when, after you
have taken a man's last cent and his shirt and
boots, you may get locked up for it, while in the

loan shark "biz" you don't run t hat risk and you
get his pell just the same. Some supersensitive

people think the business is not honorable but

the law allows it and, for my part, I think it is as

honorable as taking candy from a baby, or run

ning a business college that promises to teach

you shorthand in three months and get you a

position. True, large souled men are preju-

diced against either line of business but two
such souls as that of Silas could have had a six

day walking match on the point of a cambric

needle.
Silas had one piece of property left to dispose of,

a fine timber lot, lying three or four miles from

his family mansion, and on the morning of a

mild October day, there drove up to his house, a

modestly dressed, business-like looking man of

pleasant appearance and frank, honest counte-

nance. His hair was slightly grayed and his

hands showed evidence of the fact, that he, at

some time, had been a working man. He drove

a very good horse hitched to a democrat wagon
with a rather high back, and said, as he stopped
his horse in front of the veranda, "Is this Mr.

Skinner?" "That's my name," said Silas Skin-

ner. "You advertised a wood lot for sale, in the

Springfield Republican?" 'Yes sir." "Well
my name is Fletcher. I belong to the Fletcher

Lumber Company, of Hartford, and we are buy-
ing up anything we can get in the shape of

timber that can be brought to Hartford without
too much expense. How much woodland have
you?" "Well," said Silas, "there's about twenty-
two acres, most of it is old growth, pine, hem-
lock and spruce and there's a good lot of sugar

maple. I have tapped them trees for a good
many years in the Spring, but they would make
fine timber now."
"How much do you want for the wood lot?"

"Well I want all I can get," was the answer.
'Naturally," said Fletcher, "but I guess before
there is any use talking price I'd have to see
the property. "Yes, that's right." said Skinner,
"I don't really know what I'd ought to get for

that lot." "Well," said the lumber buyer, "it

don't take us long to make up our minds after

we see a wood lot what it is worth. Can vou
drive over there with me?" "Why yes, I reckon
so," was the answer, "will you drive me back
when we get through, it's two or three miles
over there?" "Of course," said Fletcher, and
Skinner went back into the house, got his coat
and the two drove off.

He was a pleasant talking man this Fletcher
and spoke interestingly of the big log drives

they had taken down the Connecticut in years

past and of logging in the far west, and they
finally came to the wood lot in question,

which was somewhat back from the highway.
They hitched the horse, after they had driven as

far as possible through the rough and rambling
country lane. At the lower end far from the

highway, there was situated a sugar house as

they call it in the maple sugar country and, to

the surprise of the owner, a thin line of smoke
was coming from the stovepipe of the old sugar

house.
"I wonder who in creation is in that sugar

house," said he. "I am pretty sure I locked that

up last spring when I went away from here and
there ain't anybody any business in there."

"Suppose we go down and see," said the lum-
ber buyer. 'Probably some boys in there, and,

likely as not they will set the place on fire if

we don't see to them The two men approach-

ed the sugar house rather stealthily. The door
was closed but not latched and Skinner softly

opening the door glanced upon a rather odd
specimen of humanity. He was an Indian, a

man of powerful frame perhaps forty-five or

fifty years old. His coarse black hair hung
thickly down over his shoulders, which were
covered by a gray flannel shirt with fringe trim-

mings, and he wore a pair of buckskin trousers

with bead trimmings around the ankles and a

serviceable pair of moccasins, while in the belt

around his waist, was strapped a Colt's revolver

and a hunting knife The man was smoking a

short pipe and had evidently been cooking for

there was a well defined odor of bacon, and a

frying pan sat on the rusty stove left in the sug-

ar house. There was a blanket hanging from a

peg on the wall and it was evident that the man
had slept there, for there was a good sized knap-
sack which lay on the ground under the blanket

for a pillow. The two visitors were immensely
surprised at the strange occupant of the sugar

house.
The Indian viewed with some distrust the

strangers who had broken in upon his solitude.

He moved warily over towards the knapsack
and blanket and significantly hitched up his

belt, which held the revolver and knife, and his

right hand strayed meaningly toward the six

shooter. He appeared able to speak but lit-

tle English and it required some time to impress

upon him the fact that he was on the property

of another person and had no business occupy-
ing the sugar house. Fletcher, the lumberman,
appeared able to talk with him much better than

Silas Skinner and finally said to Skinner, "By
Jove 1 I believe this fellow is more Mexican
than Indian. I used to talk that lingo when I

was in the West," and turning to the Indian he
said :

"Habla V Espanol" "Si Senor," came the

answer, instantly, and the two were soon eager-

ly talking in Spanish. After a conversation of

several minutes Fletcher said to Skinner, "This
is a queer thing, I am going to tell you what
this fellow says. It sounds fishy but it may be
so. He says he and a partner, whose name, he
says, is Bill Springer, have been down in Mexi-
co, just over the border, working a little mine
which he discovered. He is a Navajo Indian
and these Navajos are more than half Mexican,
and this language that he speaks is sort of Mex-
ican-Spanish. I learned it years ago when I

was in the lumber country of California and we
had Mexican help. He says they had to mine,

their claim on the slv because of Mexican and
Indian outlaws who robbed the miners and
everybody el6e in that part of the country. So
as fast as they got any gold they buried it, and
kept it out of sight as much as they could. They
had two other Indians working with them and
finally these two Indians tried to rob them, and
in the scrap that followed they killed the two
Indians. Knowing the friends of the Indians

would make trouble they melted their gold into

a sort of ingot-like, and put out of Mexico. It

seems that Springer came from around here and
they camped in the old shanty and he went up
to Springfield yesterday to see about selling the

gold, leaving the Indian in charge of it here,

and Springer has told him it is worth ten thous-

and dollars.

"Thunder!" said Fletcher, "Springer! where
have I heard that name? By gracious it was in

this morning's paper," and he pulled a copy of

a Springfield paper out of his pocket, and
glanced rapidly over its columns. "Here it is,"

and he read as Silas Skinner glanced over his

shoulder, "William Springer, that is his name,
judging from papers found in his pocket, was
instantly killed at the Union Depot in this city

yesterday at 2 p. m. He was crossing the track

between the Union Station and the old B. & M.
Station when a shift engine struck him, and he
was crushed to death under the wheels. Little

is known about Springer, but it is surmised from

papers found in his pockets that he was a miner
with relatives in (his part of the country. He
seems to be about forty-five years old and his

body was taken to the undertaking rooms of

John Flaherty, on Worthington St., where it

awaits the identification and claim on the part

of any relatives he may have in this vicinity.

"Well, what do you think of that ! wouldn't that

jar you? It really looks as if there was something
in this fellow's story. Let's see if we can get

him to show us the gold." He turned to the In-

dian and rapidly told him the story of the death

of his partner in Springfield. The Indian ap-

peared much troubled and finally consented to

show them the gold. It was an oblong piece of

metal of dull, yellowish red color, perhaps ten

inches long by six inches wide and four inches

thick and when Skinner bent down to lift it he
fairly staggered under its weight.

"Je-ru-salem!" said he, "its awful heavy. Do
you suppose it is gold?" "By Gracious, I don't

know," said Fletcher. "He tells a pretty

straight story of it and it sure is mighty heavy.

Let's go outside and talk over matters a minute.

Just excuse us, pard. We want to help you and
we will do the square thing." Once outside he
turned to Skinner eagerly. "Ten thousand dol-

lars," said he. "Do you know. Skinner, if that

brick's gold it is worth thirty thousand if it is

worth thirty cents. It is pretty plain that Spring-

er calculated to skin this fellow out of most of

the brick's value. How would it work if you
and I bought the brickfor ten thousand dollars?"

''Yes," said Skinner, "but how do we know that

it's gold?" "Well we don't, said Fletcher, but

if we can find out that it is gold would you go
in with me even on the deal?" "There wont he

any chance of our getting into trouble for it?"

said Skinner cautiously. "Why no. of course

not. We buy this fair and square, and the 'Injun'

didn't steal it. He don't know enough to make
up a yarn like that." "No, I don't believe he
does," said Silas; his fingers itching at the

thought of thirty thousand dollars for
ten thousand. "But how are we going to

find out if it is gold ? " " There is a gov-
ernment assayer in Springfield. I am not sure

where he is but he haB something to do with the

Springfield Armory, and we can get an assayer's

certificate to show what it is worth, then we can

sell it straight to the United States Government
for coinage purposes for whatever this assayer

says it is worth." "Let's try it," said Skinner
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eagerly. They went back into the sugar house
and told the Indian their plan.

At first he hesitated about going to Spring-
field, but finally consented to go. and they load-

ed the blanket, the knapsack and the Indian in

the wagon and drove rapidly over the road to the

city.

It was a silent drive from the lonely sugar
house to the hustling city of Springfield, for the
Indian was a stolid specimen of his race, and
the other two men were too busy thinking of

the strange story he had told and the wealth
that appeared in sight to waste any words.
Said Fletcher, as they drove under the bridge
by the railroad station, "If I am not mistaken
there is a United States assayer in the building
around there in Besse Place." and he turned his

horse and drove into a narrow street. They got
out, hitched the horse, and the Indian, hoisting
the knapsack to its place on his broad shoulders,
followed the two men into the elevator which
took them to the fourth floor of a well known
business block. Sure enough at the end of the
corridor in modest letters on the door was in-

scribed William A. Chase. Government Assay-
er, No. 682, Office hours, 9 to 12, 2 to 4. The
men walked into a small office with a still small-

er room in the rear. Its only furniture was a

roll top desk, and three or four ordinary office

chairs. On the wall in a neat frame hung the
commission of William A. Chase. Government
Assayer. At the roll-top desk adding a column
of figures, sat a slender man of middle age. pale
of face, scanty of hair and wearing gold bowed
spectacles. He turned leisurely in his office

chair and said. "Well Gentlemen, what can I do
for you?" "Are you a government assayer?"
said the lumberman. "It looks that way." said

the man at the roll-top desk, pointing to the
framed certificate on the wall. "Shouldn't
think there'd be much business for a govern-
ment assayer in this part of the country," said
the lumberman. "Well," said Chase, Spring-
field is not like a mining camp, but then there is

considerable assaying comes to us, the Ar-
mory uses considerable metal that n^e e d s

an assay, and then, the Government
buys a good deal of jewelry and stuff of that
kind for bullion through this office." "We
have got a confidential job here," said Fletcher,
"We want you to assay, what this man claims is

a chunk of solid gold which has come into this

country from a Mexican Mine." "All right."

said Chase, "just step into the back room and
we'll not be interrupted." The knapsack was
unstrapped and the big lump was deposited up-
on the table. Chase glanced curiously at the
bar of dull yellowish metal and said, "If this is

gold it's a buster, the biggest brick 1 have seen
since I left Cripple Creek, where they used to

bring it down from the mines in that shape.
Wait a minute till I get my tools." He took
from his desk a sort of ratchet drill, rapidly bored
a hole in the brick, and extracted some of the
metal. From a bottle he poured a colorless
liquid upon the metal which he placed first in a
glass dish. There was a little hiss but the metal
did not apparently mind the liquid in the least.

"What's that?" said F'letcher pointing to the
liquid. "That is a mixture of nitric and sulphur-
ic acid, that will eat any metal in the world ex-
cept gold." In a dozen different places through
top and bottom and sides and ends went the
drill of the assayer bringing out its little spiral

of metal from each place- At least twenty
times he repeated the experiment and in no
case was there any change in the color of the
metal. "Well," said Fletcher, tensely, glanc-
ing at the assayer, while Skinner's eyes eagerly
watched his every motion. The assayer heavily
rolled the brick on to a small platform scale and
after a few moments said impressively. "I tan
give you a certificate authorizing the mint mas-
ter at Washington to pay you S22 an ounce for

132 lbs., 7 oz.. which is the weight of your
prize. You can send it by express or take it

there yourselves.

"Let's get out of here !" said Fletcher huskily.

"How much is your charge?" "Ten dollars,"

said the assayer. Fletcher hastily snatched a

S10 bill from a large roll in his pocket. "Let's
get away from here. We don't want this Indi-

an to inquire too much into the value of this

thing. Do you understand what it's worth ?

132 pounds at 8250 a pound is more than $30,-

000. We have got to get that brick." "Yes!"
said Skinner in a husky whisper, as his thin

fingers clinched convulsively, "but how about
the Indian?"
The three men, the Indian still bearing the

knapsack on his sturdy shoulders, came down
the stairs and unhitching the horse drove rapid-

ly away. Fletcher turned into a side street and
in a few minutes drew up at a small hotel

-

They got out. went into the office and called for

a private room.
"Now" said Fletcher to the Indian, in

Spanish, or the Mexican-Spanish that they
talked. "I want to talk with my friend a few-

minutes, you stay here and I will send you up a

drink and we'll be back in just a few minutes."
"All right" grunted the aborigene as he seated
himself and took out his pipe. Down stairs in

the bar room the two men were all activity. We
must not let him get away said Fletcher. We
have got to get that gold. There is twenty-two
thousand dollars clear cash in it for us even if

we have to pay him the ten thousand. He
seems stuck on the idea that it is worth what
Springer told him. and now that Springer is

dead, he is bound to get out of here with that

money and we may have to pay it to him. But
even then there is eleven thousand dollars a

piece clear profit with you and me in the deal,

HI put up half the money and you'll put up
half. Have you got S5000 where you can get it

right now"' "Yes" said Silas eagerly. Well,
I'll go to Hartford and get five thousand dollars.

You stay here with him or rather you go out and
L't-t your five thousand, we will close up the deal

now. ship the Indian West and you and I will

take that brick to Washington and clean up ten

thousand dollars a piece. Pretty good day's
work, better than any timber lot I can buy.
Silas Skinner fairly trembled with the thrill of

avarice that shot through his whole nervous
system. "That's the deal." said he, but perhaps
we can get it for less than ten thousand dol-

lars. "Perhaps we can" said Fletcher but the
Indian is not a very easy proposition and I

would not wonder if we found him pretty stiff.

The quicker we get him out of here the better.

We don't want any of Springer's people, if he
has got any, to get at that Indian. "That's
right" said Skinner, let's close it up as quick as

we can. The two hurried up stairs and found
the savage calmly smoking with an empty
tumbler from the bar beside him.

"Now," said Fletcher. I'll tell you what we are

going to do. We are going to give you eight
thousand dollars in cash for that gold. I have
got to go to Hartford to get half of the money
but I'll be hack tonight or tomorrow morning
anyway and you gel eight thousand." "That's
a lot of money." "Bill Springer he say dat
brick worth ten thousand dollars. Bill Springer
dead, dat brick belong to me. I take ten thou-
sand. I take it now. I no get it, now, I lake

train for Washington. 1 sell it, like man with

the scales say could."
"Gee whiz" said Fletcher in an undertone

"That won't do. Well, we'll make it ten thou-
sand dollars said Fletcher, but you'll have to

wait till I go to Hartford and get my money."
"No wait." said the Indian calmly. "Y'ou pay
ten thousand dollars you have gold. You no
pay ten thousand dollars I go Washington my-
self like man with the scales say I could."
"What are we going to do? said Fletcher. It

won't do lo let him get away from here."

"Why we'll have to buy it" said Skinner eager-
lv. "But can you raise ten thousand dollars?"

"Yes 1 can raise ten thousand dollars" said Silas

Skinner eagerly. "I'll tell you what we can do,

said Fletcher. I'll give you my check for five

thousand dollars, you go to the bank and gel.
your ten thousand dollars, buy the gold and then
get rid of the Indian. Then I'll go to Hartford'

and I'll be back here tonight with
my S5000 and redeem the check and you
stay right here and don't let that brick get
out of your sight until I get back." It didn't take

Silas Skinner ten minutes to hustle to his bank
and give a check for ten thousand dollars. He
hastily thrust the packet of bills into his pocket
and hurried back to the little hotel. The tran-

saction was completed in a few minutes. The
Indian took the ten thousand dollars. Fletcher
sat down and wrote a check for five thousand
dollars which he gave Skinner. He also gave
him a small but business-like looking pistol and
said "Now my advise is this: You stay right

here in this room until I get back from Hartford.

Remember that little chunk of metal is worth

S32,000 and you don't want to let anybody on
to the fact that you are here alone with it until I

get back with my five thousand. Then we'll

square matters up and take that brick to Wash-
ington and turn it into cash." The two men
shook hands. Silas Skinner with a newspaper
and the revolver locked the door after the lum-
berman.
At about ten o'clock that night three men got

off the Colonial Limited at the Grand Central

Station in New York. One was a man with

a slightly gray hair and honest blue eyes, the

second was an Indian, or at least of a very
swarthy complexion with long hair, but he wore
an ordinary business suit, and a common black
felt hat. The third was a slim man with gold
spectacles bearing a striking resemblance to

Wm. A. Chase Government Assayer No. 002.

"Well Billy, said the lumberman to the man
with the spectacles, you know what the gover-
nor of North Carolina said to the gover-
nor of South Carolina." "It's a long time be-

tween drinks," said the Assayer. "Y'es" said

the Indian, and the three walked into the bar

room of the Grand Union Hotel just across the
way.

It was eleven o'clock that night when Silas

Skinner began to feel alarmed about the return

of his partner from Hartford. At five a. m.,

haggard and pale after a sleepless night, he
called the landlord of the hotel and gave him a

slight inkling of the story. The landlord said

"And you paid cash for this and you took his

check," "why yes" said Skinner, "he is the
head man of the Fletcher Lumber Company of

Hartford and that stuff is worth S22 perounce."
"Perliaps," said the landlord, "Better call up
the chief of police." The chief of ^police was
called. It didn.t take him long to satisfy Silas

Skinner that he had been badly treated by his

partner from Hartford. Before long he even
had doubts of the Indian and a visit to the office

of the United States Assayer found that office

entirely empty. The diploma was gone from
the wall, the roll-top desk was gone arid the

Assayer was gone.
Silas never got his ten thousand dollars, but

Charlie Waite, one of the slickest confidence
men in America, got five years for his share of

the little transaction Charlie never served the

time but escaped from the jail at Worcester.
Mass., in a most sensational manner. The gold
brick of course was nothing but lead with brass

mixture enough to give it color.

GETTING SOMETHING FOR NOTHING.
King Solomon in his Proverbs, or Carl

Marshall in his Menial Meanderings or some
other wise guy has said. "There is nothing new
under the sun," and whoever said it was right.

This Story of a Brick is not fiction, it happened
in the vicinity of Springfield some twenty years

ago. but I have no doubt that when Moses led

the Children of Israel through the Red Sea
somebody tried to sell him a gold brick before

he got the mud off his feet in the Promised
Land.
Charlie Waite. king of the Confidence men.

has long since passed to that mysterious bourne
from which no traveler returns and where they
say men of his stamp are never bothered with a

coal bill. Silas Skinner has also passed on, and
his soul, no doubt, inhabits a region where it is

not necessary to go lo Florida in the winter, but

the sale of gold bricks is still a thriving indus-

try. Though the story in various forms has

been published n thousand times, customers are

still standing on the corners with money in

their hands waiting to give it up to the first man
who offers them something for nothing. If

you don't believe this just read the report of the

United States Mail inspectors, which has recent

ly been published. They say that in the past

year, 1911, not a very good business year and
that seventy-seven million dollars worth of

gold brick was disposed of through the United
States Mail alone, and that is only one branch
of the business. The methods of Charlie Waite
with his Injun and his confederate, the inspec-

tor, were crude, and they were pikers compared
with the men who have been doing business in

this latest century of the cycles of time. Cop-
per mines that aren't worth a copper, gold
mines, (all you have to do to sell a gold mine is

to get a hole out West and do some good print-

ing about it. Y'ou don't really need the hole to

(Concluded on page 19 of the Students'
nnd.il of the Tenchrrs' edition!
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PRACTICAL
WRITING

FRED BEKKMAN,
Penman. Lincoln,

Mrs. Margaret E. Sangster says

:

"It isn't the thing you do. dear.
It's the thing you leave undone

That gives you a bit of a heartache
At the setting i f the sun."

—in the beginning and ending of a very beauti-
ful poem entitled "The Sin of Omission."
Then, too, the following words by Kiley

(Little Orphant Annie) keep ringing in my ears
these days—and almost scares me :

"An' the Gobble-uns 'U git you
Ef you

Don't
Watch

Out!"

Xow, how's a person going to be able to
write well when one is scared,—when the
nerves won't be still.—when everything seems
to go wrong ? That's the great question—

a

question of all questions, it seems. Ha-\eit! A
"bright idea" just happened along. Let's "you
and 1" write to some of the top- notchers along
the penmanship line (Messrs. Mills. Doner &
Lister, for instance and the Misses Champion &
Stewart) aDd ask 'em "straight out" what is a
good cure. Personally speaking, used to think
that I was terribly nervous, but have about come
to the conclusion that the trembling nerves are
all susceptible to the dictates of the mind—and

-/\^fez^£Ci^f^Zs<?-^£^C^w
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that they behave "ever so much better" after

practicing: on some movement exercises, drills,

etc., for a while. Really.it seems to be nearly
all in the practice, and the ability to stay with
one copy until one can see some noticeable im-
provement. Then, again, be careful not to
brag about your own work, the improvement
you are making, etc. .—there may be a break-
down if you do—you may have quite a tumble,
especially if the round of the ladder (the one
that breaks) is some distance from the bottom.

The higher up you get, you know, the harder
will be the fall. It is much better that you
should make a steady climb "up" than that you
should make a leap, miss your footing, and fall

back.

If You Can't be Good—Be Careful

!

That's the secret of learning to write well. Be
careful in the little things, the position, the pa
per, pen, ink. light, height of desk or table,

chair, where to begin and end each letter, word

and sentence, the margins on paper, straighl-
ness, movement (call it wiggle-wobble if you
want to), proportion of letters, size, slant and
about "57 other varieties." All in all—"Be
careful!"

Of course, naturally, if you keep thinking
about the time you expect to have next Friday
evening, when your thoughts should be center-
ed on the work at hand (just as opportunity la-

beled "be careful" is knocking at your door)

-

(Continued on page 17)
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PRACTICAL PENMANSHIP
By H. L. DABNEB, Penman,

The Blair Business College, Spokane Wn.
Subscribers' writing criticised free. Send Specimens to Mr. Darner at above address, inclosing a self-
addressed postal, and your criticism will reach you long before it could possibly appear in the B. E.

This exercise is made exactly the same as the following exercise, only we move the hand toward the right while making it.

Watch arrangement, position, shape, size, slant and quality of line.

The E is supposed to be a difficult letter. The small loop in the center should tip downward at about right angles to the main slant

See how gracefully you can go from a straight line to the oval and then back to the straight line again. This is a test of your skill.

7&i

There is nothing new in this line. End the exercise the same as you would end an (). Lift the pen while it is still in motion.

M

D begins like 1) and finishes like (). He careful with the little loop on the base line.

, uT j¥ jT A- jy yy jy
A review of all of the letters you have had. You will find it difficult to make them in groups. Watch the size and spacing.

Direct compact oval one space high. See if you cannot get this line almost perfect. You cannot work too much upon it.

Rill

Each of these exercises should be one-half space high. See if you cannot do as well as the COP}

<§ x mm»m. * > ,< >> , < * ,< >< i

<

u -mmm >m>®><

Make the horizontal lines by swinging the arm freely from the elbow. Be careful not to use wrist or linger action,
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Plenty of freedom. Do not diminish the size of the exercise as yon bo toward the right. See how gradually you can make it blend out.

wp////mmmmmm>p///s/mmp//A JX/MM&m.

Watch spacing and slant also ending strokes. Ability to make ending strokes nicely is an accomplishment possessed by but few

Notice that the tirst strokes and the ending strokes are exactly alike. They should compare in length, curvature and slant. Notice the location of

the dot.

Join four i's without lifting the pen or hesitating in the motion. Shift the arm or the paper two times in crossing the page.

You have had this exercise before. Try to do it better than you did last time.

This line is also a review. Kemember that you can not drill too much on these small letter exercises.

m:&»'-.--""':•""' •!, tr&k

More review. Watch the turns on the base line. See if you cannot get them all alike. Watch spacing between down strokes.

^//fasfJJJJsSsfS/j/ _^<^^i^^£"^^

The u is a double i minus the dots, only the two points are very close together. Both down strokes must be on the same slant.

Watch spacing between the letters. Also watch the beginning and ending strokes. You may join four of the letters, putting three sets to the line

if you choose.

See how gradually you can get from the small oval and straight line exercise to the u exercise.

'wwmn.

You have had this exercise before. See what' instructions you were given at that time anil follow them closely.

The w is similar to the n. If you learn to make a good w you MUST learn to make the little finishing retrace correctly. Notice the ending stroke.

You should learn to make this exercise rapidly and well. The w is a letter a great many people do not make legibly.
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This oval appears to be the same as the one you have had. It is entirely different inasmuch as it is made in the opposite direction. It is called the

ndirect oval.

This oval is made in the same direction as the one above. See if you cannot make it as well as you do the direct oval.

I am expecting some Hue work upon exercise. See how light you can make the down strokes. Xot even a hint of a shade should

Indirect oval one-half space high. Master it before you leave it.

Make this exercise without raising the pen. Six down strokes and six times around the oval without any hesitation. Try for neatness, which in-

cludes spacing between forms.

Six down strokes, once around the oval, lifting the pen while it is in motion. Don't curve the end of the finishing stroke downward.

This letter is the same height of the other capitals. Try for neatness, accuracy and freedom of movement.

p P / p P
Retrace the straight line six times ami finish with the pen on the paper. The small oval should tip upward at ahout right angles to the main slant.

Be careful that the finishing stroke does not touch the straight line.

13Bt3fiB&l?&fi&fiE
,

i &
The B starts like the P. Notice that the angle at the bottom of the letter does not touch the down stroke. In order to get an angle you must come

to a full stop, then let the hand swing easily rightward, lifting the pen while it is moving.

tt & jQ. & & PP p7 & & PP p2 & £
Ketrace the straight line six times and finish below the line. Lift the pen while it is moving.

The R is not a difficult letter, although it is a beautiful one. The little loop should appear to be tied around the first down slroke or stem. R end-

about the same as the capital A.

/' P /f/p/f-/f/r?/f/f^
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The above is given as a specimen of The Editor's penmanship when he is thinking of other things than technical penmanship. This was a page

selected from a number of a series he was writing merely for the printer and not for show or imitation. It is not a good hand for imitation because it is

too full of imperfections and personal idiosyncracies which, after all, no one has a right to imitate. But is given because many have expressed a de-

sire Ki see more of Mr. Zaner's work. Better, that is more formal specimens of a business type, Will follow from time to time. Of course the specimen

given above is too small for children and rather too running (wide) for accountancy, but it is given as a personal rather than as a professional hand, to

give the penmanship public a chance to see Mr. Zaner's personal, semi-conscious, reflex (automatic) handwriting.
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By Chas. Wareham, pupil, Kearney, Nebr., Normal, J. A. Stryker, penman.

Berkman--Concluded from page 12.

instead of concentrating all your thoughts and
energies on what you are doing, you are not go-
ing to make the progress you should make, or
that you expected to make. Before you blame
anyone else, however, would suggest that you
diagnose your own case carefully—and "BE
CAREFUL!"

Be Careful What You Say

In speaking of a person's faults,

Pray don't forget your own ;

Remember, those with homes of glass
Should seldom throw a stone.

If we have nothing else to do
Than talk of those who sin,

*Tis better to commence at home.
And from that point begin.

We have no right to judge a man
I'ntil he's fairly tried,

Should we not like his company,
We know the world is wide.

Some may have faults— and who have not?
The old as well as young;

Perhaps we may, for ought we know
Have fifty to their one.

I'll tell you of a better plan.
And rind it works full well-

To try my own defects to cure
Ere others' faults I tell;

And though I sometimes hope to be
No worse than some I know,

My own shortcomings bid me let

The faults of others go.

Then let us all when we begin
To slander friend or foe,

Think of the harm one word may do
To those we little know;

Remember, curses sometimes, like

Our chickens, "roost at home ;

,f

Don't speak of others' faults until
We have none of our own.

—From The Speakers' Garland. By Chas. Leatherman, Capital City Coral. Coll., Madison, Wis., < i K. Spohn, instructorand prop.
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OPPORTUNITY OF THE PACIFIC

Nineteen hundred and fifteen will

see a big year on the Pacific. It will

be the most momentous year educa-
tionally, commercially, industriously
and socially the western coast has
ever seen. And to commercially
trained people, especially pupils now
attending commercial schools in the
coast states, 1915 spells opportunity
in large letters. But 1912 also spells

opportunity to commercial teachers
all over this great country. In July
there goes from the east to the west
the largest body ot commercial teach-

ers, principals and proprietors ever
assembled on a journey for profes-

sional uplift and pleasure.
Good fellowship will run rife and

ripen into a richer professional feel-

ing and a closer co-operation than
our ranks have ever experienced.
And the journey westward is for the

purpose of uniting into closer bonds
the commercial teaching interests,

both public and private of the east

and the west.
The east needs to come in contact

with the enthusiasm, progress and
whole heartedness of the west, and
the west needs to come in touch with
the conservatism and earnestness of

the east. Each needs the other, be-

cause in union there is strength.

The National Commercial Teach-
ers' Federation is going west to see

the country and to meet many men
and women with whom they are ac-

quainted but whom they have never
met.
Spokane is the rallying center from

which there will radiatemany precious
memories and many pleasure parties.

It is earnestly hoped that the people
of the Pacific may meet those of the
east half way, for they will not need to

travel half as far, even from southern
California,

The various commercial teachers'
organizations of the east and middle
west are joining hands to journey
west together, and we hope those of

the west may do the same and meet at

Spokane.
Although the private commercial

school proprietors and teachers of

Northern California have arranged to

meet in Oakland in July, it is to be
hoped that they may reconsider their

action and meet with the rest in Spo-
kane.
A large number of commercial

teachers of the public schools of the
i oast are planning Spokaneward, and

surely the private school people can-
not afford to be outnumbered.

If all turn out who should and can
from the west, we would not be sur-
prised to learn that a national meet-
ing of momentous size and character
would be planned for Seattle, San
Francisco or Los Angeles in 1915, de-
pending much upon which place
sends the largest numberof delegates
to Spokane.
The public and private school peo-

ple of the coast would do well to pool
their common interests to that end,
and thus at the same time aid in the
common cause of commercial educa-
tion.

All who are desirous of seeing the
Northern California private commer-
cial school teachers and proprietors
meet in Spokane would do well to

write the president, T. B. Bridges,
and the chairman of the executive or
the secretary, we do not recall which,
H. C. Ingram, both of Oakland, Cal.

Make it truly national in Spokane
in 1912, and epoch-making in 1915.

CRAGIN.
From what we have been able to

learn from various sources the "Ro-
mance of Business" articles which
have been appearing in these col-

umns by Mr. Chas. T. Cragin have
been the best ever contributed to our
line of journalism. They have been
good literature and have contained
the very kind of information the

young people who are preparing for

business should have.
The "Gold Brick" articles just be-

gun will, we believe, prove to be
quite as valuable. We heartily com-
mend them to the consideration of all

engaged in our profession. If you
like them why not see that some of

your deserving friends get on our
subscription list so they can have
them all ? The contributions cannot
help but stimulate, inform and sober
the judgment of young people.

JEALOUSY.
Th.

eally l" get tin- upper hand of the pub-
lisher of the American Penman and forth-

with he endeavors to yet it oul of his sys-

tem through .i series of hot air vaporings
relative in the editor of the B. E. and the pro-

gress of practical penmanship advocated by The
Business Km CATORandthe leading penmen
and teachers of penmanship in America.

Vertical writing, copy-books, and individual

m an- the Quixotic wind-mills which disturb

his slumbSrs by night, while his large hills must
In- troublesome by day since he sees lit to men-
tion them frequently m Ins "commercial rate of

speed" advertiser.
( )u r friends seem too numerous and true, and

our work inn pleasant and effectire to he serious

h concerned with Ins misleading, exaggerated,
self-advertising, "automatic," muscular (nervy,]
•lali' ill, Hi

MR. HOFF'S LESSONS
We are hearing frequently from ambitious en-

grossing students Complimenting the work of

Mr. Hoff, particularly the detailed instructions

he is giving, which are so explicit in every de
tail This is whal the home student wants and

Mr. Hoff's teaching experience enables him to
deliver the kind of goods the beginner
needs. Mr. Huff's many years of experience
with children has trained him to Ret down to the
level of the beginner, no matter how old the be-
ginner may be, for grown-ups are only children
grown tall, ami we are all in the process of grow-
ing until we reach the ( isler limit, whatever we
allow that to he.

To Mr. I. S. Preston

Have they thought thy nerves were not steady?
Have they thought that thy hand waxed old?

They have seen not thy pen how ready.
Thy strokes so sure and so bold,

Thy hair lines so tine and entrancing,
Thy shades so strong and so free,

So here's to 1. S. Preston,
For a grand old boy is he.

Edw. L. Teeter.
West Hartford, Conn.

Zaner DeWitt,
Jan. 16, 1912, 10 pounds,

Son of

Mr. and Mrs T. C. Sawyier,
Supervisor of Writing and Drawing,

Middletown, O.

On Jan. 21, 1912. the stork deposited James
Curtis into the tender care and keeping of Mr.
and Mrs. J. W. Drye, Stafford, Kans. Weight
eight pounds. Mother and baby doing nicely.

The father was able to go on with the commer-
cial department in the High School as usual,

with an extra twinkle in his eye.

Zaner Kodney,
Keb. 20, 1912—5:80 A.M.

9 pounds,
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Lupfer,

Columbus, O.
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A TRIP TO THE PACIFIC.

The Return.

CONCLUDED FROM FEBRUARY B. E.

S. M Blue, one of America's most skillful pen-
men . met us with a glad hand in the city of
Portland. He has made quite a success out
there. There, too, we met for the first time J.

A. Wesco, whose masterful penmanship is

backed by a Flickenger-like modesty. His hob-
by is violin making am! plaving at which he is

an acknowledged expert. The Behnke-Walker
Business College proved to be one of the largest
and best equipped on the coast, as well as in
America. The Holmes and Portland Business
Colleges are under one management. Mr. A. P.
Armstrong now being out of school work. We
found the commercial work in the High School
in good hands. The Y. M. C. A. educational
department is doing most excellent work under
the direction of Mr. French. Mr. Hartley, who
has charge of the commercial work, is a progres-
sive, clean fellow in every way.
At Tacoma we were given a royal welcome by

J. O. Peterson, supervisor of writing, who is

"delivering the goods" all right. He is placing
the work on a pedagogical and practical basis
second to no other in the country. We found
the Meutel Business College first class in ap-
appointment and well attended. C. F. Beutel,
proprietor, and W. F. Giesseman, head of the
commercial department, are old-time friends
we had not met for many years and we were
happy to find them quite as young in spirits and
looks as when we first met them nearly two dec-
ades ago. Tacoma has one of the finest high
schools in America, with a stadium seating 35,-
000 people, and a commercial department that
is alive to present day educational needs of the
commercial world. We found some excep-
tional work by pupils in the course in Salesman-
ship.
Seattle is a thriving city and destined to be a

big one. Our cousin, L. M. Kelchner, the all-

round penman and commercial teacher,
greeted us and showed us about the city.
Wilson's Modern Business College, in which
he is the penman, is one of the big
schools of the coast, and a high grade school
as well. We talked to what appeared to be
nearly an acre of floor space filled with pupils.
The Acme Business College, the Seattle Busi-
ness College, and the famed Hyatt-Fowells
Schools all seemed prosperous. The equip-
ment of the latter is exceptionally unique. The
high schools are also doing well, the evening
attendance of commercial students alone in the
Broadway high running as high as five-hun-
dred. Stephen Dwan is engineering the com-
mercial work of this school, while W. L. Butler
directs the work in the ( 'ueen Anne high,
and Mr. Miller, ot the Lincoln high. Our
Mr. M. W. Cassmore is engaged in real estate
investments, and Mr. Harry E. Wilson, a form-
er penman and commercial teacher, is prosper-
ing as a lawyer.
At Spokane we were met by the glad hands

of E. H. Fearon and H. L. Darner, both princes
of good fellows, who showed us to the Blair
Business College and then to the Fearon fire-

side of hospitality and friendship. The Blair
"boys," as they are familiarly known, conduct a
first-class school in the true sense of the term,
and a big school too. On Saturday evening
they entertained a baker's dozen of us at the
famed Davenport restaurant, which, by the way,
is one of the most unique, finely-appointed, ar-

tistic, and best managed restaurants in the whole
country. This alone is woith traveling miles to

see, and all Federationists will do well to keep
that in mind when planning their trip to Spo-
kane next July.

The commercial department in the High
School is doing excellent work and progressing
along practical lines.

The penmanship in the grades under the di-
rection and inspiration of Miss A. Emilie Ol-
son is making headway both pedagogically
and practically. The teachers as a body we
found to be working unitedly and loyally in the
cause of efficiency in writing, and doing it with-
out the arbitrary and autocratic demands some-
times resorted to by superintendents. Supt.
Watson is administering the schools with little

noise and large efficiency.
We met for the first time Mr. Higleyofthe

Northwestern Business College whom we found
to be clean-cut and aggressive and at the head
of a large, prosperous school. The city of Spo-
kane is to be congratulated for having two such
excellent schools as the Blair and the North-
western, both big enough to cooperate but
neither big enough in petty jealousies to fight,

and as a consequence commercial education in

Spokane occupies a larger place in public recog-
nition and appreciation than in most cities.

We were also surprised and delighted to meet
our former pupils, Messrs C.J. Huffman, prin-
cipal of the commercial department of Gonzaga
crrllege, E. E. Lollar. teacher of English in the
High School, and Chaplain Scott, ofthel'.S.
Fort of Spokane, the last having been pupils of
the writer in the Columbus Business college in

1886, two years before the Zanerian was
founded.
Spokane is a fine city and will extend the

glad hand to the commercial teachers next
July. The trip is one all should take who can.
At Duluth. Minn., the teachers are training

the pupils to use the arm instead of the fingers
from the first grade up. And the average of
teaching efficiency seemed high, too, due,
chiefly to Supt. Denfeld's high ideals, practical
policies, and unrelenting labors. The commer-
cial department we found in a healthy condi-
tion under the constructive ability of principal
F. B. Carey, and his able assistants. Everybody
spoke well of the Duluth Business University
and Mr. McCarter we found looking healthful
and prosperous. The Central Business College
also seemed to be prospering under the propri-
etorship of Barber & McPherson.
All in all our trip was enjoyable and placed us

in closer touch with many we never knew so

well and favorably before. As we near the Buck
eye state, we feel once more near the center of
the universe, but nearer to a great deal more of it

than ever before, and thus endeth our first little

journey to the Pacific.

A COMMERCIAL EDUCATION-
AL SURVEY

A recent personal inspection and
comparison of commercial courses
and schools, public and private, ex-
tending from the Atlantic to the Pa-
cific revealed many interesting, sur-
prising and portentous things.
One could not help noting the tre-

mendous impetus commercial educa-
tion has attained, gathering force
and volume each year. This is due
to the demands of the times as well
as to the belated, begrudged, but
now unquestioned recognition of
commercial education as education by
old-time educators, superintendents
and principals of high schools.
The surprising thing is that in

some communities more pupils are
taking the enmmercial course in high
school than are taking other courses.
This reveals the fact that parents
and pupils see something worth while
in commercial training.
And the best part in many localities

is that pupils are pursuing commer-
cial courses, not that they are easier

than other courses, which is unfortu-
nately true in some cities, but be-
cause the course means more assur-
ance of success after completion as
well as that such pupils are eligible
to colleges the same as graduates of
other high school courses.
An interesting feature of the in-

spection was the inclination, inten-
tion and determination of many prin-
cipals of commercial departments in
high schools to make their courses
as practical as in privately owned
commercial schools, and more thor-
ough. It is evident that most of

these people realize that high school
commercial courses are as yet evolu-
tionary and that improvement, not
contentment, is the order of the day
and the safeguard of these depart-
ments in the future. For if the pub-
lic should get the impression that the
work was not practical and thorough
and educational, it would be as quick
to discard as it has been to support
such courses.
A portentous feature was disclosed

in the fact that in many communities
more pupils were pursuing commer-
cial courses in high schools than in

private schools. This is proving
alarming to some school people con-
ducting private schools and well it

might, for it would seem that the in-

ferior private school is doomed, as it

should have been before it was ever
created.
Things that are inevitable should

never be alarming, and are not if

understood, but those things which
are in danger and deserve protection
are the ones which should alarm and
receive timely support.
Thus any good private school that

is being depreciated by a selfish, su-
perficial high school commercial
teacher or principal deserves the
moral and financial support of the
community.
The business schools themselves in

many cities are responsible for their

own small attendance and the large
attendance in the high schools, for

while they were fighting each other
the high school people kept on "saw-
ing wood" and the public chose an
atmosphere of peace rather than con-
tention for the education of their

children.
Probably no other one selfish or

self-protective motive has stimulated
high school activity so much as the
short-nosed policy of some private
schools in inducing pupils to quit the
seventh or eighth grades of the pub-
lic schools and to enter the private
school. On the other hand, many su-

perintendents of small cities have
wisely refused to open commercial
departments because the local busi-

ness schools were doing good work
and refusing to accept pupils from
the grades.
Public commercial education is

bound to go on. Whether with in-

( Concluded on page 21.)
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Trial Balance—December 31, 1911

Inventory Dec. 31, 1010

Cash
.Material and Supplies
Material in process
Labor in process
Manufacturing expenses
Finished goods

Accounts receivable
Machinery and Tools
Store and Office Fixtures
Accrued Taxes
l"npaid Payroll
Accounts payable
Purchase discounts
Surplus
Reserve for uncollectible accounts
Reserve for depreciation
Capital Stock
Materials purchased
Labor
Sales—less returns, allowances and discounts
Manufacturing expenses
Selling expenses
Administrative expenses

So 200 no

1 900 00
1 350 00
700 00
425 00

3 600 00

8 750 00
15 400 00

500 00
50 00

000 00
3 000 00
1 100 00
3 000 00
175 00
750 00

25 000 00

Ii 000 00
2 500 00
2 050 00

The inventories at Dec. 31, 1911, were as follows

Materials and Supplies
Materials in process
Labor in process
Manufacturing expenses
Finished goods

COST

The cost of an article, as already
indicated, may be divided into three

parts, namely, cost of material and
labor, which are known as "direct

charges", and cost of factory expenses
(which are known as indirect charges

or expenses. (Cost of material includes

(1) the raw materials (completed parts

purchased, and (3) partially complet-

ed parts purchased. Cost of labor

includes the cost of productive labor

directly employed in t h e different

processes of manufacture but does
not include indirect factory or shop
labor. Factory expenses include (1)

Rent, taxes, and insurance of factory,

(2i heat, light, and power, (3) shop
supplies so small as not to warrant
charging to stock, (4) repairs and re-

newals, (5) depreciation of equipment
and tools, (f>) salaries of superintend
ent and cost clerks (7) indirect labor
such as foremen, helpers (not work
ing on product) porters, watchmen
messengers, teamsters, janitors, etc.

iS equipment rentals, royalties, etc

As before stated, the methods and
systems of conducting manufacturing
accounts vary greatly, depending up-
on the nature and extent of the busi-
ness conducted, and particularly up-
on the units of information the ac-

counts are to supply.
There are two principal methods of

conducting manufacturing accounts,
First by the department method in

which the accounts are planned to

show the cost of operating an entire
shop or factory, or some department
of it, the object being to show the
gross manufacturing cost of the shop,

4 250 oo
2 100 oo
875 00
740 00

4 710 00

Trading and Profit

YEAR F.NUINI

factory or department for a given pe-

riod, and finally the gross profit on
manufactured goods sold. Second

—

by the cost method, in which the ac-

counts are planned to show the pro-
duction cost of the articles called for

in a particular job without reference
to the profit of a particular shop or
department, the object being to show
the cost of each job, and finally the
gross profit between the cost and sell-

ing price.
When the department method is

followed, which has for its unit of

consideration the plant, factory or
department, if it is desired to show
only the gross cost and gross profit

derived therefrom for the period, it is

necessary to open a single account
only which is debited for all costs in-

cluding materials, labor and expen-
ses. If it is desired to know the sep-
arate costs of the material, labor and
expenses, an account should be kept
with each. If there are several ma-
terials, various expenses, or other el-

ements of cost entering into the fin-

ished product, and it is desired to

know the cost of each, separate ac-

counts should be kept with them, or
they should be separated on analysis
sheets before the manufacturing
statement is prepared.
Herewith is a trial balance, manu-

facturing statement, and, trading
and profit and loss statement and
statement of assets and liabilities

i prepared according to the standard
American form) from a set of books
kept by the department method.

and Loss Statement
in i . 31, 1911

Inventory— Dec. 31, 1010
Mfgd. goods on handat
close of preceding pe-
riod

(ioods Manufactured-
during period per mfg.
statement

Total cost of mfgd. pro-
duct

Less Inventory of finish-
ed goods on hand Dec.
31, 1911

Cost of goods sold

(iross trading profit car-
ried down

44 700 00

13 I0O 00

SELLING ANH I MS IK 1 HI TIM
Kreight outward
Commission for selling
Salesmen's salaries
Mercantile references
I nsurance on stock
Traveling expenses
Supplies
Advertising
I I eat and Light
Kent Show Room
Storage outside ware-
house

Depreciation on f

50 00
100 00

1 250 00
100 00
25 00
615 00
125 00
150 00

5 OO
50 00

25 00
trs 5 00 2 r>00 oo

Net trading profit carried down

AI».MINISTKATI\ E EXPENSES
Kent of offices
Insurance on fixtures
Proportion taxes
Interest on loan
( >fficers' salaries
Clerks' salaries
Audit fee
Stationery and office sup.
Heat and Light
Repairs office furniture
R eserve for d'btful accts
D'prct'n on furniture

Net Profit—to Surplus acct

50 00
9 00

'.'5 00
15 00
000 00
500 00
100 00
25 00
50 00
30 00

200 00
46 00 2 050 00

9 •'.
I

Gross Trading Profit
brought down

Net Trading Profit
brought down

Purchase discounts
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Statement of Assets and Liabilities

DECEMBER 31. 191]

ASSETS
Cash
Accounts receivable

Less reserve for uncollectible acc'ts

Total Cash and Accounts Receivable

Inventories at cost :

Material and Supplies
Material in process
Labor in process
Manufacturing expenses
Finished goods

Machinery and Equipment:
Machinery and Tools
Store and Office Fixtures

Total
Less reserve for depreciation

Total Assets

LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL
5 200 00

8 575 00

Unpaid Payroll
Accounts Payable
Accrued Taxes

Total Liabilities

oOO oo
3 000 0(1

50 00

1 250 (III

2 100 nil

875 00
740 00

1 710 00

Capital Stock issued
Surplus Dec. 31, 1910
Add profit for year 191

1

25 ooo no

I 'J 950 00

Total Liabilities. Capital stock and surplus

Manufacturing Statement

SHOWIXI, PRIME AND PRODUCTION COSTS. YEAR ENDED DEC. 31, 1911.

Inventories— Dec. 31, 1911 Prime Cost ( Material and Labor) of goods
Materials and Supplies at cost 1 900 On manufactured during period carried

down
Inventories—Dec. 31, 1911

Materials in process— partly mfgd. goods 1 350 0(1

Labor in process- -partly mfgd. goods 700 00 2 050 00
Materials and Supplies at cost
Material in process—partly mfgd. goods 2 100 00

period (including freight and express)
26 500 00

Labor in process—partly mfgd. goods 875 00 2 075 00
less returns and allowances

Productive Labor—for period 17 000 00

47 450 00

Manufacturing Expenses—Applicable to

r. LSI

Manufacturing Expenses— of preceding partly manufactured goods in pro-
period applicable to partly manufac- cess at Dec. 31, 1911 74o no
tured goods

Prime Cost—of goods manufactured dur-
ing period brought down

425 00

40 225 00

Production Cost—of goods manufactured
during period carried to trading state-
ment 45 910 00

Manufacturing Expenses—during period :

Rent of factory 1 100 00
Taxes of factory 100 00
Stationery and Supplies 50 01)

Insurance on material and machinery 250 00
Superintendence 75n (Id

Wages of foremen and factory clerks 1 200 no
Wages of foremen, engineers and oilers 1 250 on
Fuel and lighting 250 00
Royalties 250 mi
Repairs and renewals to machinerv 300 00
Equipment rentals 250 00
Depreciation on machinery 250 00 6 001 1 00

46 650 00 46 650 on

Editorial—Continued from page 19.

creasing or decreasing ratio depends
upon the thoroughness of the work
in the public school and the efficiency

of the work in the private school.

Each has its duty and its opportu-

nity. Co-operation rather than conten-

tion is the safeguard of both, and, in

the long run, is it especially true of

,the private school.

The present and future success of

the private commercial schools lies

in its purpose and determination to

give the most intensely high grade
course in the shortest time consist-

ent with thoroughness in whatever it

attempts. The long course belongs
to the high school, the college, and
the university, while to the private
business college belongs the short,

intense, high grade, practical course.
Our faith in the foresight of the

American business educator is such
that he will intensify his work and,

like the farmer who intensifies his,

progress and prosperity.

HUMAN DOCUMENTS ETC.
Number Five.

No man in our profession pos-
sessed more ability than did he, and
no one had a better opportunity to

make a fortune and a name than he
whom we now recognize as a "bush-
whacker" in the school work. In an
incredibly short time he built up an
unusually large and good school,

and was the most talked of man
twenty years ago.
He employed good teachers,

equipped his school modernly, and
advertised extensively and agress-
ively. He employed solicitors; in

fact he evolved the modern rake-'em-
in sort, or at least employed them
more extensively than any one had
thus far, and he told more than the
truth.

For awhile he flourished and started

other schools in other cities. But he

did not ring true. He was tricky;

that soon became evident. He
boozed; and the people learned of it.

A few near to him soon learned that

he was untrue to his wife. The com-
munity soon knew him no more.
Now one city and then another were

in turn the victims until today he is

discredited in our calling. And yet

he is a man of real ability but with

out sufficient character to keep his

evil propensities in check. His baser

nature got the upper hand.
And the pity of it is "there are

others" in our calling injuring
themselves and the profession by
running low grade schools solely for

the few paltry dollars they get out of

them. With a higher ideal these
splendid natures (for they have real

fellowship qualities i could be a pow-
er for good.
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Perfect memorization of the key-

board, careful drill on the different

rows of keys separately and in com-
bination, the right position of the

hands, all have one object in view,

accuracy, and by accuracy I mean ac-

curacy right from the first lesson.

This sounds severe, and some will

not agree with me. I know many
teachers who allow two or three

wrong keys on every page through-

out the entire course. That means
the graduates of the school do slo-

venly, careless, work. Last summer
I was shown in a New York school

work done by the graduating class in

which every letter, long and short,

contained three wrong keys. That
was the regular allowance. None of

the letters presented a clean, neat

appearance, and all were badly cen-

tered. These faults naturally go to-

gether for the students had not been
taught pride in their work. It is

really not more difficult to get good
work from students than poor. It all

depends on the standard of the teach-

er. If her standard is high, the stu-

dents, on the whole, will measure up
to it. They respond wonderfully to

the mental attitude of the teacher.

There is latent in most of them the

love of good work, of doing things

well, of achievement, of perfection.

There is no greater satisfaction than

to be interested in one's work and
able to do it well. The teacher who
succeeds in awakening this love of

good, clean, accurate work, no mat-
ter in what line, has done a great

deal for the moral health of her

pupils.

At a public school convention not

long ago, the principal of a high
school said he considered it too dis-

couraging to a student to be kept on
one lesson in typewriting until he

had made a perfect copy of it. This
gentleman did not seem to realize

that if a student could not, with a

reasonable amount of effort, get a

lesson without errors, something was
wrong in the way he was working;
and instead of being allowed to go
on, with the fault growing, the teach-

er should be able to diagnose the

case, and show him the way out of
his trouble. It is indeed foolish and

unreasonable to require students to

do perfect work if the teacher does
not know how to show them the way
to attain this perfection. I am posi-

tive the average student will not find

it too difficult to get out work with-
out wrong keys, provided he is

taught carefully and thoroughly, and
given day by day the individual in-

struction and help he needs. In look-

ing over my list of students, I find

that not more than two or three out
of every hundred have failed to learn

touch typewriting and with no more
labor or struggle than is healthy and
good for them, certainly with no un-
due discouragement.
In order to be justified in requiring

perfect work the teacher should ob-
serve two things carefully, easy
graduation and thorough prepara-
tion for each new step. Here indi-
vidual drill comes in. The lessons
should not increase in difficulty too
rapidly or suddenly. Easy tran-
sitions should be the rule, and the
student should be so well prepared
that even the difficult work will not
seem hard when he reaches it. Nev-
er give him a lesson that he is not
able to do perfectly if he will do his
best. I have used single spacing
and long paper until letters were be-
gun. I think this is a mistake. It

means about forty lines on a sheet,
altogether too difficult even if two or
three errors are allowed. It takes a
long time to write such a page, and
the errors often occur through nerv-
ousness near the end. It is a good
plan to try out things yourself. Take
a long sheet of pacer and try writ-
ing three lines of each word until
forty lines are written and see
how difficult it is. It is better to
use letter size paper for all except
legal work, on the first lessons using
double spacing and about eighteen
lines on a sheet. The beginner will

not be too disheartened if he has to
write such a page several times be-
fore getting a perfect copy, whereas
the long page with single spacing
seems tremendously difficult to him.
For the same reason, the first twenty
letters are short.
Our students are taught on the first

letter how to center it well, where to
set the margin stops, how many keys
they can strike after the bell rings at

the end of a line, how wide a margin
to have for a short letter and how
wide for a long one, and how

to put the paper in so that that the
margin will be the same each time.

They are not allowed to hand in a
letter done on soiled paper, that is

not well centered, or that contains
wrong keys or erasures. They are
taught to correct their own work, to

know it is all right before submitting
it to the teacher for approval. The
teacher who spends patient hours
covering with red ink papers that
should never have been submitted
for inspection is simply helping her
pupils to be careless, slovenly, and
inaccurate. Any one who is old
enough to learn typewriting, is old

enough to see a wrong key, or know
when he has made some sort of a
mistake. But can we trust students
to correct their own work? I find

that I can, after explaining to them
that they cannot give an employer
incorrect work and expect him to pa-
tiently correct it for them. I do
spend a great deal of time going
through the work carefully to see

that it is up to the standard, but find

few trying to get work approved that

is not correct.

It is with regret that we recently learned of

the death of Prof. C. O. Muex, proprietor of the

Mobile, Ala., Business College, which occurred
December 31, 1911. We had the pleasure of

meeting him personally a year ago, and found
him to be a most courteous, genial gentleman.

We are pleased to learn that his wife. Mrs. C.

O. Meux. had the courage and business discrim-
ination to reopen the school on January 8th.

She was associated wiih Prof. Meux for the past

sixteen years and had every opportunity to
thoroughly learn the business from every stand-
point. We have reason to believe that the
school will continue to progress and that success
will attend the efforts of the new manager. Mr.
Edgar H. Discher has charge of the commercial
department.

The last of January saw the death of Mr. E. S.

Colton, Jr., for many years the successful head
of the commercial work of the Lowell, Mass.,

High School, and more recently for some years

the highly paid head of the commercial depart-

ment of the Brookline, Mass.. High School.
Mr. Colton stood very high among his profes-

sional brethren in New England. His sudden
death is the result of an operation. The sad
news fame as a shock to all of his friends. Less
than two weeks before he had attended a con-
vention of the New England Supervisors of Pen-
manship in Burdett College, Boston, apparently
in the very best of health and in his characteristi-

cally happy spirits. New England and the pro-

fession, in the death of Mr. Colton, lose one of

the foremost teachers and one of the most opti-

mistic men of this period.

James A. Lyons announces that he

has taken into the firm of J. A. Lyons
& Company, Educational Publishers,

623 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Mr.

James W. Carnahan, formerly gen-

eral representative of Ginn & Com-
pany, and that the new firm will do
business under the name of Lyons &
Carnahan.

The Businfss Educator wishes
the new firm all the business it de-

serves.
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Some Exercises in The exercises
Composition which are sug-

gested this month are not graded and
do not, by any means, constitute a

"course" in composition writing, but
it may be that they will add interest,

and consequently greater effective-

ness, to the work in this branch, if

put into practice in your classes.

An Advertisement Offer a reward
Writing Con- of some sort for

test the best adver-
tisement setting forth the merits of a

book, a typewriter, a line of clothing
or some similar commodity. Con-
testants may be permitted to illus-

trate these ads, either by drawings
of their own, or by pictures clipped

from a magazine. The ads should
be on sheets of uniform size. En-
courage originality in their prepara-
tion. Contestants should write their

names on the backs of the advertise-

ments. Hang these in some vacant
school room until the time comes for

opening the exhibit. Appoint a com-
mittee of three to select the best ad-

vertisement, originality and execu-
tion considered.
Report Writing The Civil Service

Commission includes in many of its

examinations a test in report writing
which is an excellent test in compo-
sition, particularly in condensation.
An article or extract similar to the
following is given, with instructions

to reduce the number of words and
to retain all the essential facts:

"Safety appliances in collieries are
common but are not heeded by many
of the individual miners. They are
careless. The safety of all the min-
ers would be materially increased if

each miner watched the warnings of
danger which are many times un-
heeded by them and thus cause
shocking 'disasters. The history of
mine explosions presents many a

case where thoughtlessness on the
part of one man has set at naught the
watchful care of hundreds of his fel-

low workers. They do not properly
use their many safety devices as they
should, and which if properly used
would eliminate much of the danger
that threatened workers in bitumi-
nous mines. Each worker should
without stopping his work keep him-
self informed of the condition of the
atmosphere. He is, however, in-

different. He works amidst danger
continually and is inattentive. He is

often imprudent as he becomes ac-

customed to danger. It has always
been difficult to make the individual
miner realize that he can be careless
enough to do others harm. Since he
is so careless, a svstem of warnings

leaving the miners themselves to
look after it is often useless. What
is needed is an automatic system. It

must compel attention. These men
work at digging the coal while the
mine is filling with gas that will kill

all of them when the lights reach it

and cause an explosion. An auto-
matic device ought to report the
dangerous condition to all workers
in the mine so that they can protect
themselves. They should not have
to depend on careless miners, but
should have some kind of automatic
appliance to warn them. Shocking
disasters occur simply because the
careless workers do not notice the
warnings as they are now given."
Of course there is no objection to

improving the diction while making
the condensation. From the above
article the following report was con-
densed by a pupil:

"The many shocking disasters that
occur in mines are generally the re-
sult of carelessness on the part of
some workman. Safety appliances
are in common use, but often they
are not properly handled. The ave-
rage workman gradually becomes ac-
customed to the dangers of the mine
and does not heed the safety appli-
ances. As a result of his careless-
ness he endangers the lives of all of
his fellow workmen. What is needed
is some system that will compel his
attention while at work. Some auto-
matic device ought to report the con-
ditions in such a manner as to give
every workman ample opportunit}1 to
protect himself in case of danger."
How To Use Many exercises

Words should be given to
compel pupils to use the dictionary
and to learn the meaning and use of
many different words. The pupil
who produced our next illustration
evidently failed to give the words
used a very careful examination.
The words illegible, feasible, inaud-
ible, visible, inexplicable, inaccess-
ible, perceptible, coincidence, trans-
portation and distract had been
placed upon the blackboard and in-

structions were given to write a short
story in which these words should be
properly used. Behold the result:
"Once there was an illegible who

thought he would pass an examina-
tion with feasible ease and on further
investigation he found out that he
was an inaudible so he was not at all

visible to the examinations.
Later on in the years his inexplic-

able mystery was at a place where it

was inaccessible to the perceptible
mind though it was already at a coin-
cidence.
When his perceptible ideas were

settled, he though of his transporta-
tion and the only thing to do was to

distract it to a different place."

Yes, it's a fact— I have the paper
before me. There are students (?i

who will turn in such stuff as this
rather than do the necessary amount
of labor to produce more creditable
results. Perhaps this "horrible ex-
ample" will stimulate your class to
make a better showing.
Word Selec- Use the following

tion words to fill the miss-
ing blanks in the sentences below: con-
temptuous, humane, reciprocate,
rout, human, route, diseased, retali-
ate, deceased, missiles, missive, re-
ciprocate:
The of the mob broke his

windows, while the from
those he had served all his life broke
his heart.
He was badly for years

and is now .

It is evil to for a wrong;
it is but ordinar}- courtesy to

a favor.
The was complete and

the stragglers fled along the
by the river.
His treatment of your father was

To err is ; to help the
unfortunate and erring is but

Imagine getting these back in this
form:
The rout of the mob broke his win-

dows, while the cruel missiles from
those he had served all his life broke
his heart.
He was badly contemptuous for

years and is now diseased.
It is evil to humane for a wrong; it

is but ordinary courtesy to human a
favor.
The retaliate was complete and the

stragglers fled along the route by the
river.
His treatment of your father was

reciprocate.
To err is missile; to help the un-

fortunate and erring is but deceased.
As long as such work as this can

be obtained from pupils of even high
school grade, of what use is it to
dwell extensively on the conjugation
of love, the defining of adjective ele-

ments of the third class, the dia-
gramming of complex sentences?
Summarizing The one who writes

a synopsis of the preceding chapters
of a serial story must be a master of
composition. He must say much in

little, must tell in a few words the
essential happenings so that the
reader having missed the first in-

stallments may take up the thread of
the story and lose nothing of the

plot. Why not give our pupils some
composition work of this kind to do ?

Paraphrasing To say what another
has said, but in different language,
is an exercise worth while. Try this,

using the best models of English at

times and occasionally giving a se-

lection which the pupils should be
able to improve upon.
News Writing Let your pupils try

their hands at writing up a fire, an
accident, or some event of great im-
portance as though for publication
in a daily paper.
Circular Letters After reading and

discussing some good circular and
follow-up letters, lead the members
of the class to produce some original
work of this kind.
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SHORT PROCESSES IN SUBTRAC-
TION AND MULTIPLICATION

OF FRACTIONS.

After the pupils have learned the

short processes in addition of frac-

tions as illustrated in the last article

on Arithmetic, they will have no
difficulty in remembering the short

processes in subtraction, for the gen-

eral method is the same, except, of

course, that the differences are now
taken where the sums had been re-

quired.

To subtract one fractioti from another

when each numerator is 1.

Subtract the denominators for the

numerator, and take their product
for the denominator of the result.

\—}= 2". i -J=& \—A=&=A
7—3=4 9-4=5 10—8=2
3 7=21 4X9=36 8X10=80
The result, as in the last example,

should always be expressed in its

simplest form.

Find the value of:

i_4 1_J i—i i_i

-A
With a little practice the pupils

should be able to name quickly the

results in such examples as have just

been given.

To subtract one fraction from another

when the numerator of each is 2, J,

etc.

Proceed the same as before, but
double the difference of the denom-
inators when each numerator is 2;

triple the difference when the numer-
ator of each fraction is 3, etc.

I -h
::-?=a

(5-3)x2=4 (7-4)X3=9
3X5=15 4 7=28 *

Find the value of:

To subtract one fraction front another

when the sum of the numerators is J
or more.

Multiply the numerator of each by
the denominator of the other fraction
and subtract the products for the
numerator, and take the product of

the denominators for the denomina-
tor of the result.

(3X3)- (4xl)=5 (5X6)-(7x2)=16
4X3=12 7X5=35

Find the value of:

-t\

Sufficient drill should be given to
enable the class to find the results
very quickly. Review exercises con-
tainingfmiscellaneous examples illus-

trating the) three classes of fractions
given in this article, will afford ex-

cellent practice for the pupils and
furnish fitting examples to test them
for speed and accuracy in their calcu-
lations. Mixed numbers may also be
used in connection with these drills,

in which the fractions should illus-

trate the classes which have been
given. In subtracting mixed num-
bers, the subtrahend should be
placed under the minuend, and the
fractions subtracted first.

To multiply any mixed number con-
taining \ by itself.

Multiply 8J by 8J.

Sh It is readily seen that I

8£ times a number plus J times

72| the same number gives the
number itself. Hence, we multiply
the integer by the next higher inte-

ger and to the product annex J.

Thus, 8)<9 are 72, to which we annex
\ (the product of the fractions.)

To multiply any two mixed numbers,
sach containing \.

1. Multiply % by 7i.

9J To the product of the in-

7J
tegers add half of their sum

63 plus i. Thus, 7X9=63, to

8] which we add A(9+7)+}=71}.

71 1 When the sum of the inte-

gers is an odd number, call it one less

to make it even. Then add to the
product of the integers half the even
number plus |.

2. Multiply \2\ by 1\.

T2J The process may be indi-

7j; cated thus: 7x12=84, to

84 which we add J(12+6.)+i, or
9| 9|, making 93|.

935 This process avoids the
necessity of adding fractions in the
partial products.

To multiply any two mixed numbers
having like fractions.

1. Multiply 16:| by 121.

161 Find the product of the

12J
fractions, the product of the

'ii,'',, of the sum of the integers
192 by one of the fractions, and
213,"

fi
the product of the integers;

and find their sum. Thus, :ixt=,9g;
1(12+16) =21; and 12X16=192. Tak-
ing the sum of the partial products,

we have 213 1
;'
e .

2. Multiply 131 byTJ.
13?; In this example the sum
7J of the integers is 20, and \

.', of 20 is 6H which forms one
6ii of the partial products to be

91 added. To save space the

977, product of the integers (91)

may be prefixed to ,',.

To multiply any mixed numbers.

Multiply W. by 11 \.

\1\ It is best to follow the
1 ', logical order in multiplica-

\ tion of mixed numbers, by
4] multiplying by the fraction
5'. first. Thus, ', times 1=4, I

187 X17=4£. Then 11 times \=

196| 5i, and 11x17=187. Arrang-
ing the partial products when mul-
tiplying, as indicated, and taking
their sum, we have 196J.

In certain examples it may be more
convenient to reduce the mixed num-
bers to improper fractions; and mul-
tiply as in ordinary multiplication
of fractions; but the method here

shown is much shorter when the

denominator of each fraction is

contained in the other integer an ex-

act number of times.

The business method of multiplying

mixed numbers.

By this method fractions in the

partial products when \ or more are

called another unit; and when less

than i, they are dropped. It is a

quick way of finding the product of

any two mixed numbers to the near-

est unit, and is much used in busi-

ness.

Example: Multiply 1 7| by \\\.

171 One-fourth of 17 to the

11} nearest unit is 4, and \ of 11

4 to the nearest unit is 6.

6 Then adding 4 and 6 to 11

187 times 17, we have as the pro-

197 duct 197. In comparing the

last result with that of the same ex-

ample by the exact method, it will

be seen that the difference is only
one-eighth of a unit.

In actual business the operations

can often be done mentally.

Hurlock, Md.

In the November issue a subscriber says he

tears from each number such articles as are in-

teresting to him and has them bound. Really, I

consider every article too precious to let go to

waste: so I have the whole magazine bound. I

would not take S5 apiece for the bound volumes.

A great educator was once asked what man's

life he considered best for a boy to study. His an-

swer was "Plutarch's, for in his he would study

many." Had The Business Educator been

published then he would have said "read it, for

in it you get not only biography but everything

else that is useful to an ambitious young man."
T. V. Fetters.
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Below I give an outline for the sec-

ond follow-up letter. In the preced-

ing letter you looked at the future

through the eyes of the prospective

student, and in the latter part of the

letter made him a part of your
school, and in this one you conduct
him into business life through the

medium of some of your graduates
who are eminently successful. In

choosing the two or three that you
are introducing to the prospective

student be sure to pick out those who
have started at the bottom; that is,

with a verv moderate educational

equipment. It has been my experi-

ence that the pupil who enters school

branded as particularly brilliant is

almost sure to fail, while the ordi-

nary pupil, filled with ambition and
stick-to-it-iveness will succeed every
time.

I do not want to tire you with fre-

quent letters, but I know you are in-

terested not only in your own advance-
ment, but in others who have made
good. The question that frequently
arises in our minds when some one
scores a success is, was he so bright
that he could not help it, or was he
just an ordinary person like myself,
who believed that "Keeping' everlast-
ingly at it brings success?" My ex-

perience of years in training young
people has taught me that the youth-
ful genius who is patted on the back
by his friends and relatives, or the
young person who is backed by
wealth and is not obliged to work,
seldom amounts to anything when
he takes hold of something that de-
mands sustained attention and effort.

As I mentally run over my list of
graduates who have been unusually
successful, I find that without excep-
tion they started under what would
be termed disadvantages.
A few years ago a young man by

the name of Arthur Arnoll, one of a
large family of boys, took the com-
bined shorthand and business course,
under my direction. He had one
year in a high school, but was hardly
up to the average in spelling and
English, and on account of the poor
finances of the family he was obliged
to go to work before he had com-
pleted the course. He had absolute-
ly no influential friends or rich real-

atives, but he believed in himself and
did not miss an opportunity to learn
a little more about the business and,
advancing step by step, was finally

prepared for the opportunity which
came to him, and which comes to ev-
eryone if he gets ready for it, and he
left the railroad office in a small city
to become a stenographer in a New
York Central office in New York City.
After he had been there a time he was
made private stenographer to the
Chief Engineer, and finally Chief
Clerk to the Chief Engineer of the
great New York Central System. All
this has been done without any
"pull" except that which his ability
exerts, and he developed that ability
as anyone else, who is willing to
work, can do. He is a very young
man today, and people are beginning
to say "How lucky," and "He must
be more or less of a genius." I have
heard those statements ever since I

began to teach, but they do not ap-
ply.

Another instance of what one can
do for himself if he stops bemoaning
his bad luck and lack of opportuni-
ties and genius, was furnished by a
young lady, Miss Helen Sheridan.
She was the daughter of a widow,
and the mother had no money except
what she worked for. Miss Sheridan
had been attending the parochial
school and was just ready for high
school work. She was not a showy
pupil, in any sense of the word, but
she kept at her work each day, and
when she was through she was well
qualified. For a few months after
her completion of the course the de-
mand, in the small place where
I was located, was not very good for
stenographers, and she had a rather
indifferent position but finally the
opportunity came for her to go into
the General Council's office of a rail-

road—a place where a number had fal-

len down—and she made good. She
not only did her stenographic work
but she made it a point to learn about
the other parts of the work and, as
the railroad had considerable litiga-

tion, she went into court and took
the testimony for her own office.

This brought her to the attention of
the most prominent attorneys in the
state, and through their influence
she eventually secured a position as
court stenographer. Here again is a
demonstration that without influen-

tial friends or wealth, in fact, with-
out any influence except what de-

veloped ability always attracts, she
has climbed to one of the highest po-
sitions in her line of work.

I could continue these examples for
a great many pages, and each one of
them would be the record of an av-
erage student.

Probably they wondered if they
could make good, but--and here is

the key to their success—they decided
to go ahead and do their best. I

have been teaching for a great many
years, and I have found out that ev-
eryone has a wonderful amount of
latent ability that he never dreamed
of, and that if he will only believe in
himself to the extent of making a
conscientious effort, he will be sur-
prised and delighted with the result,
because that always means success.

I shall hope to hear from or see you
before long.

Very truly yours,
E. D. Snow.

To Business Educators Generally and
Especially To Proprietors of Busi-

ness Colleges in the South.

The idea of setting together for mutual im-
provement, for the elevation and betterment of
business college conditions has been going on
in the North for many years. There the business
colleges have formed themselves into associa-
tions of various kinds from time to time and
have worked together for many years to improve
their courses till it is to the North today th.it we
must look for the best there is in Business Edu-
cation, college equipment, good salaries and
reasonable rates of tuition.

The Southern Business Colleges have never
attempted an organization of any sort. There
was never a convention of any kind created
among the Southern Colleges. Consequently,
the Southern Colleges are not a unit and there-
fore are utterly helpless in dictating any policy
that would lead to or have a tendency to
strengthen business training in the South. As a
consequence of this, all kinds of curriculums and
all kinds of rates for tuition are made, as low as
$40.00 for double courses and 826.00 for sirgle
courses, hardly one third what they ought to be
to maintain and conduct a successful business.

It's the system of obtaining business that
makes us helpless. We of the South must get
together. It is a duty imperative. The present
state of affairs show, poor judgment, lack of at-

tention to our own best interests and a great ne-
glect of our duty to our patrons and the young
men and women who come to us for business
training.

H. S. Shockley.
Ashville, N. C.

News Items.

Through Mr. VVonnell we learn that the Fer-
ris Institute, Big Rapids. Michigan, began the
new year with over 1200 students in daily at-

tendance. This indicates a true democratic
tendency in the Wolverine state, as well as
that the Ferris is one of the really strong
private schools of America, endowed with a
strong personality instead of a money bag with
a J. D. string attached.

John VVanamaker, the famous merchant, and
Claude A. Swanson, Senator from Virginia, ad-
dressed the Peirce School 46th. graduating
class, composed of 223 pupils and an audience
of nearly four thousand friends, on Wednesday
January 24th. This is the largest graduating
class in the history of the school.
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Hitherto we have considered con-
tracts as made between the immedi-
ate parties themselves. Let us now
look for awhile at contracts made
through agents. In this glance at

the law of agency, we shall also con-
sider briefly, from a pedagogical
viewpoint, the agent's power to make
his principal liable for a tort.

In the civilized world of today, ev-

eryone engaged in commercial life is

almost constantly either an agent or
the employer of agents. As a man
mounts higher and higher in busi-
ness life, the less time has he to at-

tend to the details of his work, and
the more responsibility must he
leave to trusted agents. One of the
integral parts of the modern system
of business is the idea of agency.
Higher development compels men to
specialize their attention more and
more on single lines of thought so
that the vast majority of businesses
are operated, far more so now than
formerly, by a large number of
skilled agents subject to one or more
general leaders. Hence a knowledge
of the powers and duties of agents as
defined by the law of the land is a
very essential part of the business
world. This fact, showing the value
of the study, ought to be impressed
upon the student. And indeed, as a
preliminary to taking up every new
branch of business law, attention
should be called to its practical im-
portance.
An agent derives his authority

usually only through the assent of
his principal. This assent may be
expressed in different ways. Thus it

may be shown by a written or verbal
agreement between principal or
agent; or it may be implied from a
course of conduct; or it may be
assumed from the principal's sil-

ence when it is his duty to speak;
or it may be given only after the act

of the agent when the principal
adopts this unauthorized act as his

own by ratification. Many writers
hold that agency may be created by
necessity, that is even against the
will of the principal. But if this

view is examined closely it will be
found that agency by necessity is

merely an extension of the old com-
mon law right of a married woman to

use the credit of her husband in or-

der to supply herself and family with
the necessaries of life. Her author-
ity to purchase necessaries and
charge them to her husband is re-

stricted to the buying of articles es-

sential to her support when her hus-
band refuses or neglects to support
her.

The teacher of business law will

find it advantageous to impress this

idea of the origin of an agent's au-
thority on the mind of the student at

the very beginning of the study.
This is one of the basic principles of
agency. The scientific way to teach
agency, as well as any other subject,
is to lay down one of the cardinal
principles as early in the lecture as
possible, emphasizing it enough to

make it stand out prominently.
Then trace from it the differences and
the developments of the various sub-
heads, filling in the details. The
aim should be to associate together
in the mind of the pupil the whole
subject, so that in later years a ques-
tion on agency will instantly suggest
to him the essential features of the
law of agency. Of course, this is the
ideal and to accomplish it requires
attention and study and thought on
the part of the pupil as well as a
thorough grasp of the subject and an
ability to impart knowledge on the
part of the teacher. Yet it is pos-
sible of attainment and should be
the object of our endeavors as in-

structors. Not what the student
merely hears or reads, but what he
remembers, educates him.

Another of the basic principles of

agency is that in the eye of the law,
principal and agent are as one man
with respect to the transaction in

which the agent is engaged. A third

party dealing with the agent deals
with the principal just as truly as if

the principal stood in the agent's
shoes. From this rule grew up the
idea that an agent cannot make a se-

cret profit out of his principal's busi-

ness. A house divided against itself

must fall. From this rule also we
derive the idea that notice to the
agent is notice to the principal.

From this is derived also the liability

of a principal for the agent's torts

when committed within the apparent
scope of the agent's authority. A
principal's liability for his agent's
torts and crimes is treated at length
in the writer's American Business
Law (D. Appleton & Co., New York)
and also with especial reference to

the agents of corporations in the
writer's American Corporation (D.
Appleton & Co., New York.)

Agency as a subject for discussion
is perhaps not as interesting as some

of the topics under the Formation of
Contracts. It is a little more com-
monplace than Seal or Consideration
or Capacity of Parties. Still it may
be made interesting by giving as
practical talks as possible, illustrat-

ing the points by situations taken
from real business life. The teacher
ought not to be discouraged because
his students fail to keep their eyes on
him during the entire lecture and
listen breathlessly to every word.
There are bound to be some restless
ones in every class. And these rest-

less ones often hear far more than
others who sit quietly enough, ap-
parently listening, but with their
thoughts far away on pleasure
bound. The writer has found that
some boys assume a studied inatten-
tion for the benefit of their comrades
in the class room while beneath the
mask is an eager, ambitious desire
to learn. The eye is averted but the
ear is all attention. It is the duty of

the teacher to scatter the seed broad-
cast and the harvest will take care of

itself. The teacher probably never
sees or knows of the richest fruits of

his work.

3C DCDDCDC

NEWS NOTES
AND NOTICES

3C DCDDIZZIC
W. J. Stone, Ada, Okla., is a new commercial

teacher in the Draughon Business College.
Muskoegee, Okla.

Otis T. Spencer, recently of the Spencerian
Business College. Milwaukee, has just accepted
a position as head of the commercial work in

the Eau Claire, Wisconsin High School, follow-
ingC. M. Yoder, who hastaken anotherposition.

R.W. Manly, of Manhattan, Kan, has taken
a position with the Oklahoma Agricultural Col-
lege, Stillwater, Okla.

Roy R. Reed, of Habberton, Ark., is a new
assistant teacher in theSpringtield. 111.. Business
College.

George H. Walk, during the past year com-
mercial teacher with the Elyria, Ohio, Business
College, has accepted a government position in

Washington.
Miss Ellen M. Hassenger is leaching short-

hand and typewriting this year in the McMinn-
ville, Ore., College.

A.M. Thompson, St. Johnsville. N. Y., has
been handling the commercial work in the
Waverly, N. Y., High School.

G. W. Adams, recently of Elizabeth City, N.
C, is now with the New South College, Beau-
mont, Tex.

J. G. Wootton, last year of Knoxville, Tenn.,
has recently accepted a position in the Milburn,
N. J. High School as head of the commercial
work.

(i. C. Hutchison, of the Omaha Commercial
College, is now with the Mankato, Minn., Com
mercial College.

W. R. Stolte, one of the most expert graduates
of the penmanship department of the Cedar
Business College in recent years, is now in

charge of the penmanship department there in

place of Mr. F. B. Courtney. Mrs. Clara Mc-
Daniel is the new teacher in the typewriting
department of the same school.

Miss Jennie L. Skinner.of Springport, Ind., lias

been engaged lo take the place of Miss Mora I).

Richardson in the Rhode Island Commercial
College, Providence, Miss Richardson having
been taken seriously sick.

Miss Alice Millea, of Danvers, Mass.. is the
commercial teacher at Huntington. Mass., High
School.
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WHY YOU SHOULD GO.

BEING A FEW THOUGHTS FOR
THE UNCONVINCED BROTH-
ER FROM MISSOURI OR
ELSEWHERE WHO RE-
QUIRES TO BESHOWN

"Go to Spokane this summer ? Not
on your life! it means a couple of
hundred dollars, and a month away
from my business when it most needs
me. Maybe I ought to go, but you'll

have to show me."
Thus runneth the dictum and chal-

lenge of a matter-of-fact Philistine
and here runneth, also my answer.

The Profes- In the first place, my
sional Need dear brother, it is au-

thoritatively writ that no man, how-
soever miraculously wise in his own
conceit, is sufficient unto himself
alone. This may not be quite accur-
ate as a quotation, but its near
enough. If you are a mere visionless
"hustler," with your nose glued to
the dollar trail, and no care for any-
thing in your work outside the cash-
box, your attitude may be reasonable
enough, but you wont admit out loud
that you are that sort of a chap, now,
will you? If you care a pin for the
professional side of your job, you
need to rub elbows with other bright
men in your line, and if yon don't
know this, you ought to. Did you
ever hear of any set of men, of any
vocation, in this country who don't
get together, at least once a year, for

mutual good? Not long ago, I was in

a town where the National Associa-
tion of Undertakers was in session,
and they were having a jolly good
time too and learning things. I

heard one of them say that he had
learned more during that week than
in the previous ten years, and that
hereafter his funerals were going to

be a whole lot more interesting. Even
the drink-mixers have an organiza-
tion, and the other day Cincinnati
had a convention of hoboes. I haven't
a doubt that the W. W's. learned
things to their advantage too. No,
my friend, you were not intended to

live the solitudinous life of the clam.
If you were, the Creator would have
provided you with a shell. The fact

is your batteries must be re-charged
occasionally, or you will lose horse-
power. You need the new inspira-
tion which comes only by foregather-

ing with your fellows. If you really
think not, then your bump of conceit
is too big for me to tackle.

The Rest in Another thing. You
Recreation owe yourself a good

time occasionally; a real, care-free
jamboree of jollity and good fellow-

ship, when you don't care whether
school keeps or not, and when you
would rather pay for a dollar steak
than for an egg sandwich. Haven't
you done your duty sedulously this

year? Have there been many hours
when your hand wasn't on the throt-

tle-lever? Do you realize that the
gray hairs are getting more plentiful,

and that bald spot a little bigger
each year? Don't you know that one
of these years you will have to let go,
whether or not, that you will be a
long time dead, that there will be
mighty little fun for you in the cem-
etery, at least until the Resurrection,
and that you may lose out even then?
Isn't it true that the laborer is worthy
of his hire and a little more? Sup-
pose for once, you break away, and
get some of the real reward that is

coming to you by a few weeks of kick-
ing up your heels in Uncle Sam's big
out-west pasture. The joy of it will

be something to remember during all

the rest of your days.

I'm telling you it is worth the price
to cross this big western country in

the fair June days, partaking of

your grape fruit and broiled chicken
in the luxurious Pullman, while you
note the wonderful passing panoramo
of snowy mountains, evergreen for-

ests and splashing mountain streams,
as you speed along at a mile a min-
ute, but so gently that you might be
at home in your Morris chair. Isn'ta
fellow entitled to play the millionaire
once in a while, even if it does lick

up a few ten dollar bills ? What were
the bills made for anyway? Can't I

see you now; critically inspecting the

hot porterhouse, which you and your
good friend (or mayhap your wife)
who is your vis a vis, have ordered
jointly, slipping the sable Chester-
field a quarter when you have finished,

and feeling as comfortably rich and
important, as though you owned a

bank and were brought up on that
sort of thing? Try the taste of it,

brother. It won't spoil your appe-
tite for the prunes and pot roast
when you get back into your old
clothes again, and, as I said before,
you deserve it.

What You "But," you say, "what
Will See is there out there to see
but a lot of mountains and sage
brush, and sand, and land sharks?"
Well, let me tell you. If you have
never seen anything in the way of

mountains, except the alleged moun-
tains of New York and Pennsylvania
and New Hampshire, you do not
know what the word means. Just to

illustrate : You would have to pile

three Mt. Washingtons, one on top of

the other to get a Pike's Peak, and
you would have to have a row of
such mountain piles three hundred
miles long to get the mountain vista
that looms up west of Denver. They
haven't one mountain anywhere from
Maine to North Carolina, that, out
west would be considered more than
a very ordinary little dinky foothill.

Now, I do not undertake to explain the
charm that attaches to a piece of real

estate that tilts up for two or three
miles at an angle of forty-five degrees
—which charm does not exist in the
same kind of real estate that lies flat,

but the charm is there just the same,
and when the upper angle is covered
with a square mile of glistening
snow, in the middle of July, you get
a thrill that nothing else in Nature
can give you.

A. little boy described a mountain
as "a lot of ground that had got its

back." As you look from your car
window anywhere in the mountain
states, you might think that the
whole country had its back up, and
that this probably explains why there
are so many Insurgents out there.
But you would be wrong. Right
while you are marveling at some
mighty snow-laden mountain giant
fifty miles away, you may be spin
ning along a fertile valley, which is as
peaceful and homelike, with its flow-

ery orchards and alfalfa fields, as a
similar strip of country in Iowa or
New York. Perhaps it is these sur-
prising contrasts in scenic beauty
that make this out-west country so
impressive. Then, as you follow this
valley to its head, the mountain walls
come nearer and nearer, till all at once
you plunge into the canon. No poet,
or fine writer that I know of, has been
able to put into words any adequate
picture of the strange, weird, solemn
mountain canons. Neither has any
painter caught their brooding spirit.

Should you go to Spokane by Denver
and Colorado Springs and Utah, as I

advise, you will pass through two of
these marvelous gorges; the Grand
Canon of the Upper Arkansas and the
Black Canon of the Gunnison. When
you see them you will agree that no
pen nor brush can portray them.

The Persistent First, What is a copy-
Copy Book book? Evidently and

logically, a book that contains copies.
But this isn't all of it. A copy-book
not only contains the copies, but it is

to be written in by the copier, who
copies the copies in the copy-book.
This has been the form of this de-
vice, from time immemorial. We
know that copy-books were used, at

least as far back as the time of Mar-
tin Luther, and nobody seems to

know how much earlier. Further-
more, the copy-book was not regard-
ed by our ancestors as a mere device
for learning to write. It had a moral,
and even a religious, function. That
the old time schoolmasters regarded
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this function very seriously, we have
only to refer to the copies they wrote.
These had no relation to the pupils'

penmanship needs, and were, as far

as possible, from the alliterative flip-

pancies of the modern writing-master.
They included such sententious ut-

terances as, "My son, go not in the
way of bad men; bad men go to woe,"
"Be virtuous and you will be happy."
(It was left for a modern cynic to
add,"and you will also be lonesome")
"Honesty is the best policy," "Pa-
tience overcometh all things." It was
believed by the dear old-time domin-
ies that the writing of many pages of

these solemn truisms puc needed
morals and religious ballast into the
souls of the writers. Maybe they
were right. At any rate Martin Lu-
ther says, that the wisest truth he
had ever found was in a copy given
him, when a boy, which read: "Learn
to bear all your troubles patiently."
But we have got a long way from

this idea of the old copy makers. We
no longer attempt to teach virtue un-
der the guise of penmanship, and the
copy-book is not regarded as one of
the agencies of piety. The small boy
buys one for ten cents (which con-
tains, perhaps, three cents' worth of

paper) and slips it in his desk with
his other belongings. When the
writing hour arrives, and Miss Prig-

ly announces the task as "twelve
lines" he knows that he will be kept
in if he doesn't have those twelve
lines finished when the quarter-hour
is up, and works accordingly. He
looks at the copy, when he writes his

first line but never afterward, and
when the twelve lines are finished, dis-

misses the affair from his mind, as a
task that has been well and faithful-

ly done. The facilities of the modern
engraver have relieved the teacher
of the task of actually writing the
copies herself, a circumstance for

which she is, no doubt, devoutly
thankful, and if she takes the copies
any more seriously than does John-
nie, the fact is not made apparent.
Her function is limited to seeing to it

that the required number of lines are
written by each of the animated units
before her. In face of the wide-
spread agitation for more serious ef-

fort in the matter of teaching writing,
it is very likely that the copy-book
will have to go, notwitstanding the
grief of the Book Trust, which would
like to continue selling the small boy
that three cents worth of paper for

ten cents.

The Inland Empire But the won-
and Its Capital derful West is

not all scenery, wonderful as that is.

For instance, there is Spokane itself,

to my notion, the most brilliant and
lively and interesting of all our big
Western towns, and that is saying a
great deal. Right in the very heart
of the place, is a wonderful tumbling
roaring cataract a hundred and fifty

feet high, that lights and heats, and

does all the power work of the com-
munity for fifty miles around. So
cheap in the service of this hydraulic
giant, that people do not take the
trouble to turn out their lights when
daylight comes. They wash and cook
and sew and travel and keep warm in

winter by electricity, and at night,
the streets are festooned with
swarms of swinging lights and elec-

tric signs flash out their publicity in

a thousand unique forms. Add to these
attractions, the fact that Spokane is

a City with a cap C. Its sky-scrap-
ers loom clean and new, for there is

no smoke in Spokane, and not even
Los Angeles, can show more in the
way of swell bungalows, the homes
of the hustlers who have made their
pile in wheat or lumber or the silver
and gold of the nearby Coeur d'Alene.

Spokane is the metropolis and en-
trepot of that northern half of the
Great Basin, known to its boomer in-

habitants as the "Inland Empire."
This region is about the size of Ger-
many and more than twice as large
as all New England. It includes
most of the great plains of the Snake
and Columbia and with its marvel-
ously fertile bassaltic soil, its riches
in mines and forests and its water
for irrigation and power, is destined
to be one of the great industrial
regions of the earth. To ride across
it, is to gain a new conception of the
coming greatness of this Western
country.

The Final Now, my good brother
Word school man, please do not

run away with the idea that the pres-
ent Meanderer, has the slightest per-
sonal or selfish interest in trying to

persuade you to give yourself the
treat of this glorious trip to the West
next summer. I own no town lots or
other real estate out there, (I wish I

did) nor am I officially connected with
the big educational meeting that is

to be pulled off at Spokane in July.

Neither has Mr. Zaner or anybody
else given me a commission to sup-
ply this write-up. It comes merely
from a sympathetic wish to help give
my school teacher friends a good
time. I'm a school master myself,
and I know the value of such a trip

to the over-worked toilers of my pro-

fession. Also, I have myself, peram-
bulated about this big Western coun-
try a good bit, each time with in-

creasing joy. I'm going again this

summer, and I want you to go also.

You're entitled to it, and the little

dab of money it will take won't
trouble you or anybody else a hun-
dred years from now. By the way,
this big ride will cost you only a
Utile more tha?i a cent a mile' That's
almost as cheap as to stay at home,
to say nothing of the fun. Just say
you'll go, and when you meet me at

Spokane, if you don't say the fun
more than pays for both the cash and
trouble, I'll stand for a planked
salmon trout at the Davenport.

What is the Davenport ? O, never
mind, you'll quickly find out when
you get to Spokane. Everybody and
his wife will be there. It isn't a ho-
tel though, I'll tell you that much,
and it isn't like anything else you
ever saw.
Let Us Keep To The thing we call

First Prin- education goes to
ciples the very basement

floor of human life. It harks back to
the time of the cave man. It started
when the first human being began todo
original things, and from that time
down to the present hour, the whole
powers, and processes and devices of
humanity have had to be transmitted
to a new generation three times
every century. The method of doing
this is called education. The funda-
mental purpose of education is to en-
able us to win out in our war with
the physical. We ?>inst eat and drink,
and wear clothes, and have a place to

sleep, and some of us have certain
spiritual needs hardly less impera-
tive. These needs necessitate work,
and lear?iin% to work is, education.
Of course, I include thinking which
is a form of work,—in fact, its highest
form. It follows, therefore, that any-
thing that is called education is to be
measured by the power it confers to

do work, mental or physical. The
apprentice in the shop is being edu-
cated, just as surely and truly, as

young Mr. Highbrow in the college.

It is needed that people get this

broader idea of education. They
need to escape from the narrowing
thought that education is merely a

handy and commendable means of

winning social distinction. In the
class-ridden Old World, this idea has
become almost a mental petrefaction.

It crops out in nearly every book of

Old World life. If a man has at-

tended a university, and got a little

smattering of the the dead language,
and ancient and medieval . history

and philosophy, he is educated and
by virtue of this process is a gentle-

man, and is to be looked up to, ac-

cordingly, even though he knows not
enough of any kind of honest work to

keep himself from starving. With
the growth of vast fortunes and con-
sequent social snobbery, this unso-
cial and degenerating idea is taking
hold in these United States, and we
have a class of people who are educat-
ingtheir sons and daughters with the

sole idea of social adornment, and in

schools where they never catch the
thought that education has anything
to do with useiuhwss.

Unless we leave out of account,
the real and essential basis of educa-
tion, we shall find some of our young
people leaving their seminaries and
colleges more truly ignorant than
when they entered them. All hail to

the modern business and trade
school that teaches young people to

work and think, as well as to know;
that connects up their muscles with
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their brains. We want a world full

of useful, thinking self-controlled

men and women, not a horde of toil-

ers on the lower rungs of the ladder,

and a few polished ladies and gentle-

men at the top. It is up to the

school-masters to give us such a

world. Can they do it?

IS FARMING It isn't. At least, no one
A BUSINESS? who uses language in its ordi-

nary sense would think of calling a farmer a

"business man." Why not? Chiefly, in our

view, because farming generally is not, and
never has been conducted along business lines.

The farmer, as a rule does not even know, with-

in thousands of dollars, the amount of capital

he has invested. Neither does he know with
any accuracy the source of his gains or his loss-

es, or the cost of his products. His ignorance as

to these business essentials is, doubtless, direct-

ly traceable to the fact that he rarely keeps any
accounts worthy of the name. But this is only a

secondary reason. The main one is that the
farmer nas never got into the habit of looking
upon his farm and its operation as a financial en-
terprise, as does the business man who operates

a store or a factory. In the pioneer days, the

farm was merely the farmer's home. Out of its

cultivated acres, by the hard toil of himself and
family, he wrested a living. He rarely expected
or thought much about a surplus. Whatever
the farm produced beyond these needs, was so

much gained—or wasted, if there was no market.
Such questions as interest on his investment,
cost of operation, and deterioration of plant rare-

ly entered into his calculations. Until this habit

of thought is changed radically, and the farrrer

can be led to take a financier's view of his oc-

cupation, farming cannot be called a business.

Recently, several accountancy authors have
been turning their attention to the matter of de-

vising a suitable system of accounts for use on
the farm, and already a number of business
schools in the West are advertising courses in

this new field. It is quite likely that this move-
ment will have the effect of calling attention to

the possibilities of farming as a business.
As another hopeful sign, it is a fact, that here
and there there is a farm that is conducted as a

financial enterprise, with an adequate set of ac-

counts presenting records of costs, receipts,gains
and losses, as in the case of a factory or mercan-
tile establishment. Congressman Louden, of

Illinois, conducts a chain of farms that are thus
managed, and in many parts of the great North-
west, large farms are conducted by corporations,

or absentee owners, who employ professional

superintendents, and otherwise conduct their

enterprise along business lines. That there is

an enormous waste of effort and a great lack of

scientific efficiency in handling the farms of our
country, is generally conceded. It will be a

great thing for this land when farming, which is

still by far our most important industry, is treat-

ed as a business, and when farms are conducted
with the same attention to business details, that

is given in the case of a mill or a store. The
business schools of our agricultural states are in

a position to help greatly in bringing about this

state of things by training their farmer students

in systems of bookkeeping that are directly ap
plicable to the affairs of a farm.

PUT AWAY It is good to bury the

YOUR HAMMER hatchet. It would be still

better if everybody would put twenty feet of

earth over their miserable, little pestiferous

hammers. How weary we grow of their ever-

lasting rat-tat-tat of petty complaint ! There are

few things in this world that haven't their flaws

and fly -specks, but when any poor soul gets into

the habit of always seeing these and pointing
them out, it is mighty bad both for himself and
those who have to live with him. One good man
with the hammer habit can kill more joy than a

dozen really wicked folks. I have often won-
dered if it is not some kind of a microbe that

makes people always see the hole in the dough-
nut. If so, the Pasteur or Koch who finds the

right serum for it will deserve a double-height
monument. I know folks in whom the knock-
ing disease has become so chronic that it would
be an act of mercy to chloroform them. A man

can become so habitually cynical and pessimis-
tic that he is a great deal more of a nuisance to

his fellow man than is a pickpocket or a coun-
terfeiter.

Let's set apart an island somewhere, to which
all the knockers can be transported, hammers
and all, and where they will have nothing to do
but knock one another. All in favor, say aye.

It's a vote.

If CATALOGS
CIRCULARS
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WOOD TO MARSHALL

On Individuality

311B Norton Avenue. Everett, Wash.
February 9, 1912.

Editor of The Business Educator, Colum-
bus, Ohio.

Sir:—I ask your permission to break a lance in

your columns with Mr. Carl Marshall, regarding

character in handwriting.

Mr. Marshall in his armed meandenngs has

tilted at those who like to see character in writ-

ing, but while his lance struck the mark, there

was a flaw in it, and it falls splintered and use-

less. 1 he flaw consisted in the assumption that

writing which exhibits character must be bad

and illegible. Now characteristic writing is

merely writing which exhibits the personality of

the writer, utterly regardless of the quality of

the writing. Some of the most beautiful and
legible writing I have ever seen, exhibited

character to a marked extent, for example I re-

fer Mr. Marshall to the signature on page 18 of

current issue of B. E- and the specimen at foot

of page IB. To praise these is to "gild the lily,"

but I must say the former is culture, power,
poise and courage raised to their highest terms.

These specimens are markedly characteristic,

yet each is beautiful. Strength of heart and de-

termination never were more clearly shown by
flash of sword or shining spear.

The writing to which objection is usually

made, is that of persons of a colorless personal-

ity who have not even sufficient resolu

tion or originality to outgrow the deadly in-

fluence of rigiil rule and deeply worn ruts. Our
writing develops or deteriorates in ratio with

our characters, hence the well-marked individ-

uality exhibited by the writing of men of affairs,

whether military, business, political or literary.

When we all write a perfect nursery hand, the

days of the giants will indeed be over.

Just one remark and I have finished— It is im-

possible to mistake an uneducated hand for one
of an educated man. Culture, learning, refine-

ment, and all that make the man of parts, stare

at one from a page, even from a word, written

by a leader.

Thanking you for the courtesy of extending

me space for this T am
Sincerely yours.

R. P. Wood.

"The Beacon" published in the interest of the

Indiana Colleges located at Indianapolis, Co-
lumbus. Washington, Vincennes, Crawfords-

ville, Lafayette, Logansport, Kokomo, Marion.

Anderson, Muncie, Newcastle, and Richmond,
comes to our desk from time to lime profusely

illustrated and well written, indicating progress

and prosperity in the management of these

schools.

The Cambria Business College. Johnstown.

Pa., issued a large eight-page folder profusely

illustrated with school room scenes, photos of

pupils, specimens of penmanship, etc., making
it an attractive advertising medium for the

school.

The Midwinter Announcement. Parsons.

Kans, Business College, J. (J. Olson, proprie-

tor, came to hand early in the year, and indi-

cates a most prosperous condition of the school.

A "Good Record" is the title of a blue four-

page circular issued by the Kankakee, 111., Busi-

ness College, the first page of which is

devoted to the names and address of pupils oc-

cupying positions furnished through that insti-

tution. We consider it a piece of good adver-

tising.

The Mississippi Valley Magazine, a large sev-

enty page journal published to promote the
cause of prosperity along the Mississippi River,

recently contains an excellent editorial and ad-
vertising matter relative to the Gem City Busi-

ness College, Uuincy, 111., founded by D. L.

Musselman in 1S40 and now being conducted
by his sons.

The .South Bend, Ind., Business College re-

cently issued a catalog of unusual proportions,

the pages being 12 by 18 inches in size and
number thirty-two handsomely covered in gray
and the title printed in orange and black. It is

beautifully and attractively illustrated through-
out by school room scenes penmanship speci-

mens, office fixtures and devices, photos of pro-

prietors, faculty, and of pupils galore, together
with information relative to the courses of study
and testimonials from business firms, etc., mak-
ing it a unique, and we should judge, a profit-

able piece of advertising.

"The Door of Opportunity" is the title of an
attractive little circular issued by and in the in-

terest of the Dudley Business College, San
Francisco, Calif.

The Detroit, Mich., Commercial College.

Chas. F. Zulauf, Business Manager, issues a

catalog of good size and quality, attractively

illustrated, outlining the work in that institution.

It indicates a prosperous and progressive con-
dition, both of which are necessary for the suc-

cess of any school.

The Jamestown, N. Y., Business College is

represented before us by one of the best cata-

logs of the season. It is housed in its own
building, illustrations of which discloses a fire

proof structure of unusual excellence and
special fitness for business school work.
The type in the catalog is large and plain, and
the text unmistakably straightforward and con-
vincing. Many catalogs cost more but few
equal it in concrete explanation and honest rep-

resentation.

A.N. Symmes, recently of Lansing. Mich.,
is now located with the Detroit, Mich.. Com-
mercial Institute. Mr. Symmes is a genial
gentleman and we shall be surprised if he does
not like Detroit.

The Bryant and Stratton Business College,
Louisville, Ky., under the management of G.
W. Schwartz, has opened a school in Middle-
boro, Ky. The school at Louisville is in a very
flourishing condition, and no doubt the other
school will soon be in a like condition.

VV. H. Haddock of Mt. Sterling, Ky., is now
principal of the Southern Commercial School,

of Chattanooga, Tenn. He reports that every-
thing is moving along nicely and we will be
surprised if some very good work is not turned
out under his direction.

Through the untiring efforts of the principal.

Mr. W. E. Benscoter, a regular four year com
mercial course has been installed in the North
Adams, Mass.. High School. Not until the
same strong requirements are exacted of com-
mercial students in high schools as are required

in other subjects, can we expect commercial ed-
ucation to be recognized for its full value and on
a par with other courses.
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A WORD FROM COMMERCIAL-

IZED AND MODERNIZED
"OLE KING COLE"

Editors of The Business Educator.

Gentlemen : — After a brief glide

over "A Query" page 28 in the Feb-
ruary number of The Business Edu-
cator, some ideas popped up in my
mind as follows: Wherein is a knowl-
edge of history, Latin, algebra, or

botany more a cultural subject than
a knowledge of Business English and
Shorthand, Commercial Law, Sales-

manship or Commercial Geography?
(Answers from live, wide-awake, pro-

gressive men and women, those that
make the wheels of nations go round
will be accepted, not from the so-

called "literary dudes" or those that
live on faith, hope and culture).

A step further, I observe that some
of our higher colleges require an "A.
B." for entrance to the business de-
partment—can you picture in your
mind the results if all business men
and women were compelled to grow
an "A. B." on the major root of their

medulla oblongata before uncaged to

participate in modern activities of

this busy world of ours ? I can't. If

this were true, I fear we would be
compelled to import some men and

women, perhaps from Turkey, to

look after affairs 'til we would have
time to bake a batch or two. Now,
vice versa, suppose the colleges re-

quired a thorough commercial course
for entrance, I believe the result

would be more satisfactory than the
former condition.

Now quoting, "Is it not lamentable
that the usual commercial course acts

as a barrier to higher education?"
In the name of Adam and Eve and
common sense, what use would a
knowledge of the so-called higher ed-

ucational subjects be to the great
army of clerks, stenographers, book-
keepers, etc?, It seems to me that
there is enough time wasted now in

our schools each year by pupils
studying useless subjects to build a

temple in each state that would rival

Solomon's.

Refering to one of the quotations
in the above mentioned article, one
man states that a Commercial Course
should fit a man for Business rather

than a Bookkeeper or Stenographer,
I surmise by this he means to sit in

an easy chair and smoke 15c cigars

or take a spin down the boulevard in

a touring car. Stop! Look!! List-

en!!! You know there is only one
way to reach the easy chair and that

is to begin at the bottom.

Coming back to the surface again,
I believe that there is as much court-

esy or culture, if you please, in know-
ing how to meet a man face to face
and sell him merchandise honorably
as it would take to tell him that Alex-
ander the Great crossed the Strait of

Dardanelles.

To make a long story short, I fear

some of our colleagues have a vague
idea as to what culture really is. To
me, it is not facts, dates or anecdotes
taken from any book. I believe there
is no more culture in analyzing a
flower in the botanical room or skin-

ning a cat in the laboratory, than
there is in taking a Trial Balance or

oiling the Typewriter. Of course if

you want broad answers along any
line, state your propositions to a

man, that is a man on the inside and
outside and all the way around.

In conclusion, what is a Commer-
cial Education ? It is the science of

intercourse among men, garnished
with all the culture, refinement and
courtesy that valuable men and
women have time for.

Respectfully,

A. E. Cole,
Commercial Department, High

School.
Tarentum, Penn., February 8,

1912.
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The Commercial Teaching
— Mecca =

April 4, 5, and 6, 1912

Invites you to the Annual Professional and Social Picnic other-

wise known as the EASTERN COMMERCIAL TEACHERS 9

ASSOCIA 770/V, program of which is printed elsewhere in this

number of The Business Educator.
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COMMERCIAL TEACHERS" SUMMER SCHOOL

^

sntation, in Accounting, Shorthand, Teltiiraphy. I

it to enlarge their sphere of activity, multiply the

enmen will give special work. Come and broaden your ex

rve power, catch new inspiration and incidentally enjoy our parks, our unexcelled river scenery and tl

particulars address, BOWLING GREEN BUSINESS UNIVERSITY. Bowling Green, Ky.

Note—This school annually receives hundreds of calls for Commercial Teachers.

School Management and Discipline, in Ad
English branches, conduct annually a sum
their measure of usefuln
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Gold Brick—Continued from page 9.

sell gold mining stock but it's better to have one.
It needn't be an expensive hole. Any old hole
will do,) wireless telegraph companies, air

ships, sure tips on the races, and a thousand
other schemes were flashed before the gold
brick buyers by the ingenious venders of that
good-looking but worthless article of commerce.

SOMETHING FOR NOTHING
How is it that so many people are fooled.
Well the answer is easy enough.
An acquaintance of mine, a bright young fel-

low with abounding nerve who was at the time
engaged in teaching college presidents, hod
carriers, lawyers, washerwomen and others, the
useful art of hypnotism at 85 a hyp, explained it

tome this way: He said. 'There's a sucker
born every minute and none of 'em die to speak
of till after they're eighty, and it's a shame not
to take the money. Somebody will take it.

They're bound to get rid of it, and it might
as well be us as anybody else, "and besides," he
said, "there is something in hypnotism." I

guess there is for he was wearing mighty good
clothes and living well, and is now, for all I

know to the contrary.
There's some avarice, some dishonesty and a

lot of foolishness in the make up of most wen
body, vou arid I of course, excepted, even ire
may have one of these three elements slightly
mixed with our good qualities. A wise man
don't expect to get something for nothing, with-
out he steals it. and the wise man won't steal It

because lie knows he will get caught, leaving
the matter of morals aside entirely. The dishon-
est man will do most anything to get something
for nothing, and if the chance occurs to him he
will take it, just as our friend Skinner did. Skin-
ner you see at heart was dishonest but not entire-

ly foolish. The same had to be well planted,
and the bait nicely adjusted over the hook before
Silas Skinner would bite. But mix a little fool-

ishness, gullibility, in with avarice and dishon-
esty, and that person will take any chance to get
something for nothing. There are a whole lot of
people offering you this kind of a proposition.
Some pretty promising gold bricks were

handed out by the business colleges of this

country when I was a boy. It is just barely pos-
sible that an occasional "teach you shorthand in

thirty days and shorthand and typewriting in six-

ty- day" schools may be offering something in

that line now.
When I went to business college I was led to

think that I was to be graduated in three months,
a thoroughly competent bookkeeper, and that I

would have no difficulty in getting a paying po-
sition in the first class business houses of New
York Citv.

I paid fifty dollars for tuition, just as a matter
of form, not because they cared for the money
.mil in aboutthree months, they gave me a very
handsome diploma for which I paid live dol-
lars more. (I wish I had that five dollars
now.) The diploma said I was a master of ac-
i mints, but I must have forgotten a lot since that
diploma was issued, for lam along way from
being a master of accounts, now and of course
the diploma couldn't have been mistaken.

I went to New York to see about that position.

My arrival created but little excitement in the
metropolis. None of the leading business
bouses seemed to need my services and so 1

went home to New Hampshire and for two
months I worked at the romantic employment of
;i__ ii^ :i ditch for a water pipe. I didn't do this

because I liked ditch digging hut because I

liked three square meals a day.
The business colleges have improved. If you

go to a reputable school, and vou do, or you
wouldn't be reading The Business Kiiica
TOR, which is not wanted in the other kind of

schools, you will find that they don't promise
vou very many things. I tell my students "if

vou will do as well for yourselves as we will do
for you, there will be no trouble in your getting

a position when you're ready for it. though it

may not be the same day that you reach that
point of efficiency."

Few business colleges are selling gold bricks

today, but we have a lot of students who insist

on selling themselves gold bricks, at least they
want to get something for nothing. They come
to the school with the idea that it will get them a
position if thev stay there about so long and then
they shirk a whole lot of that honest effort, with-
out winch, nobody can succeed. If they come
late in the morning thev go early in the after

noon to make it up. They borrow from each
other and they do just as little work as is possible
and still keep alive.

I hate to see this. For goodness sake, young
reader of mine, don't try to sell yourselves
gold bricks, you will find plenty of outsiders to

attend to that, and if this storv lias a moral at all.

which is rathe; doubtful, it is this. "Don't expect
to get something for nothing." for if you do
you'll get a gold brick.

Just to show you that there's nothing new un-
der the sun. next month I'll take you back two
hundred and fifty years and tell yon the storv of

a gold brick that captured a whole great nation.

From J. A. Stryker, Kearney, Neb.

LINKS TEACHERS' AGENCY
REGISTRATION FREE

A. T. LINK, MANAGER
BOISE. IDAHO

t for the coming year. Rejrister Now aud let us aid
y. Write us today for Registration Blank.

NO POSITION, NO PAY
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Inspiration and
Information

TtlOS. E. CUPPER.
(INC. ACCT.)

Qnlney. Fla.

The Beginning That Was Never
Made.

It is refreshing, invigorating and commend-
able to see one make good resolutions at any

stage in life's drama—and good resolutions

should be encouraged into ACTt'AL practice,

and experience teaches us the sooner the easier.

When [ see a young man or woman possessed

of determination making GOOD resolutions—

they are never lost sight of, for it is only a repe-

tition of experience the world over that that

person is going to ascend to heights far above

the average—a height that only a comparative

few attain—and where SUCCESS is the crown-

ing glory of their ambition.

Resolutions that are easily broken from time

to time reminds one of a withering rose—whose

once fragrant petals, now kissed bv a gentle

breeze shatters the remains of a one time majes-

tic beauty and. with a last farewell it falls to the

earth below only to be forgotten with its passing

from the stalk upon which it grew.

Young people can oft-times see the error of

their ways—and, too. they oft-times resolve to do

better and start all over again, but hating and

hesitating to surrender some of the old ways of

the world, put off practicing that which they re-

solve, and thus the start is NEVER made.

Many of this class are good people in a way,

and mean well, no doubt—but their lack of de-

termination cuts off every possible avenue to a

world of light, happiness and prosperity
and it is the same old story over and over again

—they are kept close to the grindstone while

somebody else turns the handle, and the chance

to rise finally gets beyond their power in RE-
ALITY and in TRUTH.
There's a man—an old man now—whose hair

is white as snow, and the tint of youth and

middle age has long since faded from his brow—
his once agile movements are now slow, and his

steps have lost their elasticity—still, he enter-

tains hopes of some day "Making'Good." Now
that the opportunities of life with all their pos-

sibilities to reap sunshine and fame, riches and

success have receded from his reach, he fullv re-

alizes that which all who pursue a similar course

must, with bitter regret, some time realize.

Still he resolves—resolves each day and has re-

solved for years to make a change—give up the

old ways—start even with the world by blotting

out the errors of the past and starting in the op-

posite direction. His intentions were good-
are good now—but the good intentions were
never put into practice. In other words—he
knew better—but The Beginning Was Never
Made.
"idling friends—don't be ashamed to make a

GOOD start, and never allow anything to daunt
you in carrying out any good resolution you
may have made—even though it becomes neces-

sary to sacrifice a seeming pleasure or two, or

part company with some old associates— if you
know better, don't hesitate to act your part

in such a way that life will mean more—much
more—to you. your relatives, true friends andthe
world in general. In all my wanderings there

has come to my notice only a comparative few,

who have really and truly reformed from the old

ways that were wrong, simply because the Cour-
age to Act was not present. Remember, you
will NEVER see a SUCCESS among men and
women where a good beginning was not made
sometime—somehow—somewhere.

EASTERN COMMERCIAL TEACH-
ERS' ASSOCIATION

Albany, N. Y., April 4, 5, 6, 1912

The Proposed Program
THURSDAY AFTERNOON

Two addresses of welcome—Speakers to be se-

lected by the Local Committee.
Reply on Behalf of the Association, by Mr. E.

H. Fisher, Somerville, Mass.
Address by the President.
"Business English"—Mr. Hotchkiss. New

York University.
Address by Dr. E. S. Meade, University of

Pennsylvania,

THURSDAY EVENING
Public Meeting—The principal speaker will

be W. N. Ferris, Big Rapids. Mich., followed by
a reception under the auspices of the Local
Committee.

FRIDAY MORNING
Teachers' Training and the Pedagogy of

Commercial Work.
"Suggested Course in Commercial Training

for Teachers"—W. N. Ferris, Big Rapids, Mich.
"Opportunities Offered by Extension and

Summer Work for Additional Training"—Dr.
Clapp. New York University.
"Class Method vs. Individual Instruction in

(he Teaching of Bookkeeping in Business
Schools" -Mr. G. A. Deel. Eastman College,
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
"Methods of Teaching Typewriting"— Miss

Madaline Kinnan, Albany Business College,
Albany, N. Y.
"Office Practice for Stenographers"— (Speaker

open.)
Discussion, forty-five minutes.

FRIDAY AFTERNOON
"Night School Conference,"

"How to Obtain and Hold Night School Pu-
pils"—Mr. Milton F. Stauffer, Head Business
Department Temple University, Philadelphia,
Pa.
"Wherein would Teaching in the Night

School Differ from that of the Day School?"—
Mr. Edward Rynearson, Pittsburg, Pa.
Discussion, forty-five minutes.

PENMANSHIP
"Shorthand Penmanship"—Mr. Lafayette P.

Temple, Official Court Reporter, Baltimore,
Md.
Discussion, ten minutes.
"Longhand Penmanship"—Mr. A. M. Price,

Packard Commercial School, New York City.
Discussion, ten minutes.

FRIDAY EVENING
Banquet—Three speakers.
The banquet is to be in charge of the Local

Committee, and is to be held at the New Ten
Eyck, at 82.00 per cover.

SATURDAY MORNING
"Rapid Calculation"- Mr. J. C. Kane. Drake

School, New York City."
"Training of Office Help, from the Employers'

Point of View"—Mr. Story, Assistant Secretary,
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
"Actual Business Methods in teaching Com-

mercial Work"—H. L. Jacobs, Rhode Island
Commercial College, Providence, R. I.

"Bookkeeping"—Mrs. Hilton, William Penn
High School, Phila, Pa.

' Raw Materials of Commerce"—W. P. Raine.
Central High School, Phila, Pa.
Business Meeting.

THE HOTEL
The Ten Eyck. corner State and Chapel

Streets. Rooms 82.00 and upward per day. If

two occupy the same room SI.00 per day addi-
tional.

The Hampton. 38 State Street. All the rooms
have baths. Rooms 82.00 and upward per day.
If two occupy the same room 81.00 perday ad-
ditional.

The Kenmore. corner North Pearl and Co-
lumbia Streets. Rooms 81.50 and upward per
day.
Hotel Stanwix, corner Broadway and Maiden

Lane. Rooms 81.50 and up per day.
The Ten Eyck Annex, Keeler's Hotel (men

only). The Gainesborough and the Welling-
ton. Rooms 81 00 and upward perday.

All the hotels are conducted on the European
plan.
Persons expecting to attend the convention

are strongly urged to make reservations well in

advance.
HEADQUARTERS

The Ten Eyck. which has been selected as the
headquarters of the association, is one of the
leading hotels in New Y'ork State. It has all

the conveniences of a new and modern hotel
and is well adapted for convention purposes,
The hotel is located within five minutes' walk

from the Union Station. The Ten Eyck motor
car meets all trains. "1'he interurban cars of the
Schenectady Railway Co. pass the hotel.

WANTED
An Engrosser For Filling Diplomas

ROUNDS=TRUMAN CO.

Schiller Buiding CHICAQO

FOR YOUR SCRAP BOOK

1 have for sale 35 superbly executed
specimens of off-hand flourishes bv A. H.
Hinman, W.E.lDennis and E. L. Brown;
Sheets 6xH; price 75c per sheet. Send
one-cent stamps.

E. M. HUNTSINGER, Hartford, Conn.

A pen sketch by Jas. Kirkaldie. a pupil of Haskell Institute, Lawrence. Kans..
W. E. Keen, prin. of Commercial Department. This sketch clearly shows
plenty of native ability and considerable of the acquired sort. too.
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At first this lesson may look difficult. It is no more so, however, than som of the other work that I have given you. The only thing that you
will have difficulty with is the style used in the words "success" and "conscience". Write these words real large, and after you have written them
offhand, and the lines have become dry, go back and "build up^' Do this carefully and you will be surprised to see what a nice effect you will get.

Many thanks for the fine work yon are sending me and for your kind words of appreciation.

^tes
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By Fred S. Heath, Concord, N. H.

Offhand signatures by K. A. T.npfe
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THE PROGRESS OF ARM MOVE-
MENT WRITING.

Many of our commercial school

friends are unaware of the progress

that arm movement writing is mak-
ing in the primary and grammar
grades of the public schools.

Several hundred cities are now
teaching movement as well as form to

all pupils from the first grade to the
eighth. Teachers are training pu-
pils to sit healthfully, to hold the pen
and paper efficiently, and to move
the arm gracefully as never before in

the history of writing.

And the training they are giving
the pupils makes for general manual
efficiency as well as for practial writ-

ing.

It is an interesting and inspiring
sight to step into a first or second
grade and see the teacher leading the
children into the ways of free writing
rather than into the ways of cramped
script drawing as heretofore. And
when one sees scarcely a finger

wiggle in a class of forty or fifty pu-
pils, it discloses the fact that the
pedagogy of writing is as important
as that of any other subject.

This free, plain arm movement,
usable from the start, writing is pos-
sible and practicable only where pu-
pils are encouraged and allowed to

write large enough so they can use
the arm instead of the fingers. For
it is small writing that encourages
and enforces the pupils to use the
fingers and to assume stooped-over,
unhealthful positions.

In the grammar grades pupils are
being trained much the same as in

business colleges, but not quite so
strenuously. The time devoted to

writing each day in the public
schools being less than that in com-
mercial schools and the pupils being
younger, a greater length of time in

months and years is needed in the
public than in the commercial
schools. As a consequence, the
grading needs to be more scientific

and the instruction simpler.

Such cities as Columbus, Circle-

ville, Chillicothe, Canton, Elyria, Lo-
rain, Springfield, Mt. Vernon, Ma-
rion, and dozens of other Ohio cities;

Altoona and Wilkes-Barre, Pa.; Pas-
saic, N. J.; Waterbury, Conn.; Bever-
ly and Pittsfield, Mass.; Lockport
and Utica, N. Y.; Tacoma and Spo-
kane, Wn.; Ogden, Utah; LosAnge-
les, Calif.; Duluth, Minn.; Wheeling,
W. Va.; Cumberland, Md.; and hun-
dreds of others, are securing results

in form and freedom impossible be-
fore arm movement writing was con-
ceived and practiced. And the good
work is but well begun. For as ad-
vocated by The Business Edu-
cator and its supportors, it is not
being promoted by exaggeration or
or as a fad, but as a pedagogic and

practical method and practice of ex-
pressing and recording thought.
As these pupils leave the public

schools and enter business colleges,
much more can be accomplished in

writing and in less time than in the
past because the problem will be one
of improvement rather than re-form.

KNOWLEDGE PLUS SKILL

The main reason why teachers in

public schools ought to be able to
write a good hand is, not so much
that they need it for the purpose of
setting copies, nor that they need it

to write better than other people in

their correspondence, etc., but that
until they have at sometime learned
to write well, they really do riot know
how much patience and perseverance
it takes to acquire the art. Teachers
need to be able to write well upon the
board to demonstrate to pupils, but
until they have gone through with the
experience of learning to write well
themselves upon paper, they cannot
possibly know the amount of patience
and perseverance it takes on the part
of a learner to acquire a good hand
writing. And if they do not know
how much patience and perseverance
it takes on the part of a pupil or
learner, they cannot know how much
is necessary on the part of a teacher
in order to guide the pupils over the
very many difficult ripples in his
struggle up stream to master the lit-

tle art of writing well.
Educators go wrong in their as-

sumption that writing is comparative-
ly easy because it is simple and
small, compared with many other
things, and they go wrong in their
calculations mostly because they
have never learned to write well
themselves. The wisest of them can-
not know how skillful writing is, and
consequently how much effort it

takes to acquire or teach it, because
they themselves have never experi-
enced the trick and the art.

It not unfrequently happens that
those who write the poorest and who

Carnegie College Home Study

Courses Taught by Mail

have never assisted anyone else in
learning to write well are the loudest
in their advice and most self satis-
fied in their opinions. True, the
trick itself of writing is quite small,
but the pedagogy of teaching the art
to pupils of all ages is one of the
most complex and difficult of any
subject, involving as it does age,
psychology, and physiology. The
trouble has been, and still is to a
large extent, simply this: Educators
have been schooled rather than skill-

ed; penmen have been skilled rather
than schooled. Better conditions in

the teaching and learning of writing
can come only when educators and
penmen pool their common interests
and evolve from their combination
of knowledge and skill a more peda-
gogical and practical theory than we
have had in the past.

The real pedagogical and practical
progress made in recent years by
The Business Educator and its

many co-workers has been due to the
fact that they have been endeavoring
to harmonize their skill with the the-
ory of educators. In other words,
educators knowchild nature and gen-
eral pedagogy pretty thoroughly, and
by applying to these general princi-
ples of pedagogy and child nature the
under lying principles involved in

writing, better methods and better
practices in writing naturally result.

Let penmen be quicker to grasp the
valuable ideas of educators, and let

educators be more tolerant toward
people of skill, and a fuller apprecia-
tion and knowledge of the difficulties

of the art, and the essentials to

achieve success in it will follow.

COMMERCIAL TEACHERS WANTED
in the Pacific Northwest. Attractive Positions,
Good Salaries. High Schools, Private Schools.
We personally recommend High-Grade Teachers
of Penmanship, Bookkeeping, Shorthand, Type-
writing. It will pay good teachers who want to
come to register with us now. Write as today,
forcirculars. Registration is Free. No Position,
No Pay.

LINK'S TEACHERS' AGENCY,
A. T. LINK, Manager Boise, Idaho

rented and sold at only S:j.uo per month,
opportunity May we send you lull information! Shall
we "du it now ?" For "Special Tuition Scholarship"
apply at once to

CARNEGIE COLLEGE, Ho. 17 D. St.. ROGERS,

PROGRESSIVE LESSONS IN

BUSINESS WRITING
COMPLETE UP-TO-DATE

The teaching of plain penmanship re-
duced to a system—logical, direct, scien-
tific. The copies are ideal in style—round-
ing enough to be plain and simple and
slanting enough to be rapid and graceful.
Used by large commercial schools. Espe-
cially adapted to high school use, A
wonderful result-getting course of lessons.
Sample copy mailed to any address for 26c.

—Address—
C. S. ROGERS.

Prin. Y. N. C. A. Accoutancy School
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

The DUPLEX Educational Bureau, Elizabethtown, Pa.
Registration Free. WANTED—Penmanship, Bookkeeping, Shorthand T eachers,

Private Secretaries, Bookkeepers, Stenographers.
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I am the "Lone Star" Card Specialist. Have th« most
eoniDlete Mail Course in U. S. and for the least money.
Let me prove it. Your name artistically written on 15
Card? for 25c. Send IOcfor sample h- doz . and Agent's

outfit.

Box 1268

WACO,

TEXAS

Say, Mr. Penman! If you
ad

ill hunt
in last

Businessmonth's "Educator,"
Journal and send us a Dollar Order for more)
from same, we will send you free 25 Post Card
views of the National Capitol with pen work or-
dered, and Premium Lfeer, just to advertise,
t.'lub your friends, except the cook, Free lessons
by mail. Write to

JAY TRUITT, 225 Pa Ave, N.W., Washington. D.C.

, by a practical i

ant with 21 years' experience on a Western Canada
farm Course and system praised by users. Will
sell for cash with royalty, or on terms to suit pur-
chaser. An exceptional opportunity. Apply to

F. E. Werry's School of Farm Accounting,

BRANDON, MANITOBA.

America to receive instruction in penmanship
by mail is in the Courtney's School of Penman-
ship. A rapid, tireless, business hand taught in
a short time at a small cost. Illustrated Journal
free. FRANCIS B. COURTNEY, Cedar Rapids, la.

•of Bookkeep-
Penmanship,

etc., in either private or High School; or as
manager of private school. 10 years' experience
as teacher, 2 years as bookkeeper, good education
including 3 years in law school. First-class
references.

Address X, Y, Z,

Care of Business Edtj-cator,
Columbus, Ohio.

for yc

HERE IS AN OPPORTUNITY
pennto get some of my penmanship at very

reasonable prices. One set Business Capitals 20c.
One set Ornate Capitals 25c One Scrap book
specimen 25c. Your name on one dozen white or
colored cards 25c. Those who will send 50c for
two dozen of my reputation cards, will receive
free one complete set of ornamental capitals. I

teach Business Writing by mail. Circulars for
red stamp. Address, C. C. GUVEIT,
208 Ladner Avenue Buffalo, N. Y.

Resolutions "sarsaDMSwal

ENGROSSING PRINTS. I have had en-

graved six of

my most elaborately engrossed Resolutions

and Memorials, prints of which (6x9
inches) I am pleased to offer postpaid for

25 cents.

P. W. COSTELLO, Scanlon, Pa..

Executed by A. W. Kimpson, Amarillo, Tex.

IN MEMORIAM

Timothy P. McMenamin

Son of the Late James and Bridget McMenamin, Born in

1'hiladelphia, Aug. 14, 1866, Died Dec 31st, 1911.

The beginning of Mr. McMenamin's study of penmanship was un-

der the famous penman, Mr. A. P. Root, who was at that time instructor

in Pierce School. Mr. McMenamin constantly applied himself and

through his efforts was soon appointed Mr. Root's assistant. For the

past twenty years he had been employed at various times as teacher of

penmanship and the commercial branches in the following schools:

The Catholic Convent, Pierce School. Tempfe University, almost all of

Y. M. C. A. Branches in the city. Central High School, Walnut Lane

School, (Jermantown Academy, Banks Business College, and the Ro-

man Catholic High School where he was teaching up to the time of his

last illness, which was apparently brought on by overwork.

He was a strong, rapid, legible business writer, a teacher of unusual

qualities and a thorough scholar, he was also recognized as one of the

leading experts in handwriting, testifying in several important cases,

and in his early life was an all-round athlete being proficient in the

manly art of self defense, at one time holding the amateur light weight

boxing championship of Philadelphia.

The writer has been intimately associated with him for the past

eighteen years and words are too inadequate to express his heartfelt

sorrow and commiseration at a time of such overwhelming grief. The
penmanship fraternity knew him for his broad-gauge fellowship, his

uncompromising honesty and the height and cleanliness of his

thoughts. They have lost a splendid brother, who was beloved and

respected by all who knew him. S. D. HOLT.
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NSURANCE POLICY WRITING
By L MADAR.ASZ.

These contributions were prepared by Mr. Madarasz and purchased by
The Business Educator about a year before his death, and rep-

resent his most mature thought and unbiased convictions.

HC 3d

PLATE FIVE

Instructions

I believe you'll agree with me that this page

looks good. I have tried to make this set of

capitals ornamental as well as plain and strong.

The legibility is there. You've got to use a

modified form on some of these letters when
they occur as middle initials, or as the begin-

ning of last name. Take for instance the B C
K and second P and second S-you'll see that the

initial or beginning stroke is in the way. So use

the Basin Been, the C as in Carnegie; or start

with a shortened and narrower horizontal oval

thrown higher, so as to be above the preceding

small letters. Learn to make the capital M and

N with one movement. They are hard letters

when made piece-meal. You will find the Q
form given more easily executed than the fig-

ure 2 style. Master the long style letters like

G, P. S and Y. as they come in very handy in

making an artistic combination when you must
use J, Q and Z. They look well on beginning

and ending of name, or in the middle of a name.
The first style of W can be begun as V or first Y'.

Many other beginnings will naturally suggest

themselves on different letters, if you will give

the matter a little thought and study.

u
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A splendid list of subscriptions has been re-

ceived from the Rogers & Allen's School, Fall

River, Mass. The list shows that much interest

is being taken in penmanship in that school-

Mr. Francis G.Allen, the teacher of penman-
ship in that school, writes a good business hand
and is no doubt looking after the penmanship
work in that institution as it should be looked
after.

Thirty-four is the number of subscriptions

which came from the Grand Trunk Business

College, Edmonton, Alta., Can., J. C. McTav-
ish instructor. This school is doing much in the

way of furthering commercial education in Can-
ada, and is also a very faithful supporterof The
Business Educator.

D. C. Beighey, recently with the Norfolk, Neb..

Business College, now has charge of the com-
mercial department of the Omaha, Neb. Com-
mercial and Business College. Mr. Beighey is

steadily advancing as a teacher of commercial
branches. A list of twenty-two subscriptions

has been received from him since he took up
his duties on January 1st.

The Crockston, Minn, College is using The
Business Educator in their penmanship
classes. In fact, this institution has made use of

The Business Educator for a number of

years past, and the clubs of subscriptions are

growing larger year after year. A recent list of

twelve subscriptions came from A.M. DeLapp
of that institution.

The Janesville, Wis. Business College makes
use of a large number of copies of The IU - si

ness Educator. This institution orders the

journal sent in bulk. We acknowledge receipt

of another or ler for thirty copies each month to

be sent that institution. This indicates good
attendance.

The Elliott Commercial School, Wheeling,
W. Va., is a good supporter of THE BUSI-
NESS Educator. Mr. C. Edward Presho, of

that institution, recently favored us with a good-

size list and states that quite a number of their

students are now subscribers. Mr. Presho is an
experienced business college man and knows
the value of good penmanship.

G. \V. Kopp, who is at the head of the com-
mercial work in Blinn Memorial College, Bren-
ham. Texas, is a very active worker in his

chosen field. Since last September he has fav-

ored The Business Educator with about
one hundred and twenty-five subscriptions and
more are coming right along. We judge that

the penmanship work in that institution is of a
very high standard.

A list of thirty-two names has been received
from S. G. Broadwater, of Devils Lake, N. Dak.
This club shows that Mr. Broadwater is a very
enthusiastic teacher of writing. His business
writing is very strong and forceful. This is no
doubt one of the reasons why he is able to secure
such good results.

A list of subscriptions has been received from
Etlie Colby, supervisor of writing in the Bever-
ly, Mass., Schools. Miss Colby writes a very
forceful business hand and is one of the finest

lady penmen in the Profession. She is not only
good in execution but is also a splendid teacher.

Quite a number of her pupils recently won B.

E. Certificates.

Geo. E. Seeger, penman in Fisher Business
College, Koxbury, Mass., recently favored us

with a list of subscriptions. Mr. Seeger is an
old stand-by of The Business Educator.
His penmanship ranks very high.

L. W. Hammond, penman and teacher in the
Acme Business College. Everett, Wash., has
favored The Business Educator with fifty

subscriptions from that institution since last

September. This is doing very good work, for
which our thanks are due him. We trust that
the subscribers will get so much benefit from
the journal that all will feel their thanks are due
Mr. Hammond also.

G. A. Berry, of the Norwich, Conn., Business
College, is a good supporter of The Business
Educator a list of eleven subscriptions hav-
ing recently been received from him. Mr. Ber-
ry states that he finds his students are very much
interested in The Business Educator, and
that all without exception are making substan-
tial progress in the "free arm movement writ-

ing."

Subscriptions continue to come from P. E.
Curry, with Heald's Business College, Oakland,
Calif. Mr. Curry is a very fine business writer
and teacher of penmanship.

HIZZinCDC

BOOK REVIEWS
scnnrzDC

"Sparks" is the title of volume one, number
one, of a sparkling, sixteen-page*!, natty, little

journelette published by and in the interests of

the Goodyear- Marshall Publishing; Co., Cedar
Rapids, Iowa. It is published "once in a while
to amuse and edify the commercial school
brethren," and there is no question but that it will

do the trick all right. Incidentally it will give the
why and wherefore of the merits of the Goodyear-
Marshall Publications. We will look for the next
budget of Sparks with eagerness, and so will you
if one ever drops in your path-way.

J. E. Soule Entertains at Union League Club.

.1. !;. Smile, £11.) gave a dinner in honor of the
representative penmen of Philadelphia and New
York City at t'.e I'niiui League Club. Saturday
evening Dec. 9th, 1911. The following were
the guests: Messrs. 11. \Y. Flickinerer, the guesl
Of honor, I L.l H. \V. Patten. <-j.i K. S. Collins.
i3,i Charlton V. Howe, S. D. Holt. < 4. 1 A. \V.
Rich, (5.) J. C. Shearer. io.) \Y. C. Bostwick,
(7.) J.A.Olson. (80 M. J.Ryan and C. W.
Todd, all of Philadelphia, and Peter T. Sharp,
Jr. (9.) and H. G. Healey, (10,) of New York
City.
Mr. T. P. McMenamin especially looked for-

ward with much pleasure to the event but was
unfortunately stricken with the malady from
which he had suffered for some time. Ills ab
sence was noted with much sadness. The ab-
sence of Editor Zaner was especially regretted
by Mr. Soule. and was a source of disappoint-
ment.
Mr. Soule was in his element and presided

over the dinner with grace and dignity. His
charming introduction of each guest who was
called upon to make remarks fitting to the occa-

sion, left an impression that was pleasing. Mr.
Klickinger responded with a very interesting
talk on the penmen of former years whom be
had met. Mr. Ileale dwelt at some length on
the good fellowship existing among the pen
men.
After dinner. Mr. Soule conducted his guests

thru the League and pointed out the various ob
jectS of interest which was much enjoyed by all.

The nne^ts then assembled in Mr. Soule's office
and inspected his beautiful specimens of en-
grossing and scrap books and the scrap books
which the other penmen brought with them.
The official photographers of the occasion,

Messrs. Ryan and the writer, under the direction
Of Mr. Soule. lined up the guests for a flash Iiutu

photograph.
The guests departed at a late hour, carrying

with tlu-m happy memories of the delightful ev-
ening spent with Mr. Soule.
In no other citv, in this or any other country,

does the fraternal feeling of "good fellowship
prevail to the extent that it does among the pen-
men of Philadelphia. C. V. HOWE.
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One of the 120 plates in the Madarasz Book.

NEWS ITEMS

I. D. Sheaffer, the progressive teacher of pen-

manship and commercial branches in the pub-
lic school, of Minersville, Pa., favored The
Business Educator with a list of twenty-

three subscriptions. These subscriptions he se-

cured from a class of twenty-six pupils, and he
states that he thinks the other three will be sub-

scribers later on. We doubt not that Mr.

Sheaffer is doing his school work as thoroughly
as he did the work in securing subscriptions.

The Male Commercial Teachers of New
England will hold their annual dinner, at the

Boston Club. Boston, Mass., on Saturday, Feb-
ruary 24th. The committee intended to notify

all male members of the profession but if there

are any who did not receive an invitation last

year, the committee will thank them to send in

their names. The committee is composed of

the following : R. G. Laird, High School, of

Commerce, Boston, Mass.; E. H.Fisher, Fisher

Business College, Somerville, Mass.; and E. S.

Colton, Brookline High School, Brookline,

Mass.

The Annual Reception of the Child's Busi-
ness College, Providence, R. I. was held Jan-
uary 1st. A large number of students and
friends were present. One of the important
events of the evening was a shorthand contest.
Howard R. Coughlin won the trophy, a silver
loving cup. with a net speed of 52 7-15 words
per minute.

Some very neatly written cards have been re-

ceived from L. H. Allworth, Denver, Colo.
Mr. Allworth possesses a great deal of ability

with the ornamental pen. His business writing
is also very good. He certaiDly could become
one of the finest if he should give it his entire
time.

Some very accurately and delicately written
cards have been received from L. W. Ham-
mond, Everett, Wash. He is one of the finest

and every time he sends us specimens they
seem to be getting better.

PENMANSHIP TEACHERS'
PROGRAM

National Penmanship Teachers' Asso-
ciation, Spokane, Wash.

JULY 18, 1912, 9:00 A. M.

President's How-do-you-do.
Report of Secretary.
Report of Committees. New Business, etc.

"Why the Business College Laughs" (Treat

ing it from the Public School Man's Viewpoint,)
J. O. Peterson, Tacoma, Wash.
"How To Secure the Best Effort of the Pen

manship Class in the High School," V. E. Mad
ray. Butte, Mont.
"Successful Teaching of Penmanship in the

Business College," M. A. Adams, Marietta.

Ohio.
JULY 17, 1912, 9:00 A. M.

Talk, Morton MacCormac, President of the
Federation. Chicago.

"Forgery," H. C. Blair, Spokane, Wash.
"Drill and Exercises Which will Produce the

Desired Results in the Shortest Time." C. A.
Faust, Chicago, 111.

"The Scribes and Pharisees." Some reflec-

tions by a Philistine who desires to remain
incog, until the catastrophe.

JULY IN. 1912. 9:00 A. M.

"Penmanship in the Grades," A. X. Palmer,
New York City.
"Business Figures," E. G. .Miller. Omaha.

Xeb.
"Slam-bang Style of Business Writing," J. P.

Wilson, Seattle, Wash.
"Ornamental Writing." ILL. Danaer, Spo-

kane, Wash.
Election of officers.

JULY 19, 1912,9:00 A. M.

Penmanship Sermonettes (To be given in five

minutes,) Lois M. Stewart, Omaha, Neb; Alice
E. Benbow, Scehnectady, N. Y; .1. A. Stryker,
Kearney, Neb.
Contests, Drills, etc.. by the Leading Penmen

(Gold Medal and Prizes awarded;) directed by
F>ed Berkman, Lincoln, Xeb.

UlAUTCn to buy Business Col-
¥VMM I Xm\J le?e m city.?' 25,ooo

WANTFD To buy a small school that is
WI/%11 ' tu on a paying basis in good
territory, for cash. Address, W. M..
Care Business Educator, Columbus, O.
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Commercial \

Designing
D. W. MOFF,

Lawrence, Mass.
Send return postal or

postage for criticisms to
Mr. Hoff.

Article Five

THE COMBINATION TRADE NAME AND BUSI-
NESS ANNOUNCEMENT SIGNATURE—CUT.
The things a merchant most wishes to impress

upon the mind of the public are his trade name,
his line of business, and the location of his
place of business. The present group of cuts
embody the first twn, the firm name and the
business announcement. Onlv one of the
group gives the location. This item is usually
set in type as it is best not to congest your de-
sign with too many items.
One thing the merchant demands of the de-

signer and that is that the firm name shall be
absolutely easy to read. After that he wants it

to be as attractive and as distinctive as possible.
He wants it to be of "a totally different" sort,

one that will become in time trade his mark, that
will irresistably focus the attention of those who
see it upon his business, just as his photograph
would compel them to think of him. A symbol
that stands for that one business concern, even
as the photograph could stand for no one else.

STYLE
"That exquisite something called style" as

Ruskin puts it, is the ever sought after, some-
times evasive quality which every designer
strives for in his creations. But there are styles
and styles. That which seems best adapted to
commercial uses, in the line of advertising cuts
must embody those elements that make for use-
fulness as well as attractiveness.
You will find that simple types of letters, well

drawn, properly spaced and well proportioned,
whether they be Roman. Gothic, Medial, or
script forms, are what make a cut easy to read,
while strong contrasts in black and white, and
graceful, yet simple designs, serving as back-
grounds for the letters, combine to make an at-

tractive whole. For example note how simple,
yet well arranged, are the Gothic, Medial
and Roman letters employed for the business
announcements, such as "THE SUCCESS
SCHOOL. TOGGERY SHOP, CLOTHIERS,
FURS," etc Also how simple the letters in
"Warren's, Murray's, Sugatt, and Business Col-
lege." Notice how these letters stand out, and
how easy they are to read.

CONTRAST
Contrast gives life to a picture. Rembrant's

paintings are justly famous because he realized
this. His striking contrasts of high lights and
shadows have challenged the wonder and ad-
miration of posterity. Contrast also adds life to
the signature cut, as a glance at the "Sugatt,
Murray's and Warren's" will show. It is some-
times difficult to determine which is more strik-
ing white on a black ground or black letters on
an intensified white ground. The white let-

ters in "Warren's, Murray's and Sugatt" and the
black ones seem almost equally conspicuous,
the white because of the broad stretches of
black in which they are set, and the black be-
cause of the intensity of their white settings.
These settings—the white under-scores—seem
whiter than the paper outside the designs. This
is due to them being incased in black. How-
ever, this is true, that a white letter on a broad
black field is far more conspicuous than a black
letter of equal size on a broad white field. It is

as "Abe Martin" intimated when he paraphrased
"Some men are born great" &c He wrote it

"Some girls are born with big feet, others wear
white shoes." The white shoe or letter of the
same size will appear larger than the black,
simply because white reflects light while black
absorbs it.

The words "Warren's Sugatt, Murray's and
Albert" stand out more clearly than either
"Nye. OPTICIAN. BEST IN SHOES, or R.
Codaire Co.." although all are white, simply be-
cause they are entirely, or nearly enveloped in

black.
In the "Warren's, Sugatt and Murray's" we

have double contrast effects—black on white,
and white on black.
The"R. Codaire A: Co." cut furnishes an ex-

ample of another form of contrast—light, airy
letters in outline, in contrast with a strong black
letter, each on a plain white ground. Both this
and the "Reed & Hughes Co." are what we
style idealized autograph signature cuts. They
embody the actual characteristics of the'signa-
tures accompanying the orders for the drawing.

CUTTING IN LETTERS
When a painter takes a card, outlines his let-

ters, then paints around them he calls it "cuttin
them in." This is what you must do with your
white letters.

First outline them with a sharp pointed pen-
cil- Then fill around the outlines with broad
point pens. Work entirely outside the lines.
Where strokes meet at an acute angle retouch, or
work into the corners, with a fine pointed pen.
Don't use a brush for any portion of it. Use the
back of your broadpointed pen for flooding the
broad stretches. Take the pen holder under the
palm so as to bring the pen almost fiat on its back.

THE ELIPSE
simple ruJes for drawing an elipse—

ofany size in any proportion.
1—Make a right angle cross of two lines that

intersect at the middle point of each. ( >ne line
should just equal the lengths and the other the
width of the proposed elipse. Call these the
long and the short diameters of the elipse.
2—Find points on the long diameter at a dis-

tance from the end of the short diameter equal
to one half the length of the former.
3—Tie pins at each end of a bit of thread the

distance between which, when taught, is just
equal to the length of the long diameter.
4—Drive these pins through your paper at the

points found under rule 2.
5— Place the point of a well sharpened pencil

against this slack line and press outward until
it is taut. If right this brings your pencil just
to the end of the short diameter.
6—Move pencil sideward, first to one end then

to the other of the long diameter, maintaining
an even pressure against the thread,
throughout. This completes one half of the
elipse. For the other half repeat the process.
By strictly observing the above rules, and by

being exact in your measurements, not only
can you determine the exact width and length
of an elipse, but, with a non-stretchable thread
draw it with the same precision as you would a
circle with compasses, or with a strip of paper.
Have you never used a strip of paper instead

of a string for striking circles? Try it now!
Cut a strip of paper about two inches long and
x
4 of an inch wide. With a pin through one end
of this and a pencil point through the other, you
can produce as accurate a circle as with steel

compasses. Suppose you wish a three-inch
circle, just make the holes for pin and pencil 1%
inches apart. For larger or smaller ones more
accurate results can be secured by making new
holes for the pin than for the pencil. To illus-
trate. Shift your pin 1-32 of an inch nearerto
or farther from the hole for the pencil. Re-
place pin at center of your three- inch circle, and
proceed as before. The result will astonish you.
A dead parallel will appear between the lines of
the two circles.
But to return to the elipse- Let us take the

elipse used in the original drawing for the
"Sugatt" cut. It is 13 by 5?.. inches. Draw
these lines, using any kind of p'aper just to try
it. A bit of wrapping paper will do. Now }% of
the long diameter is 6% inches. Points on the
long diameter that are just 6M> inches distant
from either end of the short diameter, are exact-
ly ±% inches from its centre. These points
fixed drive pins through them. Tie your thread
to one of them and give it a turn around the oth-
er after passing it around the point of the pencil,
which has been placed at the end of the short
diameter, or line. Now with the left hand draw
the thread taut and hold it while drawing the
half elipse with the right. Then repeat.
This bit of knowledge has been worth many

dollars to me. It should be worth $10.00 to
any man who has occasion to make an occasion-
al elipse.
How to draft the "Sugatt" :

1—The line used for the long diameter of the
elipse marks the point of contact between the
down strokes and the connecting strokes of the
small letters. The base line is *4 of an inch be-
low this, the headline 3± and the top line 1 5

H
inches above.
The white underscore is one inch wide and %

inch below the base line.
(Concluded on second page following.)

GZeid, Ottdb &/2ul/uUl, C&
THE HOUSE DF THE SQUARE DEAL

Ladies'Outfitters

CLOTHIERS- FURNISHERS
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WHY NOT GET THE BEST

WereceiTe the best calls for go< j..1 C<.mnitrrial and Short-
hand Teachers at good salaries. We also have a number
of persons wishing to buy and sell Business Colleges.
Let us help you.

The Inter-State Teachers' Agency, Pendleton. Oregon

W A NTKD
to purchase, on terms, live business school, using
Gregg Shorthand, in town of 10.0U0 to 40,000 pop-
ulation. Address, C. A., care of Business Edu-
cator, Columbus, Ohio.

COMMERCIAL LAW
Are you interested in the study of Commer-

cial Law ? Are you striving for more knowledge
on this subject? If so, you cannot afford to be
without my book, entitled, "Questions and
Problems in Commercial Law." This work con-
tains nearly 2,000 questions and suppositional
cases, and is now ready to be mailed to your ad-
dress for $1.25, postpaid.

E. E. DeATLEY, Author and Publisher,

5405 Monteali Ave.

,

Kansas City, Mo

The Pratt Teachers' Agency
70 Fifth Avenue, NEW YORK

Recommends college and normal graduates,
specialists, and other teachers to colleges
and schools.
The agency receives many calls for commer-

cial teachers from public and private schools,
and business colleges.

WM. O. PRATT. MANAGER

Free Normal Course on How to Teach
Business English.

Review oi Textbooks. How to Teach Gra
Results. Class Work in Grammar- r..rre<.
Letter Writing for 1'upilsWho Do Not Kn_
Colloquialisms ami Shin jr. Program for Class in Business
English, Illustrative Criticism of an Actual Letter--by
Sherwin Cody, author of -How to Do Business by Letter.'"'
"Correct English Drill Book," etc. Sent free to any
teacher of English writing on srln.ol letterhead.

SCHOOL OF ENQLISH
1437 Security Building CHICAGO

POSITIONS FOR PENMAN
We will place during- the next few weeks

many supervisors. Now is the time to en-
roll. Inexperienced teachers find our ser-
vice helpful. .Positions now open in all
sections of the country. Shorthand. Book--
keeping, etc. We want you with us. Write
us your qualifications. Free literature.

THE INSTRUCTORS' AGENCY. Marion, Ind.

THE GIBB TEACHERS' AGENCY
175 Westminster Avenue, DETROIT, MICH.

TEACHERS! Do you realize that School Men do
not have time to look you up from among the
masses, point you out and give you a position?
They turn to their Agency when in need of help;
if your name is not on OUR nominating list
early, it is sure to be your loss. We make a spec-
ialty of commercial teachers.

FOR SALE
More than 2300 addresses of Business
Training Schools in the U. S. The only
"99% complete" list of its kind for sale
at any price.

MORTON E. DAWSON
1235 Norwood Street Chicago, III.

Wanted Commercial Teacher

to give instruction in Penmanship and Book-
keeping in leading school in Central States.
Fine opportunity for wideawake, energetic,
competent man of at least one year's exper-
ience. Give full and detailed particulars in

first letter. Address, COMPETENT, care
of Business Educator, Columbus, Ohio.

rfcri

w2&
I can make a good penman of you at
home during spare time. Write for my
free book, -Hon: to Became a Good Pen-
man." It contains specimens and tells
how others mastered penmanship by my
method. Your name will be elegantly
written on a card if you euclose stamp.

~-^>< .-_.^

-WE WANT FIFTY YOUNG MEN-
who can write well, for medium priced business college positions, where there is a chance

for promotion. Write us to-day.
CENTRAL TEACHERS' AGENCY. E. C. Rogers. Mgr., COLUMBVS. OHIO

Wanted Teachers
of shorthand, typewriting, penmanship, and other commercial branches
for business and public schools. Positions now open for competent ap-
plicants. Registration free.

NORTHEASTERN TEACHERS' AGENCY
Newmarket, t*. H. G. L. SMITH, Sec'y-Treas

9th Year Over 34,000 Positions Filled

A Matter of Special Interest to Commercial Teachers
Schools, Colleges, Universities are now reporting their needs for next year, and well equipped

indidates are always in demand. Right now i s the time to register (or high grade pos itions. A card
ill bring full information.

THE FISK TEACHERS' AGENCY, Suite 834 Stager Building, CHICAGO
LUTHER B. D'ARMOND, Manager Commercial Department

Other Offices—Boston, New York, Washington, Denver, Berkeley, Los Angeles, Portland.

VACANCIES FOR NEXT FALL IN COLLEGES AND PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

Also many good positions for teachers immediately available. Send
for information stating work desired. Twenty-fourth year.

WE KNOW HOW.
THE CLARK TEACHERS' AGENCY (Inc.)

Chicago, Steinway Hall, B. F. Clark. Pres. Spokane, Wash., Peyton Block.
Lincoln, Neb., First National Bank Building.

*!™y-«f "" Best Schools in. the United Stsvtes
get their teachers through this Bureau. We always have openings for
first-class teachers. We have some excellent places now. Free Registration.

CONTINENTAL TEACHERS' AGENCY (Incorporated) BOWLING GREEN, KENTUCKY

I
la*

ILLINOIS HIGH SCHOOLS &n°£. S&St2&&.
Louis, and other good cities, selected our candidates. We place good
commercial teachers everywhere. Fine openingsin business colleges
and high schools coming in for September, Lots of emergency calls
right now—one in High School that has been paying $1600. Keep in
touch with us for we get results.

THE SPECIALISTS' EDUCATIONAL BUREAU
ROBERT A. GRANT, Mgr. WEBSTER GROVES. ST. LOUIS. M0.

fWM
COMMERCIAL
TEACHERS

Sfcttfirf

[

COMMERCIAL. T E A C H E R.S ' TRAINING S C H O O"^
ROCHESTER BUSINESS INSTITUTE I

We prepare and place a large class of commercial teachers every year. We give I
ranced instruction in the commercial texts all through the year and have spec- I

er school sessons in July for methods. Send postal card for prospectus I

ROCHESTER, N. Y. JROCHESTER BUSINESS INSTITUTE,

POURING IN
Requests for high grade teachers for next summer and next fall are flooding

our office. Our hard work and our aggressive advertising, coupled with our excep-
tional success in landing high-grade positions, and starting off good beginners for-

tunately—these things win.
Within a few days we have sent teachers to the Oklahoma Agricultural College,

Stillwater; Eau Claire, Wis., High School; Akron, Ohio, High School; Orange, Mass.,
High School; Rhode Island Commercial School, Providence, R. I.

And we have just been asked to furnish a man for the Brookline, Mass., High
School, the late head of the commercial work there receiving $2500. May we help
you, too, this year? Registration free. "No position, no pay."

THE NATIONAL COMMERCIAL TEACHERS' AGENCY
(A Specialty by a Specialist.)

E. E. GAYL0RD, Manager. PROSPECT HILL, BEVERLY, MASS.

v. J
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ENGROSSING and
ILLUMINATION

11. W. STRICKLAND,
Policy Depr., Mass.
Mutual Life Ins. Co.,
Springfield. Mass.

Specimens criticised by Mr.
Strickland if return postage

in full is enclosed.

for a T square, or two straight thin strips of anv
if

square.
sort will Don 't try to work without a

'

IDC

Borders of more or less variety are presented

and of course the color scheme can be worked

out to suit the work in hand. You will find that

it adds greatly to a resolution to use an appro-

priate border and the selling price increased in

proportion.
Conventionalized flowers, leaves and vines

make strong and attractive borders.

In working up a border see that similar parts

receive the same color treatment and certain

parts of the design may be emphasized.

Hoff—Continued from second page

preceding this.

The letters in "Clothier"are •''« of an inch high.
Lines 3-16 of an inch from the edges of the
underscore mark their tops and bottoms. The
L, T. H, E and K are r'„ inch wide. In order
that they may look the same the O and C must
be a trifle higher.
Leave 1-16 of an inch between L andO.O and

T. and T and H, at their nearest points of ap-
proach. Leave 3-16 of an inch between letters

in all other cases.

L'se a No. 1 Soennecken pen against the edge
of a ^ inch thick ruler for the straight strokes

and a bow- pen for the curved ones. This fixes

the widths of the straight strokes automatically.
The strokes in C and O must be slightly thinner
than in the other letters in order to appear the

same. Begin "Clothier" directly under the H
in the signature.

The "u" in "Sugatt" begins exactly in the
middle of the elipse. From this point measure
off 15 spaces to the right, each Va. of an inch

wide. This will measure the widths of both
strokes and spaces.

Begin "u, g," and "a" 3-16 of an inch and the

t's ?b above head line.

In the absence of other instruments two rulers

or a ruler and a yard-stick can be nailed together

An old postal card will do for squaring up for
the letters in "Clothier." By cutting a wedge
off the bottom of this card, tapering from noth-
ing at (-ne end to 1 inch wide at the other, you
have an angle for slanting the letters in "Su-
gatt." If you prefer a forward slant turn the
card face downward. If you prefer to slant the
letters more make your wedge wider at its base.
The left hand end of the underscore is

formed with % of a 3 inch circle starting
at its top edge, and part of another 3 inch
circle with its centre starting at its bottom

the first t in "Sugatt" and describing a little

over % of a circle, starting at the bottom edge of
the underscore. The upper side is made with
the same radius.
The capitals must be sketched free hand, yet

certain rules govern theirconstruction. For ex-
ample, the three letters occupy 4V« inches.
They are of about equal widths. Their loops in
each case should be of about the same length,
width, slant and shape. Also the widths of the
lower portions of the strokes should correspond.
A few guide lines that lean the same as the
small letters will take care of their slant. A little

care in measuring will insure uniformity in the
other respects referred to.

The elipse in the "Murray's" drawing is 15
inches long by 3 inches wide. The second
parts of "u." "a," "y" and "s" are 1 inch high.
Their first parts are 'b of an inch higher. The
down strokes are 5-16 of an inch wide, the
spaces between the parts of "u," "a" and "y"
5-16, and those between the letters 7-16.
The panel for "FURS" is 1 inch wide. The

letters are % of an inch high and 1*4 inches
wide. Their wide strokes are }4 of an inch wide,
the narrow ones \L,

Cut a slant card for the sides of "U."
Ontline the protruding portions of "M, y, and

s," with a No. IK Soennecken pen.
The spurs of "F," and "S" are at an angle of

45°. Cut a square card on its diagonal for these.
The slant card for "Sugatt" will do for

the other script letters by turning its face down.

"THE HOUSE OF THE SQUARE DEAL."

The above is a most effective line. Yet the
method of laying it out is very simple. The
strokes are uniformly 'g of an inch wide and

'

B
apart, except where varied for T, or A. The
words are 1

i> of an inch apart. The letters are H
of an inch high.

All you have to do is to draw 6 horizontal
lines 14 inches long and l

s of an inch apart.
Then 4 vertical lines, »

B of an inch apart for each
letter except the A, which requires 5. Make the
guide lines distinct but narrow.

If you haven't a spacing T square, and ex-
perience any difficulty write me for a sheet of
accurately ruled paper, on which the lines are
precisely ^s of an inch apart. If you send ad-

dressed and stamped envelope there will be no
charge for it. By placing this just above your
horizontal lines and a ruler just below them,
with pins or weights to keep them in place, you
can easily square up from the ruler with a card,
for the vertical strokes. By shifting the card
from line to line of this close ruled sheet, any
school boy can lay out these letters, with ease.
You will notice that the "S, O. Q and D" have
slightly rounded corners.

After outlining fill your No. 1 Soennecken
pen and run it along the tops and bottoms of the
letters, using a thick ruler for a guide. Then
turn the paper and make the vertical lines be-
tween the letters in the same way. The No. 1 is

just wide enough to fill these spaces with a
single stroke. Also those between the strokes
of "H, O, U, D," etc. A little retouching will
complete the job.

The "Hoff" signature is not only the work of,

but the design of Mr. H. S. Van Duyn. 59 Pine
St., N. Y. City. It is reproduced here just as it

came to me except that the white letters on the
underscore had to be omitted because some of
the strokes were too thin to stano the reduction.
His drawing was 15 inches long Mr. Van Duyn
is a man you are sure to hear from later.

The "Coleman's" signature comes from Miss
Maud Wherry. Supervisor of penmanship at

Elyria, O. This, too, is reproduced without re-

touching. It represents her second effort, and
is the best yet sent by a lady.

These are both strong designs. If you
haven't sent in vours yet "get busy." A num-
ber of other good specimens were returned for

corrections but have not returned in time to

send with these.

-^Penmen's Supplies---

500-3ply Wed. Cards, 75c. 500 Colored, 70c.
100-12ply Cards for knife Carving 35c.
100 Hot Air Cards, 25c. 100 Bird Cards 25c
12 Pen Flourished Post Cards, assorted, 15c.

Penmen's Souvenir & Card Writing (36 p) 35c.
1 lb. Special ruled paper for Script Writing, 45c.
1 Hand turned oblique penholder, prof style 35c.

One 2 oz. bottle Card Writer's Favorite Ink. 25c.

The above Articles Sent Prepaid by Mail.

46 page Manual for Card Writers 2c

W. McBee, 19 Snyder St., N. S. Pittsburgh, Pa.

EARLES' BOOKKEEPING REFERENCE
is used by Teachers, Bookkeepers and Students
for reference or study, class or individual use.

A clear explanation of everything inaccounting.
It fills a long felt want. Order a copy today.

FULL CLOTH, PREPAID, $1.00

Special price in quantities

W. H. EARLES, LANSING. MICH.

Knife art by A W. Dakin. Syracuse V Y
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SPECIMENS
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We had the pleasure not long since of seeing
specimens of writing from the children of Cov-
ington. Ky., Mr. C. R. Tate, supervising, which
show real merit in method of instruction on his

part and that of the teachers The work is good
in both form and movement. Well-balanced
work in writing, as in all other things, is best,

most difficult to get, and worth the most when
gotten. Mr. Tate is an old Zanerian and therefore
writes well himself.

A bundle of exceptionally uniform practice
sheetsrof practical writing is hereby acknowl-
edged from H. R. Lehman, principal of the De-
partment of Writing of the Central High
School, St. Louis, Mo. Mr. Lehman is secur-
ing a high average of results, the pupils be-
ing required to fill a given number of lines or
pages with a given amount of work. Of course,
Mr. Lehman, himself is a very fine penman,
having taught penmanship practically all his
life in business colleges and normal and high
schools and is consequently well qualified to de-
liver the goods.

Some very fine ornamental writing has been
received from I. A. Noonan, Monroe. Neb.
Mr. Noonan is an engineer and machinist. He
does not have much time to practice, and also
states that he never received any instruction
from a professional penman. His work shows
that he has unusual ability for this line of work.

We received some very good specimens from
the pupils of W. A. Botts, O. C. V. Business
College, Enid, Okla. The one who wrote the
best specimen got a year's subscription to The
Business Educator as a prize. Mr. Botts is

certainly creating much interest in penmanship
and securing fine results. He also is securing
good results in other lines. He has his students
in the commercial department dictate letters to
students in the shorthand department. In this
way he gives the shorthand students splendid
practice, and also gives to the commercial stu-
dents the kind of experience they need in go-
ing out into'an office. This is a splendid way of
teaching English. It shows the pupil a great
many mistakes in his speech which he would
not otherwise see. Those who have trouble
with their students in English might find this a
very good plan to improve their work.

Some very neat and well written specimens
have been received from the North Platte, Ne-
braska High School, Lucretia Davis, teacher.
Miss Davis is securing splendid results from her
high school students.

Very good alphabets have been received from
O. P. Marken, Topeka, Kansas. Mr. Marken is

doing splendid work in business writing. The
capitals are very strong, graceful and neatly ar-
ranged. Surely if he keeps up the work he will

some day be one of the finest.

Some very fine specimens have been received
from the pupils of the Meadville, Pa., Commer-
cial College, H. G. Letlingwell, teacher. The
specimens contain a great deal of freedom, force
and accuracy. Mr. Leffingwell is certainly able
to secure splendid results.

We recently had the pleasure of examining a

bundle of specimens representing the writing of
an entire school from the first to the eighth
grades inclusive from Miss Julia Bender, super-
visor of writing in the Greensburg, Ind., public
schools. As a whole the specimens are both
pedagogical and practical. Pedagogical, be-
cause the children start in a healthful and
efficient way and continued up through the
grades, without change of method; and prac-
tical, because the results clearly indicate that the
pupils are able to write freely and plainly in all

of their written work, using the arm instead of
the fingers as a basis of execution. Miss Bender
is one of uur most progressive supervisors and
deserves much credit for the excellent work she
is doing in Indiana. By H. M. Towell, Central Normal College, Danville, Ind.
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PENMANSHIP PROBLEMS
AND THE SUPERVISOR.

Number Fourteen

UNIFORMITY OF MATERIALS

The workman in any line of manual
endeavor is greatly handicapped by
inferior tools, or greatly aided by su-

perior tools. Of course, the mind,
operating through the human hand,
constitutes the greatest machine in

the world, being the designer of all

machines.
But the mind and hand of man are

greatly aided by mechanical aids by
and through which human effort is

conserved on the one hand and multi-

plied sometimes a thousand fold on
the other hand through the media of

tools. This, above all others, is the

age when man needs the best mech-
anical aids, and never before are peo-

ple so amply and ungrudgingly sup-

plied with real labor-saving, product-
producing machinery as they are to-

day.

Frequently, however, we discover

an exception to this modern rule or

tendency on the part of school offi-

cials, both public and private, in the
purchase of school supplies in the

matter of pens, paper, ink, pencils,

etc., the effort being, it would seem,
to secure the cheapest rather than
the best.

There is a "Rule of three''1 which
should be applied to the purchase of

practically all school material, and
unless it is applied as here laid down
or formulated, the chances are that

"You have paid too much for your
whistle."

The first of the three rules to ap-

ply to the selection and purchase of

materials for school use is that of

KIND. Is it the kind of material
needed. Is it of the nature that will

render the best service provided the
other two rules agree. For instance,

if a paper is wanted for penmanship
practice, the first consideration is

whether the kind inspected is such as
is best suited to the making of im-
provement in penmanship. Is it

such as will justify the effort of a

boy or girl whose living expenses, tu-

ition, and time amount to, say, from
twenty -five to fifty dollars a month?
The second of the three rules to ap-

ply to the selection and purchase of

supplies is QUALITY. Is it the
quality of material needed to "deliver
the goods'' by way of improvement
or impression. If it is paper for

practice, is it good enough in quality

to encourage improvement? If it is

for correspondence purposes, is it

good enough in quality to create a fa-

vorable impression"!
A better quality than these require-

ments means extravagance; a poorer
quality than these requirements
means waste.

The third and last of the three rules

to guide in selection of materials, and
the least rather than the first in im-
portance, but frequently considered
first by short-sighted buyers and
sellers, is PRICE. Is it right in

price? Is it too cheap or too dear?
No matter which, if either one, you
get cheated, or you cheat the other
fellow.

If the goods are right in kind, if

they are right in quality, and then if

they are right in price, you are pret-
ty sure of a purchase that will prove
to be satisfactory.
In pens and paper alone, much

money is worse than wasted because
of wrong kind, poor quality, or high
price considering kind and quality.
Cool judgment, experience, and

technical knowledge are the real
qualities which go to make up real

purchasing ability, for the buyer
rather than the seller or the user is

the master of the situation.

GOOD PENMANSHIP usually comes high, but for awhile, I'm offering 24 les-

===^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^= sons in business writing $5.00. 21 in ornamental

writing $5.00. 10 in engrossing script $4.50. 10 in lettering $5.00. Or the whole for

$17.50 and a hand made certificate free. Copies fresh from my pen, red ink criticisms.

Resolutions, etc., engrossed. Diplomas Filled. Good work at the right price.

A. W. KIMPSON
AMARILLO, TEXAS

THIS IS POSITION-GETTING SEASON
For the teachers of Shorthand, Bookkeeping, Penmanship and all other Commercial Branches.

The demand promises to be unprecedented. Right now we have a number of first-class calls from
leading high schools and private business schools. The teachers who are on the field first are
going to have the pick of the positions this year. We want teachers who are willing to work for
salaries ranging from $75 a month to $2000 a year. We are the pioneer Commercial Teachers'
Agency. No fee for registration. Send for registration blank at once that we may look after
your interests.

UNION TEACHERS' BUREAU. Tribune Building, NEW YORK, CITY.
'-Good Teachers tor Good Schools" Established 1877.

E. W. STRICKXER, President L. D. AUDERSON, Manager

IT WILL PAY YOU TO ENROLL WITH

The William Penn Commercial Teachers' Agency
LANCASTER,

The Agency That's Different

WE HAVE PLACED MANY OTHERS
Enrollment Free

LET US PLACE YOU

THE. BREWER TEACHERS'
13 2 A U'D I T O R I U M

Teachers' Agency

449 S. 2nd Street

LOUISVILLE. KENTUCKY

Our specialty is furnishing public and private schools with competent teachers of the

commercial branches, shorthand, penmanship, etc. We invite correspondence from
schools in need of first-class teachers, and from teachers who desire connection with

good schools. No Registration Fee.

ESTERBROOK'S PENS
" But *o write with, — Hard to w t»p."

CORRECT DESIGN UNIFORM TEMPER DURABILITY

ISO STYLES

A 1 PROFESSIONAL
Fine pointed and elas-

tic tor card writing

TEXT WRITERS 453 BUSINESS AND COLLEGE
Made in S widths and with With fine and extra fine

Ions point to both left points. Elastic and
and right smooth writing

ESTCRBROOK STEEL PEN MFG. CO.
26 JOHN ST., N. Y. CITT CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY
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Ry A. P. Meub, Huntsinger Bus. School, Hartford, Conn.

2311 N. Caniac St

Engrossing and

Illuminating.

Handsomely
written cards
lft for 20c. En-
graver's script,
25c per doz.

Philadelphia, Pa.

LETTERS THAT PULL

How would you like to secure a

series of letters, written espec-

ially for you, that exactly fit your
school and describe your up-to-

date methods in such an alluring

way that you would register a

larger percentage of your pros-

pects? Write me.

E. D. SNOW, HORNELL, N. Y.

MODERN
ILLUSTRATIVE
BOOKKEEPING
VAN TUYL'S
COMPLETE
BUSINESS

ARITHMETIC
FRITZ-ELDRIDGE
EXPERT TOUCH
TYPEWRITING

AMERICAN BOOK COMPANY
New York Cincinnati Chicago

By G. S. Henderson, Portland, Oregon.
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DESIGNING

and
ENGROSSING

By
E. L. BROWN.
Rockland. Me.

Send self-addressed
postal for criticism,

;ind stamps for return
of specimens.

"ii II—

Cover Design.

Yes, it has been some time since we last pre-
sented a lesson in wash drawing, but we hope
our young pen artists have kept up practice

along this line. . Wash drawing is even more
fascinating than pen drawing, especially when
one advances to full-color illumination.

The initial "D" is highly ornamental and as a

consequence the rest of the design is laid off

on simpler lines. First sketch in the words Ar-
tistic Diplomas and Certificates including
letter "D" with ornaments, very roughly to ob-

tain relative proportions and action. The orig-
inal drawing was made 7x13% inches in size'

Next add shield with lion rampant, and finally
finish drawing in detail. Add water-proof ink
to the finished pencil drawing. The rest of the
lettering on the design may be added after the
washes are applied. In inking the scroll work
be careful to retain boldness and symmetry in
the curves, and to use a pen that will trace a
strong line.

The effect of color values is lost to a certain
extent in engraving, but the copy gives a gen-
eral idea of the light and dark tones. After giv-
ing the color values critical attention, prepare
for the brush work.
Two good brushes, pan of lam p black, and some

saucers for mixing, will suffice for an outfit for
present needs.
Wet the surface to be washed, and take up

superfluous moisture before applying color.
The first wash covers much space and must be
bandied freely and quickly tor clearness and
transparency. I'se a brush full of color, and ap-
ply with bold free strokes, blending the edges
with a brush with pure water. Use color direct
from pan for the strongest markings.
This a good specimen of decorative pen and

brush work, and contains much of practical use
to designers.

J52~,,

The above signatures were executed by Mr. J. J. Truitt, 225 Pa.
Ave., N. W., Washington, D. C. Mr. Truitt occupied nearly a column
of our advertising space in the February number The Business Edu-
cator In that advertisement he gave quite a complete price list of
his pen work. All who think of ordering some of his work should re-
fer to that advertisement. Mr. Truitt is a graduate of Wesco and states
that he has made 810,000 writing cards since graduating. He receives
much of his patronage from the government officials in Washington
and the "Upper Ten" society of that city, Philadelphia and New York
City. A small advertisement by Mr. Truitt will be found in this num-
ber of The Business Educator. Mr. Truitt is evidently a very rap-
id writer if we may judge from the quantity of work he turns out; and
the enthusiasm he shows in this work is certainly commendable.
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The third of a series of four album pages by P. W. Costello, Scranton, Pa.
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Jan. 9, 7912, Mr. S. B. Fahnestock
died of heart disease at Long Beach,
Calif., where he was spending the
winter with his wife.

I last saw him in apparently perfect
health Jan. 4, at which time we re-

newed a friendship begun in 1887 in

Columbus, O., and which, let us hope,
death may not always separate and
sever.

He was a most congenial gentle-
man, beloved by thousands and es-

teemed by all who knew him.

He was a well rounded commercial
educator and a fine penman and
teacher. The lessons he recently
contributed to The Business Edu-
cator were commented on favorably
by many, and hundreds were helped
by his kindly, encouraging words,
written personally to many pursuing
his course.

He was an Ohioan, born near Cov-
ington, not far from Dayton, O.,

where he became principal of schools-
In the latter eighties he took up com-
mercial work and then became asso-
ciated with McPherson, Kans., Col-
lege, remaining there until last year
when he resigned to take a year off

and perhaps take up fruit growing
and farming, or re-enter school work,
whichever seemed best.

Funeral services were held in the

McPherson College Chapel, Jan. 19,

and interment was made in McPher-
son cemetery.

Our profession has lost a worthy
member, we a true friend, and his

wife an affectionate, steadfast hus-

band. To her we extend the sym-

pathy of thousands, ours included.

His memory is a kindly heritage

cherished by hosts of friends.

C. P. Zaner.

UNIVERSAL WRITING HABITS.

'. H. Bachtenkercher, Supervisor
of Writing, Lafayette, ind.

Hygienic Positions of the Body.

There are many important reasons why the
student, and especially growing children, should
maintain a good body position when sitting at
the desk to write, but only three are given.

1. To preserve good eye sight. Nopupilcan
continually ktep his eyes close to the paper
without tending to become near-sighted.

2. To preserve good health. No pupil can
constantly sit bent over the edge of the desk,
with his chest hollowed in, and at the same
time breathe freely, deeply and regularly. Such
a posture, to many at least, if not all would be
detrimental to health and a healthy growth.

3. To secure convenience in writing. No
pupil, however apt, can sit in a cramped or
stooped position and find it condusive to ease
and convenience in protracted periods of writ-
ten work. When the teacher asks her pupils to
sit properly at the desk, they think she wishes
the general appearance of the room to be im-
proved. Such a thought does not always in-
spire the stimulous necessary to accomplish the
desired end. There are many ways to bring
about the proper attitude. Only a few sugges-
tions can be given. The teacher should talk
with the pupils and explain the benefits derived
from a good body position. When developing
any new line of study, the teacher should try, in
every way possible, lo help them see the end
from the beginning. Lead them to see how
such instruction and training will effect them in-
dividually. Still another plan would be to insist

that pupils maintain a hygienic body position
during all desk work. Also give frequent
periods of rest. A change of air in the room.
A few exercises in physical culture that need
not consume more than a minute.

WHEN WE MAKE A TEXT BOOK
we get the views of hundreds of the best teachers in the world, as to where, and in what way, it is

possible to improve on the books they are using. Some suggest one thing, some propose another.
We tabulate the answers we receive to our questions along these lines, and thus get a comprehen-
sive view of the combined wisdom and practical advice of all those who are in the best position to

know what would be idealh perfect for actual schoolroom practice, under present day conditions.

By pursuing this course of inquiry and investigation, we are able to produce books which are
far better adapted to the purpose intended than could possibly be written by anv one author unas-
sisted by others. No one who thus helped to make our books perfect could have made them to suit

his own use as well as we have made them by the combined help of the best talent in hundreds
of schools.

For more than twenty years we have been studying your needs, from YOUR point of view. We
ask you to buy our books not to please us, but to please yourself. They are as much better than
the old time books as the latest improved machinery is better than that which preceded it. Can you
afford to ignore this fact, as here brought home to you, and made clear and reasonable by this

explanation?

We publish a full series of books for commercial schools. Send for sample copies for examin-
ation, and let your teachers " test them out " ready for adoption next fall, if not at once.

The Practical Text Book. Company
Euclid Avenue and Eighteenth Street Cleveland, Ohio
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KNOW 1
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more about mj
Penmanship"

Illustrated

J
Penman State

Address 423

mail course in "Modern Business
or teachers and home students.
circular free.
. A.. STRYRER
Normal and Supervisor Penman-
ship City Schools.

W. 27th St . KEAR.NCY. NEB.

ill

name on one do
for 15 cents.
I will give free a pack of
samples and send terms to

i each order.

AGENTS WANTED
very best blank
on the market.

ne in 17 different colors. Sample 100
1,000 by express, 75c. Card Circular

100 postpaid. 25c- Less, for more. Ink, Glossy Black
or Wry Best White. 15c. per bottle. 1 Ohlique Pen Hold-
er, 10c. Gillott's No. 1 Pens, 10c. per doz. Letsons in

Card Writing. Circular for stamp.

W. A. BODE. Box 176. FAIR HAVEN. PA.

;pecimens and particu-
lars telling how others mastered penmanship,
address THEHAVSAM SCHOOL,
Box 225 B. Hutchinson, Kar

When you want cards-, get the best. I write
cards that will please you. If you will give me
one order, you will desire to order again, because
my cards are neat and beautiful. Price 25c. doz.

Try one of my scrap book specimens, from 25c
up, in* business, ornamental orroundhand.

By Melvin J. Kazebee, pupil, Meadville, Pa., Coml. College, H. C. Lettingwell, penman.

LEARN TO WRITE
by using the Armograph. It fits any hand and
compels muscular movement writing. No time
lost in learning. Price 35c. Agents wanted.

J. A EUBANKS, GREENFIELD, OHIO Kansas Citv,

AVTOMATIC SIGN PENS. (Wholesale and Retail.) Over 50 differ-
ent Sizes and Stvles in MARKING, SHAKING, I'LAIN

,
SPECIAL and BORKER pens for all practi-

cal Show Card Work. Lettering. Etc. Accurate Lettering is easily and rapidly done

497 W. Fourth Ave.. COLUMBUS, OHIO.

RELIABLE Auto-
matic Pen-t and Inks.
They are the product
of over THIRTY
YEARS' experiment-
ing along this line,

mbine the de-

ble features of the ORIGINAL "J. W. STOKES- pens and the "FAUST" pens, both of which are
factured by ue. Onr factory is equipped with M< (KERN MACHINERY. « hieb is ..penned

by SKILLED MECHANICS. AH goods are inspected Let ore leaving the factory. NEW COMPLETE CATALOG FREE.

| THE NEWTON AUTOMATIC SHADING PEN CO., DEPT. F, PONTIAC, MICH.. U. S. A.

^iitl

, i ETERML 1HK

( EMSSli INK

WRITE EVERLASTINGLY BLACK
The Eternal Ink is for gen-
eral writing in plain or fountain
pens (2 oz. bottle by mail 30c.)
The Engrossing Ink is for
special writing, engrossing, etc.

(2 oz. bottle by mail 80c.)

These Inks write black from the pen
point and stay black forever

,
proof to

age, air, sunshine, chemicals and Are.

If your dealer does not supply
these inks, send to

CHAS. M. HICCINS & CO., MFII

,

271 Ninth St. Bboolvk, H. Y

BEST QUALITY-LOWEST COST.

SATISFACION GUARANTEED—
Send for catalog and full-sized samples.

What! You haven't seen our new

Business College diploma? It's a good one.

HIGH GRADE

Diplomas^
certificates,

1

The H. & B. imprint on a diploma guarant

HADE TO ORDER DIPLOMAS A SPECIAL

charge. Resolutions I

HOWARD & BROWN, Desig

Sample for the asking.

jes artistic excellence In design and execution.

'Y—Sketches and estimates furnished free of

Engrossed—Diplomas Filled.

ners and Engrossers,
ro
mTne

nd
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REPRODUCED FROM
PENMANSHIPand

^
TerrtEng.^
DESIGNERS - ILLVSTRHTORS

ENGRZTVERS
(olumbus, Qhio

ZANERIAN WRITING PAPERS
In writing papers we are able to give the greatest possible value for

the money. In fact, we know of no other firm in the United States that
sells equal grades of paper at figures as low as we quote. All of our
papers are put up in half-ream packages of 240 sheets each—two pack-
ages to the ream—for convenience in handling. Of course, the cheapest
way to purchase paper is to make up a fair-sized order and have it sent
by freight. Wherever you buy your paper, do not buy the grades that
are too cheap to be good. It is not economy to buy such papers, since
they discourage good penmanship.

A sample sheet of each of the six grades mentioned below will be
mailed for 6 cents in stamps.

Remit cash with all orders. We pay postage on the small quantities

mentioned to go by mail, and purchaser pays carriage charges on larger

quantities which go by express or freight.

Nearly all of our papers can be supplied unruled, if desired, at same
prices quoted on ruled papers.

MEDIUM GRADE PRACTICE PAPER is a white wove paper, weigh
ing 6 lb. to the ream of 480 sheets. Sheets are 8 x 10 l

i inches, ruling faint
and wide (V2 inch) on both sides. Narrow ruling (% inch) can also be
furnished if desired.

This is a good paper for general penmanship practice work, corres-
pondence use, etc., and is really one of the best bargains in writing
papers we have ever been able to offer.

100 sheet by mail postpaid 65c
1 package of 240 sheets {% ream) by express or freight 67c
2 to 10 packages " " 50c a package
11 to 20 " *' " 46c
21 or more "

'* •' 42c

EXTRA FINE 5 LB. PAPER weighs 5 lb. to the ream of 480 sheets,
and is exactly the same in stock, size and finish as the 6 lb. mentioned
hereafter, but weighs one lb. less to the ream. It is suited for fine pen-
manship, correspondence, etc. There is no better white wove 5 lb. paper
made. Wide or narrow ruling can be furnished, same as the other weights.

100 sheets by mail postpaid - 60c
1 package of 240 sheets (Va ream) by express or freight 70c
2 to 10 packages . „ " " .60c a package
llto20 " " " 55c
21ormore" " " 53c

EXTRA FINE 6 LB. PAPER weighs 6 lbs. to the ream of 480 sheets,
and is exactly the same in stock, size and finish as the 7 lb mentioned,
but one lb. per ream lighter in weight. It can be furnished in faint wide
ruling {} 2 inch) or narrow ruling {% inch). Especially suited for orna-
mental penmanship, letterheads, etc.

100 sheets by mail postpaid — 65c
1 package of 240 sheets {% ream) by express or freight 80c
2 to 10 packages " "

70c a package
11 to 20 " " " 65c
21 or more " " "

63c

EXTRA FINE 7 LB. PAPER weights 7 lb. to the ream of 480 sheets,
and is one of the finest white wove papers made. The ruling is faint and
wide ('2 inch) on both sides. Sheets are 8 x lO 1

^ inches. Narrow ruling
t

;,

H inch) can also be furnished. Especially suited for ornamental pen-
manship, fine letter heads, etc.

50 sheets by mail postpaid 55c
1 package of 210 sheets {

1 '

2 ream) by express or freight 85c
2 to 10 packages " " 75c a package
11 to 20 " -.

" *'
70c

21 or more " " " 68c

EXTRA FINE 8^i LB- PAPER is a white wove wedding stock,
weighing 8% lb. to the ream of 480 sheets, and for fine penmanship use is

as fine as a pen ever touched. It is especially suited to preparing script
for photo-engradlng and for fine, ornamental writing, penmanship
specimen work, etc. Sheets are 8x10?., inches, and ruling is faint and
wide {% inch) on both sides.

50 sheets by mail postpaid .70

1 package of 240 sheets {% ream) by express or freight $1 40
2 to 5 packages or more "

' — |l 25 a package

EXTRA FINE AZURE (BLUE) PAPER is an azure wove paper,
weighing 6 lb to the ream of 480 sheet. Sheets are 8 x 10 1 - inches, and
ruling is faint and wide on both sides. It is a delight to use this beauti-
ful paper. Persons who have weak eyes find this paper best to use. We
can furnish envelopes that exactly match this paper in quality and color.

100 sheets by mail postpaid 65c
1 package of 240 sheets {% ream) by express or freight 70c
2 to 10 packages " " 60c a package
llto20 " " " 55c
21 or more " " "

53c

Address, ZANER <SL BLOSER COMPANY. Columbus, Ohio

wmmmmmanmsmm a
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D THE CONSCIOUSNESS OF ACHIEVEMENT
especially when the purpose to be accomplished is particularly difficult, is the greatest reward that

can come to those who accomplish what they set out to do. =^

TO KNOW THAT MANY THOUSANDS OF YOUNG MEN AND WOMEN ARE
RECEIVING BENEFITS NEVER POSSIBLE BEFORE

and are accomplishing twice as much work in a given time, thereby qualifying themselves to largely

increase their earning capacities, through the study of " Rowe's Bookkeeping and Account-
ancy," is a source of satisfaction to its author. It is no small achievement.

"Cost Accountancy for Manufacturing"

now ready, presents a training in advanced accountancy which two years ago was undreamed of as

a possibility for ordinary commercial students.

Miss Smith's Typewriting Lessons

still lead among the numerous publications on the subject offered to teachers. Miss Smith's un-
usual training as a typist and her unusual perception of school-room requirements, have made her
four pads of Typewriting Lessons distinctive and of unusual value to teacher and student. Practice
paper and the lessons are supplied at the One COSt of the lessons.

Tfr-ey /-f.>n/./i3>uszS&o.
FORMERLY

SADLER.ROWE COMPANY BALTIMORE, MD.

31 IE 31 IE 3CUC

ADVANCED CLASSES
We can supply a thorough text on any commercial subject.

Here are two texts which should interest you at this time.

Lyons' Commercial Law

Nothing is more essential in a text on com-
mercial law than a clear, definite outline, and
no book outlines the subject in a more masterly
fashion than Lyons' Commercial Law. It

is reliable, teachable, and concise. It makes a

strong appeal to the student and has been said

to "contain more law that the student can carry

away with him" than others of twice its size.

It is just the kind of text that you want. Try
it this year.

Dictation Studies

The need for systematic scientific guidance
throughout the dictation period is just as marked
as during the system period. How many bright

students you have known to stick at this point,

apparentl}' unable to develop further in speed
or skill. Dictation Studies gives them help

just at the time when it is most needed, and
places the acquiring of speed on a scientific

basis. Separate editions for six leading sys-

tems.

CHICAGO
623 S. Wabash Ave.

Whatever your needs in commercial texts, consult with us.

We probably have just what you want.

LYONS ® CARNAHAN NEW YORK
1133 Broadway
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Over
Three-
Quarters

of a Million

Remington
Typewriters

are in use today—more than any other make,

and more than many others combined.

Do you realize what this means to the typist ?

It means that the opportunities of the Remington

Typist are greater than those of any other typist— or

ot many others combined.

From every point of view, it pays to. operate the

" Recognized Leader Among Typewriters."

Remington Typewriter Company
(Incorporated)

New York and Everywhere
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Touch Typewriting Made Easy

NEW AND ORIGINAL METHOD

Are you entirely satisfied with the results obtained in

your Typewriting Department?

Why not make your department a genuine touch
department ?

Scientific Touch Typewriting

will do this for you.

BLISS SYSTEM OF BOOKKEEPING
All transactions are performed with actual business

offices, where the student gets an actual training and
experience. Business men today demand the finished

and experienced accountant. The BLISS SYSTEM
affords the office experience.

The Folder System is designed especially for small

classes, night schools, etc.

NATIONAL DICTATION BOOK

with Shorthand Notes

Do not place your order for Dictation Books until you
have examined the National.

The F. H. Bliss Publishing Co.,

SAGINAW, MICHIGAN.

Accountancy
Thorough Correspondence Instruction

The' Bennett Accountancy Institute

is recognized as the leader in higher
commercial instruction

SUBJECTS TAUOHT

Accounting and Auditing, Factory Cost

Accounting, Corporation Accounting
and Finance, Business Law, Ad-

vanced Bookkeeping, and
Accounting Systems

These courses prepare for high grade
office and factory accounting positions,

for expert accounting practice, and for

C. P. A. examinations in any State.

Reasonable rates. Satisfaction assured
to all patrons.

Send for New Catalogue of Courses.

R . J. Bennett, C. P. A.
1425 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

3CHI II 31 IE 31 IE 31 1CUC

CLERICAL
SERVICE

It Solves the Business Practice

Problem in a New Way!
Another Step

in Advance

No Expensive Equipment
No Drudgery For The Teacher

No Time-Wasting Confusion

CLERICAL SERVICE CHECKS ITSELF: There is a double check on every busi-

ness paper.

It is a course for beginners and works under all kinds of schoolroom conditions.

It does NOT require advanced students to keep it moving.

It applies the new doctrine of "Scientific Management" to the schoolroom commercial
work.

Clerical Service is a Money-Saver and a Student-Getter.

Don't Let Your Competitor "Beat You To It!"

WRITE US TODAY

GOODYEAR-MARSHALL PUBLISHING CO.
CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA

3CUE 3C 3C 3C 31 IE 3C IE 3CUE
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IF
YOU WANT TO GET THE BEST POSSIBLE RESULTS IN

SHORTHAND, INVESTIGATE

Barnes' Brief Course
An up-to-date text embodying many new ideas

which make the study of shorthand
very simple and easy.

N< i time is wasted on meaningless outlines—every step is

"business," from start to finish.
Complete words and sentences are given on the very first page.
< )nlv permanent forms are taught—there is nothing learned to

Phrasing and wordsigns are introduced in the first lesson.
Speed training is begun in the first lesson.
A complete business letter is given in the second and each suc-

ceeding lesson.
Principles are taught in a "positive," straight-to-the-point

manner—without technicalities or exceptions.
In short, this book thoroughly teaches the most valuable style

of shorthand in such an interesting, practical, and pedagogical
way that it can be mastered easily and quickly.
Published in both the BENN PITMAN and the GRAHAM

"^SPECIAL OFFER TO SHORTHAND TEACHERS:
Send for a free paper-bound copy and learn how to simplify your
work. Specify system desired -the Benn Pitman or the Graham.
Please mention name of school.

Brief Course is used in such schools as The Business Institute,
Detroit, Mich.; Weslevan University, Lincoln, Nebr.; Los An-
geles I Calif, i Bus. College; the High Schools of Lynn, Mass..
Atlanta, Ga., Norfolk, Va., Springfield. Mo., Houston, Texas.

THE ARTHUR J. BARNES PUBLISHING CO.

2201 LOCUST STREET ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI

rE

IF YOU ARE WANTING

The Best Text
to aid you in securing the best re-

sults with the minimum effort and

time of the pupil and teacher in

BUSINESS WRITING
you need to look into The Zaner

Method Complete Compendium or

Complete Student's Manual.

Samples and terms to school principals and

proprietors free.

SINGLE COPY, 25o.

Zaner 8* Bloser Co.
COLUMBUS. OHIO

J

Gillott's Pens
The Most Perfect of Pens

PRINCIPALITY PEN. No. 1

^— O ClILOTTS

VICTORIA PEN, No. 303

DOUBLE ELASTIC PEN, No. 604 E. F

Gillatt's Pens have for seventy-five years stood the
most exacting tests at the hands of Professional and
Business Panmen. Extensively imitated, but never
equalled, Gillott's Pens still stand in the front rank, as
retards Temper, Elasticity and Durability.

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS

Joseph Gtllott (Si Sons
ALFRED FIELD 4 CO., Sole Agents

93 Chambers St. NEW YORK

'1

The Business

Educator is

Gradually

Growing

in Numbers

and Influence
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"Scrap" your

old system
WHEN Edison stepped from the gang-

plank of the steamer on his return frorh

Europe recently, a reporter asked him
the question : "To what do you attribute the

success of the American business man as com-

pared with business men of the old world?"

The great Edison promptly replied :
"

I at-

tribute the superiority of the American manu-
facturing business man to his readiness to

scrap ' his old machinery when he sees some-

thing better."

Edison, with characteristic accuracy, hit

upon a vital truth and touched the keynote of

American progress. Conditions are constantly

changing, and the man who banks on his 'satis-

factory " or - good-enough" work of to-dav,

simply invites disaster. The "dignity" of age,

past achievements, sentiment, have no weight

with the progressive business man—his sole

basis of judgment is results.

Have you thought how the business man's

point of view applies to the shorthand question

—and particularly to the question of Gregg
Shorthand?

Gregg Shorthand is the choice of more

than half the shorthand teaching schools of the

country.

In the contests it has conclusively proved

its superiority— in simplicity in legibility and

in speed.

Its growth in popularity, in spite of the

most strenuous opposition, has been phenom-
enal.

It is the dominant system in America to-day.

These facts mean—if they mean anything

at all— that Gregg Shorthand is highly efficient

—more efficient than any other system in use

to-day. In view of them, isn't it time to con-

sider " scrapping " your old system?

Let us tell you how easily and inexpen-

sively it can be done.

THE GREGG PUBLISHING CO.

NEW YORK CHICAGO

Summer Normal Session
OF=

GREGG SCHOOL
CHICAGO

C 1

T^HE summer training course for

teachers will be conducted un-

der the personal direction of Mr.

John Robert Gregg, author of Gregg

Shorthand.

The rapid growth in popularity

of Gregg Shorthand creates a con-

stant demand for trained teachers of

the system. Last year the system

was adopted by more than four hun-

dred schools, among them more than

one hundred high schools. Whether

you already have a good position or

want one, the summer normal course

is bound to be a profitable invest-

ment. Teachers' Certificates will be

awarded to those passing the exam-

inations.

Send for descriptive circular.

C 1

GREGG SCHOOL
CHICAGO

JOHN ROBERT GREGG, Pres
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The Isaac Pitman Shorthand
ONCE MORECHOSEN ASTHE BEST
AFTER DUE INVESTIGATION INTO THE MERITS OF THE DIFFERENT SYSTEMS OF SHORTHAND THE ISAAC
PITMAN HAS BEEN SELECTED FOR THE NEW CENTRAL COMMERCIAL AND MANUAL TRAINING HIGH SCHOOL
OF NEWARK. NEW JERSEY. «cesc«E .-» ess *=•> -eso «b «b ~

Central Commercial and Manual Training High School. Newark, X J.

"Course in Isaac Pitman Shorthand " $1.50 and a Practical Course inTouchTypewriting7.se have been adopted. Send for particulars of a

FREE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE FOR TEACHERS

ISAAC PITMAN & SONS, 2 West 45th St., NEW YORK
Typewriting Results That Count

Over 100 Net Words a Minute in less than 20 Months
In September. 1909, Miss Bessie Friedman, who was then but fourteen years of age, began the study of typewriting

from A PRACTICAL COURSE IN TOUCH TYPEWRITING. On October 25, 1910, she took part in the
World's Novice Championship held at Madison Square Garden and succeeded in writing at the rate of 81 net words a min-
ute for 15 minutes, thus beating the best previous World's Novice Record by 8 net words a minute. Then, on April 22, 1911,
just to show that she possesses THE KIND OF SPEED THAT GETS RESULTS, Miss Friedman won the Type-
writing Championship of New York City, writing OVER 100 NET WORDS A MINUTE for 15 minutes. MISS
FRIEDMAN IS THE ONLY AMATEUR TYPIST WITH A COMPETITION RECORD OF OVER 100
NET WORDS A MINUTE. Read her opinion of A Practical Course in Touch Typewriting.

" Tin- exercises in 'A Practical Course in Touch Typewriting' are carefully graded, and so arranged that cine makes
rapid progress and i i\ ercomes difficulties almost without being conscious of them. I believe the methods employed
produce the very best results that can be desired. In my own case I was able to win two championships, writing" in
competition over 100 net words a minute in less than twenty months from the time 1 tirst began the study of Type-
writing- I heartly recommend 'A Practical Course ' to all who wish to thoroughly master touch typewriting, and
are looking for a text-book which gives the right start."—Bessie Friedman.

THE REASON
A PRACTICAL COURSE IN TOUCH TYPEWRITING produces winners is because it is the most constructive
system in typewriting ever devised. It follows the line of least resistance, so that the student becomes a skillful operator
with a minimum amount of effort. IT TRAINS ALL THE FINGERS ALL THE TIME. The fingers are trained
first on those keys over which they are naturally held when in their normal position. IT IS SCIENTIFICALLY AND
PEDAGOGICALLY CORRECT.

NOW READY—Tenth Edition Entirely Reset, Revised and Improved and Printed from New Plates.

Stiff Paper Covers, 50c. ; Cloth, 76c. Teachers' examination copy, postpaid, 34c. and 50c. respectively. Mention school-

Adopted by the New York and Boston High Schools.

ISAAC PITMAN ® SONS, 2 West 45<h St, NEW YORK
fitaT'Send for Particulars of a Free Correspondence Course in Isaac Pitman Shorthand for Teachers
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THE BUSINESS EDUCATOR
Entered at Columbus, O., Post Office as 2nd Class Matter

C. P. Zaner,
E. W. Bloser,

Editor
Business Manager

Published Monthly (except July and August) by
Zaner & Bloser. 118 N. High St.. Columbus. O., as
follows : Teachers' Professional Edition, $1 00 a
Year (Foreign Subscriptii
dian Subscriptions 20 cei

manship Edition, 75 cen
scriptions 20 cents extra
10 cents extra.)

ts extra). Students' Pen-
s a Year (Foreign Sub-
Canadian Subscriptions

Remittances should be made by Money Order
or Bank Draft, or by currency at sender's risk.

Stamps accepted. If personal checks are sent, add
20 cents for collection fee.

Two Editions. The Teachers' Professional

Edition contains 48 or more pages, twelve pages of

which are devoted to Accounting, Finance, Mathe-
matics, English, Law, Typewriting, Advertising.

Conventious, etc., and Departments specially suited

to the needs of teachers, principals and proprietors

The Students' Penmanship Edition contains 36

pages and is the same as the Professional Edition,

less the twelve pages devoted to commercial sub-

jects. This edition is specially suited to students in

Commercial, Public and Private schools, and con-

tains all of the Penmanship, Engrossing, Pen Art,

and Lesson features of the Professional Edition.

The Business Educator is devoted to the pro-
gressive and practical interest of Business Educa-
tion and Penmanship A journal whose mission is

to dignify, popularize, and improve the world's
newest and neediest education. It purposes to in-

both pupil and teacher, and to

ts of those engaged in the work,
well as in public institutions of busi-

spire —
further th
in private „_

ness education

Change of Address. If you change your ad-
dress, be sure to notify us promptly (in advance, if

possible), and be careful to give the old as well as

the new address. We lose many journals each issue
through negligence on the part of subscribers.
Back numbers cannot, as a rule, be supplied.
Postmasters are not allowed to forward journals

unless postage is sent to them for that purpose.

Subscribers. If we do not acknowledge receipt
of your subscription, kindly consider first copy of

the journal you receive as sufficient evidence that
we received your subscription all right. If you do
not receive your journal by the 10th of each month,
please notify us.

Advertising Rates furnished upon application.

The Business Educator being the highest grade
journal of its class is purchased and read by the
most intelligent and well-to-do amonp those inter-

ested in business education and penmanship in the
United States, Canada, Eneland. and nearly every
country on the globe It circulates, not alone among
business college proprietors, teachers and pupils,
but also among principals of commercial depart-
ments of High Schools, Colleges and Religious
Schools, as well as among office workers, home
students, etc.

Rates to Teachers, Agents, and Clob
Raisers sent upon application. Write for them
whether you are in a position to send few or many
subscriptions. Sample copies furnished to secure
subscriptions. j_

CHARACTER AND WRITING

The trouble with the people who re-

fuse to see the importance, the virtue

and the inevitableness of character in

handwriting is that they associate

character with illegibility in writing.

Now if this were true, then those who
write plainly are characterless.

No, no, gentlemen; no writing is

good unless it is both legible and
characteristic. And the more highly

one is educated mentally and manual-
ly, morally and emotionally, the more
plainly and more characteristically

will he write.

The manually inefficient, the mor-
ally indifferent, the intellectually

egotistic, and the egoistically suf-

ficient, are the only ones who can af-

ford to write so as to tax the patience

and provoke the profanity of the

reader.

Formal English as a means to an

end seems a necessary evil, but as an

end it is next to infernal. And so it

is that formal writing is a necessary

evil for immature people and as a

means to an end, but as an end it is

fit only for the mentally shy.

MR. DARNER'S LESSONS

Doubtless you have discovered in

Mr. Darner's lessons something par-

ticularly fine. He combines to an

unusual degree excellence in form

and freedom in movement. Mr. Dar-

ner is especially strong in methods

of teaching, planning it as pedagogi-

cally as he executes it skillfully.

Moreover, he has not conceived the

notion that further progress in teach-

ing penmanship is impossible, but in-

stead is always endeavoring to im-
prove upon yesterday's results. Un-
like some penmen, not of the kind
who support the B. E., he is a grow-
ing not an ossified product. Teach-
ers of the progressive type and pupils

of ambition are therefore utilizing

Mr. Darner's lessons daily.

And while we are thus speaking of

Mr. Darner's work we are free to con-

fess that Mr. Berkman's work is any-

thing but of the "standpatter" kind,

for he, too, believes in growth and
progress.

MR. CRAGIN

The story Mr. Cragin tells in this number of

The Business Educator is particularly

timelv as well as intensely interesting. It is

timely because too many people are putting

their money into far-off gold bricks in the form

of stocks of various kinds, most of a very un-

certain nature, when they could invest it in

something safe and sure near home.
And it is interesting because it is human and

a well-tnld story which is based upon facts anil

padded out with a little fiction.

And there is another, every bit as good, from

this same source with the scene laid on this side

of the Atlantic, involving men at the top of onr

government Need we say more?

A BLUNDER ON US

A- most unpardonable error occurred in the

March number of The BUSINESS EDUCATOR
when our printers somehow substituted Mr.

Berkman's face and heading for that of Mr.

Marshall's on page 27 of the Professional edi-

tion, and those who checked up the page proofs

completely overlooked it. It is strange how the

eye will sometimes overlook the big things and

sometimes catch the unimportant and minute

details. This error doubtless occurred by the

printer picking up the Berkman heading for the

Marshall, and either Mr. Lupfer or Mr. Zaner

took it for granted that the heading was right

and forthwith looked for typographical errors.

If we survive it will be because both Marshall

and Berkman have been lenient with us.

Easter Time is the Glad Time of the year.

Make it doubly so by clubbing the B. E.
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Written in one and one-half minutes which is at the rate of ten words a minute, reckoning Bve letters to the word. Given as a type of writing
suited to students who wish to learn form and movement at one and the same time.

WHAT IS GOOD WRITING?

The answer to the above question
is not as simple as at first it might
appear. It depends upon the view-
point of the questioner.

To the engrosser it means that
which resembles copper-plate or
steel-plate engraved script.

To the penman it means some-
thing beautiful in graceful lines and
symmetrical forms.

To the telegrapher it means that
which someone else can read after it

has left his hands.

To the editor it means that which
enables him to express his thought
so that a compositor can decipher it,

especially if he is familiar with the
hieroglyphics.
To the accountant it means some-

thing sure and perfectly plain at a
glance.
To the cashier it means something

with enough individuality in it to en-
able him to know that but one par-
ticular hand among millions wrote it.

Ordinarily goodness in writing im-
plies the same that goodness in

speech implies, which is that it is

easily spoken and easily understood.
Thus good writing is that which is

easily -written and easily read. And
this is probably as good a definition

as can be framed because it leaves

sufficient latitude as to style and
method of execution to enable each
person to choose that which best
meets his individual needs.

As teachers of writing we are nec-
essarily concerned in two types of
writing, the one intended for imita-
tion and the one intended for expres-

sion.

The one for imitation should be of
the type calculated to lead to good
expression on the part of the imita-
tor.

The copy or model hand should be
formal rather than informal and
should illustrate the essentials of
legibility in form and facility in exe-
cution.
The actual or personal hand should

be legible and executed with facility

in keeping with the mental effort to

express thought clearly.

Two examples of writing are pre-
sented herewith. The first is a
rather formal hand, written in a
minute and a half, the aim being to

convey ideas of form for legibility

and ideas of movement for execution.
The other example, written in one

minute, being a personal hand used
to convey and record thought for

business and social uses, is given to

illustrate what takes place when
speed is doubled.
To use the first thoughtful style

for literary or business expression is

as foolish as to use the second in-

accurate hand for model or imitation
purposes.
The first is a means to the second.

Neither can take the place of the
other. Each is best in its place.

INTELLIGENT GRADATION

There are two main or primary ob-
jects of gradation in subjects in pub-
lic schools. The first is for compari-
son with a view of promotion to the
next grade, and the second is for the
purpose of acquainting the pupil
with the strong and weak points in

his work.
While frequently the first is consid-

ered foremost in importance, in real-

ity the second is of greater value than
the first because the object of grading
is, above all, the pupil, and not the
system of grading which falls short
of enlightening, arousing and encour-
aging the individual fails in its most
important function

In writing, the method of gradation
should aim at enlightening and
strengthening the individual in his

work. This can be accomplished
best by grading the pupil upon the
essentials of good writing, such as
form, movement, position and effort.

Why consider all of these? Because
good writing is a composite of them

-o-^t-^ --^&--*-^-j£*-^C£lf —&_^^6-^£*_^
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ne minute which is at the rate of twenty words a minute, five letters to the word. (Jiven as a specimen of actual business writing,

and not as a copy for imitation.
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all. It is unfair to grade upon form
alone, as that encourages script draw-
ing rather than writing. It will not
do to grade upon movement alone, as
that encourages scribbling. It is

manifestly unfair to grade upon con-
scientious effort only, for then there
would be no way of ranking product,
when the pupils tried equally hard.
The true way values each essential

and averages them. Thus if one pu-
pil wrote plainly but laboriously, he
should be given more in form than in

movement. And if such a specimen
were marked F. 90) «„ 7 -

M. 60 ,

Av
-
lb

the individual would see that he
would have to improve his mode or
manner of writing if he wished to se-

cure a better grade.

If another pupil wrote freely but
poorly in form, he should be ranked
higher in movement than form :

F
-
50

\ Av 70M. 90 J

Av
-
/U

If position is to be encouraged and
rewarded or penalized as it is good or
poor, then the grading should be re-

corded thus :

F. 70 i

M. 90 - Av. 86s
P. 100 \

If position and effort are consider-
ed as such in grading, then the result
should be set forth as follows :

F. 70 ^

P. 100 (

E. 80 '

By a method of grading like this,

the pupil would discover his strong
and his weak points, and he could
then plan accordingly.

The most comprehensive method
includes the essentials to good pen-
manship; position and care; and the
essentials of good penmanship; form
and movement.
The most practical method includes

only form and movement in the grad-
ing, position, carefulness and neat-
ness being considered in connection
with form and movement but not
shown in separate figures.

Position and carefulness are quali-
ties which only the teacher in charge
of the class can be sure of. These
can only be implied from the exami-
nation of specimens by one not fa-

miliar with the pupils and it is there-
fore well not to include them in a
scheme of marking where the one
ranking is not personally acquainted
with the temperaments and habits of

the pupils.

If anyone has a better method to

suggest, we are from Missouri even
though we live in Ohio.

UNIVERSAL HABITS IN WRITING

Penholding

Article 2

BY J. H. BACHTENKIRCHER. SUPERVISOR OF
WRITING, LAFAYETTE, IND.

There is no part of the work in writing which
the average teacher dreads more than teaching
penholding. This is so. particularly in the
middle and upper grades, unless the pupil has
acquired a good manner of holding the pen or
pencil in the classes below. In any grade above
the first and second the dread of teaching
this subject is probably [due to a mistake
of the child's first teacher. Such an error may
bring long continued misfortune to a child as
well as to his future teachers, and may cause
them to believe that it is impossible for public
school children to learn how to hold the pen or
pencil correctly.

The above is a specimen of penholding of a
pupil in the second year, who entered our
schools in October. This is a good average
sample of penholding the writer has to contend
with in all the grades in dealing with new pu-
pils. Such pupils are handicapped in all written
work. The teacher must wait on their slow,
cramped, and tiresome execution. Is it any
wonder pupils do not like to write? Pupils
must be lead to see that good penholding is a
time sa\ er. The great mistake with most teach-
ers is in teaching too much the first lesson, and
particularly in asking the pupil to write, without
first taking sufficient time to help him fix in his
mind the details of the n-ritinfc process. Too
often the teacher goes on the theory that the
foregoing illustration is the natural way. The
same pupil often has a natural way of spell-
io£"and talking, but the teacher does not ac-
cept these natural ways of spelling, etc. Oh
no! Why? I leave the reader to draw his own
conclusions. Pages might be written in answer
to this question.
Good penholding can be acquired by public

school children, and become so much of a habit
that they will hold both pen and pencil in the
same position for all written work. There is no
particular Iron clad rule for penholding.
Commendable penholding is a penholding that
gives the greatest degree of freedom in both the
angular and lateral actions. The top of the pen-
cil or penholder pointing in a line up the fore-

arm and over the elbow, or between the elbow
and the shoulder is a good general rule. How-
ever, no rule will be effective unless enforced.
If the same emphasis was applied to pencil and
penholding as is now given to spelling, read-
ing, language, etc , much time and wasted
energy might be saved to both pupil and
teacher.

PRACTICAL U
WRITING

FRED BEP.KMAN.
Penman, Lincoln,
Nc.br.. Business

College
Specimens sent to
Mr. Berkman with
2c-stamp will be
criticised by him

"ii in

"April Fool
wash your face

and
go to school"

and
"April Showers

bring
May flowers"
are old sayings.

Which do you like better ? You do! I don't!
Like to get out and enjoy the fresh air, to hear
the birds sing, to feel the "little drops of
water" occasionally, and to see mother earth
again being clothed in her garment of green
verdure. Gee! Wish I was a poet. (How ro-
mantic!) It is commonly admitted that "Poets
are born and not made." That may be true, all

right, all right!—but when anyone tries to con-
vince me that "penmen are born and not made"
they'll have one of the hardest jobs on hand
they have ever tackled. Now, just because your
father or your mother, or brother, or sister, or
uncle or aunt, or cousin, or some other relative
of yours are not "good writers" you can't be-
come one. You can! It's up to you !—and
whether or not you think you can and will give
it the necessary time and attention it deserves.
And then, too, don't get an idea that it is going
to be "easy sleddin' "just /because your uncle
is "such a beautiful writer," or maybe it's your
sister, your brother, one of your parents or a
friend.

If it be of any help or encouragement to you,
let me tell you right here that my Father (he is

dead now) never wrote at all—wasn't able to
write his name, or at least he thought he wasn't.
In signing his name (to commercial papers and
the like) all he would do would be to make "his
cross" (X) and have some other per-
son write the name. As to my Mother (the best
Mother on earth,) I have never seen her write
but once or twice in all my life—and that was
when I was a little boy. I sincerely trust that
all readers will pardon the use of personal inci-

dents, as related, for they are given with no
other thought in view than that they may be of
some inspiration and help to others who are
struggling along the road, doubtful, perhaps
and wondering if it is possible to learn.

In Spring.

Not a breath to break the stillness,

Not a cloud to rleck the blue,

But the skylark in the sunshine,
And the primrose in the dew.

Buds are bursting in the hedges,
Leaves are stirring in the lane.

Everywhere the sap is stirring,

Love returns to life again.

Sing out, nightingale and linnet,

Blush sweet flowers, in silent bliss,

Murmur, brook, with softest music.
Trembling in the spring's first kiss.

Joy is dreaming in the meadows,
Peace is in the forest glade,

Hope, tiptoe with eager rapture.

Thrills the breast of youth and maid.

Thus the whole earth, fresh and lusty,

Is still young at heart, we see;

Nature's beauty knows no wrinkles,

It is we who change, not she.
John Dennis.

(T
Z"\

Berkman and Darner are surely giving material for thought and practice for all

who are ambitious to improve their methods of teaching or their execution.

V - ^
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Don't lose sight of the Berkman Prizes
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The way to succeed is to follow faithfully Berkman and Darner.
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PRACTICAL PENMANSHIP
By H. L.-DABNjER, Penman,

The Blair Business Clo'l lege. Spokane, W n

.

Subscribers' writing criticised fret. Send Specimens to Mr. Darner at above address, inclosing a self-

addressed postal, and your criticism will reach you long before it could possibly appear in the B. E.

See how even you can get this indirect oval at the top and bottom. See what tine lines you can get.

This line is almost self-explanatory and you need little or no instructious upon it. Study the copy closely and do your best to imitate.

'ma^jmmr??/)njmmmm^?9P?p9^

If you turn this copy upside down you would say that you worked upon it before Try to get the turns very rounding and the angles sharp.

^2^yyt?^y^rrrrpoo^KKK> ^-77710^00000^770^7? y?^?o^?oy?/rK?9^ooo^yy? ^7^>o^r7oooo^7^7<yrr7

This drill is the opposite lo the one just preceding, the turns being at the bottom and the angles at the top.

It takes a peculiar motion to make this exercise. One must come to a full stop at both the top and bottom. L'p strokes and down strokes are
straight.

Here we have a turn at the top and turn at the bottom. In making this exercise you dare not stop at all. Notice that the down strokes are straight
and the up strokes are compound curves. (Slight compound curves.)

The n is an interesting letter to practice upon. Watch the ending strokes. Be sure you have three turns and one angle. Do not get the second
upper turn too sharp.

,/>1/ /TI/ /yiy yyi/ yyw yyi/ /yzy yn/ /yi/ yyi/

See how rapidly and how easily and naturally yon can connect these letters. Notice where the turns and the angles are located. Watch beginning
and ending strokes.

yT^yn^y^yiyy-y /^yyyiyy^yzyyy y^n^nyyuyi^yiy

Notice how different the n's are from the u. Watch your beginning strokes, and don't neglect the ending strokes. There is no one thing that will
add beauty lo the appearance of your writing more than good ending strokes. Watch spacing, and turn and angle.

utAyn/ yn^tytyyiy yVLtd^yiy yyistst/n/ yyotA-^yiy /isisisiyn/ /VL4AsviS yyv^uny
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Indirect oval, a whole space high, no nut think that you can afford to neglect these simple drills. Even the greatest penmen still practice faith-

fully upon the oval exercise.

See how nearly you can come to equaling the copy. Don't think that it is beyond your reach. It is not.

You have had this exercise before and should no longer find it difficult. Watch your position of hand and position at the table.

This is an interesting drill and should be given a great deal of attention. All of these exercises are important or they would not be presented two,

three and four times during the course.

Watch beginning and ending strokes and slant of the down strokes. Watch spacing and size.

/////////y////y///' _^£^^^^^^^

Don't be discouraged if you cannot make this drill as well as the copy the first time you try. Many tine penmen have spent months in mastering it.

PERSEVERE.

^/?S7/1/}/)si Si /?/!/?/

The m is so similar to the n that we need few or no instructions. Watch your spacing and finishing strokes.

/rr?y ,/yy?s /T^y /yyiS yoy^ y^yzy /rrh/ /yny /r^ey /t^lS

Watch spacing between letters and the spacing of the different parts of the letters as well. Notice thai there is more space between them than in

them.

The word mum is a pleasant one to practice upon. See how rounding you can get the turns at the top of the m and how sharp the angles at the top

of the u. Watch the movement.

zk3^^tA^^yiyyO^Z4A^^?y yon^uutyrny /yyi^tA^iny/n^yi^urry/w^^^/m^^m/

Try to imitate the cony closely. Notice spacing between letters and between words. Freedom, freedom. FUKKDOM.

TyLsLsjsz^i^yT*; yn^i^yiy

Try, yourself, to see how many of these down strokes you can make in a minute. Two hundred twenty-rive is not too fast. You may be able to

make them better at a slower rate.
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You will not tind this line difficult. Keep the down strokes line and unshaded. Four exercises to the line. Full space high.

The beginning part of this exercise is a full space and the finishing part is about as tall as the small letterm. See how easily anil gracefully you
can learn to do this exercise.

W22m,ZWr/w ,",>.,. "nrm??^//. /^ ?̂?m._

Indirect oval one-half space high. You ought to be able to make this one tine by this time, even without giving it much thought.

fimm$§m^mmmmmm»mm mtm
This drill begins under the line in place of on the line. Go six times around the oval and then finish with a straight line. Stop with the pen on the

paper. No shade on the down strokes.

This is an important principle, as it is used in eleven different capital letters. Try to master it. although you will tind it several times later on in

the course.

mrrrrrr. cnrmm^ arrrrmn

his is an important principle, as it is used in eleven different capital letters. Try to m;

ourse.

ay 0j <?~) ^) tn a) / ^)

ins with the stem we have just been working upon and ends like the capita]

7? 7? 7? 77 7l 7(

orrrmr) rrrrrrr)

7 7?
The N begins with the stem we have just been working upon and ends like the capital A. Keep the letter narrow and free from shades.

7l 7
You may write the entire word without raising the pen. or if you choose, lift the pen after making the capital and then write the letters tin separately.

st^svis /Lt^ny /LtA^ny /LiA^ny /Lu^r?y /Lu^ny /Lsuny

? J 2 ' t s/' L^ ' 7 ? -
"

- -

z7&7 • ^ V , < „ ,-vt^

I^^X-y'?^Z^fiZJ>^ . - ' '^'^'.

t

Top specimen, Rosaline Aronson; bottom specimen, Hazel Zimmerman, eighth grade pupils, Gary, Ind., G. S. Herrick, supervisor of writing.

These reproductions fail to show the strength of line and freedom of movement shown in the original specimens, which were business-like in

every way.
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By Alice M. Carlquist, pupil, Manual Arts High School. Los Angeles, Miss Ida M. Baidwin, penman.

By Gertrude Partsch, pupil, Cambria Business College, Johnstown, Pa.

By Helen Pickelheimer, Norwood, O., (i. B. Jones, teacher. This girl is only eleven years of age.

Uf/zt-vt/c^cz^yi/ s^ki-^z^^>^1&/ cz^i^i^z/

O/L^yls1^yT^^f-V^i^^^^^^'-

*&?^L£sV^Zs

.

Writing by pupils in High School, Middletown, O. (Mary Emley, Elizabeth Moon, Robert Sewart, Irvin Ulrich), T, C. Sawyier, supr. of writing.
The ortginals were wrirten with a strong arm movement, quite rapidly, but the ink was too pale to engrave.

Business capitals by K. E. Spanabel, Wheeling High School, Wheeling, W. Va.
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By C. W. Linville. Address became detached in engraving and cannot therefore be given.

&/?£ /3*j

r
By O. B. Thomas, supervisor of writing and drawing, Harmony and Madison

Townships, So. Vienna, O.

These two designs are from W. H. Moore, Mogandore, (J., who is following Mr.
Berkman's inspiring instructions. Mr. Moore is both a rising penman and pen
artist of exceptional talent and ability,
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Penmanship Edition
A forum for the expression of convlc- ~
tions relating to methods of teach-

ing and the art of writing

our platform: form and free
dom from first to finish

DC DC DDC DC

EXPRESSION VS. REPRESSION
OF THOUGHT.

SPECIALISM

There are two kinds of specialists

in these days of specialism. The one
is looked up to and honored, the oth-

er looked down to and used for some
one's economic advantage. To which
do you belong?
The first kind includes the lawyer,

the doctor, the minister. As a rule

he knows much more than his spec-
ialty. He has a broad foundation of

information secured in school and
supplemented by observation and ex-

perience from which he has evolved
or chosen his specialty.

The second kind, the narrow spe-
cialist found on the outskirts of all

professions, trades, and callings is a
specialist because he knows nothing
else and can do nothing else, all be-
cause he lacks general education and
flexibility.

In glancing back over our experi-

ence with the successful ones in our
profession, we see that the ones who
have won are those who have been
large enough and broad enough and
flexible enough to tackle new prob-
lems, adapt themselves to surround-
ing conditions, and shoulder respon-
sibilities in a pinch.
The unsuccessful ones have been too

narrow to bend, too timid to try, too
shiftless to prepare, and too self cen-
tered to radiate good fellowship.
They have been too limited in educa-
tion and energy to tackle new prob-
lems and master them.
When it comes to principle, it pays

to go slow before acting, but when
it comes to performing some task
that must be done by some one, it

doesn't pay to dilly-dally and hem-
and-haw.
The unsuccessful are always quib-

bling about doing something not
named in the contract; always doing
somethingat a protest; always think-
ing the world has it in for them.

The object of writing is to express
and record thought. That writing
by which we can express and record
most thought is best. And the chief
requisites of expression are clearness
and fluency. If writing is written or
read with difficulty, it is not expres-
sive, and therefore not good writing.
Mumbling, stammering, stuttering

speech is not good because it is

neither uttered nor understood with
ease.
Speech that is so formal as to re-

quire more thought and effort to ut-

ter than is given to the substance
uttered, is superficial and represents
effort misapplied.
Elocution as a means of voice cul-

ture for thought expression is a very
excellent thing, but elocution as an
end is fit only for human parrots who
have insufficient brain power to do
their own thinking.
Spontaniety in expression, either

spoken or written, is of first impor-
tance. Enough formality to express
thought unmistakably, but not
enough to hamper expression should
be the rule. The fact that writing
exists for thought expression and not
thought for writing should be clearly
comprehended by teachers.
To force pupils to write so fast as

to encourage illegibility and slip-

shodness is as unwise as to require
pupils to read so rapidly as to blun-
der and be understood with difficulty.

To exact such formal, accurate
writing from pupils as to hinder clear
thinking is as unpedagogical as to

be so faultfinding in grammar as to

intimidate pupils, repress expres-
sion and develop stuttering.

There is a golden mean between
spontaniety and formality which ev-

ery teacher should conscientiously
strive to discover and develop.
There is a rate of speed in writing

conducive to fluency of thought and
expression which begins in the fifth

grade at about ten words a minute
and ends in the eighth grammar
grade at about double that number.
Technical penmanship deserves no

place in public schools. Script draw-
ing is technical penmanship and

should not be exacted from pupils.
Form at the expense of freedom is

as foolish as speed at the expense of
legibility.

J. Gordon Wootton, jr.

February 12th, 1912
Mr. and Mrs. J. Gordon Wootton

Millburn. N.J.

Born to Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Shaw, Punxsu-
tawney, Pa., Feb. 19, 1912, a !% lb. boy, name,
Joseph Johnson. Mother and son doing well.

Carl Myers, an early March arrival via the Stork
Route in the home of Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Drown,
field, Bowling Green, Ky.. Business Uuiversity.
Katherdoing well, mother doing better, and the
boy's a "howling" success.

PARTIAL CONTENTS

Of the Professional Edition of

the Business Educator for

April, 1912.
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W^nmM^M^
If you are too Obtuse or too unconcerned to grasp the meaning or realism of the above, the chances are success will missjyuu and you will never know why.
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Devoted to the best interests of busi-
ness education and dedicated to the
expression of conscientious opinions
upon topics related thereto. Your
thoughts are cordially invited.
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FRIENDLY RIVALRY VS. RAN-
COROUS FIGHTING

In a recent visit to upwards of two
dozen cities we were forced to ob-
serve and conclude that in those
cities where schools were fairly

friendly all were doing: comparatively
well, and in those cities where there

were rancorous contention, few or

none were doing well. Moreover,
where the business college or col-

leges were knocking the commercial
department of the high school the lat-

ter was having the best of the fight.

We therefore believe schools would
do well to knock less and boost more.
Conditions are becoming too intense
for unnecessary contention, and
peace rather than war is the modern
slogan for progress and success.
Quarrel with and criticise the com-

mercial work of the high school if

you wish to irritate it into activity

and stimulate it into excellence. Co-
operate with it if you wish to get its

most ambitious students and the rec-

ommendation of its principal.

Encourage young people to go
through high school before commer-
cializing in education if you wish to

get the best and most ambitious
pupils.

ON TO SPOKANE

While it is yet early in the year to

think of vacation time, yet when the
goal is so far removed from some of

us it is not too early to begin plan-
ning for a trip which promises to be,

both in the trip itself and the objects

to be obtained, the great event of the

year along educational lines.

For more than a year committees
have been at work planning and ar-

ranging for the meeting of the Na-
tional Commercial Teachers' Federa-
tion at Spokane, Washington, July 15-

19. A spirit of co-operation has taken
hold of the several commercial teach-
ers' organizations and with one ac-

cord their officers and members are

doing what they can toward making
the next meeting a splendid success.
The several sections of the Federa-

tion are active. The Shorthand Sec-
tion was the first to present its pro-
gram and if it is a specimen of what
we may hope for from the other sec-

tions, we may be sure of one of the
real treats of a life time. The Pen-
manship Section program is already
out and published and, in a compar-
atively short time, we will have the
reports from the other sections. Mr.

H. C. Blair, Chairman of the Com-
mittee of Arrangements, is working
toward the Federation program and
the local entertainment. We are as-

sured by letters just received from
him, that we are to have an address
by the Governor of the State of Wash-
ington and another by J. J. Hill.

These in themselves are enough to

show what the rest of the program
may be. There will be sight seeing
days in Spokane, public receptions,
general literary and musical pro-

grams furnished by the local talent,

special programs on Wednesday by
the Central Teachers' Association,
and on Thursday by the Gregg Short-

hand Association.
Abundant means of transportation

is being provided. Mr. Faust and
his Spokane Club have chosen the
Rex tour and by addressing him at

Chicago, or E. E. Gaylord at Beverly,
information relative to their plans
may be secured. It is their purpose
to give you a choice of several routes
on the American plan scheme. That
is, one flat purchase pays for your
car fare, your meals, your Pullman,
and all regular expense incident to

travel. In addition to this route I

have with very much thought and up-
on consultation with a great many of

our people, arranged an itinerary for

the northern route going and central
route returning. In other words via
St. Paul and back through the Colo-
rado Mountains. Surely a glorious
trip at this season of the year. In-
formation relative to this plan of
travel can be obtained from this of-

fice, from the Northern Pacific R. R.
Co., at Chicago, or from any agent
of any of the Central Passenger As-
sociation or Eastern Passenger Asso-
ciation lines. These trips are not in
conflict but are arranged in such a
manner that you can have your exact
choice of route. It matters not to the
officers of the Federation which route
you take but it is a matter of concern
to us as to whether you are going to
Spokane or not. We want you; we
need you.
Eastern teachers should arrange to

come a little early if possible and at-

tend the meeting of the N. E. A., July
8 12th. They can leave Chicago on
the evening of July 11th and arrive in

Spokane in time for our convention.
Leaving Spokane we will visit all of

the principal cities of the Inland Em-
pire and return byway of Portland,
Salt Lake, Colorado Springs and
Denver. The round trip fare from
Chicago is $65.

If I can be of any service to yov in
the matter of choosing routes or if I

can give any infotmation relative to
special features of the convention, do
not hesitate to write me and I, in
turn, will very much appreciate it if

you will write me stating that you are
to be with us. Time, thought, effort

and money are being expended in the
name of and for the good of Business
Education. Aid us by your co-opera-
tion. Sincerely yours,

Morton MacCormac,
Pres. National Commercial Teachers'

Federation,

Marshall's

Mental

Meanderings

DDC DC

The Competition I came across a
That Hurts a breakfast food ad-

vertisement under this caption the

other day that interested me. The
manufacturer of this particular brand
of rolled bread crumbs starts off by
averring that he had spent vast sums
of money to perfect his product in

various expensive ways, and to make
it the very best sort of rolled bread
crumbs to be found under the heaven-
ly canopy. Then he goes on to say
that his evil-minded and purely sel-

fish competitors, who are serving the

public solely for the cash there is in

it, get out inferior, and entirely rep-

rehensible brands of bread crumbs,
which they mendaciously declare to

be "just as good as ours," Then,
continues the indictment, when the

deluded customer buys these insipid

and unpalatable products, he imbibes
a lasting disgust for all breadcrumbs
whatsoever and thus "we lose the en-

tire future business of this custo-

mer."
Granting the facts, the argument is

conclusive. Also, it applies to more
things than bread crumbs—for in-

stance, to business schools. The
faking fraudulent, little imitation

business colleges, are much more
than business competitors of the

good schools, they are business killers

I have met with a lot of folks in my
travels, who harbor a special grouch
against the very name, "business
college," and cannot speak it without
a lip-curl of utter scorn. Probe for

the reason, and nine times inten.it
turns out that the grouchy one or a

relative or a friend had been done
out of his good money by some "life

scholarship" school that went broke,

or by one of the schools where every-

thing is promised and nothing is per-

formed. I know a certain big eastern

town, that was infested, several years

ago, with a swarm of these school
fakers, all of whom finally failed or

moved away when the picking got too

lean. Since then, two or three hon-

est and able commercial school men
have tried to get a start in that town,
but without success. The fakers had
killed the business. There would be
little danger of overdoing the com-
mercial school business, if all the

schools would do their best to turn

out a first-class product.

Will the The year 1911 was
Experience remarkable for the

Breed Wisdom number of private

business schools that went to the
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wall financially. All over the coun-
try they flickered out, their erst-while

proprietors, now being content to

take salaried positions in other
schools. A few of these men were ir-

responsible fakers, but more were
merely unfortunate, or at most vic-

tims of their own bad judgment.
Some of them are fine school men
with high ideals, but they made the

common mistake of embarking in an
expensive and risky business venture
with hardly a dollar of surplus capi-

tal. Also, in many instances, they
lacked what I may call the "financial

temperament." The last, is not
much more than the ability to apply
practically the simrjle facts of addi-

tion and subtraction, but, it is sur-

prising how many good peoplelack it.

Curiously enough, the fact is in evi-

dence that many of the proprietors of

these exploded school ventures did

not even keep books, and had no
means of information as to their in-

come and outgo. It is an odd com-
mentary on the irony of human affairs

that men of this type should set up as

exponents of "business education."

It is hoped that the worthy among
these young men who have failed in

the school business have learned a

wholesome lesson. Not every good
teacher of penmanship and bookkeep-
ing has the qualification to succeed
in a business enterprise whose ins

and outs require so much looking
after, as do those of a private busi-

ness school. Yet the crop of would-
be winners in this line continues to

grow, and almost every week, I get a
letter from some ambitious but dis-

satisfied commercial teacher, who
writes that he is on the look-out for

"a good location to start a business
college," and wants me to suggest
the town. The London "Punch"
once printed, in large letters, the
caption : "Advice to People About to

Marry," and then in very small let-

ters underneath, the word, "Don't."
In ninety-nine cases this is the best
advice to give to the uncapitalized
young person who is infected with
the business school microbe.

Why Not Be- It is a perennial puz-
gin at the zle that so many.teach-
Beginning? ers of bookkeeping are
unable to see that the natural point
of departure in teaching accounts is

the account itself. Until a pupil grasps
the significance of the thing we call

an account, all talk about "debit and
credit," "journalizing," etc., is the
merest gibberish. As a matter of
fact, accounts were used, in business
for thousands of years before the
journal was even thought of. Further-
more, the journal is utterly meaning-
less unless there is a pre-knowledge
of the account whose entries it re-

cords. The first accounts were some
simple device like knotted string, or
a notched stick cut in halves, the
debtor taking one-half and the credi-

tor the other, and the future settle-

ment being secured by the co-inci-

dence of the knots, or the notches.

For ages there were no records of

transactions other than those entered
directly on the accounts.

The accounts are the very units of

thought in every system of bookkeep-
ing ever devised, from the "custodi-
an" accounts of ancient Greece and
Rome, down to the most complicated
system of a modern corporation. The
very first thing to do in the case of

any learner, is to get him to think of

business records in terms of the ac-

counts, and to see the function of ac-

counts in exhibiting business and fi-

nancial facts. When teachers begin
in this way, there is hardly any sub-
ject more easy to teach than book-
keeping. When they approach it by
the journal route, and try to get the

child to master it by absorbing pon-
derous, and meaningless "Rules for

Debit and Credit" they at once invest

the whole subject in a dust cloud, as

dry as it is inpenetrable.

The Real There is a gratifying
Foundation revival of interest in the

matter of more effective language-
teaching in our commercial schools.

I do not mean, of course, more of the

inconsequential stuff called "gram-
mar," which the average bright stu-

dent hates so thoroughly, and is so
entirely justified in hating. The
good sign I note is the tendency to

teach English words rationally, to

help the student to add to his usable
store of words, and to appreciate and
understand the words used by his su-

periors in wisdom and language.
Teachers are at last getting it into

their heads that language-getting is

mostly word-ge;ting. We can see

this in the case of babies, but some of

us have not seen that the same pro-

cess goes on as the baby grows up.
The absurd grammar books, and the
Miss Nancyish methods of the
schools are mostly responsible for

this failure to see the important
truth. The human mind like all else

in nature grows by what it feeds on,
and it feed on the nutrition of ideas,

which come to it through words.
Every new word, completely compre-
hended carries with it a new idea,

which adds its increment to the men-
tal stature. Language affords the
only avenue of approach to the hu-
man mind. Helen Keller was a mere
animal till her teacher managed to

signal her through the soundless
night, with a WORD. The word, I

believe was water which she printed
on the child's little palm, as she gave
her a drink at the well. It was only
then that the wheels of the child's

soul commenced to move. From that
time on she fairly cried for more
words. Keep up this thirst for words
and what they stand for, and the
problem of any child's education is

solved.

The Sign People who believe in

Manual "character" as an indis-

pensable quality of penmanship,
should thrill with delight over the
average pen-written signatures that

come to my desk. There is so much
"character" in many of them that my
stenographers and I have to hold an
autopsy over them to determine the

identity of the creature to whom they
belong. Some of these puzzles ap-

pear to be dashed off with as little

regard for detail as a man shows
when he throws away his cigar stump
on entering a street car. Others
seem to have been "executed" with
such evidently deliberate malevo-
lence, that I am tempted to wish the
writers also could be executed— at

the hands of a mob. Some of the

worst offenders are Penmen, of such
ambitious accomplishment that it is

leze majestie to omit the capital P.

When these chaps, get about so far

along as professional quill drivers,

they say to themselves some dark
night, "Go to! Let me create a Sig-

nature." So the fiend works and
works until at last the Perfect Result
is accomplished and he gazes upon it

proudly, saying, "There! I guess it

will hold them awhile to make that

out." And it does, for the Perfect Re-
sult, suggests a fight between mili-

tant black snakes, or the mortal
remains of a daddy long legs that

has expired in great agony.

Now, I have no objection to these
budding pen artists, satisfying their

inner yearnings by creating these
things, but why should they inflict

them on the innocent by-stander,
especially at the end of a business
letter that cannot be answered till

you know whom it is from?
There is another tribe of signature

fiends who appear to have financial

pretentions, and who are evidently

moved to possess a signature that

cannot be forged. Clearly, they suc-

ceed, and, incidentally they attain

one that cannot be deciphered with-

out a key. I have heard people who
are important enough to fear forgery,

defend these hieroglyphics on the

ground of financial protection. Per-

haps they are right, and it may be
necessary for a man of money to

have a "sig" that no human could
imitate and nobody but the bank
clerk identify, but why not have one
to be used only on checks and so

forth ? These might be devised by
experts, no signature to be dupli-

cated, and accompanied by a number
like a Yale lock. This signature
could then be registered at the bank
with the correct name and number,
and be attached to legal instruments
by means of a carefully guarded rub-

ber stamp. (The patent for this idea
is hereby applied for all rights re-

served.)
But for the rest of us ordinary

mortals, who cannot write well
enough to be called "Penmen" and
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haven't money enough to interest the

forger, I plead for plain everyday sig-

natures that really tell who the writ-

ers are. Let us write "John Smith''

so that it cannot reasonably be ren-

dered "Johannes Schnicklefritz."

For the sake of our fellow man, let

us write our names so they can be

read even though it be charged that

our signatures lack the "distinction"

and the "character" they would have
if they more nearly resembled the
ground plan of a brush heap.

The Quadrennial Again we face

Storm that periodical dis-

turbance which our constitution mak-
ers wisely (or unwisely) provided for

our country as a wholesome preven-
tive of political atrophy. We are
prone to get very much excited on
these occasions, and some of the
more timid souls get really fright-

ened. There are such noisy gusts of
political hot air, such a scurrying of

dust clouds, and such fearsome
growling of forensic thunder, that it

is no wonder that some nervous folks

get pale and panicky, and feel that
the whole country has finally started

down the toboggan slide toward the
eternal jumping-off place.

It is reassuring to reflect that we
have had no less than thirty-one of
these quadrennial tea-pot tempests,
(if I have counted right) and our
country is still all here and as big and
wholesome as ever. It is true that
after the election of 1860 we got into a
pretty lively scrap, but it wasn't pol-

itics that caused that—merely a dif-

ference of opinion between two sec-

tions of the country as to whether the
colored brother should work for

wages or for his board and clothes.

The hot-heads on both sides lost

their temper, and went at it tooth and
nail, but after the fellow who got the

worst of it, hollered "enough" the
boys got up, dusted their clothes,

shook hands, put Old Glory back
again over the whole country and
have been good patriots ever since.

Yet, every time these presidential
elections come around, certain
leather-langed politicians, raise the
out-cry that unless their party wins,
there will be nothing much left of the
country. I remember they told us in

'72 that Gen. Grant was rehearsing
for the part of Caesar, and that if he
was re-elected we should all be put
under bayonet rule. When Cleveland
was elected, the bloody-shirt wavers
shrieked that the Democrats were
planning to get in the saddle, and
have the South secede again. I can
hardly remember a presidential elec-

tion when the superheated political

howlers on both sides did not predict
all sorts of calamities.
But the calamities did not show up,

and they will not this time, even
though the shouters are assuring us

(Concluded on page 25.)
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COST METHOD

When the cost method is followed
which has for its unit of considera-
tion the manufacturing cost of the
articles called for in each job, it is

necessary to devise a system of cost
records and accounts that will show
in detail the elements of cost enter-
ing into each job from the time it is

begun until it is completed. Such a
system differs in many important
particulars from a system that would
meet the requirements when the de-
partment method alone is followed,
notably in the treatment of the ma-
terial, labor and expense accounts,
and especially when the cost accounts
and records are to be supported by
controlling accounts in the general
ledger.

The principal manufacturing ac-
counts under the cost method are de-
signed with the double purpose of
showing the costs of material, labor
and manufacturing expenses, and of
acting as controlling accounts for in-

ventories and the various supple-
mentary accounts in the factory
books. These accounts are as fol-

lows: Materials, material in process,
productive labor, manufacturing ex-
penses, finished goods, cost of sales,

and sales.

Materials Account

This account is debited with the
cost of materials of every kind and
description purchased to be used in

the manufacturing of the articles for
which the concern is conducted, to-

gether with freight drayage, and all

other charges necessary to place the
material in the stockroom; for all ma-
terials at cost returned to the stock-
room from work in process which had
been previously credited to this ac-

count, as shown on "stores returned"
blanks per transfer inward journal.

It is credited at cost for all materials
taken from the stockroom on requisi-
tion for work in process, called for on
requisition blanks per transfer out-
ward journal, and for all material at
cost when taken from the stock-room
on requisition, disposed of by sale or
for any other purpose other than
work in process, per transfer outward
journal.

The balance of the account shows
the cost of the materials on hand,
provable by taking inventory and by
the material ledger.

Material in Process Account

This account refers to material in
the factory as distinguished from ma-
terial in the stockroom.

It is debited at cost for all materials
received from the stockroom on requi-
sition, as shown by requisition orders
per the transfer outward journal.

It is credited for all materials re-
turned to the stockroom at cost price
which was previously debited to this
account as shown on stock returned
sheets per transfer inward journal,
for cost of all material used on each
job when completed and the finished
goods are ready for delivery or for
sale.

The balance of the account shows
the cost of materials in the uncom-
pleted work in process, provable by
taking inventory and by the cost
ledger. This account controls the
charges for materials on cost cards
and requires that all material receiv
ed from the stockroom shall be ac-
counted for.

Productive Labor Account

This account refers to labor that is

employed directly in the manufacture
of a particular job. It is the labor
which added to the cost of materials
gives the prime cost.

This account is debited forall sums
paid to workmen, in cash or other-
wise for direct labor as shown by
payroll or time cards.

It is credited for all direct labor ex-
pended on jobs completed, manufac-
tured during the period as shown by
factory cost cards per the finished
goods journal.
The balance of the account shows

the amount of labor which has been
expended on uncompleted work in

process which should equal the sum
of the items for direct labor on the
cost cards of uncompleted work. This
account controls the charges for di-

rect labor on the cost cards, and re

quires that all time charged on the
payroll be accounted for.

Manufacturing Expenses Account

Manufacturing expenses is a term
used to designate the actual expenses
chargeable against work in process
while the work is going through the
factory in process of manufacture or
when completed.
This account is debited for the cost

of all indirect labor, supplies, rent,

fuel, taxes, insurance, maintenance,

( Concluded on page 27.)
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DEPARTMENT OF THEORY AND PRACTICE IN

TYPEWRITING
MISS MADELINE KINNAN,

ALBANY, NEW YORK.

" "DC DC

The teacher who thinks the hard-
est part of her work lies in getting
her students well started in typewrit-

ing is mistaken. She may at the

end of four or five weeks' hard work,
when she finds them writing well,

think she can relax her efforts a

little; or if she realizes the danger of

doing this at so early a stage, she
may keep faithfully at the work for

three moaths, then certainly they are

over all the critical places, turn her
attention chiefly to correcting work
and dictating. She could not make a
greater mistake. Not long ago I

heard two teachers discussing touch
writing. One said, "Of course, the
main thing is to get them well
started. It is not hard after that."
Instantly the other replied, "It is al-

ways easier to start than to finish."

He was right. What shorthand
teacher would think for a moment
that her class was on the high road
to success when they had finished the
principles and from that time on
needed little real drill and personal
instruction? When they can write
even eighty words a minute, would
she think it unnecessary to watch
them closely any longer? Sheknows,
of course, that from the day they en-
ter to the final hundred word exami-
nation she cannot lelax her vigilance
for a single week, she knows that
with every week's work, with every
increase of speed, with every new ar-

ticle dictated, new difficulties arise,
new pitfalls open in the path.

Let any successful teacher neglect
her eighty word class for one
month and she will find at
the end of that time two thirds of
them have contracted bad habits
that will take her another month to
overcome, are writing big, clumsy,
sprawling notes, shading incorrectly
or not shading at all, running sen-
tences together, putting ticks on in-

correctly, etc. Now typewriting does
not stand in a class by itself, is not
different from all other studies in
that all the teacher has to do is to

start the students, then sit down and
correct papers, and in some magical
way they will get it.

It requires exactly as much daily
drill, personal instruction, and care-
ful watchfulness as shorthand, piano
playing, or any other study requiring
trained fingers, mental alertness,
quickness and accuracy. Teachers
are still strangely blind to this fact.
They think they have gotten over the
old idea that all that was necessary
was to give the student a machine
and tell him to learn to write on it,

but they really have not, and still

think there is not much to typewrit-
ing. This is shown by the fact that
many schools having finely organized
shorthand classes with the best
teachers obtainable, and plenty of
them to attend properly to the stu-
dents, have miserable typewriting
departments, a poor teacher, and
more students than even a good one
could teach successfully. Typewrit-
ing instruction must be individual.
It can no more be taught by the class
method than piano can. Each stu-
dent should have individual drill

each day. If he does not, he will not
do well.

I have proved to my own satisfac-
tion many times, that students will
advance easily, surely, and rapidly
in exact proportion to the amount of
individual instruction given them.
When a teacher has a great number
of students, so many that she cannot
give them the help they need and
ought to have, they suffer; and wrong
keys, discouragement and failure is

the result.

I had an illustration of this a few
years ago. We had an unusually
large class and when Christmas
came fully seventy-five students were
lagging along, doing indifferent or

poor work. The school did not close
for the holidays, but so many stu-

dents went home for a week or two that

it gave me time to work with these
poorer students. I devoted every
moment of two weeks to them, sitting

down by each twice a day and work-
ing with each individually. At the
end of the two weeks all but one were
doing splendidly and went on to

the end of the course with no more
poor work. A neglected student gets
discouraged, dislikes type-writing,
begins to look at his hands and strike

wrong keys. His progress will be
slow and he will spend a week doing
what he should in a day.

The object of touch typewriting is

to enable one to do a large amount of

work. What does it amount to if it

means simply wrong keys, jerking
out the paper, beginning over again,
and wasting half an hour in doing
what even a sight operator could do
in ten minutes?
Of course, many teachers do and

can handle too large a class by the

simple method of letting them handle
themselves, and again many teachers
with a reasonable number of students
cannot see what the students need.
Some years ago a teacher of my own
training said to me during an hour
when it seemed to me the work was
fairly crying to be done, "There
doesn't seem to be anything to do."

I spent a short time in a summer
school where one teacher had only
about forty students in typewriting.

Beyond dictating a little the gentle-

man did nothing but walk up and
down the rows of machines, look over

the shoulders of first one student and
then another without a word of in-

struction or drill. Occasionally a

student would tell him what a hard
time she was having, how dis-

couraged she was, and how many
wrong keys she struck, and helpful
reply was, "What makes you strike
them?" I have no doubt this gentle-
man could teach an extraordinary
number of students, for it would not
be much harder to wander around
among a greater number of ma-
chines.

If teachers would bring to bear up-
on the subject of typewriting the
same amount of intelligent thought
they give to shorthand or bookkeep-
ing, they would soon realize that it

requires careful instruction through-
out the entire course, a reasonable
amount of practice each day, and a
reasonable number of students to a
teacher.

The Typewriter is the Rapid Writer of Today
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METHODS OF TEACHING

ENGLISH
C. E. Bl BCH,

Principal, Haskell Institute, Lawrence. Kar

DC DC

GRAMMAR

Grammar is but a division of the

the more comprehensive subject,

English. By grammar we mean the

"science which treats of the classes

of words, their inflections or other

methods of indicating relations to

each other and their functions and
relations in the sentence, as em-
ployed according to established

usage."
ENGLISH

By the term English we mean not

only grammar, but composition,

rhetoric, oratory, literature, debate,

word study, in fact anything which
sheds light on the use of the

language and gives greater skill in

applying it in our writing and speak-

ing.

It is with this larger field in mind
that these articles have been written.

To merely teach the rules of techni-

cal grammar is not sufficient for a

class of business pupils. The con-

sideration of technical grammar has

been postponed until this time for

the reason that it is not the

most impoitant division of English

for those preparing for business

pursuits. Some of the things which
have been placed in advance of

technical grammar are: Vocabulary
building, word study, synonyms, an-

tonyms, etc.; paraphrasing; compo-
sition; sentence building; recasting

of sentences; reading good books;

listening to good lectures, etc.

"How can you teach these things

without teaching technical gram-
mar?" some good friend exclaims.

Well, you can't, and that is the

beauty of it, you put live flesh on the

dead bones of grammar. Probably
you would not teach a class of small

children in just this way, but a

modification of it would be apt to

mean more to even small children

than much of the language teaching

which is indulged in. In other

words, we should make our grammar
teaching just as concrete, just as

practical as we do our work in busi-

ness practice or stenography. This

is the only way by which we can cre-

ate much enthusiasm in the average
business English class, which is

usually composed of pupils from var-

ious places, having various degrees

of preparation and having been
taught from a bewildering assort-

ment of texts. The only thing uni-

form about them is their dislike for

the study. Some "hate it" straight

out; some have "finished" it and
"know all about it;" others "don't
see no sense in it;" occasionally there

are those who have a fair working
knowledge of grammar and appreci-

ate its importance. The teacher
must act the part of doctor to this

class. By giving such work as has
previously been outlined he may suc-

ceed in keeping the label out of sight

until enough of the serum of practi-

cal, concrete language work has been
injected into the system to make the

patient "sit up and take notice."

When he finds that the work he is do-

ing has a vital and practical applica-

tion to that which he expects to do in

a business office, the ambitious pupil

will be ready to "repeat the dose" as

often as may be necessary.

HOW MUCH—WHAT?
Having but a short time to devote

to the more technical side of this sub-

ject, the question naturally arises,

"How much technical grammar shall

we teach and what should it in-

clude?" For a business class those

things should be given which will

most commonly arise in every day
work. We cannot undertake to men-
tion specifically everything which
ought to be covered in this brief

course, but let us consider some of

them:

SENTENCE CLASSIFICATION

We should teach the classification

of sentences as to form and use, to-

gether with the peculiar punctuation

points involved.

SENTENCE ELEMENTS

No matter how long or complex a

sentence is, your pupils should be-

come able to pick out the various

subjects and predicates. Practice

breaking long sentences up into

short ones. Reverse the process and
make compound or complex sen-

tences of several short ones.

CLASSES OF WORDS

The various classes of words used,

or parts of speech should be identi-

fied. Illustrate how the same word

may in different constructions repre-

sent different parts of speech.

ANALYSIS AND DIAGRAMING
Enough sentence analysis should

be given to enable pupils to deter-
mine whether a given sentence is

properly constructed. The analysis
need not be dry and formal in order
to be effective. Diagraming has no
place in a business course. Too of-

ten in grammar classes diagraming
is made the end instead of a means to

an end. Even at its best it is rather a

doubtful means, at least in the hands
of other than quite advanced pupils.

PARSING
Parsing is of considerable value

and enough of such work should be
given to lead the pupil to appreciate
its purpose and practical use. It

matters not whether the parsing is

done after any rule-of-thumb method,
so that the facts are set forth. The
plan of ruling a page into columns
for the various items of information
is a good one.

CONJUGATING
Don't spend much time on formal

conjugation. See that your pupils
understand the facts expressed in

conjugation, but don't punish them
by making them recite these facts in

long, formal, dry "rigameroles."

CORRECTING FALSE SYNTAX
Do a good deal of such work, using

many of the examples that come up
every day in the school room. Al-

ways see that the reasons are under-
stood.

PUNCTUATION
Teach pupils the ordinary rules of

punction and apply in the every day
work of the class. Teach punctua-
tion also by the observation of the

marks used in any high grade maga-
zine or book.

THE USE OF REFERENCES
Many pupils have never learned to

use books of reference. Several good
reference works should be kept in the

school room and pupils should be re-

quired to make frequent use of them.

Next to knowing what a certain rule

or fact is, comes the knowledge of

where the information may be found

and how to find it expeditiously.

THE IDEAL TEXT
The ideal text does not exist.

There are plenty of good, bad, in-

different, and a few excellent gram-

mars. No one grammar, however,

contains a tenth part of what you

should teach your pupils. You
should, of course, have a good text

for reference purposes and to be to a

certain extent your guide, but the dic-

tionary, a good book of synoyms and

plenty of good literature should be

included in the necessary apparatus.

COMMERCIAL ENGLISH IS A COMMERCIAL NECESSITY
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ARITHMETIC
J. H. MI NICK,

Eastman College, Pou$nkeep»le, N. Y.

DIVISION OF FRACTIONS AND
DIVISION OF DECIMALS.

In teaching division of fractions, I

like to lead the pupil to see at once

why we invert the divisor and pro-

ceed as in multiplication of fractions;

or, in other words, why in dividing a

fraction by a fraction, we multiply

the numerator of the dividend by the

denominator of the divisor for the

numerator, and the denominator of

the dividend by the numerator of the

divisor for the denominator of the

quotient.

To do this I use the following
simple method:

(1) 2^-1=2 Two divided by 1

(2) 2h-J=6 is 2; but 2^-J, the

(3) 2'-Hh=3 divisor now being §

as great as before will be contained 3

times as often, or 3x2 which are 6;

and 2-Hh the divisor now being twice

as great as J, will be contained J as

often, or 4 of 6 which is 3.

We have reached the results in (2)

and (3) by reasoning out the quo-
tients. But we can get the same re-

sult in (2) by writing 2Y?=-6; and in

(3) by writing 2X1=2=3. Hence,

2--J=2x|=6, and 2-^-§=2X|=S=3;
that is, we simply invert the divisor

and proceed as in multiplication of

fractions.

In a similar manner we may reason
out the following results:

(4) s-i=s
(5) j^i=y=2§
(6) |-|=I=1J
In practice the operations are as

follows:

(5) |-Hi=SX!=y=2§
(6) |-=-§=fXf=4J=§=l£
Inverting the divisor and multiply-

ing is therefore a short process of

reaching the same result.

In rapid calculation we may show
only the results of. the process.

Thus,
(5) |-4=V=2f (6) S^=!5=H
Exercises like the following should

be given to the class for rapid writ-

ten work, and also for naming the re-

sults by only inspecting the ex-

amples.
2^2=

':

1=
7-+*-

!=
i =

2h-|=
3-

f-Mt=

I"

4-^-2= 5-h'=

7^1=

To divide a mixed number by an i?i-

teger.

Divide 23s by 5.

5 J 23| 5 is contained in 23s,

four times with aremain-
-5=1 of V = !l.

4J

6
1
481

1 6

27 1 292 U0§?
27

22

27

der of 3i, or y ; and
Hence the quotient is 4j£.

To divide an integer by a mixed num-
ber.

Divide 52 by 2f.

2| I 52 Since multiplying both
4 | 4 dividend and divisor by

11 J 208 the same number does

18{¥ not change the quotient,

we multiply both by the denominator
of the fraction, and then divide.

To divide a mixed number by a mixed
7iumber.

Divide 481 by 44.

Multiply both divi-

dend and divisor by
the least common
multiple of the de-

nominators of the

fractions and then

divide.

This method is recommended
especially when the mixed numbers
are large and the denominators of

the fractions are expressed in low
numbers.

In certain examples it will be more
convenient to reduce the mixed num-
bers to improper fractions, invert the

divisor and proceed as in multiplica-

tion of fractions. To determine at

once which method can be used most
advantageously in a given example,
requires careful practice on the part

of the pupils.

The teacher should give the class a

variety of examples and by first call-

ing attention to each example test

them as to the method they consider

the better for solving each one. This
will arouse interest and afford oppor-

tunity for testing the judgment of the

pupils, and for giving additional in-

struction. Where there is difference

of opinion as to the better method for

solving a given example, the teacher

may have two or more pupils solve

the example upon the board, each ac-

cording to his choice of method.
The work of each should then be
carefully inspected by the class to

determine by which process the ex-

ample can be the more readily solved.

The common sense method of fixing

the decimal point in division of

decimals.

It is not the intention of the writer

to discourage the use of the method
usually taught by teachers, and gen-

erally the only method found in text-

books on Arithmetic, for placing the

decimal point in the quotient; but

rather to explain a method by which
an error made in the placing of a

decimal point by the usual method of

pointing off, maybe at once detected.

The method in brief is as follows:

Think of the principal part of the

dividend in its relation to 1, and of

the principal part of the divisor as a

number of times 1 or as an aliquot

part of 1; and then by comparing
these relations determine at once the

place for the decimal point in the

quotient.

Several examples will clearly illus-

trate the method.
1. Divide 3.1471352 by 1.95.

By actual division the quotient fig-

ures are as shown.
1.95 J 3.1471352 [ 161391+

We now wish to determine the

place for the decimal point; and this

is the method of reasoning: The
dividend is a little over 3. One is

contained in 3, three times. 1.95 is

almost 2; and 2 is contained in 3,

something over one time. Hence, the

quotient is between 1 and 2, or some-

thing over 1. Therefore the decimal

point must be placed between 1 and 6

in the quotient figures. Thus,

1.61391+

2. Divide 3.1471352 by .95.

The quotient figures are 331277+
The reasoning: One is contained

in 3, ///m> times; .95 which is almost
one is contained in 3, something over

3 times. Hence, the decimal point

must be placed between the two3's,

and the quotient is 3.31277+

3. Divide 3.1471352 by .35.

The quotient figures are 899181+

The reasoning: One is contained

in 3, three times; .35 which is a little

over J of one, is contained in 3, nearly

3 times 3, or 9 times. Since the quo-

tient is nearly 9, the decimal point

must be placed between the 8 and 9,

and the quotient is therefore 8.99181+

4. Divide 3.1471352 by .22.

The quotient figures are 142788+

The reasoning: One is contained
in 3, three times; .22 which is a little

over I of one, is contained in 3 a little

less than 5 times 3 or 15 times.

Hence, since the quotient is a little

less than 15, the decimal point must
be placed between the 4 and 2. Thus,
14.2788+

In reasoning we should always
think of the divisor as a number of

times one, or as one of the equal

parts of one; as, 2, 3, 4, etc. times

one, or as J, J, J, •, etc. of one.

Thus, 4.35 as over 4; 4.65 as less than

5; .38 as less than 4 of 1; .68 as over

4 of 1; .83 as less than 1, etc.

With a little practice, the student

should be able to tell almost at a

(
Concluded on page 25. )
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DEPARTMENT OF

School Advertising
E. D. SNOW,

MaDle Cltv Commercial School, Mornell. N. Y.

NO VIII.

The newspapers' continuous serv-

ice is rather a costly form of adver-

tising for the business school. Used
periodically, that is for a few weeks
preceding the opening of school in

the fall and a few weeks before Janu-
ary 1, it is very valuable in attracting

attention to your school and in mak-
ing your other forms of advertising

effective. The size of the advertise-

ment and its composition depend up-

on the size of the city in which you
are located and the cost per issue.

Some people think they must have a

large space in order to make an im-

pression. Others have won success

with small space and daily change of

copy. No matter what size space you
use, do not attempt to cover every
feature of your school. Tell one
thing at a time and tell it well. To-
morrow, publish another feature of

your school training and do your
best with that. Three inches, single

column, gives a very nice space and
will allow you about one hundred
words for your story.

In the country papers I generally

take an inch, single column, which
merely gives me a card, similar to

that used by a physician, the whole
year round. Then about twice a

year, I put in an advertisement four

or five inches deep and three columns
wide. Theoretically, after a man
spends $50.00 on advertising and gets

flOO, worth of business direct or in-

direct from it, he will get $1,000 worth
of business if he spends $o00.00 on ad-

vertising, and so on ad infinitum. It

is a very fascinating proposition, but
it has wrecked many a business man.
The per cent of gross receipts that

can be profitably put into advertis-

ing, in its various forms, varies in

different localities and runs from 5%
to 10%. Below I give a suggestion of
what can be done in a space three
inches deep, single column.

THE COST OF A BUSINESS EDUCATION.

Do you know how little it costs to
give you a complete Shorthand and
Business training and place you in a
position where you can take every
upward step in the business world ?

It will not cost you anything to inves-

tigate, and it may mean a great
deal to you. Put this paper right
down and write me a post card and I

will tell you all about it.

LEARN MORE—EARN MORE.

That is the difference between a
thousand dollar job and a two thou-
sand-dollar job. If you are going to
put in your time at work, why not get
the most out of it? It is our business
to qualify young people to advance
rapidly in earning power. Costs you
nothing to investigate, and it may be
worth thousands of dollars to you.
Better write today, or come in and
talk it over with us.

$10,000 FOR A PARTNER.

That kind of a partner works while
you sleep, never complains of long
hours, makes no unreasonable de-
mands upon you, in fact is the ideal
partner. And you can secure that
kind of a partner by qualifying in
some particular line, because the
difference in earning power between
the qualified and unqualified repre-
sents the interest on $10,000 or more
each year. Write us a post card and
get the rest of the story.

IF I ONLY HAD A CHANCE.

If you really want one, and are not
afraid that we will sandbag you into
something that you may not want to
do, write us a postal. Let us tell you
about various kinds of opportunities
and the hundreds of opportunities
that we have pointed out to others.
If you really want a chance you will
lay this paper down and write us.

Bill boards, tin signs tacked on the
fence, programs, high school papers,
calendars and novelties, all have
some value, because anything that
brings your school to the attention of
anyone has a certain value but the
question for you to decide is, whether
these forms of advertising above
mentioned will begin to pay as much
as the same amount placed in book-
lets and personal letters. I have re-

ceived a great many blotters and
novelties with advertisements on
them, but I cannot recall the name of
a concern or business whose ads were
printed thereon. If you get out an
ordinary calendar it is thrown into
the wastebasket, and if it is a work
of art, it is cut out and framed. The
personal letter and booklet are far
and away the most acceptable forms
of advertising for the business
school.

Just a word in regard to solicitors.
You have tried them or else you have
not. You like them or else you do
not. If the solicitor is one of your
own teachers, or yourself, no extrav-
agant statements are liable to be
made that will react upon your busi-
ness. If you hire a man to do this
work on a commission basis, natural-
ly he is going to bring in business
without respect to the cradle or the
grave. Anything found outside of a
state institution that has the "dough"
will be snared.
Before closing this paper I want to

say a word in regard to one publica-
tion that ought to be in the hands of
every business school principal. It

is published once a week and the title

is "Printers' Ink." It is the livest

wire that I know of and will inspire
you to think along new lines. Its con-
tributors are the advertising men and
sales managers of the most progres-
sive business concerns in the world.
It costs $2.00 a year, or four cents a
week, and it is worth a dollar a week
to any business man. I have been
reading this magazine for about six-

teen years, in fact it has been my text
bcok.

Mathematics—Continued from page 24.

glance at the dividend and divisor,

just where the decimal point should
be placed in the quotient.

I have called this method of point-
ing off the "Common Sense Method,"
because I know of no better name;
and for the reason that by this

method it requires only a little exer-

cise of common sense to determine
where the decimal point in the quo-
tient must be placed.

Marshall's Mental Meanderings—Con-
tinued from page 21.

that Col. Roosevelt, is planning to be
Emperor Theodore I, that Taft's re-

election means government from the
office of Pierpont Morgan, or that

Gov. Wilson's election will mean a
general divide-up of property and the

substitution of the red flag for the
Stars and Stripes. It's mostly bosh,
O, men and brethren, and aside from
all the noise and turmoil and red-

capped editorials, and fool talk gen-
erally, we all know that after the

votes are counted next November,
the country will go on much the same
as heretofore. We will do our work
and draw our pay-checks, and pay
the grocer and the coal man, and
have our little fun on the side just as

we have been doing. Not the least

danger ladies and gentlemen, the an-

imals are only performing and they
will quit roaring as soon as they are

fed again.
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DEPARTMENT OF

BUSINESS LAW
John J. Sullivan, A. M., LL. B.,

225 Land Title Bld§.. Philadelphia, Pa.
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Let us briefly consider from the in-

structor's standpoint the value of the
study and the methods of teaching
the law of partnership.

The ordinary business man who has
not had the advantage of a course on
business law looks upon a partner-
ship as an easy vehicle of success.
"Two men are better than one," he
says, "and what I lack my partner
can supply." Whenever a new prop-
osition that looks good is broached
by one friend to another, the thought
that first finds lodgment in each mind
is "Why should we not be partners"?
Probably neither has the slightest

idea that one member of the partner-
ship at his pleasure could place in

jeopardy the whole private fortune of

the other. Not one man in ten re-

alizes that agreements in firm articles

as to who shall make contracts for

the firm or sign the firm's name to

negotiable paper, do not bind the
creditors of the business. It is one
of the aims of a course on partnership
law to warn the students of the dan-
gers that lurk in this form of associa-
tion as it is worked out in practical

life, as well as to teach them the the-

ories of the law on the subject.

Perhaps the New York code gives
as accurate a definition of partnership
as any. The definition there given is

as follows: "Partnership is the asso-
ciation, not incorporated, of two or
more persons who have agreed to

combine their labor, property and
skill, or some of them, for the pur-
pose of engaging in lawful trade or
business and sharing the profits and
losses as such between them." The
great variety of partnership firms of-

ten makes it difficult, in a given case,
to tell whether or not a partnership
exists. The parties to a contract may
intend to form a partnership, and yet
their contract may be such as not
really to make them partners. On
the other hand, the parties to a con-
tract may not intend to form a part-

nership and yet may, in fact, form
one. If the arrangement, into which
they have entered, really constitutes
a partnership, they become partners
even though they did not intend to

become partners.

One of the indications that a par-
ticular association of persons is a

partnership is profit sharing, on a
proprietary interest in the profits as
such, with a right to insist on an ac-
counting and division thereof at defi-
nite periods. The mere particip-
ation in profits without more is
not conclusive proof of the exist-
ence of a partnership, but mere-
ly raises a presumption of partner-
ship which will prevail only in the
absence of proof to the contrary. But
there are exceptions to the rule that
one who shares profits is a partner.
Thus sharing the gross receipts of a
business will not make one a partner.
Neither does one sharing in the prof-
its of a business necessarily become
a partner if he stipulates that as a re-
ward for his labor he shall have, not
a specific interest in the business,
but a given sum of money in propor-
tion to a given share of the profits.
The best way to determine whether or
not an alleged partner is, in fact, a
partner, is to examine the contract
and see if it has been his intention to
acquire the rights of a partner. If,

in fact, he has arranged to take part
in the business as a proprietor, hav-
ing as such rights of control, of par-
ticipation in profits and of insisting
upon an accounting at certain times,
then he is really a partner and liable
as one.
One significant fact about the con-

tract of partnership should be point-
ed out to the students. These stu-
dents, before taking up partnership
law, have probably learned in the
study of contracts that the parties
can shape a contract absolutely to
suit themselves, so far as it is legal,

and that the liability thereunder does
not extend beyond the parties to the
agreement. Apply this to a contract
which, against the express wish of
the parties, creates a partnership lia-

bility. The agreement may state

:

"This contract does notand is not in-

tended to make the parties hereto
partners." Yet if in the contract the
parties create the relation designated
by the law as a partnership, then the
parties are partners and are unlimit-
edly liable to their joint creditors.

The reason for this is, that in inter-

preting contracts the law looks at the
substance of th'i agreement and not
at the mere words employed, and,
second, that not only the contracting
parties are concerned but the contract
affects the rights of third parties.

That is to say, by the contract of
partnership members of a firm as-

sume a certain status before the pub-

lic to which the law attaches certain
obligations which they cannot escape
by agreeing not to call themselves
partners.

To future business men a careful
study of the way to form a partner-
ship is important. In a previous ar-
ticle under the Study of Business
Law, teachers were advised to im-
press on the student the value of re-
ducing all important contracts to
writing. This is especially import-
ant in forming a partnership. The
firm articles, as the written agree-
ment to become partners is called,
should state the nature of the busi-
ness, the name under which it is to
be transacted, the amount to be con-
tributed by each partner, the time
when he is to contribute it and the
shape, cash or property, in which it

must be paid over to the firm. The
articles should also state the duties
of the various partners, the amount
they are to draw for living expenses,
if any, their respective shares of prof-
its and losses. Also, the time when
the firm shall commence business
and the period during which it shall
last. Also, the place where its busi-
ness shall be conducted, the bank or
banks where it shall deposit its mon-
ey, and the methods of drawing
checks against such deposits. Also
the time when the books shall be
gone over and the profits distributed.
It is well also to provide for arbitra-
tion of any disputes which may arise,

and to forbid any member of the firm

from engaging in outside business or
from becoming involved by going
bail, surety or guarantor for third
parties. If the firm is to last for, say
two years, it is well to direct that if

neither party should notify the other,
say three months before the two years
will expire, the firm shall then con-
tinue for a further period of one year,

and so on from year to year, subject
to three months' notice of termina-
tion by any partner. It is wise also
to stipulate that no partner shall

draw out money for his own use save
by check, countersigned by another
partner. Many partners get into the
habit of taking small sums from the
firm till, from time to time. This
not only disarranges the keeping of

accounts but is a bad habit which is

likely to produce friction.

Of course, the general powers and
duties of partners in respect both of

each other and of dealings with out-

side parties should be emphasized by
the teacher. The arrangement of

any good text book on the subject
may be followed as an outline al-

though the book should not be read
to the pupils in class. The instructor
ought to know the text well enough
not to have to have it before him and
should have given sufficient thought
and preparation to the lesson to be
able without notes to illuminate and
illustrate the matters discussed in the
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book. In the writer's "American
Business Law" (D. Appleton & Co.,

1909) will be found a discussion of

the law regarding partners.

Thus far we have been considering

only old fashioned partnerships. A
few words now about statutory part-

nerships. Modern business is carried

on by the association of the brains

and energy and capital of many per-

sons. Years ago it began to be felt

that the old fashioned partnership

was not entirely suited to a combina-

tion of a great many people. The ob-

jection which capitalists had in join-

ing with a number of others in part-

nership was that not only the amount
contributed by them but also the

last cent of their private fortunes

would be hazarded upon the success

of the venture. If the thing should

prove to be a disastrous failure, the

firm creditors could come against the

separate estate of each partner upon
the deficiency of the firm assets. To
remedy this the legislatures of most
of the states have passed statutes al-

lowing some of the members of a firm

to enjoy exemption from unlimited li-

ability provided certain formalities

should be complied with. These are

called limited partnerships. Partner-

ship associations in which all the

partners are protected from unlimit-

ed liability are called joint stock

companies and are run very much
like corporations. But joint stock

companies of this kind are provided

for by the laws of only a few states.

In all cases the statute must be very

strictly complied with. It will be im-

possible to go into details in ths mat
ter of statutory partnerships but a re-

sume of the acts allowing certain

partners to be liable only to the ex-

tent of the capital contributed by
them to the firm will be found in a

lengthy chapter at the end of the

writer's " American Corporations"

(D. Appleton & Co., New York, 1910).

The different forms of statutory part-

nership should be explained to the

students so that in commercial life

that they may have a knowledge of

the many possibilities open to them
in organizing a business.

The balance shows the amount of

the manufacturing expenses that
have been charged or are yet to be

charged on unfinished jobs at the

close of the period.

Separate accounts maybe kept with

the different expenses if desired, or

when one account is kept the detail

may be separated on an analysis

sheet to any extent desired.

Finished Goods Account

Finished goods consist of the arti-

cles which have been completed

and delivered ready for sale to the

shipping department, or for storage

in the warehouse.
This account is debited for the cost

of goods manufactured during the pe-

riod at cost of production (cost of ma-
terials, labor and manufacturing ex-

pense) as shown on cost cards or

ledger when completed per finished

goods journal.

It is credited for the cost of goods

sold for the month or other period

per "Cost of Sale" record, stock de-

livery, orders, etc., per stock deliver-

ies journal. The balance of the ac-

count represents the inventory of

finished goods on hand provable by
stock taking and the finished goods
ledger.

Cost of Sales Accounts

This account when kept is debited

for the productive cost of the manu-
facturing goods sold. The debit to

this "account is always the same as

the credit to the finished goods ac-

count.
This account would be credited for

any goods returned damaged in ship-

ment, at production cost and "sales"

or "damaged goods"account debited.

This account could be omitted by
charging sales account with the cost

of goods sold. The difference be-

tween the two sides of sales account
would thus show the gross trading

profit.

Trading Profit and Loss Statement

Following is a trial balance and
trading and profit and loss statement
from a set of books kept by the cost

method :

(See accompanying illustration.)

The items making up selling and
administrative expenses can, if de-

sired, be listed same as in last paper.

Manufacturing accounts under the

cost method, are self-proving. On
the debit side they show the costs of

material, labor and manufactuting
expenses ; on the credit side they
show the disposition of those costs

through the various manufacturing
processesuntil the final result, shown
in the cost of production is reached
for which finished goods account is

debited.

The balance shown by each ac-

count is also self-proving, as it must
agree with the inventories and the re-

sults shown by the various cost books
and records. For this reason, the

manufacturing statement is frequent-

ly omitted, the "Cost of goods sold"

being the connecting item between
the manufacturing and trading state-

ments.
When the cost method is used, a

statement of Profit and Loss, as well

as a statement of Assets and Liabili-

ties, are prepared at the end of each

month, although the books are closed

only at the end of a fiscal period.

TRIAL BALANCE DEC. 31, 1911

Cash
Materials
Materials in process
Productive labor in process
Manufacturing expenses
Finished goods
Accounts receivable
Machinery and Tools
Store and Office Fixtures
Accrued taxes
Unpaid payroll
Accounts payable
Purchase discounts
Surplus
Reserve for uncollectible accounts
Keseroefor depreciation
Capital stock
Sales less returns and allowances
Cost of sales
Selling expenses
Administrative expenses

5 200 00
4 S50 00
2 100 00
K75 00
740 00

4 710 00
8 750 00

15 400 00
500 00

44 700 00
2 500 00
3 050 00

50 00
600 00

3 000 00
1 100 00
3 000 00
175 00
750 00

25 000 00
58 100 00

Accountancy—Continued from page 21

repairs and renewals, depreciation

and all expenses which enter into the

cost of production.

It is credited for the amount of

manufacturing expenses distributed

and charged to jobs as they are in

process or when completed during

the period as shown by cost ledger

and finished goods journal.

TRADING AND PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT

YEAR ENDED DEC. 31, 1911

Sales, less returns, allowances and discounts

Less cost of goods sold

Gross trading profit

Add purchase discounts

Total income .•_..,
Less selling expenses (details on analysis sheet)

Net trading profit

Less administrative exp. (details on analysis sheet)

Net profit to surplus account
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THE SPOKANE CLUB

Can you believe it? Believe what ?

Why, that it is just three months un-

til the date when the first train will

leave Chicago for the Convention of

the National Commercial Teachers'

Federation at Spokane, Wash. This

train will be the Special of the Teach-

ers' Spokane Club, and if you have

not already made your reservation

you should write to the manager of

the Rex Tours, Mrs. A. E. Yerex,

1523 Marquette Bldg., Chicago, at

once while desirable reservations

may be had. Already fully one-third

of the number required to insure

the Special have done this, and the

bookings have scarcely begun. No
doubt you have received itinerary and

other literature explaining in detail

this tour, together with cost of the

entire trip, including transportation,

sleeping car reservation, meals and

every expense incident to the trip, ex-

cepting little side jaunts which you

may want to make at stops along the

route, $234,75, to be exact, is what it

will cost you to make this trip.

Leaving Chicago the evening of

July 1st, this special will proceed to

Omaha, Denver, etc., arriving at Yel-

lowstone Park on the morning of July

7th, where the party will disembark

and proceed to do the Park in six

days via the Wiley Way. Can you

think of missing it? Why it is an ed-

ucation in itself, and thousands upon
thousands of people scrape and save

for years in order that they may visit

this one place of interest and wonder,

and are satisfied to return home and

ever after sing praises of this glor-

ious treat. This is not all, though,

by any means. When we have seen

all in the Park that time will allow,

then we will proceed onward arriving

at Spokane on July 15th where we
will remain four days to attend the

Convention. This concluded the

party will proceed, some on a tour

through the Canadian Rockies, while

others Southward to Frisco, Los An-

geles, and other points designated in

the itinerary, returning via the Royal

Gorge to Salt Lake City, thence

homeward, arriving in Chicago Aug.
5th.

Can you imagine a more delightful

or inexpensive trip? With you will be

your friends and fellow workmen in

educational lines, all living together

as one family in this hotel on wheels

for the thirty-five days stipulated for

the trip. All worry as to train con-

nections, care of baggage and the

thousand and one cares incident to

such a trip being eliminated, we have
only to rest and enjoy ourselves.

Everyone engaged in the dissemi-

nation of business education, be he

high school or private school teacher,

proprietor or manager, is cordially

invited to join this party provided his

location will permit of his doing so.

If not then we shall hope to meet you
in Spokane, and it is high time you
are completing arrangements to go
otherwise.

The Spokane Club and the All-Ex-

pense Special Tour, were organized

and perfected in the interest of the

Federation to enable the largest num-
ber possible to make the trip at a

minimum of expense. You will per-

haps never again be able to make the

trip as inexpensively, advantageous-

ly and enjoyably as at this time via

the Spokane Teachers' Club Special.

Accept the invitation to join us and
send your booking fee of $10.00 to

Mrs.A. E. Yerex, Manager Rex Tours,

1523 Marquette Building, Chicago, or

The Transportation Committee of the

Spokane Club, same address. It is

necessary that you do this at once.

Four other tours are planned, three

to leave on later dates, and it is to fa-

cilitate arrangements for these tours

that early bookings are solicited and

urged.

Ways and Means Committee,
Per J. F. Fish.

ROUTES TO SPOKANE

Teachers going to the Spokane Convention

may go at excursion rates (practically 865 for

the round trip) from Chicago over any one of a

number of lines, returning by a different line

without extra charge, except that it is customary

to add 815 extra for the return through Cali-

fornia.

For instance, the Chicago & Northwestern to

Omaha, connecting with the Union Pacific to

Ogden, there connecting with the Oregon Short

Line to Spokane, or going over a branch of the

I'nion Pacific to Denver, then south and west

over the Denver, Rio Grande & Western by way
of Colorado Springs and Pueblo, to Salt Lake

City, and thence to Ogden and Spokane over the

Oregon Short Line. This is the scenic route

chosen by the Teachers' Spokane Club. It is

very attractive and affords views of the Great

Plains, with extensive herds of cattle (cowboy

life); Denver sitting at the feet of the purple

Rockies crowned with snow: Pike's Peak; the

( ianlen of the Gods; the Royal gorge: the Grand
Canyon of the Arkansas; the marvelous ride

through Tennessee Pass, over the Continental

Divide, and the long locomotive coasting trip

down into the canons of the Grand River; then

the kaleidoscopic change to the gray desert so

vividly described in "The Winning of Barbara

Worth": the fruitful valley of Salt Lake; the

Mormon Temple, and Saltair.

From Chicago to Denver, Colorado Springs, or

Pueblo, one may also go by the Chicago, Bur-

lington & Uuincy, Chicago Rock Island & Pa-

cific; Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe: and from

these pointsover lines already named.

A route that affords more of a ride through the

plains country than any of the others is the C. B.

& Q. from Chicago to Omaha, thence northwest

through the Black Hills region to Billings, Mont.,

where one would strike the Northern Pacific.

But the Burlington offers a somewhat less mo-
notonous route from Chicago west to the Missis-

sippi, and then north along its banks, to St. Paul
where junction is effected with the Northern Pa-

cific or the Great Northern.

This suggests the Northern route as opposed to

the southern lines. One may go from Chicago
to St. Paul by the Chicago & Northwestern, the

Chicago Great Western, or the Chicago. Rock
Island & Pacific, as well as the C. B. & Q., al-

though if a daylight trip is made, these are not

quite si) pleasing as over the "G". Minneapolis
and St. Paul are beautiful, vigorous cities. The
great grain elevators and the extensive milling
interests, with the charming urban lakes and
parks, should be seen, and no one should miss
the exquisitely beautiful marble Capitol at St.

Paul.

From Minneapolis west one may choose be-
tween the Great Northern and the Northern Pa-
cific, both under the same management.
Then there is the Chicago. Milwaukee & St.

Paul, with its fine new Pacific Coast extension,
the only railway except the "Atchison" that

can run its trains over its own tracks from Chica-
go to the Pacific Coast. It uses the Oregon Short
Line tracks for a few miles from Tekoa, Wash.,
to Spokane, the latter city being a little north of

the main line of the CM. & St. P. After strik-

ing the mountains, this is a very picturesque
route, and this is true of the others.

Those who would like some variety, may go
from St. Paul over the Canadian Pacific, either

directly, by entering Spokane from the north,

over trie Spokane Falls *: Northern.or indirectly,

by going through to Vancouver and returning to

Spokane over the Northern Pacific or the Great
Northern from Seattle.

These northern lines all traverse the flat, unin-
teresting plains country, just as the southern

lines do. In the north the country is somewhat
more thinly settled than in the south; and one
would see more wheatfields and less alfalfa than
on the southern lines. All routes afford interest-

ing scenery after they enter the mountains, but

Colorado has been more widely advertised than

any northern district except the Yellowstone anil

is therefore better known.
Those who visit the Yellowstone National

Park can enter over the C. B. & Q. at Cody, on
the east; over the Northern Pacific at Gardner,
on the North; or over the Oregon Short Line at

Yellowstone on the west. A new government
road has recently been opened through the Park
from Cody, and he who starts in there will have
the longest and most interesting trip; but the

older and better equipped organizations caring

for tourists operate from Gardner and Yellow-
stone.

We understand that the Wylie Permanent
Camping Company gives every satisfactory ser-

vice and provides a six-day tour for S4o, cover

ing all expenses. Their headquarters are at Liv-

ingston, Mont. A hotel company, licensed, as

are the Wylie people, by the Government, cares

for tourists in excellent hotels established at con-

venient places in the Park. Their service is

high grade; their charges likewise.

The President of the Federation has arranged

an "Official Train" to go by way of St. Paul.

where the Business Managers' Section of the

Federation will hold its meeting early in July.

The National Education Association holds its

convention in St. Paul this year; and so it is pos-

sible for those who care to do so to attend two
national teachers' conventions in July, although

that would probably prevent their taking the Yel-

lowstone Park trip, which no commercial teacher

should miss. Probably four days of convention

work, even in the exhilarating atmosphere of

Spokane, will be enough to satisfy the most en-

thusiastic pedagogue.

Those interested should write to the Chicago
Passenger agents of the various lines for adver-

tising matter, explaining that they think of at-

tending the Federation Convention in Spokane
in July.

E. E. Gayi.ord.
Beverly, Mass.
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"THE DISAPPEARING DOLLAR"

By H. F. BOBEY, Prin.,

Bradford, Pa., Business College
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The recent exposure, in New York
City, of another get-rich-quick

scheme, revealing as all such schemes
do the existence of countless numbers
of innocent victims who had fondly

dreamed of sudden wealth, is only an-

other illustration of the fact that

about the easiest thing to do is to

lose money. Most of us find it hard
enough to make it, and still harder to

save it, and hardest of all to properly

invest it so that a fair income may be

obtained without risk of loss Prob-

ably a majority of men find it easier

to make money than to keep it.

It is human nature to long for

wealth. The lure of gold and what it

brings is irresistible to most of us.

No one is quite content with what he
has. If a man has a snug little home
for his family and earns enough to

support it in comfort, he should, per-

haps, be content. But he seldom is.

If he is offered a way in which he
thinks he can double his money, his

imagination at once pictures the

pleasures that the new and larger

amount would bring him—new clothes
for his wife, a better school for his

boy, a wing on the house, a servant,
an automobile. Countless things he
has perhaps secretly longed for sud-
denly flash before his eye in fascinat-
ing procession.

That is why the unscrupulous pro-
moter flourishes like a green bay tree.

He knows only too well how to play
upon this particular human weakness.
He is a master painter of alluring
pictures of the future and glittering
delights of wealth. He knows just
how to reach the slowly acquired
hoard of the school teacher, the coun-
try minister, the clerk, the farmer and
the shopkeeper. His letters (usually
marked confidential) and his circu-
lars unfailingly reach just the people
he wants and they draw fascinating
pictures of the returns on "invest-
ments" is a favorite catch phrase.
And from savings banks and slender
purses all over the country comes the
dollars, most of them hard earned
and all accompanied with hopes as
fond as they are vain.

The man or woman with money to
invest is also often the victim of
friends who are honest enough but ill

advised. They are enthusiastic over
some pet scheme that a friend or rel-

ative is embarking in and where the
prospects seem brilliant. They pride
themselves on having "inside infor
mation" and will let one or two of
their friends in"on the ground floor."

The widow, especially, is the most
pathetic victim of her friends. Upon
the death of her husband she sudden-
ly finds herself the controller of his
estate. Her friends are eager with
advice to her as to how to earn, with
his money, a larger interest return
than the average bank, real estate
mortgages or bonds can bring her.
Few women can resist the enthusias-
tic and well-meant but often mis-
taken advice of their friends at such
a time. She sells a few good bonds,
invests in some precarious stock and,
in the end comes to grief. It is as-
tonishing how lightly men will give
advice of this nature to women with
money to invest. A widow's funds
should never be invested in business
ventures. Safety should be the first

consideration.
When a business man dies and

leaves an estate to be settled up,
there are almost always found among
his investments a certain amount of
"wall paper." "Wall paper"^is a
slang phrase for worthless stock-
handsomely engraved certificates of
stock in business enterprises that
have come to grief. Even the most
conservative man will sometimes
take a "flyer" in some hazardous,
speculative "investment" in hopes of

large returns, and it is reasonably-
safe to state that out of, say one hun-
dred average estates left by business
men, a careful analysis will show that
in the vast majority of them the man
would have been better off in the end
if he had consistently invested his
surplus funds in good bonds or real

estate mortgages and have been con-
tent with four or five percent interest.

The loss of principal in one or two
small "Flyers" which were failures

would more than offset the extra
amount gained in the rare successful
one.

The motto "Nothing venture, noth-
ing have" is a most dangerous one.
The world of business is no Utopia.
It is no sweet scented garden of ease
and good fellowship. It is essential-
ly cold and hard and remorseless.
Even the trained business man
has to be constantly on his guard in
it, keeping a wary eye out for foes
lurking at every turn. The inexpe-
rienced wayfarer has little for a safe
journey. In ninety-nine cases out of
a hundred the man or woman who ad-
heres consistently to a conservative
scheme of investment, who sticks to
the savings bank, life insurance,
carefully selected mortgages and
choice bonds will come out far better
in the long run than those who take
risks in the hope of reaping large re-
turns.
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Howard & Brown, Rockland, Me., are again
greeting their patrons with their annual diplo-
ma catalog, indicating a prosperousand success-
ful business, combining art with the all mighty
dollar in the most satisfactory manner.

Advertising literature has been received from
the following: Parsons, Kans., Business Col-
lege; Utica School of Commerce, Utica, N . Y.

;

Bowling Green, Ky., Business University;
Underwood Typewriter Co., New York City, N.
Y.; Reliance Engraving Co, Pittsburg, Pa.;
New Albany. Ind., Business College; Bliss

Business College, North Adams. Mass.; Teach-
ers' Spokane, Wash., Club.

"Proceedings of the Fourteenth Annual Con-
vention of the Eastern Commercial Teachers'
Association, 1911," being a compilation of the
formal addresses given at the Bridgeport, Conn,
meeting April 13, 14 and 15, 1911. It is a

creditable report so far as it goes, containing
complete transcript of the papers read at that
meeting. It does not contain, however, a report
of the convention, but merely a compilation
of the addresses, and that part, so far as we have
observed, has been well done. It is distributed

free to members, but anyone may have it by re.

mitting 25c. Such orders should be sent to Mr.
Calvin O. Althouse, Central High School,
Philadelphia. Pa.

C. W. Post, of Battle Creek. Michigan, be-

lieves in brevity for the sake of saving time.

One evidence of this idea is the fact that a large

number of the men in responsible positions

with The Postum Cereal Company, Ltd., have
names of one syllable. Those whose names
consist of more than one syllable must submit
to an inevitable shortening for the sake of brev-

ity. Short snappv names, easy to remember
and pronounce like Hawk, Burt, Howe, Small
Hicks, Green, Hall, Young, Duff, Bock and
Gage are found up around the top of the pay-'

roll.

WISE INVESTMENT IS NEXT TO HONEST EARNING
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Savings Banks in the Public Schools is the

title of an excellent article contributed to the

Boston Banker bv Chas. F. Rittenhouse, teacher

in charge of the High School of Commerce Sav-

ings Bank, which was the first school in Mas-
sachusetts to organize the school savings bank.

Mr. Rittenhouse is a Buckeye who has gone
east and made good.

A remarkably clever penman is Mr. G. S"

Herrick, supervisor of writing, Gary, Ind. A
letter before us in copper plate script style is ex-

cellent in its daintiness and accuracy.

Brown's Jacksonville. 111.. Business College
recently celebrated the forty-fifth anniversary

since the founder, G, W. Brown, began, his in-

struction in that school. The building was
recently remodeled and rebuilt and is

therefore, well suited to the present clay

work. Mr. Brown was congratulated by
many former pupils and friends from all

over the country. Exercises were conducted
in keeping with the event in the after-

noon and evening of February 15th. Mr 11 K.

Read, with whom our readers are well ac-

quainted, being the principal speaker.

G. W. Brown has occupied a unique and con-

spicuous place in the business educational

world for the past forty years, during which
time he evolved what appears to have been the

largest chain of successful business schools in

modern days. Mr. Brown's headquarters is now
St. Louis, he having disposed of his interest in

most if not all of his schools to Messers. H. C.

Read and R. H. Peck. We sincerely hope he
may continue in the traces and that he may con-
tinue to enjoy life as long as he pleases.

G. W., as he is familiarly known, has always
been a rank progressive and has done much to

modernize commercial education, and com-
mercialize it as well. Just a month ago we
heard of the good work done the cause by the

"line exhibit" at the St. Louis Exposition, in

which students conducted office operations for

the benefit of thousands of visitors.

In sending his subscription to The Business
Educator. T. H. Gatlin, who has charge of

the commercial branches and penmanship in

Draughon's Practical Business College, Abi-
lene, Texas, reports that their school is in a very

flourishing condition. He states that they just

added a complete new equipment of every-

thing, including typewriters, and have suc-

ceeded in securing a lease of one of the finest

halls for the school that has ever been built in

that city. The school now occupies the entire

third floor of the Alexander Bldg., which is just

opposite *he postoffice Mr. Gatlin reports that

the outlook for the school is very bright.

A. H. James, of the Draughon Business Col-

lege, Jacksonville, Fla., in renewing his sub-

scription to The Business Educator writes

as follows: "We fully appreciate the splendid
work that has recently appeared in the Educa-
tor. The contributions are all in a class by
themselves. The articles by Mr. Cragin are

alone worth five times the price of the Maga-
zine." Mr. James also enclosed a specimen of

his ornamental penmanship which shows that

he is able to write ornamental as very few can.

He is also a very practical business writer and
teacher of penmanship.

Mr. R. J. McLean, previous to two years ago
engaged in educational work in Wilmington,
Del., but who has 8ince been secretary of the

Spokane, Wash., Chamber of Commerce recent-

ly resigned his position which paid Sfi.oOO a
year to engage in private business. His resig-

nation was accepted with regrets by the Board
because he had done effective work for the city

He is a man of exceptional ability and enthusi-

asm and leaves a position hard to fill. We wish
him success in his new work.

Miss Lea Benge. from Uuincy, Mich., a grad-

uate of the Ferris Institute, of Big Rapids,

Mich., and Albion College, is now teaching
Gregg Shorthand in the Parson's, Kansas, Busi-

ness College. Pres. Olson reports his school in

the best condition it has ever been since its or-

ganization.

Mr. E. E. McClain, a well-known commercial
teacher, has recently been engaged at the

Bryant & Stratton Business College, Buffalo,

N. Y.

Mr. A. F. Wallace, principal of Becker's Busi-

ness College, Worcester, Mass., has bought the

Ovens School, Pottsville, Pa., and will take

charge of it in April.

Paul K. Eldridge, recently with the Euclid

School, Brooklyn, has accepted a position as

assistant commercial teacher in New Bedford,

Mass., High School.

Mrs. Hattie D. Lufkin, of the Eastport, Me.,

High School, has recently taken charge of the

commercial work in the Orange, Mass., High
School.

Mr. J. H. Cooper, an assistant commercial
teacher in the Gem City Rusiness College,

Quincy, 111., has just taken a similar position

with the Rhode Island [Commercial School,

Providence.

Mr. S. Ed. McConnell, a graduate of Mt.
Union College, Alliance, Ohio, is teaching com-
mercial branches in the South Bethlehem, Pa.,

Business College.

Mr. R. A. Spellman, for several years in

charge of the commercial work in the Bristol

County Business College. Taunton, Mass., gave
up his position lhe last of January, and is now
on his beautiful farm at Tallulah Falls, in the
northern part of Georgia.

L. N. Pierron, for the past five years connect-
ed with the Lake Shore Stone Company, resign-
ed his position and accepted a position as book-
keeper with the SchifHer Bros.' Company, Mil-
waukee, Wis.

F. B. Courtney, who for many years has been
connected with the Cedar Rapids, Iowa, Busi-
ness College, is now devoting all his time to his
correspondence course. Mr. Courtney is one of
America's greatest penmen and we therefore
wish him success in his new field of labor.

Thirty-three pupils of the High School of
Benton Harbor. Mich , werei recently awarded
certificates in penmanship under the instruction

of J. W. Parker, who succeeded Mr. F. P. Sul-
livan, who resigned to resume the duties of a
physician

Mr. P. M. Penrod. of the Bowling Green, Ky„
Business University, is teacher of the Commer-
cial Departmert of the Mt. Sterling Collegiate
Institute, Mt. Sterling. Ky.

Mr. M. R.Smith, of Columbus, Ohio, has ac-
cepted a position as teacher in the Elyria Busi-
ness College, Elyria, O.

Mr. J. E. Gilkey, of the Bowling Green, Ky ,

Business University, has accepted a position at

Pueblo, Colo., in the American Business Col-
lege.

Mr. J. T. Butts, of the Bowling Green, Ky„
Business University, has accepted a position as
teacher of Commercial branches in the Dutch-
town, La., High School.

Mr. C. E. Everett, of the Bowling Green, Ky.,
Business University, has accepted a position as

teacher of Commercial branches in the National
Business College, Minneapolis, Minn.
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Mr. H. L. Brown, penman in the Becker's
Business College, Worcester, Mass., is doing
much in the way of giving first-class instruction
in penmanship in that institution. He is also a
good supporter of The Business Educator.

C. P. C. Rinker, Rinker's Commercial Col-
lege, Martinsburg, W. Va., and his students evi-
dently appreciate the lessons which appear in
The Business Educator if we may judge
from the number of clubs received from Mr.
Rinker from time to time. We just received
another club of eighteen subscriptions which
makes a total of sixty-two this term.

The Wausau, Wis., Business College, E. D.
Widmer, proprietor, is a good patron of The
Business Educator, having sent eighty-two
subscriptions since last September. We note
that Mr. Widmer writes a very practical business
hand, and we have every reason to believe that
penmanship is receiving the attention it de-
serves in that institution.

Irwin S. Light, Supervisor of Penmanship in

the Public Schools, of Hartford, Conn., recently
favored The Business Educator with a list

of subscriptions, and states that he hopes to
forward more later on. Mr Light is in a city in
which penmanship is given more attention than
it receives in many other cities. He is a mem-
ber of the Connecticut Ouill Club, an organiza-
tion the membership of which is limited to 20
teachers. It is believed that the work of these
20 people will accomplish a great deal in the
course of a few years, and have a direct uplifting
influence upon the penmanship of that com-
munity.

A splendid list of subscriptions, with more to
follow, came from V. E. Madray. director of
Commerce in the Butte, Mont. High, School.
Mr. Madray is one of the most aggressive and
progressive teachers of writing to be found, and
a fine fellow he is too. People of that state are
fortunate in having such a live wire in their
midst. He is exceptionally strong in methods
of instruction in penmanship and commercial
subjects.

Every now and then we receive subscriptions
from Wm. H. Moore, Supervisor of Writing in

the Public School, of Menominee, Mich. These
subscriptions are usually from teachers, indicat-

ing that they are vitally interested in the subject
of writing. Mr. Moore is quite a fine penman
and is working to the front both as a teacher and
in execution.

Shorthand at Columbia University

That shorthand has been elevated to the high
plane to which it belongs is evidenced by the
fact that Columbia University of the City of
New York has added, as a permanent feature, a

secretarial course to its Extension Teaching
curriculum. During the past year, the classes

have been exceptionally successful and the de-
mand for high class secretaries that was hereto-
fore impossible to fill, gives promise of now be-
ing met.
While these classes are primarily intended to

prepare for secretarial duties, the instruction,

is conducted along such sound pedagogical and
scientific lines that no less than twenty-seven
out of a class of twenty-eight students last year
are now employed as instructors in stenography
in the day and evening schools of New York.
Only those who have graduated from a high
school or university are eligible, the former only
being accepted should vacancies occur. New
classes with more than double the registrations of
last year are now being organized under the di-

rection of Mr. Frederick R. Beygrau, who has
had charge of the work at the University since
1908.
A course in Isaac Pitman stenography and

typewriting will be offered in the Summer Ses-
sion of Columbia University,
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Prln. Thompson's Business Institute, tlolyoke, Mass.
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A GOLDEN BRICK OF LONG AGO
In the Good Old Times.

We are going back 350 years in this gold brick

story, going back to the time when men wore
silk knee breeches and stockings and shoes with
gold buckles and diamonds, and velvet coats

and satin waistcoats, and powdered their long
hair and wore long ostrich feathers in the big

hats with which they covered their heads. To
the time when men thank and igambled, both in

Church and state, when the Bishop got drunk
with the Prime minister and lords and ladies

fair gambled desperately and did many things
that would be frowned upon in good society to-

day, unless it might be the high society of our
big cities, which could probably give those old

timers some points. It was a time when ladies

wore stately creations of powdered hair and
painted their faces, and wore black patches to

represent dimples on their cheeks. Very differ-

ent those ladies of 1690,'from the ladies of 1912,
who wear only their own hair and the color na-
ture gives them on their rosy cheeks. But
times have changed. It was the time of coaches
and highwaymen in Merry England. There were
no railroads then, butthe stage-coaches traveled
over the wretched roads, and highwaymen,
Claude Duval and Jack Shephard and Dick
Turpin and Sixteen String Jack were riding by
night along the great North Road which led
from Edinboro, in Scotland, down to London
town, where the King and his Court gathered.
Along the Great North way on every little emi-
nence were gibbets from which dangled in

clanking chains the bodies of men, rotting to

skeletons, waiting for the ravens and crows to

pluck away the flesh until nothing but bones
swung in the chain like net work, for they hung
these bold riders of the night promptly, when
they caught them, and they hung lots of other
people too; there were more than 50 crimes in

these good old times that were punishable by
death.

THE HIGHWAYMEN
"Hola! Halt! Stop your horses! Hold up

your hands!" rang sharply in the night air of
spring, as the London coach came to the top of

an eminence leading down to Hounslow Heath.
And a single horseman, a mask over his eyes
and the upper part of his face and mounted on a
big black horse confronted the four sweating
steeds of the stage coach and leveled a blunder-
buss at the trembling driver. Two more men
stepped from the road side, and the horseman
said. "Ladies and gentlemen come out and line
up by the road side, attempt no resistance and
you'll not be harmed. The first man that draws
sword or offers resistance will be shot dead."
And they all came out, every one of them, for

they didn't want to be shot dead, nobody does
when you come down to "cases," and so the
three highwaymen, Claude Duval, and Dick
Turpin and Sixteen String Jack, for ought I

know, they were not personal acquaintances of
mine, went through the passengers of the Lon-
don Mail and collected all the jewels from the
ladies and the money too. and from the men
they took their purses, anil even the gold shoe
buckles There was one man in the lot, a tall,

handsome Scotchman whose eyes burned like
coals of fire and whose hand clutched convul-
sively about his sword hilt as he gave up that,

along with his watch and money and jewels,
but the grim man, that went behind the collec-
tor, with the two cocked pistols in his hand, was
too near and he dared not take the chance of re-

sisting.
LAW OF LAURISTON

And so it happened that John Law, of Edin-
boro, a Scotch gentleman, son of a goldsmith,

and the goldsmiths of that time were the bank-
ers of the time, came into London with his

brother Will that spring morning completely,
"strapped." There was not a penny in the
pocket of either of the young men. They had
been robbed by the highwaymen of Hounslow
Heath, of everything of any value, even the
lace cuffs and collars of their expensive rai-

ment, and they were indeed in a desperate
strait.

But John Law of Lauriston was not a weak-
ling. He had been one of the bloods of Edin-
boro, and they drank deep, and played desper-
ate games of chance even in the old Scotch city,

and John I .aw. of Lauriston, went to the Golden
Lion gambling house where the "macaroni," as
they called the swells of London, assembled
every night to play Hazard and French loo and
Ecarte and the other games of that time, and
threw down upon the gambling table the only
remaining article he had, a ruby ring, which he
had concealed from the robbers of Hounslow
Heath and said "I am John Law, of Lauriston,
and I ask no odds of any man. Who will stake
twenty guineas against this ruby ring?"

There was something about the man that com-
manded respect from the dissipated nobles that
gathered around the table of the gambling
house, and they took the stake and Law won,
and again won, and again, and again, and yet
again until the bank was broken and Law had a
great pile of gold high before his face, and so
he became one of the "macaroni" of London,
the rufflers, the drinkers, the gamblers, and lady
killers of that dissipated town.

LAW THE FINANCIER

But John Law. of Lauriston, was a good deal
more than a drunkard, a gambler, a libertine and
a "macaroni."'
Before he came to London from the Scottish

capital, he had studied deeply into the banking
system of the old Venetians, where more than
two thousand years earlier banks had their
origin, lie had read Political Economy and he
had strong views about the wealth of nations,
and it was not long until Montague, chancellor
of the exchequer. Lord Somers, keeper of the
seals, Sir Isaac Newton, greatest mathematician
of his time, John Locke, most noted philoso-
pher of the day, and more of that kind, were
meeting in council with this young Scottish ad-
venturer and discussing how to bring about a

reform of the currency of England. It was so
mutilated, punched full of holes, clipped
around the edges, and sweated, that nobody
knew what it was worth. If he took a thousand
guineas to the new bank of England, just

started, The Old Lady of Threadneedle Street,*

who was a young if not very blooming girl at the
time, the chances where he might get eight
hundred guineas for it or nine hundred, he was
sure not to get a thousand.

*N ickname of The Bank of England.
It is said that it was the advice of John Law,

of Lauriston, that brought about a recoinage of
the English money, with milled edges, that
made clipping out of the question, and that he
advised the issue of bank notes from the new-
bank of England, which should be received in
payment of all debts. And you know those
little insignificant looking bits of white paper
without any fancy engraving or elaborate scroll

upon them are as good as gold, from the
depths of Central Africa, to the frozen lands of

Kamchatka, from far Australia to the north most
point of icy Alaska, ana The Old Lady of

Threadneedle Street is the greatest financial
mistress of the world.

THE DUEL
But John Law is just a little too much of an

adventurer to keep in such staid and sober com-
pany and it wasn't long before there was a wo.

man in the case, in fact it is quite probable that
there were several of them. It was a day
in which men fought desperate duels over
ladies, less virtuous than fair, and the duel had
become to be so much of a nuisance that Wil-
liam the Third, a moral old monarch, if not very
able, had decreed that he who killed at the
sword's point, or with the pistol in quarrels of
that kind, should be treated as a murderer. I
suppose they wanted one more offense for
which they could hang a man; you remember
they already had fifty and probably wanted to
make it an odd number.
Some fair lady whose name ia long since for-

gotten, smiled too bewitchingly on Law, of
Lauriston, and another, who thought himself
entitled to a monopoly of her smiles, chal-
lenged him to a duel, and it came about that
they met in the early dawn, upon the green
sward of a noted duelling groiind with the doc-
tors and their seconds, and Law, of Lauriston,
after a few swift passes of the long slender
needle pointed foils, ran his sword through the
heart of the Englishman. Unfortunately, Wil-
liam the Third meant business when he issued
that decree about duelling, and Law was tried
and condemned to death and marched away
from the ball room, and the gambling house and
the banking council through the grim iron gates
of Newgate into the condemned cells.

THE ESCAPE FROM NEWGATE
But John Law, of Lauriston was not to grace

the gallows for killing the young English "mac-
aroni" that morning on the green sward of the
duelling ground. John Law was a favorite
among the dashing fighting men of London,
and it is safe to say that a man of his type did
not lack for admirers among the fair sex, espe-
cially those of them who frequented the balls
and routs of the drawing rooms of London, and
the walks and graves of Sadler's Walls, where the
beauty of the city went in summer to drink the
waters and exchange amorous glances and idle
words with the other sex. At any rate, one day,
or night, it was probably in the dusk of eariy
evening, a lady and a gentleman presented a
pass from headquarters, granting leave to visit
Law in his cell, in grim old Newgate prison.
They went in. the jailer, whose business it was
to watch them, probably received a liberal purse
as his hand stretched out behind him, and he
walked away out of sight of the cell door. In a
few- minutes the visitor and the lady, heavily
wrapped in a long cloak and her face veiled so
that no one might know her, walked out of the
prison. The next morning when they opened
the cell, they found a dashing woman of the
town in there, dressed in men's garb, and it was
not difficult to guess that John Law, shrouded
in the long cloak and veil, had walked out with
the other man. He got away from London, for
there was no safety for him there, and went to
Holland, where he studied finance in that great
little nation, Holland, among the shrewd
Dutchmen, and showed the sporting men of
Amsterdam a trick or two at cards that left them
wiser if poorer men, and finally he brought up
in "gay Paree," and I tell you Paris was gay
then, just as it is now, although Louis Four-
teenth, Le Grand Monarque, was dying
slowly, with Madame Maintenon. once his mis-
tress, now his wife and a convert to the Church,
by his side. Mr. Law showed the sports of the
Paris gambling houses quite a large assortment
of tricks that they never heard of and cleaned
them out so thoroughly that the Minister of
Police, requested him, after a few months' stay-

in the gay capital, to take a vacation and go
some place where there was more money to be
spared from circulation than there was in Paris.

IN THE NEW WORLD
And so Mr. Law, a little older and a little

harder around the mouth, and with some lines
cut into the brow, and with eyes a little more
steely and hands a little surer, took ship in one
of the ocean packets that were going to Quebec,
where Frontenac, perched in his Mountain Cit-
adel, twelve hundred feet above the yellow roll-

ing tide of the mighty St. Lawrence, floated the
golden lilies of France, over the great province
of Quebec. The officers of the garrison hailed
with joy the coming of Mr. Law, laden with
gold, and they had good cause to remember his
visit, for it was like taking candy from a sick
child to clean out the pockets of the military,

who thought themselves some pumpkins at
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cards and dice. After draining the treasury at

the Citadel, Mr. Law moved on to Montreal,

where the officers of the garrison again hailed

him with joyful eyes as a lamb coming to the

slaughter. They were some card players, those

gay officers at Montreal, and the French and In-

dian voyagers could play cards and roll the dice

with astonishing facility, but Mr. Law, of Lau.

riston, only stayed a couple of days and there

was nothing left, he had it all and moved on

up the great St. Lawrence, past the awful fall of

Neeagara •—into the Great Lakes and with a

band of couriers du bois in their bark canoes

passed over the great inland seas, down the

winding streams, through the land of hostile

red men where war was ever constant and where
scalps of human hair, torn from the heads of his

foes, dangled at the belt of every savage chief,

until they came to the great yellow surging

tide of the Father of Waters, the Messaseebe,*?

and there he stayed for some time at one of the

mission forts that had been erected by the Jesu-

it priests and garrisoned by the French soldiers,

who were taking up this vast inland territory in

the name of Louis the Grand Monarch. He
saw strange things in this great country where
England and France could both be lost without

occupying more than the space of one or two of

the savage tribemen's country. He saw great

herds of the strange humped and bearded

buffalo that made the earth fairly tremble as

they rushed from feeding ground to river or fled

in terror from the painted Indians, who slew

them in hundreds and thousands in the great

fall hunt. He saw the squaws, the wives of the

Indian, drudges, skinning the buffalo and cur-

ing the meat. He saw a strange new plant that

grew up like magic until it was almost a tree.

Broad green leaves shot out from its sides and
under these leaves there appeared silky exuda-

tions, and by and by, back of the silk, there

came a bulb like swelling with other green

leaves wrapped around it, and later, when the

summer had passed and the leaves had turned

to crimson and gold and the plant was almost a

tree the Indians broke off these bulb like ex-

crescences, tore away the wrappers of leaves and,

like long rows of pearly teeth, he saw the milk

white kernels of the maize as they called it.

And they roasted them before the fires and
sprinkled salt upon them and they were very

good. We raise about twenty-five hundred
million bushels of these bulbs every year now,
and call it Indian corn.

::
' Niagara.

^Mississippi.
Then John Law disappeared from sight and

where he passed the next few years nobody
knows. Great changes came in France. Louis
Fourteenth Le Grand Monarque, was dead,

and Madame Maintenori, was at the end of her

power. A strange woman Madame Maintenon,
in early life one of the gay mistresses of the dis-

solute king, she acquired such power over him
that he married her. And as a repentant Maga-
dalene she ruled France and made him her

slave. After a reign of 72 years, forsaken by his

friends and cursed by his people, who were
starving in abject wretchedness, he died, and
now Louis Fifteenth, too young to take the

throne, was King, and Philip, Duke of Orleans,

with a string of miss'resses of all ages and com-
plexions was agent of France.

It was in the dusk of a dull evening that a mis-

erable funeral driven by a roundabout course

through the outskirts of the city, lest a mob tear

it tn pieces, took its way to the cemetery. A
shabby hearse with drabbled outriders and a

thin string of drunken mourners following le
Grand Nonarque to his grave.

France was on the verge of bankruptcy. Its

money was debased, clipped and counterfeited.

Its taxes were farmed out to usurers, vultures in

human form, and Misery and Want and Starva-

tion, a grisly trio, walked all about the sunny
land of France. On the same day, at the same
hour that this same wretched funeral procession

took its way to the grave, a coach coming into

Paris met it. In that coach was John Law and
his brother, Will. John Law was 44 years old

when he came to Paris for the second time.

You remember the police of that city had re-

quested him to leave it. But in those months he
had spent in the gambling houses and drawing
rooms of Paris, he had formed an intimate ac-

quaintance with Philip, Duke of Orleans. The
new Regent had a great admiration for Law and

his real abilities, and it is probable that Philip

sent for Law to return to Paris. At any rate in

no time at all the two were hand and glove and
it was not long before Law and his brother Will
offered the French people the finest specimen
of a gold brick that had thus far appeared any-
where in the wide world.

THE GOLD BRICK

You remember that Law had something to do
with the new Bank of England and the reform

of the currency in that country which was now
in prosperous condition. Philip, Duke of Or-

leans, gave John Law and his brother the priv-

ilege of opening a bank in Paris, and the right

to issue notes up to a certain extent. These
notes were to be good in payment of all claims

and all taxes, and they immediately became
very popular, for the money of the country was
clipped and counterfeited and mutilated in

every way so that nobody had any idea what it

was worth. John Law's bank became the fash-

ion, as well it might, aDd John Law became a

man of influence and power, in the French cap-

ital and trade began to revive.

THE COMPANY OF THE WEST

And then was formed The Company of The
West or The General Company of The Indies.

This Company had the sole right to trade in all

the great valley of the Messasebee in the new
country of America, where at Neuvelle Orle-

ans and at Quebec, were French forts. The
new Company issued shares to the extent of

many million livres and the moment they were
put upon the market they were eagerly snapped
up. There were ten people who wanted these

shares for one share to be sold. The temptation

was great, and so the brick was cast and prepared

for the eager buyers who were ready to take it.

Fabulous stories were circulated of the vast

wealth of this new territory. It was said that

mines of gold and silver were found on every

hillside; that even the sand along the shore of

the mighty river were gold ; that the Indians of

the country clothed themselves in silks spun
from the silk of the Maize; and that diamonds
and rubies and emeralds and sapphires were
picked from that remarkable plant. You say,

they were fools to believe it. All right. I will

show you when I get through with Law
and his hank, just how much wiser are

the people of today than the people who
fell over themselves to buy the shares of

The Company of The West. Those shares went
up by leaps and bounds. A man bought shares

today, the next day they were worth double

what he paid for them, he sold them and
bought more, and the next day the price was
again doubled until all Paris was completely

mad, fighting to get shares of The Company of

The West.
The cook from the kitchen and the duchess

from the castle crowded each other in the stock

market, each eager to buy these shares and then

began the gold brick. Six million livres was the

first issue of these shares, but the r rinting press

had been invented, and it wasn't any great

trouble to print some more, and Philip, Duke of

Orleans, had a long line of ladies in his court

who knew how to spend money. Most ladies of

that class do know how to spend money. It was
the easirst thing in the world for Philip,

when one of the fair creatures approached hirr

for supplies, to run off a few shares from the

printing press, and pass them over. He was the

most popular man in Paris, everything that wore
petticoats, and was good looking, hung around
the Duke of Orleans, and he had a lot of gam-
bling debts for his male companions to settle

up, and why not, when all you had to do was to

set the printing press running off shares of the

Company of the West, and so it came to be that

the press was running day and night, and the

printer boys sweating themselves to skeletons,

to run off shares in the Company of the West,

and the whole of France rushed to Paris to buy.

John Law was the idol of the nation, his levees

were attended by all the elite of Paris, and men
came from abroad to look at this eighth wonder
of the world.

THE DOWNFALL

And then the bottom fell out. Philip had
overdone the thing to such an extent that pretty

much everybody had shares to sell, and there

came a time that nobody had anything with

which to buy them, for everybody had spent
money just as fast as they got it, knowing where
they could make more. And I suppose some
man of repute, some priest of influence, most
likely, came back from the missions of the Mes-
sassebee, and told some people of influence
what that great, savage, inhospitable deadly
Country of the West really was. Showed them
that diamonds didn't grow on trees, and that you
couldn't dig gold as you dig potatoes. At any
rate the stock of the Company of the West be-

gan to fall, and you know how it is when a gold
brick is discovered to be base metal, you can't

give it away. It was so with the shares of the

Company of the West, and a wild mob of the

same people who had licked his boots a few weeks
before to get those shares, howled around the

palace of John Law and cried out for his blood
It is said (I don't know how true it is), that John
Law of Lauriston left everything he had, and
with simply the clothes on his back, marched
calmly with folded arms down the steps of

his palace, through the howling mob which
fell back on either side, as if a scourge
were coming, entered a carriage in wait-

ing, and was driven from Paris, never to re-

turn. He vanished from sight, at any rate, in

the wild hubbub that followed the downfall of

the Company of the West, which left a path of

ruin, suicide and death all around it. Many a

stately palace went down in the wreck of the

Company, and John Law died old, poor, for-

saken and forgotten many years later.

This is the story of an old time brick, and it

was a big one, too, I have always had some
doubts as to whether Law really was a genuine
brick merchant. He certainly knew a lot about
finance, and there were great possibilities in the

Company of the West, if they had left the print-

ing press alone and stopped with the original is-

sue of shares.

IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY

John Law, of Lauriston, is dead and his

bones are dust. The gay lords and ladies of the

Court of the Regent too have long since gone
back to their original elements, but gold bricks,

far less solid than that which Law offered the

mercurial Frenchmen, are being purchased by
the wise and highly educated people of the 20th
century. Take the Morning Telegraph, a

New York paper gi\-en to.the sporting elemeDt,
and any morning you find a dozen offers to give

you the names of the winning horses at all of the

race tracks in the United States or abroad. The
price is about 825 for a week's service. Of
course anybody with common sense knows that

if these gentlemen could really place the win-

ning horse they would not need to bother with

anybody else's money. They simply take your
money, give you the name of a horse and let it

go at that. If the horse wins, all right, but you
might just as well take the name out of the list

yourself, so far as any intelligence the gentle-

men who earn their bread by the sweat of their

advertising can give. Take up any of the Sun-
day papers, and you find a chance to invest in

rubber plantations, pineapple plantations, ba-

nana plantations, gold mines, silver mines, cop-

per mines, zinc mines, petroleum wells, anil

goodness knows what, all of fabulous riches in

the future at from 5c to 50c a share.

You wonder, perhaps, why I have told you
this story of long ago. Well, just to show you
that there is nothing new under the sun and be-

cause it is the history of the first really big^old
brick that I find recorded in history.

Now I haven't much sympathy for the buyers

of gold bricks, and there are a lot of them. The
fool killer is so busy Knocking out people who
are trying to drink all the rum the distilleries can

turn out, and people who are trying to steady

their nerves by taking drugs, and people who
are trying on an income of 81,500 a year to live

like people with an income of 815,000, that he
hasn't time to attend to these plain every day
fools, and so they are not killed off, but multiply

and increase the earth and furnish champagne
and porterhouse for the gentlemen who live by
their wits.

What does give me "that tired feeling" how-
ever, is the sight of young people just starting in

life, beginning to cultivate this desire to get

something for nothing. I have lived some little

time and I have been obliged to work like "blue

blazes" for everything I ever gut that was good
for anything, and I never saw anybody else
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Mr. Darner's offhand contribution without words but full of inspiration.

among all the many people I have met, who
didn't have to do just the same thing. And yet,

everyjlittle while I get a student that is trying to get

an education to fit himself or herself for business

without doing any real work for it. Loafing along
easily, borrowing from everybody else, too in-

dolent to think out anything, trying to get some-
thing for nothing. That is why you can't throw
a stone in a crowd without hitting a 85.00 a week
stenographer out of a job: and that is why they

are out of a job and 85.00 stenographers, because

they tried to get something for nothing. In the

office it is much the same way.
I asked a young fellow, "How are you getting

along in your new place?" He said, "It's a snap.

I ain't doing anything to speak of 'cause they

don't pay me only S7.50 a week and I ain't going
to do any more work than they pay me for."

Fine sentiment that. Any young man that goes
in on that plan is sure of promotion. And a

pretty girl told me, not long ago that her place

was a "snap," too. She says, "I have about six

letter a day and he don't give me more than 50
words a minute and he has to chew it over three

or four times at that. I can read novels and make
doylies and embroider sofa pillows to pass off

the time."
"Why don't you read something," I said?

"Well, she said, I do. I read Elinor Glyn's
'Three Weeks', last month and now I am read-

ing ' Bertha, the Sewing Machine Girl

'

when I don't have any sofa pillows to work on."
"But you're losing all your speed. Why not
practice on that?" "O! what's the use, she said?

He only pays me 86.00 a week and it's a 'snap'.

I can come in any time I want to, in the morn-

ing and go 'most any time in the afternoon and
have two hours for dinner, if I want. And Jack

calls me up over the telephone and I can talk

with him ten or fifteen minutes at a time, for he's

got a 'snap' too. down at the Tissue Paper Com-
pany's Office."

She will marry Jack, probably, before a great

while. He gets about 89.00 a week, when he

works, and he changes his job about once in

three months, when the two are united, the

fate of the nation is secure and the future gener-
ations can be counted upon to do .what the pres-

ent fails to accomplish.

THE AFTERMATH
Every little while some tired faced woman of

30 or 35 comes in and says: "Do you suppose I

can take up stenography now? My husband
cleared out and left me with two children. Or
my husband died and left no money. You know
I studied stenography with you ten years ago,

and I knew enough about it then to hold a little

bit of a job, but I have forgotten all about it

now."
You see she never really had it. She tried to

get something for nothing in school and when
her good looks got her a job. she tried the same
thing over again, and now she has what she paid
for—Nothing.
Oh.it makes me have "that tired feeling" and

it makes me have a bit of a heartache, too, es-

pecially when one of these pale faced, old,

young women, with the husband dead or a de-
serter, and a couple of young ones to feed, come
in now and wants to do what she ought to have
done ten years earlier, and she can't do it.

The brain is too tired, what little she has, and her
vitality is gone.
And the moral is, young readers, or old read-

ers, don't sell YOURSELVES any gold bricks.

That is what you are doing every time you are

trying to get something for nothing.

WANTFn A position, as teacher of Bookkeep-
wlnll I LU ing t

Arithmetic, Penmanship,
etc., in either private or High School; or as
manager of private school, 10 years' experience
as teacher, 2 years as bookkeeper, good education
including 3 years in law school. First-class
references.

Address X, Y, Z,
Care of Business Educator,

Columbus, Ohio.

I have had en

graved of
ENGROSSING PRINTS.

my most elaborately engrossed Resolutions

and Memorials, prints of which (6x9
inches) I am pleased to offer postpaid for

25 cents.

Scranton, P«l.P. W. C0STELL0.

ENGROSSING and ILLUMINATING

Artistically
vritten cards

1 15 for 20c. En-
I graver's script,
1 25c per doz.
1 2211 N. Camac

Philada.,
Pa.
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Q SPECIMENS

Miss Leavy D. Douglas:

A PRIMARY LESSON

Today 1 told the class the story of Jimmie
Jones, a little boy who played all day by the
brook. He wouldn't go to school and he

wouldn't learn to write. The brook could teach

him many things but not how to write. What
happened to Jimmie and'his friend, the stream,

we all know.
The children readily accepted the spirit of the

story and at once wanted to learn to write.

While their interest was' at its height 1 told

them a few tssential rules which Jimmie al-

ways followed after he started to school. These
rules referred to position. They are short,hence
easily followed: Body and head erect and
slightly forward ; both feet placed upon the
floor: both hands on the desk, left holds paper
and right pencil. I then took this correct posi-

tion at my own desk and without speaking of

the fact to the children used the arm movement.
I did not allow them to take the position until

we "plaved writing" which we did to a little

song i full of rhythm). The words being the

rules for position. We played this simple Utile

game day after day, varying only the climax.

For example, one day the song ended with

"Watch us make large round ovals, just like

this (first three ovals of illustration) singing to

each oval eight counts. The next day to the

same words and counts we made (ovals and
straight lines.) Each day I picked out the chil-

dren who learned tn sit "just as Jimmie sat" un-
til the class, as a whole, had taken the correct

position, and were using arm movement. This
took three or four days. I seldom tell or show a

child that he is wrong unless he has failed, both
through rhythm and observation, to fall into a

natural, easy position.
Leafy D. Douglass,

Teacher, First Grade, Dee School, Ogden,
Utah.
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E. H. McGhee, of Trenton, X. J. again fayored
us with some of his excellent specimens, both
ornamental and roundhand. Mr. McGhee is

surely working up on these lines.

Some of the finest work we have received in

February, is from the Laurium, Mich., Commer-
cial school, A. C. Hotchkiss penmanship in-

structor. Ten of the students submitting speci-

mens were able to secure The Business Edu-
cator Certificate, while many more were very
close. The students in this institution certain-

ly are receiving first-class instruction as their

work shows.

A number of splendidly written specimens of

business writing have been received and ap-
proved from Mr. A. H. Dixon, the expert pen-
man and teacher in the Butte, Mont., Business
College. He reports a daily attendance of 660
students and'a very large night school besides.

This means that the Butte school is one of the

big commercial schools in the United States—
surprisingly large considering the sparsely
settled condition of a large portion of the sur-

rounding territory. But we are not surpised be-
cause the school has borne an excellent reputa-
tion for many years.

Some very good oval exercise designs have
been received from the students of the Taunton,
Mass., High School. G. W. Glasheen, teacher'

This is the first year that penmanship has re-

ceived any special attention in that school.

The pupils are certainly taking much interest in

the work, and judging from the specimens be-

fore us many of the students will develop into

excellent business writers.

Some of the finest writing we have had the
pleasure of examining for some time recently
came from Mr. G. S. Herrick, supervisor of writ-

ing in the public schools of Gary. Ind. He is

securing exceptional results, both in form and
movement, and Mr. Herrick himself writes a re-

markably skillful and delicate hand, not only in

business but in ornamental and copper plate as

well.

Some exceptional, delicate, accurate, and ar-

tistic specimens of penmanship have recently
been received from E. H. Fearon, principal of

the Commercial Department of The Blair Busi-

ness College, Spokane, Wash. Mr. Fearon is

one ot the very finest penmen among the top-

notch commercial teachers in this country.

Some very good specimens have been re-

ceived from C. H. Bowser, of the Drake Col-
lege, Flainfield, N. J. These specimens show
that the students in this school are taking much
interest in penmanship. A number of the spec-

imens are up to our Business Educator Cer-

tificate standard, while many more are close.

Geo. A. Parker, of the Maiden, Mass., Com-
mercial School, in sending us a club enclosed a

few cards of his own work, which show that he
is able to swing the pen with more than ordi-

nary skill He states that he is out of practice,

hut his specimens rank very high.

THOSE SLOW PUPILS

Xo pupils are. perhaps, more annoying and
discouraging to the new supervisor of penman-
ship, than the pupils, who it seems, cannot get
good positions, always have scribbled and soiled

papers and usually causing trouble in oneway
or another.
The best remedy for this that I have found is

to collect or mark the papers ot those pupils and
have them remain after school until they hand me
papers with straight margins, no blots, and made
according to instructions. Of course one must
use judgment as some could not put upa^rood
paper the first time. If this is the case after the
pupil has handed in two or more papers, he is ex-

cused and told to be more careful the next time.

1 collect the papers about once a month for

this purpose. I do not tell them when I am go-
ing to ask those who have poor paper or poor
positions to remain and do their work over, so

they expect it any time. The result is that all

do much better work, and poor writers become
a thing of the past.

One may help the pupils get good positions,

show them how to put up neat papers; then he
may talk, scold and look cross to get them to

carry out his instructions; but nothing in my
experience, has been more effective in accom-
plishing it, than kindly asking them to hand me
a good paper after school.

T. A. HOPPER,
Supervisor of Writing, Ishpeming Mich.

Free Normal Course on How to Teach
Business English.

Review of Textbooks, How to Teach Grammar and Get
Kesults, Class Work in Grammar C. greeting Papers,
Letter Writing for Pupils Who Do Not Know Business,
Colin, niialisins and Slang Program lor ( la>s in Business
English, Illustrative Criticism of an Actual Letter-by
Sherwin Cody, author of "How to Do Business by Letter."
"Correct English Pull Book." etc. Sent free to any
teacher of Lngli-h writing on school letterhead.

SCHOOL OF ENGLISH
1437 Security Building CHICAGO
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BLACKBOARD WRITING

No. Two. The Teacher

The teacher who can demonstrate
good writing from the blackboard by
illustration, act and description can
teach good writing.
Any teacher, unless woefully defi-

cient in form perception or exception-
ally awkward in action, can learn to

demonstrate successfully in a few
weeks or a few months by study, care
and practice, either as a special drill

each day or by endeavoring to do all

written work on the board in the
right manner and as well as she
knows how.
Anyone can learn to write well up-

on the board in about one-third the
time it takes to learn to write equally
well on paper, and for teaching pur-
poses the former is worth more than
the latter. And by blackboard writ-

ing we do not mean script drawing.
The reason that excellence in black-

board writing is of such value to the
teacher is that the form knowledge
required to write well upon the board
is the same that is required to direct

and criticise the pupils' writing upon
paper.

The other reason that good black-
board writing is of value to the teach-
er is that the same muscles are em-
ployed and consequently the same
movements used as upon paper, the
only difference being in size and con-
sequently in quality. For it takes
the same kind cf effort but a finer

quality to write upon paper as upon
the board. If this were not true,

then board work would be less valu-
able.

If you are teaching the arm or so-

called muscular movement for seat
writing, then blackboard writing is

doubly valuable to the teacher, be-
cause it involves both form and move-
ment. For the same muscles push,
pull and control the chalk at the board
that push, pull, and control the pen on
paper, providing pupils use or are
learning to use the arm or so-called

muscular movement.
There is one slight and unimport-

ant difference which is that when the
arm rests upon the muscle in front of

the elbow the size of the motion is

restricted to the elasticity or
"stretchability" of the skin covering
the muscle. For what appears to be
the movement of the fore-arm muscle
is but the action of the skin slipping
and sliding back and forth on the
muscle. For if the muscle actually
moved, that is contracted and extend-
ed, the fingers would actually fly

open and shut and thus be unable to
hold the pen.

If the teacher therefore writes cor-

rectly upon the board, she thereby
demonstrates art and act, form and
movement at the same time—the two
most valuable things to the pupils.

Then if she will from time to time fol-

low the demonstration with descrip-
tion and explanation, and still later

on with criticisms and suggestions,
she will surely succeed in writing as
well as in other things, and the black-
board will have become her chief aid,

tool, or servant.

SOMETHING NEW
EAkl.ES bookkeeping reference

1000 test Questions and answers- a wonderful help
in learning and teaching bookkeeping- If yon are a
Student get it to save time and worrv. If yon are a
teacher get it to save labor and assist backwa
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25c sent FREE Terms to agents sent with circula
A. L. HICKMAN, 120 W. Prescott Ave , Salina,
Kansas.

COMMERCIAL LAW
Are you interested in the study of Commer-

cial Law ? Are you striving for more knowledge
on this subject ? If so, you cannot afford to be
without my book, entitled, "Questions and
Problems in Commercial Law " This work con-
tains nearly 2.000 questions and suppositional
cases, and is now ready to be mailed to your ad-
dress for $1.25. postpaid.

E. E. DeATLEY, Author and Publisher,

3405 Montgali Ave., Kansas City, Mo.

I TEACH PENMANSHIP BV MAIL
The art of penmanship is not an inherited quality
as some people imagine. I have carefully arranged
a complete course in BUSINESS WRITING for

home study. Would you be willing to give me a
little of your spare time if you were sure I could de-
velop you into a good penman' When you write
for circular and full particulars regarding this

course you might enclose a specimen of your pen-
manship with return postage and 1 will criticise it

without charge. C. C QUYETT. 208 Ladner
Avenue, Buffalo. N. V.

In Business Writing, Ornamental Writing,
Engrossing Script and Lettering. A sample
of each for 40c. Circular free.

MODERN
ILLUSTRATIVE
BOOKKEEPING
VAN TUYL'S
COMPLETE
BUSINESS

ARITHMETIC
FRITZ-ELDRIDGE
EXPERT TOUCH
TYPEWRITING

AMERICAN BOOK COMPANY
New York Cincinnati Chicago

Amarillo, Texas

AVXOMAXIC SIGN PENS. (Wholesale and Retail.) Over 50 ditter-
s and Styles in MARKING, SHADING. I'LAIN. st-Ki. 1AL ami BuRHER pens tor all practi-

al Show Card Work, Lettering. Etc. Accurate Ltttering is easily and rapidly done with our
RELIABLE Auto-
matic Ren« and Inks.
They are the product
of over THIRTY
YEARS' experiment-
ing along- this line.
nd eombin

roKES'* pens and the "FAI'ST" pens, both of which are
ruipped with Mi.iLiEKN MA'. I11NERY. "huh is operated
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"Our Dumb Animals," Boston, Mass., is the
title of a most excellent journal which comes to
our desk regularly, published in the interests of
animals, domestic and wild. The February
number is an especially attractive one, with col-
ored title page. The magazine is doing an ex-
cellent service in the interest of more human
treatment of dumb animals.

The 1912 edition of Palmer's Penmanship
budget is at hand and impresses us as being an
improvement over any previous edition. The
Penmanship copies have recently been rewrit-
ten by Mr. Leister. It contains a great variety
of business and ornamental penmanship, en-
grossing, pen drawing, flourishing, etc., it being
a reprint of choice specimens that appeared from
time to time in the American Penman. We
note the work of a large number of former Za-
nerian pupils who are famous for their fine writ-
ing, such as W. C. Henning, C. C. Canan, M A.
Albin, A. M. Wonnell, F. O. Pinks and others.

"Penmanship" published by Chas. Scribner's
Sons, New York City. Price $7.25 net. The
book is beautifully bound in board covers with
buckrum back and corners, size 7x10, and one
inch thick, beautifully printed on heavy, dull
finished paper. The book is a compilation of
script specimens and modified alphabets of the
sixteenth, seventeenth and eighteenth centur-
ies, with short critical notes on the work pre-
sented in the book by Percy J. smith, lecturer
on writing and illustrating. To anyone inter-
ested in hand writing for engrossing, illuminat-
ing, and designing purposes, the book is a very
valuable one. Great care has been exercised in
the selection of the models presented therein.
Historically and artistically they are fine ex-
amples, just such as the designer and illustrator
needs before him for inspiration and imitation.
It is nlso of special value to students in the his
tory in hand writing. The book is high grade in
every particular. The old masters of the pen
were students of art in general, hence the vital-
ity of their work which causes it to live centuries
after it was executed.

Advertising literature has been received from
the following: Gem City Business College,
Quincy, 111.; Elizabethtown, Pa., College:
Rasmussen Practical Business School, St. Paul,
Minn.; Tampa, Fla., Business College; The
Packard Commercial School, New York City;
Central Teachers' Agency Columbus, Ohio;
Barnes Commercial School, Denver, Colo.; The
Gregg Publishing Co., Chicago; Georgia Nor-
mal College and Business Institute, Douglas,
Ga.; Bryant and Stratton Business College,
Louisville, Ky.; and American Book Co., Cin-
cinnati, O.

"Blackboard Sketching" is the title of the best
book of the kind we have ever seen. It is pub-
lished by the Milton Bradley Company, Spring,
field, Mass., and is from the hand and brain of
Chas. Frederick Whitney, director of art, Salem,
Mass., Normal School. The book is of special
value to teachers generally as well as to teachers
of drawing. Its greatest value lies in the fact
that Mr. Whitney knows how to tell and show
others just how he does the work and how it
should be done. The blackboard illustrations
are wonderfully effective, and the accompaning
instructions are simple, plain and practical.
Anyone interested in blackboard drawing or
teaching should have this book.

"Progressive Lessons in Business Writing,"
by C. S. Rogers, principal, Countancy Institute,
Y. M. C. A., San Francisco, Calif., is the title of
a splendid booklet of fifty-six pages, devoted to
the art of learning to write simple and well.
Mr. Rogers is an exceptionally practical pen-
man himself, and in this little booklet has pre-
sented the subject in a simple, plain and
practical manner. The style given is especial-
ly compact, simple, neat, plain, free flow.
ing and rapid, and the instructions are like-
wise simple, plain to the point, and progressive.

"Office Training for Stenographers,"Rupert P.
So Relle, author, Gregg Publishing Co., Chica-
go and New York, publishers, contains twelve
sections, each dealing with a distinct phase of
office work. Besides giving a thorough drill in
such things as "Applying for a Position,"
"Transcribing," "Arranging Letters Attractive-
ly," "Meeting Callers," "Outgoing and Incom-
ing Mail," "About Enclosures," "Postal Infor-
mation," "Remittances," "Common Business
Papers- such as drafts, checks, postal money or-
ders, notes, etc.," "Filing," '-Form Letters," etc.

—all worked into attractive, interesting exercis-
es-it contains lessons in business ethics. This
latter subject is something new in commercial
texts, but a reading of the book shows that Mr.
SoRelle has touched upon a very vital point in
the training of young men and women for busi-
ness life, and has worked out the problem in a
practical way.
The book contains 184 pages, size T,ixl034; is

beautifully printed on fine paper and two colors,
and is profusely illustrated. The price, includ-
ing a separate exercise book, is S2.00. The
publishers announce that sample copies will be
sent to teachers of commercial subjects for 75c.

"Reclaiming a Commonwealth," and other
Essays by President Cheesman A. Herrick,
Girard College, Philadelphia. This collection
of eleven essays by President Herrick treats
various phases of contemporary education.
The first essay, which gives the title to the
series, furnishes a brief account of the recent
educational renaissance in North Carolina. The
study of "Education the Keystone of Power,''
"0!d and New Education," "Unconscious Edu-
cation," "The Nestor of American Schoolmas-
ters," "Professional Ethics." and "Teachers'
Retirement Funds," cannot fail to be of interest
to the general reader as well to the professional
educator.
The essays are timely in scope, and are pre-

sented in attractive form. Published by John
Joseph McVey, 1229 Arch St., Philadelphia,
Pa., 12mo. ; pp. vii and 201 . Price, net, $1 .00.

"Practical Suggestions for Teaching Penman-
ship," by C. E. Birch, principal of Haskell In-
stitute, Lawrence, Kans., is the title of a booklet
on writing containing "Helps and suggestions
for teaching penmanship" intended primarily
for use in Indian schools, although of value to
anyone teaching writing anywhere. It shows
good and bad positions of sitting, and many il-

lustrations of blackboard writing with instruc-
tions relative to the same. Mr. Birch has by this
contribution added to the value of penmanship
pedagogy and practice. It contains a gtaded
series of exercises and letter forms written upon
the board then engraved facsimile, represent-
ing blackboard writing such as a teacher should
be able to do before his pupils. And Mr. Birch
is an expert on the board, too.

Fritz & Eldridge's Expert Typewriting. A
Complete Course in Touch Typewriting. By
Rose L. Fritz, winner of thirteen consecutive
Championship Typewriting Contests, and Ivd-
ward H. Eldndge, Ph. D., Head of Department
of Secretarial Studies, Simmons College, Bos-
ton, Author of "Shorthand Dictation Exercises."
Cloth, oblong octavo, 151 pages, with forms
and diagrams. Price, 85 cents. Business Forms
for use in connection with the above. Pad,
HxlO'.J inches. Price 20 cents. American Book
Company. New York, Cincinnati and Chicago.
The aim of this course is to give the student
the two prime essentials of a good typewriter
operator—accuracy and speed-but accuracy has
never been sacrificed to speed. The book con-
sists of forty lessons, divided into two parts:
Part I, the elementary course, and Part II, the
advanced course. Part I, consisting of thirty-
two lessons, is complete in itself, may be used in
night school or other short courses, where the
time spent in typewriting is not sufficient to
complete the entire text. It is intended to make
the student a thorough touch writer, and enable
him, with moderate speed, to enter upon the du-
ties of an operator in a business office. Part II
deals more fully with present day business
methods, and furnishes a great amount of ma-
terial for the acquiring of speed, including "A
Day's Work for a Typewriter ( iperator."

TYPEWRITER CONSOLIDATION.

The coordination of the Remington, Smith-
Premier and Monarch sales forces of America
became an accomplished fact on March 1st.
In view of the enormous development of the

office equipment industry in recent years, which
owes its birth and growth to the typewriter, the
consolidation of the sales forces of the three
machines under one management was simply a
business recognition of the unquestioned ad-
vantages which must necessarily be derived
from the operation of one highly efficient or-
ganization.
The Executive Staff of the greater organiza-

tion will consist of the active leaders of the three
original companies. In the filling of the other
managerial and selling positions, it has already
become evident that the full selling strength of
three typewriter organizations will be utilized
from the very outset.
The magnitude of the new organization in

every department, including its great manufac-
turing and sales facilities, and the quality and
variety of its output, is attracting keen attention
on the part of the entire type-writer-using pub-
lic. Included among these facilities are splen-
didly equipped and organized typewriter fac-
tories manufacturing three distinct types of
machines suitable for all requirements, a com-
pletely equipped ribbon and carbon paper fac-
tory, a line of typwriter adding machines, bill-
ing maceines and others adapted to all the
special uses, a mechanical and employment bu-
reau service of a size and distribution sufficient
to supply the needs of every typewriter user.and
a highly specialized engineering staff for the
development and improvement of the three ma-
chines and of all the products of the company.
These, together with a unified sales organiza-
tion, set a new mark as to size and potential ef-
ficiency.

This consolidation is the first step of expan-
sion for a campaign more aggressive than ever.
There will soon be opened in the United States
many new branch offices to include many cities
and towns not hitherto covered by the local of-
fice of any typewriter company.
The introduction of this new Remington sales

policy comes at a propitious time. The record
during the past year of all of three typwriters in-
volved in this union of forces constitutes of it-

self an assurance of a great future. The Rem-
ington, Smith-Premier and Monarch typewriters
each did a business last year which surpassed
every previous record.

Z aner writing for arm movement,
A nd it gives the best improvement;
N ext, it offers high positiou,

E asiest for your admission;
R uns along, while old way lingers,

S oon it eases tired fingers.

M akes your writing look just so;

E arns for one, success you know;
T hen, for writers of the poorest,

H as won, for them, promotion surest

:

O nward methods, quickest ways, so

D on't give up, but win the day.

Miss Gertrude Heiser,
Wheeling. Ve

A BOOST
FOR THE B. E.

IS A BOOST FOR

BUSINESS

EDUCATION
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Contributions Compris- L
ing Text and Illus-

trations on

INSURANCE
POLICY WRITING C

By L. MADABASZ
These lessons also ap
pear in the Madarasz

Book

DDE

Instructions

PLATE SIX
This is the matter and arrangement that ac-

companies the "Harrington" policy, and is

written on back of the policy. The space for

writing this part is fixed—the exact dimensions

are 33dX4 I
/2 on the usual policy. This example

is touched up in the matter of squaring top and

bottom straight lines, and is generally used on a

large faced policy of S5.O00 and up. The insur-

ance agent invariably wants a big dollared pol-

icy to be as neat and chic as a debutante. So
work it up to your best skill. An agent 300

miles away from the home office is ever so more
particular as to the appearance of the document
he gets a big commission on, than the chap

nearer headquarters, and he'll be the first one to

make a noise if your work deterioates. The best

penman becomes the head policy writer; as the

big monied policies are turned over to him and
he is supposed to spread himself on every one,

and the rush work is shoved on to the under

dog. That's Kismet, and the Darw..,ian theory

—"The survival of the fittest."

Plank your figures down strong. Be generous

with your ink, but don't slop over. Look out for

that careful ruling. It is a year's work to become
a good ruler with ink. Some rulers never be-

come good. They can't. Abdul Hamid, of

Turkey, was a shining failure.

PROGRESSIVE LESSONS IN

BUSINESS WRITING
COMPLETE UP-TO-DATE

The teaching of plain penmanship re-

duced to a system—logical, direct, scien-
tific. The copies are ideal in style— round-
ing enough to be plain and simple and
slanting enough to be rapid and graceful.
Used by large commercial schools. Espe-
cially adapted to high school use, A
wonderful result-getting course of lessons.
Sample copy mailed to any address for 25c.

—Address

—

C. S. ROGERS.
Prin. Y. N. C. A. AccouUncy School

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

gJZSJ:
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SCHOOL FOR COMMERCIAL TEACHERS Expert non-resident instructors with the regular faculty of the Bowling

_ Green Business University conduct every summer a high-class, professional

school for commercial teachers who want to qualify themselves for more congenial positions, higher salaries and larger fields of

usefulness. Three Great Penmen will instruct and lecture in the ensuing summer session. If you want to get in closer touch with the

profession and open the way to a greater future, write for information to

Bowling Green Business University, Kentucky ATrtro • This scl>ool annually receives hundreds
IV Vie. f calls for commercial teachers

Z%(f~- NOTHING SUCCEEDS, UNLESS IT IS A SUCCESS
If our "20th Century Bookkeeping" was not what the teaching public needed, we would not have in-

creased our sales this year and sold more than ONE HUINDRED THOUSAND sets . Give it a trial this Spring.

SOUTH-WESTERN PUBLISHING CO. Cincinnati, O.
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DDC DC

Commercial
Designing
D. W. HOFF,

Lawrence, Mass.
Send return postal or

DDC DC

ILLUSTRATED TRADE-MARKS
AND TRADE SYMBOLS

The one universal, audible language is

MUSIC. Its sentiment ladened message is in-

terpreted with equal facilty alike by the ear of

the Hindo, Greek, Roman, or Saxon. The one
universal visible language is DRAWING.
What music is to the ear drawing is to the eye.

Some one wrote "Where language leaves off

music begins," meaning as a medium of ex-
pression for the finer sentiments. Viewed in

this light music transcends both written and
spoken language, as a transmitter of thought.
Similarly we may say that an appropriate de-

sign, or apt illustration, will sometimes more
adequately express an idea, than would a page
of those sound symbols, known to us as letters.

One example of this is to be found in the il-

lustrated book, magazine or pictorial pages of

the modern Sunday papers. To illustrate—My
Garfield edition of "Ben-Hur" contains no less

than 1,000 line drawing, marginal illustrations.

On every one of its 854 pages, not occupied by
a full page photogravure, the side margin is 1 34

inches wide and the bottom margin from 2? 2 to

4 inches, which bear from one to three draw-
ings, by that prince among illustrators, William
Martin Johnson. Now. to the point. Not once
throughout the entire story does the text refer in

any way to one of these marginal illustrations.

Yet so appropriately chosen are the subjects,

that a complete history of the people of that

day, of their customs, costumes, occupations,
implements of war and of peace, and a score of

other phases of their civilization— is conveyed
by them, to those at all conversant with such
things.
This illustration will serve to convince the

reader of how effective is the illustrative fea-

ture in literature.

Appropriate illustration is equally effective in

modern commercial designing. As the margin-
al drawings were an "open book" to those who
through non-illustrated literature, had gained a

general idea as to the character and designs of

those strange implements, adornments, &c, so

to the mind of the layman will be the trade

symbols represented in the form of drawings
of present day objects, as shown in the accom-
panying group of trade-name cuts:

Some can read script
Some can read print
ALL can read PICTURES

Before books were to be had by the masses bi-

ble stories were told in composit pictures, whol-
ly different in character from the present day
sort. Then the same canvas would show many
groups of figures, each enacting a part of the

general drama. The three differences between
these and our present day plan for telling the
story-in-pictures (motion pictures) is, first that

in the former case the whole company of actors

were assembled and simultaneously acting their

several roles, instead of each group appearing in

sequence. Second, that the size of the figures

in one group were wholly out of proportion to

those of another. Scenes on earth, in heaven, or

in hades were grouped on a single canvas, as

might the paragraphs of the same page describe

the part each group had played in the drama, or

the parts played at different times, in sequence,
by the same actors.

During that epoch these printings were the
books, or picture stories of the masses. Muse-
ums of the old world are filled with such paint-

ings. Upon first encountering one of these I

was fortunate in having their function pointed

out, by an intelligent guide. This, I must con-

fess, was after I had expressed wonder at such
uninteresting subjects finding place among the

world's greatest masterpieces. But their pur-
pose was primarily to record the story.

In a similar way, during Medieval times, the
picture on a warrior's shield advertised his

prowess. If he had fought in the Crusades a

cross was emblazoned on his shield. If he had
"fought like a lion" the picture of that animal
was added. A red shield meant "I was wound-
ed," &c.
In civil life a similar symbolism was utilized

for commercial uses. For example. The sur-

geon was the original barber. His sign was the
red pole representing the wounded limb, with a

white bandage wound about it. In time white
paint took the place of this weather beaten
bandage. "A painted horse, on a tavern sign
meant stable accommodations for the traveler's

horse." If|ashock of corn, a sheaf; of grain, or

a hay-stack was added, it meant food will also

be supplied for animals. If a cluster of grapes—
"we serve wine." etc.

The tin-smith's huge tea-kettle or coffee-pot.

the blacksmith's mammoth horse-shoe sign, the
jeweler's watch, the druggists mortar, and others

of like nature, were all familiar to our own boy-
hood days. Some we still have with us. These
bring us down to the present day, when the

commercial designer incorporates them in his

catch-the-eye-and-hold-it trade-mark, or trade-
name design.

If the foregoing has given the reader an added
sense of interest or appreciation of the possibil-

ities of the illustrative phase of commercial de-
signing then its presence here is justified.

Below are a few examples for your considera-
tion:

"Lord & Co."

The symbols in this, the harp and lyre, the
lyre in "Knuepfer & Dimmock," and the staff

and musical characters in "Lord's" as plainly
spell music, as does the derby spell hats, or the
group of tools in "Treat Hardware and Supply
Co." spell hardware. In like mannerthe need-
le, thimble, scissors, bodkin and stilletto fitting-

ly suggest "Art needle work." While the
grouping of these, together with the skein of

silk, tape, perforations and decorations, some-
what on a coat-of-arms plan, not only conveys
the idea intended, but lends an air of dignity to

(Concluded on third page following,)
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WHY NOT OET THE BEST?
b the best calls for good Commercial and Short-

hand Teachers at good salaries. We also have a number
of persons wishing to buy and sell Business Colleges.
Let us help you.

The Inter-State Teachers' Agency, Pendleton. Oregon

FOREIGN COINS. A fine collection of 6 coins,
all from different countries, mailed to you
for 25c Bargain list with this set or for 2c.
stamp. Michigan Coin Agency, Laurium, Mich.

THE GIBB TEACHERS' AGENCY
175 Westminster Avenue, DETROIT. MICH.

TEACHERS! Do you realize that School Men do
not have time to look you up from among the
masses, point you out and give you a position?
They turn to their Agency when in need of help;
if your name is not on OUR nominating list

early, it is sure to be your loss. We make a spec-
ialty of commercial teachers.

WANTED
An Experienced Teacher of Short-

hand and Typewriting
Must have good personality and lie master of

Pitman and Munson Systems. State qualifica-
tions and salary. Address. B. A. C .

Care BUSINESS EDUCATOR.
Columbus, O.

FOR SALE
Business College in live progressive city of

1(5000 population. High-grade and in first-

class condition. Practically control half the

state. Investigate! This is a snap. Other
business interests reason for selling. Ad-
dress, M. S. G., care Business Educator,
Columbus, O.

FOR. SALE
More than 2300 addresses of Business
Training Schools in the U. S. The only
"99% complete" list of its kind for sale

at any price.

MOR.TON E. DAWSON
1235 Norwood Slreet Chicago, III.

WANTED
An Associate—A Thorough Business Educator

and Professional Penman
who is tired of working for wages, to identify
himself with me. Business safe, climate de-
liehtfnl, environment pleasing, endless "side'
opportunities. Address, "Ingenuous," care

BUSINESS EDUCATOR
COLUMBUS, O.

We
POSITIONS FOR PENMAN

next few

roll.

ill place durin
supervisors. Now is the time to en-
Inexperienced teachers find our ser-

vice helpful. Positions now open in all
sections of the country. Shorthand, Book-
keeping, etc. We want you with us. Write
us your qualifications. Free literature.

THE INSTRUCTORS' AGENCY, Marion. Ind.

WANTPH GOOD COMMERCIAL
r\ i ^ I L. L/. TEACHERS in the

PACIFIC rNORTHWEST for NEXT YEAR.
Write us today for Registration Blank.
Free Registration. No Position. No Pay

LINK'S TEACHERS' AGENCY
A. T. LINK. Mgr- Boise, Idaho

The DUPLEX
Rec rn.Is

Commercial Teachers
Private Secretaries

Accountants
Excellent positions open.
Write for application blank

The Duplex Educational Bureau.
Elizabethtown, Pa.

Registration Free

-WE WANT FIFTY YOUNG MEN-
who can write well, for medium priced business college positions, where there is a chance

for promotion. Write us to-day.

CENTRAL TEACHERS' AGENCY. E. C. Rogers, Mgr., COLUMBVS. OHIO

TeachersW a>.rated

We are receiving calls for next year and need more first-class teach-

ers on our list. We now have some excellent positions to fill. Registration FREE.

NORTHEASTERN TEACHERS' AGENCY
Newmarket, N. H. G. L. SMITH, Sec'y-Treas.

29th Year

AN EVIDENCE OF GOOD JUDGMENT
Over 34.000 Positions Filled

REGISTER NOW

FISK TEACHERS' AGENCY, Suite 834 Steger Building, CHICAGO

pECAl'SE:-ynu will then have at your command the services of the largest and^ most successful agency in the country.

LUTHER B D ARMOND. Manager Commercial Department

Other Offices—Boston, New York, Washington, Denver, Berkeley. Los Angeles, Portlan

VACANCIES FOR NEXT FALL IN COLLEGES AND PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

Also many good positions for teachers immediately available. Send
for information stating work desired. Twenty-fourth year.

WE KNOW HOW.
THE CLARK TEACHERS' AGENCY (Inc.)

Chicago, Steinway Hall, B. F. Clark, Pres. Spokane, Wash., Peyton Block.

Lincoln, Neb.. First National Bank Building.

OPPORTUNITIES By The HVNDRED
We have excellent positions on file now and every mail brings in

new openings. We need more teachers. Our necessity is your opportunity.

High School and Business College positions our specialities. FREE registration.

CONTINENTAL TEACHERS' AGENCY (Incorporated) BOWLING GREEN, KENTUCKY

I
TU P" III— A r^t OF A LARGE HIGH SCHOOL SAYS: "]M C. MtAU want two, and possibly three, strong
commercial teachers for September." ANOTHER: "We want a good
man with . ollege training anil ran pav Sliinii to sinnii to start." A
great business school want a new head for their business department.
UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITIES are being listed with us. If you
want a better future, write us now.

THE SPECIALISTS'
ROBERT A. GRANT. Mgr.

EDUCATIONAL BUREAU
WEBSTER GROVES. ST. LOUIS, M0

COMMERCIAL
TEACHERS

ShS&tf

COMMERCIAL TEACHERS' TRAINING SCHOOL
ROCHESTER BUSINESS INSTITUTE

We prepare and place a large class of commercial teachers every year. We give
advanced instruction in the commercial texts all through the year and have spec-
ial summer school sessons in July for methods. Send postal card for prospectus
and bulletin.

ROCHESTER BUSINESS INSTITUTE. ROCHESTER, N. Y.

SEVEN MEN for ONE HIGH SCHOOL
This is written March 1st. Among the 104 vacancies on our list to-day there are

calls for both men and women, experienced and inexperienced, for every kind of

school, from California to Maine. One of the great commercial high schools of the

nation, because of a phenomenal increase in attendance, under its able principal (a

warm personal friend of our manager) has given us the first—and thus far the ex-

clusive—call for seven good men. Of the many fine young commercial teachers

wise enough to have got into touch with us early, we submitted the names of fifteen,

from which we hope most, if not all, of the seven will be chosen. By the time you
read this we shall have from 75 to 100 more good positions to fill. We have a

splendid company of teachers to help this year. We are proud of them, and it is an

inspiration to work for them. See our manager at the E. C. T. A. Convention in

Albany; or, later, at the Federation Convention in Spokane. Get into the game
right now. however. Procrastination is the thief of opportunities as well as of time.

No enrollment fee. No position, no pay. The National Commercial Teachers' Agency,

(A Specialty By A Specialist) E. E. GAYL0RD, Manager, Prospect Hill, Beverly, Mass.
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ADD TO YOUR
SUCCESS AND
WEALTH BY
ADVERTISING
IN THE B. E.

+%+%+%+%+%+%+%+% WANTED
Teachers Wanted!

a?

+

+

+

+

+
&+%+% +% + °lo + % + '/, +

At this time of the year we are anx-
ious to get in touch with young men
and women who teach the commer-
cial branches with ability and en-
thusiasm, especially young men
teachers of bookkeeping, who are
capable of developing into man-
agerial positions. It is a splendid
Opportunity for the right person and
all you have to do to get in touch
with us is to write direct to the Cen-
tral Office, BROWNS BUSINESS COL-
LEGES, 8th & Pine Sis.. St. Louis, Mo.

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

An experienced male teacher of Bookkeep-
ing, Office Practice, Business Arithmetic
and English. Personality must be good,
and character above reproach. State sal-

ary, experience, etc. Address B. A. C,
care Business Educator, Columbus, Ohio.

WANTED
To purchase for cash a Business
School, perferably in a section
with opportunity for develop-
ment. Address, giving full in-
formation, A. H. care

BUSINESS EDUCATOR,
Columbus, Ohio

THIS IS POSITION-GETTING SEASON
For the teachers of Shorthand, Bookkeeping, Penmanship and all other Commercial Branches.

The demand promises to be unprecedented. Right now we have a nnmber of first-class calls from
leading high schools and private business schools. The teachers who are on the field first are
going to have the pick of the positions this year. We want teachers who are willing to work for
salaries ranging from $75 a month to $2000 a year. We are the pioneer Commercial Teachers'
Agency. No fee for registration. Send for registration blank at once that we may look after
your interests.

UNION TEACHERS' BUREAU. Tribune Building, NEW YORK. CITY.
Good Teachers lor Good Schools" Established 1877.

THE. BREWER I
E
G
A
g
H
N
E

r}
s
Y

BUILDING, CHICAGO
E. W. STRICKLER. President L. D ANDERSON, Manager

IT WILL PAY YOU TO ENROLL WITH

The William Penn Commercial Teachers' Agency
LANCASTER, PA.

The Agency That's Different

WE HAVE PLACED MANY OTHERS
Enrollment Free

LET US PLACE YOU

Teachers' Agency

449 S. 2nd Street

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

Our specialty is furnishing public and private schools with competent teachers of the

commercial branches, shorthand, penmanship, etc. We invite correspondence from
schools in need of first-class teachers, and from teachers who desire connection with
good schools. No Registration Fee.

ESTERBROOK'S PENS
" Bajy to write with, - Hard to aaa up."

CORRECT DB8IQN UNIFORM TEMPER DURABILITY

150 STYLES

A 1 PROFESSIONAL
Pine pointed and elas-

tic tor card writing

Tbxt wbiteis 453 Business and College
Made in 3 widths and with With fine and extra fine

lone point to both left points. Elastic and
and right smooth writing

ESTCRBROOK STEEL PEN MFG. CO.
26 JOHN ST. N. Y. CITT CAMDEN. NEW JERSEY

Tetvchers Wanted
of shorthand, typewriting, penmanship, and other commercial branches
for business and public shools. Positions now open for competent ap-
plicants. Registration free.

NORTHEASTERN TEACHERS' AGENCY
Newmarket. N. H. G. L. SMITH, Sec'y-Treis.
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Mr. Hoff's Article Concluded.

the whole. Even the character of the outlines of

the letters suggest those our grandmothers used

to produce on the perforated card board. The
"Lord & Co." could look better if the surface of

the ornament was covered with a solid ev,en tint.

"Treat Hardware"

The saw was outlined in the lazy way, by
working around a small saw. The blade was
first made with both edges straight For the

teeth a pencil line was drawn *4 of an inch from
the upper edge on which dots were placed % of

an inch apart, then each tooth was made with a

single stroke of a 3-8 inch shading pen. If you
haven't one make a <harp wedge at the end of a

stick, and dip for each stroke. You can do Old
English text in the same way in an emergency.
For the signature graduate your letters to fit the

taper of the saw blade.

"Globe Mills Rubber Co."

The distinctive features of the eccentric cut

are, 1—the alliteration of the overhanging, or

extended tops of the capitals, 2—the angular
joinings at the tops and bottoms of the small

letters, 3—the extreme thickness of the lower
ends of the strokes, and 4—the illustrative fea-

ture—the globe.
The first feature is the same as that seen in the

"P" in "Palmers." The third is similar to that

seen in "Hugo-Beil." Both of these appeared
in tbe October article. The same character of

angular joinings are also seen in the "Fletcher"
and "The Zanerian Art College" cuts, that ap-
peared in the Dec. and Jan. articles.

The use of the globe is very common. The me-
ridians of this particular globe, however, are so

modified as to form the initials of the name—
"G, M, R," and "Co." The first two form the G,
the last two the R and the M envelopes the Co.
at the center of the design. This especially ap-
pealed to the members of the firm.

FOOT NOTES

The credit for the design of the "Lord's" cut

belongs to another. The drawing, however, is

mine.
Again, the horizontal strokes in the capital

letters serve as overscores. See also Article

Three, Dec.
The same form may be traced for the o and

bottom of b. The loops of 1 and b may be du-
plicated in the same way. First perfect one.

Then with thin paper trace it. Finally move
tracing along to where the next letter is to be,

slip impression paper under it, and go over the

lines carefully with a hard pencil.

The globe, of course, is all done with instru-

ments. First pencilled then inked. Use care in

adjusting the bow-pen so that the strokes in

b:>th the meridians and the parallels shall be of

an equal width throughout.
These cuts were accidentally omitted in con-

nection with Mr. Hoff's March contribution.

"Dix Derby $2."

"Dick," as we know, is the nick-name for

Richard. Spelling it "Dix" is in line with the

fad for modified spelling, contractions etc., for

trade names, such as "Sbo-fix," "Shur-on" etc.

Incidentally it shortens the Dick's so as to fa-

cilitate the spacing of the three items, and
leaves them equally prominent.
First one half of the hat was carefully

sketched, free hand, on thin paper. Then to in-

sure exact symmetry it was folded, held against

the window, and the other half drawn by tracing.

The whole was then transferred to thick paper,

the letters outlined, and finally, inked in with
Higgins' Ink and broad pens.

SUPPLY AND DEMAND OF COM-
MERCIAL AND PENMAN-

SHIP TEACHERS

Messrs. Zaner & Bloser,
Columbus, Ohio.

Gentlemen—May I beg a little space in the
columns of The Business Educator to call

attention to tbe steadily growing demand, par-
ticularly among the public schools, for compe-
tent teachers of commercial subjects. Many
high schools include these subjects in their cur-
riculum, but the officials have more or less dif-

ficulty in securing suitable instructors, notwith-
standing the fact that the salaries offered are
above the average.
The scope of commercial education is bound

to broaden, for surely we are living in a commer-
cial age. The awakening of the public schools
in the matter of penmanship is an unmistakable
sign of the times. This day and age demand
good writing, which of course is an essential
part of business training.

In view, therefore, of the limited supply of
commercial teachers, would it not be wise and
profitable for young men and women to fit

themselves to enter this inviting field? It looks
that way to me.

Yours very truly,

Lloyd Smith.
New York, March 1, 1912.
Office of Joseph GillQtt & Sons.
This letter from Mr. Lloyd Smith, the well-

known Gillott pen traveling salesman, who is

known all over America, and who knows Amer-
ica from end to end and from side to side, re-

calls the constantly increasing demand for well
qualified commercial and penmanship teachers.

And so far as we can determine, the "limited
supply" of teachers and the "steadily growing
demand for competent teachers of commercial
subjects" as Mr. Smith puts it, is going to con-
tinue for some time, and therefore those who
qualify thoroughly are sure to succeed and in no
small measure.
Commercial teachers who are good penmen

are in "clover" because they have more offers at

good wages than they can accept. We know of

no class of people surer of employment whether
times are good or poor than penmen who have a

knowledge of the commercial subjects.

Of course this knowledge of commercial
branches and skill in penmanship needs to be
backed by common horsesense and character,
and when thus backed it is a marketable com-
modity with rising values in the human stock
market of efficiency.

Qualify, and you are safely prosperous. We
say "safely" advisedly, because the salary will

not be big enough to make a plutratic hog of

you, nor small enough to pauperize your ap-
pearance. So it is not an unmixed blessing to

be a commercial or penmanship teacher these
days of rising salaries and rising cost of living to
correspond with the rising inclinations for lux-
uries.

This may be an "off year" for the average
business man (although we hardly think it) but
it will be a good year for commercial teachers
because taxes are collected just the same and
public education goes on during hard times as

well as good.
So here's to the uncertainty of politics anil to

the certainty of commercial teaching.

FOR LEASE
An old established Business College of

more than twenty years standing, located

in a New England city of 15000 population,

with no competition within 70 miles. Can
seat 85 students. School owns over ;!0 new
visible typewriters. A money maker for an
energetic man. Business School, care
Business Educator, Columbus, Ohio.

Expert Card Writing,

By the World's Champion,—Jay Truitt,
225 Fa. Avenue, N. W Washington, D. C.

GRAND PREMIUM OFFERS
Dear Friends:—We want some more business from you and your friends, and

we call your special attention to our NEW PRICE LIST
(A) 12 Plain, or Artistic Name Cards, 25c; 24 cards, 40c; 50 cards, 75c; 100-$1.25; with our $1 Premium
Deer free, to frame. (B) 12 different combinations (your name) 50c; or 25 cards, for $1; written in
graceful, dashy style, World's Best, off hand work; with free 50c pack of 25 Historical Colored Views
of Washington, D. C, the most beautiful city in the world. (C) 12 Comic cards for funny people,
or Bird Scroll Cards, with name, (very best) 75c; 25 for $1.25; with set of Ornamental Capitals (no
equal) free. (D) 12 "Elite,'' Society Style, very finest, no equal, $1; 25 cards, |2; 100 for $5; with our
fancy set Ornamental Capitals ( value *50c) and our $1 Premium Deer Flourish free. (E) 12 Fancy
Artistic Name Cards, white ink on blue and black enamel plate finish cards, (very finest) 50c; 25 for
$1; with large Bird Flourish, free. (F>4 dozen, (four orders for your friends) offer "B," 12 different
combinations, each name (3 initials) $2; with large Flourished American Eagle, decorated in colors,
extremely beautiful, 22 by 28 inches ^ value $5) free. 'A great bargain!" (G) Set "World's Best"
Ornamental Capitals in colors, decorated; $1, These are pronounced the most perfect, graceful and
dashy off hand Professional Set ever produced. The most compound and difficult curves ever wove
into a set by human hand. Penmen say they have never seen anything to approach them. A visitor
remarked, they are worth $10. I will pay $5 for a better set Get busy! Our $t Premium Flourished
Deer, free; both ready to frame. (H) Large beautiful "Flourished Horse" colored inks $5. Horse
in a gay, playful position, on card 22 by 28. ready to frame, for home, office, or school-room. Free
with horse, 20 packs Washington Colored Views (25 different subjects) to sell your friends at 50c
each, or present your students as a reward for Merit, etc. You get your money back and make $5.

We buy at wholesale, to advertise our location; hence the offer. (I) "The Penman s Dream,"
consists of a large Deer, Horse, and Bird Scroll Flourish, in fancy colors; all on card 22 by 28 inches.
Something grand, for office or school-room, for Gallants to present their swei
win a prize at the Country Fair; fancy border to frame $10. With our $10
Ornamental writing (embracing 20 different sets) of "Fine Capitals," with
premium. All fresh from the pen for your scrap book. Those who prefer m

i flourishing. Thi
short time only. Write for terms for" oi
winner ' 6 by 9 feet. Deer in water colors,
filled in 6 months, $500 deposit with orders
One card agent cleared $238, last year in Ne
After I graduated I began Card Writing (b:

flered to adverti
r Expert Business Writing Coi
The World's Master Piece," $1000.
Agents Wanted! Send 25c for

f Orleans. My work sells itself.

usual.' in Oakland, Cal

regular

; (50 lessons) in
ctions, free as a

ha\e our $10 course
school cour
Large * 'prize

All hand work orders
"Free" sample cards.
Boys learn to write!
And in three weeks

$4deposited $100 in the bank. ( In Old Emporium Department Store) San Francisco, made high
an hour, $20 a day, $80 week, or $3000 for 2 years. More experience would be interesting. I like a
crowd. Excitement steady's my nerves. People would watch me for hours, chase curves in the air.

1 don't solicit. Customers solicit me. A world of difference. A dozen of my Reputation Cards of a
Set of Capitals (at $1) will cure the- Exaggerated Ego" of all "Wizzards" or "World Prize Winners.
for a $20 Gold Piece. Get Busy! Order now!
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ENGROSSING and L
ILLUMINATION

tl. W. STRICKLAND.
Policy Depf., Mass.
M . 1 1 . i . . I Life Ins. Co.,
toprlnitfield. Mass.

Specimenscriticised by Mr.
Strickland if return postage

in full is enclosed.

Article 18

MOTTO
One of the practical uses to which illumination

may he put. is illustrated in black and white in the

accompanying cut.

We are all familiar with the printed motto
which is so instructive and helpful and the il-

luminated work may be planned along similar

lines and of course is more artistic and individ-

ual.

Your friends will want their favorite motto or

saying illuminated for the den or office when
the opportunity has been presented to them that

they may see how individual and artistic the
work is.

The colors to be used on the U are browns,
greens, reds and a gold background. The bor-

der may be very elaborate or plain depending
upon lettering.

become one of the finest penmen if he were to

give penmanship more of his time.

A. H. Shaw, of the Punxsutawney, Pa., Busi-

ness College, recently sent us some specimens
of his students' penmanship which are very
good. The movement and quality of line are

strong. They show that both Mr. Slaw and pu-

pils take much interest in the subject of pen-
manship.

Specimens in the form of movement exer-
cises, commercial papers, and page work have
been received from J. J. Barrett, of the Heald's
Business College, Stockton, Calif. The stu-

dents who wrote the specimens are Hazel Bel-

knap and Sadie Phillips. Mr. Han-etl is secur-

ing some very practical results in his penman-
ship classes.

Specimens of writing from the different grades
of schools in Madison and Harmony town
ships from O. B. Thomas, supervisors. South
Vienna. Ohio, reveals splendid training. These
pupils are being taught arm movement from (he
first grade up anil are putting it to use in all of
their work.

H Carnegie College Home Study

Courses Taught by Mail

High School Domestic Science
nar School Poultry
il Agriculture

Typewriting
Shorthand
Bookkeeping

J=». .„ ,.,„„ ...„ students fron.
uk. n.M.niHniK each post office Typewriters

rented and sold at only j:i.(KJ per month. Thifl is your
opportunity. May we send you full information! Shall
we "do it now »" For "Special Tuition Scholarship"
apply at once to

CARNEGIE COLLEGE, Ho 17 D. St.. ROGERS,

DC DCDDCdC DC

&f£C ^^y
-
O^

SPECIMENS D

DC DCC1DCZ1C DC

By A. P. Meub, penman,
Huntsinger's Busines

College, Hartford, Conn.

Some of the very best fourth and fifth grade
writing exercises recently received at this

office came from J. A. Stryker, supervisor
of penmanship in the public schools of Kear-
ney. Neb., and teacher of penmanship in the

Slate Normal Sclu ol, of that place. Mr. Stryker
is a progressive, with too much red blood in his

veins to become a standpatter, and too much
ballast to become a radical. He is therefore

"All wool and a yard wide" when it comes to

teaching penmanship in the Normal or in the
public schools.

Some excellent ornamental signatures have
been received from J. K. Thornton, of Carroll-

ton, Ga.

A beautifully written ornamental letter has
been received from Henry Sale, of White
Cloud, Mich. Mr. Sale possesses a great deal of

ability along the penmanship line. His small
letters are very strong and no doubt he could Business Educator certificate winners, Bradford, Pa., Business College, H. F. Robey, penman.

m puranm #rimlflimtt0

_ InrrngJil tfgjinr^i nil yvtimx-

millmm in pu nr Jrnto pit -
lit* W&mxtt \$ $ratlt J J * j>j>
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By E. L. Glick, Concord. N. H., one of the most skillful penmen in

America. Mr. Glick now has many "irons in the fire" and gives pen-
manship attention only occasionally. When he does give it attention,

however, something good is always the result. The above gems show
his latest efforts at card writing. Mr. Glick was a student of the late L.

Madarasz and comes as nearly equaling his teacher as any student Ma-
darasz ever had.

fponK

feel pinks
Portland onr

TEl!FHkl lT4i* i»,«i>om total! rtanrthK
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itrish lu . .

PUMUI St thx iciil
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: i'

in (dim «* uS

By H. W. West, penman, Rider-Moore & Stewart School,

Trenton, N. J.

pi \m ufiVn jihiiiii]

a pi'piiHlitii

will i^wiMu left" irt ffi> ,

\J/ community ati& ooopty |'di~ h
mo$Q who itferc ,

in te various' unWkiftirras'.

^ (\^ jamiltf .7 .

*
1lliirM(a>ioiiafzBanfc

exkm) .he, a$$nranc(Loj (fwir btfcp

simpaffitf ant* tlrcir own feefritf

of personal fog!
cJ

By A. A. Abel, Portland, Ore., landscape, pen and engrossing artist.

The fourth of a series of four album pages by P. W. Costeilo,

Scranton, Pa.
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Illuminating

Lay off design in usual manner giving special

attention to the form and action of the scroll

work which is made the principle part of the de-
sign. Make your pencil drawing complete in de-

tail before inking. Block in text very roughly for

spacing only. Apply color first. The ground
back of scroll is reddish brown obtained by a

mixture of Vermilion. Crimson Lake and Prus-
sian Blue and Chinese White to give opaque-

ness or a velvet like appearance. Use color
quite thick. In applying, outline scroll work
very carefully. When background is finished,
outline scroll with a No. 5 pen and water-proof
ink and your work will now appear strong and
snappy wbeD before it appeared weak and indis-
tinct.

Now mix a blueish green composed of Hook-
er's Green No, 2 and Payne's Gray, making a
thin wash for scroll work. After applying thin
wash, add the color a little thicker for the shaded
parts. The very delicate color outlining part of
border can be obtained by a mixture of light red
and cobalt. Lastly add Chinese White in a
common pen for tracing and dots on ground and
initial "R".

Care in mixture and application of colors is of
the utmost importance for success, and no one
should become discouraged by failure to obtain
the desired effects on the start.

Let us see your work on this lesson that we
may better know what special criticisms you re-
quire. Our experience is that no two fail on the
same parts of a design. Our criticisms are free
and we want to see if we can be of service to
thee. We think we can help you and its up to
you to let us prove it.

Novel, effective drawings by D. Beauchamp,
Montreal. Can., engrosser and penman.

By C. R. Tate, Cincinnati, O.
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Inspiration and
Information

THOS. E. CUPPEK,
(INC. ACCT.)

Qaincy, FI».

3HC DC

BUSINESS EDUCATION-WHO
SHOULD OBTAIN IT AND

WHY?

That kind of education which prepares men
and women to achieve a reasonable degree of

success in that part of the world's commerce
dealing with exchanges of value in Services,

.Barters and Sales; that teaches the power which
lies in the value of honesty and proper conduct
of exchanges, both local and foreign; to judge
FUTURE by past and present conditions in re-

gard to demand, production, consumption and
movement; to Bum up with reasonable accuracy

the combined forces and facts as actually exist

at any definite period, and the probable outcome
or effect with reference to governing conditions,

and which will enable its possessor to cope with

wise men of affairs, and assist, in an intelligent

manner, in solving the problems of actual exist-

ence and occurrence at the right moment,may be

classed as "Business Education."

It is not mastered in a day, a week nor a

month by even the shrewdest of men, and those

who are constantly on the alert for some im-

proved method of procedure, will always find

something NEW to learn, and may safely be
marked as those who are looming in the dis-

tance. There are certain tactics to be learned

and practiced in order to ward off certain condi-
tions which arise at times, and thai is exactly
what BUSINESS teaches, whether or not you
grasp it in its full meaning.
Because a man of forty or fifty years ago, made

a conspicuous success of a particular undertak-
ing, not-with-standing the fact that he might
have been deprived of a Business Education, is

no argument at all for a young man or woman of
our day to take up. Things are vastly different
now—times and conditions have changed—you
CAN NOT reap success by following in his

foot-steps today, unless you have been specially
trained, and to attempt such folly would only re-

sult in spending your declining years in posi-
tive regret. The average man who calculates
and moves in the average way, will never^get
beyond the average level.
The one who studies ONLY Bookkeeping or

Shorthand, is of but very little, if any real value
to any businessman or firm on earth, and the
Business Education does not stop there by any
means. A Bookkeeping or shorthand course
does not mean just Bookkeeping or shorthand—
don't make the fatal error of entertaining such
idea-forthat is really only ONE of the essen-
tial subjects in the curriculum. Bookkeeping is

only one of the many sub-divisions of Business
Education, which indicates the particular line of

business along which you wish to train. A
knowledge of the science and practice of Ac-
counts is of inestimable value to any and every-
one, but there are countless numbers of account-
ing problems which may not be solved and
properly disposed of by one who has not tasted,

and tasted deeply from the cup of knowledge,
the various phases of underlying subjects which
build the ground-floor of the thorough Book-
keeper or Stenographer. Business Education,
in its general sense, covers a deeper and larger

area of knowledge in the fields of theory and
practice applicable to any and all lines of en-
deavor, than is usually fully comprehended at a

single grasp by the average person of today.
It matters not whom nor where you are; what

you expect to do or be, nor the conditions sur-

rounding your special case, YOU EVERY-
BODY needs a Business Education. You

MUST get that knowledge one way or another
if you would make any perceptible head-way
in your undertaking—you CAN NOT move
without it. The man or woman who gets that
knowledge in some reliable School of Business,
not only saves actual dollars and cents, and the
grinding years of experimenting toil, but mas-
ters Business in a broader and more scientific
way. If you don't get that knowledge in some
Business School while young, you will spend a
life-time in obtaining it by hard knocks and
costly experience at many times the price of a
college course, for you will HAVE to have it-
there is NO WAY around it.

If you have your accumulation in the world
still to gather, YOU need a Business Education
to help you win out; if you are numbered
among the more favored in the way of material
possessions, YOU need that business knowl-
edge to aid you in its proper care and protection
—to the rich and the poor alike—that knowledge
is essential. To the former it is a shield of
safety— to the latter, a promoter of happiness
and success—a dividend payer.
The time to add to the Golden Store- House of

knowledge is NOW—TODAY—while the op-
portunity is within your reach. There is abso-
lutely nothing to be gained by putting it off
from day to day—and .there may be much to

lose, for no one knows what the years ahead
may bring forth. You may not fully realize it

now—but the time will come when you WILL,
and every day that you are not doing your very
best, you are cheating yourself and for which
you will pay in future years— it is costing you,
and costing you dearly, too, in dollars and cents.

for sale '„«':->::!::!:;
Course in Farm

Bookkeeping. The only practical
ehehsive double entry system Courie on

l Western Canada
farm Course and system praised by users. Will
sell for cash with royalty, or on terms to suit pur-
chaser. An exceptional opportunity. Apply to

F. E. Werry's School of Farm Accounting,

BRANDON, MANITOBA.

Success Through Failure
" There is so much that is good in the worst of us.

And so much that is bad in the best of us.

It is not just fair for any of us.

To talk much about the rest of us."

Thus, without mentioning names, we state a general principle, the due consideration of which
will bestow just credit on him who has tried but failed.

The hero who finally scales the wall and plants the banner of victory on the fortress of the

enemy, reaches that goal through the breach made by the sacrifice of a thousand men who failed

that he might succeed.
Similarly, a thousand authors, valiantly battling with man's chief enemy, Ignorance, have

fought their way to the front, only to fall in Waterloo's Great Ravine, while, profiting
1

by their

prostate failures, the Cromwells of today are victoriously marching with banners truly inscribed to

"Practical Education by Practical Methods."
No one man, or set of men, deserves the credit for the high degree of practical efficiency that

has been reached by the latest and best authors all along the line. But that is no excuse for ignor-

ing such educational victories, and going down to defeat with them that made those victories possible.

The Practical Text Book Company's new publications are improvements over all previous books
of their kind. Our older works are revised and re-revised from year to year. There is no other

way to keep in the front rank of the firing line.

Samples of any of our books are sent for examination on special terms. A momentary glance will reveal some striking features ; a

more thorough examination will convince you of their practical merit.

the: practical text book company
Euclid Avenue and Eighteenth Street Cleveland, Ohio

mmmm\*mm\mmmm\-Mmm*immmm\\m
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^Penmen's Supplies^
500-3pIy Wed. Cards, 75c. 500 Colored, 70c
100 12ply Cards for knife Carving 35c
100 Hot Air Cards, 25c. 100 Bird Cards 25c
12 Pen Flourished Post Cards, assorted, 15c
Penmen's Souvenir <* Card Writing i36p) 35c.
1 lb. Special ruled paper for Script Writing, 45c.
1 Hand turned oblique penholder, prof style 35c.

One 2 oz. bottle Card Writer's Favorite Ink. 25c.

The above Articles Sent Prepaid by Mail.
46 page Manual for Card Writers 2c

W. McBee, 19 Snyder St., N. S. Pittsburgh, Pa.

fe>
America to receive instruction in penmanship
by mail is in the Courtney's School of Penman-
ship. A rapid, tireless, business hand taught in

a short time at a smali cost. Illustrated Journal
free. FRANCIS B. COURTNEY, Cedar Rapids, la.

YOl

WILL

WANT TO

KNOW

more about my mail course in "Modern Business
Penmanship" for teachers and home students.

Illustrated circular free.

J. A. STRYKER
Penman State Normal and Supervisor Penn

ship City Schools.
Addr.ss 423 W. 27th St . KEARNEY, NEB.

ill

CARDS

IbbWbY It can be done. I guarantee it if voiit can be done. I guarantee it if you
lollow my instructions. Good penman-

ship is a mark of culture and renne
ment these days as well as a mart
of individuality and is the suresi
means of increasing your earning
power.

For free specimens and particu-

lars telline how others mastered penmanship
address XHEHAVSAM SCHOOL,
Box 225 B. Hutchinson, Kansas

i

,i ETERNAL INK

' EMBOSSING INK

WRITE EVERLASTINGLY BLACK
The Eternal Ink is for gen-
eral writing in plain or fountain
pens (2 oz. bottle by mail 90c.)
The Engrossing Ink is for
special writing, engrossing, etc.

(2 oz. bottle by mail 80c.)

These Inks write black from the pen
point and star black forever

, proof to
age, air, sunshine, chemicals and fire

If your dealer doet not supply
the»e inka, send to

CHAS. M. HIGGINS & CO., MFll

,

271 Ninth St BROOLYM. M. Y.

($LuhKv.S((. rYQ
£AJW£rA

By H. P. Behrnsmeyer, Quincy, 111., penman, Gem City Business College.

your
name on one dozen '

for IS cents.

I will give free a pack of

samples and sand terms to

agents with each order.

AGENTS WAHTED
ni AMI/ ninnC I have the very best blankBLANK l/AKUO cards now on the market.
Hand cut. Come in 17 different colors. Sample 100

postpaid. 15c. 1,000 by express, 75c. Card Circular

for red stamp.

„. Ink, Glossy Black
t White, 15c, per bottle. 1 Oblique Fen Hold-

er, 10c. Gillott's No. 1 Pens, 10c. per doz. Letsons in

Card Writing. Circular for stamp.

W. A. BODE, Box 176. FAIR HAVEN. PA.

By D Wisener, Oklahoma City. Okla.

Wi home during spare time. Write for my
free book, "How to Become a Good Pen-

how others mastered penmanship by my
method. Your name will be elegantly
written on a card if you enclose stamp.®

i)i(oing^toiillui(fr

i

For All Kinds of Schools
Best Quality—Any Quantity—Lowest -

Cost—Prompt Delivery

—

Our New Catalog Tells a Diploma Yarn
Which Will Interest You

Illuminated Diplomas, Penmanship Certificates,

Rewards of Merit, Rolls of Honor, Special Designs
for Business Colleges, etc., etc., furnished in any
quantity— In fact, we carry in stock or can supply
on short notice anything in the line of Diplomas
and Certificates.

Send for full-sized samples

HOWARD ® BROWN
Designers Engrossers

ROCK LAND,'MAINE

•jii.iwiuin.ijj.iujjinjiMwnn.u.i!au.iMt.n..ij.iiij.iiiiJi<.ij.iim l iftm.iimi.if
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DESIGNERS -ILLVSTRHTORS

ENQRHVERS
(bLUMBW, Ohio

ZANERIAN WRITING PAPERS
In writing papers we are able to give the greatest possible value for

the money. In fact, we know of no other firm in the United States that
sells equal grades of paper at fieures as low as we quote. All of our
papers are put up in half-ream packages of 240 sheets each—two pack-
ages to the ream—for convenience in handling. Of course, the cheapest
way to purchase paper is to make up a fair-sized order and have it sent
by freight. Wherever you buy your paper, do not buy the grades that
are too cheap to be good. It is not economy to buy such papers, since
they discourage good penmanship

A sample sheet of each of the six grades mentioned below will be
mailed for 5 cents in stamps.

Remit cash with all orders. We pay postage on the small quantities

mentioned to go by mail, and purchaser pays carriage charges on larger

quantities which go by express or freight.

Nearly all of our papers can be supplied unruled, if desired, at same
prices quoted on ruled papers.

MEDIUM GRADE PRACTICE PAPER is a white wove paper, weigh
ing 6 lb. to the ream of 480 sheets. Sheets are 8 x 10 1 . inches, ruling faint
and wide f

1
^ inch) on both sides. Narrow ruling {% inch) can also be

furnished if desired.

This is a good paper for general penmanship practice work, corres-
pondence use, etc., and is really one of the best bargains in writing
papers we have ever been able to offer.

100 sheet by mail postpaid . . 65c
1 package of 240 sheets (}h ream) by express or freight 57c
2 to 10 packages... ...

" " 50c a package
tlto20 " " '* 46c
21 ormore" '" :• 42c

EXTRA FINE 5 LB. PAPER weighs 5 lb. to the ream of 480 Bheets,
and is exactly the same in stock, size and finish as the 6 lb. mentioned
hereafter, but weighs one lb. less to the ream. It is suited for fine pen-
manship, correspondence, etc. There is no better white wove 5 lb paper
made. Wide or narrow ruling can be furnished, same as the other weights.

100 sheets by mail postpaid- •

1 package of 240 sheets (\ 2 ream) by express or freight
2 to 10 packages ..

" "

llto20 " " "

21 or more" ...

i.J0c

.70c

EXTRA FINE 6 LB. PAPER weighs 6 lbs. to the ream of 480 sheets,
and is exactly the same in stock, size and finish as the 7 lb mentioned,
but one lb. per ream lighter in weight. It can be furnished in faint wide
ruling {*

2 inch) or narrow ruling (% inch). Especially suited for orna-
mental penmanship, letter heads, etc.

100 sheets by mail postpaid _ 65c
1 package of 240 sheets ('» ream) by express or freight 80c
2 to 10 packages " " 70c a package

EXTRA FINE 7 LB. PAPER weights 7 lb to the ream of 480 sheets,
and is one of the finest white wove papers made. The ruling is faint and
wide (

r
2 inch) on both sides. Sheets are 8 x 10 1

.. inches. Narrow ruling
i \ inch) can also be furnished. Especially suited for ornamental pen.
manship, fine letter heads, etc.

50 sheets by mail postpaid 56c
1 package of 240 sheets (J£ ream) by express or freight 85c
2 to 10 packages *' "

75c a package

68c

EXTRA FINE 8a
4 LB- PAPER is a white wove wedding stock,

weighing 8% lb. to the ream of 480 sheets, and for fine penmanship use is
as fine as a pen ever touched- It is especially suited to preparing script
for photo-engrading and for fine, ornamental writing, penmanship
specimen work, etc. Sheets are8xl0j4 inches, and ruling is faint and
wide (% inch) on both sides.

50 sheets by mail postpaid 70
1 package of 240 sheets l

l
.2 ream) by express or freight $1.40

2 to 5 packages or more " " $1 25 a package

EXTRA FINE AZURE (BLUE) PAPER is an azure wove paper,
weighing 6 lb to the ream of 480 sheet. Sheets are 8 x 10]

2 inches, and
ruling is faint and wide on both sides. It is a delight to use this beauti-
ful paper Persons who have weak eyes find this paper best to use. We
can furnish envelopes that exactly match this paperin quality and color.

100 sheets by mail postpaid 65c
1 package of 240 sheets (

x
2 ream) by express or freight 70c

2 to 10 packages •• " 60c a package
11 to 20 " " " 55c
21 or more " " " 53c

Address, ZANER <8L BLOSER COMPANY. Columbus, Ohio
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NoOtherBookkeepingSet everPublished
Created one-tenth the interest among Teachers, Bookkeepers and Accountants that has been created by the

COST SET OF "ROWE'S BOOKKEEPING AND ACCOUNTANCY."
This set cannot be described in an advertisement further than to say that it shows a complete

system of cost accounting, so simple that a school-boy can understand it, and yet so scientific and

complete that it will meet every requirement of the largest manufacturing establishment. The demand
for sample copies has been so great that we have been compelled to prepare a sample budget con-

taining but part of the transactions, which will be sent to teachers who desire to see it.

THE ELEMENTARY SET OF 'BOOKKEEPING AND ACCOUNTANCY"

Takes a student further into the subject of bookkeeping than the first two sets of any other publi-

cation, and it does it in one-half the time. ;

THE "NEW ESSENTIALS OF ARITHMETIC"

Is worthy the attention of every teacher. It is one of the substantial kind of arithmetics that gives

a real training to the student and not a superficial knowledge of impractical methods. It is old in

reputation but new in arrangement.

3d

FORMERLY
SADLER-ROWE COMPANY

" ir 31 3C ICZ3C

BALTIMORE, MD. U

31 II IC 3C

Use Our Complete Bookkeeping Series

1. Lyons' Bookkeeping,

New Complete Accountant

Or Modern Accountant,
Revised

2. Wholesale Accounting

3. Mercantile Accounting

4. Modern Corporation

Accounting

CHICAGO
623 S. Wtbash Ave.

Select one of these texts for your beginning text next year. All are thorough in treatment of

principles and clear and explicit in style. Any one of them will give the student an excellent

preparation for the individual business practice sets which follow in the course. The New
Complete Accountant teaches journalizing at the start. Modern Accountant develops journal-
izing and account study side by side. Lyons' bookkeeping is partly on the practice plan

This fascinating and life-like set is constructed upon the individual business practice plan.
It is a very thorough but not difficult set. It adheres strictly to the customs and usages of

business, and thus teaches not only bookkeeping but business as well.

This is also upon the practice plan— It is a little more advanced as to principles taught than
Wholesale Accounting, a little more elaborate as to its bookkeeping features, and involves
computations slightly more difficult.

This set does not use all the business papers, as the student is at this point presumed to

be familiar with the ordinary papers used in business transactions. It makes use of those
papers which are peculiar to corporation accounting, and to the "voucher system" of accounts
payable which is exemplified in the set. It emphasizes those features which have to do with
the subject of which it treats, and is not a set on corporation accounting in name only.

YOUR classes are now ready for one of the ad-
vance sets, and these can be used following any
good beginning text. Try them, and next year

you will want our complete course.

LYONS <& CARNAHAN
Successors to J, A. Lvons if- Co.

NEW YORK
1133 Broadway
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The recent consolidation of the sales forces in America

of the Remington, Smith Premier and Monarch Type-

writers is an event of the deepest importance to every
M

student and operator of the writing machine.

It means the consolidation of the stenographers'

Employment Departments of these three typewriters.

The result has been the creation of a new and greater

employment service—incomparably the greatest the type-

writer world has ever known.

This greater service means a far more comprehensive

service to stenographers—more positions to fill and more op-

portunities to fill them—and constitutes another reason why

the student should learn on one of these three machines.

VISIBLE WRITING

Remington Typewriter Company
(Incorporated)

New York and Everywhere

:
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Touch Typewriting Made Easy

NEW AND ORIGINAL METHOD

Are you entirely satisfied with the results obtained in

your Typewriting Department '.'

Why not make your department a genuine touch
department ?

Scientific Touch Typewriting

will do this for you.

BLISS SYSTEM OF BOOKKEEPING
All transactions are performed with actual business

offices, where the student gets an actual training and
experience. Business men today demand the finished

and experienced accountant. the BLISS SYSTEM
affords the office experience.

The Folder System is designed especially for small
classes, night schools, etc.

NATIONAL DICTATION BOOK
with Shorthand Notes

Do not place your order for Dictation Books until you
have examined the National.

The F. H. Bliss Publishing Co.,

SAGINAW. MICHIGAN.

IF
YOU WANT TO GET THE BEST POSSIBLE RESULTS IN

SHORTHAND, INVESTIGATE

Barnes' Brief Course
An up-to-date text embodying many new ideas

which make the study of shorthand

very simple and easy.

No time is wasted on meaningless outlines—every step is

'business," from start to finish.
Complete words and sentences are given on the very first page.
Only permanent forms are taught—there is nothing learned to

ileal

vordsigns are introduced in the first lesson.

Speed training is begun in the first lesson.
A complete business letter is given in the second and each i

Principles are taught in a "positive." straight-to-the-point
manner— without technicalities or exceptions.
In short, this hook thoroughly teaches the most valuable style

of shorthand in such an interesting, practical, and pedagogical
way that it can lie mastered easily and quicklv.
Published in both the BENN'PITMAN and the GRAHAM

"'SPECIAL OFFER TO SHORTHAND TEACHERS:
Send for a free paper-bound copy and learn how to simplify your
work. Specify system desired— the Benn Pitman or the Graham.
Please mention name of school.
Brief Course is used in such schools as The Business Institute.

Detroit. .Mich.: Wesleyan I'niversitv, Lincoln. Nebr.; Los An-
geles (Calif. 1 Bus. College: the lli^'li Schools of Lynn, Mass.,
Atlanta. Ga., Norfolk. Va., Springfield. Mo., Houston, Texas.

THE ARTHUR J. BARNES PUBLISHING CO.

2201 LOCUST STREET ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI

A NEW BOOKKEEPING COURSE
20th Century Bookkeeping

and Accounting
We take pleasure in announcing this course to the school proprietors and commercial teachers of

the United States. As to what they will think of it, we are not prepared to say, but we are prepared

to explain why we think it is the best course that has ever been published.

Our "20th Century Bookkeeping and Office Practice" has made good, and this course is

going to prove even more popular—because it is better.

TO OUR CUSTOMERS : We take this occasion to thank you for the business given us and

as evidence of our appreciation have spent more than ten thousand dollars to give you something

better.

TO OTHERS : If you are not satisfied with the bookkeeping system in use and want the best,

investigate this new course.

South -Western Publishing Company
Cincinnati* Ohio
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Accountai\cy
Thorough Correspondence Instruction

The Bennett Accountancy Institute

is recognized as the leader in higher
commercial instruction

SUBJECTS TAUGHT

Accounting and Auditing, Factory Cost
Accounting, Corporation Accounting
and Finance, Business Law, Ad-

vanced Bookkeeping, and
Accounting Systems

These courses prepare for high grade
office and factory accounting positions,

for expert accounting practice, and for

C. P. A. examinations in any State.

Reasonable rates. Satisfaction assured
to all patrons.

Send for New Catalogue of Courses.

R . J. Bennett, C. P. A.
1425 Arch Street. Philadelphia. Pa.

Gillotfs Pens
The Most Perfect of Pen*

PRINCIPALITY PEN. No. 1

VICTORIA PEN, No. 303

DOUBLE ELASTIC PEN, No. 604 E. F

Gillatt's Pens have for seventy-five years stood the
moat exacting testa at the hands of Professional and
Business Penmen. Extensively imitated, but never
equalled, Gillott'i Pens still stand in the front rank, as
regards Temper, Elasticity and Durability.

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS

Joseph Gillott <£L Sons
ALFRED FIELD <tL CO., Sole Agents

93 Chambers St. NEW YORK

=^

THE MADARASZ BOOK
Is a professional treat you cannot afford longer to deny yourself the privilege

of possessing.
Nothing but words of praise are heard from all who have purchased a copy.
In some things there may be more pleasure in pursuit than in possession, but in

the ownership of a Madarasz Book you have the double joy of possession and
pleasure, and the kind which increase in value as you examine the book from day
to day.

Eighty pages ; one hundred and twenty cuts ; business, ornate, and round pen-
manship : biographical data: grace, accuracy, and boldness of pages: superb
paper, printing, and binding ; work no one ever excelled : all for a very, very small
sum of money considering the high cost of living and the low cost for this high-grade,
genuine, perpetual enjoyment and inspiration.

PRICE: Paper. $1.00: Cloth, S2.00 ; Half Morocco, deluxe edition, $3.00; Full Morocco, deluxe. Memorial
Edition, limited S5.00.

A royalty oo each book sold goes to Mrs. Madarasz, the amount being proportionate to the price of
the book. Now is the time to act and thereby benefit yourself and others.

ZANER & BLOSER COMPANY, Columbus, Ohio
( Authorized Publishers of The Madarasz Book )

^ J
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Summer Normal Session of Gregg School

From July 9th to August 16th the regular course of instruction of

Gregg School, Chicago, will be supplemented by a Teachers' Course.

Special attention will be paid to methods of presentation, speed

practice, blackboard drill, shorthand, penmanship, review work, and

the correlation of subjects.

The work will be in charge of experienced and capable instruct-

ors who have formed the faculty of Gregg School for many years.

Teachers' certificates will be granted to those who pass the

required examination.

If interested in the Teachers' Course, send for particulars

and Gregg School prospectus.

WABASH AVENUE GREGG SCHOOL CHICAGO
V J

Why not face the issue?
The schools that adopted GREGG SHORTHAND five, seven and even twelve

years ago, are its most enthusiastic supporters to-day. The reason is plain

—

they have solved the shorthand problem.

They have grown in size and prestige ; they have been wonderfully successful.
They have reaped the reward that always follows progressive, decisive action
in the interests of the pupil.

To put it tersely : GREGG SHORTHAND has made good—in the schools, in

the speed contests, and wherever shorthand is used. It has greatly increased
the business of the schools that have taken a positive stand for it. It has come
to stay.

It has enabled schools to secure better results. It has relieved teachers of useless
burden. More than all, it has made the acquirement of a knowledge of short-
hand possible to thousands of young people who otherwise would have
avoided the study.

It is doing this to-day. It will do it for you. Why not look these facts squarely
in the face ?

Send for Booklet B. E. 12.

THE GREGG PUBLISHING COMPANY
NEW YORK CHICAGO
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The Isaac Pitman Shorthand
ONCEMORECHOSEN AS THE BEST
AFTER DUE INVESTIGATION INTO THE MERITS OF THE DIFFERENT SYSTEMS OF SHORTHAND THE ISAAC
PITMAN HAS BEEN SELECTED FOR THE NEW CENTRAL COMMERCIAL AND MANUAL TRAINING HIGH SCHOOL
OF NEWARK, NEW JERSEY. =s6 . «s> «n *-*> >=» <=». «

.

ra> • c» «.

Central Commercial and Manual Training High School, Newark, N. J.

" Course in Isaac Pitman Shorthand " $1.50 and a "Practical Course in Touch Typewriting" have heen adopted. Send for particulars of a

FREE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE FOR TEACHERS.

ISAAC PITMAN & SONS, 2 West 45th St., NEW YORK
FOURTH EDITION-
REVISED AND ENLARGED

STYLE-BOOK
BUSINESS ENGLISH

Including Card-Indexing and Record-Filing

"Your Style-Book of Business English is the only text that I know of that contains completely and in lesson form all

the points on business correspondence needed by students of stenography, bookkeeping and typewriting. The fact that it

has been revised and enlarged and finely illustrated to teach the card-index and filing systems makes it of special value, as

such instruction is not to be found in practical, daily lesson form in any other work. The best feature, however, to me is

that it embodies all the requirements in Commercial English of the New York State Board of Regents, as shown in their ex-

aminations, thus enabling students or teachers who wish to qualify for licenses to teach in the public schools to obtain all the

material necessary. All my students have to pass the Regents' Examination in Commercial English, so you may be sure

that I was very careful in selecting a text for that purpose."--Irving Green. St. John's College, Brooklyn. N. Y.

Cloth, Gilt Lettering, 234 pages, 85 cents.

Teachers' Examination Copy, Postpaid, 57 cents. Mention School.

ISAAC PITMAN & SONS, Publishers, 2 West 45th Street, NEW YORK
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THE BUSINESS EDUCATOR
Entered at Columbus, O., Poet Orrk-e as 2nd Clase Matter

C. P. Zaner,
E. W. Bloser, Bush

Editor
! Manager

Published Monthly (except July and August) by
Zaner & Bloser, 118 N. High St., Columbus, O , as
follows : Teachers' Professional Edition, $1.00 a
Year (Foreign Subscriptions 30 cents extra : Cana-
dian Subscriptions 20 cents extra). Students' Pen-
manship Edition, 75 cents a Year (Foreign Sub-
scriptions 20 cents extra : Canadian Subscriptions
10 cents extra.)

Remittances should be made by Money Order
or Bank Draft, or by currency at sender's risk.

Stamps accepted. If personal checks are sent, add
20 cents for collection fee.

Two Editions. The Teachers' Professional
Edition contains 48 or more pages, twelve pages of
which are devoted to Accounting, Finance, Mathe-
matics, English, Law, Typewriting, Advertising,
Conventious, etc., and Departments specially suited
to the needs of teachers, principals and proprietors.
The Students' Penmanship Edition contains 36

pages and is the same as the Professional Edition,
less the twelve pages devoted to commercial sub-
jects. This edition is specially suited to students in

Commercial, Public and Private schools, and con-
tains all of the Penmanship, Engrossing. Pen Art,
and Lesson features of the Professional Edition.

The Business Educator is devoted to the pro-
gressive and practical interest of Business Educa-
tion and Penmanship. A journal whose mission is

to dignify, popularize, and improve the world's
newest and neediest education. It purposes to in-
spire and instruct both pupil and teacher, and to
further the interests of those engaged in the work,
in private as well as in public institutions of busi-
ness education.

Change of Address. If you change your ad-
dress, be sure to notify us promptly (in advance, if

possible), and be careful to give the old as well as
the new address. We lose many journals each issue
through negligence on the part of subscribers.
Back numbers cannot, as a rule, be supplied.
Postmasters are not allowed to forward journals

unless postage is sent to them for that purpose.

Subscribers. If we do not acknowledge receipt
of your subscription, kindly consider first copy of
the journal you receive as sufficient evidence that
we received your subscription all right. If you do
not receive your journal by the 10th of each month,
please notify us.

Advertising Rates furnished upon application.
The Business Educator being the highest grade
journal of its class is purchased and read by the
most intelligent and well-to-do among those inter-
ested in business education and penmanship in the
United States, Canada, England, and nearly every
country on the globe It circulates, not alone among
business college proprietors, teachers and pupils,
but also among principals of commercial depart-
ments of High Schools, Colleges and Religious
Schools, as well as among office workers, borne
students, etc.

Rates to Teachers, Agents, and CInb
Raiser* sent upon application. Write for them
whether you are in a position to send few or many
subscriptions. Sample copies furnished to secure
subscription*.

"THE MOTTO"

Upon the door I saw a sign;
I cried, "A Motto, and its mine."
A wiser thing I never saw
No Median or Persian law
Should be more rigidly enforced
Than this from verbage divorced;
It's logic's firm as any rock

"Push—don't knock."

'Twas simply meant to guide the hand
Of those who wished to sit or stand
Within the unassuming door,
This weight of Sermony that bore;
'Twas never meant to teach orpreach,
But just to place in easy reach
The ear of him who dealt in stock

"Push—don't knock."

But what a guide for life was that
Strong, Philosophical, and pat;
How safe a chart for you and me
While cruising o'er life's restless sea.

Push, always push, with goal in view;
Don't knock, avoid the hammer crew;
This rule will save you many a shock;

"Push-don't knock"

When on the door I see the sign,
I say "Great Motto, thou art mine."
No stronger sermon ever fell

From human lips; no sage could tell

The hot-bed youth more easily now
To point always his vessel s prow;
There are no wiser words in stock;

"Push—don't knock."

Respectfully,
H. F. Robey,

Instructor of Accountancy and Pen-
manship, Miller School, N. Y. City.

OUR NEW COVER PAGE.

Haven't we a right to be a bit proud of our
new cover page? It seems to us Mr. Henderson
has eclipsed his former efforts, which means
much. If anything as classic, as appropriate and
as modern has appeared elsewhere, we have not
seen it. The whole design is typical of modern
business as idealized through modern commer-
cial education. Mr. Henderson has still further
demonstrated the fact that he is a student and
not a mere pen draughtsman, although he is a

master at that, for to create a design like this re-

quires knowledge of ancient as well as of mod-
ern conditions, irrespective of skill required to
reproduce the vision. We congratulate our-
selves in thus securing a design quite up to our
fondest expectations. Art has here joined
hands with business; culture with commerce;
idealism with realism.

COSTELLO TO HOFF

Prof. Daniel W. Hoff,
Lawrence, Mass.

Dear Mr. Hoff :— Permit me to extend to you
my sincere and hearty Congratulations for the
beautiful examples of illuminating together
with the instructions accompanying same, that

are now appearing in The Business Educa-
tor.
You are certainly deserving of great credit

from those who take interest in this, the most
beautiful of all the styles of engrossing.
That your painstaking efforts in this line may

receive the recognition they well merit, is the
wish of Yours very truly,

P. W. COSTELLO.
Scranton, Pa.

Feb. 14, 1912.

[This is a just tribute to Mr. Hoff's exception-
ally helpful lessons, revealing that Mr. Costello
is as unselfish, appreciative and discriminating
as he is masterful in engrossing, for Mr. Costel-
lo does work quite as tine as anyone anywhere.
But he recognizes teaching: ability in Mr.
Hoff. and technical ability as well.— Editor.]

ass« 'M

i a line thing to be "shown". And it's a tine thing to be open to conviction. And better

still, it's a tine thing to be able to show.
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TEXTS IN TEACHING.

In probably no other subject is

there such waste of effort as in the

teaching of penmanship. Enthusi-
asm and skill frequently run riot be-

cause neither are regulated and
guided by well-considered, practical,

pedagogical plans.

As a rule the teacher of penman-
ship lacks almost as much pedagogy
as the regular teacher lacks skill. It

is surprising how many teachers of

writing still rely upon skill of hand,
instead of skill in method of hand-
ling skill in execution advantage-
ously.

Many penmen are content in the
belief that a text in writing is super-
fluous. The same might with equal
logic be said of arithmetic, English
or any other subject. He is a poor
teacher who cannot handle any sub-
ject without a text, and he is a poor
teacher who cannot do more and do
it better by the aid of a text.

Texts are creations to minimize
effort of teacher. and pupils and to

maximize results. A text in writing,
if it is a true text, pedagogical and
practical, accomplishes as much in

penmanship as in any other subject.

Unfortunately too many texts in pen-
manship are not well balanced in

method and system, running to seed
in method 01 in system, whereas a

good text should be a well balanced
combination of theory, knowledge,
practice and skill.

The essential thing on the part of

the teacher is to supplement the text

by enthusiasm, intelligent interpre-

tation, specific direction, and con-
structive criticism.

More personal instruction and
sympathetic, helpful criticism is

possible where a text is used than is

possible without it.

Teachers of penmanship need to

fortify their skill with practical

methods, while the regular teacher
in the grades of our public schools

need to fortify her general pedagogy
with practical skill and specific

knowledge relating to penmanship.
As specialists in penmanship, let

us set the pace by fortifying our-

selves in our specialty by a good
broad general knowledge of peda-
gogy of other subjects as well as of

penmanship, and then by example
we will be better able to interest, en-

thuse, and stimulate the regular
teacher to perform a duty her salary

imposes but which too frequently her
examiners do not exact.

LEFT-HANDEDNESS.

This is written in response to a

number of inquiries for an editorial

expression of opinion on the matter
of left-handed writing.

It is a subject on which we find very

positive convictions and very oppos-
ing views.

Theorists seem to be on the side of

the left-handed pupil, while practical

people seem to be in favor of chang-
ing from left to right hand writing.

Psychologists seem to make their

case against change so strong that if

all they say is true it is a wonder
those who have changed from left to

right hand lived long enough out of
the asylum to tell the tale of mental
retardation and stupidity which the-

orists declare to be the resultants of
change.
Then, too, if all they say is true, it

is equally dangerous and harmful to
break up finger movement and culti-

vate arm movement. And we confess
that we do not know but that harm
results from such practice. For a
certain amount of harm always re-

sults from surgical operations but as
a rule they are minor injuries com-
pared to the major injuries they cor-

rect.

And so it is that when one wrong
necessitates another of a less nature
to correct it than the one to be cor-

rected, doctors, the best of doctors,
will occasionally disagree.

As a whole, specialists of human
nature and development favor left-

handedness, whereas specialists of
penmanship and practical writers
favor changing from left to right
hand writing.

Writing is one of the few arts we
have that is distinctively and tech-
nically right-handed. If left-handed
persons were allowed to begin on the
right side of the paper and write left-

ward therefore from the body there
could be no argument for change, ex-

cept that it would be more difficult

to read to those not left-handed.

The left-handed writer more fre-

quently finds the light coming so as
to cast the shadow of his hand on the
writing, and therefore he is at a dis-

ad%Tantage from the stand-point of

hygiene.

The change of writing from one
hand to the other involves probably
no more modification of brain cells

and motor tissues than from finger to

arm movement.
We are of the opinion that no fast

rule can be laid down as to who
should and who should not change,
nor at what age, nor under what con-
dition, but nevertheless we do have
fairly well-defined convictions which
can be summed up as follows: 1st.

Most of those who now write with the

left-hand should have been changed
when they first entered school. 2nd.
Most of those who now write poorly
and in awkward and laborious manner
with the left hand should change to the

right hand, particularly all those,

who expect to have considerable
writing to do.

How, when and under what circum-
stances these changes should be
made will be given consideration in

another article.

GRADATION IN WRITING.

The proper gradation of writing

provides for the right thing at the

right time; it recognizes the pupil on
the one hand, and writing on the

other hand. Recognizing the pupil

means necessarily considering the

difference between the child and
the adult. For there is a vast

normal difference between the
child of six years, the boy of ten

years, or the youth of fourteen

years, and unless this difference is

recognized in the plan of gradation it

will necessarily fall short of the

mark. And we are free to say

that there is much teaching today
that has fallen short of the

mark because too many pupils are

being drilled as though they were
adults.

The other phase of gradation in-

volves the thing taught and the

technic of it. Therefore, the proper

scheme of gradation of copies pro-

ceeds necessarily from the simple to

the complex or from the easy to the

difficult. This means that the simp-

lest exercises and the easiest letter

forms should be given first; not

merely to the pupil of one grade but

all along the line. Such gradation

is not only pedagogical, but practical

as well.

A teacher of penmanship needs,

therefore, to consider the limitation

of childhood when teaching children,

being careful to expect nothing more
than they can normally deliver. And
while teaching youths we believe he

needs to keep constantly in mind
their possibilities as well as their

limitations and to govern his in-

struction accordingly.

Observation has lead us to believe

that the average Business College

teacher expects and exacts too much
from children in the primary grades,

while the regular school teacher, who
is unable to write a good hand or

who has never received professional

instruction in writing, is inclined to

accept or exact too little from the

pupils in the upper grammar grades,

not knowing their possibilities, but

having too frequently in mind alone

their limitations. The most success-

ful teacher knows alike their limita-

tions and their possibilities and
grades the instructions accordingly.
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BLACKBOARD WRITING

No. Three. The Pupil.

But valuable as the blackboard is

to the teacher as a medium between
herself and pupils, it is scarcely more
valuable than to the pupils them-
selves in learning to write rightly and
in getting rid of bad habits in writ-
ing.

The child needs to learn to write
first upon the board because the
forms are larger and therefore more
easily perceived as well as more eas-
ily executed, for clearness in percep-
tion is the first essential to deftness
in execution.

The child needs also to learn to
write first upon the board because the
arm instead of the fingers can be em-
ployed, thereby laying the founda-
tion of right mental impulses and
correct manual habits.

Pupils of any grade or any age do
better by attempting each new exer-
cise or letter upon the board because
he can do it better both in form and
act. And since both form and act are
the same as upon paper, there is

nothing to lose in such practice and
everything to gain, unless of course,
blackboard writing is continued to

the exclusion or neglect of seat writ-

ing, after seat writing should have
been begun.
To the pupil, however, the greatest

value of blackboard writing comes
from trying or being compelled to do
his very best work. For if pupils are
trained to think and act good writing
at the board they will unconsciously
think and act similarly upon paper.
Better form writing can be exacted

at the board without forcing pupils
into wrong positions and movements
than is possible at their seats, par-
ticularly in the earlier periods of
practice before arm movement is un-
der control for seat writing.
There is less need of practice as

such at the board than at the seat,

but there is more need of actual
writing at the board than at the seat

because it can be done at a much
earlier stage and in a much more su-
perior form and manner, than upon
paper. This is due to the fact that
skill at the board is secondary to
form knowledge, whereas on paper,
form knowledge is more easily ac-

quired than skill. In other words,
blackboard writing may be said to be
mental writing, and seat writing man-
ual writing. Mathematically we can
say that blackboard writing is two
parts form knowledge and one part
manual skill, and seat writing is two
parts skill and one part knowledge.
The nervous pupil, the awkward pu-

pil,and the pupil poor in form percep-
tion should be given considerable
work upon the board.
All should be required to do their

very best at the board and then as
soon as they have learned to write
well there, better writing should be
insisted on upon paper.
Rightly used the blackboard takes

the place of so much excessive prac-
tice on exercises upon paper, because
all writing on the board is of the na-
ture of movement, and of the very
best kind, though not as fine in qual-
ity of effort as seat writing.

CHARACTER IN HANDWRITING.

Raymond G. Laird, High School of
Commerce, Boston, Mass.

Notwithstanding the millions of typewriting
machines marketed in recent years and \arious
other appliances invented and in use, all with
the idea of avoiding or reducing the labor, inci-

dent to handwriting, there never was a time
when more real interest was evinced in good
penmanship than the present time. In fact the
revival that penmanship enthusiasts have
dreamed of, and hoped and labored for, seems
but a short distance away, if not already at hand.
School men are convinced that a great weak-

ness in the public schools of this country is the
lack of thoroughness of instruction in English.
Enough is not accomplished when the pupil has
become able to criticise the language of others
and to know when he himself is in error, but
special effort is being given to instruct him in

expressing his thoughts, ideas and impressions,
completely and correctly, and in living words
that best suit the purposes.
In spoken language the tone, gesture and fa-

cial expression are important adjuncts to the

uttered iwords. Weil formed sentences deliv-
ered in a halting, slovenly manner, lose much of
their desired effect. How much more impor-
tant then it is when voice and gesture cannot be
added to words, that their purpose be not hin-
dered by untidy and illegible script forms.
When a mind is busily engaged in trying to de-
cipher a scrawl, that mind is in no condition to
receive the complete meaning intended to be
conveyed by the writer.
In the usual run of circumstances, there are

two parties to a piece of written paper, and each
is entitled to a certain amount of consideration.
If the writer has no regard for the opinion or
convenience of the reader, he may show it in

his slovenly, tangled-up handwriting, while, in
proportion to the opinion he desires to create,
will he usecare in the penmanship. Most cases
of "handwriting horrible." such as is popularly
believed to be a resultant of ultra mental devel-
opment on the part of lawyers and other notori-
ously bad writers, are really a selfish disregard
of the rights and comforts of readers."
The extensive use of the writing mach ine has

narrowed the field of the pen. Nearly all busi-
ness correspondence and much of the other
kinds is done by the aid of the typewriter, but
there is a vast amount of work that probably al-
ways will be pen-written. The typewriter has
accustomed people to absolute legibility and to
economy of space. As a consequence, in
offices the space allowed to writing has been re-
duced by having closer rulings, and there is

little or no courtesy shown the illegible pen-
man.
Business men willingly purchase the latest

office appliance, and are giving more and more
attention to the style of their equipments.
Handsome carpetings and furniture and barmo-
nius and tasty decorations are finding a growing
demand. Mr. Business Man likes quality and
will pay for it, and he is quick to notice good
penmanship. If anyone has a superior hand-
writing he has an accomplishment that attracts
the attention of his employer quicker than any
other thing.
Bad penmanship may be blamed for a consid-

erable portion of the annual loss of millions
through forgeries and check-raising. A check
so badly written that no letter is decipherable,
unless it lean for support upon its neighbor, in-
vites the low cunning of the check-raiser, while
a signature made up of a lot of meaningless
strokes, or one written in a cramped style, is a
delight to the forger. A strong, clear, well-
formed handwriting cannot be successfully imi-
tated because it expresses the pronounced indi-
viduality of the writer through the complete
writing machinery from the tips of the fingers
to the broad muscles of the shoulders. The
torger may simulate as far as form of writing
goes, and he may even imitate a cramped and
crabbed movement, hut when he undertakes to
reproduce the writing of a person who has been
well trained in the "muscular," or arm move-
ment method of penmanship, the task is too
great for, under the powerful microscope, the
difference of nervous temperament expresses
itself with distinctness.

Jjjy//'rj
:
n>yt;! y^em. <s(Z^J,<JlytL&.

V/frnJf//r/V^/i^L rrmsA
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Blackboard writing by W, J. Slifer, penman.'Spalding Commercial College, Kansas City, Mo,
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WRITING

FRED BERKMAN
Penman. Lincoln,
Nebr., Business

College
Specimens sent to
Mr. Berkman with
ac-stamp will be
criticised by him
'ni ii

Business Educator Certificate.

Put that at the head of the list of "Things I

Want To Win This Year By Hard Work And
Study." What's it worth did you say ? Well

!

That's a great question. What's good health
worth? What are we living for? What's an ed-
ucation good for, anyway? Why do we have
schools, and churches, and poor-houses, an'
penitentiaries, an' asylums, and all such things?
What's the use? Eh? There are many things
in this big world of ours that money can't buy—
and they are really classified with the very best,

too. The only way to win a B. E. Certificate is

to bring your writing up (if you haven't already
done so) to the CERTIFICATE STANDARD
of excellence. That doesn't mean tip-top, high-
grade professional writing. It simply means
plain business writing, written at the rate of

from 1 6 to 20 words a minute—written, and not
drawn, in such a way so as to combine form
and movement and make the writing perfectly
legible.

As an illustration: Take a large Commercial
School for instance with an enrollment of 500
students. My guess would be that 50 out of 500
would be able to bring their writing up to Cer-
tificate Standard during the year. That would
be one in ten— 10 per cent. Wouldn't you like

to belong to the upper ten class? Of course,
naturally, some schools would do even better
than that, and then there are others who
wouldn't or couldn't or can't.

The Publishers of the B. E. have set a very
high standard for "you and 1" to reach, and
that's why a B. E. Certificate means so much—
and that's why I am so tremendiiousJj'iTt
earnest that YOU win one this year. Will you
do it ? Thank you

!

Go After It.

The man who simply sits and waits

Fur good to come along,
Ain't worth the breath that one would take
To tell him he is wrong.

Fur good ain't flowin' 'round this world
Fur every fool to sup;

You've got to put your see-ers on
An' go and hunt it up.—Selected.

Ha/el Belknap, Heald's Business College. Stockton, Calif., J. J. Barrett, Prin.

VjMftXOft'H'M.e.i^
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By L. J. Bingham, student of Fred Berkman, Lincoln, .\*eb., Bu
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A close imitation of Mr. Berkman, by W. H. Moore, Kalamazoo, Mich.

No one knows who will win the Berkman prizes; you

might win one if you tried.
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PRACTICAL PENMANSHIP
By H. L. DAIiNEB, Penman,

The Blair Business College. Spokane. Wn.

Subscribers' writing criticised fret. Send Specimens to Mr. Darner at above address, inclosing a self-

addressed postal, and your criticism will reach you long before it could possibly appear in the B. E.

IIDC DC DDC DC DC

Remember there is a reason for presenting some of these copies so frequently throughout the course. Therefore do not neglect to practice upon
them faithfully.

You will tind this line quite easy. No loops at the bottom and no shades on down strokes. Notice that the up strokes retrace about half way.

9/7/7/7,

You have received instructions for this line previous to this. See what they were and follow them closely.

mm*™? /wMnnnm*, /ftftm??n?to»./%%%%^.
Here is the capital stem exercise again, and this is not the last time it will appear. Make the whole exercise freely and remember, with the arm

motion-

ammrywi nmrrrmi nrrrrrrr) rrrrrrn

The capita! M is very similar to the N. It begins the same and ends the same as the N. Keep the letters narrow.

<T)s> <7~,

7/j 9% .7r/ 7r( 7r( 7% tfl

Watch spacing between letters, also between words. Notice copy in that particular. Be careful of ending strokes. Keep the turns rounding.

M^i^y //Z^sLsyyi,-- //L^t^ny //Lt^yj^rvy /fLt<tsryL/ //LtA^rny //7

The v begins like the m and n and ends the same as the w. Make ending strokes freely. The v is a narrow letter.

x7/-^ /ia- yi^ y^ yi^ yi^ yiy yi^ ys^ yu^ yi^ yi^ y^ y^
(iet plenty of space between the v and i. Be careful of the little retrace on the v and the dot over the i.

si/-isjsyi/ /?^t^rv?y yi/-^^yi^/ yt^v^my yi^urvv/ /i^ty^zs yi^L^yTny' y/-^^ryr^

The first part of the x is the same as the hist part of the m or n. The cross is always made upward, parallel with the up strokes.

/<£/ y2^ y%y /&/ ^y^ y^ yZ^ y^ y^ y&/ y&S y^
This style of x is made in t*-.i strokes. The beginning stroke is like the first part of the n and the second stroke like the finishing pari of the i.

You will find this to be quite a difficult exercise. It is impractical because we never have to write words which contain a double x.

This is an easy word and you should derive a great deal of benefit from working upon it. Walch the beginning and ending strokes.
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Begin with the compart oval one-half space high. Make it less compactly as you go to the right until you have a form about like the small letter e.

Do not shade down strokes. Plenty of freedom and arm movement.

I
:MSfflgm2Jl W20L

See how uniform you can get this line in spacing, slant, size, etc, Try for freedom and boldness.

Be sure there is a loop in every e. Make the loop large enough until this letter cannot be mistaken for an i.

SS
Do not curve the down strokes too much. Cu'v" the up strokes a great deal. Use plenty of freedom of motion.

You will find the second letter e difficult. Make the retrace on the v quite long, as this gives you a better start for the second letter e

If you choose, you may make the oval a tritle larger than the ones in the copy. Retrace six times.

Qcnoaoo(xxrjcoooca?xx)ocvcocoQDajocoo aococxroDooocccacx)ccooooococoooaxv

The main thing is to get the o closed at the top. Remember, there are two ovals in the small letter o, the last one being so small that it closes itself

/f o-^ o^ o~^ <?-" o-^ o^ tr* <r^ o^ o~^ a-" 0-^ cr^ o~^

Put ten o's on a line without lifting the pen or hesitating in the motion. You will find this a good movement developer.

Do not slant the first down stroke rf the n too much. Loop every e. Watch spacing between letters.

o?77 o-^yL^y <7~-7^l~^/ c-^TL^y a^rt^y o-^yT-^^y

Try for freedom and smoothness of line.

c-^n^ey

Read the instructions you have had on this copy previous to this. Make this line as freely as a line of ovals.

The c is a difficult letter. Be sure you get a good plain hook at the top. The down stroke and finishing stroke is about like that in the e. No rin-

ger action.

Make the live without raising the pen. Get a good plain hook in every one. Watch down strokes and finishing strokes.

Do not make the c too large It must be no taller than the u and the e. Try for neatness.

. t c^u^y c^<^y c^c^y c^c~£y
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By Beatrice Almond, pupil, Kinyon's Coml. School, Pawtucket, R. I., M. M. Lindsay, teacher.

mwtm

Vy*~-

By George Jenkins, sixth grade, Circleville, O., Anna Leist, teacher, H. Van Riper, supervisor

By Micbael Buddy, Jr., student, Rider-Moore & Stewart School,
Trenton, N, J , Harold W. We9t, penman,

L- '.-!. u_A. < .

Fourth grade writing by Myra Suiter, Greensburg, Ind,, Mis

Julia Bender, supervitor. Reduced one-half in engraving.
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Fifth Grade arm movement writing by Louise Kwing, Greensburg, Ind., public schools, Miss Julia Bender, Snpr. Note the unusual strength of
line, uniformity of size and slant, and ease of action and speed.
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Another list of subscriptions is at hand from
Mr. A. M. Wonnell, the skillful penman of the
Ferris Institute, Big Kapids, Mich. That insti-

tution is getting; a reputation pretty nearly as
big as Ann Arbor enjoyed some time ago.
This reputation is due to the wonderful vitality,

inspiration and influence of the man who made
it.

An appreciated list of subscriptions is at hand
from Mr. J. M. Pierce, the efficient penman in

the Goldy College, Wilmington, Del.

A splendid list of subscriptions is hereby ac-
knowledged from Mr. H. E. Moore, penman
in the Drake College, Jersey City, N. J.;
Mr. Moore is a fine penman and a hustler as
well, and is getting the penmanship of that
institution in good condition.

A list of thirty-three subscriptions is at hand
from Mr. M. A. Smythe, penman in the Nation-
al Business College, Roanoke, Va„ K. M. Coul-
ter, Pres. Mr. Smythe writes an exceptionally
graceful, artistic, and characteristic signature,
quite different and quite in keeping with the
exceptional signature that Mr. Coulter writes.

A list of twenty-four subscriptions is at hand
from Mr. P. C. Whitely. penman and commer-
cial teacher in the Y. M. C. A., Los Angeles,
Calif. He is one of the best blackboard writers
in our profession, and is a strong teacher of pen-
manship. More and more teachers are realizing
the fact that the blackboard is a veritable bulletin
board of information and inspiration, when used
skillfully and rightly before the class.

Mr. T. A. Hopper, supervisor of writing and
principal of the commercial department of the
high school, tshpeming. Mich., has favored us
with thirty-six subscriptionsindicating excellent
interest and enthusiasm in matters pertaining to
penmanship and commercial education. Mr.
Hopper is a line young man and much above
the average in general qualifications.

I.J. 1 1 < i IT
,
principal of The Huff Business

College, Warren Pa . who is a fine penman, and
brother of I > W. Hoff, Lawrence, Mass., is a
supporter of The Business Kudcator. We
acknowledge receipt of a list of eleven subscrip-
tions. Mr Hoff hopes to have a number of his
students capture The Business Educator
Certificate.

B. A. O'Mealy, instructor of writing and com-
mercial subjects in the Lincoln High School,
Portland, Oregon, writes a good ornate and
business hand as shown in a letter, with sub-
scriptions enclosed to The Business Educa-
tor.

A list of twenty-seven subscriptions is at hand
from Mr. 1>. E. Wiseman, penman and commer-
cial teacher in the big Mountain State Business
College. Parkersburg, W. \ a.

-iL Oil .. +*. .M . iA. nf' Q>/^J/ b
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"Before and After" specimens by Miss Bessie Yeager, pupil; (j. W. Zimmerman, prin. coml.
dept. High School, Allentown, Pa.

By P. T. K„ pupil, Meadville, Pa.. Commercial College, II. C. Lettingwell, teacher.
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By B. A O'Mealy, penman, Lincoln High School, Portland, Ore.

By W. H, Moore, Mogandore, O., penman and artist with a promising future.
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Penmanship Edition

A forum for the expression of convic-
tions relating to methods of teach-

ing and the art of writing

OUR PLATFORM: FORM AMD FREE-
DOM FROM FIRST TO FINISH

DC DC 3DZ

OUR CREED

Soon after merging into young
manhood we realized that there could

be no one political belief and party

for all; likewise we discerned there

could be no one religious creed and
faith for all; but that there could and
should be for each.

Soon after entering the profession

of penmanship, we discovered that,

as in politics and religion, there were
honest as well as selfish differences

of opinions; some founded upon he-

redity and some upon reason, obser-

vation and experiment.

Soon we discovered that there were
pretenders who noised much and pro-

duced little; who, as it were, prayed
long and loud and practiced little.

On the other hand we noticed that

the ones who performed the most
unselfish and superior service were
those too modest to say much if

anything about it.

As the years have come and gone,

all too swiftly, we have been con-

vinced that there are not only differ-

ences of opinions and beliefs, but dif-

ferences in the practices of them, and
and that these are as different as peo-

ple and individuals are inevitably

and unavoidably different in mental
and physical makeup.
The greatest penmen, for instance,

differ in methods and execution, and
yet each do efficient service, each in

his individual way. No two use the

same movement and consequently no
two produce the same form. Some
use the fingers more than the arm,
while other use the arm more than
the fingers.

Any one who conceives that there

is some one style and method of writ-

ing for all sees through very narrow
and egotistical glasses, and sees
things neither as they are, should, or

or are bound to be, but as he imag-
ines or pretends to imagine for com-
mercial reasons.

The Business Educator believes

in certain general principles, theories

and practices for immature pupils

and for all in their preliminary efforts

to reform and improve their writing,

but it also believes that in the end
there must be individuality in meth-

od and in product.

And this is true also in teaching.
No teacher can be truly great as a
follower. As such he is an imitator

only. Two teachers may teach from
the same book, but each from a vast-

ly different fund of experience, and
their results may be equally good yet

quite different.

The Business Educator as a con-

sequence, strives to secure success-

ful teachers for its contributors, each

with enough personality to command
attention and secure practical results.

We cannot believe there is any one
size, slant, degree of angularity or ro-

tundity, width, speed, or movement
best for all and therefore we cannot
be hidebound or narrow in our pre-

scriptions and instruction to those
who contribute to our patrons' needs.

So if you, too, believe in sincerity

and liberality, in progress and effi-

ciency, in freedom and individuality,

let us continue the good work of mu-
tual service for individual progress.

You never need fear that the pub-
lishers of The Business Educator
will endeavor to oust you out of your
job because you may not agree with
them or support them. No, no; we
shall continue to do our best to mer-
it your cooperation, and more than
that no one can do legitimately.

We are ambitious to be of service,

to improve commercial education in,

general and penmanship in particu-
lar, but we are not ambitions to own
and dominate all who labor in the
vineyard of our profession.

Co-operation, not contention; im-
provement, not imitation; progress,
not satisfaction ; the best possible,
not the best policy, is our aim.

ENGROSSING and ILLUMINATING

-^fjfel

Artistically
written cards

lis for 20c. En-
Igraver'B script,
I 25c per doz.
|2211 N. Camac

Philada.,
Pa.

Miss Mary Glass
requests the honor of your presence

at the marriage ceremony of her niece
Mabel Edith Bross

to

Mr. Howard A. Roush
on

Easter Sunday
April seventh, nineteen hundred and twelve

at one o'clock P. M.
Grace Episcopal Church

Broadway and Eleventh Street

New York City
R.S. V. P.

38 West 100th St.

PARTIAL CONTENTS

Of the Professional Edition of

the Business Educator for

May, 1912.

Accodntancy, B. P. Leister, C. P. A.,

Canton, Ohio.

Arithmetic, J. H. Minick, Eastman Col-

lege, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Business Law, John J. Sullivan, A. M.,

LL. B„ Philadelphia, Pa.

English, C. E. Birch, Prin,, Haskell In-

stitute, Lawrence, Kans.

Typewriting, Miss Madeline Kinnan,
Albany, N. Y.

School Advertising, E. D. Snow, Prop.

Maple City Commercial School, Hornell,

N. Y.

Marshall's Mental Meanderings,
Carl C. Marshall, Goodyear - Marshall

Pub. Co., Cedar Rapids, Ja.

Association Announcements.

News Items. Catalog Notices, Etc.

Special Articles & News Items, Etc

May be inherited and both may be easily squandered or improved. Which are you doing with your inheritance?
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EDITOR'S PAGE
Professional Edition

Devoted to the best interests of busi-
ness education and dedicated to the
expression of conscientious opinions
upon topics related thereto. Your
thoughts are cordially invited.

DC DC DDE nc

EDUCATIONAL TEN-
DENCIES

The twentieth century is experienc-
ing not only a renaissance in educa-
tion but a wonderful change in the
kinds of education. For education
as we are understanding it today
means much more than learning.

For "learning" during the nineteenth
and preceding centuries meant main-
ly literature, with special lines such
as theology, law and science.
But the educational horizon has

widened with the inventions, discov-
eries, and commercial conquests of

recent years until today education is

the foremost problem of the world.
The foremost because it involves all,

whereas a generation or two ago it

concerned but the few.
At the present time there are as

many kinds of learning as there are
trades, callings and professions.
Each of these demands something
special and thorough, but something
general as well, for each calling
touches elbows to a number of other
callings, requiring correlation and
co-operation of effort. Even the brick
mason must co-operate with the stone
cutter and carpenter and he must
come in successful contact with the
grocer, the clothier, the employer,
the labor leader, and society with its

varying relation. Education is the
key to these complex conditions.
The literary, theological, law and

medical schools still live, but others
have sprung into existence and are
absorbing, remoulding, refining, pol-

ishing and improvingthe myriads who
not only seek but demand admission.
Technical, trade and special

schools now fit persons for any call-

ing desired. Commercial schools be-

long to this class. And to continue
to win it must do its part as well as
the technical school in other lines, it

must be as thorough, as technical, as
helpful, and as progressive, which
means as adaptable and changeable
as they.

The fathers of commercial educa-
tion conceived commercial training,

but the leading minds of today must
develop and adapt it to everchanging
conditions. Time only can determine
how well we of today are merely
playing or actually doing our
part. It sometimes seems that the
past decade has not had as many
distinguished, forceful and far-seeing
commercial educators in our profes-

sion as in the one preceding. The

initiative most noticeable in commer-
cial education since nineteen hundred
arrived is in the direction of public
commercial education. Private
schools need, therefore, to develop
some leaders or through co-opera-
tion assume a more aggressive atti-

tude than in the recent past.
These new tendencies of education

will benefit humanity in three main
ways. First, it will lead to a more
universal scholarship than the world
has ever dreamed of. Second, it will

mean a higher efficiency on the part
of each individual from the preacher
down (or up as you may prefer to put
it) to the pin maker. And third, it

will relieve the professions of theol-

ogy, law, medicine and literature of a
congestion which meant thread-bare,
half-paid professionals who were too
proud to work and too numerous to
thrive.

Under the many new phases of edu-
cation for young and old, by corres-
pondence or personal contact, re-ad-
justments are taking place in society
that are surely making for a better
day.
And manual training in its many

forms is doing more than any other
one phase of education to dignify and
improve the product of the hand. So
much so that hand education will

soon be on a par with head training.
Educational tendencies are there-

fore wholesome because they are
making intelligence universal, and
recognizing hand and heart as on a

par with the head.

—ii JDI —
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Marshall's

Mental

Meanderings
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The Writing Since penningmy rather flip-

and the Writers pant observations as to "char-
acter" in penmanship, in a recent issue, one or

two dissenters have been heard from. One of

these is a valued brother who lives down Boston
way, and since his charming and altogether in-

teresting protest came in the form of a private
letter, he shall of course be nameless. But my
Boston friend raises a question that was not in

the least in my mind when I wrote about the

thing called "character" which certain good peo-
ple insist should always pertain to good hand-
writing. He does not appear to care so much
about character, as a quality of the writing
itself, but he insists that writing is a valuable
indication of the character of the man who writes

it. Furthermore, this friend asserts his own
ability to read character, from handwriting, and
cites cases where he has demonstrated this abil-

ity.

Now this belongs in the category of things

that are mighty important if true. If you con-
vince me that my ragged writing is capable of

giving me away, in the matter of my undiscover-

ed cussedness, there are but three things left for

me: I must either reform, quit writing entirely,

or learn to use a typewriter. But I am not going
to get goose flesh till I learn more about my
friend's system. I have certain other friends who
claim to be able to tell all about a man by observ-

ing the shape of his nose or ears, or chin, and still

others who believe thatthe secret things of the

soul are revealed by the lines in one's palm. I

dabbled in this facial character reading a little

myself in years agone, and at one time I thought
I had it down pat. I did, so far as the system
went. The trouble was that the rule was
"proved" by too many exceptions. I was con-
stantly finding people whose ears and noses
were all right, and, who according to the books,
should have been the very salt of the earth, but
who turned out, on closer acquaintance, to be the
meanest sort of human varmints. Contrawise, I

found folks whose ears were so reprehensible that
I feared to associate with them, but who proved
to be the most lovely people after all.

1 am therefore inclined to doubt all the signs
until I am supplied with more statistics. It may
be thatthe chap who minces his writing, will
steal chickens, or that the one who scrawls will
heat his wife, or that the one who fails to dot his

i's will not pay his debts, but I am loath to de-
cide without more proof. Neither am I sure
what people mean by "weak" or "characterless"
writing. A friend who thinks he knows, tells me
it is the "irregular, badly formed writing that has
no drive or force behind it." Now, I have a let-

ter from a man whose writing, judged by his sig-
nature seems to be of just that sort, formless, hes-
itant, cramped and weak. The signature w-as

penned by Theodore Roosevelt. It is easy to
assert that you can determine a man's character
by his hand -writing, but ft is not so easy to prove
it. However, it is simpler and much easier to be-
lieve almost any proposition than it is to prove
it. This is why so many solemn humbugs go
buzzing around in this world. Only when they
become exceptionally annoying, will anybody
take the trouble to bat them down on the floor
and step on them.

The Scornful I think it was King David
Aha who, with reference to certain

of his enemies whose type is not to this day fully
extinct, prayed as follows: "Let them be turned
back for the reward of their shame that say, aha,
aha."
Most of us know the sort of chap who never

neglects the opportunity to aha, whenever he
thinks the aha-ing is good. Let a courageous
fellow tackle a job that proves a size or two too
big for him. Let him brace his back to the task,

and fight for victory till heart faints and brain
reels. Then, as the brave one goes down glor-

iously in the ruck, you will hear a croak from
some chap on the fence, "Aha. I thought so!"
Another soul who has been the galley slave of
some ruling vice suddenly wills to shake off his

shackles, and be a man. People laugh at the
idea. "He reform?—What a joke!" But bravely
he starts to scale his prison wall ; slowly, painful-

ly, he works upward, his face alight with hope
and each hour growing surer of his victory. But
one unlucky misstep ruins all, and back he falls

among his fetters. It is then you will hear from
some of the devil's special agents of smug re-

spectability, the taunt, "Aha, aha, just as I ex-
pected."
Most good causes in this world have had to

tight and fallback; to fail and fail again before
they finally succeed, and when things go wrong
the aha-er is always on the job. Can't you im-
agine what a chorus of ahas there was when the
gentle Nazerene seemed to meet final failure on
Calvary? It is the effort that is the worthy
thing, my brother, and many a failure is as glor-
ious as the most glittering success. Hear Joa-
quim Miller sing:

"But for him who fails anil still fights on,
Lo! he is the full twin brother of mine."

Citizens on It is always a matter for personal re-

the Job joicing when the line of my mean-
derings takes me to Kansas City. There are a

squad of good reasons, and one of the most ap-
pealing the fact that I am sure of a joyous con-
fab with my true and genial friend. C. T. Smith,
proprietor of the Kansas City Business College.
Bro. Smith always has something good for me in

the way of new ideas and of kindly courtesy, and
always sends me away with more "juice" in the

batteries of my optimism. It was near noon-
time when I dropped in on him the other day at

his new and chastely elegant quarters in the Y.
W. C. A. building on McGee Street. My inten-

tion was to annex him for luncheon, but he beat

me to it of course. "You must go overwithme
to the luncheon of the Ways and Means Com-
mittee of the Commercial Club at the Baltimore,"

he said. "I want you to see how we get things

done in our town." Now, I am not enamored of
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i , Commercial Club midday feed. It

usually consists of ;i noisy and hurried devouring
of a tasteless soup, a sticky salad, an infinitely

thin slice of mutton with mint satire, a cup of

offee and a wedge of factory pie. This

mournful repast is usually followed by flabby

"booster" talk contributed by local spielers who
have acquired a Websterian method of announc-
ing that two and two make four. The lunchers

are helped to endure this affliction through the

anesthetic influence of many cheap cigars, and
o away I carry the aroma of the occasion

tor a week.

So it was that I accepted Bio. Smith's invitation

wuli more civility than enthusiasm, secretly re-

gretting thai we were not to spend aquiethour
of plea-ant converse while picking the hones of a

broiler in some cozy corner at McClintock's.

However, 1 was to learn that coming events are not

always justly forecasted by their shadows. This
particular Commercial Club luncheon was to he

different—a revelation, in fact, of a phase of po-

litical and social life in this vimful western city

thai I would not have missed for anything. I

pass with a mention, the delicious chicken a la

Maryland with worthy concomitants, which
made up the menu, for, good as the lunch was.

there were things more worth while. There
were present about one hundred prosperous
looking business men, most of them young. By
each plate lay a postal card addressed to the Sec-

retary, winch bore at its head the following print-

ed request : "The Ways and .Means Committee
of the Commercial Club wants IDEASand SUG-
GESTIONS for practical work. Please give us

your IDEA on this card." After a half hour devot-

ed to the viands, and jolly table repartee, the real

fun began. The secretary rapped for orderand
called on the fellows who had the "ideas." There
was prompt, earnest ami intelligent response.
The authors of ideas were required to hack them,
and it goes without saying that a man is not ge-
nie to break into a game like that unless he has
something to Offer and is in earnest about it. I

wish I had space to report in detail the things
these brainy business men of Kansas City had to

propose for the bettermentof their city. I will

mention a few,

i hie hi in hail been to I »eni er, and had noticed
that ill the , ttj the streets anil -hi., walks .lie

Hushed and cleaned each night after midnight
whe ibody is using them. He wanted to

know why that couldn't he done in Kansas City.

A committee was promptly appointed to see why.
Vnothei man advocated an incinerating plant.

and commented caustically on the present practice

of throwing garbage 'in the river or piling it on
outlying dumps where it smells up the town.

Another citizen pleaded for a High School in

die South-east part of the city. He stated that the
children in this region who might attend such a

school, now pay the street car company 826,000
pet year in car fare to attend distant schools.
This sum i- interest on the cost of a half million
dollar building. And so it went. For an hour
orn these earnest citizens proposed various
things for the public good, and the machinery
was al once put in motion for bringing them to
the attention of the city government. The meet

i w ith an illuminating address bj aver)
brainy man. who showed die splendid financial

results that had toil,,wed the adoption
"' en d sen ii i instead of the -pods systei
carrying on the .in'- business. Hi- rmgine
-tat, ini nt thai partisan politics should have
nothing whatevet to do with the administration
of the affairs of a city, was greeted with tumul
tuou- applause.

The fruits of flu- sort of actil i the part of
ns are already apparent, in Kansas City,

i probablj the besl governed
m ii in the country.

I wa- might) glad thai Bro. Smith gave mi' a

chance to seethe wheelsgo t d. It was the

best exhibition of the intelligent citizen on the

job that I have yet seen.

The Condition The present meandererde-
and the Theory sires to remark that clerks,

agents, inspectors, collectors, bookkeepers
and others who are paid for doing the writ-

ing required in the modern business world
indoors and out. have mighty little chance to

wield their liens and pencils under the conditions

recommended by the professional teachers of

penmanship. The callous bosses of these scribes
do not provide them with reams of shiny paper
in loose sheets, flexible steel pens, and ample
desks of just the right height for the arm to be
properly poised on the swell of the forearm.
More likely they have to write in big bound
books that arch like the back of an angry cat. and
where the only rest for the arm is the circumam-
bient air. As for a writing implement, it may be
anything from the stub end of an indelible pen-
cil lo a falcon pen nearly big enough for a snow
shovel. Also, the clerk quickly rinds out that the
penmanship must be fitted to the job and not the
job to his particular style of penmanship. If only
a half inch of space is provided in which to write

numbers live ligures long, the figures have to go
nith.it l- all. Also, when way bills have to be
read by the light of a brakeman's lantern, the let-

ters have to be large enough to be so read, even if

the small letters are writ as large as the capital-

Hard and fast opponents of copy books will he
pained to learn that much of this writing of com-
merce has to be done in hooks, and in certain

columns, or spaces, and with about as much
chance for free muscular movement as there is to

waltz in a crowded street car.

I may be wrong, but it seems to me that some
of these facts should be considered, when young
people are learning to write.

Perhaps not all the conditions of actual busi-
ness writing can be set up in the school room,
but the youngsters could at least learn to make
carbon duplicates with a stub pen or an indelible
pencil, and they might be helped by learning to
do lettering suitable for a shipping case that is to
goto Saskatchewan. Also, it wall do no harm to
apprise them of the sad truth that business writ-
ing in business, includes much more than the
art of tilling a sheet of paper with the refined
tracery that is pinned up for exhibition in the
penmanship department of an average school. A
great general remarked of certain fancy military
maneuvers. "It is magnificent, but it is not war."

Mr. Wood In the February issue, I ad-
and His Lance ministered a gentle jab to cer-

tain people who are crying aloud forwhatthey
are pleased to call "character" in handwriting, as
distinguished from writing that is merelygood,
that is, rapidly written and easily read. I admit
led my own ignorance as to what these worthy
folk. really mean by character in writing, anil
asked whether after all. it means anything more
than various departures from writing that con-
forms to acceptable standards. Mr. R.P.Wood
ot Everett, Wash., mildly resents this suggestion
and announces his readiness to "break a lance"
with me as to the question involved. Bv way of
a preliminary courtesy, Bro. Wood admits that
my own lance "struck the mark" but owing to
a flaw in its construction, it "fell splintered and
useless." Notwithstanding my defenseless
state on account of this mishap, he then proceeds
in give me a few prods with his own puissant
lance. These, however, so far from goading me
to the fury of allot retort, make me feel more as
though he had attacked me with a feathei du-tei.
or. a garden hose that emits a stream of rose-wa
ter. In other word-. Mr. Wood ,- very nice in
hi- i Invalric attack.

Regarding the Substance rather than the form
of Ins criticism I must confess at the outset, my
complete inability to understand what be is driv
in. at. He makes it clear that character does not
mean illegibility, but he does not enlighten my
possibly penurnbral mind, when he sav-. ". hai
actenstic writing is merely writing that exhibits
He personality of the writer regardless of the
quality of the writing." To give a concrete ex-
ample of what he means, he cites the beautifully
executed signature at the bottom of page 18 of

the February Business Educator, by Mr. Za-
ner, and the differently exquisite writing of Mr.
Courtney on page 15. He says both of these
specimens are "markedly characteristic", and
clearly -how "strength of heart" and "determina-
tion." Maybe, to the initiated, they do show
these qualities in the writers, but how? Except
that the two examples both show facility of exe-
cution and an evident artistic conception of beau-
tiful forms, tliey are not in the least alike. Fur-
thermore they do not tell me one thing about the
personal qualities of the writers. As a matter of
fact, these two gentlemen, both of whom are
well known to me. are as unlike as chalk and
cheese in their personal attributes. They have
hardly a quality in common except that both are
honorable gentlemen and great pen artists.

If penmanship shows "character, the ways in

which it does so should be amenable to analysis
and governed by principles. Human handwrit-
ing may differ in the following particulars, 1 1 I

form of letters, (2) spacing, (3) shade, (4) slant,

(5) size, (6) ease of execution. What is the rela-
tion of these variants to the tiling called charac-
ter? What is the real key to the riddle ? All of
this fine writing about a "nursery hand" and
"personality" and "formal and informal writing"
and "strength" and "individuality" gets no-
where. Do you mean that if a man writes a big
dashy signature with plenty of ink and big
sweeping curves like the signature of Mr. Zaner,
that he is therefore a bold slap-dash sort of a fel-

low whom it isn't safe to fool with? If so. you
have anoi her guess i oming, for Bro. Zaner is not
that sort of a chap at all.

Now. gentlemen, if I and the other Philistines
are in the least worthy of further enlightenment,
please get down to brass tacks and tell us just

how character in writing is shown, and what
particular departure from the conventional re-

quirements are needed. In the language of

Hashamuro Togo, I inquire to know.

THE TEACHER'S JOY.

She chews her gum like an old fired cow,
And writes her outlines any how.
Her hair is raised with rats of size,

And she's a dab at goo-goo eyes.

Her tongue is sheer perpetual motion,
Her words are floods from a leaking ocean.

Her peekaboo is down to date,

Her desk is full of chocolate.

Her head's replete with ten-cent shows,
To each new reel she gaily goes.

The latest novel is her theme
Or matinee's heroic dream.
Her wandering mind embraces all

Upon this great terrestial ball,

Except the subject then in hand
Of which she never has command.
Her shoes are suede with Paris heels,

And that she's "it" she always feels.

It matters not how true the charge,

Excuses deft she well can forge.

Her hat is of tremendous size,

An entire garden on it lies.

(We had to build a vast annex,
Which it in lonely splendor decks.)

Beneath its rolling, spreading brim
It makes her paint and powder dim.
A worthless, gadding, giggling thing

Of which 'tis waste of time to sing:—
And yet she's human, and as such,

Responsive to improvement's touch;

For it is strange, quite passing strange.

To note the wondrous shining change,
That some poor child may undergo,
When Kindness tries the road to show,
And Patience gently leads the way.
While wide-eyed Wisdom gains her sway.
What though we lose an hundred fights,

To win but one to true delights,

That victory shines athwart life's war
Like the cloud-encircled evening star.

R. P. Wood.
Acme Business College, Everett, Wash.
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THE EASTERN COMMERCIAL
TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION

Reported by F. E. Lakey English High
School, Boston, Mass.

The Convention has come and gone.
Splendid weather, an able, varied and
strong program, for the most part by
strong speakers, the assembly cham-
ber of the costliest state house in the
country as the meeting place, a list

of banquet speakers not excelled for

wit and eloquence by any on the con-
tinent, and we readily understood
why the convention of the E. C. T. A.
was referred in a recent editorial as

the model for strength, inspiration,
information and careful team work.
Too much praise can hardly be giv-

en the Local Committee, especially

Mr. D. A. Casey who was the first

mover toward securing the Conven-
tion for Albany, and Chairman Bar-
tholomew, who with all his able com-
mittee, proved themselves past mas-
ters in efficiency and courtesy.
Corporation Counsel, Arthur L.

Andrews, in behalf of the city of Al-

bany and Dr. Charles F. Wheelock,
Second Assistant Commissioner of

Education, in behalf of the state gave
cordial greetings, which were grace-
fully acknowledged by Mr. E. H.
Fisher, Somerville, Mass.
The annual address of President

Althouse was a masterful effort. He
emphasized the duality of our respon-
sibility—to the public and to the stu-

dent body. To secure a finer, more
responsive and better equipped
teaching force, better pay is needed.
Advancing standards in education
leave no place for the unscrupulous
exploiter of education—a man who is

on the same level as the buccaneer
and privateer. Again we must re-

gard our calling with accuracy and
consideration. As business experts
we must eliminate waste in ed-

ucation. The Efficiency Conferences
of the Washington Irving High
School of New York City, strike the
right note in minimizing failures and
emphasizing success.
The discussion of the "Meaning of

Business English," by Prof. G. B.

Hotchkiss, New York University,

showed that the present efficiency

movement has emphasized concise-
ness and clarity of English expres-

sion in business. Avoid standard
forms, especially in the body of a let-

ter and teach the general principles,

especially the elements of composi-
tion. The secondary schools need to

Calvin O. Althouse, Pres.

drill on the fundamentals of Gram-
mar, Punctuation and Spelling and
the university on the maximum of

appeal and response.
Appointment of committees and

general discussion followed.
In the evening a large audience lis-

tened attentively to Dr. W. N. Ferris,

as he developed in a masterly man-
ner Democracy in business. Such a
lecture, fearless, witty, "original,must
be heard to be appreciated. The
aim of commercial schools should be
to raise the efficiency of the student.
This means older and better prepared
students, better educated teachers.

The dignity of the profession is

above employing solicitors, above al-

lowing tardiness. Thirty minutes a

day will create an appetite for the big
thoughts and best literature.

The round table at 8:30 Friday
morning under chairmanship of Mr.
Zaner called out over 75 enthusiasts
and comments and questions came
like popping corn. Many noted pen-
men gave a sentence or two, preg-
nant with suggestion or experience.
The program was resumed with

Mr. A. T. Meredith, of Salem, pre-

senting "A Suggested Course in

Commercial Training for Teachers."
A successful teacher should know
more of life and his subjects than
mere text book knowledge. He must
know the science of education and
the art of teaching. The demands of

the future will be heavier and heavier.

Dr. Edwin T. Clapp, of the New
York University, ably discussed
"New York as a Laboratory for the

Commercial Teacher and Student."

J
By actual work in factory or office, or
by personal investigation of docks,
railroads, terminals, manufacturing
lofts in Brooklyn, New York and
New Jersey, and by studying present
and proposed municipal enterprises
as well as a minute study of the or-

ganization and operation of the City
Departments, the student is brought
to see real business life.

The increased number of subjects
compels a certain amount of class
work. The ideal is the combination
of both individual and class methods.
So argued Mr. G. A. Deel, of East-
man College, Poughkeepsie, in his
able paper on the two methods in the
teaching of bookkeeping in business
schools. He truly said that there is

no substitute for personal contact
between teacher and pupil.

Accuracy is absolutely essential,

said Miss Madeline Kinnon, Albany,
Business College, in discussing
Methods of Teaching Typewriting,
and speed must depend on accuracy.
She then explained aids by which
high speed and accuracy are possible
if the student be correctly taught.
The teacher must be a good operator.
One of the most practical papers

dealt with the "Management of a
Shorthand Department in a Business
School,"—Mr. H. L. Jacobs, Princi-
pal of the R. I. Commercial School,
Providence. The organization must
aim at the maximum efficiency from
teacher and student—a high priced
teacher should not do purely mechan-
ical work. He should concentrate
his whole energy on one thing and
not dissipate. Commercial educa-
tion is in a constant state of evolu-
tion. Initiative on the part of the
teacher is good. Class instruc-
tion is superior to individual in-

struction which is a help to a high
er class. The only test of any sys-

tem is results. Practice dictation
should come in two to three months.
Students must learn to work under
pressure. Typewriting must always
be coordinated with shorthand. One
day a week is given to training for

the rutine duties of the office—billing,
mail, business ethics, the telephone,
etc., etc.

A rare treat, practical, direct and
clear was the paper by Mr. Melville
H. Smart, of H. F. Bachman cc Co.,

Philadelphia. Mortgages, govern-
ment loans, railroads, electrical ap-
plications, public utility corporations
are excellent investments, but stock
speculation is dangerous. A bond-
holder is a creditor; a stockholder is

a partner. Stock is not a promise to

pay or repay anything—only an obli-

gation to give a part of the earnings
of the company.
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One of the excellent features of the

program wa s the assembling of

speakers on the same topic, thus al-

lowing a person to be present when
specially interested and to visit the
small but well arranged exhibit
room. The result was a high ave-

rage attendance throughout.
The Night School problems were

discussed by Mr. Neilton F. Stauffer,

Temple University, Philadelphia,
and Mr. William Wiener, Director of

Evening Schools, Newark, N. J.

Mr. Stauffer said that ninety-two per
cent of school children in America
are compelled to leave school early.

To these millions the evening schools
spell opportunity. The speaker cited

a young man who by attendance for

five years raised his pay from $8 to

$38 per week. Students will pay well
for what they need. Hence the wis-
dom of charging a reasonable fee,

the higher the rate, the better the
school. The monthly payment in ad-
vance is best. Do not attempt too
much. 'Watch the health of the stu-

dent. Proper classification is abso-
lutely necessary. Know your stu-

dents personally. A sympathetic
heart and business sense pays.
Keep your standard high and have
an abundance of good teachers. The
capable teacher teaches more that is

not in the text book than what is

there. The combination of evening
study and of day work with related
matters makes the best possible
results.

Shorthand penmanship should in-

clude, said Mr. L. P. Temple, official

court reporter, Baltimore, the op-
portunity to flex the fingers. Use
the pen whenever possible, (the
Spencerian pen is excellent. | Good
paper and good ink, not "writing
fluid" Hold the pen as perpendicu-
larly as possible and make very light
lines. Rapid work depends on much
constant repetition at increasing
rates of speed.
"In the public schools we must

plan for the various stages of devel-
opment of the child. Pupils should
be shown how to overcome their
faults." Mr. Harry Houston, Super-
visor, Meriden, Conn., also said that
the blackboard is the best medium
for this work. Exhibitions and con-
tests are helpful.
The last penmanship speaker was

Mr. S. G. Jeffrey, Chief Accountant,
office of the State Comptroller, Al-
bany, who urged the need of "Teach-
ing Business Writing," for many im-
portant records are still written in
long hand. Penmanship should be
taught in the grades.
About two hundred sat down at the

banquet at the Ten Eyck. Mr. J. E.
Fuller, Wilmington, Del., made an ad-
mirable and witty toastmaster. The
speakers were Dr. H. S. Person, Tuck
School, Dartmouth College, Mr. J. H.
Perkins, President of the National
Commercial Bank, Albany, Dr. C. A.

F. E. Lakey, Secretary,
English High School. Boston

Richmond, Chancellor, of Union Uni-
versity, and the Rev. J. A. Jones, of

Albany. As a whole the speakers
have never been excelled in E. C. T.

A. while the last two gentlemen, by
apt stories and real eloquence, de-
servedly received the warmest of ap-
plause.
Mr. J. C. Kane, of the Drake

School, N. Y. City, opened the Satur-
day program with a spirited illus-

trated talk on Rapid Calculation.
He was followed by Mr. John G.
Kirk, of the William Penn High
School for Girls, Philadelphia, who
held close attention as he explained
the "Teaching of Bookkeeping in the
High School."
"The Teaching of the Raw Ma-

terials of Commerce," was ably dis-

cussed by Mr. Wendell P. Raine,
Central High School, Philadelphia.
This excellent paper showed the
value of the course to be in training
in observation, foundation for eco-
nomics, gives a method of study. A
suitable text book is sorely needed.
The.last two speakers were Mr. W.

F. Story, of the General Electric Co.,
Schnectady, who spoke on the

"Training of Office Help from the
Employer's Point of View"— a sane,
useful paper, and Mr. Homer S. Pace
of Pace & Co., C. P. A., who dis-

cussed forcibly and broadly "Busi-
ness Efficiency as Applied to Busi-
ness Training."
As usual a surplus of papers tired

the audience and prevented inquiry
or discussion. A fifteen minute pa-
per with ten minute discussion seems
a practical ideal.

The chief business, outside of rou-
tine reports, was the report of the
committee, Messrs. Nathan B. Stone,
Edward M. Hull and S. C. Williams,
appointed to examine into the
charges made by the former Presi-

dent regarding the printing of the
proceedings of the Bridgeport Con-
vention. The committee unanimous-
ly reported the charges as not proven
and "entirely exonerated the Publi-
cation Committee." The revision of

Constitution and By Laws aside from
minor changes at last made the
President a member of the Executive
Committee. Membership in the As-
sociation was still further broadened.
A quorum now consists of twenty-
five members and amendments now
require to lay over one year. 96 new
members were voted in. At several

times invitations from the Business
Section of the U. E. A. and from the
N. C. T. F. were read.

Officers for 1912-13: President, Ed-
ward H. Eldridge, Boston; first vice

president, Henry W. Patten, Phila-

delphia; second vice president, Mrs.
W. J. Trainer, Perth Amboy, N. J.;

third vice president, R. E. Clemens,
Providence, R. I.; treasurer, L. B.

Matthias, Bridgeport, Conn, (three

years;) assistant treasurer, Mrs. L.

B. Matthias, Bridgeport, Conn. Frank
E. Lakey, Secretary, Boston, Mass.
Executive Board: Edmund H. Fisher,

Somerville, Mass.; W. E. Bartholo-
mew, Albany, N. Y.

The next convention will be at At-

lantic City, N. J., in 1913.

Again the handshakes; again we
bid adieu to Albany—courteous, hos-
pitable and attractive.

Kiiwaki) II. Eldridge, I'res., 1913.

Report of Committee on Resolutions.

Resolved, that we. the members of the East-
ern Commercial Teachers' Association, in con-
vention assembled at Albany, N. Y., April 4-6,

hereby express our obligations and sincere

thanks to all those, who by their esteemed
courtesy and untiring energy contributed to

make this a really helpful and inspiring meet-
ing; particularly do we remember the Governor
of this great commonwealth, the State authori-

ties for the use of the Assembly Chamber, the

Press of Albany, the Banquet Committee and
speakers, and the Committee on Penmanship;
That our profound fraternal symathy be ex-

tended to the friends and relatives of our late

members, G. W. Bird, E. S. Colton and T. P.

McMenamin.
Grace I Gill,
W. B. Sherman.
F. G. Dietrich,
J. E. Gill,

Chairman,
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Summary of Paper on The Real

Meaning of Business English.

BY G. B. HOTCHKISS, M. A., ASSIST-

ANT PROFESSOR OF BUSINESS ENG-
LISH IN NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF COMMERCE, ACCOUNTS
AND FINANCE.

The efficiency movement has called

attention especially to the need of

more efficient English expression in

business. It has emphasized the

value of absolute conciseness and
clarity. It has over-emphasized per-

haps the value of standardized forms.

In Business English these should be
confined to the purely external and
mechanical details, as, for instance,

the stationery and general form of a

letter. Standardized forms should
not be used in the expression con-

tained in the body of the letter, since

they detract from the maximum
effect which is equally as important
as minimum effort in the attainment
of efficiency. In no case should
standardized forms of expression be
in the nature of extremely punctilious

and formal phrases such as were
common a few years ago.

In the teaching of efficient English
models should be sparingly used and
used only for the sake of illustrating

principles. The whole emphasis
should be directed toward teaching
the general principles underlying the

art of expression, not upon individu-

al forms that may be useful in

specific cases. The student should
be taught first how to use the ele-

ments of composition correctly; he
should then be taught first how to

combine these elements most effect-

ively without sacrificing clearness
and conciseness. In all this instruc-

tion the student's individuality

should not be sacrificed.

The secondary schools, both pub-
lic and private, should cooperate
with the higher schools of commerce
in the teaching of Business English.
The former should give the student a
thorough knowledge of the funda-
mentals of Grammar, Punctuation,
Spelling, and also of the fundamen-
tal principles of good expression. It

should give him a thorough mastery
of business forms, but not a set of

forms for writing specific types of

business letters. The university

school should teach him how to bring
his effort to the maximum product-
iveness by giving him the principles

of appeal and response and guiding
him to a solution of business prob-
lems. The whole effort of both
classes of schools should be to make
English expression efficient.

Abstract of Paper on Publie School

Penmanship.

BY HARRY HOUSTON, SUPERVISOR OF
PENMANSHIP, NEW HAVEN, CONN.

The difficulties in teaching writing

in the public schools are the imma-
turity of pupils, ranging from five to

fifteen years of age, the large num-
ber of studies to be taught, the small

amount of time for penmanship, the

detrimental effect of the large
amount of written work required and
the majority of teachers inadequate-

ly prepared to teach the subject.

Plans for teaching writing should
fit the child at the various stages of

his development. It is a mistake to

try to make the child fit plans for

adults. What can be done is not a

good criterion as to what is best to

do in teaching children. Business

College plans need modifying and
supplementing to be used in the

grades.

In teaching the subject we must con-

sider what to teach, how to teach,and
the returns to be expected from the in-

struction. There should be technical

and general instruction. Technical
instruction has to do largely with the

manner of writing. The general in-

struction has for its object good writ-

ing in all subjects. Such general

points as margins, spacing, size,

neatness and uniformity contribute
most to making a good page effect.

Pupils should be shown how to write
and how to overcome their faults.

The blackboard is the'best medium
for this work. There is too much
telling what to"do and not enough of
showing how. More enthusiasm and
interest should be aroused. Rooms
and schools should be so organized
as to bring about such a sentiment
in favor of good writing that the slow
and indolent will be influenced to put
forth greater efforts. Exhibitions

and writing contests will help in this
matter. Teachers are trying to carry
the burden for all the pupils. The
proper organization of the school will
shift considerable responsibility to
pupils. It will help them to develop
Dower, initiative and will bring far

better results.

Harry Houston, New Haven, Conn.

Abstract of Paper on " Suggested
Course in Commercial Training

for Teachers"

BY ARTHUR J. MEREDITH, DIRECTOR
OF THE COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT,
STATE NORMAL SCHOOL, SALEM,
MASSACHUSETTS.

As so much attention is given in

our day to vocational training and as

the supply of professionally and
technically trained teachers of voca-

tional subjects is so limited, it is nec-

essary to devise some means for pre-

paring such teachers. This is being
done by some of our colleges, normal
schools and private institutions.

A successful commercial teacher

should know something more of life

than the one subject he is teaching

and more of his subject than is con-

tained in the particular text he hap-

pens to be teaching from. A com-
mercial teacher should have the

broadest and most varied education

possible to be procured because he is

ranked with and compared to high

school teachers who are college grad-

uates and have technical as well as

liberal educations.

His professional training should
consist of two clearly defined but not
distinct lines of work, the science of

education and the art of teaching.

The former should include physiol-

ogy with special reference to person-

al and school hygiene, educational
psychology and the psychology of

adolescence; the latter should include

the purpose and principles of educa-
tion, general and special methods of

teaching, school organization, school
management and the history of edu-

cation.

The technical training of a com-
mercial teacher should consist of a

careful study of all the subjects

taught in a well organized high
school commercial department to-

gether with the methods of teaching
these subjects, and as many broad
and cultural subjects as it is possible

to acquire.

The commercial teacher of the fu-

ture will have heavier demands
placed upon him and will be required

to do much more than he has had to

do in the past. With this extra train-

ing will come extra compensation
and extra satisfaction to the faithful

and hard worked commercial teacher
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Abstract of an Address on "New York

as a Laboratory for the Com-
mercial Teacher and the

Commercial Student"

Dr. Clapp, head of the Department of Trade

and Transportation in the New York University

School of Commerce, Accounts and Finance,

addressed the Convention on the subject of

"New York as a Laboratory for the Commercial
Teacher and Commercial Student." He em-
phasized the fact that the various commercial

subjects taught in the universities, such as Cor-

poration, Finance and transportation, are be-

coming real sciences. In the universities they

must be taught as sciences, that is. their princi-

ples must be taught. But at the same time it is

necessary to keep in close touch with business

practice.

Dr. Clapp said that there were two ways to ac-

quire familiarity with the working of the busi-

ness machine. First, it is possible to work in a

factory or an office during the day time and at

night take evening courses at the School of

Commerce. But this is a severe drain upon the

ordinary student and does not leave him time

for study. Also, the business experience that he
gets is likely to be of a very circumscribed sort.

A better way for the student to get familiarity

with the business is to make visits of inspection

at factories, railroad terminals, etc.

Dr. Clapp then described the opportunities

for such laboratory work in commercial science

in New York, as in practice at the New York
University School of Commerce, Accounts and
F'inance.

In the class in Business Organization, various

manufacturing concerns in New York loft build-

ings, and also the more extensive factory lay-

outs in Brooklyn and Jersey are inspected.

The class in Trade views the various technical

operations in handling grain at the Port of New
York, from the time when it arrives by railroad

car to the time when it is delivered by lighter

alongside of the ship which exports it. The
handling of cotton and anthracite coal are sim-
ilarly inspected.

The class in Transportation visits the Jersey
terminal of one of the Jersey roads and inspects

also one of its railroad piers on the West Shore
of Manhattan. Detailed study is given to the
models and plans of the Commissioner of

Docks and Ferries, who wants to transfer these

water-front terminal operations of the railroads

to freight stations which they are to acquire

on the East Side of West Street, and
which they are to reach over an elevated
marginal freight railway constructed by the

city. He calculates that this will set free, for

the use of the crowded steamships, a large num-
ber of railroad piers now utilizid as floating

freight yards.

Finally, Dr. Clapp discussed the plans for a

new course next fall, in "The Business of Gov-
ernment." It is to be a study of the activities of

the City of New York, considered as a public
corporation, just as the business of a private cor-

poration would be studied in detail. In addi-
tion to a minute study of the organization and
operation of the various City Departments, the
course will include visits of inspection to all of
the leading municipal enterprises, especially
those of a commercial nature.

The address was an interesting exposition of

the opportunities offered in New York to the
student or teacher who wishes to pursue a high-
er commercial education and who desires to
combioe with a study of business principles an
insight into the practical workings of business
organizations.
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DEPARTMENT OF TMEORY AND PRACTICE IN

TYPEWRITING
MISS MADELINE KINNAN,

ALBANY, NEW YORK.
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Remington Notes published by The Reming-
ton Co., comes to our desk regularly and is one
of the finest papers of its kind in existence. It

is always chuck full of interesting things and be-
speaks progressive and farsighted methods in

advertising.

TEACHERS of typewriting fre-

quently ask why it is that pupils find

it so difficult to write without strik-

ing wrong keys. There are, I think,

three causes: First, imperfect mem-
orization of the keyboard; second,
bad position and use of the hands;
third writing too rapidly, the last be-

ing the chief cause of inaccuracy.

The pupil should first of all be so

drilled that he can strike any key, in-

cluding those on the figure row, as

instantly and surely as an old opera-
tor can. The fingers should rest on
the position row and never be al-

lowed to spread out or remain on any
keys but the position keys. He
should strike on the tips of the
fingers, and the fingers should not
straighten out or fly up. The first

fingers are the greatest offenders in

this respect. They are inclined to

fly up when another key or the space
bar is struck, and to straighten, thus
turning the hand to the side and ne-
cessitating a continual movement ot

the hand back and forth in order to

reach t and y.

If, however, the keyboard has been
thoroughly memorized and the use of
the hands is good, but the pupil still

cannot write without errors, the
cause is certain to be lack of control,

due to writing too rapidly. How
many times we hear beginning stu-

dents say, "But I can't write slowly."
I often reply, "Well, you are going to

learn to write slowly now, for you
will never write rapidly until you can
write slowly."

It is mental poise, control, sure-
ness, certainty, that brings speed,
and no one will be able to write both
rapidly and accurately without
these essential elements of speed.
Just as we once thocght too much
about speed in shorthand, so now we
think too much about speed in type-

writing. Not that we think too much
of speed, but we think ot speed first

instead of last. We think that by
writing fast, we can write fast and
accurately, when the fact is by writ-

ing slowly and accurately we are able
finally to write fast and accurately.

I teach typewriting to beginners
very much as the piano teacher
teaches the piano, by having the pu-
pil think and strike each key, slowly,

definitely and certainly. I do not al-

low him to practice rapidly any more
than the piano teacher allows her be-

ginning pupils to practice rapidly.

We are all familiar with the slow

thumping of the latter. That is just
the way I have my pupils practice
typewriting for the first six weeks.
What makes typewriting difficult is

the fact that we are not accustomed
to thinking the separate letters of a
word. The whole word has always
been the unit. Now we have to make
the letter the unit, to think each letter

clearly and distinctly, and at the
same time think the location of its

corresponding key. The untrained
mind finds it difficult to do this. It

thinks some of the letters distinctly,

and slurs over the others, and the
servants of the mind . strike the keys
corresponding to the clearly thought
letters correctly and the hazy ones
incorrectly.

I help the pupil to gain this defin-

iteness by dictating to him not words,
but the letters of the words he is writ-

ing. Begin each morning at one end
of the room and go from student to

student, stopping long enough with
each to dictate several lines of the

letters of the words or sentences he
is writing. This dictation is value-
less if not individual, for it should be
suited to the varying needs of each
pupil. Besides, as I watch and dic-

tate to each, whatever fault or diffi-

culty he is laboring under comes to

the surfacf, and I am able to correct

it. I dictate the letters just as slow-

ly, as distinctly, and sharply as I

want them struck, making each letter

and its corresponding key make a

clear, definite, sharp impression on
the mind of the pupil, not

the impression made by fast un-
certain writing. I dictate very
slowly and make him practice

in exactly the same clean cut,

certain way. I do not allow any
rapid, careless, hit-or-miss practic-

ing for speed; nor, in fact, any so-

called speed practice for the first two
months of the usual business school
course. Drilled in this way, the pu-
pil will soon write page after page
easily and very accurately. At the
end of about six weeks, I allow him
to write at the rate that seems
natural to him. There is for each
pupil, if he has been well taught, a

certain easy, unforced rate of speed
at which he can write page after page
practically without errors, and I con-
sider that rate about ten words a
minute slower than he could write if

driven to write as fast as he
possibly could. If in his moder-

( Concluded on page 26.)
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METHODS OF TEACHING

ENGLISH
C. E. BIBCH,

Principal, Haskell InsHrure, Lawrence, Ka

~" 1 3C

Four things of the utmost value to

the one who would learn to use the
language effectively are :

1. To hear good English. Never
miss an opportunity to hear a good
speaker. Make careful mental and
occasionally written notes of particu-

larly apt and striking sentences. No-
tice how a nice discrimination in the

choice of words adds to the beauty of

language.
2. Toj« (read) good English. We

have dwelt at length on the matter of

reading. It is one method that is

open to all. The master minds of the
world have put their best efforts with-
in the reach of all who will learn from
them.

3. There must be a systematic,
definite effort made looking to the
acquisition of avocabulary. It should
be a matter of daily growth— a habit

almost as unconscious, perhaps, as
breathing, a habit that will not per-

mit you to see or hear a new word
without a strong desire to become in-

timately acquainted with it.

4. Drills should be given by the
teacher for the purpose of displacing
incorrect expressions which are hab-
itually used by students and of sub-
stituting therefore others which are

not objectionable. A note-book kept
by the teacher for the purpose of re-

cording some of the typical errors no-
ticed in the oral and written efforts

of class members maybe made the
basis of many valuable drills of this

sort.

It is our purpose in this number to

illustrate, somewhat crudely, a few
of the things which may be found in

almost any well written paragraph
that may be used effectively for prac-
tical language study.
The paragraph chosen is an extract

from an old story entitled "Horse-
Shoe Robinson," written seventy or
eighty years ago. It affords a great
many opportunities for the substitu-
tion of synonyms words and a com-
parative study of their value and ef-

fects.

"Upon him, at the risk of your
lives !

' cried the officer; and, on the

instant, one of the soldiers moved
rapidly toward the farther wall; upon
which the sergeant, apprehending the
seizure of thezceapons, spratig forward
in such a mariner as would have
drought his body immediately before

them,—but a decayed plank in the
floor caught his foot and he fell to his

knee. It was a lucky accident,— tor

the discharge of a pistol, by the officer,

planted a bullet in the log of the cab-
in, which would have been lodged
full in the square breast of the gallant
Horse Shoe, if he had retained his per-
pendicular position. His footing,
however, was recovered almost as
soon as it was lost, and the next mo-
ment found him bravely posted in
front of the firearms, with his own
weapon thrust almost into the face of
the foremost assailant. The hurry,
confusion and peril of the crisis did
not take away his self possession; but
he now found himself unexpectly
thrown into a situation of infinite dif-

ficulty, where all the chances of the
fight were against him."

1. Rewrite the paragraph, using
other words in glace of those italicis-

ed above. If possible choose words
which will be just as appropriate and
which will picture the incident as
vividly as do the words of the author.
In some instances you may find a
slight improvement, but, as a whole,
it is hardly likely to be as vigorous
and forceful as the original. Discuss
critically the exact shades of mean-
ing conveyed by the different words
and expressions used.

2. Rewrite the paragraph in your
own words, changing the style and
wording materially, but retaining all

the essential facts. Can you make
the paragraph tell the story as enter-
tainingly and concisely without using
many of the same words the author
has used?

3. Convey the ideas given below
by the use of different words:
Apprehending the seizure of the

weapons
Brought his body immediately be-

fore them
A decayed plank in the floorcaught

his foot

Planted a bullet in the log of the
cabin
Retained his perpendicular position
His weapon thrust almost into the

face of the foremost assailant
A situation of infinite difficulty

Chances of the fight were against
him

4. Construct an imaginary para-
graph describing one of the follow-

ing:

1. A policeman making a sensa-
tional arrest.

2. An officer changing a retreat in-

to a heroic stand.
3. A man in despair, but making a

determined effort to regain some
coveted position, property or honor.

4. Any critical and trying situa-
tion.

5. Complete the story of the fight

in the original paragraph by supply-
ing from your own imagination the
missing details of its beginning and
conclusion.

6. Go through the original para-
graph and justify each mark of pun-
ctuation, quoting the rule involved.

7. Select all the subjects and pred-
icates in the paragraph.

8. Condense the paragraph into
the smallest possible number of
words you can.
Work of this character will do far

more to develop the ability to use
English skillfully than technical
analysis and parsing. It must not be
assumed that this is a "cranky" no-
tion that a few would-be reformers
are harping on. Herbert Spencer,
one of the greatest authorities known
to modern educational circles, has
this to say regarding the teaching of
language:
'In following the process of nature,

neither individuals nor nations ever
arrive at the science first. A lan-
guage is spoken, and poetry written,
many years before either a grammar
or prosody is even thought of. Men
did not wait till Aristotle had con-
structed his logic, to reason. In
short, as grammar was made after
language, so ought it to be taught
after language: an inference which
all who recognize the relationship be-
tween the evolution of the race and
of the individual, will see to be un-
avoidable."

Practical, constructive, concrete
language teaching accompanied by
and judu iously interwoven with the
few really essential grammatical
principles is surely the ideal way to
teach English. This calls for work
and initiative on the teacher's part
but the interest which will be en-
gendered in both teacher and class
will vastly outweigh any such selfish
consideration.

Portrait of (j. W. Brown and the remodeled
building of Brown's Jacksonville, 111.. Business
College, in which institution he began teaching
forty -live years ago-
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DEPARTMENT OF

BUSINESS LAW
John J. Sullivan, A. M., LL. B.,

225 Land Title Bld§., Philadelphia, Pa.

IX.

A study of business law would be
incomplete without some mention of

the subject of corporations. In the

present article, let us consider for a

moment this increasingly important
topic.

The corporate idea was developed
to a considerable degree by the Ro-
mans and was known to even the

Greeks. The Roman name for a cor-

poration was "collegium." However,
for the application of the corporation
plan of transacting affairs universal-

ly to the business world and for the

enlargement and extension of cor-

porate powers and immunities, we
must look entirely to the last century.

The subject to which in our day Pro-

fessor Seymour Thompson devoted
seven massive volumes, Blackstone
covered in ten pages of his Commen-
taries.

The law of corporations fills a

wider field than possibly any other

branch of the law. Books are written

on corporate management, on pro-

moters' contracts, on municipal cor-

porations, on the regulation of pub-
lic service corporations, on pri-

vate business corporations and
a hundred other subdivisions of

the main topic. Life is too short

to read all the books, written on
the subject of corporations. Why,
then, one may ask, teach a subject to

a man in a business school or to a

student who is not preparing for the

Bar? Surely the time allowed gives

only an opportunity merely to scratch

the surface. True it is that in

schools, even for the study of law,

where this subject is taught, only a

small portion of the law is given to

the pupils, yet this will be found of

vast advantage to the student in his

later business life. The fundamental
principals of the organization and
management of a private business
corporation can be sufficiently mas-
tered in a course of instructions to

business men, at least to enable them
intelligently to follow their lawyers'
advice on corporation matters and or-

dinarily sufficiently to enable them
skillfully to direct a business carried

on in corporate form. These princi-

ples are comparatively simple and
easily understood. It is usually only
when a corporation attempts to water
its stock and engages promoters to

enlist outside capital, or issues fraud-
ulent prospectuses, or gets involved

with creditors, that the concern's of-

ficers get into water too deep for
them.

But for a larger, more patriotic rea-
son a study of the law of corporations
is a benefit to the citizens of our land.
The most serious political problems
of today concern the proper supervi-
sion and control of corporations and
the proper guarding of the invest-
ments of the common people in cor-
porations. To give expression to the
idea of one of America's great jurists,

investments in corporate stock or
bonds ought to be as secure as in-

vestments in land. This is no chim-
erical proposition, for in some for-

eign countries, this ideal has already
been nearly attained. In the days of
Washington and Jefferson, every man
was more or less a student of politics.

Every citizen gave matters concern-
ing government his thought and dis-

cussed them with his neighbors. Con-
sequently our greatest political docu-
ments date from that time. The wid-
er and more searching the investiga-
tion and consideration of a matter,
the more surely will a correct deci-

sion be reached.

The questions of today are far more
complex than those of a century and
more ago and they require deeper
study. Yet as the complexity and
difficulty of the questions increase,
interested and unprejudiced study of
them by the mass of the people seems
to decrease and we witness, on the
part of many, a blind and ungrounded
hatred of corporations as if they were
things essentially evil. As part of
this study and as preliminary to the
wide discussion between man and
man and in the press, so beneficial to

the development of democratic liber-

ties, every man should feel it his duty
to make some study of the law of cor-

porations.

The teacher of this subject must
suit his methods to the age and the
prior education of his pupils. The
writer's book on "American Corpora-
tions" (D. Appleton & Co., New York
City, li>10) was written for young men
of high school or college age, who in-

tend to become business men, and
for those already working in the
ranks of business life, rather than
for lawyers. It aims to give a sketch
of the corporation laws, both statu-

tory and as derived from the de-

cisions of the courts, in all the states

of the union. Most teachers use
some such book as this as an outline

and textbook to be supplemented
with lectures. At the end of each
chapter of American Corporations, a
set of questions has been appended
for use in discussing the subject of

each chapter in class.

On such subjects as corporation
law, it is well to assign work to the
students for outside research, the re-

sults of their study to be read in

class. The writer has found it an ex-
cellent plan in a school in which are
students from many states, to re-
quire each man to look up specifi-
cally the laws of his own state.
Another good plan is to require
ten or fifteen cases on a certain point
in the law of corporations to be read
by a student and written out in con-
densed form. A number of impor-
tant points on which to require the
students to bring in cases or to write
essays may be suggested as follows:
Cumulative voting.
A promoter's right to recover for

his expenses and services.
The validity of ultra vires con-

tracts.
Powers of directors.
A company's liability under con-

tracts made by its promoters.
Expulsion of members from non-

stock corporations.
Conditional subscriptions to stock.
The right of a stockholder to in-

spect his company's books and pa-
pers.
The right to a dividend as between

rival claimants.
The rights and the powers of for-

eign corporations.
The merger of corporate chargers.
Quasi corporations.

Typewriting—Continued from page 24

ately rapid work wrong keys be-

gin to appear, I start dicta-

tion again, until his touch becomes
certain once more; in fact, up to

thirty words a minute—dictate to him
almost daily. I may say here that at

the end of three months a great many
of my pupils average from forty to

fifty words a minute on a ten minute
test.

I want to make it perfectly clear

that wherever I have spoken of dicta-

tion, I mean the dictation of the let-

ters of a word. I should not like to

be misunderstood in this respect, for

I consider ordinary dictation of busi-

ness letters, before pupils can write

accurately and easily at the rate of

forty or fifty words a minute one of

the gravest mistakes. The value of

machine dictation has been greatly

over-rated. I could, if I had permis-
sion to do so, quote in support of this

statement one of the most prominent
teachers of touch writing in the coun-
try. It injures and increases the

faults of the pupil who is not an ac-

curate writer, and the accurate writer

does not need it (save as a prepara-
tion for such work in an office,) for

he can increase his speed better in

other ways. In my judgment, dicta-

tion should be given at the end of the

course only.
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THE SPOKANE CLUB PLAN
ENDORSED.

Since, in the course of my correspondence, I

have received some questions as to the nature of

the service that may he expected of the Rex
Tours, under the management of Mrs. A. K. Ye-
rex, I have taken some pains to inform mvself,

in addition to the assurance of my Chicago
friends who asked me to represent them in the

East and who decided to put the details of our

Spokane trip into experienced hands.

Not long ago, when writing to a teacher about
a Western position, I enclosed a circular of the
proposed trip, and asked, in a footnote to the
letter, why the teacher could not go with the
Club to Spokane, taking in the Yellowstone
Park nn the way. She is a trained nurse as well
as a trained and successful teacher, and she re-

plied:

"I know something of the country. During
the summer of 1909, my sister and I spent three
months in Yellowstone Park as matron and as-

sistant matron of Upper Geyser Basin Camp,
for the "Wylie Way" company. It was a great
and glorious experience. While in the ParK. I

played hostess at Geyser Camp to one of the
"Rex" parties and met Mrs. Yerex. She is a
charming lady, most capable in looking to the
welfare of her guests. I wish you all a happy,
profitable journey." This unsolicited, unex-
pected letter from a very high grade teacher im-
pressed me deeply.

I knew from the "Rex" advertising matter
that President H. B. Brown, of Valparaiso. In-
diana, University, had known something of the
quality of "Rex" service, and so seme time ago
I wrote him for a frank personal comment, since
he has been my close personal friend for more
than twenty years. He immediately replied
that various members of his family had taken
trips under the guidance of Mrs. Yerex, and the
service was always entirely satisfactory.

Major B. B. Ray, paymaster of the I*. S. Army,
with headquarters at Chicago, has taken these
trips, and he writes me, under date of March 18,

saying, "Mrs. Yerex is very reliable, and will

complete her contract to the letter. The Tours
are A 1."

In the course of correspondence I also learned
that Mrs. Yerex four years ago, bad in her per-
sonal charge the Debs Presidential Train, with
which Eugene V. Debs and his party made a
canvass of the entire country. I wrote to Mr.
Stephen M. Reynolds, who, as head of the
Committee having the transportation in charge,
made the arrangement with Mrs. Yerex to look
after the details. He writes me under date of
March 18 saying:

"I can most heartily and sincerely commend
Mrs. Yerex of the Rex Tours. She has had the
widest experience in looking to the wants of
people traveling. She knows the railroad peo-
ple personally [I have confirmed that in my
conversations with New England agents of the
great Western Lines here in Boston;] knows
the hotels; understands the servants; exercises
patience which comes, not from effort,

but from real, genuine kindness; and
therefore she receives the cordial, prompt as-
sistance of railroad people enroute; willing and
cordial service of the servants on the train (im-
portant.) I can say, after a seventy-day contin-
uous trip on the Rex plan, that you can find
nothing superior in the country, and the reasons
are: simple kindness all the time; wide ex-
perience, and thorough knowledge."
Mrs. Yerex's readiness to answer my many

questions frankly and satisfactorily—as well as
the questions of other Eastern people who are
going to Spokane with her—has given me a di-

rectly favorable impression of her. I feel sure
that our Chicago friends who have spent so
much time and effort to effect an organization
and perfect a plan for the maximum of comfort
and pleasure on this trip, at the rraximum ex-
penditure of money, time, and effort—and
especially of safety for ladies unaccompanied
and unaccustomed to travel— will have the grate-
ful appreciation of the many who are arranging
to take advantage of this unique opportunity.

E. E Gaylord.
Beverly, Mass., April 1, 1912.

ARITHMETIC
J. H. M INICK,

Eastman College, Pou&hkeepsie, N. Y.
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BILLING.

He is a poor student indeed who
does not become interested when in a

well tangled class in rapid calcula-

tion; for here he is subject to sur-

prises in being shown work-saving
processes which often make the solv-

ing of a problem not only short but
also easily understood. The subject

of Billing, or Invoicing, may be made
especially interesting to the average
student by recognizing in prices the

fractional parts of a dollar.

In introducing the subject to the
class in rapid calculation, the teacher
should give a simple problem like the
following: Find the cost of 36 yards
of cloth at 33J cents a yard. Nearly
all the pupils may get the correct re-

sult; but if the class is a large one at

least some of the results will be in-

correct. If the work has been done
on paper the teacher may call for the
different results and place them upon
the board. This will give opportun-
ity for asking several pupils how they
solved the problem. The investiga-
tion will show that nearly all the pu-
pils have obtained their result by
actual multiplication. The teacher
should then go to theboard and show
his method:

3 J 36 If the class is fairly

$12 large, there will prob-
ably be a number who will under-
stand the process. Others will not,

so that it will be necessary to explain
that 33* cents is one-third of a dollar.

Hence, the cost will be one-third as
many dollars as there are yards. Or
if one yard costs one-third of a dol-

lar, 3 yards will cost $' ; and 36 yards
will cost as many dollars as 3 is con-
tained in 36, which are $12.

In explaining a problem it is a
good plan to repeat an explanation
for the benefit of backward pupils.

Sometime it will be found a decided
advantage to give two or more differ-

ent explanations to the same prob-
lem. The different explanations will

tend to give the pupils a clearer un-

derstanding of the method of solu-

tion.

The teacher should give other prob-
lems similar to the one just solved,

changing the number of yards but
using the same price until the pupils
have thoroughly mastered their solu-

tion. Then other problems should be
given the pupils with the price

changed, but using only prices which
are aliquot or other convenient parts
of a dollar. The teacher will soon
use a price which will not be recog-
nized as a convenient fractional part
of a dollar. He will then tell the
pupils, and they will readily perform
the operation. This failure to be
able to tell what part of a dollar the
price is, will lead the pupils to see
the importance of studying a list of
common fractional parts of a dollar.

List

50 c=$.! 16sc=$i 2Jc=$V„
25 c=$} 12.ic=$l 3ic=$ 3

"

75 c=U 37*c=$| 4 c=$j's
33Jc=$J 62Jc=$l 5 c=$ a

'

66§c=$i 87Jc=$£ 6Jc=$ I

'

g

20 c=$J 10 c=$i> 6ic=$,'5

40 c=$| 30 c=$,3
„ 7>c^$,',

60 c=$| 70 c=$
I

7
„ 81,0=$^

80 c=$£ 90 c=$» 18|c=$,3g

This list should be placed upon the
board for the pupils to copy and
later to study. As an aid to the stu-

dents in committing it, the teacher
may for a few moments of each reci-

tation at the beginning of the class
exercises, name orally the cents and
have the pupils name quickly the
equivalent aliquot or other fractional
parts of a dollar.

The pupils should now be required
to copy from the board or to take
from dictation, simple problems in

bill form like the following and find

the total cost of each invoice:

U) (4)

40 yds. w $.50 65 yds. «"< $.40

56 " " .25 78 " " .50

60 " " .33i 64 " " .20

80 " " .20 96 " " .12*

(2) (5)

84 yds. C« $.50 87 yds. @ $.66?

70 " " .30 92 " " .50

84 " " .25 48 " " .161

96 " " .33J 75 " " .40

(3) (6)

75 yds. fS $.40 92 yds. ® $.25

64 " " .25 48 " " .12.',

48 " " .661 69 " " .33*

82 " " .50 74 " " .50

Sufficient practice should be given

in billing to enable the class to be-

come skillful and quick in applying
the aliquots in solving the problems.

The teacher may add to the number
of items in the invoices so as to intro-

duce greater variety of prices in each

invoice.

( Concluded on page 29. )
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DEPARTMENT OF

ACCOUNTANCY
P. B. LEISTER, C. P. A.,

CANTON. OrilO.
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DISTRIBUTION OF OVERHEAD
EXPENSES

Overhead expenses include every-
thing above prime cost (direct mater-
ial and labor) not only the operating
expenses but the expenses of the en-
tire business which include the ex-
penses of the manufacturing, selling
and administering of the business as
a whole. This expense is called
"Loading," "Indirect Expense," "On
Cost," "Overheard," "Burden," etc.

Overhead expenses are divided into
two general classes, viz: (a) Manufac-
turing overhead (indirect labor and
supplies) begins where prime cost
ends, and ends at the point of ship-
ment from the factory and includes
all such items as rent, insurance,
taxes, supplies, oil, coal, gas, power,
whether steam, gas or electricity,

janitor services, repairs, deprecia-
tion, cranage, equipment rentals,
royalties, superintendence, yard la-

bor, inward freight and drayage, and
miscellaneous supplies which are not
directly chargeable to any specific
job or contract, (b) General overhead
has nothing whatever to do with man-
ufacturing; it includes all expenses
incurred in conducting the business
from the point where the product has
been completed and ready for ship-
ment.
Overhead is divisible into two other

classes which must be considered :

(a) Expenses necessary to keep the
business in existence and which do
not vary to any considerable extent,
such as rent, insurance, taxes, salar-
ies of general officers, and are the
same whether the business is running
full force or shut down; (b) Expenses
necessary for operating depending
upon the amount of business done,
and which can be eliminated when
the plant is shut down, such as fore-

men, fuel, power, supplies, clerical
assistance, etc.

Before a basis of expense distribu-
tion can be arrived at, it is necessary
to take into consideration the fol-

lowing kinds of expenses : (a) expen-
ses chargeable over a period of time,
such as cleaning rafters, repairing
roof, whitewashing, painting, etc;
(b) expenses chargeable according
to weight or kind of product, such as
cranage—light articles do not need or
use it, while it is absolutely necessary
for heavy articles, again when a small
railway is used for light articles and
the expense of which is not charge-

able against any heavy products; (c(
expense pertaining to the character
of the work—such as foreman of the
planing room, no part of which would
be chargeable to any product which
did not have planer work done upon
it; (d) expenses such as clerksgather-
ing and completing data as to time
orders were started and completed,
time records, finding cost of parts,
operations, time to do work, etc., all

depending upon the nature of the
work to be accomplished; (e) expense
depending upon commercial condi-
tions, such as advertising, office

force, developing new business, etc.

The problem of distribution of over-
head expense is not only the most
difficult but also the most discussed
and unsatisfactory part of cost ac-
counting, principally because it is

unlike labor or material which are di-

rectly chargeable to a particular or-
der or contract, but instead is com-
posed of a large number of elements,
some depending upon whether the
business is running full force, half
force or shut down, while others are
more constant in their nature, from
which it becomes apparent that no
absolute, mathematically correct and
invariably true distribution of over-
head expense can be made, and the
best that can be done is to accept
some method that is fair, and will
serve under allowable limits of error
under ordinary business conditions.

The five methods of expense distri-

bution are as follows : by material,
by percentage on direct labor, by
man hours, by machine rates, and by
production factors.

Material. The usefulness of this
method is confined to plants where
the product is nearly or quite uniform,
as a brick yard, blast furnace, gas
works, or a pipe foundry, but when
the profit is not uniform, the method
only confuses and the results are
misleading and worse than useless.

Percentage on Wages. This is prob-
ably the most generally used, and is

based on the theory that the product
increases in value in proportion to
the cost of labor entering into it, and
the greater the amount of labor in-

volved in the process of manufacture
the greater expense required to su-
pervise the labor and to conduct the
factory. If the output is of a general
class and the machinery and tools
are practically the same, and wages
are fairly uniform, the results will be
fairly accurate, but if there is a great

difference in equipment with small
machines taking little room and
power, and cheaply operated, and
some very large machines requiring a
great deal of room and power, or if

the shop does both heavy and light
work, or if there is both highly paid
and cheap labor employed, this meth-
od is very inaccurate. Another ob-
jection is that it penalizes the high-
priced labor which does not require
so much supervision as cheap labor;
another objection is that at best it is

only an estimate based upon past ex-
perience, which is constantly chang-
ing and should be constantly revised.

The rate to be used in distributing
the burden by this method is found
by dividing the total amount of man-
ufacturing expenses for the period by
the total cost of direct labor for the
same period of time.
Man Hour Plan. This varies from

the preceding method in that the dis-
tribution is made proportionate to
the time worked on each job instead of
the money paid for that time. This
method is objectionable because it

takes no account of the machine ele-

ment. All jobs taking two hours are
burdened the same whether the two
hours' time is on a small drill press
or on the largest planer in the shop.
Machine Hour Method is more ac-

curate than either of those described
because it recognizes the fact that in

manufacturing, the producer is not
an individual but a combination of
the machine or piece of apparatus
including the man or men operating
the machine, the equipment surround-
ing the machine, the space necessary
to install and operate the machine.
The first step is to determine upon an
hourly basis the cost of running each
machine in the shop. This cost in-

cludes rental, lighting and heating of
the space the machine occupies and
surrounding space necessary for its

operation, interest on cost of ma-
chine, repairs, depreciation, power,
cranage, indirect labor, and a just
proportion of superintendance, etc.

These totals are divided by the num-
ber of hours during the time the ma-
chine can be expected to run; the
quotient is the hourly rate of that
machine. Every job coming to the
machine is then charged with the
number of hours or fraction of an
hour it spends on the machine. If all

of the machines are in operation full

time, then the expense would be dis-

tributed. This appears to be a fair

basis, but the trouble is the method
does not provide for the idle time.
Again suppose a small job is done on
a heavy and expensive machine that
might otherwise stood idle. The re-

sult is that the cost is abnormal and
could not be used as an estimate for

similar work. This is what is known
as penalizing a job, and when this

happens, there is some inefficiency in

the balance of the equipment which
should be remedied.
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Productive Factor Method is a devel-

opment of the machine rate method
influenced by a new way of looking at

the whole process of production.

This system demands elaborate pre-

liminary study, but when the produc-
tion centre rates have once been de-

termined, the application thereafter

would be no more difficult than that

of the machine .hour rate which is in

highly satisfactory use. Of all the

expense distribution systems out-

lined, the machine rate probably
combines practical features, and the

nearest reasonable approach to being
mathematically correct. It is not as

scientific as the production factor

method, buc it is much more within

the comprehension of many mana-
gers and within the powers of the

average bookkeeping force.

Full description of the productive
factor system is found in the follow-

ing books : "Expense Burden" and
"Production Factors" by A. Hamil-
ton Church, Engineering Magazine,
New York City.

Arithmatic—Continued from page 27.

After the students have become fa-

miliar with the process, and can
easily apply the more common ali-

quots, exercises should be prepared
to test the class for accuracy and
speed. Invoices should be prepared
containing at least five items. These
should be placed upon the board for

the pupils to find the total, or gross,

cost; or they may be dictated to the

class and after they have all been
taken by the students, they should
be required to find the gross cost of

each invoice. This will afford ex-

cellent opportunity for speed tests in

which the teacher should require
neatness and absolute accuracy.

In this connection, invoices may be
prepared in which a discount of a
certain rate per cent is allowed. The
examples given below will illustrate

what is meant.
Find the net amount of each of the

following invoices, allowing a dis-

count of 10%:

(1) (2)

48 yds @ $.37', 240 yds. d >
$.33'

:

72 " " .25 100 "
' .32

96 " " .16s 80 " ' '

.87J

80 " " .75 150
"

' .663

69 " " .33J 200 " ' .16.;

The subject of Trade Discount may
here be explained to the class at least

so far as one, two, or three discounts
are concerned.
Invoices should also be given in

which the prices are not aliquot or
other convenient tractional parts of a
dollar, for the student should know
that the prices in bills are by no
means always convenient fractional
parts of a dollar. In such cases the
actual multiplication must of course
be made.

DEPARTMENT OF

School Advertising
E. D. SNOW,

MaoleCIty Commercial School. Hornell, H. Y.
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No matter how good a business
school you may maintain, if you neg-

lect the personal equation with
business men, you are handicap-
ping yourself very greatly when it

comes to placing your pupils in posi-

tions. Of course if your school is the

only one in the place where you are

located, you will not notice this so

much, but if have competition, it will

tell heavily against you. If you are

not a natural "mixer" it will pay you
to take a little time off each day and
learn this valuable habit. The clerk

in the store and his employer fully

appreciate the tremendous trade-

puiling value of personality, and
they resort to every legitimate device

to increase that value.

You maybe on speaking terms with

the business men of your city,

and yet not arouse that personal
feeling with such a strong "pull" for

the business school. It is a little

difficult for a business school man to

place himself on chummy terms with

a business man. Some business
men are either a trifle afraid of, or ill

at ease in the presence of a teacher.

They look upon a teacher as com-
posed more or less of dignity, auster-

ity and a violent dislike of frivolity.

Perhaps you can get close to the

business men through some trade as-

sociation, like a Board of Trade or

fraternal organization, or in various

other ways. I have made it a point

ever since I began teaching to spend
some time each day in the presence

of business men. You will find, if

you are a good listener, that they are

not only able but willing to give up a

lot of information on various topics

that will be of value to you, and if

you let them talk to you in this way,
they will feel that they know you and
will feel cemplimented by your ap-

preciation of their advice and experi-

ence. I never hesitate to declare my
ignorance on any subject in the pres-

ence of business men, if I feel that it

will lead them to give us something
that will be of value to me.
The majority of business men like

to tell and hear good stories, and
there is nothing that makes them
quite so happy as to have their stories

appreciated by a good, hearty laugh.

No matter if a business man tells me
a story that went into the "Ark" with
one other, I give him the heartiest

laugh in my possession, thereby

highly appreciating his effort, even if

the story is old.

Every man thinks that his business
presents certain features that de-

mand a certain kind of genius to

handle them, and I never try to com-
bat that idea. Don't get the impres-
sion from what I am saying that I go
to his place of business, crawl on the

floor and let him use me as a door
mat. I give and take jokes, and
when he finds that you are not thin-

skinned and are willing to take as

good as you send, he will vote you a

good fellow, and when he wants as-

sistants in his office he is just natur-

ally going to think'of you.

Parks' Business School new Building, owned
by the proprietor, Mr. W. T. Parks, and to be
used exclusively for school purposes. It is 120
feet long and located near the State capitol.

Mr. Parks is to be congratulated upon his pro-

gress and prosperity.

Krom the press of Denver we also learn that

Mrs. Parks, who has aided Mr. Parks in building

up the school, having been principal of the

shorthand department, recently inherited from a

deceased brother's estate upwards of a quarter

of a million dollars.

Our congratulations are extended to both Mr.

and Mrs. Parks upon both of the above events.

Miss Effie M. Home, who has been at the

head of the Shorthand Department in King's
Business College, Raleigh, N. C, has accepted

a position with Mr. Chas. M. Miller, Miller

Commercial School, New York City.

Mr. Rene Guillard, of San Francisco, one of

the finest penmen in the United States, has re-

cently accepted a position in Chicago with Mr.

F. B. Bellis, of Englewood Business College.

Mr. Walter E. Fairman, of Pennsylvania has

accepted a position with Mr. Samuel J. Wood,
Wood's Business College, New York City.

Miss Nettie O. London, who is now teaching

in the New South College, Beaumont, Tex., has

accepted a position for September in Huron
College, Huron, S. Dakota.
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The Gem City Business College. Quincy, 111.,

publishes a most excellent "College Journal" in

the interest of that institution.

W. A. Cooley, recently with the Muncie, lnd„

Business College, has accepted a position as

manager of Williams' Business College branch

school opened at Waukesha, Wis.

"Evening High School audits Work" is the

title of a most excellent illuminating catalog, il-

lustrative and descriptive of the work done in

the public schools of Toledo, O.. as maintained

by the Board of Education. In it we see illustra-

tions concerning the work in typewriting, short-

hand and penmanship of the commercial de-

partment in charge of F. E. H. Yeager, whose
splendid services are being appreciated and ap-

proved.

The Mueller School of Business, Cincinnati,

Ohio, puts out an excellent catalog and year

book. It is well printed, profusely illustrated

and represents a progressive and growing in-

stitution ; one of the few large private commer-
cial schools in Ohio. Mr. and Mrs. Mueller de-

serve a great deal of credit for the excellent in-

stitution they have evolved.

Attractive advertising literature has been re-

ceived from the following: A. W. Kimpsnn,
Amarillo, Texas; Parsons. Kans., Business Col-

lege; Minneapolis, Minn., Business College;

Seattle, Wash.. Business College: Isaac Pitman

& Sons. New York City; Parks Business Col-

lege. Denver. Colo

Dcziacnc DC
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The Adelphi College, of Brooklyn, N. Y.. an-

nounces a Summer Course in Phonography
and Touch Typewriting to commence on July 8

and continue until August 16 The course in

elementary stenography will consist of a thor-

ough training in the theory of stenography with

the object of preparing the student to undertake

speed dictation. The text-book used will be

"Course in Isaac Pitman Shorthand"
and the rules of the text will be inter-

preted in the light of the general basic

principles of the shorthand. The course in ad-

vanced stenographv will presuppose a knowl-

edge of the theory and will begin dictation at

the rate of about fifty or sixty words per minute.

A good stenographic vocabulary will be acquir-

ed and many of the abbreviating devices and re-

porting practice will be introduced. The type-

writing course will be opened to both element-

ary and advanced students and the instruction

in this subject will aim to give the students a

thorough command of the machine by "touch".

The text used will be Charles E. Smith's Prac-

tical Course in Touch Typewriting."

In the new Centril Commercial and Manual
Training High School, of Newark, N. J.,

"Course in Isaac Pitman Shorthand" has been

adopted, and in the typewriting department,

Charles E. Smith's "Practical Course in Touch
Typewriting." These works are published by

Isaac Pitman & Sons, 2 West 46th Street, New
York City.

K. C. Atticks. for several years at the head of

the commercial work in the Passaic, N. J., high

school, has been chosen to take charge of the

commercial department of the Brookline, Mass.,

high school, one of the best-paying high

school positions outside of Boston.

Miss Virginia Everett is a new Gregg short-

hand teacher in the Piedmont Business College,

Lynchburg, Va.

K. C. Anderson, formerly of Kalamazoo,
Mich., and more recently with the I'tica, N.Y.,

Business Institute, now has a very good position

with Wilson's Modern Business College, Se

attle.

Miss Clarissa Davis, of West Hartford, Conn.,

has been chosen to teach shorthand and related

branches in the Windham High School, Willi-

mantic, Conn., and P. J. Palmer, of Spring-
field, Mass., takes charge of the commer-
cial department in this school, both teachers

taking up their work this spring.

W. H. Sexton, of the Portsmouth, N. H., high
school, has been appointed head of the

commercial work in the Waterbtiry, Conn.,

high school, following J. M. Loring, who goes
to the New York City Schools.

T. J. Prible, Hancock, Mich., is a new teacher

in Heald's Business College, Stockton, Calif.

Miss Hazel Buckey is the new teacher in

charge of the commercial work of the Gilbert-

ville, Mass., high school.

J. A. Ferguson, who has been in charge of

the commercial work of the Mobile, Ala., high

School this year, has bought the Law-ton, Okla.,

Business College.

H. F. Kobey, recently with the Bradford, Pa.,

Business College, is now instructor of account-

ancy and penmanship in the Miller School, New
York City. Mr. Robey is a young man of excel-

lent ability, and we wish him success in the me-
tropolis of the new world.

Mr. Guy McComb. a recent graduate of the

Gem City Business College,' Quincy, 111., ac-

cepted a position as teacher in the commercial
department of the Anglo-Chinese School at

Singapore, in charge of Mr. (). J. Morris, also an

old Gem City graduate. While attending to his

teaching in the school, he expects to devote his

vacation periods to discovering the whereabouts

of a brother, who was through the Spanish-

American War. During three months' furlough

in the Philippines and while traveling in the

Orient letters from him suddenly stopped and
no trace has ever been found of him since. Mr.
McComb therefore hopes during his spare time

to discover the cause of his sudden disappear-

ance.

C. E. Hostetler, principal of the commercial
department of the Wabash, Ind., high school,

will have charge this summer of the penman-
ship, in the Winona, Ind., Normal College.

Mr. Hostetler is a fine young man and a pro-

gressive teacher as well.

The National League of Business Educators

recently elected the following officers :

President, O. A. Hoffman, Milwaukee, Wis.;

1st Vice President, C. C. Gaines, Poughkeepsie,

N. Y.; 2nd Vice President, F. A, Sadler, Balti-

Md.i Secy.-Treas., B. S. Underhill, Rochester,

N. Y.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Mr. O. C. Dorney, Allentown, Pa.; Mr. D. F.

Shumaker, Atlanta, Ga.; Mr. Geo. Oakley, Pat -

erson, N. J.

CABINET MINISTERS

Mr. H. Woodward, Knoxville, Tenn.; Mr. R'

J. Nelson, Cincinnati, O.; Mr. F. L. Shaw'
Portland, Me.; Mr. A.J. Schissler, Norristown'

Pa.; Mr. J. M Hill. Oklahoma City, Okla.; Mr.

Mr. G. A. Macon. Memphis. Tenn.

MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE

Mr. H. G. Mitchell, San Antonia, Tex.; Mr.

G. W. Weatherly, Joplin, Mo.; Mr. A. M. Cas-

sel, Erie, Pa.; Mr. W. E. Anderson, Trinidad,

Colo.

The second meeting of the Quill Club of

Hartford, Conn , was held in the South School,

Feb. 17. The object of this club, as before stat-

ed in The Business Educator is to improve
the methods of teaching penmanship in the pub-

lic schools through discussion of methods and
social contact. An exhibition of the work done
by the pupils of the eighth and ninth grades, as

well as an exhibition of high class engrossing

and color illuminating by expert penmen, was
made.

C. W. Fogarty, formerly with the Drake Col-

lege, Plainfield, N. J., recently purchased an in-

terest in the Brandon-Stevens Institute, Staten

Island. N. Y. He purchased Mr. Brandon's in-

interest in the school and is now associated with

Mr. J. S. Stevens. Mr. Fogarty reports that

their attendance is gaining rapidly. Both Mr.

Fogarty and Mr. Stevens attended the Zanerian
College some years ago, and they state that the
days spent in the Zanerian are happy recollec-

tions now. Of course we hope that the Bran-
don-Stevens Institute will meet with much suc-

cess and we have every reason to believe that it

will.

T. H. Gatlin, penman in the Draughon Col-
lege, Abilene, Texas, reports that their institu-

tion was completely destroyed by fire on March
13th, just three weeks after they had re-opened
with a very tine new equipment. The building
was a new one and the institution occupied the
entire second and third floors. Mr. Gatlin is

showing the proper pluck when he states that

the institution opened again the following Mon-
day in their old quarters, where they will re-

main until the new building is repaired. The
college was only partially covered by insurance.

On Wednesday, March 20th, the large, recent-

ly remodeled country mansion, of Dr. H, M.
Rowe, of the H. M. Rowe Co., Baltimore. Md.,
was destroyed by fire, the origin of the tire be-

ing a mystery, it having started in the roof at

noon time, away apparently from anything
that could possibly start a fire. Fortunately

none of the members of the family were en-

dangered, but nearly all the furniture and con-

tents of the house were consumed, the insur-

ance covering only part of the loss.

Mr. William P. Wright, proprietor of the

Michigan Business College, Detroit, Mich., died

March 25th following an operation for intestinal

trouble, having been seriously ill for about three

weeks. Mr. Wright was born in Maryland and
for a number of years was identified with Drexel
Institute, Temple University, and Catholic Uni-
versity, all of Philadelphia. His entire life had
been devoted to educational work. He was one
of the well-known members of our profession

and had many friends, being a wholesouled,
genial gentleman.
He is survived by his widow, Mrs. Elizabeth

P. Wright, one son, William P. Wright, jr.,

of Philadelphia; and two daughters, Miss Har-

riet B. Wright, of Philadelphia; and Miss May
F.Wright, of Newark, N. J. Both daughters

are connected with educational institutions.

We regret his passing and extend to his fam-

ily our sympathy, with that of thousands of our
readers.

A list of subscriptions has been received form
Miss Elizabeth Kelly, Hutchinson, Kans Miss

Kelly writes a very strong business hand. In

fact, it is the best writing we have received

from a lady penman for some time.

BEWARE!

Zaner & Bloser,

The Business Educator,
Columbus, Ohio.

Gentlemen:—On March 14th a young man
about 25 years of age, tall, clean shaven and of

good appearance called at the office of the Col-

lege saying that he wished to take a business

course. He played the part of a prospective stu-

dent to perfection and claimed that he was con-

sidering another school in the city. He wished

to consult with some friends and would call the

next morning. He did so and after some talk

enrolled with us. He said that he would have to

give a check in payment and I told him this

would be all right. He tendered a check for

8100 signed by S. C. Jackson, payable to the or-

der of H. A. Jackson. He endorsed the check

expecting to receive the difference between the

cost of tuition and stationery. $10.60. In ac-

cordance with our usual custom I told him that

the check would be deposited for collection and

the 810.00 paid him when collected by the bank.

This was the last I saw of "Mr. Jackson." The
check was deposited and came back marked,

"No such account."
He worked the Spencer Business College here

for about 821-00, using the name of "Mr. Long."

He is probably operating in other fields now
and a notice of the affair in your paper may be

of advantage to some of your subscribers.

Yours very truly,

Willard J. Wheeler, President.
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DDE

A Wall Street Brick

"I can't get 'em up,
I can't get 'em up,
I can't get 'em up in the morning.
The corporal's worse than the private,
The sergeant's worse than the corporal,
The lieutenant's worse than the sergeant,
The captain's worst of all."

rang the reveille from the shrill bugles of old

Mount Pleasant Academy, on a bright spring

morning many years ago.

I was pointing out the beauties of the Hudson
to a gentleman, who was visiting his son, a ca-

det at the old institution, and we looked out on
the broad panorama of the rolling river, with the

palisades just ending to westward and beneath
us, down under the hills, the frowning battle-

ments and gray stone walls of Sing Sing prison,

where fifteen hundred men, criminals guilty of

all crimes up to murder, were confined. Fifteen

hundred men! That is as many men as there

are in a New England Village of five thousand
people, for all these men were voters, and al-

most a hundred of them were condemned mur
derers, suffering life imprisonment, or in the

death cells. A large percentage of the gentle-

men who boarded in that secure retreat at the

expense of the State of New York, which fur-

nishes not only food, but clothing of a rather

gaudy type, had secured entrance to that board-

ing house through their efforts to get something
for nothing.

The gentleman said, "Would it be possible to

make a visit to that great prison?" And I said,

"O, yes, that is a very common thing." So we
went down that forenoon to visit the big prison.

The warden received us courteously, and issued

a pass and a warder took us through the im-
mense buildings. An old type prison Sing
Sing five stories in height, horrible little cells

about three feet wide and eight feet long, with

walls four feet thick of solid stone and heavy
iron door. No danger of the dogs biting the in-

mates of those snug retreats. But that's neither

here nor there. I am not going lo give a des-

cription of Sing Sing prison, but we saw it all.

The beautiful chapels. The fine new hospital.

The awful death chamber, with its hideous
chair, and we saw 1200 men come clumping, in

that damnable lock step, from all parts of the

great yard, on whose walls guards with Win-
chesters kept up an endless day and night pa-

trol: saw them enter the great prison mess hall

and in utter silence eat their prison fare of porter

house steak and mushrooms or beans and
"bootleg" whatever it was.

As we came through the office, a slender man
of aristocratic type came in and took his place

at one of the desks, evidently a bookkeeper. He
wore a black alpaca office coat, gold rimmed eye
glasses were perched upon his shapely nose, and
his keen eyes, broad forehead and thin lips

showed intelligence in every feature. Some of-

fice man I thought, but the guide said, "That's
Ferdinand Ward," and it is the story of Ferdi-
nand Ward that I am going to tell you in this

number of The Business Educator, for

Ferdinand Ward was a gold brick seller of the
highest class. It was to no country man, buying
gold bullion of an Indian in a sugar shanty, that

he offered his wares. It was not a crowd of half

crazed Frenchmen, excited to the utmost with
fairy tales of the vast wealth in some new dis-

covered country. But to the brokers of Wall
St., to the financiers of a great city, to the keen-
est brains, to the clearest heads, to the most itch-

ing fingers for gold, was it that Ferdinand Ward
presented his gold brick and found eager pur-
chasers, just as did old Charlie Waite with his

clumsy gold brick and his government assayer,

and his Indian, as did John Law, with his Mis-

sissippi Bubble two hundred years earlier in

"gay Paree."
IN WAR TIMES

I suppose none of my readers, unless it is

some gray old rat of an instructor or a business

college proprietor who may perchance to wan-
der into my section of the magazine, remember
much about the greatest civil war of all the

world's history. The war which spread a mil-

lion graves everywhere throughout the North
and South and East and West and left a vacant

chair at every fireside of the North, almost, and
made desolate the fair and sunny South.
From out the carnage and destruction of that

terrific upheaval, which freed a race and made a

nation one, there emerged one striking figure.

Striking for its very simplicity. Two hundred
thousand men in blue, marched down Pennsyl-
vania avenue, passed the reviewing stand,

where Abraham Lincoln, colassal figure in

American History, watched them as they
marched with dingy clothing and shattered bat-

tle flags, but with gleaming muskets and bayo-
nets and at the head on a black charger rode a

rather short man the leader of the conquering
hosts of the North. Only a few months before

under the apple trees of Appomattox, he had
received General Lee and his staff. Lee, stately

commander of the army of the South. Lee in

faultless full dress, surrendering his sword to the

man, who. by the aid of starvation, had conquer-
ed him. One would have thought that Lee was
the conqueror, not Grant without a speck of

gold lace upon him, unless it might be the plain

shoulder straps of a general.
Grant the immovable. Grant the silent, Grant

with his eternal cigar. Grant with his generous
heart, who refused to take the sword of his con-
quered foe, and whose first act was to issue ra-

tions to the starving confederates and who told

them lo take their horses home to cultivate their

ruined land. Grant emerged, a grand figure of

simplicity and strength from the smoke and
blood and ruin of the great Civil War. and of

course they made him president. The General
was not fit to be president He knew as much
about politics as the agile hippotamus knows
about walking the tight rope, but he went in.

He was a perfectly honest man himself, abso-

lutely. He gathered around him in Washing-
ton, a circle of military friends and if a man was
Grant's friend, he couldn't be convinced that

there was anything wrong about that man un-
less the act came straight from the person sus-

pected. The result was what might have been
expected, the finest collection of grafters that

ever gathered, surrounded Grant, the president,

and in New York, there was a gathering of vul-

tures, which has no parallel in history.

THE GATHERING OF THE VULTURES
Jay Gould, Jim Fisk, Daniel Drew and a host

of others controlled the business of Wall Street.

Army contractors who had become rich by
swindling the government, selling rotten beef,

sick horses, shoddy clothing and brown paper
shoes swarmed to the metropolis. New York
was wide open. It has never been what you
might call a closed town, but in those days of

General Grant, vice flaunted everybody openly
in the face. There was no concealment at all

about it, and speculation of the wildest kind ran

riot everywhere, and in those closing days of

General Grant's Administration, there came to

New York, a slender, aristocratic, quiet young
man, from up the state. I don't know just where
he came from. He was probably a business col-

lege graduate from Albany. Syracuse, Roches-
ter, or somewhere along the line, and he took a

position in a broker's office on Wall Street. A
bright broker's clerk, this young man, who ans-

wered to the name of Ferdinand Ward. His
dress was always immaculate though quiet. His
voice was low and clear and distinct. His man-
ners were charming. He always showed the ut-

most courtesy to young and old, and it is not

strange that he became a decided favorite.

More than that, he showed much shrewdness
in the big game of stock gambling and was soon
a valued assistant in the office which employed
him, and then came the end of General Grant's

administration.
Grant was out of a job. He had given up his

position as General of the United States Army
to become president. First he made a tour in

which he visited the leading countries of Europe
and Asia and was received everywhere with the

highest honors. Grant did not, like the only
living ex-president, undertake to show the Eng-
lish how to run the British Empire, or inform
the new German Emperor how to build up an
army, though he could probably have given the
Emperor "Bill" some good points, for Grant was
"some soldier" himself, and knew the smell of
gunpowder and had listened to the whir of the
minie ball as it sung by his head in the Wilder-
ness and the scream of bursting shells from the
battlements of Vicksburg and Fort Donelson.
He didn't even snub the Pope or lecture the
Khedive, but Grant was a modest man and he
took very quietly and very modestly, the high
honors that were showered upon him and we
were all proud of him over here.

When Li Hung Chang, the great Chinaman,
came over here many years later, the first thing
he did, after he got to New York and reserved
one-half the Waldorf for his suite, was to go up
to Riverside drive and plant a tree by the tomb
of General Grant, as it overlooks the great
North River. Great old fellow, Li Hung Chang.
He was no silent man, and he made the women
of the New York four hundred roll their eyes by
the questions he fired at them. His first was, in-

variably, "How old are you?" After that came,
"Are you married?" If the answer was yes,

—

"How many children have you got?" if she
hadn't any, "Why not?"

Li Hung Chang thought that Grant was the
greatest man in the whole Caucausian race and
in some respects, he was. He ought to have
stayed with the army, for that is where Grant be-
longed. He was first and last a soldier, and in

all time the world has seen few who were fit to

match their swords with the silent man from
Illinois.

They wanted to make old Billy Sherman pres-

ident. Sherman was commander-in-chief of the
army and in his choice Sunday school style he
said, "I don't know a damn about politics. To
Hell with the presidency. The army will do for

me," And he lived very comfortably on his

$17,500 a year as general of the army.

It was the same way with Sheridan—"Little
Phil of the Twenty Miles to Winchester Ride!"
The great cavalryman who showed "Jeb"
Stuart, and Mosbyathing or two in war time.
He, like Sherman, did not know anything about
politics and had sense enough to keep out of it.

And now the trip around the world was over
and Grant was back again without any income
and a splendid collection of gifts, swords, med-
als and the like, given him by admiring rulers

all over the world; and he had a family to look
after.

THE STORY OF GRANT AND WARD

General Grant came back from his triumphal
tour around the world with about 8100,000 in

money. The income of this money was just

enough to keep him and Mrs. Grant at a hotel

in New York, where they had two modest
rooms. Grant didn't even keep a carriage, but

walked or used the street cars. He began look-
ing around for some less expeusive place to live

than the New York hotel, and then in an evil

hour he met Ferdinand Ward. Ward was the
slim young man with the gold eye-glasses and
the refined face and the hypnotic eyes that I told

you about, keeping the books at sing Sing pris-

on. But that was ten years later. Now the firm

of Fish & Ward were private bankers, and
young U. S. Grant, jr., was a member and sup-

posed himself to be worth 8400,000, which he
had made in a very short time from the profits

of the firm. He offered to divide his income
with his father, but the General would not agree

to this, but he did agree, at the suggestion of

Ferdinand Ward, to invest his 8100 000 in the

firm and become a partner. Now that was what
Ward was locking for all the time. General
Grant was the best known man in the world and
his name was worth any amount of money when
it came to passing off a gold brick on the sharp

people Ward had in mind. No countrymen
these, no hayseeds, but the sharpest kind of

Wall Street brokers and New York business

men of ample fortune. The General put in his

8100,000 and he used to go down to the office

every day and smoke one of the endless cigars

and look over the morning paper and then go
back home again. What Grant didn't know
about politics would have filled a good sized

book. What he didn't know about business
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would have filled a library and his sons were
chips of the old block. He had a house in New
York now. A lot of citizens knowing his cir-

cumstances and knowing that he would take no
money, chipped in $100,000 and bought a house
for Mrs. Grant, ft was a modest brown stone

house up around Central Park somewhere and
cost 898,000. But there was a mortgage on it

for 850,000 and the people who held the mort-

gage wouldn't give it up because it was paying
better interest than they could get elsewhere,

and it still had several years to run, so Mrs.

Grant really owned 848,000 worth of house and
she put the other 850,000 into the firm of Grant
& Ward. Nellie (Jrant, now Mrs. Sartoris, had
about 812,000 which she put in, and other

friends of the General put in anywhere from one
thousand to ten thousand on his advice for the

Company was paying prodigious profits, 5 and
10 per cent, a month, was just ordinary everyday
dividends. The General for the first time in his

life could sit down and write a check for any
amount he felt like. You can imagine how good
he felt over that for he had always been a poor
man until he went into the White House where
he saved half his salary, (jrant was a man of

very modest personal habits. The stories of his

excessive drinking were greatly exaggerated as

are such stories of all public men. Most people
nowadays have the idea that Gen. Grant was
drunk half the time during the war period and
all the time after he became president, just as

thev have the idea that Daniel Webster deliver-

ed his great orations when he was so full of

whiskey that he saw double all the time. Some-
body complained to Lincoln once about Grant's

drinking and Old Abe in his dry way said, "1

wish I knew where Gen. Grant gets his whiskey,
I'd send a barrel to several of my other generals."

As a matter of fact Grant was not a hard drinker

in war time, if he had been, he would never

have taken Fort Donelson. Vicksburg and final-

ly Richmond. It is very unlikely that he was an

excessive drinker after he came to Washington,
and he certainly was not in the last days of his

life. The same is true of our great senator, the

god-like Daniel. He of the sunken blazing eyes

and the Jove-like forehead. It was only in the

last years of his life, that, bitterly disappointed

at his failure to be chosen president, and over-

whelmed with the debts of his careless business

ways, that Webster used the bottle far too freely.

THE GOLD BRICK

The firm of Grant and Ward was doing a tre-

mendous business. Any firm that can pay divi-

dends of from 5 to 50 per cent a month will have

no lack of customers, and the very fact that the

head of it was the ex-president of the United
States gave everybody confidence that the firm

was all right, and so the brick was molded and
cast and offered in all sizes from a hundred dol-

lars up to a million to anybody that wanted it.

Ward when questioned as to how he made his

enormous profits invariably replied that it was
through contrcts of such a confidential nature

that he could not offer any explanation, but he
intimated that it was through contracts with the

United States Government, secured by the in-

fluence of Gen. (jrant, the ex-president, that he
made these enormous profits. He had a shrewd
way of going to work, a man by the name of

Eno was president of the Marine National Bank,

and the Marine National Bank handled the busi-

ness of Grant and Ward, through the Clearing

House. Ward would iinil out from the bank the

names of retired business men, who had large

balances to their credit in the bank. Of course

these balances in National Banks, which can be

drawn out at a moment's notice, draw very low
rates of interest 2 or 3 per cent at most.

Then he would approach these retired million-

aires and those hypnotic eyes of his once catching

the other man. he was a goner. An investment
would follow and in thirty days and sometimes
not even a week the man would be astonished

to receive, perhaps, double the amount he had
invested. Very few could resist the temptation
to withdraw their balance from the bank, and
put it into the hands of Grant and Ward. Now
young U. S. Grant in the opinion of his fattier

was a financial genius of the highest type, just

as he thought Fred, his other son. then a

Colonel, in the army, capable of commanding
the whole army of the United States. Grant
loved his children with a passion that did not at

all appear in his rather stolid and emotional

manner. He thought Nellie the mott beautiful
woman in the world, and even "Buck," as young
Jesse was called, was a star of the first magni-
tude in the eyes of his indulgent father. Now
as a matter of fact the two Grant boys, U. S. jr.,

and Buck, were not much better business men
than their father. They were as wax in the dex-
terous hands of the slim young man from up
country, with the gold rimmed eye glasses, and
the quiet tasty dress and the soft low voice, and
the hypnotic eyes.

THE CRASH
Gen. Grant thought he was worth a million,

and one morning he went down to the office as

usual and U. S. ir. met him at the door. "Father
you better go back home the bank's failed and
we are all wiped out." The General took it

calmly. The General took everything calmly,
in battle that was his great tower of strength, the

fact that he took things so calmly. Old Billy

Sherman used to say, "(jrant was the best of the
whole lot of us," you know old Billy was not
very choice of his language, and he added,
"When Grant was fighting he didn't care a
damn what the Rebs were doing, but it always
worried me like Hell." During the Battle of

the Wilderness, that awful seven days' fight, in

front of Richmond, when all the woods of the
Wilderness, as they called that desolate country,
was afire, and men wounded, dying, were lying
all about, some of them roasting to death in the
burning woods, there came a day when the

Rebels with Lee and Jeb Stewart, and all the
rest of those gallant fighters, had beaten back
the blue army of the North and sent them
reeling away from the grey line, back
towards the Potomac. There came the nightfall

and silence brooded over the ghastly field, with

its awful burden of dead, and somebody came to

Gen. Grant's headquarters and wanted to see
him, with a message from President Lincoln,

and the officer was told that the ( leneral was out
in a little clearing, just a short distance from the

tent which marked his headquarters. The man
hastened out there and found the silent General,
commander of the defeated forces, pacing slowly
back and forth in the little clearing and smoking
his eternal cigar. "My God! General," said the
man, the tears running down his face as he
looked over the smoking expanse of scattered

trees with awful heaps of silent Blue and Grey,
spread here and there about the landscape,

"This is awful, isn't it ?" and the answer was:
"Oh, we'll lick them tomorrow." That was
(jrant, no hysterics about Grant, and he took
that blow which wiped out his fortunecomplete-
ly and sent him home a ruined man, with entire

calmness.

THE WORST DEFEAT OF HIS LIFE

Gen. Grant never met defeat, so long as he
commanded the armies of the United States, but

he met defeat of the bitterest and most agoniz-
ing description, that May 1884 when the firm of

Grant and Ward closed its doors. He knew he
was ruined, that his fortune was gone, that his

sons, both of them were bankrupt, that his

daughter, his relatives and his friends had also

lost heavily because of their investments in the

firm, of which he was the nominal head, but of

whose affairs he knew absolutely nothing, and
his sons didn't know any more about it than he
did. Ward, the slim young man with the gold
rimmed eyeglasses, the smooth face, the
soft low voice and the hypnotic eyes which
simply made people take their money out of

their deposit boxes and give it to him, was the,

dens ex machina, the god of the machine,
and Ward was a crook, a regular crook from
Crookville, Crook county. If you don't believe

it see what he did. The bank closed Saturday.
Sunday, Ward went to Gen. Grant, whom he
knew he had already ruined along with his sons
and his family, and told Grant that the Marine
Bank, which had handled their paper, was totter-

ing, and would go down unless it had immedi-
ate relief. He said 8150,000 would save it, if

they could have it on hand when the bank
opened tomorrow, Monday, morning. He said

that if the bank was saved the firm of (Jrant and
Ward would also be saved and able to pay all its

debts, for, he told the General, there was a mil-

lion dollars' worth of good securities in the
vaults of Grant and Ward which would clear

them if the bank didn't go down and cause a

forced sale of these securities at ruinous prices.

He asked the General to appeal to his personal

friends to raise that $150,000 and to do it that
day so they could have it Monday morning to
stop the run at the bank. Gen. (irant was lame,
he had a fall on the ice a month or two before
this time from which he had not recovered, but
he hobbled out that Sunday afternoon went to

William H. Vanderbilt, the multi-millionaire of

the New York Central and asked Mr. Vander-
bilt to loan him 8150,000.
Vanderbilt said, "I never did such a thing in

my life, but 1 will give you my check for 8150,-
000, out of personal regard for you and without
any security," and he did it. Gen. Grant
wouldn't take it that way, he turned over to

Vanderbilt a bill of sale of all the splendid
trophies he had received as the victorious gen-
eral of a conquering army. The gold and dia-

mond hilted swords presented him, the magnifi-
cent uniforms, the splendid medals given by
sovereigns and rulers in his great trip around the
world, and then he went back to Ward with the
money and that crooked cuss took it packed it in

his grip-sack, and skipped the town, and Gen.
(Jrant awoke the next morning to a storm of in-

dignation that he never felt before. It was
shown that the firm of (Jrant and Ward was rot-

ten from core to circumference, and always had
been; there never had been any real business
done. Ward the sinister genius had fooled all

the big fellows; he had simply "robbed Peter to

pay Paul." When a man invested 850.000 and
the next man came along with a hundred thou-
sand dollars, he took enough out of the second
investment to pay the first man a big dividend,
and so it went until the final crash came and
Grant was left with the stigma on his name of

having authorized these statements that the

money was made from army contracts. Here is

a letter that was shown to investors who pro-

posed to go in and who had been told that the

firm had profitable contracts with the United
States Government. This is the letter:

2 Wall Street, Room 6, New York. July 6, 1882.

My dear Mr. P ish:

In relation to the matter of discounts kindly
made by you for account of Grant and Ward I

would say that I think the investments are safe,

and I am willing that Mr. Ward should derive

what profit he can for the firm that the use of my
name and influence may bring.

Yours Very Truly,
U. S. Grant.

This letter was written in answer to one from
James D. Fish, president of the Marine Nation-
al Bank, saying he had negotiated notes for the
benefit of Grant and Ward to the amount of

$200,000.
He said in explanation, "These notes as I un-

derstand it are given for no other purpose than

to raise money for the payment of Graham and
others to till Government contracts." You see

the letter made it appear that Grant said there

were these government contracts, and Grant got
the blame, but Ward explained it afterwards, he
said, "The General used to sign papers I handed
him, without giving them much attention. I

prepared that letter and when 1 passed it over
to him, he barely glanced at it and signed his

name, not knowing for what it was going to be
used."

WRECK AND RUIN
Well the ruin was now real ruin. Not just

the losing of money, but a losing of honor,
which Grant cared a good deal more about than

he did about money. He didn't say much but it

pretty nearly broke his heart. He was left abso-

lutely destitute, about 880 which he happened
to have in his pocket, and $100 that Mrs. Grant
had, was all there was between the family and
starvation. The very checks that he gave gro-

cers, and for other household expenses came
back dishonored, and the enemies whom Grant
had made cried loudly that he was as guilty as

Ward, and the newspapers, especially those of

the opposition, were not at all sparing in their

comments about his connection with the rascal-

ly firm. If it hadn't been for friends, Grant
would have been in actual danger of suffering

for the everyday necessities of life, but a man
up country, whom he had never heard of sent

him a check for a thousand dollars ; told him he
might send his note for it payable in a year with
the privilege of renewing the note as often as he
wanted to; that he didn't believe he was dis-

honest and if he was, he had done so much for

the country that he wanted tc chip in a thousand
dollars. Senor Romero, the Mexican Minister.
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told him that nothing on earth could shake his

faith in Grant's honesty, and insisted on leaving
his check for a thousand dollars. Grant didn't

want to take it, but Romero threw it on the table

and strode out, and the General's immediate
wants were cared for, but it was a long, long
time before the people slopped blaming Grant
for the disastrous failure and rascally actions

of the firm of Grant and Ward. In fact if it

hadn't been for the cancer Grant never would
have recovered the affections of the American
people. In a sense, of course, he was to blame,
he should have realized bow much his name
meant, and he should have realized that his boys
were not the bright and brilliant financial

geniuses he thought them to be. But Grant was
a soldier, not a business man, and he wasn't the

first person by any means, who couldn't see the

faults of his own children ; there are people still

living who have that failing.

UPON THE SHINING HEIGHTS OF HEROISM

The failure of Grant and Ward precipitated

the panic of 1884, which was not of long dura-

tion. A few tottering houses went down in the

crash, some of them as rotten as the firm of

Grant and Ward. Ward was taken, tried, con-
victed and sent to prison for a term of years and
then came the startling announcement that Gen-
eral Grant, hero of our conquering armies, ex-
president of the United States, was dying of an
incurable cancerous growth in the throat, that he
was utterly and absolutely ruined, and that his

family would be left in direst poverty. And
then Grant rose to the utmost heights of hero-
ism. Facing the only conqueror he had ever
met. that grim conqueror who comes to all of us.

He set about writing his own personal memoirs
to provide money for his family after his pro-

tecting hand should have moldered into dust.

The publishing house of C. L. Webster & Co.
had agreed to bring out the book and pay the
largest royalty ever offered to a writer.

The-, whole nation forgot Grant's faults as a

statesman, foigot his blundering as a business
man, and friend and foe alike, union and ex-reb-

el showered upon him expressions of sympathy
which did much to relieve the awful gloom
which as much as the cancer hastened his death.

With grim tenacity as long as his whispered
words could be taken down by his secretary,

(jeneral Badeau, he dictated, in his simple, di-

direct way the story of his life. It ought to be

read by every American. When the surgeons
vainly striving to stop the course of the deadly
vampire that was eating out his life had cut his

poor throat all to pieces and he could no longer

speak, still with a pad and pencil he kept writ-

ing the story of his great achievements. Re-en-
forcing his failing strength with his deathless

devotion to his wife and children for whom he

meant to provide. It was a gallant struggle, not
when storming the walls of Donelson, not on
Vicksburg Heights, not in the Wilderness did

Grant rise to such heights of heroism as in those

last days righting oft the pale specter, Death, to

finish his work. And when the work was done,
when the last faltering words had been written,

he gave up his sword to the only foe that had ever
conquered it. The Grant family received more
than one -half million dollars from the Personal
Memoirs of U. S. Grant. A nation in tears fol-

lowed the funeral car from Mount McGregor to

Norningside Heights where, overlooking the

lordly Hudson and the majestic harbor of the
world's great Metropolis, he lies in silent state

beside his loved wife in the great granite tomb
erected over the simple soldier, one of the
world's greatest and most modest men. This is

perhaps not much of a gold brick story. I have
found that my own young students of the 20th
century knew little about Grant except that he
was a soldier and that he was dead ami so I have
thought it worth while to tell briefly the story,

of the closing years of his life.

THE LESSON TAUGHT

But there is a lesson to all in this story of a

gold brick which fooled wise men as well as the
simple, (jetting something for nothing is a

hazardous occupation. The fool simply loses

his money, but the bright man, who sets out on

that course invariably ends in crime, and crim
brings punishment. The great walls of Sing
Sing prison have long since opened their iron
gates to Ferdinand Ward. He still lives some-
where in obscurity and possibly he hid away
enough of his ill-gotten gains to save him from
want in his old age, but his name will long be
remembered as a symbol of crookedness. The
only way any person gets anything that is

worth getting and keeps it is by honest straight-

forward work along right lines and the trouble
with the other course, the getting something for

nothing, by means that are not straight, is that ii

leaves a path of ruin, destruction and despair for
hundreds of innocent victims to follow with
bleeding feet and empty pockets. There's a

tendercy on the part of too many young people
to rather admire the sharp practice of some of
the apparently successful Get Rich Quick pro-
moters of this "something for nothing" age
in which we live but it is an entirely safe propo-
sition to state that every knave is a fool anil the
bigger the knave, the bigger the fool and the
more disastrous the Crash when it comes.
The prisons, the madhouses, the asylums, the

sanitariums, and the morgues of the world con-
tain a fearful quota of inhabitants who came
there In the attempt either of themselves or of
others to get something for nothing.

CARDS
I will write your
name on 01
for 15 cent
I will give free a pack of
samples and send terms to

agents with each order.

AGENTS WANTED
Dl AMI/ PA DnC I have the very best blankBLANK IsAn UD cards now on the market.
Hand cut. Come in 17 different colors. Sample 100
postpaid. 15c. 1,000 by express, 75c. Card Circular
for red stamp.

COMIC JOKER CARDS ffig
2LiTuT

100 postpaid, 25c Less for more. Ink, GiosBy Black
or Very Best White, 15c, per bottle. 1 Ohlique Pen Hold-
er, 10c. Gillott's No. 1 Fens, 10c. per doz. Le«eOn» tn
Card Writing. Circular for stamp

.

W. A. BODE. Box 176. FAIR HAVEN. PA.
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A splendid example of basic or fundamental penmanship; foundation work; the kind that assures excellence to those who master it. From the pen
of Mr. H. L,. Darner, Blair Business College, Spokane, Wn.
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Miss Jennie Thomas.

WRITING IN THE PRIMARY
GRADES

Good writing in the primary grades is a sub-

ject that requires considerable thought and work,
but it can be attained if worked at persistently.

Good writing does not necessarily mean the
writing that is best in appearance. That kind is

often laboriously done just in the same manner
that a child would try to reproduce a drawing he
had seen. Good writing is done with a free,

easy movement; and the specimens show us

signs of kinks and wabble such as are found in

writing drawn out by the fingers.

The writing period should not exceed twenty
minutes. If the period is longer the children
will lose interest in the work. During the writ-

ing lesson the teacher must be wide-awake to

the movements and work of every child in the
room. Outside of the writing period in the first

and second grades there should be very little, if

any, writing. All the work should be done un-
der the direct supervision of the teacher,
The beginning lessons are more profitable if

given at the board. The chalk should be held
between the palm of the hand and the board:
the child should staDd at arm's length from the

board. Board work is valuable for several rea-

sons. There the child can write only with free
arm movement; it also enables him to get the
form of the letters more readily; the teacher can
see to better advantage the work of all the chil-

dren.
Some time should be spent on exercises which

develop good movement. These exercises put
forth as drills will do little good. They must be
presented in an interesting manner that will ap-
peal to the child. Most drill work should be
clothed in material that will hold the attention
of the child. For example, in developing the
oval and straight lines, the accompanying exer-
cises in addition to the conventional ovals and
straight lines might be used :

There are many other devices and they should
be changed often enough that they will not be-
come tiresome to the child.

In the exercise of the oval, it can be varied so
it will appeal to any child. One day it might
represent a train moving and each child can
count ch, ch, ch, etc. as he writes. Another time it

might be a merry-go-round; or we might march
around the circle, each one writing to the time
of a familiar song. These devices could be used
with other letters.

Drills at the board should be continued after

the children have begun to use paper. Writing
at the seats is more difficult for a time; there we
encounter the difficulties of the position of the

child, the paper and the pencil. Even after the
child has learned the correct position, he has to

be reminded of it frequently.
In the beginning the same exercises can be

used at the seats as were given at the board. I

think it helps materially to have the movement
or forms of letters made in the air before trying

it on the paper. With the left hand placed on
the right shoulder, the child can feel those mus-
cles move and understand more clearly what
you wish him to do. *

Each lesson should be started with some kind
of an exercise that brings in good arm move-
ment. Some previous work should be reviewed,

if possible using some new device; then the

new letters can be developed. As soon as possi-
ble after (he letters have been developed connect
them to form words. It pleases a child very
much when he finds he may write words. After
the developing of a few words, short sentences
can be dictated to the children.

It is surprising to note the amount of work that
can be accomplished by the end of the year.

Miss Jennie Thomas,
Dee School. Second Grade.

SPECIMENS
Mr. P. A. Westrope. a professional penman

of a quarter of a century ago. then locat-
ed in Iowa, is now connected with the Con-
tinental Building and Loan Savings Associa-
tion, Denver, Colo., and still writes a remarkably
good hand for one who has not followed pen-
manship for such a long time. The specimens
recently received from him are further evidence
of the fact that skill once acquired is a long time
dying out and something that can quickly be re-

vived by very little practice.

Mr. J. M. Holmes, of San Diego, Calif., Prin.
of the commercial department of the high
school, writes a good hand in both the business
and ornamental styles. Although he does not
have a great deal of time for practice on the or-

namental he writes remarkably well for the little

attention he gives it. A recent list of subscrip-
tions received from him indicates that he still

retains his old time enthusiasm for penman-
ship in the school room, for Mr. Holmes was al-

ways securing splendid results at the hands of

his pupils.

Mr. O. G. Martz, supervisor of writing in the
Ashtabula O., public schools, recently favored us

with some specimens from his pupils which
show that he is teaching and developing a prac-

tical handwriting by rational methods from the
first to the eighth grade. Mr. Martz is a tine

penman and is a fine fellow and is therefore

rendering excellent service in the schools of

that ctiy.

Writing by second grade pupil of the Dee School, Ogden. Utah. This entire class writes with a freedom and healthfulness and spontaniety that is

a pleasure and inspiration to behold. No cramped fingers and positions on the one hand (as by the copying, copy-book plan), nor straining or over-

tensioningof nerves and muscles on the other hand (where small writing is attempted with the muscular movement), but health and efficiency com-

bined. This is precisely the same kind of writing desired later on in school and life, but not as fine in quality as that which necessarily follows. Size

of form determines largely the quality of effort. Some call this "rapid writing", but we call it, easy, pedagogical, practical and progressive.
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Inspiration and
Information

TtlOS. E. CUPPER, f

(INC. ACCT.)

nnc DC

THE POWER OF SECRETIVENESS

Not everyone, however competent,
as a result of training and natural

aptitude, are destined to occupy con J

spicuous places at large remunera-
tion, for not everyone can be safely

placed in theCONFIDENTIALclass.
Many men and women who would
otherwise develop into good execu-

tives, heads of departments, mana-
gers, etc., stand in their own light

and are denied advancement to such
positions, because the lack of SEC-
RETIVENESS blocades the way.
The power of Secretiveness is a val-

uable requisite—one for which em-
ployers are always willing to pay
well, and the possessor of such an as-

set is sure to find favor in any estab-

lishment.

Your first position may be of minor
importance, perhaps only a tempo-
rary one; however, in this probatory
position many little things said and
done will serve as an indicator to

your future. Give your. employer rea-

son to believe that he can confide in

you, and entrust you with matters of
importance. Take an inventory of
yourself occasionally to determine
where you stand, and whether or not
you are gaining ground. Your time
and efforts belong to your employer,
and you should strive hard to make
them count for something to be cred-
ited to PROFIT account,"
Your daily actions clearly point the

way you are traveling, and a man at

the head of a concern can determine
early in your career the kind of em-
ployee into which you will develop;
therefore you cannot afford to neglect
a move that would have a tendency
to enhance your value in his estima-
tion, whether or not it happens to
come to his immediate attention. It

is a mighty good feeling to know that
the head of the house thinks well of

you—its true worth cannot be mea-
sured in dollars and cents, for you
can depend upon it—that firm is go-
ing to give you a chance to rise;

therefore, whatever you undertake to

do, however trivial it may appear to

be, do it well, for it is a series of lit-

tle things well done that build the
gigantic enterprises.

Just a little patience, push and pluck
While you're toiling at small pay,

Illustrates promotion isn't won by
LUCK—

But in a more substantial way.

A recent photograph of the Bowling Green Business University, Bowling
Green, Ky. This Institution will open its Summer Training School for

Commercial Teachers on July 18th, and continue eight weeks. Some of

the best talent in the Nation has been employed to assist the regular faculty.

Three of the greatest penmen in this country will give instruction.
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By S. (>. Smith, Huntsinger's Business College, Hartford. Conn.

A recent visit to the city of Wilkes-Barre, Pa.,

and inspection of the writing under the super-
vision of Mr. Ashton E. Smith, revealed sub-
stantial progress in the direction of practical

writing. The work being done is evolutionary
rather than revolutionary ; just what might nat-

urally be expected under the superintendency
of Dr. Coughlin, one of the leading educators oj

Pennsylvania, and under the immediate di-

rection of M r. Smith. The teachers are respond-
ing to Mr. Smith's initiative, enthusiasm, com-

mon sense, practical skill, and progressive ped-
agogy.
In the March Business Educator, page 40

of the Professional and page 28 of the Penman-
ship edition, we printed a card design done
with a knife by L W. Hammond, Everett, Wash.,
and by mistake we gave A. W. Dak in credit for

it. We gladly give Mr. Hammond the credit at

this late date, and at the same time we take
pleasure in adding that he is a penman of many
excellent parts— [Editor.]

By Fred S. Heath, Concord, N. II.
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Fred, M. Bacon, whose portrait appears above

was born at Sullivan, Ind„ on the anniversary of

Columbus' landing, Oct. 12, and in the same
year that his adopted state, Colorado, was ad-

mitted to the Union. 1876.

He was educated in the public schools, of

Rushville, 111., from which he entered the Rush-

ville Normal.
After completing the work in that institution

he went to Chicago where for two years he put

to test the writing he had learned in the

Normal. He then moved to Colorado, and has

been teaching in the public schools there for

the past thirteen years, nine and one-half years

having been spent in Grand Junction, the last

three of which as Supervisor of Writing.

Mr. Bacon is doing specially efficient service

in the cause of practical writing in his commun-
ity and state, and he is bound to achieve an en-

viable success.

Personally, he is wholesome, genial, and en-

ergetic; a man who influences and not merely

teaches; who inspires and not merely drills.

WANTED Tlle general public to know
that 1 am located at 406 East

College, Terrell, Texas, purposely to teach Pen-
manship and Bookkeeping. Courses thorough,
rates reasonable. Korfurther information address
me as above, or phone 411.

nns- !Contributions Compris- I!

iiil' Text and I litis

trations on

INSURANCE
POLICY WRITING \

By L. MAI>Al>AS/
These lessons also ap
pear in the Mailara^/

Book J
From II. L. Darner, penman in the Blair Busi-

ness College, Spokane, Wash., we have re-
ceived this year one hundred and seventeen
subscriptions. Mr. Darner reports the school
larger than a year ago, and everything moving
smoothly, with splendid enthusiasm in penman-
ship.

A list of seven subscriptions are hereby ac-
knowledged from H. A. Koush, penman and
commercial teacher in the 23rd St. Y. M. C. A.,
New York City. Mr. Roush writes a good hand
and is an enthusiastic teacher of penmanship.

In Business Writing, Ornamental Writing,
Engrossing Script and Lettering. A sample
of each lor 40c. Circular free.

NO. 7.

Possibly you will like this plate better than
any of the others. More time was spent upon
it. It is lively as awhole. It is squared up care-

fully and the matter is written approximately to
correct size. It is the finished product and you
can pick it to pieces and build it up again—the
more you do it, the better your work will be.
While not perfect by any means, it is commer-
cial work, the kind insurance people pay for.

Get your work as a whole as good when de-
manded, and your boss will smile. Notice the
simplified Tin Thousand—the strength of the
name John V. Harrington—the strength of rul-

ing—the boldness of figures—the general effect.

Pardon my putting my name at the bottom of

all this work. That's my vanity. It is hodge-
podge but at that good practice.

FOREIGN COINS. A fine collection of 6 coins,
all from different countries, mailed to you
for 25c Bargain list with this set or for 2c.
stamp. Michigan Coin Agency, Laurium, Mich.

By C. C. Guyett, Buffalo, N. Y.

v/ V / ®w /
By F. W- Martin, the engrosser. Boston, Mass.
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Up-to-date diploma designs by E. I-. Brown, Kockland. Me,
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Script accompanying Mr. Madarasz's lessons, the entire series of which appear inlThe Madarasz Book.
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ENGROSSING and
ILLUMINATION

11. W. STRICKLAND.
Policy Dept.. Mass.
Mutual Life Ins. Co..
bprln$FieId, Mass.

riticisedbyMr.
! return postage
5 enclosed.

ARTICLE NO. 19

The Coat of Arms should be sketch-
ed with pencil and transferred to pa-
per, preferably water color paper.
The colors are applied next and in

the Coat of Arms presented, gold, sil-

ver and brick red were used, these
being in accordance with original col-

ors selected to adorn this particular
family Coat of Arms.
After applying all colors outline in

black and shading on scrolls may be
added last. Hunt up your family
Coat of Arms if you have one and try
your hand at illuminating it.

"

If
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CLUB CHAT D

H. J. Conkling, penman of the Utica, N. Y.,
Business Institute, favored The Business Kd-
ucator with a list of eighteen subscriptions.
Mr. Conkling's letter and the list of subscrip-
tions were written in a very practical style of
business writing. His wriiing is strong, firm
and unmistakably legible. With the aid of The
Business Educator in his penmanship
classes we predict some unusually good results.

E. T. Reese, the wide awake commercial
teacher in Duff's College, Beaver Falls, Pa.,

favored us with a list of subscriptions. Mr,
Reese is securing splendid results not only in

penmanship but other subjects as well.

(J. C. Kreigbaum, penman in the Cleary Col-
lege, Yypsilanti, Mich., has again favored us
with a good list of subscriptions, twelve of

which are for the Professional Edition. Mr.
Kreigbaum has reached a very high standard in

the execution of practical and ornamental pen-
manship and, judging from the letters we oc-
casionally receive from his pupils, we have every
reason to believe that he has reached as high
a standard as a teacher of penmanship.

W. C. Wollaston, principal of the Port Huron,
Mich., Business University, favored The Busi-
ness Educator with a club of sixty-two sub-
scriptions the latter part of January. This is the
largest single club Mr. Wollaston has ever sent
us, although other clubs of his have been close
to this number. Such a club means that Mr.
Wollaston is having a large attendance. It also
means that he has much confidence in The
Business Educator as an aid in his penman-
ship classes.

a= DCDDCnC =0
A good list of subscriptions has been received

from Arthur Petsinger, Pittsburg, Pa.

One hundred and twenty-two subscriptions
are hereby acknowledged from Mr. C. A. Zark-
er, the efficient, hustling, practical teacher of

penmanship in the Pennsylvania Business Col-
lege, Lancaster, Pa. The number of subscrip-
tions received would indicate most excellent
enthusiasm as well as a large attendance and
consequently a prorpesous school.

M. A. Smythe, teacher of penmanship in the
National Business College, Roanoke, Ya., re-

cently favored us with a list of twenty-two sub-
scriptions.

NOTICE
INVESTIGATION. OBSERVATION, REASON
Prove that the NATIONAL LEAGUE OF BUSI-

NESS EDUCATORS has solved the problem of
improving conditions and standardizing business col-

Information regarding its objects, benefits and
privileges will be given to any business college
proprietor by addressing

O. A. HOFFMAN, PRESIDENT
228 THIRD STREET MILWAUKEE, WIS.
OR O. C. DORNEY. CHAIRMAN, ALLENTOWN, PA.

This is a very faithful portrait of the smiling,
good-natured countenance of H L. Darner,
penman in the Rlair Business College, Spokane,
Wash., whose lessons in business writing are
now appearing in these columns, and whose
lessons in ornamental writing have been ap-
pearing for some time. Mr. Darner is one of
the few really tine all-round penmen in the pen-
manship profession. He has had valuable ex-
perience, teaching in business colleges, and
spent several years in the Zanerian, first as stu-
dent, then as assistant, and then as full-tledged
instructor. Mr. Darner is yet young in years,
the possessor of a very fine wife, and the daddy
of a most promising and robust boy.
Mr. Darner can turn his hand to all phases of

penmanship and engrossing, and can hand out
to a class the maximum in inspiration, practical
information, and skill in penmanship. He is

also quite at home in the commercial subjects.
and is also capable of handling correspondence
effectively. These various accomplishments
make him a valuable man to have about a busi-
ness college and the Blairs are fortunate in hav-
ing him in their employ. We know Darner
well, and we like him because he is on the square.
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By A, W. Kimpson. Amarilla, Tex.
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WHY NOT OET THE BEST?
We receirethe best calls forgood Commercial and Short-
hand Teachers at good salaries. We also have a number
of persons wishing to buy and sell Business Colleges.
Let us help you.

The Inter-State Teachers' Agency, Pendleton, Oregon

The Pratt Teachers* Agency
70 Fifth Avenue. NEW YORK

Recommends college and normal graduates,
specialists, and other teachers to colleges
and schools.
The agency receives many calls for commer-

cial teachers from public and private schools,
and business colleges.

WM. O. PRATT. MANAGER

WANTED
An Associate -A Thorough Business Educator

and Professional Penman
who is tired of working for wages, to identify
himself with me. Business safe, climate de-
lightfyl, environment pleasing, endless "side

'

opportunities. Address, "Ingenuous," care

BUSINESS EDUCATOR
COLUMBUS, O.

WANTPH GOOD COMMERCIAL
*-*• TEACHERS in the

PACIFIC NORTHWEST for NEXT YEAR.
Write us today for Registration Blank.
Free Registration. No Position. No Pay

LINK'S TEACHERS' AGENCY
A. T. LINK. Mgr Boise. Idaho

THE GIBB TEACHERS' AGENCY
175 Westminster Avertue, DETROIT, MICH.

TEACHERS! Do you realize that School Men do
not have time to look you up from among the
masses, point you out and give you a position?
They turn to their Agency when in need of help;
if your name is not on OXTR nominating list
early, it is sure to be your loss. We make a spec-
ialty of commercial teachers.

FOR SALE
More than 2300 addresses of Business
Training Schools in the U. S. The only

"99"o complete" list of its kind for sale
at any price.

MORTON E. DAWSON
1235 Norwood Street Chicago, III.

The DUPLEX
Recommends

Commercial Teachers
Private Secretaries

Accountants
elle : pos pen

Write for appli<

The Duplex Educational Bureau.
Elizabethtown. Pa

Registration Free

WANTFn* Competent teacher of Isaac

Pitman Shorthand for old es-

tablished school in the State of New Jersey,

i 'iie having sufficient knowledge of Gregg
Shorthand to graduate a class preferred.

Address «F," care ISAAC PITMAN
& SONS, 2 West 45th, Street, New York.

/..-ma.Tf^/Erifil'^^

h
It can be done. I euarantee it if you
follow my instructions. Good peni

/
ship isamark of culture and re
ment these days as well as a rj

of individuality and is the su
means of increasing your ear
pow

For free specimens and particu-
telling how others mastered penmanship,THEHAVSAM SCHOOL,
225 B, Hutchinson. Kansas

WE WANT FIFTY YOUNG MEN-
who can write well, for medium priced business college positions, where there is a chance

for promotion. Write us to-day.
CENTRAL TEACHERS' AGENCY. E. C. Rogers. Mgr.. COLUMBVS. OHIO

E. W. STRICKLER, President L. D ANDERSON. Manager

IT WILL PAY YOU TO ENROLL WITH

The William Penn Commercial Teachers' Agency
LANCASTER, PA.

The Agency That's Different

WE HAVE PLACED MANY OTHERS
Enrollment Free

LET US PLACE YOU

The Rapid Progress of The Fisk Teachers Agency
Has been built on FFFICIFNCY x " better investment for commercialnds "ceil UUlll Ull E,rriVjIE,r>V-i I TEACHERS ran be made than to REGIS-
TER AT ONCE. More direct calls are reported to us from High Schools, Normals, Colleges.
Universities than b i :uiy other agency. We need every High tirade Teacher we can get.

LUTHER B. DARMOND, MANAGER COMMERCIAL DEPT.
834 Sieger Building. CHICAGO

Other Offices: Boston, New York, Washington, Denver, Berkely, Los Angeles, Portland.

VACANCIES FOR NEXT FALL IN COLLEGES AND PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

Also many good positions for teachers immediately available. Send
for information stating work desired. Twenty-fourth year.

WE KNOW HOW.
THE CLARK TEACHERS' AGENCY (Inc.)

Chicago, Steinway Hall, B. F. Clark. Pres. Spokane, Wash., Peyton Block.
Lincoln, Neb., First National Bank Building.

OPPORTUNITIES By The HUNDRED
We have excellent positions on file now and every mail brings in

new openings. We need more teachers. Our necessity is your opportunity.

High School and Business College positions our specialities. FREE registration.

CONTINENTAL TEACHERS' AGENCY (Incorporated) BOWLING GREEN, KENTUCKY

THF RIIQH IQ flW I
Good schools are actively seeking teach-inL nUOn ID UN I rrs for next September. YOur success

depends not alone upon your qualifications, but largely in marketing
your ability. .Many prominent commercial teachers gained a lug
measure of their success through us. We rill choice positions every-
where. Confidential service. No advance fee. Write us promptly
saying you are available.

THE SPECIALISTS'
ROBERT A. GRANT. Mgr.

EDUCATIONAL BUREAU
WEBSTER GROVES. ST. LOUIS. MO.

P05ITKM
I . FOB GOOD '<J

COMMERCIAL
TEACHERS

COMMERCIAL PENMEN NEEDED '°

THE INSTRUCTORS' AGENCY. Marion
and High Schools

THE. BREWER TEACHERS'

Good
Hunting

1302 AUDITORIUM BUILDING. CHICAGO

More than a hundred fine openings this morn-
ing, March 30, early though it is. Thirty-five
places in private schools paying from $1200 to
$1800; sixteeen from $1200 up, in colleges and
high schools. Scores of good opportunities for—
well-prepared beginners and those of good

ability but limited experience. The varied experience of the Manager of this
Agency, as teacher, principal, editor, author, text-book salesman, and conven-
tion worker, plus his nation-wide acquaintance and field of operation justify
this Agency's name and its exceptional success for many years in helping
both men and women to climb high up the professional ladder, with con-
sequent financial benefit. No registration fee. No position, no pay.

The National Commercial Teachers' Agency
(A Specialty By A Specialist)

E. E. GAYL0RD, Manager, Prospect Hill, Beverly, Mass.
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t Teachers Wanted!
+

+
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At tins time of the year we are anx-
ious to get in touch with young men
and women who teach the commer-
cial branches with ability and en-
thusiasm, especially young men
teachers of bookkeeping; who arc
capable of developing into man-
agerial positions. !t is a splendid
opportunity for the nerht person and
all you have to do to get in touch
with us is to write direct to the Cen-
tral I Ittice. BROWNS BUSINESS COL-
LEGES. 8th & Pine Sis.. St. Louis. Mo

+

+

+

%+% + % + % + % +%+% +

Carnegie College Home Study

Courses Taught by Mail

High School Domestic Science
grammar School Poultry
Normal Agriculture
Professional i \v\\ Service
Penmanship Engineering
Typewriting: Drawing;
Shorthand English
Bookkeeping: Language
liK» branches i'rinu which to select

Work endorsed by prominent
nhieators. Thou-.an.is of students
enrolled. Tuition only B5.00 per
year to first five students from
each post office Typewriters
ly$'UH» per month. Thie i& your
semi you full information* Shall
r "Special Tuition Scholarship"

CARNEGIE COLLEGE, No. 17 0. St.. ROGERS,

DR. W. H. Ha
rented and sol
opportunity. W

For Sale
ready fo

10,000.

Business College in

Minnesota. Every-

:. No opposition.

11 cheap. Address

J. C. SEVERSEN
ROCHESTER - MINN.

FOR SALE
A wellnraded se ies o f Pe linan hip C its s uitable

for Compendium o 1 -a Hoc k use ; also J lot 1 uctions
accompanying the less f desired. It n akes a

most excellent Tex Hni k in nlair

and should be incl tried with each stude nts' nitfit a

the time of enrollnlent. Wr tod a y. To
morrow may be toe late

FRED BERKMAN
Lincoln Business College LINCOLN NEBB

We can ma kt- i proud penman of yon in a few weeks time
hy our methods of instruction by mall. Send forcirculars
and specimen of beautiful penmanship.

|20>j s Spring St. LOS ANGELES, CAL.

, ( ETERHHL INK

' ENGROSSING INK

WRITE EVERLASTINGLY BLACK
The Eternal Ink ts for gen-
eral writing in plain or fountain
pens (2 oz. bottle by mail 30c.)
The Engrossing Ink is for
special writing, engrossing, etc.

(2 oz. bottle by mail 80c.)

These InbB write black from the pen
point and Rt*y black forever

,
proof to

age. air, sunshine, chemicals and Are

If your dealer does not aupply
thege ink*, tend to

GHAS. M. HIGGIHS & CO., Mfis
,

271 Ninth St Brooivn, N. Y.

AVTOMAXIC SIGN PENS. (Wholesale and Retail.) Over 60 difl'er-•- andStyl.-. in MAKklNi;, SHADING. 1'I.AIN. SPKCIAL and Until. Kit p.-i,,. f,„- all pracllCard Work. Lettering, Et«-. Accurate Lettering is easily >idly do
RELIABLE Auto-

^^^^ inatie Pen* and Inks.
They are the product

iZ==i "f ".. i T II 1 1! T Y
YEARS' experiment-
ing along tliis line,
and conihine the de

ilrable features of the ORIGINAL "J, W. STOKES'' pens and the "FAUST" pens, both of which are
..„

,'!!
v manufactured by us. Our factory is equipped with MODERN MAI HINKKY, which is operated

BILLED MEC HANKS. All goods are inspeeled before leaving the factory. NEW COM I'LETE CATALOG FREE.
THE NEWTON AUTOMATIC SHADING PEN CO. DEPT. F, PONTIAC. MICH.. U. S. A.

iil '«,J l.-M.:.!::! -yMWIB-

QVESTION -Haveyou ever seen a court*
writing that y onsid.i.d

logical and Bcientifl in arraiiLrement, and which
presented a style oi writh it and
general appearance

;

iind where the copies were
alive, inspiring the student to use a rhythmic

•ect form '. Many big schools
feel that thev have found such a course, and a
sample copy of it. w 1 be mailed to your address
for twenty-five cents

Address O. S. ROGER
Accountancy schoo ,. uan Francisco, California.

FOR SALE
I established com-
1 school ; located in

growing manufacturing town in Penna.;
nearby towns from which to rlraw; estab-

lished 11 years; excellent equipment; low
rent. Will sell at invoice price to quick
buyer. Address Penna. School, care Busi-

ness Educator, Columbus, Ohio.

FOR SALE Well establ shed bt siness collece
.ive.crow ngm ifactnrlnec ty,

and cood fan lity, bin 50 lllle nl

Chicago. Fo r l articulars addi ,
" Educato

1036 La Salle A\ enue, Chicaeo 11 ino.s.

Commercial Teachers Wanted

MARYLAND TEACHERS' AGENCY
524 N.Arlington Ave. BALTIMORE. MD.

Teachers' Agency

449 S. 2nd Street

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

Our specialty is furnishing public and private schools with competent teachers of the

commercial branches, shorthand, penmanship, etc. We invite correspondence from
schools in need of first-class teachers, and from teachers who desire connection with

good schools. No Registration Fee.

Union Teachers' Bureau, Inc
ESTABLISHED 1877

Tribune Building, NEW YORK

"Good Teachers for Good
Schools''

ite us right now
1 tell us just what

1 of school work you are looking
-and where—with full particu-

lars as to qualitications.age, salary
We can help you if anyone can—always assuming you can show your-required, etc

self to be worth helping.
To Employer: It isour business to furnish you co ipetent help. Let us know you r needs

Why Come to Rochester to Train for Commercial Teaching ?

BECAUSE The most modern methods are presented by capable and experienced
^^^—^^^i specialists.

BECAUSE The whole range of commercial subjects can be covered in a compact schedule^^—^— from the standpoint of the teacher, in one summer school term, and because
this school is the home of the famous Williams & Rogers commercial texts, so widely used in

commercial courses everywhere.

BECAUSE Rochester is one of the important educational centers of the United States, and_-^^^_ combines the most delightful residential features with the progressive spirit of

a typical, live American City.

BECAUSE The diploma and recommendation of the Rochester Business Institute are sure
'

passports to excellent teaching positions, secured for graduates without charge.

BECAUSE All the courses a student can possibly cover can be taken for the one tuition
————— charge.

Send postal card for the 1012 Summer School bulletin, which gives the particulars.

ROCHESTER BUSINESS INSTITUTE, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

ESTERBROOK'S PENS
" Buy to write with,

CORRECT DH8IGN
Hard to M* op"

UNIFORM TEMPER DURABILITY

15© STYLES

A 1 PROFESSIONAL TBXT WRITERS 453 BUSINESS AND COLLEBK
Pine pointed and elaa- Made in 3 widths and with With fine and extra fine

tic for card writing long point to both left
and right

CSTERBROOK STEEL PEN MFG. CO.
26 JOHN ST., N. V. CITT CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY

MIMUIimLaMIMUJMUaBI.^^
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SPECIMENS
DC Dczinizzic

N. S. Westrope, the land merchant, Norfolk,

Neb., writes exceptionally well with his left

hand. Some cards recently received from him
compare favorably with those received from
many right hand penmen. They are among the

finest we have received from left hand writers.

He states he has never received personal in-

struction from anyone.

Some very good specimens have been re-

ceived from -A. N. Carmine, Mansfield, Ohio.
High School. Mr. Carmine is doing splendid
work. Uuite a number of his students are carry-
ing away Business Educator Certificates.
The present roll of specimens are very good
and shows that his students are striving dili-

gently to master business writing.

Mr. H. J. Ennis, the expert penman, of Port-
land, Ore., favored us with a number of speci-
mens from his pen, such as written cards and
ornamental and business writing. Mr. Ennis is

turning out very fine work. He is able to ex-
ecute a number of different styles very success-
fully. Evidently his work gives the very best
of satisfaction, and we hope he is building up a
large business.

The two progressive educators. E. G. Jones
and A. E. Hughes, of the Cambria Business
College, Johnstown, Pa., recently sent us some
specimens written in a contest between the
shorthand and commercial departments of that

institution. Mr. Hughes has charge of the
shorthand and Mr. Jones, has charge of the

commercial department. The commercial stu-

dents carried off the trophy which was a large

mounted picture of the graduates of 1911. Cer-
tainly much interest is being manifested in pen-
manship in this institution. Out of the speci-

mens submitted thirty-two are up to the Cer-
tificate Standard.

E. C. Bosworth, Rochester, N. Y., sends
specimens showing a great deal of skill in orna-
mental and copper plate styles. They are ex-

ceptionally well executed considering the fact

that he is sixty-three years young.

Some especially fine specimens in writing

have been received from K. M. Elmore, Wayne-
town, Ind., from pupils in the fifth and seventh
grades, of a one-room country school. No bet-

ter work has been received at this office from
any source from fifth and seventh grade pupils.

When it comes to writing a strong, graceful,

up-to-the-minute style of business writing, or

arousing interest and inspiring pupils, Mr. P. E.
Curry. Heald's College. Oakland. Calif., is hard
to outdo.

By R. W. Long, three-fourths Indian,
policy engrosser, John Handcock Mutual
Life Ins. Co., Boston.

By A. W. Kimpson, Amarillo, Texas.

CE^f'^^Ca^
Graceful, skillful script from E. H. McGhee, Trenton. N. J.

By Frank Titman Bloomsburg, Pa., State Normal School
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Designing
D. W. HOFF,

Lawrence, Mass.
Send return postal or

postage for criticisms to

ARTICLE 7.

Origin of the Alphabet.

All existing alphabets had their source in

the hieroglyphic writing of ancient Kgypt. To
evolve our present English alphabet required
600U years— begun by the Egyptians, continued
by the Semites, and perfected by the Greeks.
Isaac Taylor, in "The Alphabet" declares that "it

is possible to deduce the actual outlines of almost
every letter of the modern English alphabet, from
certain Egyptian hieroglyphic pictures in use
long before the Pyramids were built." He also

tells us "There are no less than live great systems
of picture-writing which have been independent-
ly invented." These include the Egyptian, Chi-
nese. Mexican and two others. Two of these
never reached the alphabet stage, of develop-
ment, one of which is the Chinese.
Besides these rive great systems, were several

minor "independently invented systems of pic-

ture-writing of semi-savage tribes, such as the
North American Indians. Laplanders, and Es-
kimos." These were of the most primitive
type, not far in advance of that found recorded
on bones, and on the walls of their stone caves,
by man so primitive that bis only protection
from cold was the long hair that covered his
body, as in the case of other animals. With this

type our histories have made every school boy
familiar where they illustrate the "savage con-
dition of the early writing of the American In-
dians."
As the only history in my library does not

contain this illustration I am compelled to in-

vent an illustration, to show the character of this

first stage in the development of written lan-

guage. See cut 1.

Suppose you, the reader, and our friend. Zaner,
were now living in that primitive state, and you
were to receive the above message on a bit of

birch bark. It clearly states, first that he has
again developed a new crop of facial ornamenta-
tion. It then proceeds to state that he has just

returned from a three days' fishing and
hunting trip. That he killed seven wild geese
the first day—they always tiy in a wedge
formation—that he slept in the open by a
tire the first night, caught three fish and a turtle

the second day, killed a snake, and slept in his

wigwam the second night, killed a deer the
third day, and camped at the mission on the

third night.
As already stated our written language has

come down to us from the ancient Egyptians.
First crude, conventional pictures of objects
stood for words. Gradually these were reduced
to very simple forms and became the symbols
of the elementary sounds. Our present alpha-
bet was evolved in this manner.
A few illustrations, borrowed from I. Taylor's

"The Alphabet" reproduced, below, will suffice

to make the process clear. See cut 2.

The first eight forms show the evolution of

the Roman M.—form 8—which is a direct de-
scendent of the ancient Egyptian hieroglyphic
owl—form 1

.

Forms 2, 3 and 4 are found in the writings of
the Egyptian priests.

Forms 6. 7, and 8 are Greek desrendents from
form 1. Form 8 was adopted by the Romans
and later bv the English.
Form 9 is not included in the Taylor plate. It

i> introduced here to show the source of our
pointed topped script capital M.
The dotted portion shows that it is simply the

printed torm with base oval and final curve
added.
In the process of evolution this in turn has

given away to the round topped type, together
with A,N,C and G now in use. which are
simply the lower case, or small letters enlarged.
Their adoption seems due to their more simple,
or more easily made forms.

But to return to the illustration. Speed de-
manded simpler form. To make form 1 requires
22 moves. Form 2 gives the essential features
of form 1, preserving its general outline, yet re-
quires but 10 moves to record it. Add to it a
curved stroke for the back, others for the beak
and the resemblance is very close.
Form 3 outlines the head and wing. By add-

ing breast and beak strokes to it the owl is still

there. Before doing this, turn it to a horizontal
position, cover the spur, and half of the final
stroke and the M is very plain.

In form 4 only the top and right side of the
head and the wing are outlined. Bv turning it

and covering halt of the wing stroke the M is

plainly seen.
Worn the hieroglyphic picture of the Horned

Egyptian Asp—form 10 werederived, the F, V.
V, U and W. In the F its horns are represented
by the two bars, and its body by the vertical
stroke. The upper part of Y stands for the horns,
and the vertical stroke for the body. Only the
In »nis are preserved in V. I' and W. Originally
the V form was used alternately for the sounds
now represented bv Y and I'. When doubled
however, it was "double V" not double V.
We frequently meet the old classical form of

the L'— with angular base, in the inscriptions on
our most modern public buildings, bronze tab-
lets, monuments, etc., and also in the chapter
headings of books, or magazines. The unin-
formed believe these the result of error, whereas

the designer has simply done as we do, when we
employ the Medieval forms in certain styles of
eng rossing.

"A was originally a picture of an eagle, R of
the mouth. D of the hand, and so on with the
rest."

For G000 years this process of simplifying and
eliminating went on, until finally in the Roman
capital M, only the ears and beak remain, the ears
represented by the two peaks and the beak by the
Y shaped form between.

In summing up we find that from a common
source, the "picturing- writing"—composed of
crude, conventional drawings—two distinct me-
diums for the expression, and recording of ideas
have been developed. The aim of the one was
to perfect and beautify details, that or the other
to simplify forms, to eliminate the nonessential
features, ami to facilitate the more rapid convey-
ance i »f ideas. The fruitage of the'one is found
in the finished drawing, engraving, painting,
sculpturing and etc. That of the other in our
present day simple alphabets.
While it may seem a "pipe dream" today, yet

it is quite probable that within the near future
even these, simple as they are. must give place
to still more abbreviated forms—some universal
system of shorthand—even for the most common-
place uses. The rapid development of the age
already seems to demand a still more ready, rap-
id means of visible expression. -

LAWRENCEOpunni
COMMERCIALUUmUULcan help you

# A #
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In cniiclusii.il let me express the hope that the

above brief history may not only heighten the

reader's respect and appreciation for the printed

forms, but that it will enable him to pro. ceil,

more intelligently and successfully, in their use.

in connection with his commercial designing.
Also, that his knowledge of their history, and of

that of the illustrative features of his design, may
enable him to create more appreciation on the

part of clients, for his own creations.

Origin and Types of Standard Alpha-

bets.

Up to the present time with the exception of

the preceding number, these articles, dealt

chiefly with signature cuts, and script forms.

Incidentally some printed or type forms have
been introduced in the form of business an-

nouncements, on underscores. In Article Six
four of the cuts contain no script forms. It now
seems fitting to turn our attention to these type
forms, which constitute so large a part of the
composition of the newspaper or magazine cut.

As our space is necessarily limited only a few of

the more commonly used standard types will be
discussed, and these only briefly, to the end
that the letterer may avoid embarrassing errors.

MIXING TYPES

The novice is very apt to make an eyesore of

his lettering by mixing the types.

Each line of lettering should be composed of

but one type, and style, of letter -all

Koman, Kgyptian, Gothic, or Medial, as the
case may be. Now one of the first things a be-
ginner must learn, is to distinguish types and
styles.

There may be many styles of the same type,
so don't confound the terms.

To illustrate, we will say a certain letter is

based upon the Roman. Gothic or Old English
TYPE. Its STYLE may be simple, ornate, or ec-

centric. One style may differ from another
only in the character of its ornamentation, or
modification, such as long spurs, short spurs,

or no spurs. The letters may be broad or
narrow, vertical or oblique, etc , and all of one
TYPE.
A few simple definitions will sutlice to pre-

vent the mixing of types. Take for example
the standard forms most commonly employed
for commercial uses—for signs, show cards,

newspaper and magazine cuts, etc.—such as the
Roman, Kgyptian or Gothic anil the Medial.

ROMAN— In the Koman capitals all vertical

strokes are broad—except the first in M and N
and the last in U. The second oblique strokes
of A, N, and M and the first of V, W, X and Y
are also broad. All other strokes, are very nar-

row. See plate on page 87, of "The New Za-
nerian Alphabets." Another rule. Where
broad and narrow vertical and oblique strokes
alternate to form letters remember this: If, in
alphabetic arrangement, the letter precedes O
(except K) its FIRST stroke must be narrow,
while in K, and in those occurring after O, its

first stroke must be BROAD.
The narrow and wide strokes alternate in ex-

actly the same way in the Medial letters as in

the Roman. Hence to fix the above rules clear-

ly in mind, will save the beginner many a seri-

ous error in constructing the letters of these two
alphabets.

Egyptian OR Gothic—One distinctive fea-

ture of this and of the Block letter, is that ALL
strokes are of equal width.
medial—"Midway between the Roman and

Egyptian alphabets comes the Medial; hence
the name. Not as solid as the Egyptian nor as

delicate as the Roman," is the way Mr. Zaner
puts it in his book of alphabets. In the MEDIAL
the strokes corresponding in position with the

WIDE ones in the ROMAN, may be of about the

same width as they. Those corresponding in

position to the narrow ones may be any-
where from T

4 to % as wide as the broad strokes.

One peculiar fact that escapes the attention of

nearly all is, that where spurs are added to

either of the above named alphabets, none
should appear at the bottom of the last
strokte of n. See forms 4, 6 anil 22, cut 8.

Examples of the three above named types are

shown in cut 3. Forms 1 to 4 are Roman.
Among sign writers the first two are known as

"New York Roman" and the third and fourth as

"Boston Roman." The distinction lies in the

relative widths of their narrow strokes. These
are simply trade names.
Form 5 is Medial—standard. Forms 6, 7, and

11 and 16 Medial—spurred.
F'orms 17 to 21 are Egyptian or Gothic—some-

times also called Half block. Such letters as (),

C or S may have beveled corners, such as forms

19 or 27; they may be rounded like form 10;

they may be based upon the circle, like forms

20 and 23; or they may be based upon the

elipse. When based upon the circle or elipse

these letters are styled Round Egyptian.

The H is Egyptian—spurred. Forms 22 and

23 are Full Block. Note that the strokes that

form the spurs are of the same width as of other

strokes of the letter. Also that they extend '
2

their width beyond the main strokes.

F'orms 1 to 16, anil 24 to 29 (excepting 10, 12

and 27) suggest various forms of spurs, that may
be employed for either Egyptian, Medial, or

Roman Block letters. K(.rm9 25 and 2(1 are

whafmighl be styled tccentrlc.

L and K are 3 l 4 inches high. Their strokes
are 3-16 and 5-1C of an inch wide, respectively.
They are outlined with a No. 2*« S. pen.
The length of the original drawing for cut 3 is

26 inches long, a little more than 6 times that of

the cut. You must keep in mind constantly
how your drawing will look when reduced.

LAWRENCE COMMERCIAL SCHOOL

This design furnishes a good example of

Gothic lettering in varying proportions anil

sizes. Legibility and simplicity are its key
notes. Simple as it is, however, the strictest

rules must be observed in its drafting, as to

widths of strokes, letters, words and lines,

spacing, proportion and slant, in order to pre-
serve the continuity of the whole. A spacing T
square is well nigh indispensible for a piece of

this kind. If you have none, write and I will

tell you how you may improvise a good substi-

tute from an ordinary ruler and bit of card-
board.

The drawing is 14 by 314 inches. The strokes
in the letters of "school" are % of an inch wide.
In all other letters they are *

M of an inch.

Quarter circles describes the rounded corners
of ( ). C, S, K, P and U. Half circles fix the in-

ner corners of C, O, S, and R in the words,
"Commercial and School."

(Con/inr/ed o?i next page.)

If there's another business college president who can equal the above, "right off the reel"

(real) we'd like to seethe real stuff in order to put it where thousands can see and appreciate it

and where as many can be inspired by it. It's wonderful, particularly because Mr. Coulter is

conducting a business college successfully, and at the same time doing "top notch" profes-

sional penmanship.
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11 E. L. BROWN, £

P Rockland. Me. :

w Send self-addressed
" postal for criticism,

and stamps for return L
of specimens.
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VOTE OF THANKS.

This is a neat and quite effective piece of
work, and contains many useful ideas in design-
ing.
The words, VOTE OF THANKS, will re-

quire some careful attention and must be care-
fully drawn in pencil, including the scroll work.
Arrange the rest of the design to harmonize

with the heading. Notice the words that are
given special prominence. Ink the principle
lines first then follow with the color work. The
piece may be washed in one tint with red back-
ground for letter "V" and red initials in names

Leo F. Bova and Crescent Beachites. A few
touches of gold will enhance the beauty of the
design. Use a No. 3 pen engrossing text in
body and a No. 5 pen for names at bottom.
Work carefully and omit unnecessary orna-

ments. Aim for clean transparent washes and
see that your lettering is accurately formed and
uniformly spaced.
This specimen of engrossing represents a

medium priced piece of work, although it has
about as much variety of lettering as the most
expensive pieces. Many times the most ex-
pensive engrossing is the simplest in design.
It is a good rule to give your customers what
they want and not what you want them to have,
as some tastes run to the highly ornate and
others to the simplest forms. Find out what
style pleases your customer most and act ac-
cordingly.

Free Normal Course on How to Teach
Business English.

Review of Textbooks, How to Teach Grammar and Get
Results, Class Work in Grammar Correcting Papers,
Letter Writing for Pupils Who Do Not Know Business,
Colloquialisms anil Slant:, Program lor Class in Business
English, Illustrative Criticism of an Actual Letter-by
Sherwin Cody, author of "How to Do Business by Letter,"
"Correct English Drill Book," etc. Sent free to any
teacher of English writing on school letterhead.

SCHOOL OF ENUL1SH
1437 Security Building CHICAGO
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Commercial Designing—Continued
from page 31.

Ruling the staff. The letters occupy a space
just IS by 25 8 inches. Draw 2 lines 2 inches
apart and 18 inches long with a six inch line
half way between. These marks, 1 the tops of
"Lawrence" and "School," 2 of ''•Commercial,"
and 3 of "can help you." Other lines 3-16 of an
inch above lines 2 and 3. 5

8 below 3 mark the
bottoms of the three lines of letters.

REPLIES TO INQUIRIES.

Have only room here for replies to such as
may be of general interest.
Kansas, R. I., Texas, Mo.—the pearls and

jewels are not "stuck on" but painted in water
colors. The pearls in Payne's Grays. The
others—see Feb. Article. Pa.—Yes, I am send-
ing out tracings from the original drawings,
both the signature cut and resolution designs on
application, but these must be returned after
copying, that they may be "passed along to
others."
K. C, 111.—Yes, I have a few duplicate cuts

clipped from magazines, that I send on appli-
cation, gratis.

NOTE. If ' all you people" will mail me
duplicates of good signature cuts from maga-
zines, which you may have I will pass them
along and thank you for them.

~~

G. De Felice, engrosser, N. Y., photo by D.
Beauchamp, Montreal, Can.

W. E. Dennis, engrosser, Brooklyn, N, Y.

Mr. Dennis at work, photo by D. Beauchamp,
engrosser, Montreal, Can.
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"Drills in the Use of Correct English" is the
title of a thirty-two page 4x7 booklet dedicated
to the subject implied in the title by Benj. J.

Campbell and published by the Business
English Publishing Co., Jackson, Mich. This
booklet represents about as much solid meat in

as small a compass as it is possible to find any
where. The price is not given but the cost is

very little and the value considerable.

Laird & Lee's Standard Key to Successful
Dictionary Work, "a booklet of suggestions,"
by E. T. Roe, LL. B., is intended chiefly as an
aid to teachers initiating pupils in the knowl-
edge of how to readily consult a dictionary and
make it serviceable as a text-book of the
English language. But a casual inpection of

the book discloses it to be of a more comprehen-
sive character than its modest title suggests.
Besides giving plain directions for readily con-
sulting the dictionary and for mastering the
pronunciation of words, the booklet contaiDs
concise information on the principal points in
English grammar, covering all the different
parts of speech, and giving specimen drills in

etymology and direction for determining the
true shades of difference in the meaning of syn-
onyms. Laird & Lee, Chicago. Price 10 cents.
Free to schools (in strong fancy paper cover.)

The Russell Sage Foundation, Department of
Child Hygiene, 400 Metropolitan Tower. New
York Ciiy, recently published a splendid contri-
bution to the scientific literature of penmanship,
entitled "A Scale for Measuring' the Quality of
Handwriting of School Children," with chart ac-
companying, being a modification of the Thorn-
dike plan published by Columbia University in
Bulletin about a year ago. There are probably
other things needing more immediate attention
than the comparison of handwritings as aimed
at in this method, but this will help to make

comparison more scientific than it has been in

the past and, therefore, we commend it to the
thoughtful consideration of all teachers of writ-

ing and to the school people generally.

"The Right Way to Figure Profits" with the
compliments of Burrough's Adding Machine
Co., Detroit Mich., contains enough modern
facts concerning the figuring of profits to justify,

the reading by anyone interested in the teaching
of commercial subjects. Distributed free for the
asking.

Advertising literature has been received from
the following : Davis-Wagner Business Col-
lege, Norfolk, Va.; The Elmira, N. Y., School;
Georgia Normal College, Douglas, Ga., Albert
S. Osborn. New York City, N. Y,

High school, and it is needless to say he is do-
ing the work in a manner complimentary to all

concerned. He is succeeding in transforming
the hand writing of the average High School
boy and girl to a genuine business hand, the
kind that business colleges have heretofore been
turning out, and better than many of them have
been doing.
Mr. Spanabel was born in Leetonia, Ohio.

He received his early common school educa-
tion in Mahoning County, completing his High
school education at East Palestine, Ohio. He
then entered college, and later on attended the
Zanerian. After this he was connected with a
couple of commercial schools located at St.
Louis, Mo., and Paris, Texas, which positions
gave him splendid opportunity to test his pow-
ers and gain experience, and for the past two
years he has been doing the work as above
stated in the Wheeling, High school.
Mr. Spanabel is a young man of fine person-

ality, a tireless worker, as well as a penman of
considerable ability. His blackboard writing is

especially fine. He is a relative of Mr. H. B.
Lehman, the well-known penman of St. Louis,
Mo., from whose inspiration and instruction he
received his start in penmanship.
Mr. Spanabel is gradually working upward

and onward. He is happily married and the
father of a bright promising boy.

E. E. Spanabel. whose portrait appears above,
teaches penmanship and two or three other
commercial subjects in the Wheeling, W. Va.

"The Eastern Penman," March KU2, Vol.1,
No. 1, published monthly by B. H.Spencer,
Paterson. N. J., is the title of a new claimant to
public patronage in the penmanship journal
line. We wish the newcomer success and sin-
cerely hope it will not find the sledding
as hard as The Business Educator did
during its first ten years of existence. The
Penman is well-gotten up and its edi-
torial columns are permeated with a whole-
some desire to be of service in the cause
of good writing. Surely there is no danger of
getting too many people to write too well, and
we therefore wish the Eastern Penman all the
success it deserves. So here, Bfo. Spencer, are
our best wishes and hearty congratulations.

Choose an Author as You Choose a Friend

There is an Italian proverb which says:— There is no worse robber than a bad book." While
no school-books are absolutely vicious, there are many that rob both teacher and pupil of much
valuable time. To do "the greatest good to the greatest number " is a good motto. To do this

greatest good in the shortest time is a further advance toward perfection. To accomplish all this

with the least expenditure of nerve and effort is to make a text-book to that extent an automatic

teacher ; not automatic in the sense of relieving the student of the necessity of thinking—that

would be mechanical—but just the reverse. The right train of thought, started at the right point

and guided in the right direction will reach the right conclusion by the most direct course, and with

the least resistance. These principles are of universal application, to mind as well as matter.

The text-books used a generation ago are as unfit for the needs of the present as the machinery
of those times would be unfit for present-day requirements. Many such books are still published

by old, reliable houses, but as Pope says, " To buy books only because they were published by ah
eminent printer is much as if a man should buy clothes that did not fit him, only because made by
some famous tailor."

We have a full line of Commercial Text Books prepared just right for your use now! We pay
the freight. Send for samples and "look into them."

the practical text book company
Euclid Avenue and Eighteenth Street Cleveland, Ohio
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Your name will be elegantly
i a card it you enclose stamp,

F. W. TAMBLYN. 406 Meyer Bldg.. Kansas Cit». Mo.

U/DITTFN f tBIK 15cdoz. Set of ornamental
WnlllCN liAKUO or business capitals 25c.

Six assorted samples 10c. Letterheads. Designs.
Book Plates and Diploma Work at moderate
prices.

AGENTS WANTED EE&*aS?
,

fc?S
stamp. Beautiful circular worth 35c for its spec-
imens, sent for 10c.

A. L. HICKMAN. Penmanship Supervisor

1 20 W. Prescotl Ave. Salina. Kansas

YOU

WILL

W NT TO

KNOW

more about n .

Penmanship" for teachers and home students.

Illustrated circular free.

J. A. STRYKER
Penman State Normal and Supervisor Penman

ship City Schools.
Addr.ss 423 W. 27th St . KEARNEY. NEB

iil course 'Mode

I TEACH PENMANSHIP BY MAIL
The art of penmanship is not an inherited quality

as some people imacine. I have carefully arranged
a complete course in BUSINESS WRITING for

home, study. Would you be willing to (jive me a

little of your spare time if you were sure I could de-

velop you into a cood penman? When you write

for circular and full particulars recardinK this

course you micht enclose a specimen of your pen-

manship with return postage and I will criticise it

without charee. C. C. QUYETT, 208 Ladner
Avenue, Buffalo, N. Y.

ENGROSSING PRINTS. I have had en-

graved six of

my most elaborately engrossed Resolutions

and Memorials, prints of which (6x9
inches) I am pleased to offer postpaid for

25 cents.

P. W. COSTELLO. Scranton, Pfc..

•
Penmen's Supplies-!-

500-3ply Wed. Cards, 75c. 500 Colored, 70c
100-12ply Cards for knife Carving, 35c
100 Hot Air Cards, 25c. 100 Bird Cards 25c
12 Pen Flourished Post Cards, assorted, 15c
Penmen's Souvenir *i Card Writing (36 p) 35c
1 lb. Special ruled paper for Script Writing, 45c.
1 Hand turned oblique penholder, prof style 35c.
One 2 oz. bottle Card Writer's Favorite Ink, 25c.
The above Articles Sent Prepaid by Mail.

46 page Manual for Card Writers 2c
W. McBee. 19 Snyder St., N. S. Pittsburgh, Pa.

i4roer/ca to receive instruction in penmanship
by mail is in the Courtney's School of Penman-
ship. A rapid, tireless, business hand taught in

a short time at a small cost. Illustrated Journal
free - FRANCIS B. COURTNEY. Cedar Rapids, la.

Saco. Maine, Feb. 28, 1912.
Zaner & Bloser,

Columbus, Ohio.
Dear Sirs:— I am sending yon card design under separate cover. The five names 1 have written

are all Maine born, except Mr. Shaylor, who was one of Mr, Spencer, Sr's pupils, and came to Maine
in the late sixties. He taught at Gray's Business College in Portland for many years. I followed

him for five years, and Mr. Martin got his start and early inspiration there while I was instructor.

Mr. Kowe also taught there, and is now supervisor in the Portland public schools. Mr. Hooper is

now Mr. Gray's present instructor.

Thanking you for your kindness, I am Sincerely yours,
A. R. Merrill.

UMtme
'eark MMrossef
^solution* "aaYw.Mftnwn,
piflominllrajT- xJLTmn.nML.

Icl

SOMETHING NEW
EARLES BOOKKEEPING REFERENCE

1000 test questions and answers— a wonderful help
in learnins and teaching bookkeepinR. If yon are a
student B et it to save time and worry. If yon are a
teacher set it to save labor and assist backward
students to success. Mail your order now. Your
money refunded if you are not satisfied. PRICE
$1.00 POSTPAID. W. H. EARLES. Lansing, Mich.

iploiuii^fclillrate;

m

For All Kinds of Schools

Best Quality—Any Quantity—Lowest

Cost—Prompt Delivery

—

Our New Catalog Tells a Diploma Yarn

Which Will Interest You

Illuminated Diplomas, Penmanship Certificates,

Rewards of Merit, Rolls of Honor, Special Designs

for Business Colleges, etc., etc., furnished in any

(juantity— In fact, we carry in stock or can supply

on short notice anything in the line of Diplomas

and Certificates.

Send for full-sized samples

HOWARD <a BROWN
Designers Engrossers

ROCKLAND, MAINE

i.jii.iiii.ijji.i.i.i.i.LUjjiiijjii'jiiiu.i.i«ij.iiii.ii..uiiii.i.iiiuii,ii.<ini,ii»miimii«
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REPRODUCED FROM
PENMANSHIPanp

Terry Eihg.C?
DESIGNERS -ILLVSTRHTORS

ENGRZIVERS
@lumbus, Ohio

ZANERIAN WRITING PAPERS
In writing papers we are able to give the greatest possible value for

the money. In fact, we know of no other firm in the United States that
sells equal grades of paper at figures as low as we quote. All of our
papers are put up in half-ream packages of 240 sheets each—two pack-
ages to the ream— for convenience in handling. Of course, the cheapest
way to purchase paper is to make up a fair-sized order and have it sent
by freights Wherever you buy your paper, do not buy the grades that
are too cheap to be good. It is not economy to buy such papers, since
they discourage good penmanship.

ned below will beA sample sheet of each of the six grades mentii
mailed for 6 cents in stamps.

Remit cash with all orders. We pay postage on the small quantities

mentioned to go by mail, and purchaser pays carriage charges on larger

quantities which go by express or freight.

Nearly all of our papers can be supplied unruled, if desired, at same
prices quoted on ruled papers.

MEDIUM GRADE PRACTICE PAPER is a white wove paper, weigh
ing 6 lb. to the ream of 480 sheets. Sheets are 8 x 10' - inches, ruling faint
and wide (

l
2 inch) on both sides. Narrow ruling (% inch) can also be

furnished if desired.

This is a good paper for general penmanship practice work, corres-
pondence use, etc., and is really one of the best bargains in writing
papers we have ever been able to offer.

100 sheet by mail postpaid 65c
1 package of 240 sheets {% ream) by express or freight 57c
2 to 10 packages ...

" " 50c a package
llto20 " " '* 46c
21ormore'" '" ".' 42c

EXTRA FINE 5 LB. PAPER weighs 5 lb. to the ream of 480 sheets,
and is exactly the same in stock, size and finish as the 6 lb. mentioned
hereafter, but weighs one lb. less to the ream. It is suited for fine pen-
manship, correspondence, etc. There is no better white wove 5 lb. paper
made. Wide or narrow ruling can be furnished, same as the other weights.

100 sheets by mail postpaid _ 60c
1 package of 240 sheets {% ream) by express or freight 70c
2 to 10 packages .

" " 60c a package
llto20 " " " 55c
21ormore' t " " 53c

EXTRA FINE 6 LB. PAPER weighs 6 lbs. to the ream of 480 sheets,
and is exactly the same in stock, size and finish as the 7 lb. mentioned,
but one lb. per ream lighter in weight. It can be furnished in faint wide
ruling (' o inch) or narrow ruling (% inch). Especially suited for orna-
mental penmanship, letter heads, etc.

100 sheets by mail postpaid --- 65c
1 package of 240 sheets {% ream) by express or freight 80c
2 to 10 packages " " 70c a package
11 to 20 " " " 65c
21 or more " ---

*' " 63c "

EXTRA FINE 7 LB. PAPER weights 7 lb
d is one of the finest white wove papers mad
le (S inch) on both sides. Sheets are 8 x10V
inch) can also be furnished. Especially su
inship, fine letter heads, etc.

to the ream of 480 sheets,
;. The ruling is faint and
. inches. Narrow ruling
ted for ornamental pen_

50 sheets by mail postpaid 66c
1 package of 240 sheets {% ream) by express or freight 85c
2 to 10 packages.. " " 75c a package
31 to 20 " -.

" " 70c
21 or more " " "

- 68c

EXTRA FINE 6% LB- PAPER is a white wove wedding stock,
weighing 8% lb. to the ream of 480 sheets, and for fine penmanship use is

as fine as a pen ever touched. It is especially suited to preparing script
for photo-engrading and for fine, ornamental writing, penmanship
specimen work, etc. Sheets are 8 x 1054 inches, and ruling is faint and
wide (

5
h inch) on both sides.

50 sheets by mail postpaid .70

1 package of 240 sheets (% ream) by express or freight $1.40

2 to 5 packages or more " " fl.25 a package

EXTRA FINE AZURE (BLUE) PAPER is an azure wove paper,
weighing 6 lb to the ream of 480 sheet. Sheets are 8 x 10*2 inches, and
ruling is faint and wide on both sides. It is a delight to use this beauti-
ful paper. Persons who have weak eyes find this paper best to use. We
can furnish envelopes that exactly match this paper in quality and color.

100 sheets by mail postpaid ..65c
1 package of 240 iheets {% ream) by express or freight 70c
2 to 10 packages " " 60c a package
31to20 " " " 55c
21 or more *' " " 53c

Address, ZANER ®l BLOSER COMPANY. Columbus, Ohio
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ROWE'S BOOKKEEPING AND ACCOUNTANCY" S

gives every school that adopts it a big advantage over competitors, for the simple

reason that it has put the subject of bookkeeping on a higher plane of excellence and

efficiency, as well as practicability, than ever before. Any professional accountant's en-

dorsement may be had for the asking. "Bookkeeping and Accountancy" not only pro-

vides a thorough training for bookkeeping and office work, but it lays a thorough found-

ation for those who wish to advance into the subject of accountancy as a profession. It

permits any school using it to offer inducements to prospective students never enjoyed

before. Write us for detailed information.

DO NOT FORGET OUR OTHER COMMERCIAL TEXTS.

Our list is complete and is made up of books of the very best quality. This house is

now, as it has been since its organization, the leader in producing the best books, in

subject matter and method. For instance:

"COST ACCOUNTANCY FOR MANUFACTURING"
is so far in advance of anything else on the market that it is incomparable.

1 ~7fc& /-{yri/./T^usz/So.

II It

FORMERLY
SADLER-ROWE COMPANY

31 !C

BALTIMORE, MD.

Z3CZ31 IC31 IC3CZ3C

1. Lyons' Bookkeeping,

NewComplete Accountant

Or Modern Accountant,
Revised

2. Wholesale Accounting

Select one of these texts for your beginning text next year. All are thorough in treatment of

principles and clear and explicit in style. Any one of them will give the student an excellent

preparation for the individual business practice sets which follow in the course. The New
Complete Accountant teaches journalizing at the start. Modern Accountant develops journal-

izing and account study side by side. Lyons' bookkeeping is partly on the practice plan.

This fascinating and life-like set is constructed upon the individual business practice plan.

It is a very thorough but not difficult set. It adheres strictly to the customs and usages of

business, and thus teaches not only bookkeeping but business as well.

This is also upon the practice plan— It is a little more advanced as to principles taught than

3 Mercantile ACCOUntinQ Wholesale Accounting, a little more elaborate as to its bookkeeping features, and involves
" " computations slightly more difficult.

This set does not use all the business papers, as the student is at this point presumed to

4- Mfldprn ComOratJOn ^ e fam >l'ar with the ordinary papers used in business transactions. It makes use of those
' "

papers which are peculiar to corporation accounting, and to the "voucher system" of accounts

ACCOUntinQ payable which is exemplified in the set. It emphasizes those features which have to do with

the subject of which it treats, and is not a set on corporation accounting in name only.

YOUR classes are now ready for one of the ad-
vance sets, and these can be used following any
good beginning text. Try them, and next year

you will want our complete course.

CHICAGO
623 S. Wabash Ave. LYONS <& CARNAHAN

Successor* to J. A. Lj one dt Co.

1CZ

NEW YORK
1133 Broadway

K1CDC T " t ir 3C
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Miss Remington Says;

The more
typewriters in

use, the more
opportunities for

the typist. That is as clear,

as daylight.

Therefore, when you consider that

over Three-Quarters of a Million Remington

Typewriters are in use today, more than any other

make and more than many others combined, it is easy to see how
the opportunities of the Remington typist surpass those of any and all

others.

And this is not all. Twenty-nine per cent, more Remington Type-
writers were sold during the past year than in any previous year

in Remington history. This means that the field for the Remington
typist is not only great, but growing—it is growing today faster

than ever before. i

For these reasons, students who are alive to their own
best interests will attend the schools where they are

taught the skilled use of the Remington.

/

"

/

Remington Typewriter Company
(Incorporated)

» New York and Everywhere

iiiii iiiii..
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Touch Typewriting Made Easy

NEW AND ORIGINAL METHOD

Are you entirely satisfied with the results obtained in

your Typewriting Department?

Why not make your department a genuine touch
department ?

Scientific Touch Typewriting

will do this for you.

BLISS SYSTEM OF BOOKKEEPING
All transactions are performed with actual business

offices, where the student gets an actual training and
experience. Business men todav demand the finished

and experienced accountant. the BLISS SYSTEM
affords the office experience.

The Folder System is designed especially for small
classes, night schools, etc.

NATIONAL DICTATION BOOK
with Shorthand Notes

Do not place your order for Dictation Books until you
have examined the National.

The F. H. Bliss Publishing Co.,

SAGINAW, MICHIGAN.

IF
YOU WANT TO GET THE VERY BEST RESULTS

SHORTHAND
Investigate Barnes' Brief Course
An up-to-date text embodying many new ideas

Complete words and sentences are given on the

very first page.

Speed factors and actual speed training are given in

the first lesson.

A dictation course of business letters begins in the

second lesson.

Only permanent outlines are taught—no words are

given one way at the beginning and a different way
later on.

Technicalities and difficulties are so simplified that

they are readily understood.

Teachers report "better stenographers and

in less time."

Published in both the BENN PITMAN and the GRAHAM systems

SPECIAL OFFER : A paper-bound copy of Brief Course will

he sent free of charge to any shorthand teacher who desires to

become familiar with this unusual method of teaching shorthand.

Specify which sy-tem is desired—the BENN PITMAN or GRAHAM
and please grive name of school.

THE ARTHUR J. BARNES PUBLISHING CO.

2201 LOCUST STREET ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI

A NEW BOOKKEEPING COURSE
20tH Century Bookkeeping

and Accounting
We take pleasure in announcing this course to the school proprietors and commercial teachers of

the United States. As to what they will think of it, we are not prepared to say, but we are prepared

to explain why we think it is the best course that has ever been published.

Our "20th Century Bookkeeping and Office Practice" has made good, and this course is

going to prove even more popular—because it is better.

TO OUR CUSTOMERS : We take this occasion to thank you for the business given us and

as evidence of our appreciation have spent more than ten thousand dollars to give you something

better.

TO OTHERS : If you are not satisfied with the bookkeeping system in use and want the best,

investigate this new course.

SovitH - Western Publishing Company
Cincinnati. Ohio

irff l!?;ffff,rt:j.i'
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Accountancy
Thorough Correspondence Instruction

The Bennett Accountancy Institute

is recognized as the leader in higher
commercial instruction

-SUBJECTS TAUdHT-

Accounting and Auditing, Factory Cost
Accounting, Corporation Accounting
and Finance, Business Law, Ad-

vanced Bookkeeping, and
Accounting Systems

These courses prepare for high grade
office and factory accounting positions,

for expert accounting practice, and for

C. P. A. examinations in any State.

Reasonable rates. Satisfaction assured
to all patrons.

Send for New Catalogue of Courses.

R. J. Bennett, C. P. A.
1425 Arch Street, Philadelphia. Pa.

Gillotfs Pens
The Noit Perfect of Pen*

PRINCIPALITY PEN. No. 1

*d ' O CIIXOTT'S 1

VICTORIA PEN, No. 303

DOUBLE ELASTIC PEN, No. 604 E. F

GilUl(« Pent have for seventy-five years stood the
most exacting teats at the hands of Professional and
Business Penmen. Extensively imitated, bnt never
equalled, GilUlt'i Pans still stand in the front rank, as
retards Temper, Elasticity and Durability.

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS

Joseph Gillott (Si Sons
ALFRED FIELD <& CO.. Sole Agents

93 Chambers St. NEW YORK

When you Change—Change for the Best
THE REVISED AND ENLARGED EDITION OF

MODERN ILLUSTRATIVE BOOKKEEPING
"THE most widely used BOOKKEEPING PUBLICATION IN PRINT"

ADAPTED TO ALL SCHOOLS IN WHICH THE SUBJECT IS TAUGHT

NEW ACCOUNTING METHODS AND BUSINESS PROCEDURE
A Theoretical Start and a Business Practice Finish in each Course.

New Script and Type Plates in Text. Incoming Vouchers and Outgoing Papers. WRITE FOR " AN APPRECIATION "

THE TEXAS STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
ANNOUNCES THAT THE BOOKKEEPING WORK IN ALL
TEXAS SUMMER NORMAL INSTITUTES FOR 1912 WILL
BE BASED UPON MODERN ILLUSTRATIVE BOOKKEEPING

The Fritz-Eldridge Expert Touch Typewriting
BY ROSE L. FRITZ AND EDWARD H. ELDRIDGE, Ph. D.

180 PAGES. LIST PRICE 85 CENTS

A BOOK BY EXPERTS TO MAKE EXPERTS
NO MORE "HALF-WAY" TYPISTS WHEN USING THIS BOOK IN YOUR CLASSES

AMERICAN BOOK COMPANY
NEW YORK CINCINNATI CHICAGO

JII.IIBlUlftUJAUlMWMB^^
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The International Trophy

RATIO N AL
TYPEWRITING

gets results that

really count —
TN the International Championship

Typewriting Contests held in New
York, October, 1911, Rational typists

made a clean sweep, winning every
event—conclusive evidence of the super-

iority of the Rational method.

World's Professional Championship

Won by Mr. H. O. Blaisdell, for the second time, with a net speed of 112
words per minute and an accuracy of 99.8'/ perfect— the highest speed and
accuracy record ever made in a contest. He defeated Miss Rose Fritz, three
times World's Champion, and the other most rapid typists in the world.

World's Amateur Championship

Won by Mr. Gus R. Trefzger, with a net speed of 98§ words per minute,
the highest speed ever made in the Amateur Championship Contest. He
defeated Miss Bessie Friedman, Miss Lottie E. Betts and others. This was
the second time in succession that this event was won by a Rational typist.

World's School Championship

Won by Master William F. Oswald, with a net speed of 77 words per minute
and an accuracy record of 98.9% perfect—the highest accuracy record ever
made by a winner of this contest. Master Oswald, who is but fifteen years
old. began the study only fourteen months before the contest took place.

English Professional Championship

Won by Mr. Emil A. Trefzger, for the second time. Mr. Trefzger, who is

an American, defeated his nearest competitor by more than 200 words in the
contest. In the World's Championship, Mr. Trefzger won fourth place,
writing 107 words per minute net, within two words of the previous world's
record.

Send for Booklet B. E. 49—free

THE GREGG PUBLISHING COMPANY
NEW YORK CHICAGO

"Rational Typewriting" Wins
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The Best Schools Teach the Best System

Isaac Pitman Shorthand Again Selected

In preparation for the oc-

cupation of the magnificent

group of buildings shown

herewith, the Board of Edu-

cation of Santa Monica, Cali-

fornia, recently selected the

Isaac Pitman Shorthand for

introduction into the Com-

mercial Department of the
newly-organizeJ Polytechnic
High School, which is ex-

pected to be ready for oc-

cupancy by September 1,

1912. SANTA MONICA (CAL.) HIGH SCHOOL

This group of buildings is a

fitting home for the Isaac Pit-

man System of Shorthand,

which has been adopted after

a long and not altogether

satisfactory experience with

other systems of stenography.

"Course in Isaac Pitman
Shorthand" and "A Practi-

cal Course in Touch Type-
writing," together with other

Isaac Pitman text and reading

books, are used in the short-

hand courses.

Send for Particulars of a Free Correspondence Course for Teachers.

Isaac Pitman & Sons, 2 West 45th St., New York

Supremacy Maintained
Exponents of "A Practical Course in Touch Type-

writing" Win Every Event in the New York
City Typewriting Contests.

MISS BESSIE FRIEDMAN RAISES THE NEW YORK CITY
CHAMPIONSHIP RECORD TO 106 NET WORDS A MINUTE.

In September, 1909, Miss Bessie Friedman, who was then but fourteen years of age, began

the study of typewriting from Chas. E. Smith's "A Practical Course in Touch Typewriting."

On October 25, 1910, she took part in the World's Novice Championship held at Madison Square

Garden and succeeded in writing at the rate of 81 net words a minute for 15 minutes, thus beating the

best previous World's Novice Record by 8 net words a minute. Then, on April 22, 1911, Miss

Friedman won the Typewriting Championship of New York City, writing OVER 100 NET WORDS
A MINUTE for 15 minutes. On April 20th last Miss Friedman again won the New York City

Championship, making a world's record of 106 NET WORDS A MINUTE.

NOW READY
Tenth Edition, entirely reset, revised and improved, and printed from new plates

Stiff Paper Covers, 50c; cloth, 75c. Teachers' Examinalion Copy, postpaid,

34c and 50c respectively. Mention school.

Adopted by the New York and Boston High Schools.

Isaac Pitman & Sons, 2 West 45th St., New York
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C. P. Zaner,
E. W. Bloser

Editor
Business Manager

Published Monthly (except July and August) by
Zaner & Bloser, 118 N. High St., Columbus, O , as
follows : Teachers' Professional Edition, $1 00 a
Year (Foreign Subscriptions 30 cents extra ; Cana-
dian Subscriptions 20 cents extra). Students' Pen-
manship Edition, 75 cents a Year (Foreign Sub-
scriptions 20 cents extra : Canadian Subscriptions
10 cents extra.)

Remittances should be made by Money Order
or Bank Draft, or by currency at sender's risk.

Stamps accepted. If personal checks are sent, add
20 cents for collection fee.

Two Editions. The Teachers* Professional
Edition contains 48 or more pages, twelve pages of

which are devoted to Accounting, Finance, Mathe-
matics, English, Law, Typewriting, Advertising,
Conventious, etc., and Departments specially suited

to the needs of teachers, principals and proprietors
The Students' Penmanship Edition contains 36

pages and is the same as the Professional Edition,

less the twelve pages devoted to commercial sub-
jects. This edition is specially suited to students in

Commercial, Public and Private schools, and con-
tains all of the Penmanship, Engrossing, Pen Art,

and Lesson features of the Professional Edition.

The Business Educator is devoted to the pro-
gressive and practical interest of Bu
tion and Penmanship A journal whose
to dignify, popularize, and improve the world's
newest and neediest education. It purposes to in-

spire and instruct both pupil and teacher, and to

further the interests of those engaged in the work,
in private as well as in public institutions of busi-
ness education.

Change, of Address. If you change your ad-
dress, be sure to notify us promptly (in advance, if

possible), and be careful to give the old as well as
the new address. We lose many journals each issue
through negligence on the part of subscribers.
Back numbers cannot, as a rule, be supplied.
Postmasters are not allowed to forward journals

unless postage is sent to them for that purpose.

Subscriber*. If we do not acknowledge receipt
of your subscription, kindly consider first copy of
the journal you receive as sufficient evidence that
we received your subscription all right. If you do
not receive your journal by the 10th of each month,
please notify us.

Advertising Rates furnished upon application.
The Business Educator being the highest grade
journal of its class is purchased and read by the
most intelligent and well-to-do amonp those inter-
ested in business education and penmanship in the
United States, Canada, England, and nearly every
country on the globe It circulates, not alone among
business college proprietors, teachers and pupils,
but also among principals of commercial depart-
ments of High Schools, Colleges and Religious
Schools, as well as among office workers, home
students, etc.

Rates to Teachers, Agents, and CInb
Raisers sent upon application. Write for them
whether you are in a position to send few or many
subscriptions. Sample copies furnished to secure
subscriptions

APPRECIATION.

It's questionable whether the dead know the
difference between a brick and a bouquet But
the living do. Anyhow the policy of the B. E.
is to speak a good word each year to the parting
staff of contributors who have proved their

worth through faithful and efficient service.

Therefore to those who have instructed, in.

spired and improved us through their contribu-
tions during the year, we extend sincere thanks
and grateful appreciation.
Each deserves special mention, but space

seems to forbid, and we will therefore place
each upon an equal footing on the honor
ROLL OF EFFICIENT ENDEAVOR, wishing for

each all of the happiness, progress, and prosper-
ity he deserves:
Miss Madeline Kinnan,
P. B. Leistei.

C. E. Birch,
J. H. Minick,
E. D. Snow.
JohnvJ. Sullivan,

CarlC. Marshall.
and many more who contributed to the Profes-

sional edition. Messrs. Leister, Minick and
Marshall will continue with us, and we hope in

time to induce the others to return to our
columns.
Charles T. Cragin,
Fred Berkman,
H. L. Darner,
L. Madarasz,
1' . L. Brown,
H. W. Strickland,

D. W. Hoff,
Thos. E. Cupper,
P. W. Costello,

and many, many more who contributed to the

Penmanship edition.

But contributions are not all that make a

journal possible and successful. Subscribers

and advertisers with iheir money make the pro-

verbial paper "mare go." Without subscribers,

a journal would be well-nigh impossible, and
without advertisers, such a journal as the B. E.

would be impossible.

So here's our sincere appreciation to one and
all who have helped to make the B. E. what it

is; and here's our pledge to make it the best

possible the coming year.

I am from Missouri and have been shown
several things, but your new cover page
surpasses all such creations it has been my
pleasure to witness. Mr. Henderson is to be
complimented on this classy contribution which
surpasses even his other masterful designs that
have appeared.

W. C. Brownfield,
Bowling (ireen, Ky„ Business University.

In Old Berlin

Dear Mr. Zaner : -You and your readers may
be interested to know that a normal course in

Penmanship for teachers of common and pre-
paratory schools has just been established in

Berlin for the purpose of testing anew system
of chirography which is designed to allow the
individuality of the writer to express itself with-
out detriment to legibility. The new system
adapts pen, ink and paper to the individual ne-
cessities of the writer. If the principle of the
system is found to be pedagogically sound it

will be introduced in the public schools.
\V. P. Steinhai/skr.

Supervisor of Penmanship. Ocean Grove (N.
J.) Public Schools.

A Hummer.

1 received the April number of the B. E. and
think it a hummer. It looks like the longer you
run the paper the better it gets. I tell my stu-

dents that every copy is worth a one dollar bill

to any one, even though he doesn't want pen-
manship and other commercial branches. I

think if a young person will read Mr. Cragin's

stories and they do not inspire his or her best

efforts they had better go see a doctor; because
there is something wrong with him. They are

beyond all hope. I can't see how you can mn-
dnctsucha good paper as that and get as high
class of work that you do for the money that you
charge.
Hoping thnl this will be one of your lie-^t

years, and that vou may still make the best even
better still, 1 reman, W. A. Bo its,

Union Bus. Coll.. Enid, Okla.

By K. \V. Long, three-fourths Indian, policy engrosser, John Hancock Mutual

Life Insurance Co.. Boston, Mass.
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THE BEST POSSIBLE is always our aim. This policy makes it possible not only to outdo our competitors,
but to outdo our former efforts. As a consequence we expect this year to publish a better journal than our profes-

sion has ever enjoyed.

We have no pet theories to expound; no special hobbies to ride; no selfish plans to promote; simply a desire to

be of use; to further the cause of commercial education; to increase efficiency in methods and practice, and to culti-

vate the fraternal spirit among our fellow workers.

We shall endeavor to avoid selfish exploitation of system or method, and we shall continue to pay for the leading
regular contributions. Too frequently journals print what they get paid for rather than pay for what they print. We
choose our contributors rather than let them choose us. The Business Educator is being recognized more and
more each year as the leading, independent, progressive exponent of practical education and fair play.

We do not pretend to supply the brains but we exercise care in the selection of brains and as a result our journal
contains contributions which cannot be secured elsewhere. We do not purloin papers from published reports, just

because they are uncopyrighted and free.

The Professional Edition

ACCOUNTANCY

Mr. P. B. Leisler. C. P. A..
has been prevailed upon to
continue b i s articles on Ac-
countancy another year. We
have had many compliments
concerning his work, and
we were fortunate therefore
in retaining his services.

TYPEWRITING

Miss E. B. Dearborn, prin-
cipal of the commercial de-
partment, Meriden, Conn.,
High School, will contribute
articles on Typewriting.
Miss Dearborn has had val-
uable experience teaching
Bookkeeping , Shorthand ,

Typewriting and other com-
mercial subjects in both pri-
vate and public schools, and
therefore brings to her task a

well rounded, successful experience. Her de-
partment carried off the Slate Championship
honors in Shorthand and Typewriting in Febru-
ary of this year.

ARITHMETIC

Mr. J. H. Minick will also
continue his contributions
on Arithmetic until the new
year, maintaining his high
average of effort, for he
knows no half-way, half-

hearted method of doing
things.

BUSINESS ENGLISH

Mr. James S. Hall, Instruc-
tor in Stenography and Eng-
lish, Central High School,
Philadelphia, will favor our
readers with contributions
on English ; practical Eng-
lish of course, such as he
only can furnish. Mr. Hall
is a graduate (B. S. in E. de-
gree) of the Wharton School
of Finance and Commerce,
University of Pennsylvania,

and has had invaluable experience as Stenogra-
pher. Overcharge Clerk, Hate Clerk, Secretary,
etc., in the head offices of large railroad sys-
tems, besides having been instructor of Com-
mercial branches, Shorthand and English in the
day and evening schools of the Central High
School of Philadelphia.

BUSINESS LAW

more of than in the past

Mr. E. H. Fearon, princi-
pal of the commercial de-
partment of Blair Business
College, Spokane, Wn„ and
graduate in Law of the Uni-
versity of Kentucky, will
contribute a series of articles
on Business Law for com-
mercial teachers and stu-
dents. Mr. Fearon is one of
the really high-grade, big-
in-ability men in our profes-

readers will enjoy knowing

SALESMANSHIP

Mr. Sherwin Cody, of Chi-
cago, the man whose work
in English has been so wide-
ly recognized, will contrib-
ute a series of lectures on
Success in Business, cover-
ing the underlying Princi-
ples of Salesmanship. These
lectures are just such as
teachers of commercial sub-
jects need to make their
work in advertising sales-

manship, soliciting, etc., a genuine success.

MENTAL PYROTECHNICS
Mr. Carl C. Marshall

whose *' Mental Meander-
ings" mean so much to so
many, will continue to me-
ander among us indefinitely.
Mr. Marshall is a many sided
fellow, full of ideas, and
ginger as well ; always inter-
esting, entertaining and in-
structive: and ever and anon
full of surprises, humor and
humanity. If you want to

cover a good deal of mental and mundane terri-

tory the coming year, you need to see that your
dollar is in the B. E. bank.
Other good things will appear as deseit in

each number; indeed we've mentioned only
about half of the mental menu we shall serve
each month from September to June inclusive.
Indeed we endeavor to feed you so wellthat a
vacation is necessary each summer to get the
mental digestive apparatus in shape for each
succeeding feast of good things. Unfortunately
this is true of no other near-publication in our
line.

The Penmanship Edition

Mr. Charles T. Cragin,
whose stories have appeared
regularly will continue. His
"Gold Brick" stories have
been genuine golden nug-
gets of information and mor-
als. No young man or young
woman can afford to miss
the coming tales of success
Cragin is the greatest story
ssion.

BUSINESS WRITING
Mr. Darner's Copies,which

are being followed by thou-
sands, and commented on
by many of America's fore-
most penmen, will continue
until February. Mr. Darner
is one who can both teach
and practice superbly well;
and as a consequence he se-
cures superior results.

BUSINESS WRITING

Mr. F"red Berkman, who
needs no introduction to our
readers, will contribute a
page of solid business writ-
ing containing wholesome
thoughts the coming year,
"and then some." This will
be welcome news to thou-
sands now following his
course.

BUSINESS WRITING
Mr. F. O. Pinks, penman

in the Maiden, Mass., High
School, is preparing what ne
declares to be his best series
of contributions on methods
and practice in Business
Writing he has ever created.
Mr. Pinks is an enthusiastic
teacher, a. close student of
human nature and effort.and
skillful penman as well.
Start the school year right by

k on his copies and comments.

ORNATE WRITING
Mr. Rene Guillard, pen-

man in the Englewood Bus-
iness College. Chicago, will
contribute of his artistic
skill in Ornamental Pen-
manship. Mr. Madarasz rec-
ognized in Mr. Guillard's
work much meritand proph-
esied that he was one of
America's "coming pen-
men." He seems to have
arrived ; at least we think

you'll so conclude when you see his work.

ENGROSSING
Mr. E. L. Brown, of Rock-

land will continue with us.
Just how we could get along
without him we do not care
to stop to consider. We do
not like to anticipate calami-
ties hence we wish him
many, many years and years
with us and consequently
with you.

PEDAGOGY
Mr. C. E. Doner, of Bever-

ly, Mass., Director of Pen-
manship in the Massachu-
setts State Normal Schools
at Bridgewater, Framing-
ham and Salem, will contrib-
ute to each number of the B.
E. the coming year. Mr.
Doner is master of pedagog-
ic penmanship, and a pro-
gressive in normal school
writing.

COMMERCIAL DESIGN
Mr. D. VV. Hoff does not

seem to be nearing the end
of his string of endless ideas,
suggestions, and ideals in
money-making, commercial
design ing,embodying script,

text lettering, engrossing,
designing, illumination, etc.

He seems to be a veritable
mine of practical ideas and

_ _Dns, and has the faculty of getting down
to the level of beginners and reaching up to

help the top-notcher as well.

MISCELLANEOUS
Mr. E. A. Lupfer, of the

Zanerian, will contribute
something skillful from
month to m ontli. He's
worth keeping an eye on.
And he's just starting, too;
so we all have something to
look forward to in his devel-
opment.

-uggf
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INSPIRATION

Mr. Thos. E. Cupper con-
tinues to supply us with
monthly installments of in-
formation and inspiration
chock full of encouragement
and wisdom for young
Americans, and others not so
young in years but youthful
in purpose.

ENGROSSING EXAMPLES

Mr. P. W. Costello, Scran-
ton, Pa., the engrossing ar-

tist of exceptional versatility

and ability, will continue to

favor us with examples of
his art. This means more in-

spiration for aspiring artists

in engrossing.

And then we have many more lessons, contri-

butions, specimens, etc., in prospect which we
cannot now announce.
The editor intends to keep his gas tank drip-

ping if for no other purpose than to keep young
and growing instead of going via the Osier chlor-

oform way. So if you don't want to hear much
from him the coming year just send on enough
of your corburator distributings and he'll keep
quiet unless you "get off your trolley" in

which case he may say a few things and think a

lot more which might not look well in print.

Public School Writing

We don't say much about the public school

writing department as such, but doubtless you
have noticed some most excellent contributions

in our columns from different sources. Well,

"there's more to follow," and they're from lead-

ers, too, and not mere followers of some one-

idea plan of promoting commercialized profits

in penmanship.
Just keep your eye on the meaty, pedagogi-

cal, practical, papers from men and women who
produce results and say little about it.

NO ONE WAY FOR ALL

Mixed in with many compliment-
ary communications from readers of

the B. E., received from time to time,
is an occasional one containing
wholesome advice, helpful sugges-
tions which we appreciate even more
than the purely pleasing kind. Both
kinds spur us on to greater endeavor.
With these we receive an occasion-

al critical letter suggesting some-
thing it is practically impossible to

perform, or something few would be
interested in, or criticising one per-

son's lessons as being too accurate
and another's as being too inaccur-
ate, or that the copies are to small or

too large, or too simple or not simple
enough, etc., etc.

Now the facts are that if we were to

give only that which we think just

right, we would have but little to

give. But we recognize that none of

us are perfect and that the best we
can do is to secure the best on the

market from time to time.

And The Business Educator has
won because it is something more
than a one-opinioned paper. We do
not let any one write all of the copies

and present them over other people's

names, nor do we dominate the

opinions and personalities of those
whom we have enough confidence in

to invite within our privileged circle.

Take Berkman's contributions, for

instance. No one would consider

them a model series of lessons, but

we do not recall any other series of

plates within a decade so full of orig-

inality, optimism, and versatility as
his. They got thousands out of the
beaten path of sameness and away
from their formalities in methods and
matter, and as a consequence these
new impulses will arouse and enliven
and enrich thousands. Mr. Darner's
contributions are as unlike Berk-
man's as night is unlike day, and yet

it is not for us to say which is the

better. We presume one is as good
as the other. Each is conceived on a
different plan. The one is sugges-
tive and enthusing; the other des-

criptive and illustrative. One might
as well condemn impressionism in

art as Berkman's contributions, or
realism in art as Darner's superb ex-

amples.
The trouble with some people is

that they try to see through the key-

hole with both eyes and get cross

with the world because they can't.

Another peculiar feature is that

those who criticise most are the poor-
est performers.
An editor, above all others, needs

a liberality and generosity of spirit

which sees the good rather than the
poor in each one's product. To be
appreciative rather than critical is a
happy spirit.

But don't be afraid to "lambast"
us when we need it, or even when
you think we need it; if nothing else

it will keep us awake and keep us
belligerent enough to keep up the
fight for freedom and form in writnig.
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PRACTICAL
WRITING

FRED BEBKMAN,
Penman, Lincoln.
Nebr., Business

ColleSe
Specimens sent to
Mr. Berkman with
2c-stamp will be
criticised by him

THE PRIZES! WHO THE WIN-
NERS?

Mr. Berkman's two large page
plates herewith need no special com-
ment from him, at least he thought
so, and ye editor will therefore say a
word or two.
Work on them as you have been

working all the year, which means
with renewed enthusiasm and in-

increased skill and intelligence.
Mr. Berkman is now anxious to

close up the contest and discover the
winners. June 20 has been set as
Judgment day. So be sure to have
the work in his hands by June 19 or
before. See the $100 contest offer

herewith.
There is yet time for the "dark

horse," so frequently spoken of these
political days. So roll up your sleeves
and do your level best at the finish,

for it is the fellow who does not lose
his nerve in the "pinch" that wins.
Mr. Berkman reports No. 1 is

crowded with contestants. No. 2 is

not so full, but promising. No. 3 is

the most popular and has led all oth-
ers all through the year. No. 4 has
not been well represented, so Gram-
mar Grade pupils and teachers need
to "hump." No. 5 is small, but may
yet show up favorably. No. 6 will no
doubt show up well by June 20. No.
7 is coming along O. K. No. 8 is get-

ting there quite satisfactorily. No. 9

is also a promising class. No. 10 will

"show" Berkman a few things, and
we hope he'll let us see'em, too.

|$100 CONTEST $100.

Ten Different Contests.

1. Best business writing submitted. 810.00.
2. best page of movement exercises, designs,

etc.. $10.00.

3. Most improvement during ten months,
$10.00.

4. Best work received from students in
(irammar tirades, $10.00.

6. Best work received from any foreign coun-
try, $10.00.

6. Group picture containing largest number
of B. E. Certificate Winners, 810.00.

7 Best work received from "'Home Student"
for ten consecutive months. $10 00.

8. Largest single "club list" sent to publish-
ers of the H. E. during the year. $10.00.

9. Best group picture received picturing stu-
dents in a regular penmanship class together
with some blackboard work and "smiling coun-
tenance of teacher," $10.00.

10. Best letter of criticism received from any
Publisher, Proprietor, Superintendent. Super-
visor of Writing, Principal or Teacher on series
of lessons with suggestions for improvement,
810.00.

Total, 8100.00.

N. B —Contests begin Sept. 1. 1911, and close
June 20, 1912. Only subscribers of The Busi-
ness Educator mav enter. No entrance fee
required. Simply send in your name, address,
and Xo. of Contest or Contests you wish to en-
ter and yon will be booked accordingly. Enter
at any time, exceptContest No. 3 which requires
"First Specimen."

(Your Town, State, Date.)
This is a specimen of my very best business

writing.

(Sign your name.)
Mail the above, and all work pertaining to

Contests, to the author and cor tributor of Con-
tests.

Kreu Berkman, Lincoln, Neb.

Doctor and Mrs. William H. Stowe
announce the marriage of their daughter

Dorothea Olive
to

Mr. John David Cully
Saturday, April twenty seventh

one thousand nine hundred and twelve
South Norwalk, Connecticut

. and Mrs. Virgil K. Madray
Homer Autin Madray

The Madarasz Book is considered by the most
capable judges the greatest book on penman-
ship that has ever been published. The book is

a genuine surprise to all who have not seen it

and a large number of testimonials could be
given if necessary. Herewith we give but one:
"Am in receipt of the Madarasz Book. I had

no idea that it contains so many beautiful speci-

mens. Would feel sorry to part with it today at

twenty-five dollars, if I could not get another.

The inspiration derived from looking through
it is worth many times the cost, and I prize it

more than any other penmanship publication in

my collection."

J. E. BOTTOMLEY,
Walthill, Nebr.

Mr. Bottomley is a penman and a student of

penmanship. He is therefore capable of giving
an opinion of the book.

Order a copy now and be convinced of its

merits. The book contains eighty pages, and
represents the best penmanship ever executed
by Madarasz, who was unquestionably one of

the finest offhand penmen that has ever lived.

The book will influence your penmanship
greatly if you will let it. Price: Paper, $1.00;

Cloth, $2.00; Half-Morocco, deluxe edition,

83.00; Full Morocco, deluxe, Memorial Edition,

limited 85.00.

A royalty on each book sold goes to Mrs^
Madarasz, the amount being proportionate to

the price of the book. Now is the time to act and
thereby benefit yourself and others. Zaner &
Bloser Company, Columbus, Ohio; (Autho-
rized Publishers of The Madarasz book.)

When it comes to fine penmanship, the stu-

dents of Quincv, Mass.. high school are hard to

beat. In a recent roll of specimens sent to us,

twenty-two were up to our Certificate standard.

The good results secured are due to the efforts

of KobertS. Schoonmaker, head of the com-
mercial department and Miss Abbott, supervisor
of writing who have the co-operation of the
teachers.

A budget of specimens from H. P. Green-
wall, supervisorof writing in the Lockport, N.
Y., Public schools, shows very clearly that they
are striving for and securing arm movement in

all of the grades from the first grade to and in-

cluding the high school. Supervisor, teachers
and pupils are all working together for practical

results and securing them.

Another splendid list of subscriptions is at

hand from Miss Lillian Cole, penman in the
Churchman Business College, Easton, Pa. We
are hearing good reports from that institution

and are glad to learn of its success.

THIS IS CERTIFICATE TIME.

It's not "how did you start," but "how do you finish?" that counts. So let us hope you can prove your

claim to a good handwriting by showing your hand at this time with a view of securing a B. E. Certificate, the

most highly prized document in our profession outside of a Zanerian diploma.

HOW TO WIN IT

Write a page containing a short letter and a set each of capitals, little letters and figures. Get your teach-

er's O. K. and either have him send it, or send it yourself, to The Business Educator, Columbus, O. Then if

it measures up to the B. E. standard it will be O. K'd and you can then "come across" with the half dollar and
come into possession of the proof of the prize you possess in the power of that right hand of yours to do the

graceful act of writing well, if you are a home student, send the specimen direct to us, so stating, and all

will be well if you have worked well and write well.

So let us serve you to whatever you deserve so far as it is in our power to certify to your attainments. If

you fail perhaps we can speak the word which will aid you to spell success in deed as well as in word.

THE BUSINESS EDUCATOR, Columbus, Ohio.
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PRACTICAL PENMANSHIP
By H. L. DABNEB, Penman,

The Blair Business College. Spokane, W n

.

Subscribers' writing criticised free. Send Specimens to Mr. Darner at above address, inclosing a self-

addressed postal, and your criticism will reach you long before it could possibly appear in the B. E.

Try to go one-half way across the page without lifting the pen. This is a very pleasing exercise. Learn to make it well.

The a is some relation to the o. How closely it is related we do not know; anyway, one is sometimes mistaken for the other. Study both letters
carefully and see if you cannot make them very different.

trs <zl^ &./ &L/ a^y a^/

You should (ill many pages with this copy. Try for neatness in arrangement. It ought to make you a beautiful page.

Retrace this exercise six times. Keep the s-part closed at the bottom. Remember, no finger action.

These s's are one-half a space tall. Curve the up strokes as much as you possibly can and "then some." Notice that the down stroke is a
pound curve.

Curve the beginning stroke of every letter. Close every one at the bottom. No round tops-sharp and higher than i

^^
Use the arm motion. Sharp at the top. Closed at the bottom. Curve up strokes. Watch spacing.

This is a difficult little word. Watch the spacing between letters anil between words. A loop in every e and every s ciosed at the bottom.

Up stroke of the r, like that of the s is curved a great deal. The r and s are the same height. The second part of the r is the same as the i. Do not
slant the down stroke too much.

^ty
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Walcb the up stroke preceding the r and s. See what fine finishing strokes you can get.

'^ULAAAJ ^L4sLsl4S ^tAyLyiAy

Write the word freely and without raising the pen.

T^ytA^L^y

Figures never lie. though some bookkeepers juggle them until they do not tell the truth sometimes. Remember, figures have no context and
have to be made plainer and better than letters. You may use some finger motion in making them, although most of the movement should come from
the arm.

////////////^^////^^7777777 ^^f^^^^^^f
/„ L (, C C L L i / i. ?: z 7. i n. i ,?.?,? ^?.f.f , ? ,r ,r <r ,r >r ,-r ,r

/ 2. ,? */-if & 7 7 & n / 2. .v A* ,r £, 7 f <7 o / ^ .y a* <s 6 / ^ <? r<

The first oval should be made directly, the second indirectly, (jo through the entire exercise, alternating the two. Try to get them exactly alike.

n

Notice the little arrows. They will give you the direction of the pen. Retrace six times, down strokes straight.

Do not be discouraged if you cannot make this one the first time you try. See how nearly alike you can get a line of them.

The two parts are the same height. The second part starts downward and to the left. The two parts must touch each other.

^M ^r Ar Ar
y

. s a •

7/ % V % 7/
Try for grace and freedom. Notice how round the turns are made. Loop every e.

Look up previous instructions for this one. Strive for perfection.

^?_;7^^^^^^^^ V V ^
The K starts like the H and ends like the capital R. He sure that the little loop is tied around the stem

Curve the up stroke in the s. Watch spacing between letters. This is a difficult word to space.

^LyyT^d^^yi^gZy^y
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Why Not You Do Likewise ?

Wabash Commercial University,
Terre Haute, Tnd.. May 2, 1912.

Gentlemen

:

I have recently become connected
with the Wabash Commercial University and in
order to srart things right it is necessary to have
a few Business Educators around. 1 am
sending yon a club of nine.

Yours truly,

J. H. Snyder.

April 29, 1918.
Gentlemen:

I am inclosing specimens of writing in our
school, from the first grade through the High
School. All this writing was taken from one
day's work, and represents what many of our
pupils can do. We teach Zanerian Arm Move-
ment from the first to the finish.

Isn't the new cover design on The Business
Educator a beauty ? All of the readers of The
Business Educator should be proud of this

design which so well prepares one for that which
is to be found inside the cover. There is no
penmanship magazine that comp-ires with the
B. E 1 expect to be a life-long subscriber.

Sincerely Yours,
V. L. Reynolds.

Principal Union City High School, Union City,

Tenn.

7i<^£/

id second lines, Byron Lewellen; third line, Clara Rnnyon; fourth line. Lloyd Luzader
seventh grade pupds, R. M. Elmore, teacher, Waynestown, Ind.

By Leslie E. Jones, Elbridge. N. Y.

C^i&sz^^y^-.

Third grade writing reduced one-half by Carol Jerman. pupil,
Greensburg, Ind., public schools. Miss Julia Bender, Supr. By W. H. Moore. Mogadare. ( ).

^i/-'

*w£ Jx&su&rts, ^ \iy soc fi c/x^ /^^£&

^<2^£S

til l^ rL-O-t.-ex /£^£-

-.^a—j *-i^<.,<L--£y

A splendid example of form and freedom in writing by Miss Goldie Harlor, an eighth grade pupil, Fair Ave. school, Columbns, O.
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By Adella Wagner, seventh grade pupil, Fourth
Street School, Columbus, O.

If HCLUB CHAT
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We recently received a list of nineteen sub-
scriptions to The Business Educator taken
from among the teachers of the Ogden, Utah,
city schools. The teachers of the Ogden
schools are working intelligently and persever-
ing successfully for good penmaDship, and they
are beginning to get it.

A. M. Wonnell, the well known penman and
teacher in the Ferris Institute, Big Rapids,
Mich., has favored The Business Educator
with one hundred and eighty-eight subscrip-
tions since last September. Since the season is

riot yet over it is quite likely that his list will go
above the two hundred mark.

Miss A. K. W. Evans, teacher of penmanship
in Brandon, Manitoba, College, recently favor-

ed The Business Educator with a list of

subscriptions. Miss Evans writes a very practi-

cal business hand, and we predict that she will

meet with much success in her work in Brandon
College. She states that she hopes to send
more subscriptions later on, which, of course, is

good news.

We acknowledge receipt of a nice list of sub-
scriptions from E. T. Whitson, who is connect-
ed with t tie commercial department of Queen
Anne High School, Seatlle, Wash. Mr. Whit-
son is a fine penman and a first-class teacher of

penmanship. We therefore anticipate quite a

good deal in the way of results in his penman-
ship classes.

W. C. Masters, penman in the Fitchburg,
M;iss., Business College, recently favored us
with a good list of subscriptions. Eight of his

pupils have succeeded in winning The BUSI-
NESS EDUCATOR Certilicates. We have every

clieve that Mr. Masters is doing ex-
ceptionally good work in the Fitchburg Busi-
ness College. He is bringing the work of the
average pupil up to a good standard, and this, of

e. is the test of a teacher.

<=-Oc^=*>*- yyz^- ^i^^^c

S2-, /7sa-

il speaks for itself and for Mr. Rogers practical skill as well, even though not written for engrav-
ing. More to follow of a higher quality from Mr. Rogers.

Certificate winners. Manchester Business College, No. Manchester, Ind., M. S. Judy, penman
(the thorn between the roses).

By Anna Kaplan, pupil, J. S. Eccles, teacher, Northwestern Business College, Chicago, 111.

Some excellent business writing by Miss B. M. Marsh, pupil, Geo. E. Seeger, penman, Fisher
Business College, Roxbury, Mass.
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By G. K. Bridenbaugh, pupil, F. S. Kitson, prin., Commercial Department High School, Defiance, O.

.' ''in Ann Mf'f ' f0'/io mMo
By Westa Ayers. 8th grade, Circleville, O., Anna Leist, teacher, H. Van Riper, supervisor

1/jhw/jh

By Helen \nderson, 8th grade pupil, Miss Adelaide T. Snow, supervisor, Grand Rapids, Wis., public schools—Arm movement is being: taught in

all of the grades. Specimens received show splended training and progress.

First grade, Rose Green, arm movement, Greensburg, Ind., public schools, Miss Julia Bender, supervisor.
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Penmanship Edition

A forum for the expression of convic-
tions relating to methods of teach-

ing and the art or writing

our platform: form and free-
dom FROM FIRST TO FINISH

nc DC DOC

HOW, WHEN AND UNDER WHAT
CONDITIONS TO CHANGE
FROM LEFT TO RIGHT

HAND WRITING

The best way to learn to write with
the right hand is to go to the black-
board and take the eraser in the
left hand and the chalk in the right

hand and proceed to write.
The hand can be taught new tricks

in writing at the board in less time
than upon paper because the work is

larger and consequently less skillful

and less difficult.

After having learned to do some-
thing on the board, then learn to do
the same thing on paper.
The best time to change from left to

right hand writing is when the child
first enters school. Then start him
first upon the board.
The next best time to change any-

where up through the grades is when
the pupils are changing from finger

to arm movement. By changing at

this time it is possible for the left-

hander to get rid of a poor method of

writing, and in this particular he has
the advantage of the right hander.
For the left handed pupil can con-
tinue to use his left hand in regular
work until he has trained the right
hand to do it at least readably.
The "last resort" in changing is

when the pupil is doing poor work
with the left hand with such a poor
method of doing it that there is little

prospect of ever improving. This
change should be made at any time
the pupil can summon enough deter-

mination to "see the thing through
to the end." Such pupils never suf-

fer with that much discussed condi-
tion, "retardation."
Where a pupil is doing good writ-

ing easily with the left hand, a
change seems inadvisable.
One reason left hand pupils write

so poorly is that they are generally
left more to their own resources,
teachers not knowing which position
is best, etc. As a rule it is well to re-

verse conditions so that the paper
bears the same relation to the left

hand as to the right.

Firmness in the beginning of the
child's school life, encouragement to

train the right hand when some gen-
eral change of system or method is

made in the school, or when the left

hand does its work poorly, and good
sense at all times will settle nine of

the ten cases of lefthandedness.

UNBALANCED

How many in our profession know
why finger movement is more easily

acquired than arm movement. How
many know why it is more tiring

after it is acquired than arm move-
ment. How" many can tell from the
standpoinc of fact instead of opinion
why arm movement is more difficult

to acquire than finger movement, and
why it is less tiring than finger move-
ment when once acquired.
How many can tell why all fine pen-

men use combined movement instead
of finger or arm (by some erroneous-
ly called "muscular") movement ?

Oh yes, we know they are true, but
why? For unless we know the why,
we cannot determine which is best in

theory and practice to teach.
Now, the facts are that it depends

upon the kind and quantity of writ-

ing desired as to the best mode of
producing it, as well as upon the age
of the person doing it.

But the real basic reason why the
finger movement is more tiring than
the arm movement is because the
muscles which open or extend the
fingers are weaker than those which
flex or contract them.
With the arm, the pushing and

pulling muscles are more nearly bal-

anced and therefore they do not
cramp so easily. This is due to the
fact that humanity uses the fingers
primarily to hold things rather than
to propel them.
But the main reason why finger

movement is more easily acquired
than arm movement is that the levers
are shorter and the fulcrum nearer
the weight in finger than in arm
movement. Control is therefore surer
in the finger movement than in that
of the arm.
A little knowledge of anatomy and

animal mechanism helps to clear up
some of the beliefs of our profession.
A knowledge of Gray's anatomy will

add grey matter to anyone's head and
hand efficiency. Try it and see.

How many would like to see in

these columns an elementary course
in anatomy and physiology as applied
to writing? Who will volunteer it?

A Correction.

In the May number of The Busi-
ness Educator, page thirty five of
the Professional Edition and page
twenty-three of the Students' Edi-
tion, in announcing the opening of
the summer training school for com-
mercial teachers of the Bowling
Green, Ky., Business University, we
gave July 18th as the date. Instead
it should have been June 18th. It

therefore gives us pleasure to call

the attention of our readers to the
same announcement in this number
of The Business Educator.

On April 4. 1912, a ten pound son. Chas.
Leonard, came into the home of Mr. and Mrs.
J. L. Elicker, of the School of Commerce, Mari-
on, Ohio. Our congratulations and well wishes
are hereby extended.

PARTIAL CONTENTS

Of the Professional Edition of

the Business Educator for

June, 1912.

Accountancy, B. P. Leister, C. P. A.,

Canton. Ohio.

Arithmetic J. H. Minick, Kastman Col-

lege. Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Business Law, John J. Sullivan, A. M.,

LL. B„ Philadelphia, Pa.

English, C. E. Birch, Prin,, Haskell In-

stitute. Lawrence, Kans.

Typewriting, Miss Madeline Kinnan.
Albany, N. Y.

School Advertising, E. D. Snow, Prop
Maple City Commercial School, Hornell,

N. Y.

Marshall's Mental Mkanderings,
Carl C. Marshall, Goodyear - Marshall

Pub. Co., Cedar Rapids, IA.

Association Announcements.

News Items. Catalog Notices, Etc.

(Zs/O-o-cC'/r) i^yuyyi^crruk

yL^/f^tTV-C^/yM/^t

By A. D. Taylor, the master of accuracy and grace in technical, Spencerian penmanship.
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Marshall's

Mental

Meanderings
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The Jolly Here's to the genial dispenser

Jollier. of the "jolly." O, yes, I know
that the pleasant stuff he hands me can't be

labelled "Truth" without violating the Pure

Food Act. I also know that he knows it, and
that he knows that I know it. But what of it?

I am already well stocked up with the real truth

about myself, and am not in the market for any
more. The jollier helps me to put more cheer-

ful stuff in my front windows. He (). K'sthe
cheering fiction that mv standing is a shade or

two better than the inventory shows. Maybe,
he really makes me better by pretending that I

am better than I know I am. The strict dis-

pensers of unpalatable truth may be honest, but

they are also disagreeable. Personally, I prefer

the jollier, even if he isn't afflicted with an in-

growing conscience.

Serene browed Truth, seated on her high ped-

estal, is a noble figure, but dear little Psyche
leaning over the bank and pretending to fall in

love with her shadow in the brook, would be a

much more comfortable damsel to live with.

When things go wrong, Truth would coldly

demonstrate that it was entirely your own fault,

and that you are in fact an unmitigated boob.

Psyche would run her fingers through your
pompadour and say "Never mind dear, it was
not your fault a bit, and besides, it couldn't have
been helped anyhow." Yes, it's the jollier for

mine.

The Business High The clash of interests

Schools. between the private

and the public business schools, is, in some
places becoming a burning question. In a rap-

idly increasing number of communities, the

people have decided that training in the so-

called business branches, should be supplied at

public expense. Naturally, the proprietors of

business schools in those communities do not

welcome this decision with exuberant enthusi-

asm. To the man who has built up a profitable

business in supplying a line of technical train-

ing that was not afforded by the public schools,

it does not seem fair that the public should

step in and supply this training for nothing. If

the public authorities should take the same
course in the matter of shoe shops, bookstores,

or restaurants, for instance, there would quickly

go up a vociferous protest against this "social-

istic interference with private business."

It is not my purpose, however, to argue the

question here as to whether the offering of

technical training is a legitimate function of the

public school. There is doubtless a good deal

to be said on both sides of this question, but it is

unlikely that any amount of argument pro or

con will alter the existing situation. The im-
portant thing for the private school owner to

keep in view, is that the business high school

is here and is likely to remain. He will not

improve his position by ill-tempered attacks up-

on it. Some schoolmen are doing this very

thing and, of course, to their own hurt. The
first and obvious result is to arouse the resent-

ment of the public school people, and to pro-

voke them to reprisals in kind.

Quite recently, an instance of this has come
to my attention. A pushing Western city es-

tablished a commercial high school, putting in

charge of it a strong and aggressive man, who
knows the value of advertising and who did not

fail to let the public know all about the new

school. The leading private business schools

at once became peeved and got out circular let-

ters which were sent to eighth grade students.

In these letters, the proposed high school was

vigorously attacked. Naturally this was re-

sented, and the Board of Education issued a

counter circular, strongly setting forth the ad-

vantages of the commercial high school, and

urging all pupils who might want a business

education, to attend it. That such a campaign
would hurt the business school much more than

it would the high school or its teachers, goes

without saying.

The wise thing for the business school man to

do, under such circumstances, is to take all pos-

sible pains to make friends rather than enemies,

of those who conduct the high school. In the

nature of things, a great many students will en-

ter the public high school, who will find them-

selves unable to remain, and who will decide to

take advantage of the shorter course offered at

the private business school. In such cases, it is

clear that the friendship of the high school,

principal or teachers would be worth having.

In my travels I find a great many towns

where there is the utmost good will between the

commercial high school teachers and those of

the business college, and in such cases it is very

seldom that the latter complain that their busi-

ness has been hurt by the commercial high

school. The truth seemsto be that these schools

have distinctly different functions, and that

there should he little occasion for hostile rivalry.

In any case, the business school owner is pretty

certain to get the worst of it. if he assumes an

unfriendly attitude toward the local high

school. Asa lubricant, oil is a lot better than

vinegar.

The Shadow For If you will go into al-

the Substance. most any high school,

academy or college, these days you will find

one word on everybody's tongue—credits.
"How will it offect my credits if I take algebra

this term instead of bookkeeping ?" "If I get

only three credits for commercial, law, I might

better keep on and finish my English, for that

will give me four." You will hear remarks like

this on every hand, but very seldom anything

about the educational value of these branches.

or any remarks to indicate that the young

people are interested in this phase of the sub-

ject. What they are after, is credits for they

have to accumulate a certain number of credits

in order to graduate, and this thing of gradu
atingis, of course, the main consideration.

It painfully suggests the methods of a factory

where everything is piece work, and the opera-

tives are concerned only as to what will be in

their pay-envelopes at the end of the week. I

was talking about this matter the other day with

an experienced and able woman who is princi-

pal of alarge high school. "It is simply heart-

breaking" she said, "to see how few of our

young people have in them anything of the real

spirit of the student. They work hard enough,

but it is to pass, not to acquire knowledge."

That this indifference to knowledge is general

and on the increase, there can hardly be a

question. That it is fostered, and largely

caused by the machine methods that prevail in

most schools, is, also, not to be doubted. Some-
time ago, former President Elliott of Harvard,

said that love of knowledge and a spirit of

studiousness, are openly ridiculed among the

young men of our universities. The men who
work for the work's sake are contemptuously re-

ferred to as "grinds," and in extreme cases, as

"greasy grinds." From this, it would appear

that a real student is about as popular in a mod-
ern college, as a "scab," in a union shop. Some
years ago, I lived for a number of weeks, at an
apartment house in New York City where the

roomers were mainly undergraduates of Co-
lumbia University. I made it my business to

make the acquaintance of as many of these

young men as I could. From the outset, I was
amazed at the gross ignorance they showed, not
only as to the subjects they had been and were
studying, but as to current events, literature,

and the ordinary matters of common intelli-

gence. The only subjects they seemed really

well up in, were the batting records of the base-

ball stars; and the characteristics of the leading
pugilists. The voung working men I found at

the evening classes at Cooper's Institute were
not only more studious but were better general
scholars. From my observations, I think it is

not too much to say, that our libraries, women's,
and workingmen's clubs, and our popular maga-
zines, are doing more to make and keep our
people intelligent than the whole aggregation
of our secondary schools and colleges, as af
present conducted.

After the Lumber- For a century, good easy
man the Deluge going Uncle Sam has let the

timber-cutters work their greedy will upon his

forests. As a result, the noble wooded hills of

the Appalachians, from Vermont to Georgia,
have been well nigh denuded, while vast

reaches of naked barens. are about all that is left

of the boundless pine forests of Michigan, Wis-
consin and Minnesota.
The recent destructive and costly floods along

the Mississippi and Missouri, are a portion of

the penalty of the improvidence. The water
from the rains and melting snows of early
spring, was once held in a sort of storage by the

leaves and mosses of the great forests; now, it

pours pell mell down the naked slopes, and soon
overtaxes the capacity of the great rivers. Un-
less the whole rich alluvial lands of the Missis-

sippi and Missouri valleys are to be abandoned,
the country will have to pay for engineering op-
erations in the way of levees, dams, and canals,

that will cost vastly more than the value of all

the timber that has ever been cut in this coun-
try. While America has gone on destroying
her priceless forests in this reckless manner,
Germany, Russia, France, Italy and in fact,

every other civilized country in the world has
been conserving the forests, and allowing no
one to take from them more than the natural in-

crease. We are a smart people, we Yankees, in-

finitely smarter, our Fourth of July orators tell

us than all the rest of the world put together,

but it would seem that there are at least a few
things that we could yet learn with profit from
the old World.

When Knighthood In his "Idylls of the King."
was in Flower Tennyson has given us a ro-

mantic idealization of ancient knighthood.
Mark Twain in his "Connecticut Yankee at

King Arthur's Court" has stripped the tinsel

from the scenery and turned off the purple

lights. He ventures what is probably a very

good guess as to what knighthood really was in

those ancient wolfish days. To read this book is

to make one fervently thankful that he has been
allowed to live in gentler times, even if there

are no armored knights, or troubadours, or em-
battled castles, or other trappings of a so-called

chivalry, whose heroism consisted mostly in

fighting.

But occasionally there comes into our modern
lives some heart-wringing tragedy to teach us

that there is in the soul of the modern man a

quality of chivalry unknown in the vividest

dreams of the romancist. Such a tragedy was

the loss of the Titanic. It was a noble present-

ment of modern chivalry that was staged on the

deck of the doomed leviathan on that cold April

night among the Newfoundland icebergs.

Thnse courteous gentlemen, who calmly and

smilingly accepted sure death that weaker ones

might live, were not of any chosen order or

patent of nobility. They were merely everyday

American and British citizens, ranging in social

degree from the poorest immigrant working-

man to the Broadway millionaire, and, in official

rank, from the stoker in the hold to the captain of
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the ship. Their conduct was such a splendid

tribute to the knightly qualities of the Twen-
tieth Century man that it almost makes the aw-

ful sacrifice worth while. It enlarges our vision

of hope for our humanity. With such men in

the world, surely nothing can go greatly wrong.

The Passing of Have you noticed that the shad-

the School ow of the fake business school man
Faker is steadily "growing small and

beautifully less"? It is even so. Ten years ago
there were at least a half dozen of these sharks

operating, where now there is one. In 1895-6

Michigan, Ohio, Illinois and even New York
and Pennsylvania, were fairly infested with

them.
The rank methods of the old-time school fa-

ker are well and, in some cases, painfully re-

membered. His first care was to seek out some
innocent little country burg, that had never

been blessed with a business college. The place

found, he proceeded lo arrange what is known
in the underworld as "the plant." Arrayed in

gorgeous sartorial get up, not forgetting the

inevitable shiny silk hat, he appears at the hotel

and hangs around for a day or two, assuming an

air of profoundest mystery. There is some
doubt among the local gossips as to whether the

distinguished stranger is an eastern capitalist on
a still hunt for a railway franchise, or a noted

author gathering material for a book. The
stranger makes friends with the editor of the

local paper and the next issue announces, under

appropriate scareheads that "Professor Ketch-
urn, a distinguished educator, is in our midst,

for the purpose of investigating Punkville as

the seat of his proposed "International Business

University."

The Professor promptly gets everybody's glad

hand. He has no difficulty in negotiating a

lease of the upper floor of one of the leading

stores, and buys enough tables and chairs on the

installment plan to give his "University" a de-

cent similitude to a real institution of learning.

The editor is glad to trust him for the printing

of his flamboyant "announcement" which duly
appears on board fences, the door of the Post

Office and other agencies of publicity. Then
the smooth professor, hies him out into the

country to head the game toward the trap. He
offers "life scholarships" on the most dazzling

terms, in fact, for almost anything he can get, so

long as it is cash. In the meantime he is "run-

ning his face" for as much of his expenses as

possible. His formula is simple: "get all the

cash you can and hold on to it " If everything

goes right, his "university" fills up rather grati-

fyingly and he employs one or two cheap teach-

ers, whom he stands off as long as possible in

the matter of paying their salaries.

When all the cream has been skimmed pretty
closely, the faker's next step is to find some easy
victim to whom he sells the school, on the
strength of its prosperity, as evidenced by the
number of students. He keeps safely in the
background the fact that most of these students
have already paid in full for the course, and that
the school is not yielding enough current reve-
nue to pay the rent.

Then, some fine morning the Professor turns
up missing, leaving behind him a little army of
mourning creditors, whom he has neglected to
provide with his new address. Within a month
the "Punkville Business University" closes its

doors for good, and its slick promoter never
again shows his genial countenance in the
neighborhood.

It was a fine game while it lasted, but, as I

have said, there is not much more of it, because
the public has at last grown wise to the business
school faker. Also, some of the states are pass-
ing laws that make the game too hazardous.
Siill, some of these rascals are still operating
here and there, and the Commercial Schools'
Credit Association is doing a mighty good work
for the cause of honest business education, in

helping to smoke them out. Let us hope that
it will not be long until the last school faker will
have disappeared.

Everett, Wash., May 8, 1912.
Editor Zaner,

Columbus, Ohio.
Dear Sir :

I write a true Missourian to show,
For Mr. Marshall of the facile pen
"Inquires to know" how writing blazons men :

But how within a letter's close confine,
E'en though the space were multiplied by nine,
To approach a subject having many a twist,

Is hard, at least, fairly to show its grist.

Too soon this merry life is o'er, and then
It matters little how we swung the pen,
Unless 'twas dipped in brains, ah, then it counts.
To what stupendous total that amounts.
I will admit the matter shows forth men
Much fuller than the scrawling of a pen;
And yet somewhat we may deduce from this

(If prejudice does not lead us amiss)
By simple observation of the style,

As Marshall well could use but for some bile.

Truly I know that Brother Carl's a wise man.
Hence the mere hint I'll give that so well tries

man.
'Tis not pure formal writing we would scan
When aiming to perceive the intrinsic man,
For who could fairly judge his brother's strength
By a dress-suit's cut or style or length,
Also be sure no hand shows character
Till there's some character to set forth there.
A certain flow of forward movement speaks
The one, who's never broken,—always breaks;
This too is shown by straight- backed letters,

firm.

Which prove the one no fear can cause to squirm.
Large spineless writing sets the blusterer forth

Surely as the star doth guide the sailor North.
A line of slovenly work, down at the heels
A slack, uncertain character reveals.

The lack of loops at each initial letter

Stands over fiery speed just like a setter;

A certain clipping of the endings shows
The faithful dog has got a splendid nose.
Precision then is judged from great exactness
Of letter spacing and of right compactness;
Also the nicety with which each line
May coalesce with delicacy fine.

Great speed of thought is shown by joining
words,

Sure trace of quick decision this affords.
A certain stvle and finish clearly shows
The temper education e'er bestows.
Irregularity's strict absence proves
The poise an even balance ever loves.
Formation and the choice of letters tell

The cast of mind a man may have full well,
The artist's intuition, keen and nice
Or merely usefulness that may suffice.

A search for small perfections shows due care.
Or want of it, and thus the mind lays bare.
For the clear-seeing eye much knowledge watts,
Through lack of insight, all interest abates.
Impulse is quite precluded by precision,
As lack of hesitation marks decision.
While generosity, (hat god-like gift.

Which often doth the poor to hope uplift.

Is proved by wide, clear spacing in the hand
And lack of cramping in the work as planned.
And if the pages show an open face,

One may within their texture, frankness trace;
The loops well opened and the letters round.
Be ture the same fine quality iB found.
Then if the writing's excellence be such
As scarce improved, e'en by Perfection's touch,
A strength of spirit, power of will lies there,
That prove the heights to which men's hearts

will dare,
For deeper go, and well consider this,

Who lingers will the highest summit miss;
Who dallies, long delays through laziness
Or fear, must fell defeat at last confess.
Yes, 'tis the bright and noble spirits win
And prove them, with the race's heroes, kin.
For character's the shape the soul receives
Beneath the forging hammer which Life

heaves;
The concept of our wills amidst the strife

Which forms the varied action of our life.

Now Carl confess effront'ry with courage
Much as one might mistake rare wine for por-

ridge,

But then sometimes the pen doth grip the bit

And sets the reader many a merry fit.

The question he has asked me in his letter,

I guess, I'll turn it over to a better,

Clearly to me the situation seems
Quite like a certain youth's ambitious dreams,

Who though small algebra he e'er had learned,
A swift acquaintance with quadratics yearned.
Now here I'll quit for fear Carl Marshall's lance
May resurrect and prick me to a dance.
Since he entirely failed to grasp my prose.
How he will fathom my poor verse dear knows.
You see, I understand an expert could
Deduce much more than

Yours sincerely,
Wood.

Business Teachers To Spokane,

The attention of business teachers in both
public and private schools is again called to the
Spokane meeting. This meeting ought to be,

and doubtless will be, a very interesting one.
It is the purpose of this Dotice to request every
business teacher to go to Spokane with some-
thing to say at a Kound Table on the following

:

(1.) The ideal bookkeeping course.

(2.) How much office practice ?

(3.) When should office practice be begun ?

(4.) Do we need a new text on Business
English ? If so, what are some of the main
features that it should embody ?

(5.) What should be the attitude of the pro-

prietor toward the teacher, from the teacher's
standpoint?

I regard all these questions as "live ones,"
and hope the business teacher will have some-
thing to say on each. Of course, we cannot
have any "long speeches" as that would take
up too much time. Ladies and Gentlemen,
condense your ideas and take them to Spokane,
and we can doubtless be of help to one an-
other.

J. C. Evans.
Secretary of National Business Teachers' Asso-
ciation, Lock port. N. Y.

DETROIT COMMERCIAL COL-
LEGE.

Detroit, Mich., May 13, 1912.
The Business Educator,

Columbus. Ohio.
Gentlemen:—The following item maybe of

interest to your many readers of "The Busi-
ness Educator." If you see tit, kindly insert

it in your next issue.

DETROIT FERRIS INSTITUTE CLUB

After several preliminary meetings.it was fi-

nally decided by former students of the Ferris

Institute, Big Rapids, Mich., and who are now
in Detroit, to organize a Detroit Ferris Institute

Club. At a meeting held Saturday evening,

May 3, the proposed constitution and by-laws
were presented and adopted, and the following

officers were elected for the ensuing year :

President, Chas. F. Zulauf, Prof. Detroit Com-
mercial College.
Vice President, Ralph H. Pino, Representa-

tive Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Co.
Secretary, V. W. Pearsall, Stenographer Gen-

eral Motors Co.
Treasurer, D. S. Eldridge, Bookkeeper First

National Bank.
The purpose of the association is: (1) To

bring into closer touch with each other the Fer-

ris Institute students in Detroit; (2) To promote
unity of effort in helping each other.

Owing to the fact that there are more than 200
former F. I. students in Detroit, this association

may become one of the largest F. I. organiza-

in the country.
Detroit Ferris Institute Club,

Per Chas. F. Zulauf, Pres.

Mr. A. M. Toler, for the past two or three years

with McCann's Reading, Pa.. Business College,

is now located with Dunsmore Business College.

Staunton, Va. In due course of time Toler will

make his influence felt in Staunton, as he is a

hne fellow and a hustler.

A list of subscriptions and a package of stu-

dents' specimens of writing are at hand from
the Business Institute of Detroit, Mich. The
work is among the very best received at this

office from any source, and the reports received

from time to time concerning the success and
work of this institution are flattering.
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PRESIDENT MACCORMAC IN-
VITES YOU.

Chicago, 111., May 7, 1912.

All eyes are turned westward. It

is but a little while until July and on
the 15th thereof the National Com-
mercial Teachers' Federation meets
in Spokane for its 16th Annual Con-
vocation. If time means anything
this should be by far the strongest
and most effective session of our ex-

perience for we now have the com-
bined results of the years gone by to

add to the momentum which has
come through cooperation to make of

this meeting an influence for educa-
tional strengthening and uplift.

The question that now concerns
me most is: Are yoic going? I hon-
estly and firmly believe that you
should. First, because it is a duty
which you owe the Federation and
because of business education in

general. Second, it is a duty that

you owe yourself for it is only
through cooperation with such forces

as will here gather that you can hope
to cope with the trend of the times.

Next, it will be a pleasure, one of

which you have possibly been denied
and so great a one that it is impos-
sible for me to approach its descrip-
tion. In going from your eastern,

southern, or middle western home to

Spokane you are going into the heart
of America, you are taking up the
slogan, "See America first," you are

going into Nature's most stupendous
playground where every factor of his

greatness shows itself. When you
have feasted on the mountains and
valleys, on the rivulets and torrents,

when you have drunk in the ozone
and the sunshine of those splendid
planes, you cannot but be better,

stronger, and more useful in your
daily duty. So come be a part with
us.

Trains are leaving via the Rex
Tour on July 1st and 11th and the
official train leaves on the glorious
4th of July from Chicago and another
via the Burlington and Northern Pa-
cific on the 11th, which is the last

date of the greatly reduced fare. Of
course I shall be pleased to have you
accompany me on that splendid trip

which leaves Chicago on the 4th of

July but whether you can do that or

not make up your mind right now
that you are going to go to Spokane
and feel free to write me at any time
for any information that I may give.

Morton MacCormac,
President, National Commercial
Teachers' Federation.

P. S.

I am glad to state that I have just

received official notice that Mr. J. N.
Kimball has decided to go from New
York to Spokane for the purpose of

conducting a Typewriting Contest
which has been arranged for by Mr.
Elwood Ingersoll, of Spokane. I am

also informed that the contest will be
held at such time so as not to inter-

fere with any meetings of the Feder-
ation and now that Mr. Kimball is to

conduct it shows that it will be on
the same high plane that has char-
acterized former contests under his

charge. I shall appreciate it if you
will give this matter the desired pub-
licity and urge any school that may
have amateurs or professionals to

get in touch with Mr. Ingersoll on the
matter.
As nearly as can be judged from

this office all is moving along splen-
didly toward success. Reservations
are coming in for the trains leaving
Chicago on the 4th and 11th of July.

Literature relative to these is being
mailed this week and it is now my be-
lief that we are going to have a very
large and enthusiastic gathering at

Spokane.
MacCormac.

THURSDAY NIGHT
Program to be supplied.

FRIDAY
Federation program.
Business meeting; reports of com-

mittees.
New business.
Note: The Typewriting Contest

under the direction of J. N. Kimball
will take place at such hour as will

not conflict with the program of the
Federation.

NATIONAL COMMERCIAL
TEACHERS' FEDERA-
TION PROGRAM.

Spokane, Wn., July 15-19, 1912.

MONDAY 2:30 P. M.

Meeting of the Executive Commit-
tee.

MONDAY EVENING
Public reception.

TUESDAY AFTERNOON
General Federation meeting.
The usual addresses of welcome

and responses. The President's ad-

dress, appointment of committees,
etc.

TUESDAY EVENING
Program to be supplied.

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
Central Commercial Teachers' As-

sociation Day.
President's Address, Charles D.

McGregor.
On this afternoon we expect to hear

from ten of the leading men of the
profession on live topics to be an-

nounced. Following that business
meeting—reports of committees, elec-

tion of officers.

WEDNESDAY EVENING
Address by James J. Hill.

THURSDAY AFTERNOON
Gregg Shorthand Association Day.
President's remarks, H. A. Hagar.
Announcements.
Annual contest for Gregg Teach-

ers' Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals.
"Present-day Tendencies in Teach-

ing Shorthand," John R. Gregg.
Business meeting.
Report of secretary-treasurer.
Report of director of evercircula-

tors.
Reports of committees.
Election of officers.

National Business Teachers' Associ-
ation

TUESDAY, JULY 16

President's Address, Geo. H.
Walks.
"Bookkeeping in the Business Col-

lege," President.
"Results Compared to Possibili-

ties," Thos. Campbell.
"Should the Business College

Teach Accountancy?" E. H. Fearson.
WEDNESDAY, JULY 17

"As a Teacher, So Is the Student,"
L. A. Arnold.
Rapid Calculation Drill; rules an-

nounced by the acting chairman.
THURSDAY, JULY 18

"How to Make the Use of Real
Vouchers Real to the Class," F. E.

Lakey.
"The Advantage of a Special Build-

ing for Business College Purposes,"
M. H. Lockyear.
"What Should be Required Before

a Diploma is Granted," M. M. Hig-
ley.

FRIDAY, JULY 19

Election of officers.

"Bookkeeping or Accountancy in

the School, Which?" Raymond
Laird.
Subject to be announced, Mrs. M.

M. Counselman.
"A New Presentation of the Funda-

mental Principles Underlying Debit
and Credit," Carl Marshall.

National Penmanship Teachers' As-
sociation.

TUESDAY
President's How-do-you-do.
Report of secretary; report of

committees; new business, etc.

"Why the Business College
Laughs," J. O. Peterson.
"How to Secure the Best Effort of

the Penmanship Class in the High
School," M. A. Adams.

WEDNESDAY
Talk, Morton MacCormac.
"Forgery," H. C. Blair.

"Drills and Exercises Which Will

Produce the Desired Results in the

Shortest Time," C. A. Faust.
THURSDAY

"Penmanship in the Grades," A. N.
Palmer.
"Business Figures," E. G. Miller.

"Ornamental Writing," H. L.

Darner.
Election of officers.
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Penmanship sermonettes, Lois

Stewart, Alice Benbow, J. A. Stryker.

Contests, drills, etc., directed by
Fred Rerkman.

National High School Commercial
Teachers' Association

TUESDAY, JULY 16, 9:30

President's address, W. H. Shoe-
maker.
"To what Extent is the Office Prac-

tice Practical for the High School ?"

V. E. Madray.
"Two Courses for the Commercial

Department, Secretarial and Busi-

ness Administration," Ira N. Crabb.

WEDNESDAY, JULY 17, 9:30

"The Man Behind the Gun," S. A.

Moran.
"The Mental Training of Short-

hand," Ethel Bradley.
"Work of the Commercial Teacher

in the High Schools of Nevada,"
George E. McCracken.

THURSDAY, JULY 18, 9:30

"The Commercial Teacher's Work,"
an address by E. A. Bryan.

FRIDAY-

, JULY-
19, 9:30

Election of officers and other busi-

ness.
"The Vocational Schools of Ger-

many," J . R. Gregg.
Round Table.
(Opportunity for discussion will be

given after each paper.)

Private School Managers' Association

B. F. Williams, Des Moines, Presi-

dent and P. S. Spangler, Pittsburg,

Secretary. Program not yet ready
for publication but a promise to the
managers that they will be well paid
for their attendance at Spokane.

National Shorthand Teachers' Associ-

ation

TUESDAY, JULY 16

President's address, J. A. Hagar.
"Advertisingin the Business School

Curriculum," C. V. Crumley.
Discussion.
"How to Finish Stenographers for

Ouick Placing by the Typewriter Co.
Employment Department," Miss Etta
Murrin.
Discussion.
"How To Maintain Interest by

Tests, Examinations and Prizes," E.
B. Moore.
Discussion led by Miss Mary Bow-

man.
WEDNESDAY, JULY 17

"How to Introduce Students to

the Study of Shorthand," Miss Lora
L. Bowman.
Discussion.
"How to Start the Students in

Touch Typewriting," W. C. Hyatt.
Discussion.
"How to Plan the Advanced Type-

writing Course to U,et the Best Re-
sults," \V. F. Kuegsegger.
Discussion.

"How to Teach Shorthand and
Typewriting to Country Students,"
L. M. Lewis.
Discussion.

THURSDAY', JULY' 18.

"How the Application of Psychol-
ogy in Teaching Shorthand and
Typewriting Helps Both Student and
Teacher," Geo. W. Scott.
Discussion.
"How to Help Students Who Wish

to be Reporters," W. A. Woodworth.
Discussion.
"Hqw to Review Shorthand Prin-

ciples in Connection with Dictation
Work," H. M. Blair.

Discussion led by Mr. Chas. I.

Jenny.
"The Phonograph in the Business

College," A. E. Kane.
Discussion.

FRIDAY-

"How and What Subjects to Teach
in Shorthand Dept.," J. P. Wilson.
Discussion led by J. C. McTavish.
"How to Organize and Conduct

Shorthand in Night School," H. L.
Lady.
Discussion led by A. A. Peterson.
"How to Teach Business English

in School," Frances E. Raymond.
Discussion.
"What the Shorthand Teacher

Should Be," O. A. Bosserman.

Spokane Chamber of Commerce

Spokane. May 13, 1812.

Editor Business Educator
Columbus. Ohio.

Just a word to say that everything is ready
herefor the Convention of the .National Feder-
al ion of Commercial Teachers.
The Governor of Washington, the Mayor of

Spokane and the President of the Spokane
Chamber of Commerce will extend to the
teachers a most cordial welcome to Spokane, the
State of Washington and the Pacific Northwest.
The governors of the Northwestern states have
been invited to be present.
The Tuesday noon luncheons of the Spokane

Chamber of Commerce are the most largely
attended of any weekly meeting of any Cham-
ber of Commerce any where in the United
States. Tuesday, July 10th, at the Chamber of
Commerce luncheon, will be known as "Com-
mercial School Day." The officials of the Fed-
eration will be invited as the guests of the
Chamber of Commerce and a big boost will be
given commercial schools and commercial
school work.
There will be sight-seeing trips, banquets and

other features of interest. The week of July 15,
during which time the Federation is to meet
here, will be known as "Commercial School
Week" in Spokane, and everyone here will take
off his hat to the Commercial School men.
The many attractions of the West will bring

many commercial teachers to the Spokane Con-
vention who have not hitherto taken an active
interest in the commercial school conventions.
Of course the "old guard" will be here to add
strength and stability to the occasion but I am
looking forward to seeing many teachers here
who have not been regular attendants at former
conventions.
The trip from the northern and southern states

and from the Mississippi Valley is magnificent.
It is indeed a liberal education in itself. The
teacher who makes the trip will be worth a great
deal more to his students in the future than he
has been in the past. The Convention offers
the teachers throughout the entire country an
opportunity to discover the United States. The
country west of the Mississippi has grown so
rapidly during the past decade that no accurate

or adequate conception can be formed of it ex-
cept through a personal investigation.
In attending the Convention the teachers will

have an opportunity to become familiar with the
vast resources of the West in agriculture, horti-

culture, mining, lumber and the fisheries. They
will see rivers, harbors and bays that will sur-

prise them. The mountain and lake scenery of

the Northwest is unexcelled, if equalled, in the
world.
Any one of a dozen western cities is well

worth a trip across the continent to see. These
cities are American and unlike eastern cities of

the United States have not been built according
to European designs. The architecture here is

distinctive and modern.
I have read with much interest the itineraries

that have been arranged for the teachers who are

coming to the Convention. These itineraries

are unexcelled. They are great.

The scenic attraction of these trips cannot pos-
sibly be appreciated without being 'seen. The
lake scenery around Spokane; Puget Sound
with its magnificent cities of Seattle. Tacoma
and Bellingham; Portland with its far famed
Willamette Valley; the beautiful cities of Vic-

torie anil Vancouver in British Columbia; the

Rocky and the Cascade Mountains and the great

prairies of wheat will be sights that will be re-

membered by those coming to the convention
as long as they live.

To those living in other parts of the country, a

trip through the Pacific Northwest will be like

traveling in another world everything here is so

new and different.

I trust the Federation in the future will con-
tinue the plan of alternating its conventions so

as to give the commercial teachers an opportu-

nity to visit the northern and southern states

and those of the Mississippi Valley and the

West. This would give the teachers a compre-
hensive knowledge of the entire country and
through their contact with their students would
assist in keeping the nation together commer-
cially, financially and industrially.

The Convention here will be intensely inter-

esting, but aside from the Convention great

good will be accomplished by the liberal educa-
tion the teachers will obtain on their trip. This
will be imparted to their pupils next fall and in

this manner and through the commercial school
journals a more accurate knowledge of the
country will be disseminated.
The Chambers of Commerce of the Pacific

Coast have written me they desire the commer-
cial teachers to call on them either on their way
to or from the Convention. Will you please say
to your readers that the entire Pacific Northwest
extends the most cordial invitation to the Com-
mercial teachers of America to come here and
partake of our hospitality and good will.

Yours sincerely,

K. J. Maclean,
Secretary.

ON TO SPOKANE

Announcement of arrangements for trip to

Spokane. For the members of the National
Commercial Teachers' Federation and friends.

Itinerary of the All-expense Special Train of the
Teacher's Spokane Club, and other information.

The time for that glorious trip to the Yellow-
stone Park and the Great West is drawing close
to hand, only a few more weeks until the call

"All aboard for Spokane" will be announced.
Over one hundred jolly teachers and their

friends will be moving on to Spokane on one of

the most enjoyable trips of their lives, a trip the
pleasant memories of which time can never ef-

face; acquaintances and newly made friendships
will be formed that will continue for the remain-
tier of our sojourn on Mother Earth.

I could not, in my feeble way, should I attempt
it,describe this trip and enumerate the wonders
to be seen and the pleasures to be experienced.

1 leave it to you to imagine, if you can. one
hundred congenial people as one family in a ho-
tel on wheels, passing through Illinois. Iowa.
Nebraska, Colorado, Utah. Wyoming, Washing-
ton, Oregon, California, Nevada, and Arizona,
and from the time of boarding the train at Chica-
go until the return thereto, the scene from the

windows will tie an even-hanging panorama,
passing through large cities and small towns,
over wide-stretching virgin forests, rolling
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ill be held the meetings of the National

prairies ami vast plains; past the extinct mouths
of volcanoes with nil their marvelous evidence of
volcanic action; following the path of the early
history of America, with its thrilling stories of
the savage aborigines, the adventurous voyager
and pioneer settler. On, on to the "Garden of
the West"- California, with its orange groves
and flowers and perpetual sunshine. On to the
beautiful Golden Gate. On through a country
of lovely valleys and majestic mountains, along
winding streams, rushing rivers, enchanting
falls, mighty glaciers and sylvan spots, crossing
the mighty rivers. Mississippi. Missouri. Rio
Grande, Colorado. Sacramento, and San Jo-
aquin, and innumerable picturesque smaller
streams, viewing the grandeur of our "Switzer-
land of America", riding through that wonder of

wonders, our National Yellowstone Park, look-
ing down wonderful canons, camping beside
that phenomenon of phenomenons, "Old
Faithful," and sister geysers, listening to the mu-
sic of the singing of the giant pines, and bnck
past the incomparable waters of the (freat Lakes.
Imagination is tame in comparison to the reality.

Do not let this advantage, perhnps the last you
may have, pass: no more favorable one as re-

gards expense and comfort can ever come to
you.

OL'R SPECIAL TRAIN" ADVANTAGES

The advantages of a special train all the way
are many; we stop when we desire and have ail

the time needed to carry out ideas. We are sure
Of our meals being on time; no baggage to look
after, and no hotels to look up; no waiting over
on account of not being able to get a sleeper
back. The schedules are so arranged that we
pass through the scenic portions of our trip in

daylight. We see more than could be seen in

double the time traveling independently on reg-
ular trains. Travelers are relieved of all care
and responsibility incident to the trip. The
party gets well acquainted before its arrival at

the Convention.
By the ordinary train, if one desires to stop at

any particular place, a hotel must be hunted up,
baggage must lie looked after, and aftera hurried
sight-seeing, alone and unaided, take another
train to the next stopping place.

Frequently, train service necessitntes leaving
the car at midnight in a strange city. In many
cases where a few hours of sight-seeing would be
sufficient, a full twenty-four hours' stop-over be-
comes necessary, owing to the manner in which

the regular train schedules are arranged. < in ac-
count of this inconvenience, a great many inter-
esting places are not visited, and a tourist returns
In mie dissatisfied with his journey.

OUR WAY BY PRIVATE TRAIN
A vestibuled private train running on a special

schedule for the entire trip—as I stated before, a
hotel on wheels—Possessing all the necessary
appurtenances for the comfort and pleasure of the
travelers, dining car, parlor car, sleeping cars,

baggage car accessible at all times, will bear-
ranged for occupancy during the stay in Spo-
kane, and placed conveniently to the Convention
Hall. Those who prefer the hotel may so ar-

range.
Ours is not a railway excursion, but a private

party selecting the choice bits of any road we
wish. All anxiety concerning the route, sight-
seeing and expense are removed, all ticket- hav-
ing been purchased for you. From Chicago to

Chicago, there is no carrying of baggage or
cumbersome parcles. The baggage in the bag-
gage car will be accessible throughout the trip.

In this way, the train will be free from the usual
accumulation of satchels, parcels and baggage.
Good home meals are supplied without either

the rush for place as at a restaurant, or bolting the
food in your anxiety about missing the tram.
The pleasure and prolit of a trip is more than
doubled when taken in company with a congen-
ial and intelligent party. The fact that we stop
at some place every day. if only for an hour or
two, entirely banishes the weariness associated
in everyone's mind with a protracted journey.
Also, because of these rests, the cars can be kept
clean and airy.

In arranging and perfecting plans for this trip,

we have labored to secure the best and most in-

teresting, both as to route and superintendence
of the party; and in presenting our itinerary, we
do so with the belief that all necessary require-
ments have been fully provided for. Train
equipment will be the best that can be obtained
suitable for our purpose: especially, in making
it possible for each person to occupy a double
berth, unless otherwise desired.
Special instructions will be issued to all who

register, relating to mail, telegrams, baggage,
ami other personal matters.
The strongest argument in favor of our method

of travel is that the passenger is relieved of all

the responsibilities and cares incident to the trip,

from the moment of boarding the private train

until his return. There is nothing left to do, as
all necessary traveling and living expenses are
settled before starting on the journey. leaving
for the partv in charge of the train and his as-
sistants the work of attending to all the details of
the trip. This enables the tourist to enjoy unin-
terrupted pleasure and rest, free from "all the
cares and annoyance's which mar the happiness
of those who undertake so long a journey inde
pendently. Again, one cannot take independ-
ently such tours as we outline at any such fig-
ures as we have secured. Those who have nev
er traveled under such favorable auspices can
form but a faint conception of the comfort and
enjoyment which a private train thus equipped
and managed affords.
Arrangements are being made by various So-

cieties ami Chambers of Commerce along the
route, providing entertainment of various kinds.
Suites of rooms have been engaged for the Spo-
kane Club Headquarters at Hotel Spokane.
Union Square Hotel. San Francisco, and Hotel
Angeles at Los Angeles.
As a requirement of one hundred persons is

necessary for our special train, which will give
us the accommodations before described, we are
working hard to secure it. and solicit your co-op-
eration. If you cannot find it possible to make
the trip, solicit your friends. As over half the
required number is already booked at this early
date, we feel sure of the party. Upon request,
our itinerary will be mailed you or your friends.
Remember that we have planned six different

tours, ranging in time from two weeks to thirty-
five days, so as t" accommodate those win- have
time enough only to attend the convention and
return, or those whV have the entire thirty-five
days at their disposal. Also those who cannot
leave mi July 1st. may select July 1 lth or 12th.
We want you, however, to be one of our special
Train Tour "A" leaving Chicago July 1-t.

Keep in mind that you can arrange for parties
from your home town to Chicago. Write the
Kex Tours. 1523 Marquette Bldg.. Chicago, re-
garding this information and it will be promptly
given.
Double the number of side trips may betaken

for every dollar expended if youare a member of
our Club, as reductions owing to the large party
are promised by side-trip managers ami the
complimentary ones prepared by organizations
and Chambers of Commerce along the route.
Not a dull moment will lie experienced during
the entire trip as arrangements are being made
for evening entertainments when darkness over-
takes us and shuts out the scenic feasting.
Reservations will be made in the order in

which they are received and youare especially
requested to make your applications early.
Trusting that the members of the Spokane

Club will nave the pleasure of meeting you July
1st. I am, fraternal.lv yours, C. A. Faust.

Pres. Teachers' Spokane Club.
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ERRORS IN ACCOUNTS

An error is a mistake, a deviation
from the truth, a difference. Errors
may be divided into errors of princi-
ple, of commission and omission.
Errors of principle include such er-
rors as debiting to capital charges
which properly should go against in-
come, including in the profit and loss
of one period items which do not ap-
ply to that period, valuing goods at
selling price instead of cost price, or
not preparing accounts according to
a duly prescribed form.
Bookkeeping has to do with the re-

cording of financial facts, but no
matter how simple these facts are,
and no matter how carefully these
facts may be recorded, it is found in
practice that errors of commission
and omission take place. As preven-
tion in such cases is better than cure,
the utmost pains should be taken to
prevent mistakes being made, but as
no matter how much care may be
taken, errors will arise and it is es-
sential to know how to detect such
mistakes and how to correct them.
One of the main tests of a good sys-

tem of bookkeeping is that errors can
be localized. When a trial balance
does not balance, it is a great saving
of time if the error or errors can be
localized, etc. It is then only neces-
sary that the attention of the book-
keeper should be devoted to the er-
ror infected area. Books should al-
ways be designed with this object in
view, and any extra labor involved is

more than recompensed.

CAUSES OE ERRORS

Errors arise through carelessness
or incompetence, and may be classi-
fied according to the'different causes
which have produced them as follows:
(1) arithmetical errors such as errors
in addition of columns, or in the sub-
traction in arriving at balances; <2,

copying figures, that is errors in the
amounts of figures produced through
carelessness in copying them, wheth-
er into the ledger when posting from
the books of original record, or in
carrying forward the totals of one
page to the next. (3) Entering items
in the wrong account, or upon the
wrong side of the right account. (4)
Errors of omission, as omitting to
post an item. These various errors
may be further divided, according as
they affect or do not affect the bal-
ancing of the books viz: (a) Single

errors, which prevent the trial bal-
ance from balancing; (b) Offsetting
errors, which do not prevent the trial
balance from balancing.
Single errors being those which in-

terfere with the fundamental princi-
ple of bookkeeping, that for every
debit there must be a corresponding
credit, and have a decided leaning to
virtue's side, in that the trial balance
is bound to reveal them, unless there
are other single errors which offset
their effect, and prevent their being
detected through the trial balance.
Offsetting errors which do not pre-

vent the trial balance from balancing
are the most difficult to locate, and
may never be discovered. Thus
where an amount has been debited to
the wrong customer, it will not be
discovered unless the customer ob-
jects to the item when his account is

rendered, and it may then be too late
to recover from the proper debtor.
Such losses have frequently occurred
in practice. To prevent these offset-
ting errors, great care should be ex-
ercised in posting, to begin with, and
thereafter they should be carefully
checked.

DETECTION OF ERRORS
When a set of books do not bal-

ance, the most direct method of find-
ing out the mistake, is to check over
the whole of the work, including the
posting and the footings, but this for
most people is a hard task, and one
which is seldom remunerative. Where
it is necessary to check over the
whole of the posting, that portion of
it should always be done first which
is under the charge of a clerk who is

considered to be not so careful as the
other clerks.
The fact that the trial balance of a

set of books balances, is not absolute
proof that the books are correct.
There may be errors on both sides of
the ledger, and still the trial balance
may he apparently in order. When a
trial balance does not balance, it is
well to make sure that the error is

not in the trial balance itself. Often-
times the postings in the ledger are
correct, and the balances are incor-
rectly transferred from the ledger to
the trial balance, as inserting a bal-
ance in the wrong column, in whicn
case the difference in the totals of the
trial balance will be double the
amount of the ledger balance. If the
error is a simple amount such as
1.00, 10.00 or 1000.00, the probabil-
ity is that the error is in the additions

and subtractions of the balances.
Great care should be taken when bal-
ancing an account to be sure that it

really does balance, also that in for-
warding an account that the balance
or footings are forwarded correctly.
If the difference in the trial balance
is divisible by 9, the error is probably
a transposition in figures. Great
care should be taken to see that the
figures should be in perpendicular
columns, tens under tens, hundreds
under hundreds, etc. Sometimes the
tails of 7s and 9s, where the figures
are mixed, are added up as 10 in the
next row of figures. If the error is

an amount like 171.57, it is probable
that some item is not posted, or some
account omitted from the balance. I

have frequently found that these dif-
ferences are the net difference of al-

most any number of errors, as 9 may
be the difference in two errors of ad-
dition of 10 and 1. When all attempts
fail to find the error by these short
methods, an endeavor should be
made to localize the error, but if that
is not possible, the whole posting
must be gone over. In one case
where footings have been gone over
twice, and the error not located, it

was eventually found that the date
was included in the addition. Too
great care cannot be taken in making
figures; for example, 51 if joined,
would appear as 57. Figures should
never be connected. If the books do
not balance after the posting has
been gone over, a good plan is to
prepare a skeleton ledger which con-
tains just the names of the accounts,
and debit and credit columns. When
an Accountant is called in and finds
the books out of balance, full of
scratches, poor writing, bad figures,
blots, torn and loose pages, he gen-
erally uses the contra analysis meth-
od, which not only locates all errors,
but makes an exhaustive detailed
analysis of every account of the busi-
ness.

CORRECTION OF ERRORS
When an error is discovered, the

next thing to do is to correct it. The
method of doing this will depend up-
on the nature of the error. There is
one hard and fast rule to which there
should be allowed no exceptions, and
that is, that in all the books of origi-
nal entry, and this should extend to
the ledger, there should be no erasing
either of words or figures. If it is
found necessary to change either
words or figures, the proper way is

not to use a scraper, but take a ruler
and pen and ink and boldly draw one
or two lines through the words and
figures, which it is desired to change.
The alteration may thus be seen at
any future time, and there is no sus-
picion about a simple change as there
is about an erasure. Acids should
never be used to make erasures, as
this looks suspicious to an auditor at

( Concluded on page 30.

)
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This department is glad to note

the following comment, taken from a

recent discussion of the teaching of

rhetoric:

"There is now, perhaps more than
ever before, a strong conviction
among instructors of rhetoric that

definite and systematic application

of the method of learning to write

through the examination and imita-

tion of good models is likely to be
productive of better results than may
be obtained by any other method."
Undoubtedly true—and just as true

of business letter writing as it is of

the writing of themes, essays or com-
positions. The student of business
correspondence should examine and
imitate the strong qualities of the
very best business letters you can
find to place before him. Thousands
of mediocre, indifferently good, poor,
or positively bad letters go out from
the business firms of the United
States, but on the contrary, if you
want some live, interesting, forceful

material you will have to search the
letter files of the business houses for

it. Don't take this too literally; it

would hardly be the proper thing to

expect a business house to let you
browse about among their files for
correspondence material, but it is en-
tirely likely that you may find firms
who will be willing to co-operate with
you in your effort to provide actual
letters, that have seen seryice and
will probably respect you and your
graduates for this evidence of your
enterprise and desire to be practical.

One high school commercial teacher
I have known (and do yet) went to

the leading business houses of his

city and asked for a good assortment
of business letters which would fairly

represent the scope and nature of the
problems being worked out in their

correspondence departments. He
got these letters and the firms felt

complimented, I have not a doubt, to

be asked to furnish material for the
instruction of hundreds of business
students. By using these letters,

with names and addresses, etc.,

changed, this teacher added interest
to his shorthand dictation class, gave
the work a touch of actuality, se-

cured a variety of expressions and
styles for study and gained friends
for his department. That one of
these firms needing a stenographer
should turn to the school using their
letters as models for study and imi-
tation is but a natural sequence.

I used to begin my work in corres-
pondence by writing on the board a
long letter, in which a good many
faults were incorporated, and asking
the members of my class for criti-

cisms. I believe now that I was
•wrong. I was assuming that my
class already had a pretty good
knowledge of the subject. It is bet-
ter to begin at the beginning—the
writing of the simplest kind of let-

ters.

A bright public school boy, when
asked to write a letter to a certain
book company, ordering a copy of
Blank's Model Grammar, price $1.00,

produced this highly original and
quaint document:
Dear Sir: I am well and hope you are the

same. Here is the dollar. Please send me the
book. Yours truly.

Even that was not quite so bad as
the product of a High school boy
who wrote an order for groceries and
requested that two dozen eggs and a
peck of tomatoes be sent him by mail.
These two examples, which came

under my own observation, show that
we must lay even the foundation of
letter writing with a good many of
our pupils. They are extreme cases,
of course, and perhaps the most ri-

diculous I can recall, but to revive a
now discarded bit of slang, "there
are others" and nearly every teacher
can match them with others equally
as good (or rather, bad.)
Such a collection of business let-

ters as we have suggested will do
much to add to the effectiveness of
your correspondence teaching. Keep
adding to it. You can easily secure
a complete series of follow up letters

by addressing an inquiry to some
prominent advertiser. Study them
and produce a similar series in your
class. It frequently happens that
firms exchange five, ten or twenty let-

ters relative to some matter of inter-
est or controversy. Study a good
series of this kind and produce a
series in your class. After skill in
writing has been developed let them
be dictated by members of your
class. The stenographer of tomorrow
may be the dictator of a more distant
tomorrow. Think about it. This
work in oral composition is worth
while.

Interest your students also in what
we may term the accessories of cor-
respondence. Filing systems, card
systems, letter books, copying de-
vices, multiple typewriters, mimeo-
graphs, addressing machines, etc.,

have a vital connection with the work
of a correspondent.

One way to study these things is to
have them in the school. Even if

you do have them, you will learn
much by studying the various ways
in which they are used in different
houses. To take an entire class to
an office for the purpose of studying
the correspondence system is not al-
ways practicable. Again, you may
wish to compare the methods of
different firms. Perhaps you could
make arrangements with these differ-
e'rent firms to receive committees of
from one to five from your school.
These committees could make notes
of their observations and without a
doubt some exceedingly interesting
lessons could be developed from the
material which they should bring
back. Such a plan ought to be prac-
ticable and surely would result in
getting the business school and the
business office on closer terms of re-
lationship. It ought to be a boost
for the school with any business man.

It is surprising how much filing
and kindred matters can be learned
from the printed matter of the houses
furnishing such supplies. These
firms will usually send you as many
copies of the printed matter as you
may desire. Get this material and
use it as a reference library, or study
it as you would a text. I've seen a
lot of it that is good stuff.
Finally, secure a collection of the

most artistic letter heads you can
find. Study the ideal arrangement of
a letter in all its details. Look upon
a letter as a work of art as well as a
piece of literature. Avoid freakish-
ness in diction and in arrangement,yet
ever seek to find fresh, vivid, striking
and effective ways of expression.
The work of the shorthand depart-

ment is so closely related to the sub-
ject of correspondence that a sugges-
tion is thrown out to shorthand
teachers. Why not make your final
examination in shorthand a day's
work? Take twenty or thirty busi-
ness letters, whatever you consider
would be a good day's work for a be-
ginning stenographer, and dictate
answers to them. Let your pupils
answer these, attach carbons and file
properly. You can elaborate on this
idea and make it a very practical test.
Surely it would test the fitnesss of
the candidate far better than the
reading of five hundred words at a
certain rate of speed. If the pupil
cannot turn out a fair percentage of
these letters in good shape he cer-
tainly is not ready to go out as a
stenographer.
And now we close. Our good edi-

tor frequently showers his contribu-
tors with verbal bouquets of kind ap-
preciation. It ought to be equally
appropriate for us to turn the tables
on him. I don't know of a man that
I would rather meet face to face than
Mr. Zaner. We have exchanged let-
ters for a good many years, but I

have never seen him. Yet I feel ac-
quainted—I often say, "Yes, I know
Mr. Zaner." Then I have to explain
that I know him, but that I made
his acquaintance by correspondence.
This acquaintance has led me to re-
spect and esteem him as a good man
and a great educator. Success to
him and his co-workers in Columbus
and to you his readers.
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KEPAKTMENT OF

BUSINESS LAW
John J. Sullivan, A. M., LL. B.,

225 Land Title Bld§., Philadelphia, Pa.

Business law is a study which can
and should be pursued by everyone,

no matter what the age or sex, the

occupation or previous educational

training may be. Everyone is bound
to know the law so far as it affects

him in his property rights and in his

relations with his fellow citizens, and
this fact alone is justification enough
for emphasizing the importance of

the study.

One reason why an explanation of

the advantages of a course on busi-
ness law may be useful is that many
persons still harbor a prejudice
against this study. It lies in the fact

that when the study began to be
taken uo many years ago, it was, to

a limited extent, in the hands of

charlatans. Some of its professors
followed no scientific method. They
undertook to make every man his

own lawyer and they promised far

more than they ever did or could per-

form. The axiom that a little knowl-
edge is a dangerous thing was pe-
culiarly applicable to those who took
lessons from such teachers. No at-

tempt was made to show the student
the limitations of his knowledge and
he was encouraged to believe that,

upon the completion of a short course
of studies, he could thenceforth, un-
aided, grapple with every legal prob-
lem and save expensive lawyers' fees.

Nowadays we approach the matter
in an entirely different way. We re-

alize that even in a law school where
for three years the pupils work all

the time at the study of the law, they
come out only fit to begin an appren-
ticeship in some lawyer's office. We
certainly cannot expect, therefore, to

fit a man to solve for himself every
legal problem by giving him a much
shorter course in business law. We
do not aim to make every man
his own lawyer. Indeed, we believe
that the more business men ap-
preciate the necessity of heeding
the legal phases of a situation,
the more often will they consult
lawyers. Many of the biggest busi-
ness men in every great community
are lawyers, and these trained legal
minds recognize the folly of depend-
ing entirely upon their own knowl-
edge and judgment and have fre-

quent recourse to other lawyers,
specialists in this or that branch of
the law, in order to escape trouble.
For the problem of law, as it should
present itself to the business man, is

not how to flounder out of legal

difficulties, but rather how to keep
from floundering into them.
The situation as we view it may be

compared to a matter of navigation.
The business man, like a ship cap-
tain, is expected to know in a gener-
al way, the seas he crosses and the
ports and the rivers which he enters.

He should be apprised of the danger
which lurks in certain shoal places, he
should be told of the sunken reefs and
the narrow straits that menace his
vessel. But in showing the business
man the perils which beset his

course, we do so with no idea that he
will be so overbold as to attempt to

face all these perils without expert
assistance. On the contrary, our
thought is to enable him to learn
when such assistance is needed, in

order that he may summon it and
profit by it. It is far better to know
when to employ an experienced pilot

than to let the ship founder and then
all too late call in the bankruptcy
lawyers, who sometimes prove to be
wreckers rather than salvors.

Every year the mercantile agencies
report thousands of failures through-
out the country. Some of these fail-

ures are due to lack of sufficient cap-
ital and over-extended credit. Some
are due to business incapacity and
inexperience. Some are due to fires

and other more or less accidental
causes. But a large number of

people never realize that many a

man's failure is directly traceable to

his neglect to grasp the legal end of

the business enterprise in which he
has become involved. And while I

say that some failures are due entire-

ly to this neglect, I should add that
in countless cases this neglect co-

operates with other causes to bring
about ruin.

Take, for example, the situation
confronting every aggressive young
business man who wants to avoid re-

maining an employee forever and
aspires to become one of the propri-
etors of a business. Many a man in

this position has gone into partner-
ship with others without a proper
understanding of partnership law.

Such a man is probably honest
himself and he believes that those
with whom he associates in the
new firm are honest likewise. Fur-
thermore, he fancies that if anything
should go wrong through the indiff-

erence or dishonesty of his fellow

partners, the courts will see that he
gets justice. In many such cases the

fellow partner proves worthless. He
oversteps his authority, overdraws
his account with the firm and makes
a number of ill-advised contracts in

the firm name without consulting the
other partner, although he may have
expressly agreed never to make any
contract upon his own single author-
ity. That is the story which is

brought to lawyers' offices every day
in the week. It would seem that
there should be some prompt and
efficacious legal medicine to aid the
sufferer. And there is such medi-
cine, provided the firm articles, con-
stituting the partnership, have been
carefully drawn up, and provided
the injured partner has legally pro-

tected himself in certain other ways.
This is merely one of many com-

plicated situations which arise today
on account of the ever increasing co-

operation in business. In the old
days of individual effort, a knowl-
edge of the law was far less impor-
tant than it is at the present time
when associated activity has taken
the place of unit activity. See Amer-
ican Corporations. (D. Appleton &
Co., New York.)
Let us glance at another course,

whose value to the business man is

worth vastly more than is generally
appreciated. This is the course on
the law of Suretyship and Guaranty.
How many business men know the

difference between a guaranty con-
tract and one of suretyship? How
many even realize that such a differ-

ence really exists at all, not to speak
of knowing whereof it consists ? And
yet there are many merchants,
especially those of the old school
which is gradually being superseded,
who without an instant's reflection

would undertake to draw up such a
contract. In the course of my prac-

tice, I have had numerous contracts
of this kind submitted to me and al-

most without exception they have
proved either radically defective or

else utterly worthless. And yet it is

hard to convince a business man who
has never given suretyship and guar-
anty the benefit of his study that

there is real danger in ignoring the

law on this subject.

I recollect a case of a corporation
which retained me to draw up a con-
tract in connection with their em-
ployment of a new salesman. This
man was to handle considerable
funds and besides he carried a valu-

able line of samples. Being irre-

sponsible himself, the salesman was
asked to furnish a responsible friend,

who would be willing to guarantee
his fidelity and honesty. This he
did, and I was asked to prepare a
contract for the friend to sign. At
some pains I drew up an agreement
which sought to protect the corpora-
tion against the various contingen-
cies that might arise and which had
special reference to the peculiarities
of the law of suretyship and guar-
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ment as some business men consider
the word technical: that is to say, it

did not contain any foreign phrases
or high sounding legal gibberish. It

was sent to the corporation, but the

president decided that it was too

lengthy. Instead, he prepared a
little agreement himself which, he
declared, was short and to the point.

I did not know of his doing this at the

time and first heard of the change the

president had made months after-

wards when the salesman had de-

faulted and run away. The little

agreement signed by the salesman's
friend was brought to me, and an in-

stant's glance showed that it failed

entirely to cover the point. It was
absolutely worthless. Now the rea-

son of all this lay in no fault of the

law. It lay in the failure of the com-
pany's president to understand that

the law of suretyship and guaranty is

made with a careful attention to the

rights of the surety or the guarantor.
So far as a surety or a guarantor
does not clearly bind himself, he is

not bound at all. In this as in other
branches of the law there are many
so called fine points which appear
reasonable and practical enough
when discussed in the light of the
reasons back of them, but which the

average business man ignores alto-

gether. See American Business Law
(D. Appleton & Co., New York.)
And this brings me in concluding

my remarks to call attention to the
proper method of teaching business
law. Avoid dispensing a lot of mis-
cellaneous information in a disorder-
ly mass and trusting to the mere
memory of the student to retain what
has been told to him. Truly scien-

tific education requires that any
course which is offered to a student
shall be built up into his mind so as

to become a part of it, in a logical

systematic way. The constant aim
should be to present a branch of

knowledge as part of the entire sys-

tem of co-ordinated knowledge and
thus to enable the student to con-

tinue his studies later by himself,

and add gradually to the framework
which he has laid out and con-
structed while pursuing a regular
course of tuition. And moreover, the

practical reason, be it a business
reason or a political reason or a
moral reason, underlying the enact-

ment of each legal rule, should be
brought before the student at the

same time with the rule itself. In

that way he can study the rule under-
standing^ and remember it far bet-

ter than if it is proposed to him
merely as an arbitrary enactment of

those who form our laws.
One may illustrate the idea which

the teacher should bear in mind by a

comparison drawn from the experi-

ence of almost every manufacturer.
Electric lighting companies have

( Concluded on page 30.
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Everything that a person does or

fails to do is an advertisement either

in his favor or against him. The
proposition that confronts each one

is to make each act count for him

oftener than it counts against him.

Don't be discouraged if things do

not always go your way. The only

one who never makes a mistake and

is never criticised wears a tombstone.

Each school man realizes the import-

ance to the continued prosperity of

his school of securing positions for

his graduates or having them secure

positions. Some of the larger schools

are able to maintain a department

where at least one person devotes his

exclusive time to the placing of the

graduates. Ninety-nine per cent of

the schools cannot afford to do it in

this way and it devolves upon the

principal. It is hardly necessary to

state that each teacher and princi-

pal understands, that the first step

towards placing a pupil is to thor-

oughly qualify him so that he can

hold a position once it is secured.

Right here is where the guarantee of

positions works a distinct detriment

to the pupil. If a position is guaran-

teed why, from a student's immature

standpoint, should he work himself

to death to prepare for it, and so the

standard of the training is lowered

and that means, when the pupils are

placed in positions, that the reputa-

tion of the school will be lowered.

Each principal has his own meth-

ods, and probably all or some of

those mentioned in this paper are

being used by you. You make use of

typewriter agencies, and if you are

always careful in your recommenda-

tions to them you will find that they

are powerful allies of yours. Then
there are your former graduates who
are in positions in your own city or

in cities within an easy distance. By
writing them and keeping in touch

with them you can place a great

many of your graduates. Then once

or twice a year I write to the business

houses of my own city, and to all

those outside of the city within the

territory tributary to this school,

telling them that I have a number of

young people who are about ready to
complete a course and if additional
stenographic or clerical assistants
are needed, I would be pleased to
have one of my graduates make ap-
plication. I do not claim these grad-
uates are "experts," because that
sort of statement is silly and always
arouses the ridicule of the business
men.
In this letter sent to the business

man, I generally enclose samples of
writing by a half dozen different pu-
pils. Some time this writing takes
the form of a receipt, and then again
it is in the form of a short invoice. I

put the specimens together and on
the top clip a typewritten explana-
tion that these are specimens of writ-

ing by my pupils, that the work is

done at a speed of from twenty-five
to twenty-eight words a minute, and
that each specimen is signed by the
pupil who wrote it. I have found
this to be especially valuable and
have frequently known business men
to approach me, sample in hand, and
ask for a certain pupil.

Pupils should be taught to do all

that they possibly can for themselves,
because at any time they may be
thrown upon their own resources,
and they ought to know how to act.

Of course, you teach them how to

write a No 1 letter of application.
This is the most important letter that

a pupil learns to write, because if he
cannot write that kind of a letter suc-

cessfully, he may not secure an op-

portunity to write any other kind of a

letter. After he has learned to write
this letter, tell him, about three or

four weeks before his course is com-
pleted, that he should address this

letter to eight or ten business houses.

It will cost but two cents [apiece for

postage and it frequently material-

izes a position. A great many of your
pupils are acquainted in other cities

and have friends or relatives there

who would be willing to intercede for

them if the pupil were to write and
ask them to do so.

Whenever a business man asks me
to recommend a young lady, almost
invariably I have the young lady

write a letter of application and take

it to the man when she calls. This
gives the man a sample of the appli-

cant's writing and he does not ask

the person to sit down and write a

sample. Not more than one pupil in

a hundred could do herself justice,

under the circumstances.
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ARITHMETIC
J. H. MINICK,

I .mlciiiin College, Poujthkeepsie, N. V.
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PERCENTAGE.

The applications of percentage en-
ter so largely into commercial calcu-
lations that no student who expects
to follow a business life can afford to

stop short of a complete mastery of
the principles of percentage.

In this subject, as indeed in any
other, the definitions, terms, etc.,

should be thoroughly studied and in-

vestigated so that when terms or
quantities are referred to by name
the student may at once comprehend
what is meant.
Percentage as the word implies, is

the process of computing by hun-
dredths. The term "per cent" comes
from the Latin words per centum,
meaning by or on the hundred. Thus,
6 per cent of any quantity means 6 of
every hundred of the quantity.

At this point the teacher may fit-

tingly introduce the character %
which is used in business to stand
for the words per cent; and show
that the per cent may also be indi-

cated by a common fraction or a

decimal. Thus, 6 per cent, or 6%, =
,S„=.06. Hence, 6% of 500=,j;„ of 500
=30. Or 500X.06=30.00.
The example just given may be

used to advantage to introduce the
terms base, rate and percentage; and
after the teacher has given a number
of simple examples in each of which
the class is required to find the per-
centage, the quantities, base, rate and
percentage should each be defined.

If the teacher is careful to follow
the plan here suggested of opening
up the subject of percentage, the
class should at once get a clear no-
tion of the definitions and of the
principal quantities considered in
percentage, and should be prepared
for a more thorough drill in express-
ing the rates per cent as decimals, or
as common fractions in their lowest
terms.
Thus, "5%= .05=

1 S„= 2
'

; 10%=.10=
rVfe=A; m%=xih=\i*,= ll,=i: \%

.00f=Iffo=lXrJo=j?6- Or, f%=.0075=
n/ifoB=48o; 125^=1.25=11; or 125",;=

*S8=S=U.
Exercises

Express decimally and as common
fractions in their lowest terms:

8% V2% 40% 85 % 62.1% 1%
S% 15% 48% 12.1 % 100",, \%

10",, 25",, 50",, 33.!",, 12ir„ ,':,"„

The pupils should be told that to
read an extended decimal as a pet

cent, we call the first two places to
the right of the decimal point, per
cent, and the additional places, a
fractional part of one per cent.
Thus, .0475 is read 4 and three-fourths
percent (4:,'%;) .1341 is read 13 and
forty-one hundredths per cent
C13,

4
,,

1

,,;) .35671 is read 35 and six hun-
dred seventy-one thousandths per
cent (35

1

,

;,

7
„'„%.) They should also be

given similar decimals to read and to
write as rates per cent.
The teacher should then show that

a common fraction may be expressed
as a rate per cent by reducing it to
hundredths. Thus, J= ,^'jj=.50=50%

.

Express ? as a per cent.

7 J 5.00 Five-sevenths equals
.71?, the} of 5. Hence, divid-

=71?% ing 5 by 7 to two decimal
places, we have ?=.71?, or 71?%.
The class should be required to ex-

press as a rate per cent such frac-
tions as }.„ J, |, |, |, |, \\, fTt 7

»
5l etc.

When the rate per cent is an ali-

quot, or other convenient fractional
part of 100, it will often be shorter to
use this form in solving an example
than to use the decimal. The follow-
ing table of per cents with their
fractional equivalents, should be
memorized by the class.

Table.

U%= g
'

u 12J%=J 40 %=%
l*"=e'o 165" =-J 45 "=&
2}" =V„ 20 "=• 60 " =|
31" =& 25"=} 621" =|
4

" =!'

a 331" =1 661" =§
5 " = ,'„ 50 " =.! 70 " =/
6]"=,',

; 18f"=V>B 75 " =|
6f" =,'

5 30 " =•,=•„ 80 " =5
81" =A 35 "=/a 871" =1

10 " =,<„ 37*" = %
90 "" = »,

The three piincipal quantities con-
sidered in percentage, as before in-
timated, are the base (b,) the rate (r,)

and the percentage (p.) These three
quantities are so related that if any
two of them are given the others may
be found. The subject of percentage
may therefore be treated under three
cases: 1. Given the base and rate,
to find the percentage. 2. Given the
percentage and rate, to find the base.
3. Given the base and percentage, to
find the rate.

These cases should be taught sep-
arately and the class given sufficient
practice to recognize the quantities
and to determine quickly the method
of operation.
/. Given the base and rate, to find

the percentage.

1. What is 20% of 600?

From the definition of percentage
we know that we are to take ffo of
600. This may be done by any one of
the following methods:

20%=.20= f̂ ,=J
(1) 600X.20=120 (2) fift of 600=120

(3) I of 600=120
The last method is preferred be-

cause we can easily solve the ex-
ample mentally by simply thinking
20%=J; J of 600 is 120.

2. What is 16jj% of 42 pounds?
165%=|; • of 42 lbs. is 7 lbs.

In each of these methods the prin-
ciple involved is the same; Each
process is equivalent to multiplying
the base by the rate to find the per-
centage. Hence, bxr=p.

Exercises
3. What is 10% of 40? 60? 90?

100 ? 130 ?

4. What is 25% of 20? 56? 80?
120 ? 240 ?

5. What is 12i% of 24? 72? 96?
136? 168?

6. What is 50% of 16? 30? 42?
78? 150?

7. What is 40% of 25? 40? 55?
125 ? 230 ?

8. What is 33.1% of 30 bu.? 48 bu.?
60 bu.? 72 bu.?

9. What is 60% of $20 ? $45 ? $50 ?

$65? $90?
It will be found interesting to note

how simple the subject of percentage
is to those pupils who have a good
knowledge of common and decimal
fractions.

2. Given the percentage and rate, to

find the base.

1. 12 is 25% of what number ?

12 is 25% or 1 of the number;
J or

the number is 4 times 12, or 48.

2. 15 is 30",, of what number ?

15 is 30% or ft of the number; ,' is

1 of 15 or 5, and j" or the number is

10 times 5, or 50.

But 12-^1=48; and 15-^^=50.
Hence, p-^r=b.

Exercises

3. 20 is 25% of what number ?

4. Find the number of which 12 is

10%.
Find the number of which

5. 17 is 20% 24 is 25% 30 is 121%
6. 21 is 30 " 28 is 35" 40 is 25 "

7. 32 is 16|" 22 is 10 " 27 is 20 "

8. 18 is 33J" 36 is 60 " 81 is 50 "

9. >3 is 50 " 42 is 30 " 65 is 62}"
J. Given the base and percentage, to

fitid the rate.

1. 8 is what per cent of 32 ?

8 is \ of 32, or \ of 100%, or 25% of
32.

2. What per cent of $50 is $10 ?

$10 is ! of $50, or \ of 100%, or 20%
of $50.

But 8^32=.25=25%; and $10-^$50=
.20=20%. Hence, p^b=r.

Exercises

What per cent of
3. 40 is 20 ? 30 is 6 ? 40 is 8 ? 80 is 20 ?

4. 50 is 30 ? 35 is 14 ? 60 is 20 ? 45 is 27 ?

5. 45 is 15 ? 28 is 21 ? 48 is 12 ? 36 is 4 ?

( Concluded on page 30.

)
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In teaching a pupil to find all other
keys on the keyboard from the posi-

tion row, asdf and ;lkjcare should be
exercised that he does not return to

this row after each key. Unless he
is watched closely he will write, for

instance, the word "you" y (position)

o (position) u (position). That is to

say, he will go from the position row
to the upper row and back again
three times instead of remaining on
the upper row until the word is fin-

ished. He should, of course, be
taught to go directly from key to key.

It is a good plan to drill him on such
words as "received," "zest," "mo-
nopoly," seeing that the fingers do
not touch the position keys on the
way from the upper to the lower row.

In learning the lower row the hand
should not be cramped by trying to

hold the little fingers on the position
row, neither should the whole hand
be lifted down to the lower row. The
difficulty can be met by simply draw-
ing up the little and first fingers,then
with a scarcely perceptible movement
of the hand zxcvbnm, can be written.
The fingers are really held over, not
on the position row, in writing any
letter on the lower row. The teacher
should bear constantly in mind that
the ultimate position of the hand
should be over, not on, the keys. No
great speed can ever be attained with
the fingers clinging to the keys.
Another bad habit to be avoided is

a slight pause after each key. In or
der to get a quick touch pupils are
told to take the fingers up as if the
keys were hot—to write staccato.
There is danger of carryingthis to an
extreme. The fingers being lifted off

the keys with a jerk, there is conse-
quently a distinct pause between
keys. Pupils are not as a rule in-

clined to hold the keys down too
long, and it is better not to tell them
to lift the fingers quickly, unless they
are really holding down the keys.
The touch should not be like that of
a piano player, for he lifts the fingers
like little hammers, while the typist's
fingers should never lift up from the
knuckles, but strike down. A bad
use of the fingers or a bad position is

fatal to speed. I call a position bad
if the fingers are nearly straight; if

one or two fly up when another finger
strikes a key, or when the space bar
is struck; if the fingers stick so close-
ly to the keys that a fumbling move-
ment is the result: if the wrists are
too low or too high, or move up and
down; or if there is waste motion of
any kind.

In a former paper, I spoke of hav-

ing pupils write each letter or exer-

cise five times. There is no question
but ten, fifteen, or even twenty times
is better. I find, however, that until

they can write accurately at about
twenty-five words a minute, pupils

think twenty a great number of times,

and the younger ones, especially the

boys, lose interest and grow careless

after six or seven repetitions. Five
perfect copies does not seem like

such a formidable undertaking, and
for that reason I am able to get bet-

ter results with that number of repeti-

tions. After they can write twenty-
five words a minute, however, our
pupils write certain letters and arti-

cles from twenty-five to fifty times
each, for on the right kind of founda-
tion it is repetition that brings speed.
At thirty-five or forty words, they
vary this practice by writing on new
literary matter without repetition an
hour at a time without stopping.
This gives them a wider vocabulary,
and teaches them, just as in short-

hand, to attack new words fearlessly.

In shorthand advanced pupils write
both old and new matter and should
do the same in typewriting, keeping
in mind the rule never to sacrifice ac-

curacy to speed. Each typist has a
certain easy swinging rate of speed at

which he can write page after page
practically without errors. The mo-
ment he exceeds this limit wrong
keys will appear. He increases his

speed, not by writing faster, but by
the amount of practice. It is the
kind and quantity of practice, not the
rate of practice that eventually
brings great speed. During this

speed practice the teacher should
watch the pupil carefully every day
to see that he is not in his enthusi-
asm writing faster than he can write
correctly, and that he is not forming
any bad habit. Careless, haphazard,
so-called speed practice should never
be allowed for a moment.

In order to keep his sureness of
touch, a fine pianist spends a portion
of his time in very slow, certain, ac-

curate practice. A rapid shorthand
writer, also, in order to keep his
notes in good shape should write
very slowly or copy printed short-
hand frequently. So in the same way
the typist when able to write rapidly
should practice slowly a little while
each day. At this point, however,
transcription from shorthand notes
calls a halt in the operater's speed
and gives him just the slow work
he needs.

I want to say in closing that it

seems to me it is not possible for one
to teach touch writing well who can-
not operate a machine well. Of
course, mere skill as an operator,
without training or experience in
teaching, will not make a successful
teacher, but we certainly cannot
teach another to do what we cannot
do ourselves. A successful teacher

is one who has been over the road;
has met and overcome all the difficul-

ties, so is able to recognize the diffi-

culty under which a student is labor-
ing and show him how to overcome
it; has struggled with bad habits in

her own way of writing, and so is

quick to see the student's bad habit in

its infancy and show him how to cor-

rect it. We need to be full of our
subject if we are to interest and hold
our pupils, and we cannot be full of
interest in something of which we
know almost nothing.

PROGRAM OF CONVENTION OF

The Gregg Shorthand Association,

Spokane
THURSDAY, JULY 18, 1912, 2 P. M.

President's remarks. H. A. Hagar.
Announcements.
Annual contest for Gregg Teachers' Gold,

Silver and Bronze Medals.
I To be conducted by Committee appointed

by the President)
Present-day Tendencies in Teaching Short-

hand, John R. Uregg.
Discussion.
Business Meeting: Report of Secretary-

Treasurer; Report of Director of Evercircula-
tors: Reports of Committees; Election of Of-
ficers.

THURSDAY, 6:30 P. M.

Welcome banquet to Mr. Gregg by Spokane
citizens. Hall of Doges, Davenport's.

Typewriting Contest.

There is to be a National Typewriting Con-
test in connection with the National Shorthand
Teachers' Association in Spokane, Wn., July
14-19, 1912. Fifty dollars will be distributed
among the contestants, S-J5.00 going to the
operator breaking the International Champion-
ship Record established last year. Information
and rules governing contest may be secured of
W. E. Ingersoll, Spokane, Wn., P. O. Box 1128.

First Steps in Teaching Business

Science.

The demand of business men that pupils in
commercial schools be taught "to use their
heads" as well as their hands is becoming daily
more insistent. Many teachers are considering
the necessity of introducing work on salesman-
ship, advertising, etc.

But how shall we make a beginning ? What
are the first practical steps ?

Sherwin Cody, the well known advertising ex-
pert and writer on business English, has
answered the question by preparing a short
syllabus of lectures on "The Principles of Busi-
ness Science" which ought to be given to all the
students in every commercial school in the
country at least as often as once a week.
The outlines that will be offered are the im-

portant principles which the pupils ought to be
required to fix in mind-that they ought to write
down from dictation or hold in their hands as a
printed text.

The material for expanding these outlines is

supplied in usable form by Sheldon's "Elemen-
tary Course in Salesmanship," Mr. Cody's ad-
vanced book on "How To Do Business by Let-
ter and Advertising," and Dr. F. W. Taylor's
"Scientific Management." These three works
give the essential analysis of salesmanship and
personal efficiency, advertising and scientific
shop management.
Every teacher who reads these outlines will

instinctively feel that here is a real basis of busi-
ness science, drawn from the great specialists,
who have made their departments of business
science possible, yet in such simple form that
any ordinary pupil may not only understand
but study with intense interest.
Business Science is the most fascinating study

that you can place before a boy or a girl; and
here you get the very heart of it in the most
fascinating and practical style imaginable.
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Accountancy—Continued from page 24

once, as in nearly every case where I

have known of its use, the bookkeep-

er was not to be trusted.

In correcting errors, the object is

to make the balance of the accounts

appear as they would have appeared

had it not been for the error. The
correcting error as a rule should be

made through the journal. In the

cases of errors in the additions,

where the totals have not been post-

ed, it is sufficient to alter the figures,

and it is a good plan to carry out the

alterations in red ink, as very often

in correcting one error, another is

made.
Omissions in the books of original

record when discovered, before the

closing of the books, or before the to-

tals are posted, can be rectified at

once by adding the omission at the

end and referring to it under the prop-

er date if that is considered neces-

sary.

In making journal entries, care

should be taken to add a full explana-

tion of the error, and the entry

should be made so that the accuracy

of the correction can be seen at

once.

In conclusion, too much emphasis
cannot be placed on the fact that un-
der no condition should a leaf ever
be cut out of any book. An account-
ant finding leaves cut out of a book,
will at once become suspicious of the
bookkeeper's honesty, for in every
case where I have known leaves to

be cut out, the bookkeper was dis-

honest and had stolen money.

Arithmatic—Continued from page 28.

6. 72 is 18 ? 72 is 12? 72 is 24 ? 72 is 9 ?

7. 64 is 16 ? 75 is 25 ? 85 is 17 ? 90 is 15?

The purpose in preparing this ar-

ticle has been to aid the teacher in

his efforts to make the definitions

and terms in percentage clear to the
pupils, and to lead them to see the
reasonableness of each process for

finding the unknown quantity in each
case. Sufficient mental drill under
each case should be given the pupils
to enable them to give quick results.

After the three cases have been
gone over separately, the teacher
should prepare miscellaneous exer-
cises covering the three cases given,
and drill the class upon them until
the pupils can give the correct results
almost instantly. He should also
give simple problems in connection
with the miscellaneous exercises to
test their ability in applying the
principles of the subject. A thor-
ough mastery of the relation of the
base, the rate and the percentage to
one another, should enable the stu-
dent to easily apply the principles to

commercial calculations.

Law—Continued from page 27.

been compiling statistics, which
show the advantages of flooding fac-

tories and workshops with abundant
light. The employees work better
and more quickly in a room which is

properly illuminated than in one
where the matter of lighting has been
neglected. The more clearly a man
sees what he is doing, the more satis-

factory the results. Moreover, many
accidents which occur in a dimly
lighted place could be avoided by
providing more windows or else more
artificial illuminants. Nowall this is

directly applicable to the matter in

hand. Aim to teach men to work
hard and to work thoroughly by
teaching them to work under-
standing^. For the man who is a
master of his subject can seldom fail

to be interested in it, and to work at

it to the best of advantage. The
study of business law enables
a business man to take up intel-

ligently contracts relating to his
real estate, to his purchase of ma-
chinery and raw materials, to his
sales, to his employment of work-
men and agents, and to a hundred
other matters. He is taught the first

principles of negotiable instruments,
so that he will grasp clearly the law
of negotiability and the respective
rights and liabilities of those issuing
and endorsing checks and other bills

of exchange, promissory notes and
various other documents. He learns
about bills of lading and warehouse
receipts. One might enlarge on this

subject indefinitely but enough has
been said to indicate that it should
be the teacher's effort to throw a
flood of light upon the ordinary
every-day activities of the business
world so as to fit the workers there to

accomplish their present tasks more
efficiently and so to rise to the ac-

complishment of tasks still greater
and more difficult.
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NEWS NOTES
AND NOTICES

DC Docnc

The Omaha Board of Education has decided
)o remodel and enlarge a grade building two
blocks from the business center and established
a High School of Commerce in September.
There will be an attendance of about 600 from
the beginning, employing 22 commercial in-

structors. L. C. Rusmisel has been elected
principal of the new school.

Mr. B. F. Clark, President of the Clark
Teachers' Agency, announces that Mr. H. D.
Bargelt, (A. B., Cornell College, A. M., Uni-
versity Chrcago) Principal of the High School,
at Iron Mountain, Mich., will be associated with
him as assistant manager of the Chicago office.

Chicago. Steinway Hall. Lincoln, Nebr., 1st

Natl. Bank Bldg. Spokane, Wash.. Peyton,
Block.

Miss Kathleen Clarke, of North Adams, Mass.,
has been engaged for the new school year to

teach commercial branches in the Connecticut
Business College, Middletown, Conn.

A. T. Doughty, the principal of Merrill Col-
lege, Port Chester, N. V., will have charge of
the commercial work of Troy Conference
Academy, Poultney, Vt., next year.

Martin Grove, of the Harrisburg, Pa., High
School, is the new commercial teacher in the
Passaic, N. J, High School, following K. C.
Atticks. who went to the Brookline, Mass., High
School.

Fred Berkman. this year with the Lincoln,
Neb., Business College, will next year have
charge of the shorthand department of the
Northwestern Business College, Spokane,
Wash. W. E. Ingersoll, who has had that po-
sition for some years, is going into business.

Charles T. Piatt, a widely-known shorthand
teacher recently with the Newark, N. J., Busi-
ness College, has engaged with the Winter Hill,

Mass., Business College.

H. H . Robey, formerly with the Bradford, Pa.,
Business College, is now with the Miller
School, New York City.

Miss Elsie Austin, of the Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
Business College, is the new teacher in the
Little Falls, Minn.. Business College.
R. M. Westover. now teaching in the San

Bernardino, Calif., high school, will be the com-
mercial teacher in the Isaacs- Woodbury Busi-
ness College, Los Angeles.
A. E. Caskey, a well-known eastern commer-

cial teacher, is with the Philadelphia, Pa., Busi
ness College.

The new assistant in the commercial depart-
ment of the Winthrop, Mass., high school nexi
year will be L. P. Symmes, now teaching in the
St. Johnsbury, Vt., Academy.
Louis M. Crandall. now with Colby Academy,

New London, N. H., has engaged to do the
field work next year for the Rhode Island Com-
mercial School. Providence, R. I.

J. C. Evans, principal of the Commercial De-
partment and H. P. Greenwall, supervisor of

writing, both of Lockport, N. Y., were re-

elected at a substantial increase in salary, which
speaks well for the Board of Education as well
as the persons named.
Mr. C H. Longenecker, who for some years,

has been with the Mueller School of Business,
Cincinnati, Ohio, will take charge of the Brown
Business College, Muscatine, la. June first.

Mr. Longenecker is a fine fellow and is a cap-
able man and we predict for him success in his

new location. All parties concerned are to be
congratulated.

Mr. T. A. Hopper, who has had charge of the
commercial department of the Ishpeming,
Mich., high school, will begin work in the
Metropolitan Business College, July 1. Mr.
Hopper is a tine young man and we doubt not
but that he will achieve an enviable success in

the inland metropolis of America.

"Do you Want To Increase Your Earning
Power" is the title of a brown covered booklet
with a big question mark interwoven with the

title published by the Gem City Business Col-

lege, Quincy, 111. It is well printed and con-
tains portraits and testimonials of a few success-

ful students of that institution.

Pierson Business College, I. W. Pierson pro-

prietor, Chicago, 111., is represented by a high
grade little catalog of thirty-five pages folded,

deckel edge and embossed cover.

Arthur A. Milton, of Trinity Business Col-
lege, Round Rock, Texas, will have charge
after June 1st of the commercial work in the
Augustana Business College, Rock Island, 111.

Books in Demand.

In the list of books reported as most in de-
mand, excluding fiction, by the New York Pub-
lic Library for the week ending April 10,

"Isaac Pitman's Shorthand Instructor" comes
third on the list of six titles.

Shorthand at Columbia University.

A Summer Course in Isaac Pitman Shorthand
and Typewriting will be offered at Columbia
University commencing July 8 and continuing
till August 16. Students will be permitted to
take one other subject for the same tuition fee.

Stenography—2 points, Typewriting— 2 points,
and elective subject. For further particulars
address, Dr. James C. Egbert. Director of Sum-
mer Session, Columbia University, New York.
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Gold Bricks r

CHAS. T. CBAGIN L

Prin. Thompson's
Business Institute,

Holyoke, Mass.
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A Load of New England Bricks.

The New England Yankee has been depicted
on the stage for more than a century, and he has

been made to appear in many a form. In Dion
Boucicault's famous play"The Octoroon,"we see
him as Salem Scudder, keen, sharp eyed and a

bit sinister, ready and willing to right. William
Warren used to give ns Jefferson Scattering
Batkins, the member from Cranberry Center, a

politician, shrewd and sharp in spite of his coun-
try ways. We had him in "Ten Nights in a Bar
Room,'' as Sample Swichell, a good hearted fel-

low with a liking for girls and hard cider, help-

ing people out of trouble. In J. T. Trow-
bridge's fine old story of, "Neighbor Jack-
wood," we had him as Enos Crumlet, the mean-
est kind of a mean New England Yankee, and
finally, last, and far the best, we had him in the
"Joshua Whitcomb" of Denman Thompson, the
real New England Yankee of the best type
"Joshua Whitcomb" was a classic. Denman
Thompson lived a dozen miles or so from where
I passed the first 20 years of my life and I have
seen just such old fellows, although they were
not ciuite so humorous as the great comedian
made Uncle Joshua.

THE YANKEE
The New England Yankee, is nothing, if not

resourceful, he can do most anything on a pinch,
a sort of a jack of all trades. When Sherman
marched from Atlanta to the sea, his army, "a
pillar of cloud by day and a pillar of tire by
night," there was everything to do. Tearing up
railroads and laying them down again, putting
locomotives together and running them, rig-

ging up telegraph lines, without anything to

rig them with, but he found in the ranks of his

Yankee regiments from Maine, New Hamp-
shire, Mass., and Vermont, the men who could
do anything under the heavens that was want-
ed. It is an old saying that if you set a New
England Yankee down on a desert Island "1000
miles from land and the same distance from wa-
ter," as the showmen used to say, that it would
not be twenty-four hours when he would be
selling something, or swapping, even if he had
to do it with the monkeys in the trees, and the
clams on the beach. He will make money, too,

under the most adverse circumstances.

LORD TIMOTHY DEXTER

Out near Newburyport, Mass., there stands, or
did the last time I was in that vicinity, an old
time colonial mansion with big grounds sur-

rounding it. It was the property of an eccentric
character who called himself Lord Timothy
Dexter, his name was Timothy Dexter all right
enough, but there was no Lord about it, he
tacked that on himself.
In the good old days before the invention of

furnaces and soap stone stoves, when every
house had its best room to which a guest was in-

variably escorted when he came to stay over
night, that best room, in winter, when the ther-
mometer got down to 30 or 40 degrees below
zero, was 17 times colder than the grave, and if

a man undreBsed and got in between those ice

cold sheets, he knew something about the ter-

rors of the Arctic.

Well, they used to have what they called a
warming pan. These warming pans were big
sheet iron pans with a cover over them and a
long handle; they would shovel a lot of hot
coals from the stove or fire place into this warm-
ing pan and about the time the guest got ready
to retire they would shove it around under the
sheets and warm up that ice cold bed for him.
Lord Timothy Dexter, once bought a car load
of these and he didn't find any sale for them in

New England because they had got to putting

up stoves in the guest chambers, so he sent them
down, on a ship, to the West Indies, where it is

so hot that when a man dies and goes to the hot
place, he is said to send back for his blankets it

is so much colder than the West Indies, but
Lord Timothy Dexter made a good thing out of

the shipment of those warming pans to the West
Indies, and how do you suppose he did it ? He
punched the bottom full of holes and sold them
to the sugar planters down there, where they
used them for strainers in the great vats of hot
molasses. They were just right for that busi-

ness. Just an instance of the ability of the New
England Yankee to adapt himself to circum-
stances.
Lord Timothy did one thing that always ap-

pealed greatly to my sense of fitness. He wrote
a book, "The Life of Lord Timothy Dexter,"
which was a peculiar book in this way, it had no
punctuation marks all the way through it. But
at the end there were two or three pages of pe-
riods, question marks, exclamation points, col-

ons, semi colons and the other marks of punc-
tuation, followed by a note saying, that he,

Lord Timothy, had noticed that no two people
punctuated the same thing alike and so he had
left out all the punctuation marks in his book
and put them at the end and his readers could
punctuate the book to suit themselves, A plan
which has always seemed thoroughly admirable
to me.

AS A FIGHTING MAN
The New England Yankee is a good fighting

man, too, although he is by no means quarrel-
some and enjoys peace when he can have it as

well as not At the outbreak of our late un-
pleasantness between the North and South
there was a popular idea in the South that one
Southerner could lick about six Yankees. The
Yankee being a New Englander. who was eith-

er a hayseed or a mill worker or a shopkeeper.
If any one of our Southern brethren had been
well acquainted with.say, the Maine lumbermen,
or the Cape Cod fishermen, or any of those long
lantern-jawed, slab-sided, powerful specimens
of humanity, I think he would have stopped and
given a second thought to the proposition of
whipping a half a dozen, and would have been
satisfied with one. An orator of the South, one
of those spread eagle fellows, who do big things
on the stump, said in a speech before the war :

"Why we can lick the Yankees with pop guns!"
After the war was over and the South had been
so thoroughly done up that there wasn't any-
thing left down there, except the land, thatsame
orator was addressing another meeting. He was
running for some office, when a fellow bawled
out in the crowd : "I thought you said we could
lick the Yankees with pop-guns!" The orator
hesitated a moment and then rose to the occa-
sion and said :—"Fellow citizens I did say we
could lick the Yankees with pop-guns, and I be-
lieve 1 was right, I think we could have licked
them with pop-guns, but dam'em they would
not fight that way."

I may say in passing that one of our eminent
orators of the North said that 75,000 women of

the North could go through the South and put
down the rebellion with broomsticks. We left

three times that number of dead men and spent
four years'of murderous fighting before we tin-

ally starved those stubborn Johnny Rebs out.

All of which goes to show that it is easy to be
mistaken about the other fellow.

AS A HORSE TRADER
The New England Yankee is shrewd, inclined

to be close fitted, and sharp at a bargain. If you
buy ahorse of him you want to be careful and ex-
amine the horse to be sure that he isn't blind or
don't have the heaves or something of that kind,
for he is not above doing a little sharp practice
on occasion. It was a New England Yankee,
who said to the man. who proposed to buy a

horse of him: "This horse has only two faults,

one of them I will tell you now, but the other I

won't tell you until after you buy him, if you
want him at my price." The price was very low.
"Well what is the first one, "said the buyer?
Said the Yankee, "If you let him out in the pas-

ture you can't catch him." "Well, I don't care
anything about that," said the man, "I am go-
ing to keep him in the stable, now what is the
other." "Put up your money," being put up, he
said, "The second fault is he ain't worth a darn
after you do catch him."

AS A BUYER OF GOLD BRICKS

But when it comes to the buying of gold
bricks, with all his shrewdness, with all his
acuteness, the New England Yankee is the
champion. There is no scheme so wild and ab
surd that this shrewd fellow don't bite at, in his
efforts to get something for nothing. New
England has the largest "sucker list" of any sec-
tion of America and the New England Yankee
is not satisfied to be fooled once, he will come
back and bite again if you just put a little differ-
ent kind of bait on the hook. You know a trout
when he gets nipped with a sharp hook wont
bite again in a hurry, but a sucker will bite the
same hook a dozen times. It is odd that it

should be so. but it is a fact.

THE YANKEE-ESS

Kipling said, "The Female of the Specie is

More Deadly than the Male," and I suppose
Kipling ought to know, but the female Yankee
or Yankee-ess, if we may be allowed that term,
which is not in the dictionary, has many of the
same qualities as the male.
She is a good business woman. Thelargestde-

partment store in Lynn belongs to a woman,
Mrs. Hetty Green came from Vermont'and she is

said to be worth 880,000,000. I used to see her
mornings coming down to the ferry at Hoboken
in her rusty suit of black with her hand bag.
She crossed over on the ferry for three cents,
took a street car for a nickel and went up to the
Chemical bank, where, for years, she had a little

desk, which they let her have, rent free, 1 pre-
sume. She lived in a S2B or $30 tenement over
in Hoboken; had the milk man leave her a pint
of milk in the morning and bought a chop or
something of that kind over at the butcher's on
the corner and got her own breakfast, and at
noon she went into a Childs restaurant and in-
dulged in a 15 centlunch. If business had been
extra good she had a piece of pie which brought
it up to 20 cents or even 25 cents. If any one
wanted to borrow a million dollars of Mrs.
Green she had the cash right there and when
her son Ed. said he would like to learn the rail-
road business, she bought him a railroad for
$12,000,000 and gave it to him to play with and
then she went back to Hoboken and got her
supper. I don't suppose it cost her $10 a week
to live, rent and all and she was worth
880,000,000.

But it is encouraging to know that the men
are not the only ones who get fooled on these
gold brick propositions. A few years ago the
ladies of New England purchased a magnificent
specimen of that showy but not very valuable
article.

A BHICK FOR THE LADIES

A Mrs. Howe appeared in Boston. She was a
fine looking woman, plainly, but richly dressed,
nothing sensational about her at all, but she
sent letters to the leading members of society
announcing the opening of a Woman's Bank.
Mrs. Howe's Woman's Bank was a private bank,
and at that time I think the laws of the state al-

lowed much more latitude to bankers than they
do now. At any rate she secured a nicely fur-
nished room, up one flight somewhere on Tre-
mont street in a good locality, put in a book-
keeper and opened business receiving deposits.
The understanding was that Mrs. Howe would
pay as high interest as any bank in Boston and
depositors were also to share the profits of the
bank.
One day a wealthy lady told her husband that

she had opened an account with Mrs. Howe and
he laughed at her and told her she would lose
her money. That woman didn't know anything
about money. She got scared, the money had
been in there a month or so. and she went post
haste to get it out. Her deposit, we will say,
was 8500. She told Mrs. Howe she would like to
withdraw her money and that lady said; "Cer-
tainly" and asked the bookkeeper to figure out
Mrs. Beacon Street's account. She did so,
handed the slip to Mrs. Howe and that lady
counted out 8750, a return of 50 per cent, on a
month's investment. The woman went home
and told her husband about it and he said : "You
better get that money back in there
again." She told "her sisters and her cousins,
and her aunts," she told everybody she knew,
and soon every woman hearing about it went
to see how her account stood and they found
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that they had gained anywhere from 25 to 50

per cent, in the short time their money had

been invested. It was enough The fashionable

women of Boston fell over one another trying to

get up stairs to deposit money in Mrs. Howe's
hank, and that quiet, urbane lady didn't refuse

deposits.

Everything was lovely and "all went merry as

a marriage bell," until one day Mrs. Howe did

not come down to the bank and the bookkeeper

did not know what was the reason, "presumed

she was out of town for a day or so." She rra s

out of town for a month or so, and the massive

safe in the bank contained some postage stamps

and a few dollars in small change. The ladies

who had deposited many thousands of dollars

didn't get a dividend of so much as one cent on

the dollar. In fact, Mrs. Howe had never done
any banking business at all. she had simply re-

ceived the money on deposit and when anyone
wanted to draw out she had given them a large

dividend from the cash that came in. It is very

easy if you give me 850 for me to take $5 and

give it back to you and tell you that your money
has paid you 10 per cent. There was a great

sensation over Mrs. Howe's bank.

Of course the men of Massachusetts had con-

siderable fun with their sisters and their cousins

and their aunts over the "bust up" of Mrs.

Howe's Woman's Bank, but it was not long un-

til the ladies had a chance to come back at them
and go them one better over a piece of mascu-
line foolishness that deserves a place in the rec-

ords of gold bricks.

MINES, OIL AND SEA GOLD

If there is one thing that the New England
Yankee is strong on its Religion. Most every-

body in New England, of the genuine stock,

who is anybody, after he has enjoyed his Sun-
day breakfast of baked beans and brown bread

and codfish balls, puts on a white shirt with an
uncomfortable collar, a black frock coat, and
takes his wife and children tothe Congregation-
al church. If the man's in trade it rather pays to

belong to the church and he joins it early, if

only as a business proposition. It is true that

some of the brethren, in country towns, are not
above going over to the village drug store after

church and asking for a glass of soda and when
the clerk asks "What flavor?" winking and say-,

ing "the same."

Well, the sellers of gold bricks are pretty well

on to this phrase of New England Yankeeism
and every little while a retired clergyman, who
has made a fortune in mines or oil fields or

something of that kind, appears in our New
England cities and towns. He has given up
preaching on account of his health but is an elo-

quent talker, goes to prayer meeting and gets
acquainted with the leading members of the
congregation, and they accidentally find out
that he owns a large amount of stock in this

mine, or whatever it may be, which is paying
him a big monthly dividend. He shows them
his latest check, received from the big office of

the company in Chicago, and before he gets
through, as a favor, he sells the pastor a few
shares of this stock and the pastor soon receives

the monthly dividend on that stock of a full ten
percent.

Of course, he can't help talking about it, and
when the Reverend gentleman departs a few
months later, he takes with him a fine collection
of the "long' green" which he has made from
the brethren in that vicinity. And the brethren
have some beautifully printed shares of stock
which might be framed as fine specimens of

steel plate engraving. You might spell it

8-t-e-a-l if you felt so inclined for there never
came any more dividends and finally when an
investigating committee goes out to see the
mine they are lucky if they find even a hole.
But the Rev. Samuel Johnson, we will call

him, went New England one better than that
with his famous gold bricks. Johnson was a
regular clergyman of some ability. Now it is a
scientific fact that there is in the salt water of

the ocean a minute quantity of gold. Scientists
have tried to extract it but the quantity issimii-
finitesimal that nothing ever came of it.

This gentleman showed up in Boston, got to-
gether some capitalists and told them he had
discovered a process of extracting, by elec-
tricity, all the free gold to be found in every
drop of water in the great Atlantic Ocean. That

was a pretty good proposition because after you
got the Atlantic cleaned out there was the Pa-
cific and the Indian Oceans to say nothing of

the Arctic, Antarctic and the Gulf of Mexico.
He located a plant down on the Maine coast

somewhere. There he proposed to demonstrate
in plain sight of the men who were to invest, the

fact that he could extract gold from the Atlantic

Ocean. ' And he did it. The men went down
there. The experiment was made at night for

they wanted no reporters to gel wind of it.

Down on the wharf at midnight gathered the
company. There was a wire extending out to a

battery some distance off the shore, it was
very shallow along there, another battery

was placed on the wharf and as soon as

the juice was turned on the gold began to drop
into the receiver on the wharf. It was a rip

roaring success. They panned out 830 or 840
worth of gold in the hour or two the experi-

ment continued, and they all went back_to a

hotel—and a direr out in the ocean was
hauled into a row ooaf hy a couple of
men, went back to his hotel where
he packed his divers suit, put a couple
of hundred dollars, which had been given him,
into his inside pocket and went went back to

Boston. He had put a powerful solution of gold
into the sea battery which was transmitted over

the wires to the land battery.

The stock in the Rev. Samuel Johnson's Sea
Gold Co., sold like hot cakes and it was not

nearly so valuable as hot cakes for he departed
as soon as he had salted down a reasonable
amount, and the story of the diver came out in

the investigation, for that gentleman did not

hesitate to say that he had been hired to go out
there on a certain evening and place a certain

solution in a battery planted at a point indicated

by a float. I don't know whether the gentle-

man was ever boarded at the state's expense or

not. Only a few rich ones were on the scheme
ami nobody had any great amount of sympathy
for those who were caught, but used that repre-

hensible Aha 1
. Aha! that Carl Marshall writes

about.
A REALLY BIG BRICK

But New England had a far bigger brick than

this, one which gathered in high and low, rich

and poor, drunk and sober, Christian and pa-

gan throughout the land. It was an Insurance

brick which they handed out in all sizes

and especially in our old Bay State. It began
with The Order of the Iron Hall, an insurance

organization which proposed to pay in

about 7 years an insurance of 81000
to every man who paid in so many dol-

lars a month, two or three dollars, it may have
been a little more, but it was not more than the

regular insurance companies ask for an endow-
ment policy payable in 20 years.

It looked mighty good although the insurance

fellows said it could not be done and the bank-

ers said it couldn't be done. The way they ex-

plained it was this: Most of those insured

would be unable to meet the payments for some
reason or other and drop out and what they had

paid in was going to be divided among those

who were lucky enough to stay, and of course,

every fellow was sure that he would stay

although he did not doubt that the other fellows

most of them would drop out

Well, the Iron Hall started doing business and

was a great popular success, but it was too slow.

And then there came a brilliant genius, a gold

brick artist with the finest touch who said it

could be done in a great deal less time than 7

years and he began organizing clubs to take out

insurance, which would be paid in a year or ev-

en less, in fact as soon as a certain amount was
accumulated it was to be paid out to one of the

lucky members of this club. In less than three

months every member of this club had received

an insurance of two, three or five hundred dol-

lars and then Mass. fell all over itself to join

these clubs. They were organized everywhere

and in two or three months the lucky members
began to get insurance. Mill girls, factory

hands, bankers, business men, policemen and

the Lord knows who joined the mad mob
struggling to get this insurance. A few of the

wise ones said it was an absurdity and that there

would be a smash but the rest said they were old

fogies and that they were going in.

All that the organizers of these clubs did, was

to take the money thai came in and pay back a

certain part to the lucky member, just enough to

keep the crowd coming and as long as the
crowd kept coming and paying big premiums
there was plenty of money and the organizers
lived high, wore diamonds and dressed their

ladies in fine silks and satins. But the butcher
and the baker and the candle-stick-maker
couldn't get their pay for the necessaries of life.

Everybody was putting his money into insur-

ance and letting the other bills go and then, all

of a sudden, the bottom fell out and the great
crowd of insured found there was nothing with
which to pay insurance and there never would
be.

I don't know how many millions of dollars

those fellows took out of New England, and the

joke of it was they had done nothing criminal
under the laws. They had simply said they
thought they could do so and so, the crowd
took the restfor granted. There was sorrow and
sighing and great tribulation for a year or two
over the burst of the insurance bubble, but the

"sucker list" is permanent, a new one is born
every minute and the old ones seldom die and
so, when a few years later, trlat interesting

gentleman "520 per cent Miller" showed up in

Boston he found an eager crowd waiting to wel-

come him,

A BLIND POOL BRICK

Miller had some kind of a blind pool arrange-

ment, he didn't tell them how he did it, but it

was a sort of mechanical stock broking game
that was sure to win and could not lose. Just

like those systems that "break the banks at

Monte Carlo" only they generally break the

owner long before he has been able to carry

them to the point of breaking the bank.
This young Miller was a mild mannered

youth, only a little over twenty, looked as inno-

cent as a glass of milk and, as far as that goes,

it turned out afterwards that he really was as

harmless as a glass of milk so far as lie was con-

cerned, for a big gang- of confidence men were
backing him and he was only the stool pigeon
with which they operated. What Mr. Miller

modestly proposed to do was to pay the trifling

dividend of 520 per cent on all investments

made through him. That is, he proposed to

pay it 10 percent a week, thus giving a regular

income. If you wanted an income of 8100 a

month all you had to do was to invest 8260 with

Mr. Miller and get the weekly dividend of $25.

Mr. Miller established a modest office in

South Boston and it is an honest fact they had
to station police on this street to keep the crowd
from crushing each other in the mad scramble

to see young Miller. The police of Boston in-

vested thousands of dollars in this scheme and
every week Mr. Miller paid 10 per cent. It was
a simple proposition. He simply paid back one
dollar for every ten that came in and of course

it worsed well, but he couldn't keep that up for

any length of time and after a brief stay in

Boston he shifted to New York where he soon

came to grief and afterwards made a so-

journ of several years at the state boarding

house located in Sing-Sing. They also caught

the men who engineered the scheme but they

got out of it comparatively easy. It was pretty

throughly shown that Miller did not make much
of anything out of the scramble but that the

leaders undoubtedly did salt down a lot of good

hard earned money gathered in Boston and

New York.
I might go on indefinitely telling of gold

bricks that had been handed out to our shrewd

New England Yankees but what's the use. The
desire to get something for nothing is inherent

everywhere and in everybody more or less, but

a few are gifted with that spirit of skepticism

that makes them hesitate to part with money
earned with much effort for what seems to them

to be impossible benefits.

JUST A WORD TO YOUNG GRADUATES

This number of The Business Educator
will go to thousands of young men and women,

who during the coming season, will make their

first venture on the troubled sea of business life.

For it is a troubled sea. It has its dangers,

shoals and rocky coasts, and even floating bergs

that have sent many a Titan of business to de-

struction, carrying thousands down to ruin, pov-

erty and death in the wreck. I trust you have

taken advantage of the fine instruction- in the

useful and money making art of penmanship

that the editors have dealt out so liberally dur-

ing the year; that you have learned something
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Mentally digest then manually execute the splendid example of Mr. Darner's splendid specimen given above.

from the other departments and, above all, that

you have profited by the excellent instruction

you have received in your own schools.

If you have read these articles of mine, you
have perhaps said rather contemptuously.
"What fools those old time people were. H'e
shall not be caught by any such transparent

gold bricks as have lured so many to part with
their good money, for things entirely worth-
less.

There is nothing like the sublime self-con-

fidence of youth and it is a good thing, too,

Without self-confidence one has not much
chance of success.
When I was eighteen or thereabouts, there

were very few of the great questions, then agi-

tating humanity, that I could not have settled

off hand if I had been given the opportunity.
Now, there are jusl as many questions and I

confess that I have not much faith in my ability

to settle any one of them.
Don't fool yourself7 You will encounter

the same mishaps that have befallen those who
went before you The "sucker list" is just as

large as ever. Not many of the old ones have
died and new ones are being added to the list

every day and every hour, and sellers of gold
bricks are more ingenious than ever and can
buy those lists for so much a thousand names.
There is, in this rapid age of ours, an insane

desire to get something for nothing aud get it

i/iiick. We are a rapid people and we want to

realize soon our investment. And we take long
chances.

I wish it were possible to make young
people, and old people, too, see that happiness
doesn't depend on the ability to own a 90 H. P.

automobile that will probably break your neck
the first time you speed it up, or to buy a mil-
lion dollar rope of pearls and keeping a private
police force to guard it, or to import a five hun-
dred thousand dollar Rembrandt, and be unable
to sleep for fear it is not genuine. It is not
necessary to have all these things.
Some of the happiest people I have ever

known, lived in very humble abodes and

walked to and from their business and ate the

plainest of food and slept soundly at night be-

cause they had no craze for wealth, no remorse
for the fate of other people, crowded to the wall,

to drive away the slumber from the tired brain

or body.

It is a great mistake to think that success

means the holding of high office, the achieve-

ment of great fame, the acquisition of wealth so

boundless that you can found colleges and give
away libraries with part of the plunder won by
greed or privilege which grasped weaker men
by the throat and sent them to the scrap heap.
Success don't mean the ability to dine at Del-
monico's or Sherry's and wear silks and satins

and diamonds. Some of the biggest fail-

ures in creation have done that.
Any man or woman who has gone through

the short or long span of life that comes to him
or her in this bright, beautiful, stern, terrible

world and has in that span of time done his or

her work carefully, joyfully and faithfully,

whether it has been as a servant girl, a hod car-

rier, a shop girl, a bookkeeper, a stenographer,
an artist, a poet, or as a member of any other
profession; not trying to get something for

nothing but giving value received every time:
when he comes to stop work, at the imperative
call of that great timekeeper, "Death." who
tells us all to knock off when the hour comes. I

say if any of these have gone through the world
and left it a little better for his or her being in

it, he is a SUCCESS and that success is quite
within the reach of any man or any woman of

normal mind. The body don't even need to be
normal.
Take your diploma home, get it nicely framed

and hang it on the wall. If you have done your
best to earn it, it is worth something, (jet as

good a position as you can and then don't try
to get something for nothing. Don't do
as little as you can for the money you are paid
but as m uch and as well. The business world
is crying for that kind of young people and as

Kip Van Winkle said, so sav I "May you all
live long and prosper."

By S. O. Smith, penman, Huntsinger's Business

College, Hartford, Conn.
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HOW I APPLY MOVEMENT.

To apply arm movement to letters

is one of the hardest points the stu-

dent of penmanship has to pass.

Finger movement writers learn to

make ovals, straight lines, etc. with
little trouble but to apply that same
arm movement to letters and words,
is to many a task which spells fail-

ure.

As long as the pupil lacks self-con-

fidence he is a failure. To develop
the assurance that he can accom-
plish that which he would like, is the

duty of the teacher.

One method I use is to develop the
letter from the movement drill; for

the O, make the direct open oval six

times around with finish same as O.
Next time five counts, one less each
time until the letter is made, then
finish the line with the letter. Next
line starts with six counts and con-
tinue as before till one page is filled

before making the letter without the
oval starter.

At first I show only one or two ex-

ercises from the blackboard, never
completing the line. I then count
for the pupils dropping one count
each time.
Very soon the pupil discovers that

he has the power to do that which he
thought impossible. In place of dis-

couragement or timidity, he has a de-
sire to try the new and harder letters,

and under the same plan he gets A,
C, E, D, P, B, R, m, n, e, i, u, v, w
and many others.

I have found this a great help in

the beginning of the year, and with
new pupils.

Fred M. Bacon,
Supervisor of Writing, Grand Junc-

tion, Colo.

Inspiration and
Information

TIIOS. E. CUPPER, f

(INC. ACCT.)

Qnincy, FI».

ASSOCIATES AND THEIR
INFLUENCE

BY THOS. E. CUPPER, INC. ACCT.

The sooner you show signs of re-

pelling those whom you think would
not fully measure up to your stand-

ard of companionship, the sooner will

your "Profit and Loss" account ex-

hibit a moral, physical and financial

GAIN. It is better—far better to

have no associates than have any
but the BEST. Those' whom you
choose as companions will play an
important part in your career, and
upon which estimates of your TRUE
WORTH will largely be based by in-

fluential men of affairs, and if your
choice has been wisely cast among
the right thinking and up-lifting

kind, your disposition will be pleas-

ing and of a sunny nature.

Politeness is not a useless waste of

formality— it is a form of CAPITAL
without which great heights of pros-

perity may not be attained, and the

lack of it has caused many an enter-

prise to surrender the field to its

more considerate competitor. Where
should it be practiced ? In the home,
the office and everywhere under all

circumstances — among relatives,

friends and strangers, regardless of

station in life. The influence of those
surrounding you, for the better or for

worse, may be felt for years after
their departure; therefore, you can-
not be too particular in the selection
of your ASSOCIATES.
Living a clean, healthy, moral life

will have much to do in lightening
the load which years place upon you.
Correct habits formed early in life

develop into easy, graceful conduct
characteristic of a true gentleman or
lady which is eagerly sought and
highly prized everywhere. Good man-
ners act as a TONIC to any business,
and their stimulating effect will come
back home to you and the firm you
serve an hundred fold, in the way of
increased profit accruing from larger
sales, promotion, etc.

Strive to live a spotless life so that
others may think well of you, and so
that the crowning years of your ca-

reer may be an inspiration to those
who still have before them, their way
in the world to carve.
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SOMETHING NEW a cot.

ing that is establishing a new standard and a new
style in business penmanship ; simple ; logical

:

scientific Copies are veritable pictures of rhythmic
motion ; easy to learn, and slays learned. Specially

adapted for use in high schools and business col-

leges. Send 25 cents for sample copy. Address

C. S. ROGERS. Principal Y. M. C. A. Accountancy

Schcol, San Francisco, California.

By K. Guiilard, penman, Knglewood Business College, Chicago, 111.
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Campbell's Actual Accounting
Actual Business in the only Practical Way

Theory
The author be-
lieves in a thorough
equipment in
theory before the

student is intro-

duced to Actual
Business Instruc-

tion. The text is

most complete in

theoretical explan-

ation and illustra-

tion.

fo]|CJOrr5E

Practice

Actual Business

—without confu-

sion and without

restrictions— so

planned that no

two students can

have books alike

and no student

can obtain help

from any other.

[BllcnoPlfBl

^Campbell's Actual Accounting reproduces in the school room as nearly as possible

the conditions which the student will encounter in real business. The students buy

and sell among themselves, with no specifications as to quantities to be bought or

sold and no restrictions with whom they shall deal. This freedom brings up new
problems with new interest every day, just as in actual business.

^Every student from the very beginning finds Every Cash Balance and Every Trial

Balance, and carries with him into business a plan by which he can always find either,

in any set of books, without wasting a moment's time or an ounce of energy.

^Each student hands to the teacher with his work a positive proof of its accuracy,

which can be checked at a glance.

^The explanations and illustrations are so full and clear that Campbell's Actual

Accounting is more nearly self-teaching than any other text on the market. For the

teacher, it does away entirely with the drudgery heretofore regarded as an unavoid-

able accompaniment of instruction by actual business methods.

^Campbell's Actual Accounting presents actual business in a practical way, with a

minimum of labor to the teacher and a maximum of helpfulness to the student.

The Campbell Way is the Only Way
ORDER AN EXAMINATION SET TODAY AND SEE FOR YOURSELF

The Bobbs-Merrill Company
Publishers of Standard Texts in all Commercial Lines

INDIANAPOLIS :: INDIANA :: USA

iii
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IS PENMANSHIP DRY ?

BY GEO. C. HOBSON, PRIN., DEE SCHOOL, OG-
11F.N, UTAH.

"Considering that penmanship is such a dry

subject, I think we have a pretty fair class," said

a teacher in a high school. And that is like the

Sunday School lesson the teacher waded
through. Preceding the lesson, he said, "Well
boys and girls, I am not very well prepared to-

day. I found the lesson pretty hard to under-

stand and. in fact, I don't see much to it. Job is

a dry subject and I couldn't get interested in

him." His superior, who was a listener, said to

him after class, "How many times have you
read your lesson ?" The answer came, "Just

once and that on the road to school." "Well,

now see here, the trouble is not with Job—Job
is alright. The trouble is you. And if you
don't get down to work, you'll dry up and blow
away."
Under such conditions. Job must be a very

uninteresting character to teacher and pupils.

And under the conditions that probably sur-

rounded the high school teacher, penmanship
must have been a dry subject. But under other

circumstances, penmanship may be made a

pleasure, a recreation from other mental activ-

ities. A teacher radiates his influence. If his

indigestion is a little worse than usual, the pu-
pils know it and some contract the dread
affliction. So smile, be light-hearted, let the
juices of the body perform their functions and
one step is taken toward preventing penman-
ship from becoming dry. During your class

make penmanship your sole thought. Don't be
ashamed of it, but rather magnify its import-
ance to counteract any opposite tendency some
pupil may have. If the class thinks that you are
really interested, it will respect your interests.

your instruction and some that could be reached
in no other way will gradually, be enthused be-
cause of your interest.

I assume you have practiced the exercise
your class is to take up today—written it just

preceding your presentation— have planned
each step in the presentation and know just how
long you may dwell on each. (This is essential

in order that the class will recognize you as

master and feel a confidence in your ability.)

Then do not let a moment's work lag. Keep
the interest high and each will feel a personal
responsibility to master the work.

The real source or inspiration of enthusiasm is

the teacher. However, there are mechanical de-
vices that assist the teacher to enforce the les-

sons. If the movement is irregular and stiff I

count—always softly, with well modulated
voice anil in low tones— "1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. 7, 8, 9,

10," or the number that is best suited to the ex-
ercise. If still some are writing much faster

than others, some doing it rigidly or if there is a

general lack of concentration I have the entire
class count with me softly and in tones that
blend. This concert count tends towards con-
certed and concentrated thought and action.
Occasionally I say. "Lay your pens down and
look at the board," and I proceed to make, for

instance, "A's"—four or five—so every one may
see the operation. Then, "Which of these let-

ters do you consider the best?" Some choose
one, some another and in each case the reasons
are given. This gives a moment's rest and
teaches them form by comparison. Again I

have a pupil do the writing while all pay atten-
tion and criticise. Pupils like this break in the
regular routine, the appeal to their judgment
and especially the privilege of writing on the
board for the class. "You may all take your
pens again and proceed wih capital "A."
When not at the board I pass among the pupils
often writing with their pens on their
paper and making my criticisms aloud so all

may hear. I do not know of any jealousy or dis-

satisfaction ever having arisen through this pub-
lic criticism of generalities. Often a pupil will
stop me and ask me to write aline for him show-
ing his interest thereby. When a pupil, after
having tried to do the work, is not making the
expected progress, he is sent to the board along
with several others. I send the others partly to
let the first one compare his work with theirs.

Left-hand writers who are changing to right go
to the board often and there get started with the
proper movement.

I think a joke and laugh in class are con-
ducive to better work. A story occasionally
is the best of tonic for a dry subject.

The above signature was clipped from a letter
recently received from Mr. Geery, of So.

Ottumwa la.

today tor fre

BLAN-CHAE.D & BA.COH-
I20H S. BpringSt. LOS ANGELES. OAL.

WANTFn ' A hustler to buy half inter-finn i uu . est in one of the highest
endorsed and fastest growing business
colleges in the South. Has netted over
100 per cent during life of school— better
ptospects for future. If you have $1,000
cash and mean business, address

Room 321 Hamilton Bank Building.
Chattanooga, Tenn.

By John liriffith, pupil. Academy of Idaho, T. Courtney, penman.

A recent photograph«of the Bowling Green Business University, Bowling
Green, Ky. This Institution will open its Summer Training School for

Commercial Teachers on June 18th, and continue eight weeks. Some of

the best talent in the Nation has been employed to assist the regular faculty.

Three of the greatest penmen in this country will give instruction.
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INSURANCE
POLICY WRITING
By L. MADAUASZ
These lessons also an
pear in the Madarasz

Book

DDC

Plate 8 Instructions.

This lesson is of the rapid slap-bang order just

as it drops from the pen. without any going over

or squaring tops. It looks at first sight as good
as work that one could spend several times the

amount of time over. You've got to keep your
pen clean and ink free -flowing. If your pen in

any way skips on the upstrokes, throw it away;
such pens grow worse and never get better.

Pay attention to the fixed starting point on
small o—emphasize it by a firm dot, as this re-

lieves the blank space between the shaded line

on small o and the first shaded line on the letter

following. Keep the color on your down-
strokes parallel and of an equal width. Watch
your spacing between small letters. If you
want to get a regular stroke, you've got to con-

centrate your eyes on the work. You can't ex-

pect to get your spacing right by looking at the

antics of pigeons outside, or casting your eyes

in the direction of the charming red-haired girl

fifteen seats away. Save such pleasantries for

the lunch period. Your work demands the best

in you. Attention—Attention and then more
attention.

Increase Your Enrollment

!

My six follow-up letters have brought in

more business than a first-class solicitor.

Each letter is pulling, personal appeal
to the prospective student and the series of
six letters are so arranged as to make a
complete solicitation. Pin a dollar bill to

your letter-head and receive the set of six
by return mail. A. B. ZuTAVERN, Elgin. III.

I have on my list of students some fine Penmen
and Commercial Teachers desiring positions.
Write me if in need. OLD STUDENTS needing
my assistance should write giving qualifications,
etc. I make no charge. F. W. TAMBLYN. Pies.
The Tamblyn School of Penmanship, Kansas
City, Mo.

WANTED!
An A-l Penman & Engrosser

For a desirable and permanent
position in a

COMMERCIAL SCHOOL
Salary paid sufficient to command

the services of one of the best

Penmen in this country.

Engagement to begin any time

before September 1st.

Applications will be considered strict-

ly confidential.

Address W. W W.. care,

Business Educator,
Columbus, Ohio

37
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B. E. certificate winners, Healds Business College,'Stockton, Calif.
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ENGROSSING and
ILLUMINATION
H.W. STRICKLAND,
Policy Depr.. Mass.
Mutual Life Ins. Co.,
Springfield. Mass.

Instructions Article 20

The album page was made 7 by 9 inches al-

lowing a wide border outside on left so that
sheet could be bound in book form with goat
skin cover and silk ribbons.

I'se a gray or black cover for death resolutions
bound in this manner.
A pink tint was used for the background for

scroll border and a lemon tint as background for
lettering. The borders to these are a gray made
by mixing Payne's Gray and Chinese White.
Border the Old English lettering with light
green tint and underscore lettering with double
line ruling using mauve and gold.

Make the initial T a beveled blue and put on a
two color scroll, using green and mauve. Out-
line all with gold rulings.

DC 3CZICICZIC

CLUB CHAT &
SPECIMENS

DC ncuaczic

Some excellent specimens of business writing
done by the students of the Butte. Mont.. High
School, commercial department, are hereby ac-
knowledged from Mr. V. E. Madray. the wide-
awake, efficient head of that department.

W. F. Hostetler, the well-known penman and
commercial teacher in the South Bend. Ind.,
high school, favored us with a list of thirty-rive
subscriptions about the middle of April. Mr.
Hostetler is an enthusiastic teacher of the com-
mercial branches, and especially penmanship.
Of course, he is securing the best of results.

Some very tine ornamental writing has been
received from W. H. Wherley, Astoria, 111. Mr.
Wherley is climbing up in the work quite
rapidly.

Beautifully written specimens have been
received from J. (j. Christ. Lock Haven,
Pa. Mr. Christ is keeping up his usual high
standard The specimens contain much force
and freedom. They also show that he is grad-
ually improving.

One of the best supporters of The Business
Educator is Mr. J. C. McTavish. of the
GrandTrunk Business College. Edmonton, Alta.,

khpmk&ytffi
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Canada, he having favored The Business
Educator with one hundred and thirteen
subscriptions since last October. This means
that Mr. McTavish is succeeding in building up
a large school in the great Northwest. Our
thanks and best wishes are hereby extended to
him with the hope that his school may continue
to grow from year to year, which we also hope
may mean further subscriptions for The Busi-
ness Educator from time to time.

Free Normal Course on How to Teach
Business English.

Review of Textbooks, How to Teach Grammar and Get
Results, Class Work in Grammar-Correcting Papers,
Letter Writing fur I'upils Who Do Not Know Business,
Colloquialisms ami Slang. Program for Class in Business

"Correct English
teacher of English

SCHOOL OF ENOLISH
1437 Security Building

Blackboard writing by W. J. Slifer, penman, Spalding Commercial College, Kansas City, Mo.
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FOR SALE

Nine-year established school in grow-

ing manufacturing and agricultural

town near Philadelphia. Town and

of over 46,000 within a radius of 15

11, in addition to a wealthy farming
village populatior

miles to draw fro

population. The
town in the count

change of climate

Address C. C. B. C

only Business School in the largest

-. Member of my family requires a

Possession in September or before

bus. Ohio.

Positions for Teachers I

°" R

C|

Teachers for Positions I alties

Every mail brings us business. The best
schools are coming to us for teachers. We
solicit others. Free literature. Write us your
needs. Prompt action, satisfactory service.

THE INSTRUCTORS' AGENCY
MARION. INDIANA

FOR SALE flourish™^~~"~"— School in City of
350,000 in one of the northern States. Well
located in new building. D^inffgood busi-
ness. Satisfactory reason of private nature
for selling Correspondence confidential.
Address Box 545, care Business Educator,
Columbus. Ohio.

WE RECOMMEND GOOD TEACHERS TO

GOOD SCHOOLS. WE HAVE SCHOOLS
FOR SALE— BARGAINS. GIVE US A TRIAL.

REGISTRATION IS FREE.

LINK'S TEACHERS' AGENCY
A. T. LINK, MGR. Boise, Idaho

THE GIBB TEACHERS' AGENCY
175 Westminster Avenue, DETROIT, MICH.

TEACHERS! Do you realize that School Men do
not have time to look you up from among the
masses, point you out and give you a position?
They turn to their Agency when in need of help:
if your name is not on OUR nominating list

early, it is sure to be your loss. We make a spec-
ialty of commercial teachers.

FOR. SALE
More than 2300 addresses of Business
Training Schools in the U. S. The only
"99% complete" list of its kind for sale

at any price.

MORTON E. DAWSON
1235 Norwood Street Chicago, III.

WANTED
An Associate—A Thorough Business Educator

and Professional Penman
who is tired of working for wages, to identify
himself with me. Business safe, climate de-
lightful, environment pleasing, endless "side'
opportunities. Address, "Ingenuous," care

BUSINESS EDUCATOR
COLUMBUS. O.

The Pratt Teachers* Agency
70 Fifth Avenue, NEW YORK

Recommends college and normal graduates,
specialists, and other teachers to colleges
and schools.
The agency receives many calls for commer-

cial teachers from public and private schools,
and business colleges.

WM. O. PRATT, MANAGER

The DUPLEX
Recommends

Commercial Teachers
Private Secretaries

Accountants
Excellent positions open.
Write for application blank.

The Duplex Educational Bureau.
Elizabethtown, Pa.

Registration Free

Commercial Teachers Wanted
Fur Business and High Schools.

MARYLAND TEACHERS" ASENCY
524 N.Arlington Ave. BALTIMORE. MD.

FOR SALE Well

and Kood farminc c>

Chicago. For parti
1036 La Salle Aveni

ablished business college
owing manufacturing city,
munity, within 50 miles of
ars address, " Educator,"

THE CENTRAL TEACHERS' AGENCY-
Backed by twelve years of successful experience in supplying Srst-class bookkeeping, shorthand
and penmanship teachers, we solicit a share of your patronage this year.

E. C. ROGERS, MANAGER 20 EAST Gay STREET, COLUMBUS, OHIO

UNION TEACHERS' BUREAU
Established 1877 "Good Teachers for Good Positions."

Tribune Building NEW YORK
We have been placing commercial teachers for more than thirty years—We know most
of the experienced teachers and many of the younger ones—want to get acquainted
with ALL the worthy ones. We offer no bait to lure teachers from their present posi-
tions. Many leading schools throughout the country consult us FIRST when looking
for help because of these very facts. If vou are looking for a position, either for the

"'
ite future or later on. tell us NOW: (a) What you want; lb) When you want

it for it—not overlooki id* What you have done ehom
vol

29TH YEAR OVER 34,000 POSITIONS FILLED
EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR HIGH GRADE COMMERCIAL TEACHERS

THE FISK TEACHERS' AGENCY, 834 STEGER BUILDING, CHICAGO
Luther B D'Armond. who manaees our commercial department, bas been closely associated with

nd through his large number of acquaintances among educa-
we are enabled to fill positions second to no other agency.
are numbered among the few agencies who employ a special
id by the way. this same Mr D'Amond gives all his time

Ihoriti

who head the com nercial d epart
Perm it us to fl Mil.- advise 5 ou. th

n to head our comm :rcial de partm
ns pa rticular virork.

Othe offices: Bos on, New York Washingt Denv Berkeley. Los Angeles. Portland.

OPPORTUNITIES By The HUNDRED
We have excellent positions on file now and every mail brings in

new openings. We need more teachers. Our necessity is your opportunity.

High School and Business College positions our specialities. FREE registration.

CONTINENTAL TEACHERS' AGENCY (Incorporated) BOWLING GREEN, KENTUCKY

Vacancies For Next Fall in Colleges and Public Schools.
Also many Rood positions for teachers immediately available—Send for information stating work
desired. Twenty-fourth year—We know how. Teachers who contemplate coming to Chicago for the
X. E. A., are invited to use our office to receive their mail and meet their friends, etc.

THE CLARK TEACHERS' AGENCY (Inc.)

Chicago, Steinway Hall, B. F. Clark. Pres. Spokane, Wash., Peyton Block.

Lincoln, Neb., First National Bank Building.

'We need
additional commercial teacher.

Must hold a college degree. We shall offer about $1400 the first year,
with the present maximum of$1600. We need good commercial teach-
ers, with or without college degrees, for choice positions in all parts
of the United States. If you want a better position, write us at once.
Free Registration. Confidential Seryice. We Gel Results .

EDUCATIONAL BUREAU
WEBSTER GROVES, ST. LOUIS. M0.

THE SPECIALISTS'
ROBERT A. GRANT. Mgr.

P05JTIOM5

COMMERCIAL
TEACHERS

SPECIALTY

DID WE LAllD lllC icVcll. others are in the game, of course.
- Many candidates have been inter-

viewed, but, of the seven needed for the big high school, only three are
hired— and they are all ours. Meanwhile, we have, among many, scores of
others, a Gregg place for a man at from $1600 to $2000; a high school pen-
manship call at $1250; a request for a business manager at from $1800 to $2000;
a city penmanship supervisorship at $2500 to start; a principalship in the
commercial department of a great Eastern business school at $1800 to $2000.

A Benn Pitman shorthand principalship at $ 1 500 to $ 1 800: a penmanship specialist in a great school-
rare opportunity—at $ 1 600 to $ 1 800—and scores of places at (rom $ 1 000 to $ 1 500. Eyery mail is

bringing others Year after year, we haye put before you at this season the concrete evidence that it does
pay and pay well to get Ihe services of an honest, efficient Agency. HUNDREDS HAVE PROFITED AND
ARE PROFITING. ARE YOU AMONG THEM?

The National Commercial Teachers' Agency
(A Specialty By A Specialist)

E. E. GAYL0RD, Manager, Prospect Hill. Beverly.fMass

V J
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THE BUSINESS JOURNAL

A Macazine of Business Efficiency. Tribur
Building, New Voik City. Now in its ittith yea
Articles on Salesmanship, Office Manacemen
Advertisinc, Penmanship and Shorthand.
Three sample copies for rive two-cfnt stam:

ni i

nduct-rCyix jALJUf prosperous^^^^^^^^^^^^^~ ing your own school.
Here is a fine opportunity. This Business
School is well established ; Pennsylvania
town, crowing rapidly; excellent equip-
ment ; little competition ; chance for devel-
opment; low price. Write today. Address
Good Opportunity, care Business Educator,
Columbus, Ohio.

A GOOD OPPORTUNITY for an

Ambitious Teacher.
thr choolI will sell a half interest

ri a town of 7000 in the great Northwest.
The town is Browing fast. The equipment

5 new. Business has been good. The price
; $700 cash- Address NORTHWESTERN,
are Business Educator. Columbus, Ohio.

TEACHERS WANTED FOR SEPTEMBER
Our teachers' Agency is flooded with applications for

graduates from our Home Study Cousres. Over 4000 stu-

dents report vacancies. So many calls for teachers,
stenographers, and bookkeepers, unexpected. Expert
Typewriters, stenographers, and Bookkeepers in great
demand. Have you examined our new course in Law,
Keal Estate, and Automobile Running!

500 MORE TEACHERS WANTED AT ONCE
Salaries trom JfiOu to *25(K) por year—We prepare

teachers for advanced positions and secure the positions
desired. If you want a position in the North, East, South,

large number
and Business C

, s. Shall we a]

send to you our "Speriiil Tuition Si-)i.>Ihi ship" for yoi
consideration' Advice and full particulars free. Wri
to us for our Teachers' Agency plan; it produces the v
suits and that is what you want. Write to-day—"7

I WANT A PARTNER with

small capital in a well estab-

lished commercial school.

Address P. C. U., care Busi-

ness Educator, Columbus, Ohio

CIVIL SERVICE INSTRUCTIONS
For R. F. D. Carriers, City Carriers, and P. O.

Clerk Examinations. Ten complete examina-
tions for either position, with full answers to
same, composed of questions used in recent Gov-
ernment examinations and lesson sheets arrang-
ed the same way, for only $3.00 postpaid. Most
thorough course at the lowest rates in the world.
Sample lesson and fall particulars free. Address
W. O. HEAPS, Box 391, Trenton, N. J.

i oo 1

in Western
Pennsylvania town of 10,000 for sale,
including up-to-date equipment, open
accounts, etc. Will sell for $1000.00 cash,
if taken at once. Owner has other in-
terests. Do not answer unless inter-
ested. Investigation solicited.
Address "Bargain," care Business

Kducator, Columbus, Ohio.

WANTED!
Three or four experienced business college
men or women to join me in incorporating
a school that has been in operation less
than two years and has enrolled more
than 1000 students. Located in one of the
largest cities in the U. S. More than $10,-
Oon lias been spent in advertising This
can be made one of the largest and best
business colleges in America. The object
of incorporating is to divide the responsi-
bility. 1 want an expert in stenography
[Gregg) an expert for business department
and an expert businessgetter. Don't ans-
wer unless you have money and mean
business. This is worth investigating.
(Jive full particulars if you answer.

Address "P. W."
care, BUSINESS EDUCATOR,

Columbus, Ohio

California Business College for Sale: Present
owner wants to lake a rest. Established 15
years. Only school in thissection. Small capi-
at will handle it. If interested write at once.
Warner's Business College. San Lois Obispo, Cal

mmercial Courses of the FIRST GRADE l

include BUSINESS SCIENCE
Carefully developed elementary texts, <

WATMTFD A Position by a first-claVV .TV UN 1 H,U teactn-r with six years' e

hat
ic and P
dered.

i College, Bay Cits

FOR SALE GOOD BUSINESS
COLLEGE in city in

middle west. Pros-

pe rolls fa ming c mntry surrounding.
School enjc ys large busines s. Sale price
reasonable. Write at once.

Address '

eator, Colli!
Busy," ea
nbtls, Oh

re The Business Edu-

•it-

ten rjy acknowledged business experts, are now
available.

1. "How to do Easiness by Letter and Advertis-
ing," by Sherwin Cody (International edition,
as prepared for publication under the super-
vision of the French government.)

Exercises : "Dealing with Human Nature"
(to prepare private secretaries— oral and written
salesmanship.) Study of Grocery Business.
2. "The Art of Selling." a textbook for commer-
cial schools, by A. F. Sheldon, made effective by
placing in the hands of the teacher the Sheldon
"Elementary Course in Salesmanship."
3. Advertising and Printing—a practical outfit
comprising sheet of Specimen Advertisements,
pamphlets on "Paper, Printing, and Advertising"
and "Modern Type Faces," "Samples of paper"
(pad) type rule, and electrotype and engraving
scale.

Book of Progressive Classroom Lessons on
"Type, Paper, Printing, and Retail Advertising"
(study of the Dry Goods Business.)
4. How to systematize an office, the Simple
Foundation Principles of Loose leaf and Card
Systems, with practice outfit in mission box, 18
complete systems, 500 3x5 cards.

Progressive classroom Lessons—Systematiz-
ing a commercial School.
5. Syllabus of Lectures on the Principles of Sue
cess in Business, with Lessons on Personal Sales-
manship as applied to soliciting fora commercial
school. School of English, 1430 Security Bldg.,
Chicago.

Faust's Special Ruled Practice Paper
ir leading penmen, MILLS. HEALEY. DARNER , and scores of others are using the FAUST
jn of ruled practice paper. The special ruling has many advantages. It costs no
ire, perhaps less, than the kind you are using and gets quicker and superior results.

Give it a trial—Samples and circulars sent upon request. Address,

A. FAUST, 1024 N. Robey St., CHICAGO, ILL.

AVTONATIC SIGN PENS. (Wholesale and Retail.) Over 50 difl'er-
eot Sizes and Styles in MARKING, SHADING, PLAIN, NPKl'IAL ai„l HOKI'KH pins for all practi

- * rapidly dune with our
RELIABLE Auto-
matic Pen* and lnks,-
They are the product
of over THIRTY
YEARS' experiment-
ing along this line,
and combine the de-

of the ORIGINAL "J. w, STOKES" pens and the "FAUST" pens. both of which are
manufactured by us. Our factory Is equipped with MoliF.RN M Aril IN Kit Y. which is operated

IECHANICS. All goods are inspected before leaving the factory. NKW i '< >M ILKTF. CATALOG FREE.
NEWTON AUTOMATIC SHADING PEN CO. DEPT. F. PONTIAC. MICH.. U. S. A.

teachers' Agency

449 S. 2nd Street

LOUISVILLE. KENTUCKY

Our specialty is furnishing public and private schools with competent teachers of the

commercial branches, shorthand, penmanship, etc. We invite correspondence from
schools in need of first-class teachers, and from teachers who desire connection with
good schools. No Registration Fee.

THE. BREWER TEACHERS'AGENCY

Why Come to Rochester to Train for Commercial Teaching ?

presented by capable and experienced

BECAUSE The whole range of commercial subjects can be covered in a compact schedule
——^^^— from the standpoint of the teacher, in one summer school term, and because
tins school is the home of the famous Williams & Rogers commercial texts, so widely used in

commercial courses everywhere.

BECAUSE in one Summer School term, by taking our special 40-lesson course, the entire
^^^——^— text of (rreuu shorthand can he thoroughly covered by those who wish to pre-
pare i" beach that system. [Special (iregg circular mailed on request.

I

BECAUSE The diploma and recommendation of the Rochester Business Institute are sure^^^^ passports to excellent teaching positions, secured for graduates without charge.

BECAUSE All the courses a student can possibly cover can he taken for the one tuition
^^^^^^^ charge.

Send postal card for the 1H12 Summer School bulletin, which gives the particulars.

ROCHESTER BUSINESS INSTITUTE, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

L'l-llHlWil.M.I oamaaaa BflBEg—
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By W. W. Bennett, Milwaukee, Wis., who, 80 years ago was a competitor of L. Madarasz and A. W. Dakin, Mr. Dakin's hat being still in the ring.
Mr. Bennett has given very little attention to penmanship for the past 20 years.

ORVILLE U. DESHA
INVENTOR, DESHA

TANGENT SHORTHAND

Tue Growing flcnieraem of Ml sienograpn inventive Genius
NOW CLOTHED IN A BOOK COMING FROM THE PRESS
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ESSENCE OF THE SYSTEM : Applying this original and marvelous angle eliminating principal, all the sound
combinations of the language are produced in a '"Tangent" manner (without angle) by joining the original alphabetic
characters. The entire system is produced, and the entire language is covered with only nine "unit" characters and a
circle, as perfect as the nine figures and the cipher covets all mathematical science. Only four principles to apply to

the nine characters, which are not so complicated as simple addition, multiplication, subtraction or division. This
system also has "Tangential Vowels" which means that all vowels are connected and are joined without angle.

OTHER FEATURES: Characters are written forward: Light line system—no shaded, "heavy" or "thick"
strokes; No positions; Short definite outlines ; Susceptible to the highest speed efficiency; Remarkable reading legi-

bility: Only perfect alphabet ever invented; Easy to learn. There never has been and there never will be another system its e^iual. The book is a triumph
in shqrthand literature, with an educational quality that surpasses every hnown attempt of its kind. Full information free on application.

ADDRESS, THE DESHA PUBLISHING COMPANY, FORT COLLINS, COLORADA.
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Skillful engrossing by K. \V. Martin, Boston, Mass.
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Designing
D. W. HOFF,

Lawrence, Mass.
Send return postal or

postage for criticisms to
Mr. Hoff.

Lake City. It was hard to decide between this

and his "The Paris" design, this being more
original, the other more attractive in color ef-

fects.

The "Van Buskirk" is the creation of the gen-
tleman whose "side line" it announces. We
have admired his contributions to the "B. E." in

the recent past.

The "Sampliners" represents the "maiden ef-

fort" of "the best supervisor of penmanship in

Colorada"—according to the letter of a mutual
friend, who is in a position to know—now locat-

ed at Grand Junction, Colo.

The "Dobson" design is by Mr. Fred S
Field, penman and engrosser of Flushing, N.
Y. His first draft was one of the cleanest cut
bits in outline that has reached me during the
past month. He got 85.00 for it. too.
The Meadville cut (See May B. E.) is the re-

sult of an order from that up-to-the-second man-
ager, of "the school that gets results," at Mead-
ville, Fa. Note how totally different in design
it is from those ordered for "the success school,"
Haverhill, Mass., and the school that "can help
you," Lawrence, Mass., that appeared in the
March and May numbers, respectively.

ARTICLE 8

THE MORRISSEY

Here we have a design composed of natural

objects and conventional ornament. The palms
are in natural colors, the general effect of which
is olive green. This effect is produced not by a

mixing of colors, but by adistribution of patches
of greens, yellows, white and blues, the greens
predominating. These are blended at their

edges. The body color, of course, is green,
with a little Burnt Sienna for warmth and depth
in the shaded portions of leaf and stem. Yellows
give the lighter portions, while white or blue
give the high lights. If a leaf is in the fore-

ground it has a glossy appearance in nature.

Whether the object be a leaf, a jug, or any other,

this glossy, or shiny effect in the high lights can
only be produced with blue.
The surface of the Bhield and German orna-

ment, attached, are white, except where leaf.

stem, or letter cast shadows across them. These
shadows, like those about the shield, palms and
elk, are all in tones of Payne's Gray.
The elk is in Payne's Gray with a little Burnt

Sienna for warmth. It is a copy of "The Chal-
lenge" by England's most noted animal painter,

Landsier. This is very generally copied by the
engraver, the printer and the engrosser. Some-
times the head alone is used, sometimes the en-
tire figure, as here, but you will notice the pose
is ever the same. Printed copies of this are to

be seen on every hand— in every size. The
most common method of producing the outline
is by tracing from one of these printed copies,

and transferring in the usual way—never with
carbon paper, but with the home made impres-
sion paper, made by rubbing a soft pencil over
the surface of a thin sheet of paper until it is

quite black. This you lay next the drawing,
with tracing on top and go over outlines with an
8H "Koh-I-Noor" pencil well sharpened. Re-
sult; fine pencil lines. All transferring should
be done in this way.

LAYING OUT

First, draw your shield on a card board—see
rules in Article Five, March number.
Second, cut out one half of this, carefully, us-

ing it as a pattern for final drawing. This saves
making pin holes, or erasing on final sheet.
Third, draw the elipse, palms, and one half of

the ornament on thin paper, and true them up
carefully.

Fourth, fold this at vertical center, hold up to
window and trace, to get the other half of the
ornament exactly like the first, unless you pre-

fer to make it wholly different on the other side.

Finally transfer to the final sheet, and apply
the color.

Parts of circles will fit the main lines of the
German ornament at the top.

If you experience difficulty in getting your
out lines better send for a complete tracing of

this size 16x20 inches.

SIGNATURE-CUTS

The signature-cut end of this article comes
very near to being a case of "Hamlet witli Ham-
let left out," for with the exception of the Mead-
ville the designs are by men who are following
the course, who have sent in from three to ten
good creations each. Some of these are now
gathering in good S888$S88 for their de-
signs.

The "Gruber's" comes from Mr. Lewis F'ulton
a live teacher in the schools of Whipple, Ohio,
who is too versatile to be confined by the four
walls of a class room.
The "Lounders" is one of a "baker's dozen"by

Mr. N. W, Weynolds. a self-made man of Salt
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In this I have followed the advice I have re-

peatedly given in these articles, to make each
totally different from all others ever made. It

resembles the "Haverhill" cut in arrangement of

items only, and the "Murray" as to general con-
tour of back ground. The March article tells how
to strike the elipse part of the design, and cut 7

of the Oct. article, how to lay out the letters.

Send your drawings for corrections, if needed,
before inking them in. This saves your time
in the end. Also any clippings showing good
signature-cut designs you find. If you wish me
to send clippings, showing'good designs of sig-

nature-cuts, send a self-addressed, and stamped
envelope—nothing more.

ENGROSSING and ILLUMINATING

Artistically
written cards
16 for 20c. En-
graver's script.
25c per doz.
2211 N. Cantac
St., Philada.,
Pa.

ENGROSSING PRINTS. I have had,
graved six of

my most elaborately engrossed Resolutions

and Memorials, prints of which (6x9
inches) I am pleased to offer postpaid for

25 cents.

P. W. COSTELLO, Scrantorv, P*..

G.Crane
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1 can make a good penman of you at
home during spare time. Write for my
free book, "Hon* to Brcome a Good Pen-
man." It contains specimens and tells
how others mastered penmanship by my
method. Your name will be elegantlyiP^e?
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Some of the Certificate Winners—Meadville Commercial College, Meadville, Pa.

Top row— L. D. Partch, Clara Reischman, Virginia Andre, W. A. Adams. Gladys Tarr.

Second row—Vera E. Smith, Melvin J. Kazebee, Mary Traynor, Ella Spear, Emma Schaffner,

Kay McMillen.
Third row—Ray Byham, H.C. Leftingwell—Teacher, Frederick Heyl.

Fourth row—Mildred Eckles, Julia Sweeney, Edwin J. Aubel.

Fy H. C. Russell, Kinyon's Commercial College, Pawtucket. R. 1.

ess

A group of B. E. certificate winners from the Capital City Coml. Coll., Madison, Wis. G. E. Spobn, prop.
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SPECIMENS
0= DCDOC3IC

Some excellent specimens have been received

from ( ). L. Nordstrom of the Suomi Commercial
College, Hancock, Mich. Some of the designs

were executed with more than ordinary ability,

and the sentence work Is equally well written.

Mr. C. A. Brinker, principal of the commer-
cial department of the Mount Pleasant, Pa.,

High School, recently sent specimens of his

students' work at the beginning of the year and
near the end, which show splendid progress in

the "art of arts." Some were up to our require-

ment for Certificates. Mr. Brinker is doing the

right thing by his pupils, and the specimens
show they are doing the right things them-
selves.

Some very beautifully written cards have been
received from Jacob Miller, of New York City.

Mr. Miller certainly is a coming penman. In

fact, his work is now very good. He has been in

<lie profession only a very short time, and if he
keeps up his present rate of progress, no doubt
he will some day be a leader.

Specimens have been received from the In-

ter-State Commercial College, Reading, Pa., G.

E. Gustafson teacher. The specimens like all

which come from that school, are exceptionally

tine. Nearly all were up to the standard re-

quired for our Business Educator Certificate.

This is one of the many schools which pays
special attention to writing, and each year

turns out many fine practical business writers.

H. B. Lehman, St. Louis, Mo. Central High
School, delights our artistic sensibilities from
time to time by the specimens of his superb
penmanship. Mr. Lehman is one of the finest

Spencerian writers of today. Few can equal

him and fewer still surpass him, if any. When
he touches his white ink pen to royal blue pa-

per he produces an effect which tickles the most
fastidious in penmanship.

^Penmen's Supplies---

500 3ply Wed. Cards, 75c. 500 Colored, 70c
100 12ply Cards for knife Carving 35c
100 Hot Air Cards, 25c. 100 Bird Cards 25c
12 Pen Flourished Post Cards, assorted, 15c
Penmen's Souvenir & Card Writing (36 p) 35c
1 lb. Special ruled paper for Script Writing, 45c
1 Hand turned oblique penholder, prof style 35c
One 2 02. bottle Card Writer's Favorite Ink, 25c.
The above Articles Sent Prepaid by Mail.

46 page Manual for Card Writers 2c
W. McBee. 19 Snyder S>., N. S. Pittsburgh, Pa.

YOU

WILL

WANT TO

KNOW

cachePenmanship" f

Illustrated circular free.

J. A. STRYKER
Penman State Normal and Supervisor Pen

ship City Schools.
Addr.ss 423 W. 27th SI . KEAR.NIY. NEB.

CARDSname on one d
for 15 cents.
I will give free a pack of

samples and send terms to

AGEHTS WANTED
very best blank

cards now on the market.
Hand cut. Come In 17 different colors. Sample 100
postpaid. 15e. 1,000 by express, 75c. Card Circular
for red stamp.

10O postpaid, 26c Less for more. Ink, Clossy Black
or Very Best whi..-. 15c, per bottle. 1 Oblique Pen Hold-
er, inc. uillott's o I Pens, loc. per do*. Leisons In

<;ard Writing. Cli ulur for stamp.

W. A. BODE. Box 176. FAIR HAVEN. PA.

DESIGNING
and

ENGROSSING
By

E. L. BROWN.
Rockland, Me.

Send self-addressed
postal for criticism,
and stamps for return

of specimens.—ini ir—

ENGROSSED ALBUM.

We show herewith the first page of an en-

grossed album. The lettering is a mixture of

Old English, Church and Mediaeval texts. Lay
off design nearly double the size of cut, giving

special attention to the spacing of the lettering

and form of scroll work. Add color to pencil

drawing then outline in India ink to give proper

strength and snap to your color values.

The initials U-P-L-N-A-F-A-M all in red
outlined with a No. 5 broad pen filled with
India ink. Background of V, character "&"
and initial G in gold, outlined in black. Rest of

lettering in black excepting word Greeting,

which is in blue following initial. The border
is in shades of blue.

Colors: Red, Vermilion with a few touches

of Crimson Lake; Blue, Prussion mixed with

Chinese white used thin for lighter tones and
thick for the darker. Use white with all colors

to give that velvety appearance. Add touches
of gold and red to the scroll work but be careful

not to overdo the matter.

Of course the color effect of the original is lost

in engraving and for this reason it is a difficult

propositicn to teach illuminating with black

and white copies.

The other pages will appear in future numbers
of this journal.

Send us your work for suggestions.
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BOOK REVIEWS
DCUDCDC

"Kimball's Commercial Arithmetic" by Gus-
tavus S. Kimball, published by G. P. Putnam's
Sons, New York, price SI .00 net, with answers.
The book is substantially bound with leather

back and linen sides, and contains four hundred
and eighteen pages well printed on unglazed
paper. It is "prepared for use in normal, com-
mercial and high schools and for the higher
grades of the common schools." The book im-
presses us quite favorably. It appears to cover
every phase of arithmetic required in the com-
mercial work, and its pedagogy seems to be
with the consistent pedagogy of general arith-

metic. The details are so numerous it is out of

the question to find room in a brief review for

its many features. The chapter headings are as

follows: Fundamental Processes; Fractions;
Denominate Numbers; Ratio and Proportion;
Percentage and Its Applications; Kquations
and Cash Balances; Banks and Banking;
Stocks and Bonds; Insurance; Miscellaneous;
and Appendix; with many superdivisions of

the subject under each chapter heading. A
separate book of Answers is included for the
teacher, well bound and compactly printed.

"A Shorter Course in Phonography" by J. E.

Munson, cloth bound, one hundred and thirty-

six pages, 81.00 net, is the title of another book
published by this firm. It contains a complete
exposition of the Author's system of Short-
hand, with all the latest improvements, adapted
for the use of schools, and planned to afford the
fullest instructions to those who have not the
assistance of a teacher. All interested in the
latest and best of Munson Phonography should
secure a copy.

Biographical Stories by Nathaniel Hawthorne,
published by the Phonographic Institute Com-
pany, Cincinnati, Ohio, "Arranged as a pro-

gressive phonographic reader to accompany
'The Phonographic Amanuensis.' " The book
like all others put out by this company is an ex-
cellent one. We are not sure as to the price but
think it is 25c.

"Supplementary Exercises in Isaac Pitman
Shorthand." Part I. A series of graded exer-

cises on every rule in the system. By W. L.
Mason, Author of "How to Become a Law-
Stenographer." 48 pages. Price 25 cents.
The object of this work, like that of Pitman's
Shorthand Exercises and Examination Tests
ai ranged for the Shorthand Instructor, is to pro-

vide the Students of Pitman's Shorthand with a

series of exhaustive exercises on every rule in

the sysiem in the order in which it occurs in the
Course in Isaac Pitman Shorthand. The ar-

rangement is such as to assist the student not
only in mastering thoroughly each principle as

it is reached in the course of his study, but to ac-

quire, at the same time, a much more extensive
knowledge of word forms and outlines than
could be obtained from the exercises in the
"course"alone by^commencing to write exercises

from beginning from dictation, the student will

be gaining facility in writing and reading short-

hand at the same time that h£ is mastering the
principles, thus saving much valuable time.

Every word given in these exercises is a diction-

ary word, and most of them are in common use.

When a student finds a word with which he is

not familiar, he should look up its meaning in

some standard dictionary. In this way he will

enlarge his vocabulary, at the same time that he
is learning shorthand. F.very word contained
herein may also be considered as a type word of

the principle according to which it is written,

and by following closely the examples present-

ed, the student can secure much valuable prac-

tice in word building, an art which is one of the

most useful and profitable a shorthand writer

can possess.

"Isaac Pitman's Spanish Shorthand," fourth

edition, price 81.25. This book is an excellent

one for all desirous of adapting Isaac Pitman's
Phonography to the Spanish language The

book is concisely printed, elegantly bound, and
superbly engraved, making it one of the nicest

little volumes we have had the pleasure of ex-
amining for a long while. Those interested in

the Spanish language or shorthand will do well
to secure a copy.

"Pitman's Commercial German Grammar," by
J. Bithell, A. M. Cloth, gilt. Price. $1.00. This
book, a companion volume to Pitman's Com-
mercial French Grammar, teaches the rules of

German Grammar on the basis of a commercial
vocabulary. The exercises lead gradually from
simple words of every day life to the current
phrases of commercial correspondence, and the
student who has worked through it should not
only have acquired a practical knowledge of or-

dinary German, but have been well grounded
in the commercial phrases of the language.
Isaac Pitman & Sons, 2 West 45th street, New-
York.

The Moore and Miner Series "Bookkeeping'
Introductory Course by George W. Miner, Com-
mercial department, Westfield, Mass., High
School, is the title of an excellent book by the
well known publishers Ginn & Company, Bos-
ton, New York. Chicago, London, etc., price

90c, bound in buckram and contains one hun-
dred and and forty-eight pages splendidly
printed and the script well written and engraved
from a technical standpoint. It is designed for

schools that offer a course in the fundamentals
of] bookkeeping including the standard books
and accounts, the modern use of a bank account,
and the common forms of business practice,with
an elementary treatise on drafts. The work
seems to be both pedagogical and practical, anil

therefore merits the investigation of all interest-

ed.

Civil Service Examinations for Stenographers
by Leonard Felix Fuld, LL. M., Ph. D.,

published by Isaac Pitman & Sons, New-
York City, price 25c. is the title of an exception-
ally timely and valuable eighteen page booklet
which all seeking service under Uncle Sam
would do well to read.

FOUR QUESTIONS ABOUT PROGRESS!
1. Are you keeping up with your

Competitors?

Gibbon Says: —"All that is human must retro-

grade if it does not advance." This applies to you as a
school proprietor, as well as to us as publishers. Are
you keeping yourself thoroughly informed as to what
your competitors are doing, and especially as to how
they are doing it? You must know what hooks and
methods they adopt, before you can answer the above
question intelligently. Let us help you not only to

equal, but to surpass all those with whom you must
compete.

2. Are we keeping up with our
Competiiors?

We make it an important part of our business to

know thoroughly all the best works that other pub-

lishers have issued. We study their books carefully,

asking ourselves wherein we could have done any
better. We aim to surpass all others so far that they

will not catch up with us until we are ready to make
another advance.

3. Are we keeping up with you?

Your needs are changing from year to year—We
are anticipating your needs, and in many instances

we are ready with the remedy before you know you

need it. Business methods advance, and unless you

keep in close touch with the commercial side of life,

you will be left behind without knowing it. It is our

business to keep up with you, and keep you up by

leading the way.

4. Are you keeping up with us?

It avails nothing for us to prepare the way if you

will not follow. The pilot cannot direct the course

until the captain gives the command to weigh anchor.

Are you ready to cut loose from antiquated text-

bookb and follow the newly discovered passage to the

haven of success? Until you do this you are nol keep-

ing up with us.

Special terms on books for examination—Even
our catalog will interest you—

Write for it.

THE PRACTICAL TEXT BOOK COMPANY
(We pay the freight) Euclid Avenue and Eighteenth Street Cleveland, Ohio
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Students of Pen Drawing and Pen Technic have in this Drawing of Mr. Costello's an exceptionally fine specimen pen lines as well as a great variety

of ornament, objects, and letters superbly combined. Only a master could unite so many disorganized units without serious discord er without be-

wildering confusion. There's enough here for month's of imitation and study, and years of inspiration.

America to receive instruction in penmanship
by mail is in the Courtney's School of Penman-
ship. A rapid, tireless, business hand taught in

a short time at a small cost. Illustrated Journal
free. FRANCIS B. COURTNEY. Cedar Rapids, la.

FOR SALE
A well-graded series of Penmanship Cuts suitable

for Compendium or Text Book use ; also instructions
accompanying the lessons if desired. It makes a
most excellent Text Book in plain business writing
and should be included with each students' outfit at

Ih Wril toda To-
morrow may be too late.

FRED BERKMAN
Lincoln Business College LINCOLN. NEBR.

World's First Pr

C. W. RANSOM.
Bldg., Kansas City,

^L^^WBY^^yf
In Business Writing, Ornamental Writing,
Engrossing Script and Lettering. A sample
ol each for 40c. Circular free.

ill", Texas

ETERNAL INK

ENGROSSING INK

WRITE EVERLASTINGLY BLACK
The Eternal Ink is for gen-
eral writing in plain or fountain
pens (3 oz. bottle by mail 90c.)
The Engrossing Ink is for
special writing, engrossing, etc.

(2 oz. bottle by mail 80c.)
These Inks write black from the pen
point and Btay black forever; proof to
age, air, snsshJna, chemicals and fire

If your dealer doea not aupply
theae inks, aend to

CHAS. M. HIGCINS & CO., Mfii
.

271 Ninth St. B«ooly«, N. Y.

ESTERBROOK'S PENS
" Ea*7 tc write with, — Hard to use up.

CORRECT DESIGN UNIFORM TEMPER DURABILITY

ISO STYLES =====
«^ CsLX.LLLt.l_ L-liGi i

A 1 PROFESSIONAL
Fine pointed and elas-

tic for card writing

Text Wkitkks 463 Business and Collegi
Made in 3 widths and with With fine and extra fine

lone point to both left pointa. Siaatic and
and right smooth writing

ESTCRBROOK STEEL PEN MFG. CO.
26 JOHN ST., N. Y. CITY CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY

If you are interested in Writing and Drawing
Attend our Summer Normal School for

Supervisors of Writing and Art Drawing

Free Employment Agency for all who enroll.

Send for Catalog and Announcement

CEDAR RAPIDS BUSINESS COLLEGE
CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA

A. IS. PALMER, Pres. G. E. K//VG, Vice Pres.

BEST QUALITY LOWEST COST

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Send for Catalog and
Full - Sized Samples.

What ! You haven't seen our new Busi-

ness College Diploma? It's a good one.

Sample for the asking.

The H. & B. imprint on fa Diploma guarantees artistic excellence in design and execution.

MADE TO ORDER DIPLOMAS A SPECIALTY. Sketches and estimates furnished free

of charge. Resolutions Engrossed. Diplomas Filled.

HOWARD & BROWN DESIGNERS & ENGROSSERS ROCKLAND, MAINE
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REPRODUCED FROM
PENMANSHIPanp
^ERGRgSSEDCOTET

Terry Eng.C^
DESIGNERS -ILLVSTRflTORS

ENGRZJVERS
(olumbus. Ohio

Are You Looking
FOR THE BEST SUMMER SCHOOL
OF PENMANSHIP IN THE WORLD ?

The Zanerian College
COLUMBUS, OHIO

Is that particular school. Supervisors of Writing from all over America,
and Teachers desirous of qualifying as such, make the school the Pen-
manship Mecca of the World.

COMMERCIAL TEACHERS here find the means of increasing
their salaries and success. '..'".*.

TEACHERS can qualify in Drawing at the Ohio State University,
Columbus, while attending the Zanerian.

Address, Attend /ANERIAN COLLFGF Columbus, Ohio
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"Why Not Face The Facts?" p
Everyone knows that Commercial Schools, .... Public and private,

Should represent in their courses work that is in keeping with the
requirements of the modern business world.

If one is well-informed, he knows that in many schools courses fall far below this

] standard. Why not meet the situation fairly by introducing courses that are up-
to-the-minute?

Rowe's Bookkeeping and Accountancy
does this for your bookkeeping course—It does it effectively—It is the pioneer of a
new era in commercial education. The other publishers are following it. Imitations
are already announced. "Accountancy" is appearing in the titles of the announce-
ments of new books in almost every issue of this paper.

Now is the time to put in the original, the best, the most scholarly, the most
practical, and in every way the unapproachable work, before it is pre-empted by other
schools in your locality. Let us hear from you. We have full information which we
will be glad to supply to those who are not already informed.

//?& f-i.yn//T^ocLrzS&o. sadler'rSwITompany BALTIMORE, MD. U
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Modern Accountant, Revised. \

Don't Curtail the Bookkeeping Course—Condense It

!

If you want to do more for your students in the If you want to shorten your course, do it by
length of time at their disposal, don't expect to scientifically condensing into two months what
work a radical reform by daily pressure alone. you have been accomplishing in three or four

—

The most telling results will be secured by not by an abridgement.

scientific condensation of the course itself.
W. H. Garver, of the Heald's Business Col-

li you wanfto give more of the advanced work,
iege> Los Angeles, California,

cut down the preliminary work. Get the stu-

dent more quickly to the point where he

keeping a full set of books.

says of our new book MODERN ACCOUNTANT
,

REVISED

:

"Our bookkeeping stndents have advanced more rapidly, with better knowledge and stronger grasp of the

method and aims of the work than any group of students we have ever taken through the business course."

Send us your name, and let us tell you how this economy of time is

effected, and why Modern Accountant, Revised, is

the book for you to use.

623 S. W»b»ih Ave. LlUINj 'tl t AKINAH All n33 Bro»dw»y
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